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RESONANCE CONTROL COOLING SYSTEM FOR THE APT/LEDA
CCDTL HOT MODEL *

R. Floersch, G. Domer, N. Jett
AlliedSignal Federal Manufacturing &Technologies**, Kansas City, Missouri 64141 USA

Abstract 2.1 Drift Tube Loop

The Hot Model for the Coupled Cavity Drift Tube Linac The drift tube hydraulic control loop supplies controlled
(CCDTL) resonance control cooling system (RCCS) for temperature coolant to the eight drift tube channel
the Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) [1] passages. Figure 2 illustrates the CCDTL Hot Model
in support of the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) piping arrangement at the support stand. A total of 5.6
[2] is described. Two hydraulic control loops are gallons per minute (GPM) of controlled temperature 60 'F
described that control the frequency in the CCDTL Hot water is required to dissipate approximately seven
Model cavity. The two loops supply the required flow to kilowatts of heat in these channels. The drift tube flows
the 32 channels. Control system schema is described to will be approximately 1 GPM in the single gap cavities
regulate resonant frequency during steady state operation. and 0.6 GPM in the two gap cavities. Supply, return, and

return bypass pipes distribute the controlled temperature
1 THE HOT MODEL water between the RCCS system (Figure 3) and the

The Hot Model was built to assess the design of the CCDTL Hot Model support stand (Figure 2).
interface between single and dual gap cavities and is Parallel piped flow metering valves are used to ensure
shown in Figure 1. Additionally, it will yield pressure the correct flow is supplied to each of the drift tube
drop and heat transfer information that will be useful for passages. Flow switches in each drift tube channel alarm
designing the LEDA CCDTL RCCS. The resonant when the flow drops too low.
frequency in the CCTDL Hot Model will be manipulated L
by independently changing the temperatures of the
cavities and drift tubes to change their geometry which FLOW SWITCHES

re uires two h draulic control lo#25 #26 # CCDTL#23 #2 HO ,oMODEL

FLOW METER & VALVE END WALL-EQUATOR

15 ASSEMBLIES

EDWALL-EQUATOR

SU PLY LOOPDRIFT TUBE

3 ASSEMBLIES DITTB

BYPASS SUPPL YLO

Figure 2 CCDTL Hot Model Piping Schematic

2.2 End Wall - Equator Loop

The end wall - equator loop is similar to the drift tube loop
in that it supplies controlled temperature water to channel
passages. A total of approximately 39 GPM of 75 TF
controlled temperature water is required to dissipate
approximately 29 kilowatts of heat in the channels. The
flows in the 17 passages vary between 1.21 and 4.0 GPM

Figure 1 CCDTL Hot Model among the end walls and equators.

Supply, return, and bypass piping; flow meters; and
2 COOLING SYSTEM flow switches are similar to the drift tube loop.

The resonance control cooling system is comprised of two
independent hydraulic control loops, one drift tube and 2.3 Hydraulic Control Loop
one end wall - equator. Figure 3 illustrates the pump loop typical of both the drift

tubes and end wall - equators. Each control loop uses a
* Work supported by the US Department of Energy. centrifugal pump to provide the driving energy. Pump
•* Operated for the US Department of Energy under flow is verified by flow meters in the suction piping of the
Contract No. DE-AC04-76-DPOO613 pumping loop in combination with differential pressure
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across each pump. Each pump was sized to provide ...
excess flow (above that required to provide cooling) to V..
support heat transfer experiments and to access the impact • r
of flow excess or starvation on resonant frequency. In
addition, excess flow is necessary to achieve a 0.05 TF
control sensitivity established as a design requirement.

eown

CCDTL HOT MODEL

PUMP PACKAGE
CCDTL INTERFACE

CONTROLLED BYPASS CONTROLLED
TEMPERATURE A TEMPERATURE
RETURN SUPPLY

PRESSURE
REDUC..N VALVE

Figure 4 CCDTL Hot Model Pump Skid

CHILLED WATER CHILLED WATER
RETURN SUPPLY 3. CCDTL CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 3 CCDTL Pump Loop - Typical The CCDTL Hot Model RCCS provides continuous and

discrete control of the cooling system. Operator interface

Pump flow is directed to a supply manifold where it is screens are provided to change setup parameters for

split to supply each of the drift tube channels. The excess continuous control and to initiate discrete controls. Status

flow passes through a pressure-reducing valve back to the screens are also provided to display information about the

pump suction. The pressure-reducing valve is set to CCDTL Hot Model cooling system.

match the resistance to flow through the drift tube The RCCS is implemented using Experimental Physics

channels. In the supply of each drift tube circuit, a flow and Control System (EPICS) based hardware and

indicator with metering valve is supplied to establish the software. Figure 5 shows the network connections of the

desired flow. In the return of each drift tube circuit just RCCS system.

prior to the return manifold is a flow switch to detect Network Configuration for the APT/LEDA CCDTL
insufficient flow. The flow switches are monitored by the Hot Model Resonance Control Cooling System

control system, which annunciates all flow alarms.
A pneumatic control valve effects control of the loop's CM..llng Systm OC

temperature. The control valve allows a quantity of
constant temperature 50 *F water from the chilled water L Io
system to mix with the heated returning water from the °Frequency Error

drift tubes. Since the control loop is constant mass, an S
equal amount of heated water is returned to the chilled CCDTL Hot Model Resonance Low Level
water system. The quantity of chilled water entering the Control Cooling System and RF

loop is a function of the control valve's stem position and Temperature Monitors System

the differential-pressure in the chilled water system's
supply and return legs. The pneumatic valves were Figure 5 - Network Configuration
purchased with linear flow characteristics and were sized
relative to the loop flow rate to achieve a 0.05 T control The RCCS software is constructed using EPICS State
sensitivity. Control sensitivity is defined as the change in Notational Language (SNL) to track the condition of the
loop temperature for the smallest change in valve stem system and to allow certain control actions to take place.
position. A control algorithm (described in Section 3) Additional C functions contained in the SNL code are
manipulates the control valve, used to perform the control algorithms and file operations.

Figure 4 shows the pump skid that houses the hydraulic Figure 6 shows the state diagram that represents the
control loops, overall conditions of the RCCS.

The CCDTL Hot Model control system provides status
screens that show temperatures of the water and cavities,

650
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vacuum levels in the cavities, activation of the channel
flow switches, conditions of the PID loops, and conditions e_ 2x2y - )_ + e
of the RCCS pumping systems. Screens are also provided Kiep KiK +e+

to configure the PID algorithms and operate the RCCS + +
components in an OVERRIDE mode.

System Level State Diagram for the APT/LEDA CCDTL
Hot Model Resonance Control Cooling System TLp (Set Point)

Initialize
Ta (Coolant Temp)

PowerUp T (Chilled Water K3dTc/dt

ep - frequency error (Drift Tube) or length error (EndWall-Equator)
x - RF field signal e - adjusted coolant error

Idle Figure 7 - Control Loop Setpoint Adjustment Schematic

The frequency error received via an analog signal from
the LLRF system, ranges from 0 to 10V DC, where +0.5V

Resonant represents -50KHz error and +9.5V represents +50KHz

Frequency Ctl error. Any error reading outside the +0.5V to +9.5V
range is considered an invalid signal.

The length measurements of the body will not be
available for the CCDTL Hot Model. However, using the

Figure 6- System Level State Diagram temperature readings of the bodies and a coefficient of
expansion for the body materials we will be able to

Resonant Frequency control (RFC) begins when the approximate the change in length.
screen pushbutton pressed on the console system is RFC can only be halted and directed to make a
detected and is the normal operating state of the RCCS. transition to the proper state by the console system
RFC regulates the resonant frequency of the CCDTL Hot pushbuttons or an emergency stop condition.
Model using an independent single loop Proportional The CCDTL Hot Model RCCS control system will be
Integral Derivative (PID) control algorithm for each pump the basis for the design of the APT/LEDA CCDTL RCCS
loop. The algorithms adjust the setting of the control control system.
valves based on the temperature of the water flowing to
the Hot Model, the RF Power (calculated from the RF 4. INSTALLATION STATUS
field signal), and the frequency error provided by the Low
Level RF (LLRF) control system [3] (drift tube loop) or Installation of the RCCS CCDTL Hot Model and Cooling

the change in length of the outer bodies (end wall - System Pump Package was completed in January 1999.

equator loop). Installation of the control system hardware and software

Figure 7 depicts the calculation of the error (e) supplied was completed in February 1999. Final checkout and

to the algorithms. From the figure, ep represents the operation of the system will commence simultaneously

frequency error for the drift tube loop and the body with RF startup.

lengths in the end wall - equator loop; x represents the RF
field signal in the cavities. These 2 terms are combined to 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
provide an adjustment to the temperature setpoint, Tp. Ta, An immense amount of technical insight and installation
is the temperature of the water supplied to the Hot Model assistance was provided by Rick Wood, Lloyd Young, and
at the discharge of each pump and is used to calculate the Paul Leslie, LANL.
actual temperature error. The differential of T,, is used to
anticipate the effects of a change in the chilled water 6. REFERENCES
temperature and apply it to the error. The error is supplied
to the algorithm which makes valve adjustments that alter [1] H. V. Smith, "Status Update for the Low-Energy

the temperature of the water flowing to the CCDTL Hot Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA)."

Model, thereby changing its frequency. [2] G. Lawrence, "High Power Proton Linac for APT;
Status of Design and Development."

[3] A. Regan, et al., "LEDA LLRF Control System
Performance: Model vs Measurement;" these
proceedings.
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THE LEDA CONTROL SYSTEM*

L. Dalesio, D. Kerstiens, P. McGehee", M. Pieck, M. Stettler, R. Wright, LANL, Los Alamos, NM
D. Moore, WSRC, Aiken, SC

D. Floersch, Allied Signal, Kansas City, MO

Abstract EPICS is a toolkit for building distributed control
systems that originated at Los Alamos, and is now

The Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) Low developed jointly by a collaboration of over 100
Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) is a CW linac institutions, including telescopes, detector collaborations,
comprised of a 75 KV, 110 mA H* injector, followed by universities, etc. The EPICS collaboration grew by more
an 8m long, 350 MHz, 6.7 MeV RFQ, a short beam than 20 sites during 1998. EPICS is licensed to two
transport section and a cooled beam dump. The control commercial suppliers, who have installed it in large
system is based upon the popular EPICS [1], [2] industrial applications.
distributed control system toolkit. In addition to EPICS runs several accelerators of size comparable to
monitoring and control of the injector, vacuum systems, planned APT facility. As an example, the control system
resonance control loops, high power radio-frequency for the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
system, beam control magnet power supplies and beam Laboratory spans 185 real-time IOCs.
instrumentation, the control system performs overall LEDA makes use of recent EPICS developments
timing and synchronisation and equipment protection including the most recent version of EPICS, the new
functions. There are a total of 12 distributed Input-Output standard Application Development Environment, a new
Controllers (IOCs) which are VME-, VXI- or PC-based. data archiver, and PC-based IOCs.
This paper reports on experience with the new PC-based
IOCs, with interfaces to vendor-supplied Programmable 3 LEDA CONTROL SYSTEM
Logic Controllers (PLCs), with a new archiver developed
for this application; and discusses a number of lessons STRUCTURE
learned. The control system exhibits a distributed hierarchical

structure that at the time of initial beam commissioning is
1 INTRODUCTION implemented across 12 IOCs.

Since the first beam through the 6.7 MeV RFQ on 16 The top-level of the hierarchy consists of four principal

March 1999, the LEDA control system has been systems that cover the Supervisory Control, Machine

successfully and safety supporting operations and Control, Diagnostics, and Safety and Protection functions.

commissioning. 3.1 Supervisory Control
The fundamental purpose of the LEDA Control System

is to provide electronic and real-time software support for The advanced automation features of the LEDA Control
all LEDA subsystems and diagnostics. In addition to System are implemented using two IOCs and several
subsystem support it also implements key accelerator- high-level workstation-based sequencing applications. The
wide services such as Fast Protect, Timing, and Networks. real-time IOCs that are involved in supervisory control are

Within the LEDA Control Room the control system the System (or Run Permit) IOC that is responsible for
maintains status and control operator interfaces and operating mode definition and enforcement, and the
provides a suite of data handling facilities that encompass Master Timer.
archival, display, and analysis.

Additionally, the control system is the foundation for 3.2 Machine Control
the LEDA integration process as well as supporting the The Machine Control principal system includes the
ongoing commissioning and testing. traditional collection of moderately independent

subsystems.
2 EPICS

The LEDA Control System is based on the Experimental 3.3 Diagnostics
Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS). The Diagnostics principal system is implemented across 4

IOCs that provide the electronic interfaces and software
support for the following suite of beam diagnostics: Phase

"Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under and Energy measurements, AC Toroids, DC Toroids,
contract W-7405-ENG-36. Beam Position Monitors, Wire Scanners, Capacitive
' Email: peregrine@lanl.gov probes, and Video Cameras.

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 652
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3.4 Safety and Protection 4.2 Network Topology

The hardware-based Safety and Protection principal With the Internet firewall installed three separate
system provides for the personnel safety and equipment networks are created.
protection. The Supervisory system includes the software The interior and most restricted network is dedicated to
interface required to determine the status of these critical controls traffic. The machines that exist here include the
components. real-time IOCs, the operator consoles, and the file servers

Personnel safety is insured by the Personnel Access used by the control system.
Control System and Backbone Beam Enable services Within the perimeter network reside the EPICS channel
while equipment protection is handled by Fast Protect. All access proxy server and the LEDA HTML server. These
of these systems have the mitigating action of quickly hosts have access to the controls network and restrict
turning off the accelerator beam at the injector, access by external clients to two specific protocols -

HTML and EPICS channel access.
3.5 List of LEDA IOCs The remainder of the TA-53, LANL, and the global

This table lists the IOCs operating in March 1999 as well Internet is considered as the public network.

as others that will be installed during the remainder of the
year. Each IOC is identified by the bus architecture 5 NEW DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
chosen: PC (ISA), VME, or VXI.

5.1 EPICS R3.13.1
Subsystem Now Plan Type This is the latest and most advanced release of EPICS that
Supervisory 2 2 PC is in use at several major operational facilities including
Injector/ 1 1 VME Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory.
Low, Energy Beam Transport
RFQ and Windows Vacuum 1 1 VME 5.2 LEDA Specific Development Tools
Resonance Cooling and 1 1 VME At Los Alamos National Laboratory a number of tools
Control have been developed specifically for the APT/LEDA
Low Level Radio-Frequency 2 4 VXI program for the purposes of configuration management,
High Power Radio Frequency 4 5 PC visualization, and the creation of EPICS real-time
High Energy Beam Transport/ 1 1 PC databases.
Beamstop A collection of utilities has been created to aid
CCDTL 0 1 VME developers in setting up new applications and keeping
Diagnostics 0 4 VXI existing ones under configuration control.
Total IOC Count 12 20 IDL, the commercial visualization tool, has been

integrated with the EPICS display manager to create more

4 NETWORK DESIGN complex operator screens. This is one of the EPICS
portable communications server applications that areThe LEDA Control System communications service is described in the next sub-section.

built around a TCP/IP-based network and using EPICS The Microsoft Access relational database is now used

Channel Access as the primary protocol. Access to the together with the schematic capture utility CapFast from

real-time controls network is limited by an Internet Phase Three Logic to create databases more quickly.

firewall that also divides the local network into three

distinct sections. 5.3 Portable Communications Server

4.1 Internet Firewall Three new applications that are based on the new EPICS
communications server have been built for use on LEDA.The three major reasons that justified installation of an Teeicueafutlgeacmr nefcadaThese include a fault logger, a camera interface, and an

Internet firewall are that the LANL accelerator complex interface to IDL. Each of these has the ability to supply
(TA-53) is one network; that there were limited available control system process variables that are accessible by
public IP address ranges; and that for machine protection other EPICS utilities.
issues we required isolation from all public networks. The fault logger enables a networked display of current

Outside clients are tightly restricted and can access the or logged faults from the high power radio-frequency
interior controls network only via encrypted data channels system. This server resides on a UNIX-based operator
such as the secure-shell (SSH) protocol. The firewall is console (OPI).
transparent to certain inside clients. The second application is an interface between EPICS

and a digital camera controlled by a vendor-provided
Windows NT device driver.
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On the OPI, there is a software library that mediates 8 EXTERNAL SYSTEMS
between EPICS data and widgets and IDL plotting and The integration of the LEDA control system required
analysis routines. This allows IDL to provide information interfacing to subsystems provided by four external
viewable by the EPICS display managers and other vendors. An assessment of the effectiveness of out-
channel access clients. sourcing these four subsystems is detailed in [3].

5.4 Data Archiver
Subsystem Vendor Implementation

A new archiver has been developed for EPICS-based RFQ Resonance- Allied Signal VME IOC,
control systems. The archiver is implemented as three Control Cooling EPICS
programs - a channel archiver, a save-set archiver, and an High-Power RF Continental Allen-Bradley
graphicalTransmitter Electronics PLC-5/40

The channel archiver deals with all standard data and Transmiter el AlC-Br4 e
array types. It can process up to 5000 channels/second on High-Power RF Maxwell Allen-Bradley
change, at a specified frequency, and on specified Power Supply Technologies SLC 5/03
conditions, including demand. RFQ Vacuum LLNL Modicon PLC

Production of IOC warm reboot and set-point restore
files is the purpose of the save-set archive tool.

Both channel and save-set archive files can be viewed 9 SUMMARY
by the distributed viewer (XARR) that also exports data in The control system for the Accelerator Production of
tab-delimited format for use by external programs such as Tritium program's Low Energy Demonstration
Microsoft Excel. Accelerator has been sufficiently developed to safe and

reliable support of initial beam operations. The LEDA
6 PC IOCS controls implementation has taken advantage of the most

LEDA has deployed the first PCNxWorks-based 1/0 recent version of the EPICS toolkit and has created
Controllers. Each PC-based IOC is characterized by an significant enhancements to the standard EPICS
Intel x86 CPU, ISA-bus architecture, and dual-bootable to distribution including support for PC IOCs, a new data
both the VxWorks real-time operating system and archiver, and several portable communications server

Microsoft Windows 95. These PC IOCs have been applications.
deployed by the System (Run Permit), HPRF, Master Since LEDA is a test-bed for an accelerator that will be
Timer, and HEBT/Beamstop subsystems. operated as an industrial or factory-like facility, the next

steps in its control system evolution will focus on
6.1 Usage of PC IOCS integration of the diverse machine control and diagnostic

subsystems and on the maturation of the supervisory
LEDA utilizes a mixture of VXI, VME and PC IOCs to system.

meet diverse requirements. system.

VXI-bus IOCs are used for subsystems that have 10 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
requirements for custom instrumentation.

When large numbers of I/O modules are required the The following individuals contributed to the design,
traditional VME-bus IOC is the preferred choice. fabrication, and support of the LEDA control system:

However, PC IOCs have been proven to be a cost- J. Booth, G. Cavasos, T. Cote, L. Day, D. Gurd, J. Hill,
effective solution for systems that either have limited I/O M. Jenkins, T. Jones, M. Harrington, B. Quintana, G.
requirements or communicate with external devices such Salazar, M. Thuot, G. Vaughn, D. Warren, LANL.
as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). S. Hardage, Allied Signal.

P. Gurd, J. Sage, General Atomic.

7 CUSTOM PC BOARDS S. Bolt, WSRC.

Custom printed circuit boards have been developed for
LEDA project. These provide specialized instrumentation
support for the diagnostics, the low-level and high-power [1] The Success and the Future of EPICS, M. Thuot, et al.,
radio frequency systems, the injector, and the machine Proc. LINAC96 (Geneva, 26-30 Aug. 1996).
protection systems. The Industry Pack format is [2] EPICS URL: http://www.aps.anl.gov/asd/controlsl

epics/EpicsDocumentation/WWWPages/
implemented when cross-platform use is required. Each [3] A Development and Integration Analysis of
custom board required its own device driver to be created, Commercial and In-House Control Subsystems, D.
tested, and integrated with the subsystem , EPICS Moore and L. Dalesio, Proc. LINAC98 (Chicago, 23-
applications. 28 Aug. 1998).
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VACUUM CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE LOS ALAMOS LOW ENERGY
DEMONSTRATION ACCELERATOR PROTON INJECTOR *

Leo R. Dalesio, Debora M. Kerstiens, LANL, Los Alamos, N.M., Mitchell C. Richards #, WSRC,
Aiken, S.C., Gilbert A. Salazar, Joseph D. Sherman, David S. Warren, Thomas Zaugg, LANL, Los

Alamos, N.M.

Abstract

A vacuum control system has been developed for use on Figure 2 is a typical hardware configuration for the

the Los Alamos National Laboratory continuous wave diagnostic boxes.
(cw) Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA)
Proton Injector. This paper summarizes hardware and D V

software implementation to satisfy the following design DB1 VGI-1

criteria: (1) performs as a standalone system - no direct
access to CPU/memory components by computer control TGV]

hardware during normal operations, (2) has local (chassis) VGC-1

and remote control (EPICS [1] & LabVIEW [2])
capabilities, (3) is electrically isolated and filtered from VGI-2 VGC-2

electrical transients created from injector high voltage T1_BK
spark-downs to ground, and (4) incorporates fast protect
and fail safe components.

TP-1 SCP-l

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
VGC-3

The Los Alamos Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator

(LEDA) project comprises a 75-keV proton injector, 6.7- Figure 2. Typical vacuum hardware
MeV cw RFQ, a high-energy beam transport system, and configuration for the diagnostic boxes.
a high power beam stop [3]. The injector vacuum
chamber, pump, and gauge system is composed of threediagnstcb oxes, (DB, eachug suppled with aompod turbo p The control system consists of one control chassis fordiagnostic boxes (D B), each supplied w ith a turbo pum p ea h d gn si bo (e ., V c u P mp g Sy t m #
(TP), scroll pump (SCP), turbo pump gate valve (TGV), each d os box e.g, V aum PmngoSystem
two vacuum ion gauges (VGI), and three vacuum b for DR, etc.), six ion gauge controllers, three
convectron gauges (VGC). There are also two beam line turbo pump controllers, three motor starters, three current
gate valves (BGV), BGV1 located between DB2 & DB3 sensing relays, two programmable logic controllers
and BGV2 located between DB3 and the radio frequency (PLCs), electrical noise filters, and associated
quadrupole (RFQ). Figure 1 is a drawing of the LEDA cable/wiring. A more detailed description of the system is
proton injector. discussed in the sections below.

TP DB DB2 DB3

2. STANDALONE SYSTEM DESIGNION SOURC BGV1 BGV

The LEDA vacuum control system operates as a
standalone system. That is, all hardware components are
local to the injector, hardwired together, network isolated,
and fully functional - contains all interlocks and requires
no inputs from remote computer control equipment during

P normal operations.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the system devices.
There are two Modicon [4] Compact PLCs involved (i.e.,

Figure 1. LEDA proton injector the Injector PLC and the EPICS PLC). The EPICS PLC
is for remote operation and will be discussed in the next
section.

• Work supported by the US Department of Energy

# Email: mitch.richards@srs.gov
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decision on whether or not to carry out an operator's
request to actuate a device. The interlock chain will be

INJ - INJECTOR LEDA further discussed in section 5.
PLC VACUUM RFQ

FIELD DEVICES VACUUM
PLC _________________________

EPIS -NCUM VACUUM PUMPING SYSTEM #2
LOCAL CONTROL SCP2 TP2_BK TP2 TP2_OK TGV2 PRESHI TRIP2

B LAB VIEW LEDA RFQ ED Ei EI] EI] D Li] Li]
A REMOTE ENTRANCE

CONTROL BEAM LINE 0 0 0 0S~GATE

RACK REMOTE Figure 4. Front panel of VPS2
CONTROL

Remote control is achieved via the second Modicon PLC
FIgure 3.VBlckudm Corof Ssthem L(i.e., EPICS PLC). It is called the EPICS PLC because it
Injector Vacuum Control System receives the remote operator requests via the EPICS

network or a LabVIEW graphical interface. Basically,
The Injector PLC, however, processes all inputs and EPICS controls the LEDA injector vacuum control system
controls all outputs. There is no direct access to the by utilizing software screens, custom drivers, Input
PLC's CPU/memory components during normal Output Controllers (IOCs), and two IOC modules. Those
operations. Thus, all signals are propagated through the modules are a single board computer and a General
associated input/output modules. A custom ladder logic Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) card. The LabVIEW
program, containing all equipment interlocks, resides and interface utilizes a personal computer, BusVIEW [5] (a
runs (continuous loop) in the volatile memory of the CPU Modbus [4] driver), serial port, GPIB board, and fiber
module. Of course, the program is lost during a power optic cable & communication modules.
shutdown. There is, however, an Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only (EEPROM) backup memory Associated with EPICS remote control, a single board
card installed in the CPU/memory module. Consequently, computer is loaded with a custom driver. That driver
the ladder logic program is loaded and started shortly after writes and reads memory locations (coils) residing in the
power is resumed. form of a ladder logic program loaded in the EPICS PLC

CPU/memory module. The coils are associated with input
Control inputs are processed as requests. For example, if and output modules. When EPICS writes a binary 1, for
an operator desires to open TGV1 and presses the example, into the PLC memory location represented by an
appropriate button on VPS1, the Injector PLC checks to output coil, the associated output module signal changes
see if all interlocks associated with TGV1 are enabled to the "on" state. That output signal (from the EPICS
before opening the valve. Understandably, the PLC PLC) is wired to an input module of the Injector PLC.
automatically shuts the valve, if during operations an Thus, the Injector PLC interprets the incoming signal as a
associated interlock is disabled, request to actuate the associated field device.

An EPICS read command works in the opposite direction.
3. LOCAL & REMOTE CONTROL The Injector PLC outputs a signal representative of the

state of a field device. For example, if beam line gate
Local control is achieved by using three operator interface valve #1 is open, the corresponding output signal is a
chassises. Figure 4 shows the front panel of Vacuum binary 1. That binary one is wired to an input module
Pumping System #2 (VPS2). Each chassis utilizes associated with the EPICS PLC. The ladder logic
momentary push button switches and LED indicators. For program running in the EPICS PLC has software contacts
example, if an operator wants to turn on turbo pump #2, representative of input module signals. That is, if input
he/she would press the button residing just under the TP2 signal one is in the "on" state, the associated software
indicator. If all interlocks are enabled, turbo pump #2 contact is closed. That software contact is in series with a
would turn on, verified by the illumination of the coil (memory location) that changes to the "on" state
associated LED indicator. In short, the Vacuum PLCruns, when the inline software contact is closed. Thus, the
as mentioned in section 2, a ladder logic program EPICS network reads the state of that coil to determine
containing all the interlocks. Thus, the PLC makes the the status of the corresponding field device.
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4. ELECTRICAL ISOLATION AND components consist of a magnetron pulser chassis, signal
FILTERING interface module, and valve control interface box.

Basically, the valve control interface box monitors the

The LEDA injector vacuum control system is exposed to status of the valve's out limit switch. When the valve is

electrical transients created from injector high voltage open, the out limit switch is closed - allowing the passage

spark-downs to ground [6]. Electronic equipment is of a voltage to the signal interface module. The signal

known to fail from these short but damaging occurrences. interface module receives the valve open signal and sends
To eliminate the negative effect of these electrical a microwave enable signal to the magnetron pulser. The

transients, multiple power supplies, relay isolation, and magnetron pulser controls the power to the microwave

passive filtering are used. Figure 5 shows the typical producing magnetron tube. Thus, the valve is protected,
electrical isolation and filter configuration for TGV1. since microwave power to the plasma chamber is

extinguished within a few microseconds after a valve
closure is initiated.

SPLCOUT1 +24VdcCHS
(+24Vdc) 1Fail safe operation is accomplished by system monitoring

KI hardware and protective ladder logic. Since the most
M TTGVIOP vulnerable parts (as well as very costly) are the pumps

(i.e., turbo & scroll), monitoring hardware is installed.
S This hardware consists of flow meters, rotation relays,

FITER current-sensing relays, vacuum controllers, and overload
COM_+24 CHS TGVI devices. Interlocks from each of the devices are read by

the Injector PLC and incorporated in the ladder logic
program.

Figure 5. Electrical isolation and filter
When a vacuum fault occurs, the turbo pumps are shut off

Within each vacuum pumping system chassis, a power and isolated - turbo gate and backing valves close. The
supply is mounted. The +24Vdc_ CHS is used to actuate scroll pumps (used for backing the turbos) continue to
vacuum pumps and valves, as well as read valve limit run, however, unless a current overload condition occurs.
switches, corresponding to it's associated diagnostic box. In either case, power is removed from the pumps,
That is, the power supply in Vacuum Pumping System #1 requiring fault correction and operator intervention before

controls and reads the field devices associated with DB 1. restart.

Mechanical relays are also used in each vacuum pumping
system. They isolate the Injector PLC inputs and outputs 6. CONCLUSION
(powered from the PLC supply) from the chassis supply
driving the field devices. Consequently, the PLC supply The LEDA Injector vacuum control system is robust. It
voltage is better protected (since not distributed to the operates as a standalone system, provides local & remote
injector table) from the electrical transients produced from control, is electrically isolated & filtered from high
high voltage spark-downs. voltage spark-downs, and incorporates fast protect & fail

. safe components. In fact, the system has proven to be
Passive filters are used to protect equipment, as well. very reliable, with nearly a year of operation without
There are two stages. The first stage is a RC network, failure.
The second stage is a SEMIFILT [7] SP-H series
distributed constant type noise filter, model SP333H.
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Abstract
2 CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

ANKA [1] is a 2.5 GeV synchrotron radiation light The control system architecture is planed to be as
source being built in Karlsruhe, Germany. The control h eneol sst e fromithe oplato be ofsystm fr te acelratr isbasd o th thee-ier homogeneous as possible from the operator's point of
system for the accelerator is based on the three-tier view. The CS is designed to use existing intranet/intemet
standard model architecture. However, modern products infrastructure and web technologies such as
based on standards in distributed objects and networking HTML/HTTP, web browsers/servers with Java and
are applied in addition to low-cost hardware including CORBA/IIOP. This decision was made because
PCs. We use the LonWorks field bus network with
intelligent nodes and standard 1/0 modules to connect nowadays a large proportion of people are familiar with
the individual devices directly to PCs that run device web browsers and because the WWW standards provide
servers under Windows NT. Those PCs act as WWW equal user interface to any information regardless of its
servers for data transmission, application distribution type.

and documentation retrieval. Applications in the control Technically, the control system follows the three-tier

room run also on Windows NT hosts as WWW clients. standard model architecture:
onay 1. the field bus layer with devices;

However, they could run in any Web-browser on any 2. the fies layer with aces;

platform, because all operator control is performed 2. the process control layer with accelerator objects;

through a Web-browser with Java applets/applications. 3. the visualization layer with control GUns.

The communication with the control system data servers Conceptually, it is composed of two layers, connected

is done through CORBA. CORBA objects are wrapped through the device servers:
1. the field bus layer with asynchronous event-drivenin JavaBeans which are simply connected with daacqitonotrl

commercial data-manipulation and visualization Beans
2. the object oriented layer with a model of devicesinto ful-fleged applcatons r aplet. Frst where the client talks to devices as if they were

experiences with this control system during the operation there.

of the ANKA microtron are presented. Following, an overview of the different layers is given.

1 INTRODUCTION Further details can be obtained from [2],[3],[4],[5].

The control system (CS) of the accelerator is based on 2.1 The Field Bus Layer
client and server PC's running under WinNT and the The LonWorks field bus is a powerful data acquisition
LonWorks field bus with intelligent nodes and standard and networking system that connects up to 32000
I/O modules to connect the individual devices directly to intelligent nodes with 1/0 modules directly to a PC that
the server PC's. These server PC's communicate via runs indes w s dire PC thatrusunder Windows 98/NT. The PC interface is
CORBA with client PC's in the control room. All connected to all device interfaces through a twisted pair
operator control is performed through Java cable. On the Server PC, the LonWorks Network Service
applets/applications. (LNS) management tool is used to register each node.

The first real-world test of the system was on the 53 LonWorks technology offers a complete network system
MeV microtron of ANKA during the period from in hardware and software in a single micro-controller
October 98 to March 99, controlling it's vacuum system (the Neuron chip) and eliminates any need for network
and power supplies successfully. programming. Many LonWorks boards are commercially

E : available, however it is also relatively straightforward to
Email: schieler@anka.fzk.de interface own designs to the Neuron chip. After a careful
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analysis of the ANKA CS 1/0 requirements, three 1/0 object interfaces. Each controlled parameter, called
boards were designed that cover most cases: device property, is an object by itself, implementing
"* Ariadne is a serial interface board, which supports atomic actions such as get/set, increment/decrement, etc.

EIA-232, EIA-422 and EIA-485 standards at All constants related to a property such as min/max,
maximum baud-rate of 115kbps. It has 16k bytes name, description, etc. are obtained from the property
long buffers on receive and transmit lines and an on- directly by means of remote methods - no direct database
board power supply unit that can source current access is necessary. Values of the properties are updated
from 230 V AC line, unregulated 7-12 V DC and asynchronously by means of monitor objects. The ACI is
regulated 5 V DC. meant to be a standardised interface so that applications

"* Zeus is a high precision I/O card with a 16-bit ADC and pieces of control systems can be hooked to it from
and DAC, DAC trigger input, and optically isolated either side. The ACI does not replace existing control
digital channels (8 inputs and 8 outputs). Four system architectures and frameworks but rather tries to
analog channels with a nominal sampling frequency use their features in order to be as compatible as possible
of 1 kHz are multiplexed to the ADC, which is to those systems. CORBA automatically generates the
oversampled at 4 kHz to ensure 0.3 LSB precision. appropriate communication libraries. There is no need to
The DAC operates at a maximum rate of 10 kHz. write other API libraries. CORBA is chosen for this
An additional on-board peripheral micro-controller, reason and due to its platform and language
specially designed to control booster and storage independence. The need for speed and the necessity to
ring power supplies includes: a) function generator communicate with external drivers require the servers to
synchronized with DAC trigger input, b) 32 kb of be written in C++.
memory to buffer DAC function and ADC data and The communication between clients and devices is
c) peripheral self test. completely asynchronous. Server's responses to client's

"* Hera is a digital 1/0 card with 24 inputs (50 mA), 8 requests are made via callbacks. There is also a
in-/outputs (50 mA) and 8 outputs (solid state relays, possibility of using "repeated callbacks" - called
1 A). All I/O's are optically isolated. Two operating monitors. The idea is that clients are able to register with
modes are provided for inputs and in-/outputs. There servers about which data they require and how
is also a 16-bit frequency counter with range of 0- frequently it has to be obtained.
100 kHz (absolute error 1.53 Hz).

The software written for the Neuron chips implements 2.3 The Visualization Layer
quite complex functions such as state machine and Every operator's interaction with the control system goes
alarms, synchronous ramping in 0.1 millisecond steps through the control GUIs, written as Java applets/
and others. The communication to the PC is done by the applications. These applications are build around the
device servers using the LCA (LonWorks Component Java bean model. A Java bean is a component that can be
Architecture) and LNS library through network variables manipulated in a visual builder environment; beans can
and remote command invocation, which allows also be graphically arranged and connections between them
network management. On top of this, additional established. The latter include, for example, event-to-
functionality was written, such as a template compiler method connections, where the event in one bean triggers
and a file transfer protocol, which loads all run-time the method in the other; property-to-method connections,
constants at start-up from a centralized database. Thus, where a change in property triggers the method;
each constant that is used by the Neuron and the PC property-to-property connections and so on. Such
clients and servers is stored in one place only, which is environments enable the programmer to build an
the static database. application without typing a single line of code.

2.2 The Process Control Layer Any accelerator application is composed of two types
of beans:

Controlled devices are modeled as objects residing on 9 visual beans (GUI objects like buttons, gauges,
device servers that run on the process control layer. The charts, ...);
objects are exposed to remote clients through their * accelerator beans (called' Abeans; each Abean
interface only. The Accelerator Control Interface (ACI), represents a real accelerator device).
a language independent collection of interfaces based on An Abean encapsulates all remote calls from the client
network distributed objects is using the CORBA to a device server of the process control layer. Thus the
standard. All common accelerator components such as network is invisible to the user of Abeans. Tasks of an
power supplies, vacuum, RF, position and current Abean include opening the connection and performing
monitors are defined by means of functions and the function calls on remote objects; report and manage
parameters. The devices are described according to all errors/exceptions/timeouts arising from network
CORBA with the Interface Definition Language (IDL), communication, provide handles for asynchronous
which presents a language-independent way of defining messages, etc.
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Visual beans are mostly commercial products. displays. Representing one single device, a panel shows
Therefore the work done in building a control panel for a virtually all necessary values and properties one may
device consists mostly of connecting the appropriate expect from the real device. Saving desktop place and
Abean and commercial visual beans in a visual builder, preventing confusion, a table gives a comprehensive
The developing time is low, of the order of hours for a overview, listing all devices of one type and offering the
panel, or one or two days for a full-fledged application possibility to control several devices at once.
that instantiates and interconnects many Abeans - even Network communication raised no serious problems,
of different devices. neither the quantity of LonWorks nodes on the field bus

branch, nor CORBA. Operators could work with clients,
3 THE CONTROL SYSTEM SETUP FOR not caring about network details or problems.

THE ANKA MICROTRON Using Abeans in the Java Bean concept allows an easy
extension of new client applications. Only Java

The microtron is the first part of the ANKA accelerator knowledge is necessary, while client-server
available. In fact, this is a less extensive setup for the CS communication details are hidden in the Abeans.
than the complete storage ring will be, but it is the first Connecting Abeans with beans using visual
real-world use of the CS and the first possibility to programming can deliver a lot of values and funcionality.
collect experience. The CS for the microtron consists of So much time is saved because of less code typing.
the following hardware and software components: Fundamental changes/extensions in the software are
"* Two PCs, a Client and a Server PC, both running sophisticated, because much knowledge is necessary to

under WinNT 4.0 with PI1/266MHz CPUs and 128 manage all layers of the CS.
MB of RAM, connected via TCP/IP. The three different types of I/O interface boards are

"* The Client PC runs all client GUIs, written as Java enough for running the microtron, but for future
applets/applications. They are designed as tables, purposes additional interface types (e.g.: GPIB to TCP/IP
including all devices of one type (e.g.: all power converter) may be required.
supplies) or as panels, one for each single device. PC requirements are high, because the CS needs a lot

"* All device server C++ programs are running on the of resources. Each actual server or client application uses
Server PC. For every kind of device *type there is about 20 MB of RAM, some even more.
one server application, acting as software interface
between client GUI and device, delivering values to 5 CONCLUSION
clients and commands to devices.

"* Server programs and client applications In general, the first real-world test of the Control System
communicate using the CORBA implementation of was successful. There were no principle problems
Visibroker (Inprise). controlling the microtrons vacuum system and power

"* One LonWorks field bus interface card in the Server supplies, so that the commissioning of the microtron was
PC is connected to all I/O interfaces through one possible in this environment.
twisted pair cable. This is the field bus branch the Of course, the present microtron version of the CS
device server programs use to communicate with the software is not perfect, therefore some changes and
following I/O interfaces and their corresponding extensions have to be made. The CS has to be optimized
devices: concerning performance and user-friendliness and the
a) 5 Ariadne serial interfaces for power supplies, control of RF systems and the power supply ramping has
b) 30 Zeus I/O boards for power supplies and to be added for further use in the booster synchrotron and

vacuum gauges, the storage ring of the ANKA light source.
c) 2 Hera digital I/O boards for vacuum valves, -

pumps and -pump power supplies. 6 REFERENCES
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A REVIEW OF OPTIONS FOR THE DIAMOND CONTROL SYSTEM

M.T. Heron, B.G. Martlew*,
CLRC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 4AD, United Kingdom

Abstract * Parameter archive and set facilities for post-mortem
analysis of machine operations and for restoring the

DIAMOND is a new UK national light source project to accelerator to a pre-determined mode.
replace the SRS at Daresbury. Many alternative control 9 An easy to use, versatile Graphical User Interface
system designs and implementations exist that might be (GUI). Ideally, this should be a GUI that is already
used as a model for the machine and beamline controls familiar to the scientists and engineers working on
on DIAMOND. This paper surveys the recent the project to reduce the learning time.
developments in light source control systems and e Tight integration with standard software packages.
attempts to identify some of the main advantages and All control system data should be accessible directly
disadvantages of each Alternative. Also, an attempt is from major desktop software packages such as
made to assess the relative resource implications of each spreadsheets, plotting packages, mathematical
of the major options within the context of a modemn light analysis tools, etc.
source project. * Access to the control system via the web. As much

information as possible should be presented via the
1 INTRODUCTION web, including live control system displays,

DIAMND s adesin fr a3rdgeneatin, Gev documentation, database access and, with
DIAMND s adesin fr a3rdgeneatin, Gev appropriate security, limited control facilities.

synchrotron light source based on a 20-cell DBA lattice 0 Use of a modular 110 system for plant interfacing.
of about 400m circumference. It uses a full energy a Use of standards. To reduce the resources required
booster synchrotron and l 'inac for injection. The spectral for the design and build phase of the project, as well
output is optimised for high brightness up to 20keV from as increasing future flexibility, maximum use should
undulators and high flux up to 5OkeV from multipole be made of readily available hardware and software
wigglers. The project status is described in [1]. solutions.

This paper presents the current view of the options for * Use of a standard solution for plant protection. A
the DIAMOND control system. Many of the issues clearly defined strategy for handling plant status and
involved in selecting a model system will revolve around interlocks needs to be included in the design.
estimates of the required resources, the ease of * Comprehensive alarm system. This should be
development and ease of future expansion. The technical configurable to allow the operators and/or system
differences between competing options, although specialists to, tailor limits and trends, and to permit a
important, are unlikely to be the deciding factor. After wide variety of automatic fault reports to be
all, the systems described here are all successful control generated.
systems and are all capable of meeting most, if not all, * Storage of all important machine data in a relational
of the technical requirements presented in section 2 database system (RDBMS). Development and
below. overall management of both the control system in

particular, and the entire project in general, will
2 CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS benefit from a comprehensive database containing

The final design model for the DIAMOND control all machine details and configuration data.
system has not yet been selected, but several key o A full set of support servers and services should be
requirements have already been identified that will help provided. These will include high performance file
in deciding the most appropriate route to take. stores, compute servers, centralised printing and
The main requirements are: backup facilities, etc.

* The ability to remotely operate and monitor o Ease of expansion. Experience on the SRS has
accelerator systems at a rate sufficient to provide shown that a constant programme of development
smooth, 'analogue-style' control. This implies and expansion will take place throughout the
update rates of 10 Hz or greater. operational life of the facility. The control system

should be designed with this in mind.

'Email: B.G.Martlew@dI.ac.uk
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* The control system should exhibit a high degree of selected as a RDBMS to store all configuration data and
fault tolerance so that one isolated failure will not other associated information.
compromise operation of the entire light source.

3.4 ELETTRA

3 REVIEW OF RECENT LIGHT SOURCE The ELETTRA control system [5] is, again, a three-layer

CONTROL SYSTEMS structure with workstations running Unix as the consoles

Six recent projects have been selected to provide an and two lower layers of VME crates running OS-9. The

indication of the current 'state-of-the-art' for light source lower two layers are connected using MIL1553 bus and

control systems. The selection has been heavily biased the upper two with Ethernet. The system makes

towards European projects because the opportunities for extensive use of a RDBMS for storing parameter and

close collaboration on control system design is likely to machine settings.

be greater here than for geographically more diverse 3.5 ESRF
laboratories. The APS has also been included in the list
because of its major use of, and involvement with, the The ESRF control system [6] is based on workstations
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System running Unix and VME crates running OS-9, below
(EPICS) collaboration, which is one of the main control which is an in-house field-bus connecting to G64 crates

system toolkits currently available, used for the majority of the plant interfacing. Intelligent
subsystems are interfaced at the VME crate level.[6]

3.1 ANKA This system has been further developed and is now

The ANKA control system [2] makes much use of packaged as the TACO toolkit.

modem, distributed object techniques and web 3.6 SLS
technology. Low-cost PCs running Windows NT are
used as both operator consoles and as data collection The SLS control system [7] is based on EPICS in a two-

servers. Device interfacing is via the LonWorks field-bus layer structure with PCs running Linux as consoles and
with intelligent nodes and standard I/O modules, again to VME crates with PPC processor boards running
keep hardware costs to a minimum. The data collection VxWorks for the plant interface. The majority of the
systems utilise TACO-style device servers and plant is interfaced directly through digital and analogue
communicate with the rest of the control system through connections, dispensing with the need for a field-bus
CORBA. All applications are being written as Java layer. Applications are being developed in Java or
applets so that a standard web-browser can be used to Tcl/Tk to give an element of platform independence and
provide a familiar working environment for the will make use of an RDBMS. The CDEV interface has
operators. been implemented on top of the EPICS API to provide a

more uniform and device oriented programming model.3.2 APS

The APS control system [3] was one of the originating 4 MAJOR OPTIONS
EPICS systems. It follows the classical standard model
with Unix workstations as consoles connected over 4.1 EPICS
Ethernet and FDDI to VME crates with Motorola The EPICS system [81 has been widely adopted
processor boards running VxWorks. It uses sub-nets of throughout the accelerator community. It has been used
BitBus, GPIB and Allen Bradley 1771 to interface to theplant. as the primary software toolkit on several major light

source control systems with great success. The majority

3.3 BESSYII of implementations use the traditional approach of
VMENXI-based 1/0 controllers and Motorola 68K

The BESSY II control system [4] is based on the EPICS CPUs running the VxWorks operating system and UNIX
toolkit with HP workstations running Unix for the workstations as operator interfaces. However, a
consoles.[4] These are connected using Ethernet and considerable amount of work has been done around the
ATM to VME crates running VxWorks for the middle world to port some aspects of the EPICS software to
layer and in-house CAN-Bus modules as the third layer other platforms such as PCs running Windows NT or
(the plant interface). Extensive use is made of CAN-bus Linux for consoles and PPC processors for IOCs.
as the principle interface to the plant. Some use of VME Although EPICS provides standard tools for display
I/O is made at layer 2 for applications requiring high creation, archiving, alarm handling etc, many users have
data volume and processing speed and hardware with found these tools to be inadequate and developed in-
EPICS support such as timing modules. Application house alternatives. The big success of EPICS is based on
development has used the Self-Describing Data Set the definition of a standard IOC structure, together with
(SDDS) toolkit and Tcl/Tk scripting. Oracle has been
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an extensive library of driver software for a wide range institutions, increased de-bugging and commissioning
of 1/0 cards. The CDEV interface is often used in time and a lack of overall versatility.
conjunction with EPICS to provide a more object
oriented programming interface for application software. 5 CONCLUSIONS
Many users of the system report a steep learning curve It is possible to build a control system for a light source
and the need for significant development resources, but from any of the options presented. It is quite likely that
this is balanced by the large installed base and proven the final choice will be influenced by some quite
ability of this approach. arbitrary factors: personal preference, experience with

4.2 TACO/TANGO particular hardware platforms, operating systems and
development tools. However, a dominating factor will be

The TACO control system, recently re-packaged and the level of available resources. It is clear that a
renamed as TANGO, is a development of the control lightweight system such as that currently used on the
system that was originally designed for the ESRF.[9] It SRS would have a minimum resource requirement to a
is used extensively at the ESRF for both accelerator and get a basic system up and running. It does this by
beamline controls. It is also used to control the deferring the implementation of some of the required
Hartebeesthoek radio telescope in South Africa and functionality to a later date. Alternatively, a control
certain elements of the design have been adopted for the system based on EPICS would include most of the
ANKA control system (see 3.1 above). The core of the functionality from day one and makes the job of the
design centres around object oriented device servers that control system user much easier during machine
communicate with higher levels via SUN ONC/RPC and commissioning and early operation. However, as a
XDR protocols. The original implementation used OS-9 consequence, it is a more complex system and has a
on 68k CPUs for device servers and UNIX workstations greater resource demand.
for operator interfaces. More recently, TACO/TANGO The TACO system occupies a middle ground. It can
has been ported to Linux, Windows NT, LynxOS and provide a sound basis for a successful control system
VxWorks although not all are fully supported. The core with lesser resource requirements than for EPICS, but
of TACO/TANGO doesn't provide as much functionality does lack some of the functionality and support.
as EPICS, but it does benefit from the availability of While the use of a commercial system can reduce the
ports to several alternative platforms. required resource demand, it is not clear that these
4.3 Commercial systems offer significantly more than the 'free'

collaborative ventures such as EPICS and TACO.
There are several commercial products available that can
be used to build a control system. Most of them, such as 6 REFERENCES
LabView, are intended for systems of limited size and do [I]A.A. Chesworth, J.A. Clarke, G.S. Dobbing, D.J. Holder, H.L. Owen,

not scale well when used in a large, distributed M.W. Poole, S.L. Smith,.V.P. Suller, A. Wolski, "DIAMOND: A UK
National Light Source Project", these proceedings.

arrangement typical with accelerator and light source [2]M.Plesko et al, "The Control System for the Accelerator of ANKA",

control systems. To date there is only one serious Proc. EPAC98, Stockholm, June 1998.
[3]M.J.Knott, W.P.McDowell, F.R.Lenkszus, M.R.Kraimer, N.D.Arnold,

commercial contender, Vsystem from Vista Controls Inc. R.T.Daly, G.R.Gunderson, B.K.Cha, M.D.Anderson., "The

[10] Vsystem is of a similar design to EPICS, but has all Advanced Photon Source Control System", Proc. PAC 91.
[4]R.Muller et al, "Rapidly Installable High Performance Controlthe advantages (and disadvantages) of commercial System Facilitates BESSY II Commissioning", Proc. EPAC98,

standard support and development. Vsystem has been on Stockholm, June 1998.
the market for several years and is more popular for [5]D. Bulfone, "Status and Prospects of the Elettra Control System",Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 352 (1994), p6 3 .
small to medium scale control systems. It has yet to be [6]W-D. Klotz, "The ESRF Control System; Status and Highlights",
adopted as the primary control system on any large-scale Proc. ICALEPCS91, Tsukuba, 1991.

[7]http://wwwl.psi.ch/www-sls-hn/controls/
light source project. [8]http://epics.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation/WW

WPages/EpicsFrames.html
4.4 Other [9]A. Goetz et al, "TACO: An object oriented control system for PCs

running Linux, Windows/NT, OS-9000 or LynxOS", Proc.
PCaPAC96, DESY Hamburg, 1996.

A fourth alternative would be to adopt one of the less [1O]http://www.vista-control.com/
widely used control systems designs, develop the [I 1]I.Deloose, "Integrating the New Generation of ISOLDE Controls

into a Multi-Platform Environment", Proc. PCaPAC96, DESY
software currently being used on the SRS as Daresbury Hamburg, 1996.

(based on the ISOLDE control system at CERN [11]) or
to develop a new in-house design from scratch. The
advantage of the home-brew approach is that the
software can be very closely tailored to our exact needs.
The disadvantage, however, is that this will inevitably
lead to duplication of work already done at other
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ABSTRACT TSRF is designed to provide VUV-SX synchrotron
radiation to the experimental hall where VUV

A control system has been designed for the 1.8-GeV experiments, surface physics, soft x-ray lithography,
synchrotron-radiation source at Tohoku University microscopy and crystal structure analysis, will be
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (TSRF), Sendai-city, simultaneously carried out.
Japan. TSRF is a third-generation synchrotron-radiation
facility proposed at Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.
The control system comprises three physical layers: -IA.- *
UNIX workstations, an FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data 7
Interface) high-speed network, and VME modules. . ,'' •-•C
UNIX workstations are employed for the upper layer -.-- '--........
that provides process control and a user interface. The -o

FDDI provides a 100-Mbps, token-passing, dual-ring
LAN using a fiber-optic link suitable for reliably 4a "- - . Z
exchanging control data. On the bottom layer, there are .00
VME crates with high performance CPUs that are ... / ;
interconnected to the magnets, RF, vacuum, beam-
position monitors, wigglers/undulators, beamlines and it -
related components of the storage ring for local process
control. The design of the TSRF control system is int .•.
discussed. "

1 INTRODUCTION .

TSRF (Tohoku-university Synchrotron Radiation
Source Facility) is a new third-generation synchrotron- Fig. I Plan view of the 1.8-GeV TSRF synchrotron-
radiation source that is currently proposed at Tohoku radiation storage ring at Tohoku University, Sendai,
University, Sendai, approximately 350km north of Japan
Tokyo, Japan. TSRF is planned to be constructed at the
site of the Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Tohoku
University, where a 300-MeV-Linac and a 1.2-GeV The high-power wiggler/undulator beam lines are
Stretcher Booster Ring are currently in operation for simultaneously in operation, producing very intense
nuclear-physics experiments [1]. By taking advantage of synchrotron-radiation beams [2]. The high-power beam
the existing facility, TSRF employs the Stretcher lines are distributed along the long circumference of the
Booster Ring as the injector for the TSRF storage ring. storage ring. TSRF has a 1.8-GeV storage ring with a
This can greatly reduce the construction cost for the DBA (double-bend-achromat) type, third-generation
TSRF synchrotron-radiation source. storage ring with emittance of 4.9nm rad, and a
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circumference of 244m. TSRF has more than ten carry out 'the following procedures: (1)Standby-for-
wigglers/undulators, and thirty beamlines for soft X-ray beam-injection, (2)Beam-Injection, (3)Beam-
and VUV experiments for research. Figure 1 shows a Acceleration, (4) Re-injection (to set up parameters for
plan view of the TSRF facility, which includes the 1.2- injection of the beam after automatically initializing
GeV Stretcher Booster Ring. magnets), and (5)Shutdown.

The control system has been designed for the 1.8-
GeV TSRF synchrotron-radiation source in order to
operate the storage ring, providing stable synchrotron
radiation to users at the experimental hall, and to
improve the performance of the storage ring. In this
paper, the design of the TSRF control system is
discussed.

CONSOLE
2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION MANAGER

The control system provides two major operating modes
at the users' request: multi-bunch beam operation and
single-bunch beam operation for time-resolved
experiments. In addition, the control system allows an
operator to provide both (1) automatic setup-and-go
operation of the accelerator for users' experiments and DISPATCHlER
(2) machine-study operation with remote control of the
accelerator system in order to improve the accelerator
performance and to study accelerator physics.

Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of the software system
which comprises three layers based on a client-server
model. On the top layer, there are Console Managers as
clients for operator console management. At the bottom
layer, there are Device Servers, which actually interface
between the physical hardware devices and the servers DEVICE
at the upper layers. A Dispatcher is a server in the SERVE
middle layer, which resides among Console Managers aS
and Device Servers at the lowest level.

PCs are cost-effective equipment as operator consoles
running at the top layer. Five PCs running under
WindowsNT are utilized as console devices with a 20-
inch bit-map color display, and a trackball used as a
pointing device; they are also connected to the network. Fig. 2 Hierarchy of the software system
Under normal operation, two consoles are assigned to
storage-ring control, and the other to the beam-
transport-line, injection-pulse magnets, safety interlock The UNIX workstations, VME crates and PCs are
system and the beamline control system. Man-machine connected to the FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data
interfaces, including graphics status displays, provide Interface) high speed network as shown in Fig.3. The
pull-down and pop-up menus, which are organized in a FDDI provides a 100-Mbps, token-passing, dual-ring
tree structure. Each branch menu is utilized to specify a LAN using a fiber-optic link suitable for exchanging
device and its parameters. The Console Manager always control data reliably.
depicts the present status of the accelerator complex. On the bottom layer, there are VME crates with high

There are five UNIX workstations at the middle performance CPUs that are interconnected to the
layer for managing VME crates that are utilized for magnets, RF, vacuum, beam-position monitors,
process control. Automatic operation is to setup, in wigglers/ undulators, beamlines and related components
principle, the parameters to devices, such as the bending of the storage ring for local process control. VME
magnets and families of quadrupole magnets, and then modules in the crates carry out time-critical jobs for the
to initiate them. This can be carried out by invoking accelerator components: during beam acceleration at the
commands defined in a command file, whose file name storage ring, a power supply for bending magnets of the
is specified by an automatic instruction message storage ring, and power supplies for families of
solicited by an operator. The workstations automatically
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quadrupole magnets are automatically synchronized in workstations, VME crates and PCs, which are
order to keep the betatron values constant. connected to the high-speed FDDI network. The control

There is a shared memory table in which all of the system provides automatic operation for users'
operational parameters of the accelerator complex are experiments as well as machine-study operation to
stored in the relevant data entries. The table is also improve the accelerator performance and to study
mapped to the physical memory, which can be accelerator physics.
referenced by any application process. The purpose of
the table is to allow all application processes to utilize
the operational parameters as well as the present status
of the accelerator complex necessary for their specific 4 ACKNOWLEGEMIENTS
operation without directly accessing actual physical The authors wish to express their gratitude to
devices [3]. Prof.J.Kasagi, Laboratory of Nuclear Science (LNS),

There is an on-line database system. The host collects Prof.M.Watanabe,. Research Institute of Scientific
all operational data and control data of the accelerator Measurements, Tohoku University for their valuable
components.discussions, the staffs of LNS and all working group
been automatically stored in the database system to discussion the staffs of LNSan all iorkng gru
retrieve later specific combinations of behaviors of the memberstofh
accelerator components. cooperation.

The storage ring has a number of components and
sensors to be controlled, including vacuum valves,
interlock devices, cooling water flow sensors, fast/slow
vacuum sensors, pneumatic-pressure sensors, 4 REFERENCES
atmosphere sensors, open-request signals from the [1] M.Oyamada et al.,Proc. of 10th Symp. on Accel.
storage ring /the experimental hall, vacuum pressure Sci.Tech.p463,1995 (in Japanese).
gauges of the storage ring and the beam lines, valve [2] M.Katoh, S.Sato, S.Suzuki and T.Yamakawa,"Lattice
driving units. These components are controlled and Design of the Synchrotron Radiaiton Source at Tohoku
monitored by a computer of the control system. University," Proc. of the 5th European Particle Accelerator

Conference,Spain,June,1996.
[3] N.Kanaya, S.Asaoka and H.Maezawa, "A Generic Model

for Monitoring Operational Parameters of Accelerators by
Heterogeneous Multiprocesses at the Photon Factory",

PC (Windows NT) UNIX WORKSTATIONS XIV Intl Conf. on High Energy Accelerators, July, 1992,
L . ~ $Hamburg, Germany.

... [4] http://hera.kek.jp/
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Fig.3 Configuration of the control system

3 CONCLUSION
The design of the control system is discussed for the
1.8-GeV third-generation synchrotron-radiation facility
TSRF [4], Sendai-city, where a 300-MeV Linac and
1.2-GeV Stretcher Booster Ring are ready as the
injector for the 1.8-GeV storage ring. The control
system comprises three layers, and is composed of
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Abstract structure analysis, are simultaneously carried out. These
beam lines are simultaneously in operation, providing

A vacuum-pump control system has been developed intense synchrotron-radiation beams. The pressures in
using programmable-logic controllers (PLC) for the 2.5- the storage ring and the beam lines are maintained at an
GeV storage ring at the Photon Factory, High Energy ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of less than 108 Pa so as to
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). There are achieve a long beam lifetime, typically more than sixty
sixty-six titanium-getter vacuum pumps at the storage hours. The beamline are controlled by the distributed
ring. Evacuation of gases in the storage ring is done by control system [1].
controlling the current in the titanium filaments in the There are sixty-six titanium-getter pumps for the rough
vacuum pump (max 50A). A PLC has a TCP/IP network evacuation of gases in the storage ring. The vacuum
port, 16-bit-digital output ports connected to sixteen pumps are installed around the storage ring, and have to
solid-state relays (SSR) for current control. The PLC can be periodically operated, depending upon the pressures in
simultaneously control up to sixteen pumps. These the storage ring. The evacuation of gases in the storage
vacuum pumps are connected to SSRs which chop the ring is done by controlling the current in the titanium
AC current so as to control the current in the pumps. To filaments in the vacuum pump (max 50A). The control
operate the pumps, the pump current must have a system for the titanium-getter pumps has been developed
trapezoidal-shaped current form. The PLC is configured using Programmable Logic Controllers on the TCP/IP
so that the current in the pumps has a trapezoidal form network at the Photon Factory.
associated with pre-heating, evacuation, and cooling-
down phases of the pump. PLCs are connected to a
personal computer (PC) through the network. The PC
can automatically control the PLCs by sending a set of
commands through the TCP/IP network. The commands
specify the duration of the current form. Upon receiving
a command from a PC running under WindowsNT
through the network, the PLC generates pulse-trains 1 I"

through the digital output ports to trigger the SSRs in
association with the operating phases. The design of the 3"A

vacuum-pump control system is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are twenty-two synchrotron-radiation beam lines at > 4 ,,
the 2.5-GeV positron storage ring, Photon Factory at the
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). 14,

These beam lines feed synchrotron radiation to the
experimental hall, where experiments, such as surface . . .
physics, x-ray lithography, microscopy and crystal Fig.1 The 2.5-GeV storage ring and beamlines
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The titanium-getter pumps are installed at each beamline. Call (RPC) that supports rich client-server mechanism.
Thus, communication between 'the PLCs (servers) and
the PC (client) is established using the socket

2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Figure 2 shows the configuration of the system. A PLC
has a 16-bit CPU (Intel 80386, 25MHz), a 2 MB DRAM, cc•
a TCP/IP network port and two sets of 16-bit-digital 0
input/output ports connected to sixteen solid-state relays _

(SSR) for current control. The PLC can simultaneously
control up to 16 pumps. These vacuum pumps are ,w,
connected to the SSRs that chops the AC current so as to w TI
control the current in the pumps. T_ M_

WARMING EVACUATION COOLING-DOWN
UP PHASE PHASE

PC PHASE
(OR UNIX WORKSTATION)

CLIENT mechanism.

Fig.3 Trapezoidal-shaped current (RMS) in the titanium-

TCP/IP NETWORK getter pump. The current in the pump must have a

"trapezoidal form associated with the warming-up phase,
C ..... Pevacuation phase and cooling-down phase.

#2 #5

SIL1 The PC can automatically control PLCs by sending a

PP PM1P [ P set of commands through the TCP/IP network. Control
for the titanium-getter pumps is done by sending

Fig.2 Configuration of the control system for titanium- commands, for example, the execution command
getter Cofur n ospecifies the duration of the current form: the duration of

getter pumps. warming-up phase, the duration of evacuation phase and

the duration of cooling-down phase. The PLC listens tothe TCP/IP port to receive a message or command from
To operate the pumps, the pump current must have a the P thro t o receiv i a command

trapzoial sapeas hownin ig.. Th PL is the PC through the network. Upon receiving a commandtrapezoidal shape as shown in Fig.3. The PLC is frmteP rungudrWiowN thuhte

configured so that the current in the pumps has a ntor the PC gener pule-tain through the

trapezoidal form associated with the warming-up phase, network, the PLC generates pulse-trains through the
digital output ports to trigger the SSRs in associationevacuation phase, and cooling-down phase of the pump. with the operating phases, as shown in Fig.3. A

Usually thyristors are employed to control the AC command includes an ID number, which specifies the
current for high-power devices, allowing us to linearly titanium-getter pump as well as the duration of the
control the electric power in the power devices. However, warming-up, evacuation, and cooling-down time in
thyristors can generate chopping noise when slicing the seconds. Upon receiving a command, the PLC initializes
AC current to control the power for the power devices. its timers associated with the command parameters, and
In order to avoid such noise generated by chopping the
high AC current, the PLC employs SSRs that can chop starts Triggering the gate of the SSR through the digitalthe AC current (50Hz) at the zero-crossing point, thus output port. Triggering the SSR chops the AC voltage

that is fed to the titanium-getter pump, thus controllingproviding an arbitrary number of sinusoidal current tIhe AC current in the filament of the titanium-getter
waves to the filaments of the titanium-getter pump pump. After setting up the timers, the PLC listens to the
without much noise. The PLC controls the number of TCP/IP port again for the next command from the client.
sinusoidal current wave forms ranging from 0 to 50 in a In the case that the filament of the titanium-getter
second for the titanium-getter pump. Thus, the PLC cancontrol the average AC power consumed in the titanium- pump is burnt out, the PLC can automatically abortcontol he verae A poer cnsued n th tianirn- triggering the SSR. In order tO avoid a high surge current
getter pump, thus ensuring a trapezoidal-shaped current. tiering the PLR I rder ta d ahi sur crThe L~sareconecte toa prsoal cmpuer PC) when aborting, the PLC gradually reduces the number of
through the network. The connection between the PC triggering pulses for the SSR gate. This procedure canalso be initiated by the PC by sending the abort command.and the PLC is established using the TCP/IP socket The man-machine interface on the PC was created
mechanism. The PC is a client and the PLCs are servers.The PLC has only a simple connection mechanism i.e. using Java. Figure 4 shows a sample screen copy of the

ThePLChasonl a impe cnnetio mehansm ~e. man-machine interface, which is in the development
the "socket mechanism" rather than Remote Procedure
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phase. The operator can flash all titanium-getter pumps, Fig.4 Sample screen copy of the man-machine interface
or individually flash arbitrate combinations of the pumps of the client. (a) Main menu and (b) a sub-menu
by clicking the radio button on the screen. The controlling four sets of titanium-getter pumps.
functionality of the client on the PC will be ported to a
UNIX workstation.

3 CONCLUSION
A vacuum- pump control system has been developed
using programmable-logic controllers (PLC) for sixty-six

ltitanium-getter vacuum pumps at the 2.5-GeV storage
ring at the Photon Factory. The PLC has sixteen solid-
state relays (SSR) that can control the AC current to
control the current in the pumps. The PLCs and a PC are
connected in development phase, and will be installed
for all titanium-getter pumps.
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Abstract half day. Thus, the Local Console System has been
designed and implemented.

A Local Console System has been designed and
implemented using Java for high-energy accelerators.
The Local Console System provides information on 2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
accelerator control operation in order to control and Figure 1 shows the configuration of the Local Console
monitor the high-energy accelerator components. The System. The Local Console system comprises an applet
system was implemented on PC computers running on World-Wide-Web (WWW) browser, a proxy server
under WindowsNT. The system allows operating the on an SGI UNIX workstation, and the operation server
accelerator as well as diagnosing the accelerator at any running on the control computer VAX/MS.
place in the field through the network. The system In addition to Java's capability, due to its tight
provides functionality of consoles either in the control network-security mechanism than CGI, the Java Applet
room or, if a failure occurs in the accelerator, in the was chosen as the implementation language for the
vicinity of the faulty accelerator component. The system system. Needless to say, the Local Console System can
can greatly reduce the shutdown time caused by a be utilized on any WWW browser on a PC running
malfunctioned accelerator component. The design and WindowsNT4.O that supports Java Applet. Due to the
implementation of the system is described. security restrictions of the WWW browser, the Applet is

not allowed to make a direct link to the control system
on the VAX in this case, except for the host (i.e., the

1 INTRODUCITON UNIX workstation) from which the Applet is loaded.

There are twenty-two synchrotron-radiation beam lines Thus, the server works as a proxy server. The http server
at the 2.5-GeV positron storage ring, Photon Factory at is always listening to a TCP/IP port, and accepts a
the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization request from a WWW browser.
(KEK). These beam lines feed synchrotron radiation to When invoked, the WWW browser on the PC loads
the experimental hall where experiments, such as surface the Java class library of the Local Console System from
physics, x-ray lithography, microscopy and crystal the http server on the UNIX workstation through the
structure analysis, are simultaneously carried out. These network. Then, the WWW browser automatically
beam lines are simultaneously in operation, providing initiates the Local Console System. After being invoked,
intense synchrotron-radiation beams. The pressures in the Local Console System establishes a connection with
the storage ring and the beam lines are maintained at an the proxy server on the UNIX workstation across the
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of less than 10-8 Pa to achieve network. As shown in Fig.2, the operator can specify
a long beam lifetime, typically of more than sixty hours. operation information of the accelerator components to

Consoles in the control room for high-energy be concerned. The Local Console System composes a
accelerators generally tend to be large, heavy displays, request message associated with the operator's choice.
X-terminals and workstations. If there is a failure in the The packet includes a list of components and time
accelerator, it is useful to be able to locate any faulty information to be concerned. Then, the Local Console
component in the field, i.e., at the vicinity of the sends the request message to the proxy server on the
accelerator. Particularly, there are a number of users for UNIX workstation using a socket communication, and
a synchrotron radiation facility who use an intense waits for a reply from the proxy server. Upon receiving
photon beam for their experiment at the same time. the request, the proxy server relays it to the server on the
Shutting down the accelerator caused by a malfunctioned VAX/VMS, inquiring status information on the
device should be avoided as much as possible, even for a
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Figl. Configuration of the Local Console System

accelerator components. After authenticating the The server replies to the proxy server by transmitting
contents of the request, the server at the VAX/VMS the operation information to the proxy server. The proxy
fetches operational information and control data from server finally relays it to the Local Console System. The
the control systems, for example, the control system for Local Console System can display the operational and
the synchrotron radiation beam lines [1][2]. control information on the WWW browser as the console

screen. For security reasons, the proxy server accepts a
.......... . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . ... ......... trequest from PC s that have been registered to access.

The Local Console System also allows the operator
to access the database on the control computer [3] in
order to diagnose the accelerator when a failure occurs.
Since a WWW browser on a lap-top computer can also
invoke the Local Console System, it is possible to
diagnose the accelerator at any place in the field through
the network. The Local Console System provides
functionality of consoles either in the control room or, if
a failure occurs in the accelerator, the operator can
diagnose the accelerator in the vicinity of the faulty
accelerator component, making it possible to reduce
shutdown time caused by the malfunctioned accelerator
component.

Access to the database is carried out almost in the
same way as normal access to the accelerator
components, except for the role at the proxy server side.
When the operator specifies operation information of the
accelerator components to be concerned, the Local
Console System composes a request message associated
with the operator's choice. The packet includes a list of
components and time information to be concerned. The
Local Console System sends a request to the proxy
server. The Local Console on the browser is waiting for
the reply from -the proxy server. Upon receiving a

Fig. 2 A screen copy of the Local Console System. request, the server executes SQL statements to connect
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the on-line Oracle database running on the VAX/VMS.
The communication between the two servers is done
through an SQL*Net driver.

Once a connection is established, the server executes
SELECT statements associated with the request
submitted by the Local Console. After retrieving and
collecting operational data of the accelerator
components from the Database, the server transmits the
operational information to the proxy server. After a
completion message is sent back to the Local Console
from the proxy server, it finally displays the operation
information of the accelerator.

The Java environment is still evolving and growing
rapidly. Since as of 1999 not all WWW browser supports
Java RMI (Remote-Method-Invocation), we have
implemented the Local Console using the Java Applet
and the socket mechanism. This communication layer
will be replaced by RMI. The VAX/VMS will be
replaced by a UNIX workstation.

2 CONCLUSION
The Local Console System for accelerator components
using Java Applet for high-energy accelerator
components has been discussed. The system can obtain
operational information of the accelerator components to
allow inspecting the faulty accelerator component not
only in the control room but also in the field.
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THE CIS CONTROL SYSTEM AT IUCF *
J.C. Collinst, Wm. Manwaring

IUCF, Bloomington, IN

Abstract them for eventual integration with the VME system.
CIS is the 200 MeV Cooler Injector Synchrotron now

being commissioned at IUCF. This paper gives an outline Vsystem[4] from Vista Controls provides the framework
of the entire control system, emphasizing its software for building operator displays and control software. Most
aspects. While this is a modest project done with small displays are created using the Vsystem GUI, although a
budget and staff, it includes control of an ion source, an few are windows generated directly by programs using
RFQ-Linac pre-injector, a synchrotron and associated Motif. All programs are written in C using the Vsystem
beamlines. The hardware platform is based on VMEbus, API. The standard operator station is an X-terminal (or
using modules both purchased commercially and PC with suitable host software). To date, only one (of
developed in-house, DEC Alpha workstations, X- four) CIS operator stations has a pair of knobs for cost
Terminals and Vsystem software system. This paper reasons. We have recently found a commercial solution,
discusses our hardware-software interfaces, experience which, if it works, is inexpensive enough that a pair of
with operator generated control screens, diagnostics knobs will become part of the "standard" station.
displays using BPM and Harp beam sensors, magnet ramp
calculation, modification and control, cycle-to-cycle ramp 2 HARDWARE
corrections and timing control.

The most interesting hardware in the CIS control system

1 INTRODUCTION are the HiRel and sequencer modules, both designed and
built at IUCF and described in detail elsewhere in these

The Cooler Injector Synchrotron (CIS)[1] is a 200 MeV, Proceedings[5]. In summary, the HiRel modules are
17m circumference machine now being commissioned at DAC/ADC combinations which sacrifice speed for
IUCF as an injector to our Cooler Ring. CIS itself is accuracy and isolate every signal. They were designed
injected by a commercial RFQ-DTL and a simple and built because commercial units could not meet the
duoplasmotron source. The duoplasmotron will soon be specifications of the CIS designers. The sequencers are
replaced by the CIS Polarized Ion Source (CIPIOS)[2]. limited purpose computers originally designed for
The control system for CIS and CIPIOS evolved from ramping, for which we found no commercial alternative.
that for the HIPIOS ion source[3], the latter representing a
major shift in controls philosophy at IUCF from a totally 2.1 Sequencer
(hardware and software) in-house built system to a
commercially based one. (In fact, the Cooler control The sequencer instruction set was designed to facilitate

computer, its software and the timing system will be the generation of output voltages, signals (TTL levels

replaced later this year by the newer style computer and and serial codes) and the reading of analog values at

software to simplify operations. However, full hardware specified time intervals in a repetitive fashion, all for use

replacement does not seem cost effective at this time.) in magnet ramping. In use, a program on the host control
computer generates a sequencer program, downloads it

One Compaq/DEC Alphastation 200-4/233 serves CIS. and any necessary data and, perhaps, starts the sequencer

The computer communicates with an Allen-Bradley PLC program. For ramping, a sequencer is downloaded with

via Ethernet for all on/off, binary status and interlock -20,000 DAC values and a program which outputs those

operations and with VMEbus via a commercial PCI-VME values at timed intervals (typically, 30 tsec) during the

interface for analog, 1553, GPIB and serial control half-second long ramp. Sequencers also serve in the

operations. CIS controls uses four 6U and 18 3U VME accelerator timing system and some high speed

crates, at present. The computer and three 6U crates are diagnostics readouts as described below.

connected in series via copper; the last 6U and all 3U 2.2 Timing System
crates are connected to this central group via optical fiber
in a star topology. Everything with which the operator is The hardware timing system consists of one sequencer
to interact goes through the control computer. While we and four V102 modules designed at Brookhaven National
often use PCs to develop diagnostics, we always design Laboratory[6]. The sequencer is the master timer, sending

trigger events to the V102s (perhaps multiple times in one
"Work supported by the National Science Foundation grant NSF PHY timing cycle), sending start signals to the ramping
96-02872 NUC RES and Indiana University. sequencers, providing "ITL output pulses and accepting
'Email: collins@iucf.indiana.edu ITL inputs for timing program control. The V102
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modules assert 'flL signals of programmable width at database. For operational purposes, we find it convenient
programmable delays relative to trigger events. Unlike the to define two timing modes: one wherein beam is only
sequencer outputs, the V102 outputs are easily grouped injected into CIS and one which adds acceleration and
together and associated with events. Also, their delay and extraction. When a request to start timing is made, the
width values can be changed on-the-fly, allowing users to server program generates and downloads the sequencer
tune timing in ways which are impractical using only program appropriate to the active mode and starts the
sequencers. timing sequencer. If timing mode or values are changed,

the server stops the sequencer, creates and loads a new

3 SOFTWARE program and restarts the sequencer. The timing sequencer

Vsystem provides tools for display creation, data logging, program can cause the .sequencer to generate a VME
stats aarm andscrpt-rive prceses, ll f wich interrupt at a defined point in the timing cycle; this is the

staturs alarmse and script-driven proesseall ofy wohich end-of-ramp event referred to below. The program also
featreswe ue bt abut hic we hal saynoting uses bits set in a sequencer register by the host and

here. The smallest unit of hardware access is the channel, sqecrTLipt ocniinlysprs ore
which can have other uses as well. Channels are sequeanceor etractionpt toig conditionll supres alosource,
organized into databases. By adopting conventions for oprampador exturacin trfIggberm evenits Tis allneddow thel
defining databases, channel names and reader/writer operatorolturn. f I emwe t sntneeofl
programs, operations people can name devices and thColr
generate displays in parallel with software development, A Motif program provides the normal user interface to the
speeding installation. This also helps give operations server, although any program can access the server
people a better understanding of the control system and through the timing channels. For all time delays
allows them to make some changes themselves, helping implemented in V102 modules, the user interface
keep the developers' blood pressure low. Although at one prgasuotsdecmniltonfvlesiaihr
time there was a lot of talk at IUCF about personalizing keyboard or mouse buttons (for "no-look" tuning).
operator displays, there has been no movement to actually Groups of outputs (e.g., ion source, RFQJDTL) can be
do that after five years of use (for HIPIOS). defined such that the delays of all group members can be

Probemsof saceand eletio peruadd usto ake moved with respect to all other delays while retaining

tholes ofpe spalext Eandpslection persuadedipa ustoemak relative delays within the group. Since updating time

thiscse paeraltext. Examplesfun ofnl the displaye screens delays implemented in the sequencer is slow (create and
disussd eren my e fundontheIUC Wb ste[]. download a new program), only keyboard input is

3.1 Knobs supported for them. The program also supports temporary
and archival storage of timing data.

Because IUCF operators used knobs in a particular
fashion for 20 years, a Motif program was required to 3.4 Ramp Calculation
emulate that mode of operation. The program allows each This Motif program takes as input starting and ending
of two knobs to be attached to DAC channels, the beam energies (MeV), desired ramp duration r(msec) and
channels being organized into display pages defined in an rapspeaamtsP.Isopuisevnen10

ASCI fie eitabe b opratos. he rogrm rmemers element ramp arrays of points equally spaced in time, one
and restores attachments as pages are changed, it can save aryfrec apn eie h 0-lmn egh
and restore DAC values for all channels on a page and it cmrms ewe apacrc n aeo

supors "reets, redfied ttchmntselctonsto modification of points by operators, came from
make standard tuning operations faster. experience on the Cooler and works quite nicely. Most

3.2 Save/Compare/Restore ramps are functions of Bp(t) and are based upon a master
Bp(t) curve, which can take various functional forms; at

The operational data archival function is performed by a present we use Bp(t) -c (sin tir/2,c)*P, where P=2. The
Motif program which performs the three functions in its dipole power supply requires both a current ramp, derived
name, using both disk files and the present machine state from Bp(t) and mapping data, and a feed-forward voltage
as data sources or sinks as appropriate. The data files are ramp, based on V = iR + L(dildt), with empirical
created with fixed length data items and no delimiters just corrections for measured changes in L as a function of
so we are not tempted to edit DAC changes into archives, current. Ramps for quadrupoles, steerers and RF

3.3 Tiigfrequency are all derived from Bp(t). The ramps for the
TimingRF cavity ferrite bias magnets are based on empirical data

Access to timing hardware and generation of the timing tables, with the user able to set the slope of the linear RF
ýsequencer program is done through a timing server voltage ramp. Each ramp is stored in a Vista database
program and timing channels. All event delays and timing array-channel, from where it can be graphed or accessed
parameters have their own channels in the timing by other programs.
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3.5 Ramp Modification difference between the corresponding BPM-2 position
and -3 mm and informs the Ramp Modification Program

This is a Motif program that allows the operator to fine- (see above) that a change was made. The modified ramp
tune ramps by modifying any of the 100 points of the is then loaded. The present correction algorithm typically
ramp arrays generated by the calculation program. requires five or six iterations to achieve satisfactory
Modifications can be applied point-by-point or to each results; more sophisticated algorithms are under test to
point in a specified interval and are entered as a achieve faster convergence and smoother RF ramps.
percentage of the unaltered value in either case. The
program also permits easy addition of a predefined ramp 3.8 Harp Display
change to any of the four dipole trimcoils to position thebeam properly near the end of the ramp for the extraction Three 48-wire (24 vertical, 24 horizontal) harps[l8] are
kick. A single command stops the ramp (via the timing multiplexed to a commercial VME ADC module whichkick A inge cmmad sops he amp(vi th tiing includes FIFO RAM. A timing system trigger initiates
server), loads all modified ramps and restarts the ramp. inc l Fo aM. Atimige in itiae
The RF Frequency ramp can be modified automatically sequential conversion and storage in the FIFO of the wire
via the BPM program described below. Those currents. Upon receipt of an end-of-ramp event, a host
modifications are displayed by this program and are program reads the FIFO values into six 24-element

updated as the BPM program changes them. database arrays. For each array, the program subtracts an
array of background values, converts each resulting

3.6 Ramp Control Interface element into proper units and calculates a beam profile
centroid and width (each array should contain one peak)

This program acts as a server controlling the ramping and an equivalent Gaussian curve for visual comparison.
sequencers. Its functions include A Vsystem tool displays three horizontal or vertical
*Download the sequencer ramping programs; start and arrays in different colors on the same graph. The operator
stop ramp execution. can use these displays to tune beam position and focus.
eRead the 100-point ramp arrays, convert them, via Six additional harps will be included in the extraction
interpolation, into -20,000 DAC values, then download beamline.
these values to sequencer RAM.
'Create the linear reset ramp and download it.
*Perform single write operations to a sequencer DAC 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
when the corresponding channel value is changed, since a
sequencer acts as the DAC and ADC for the power supply The authors would particularly like to acknowledge the
to which it is connected. Also, poll all sequencer ADCs, efforts of all IUCF electronics technicians and operator
updating the corresponding channels (displays). Pete Goodwin for his work in generating control screens

and maintaining databases.
3.7 Beam Position and Ramp Correction

Pictures of the beam position during a ramp are obtained 5 REFERENCES
by attaching a 48-channel ADC multiplexer to a single
sequencer and running a sequencer program that steps [1] D.L. Friesel, "Performance of the IUCF Cooler Injector
through the mux channels, reading and storing ADC Synchrotron", these proceedings.

[2] V.P.Derenchuk, et al., "Polarized Beam for the IUCF Cooler
values in RAM. During a ramp, each channel is sampled Injector Synchrotron", 7' Inter. Workshop on Polarized Gas Targets
every two milliseconds. Upon receipt of an end-of-ramp and Polarized Beams, Urbana, IL (1997).
event, a host program scans the sequencer RAM and [3] J.C. Collins, et al., "The IUCF High Intensity Polarized Ion Source
extracts 200-point position (mm) and 200-point beam Control System", 13W Inter. Conf. On Cyclotrons and Their

current (mA) arrays for each of four BPMs, writing these Applications, Vancouver (1992).
[4] P.N. Clout, et al., "A Comparison of Vsystem and EPICS",

arrays to database channels for graphing and/or ICALEPCS'97, Beijing, China (1997).
calculation. A single sample of BPM values during Fill or [5] W. Hunt, "CIS Control Hardware at IUCF", these proceedings.
Flattop can be triggered by the timing system. This [6] RHIC Report AD/RHIC/RD-16 (1993).
program can read these single values and update database [7] http://www.iucf.indiana.edu/Facilities/Controls.

channels for bar-graph display. [8] M.BaIl, et al., "Beam Diagnostics in the Indiana University Cooler
Injector Synchrotron", 7' Workshop on Beam Instrumentation,
Argonne, IL (1996).

The host program can also correct the RF Frequency

ramp in such a way as to flatten a chosen BPM position
vs. time graph. The operator can choose to "flatten BPM-
2 from 200 msec to 600 msec at -3mm offset from
center", for example. In this case, to each RF frequency
ramp value in the interval 200-600 msec after ramp start,
the program applies a correction proportional to the
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COOLER INJECTOR SYNCHROTRON CONTROL HARDWARE
AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY CYCLOTRON FACILITY*

W. A. Hunt*, IUCF, Bloomington IN 47408

Abstract outputs and a high speed fiber optic bi-directional data
stream to a Analog Head. The Analog Head receives data

This paper describes the control hardware at IUCF for the from a Sequencer and converts the data to a single 18 bit
newly commissioned 200 MeV CIS ring. A combination DAC output channel and collects 16 bit ADC data
of "commercial off the shelf' and custom "in house" returning it to the Sequencer. The timing subsystem
hardware makes up DAC, ADC, and timing control for consists of a master Sequencer which time synchronizes
this synchrotron. The focus of this paper is on the custom and triggers all the other Sequencers and Brookhaven
designed hardware. V102 delay modules [1]. Together the Sequencers and

the V102's provide all the digital timing input and output
1 INTRODUCTION signals needed. IUCF's non-ramping system consists of

The control hardware designed and manufactured at custom 3U VME modules, which are low speed, high

IUCF meets strict specifications combined with self- precision, 16 bit, 4 channel DAC's or ADC's. Both

calibration, self-diagnostic, 1/0 protection, and ramping and non-ramping analog sections employ optical

serviceability options not attainable commercially. The data isolation for high noise rejection, very low drift

CIS control system is comprised of three primary voltage reference, extensive I/O protection, self-

subsystems, timing, ramping and non-ramping, all which calibration, and self-diagnosis hardware for calibration or

interface with the host control computer via distributed functional problems. All the IUCF modules have many
VME buses. IUCF's custom ramping subsystem has two front panel LED's indicating operational states, error

main components, Sequencers and Ramping Analog conditions and histories. As well, all IUCF hardware can
Heads, with a third, Timing/Frequency Heads, planned in be "hot swapped" in and out of the VME crates for faster

the future. The 6U VME Sequencer is a timing computer servicing. In total well over a hundred IUCF VME

and data sequencer that provides digital inputs and modules control the CIS ring. Commercial VMIC [2]

Host Local 6U VME Remote 3U VME Non-ramping
Computer Crates Crates copper Devices

DEC c -E V fiber 1 i L 1

IUCF DAC/ADC's supply agnet

---- •rRamping Devices
Analo °'1- !-owerHead l [suppl'y 

mge

IUCF Sequencers

L tx Head fie >supply

S~Beam Request Inputs & Special Timing Outputs

Event Timeline Pulse Timing Outputs for H- Source, LINAC,>Bumpers, Kicker, Scope Triggers, etc.

10MHz Reference - Master Timing Sequencer

Figure 1: CIS Control System Overview
* NSF PHY 96-02872 NUC RES

mEmail: 
willie@iucf.indiana.edu
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fiber and BIT3 [3] wired VME bus repeaters fan out that all analog ramps will be timed together as required to
control to many VME crates from a single DEC Alpha run the synchrotron.
desktop workstation. Figure I shows an approximate
arrangement. 3 GLASS FIBER LINK

Sequencers talk bi-directionally to the Analog Heads
2 SEQUENCERS through a 10 megabyte/sec fiber link. 32 bit Sequencer

IUCF Sequencers transmit and receive ramping data to data is broken into 4 bytes and serialized at 120 Mbaud
IUCF Analog Heads over 10 megabyte/second glass fiber using AMD TAXI transmitter (Am7968 [6]). The high-
links. Each Sequencer provides 8 front panel digital speed serial PECL data is converted to 1300 nm optical
ports, which can be individually configured to be 50 ohm data using a Hewlett Packard HFBR5103 transceiver
series or parallel terminated inputs or outputs. Special which allows for up to 2 Km transmission. At the Analog
1/0 ports synchronize and exchange serial trigger codes to Head the same optical transceiver and the AMD TAXI
other Sequencers and provide phase locking of all receiver (Am7969) convert the optical data back to
Sequencer clocks. VME interrupt capability is also parallel bytes. Data from the Analog Head is sent back to
provided. The front panel of the Sequencer contains 24 the Sequencer in exactly the same way.
tri-color LED's that provide a wealth of diagnostic and The AMD TAXI receiver and a local crystal PLL
operational information, provide a local 10 MHz frequency reference that is phase

The sequencer board contains a large multi-ported locked to the driving Sequencer, which in turn is phase
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) that is either locked to the master timing Sequencer. In this way all
4, 8, 16, or 32 Megabytes depending on the SIMM remote data can be timed exactly to specific cycle of a
installed. Its ports tie to the VME bus (A32; D32 D16 master 10 MHz clock. Also, upon reception, parity bits
D8EO BLT UAT [4]), an on board FPGA (Actel and the data packet framing is checked for possible
A1240XL [5]) based hardware timing and data processor transmission errors. If an error does occur, the Analog
called the Sequencer Processing Unit (SPU), and a local Head requests the data be resent. Any data errors, signal
bus that plugs into a daughter DSP card. From the VME strength loss, or phase lock problem shows up on front
bus the board appears as plain RAM memory, except for panel LED's and a history of these errors are kept.
some reserved locations. The DSP port allows memory
access just like the VME port. 4 RAMPING ANALOG HEADS

Internally, the SPU reads instructions and data from this The Analog Head provides the interface between the
memory, processes it, transmits data out the fiber port to a Sequencer's ramping data stream and the power supply
remote head, and writes data received from the fiber port under control. This head is composed of fiber optic
into this memory. The SPU can output digital data on the Interface card and an Analog card that slides in DIN 3U
front panel, send serial codes to another Sequencer, card cage, but does not use a backplane. The front panel
interrupt the VME host, test digital inputs, test for serial has power, analog 110, digital I/0, fiber, and backup
codes coming from another Sequencer, and more. By connectors. The Interface card translates the incoming 10design, SPU executes all instructions in exactly 1 uS contrsThItefecadrnltsteicmng1
except for special delay instructions. These delay megabyte/sec fiber data into a 32 bit word which is sent

instructions execute in I uS plus N times 100 nS or I uS, to the Analog card as parallel data over a 96 pin DINor wit or n eteral ven. Inthi wa th SP alows connector that connect the 2 cards. Also, the Analog cardor wait for an external event. In this way the SPU allows sends a 32 bit response back
for totally flexible and precise timing of digital and sens can3 pons back

analog control signals. This command word is used to control all operation of
Taog contro sequencer, ththe Analog card. Control bits within this 32 bit wordTo use a sequencer, the host VME computer writes an rvd o a e fcmadisrcint h ad

instruction stream (I.E. download a binary program) into provide for large set of command instruction to the card.
Primarily, 18 bits of this data is sent to the 18 bit DACa block of memory locations, set the SPU's program (Burr Brown DAC729KH [7]) which controls the

counter, and start the SPU executing. The SPU then conce powe supply thog theop chnnel. the
exeute thoug ths istrctin srea whch ormlly connected power supply through the output channel. Theexecutes through this instruction stream which normally 18 bit DAC is jumper selectable for 0 to 10 volt or -10 to

would send ramping data out the fiber interface to an 1 i A sjme eetbefr0t 0vl r-0t
wnaould send. rami he fiberg ieadakntleraes wito an 10 volt output. Normally, the card responses by taking a
Analog Head. The Analog Head acknowledges with an

ADC sample which is sent back to the Sequencer and 16 bit ADC (Burr Brown ADS7805P [7]) value from one

recorded in main memory. In this way, a diagnostic ramp of three input channels and sending it back to the

of the supply output is available for inspection, sequencer over the fiber. A different card command

Additionally, the SPU can write digital data out the front writes or reads 4 bits of digital 1/O data.
Other commands allow for remote calibration, testing

panel or to the digital outputs on the Analog Head. Also, and re-calibration. Tca ting

a typical SPU program would wait at certain points for te 24 bit s ig AD a l ies aDibran
external triggering from the master timing Sequencer, so th24btsgadlaAC(nogDvcsD71N

[8]) with an onboard ovenized 10 volt reference (Linear

Technology LT1019 [9]), then using the 24 bit ADC to
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measure the gain and offset of the 18 bit DAC. Finally, connections from severe abuse. Output relays provide
the octal trim DAC (AD8842) outputs are changed to re- quiet outputs while the Analog Head is powering up and
calibrate the 18 bit DAC. In this way better than 1[ also provide for active redundant switchover.
PPM/C temperature drift can be realized without having IUCF's ramping system allows for active redundant
an ovenized DAC. connections for critical applications in a primary/backup

IUCF Analog Heads achieve outstanding analog noise arrangement. If a primary ramping system should detect
rejection since they are individually fully isolated from a fault and the primary Analog Head is plugged into an
ground and since they are normally located within a few active and ready backup Analog Head then the primary
feet of the power supply under control. Data isolation is can release control and let the backup take over. A large
provided by glass fiber and power isolation is provided by set of fault conditions are continuously tested by
low capacitance, 120 VAC, linear power supplies, hardware and any detected fault condition will cause the

The DAC output can detect an overload condition and switchover. Programming bits in control registers allows
reports this to front panel LED and to the hosting for masking of each fault individually.
Sequencer. Transorb's and fuses protect all external

SEQUENCER INTERFACE
6U VME card 3U card

HFR13120 MBaud Glass Fiber Link HFBR5103
TAXITRX

TAXITX A1240XL> ~ 10°MHz reference FPGA
-- A 4XLi ___.EX Ipu

ACTEL SERIAL Trigger Codes TXI,6
A1240XL -1 D-| EXT Input Mz L

D 0 Brookhaven Timeline
contro ler I I LOCAL 1/0 0

ACTEL LOCAL 1/0 1
I A1425 LOCAL 1/0 2 RAMPING ANALOG
40,itor32 3U card

> I DRAM LOCAL 1/0 7 Analog CHO
*C8b[itDAC 8x8bitDAC: ,

*Analog CH BB7:29KH AD8842
DSP PORT BACKUP Anlg0H

-~l6bitADC
Analog CH3 AAGExLLP -

*L.10 MHz reference on VME SERCLK line Digital Ito's ZA1225XL

-SERIAL Trigger Codes on VME SERDAT line BACKUP ADC712A

Figure 2: Ramping System Modules

maximum of +/- 1 bit zero error. This design
5 NON-RAMPING DAC/ADC'S accomplishes this by continuous self-calibration of the

IUCF's non-ramping DAC/ADC module provides four 16 ultra linear ramp for positive full scale and zero. It tests

bit, -10 to 10 volt, opto-isolated, individually switch positive, zero, and negative full scale for tolerance.
Should the unit not meet specification, front panel LED's

selectable DAC or ADC channels, in a 3U VME package. will show the fault and the host computer can also query
The basic ADC works by digitally timing a voltage for this condition. Each DAC output is checked for a 1.5

comparator's output whose inputs are connected to the an bis oleran . Each if o utput is chowka for ao1.5

ultra linear ramp and the voltage to be sampled. The bit tolerance, which if not met will show a fault condition

basic DAC is a digitally controlled integrator whose as well.

output ties to an ADC channel for feedback control. The
ADC conversion's result steers the integrator up or down 6 REFERENCES
until the precise voltage is obtained. The main drawback
is its very slow speed, but it is still more than fast enough [1] http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/Hardware/timeline/eventsys.htm

for human controlled non-ramping devices. The main [2] http://www.vmic.com/products/chap8/hw_repeat_index.html
[3] http://www.bit3.com/advantage is its absolute precision, and almost perfectly [4] ANSI/IEEE STD1014-1987 IEC821 AND 297

even DAC steps (DNL is much less than 1/16 bit). This [5] http://www.actel.com/products/fpgadevices.html

gives the operator consistent power supply control, even [6] http://www.amd.con/products/npd/techdocs/techdocs.html

when changing only one DAC step at a time. [7] http://www.burr-brown.com/products/products.html

This unique "in house" design achieves analog [8] http://www.analog.com/products/product-center.htmi

conversion has +/- 0.01 percent absolute full-scale [9] http://www.linear-tech.com/prodinfo/

accuracy over the operating temperature range, with a
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IMPROVEMENT OF VME CONTROL SYSTEM FOR VACUUM DEVICES
AND MAGNET POWER SUPPLIES OF THE PLS STORAGE RING*

J. C. Yoon, J. W. Lee, T.-Y Lee, and S. S. Chang
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang 790-784,Korea

Abstract micron level control of the magnet gap, and also the
development of VME application software for IDBPM

In the Pohang Light Source storage ring, there are 12 (Insertion Device Beam Position Monitor) and operator
VME systems, called VMMIU, in the local control sheds interface software. Next some control requirements of the
around the storage ring. The VMMIU's control and vacuum gauge controllers were upgraded to increase the
monitor vacuum devices, gate valves, LCW, Injection vacuum monitoring speed. The third control system
system, and magnet power supplies. All vacuum devices change came from the energy ramping of the storage ring.
and magnet power supplies have local controllers. These Even though the injection energy from linac is 2 GeV, the
controllers are connected to the VME system through stored beam energy can be raised up to 2.5 GeV inside the
RS422/RS232 serial communication. Now we are storage ring. The energy ramping procedure needs fast
upgrading software and hardware of these VME systems and synchronized control of magnet power supplies. For
to enhance device execution speed and communication this purpose, both hardware and software was changed.
reliability. In this paper, we describe control structure and Finally the timing system was upgraded for the uniform
scheme of both the current VME system and the upgraded fill pattern of the storage ring, which also needed
one. hardware and software improvement.

1 INTRODUCTION 2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND

HARDWARE

The computer control system of the PLS storage ring has
distributed control architecture, with three layers of The magnet power supplies in te storage
hierarchy; operator interface computer (OIC) layer, ring. The magnet power supplies can be divided to
subsystem control computer (SCC) layer, and machine unipolar power supplies and bipolar power supplies.
interface unit (MIU) layer. The OIC layer is based on Sun Unipolar power supplies are used for bending, quadruple,
Microsystems' SPARCstation with UNIX (SunOS 4.1.3) sextuple, and septum magnets. Bipolar power supplies are

and -teminls. he CC cts s adat gatwaybeteen used for vertical and horizontal corrector magnets. Eachand X -term inals. Th e SCC acts as a data gateway between unt o ip l r ow r s pie ha an R 4 2 eilthe IC aye an th MI layr. he IU aye is unit of unipolar power supplies has an RS422 serial
the IC aye an th MI layr. he IU aye is communication port that is connected to VMMIU. On the

directly interfaced to individual machine devices for low- ommunicati nit ta is connecto ma On the
level data acquisition and control. Both the SCC and MIU other han a unit of (bipolar) co net powe
layer is based on VMEbus standard with OS-9 real-time supplies has a digital type I/O port that is connected to theoperating system. Executable application software other machine interface called COMIU.

opertin sytem Excutble pplcaton oftare Vacuum system consists of 124 ion pumps, 36
modules are downloaded from host computers at the Vacuum e si of 124 ion pumps, 36
system start-up time. There are 4 SCC's and 24 MIU's. penning ion gauges, 18 Bayart-Alpert ion gauges, 240
The MIU's and host computers are linked through photon-stop temperature sensors, and 15 gate valves.
Ethernet (TCP/IP)[1]. These components have their own local controllers that

The control system is now very stable and reliable are interfaced to VMMIU. Each of pumps and gauge
enough to meet our control requirements. However, the controllers has an RS422/RS232 type serial

control system is continuously being upgraded to communication port, while each of gate valve controllers
accommodate additional control requirements. Recently has a relay type I/O port. The MIU is directly connected
we had a few additional control requirements. The first is to individual devices and performs the low-level data
U7 undulator, the first insertion device of PLS, which was acquisition. For the real time data acquisition and
installed at the storage ring in July 1997. It required processes, we chose to use the VME system. Each MIU is

a diskless ROM-based system. The ROM contains OS-9
Work supported in part by the Korean Ministry of Science and real-time operation system, utility, user-define command,

Technology and the POSCO company. and other necessary application modules.
' Email: jc0927@postech.ac.kr After the application software upgrade was
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accomplished in a separately prepared machine system through an RS232C serial communication. Four
development system, the execution file is downloaded, limit switches are used for interlocking. If the undulator

A summary of VME boards used for VMMIU's is moves beyond these limit switches, motor driven pulses
shown in Table 1. are immediately stopped. The developed VME control

software was installed in the COMIU#7.
Table 1: Summary of VME boards used A related work is the development of the VME control

system of the IDBPM. For this purpose, one VME ADC
Model No. Description 1/0 board, Acromag's AVME9510-I, was installed in the

MVME147S-1 12 SBC,25MHz,4MB DRAM COMIU#7. This ADC board receives 15 beam position
BUS652211 12 MIL-STD-1553B Interface analog signals (A, B, C, D, AGC, X, Y), two digital
AVME9510-I 12 32 digital input/output, 16ADC output signals (signal level check; TIL level), and four
ESD-ASIO16 24 12xRS422, 4xRS232 interlock state digital 1/0 signals, from BPM boards
IP-610 2 6U IP-Carrier Board which measure beam positions at the insertion device.

IP-Octal 2 Industry Pack, 8xRS422 The VME control software and the operator interface
software were developed, field installed, and the
integration test was completed.

e For the energy ramping control, two types of VMEA- TOd• Cvmm VMMIU8

A ' boards (IP-610, IP-Octal) were installed at the VMMIU#8

and #12 for the fast and efficient control of the magnet
A..... power supply currents. Also the appropriate VME control

out, . software was developed. The structure of the upgraded
VMMIU#8 is shown in Figure 1. Present energy ramping

ASO . control system has been redesigned and upgraded to
I . reduce ramping time and ensure reliable operation. In a

ramping process, the amplitudes of magnetic fields of
storage ring magnets should be controlled synchronously
for each energy ramping step in order to keep the same

LAN (rCPoptics. This requires the synchronous control of current
-- M settings of tens of magnet power supplies distributed in

Figure 1: Structure of the VMMIU#8 the storage ring. New ramping control system took full
advantage of the distributed three-layered PLS storage

3 SYSTEM UPGRADE ring control system to reduce development time and cost.
The VME's at the bottom layer, called VMMIU, calculate

The computer control system for the remote operation of and control current setting values of magnet power
the U7 undulator is now under development, supplies for each ramping step. The VME at an upper
Development of the VME system for low-level position layer, called SCC (Subsystem Control Computer),
control and monitoring has been completed. Parker's generates synchronization signals for each ramping step.
INDEXER-500 controller was used for the step motor The MIL-1553B field bus, which is already installed for
control, and Parker's AR-C absolute encoder was used for low-level data acquisition control, was used for the
the position monitoring. For the motor driving, Parker's synchronization network through which the SCC sends
PK-130 model was used. A U7 test with local controllers synchronization signals to the lower MIU's. A graphical
was performed to obtain encoder reference data and to user interface based on Motif/X-Windows was developed
find the locations of the interlock limit switches. The for the operator control of energy ramping
VME control software for position control and monitoring Some control requirements of the vacuum gauge
consists of a position control routine and a position controllers were changed to increase the vacuum
monitoring routine. The position control routine directly monitoring speed. Four Bayard-Alpert ion gauge
controls the INDEXER-500 step motor controller. This controllers were installed for insertion device. The 13
routine can handle three operator commands: start, normal cold cathode vacuum gauge controllers have been
stop, and emergency stop. The position monitoring replaced by Bayart-Alpert ion gauge controllers because
routine directly controls the AR-C absolute encoder. This of the bad signal caused by either data transmission errors
routine can monitor the absolute position of U7. The or controller breakdowns. We have improved VME serial
INDEXER-500 and AR-C are connected to the VME boards to resolve the data transmission error problem
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from VME boards to device controllers. The block shared memory module. Shared memory module can
diagram of the improved serial VME boards is shown in provide safe process data, alarm data, and fail device data.
Figure 2. The VMMIU's were upgraded and the VME The improved control software structure of the VMMIU
control software was developed for these changes. is shown in Figure 3.

For the uniform fill pattern of the stored beam, the
timing control VME system needs to know the stored 5 Conclusion
beam current. One VME ADC I/O board was installed in
the timing VME crate. This ADC board receives one We are upgrading and modifying the control system to
analog signal from DCCT that measures the stored beam. accommodate new control requirements and to apply
The necessary VME software consists of two subroutines; long-term operational experiences. We are preparing
a uniform fill pattern and an arbitrary fill pattern. The one more duplicated machine development system and
present operator interface software was also slightly operator computer system. This duplicated system will be
modified to support the uniform fill pattern operation. used for research and development works in the normal

operation. In case of main system failure, this system can
UAI.(A."d be used as a backup. Now we have a plan to upgrade the

operating system from OS-9 ver. 2.4 to ver. 3.0.3 that
j contains the Year 2000 Solution. Also, we have a plan to
I upgrade the control application programs to improve the
U :monitoring refresh time interval of the vacuum pressure.

T , -. , .

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the improved serial VME

board-• ,,,

4 SOFTWARE UPGRADE1 '' •

We chose to use OS-9 68K, which is one of the most --I,
popular real-time operating systems for VMEbus. In

parallel to the hardware structure, the software structure
has also the three layer system. There are two important Figure 3: Structure of the upgraded control software

features in the control software; the client/server model to
exchange the data between the OIC layer and the SCC 6 REFERENCES

layer, and the master/slave model to exchange data
between the SCC layer and the MIU layer. The MIU [1] I.S.Ko, Jin W.Lee, Jong C. Yun, Eun H. Lee, and Byoung R. Park,
software is basically divided as follows, device access Computer Control System of PLS 2-GeV Storage Ring," IEEE
software, application user software, diagnostic monitor Trans. Nuc. 45(1998)2012.
software, communication software, and utility software.

Each MIU monitors and controls the software of the
corresponding device. Hence, Failure of the application
program may lead to the interruption of the related
application programs and devices. In this case, the
operator should immediately check up the VME computer
system and resolve the problem. Moreover, the VME
computer often needs to be tested in offline state to
upgrade the system or modify the application programs.
In order not to stop the running system, we used the dual
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PERFORMANCE OF THE REJUVENATED INJECTOR CONTROL
SYSTEM IN SRRC

C~. S.Chen, C. J. Wang, Jenny Chen, J. S. Chen, S. H. Lee, K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu, K. K. Lin

Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
No 1, R&D Road VI, Hsinchu Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Abstract interface for the injector normal operation. New control
system for SRRC booster is like a new life in the feature.

The original injector control system is a turnkey
design and it was separated from the storage ring control
system. It is not easy to maintain and install new devices. -.

The control system of injector has been rejuvenated
recently. There are two basic requirements for this plan,
to provide more efficient and stable light source
operation, and to reduce the maintenance resource need.FR
Its implementation will also be helpful for improvement
on reliability and control response time. Upgrade injector ~
from 1.3 GeV to 1.5 GeV will be done before the end of -----------------

1999. The renewed injector control system will be able to
provide improved environment for application program
development and new devices installation. Automatic
control operation for full energy injection will be
implemented in SRRC.

1. INTRODUCTION

To simplify the system and provide upgrade options, Figure 1. New injector control system configuration
injector control integration project has been launch in
1998 [1]. A homogeneous control system was put in 3. STRATEGICS OF CONTROL
operation from May 1999. It simplifies the operation of the INTEGRATION
accelerator and gets much more efficient in operation. Of
course it reduces the injection time. SRRC will be an Two local controller nodes were created for the
automatic operation machine. Topping-up mode test integrated plan, one for PLC control interface, and
becomes possible in the new control environment. A series Of another one for the master of the BITBUS network. These
application programs was built to support SRRC upgrade two nodes play a crucial role, as a protocol translator.
plans: full energy injector upgrade, new device installation Database format is fully same as the storage ring control
and application program development. After the integration, system. An open and flexible control system just what we
not only the performances improved, but also it was provided need, it has a grand advantage that is stable and easily
data logging and archiving service, maintains. An injector 1.5 GeV upgrade will finish before

the end of this year. New booster control system provides
2. NEW INJECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM the base requirement to support these activities.

ARCHITECTURE The storage ring has been upgrade to 1.5 GeV
operation in SRRC. Upgrade booster synchrotron from

Figure 1 show the new injector control system, VME 1.3 GeV to 1.5 GeV to provide full-energy injection is
crates replace the original Intel PC that run the iRMX II under way. First, two cluster of power supply need to be
operating system, the VME crates are the local controller replace, one is the dipole power supply of transport-line,
in the main control system. In order to save the time, and the other is the booster both DC and AC power
manpower and cost, it keep the two main subsystems, supply. Second, in order to have enough safety margins
PLC system and BITBUS system. New booster control and to avoid the insulation failure when operated at 1.5
system has software architecture same as the SRRC GeV mode, a new septum magnet will be installed, and
storage ring control system, to modify and develop the the extraction kicker must be increased 30% in field
application program is much easily. A simply user strength [2]. Third is the utilities, cooling water system

and electricity capacity.
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4. HIGH LEVEL APPLICATION

It is not economically to modify the old injector
control system and to build new application program to
upgrade the function of injector control system. In the h?

new environment, it provides data logging and archiving
services. It is also easily to build a lattice file management
for injector operation in the storage ring lattices file
management. More application program will develop

soon, some of these application is summary in following
paragraphs.

In figure 2, a small size window shows the injector
subsystem status. A serial of buttons was implemented for Y.
injector automatic operation. Beam current of the injector
is displayed at the bottom in text and trend. Figure 4. New gun cathode high-voltage conditioning

From the figure 5 (a, b, c), they show the conditioning
process history. Because the application programs
support, this time save a lot of time and manpower in this
procedure.

,,.... .......... -

,L.o

(a) Anode High Voltage
Figure 2. A user interface for the injector automatic .........

operation

In figure 3., show graphical user interface of the linac
system. A new environment for injector control and I
monitor is created by the control system integration in
SRRC. °--

(b) Cathode Emission Current

N..o~nC.T~a*H~gV .. ... .....*m

Figure 3. A graphical user interface for linac control (c) Vacuum Pressure

An application program was created for the new gun Figure 5. A history for new gun cathode high-voltage
cathode high-voltage conditioning. In figure 4., it shows conditioning
the procedure of anode high voltage processing.
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5. NEW FEATURE OF RENEWED phase regulation, a proper controller is need. A PID
CONTROL SYSTEM controller is used in the phase regulation loop now.

New Control system provide data archiving service.
In the new injector control system, it also has three From the figure 7, Linac cooling water temperature

layers structure. The second layer is VME crate; running regulating loop history. It is impossible to monitor the
real time operation system, it is local controller in new signal in the old control system environment.
control environment, improved performance are in speed
and reliability than the old booster control system. Its
input and output channel update rate is about 4 times per
second, this result that is acceptable for the new injector
control system. Reproducibility is an important
requirement for machine automatic operation. The first
layer consists of a process computer and several console t
workstations, these keep all information relating to the jk

controlled parameters and provides the graphic user
interface for the machine operation. In the third layer, the
new injector control system keeps the BITBUS network
system and PLC system. Figure 7: The temperature regulation in the linac

In order to accommodate 1.5 GeV upgrade, several of cooling water unit
BITBUS nodes will be obsolete for new placed devices.
Newly installed devices will connect to VME crate To improve theperformance of the injector, several projects
directly. New power supply control interfaces will build are ongoing, such as linac RF feedforward, close orbit
in the VME crate. As shown in figure 6., the design is measurements [4]. These will be put into operation soon.
similar with reference [3]. It provides amplitude reference
to DC power supply and provides phase and amplitude 6. CONCLUSIONS
regulated high spectral purity 10 Hz reference to AC
power supplies in the new injector control system. A homogeneous control system is introduced by the

new integrated injector control system plan. In order to
reduce the budget, manpower and time need, the
integration work keeps most of the field level devices.
The new control system provides a basis for injector 1.5
GeV upgrade plans. It supports new devices installation
and upgrade plans, and it also supports the application
program development.
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Abstract motion control in phase axis are relax compare with
gap, micron control resolution is enough and achieves

Insertion devices play crucial roles in new generation easily. However, strong magnetic force challenges the
light source. Magnetic performance is the most design of mechanical supports and driver system.
important consideration factor during the design and Hierarchical protection mechanisms are used to

consrucionphas. Hwevr, cntrl prforanc is protect IDs form over travel, taper and stall. Theses
alnsorutan iporantisue. fromwoperaotion peroimnte oview mechanism s are essential to prevent vacuum chamber
Mlotion mortntro isefooperfr ance, residua ofviled. and driver system from damage. Software limit is
comestion shm n control pefracresponse timedfo setting in firmware or control includes travel limit,
compnstinue schange igapd onro phapose duigmeerg scan stall, .. .etc. Hardware protection devices include limit
scenariou isantypical consideatio toin evauaercontrol switches, tile sensors, bard limits, emergency stop
pcenrformancetofinsertionsidevaicsHow to evlimiate onrbit buttons, hardwired logic, .. .etc. More than three level
pexcrsomneofisrion dueies tow gap ophscaneliisaalsorban protections in motion control loops is provided in IDs
imprsortnt isue. Voapriu mehodse chavge bee ulsed to control.
addoreatssute. parobles. Detailds othavesen issues abou For novel IDs to produce elliptically polarization
inresertion devicems. contro ailedics in theeisse report. light, some electromagnets or kickers are used to switch

insetio deice conrolwil dicussin hisreprt.helicity dynamically. Special power supply is needed to

1 INTRODUCTION provide fast switching in helicity. The power supplies
are driven by waveform generator usually. Dynamic
correction is needed to eliminate orbit transient cause byInsertion devices (IDs) are souls in modern light threiuflderooclbm lakgnddy

source. Stringent requirements should be meet in IDs threiuflderooclbmlakgnddy
for new generation light source applications. Beside current effect of vacuum chamber.
magnetic performance, control performance is equally Most demanded user allowed change limited ID
important from operation point of view. Good control parameters, such as gap or phase setting and stopping
means that the design is balance on various issues. mvsfrteedsain hs prtosne

Motion control performance, residual filed granted by control room operator.
compnsaionschee, ontol espose imefor Response time of desired operation is also crucial

compnstione schemge, caponro paedrespnsentierg forn from experiments point of view. Synchronize the ID
scontrinue cange gproetor pehasesduring enrypscan gap/phase operation with monochromator scan is
cscdenarioand proeauteto mchansleroms nc istpia needed by user. Helicity switching for mechanical phase

insertion devices. Orbit issues are connected to sicng udltriasomptntnspedShr
magnetic performance directly. Orbit displacement switching time will benefit the experiments.
when ID parameters change is unavoidable, especially
in low energy storage ring. How to keep orbit fix is a
big issue in the operation of storage ring in user mode.

2 CONTROL ELEMENTS OF
INSERTION DEVICES CONTROL Comm] mectomgets

Control element of various IDs is shown in Fig. 1.
Motion control is the most important part of IDs
control. Gap and phase are the control variables. Wl
Magnet gap can adjust fine as resolution of encoder in
sub-gim, level by modem motion control technology. jhd
However, structure deformation due to strong magnet L r : ýTS

force is in the order of several tens gim. Gap calibration
is needed to compensate the defect that is cause by Cmtml SytmItdw

deformation. Achieve good reproducible is very Beamim Usm n hWdao

important in IDs mechanical design. Phase control isFiue1Cotleemnofnsrondvc.
necessary in elliptically polarized IDs. Requirements ofFiue1Cotleemnofnsrondvc.
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3 ENGINEERING VIEW TO HANDLE experimental scan program. For heterogeneous control

BEAM DYNAMIC ISSUES IN INSERTION environment (SRRC) user can send their request to

DEVICES CONTROL control server via local area network.
For electromagnet type devices, there are no

movable mechanical parts. The control parameter is
There are many beam dynamic issues arise on IDs excitation current of coils. Excitation may static or

operation. These issues include dynamic aperture dynamic dependent its applications. The user interface
decrease due to reduced symmetry of the lattice by IDs, is same as mechanical driven wiggler and undulator.
lifetime reduction cause by operation of Ids, tune Synchronization signal should be provide to
changes due to gap change of insertion devices, orbit synchronized data acquisition system at beamline
displacement, ...etc. Insertion devices control related Despite types of insertion devices, operators and
items are summary in following, users can monitor status and initiate actions from the

Tune changes due to gap change of insertion devices control room or from computers located in offices or
is an issue. The operation of wiggler is fixed parameter on beamlines. Security is maintained by the use of a
operation. Tune shift can lift by appropriate setting of process variable server that allocates control according
quadrupole by feed-forward te~chniques. However, tune to pre-defined access tables. The control system has
change of undulator is small (< 0.01) compare with been designed to enable users to control the ID on
wiggler (- 0.05). Beam size as well as emittance change their own beamline simply an easily without involving
due to working point move is small for undulator with facility operators.
proper choice working point.

Imperfection in field integral will cause closed orbit 5 INSERTION DEVICES CONTROL
displacement. The main interaction observed between IN TLS
the IDs and the stored electron beam is a small closed
orbit displacement. The effect is small in X-ray ring and Taiwan Light Source (TLS) is a 1.5 GeV, 3rd
large in soft X-rayNVUV ring, generation storage ring. Four straight sections is

Orbit feed-forward is widely used to compensation available to accommodate four insertion devices.
the orbit displacement dependent on gap change. Major parameter of IDs is summarized in Table 1.
However, for exotic Ids, gap, and phase are two
independent control variables, it is very difficult to use Name W20 U5 U9 EPU5.6
two-dimensional table for the operation of gap and phase Typo hybrid hybrid hybrid pure
at same time. Another possible is use orbit feedback to Length of magnetic period Jenar 20 5 9 5.6

cope with orbit issues. Global orbit feedback eliminates Nomberofperiods 13 76 48 66
large perturbation, while local feedback loop to steer Minimunm magnetic gap [minm 22.5 18 18 18

photon beam on most stringent beamline. Vertical magnetic field [Teslal 1.8 0.64 1.245 0.672

Most severe effects in orbit control are in various Horizontal magnetic field (Teslal - - - 0.453
novels IDs, such type IDs include various helical IDs Horizontal deflection parameter Kx 33 2.99 10.46 3.52
[1][2] include EMW, EEW, APU, EPU, CPU, and some Vertical deflection parameter Ky - - - 2.37
dynamic local bump system [3][4] to extract polarized Maximum magnetic force [ton] 20 3 17 3.5

light. Helicity switching rate in these systems is in 1 Hz - Photon energy [eV] 800-15000 1io-.1500 5-100 18014oo

100 Hz order or more. Special dynamic orbit Total length [m[ 3.0 3.9 4.5 3.9

compensation is necessary during operation. Installation Dec. 1994 Mar. 1997 Apr. 1999 May 1999

4 USERS INTERFACE Table 1: Insertion Devices of TLS (May 1999)

REQUIREMENTS The EPU5.6 is developed in-house [7][8], while
the other IDs were contacted to Danfysik and STI

Insertion devices users have various requirements Optronics. IDs control in TLS is a heterogeneous

for variety experiments. Fixed gap experiment is the system. Local controller of wiggleer W20 is a

easy way for tradition experiments. Most demand user PCsLabVIEW environment and connected to VME

may need change gap and phase during one machine cratvIEE bus.rThe a l controlesoftware
crate via IEEE-488 bus. The U5 local control software

filling cycle or one data scans scenario. For fixed running in a PC running in MS-DOS, IEEE-488 bus is
parameters experiment during one machine filled also used to connect to VME crate via IEEE-488 bus.
cycle, user may call machine operation set parameter The U9 and EPU5.6 control are compatible with
after each filled. For most demand users, they may like SRRC control environment. The local controller based
set parameter by himself (herself).Fopr tr a homogeneous controlsystem) tupon VME crate equip with PowerPC CPU running

For a homogeneous control system that is integrate LynxOS. The U5 system can execute gap move
control in machine and beamlines (e.g. EPICS [5], request within a few seconds for mm range move.
TACO/TANGO[6]). Users use same control Control system overhead contributes about half of the
environment as machine control in experiment station, elapse time for the operation. This is due to the slowly
user can integrated control function for their
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operation in local controller through IEEE-488 achieve especially in dynamic operation due to local
interface. Overhead of the control system is almost bump ratio error, eddy-current of vacuum chamber,
negligible in EPU5.6 and U9 undulators. Current difference response of magnet and power supplies.
system is work but slightly complicates in Dynamic orbit displacement occurs during EPBM
maintenance. Cold start procedure is tedious in W20 operation is also eliminate by dynamic compensation
and U5. Re-engineering of W20 and U5 control is scheme and orbit feedback system. The EPBM are
under planning. The future system will share common expect work in frequency of 1 Hz - 100 Hz either
hardware and common software as most as possible. trapezoidal or sine wave excitation soon.
Software of EPU5.6 is shown in Fig. 2. All ID control ...... ;o ...... •

Elliplirll Priatrkol froAm W, die Mq;eWo(EPSW) Ptom

will have similar software structure in near future. o,." =caar .cr .
e-

DynamicFgr 3: Funcion bo dDatabasm .0 ,o• . • "

VUE Crate (ILCI0) VME Crae(lLCl2)
op..1 EPBM Control VMECrt C-or~ctor onrl VMIE Crate

Figure 3: Function block diagram of EBPM dynamic

bump system.

C3 C3 6 SUMMARY

In this report, discussion in various control issues of
Figure 2: Structure of the EPU5.6 control software. insertion devices. Control environment of IDs at TLS is

also describe. Good control environment is important to
End-corrector set by a pre-defined value that is mission critical IDs related experiments. Reliable in

function of gap and stored on table re cthe standard control and easily in maintenance is also equally
residue filed compensation scheme. The controller has important. Good control and supports are play a key role
"Fixed" and "Follow" gap option to selected for for the success of experiments that rely on insertion
residue field compensation. All IDs optical encoder is devices..
accessible via VME module directly. The update rate
is 10Hz or 100 Hz depend on applications. 7 REFERENCES
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resolution should be done to improve orbit control Particle Accelerator Conference EPAC-98, Stockholm, 22-26

performance. June, 1998, p. 2231.

EPBM is a dynamic local bump system to extract [9] H. P. Chang, et al., "Modelling modulation and dynamic tuning
tfrom bending magnet of insertion devices at SRRC", Proceeding of the 5th Europeanoff-plane polarized light Particle Accelerator Conference EPAC-96, Barcelona, 10-14 Jun(

beamline. Functional block diagram of EPBM is shown 1996, p. 694.

in Fig. 3. Ideal local bump conditions are difficult to
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Temperature Sensors and Controls for the Duke FEL Storage Ring

P.H. Morcombe, Y. Wu, Robert McGehee*

Duke University, Free Electron Laser Laboratory, P.O. Box 90319, Durham, NC 27708

Abstract The controller is a Pentium PC running under
Thispapr decries aprootyp sytem sedfor Windows 95. The data collection and display is handled

Thnisg papeonro describes asprootypted systhtem Dusedo by Excel 97 using DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) to
seningan cotro fnctonsasocitedwih te Dke communicate with the six MicroLAN servers. The

University 1 GeV electron storage ring. Low cost system programming consists of Excel macros written
industrial control systems have been used. The system is using Microsoft's VBA (Visual Basic for Applications)
capable of handling at least four hundred devices, development tools and libraries.

Each MicroLAN server consists of a hardware
1. INTRODUCTION adapter and software that runs on the PC. These items

The Duke storage ring uses deionized water to cool were provided by Point Six Inc. of Lexington, KY.
most of its high power devices. Initially, the water The system displays current temperature in bar chart
cooling systems gave very little trouble but over time the form and logged data in line graph form. Devices that
incidence of blocked cooling lines increased. Adding are over heating are collected in an alarm display. For
water filters improved the situation but did not entirely easier viewing, the devices have been divided up into
eliminate blockages. All critical items such as magnet groups of 44, selected by means of pull down menus. It
coils are fitted with "Klixons" interlocked with the is also possible to customise the display by picking
power supplies. While the Klixons prevent devices from devices from a list. Anyone familiar with Microsoft
being damaged through over heating, they also cause the Excel can learn to use the system in half an hour.
stored electron beam to be lost without warning. As the
blockage of the cooling system pipes is usually a gradual 3. OPERATING EXPERIENCE
process, an early warning system capable of detecting The system came into operation in mid August 1998
partial blockages is highly desirable. with 256 temperature sensors. The system worked well,

so more devices were added:
2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Given our very tight budget, approaches based on Devices Sensors
measuring the water flow directly were too expensive. Quadrupole magnets 256
Indirect approaches based on temperature measurement Dipole magnets 86
opened up a wide range of excellent low cost equipment RF cavity 18
and provided some side benefits. RF amplifier system 8

The Dallas Semiconductors DS 1820 Digital TOTAL 368
Thermometer was chosen to perform the sensing task.
This device measures temperature from -55 to +125 *C. With 368 sensors, we are approaching the limit of
The DS 1820 contains all the electronics needed to the systemn as originally designed. However,
communicate over a Dallas Semiconductor MicroLAN. improvements to the server hardware and software have
Each DS 1820 has its own unique address and converts the potential to increase the system capacity by a factor
temperatures into digital words that are transmitted over of five or more.
the MicroLAN under control of a server. The DS 1820 The system has enabled us to reduce the incidence
extracts the power it needs from the MicroLAN. The of blockages to a very low level. A weekly review of
system configuration is shown in Fig. 1: temperatures is followed by preventative maintenance as

_____________________________________ necessary. The primary objective for installing the

Controller DDE Server Sensors system has therefore been accomplished.

Qt-=1 Qty. = 6 Qty. = 368 We are finding additional uses for low cost
Qty. temperature sensing. For example, we are able to track

nlIP S23'ý , LAN ~ power dissipation in our high power RF amplifier, its
associated three port circulator and in all 17 water

Pentium PC Adapter DS 1820 cooling loops on the ring accelerator cavity. We expect
IBM clone Point Six Inc. Dallas SC to be able to detect problems in these systems before

catastrophic failure occurs.

Fig 1. System configuration .Currently an undergraduate at Williams University
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The use of shrink wrapped software essentially
eliminated the need for professional programmers. This
helped to speed up the system installation and
subsequent system expansions. The cost of the entire
system including the computer, adapters, cables,
terminal blocks, sensors and software averaged $24 per
temperature sensor.

4. CONCLUSIONS
While the system is not suited to the high speed or high
precision functions that our main EPICS control system
performs, it has the potential to perform low speed
sensing and control functions at a very low cost.
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GPLS VME MODULE: A DIAGNOSTIC AND DISPLAY TOOL
FOR NSLS MICRO SYSTEMS*

S.Ramamoorthy, J.D.Smith, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract 2.1 Interrupt Generator

The General Purpose Light Source VME module is an The interrupt generator on the board is capable of
integral part of every front-end micro in the NSLS control generating four interrupts on the VME bus. The input pins
system. The board incorporates features such as a video for the TTL level signals are on the P2 connector. Each
character generator, clock signals, time-of-day clock, a interrupt can be independently enabled or disabled by
VME bus interrupter and general-purpose digital inputs software. The trigger edge (rising or falling edge of the
and outputs. This module serves as a valuable diagnostic input signal) and the interrupt level are independently
and real-time display tool for the micro development as programmable for each interrupt. All the four interrupts
well as for the final operational systems. This paper can share the same level.
describes the functions provided by the board for the
NSLS micro control monitor software. 2.2 Video Generator

1 INTRODUCTION The video section of the board can generate ASCII video
The front-end computers that interface with the hardware that can be displayed on a TV monitor. The board can
in the NSLS control system [1] are VME-based accept an NTSC signal from an external source and
microprocessor systems. The minimum requirements to overlay the text data onto the original signal. It uses Dual
configure a system are a CPU board with Ethernet Ported RAM that permits simultaneous VME-bus access
controller (68k series: Motorola mvmel62 or power PC with video character generation. The RAM provides 4
series: Motorola mv1603, mv1604, mv230x are used at video pages and three memory pages (4 Kbytes each) for
present), one megabyte battery-backed-up memory board general- purpose use. Page selection can be done using the
and a General Purpose Light Source board (referred to as slider switch at the front panel. The video memory can be
GPLS board). Additional boards are dictated by the read and written at any time but only the selected page
specific hardware or equipment to be controlled and/or will be displayed. The video hardware provides four
monitored. These systems are driven by real-time software screen formats (12 lines/16 char, 12 lines/20 char, 16
known as the NSLS Control Monitor [2],[3]. This paper lines/32 char and 16 lines/44 char). It has four
describes the hardware features of the GPLS board and programmable color palettes. Each color palette can be set
how the software uses the various components. up to one of 64 color shades (e.g. A value 0 will set the

color palette to black, 63 to white, 3 to red, 12 to green, 48
2 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION to blue and so on). Foreground or background color can be

programmed on a character by character basis. TheThe GPLS board in use since 1987, was originally character generator PROM on the board can be
developed by the NSLS controls and diagnostic groups to programmed for user-definable fonts.
provide bus interrupter and ASCII video display functions.
As some of the components used by the board have 2.3 Timer Module
become obsolete, a new GPLS board has been redesigned
by Apogee Lab Inc.[4], following the specifications from The time module provides three clock signals (1kHz, 4
the NSLS controls group. The new board (Apogee Lab: kHz and 250Hz) on the P2 connector and a time code
Model number VME-TVI) provides new features such as reader and generator. The time generator can be operated
a time code reader and generator and enhanced video in two modes. In the standalone mode, one can load Time
functions. The board can be accessed through an extended into the registers of the generator and start it by software.
(A32:D16/D08) or a standard (A24:D16/D08) address In the synchronized mode, an external signal (amplitude
space of a VME-bus slave interface. The main modulated 1 kHz IRIG-B carrier) is input through the P2
components of the board are an interrupt generator, a connector. If the IRIG-B input is lost or corrupted, the
video generator, a timer module and general-purpose board will free wheel and continues to provide the Time.
inputs and outputs. The Time-of-Day information can be read in three words

with one microsecond resolution.
*Work performed under the auspices of U.S. Dept. of Energy under the

contact no: DE-AC02-98CH10886.
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2.4 Digital 1/0 3.2 Video Displays

The other general purpose components are 16-bit LEDs The video feature of the GPLS board plays a very
on the front panel, two banks of DIP switches, each important role in the monitor software for micro
consisting of 8 switches and 32 1/0 lines for parallel TTL development as well as for the final target systems. The
digital 1/0 (16 inputs and 16 outputs) on the P2 connector. simple MEMORY WRITE operation to generate an
More information on the board can be obtained from the ASCII video display is very fast and can be used as a great
user's manual supplied by Apogee Labs Inc.[5]. A debugging tool even in interrupt routines. The standard
transition module that will provide easy access to the technique of using routines to send messages to a console
various signals is also available from the same company. (e.g. Iogtask in VxWorks) for diagnostic output is not

sometimes suitable in interrupt or bus exception handlers.
3 SOFTWARE INTERFACE The system may crash even before the console output is

initiated. Also programmers may have encountered cases
The control monitor software uses VxWorks which is a where a software bug appears to have been removed by
commercial real-time operating system. The software introducing the standard printf function for debugging.
consists of a set of system tasks, interrupt handlers, Since the console output is not synchronous with the code
application specific modules and hardware drivers. The being executed, one can get a false indication of the bug
system software is standard for all micros and manages location in the code when it crashes. The simple memory
the system hardware (GPLS board, etc.), communications, write on the video page exactly locates the problem area in
command decoding, etc. It provides system timing, and the code.
uses real-time OS primitives to synchronize and The software multiplexes the first hardware page to 8
coordinate the activities of other tasks. This module software pages. When hardware page 0 is selected, the
isolates all the kernel specifics and system hardware software will display one of the eight pages. The software
interfacing from application modules and provides page for the display can be changed easily either by a
services to them for real-time control. push-button on a panel connected to the micro or by a

remote command from any workstation in the control
3.1 Tasks and interrupt handlers system network. Both system and application tasks

generate displays for diagnostics and for continuous
The system timing has a resolution of 2 milliseconds and monitoring of device parameters (analog read backs and
it is derived from the I kHz clock on the GPLS board. The digital status). Error conditions can be highlighted in
clock signal is connected to the first interrupt pin to yellow and red colors. Figures I to 3 show some typical
generate the timer interrupt. The monitor provides a wait displays from the micros.
routine (equivalent to sleep call in Unix) to the application Since the board generates composite video (NTSC
tasks. The tasks can set a wait time as low as 2 signal), one can monitor the displays on the local cable TV
milliseconds. The task delay (wait) does not have to rely channels from anywhere in the lab. Some micros whose
on the granularity of the time ticks provided by the real- displays are crucial for operations have dedicated TV
time OS. A second interrupt is generated every 8 channels. Displays from other micros are routed through
milliseconds by connecting the 250 Hz clock to the second multiplexers to two general-purpose TV channels. The
interrupt pin. This interrupt is used both by system and required display can be selected from any workstation.
application software to start data acquisition (e.g. reading Since these displays are generated locally, the parameter
of ADC boards) and to signal events to other tasks. The updates are as fast as they are acquired and there is zero
system provides interrupt handlers for 2 external signals loading on the network.
(usually from external hardware or from another micro). The hardware page 1 is used by the system task to dump
The external signals are fed to the third and fourth the stack registers and other pertinent information
interrupt pins via the transition card. The handlers call the captured when a micro encounters bus errors. Before
appropriate module to service the interrupt. The levels of resetting the micro, one can get some information on the
these interrupts can be changed by software based on the crash from the display. Pages 2 and 3 are used by
request from the application tasks. applications to display the hardware initialization and

The use of the GPLS board for generating timing, other diagnostics.
periodic interrupts and servicing external interrupts has
made the software easily portable. Since the software does 3.3 Time stamping
not use the CPU timers, there is no conflict with the real-
time kernel timing. The software has been ported to The board extracts the time-of-day information from the
different 68k series of CPU boards and Power PC boards amplitude-modulated 1 kHz TRIG-B carrier available from
and also from the RTUX real-time OS to VxWOrks OS one of the outputs of a Spectracomn NetCLOCkI2. This
with minimum changes in the system module and derives time from the atomic time standard at the National
absolutely no change in the application code. Institute of Standards and Technology via their WWVB
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radio broadcast at 60 kHz. The system module reads the
three timer-registers every 250 milliseconds, decodes the

Time-of-Day information and makes it available to other
tasks. In addition, the time registers can be used to time a 2-10 1. X 1 3HU 0.
code segment (with an accuracy of + or - 4 microseconds) . 3 K,
and display the value on a video page. The time data is 2l112 0.0 2 il
also used to time stamp data or an event such as an
occurrence of an alarm. 2 0 1 0.0

3.4 Digital I/0 interface

The 16 LEDs are used for diagnostic purposes. Each task
sets up different LEDs . This provides a quick indication if
a task gets into a loop. One LED is used to generate Figure 1. Display of radiation levels.
heartbeat signal by application tasks.

The DIP switches are used for setting up different XRY F ALo STA
configurations or modes of operation. One bank of atifm
switches is located on the board and is used to define
configurations that cannot be accidentally altered. The
front panel switches can be changed easily for the required 3
mode of operation. As an example, one switch is assigned F1 1 P N k 0 1 K! 7 a

for controlling the parameter initialization during start-up. I F I L 2 ii
The micros save the parameters last set by the operators E GI I D 5 5 V -i 7 1. 4 "1
from a workstation, in the battery-backed-up memory. E P L A T5 VG
When the micro reboots following a "reset", "power-on" i P T. 3 A ia. 1
or "power-dip", it retrieves the battery-backed-up data for i C 8 t 6 6 V
or the default values based on the switch setting. Another Figure 2. Display of XRF1 signals.

switch is used to inhibit the reporting of alarm messages.

The digital inputs and outputs are used by the
applications for various purposes. One of the outputs is
connected to the system RESET pin. Using a software _V W-- -
command one can initiate a system RESET. The outputs
have also been used to generate interrupts by software to 40 1
other micros or external hardware.

71• E;l!3• It. r_! c. 5- 011111!!i
4 CONCLUSIONS 8 0 0 P e]

The use of the GPLS board timers for system timing and I*-i H I %t I L BLE*-*-

interrupts by the software makes the porting of software to
different VME-based CPU boards and to different real-
time operating systems very easy. The video display Figure 3. Display of VUV ring Parameters.
serves as a great debugging tool during program
development. The fast display of signal values and
hardware status on TV without any load on the network 6. REFERENCES
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RHIC DATA CORRELATION METHODOLOGY*

R. Michnoffr, T. D'Ottavio, L. Hoff, W. MacKay, T. Satogata
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY, USA 11973

Abstract a) Events on the RHIC Event Link (REL).
b) Events on the Beam Sync Links (2).

A requirement for RHIC data plotting software and c) Triggers unrelated to the links.

physics analysis is the correlation of data from all

accelerator data gathering systems. Data correlation The REL [2] is a 10 MHz serial link distributed
provides the capability for a user to request a plot of throughout the accelerator complex. Accelerator-specific
multiple data channels vs. time, and to make meaningful event codes are transmitted on the REL. Systems
time-correlated data comparisons. The task of data throughout the RHIC complex monitor the REL and
correlation for RHIC requires careful consideration perform system-specific actions when selected event
because data acquisition triggers are generated from codes are detected. General purpose periodic events used
various asynchronous sources including events from the for data acquisition are transmitted at the following rates:
RHIC Event Link, events from the two Beam Sync Links, 720 Hz, 60 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz and 0.25 Hz. Data
and other unrelated clocks. In order to correlate data acquisition systems that use these events for triggering
from asynchronous acquisition systems a common time include the Beam Loss Monitor System (BLM) [3] and
reference is required. The RHIC data correlation the Magnet Power Supply system.
methodology will allow all RHIC data to be converted to Two Beam Sync Links [4] are used for RHIC, one for
a common wall clock time, while still preserving native each collider ring. They are referred to as blue and
acquisition trigger information. A data correlation task yellow. Each Beam Sync Link is a 14 MHz serial link
force team, composed of the authors of this paper, has and transmits event codes similar to the REL. The carrier
been formed to develop data correlation design details is synchronized to the RF frequency to allow bucket-
and provide guidelines for software developers. The specific triggering. The Beam Sync Link events are
overall data correlation methodology will be presented in primarily used to trigger beam instrumentation systems.
this paper. One important event on each Beam Sync Link is the

revolution tick event. This event is transmitted when
1 CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE bucket I passes a known location in the ring.

The RHIC control system architecture consists of more Instrumentation systems that use the Beam Sync Link
than 100 VME based systems, each housing a front end events for bucket-specific triggering include the Beam
computer (FEC) running the VxWorks operating system. Position Monitors, the Ionization Profile Monitor [5] and
The front end computers communicate to higher level the Wall Current Monitor.
workstations via an ethernet network. Software objects
known as Accelerator Device Objects (ADO) [1] reside in 3 RTDL DISTRIBUTED TIME
the FEC and provide the interface between the local Another serial link used in RHIC is the Real Time Data
hardware and higher level workstations. Each ADO Link (RTDL) [6]. The purpose of RTDL is to distribute
consists of a set of parameters where each parameter basic accelerator data to every FEC throughout the
usually relates to a specific hardware operation, such as a complex. RTDL data is sent on every REL 720 Hz event.
configuration setting, a status value or a data set. Wall clock time will be distributed on RTDL. Two 24-

bit RTDL frames will be used to transmit 32 bits
2 ACQUISITION TRIGGER SOURCES representing the number of seconds since Jan 1, 1970

Data acquired with synchronous or asynchronous trigger (standard UNIX time) and 10 bits representing the
sources from ADOs on different FECs must be correlated number of 720 Hz ticks within each second.
for plotting and analysis at the workstation level. A time generator module is currently being developed

Data acquisition systems for RHIC will typically be to produce the wall clock time. This module will reside
triggered using one of the following sources. in the RTDL system. A 720 Hz clock input from the

main magnet power supply system is used to generate the
720 Hz, 60 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz and 0.25 Hz events. The

"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. hardware triggers the 0.25 Hz event on an even 4 second
'Email: michnoff@bnl.gov boundary (when the least two significant bits of the

number of seconds change to 00).
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4 SYNC EVENT e) Time between samples.

The 0.25 Hz event code will be used as a synchronizing g) Bandwiedth/Rkesltionuom atbcqiitorhrwae

event (Sync Event) and is transmitted on the REL, the g)BnwdhRsltoofaaacuiinhrwre

Blue Beam Sync Link, and the Yellow Beam Sync Link. h) Report frequency. This is the time interval at which
Hardaremodles se he ync ven toperfrm uch data sets are sent to higher level workstations.

Hactdwsasresmduestn useoar theSycEvet torerformn suchn i) Wall clock time translation information. In some cases

actountes, asd reseting on-aboafrd t oimtesapresetigsa additional information is required to convert the

countersoad copyting data bufer pointEers. othnx Time/Index to wall clock time. For example, the

TeprooftmfrmoeSync Event to thele next prid febbunch event may occur multiple times within an
SyncEvet iscaled asyn perod.AGS cycle but is not a continuous periodic event.

5 TI E IN ORMA IONWhen Index is the febbunch event number, data from
5 TI~vIEINFO 1~'ITIONthe event monitor is used to apply a time in

The following time information has been defined to be microseconds since the Sync Event, to the febbunch
associated with each data set. Not every item is event number.
necessarily delivered with each data set. Some items may
be static and others may not be relevant for the specific 6 EVENT MONITOR
data set. A data set may be an array of data, a single data A VME based event monitor module is used for each

valu, anaverge, tc.event link to provide a timestamp for selected event
a) Time associated with the data set. This consists of 3 codes. The delivered data set is time, and is specified as

components - TimeType, Time, and Index, the number of microseconds since the last Sync Event.
TimeType is used to identify the meaning of Time The event monitors provide information that is critical
and Index, as shown in table 1. Additional to applying a common wall clock time to all data. The
TimeTypes will be added as necessary. Sync time is Sync Event is transmitted on all three links at the same
the time of the sync period associated with the data time (to within 12 microseconds). The microsecond
set. This is expressed as the number of seconds since timestamp counter for all event monitors is derived from
Jan 1, 1970 and is always evenly divisible by 4. the REL 10 MHz carrier to guarantee synchronous

counting. Event timestamps are converted to a common
Table 1 - TimieT, pe definitions wall clock time, thereby correlating data to within one

Time Time Index RHIC revolution (approximately 12 microseconds).

I Sync time Beam sync blue turn ticks since The time information as described above will be
_____________last Sync Event provided with each event monitor data set. Time offset,

2 Sync time Beam sync yeliow turn ticks points per average, time between samples, bucket
_____ _____________since last Sync Event selection, bandwidth/resolution, and wall clock translation

3 Svnc time 720 Hz ticks since last Sync information are not used for event monitor data.
4 Sync time 60 Hz ticks since iast Sync
5 Sync time 10 Hz ticks since last Sync 7A S CA IGTM N O M TO
6 Sync time I Hz ticks since last Sync 7AS CA IGTM N O M TO

r7 Sync time Febbunch events since last Sync WITH DATA
(febbunch occurs when bunch is Asoitntieifrainwhapaiclrdast

_________extracted from AGS to RHQ AscaigICeifraio)ihapriclrdt e

8 Sync time Trigger number since last Sync requires careful consideration. In order to provide ADO
9 Wall clock time (sec o design flexibility, a data correlation design goal was to

since Jan 1, i970) _____________ allow time information to reside in the same ADO as the
data source or in an ADO different from the data source.

b) Sample number associated with Time/Index. This is Systems may be designed to correlate one set of time
the element number in the data set that corresponds information to many data sets. The multiple association
with Time/Index. This is typically used when the works as long as the order of data delivery can be
data set is an array, but may also be used to indicate guaranteed. For the RHIC control system, the order of
that the time is associated with a specific element data delivery can be guaranteed only for data sent from a
within an averaged data set. single FEC. Therefore, for RHIC, the time information

c) Time offset relative to Time/Index. This is used to that changes on each data update must reside in the same
correct for known delay times. For example, an FEC as the data source.
acquisition trigger may be configured to be a delay One option currently under consideration is to provide
from a specified REL code. Time/Index indicates the a database to associate time information items with each
time that the event occurred and time offset is the data ADO parameter. The database entry for each time
configured delay time. information item may be the name of an ADO parameter

d) Points per average. This is valid only when the data is or a static value. A static value may be used, for example
an average of multiple samples.
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Table 2 - Example ADO parameter definitions
FEC name ADO name Parameter name Description
BImFec BlmDataAdol dataArraylHz Array of 720 samples, delivered each second. This is data for I BLM channel.
BImFec BlmTimeAdo syncTimelHz Sync time, delivered each second. Same for all 64 channels in same FEC.
BlmFec BlmTimeAdo indexlHz Number of 720 Hz ticks since sync corresponding with first array element.
EvMonFec EvMon720HzAdo dataArray 1Hz Array of 720 times, delivered each second. This is time for each 720Hz event.
EvMonFec EvMon720HzAdo syncTimelHz Sync time, delivered each second.
EvMonFec EvMon720HzAdo indexlHz Number of 720 Hz ticks since sync corresponding with first array element.

Table 3 - Example time information database entries
Database field Loss Monitor channel ADO, parameter: Event Monitor ADO, parameter:

BlmDataAdol, dataArraylHz EvMon720Hz, dataArray 1Hz

TimeType 3 (Sync time, 720 Hz ticks since Sync) 3 (Sync time, 720 Hz ticks since Sync)
Sync time ADO name, parameter name BlmDataAdo I, syncTime 1Hz EvMon720HzAdo, syncTime I Hz
Index ADO name, parameter name BlmDataAdol, indexlHz EvMon720HzAdo, index 1Hz
Sample number assoc. with Time/Index 1 I
Time offset relative to Time/Index 0 Unused
Points per average Unused Unused
Time between samples 1389 microseconds (720 Hz) Unused
Bucket selection Unused Unused
Report frequency I second 1 second
Wall clock time ADO name, parameter name EvMon720HzAdo, dataArraylHz Unused

when the sample number associated with Time/Index is a above to apply a wall clock timestamp. Once a wall clock
constant. timestamp has been applied, all data can be correlated.

The wall clock translation information item will Note that Sync Time and Index provide enough
typically point to a data source ADO parameter that information to correlate data when acquisition triggers are
resides in an ADO on a different front end computer. on the same event. In these cases converting to wall
This will usually be an event monitor ADO, which returns clock time may not be necessary.
time for selected event codes.

9 IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
8 EXAMPLE Some software systems in RHIC are beginning to use data

As an example, the process of applying wall clock time to correlation mechanisms similar to the methodology
an array of BLM channel data will be described. The described in this paper. However, significant
BLM system acquires data on every REL 720 Hz event, implementation standards still need to be defined, and
For this example an array of 720 samples is delivered software development for data correlation will be
each second to higher level software. continuing for many months.

Data from all the ADO parameters defined in table 2
are delivered once each second. The other time 10 REFERENCES
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a ccmplsedsimply and knowing are usedr tof coelatery.e [4] T. Kemer, C.R. Conkling, B. Oerter, "V123 Beam synchronous
syncTimelHz and index lHz are used to correlate the Encoder Module", these proceedings.

data array (BlmDataAdol, dataArraylHz) with the time [5] R. Connolly, P. Cameron, R. Michnoff, V. Radeka, T. Shea, R.

array (Evmon720HzAdo, dataArraylHz) to determine a Sikora, D. Stephani, S. Tepikian, N. Tsoupas, L. Woodworth, "The

wall clock time to the microsecond for each data sample. RHIC Ionization Beam Profile Monitor", these proceedings.

Every system acquiring data on the REL 720 Hz event [6] H. Hartmann, "The RHIC Real Time Data Link System", Proc. 1997

will use time data from EvMon720HzAdo. This Particle Accel. Conf., 1997.
[7] R Michnoff, "The RHIC General Purpose Multiplexed Analog-to-

guarantees that the microsecond timestamp for all data Digital Converter System", Proc. 1995 Particle Accel. Conf., 1995.

acquired on a given 720 Hz event will have the exact [8] H. Hartmann, T. Kemer, "RHIC Beam Synchronous Trigger
same timestamp to the microsecond. Module", these proceedings.

Systems acquiring data using events from the Beam
Sync Links will use the same mechanism as described
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RHIC BEAM SYNCHRONOUS TRIGGER MODULE*

H. Hartmann+, T. Kerner
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

Abstract be extracted from the input data stream so that the RF
Clock (2x Beam Synchronous Clock) can be recovered.The RHIC Beam Synchronous Event System consists of Recovery will be accomplished by phase locking to the

centralized event encoders (one for each collider ring), Beam Synchronous Event System carrier and boosting the
which operate from the RF clock and the revolution clock frequency by a factor of 2. Since only a fraction of RF
provided by the RHIC RF system, and distributed buckets will contain beam (bunches), recovery of the RF
embedded decoders. The Beam Synchronous Trigger Clock is mandatory for triggering on certain bunch fill
Module (V124) is a general purpose 6U x 4HP, VMEbus
controlled module that is compatible with the RHIC
Beam Synchronous Event System and is designed to 2 THEORY OF OPERATION
provide clocks and triggers for collider data acquisition
systems and experiments. The V124 Module contains a
separate memory (Bunch Fill Mask RAM) for each 2.1 Phase Locked Loop
channel that is software configurable with the pattern of The fundamental purpose of the PLL (Phase Locked
filled buckets (Bunch Fill Pattern) to permit bunch Loop) is to recover the RF Clock and reduce jitter from
synchronous triggering/clocking. This module provides the bi-phase-mark modified Manchester serial data stream
eight identical channels that can be configured in the beam synchronous distribution system. The low
independently or in pairs, and a buffered RF Clock jitter PLL output clock is then used to clock counters to
output. provide accurate delays and is buffered for further

distribution. Sub-nanosecond jitter is guaranteed by the
1 INTRODUCTION use of an adaptive cable equalizer at the PLL input, and

by the use of a differential loop filter design, low noise
The beam revolution time is approximately 12.78 ts, or components, and careful component layout and PCB
78.196K revolutions/second. The number of RF Buckets design. A digital frequency discriminator avoids
(buckets) per revolution per ring is 360. From these data, harmonic lock-up on signal acquisition. An on-board
a 28.15 MHz RF bucket frequency is derived. The Beam crystal can be selected with a control signal to provide an
Synchronous Event System carrier tracks a varying 14.07 output when no input signal is available. Prototype jitter
MHz RF clock derived from the RF bucket frequency was controlled to an RMSA of 32 ps over 17 hours with
[1]. pseudo-random data over the maximum specified cable

The Revolution Clock Event is transmitted when length.
Bucket #1 passes the RF Wall Current Monitor in the 4 2.2 Counters
o'clock sector. Transmission delays of events are
equalized such that each event is received at all locations Eight identical trigger channels are resident on each
at the same time. The Revolution Clock Event is decoded module. Each channel consists of four programmable,
and used for clocking the Bucket #1 Delay Counter. The cascadable counters: revolution, bucket, trigger and fine.
Bucket #1 Delay Counter synchronizes the occurrence of
the Revolution Clock Event with the occurrence of 2.2.1 Revolution Counter
Bucket #1 passing by the particular hardware location. The Revolution Counter is a 16-bit down counter which is
This allows the Bunch Fill Mask RAM to always loaded with the desired revolution number and whose
reference the Bunch Fill Pattern to Bucket #1. clock input is the Revolution Clock. This counter can be

Beam Synchronous Event Codes are decoded by the enabled by:
Event Mask Ram to determine if a particular event is
used for triggering. Events selected for triggering will be o A VMEbus Command.
synchronized to the Revolution Clock before triggering a * A Beam Sync Event.
channel. The Beam Synchronous Clock will e An External Trigger.

* Paired Previous Channel Fine Delay Enable.
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.Department of Energy.

+ Email: hartmann@bnl.gov This counter can be reloaded and re-enabled by:
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"* A Trigger Counter Terminal Count. 2.3 Bunch Fill Mask RAM
"* A Bucket Counter Enable.
"* Neither (one shot mode) Each channel contains 64 bytes (45 used) of RAM which

can be loaded with a unique bunch fill pattern. The
2.2.2 Bucket Counter contents are shifted out a bit at a time at the RF Clock

rate. Each bit corresponds to an RF bucket and determines
The Bucket Counter is a 10 bit down counter which is whether that bucket will be used for triggering. The
loaded with the desired bucket number for delayed shifting is synchronized such that the sequence starts over
triggering after enable and clocked by the recovered RF at each occurrence of the delayed revolution clock.
Clock. This counter can be enabled by:

2.4 Event Mask RAM
"* A VMEbus Command.
"* A Beam Synchronous Event. Beam Synchronous Event Codes are decoded and used as

"* The Revolution Counter Terminal Count. pointers into the Event Mask RAM to determine if that
code will generate a channel trigger. Each module

This counter is reloaded and re-enabled by the Bucket contains 256 bytes of SRAM that is configured with the

Counter Terminal Count. channel-triggering pattern. Each bit in each memory
location corresponds to a particular channel.

2.2.3 Trigger Counter 2.5 Timestamp

The Trigger Counter is a 32-bit down counter that is
loaded with the desired number of triggers. This counter Each channel provides a 32-bit timestamp derived from

derives its'clock source from: the timestamp counter to allow data correlation [3]
between data acquired from different systems in widely

"* The Bunch Fill Mask Ram Output. dispersed locations. The timestamp counter can be
"* Bucket Counter Terminal Count. configured to count:

"* Paired Next Channel Bucket Counter Terminal
Count. * Beam Synchronous Events.

"* No Clock Input (No Halt). * lts clocks derived from the RHIC Event System.

This counter is enabled by the Fine Counter (Delay) This counter is reset on the occurrence of a RHIC Beam
Enable (Bucket Counter Enable). This counter is Synchronous Event System SYNC Event. A timestamp
reloaded and re-enabled by the Trigger Counter Terminal (timestamp counter save) acquisition occurs on:

Count.
9 A Beam Synchronous Event (software

2.2.4 Fine Counter configurable).
* The First Trigger pulse of a series of pulses.

The Fine Counter (Delay) is a 16-bit delay which is e The Trigg er terina ount.

implemented in two 8-bit silicon delay modules.

Resolution is 500ps. The (counter) delay is adjustable The timestamp must be read before another timestamp
from 20ns (latency) to 275ns. This (counter) delay is counter save occurs or the contents will be overwritten.
enabled by the Bucket Counter Enable and always
disabled on the occurrence of the Trigger Counter 3 TRIGGERING MODES
Terminal Count. In addition, so that the Fine Counter
(Delay) is enabled for only one revolution, the counter This module supports the following triggering modes:
can be disabled on the occurrence of the delayed
revolution clock. The clock source for this counter is: 9 One or more pulses output every revolution, pulse

width selectable, triggered after x number of
"* A Fixed Pulse Width (54ns) derived from the Bunch revolution clocks. Rearm on Trigger Counter

Fill Mask Ram Output. Terminal Count.
"* A Variable Pulse Width, programmable from I to 9 One or more pulse output after x number of turns

65536 RF Clocks (35ns to 2.29ms), derived from the and y number of bunches. Rearm on Trigger
Bunch Fill Mask Ram Output. Counter Terminal Count.

"* A Variable Pulse Width, programmable from 1 to e One or more pulses output after specified event
65536 RF Clocks (35ns to 2.29ms), derived from the and y number of bunches. Rearm on Trigger
Bucket Counter Terminal Count. Counter Terminal Count.

* Long Gate. Start is defined by channel 1 and
Trigger Counter Terminal Count is defined by
channel 2.
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"* One pulse output continuous for each bunch in e Beam Synchronous Event System (1)
bunch fill pattern not to exceed 9.37MHz. Pulse * Event System (1)
width is 54ns. No Trigger Counter Terminal
Count. The following 2-conductor LEMO Model EGG Series OB

"* All above modes can be configured as one-shot connector inputs are provided:
mode. (No rearm on Trigger Counter Terminal 9 External Trigger Inputs (4)
Count). * Trigger Outputs (8)

* RF Clock (buffered) Output
4 VME INTERFACE

The V124 Module is a VMEbub slave. Status/ID The Trigger Inputs, Trigger Outputs and RF Clock output

registers (64 bytes), board configuration registers (16 are differential ECL levels.

bytes), channel configuration registers (256 bytes), Beam 5.2 Front Panel Indicators
Synchronous Event Mask RAM (256 bytes), and Bunch
Fill Pattern Mask RAM (64 bytes) are mapped to VME * VME Select - indicates a VME bus access to an
A16 space on jumper selectable 2K byte boundary address within memory space.
(A15..Al 1). VME data transfers supported are D16 and * Beam Synchronous Event System - No Lock
D08(EO) only. * Event System - Carrier Active

a Trigger Active (8)
4.1 Interrupts

Interrupts are supported with a programmable interrupt 6 ACKNOWLEGEMENTS
vector and IRQ level. A nested interrupt structure is
employed to service the following hardware interrupts: The authors would like to acknowledge the staff of the

RHIC/AGS controls section who have contributed to the
"* Timestamp Trigger Source. work on which this paper is based. Special thanks to R.
"* Beam Synchronous Event System SYNC Event. Michnoff for his contributions during the conceptual
"* RHIC Event System Error. stage, and to P. Pape and A. Watson for their work on the
"* Beam Synchronous Event System Error. prototype.
"* Channel Halt.

The RHIC Event System Error and Beam Synchronous 7 REFERENCES
Event System Error interrupts are change of status
interrupts. Connection or removal of these inputs will [1] T. Kerner, C. R. Conkling, Jr., and B. Oerter, "V123 Beam

cause an interrupt. Synchronous Encoder Module", these proceedings.
[2] W. MacKay, "Considerations for Bunch Filling Patterns", Internal

4.2 Shared Memory Note RHIC/AP/132, 29 Aug. 1997.
[3] R. Michnoff, T. D'Ottavio, L. Hoff, W. MacKay, and T. Satogato,

The V124 shares access to the Beam Synchronous Event "RHIC Data Correlation Methodology", these proceedings.

Mask RAM between the decoding requirement of the
Beam Synchronous Event System interface and the
VMEbus. Access to this area of memory by VMEbus
requests is allowed only during idle periods of Event
System decoding. Highest priority for access is always
granted to channel triggering requirements.

Access to the Bunch Fill Pattern Mask RAM is also
shared between loading the bunch fill shift register and
the VMEbus. VMEbus reads and writes are only allowed
during periods that the shift register is shifting out the
bunch fill pattern. During loading of the shift register,
VMEbus cycles are delayed. Highest priority is always
granted to channel triggering requirements.

5 USER INTERFACE

5.1 Front Panel Connectors

The following twin axial inputs are provided:
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V123 BEAM SYNCHRONOUS ENCODER MODULE*

T. Kerner', C. R. Conkling Jr.*, B. Oerter, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract fan out module then to 6 fiber optic transmitters. The
transmitters drive single mode 9/125 lim fiber optic lines

The V123 Synchronous Encoder Module transmits events to 6 service buildings in a star configuration where they
to distributed trigger modules and embedded decoders are passively split out to the 18 ring alcoves and 4
around the RHIC rings where they are used to provide experimental halls. Each alcove has 2 beam synchronous
beam instrumentation triggers [1,2,3]. The RHIC beam fiber spools, one for each ring. Alcoves, and equipment
synchronous event'link hardware is mainly comprised of houses have spools of fiber optic cable located at
three VMEbus board designs, the central input modules receiving locations to equalize the transmission delays. At
(V201), and encoder modules (V123), and the distributed an alcove, the fiber optic transmission is converted to
trigger modules (V124). Two beam synchronous links, differential ECL and fanned out by 1 x 8 ECL fan-outs to
one for each ring, are distributed via fiberoptics and the V124 modules and embedded decoders in the beam
fanned out via twisted wire pair cables. The V123 position monitors. The output of the V124 modules may
synchronizes with the RF system clock derived from the be used directly or fanned out by 1 x 8 fan out units with
beam bucket frequency and a revolution fiducial pulse. LEMO KLOC connectors where these signals are finally
The RF system clock is used to create the beam used by instrumentation triggers and experiments.
synchronous event link carrier and events are
synchronized with the rotation fiducial. A low jitter RF
clock is later recovered from this carrier by phase lock 2 PURPOSE
loops in the trigger modules. Prioritized hardware and
software triggers fill up to 15 beam event code The low jitter PLL [4] recovered clocks are intended to

transmission slots per revolution while tracking the provide precise timing and synchronization information
ramping RF acceleration frequency and storage to instrumentation triggers and data acquisition systems
frequency. The revolution fiducial event is always the used in experiments and for general beam bucket phasing
first event transmitted which is used to synchronize the purposes. Prioritized hardware and software triggered
firing of the abort kicker and to locate the first bucket for inputs can be output to any of 256 event codes after
decoders distributed about the ring. translation in a SRAM look-up table. There are a total of

15 event slots per revolution. The revolution event will

1 BEAM SYNCHRONOUS EVENT have the highest priority and will always be output at the

LINK SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE beginning of the revolution cycle. The event codes are
decoded and used by devices such as extraction kickers,

The RHIC collider is composed of counter-rotating and as a reference for timing triggers and delayed timing
particle beams in two 3.8 km super-conducting rings triggers. Other beam synchronous events will be sent on
which will be collided in four of the six interaction an input prioritized basis, but can be delayed by the
regions. There are two RHIC beam synchronous event revolution event. Since the link is fanned out in a star
encoding systems; one for each ring. Each beam configuration with equalized delays, an event will arrive
synchronous event system is the same; therefore only one simultaneously at all locations around the ring with
system will be described. Both RHIC beam synchronous nanosecond precision, and sub-nanosecond jitter.
event encoding systems are located in the 4 o'clock Programmable delays are provided by the V124
equipment house 1004A in a single VME chassis. Each distributed trigger modules using the beam sync link
beam synchronous event encoder system requires five recovered clock. Counters running on this clock will
VME chassis slots, one for the V123 master module, and synchronize to the revolution event. The recovered low
four for the V201 input modules. The beam synchronous jitter distributed clock is the basis for the timing precision
event link carrier tracks a varying 14.07 MHz RF clock, of the beam synchronous system. The passage of any and
derived from half the RHIC injection and acceleration RF all bunches around the ring can be signaled precisely to
frequencies. A synchro-synthesizer board in an RF system sub-nanosecond resolution.
chassis is the source of this RF clock. The beam
synchronous event link is initiated as differential
transformer coupled PECL, and connects to a 1 x 8 ECL

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.

t Email: kemer@bnl.gov
* Deceased
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3 SYSTEM OPERATIONAL with the abort gap.

REQUIREMENTS
3.3 E;ncoding

The beam revolution time is approximately 12.78 ps, or
78.196 k revolutions/second. The number of RF buckets The beam synchronous event codes are transmitted using
per revolution is 360. From these data, a 28.15 MHz RF a serial modified Manchester code (bi-phase-mark). This
bucket frequency is derived. The beam synchronous event modulation technique guarantees a signal level transition
encoder requires a 2X clock to produce the bi-phase mark at each cell edge, rather than the cell center as is done in
data stream. The beam synchronous encoder receives the the true Manchester code (also bi-phase-mark). A "one" is
RF 28.15 MHz clock and derives the 14.07 MHz beam defined as a level transition in the cell center, while no
synchronous event link. The RF system generates the 2X center transition is a "zero". There are 180 bi-phase cells
clock and revolution tick during RHIC operation. The per revolution, and 12 bi-phase cells per event
revolution tick performs two functions: first it sets the transmission. This allows 15 event slots per revolution, of
phase of the beam synchronous event link bi-phase clock, which 1 to all may be filled.
and second it synchronizes the revolution tick event code.
A 28.15 MHz crystal backup clock oscillator can provide During idle periods, the beam synchronous event line
an event link output when the RF clock and tick isn't contains continuous bi-phase-mark "ones" (14 MHz
available. A control register bit can control cancellation square wave) transmission, with a single revolution tick
of automatic switching. event once a revolution. Even parity is selected so that

idle "ones" bi-phase cells always start with a positive,
3.1 Revolution Fiducial rising edge, transition at the V123 module output. A

The most important event transmitted by the V123 beam single beam synchronous event code transmission, which

synchronous event encoder is the revolution fiducial. requires approximately 0.853 ins, is shown in figure 1.

This fiducial is sent synchronously with the revolution
tick provided by the RF system synchro synthesizer 4 V123 MODULE FEATURES
module. The revolution tick is derived from the first 0 FLEX® 10K [6] FPGA based design
bucket passing the 4 o'clock RF wall current monitor. The 0 SRAM translation table
revolution event always occupies the first event slot 0 Input error interrupts
which is synchronized by the revolution tick. If the tick a Change of status interrupts
synchronization is removed or lost, the V123 counters 0 Re-synch error detection
will continue to send the revolution event every 360 0 VME Interface
cycles of the RF clock. Should the revolution tick not 0 VMEbus cycle stealing
occur after 360 clock cycles or occur before or after this 0 VMEID
count an interrupt is generated and the synchronization 0 FIFO
loss error is flagged. A crystal backup clock oscillator
may be used to provide a beam sync link carrier and
revolution event code for testing purposes when no rf 4.1 FLEX0 IOK FPGA based design
input signals are present. An Altera EPFlOK10QC208-3 is used in this design

because it has 3 EAB blocks that are used for SRAM,
3.2 Beam Dump - Abort Kicker Tining ROM, and FIFO without the need for external devices.
Prior to the revolution tick there are approximately 18
empty RF buckets. These empty buckets accommodate 4.2 SRAM translation table
the abort kicker rise time, which is about 700 ns [5]. The The 256 x 8 SRAM table in the Altera FLEXIOK EAB
abort kicker logic monitors the Beam Sync link for the block acts as a trigger to event translation table. Any
rotation fiducial. All requests to abort the beam are trigger can be mapped to any event code.
synchronized to the rotation fiducial followed by an
appropriate delay to properly time the kicker firing trigger

Start D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO Parity Stopl Stop2
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

I I I I I I I I I I I I
II I I I I I I I I I I

time --

Figure 1: Modified Manchester event frame
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4.3 Inputt error interrup•s 64 prioritized hardware triggers from the V201 followed

If an event trigger code is received from the V201 input by the events stored in FIFO. The FIFO may be used to

modules which is not one of the 63 allowed on this input, batch events. An input filter prevents trigger values less
anmodul t ofneange erro in uth is faled. onthisthan 64 from being written to the FIFO. This prevents the
an out of range error interrupt is flagged. use of higher priority input trigger codes from being

translated to lower priority FIFO events unless they are

4.4 C:han1ge ?f statis interr)ts multiply mapped.

Two interrupts monitor the RF and beam tick inputs. If a
signal is removed or reconnected an interrupt will be
generated. The RF input is monitored for carrier. The 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
beam tick input is monitored for phase relationship.
Addition or deletion of this input will cause an interrupt. The authors would like to acknowledge all the staff, of

the RHIC/AGS controls section who have contributed to

4.5 Re-synch error detection• the work on which this paper is based. Special thanks to

Any time a beam tick is received out of sequence, an error D. Barton, H. Hartmann, W. MacKay and the RF Systems
is flagged. This bit will not be set unless an error or Group, for their contributions.
discontinuity in the input signals is received.

4.6 VME hiterface REFERENCES
The VME interface is A24, D08(OE). Interrupts are [I]R. Connolly, P. Cameron, R. Michnoff, V. Radeka, T. Shea, R.

supported with a programmable interrupt vector and IRQ Sikora, D. Stephani, S. Tepikian, N. Tsoupas, and L. Woodworth, "The

level. The SRAM lookup table, and all control and status RHIC Ionization Beam Profile Monitor," these proceedings.

registers are accessible through this interface. Each board [2]R. Michnoff, T. D'Ottavio, L. Hoff, W. MacKay, and T. Satogato,

occupies a 4K address block in the A24 space. The four "RHIC Data Correlation Methodology," these proceedings.

V201 input modules occupy 64 addresses in sequential [3]RHIC Design Manual - RF Systems (WBS 1.7)

order from this base address, by having the V123 address http://www.rhichome.bnl.gov/NT-share/rhicdm/O0 tocli.htm

decoder signal accessible on the dedicated P2 backplane. [4]H. Hartmann, and T. Kerner, "RHIC Beam Synchronous Trigger

Module," these proceedings.

4.7 VA'!Ebus cycle stealing [5]W. MacKay, "Considerations for Bunch Filling Patterns," Internal

The V123 shares access to its SRAM lookup table Note RHIC/AP-132, 29 Aug. 1997

between the translation requirement of the output encoder [6]FLEX is a registered trademark of Altera Corporation.

and the VMEbus. If all transmission slots were filled, the
translator would operate 100% of the time eventually
causing a VME bus error to occur after a timeout. To
ensure that the VMEbus is serviced with a full
complement of trigger events from either the input
triggers or batched through the FIFO, cycle stealing is
employed. A portion of the encoder time which processes
the framing start and stop bits need not access the SRAM,
VMEbus read and write cycles are completed during this
time.

4.8 V•MEID
A 64-bit VMEID ASCII string is saved in the ROM
implemented in one of the 3 EAB blocks in the Altera
chip. This string is used by the front-end computer to
identify the board in the VME chassis, and its revision.
This information is checked at initialization.

4.9 FIFO
Software events are the lowest priority triggers. These
events are processed last after other input triggers. A
FIFO is necessary to preserve these events for the first
available opening when no other triggers are active. The
highest priority is the revolution event, followed by the
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THE RHIC INJECTION SYSTEM*

W. Fischer,t J.W. Glenn, W.W. MacKay, V. Ptitsin, T.G. Robinson and N. Tsoupas,
BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract pitching magnet ypl bends the beam 3 mrad downwards.
The RHIC injection system has to transport beam from the The septum magnet ylamb bends the beam 38 mrad hor-

AGS-to-RHIC transfer line onto the closed orbits of the izontally and brings it in horizontal coincidence with the
RHIC Blue and Yellow rings. This task can be divided into ring; it is seen as a drift by the circulating beam. The

three problems. First, the beam has to be injected into ei- circulating and injected beams travel in the same rea-

ther ring. Second, once injected the beam needs to be trans- pipe after passing ylamb. The injected beam then tra-

ported around the ring for one turn. Third, the orbit must verses vertically off center through the horizontally focus-

be closed and coherent beam oscillations around the closed ing quadrupole yo5-q8 (which thus acts as a dipole in the

orbit should be minimized. We describe our solutions for vertical plane), an arc bending magnet and the horizontally

these problems and report on system tests conducted dur- defocusing quadrupole yo5-q9 (which also acts as a dipole
igthes problemstant testperfor med inon9 system testsconduin the vertical plane). The incoming beam then experiencesing the RHIC Sextant test performed in 1997. The system a vertical 1.86 mrad kick upwards which brings it onto the
will be fully commissioned in 1999. RHIC orbit.

Tab. I lists optical functions in the injection region. The
1 INTRODUCTION relatively large vertical beta function in the injection kicker

Beam for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is ex- (the maximum in the arcs is 45 m) combined with the small

tracted from the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), inner beam pipe diameter (41.2 mm compared to 80 mm in

transported through the AGS-to-RHIC transfer line (AtR) the arcs) is a bottleneck for injection.

and injected in either the Yellow or Blue ring of RHIC [1].
Fig. I shows the lattice through which the injected beam Table 1: Optical functions of Yellow ring injection region.
travels at the end of the transfer line and the beginning of element pos. P.• fly D. Dy
the Yellow ring. We discuss here injection into the Yellow [im] [im] [im] [m] [m]
ring only; the Blue ring is mirror symmetric and in princi- ypl 575.93 22.86 25.32 -0.55 0.00
pie no different. ylamb 580.83 38.22 14.50 -0.94 0.02

yo5-qf8 584.35 47.82 11.20 -1.08 0.03
yq4 yo Y....... yo5-qd9 599.18 11.18 47.82 -0.83 0.11

:: sextant 346 YPI Iykil 601.68 14.61 37.91 -1.00 0.10
1- 7 yki2 603.13 17.28 32.79 -1.10 0.10
0-M w yki3 604.59 20.44 28.17 -1.20 0.09

fit. .. ... .. yki4 606.04 24.08 24.04 -1.30 0.09
W $20 560 5W0 620 GM 640 GO

s Im ](S-atr) There are four injection kickers per ring, each 1.4 m

long. They are described in detail in Ref. [4]. The kickers

Figure 1: Lattice in the injection region. Shown is the end for the Yellow ring were commissioned during the RHIC

of the AtR and the beginning of the Yellow ring. Element Sextant test in 1996 [5]. After finding the correct timing,
names are the RHIC site wide names. Dipoles are of height the kick strength has been measured. The optimal kicker
0.5, quadrupoles are of height 1. The upper (lower) squares voltage was found to be within 1% of the design value of

show the locations of horizontal (vertical) beam position 32 kV. The rise time was measured with beam and found to
monitors, the triangles denote orbit correctors. The longi- be below the design value of 95 ns. The kickers were also
tudinal s-position is taken from the beginning of the trans- exercised in a multibunch injection mode with 4 bunches
fer line. The beam is in the ring after passing the septum 100 ms apart.
magnet ylamb. 2 INITIAL INJECTION

There are 6 quadrupoles at the end of the AtR, 3 of which Filling patterns and bunch numbers for injection are stored
are named in Fig. 1. They provide enough degrees of free- in the electronic memory of a front end computer and can
dom to match the optical function at the end of the AtR be changed via a graphical interface [6]. The injection pro-
to those at the beginning of the ring [2, 3]. The incoming cess starts with an event requesting a new filling for ei-
beam lies in a plane 52 mm above the ring level and the ther the Yellow or Blue ring. The rf system then orches-

* Work performed under the auspices of the US department of Energy trates the synchronization and cogging so that the bunches
t Email: Wolfram.Fischer@bnl.gov in the AGS are transfered correctly into the buckets of
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Figure 2: Graphical user interface for the injection tuning Figure 3: The injection tuning program showing the phase
program showing the horizontal and vertical orbit and the space at the end of the AtR and the beginning of the ring.
lattice in the injection region. Active correctors and their An additional window is open in which different correctors
settings are displayed. can be chosen.

RHIC. During the commissioning of RHIC the rf in the ring the particle species and the relativistic ^ of the beam. With
will be switched off before achieving circulation, however, the measured kicker strength (in V/Tm), which is stored in
since the revolution frequency of the beam is not yet known and read from a database, the kicker voltage is computed
precisely. The rf system also generates pulses that are used and set.
to trigger the AGS extraction kicker and the RHIC injec- The program also displays the settings for the relativistic
tion kickers. The pulses are transported through dedicated oy of the beam that is used for the magnets in the transfer
fiber optic lines, line and the ring.

The injection tuning program guides the beam from
the pitching magnet ypl through the kicker magnets yki 1 3 FIRST TURN
through yki4 (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The program can show
either the orbit in the injection region or position and angle After the beam has entered the ring it may be lost in the
of the beam at the end of the AtR and the beginning of first turn and a correction is needed. In each of the RHIC
the ring. In addition the lattice is depicted with dipoles, rings there are 246 beam position monitors (BPMs) and
quadrupoles, beam position monitors and orbit correctors. 234 dipole correctors for both the horizontal and the ver-
The lattice and orbit plots zoom in concert. The phase tical planes. The dipole correctors are part of corrector
space is reconstructed by orbit data from a pair of monitors packages at almost each quadrupole magnet. BPMs are at-
in each plane in the AtR and RHIC. The used phase space tached to a corrector-quadrupole or corrector-quadrupole-
monitors can be changed. One pair of correctors in each sextupole assembly and aligned relative to the quadrupole
plane adjust the position and angle of the incoming beam magnet center [8]. Interaction region BPMs are dual plane.
in the middle of the injection kicker. Correctors too can be The first turn correction is performed by the Orbit Dis-
changed as shown in Fig. 3. However, in almost all cases play and Correction application. This application uses the
the injection kickers will be one of the vertical correctors. "sliding bumps" method [7] which can be applied to both,

A table in the application, shows the active correctors, the orbit correction and the first turn correction. The ring
their design value, last measured and target deviation from correctors are organized into closed orbit bumps each of
the design value and the status of their power supply. From which contains 3 correctors (correctors are spaced close to
the last measured orbit new deviations are computed to op- 7r/2 in the betatron phase). A change in the bump exci-
timize the injection. New corrector deviations can also be tation only changes the orbit within the bump. The first
given manually. The last two measured orbits and the target turn correction is achieved by a consecutive one-by-one
orbit are displayed. bump correction using the orbit data of the not yet lost

The AtR magnet manager provides information about beam. The correction proceeds until it reaches a region
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Figure 4: Simulated first turn orbit correction of RHIC, hor- Figure 5: Simulated first turn orbit correction in RHIC, ver-
izontal plane. One trace shows a particle with large oscilla- tical plane.
tion that is eventually lost, the other trace shows a particle
on a corrected orbit that completes the first turn. 5 SUMMARY

The RHIC injection system has been completed. Most of
where the beam has been lost or where the beam position the hardware has been tested. Software tests were per-
exceeds some large value (1cm in our case). With several formed on realistic models of RHIC as well as during the
new bunches the point of loss can thus pushed forward un- Sextant test in 1996. The system is ready for full commis-
til one turn is completed. Pushing the beam beyond the sioning this year.
injection point establishes a closed orbit.

The first turn correction using sliding bumps has been 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
tested on a model of RHIC using measured misalignment We are thankful to all engineers, technicians and operators
data [8]. The method not only provides the first turn cor- for their support in building and testing the injection sys-
rection but smoothes already the orbit in the ring. Fig. 4 tem. We are thankful to M. Brennan and R. Bianco for
and Fig. 5 show an example of such a simulation, discussion about the rf system.
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RAMP MANAGEMENT in RHIC *

J. Kewisch, J. van Zeijts, S. Peggs, T. Satogata, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract manager, a "Knob Manager" creates a "Knob File" con-
In RHIC, magnets and RF cavities are controlled by Wave taining knob assignments and conversion constants.In HIC manet an RFcavtie ar cotroledby ave The "WFG Manager" is used to download ramps and
Form Generators (WFGs), simple real time computers kno assignments in the W s Monioring and

which generate the set points. The WFGs are programmed cnol isrmed by two "Mgne Managers", one for

to change set points from one state to another in a synchro-

nized way. Such transition is called a "Ramp" and consists the Blue and one for the Yellow ring. Details are given innizedI] way. Adolf trasiio is usede to accmp" the hardware.
of a sequence of "stepping stones" which contain the set [1]. The AdoIf API is used to access the hardware.
point of every WFG controlled device at a point in time. Anotheri service in this environment is the "Compu-
An appropriate interpolation defines the set points between tational Modeling Engine" (CME) which is part of the
these stepping stones. This report describes the implemen- RHIC/AGS Online Model Environment [4, 5]. The Ramp
tation of the ramp system. The user interface, tools to cre- Manager provides the CME with a consistent set of magnet
ate and modify ramps, interaction with modeling tools and strength values. The CME provides optics parameters cal-
measurements and correction programs are discussed. culated from these values to correction programs and otherapplications.

1 INTRODUCTION
3 STRUCTURE OF A RAMP FILE

As in all storage rings with energy ramping, magnet cur-
rents and RF parameters in RHIC must be ramped in A Ramp has to provide the set points of all magnets and
a synchronized way. Because of RHIC's fast emittance RF devices as a function of time. This is implemented by
growth at injection energies due to intrabeam scattering defining "Step Stones", snap shots of all set points, and an
these ramps must be prepared before the rings are filled and appropriate interpolation between the Step Stones.
executed as soon as the last bunch is injected. For that rea- In the RHIC Ramp system a step stone is a data object
son the control of magnets and RF is performed by WFGs. which is independent of a ramp. It contains for each device

Before a ramp can be loaded into the WFGs it must be a pair of strength parameters ("want" and "trim") which
specified. The input to this process comes from different are independent of the beam energy: the deflection angle
sources. Initially, the specification comes from the design for dipoles, the inverse focal length for quadrupoles, etc.
optics. Later, the operator may modify design parameters When the "want" parameter is fed to the CME service, it
like tunes and chromaticities. An orbit correction proce- produces the "wanted" machine behavior. Because of ma-
dure may supply new set points for the dipole correctors. chine imperfections, RHIC will display this behavior only
Other correction procedures adjust the tunes, chromaticity, if "trims" are added to the total strength value.
coupling, etc. All settings are not single values but func- Step stones are referenced in ramps by the Stone name.
tions of time and the change rate of the parameters is lim- A step stone can be used in multiple ramps and multiple
ited. times in one ramp. For example, the initial acceleration

It is therefore necessary to provide an environment in ramp references one step stone twice: at the start end the
which ramps can be created from a variety-of sources. end of the ramp, since the device strength is independent of

the energy. This allows storing the set points only once.
2 ARCHITECTURE Since the set points of some devices change rarely and

others often, step stones are split into six "pebbles": the
The RHIC ramp system is shown in Figure 1. The central BlueGlobal and YellowGlobal pebble contain the main
process is the "Ramp Manager" which is implemented as diplole, quadrupoles, and multipole set points for the blue
a CDEV[2] Generic Server[31. The Ramp Manager pro- and yellow ring. The GreenGlobal pebble contains ele-
vides an interface for various correction programs and for ments which are common to both rings. The RFGlobal
the "RAMP Editor". These Client applications are written pebble contains RF parameters. A step stone is therefore
using the CDEV Application Programming Interface (API) reduced to a reference to six pebbles. A pebble can be ref-
which gives a unified interface to accessing underlying ser- erenced in multiple step stones (Figure 2).
vices. The result is a "Ramp File" which is used by the In between step stones cubic interpolation is used to cal-
"WFG Manager" to set up the WFGs. For each new ramp culate set points. However, the time is not used as indepen-
a new ramp file is created. dent variable, but a "pseudo time" P, which is a function of

The ramp system allows also knobbing of parameters be- time. These power supplies are current regulated: a feed-
sides execution of programmed ramps. Similar to the ramp back system adjusts the voltage so that the requested cur-

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy. rent is maintained. By chosing a appropriate pseudo time
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Figure 2: Ramp File structure. Figure 3: Current and voltage of a power supply during a
ramp.

function regulation errors are avoided. We require that the
voltage V = R. I + L • I is a continuous function with 4 RAMP MANAGER INTERFACE
a maximum value Vma,, and a maximum slope Vma,. The
shortest ramp of a magnet current is shown in Figure 3. The
pseudo time function is calculated so that for each magnet
the maximum i and I is not exceeded. Messages are available to create, clone, and modify ramps

and step stones. On demandi, notification of changes are
Ramps and step stones are addressed by unique names, transmitted to interested clients by using the Generic Server

under which they are available as "devices" in the CDEV callback mechanism. Applications using this interface in-
interface, and multiple ramps and step stones are available clude the RHIC Orbit Correction system, the RHIC injec-
simultaneously. tion system[6], and the ramping system editor GUI.
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5 RAMP EDITOR and presented in the GUI. The editor allows small changes
to these parameters, which are performed by retrieving aThe user interface is implemented with the Tcl/Tk sensitivity matrix from the model.

toolbox[7] which provides a flexible language for creat-

ing GUI applications. Windows for editing ramps and step 7 KNOB MANAGER
stones are provided (see Fig. 4,5). the Ramp Editor allows
changing high level parameters like tunes and chromatici- During the time a ramp is playing, magnet strength can be
ties as well as set points. Step stones and pebbles can be modified dynamically using the Real Time Data Link sys-
copied from one ramp to another. tern. The WFG's can listen to a maximum of 2 different

frames changing at a maximum rate of 720Hz. The frames
Eile Edit aetup MIew Ifiagnostics ifelp available for this system are managed by the "Knob Man-

rjIager" which allows creation, modification, and activationParameters In t 8bBC I Iof knobs. They are described in high level terms like "tune
Ring Parameters', " x", etc. and the required coefficients relating a change in

modeling. :..::~ a set of magnets to these parameters are retrieved from the

2~.1196442S 09modeling server.
9.1038198013 0.0

S•Th-2 0 8 CONCLUSION

:The RHIC ramp system provides an environment for cre-
............ .. . ating ramps from multiple sources. Ramps are described

,eIoIwRing Parameters . .using high level parameters. Besides programmed ramping
.[T7 T .0 the system allows knobbing of parameters during and after

28.ti 4319 ramps.
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Figure 5: Pebble Magnet parameter editing window.

6 MODELING INTERFACE

A on-line model server can be synchronized with a given
step stone; conversely a step stone can be created from
the magnet values in the model. Model parameters such
as tunes, -yt and chromaticity are retrieved from the model
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IMPLEMENTATION OF RAMP CONTROL IN RHIC *

JbSrg Kewisch, BNL, USA

Abstract ence parameters like tunes, chromaticities and orbit bumps

After the injection of beam into RHIC the beam energy is after a ramp is started. After the completion of a ramp the

ramped from 10.8 GeV/u to 108 GeV/u and the beta func- beam life time may be optimized by tweaking. Tweaking

tion of the interaction points is reduced from 10 meters to must be possible without major effort.

1 meter. The set points for magnet power supplies and RF 3) The system must support the easy control of magnet

cavities is changed during such ramps in concert. A sys- currents which are not supplied by a single power supply

tem of Wave Form Generators (WFGs), interconnected by but are generated by a main power supply and several trim

a Real Time Data Link (RTDL) and and Event Link is used power supplies. The interaction region quadrupoles are

to control these devices, wired this way in order to minimize the number of warm-

RHIC ramps use a two level system of WFGs: one trans- cold feed-throughs.

mits the beam energy and a "pseudo time" variable as func- 4) The system must provide constant monitoring of mag-

tions of time via RTDL. the other calculates the device set net and RF parameters as well as a possibility for post

points as functions of these RTDL variables. Energy scal- mortem analysis after a magnet quench.

ing, saturation correction and the wiring of interaction re-
gion quadrupoles is performed on the second level. 2 CONFIGURATION OF THE SYSTEM

This report describes the configuration and implementa- The design of the RHIC controls hardware was inspired by
tion of the software, firmware and hardware of the RHIC the Fermilab control system. The general tool for the ramp
ramp system. control is the "Wave Form Generator" (WFG). The WFG is

1 INTRODUCTION a VME module containing a computer based on the INTEL
i960 CPU. Each WFG module has two fiber optics outputs

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) consist of two which can be used in two ways: as the current reference for
intersecting storage rings. Using super-conducting mag- a power supply or as a source of the Real Time Data Link
nets, RHIC will be able to collide ions from protons to (RTDL).
gold. The existing AGS accelerator complex will be used RTDL [2] is one of two dedicated data lines around the
as injector, supplying gold at 10.8 GeV/u and protons at ring. It transmits 256 "frames" with a update frequency
28.1 GeV. The beams are then accelerated in RHIC to 108 of 720 Hz. Each frame contains a 24 bit integer number
GeV/u and 249 Gev, respectively. All ion beams except which can be generated by software, a WFG or any other
protons will cross the transition energy during accelera- device with a fiber optics output. The frames can be read
tion. At storage energy, the beta functions in the interaction by WFGs and used to determine the next output values.
points are reduced from 10 meters to 1 meter. The other data line is the event link [3]. This line pro-

The RHIC ramp system, which brings the beams from vides 256 different start signals (events) to the hardware.
injection to storage, controls the currents of the magnet This link is used to start ramps or change operation modes
power supplies including special jump power supplies for for WFGs, stop data collection into circular buffers after a
the transition crossing, cavity voltages and parameters for quench, trigger the current jump of the yt quadrupoles and
the RF phase and frequency feedback systems. many other applications outside the ramp system.

This system must fulfill the following requirements: The "Multiplexed Analog to Digital Converter"
1) The system must be programmable to execute a com- (MADC) [4] is used for monitoring the system. Each

plete ramp sequence on a start signal. This is especially MADC module can monitor 64 signals and is pro-
important since the emittance of a gold ion beam grows grammable to scan one channel up to 50 kHz or all
rapidly at injection energies due to intra beam scattering, channels with a lower rate.
The complete sequence includes an acceleration ramp with A PLC system allows switching power supplies on and
transition crossing and the beta squeeze ramp. It is impor- off and reports error conditions of the power supply (regu-
tant that these ramps can be executed without delays once lation error, etc) and magnet (quench).
the machine is filled. WFGs are programmed by specifying up to 15 "formu-

2) The system must allow tweaking of some compo- las". Events from the event link are used to switch from
nents during and after the programmed ramps. Due to the one formula to the next. Formulas may contain the follow-
large inductance of the super-conducting magnets the ramp ing elements:
speed is slow. A typical acceleration ramp takes 90 sec- 1. add, multiply and shift operations.
onds. It is desirable that the operator has the ability to influ-

2. linear and cubic spline lookup in programmable ta-
* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy. bles.
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3. Function of time: F(t) is given in a table with linear communicate with each other2, this functionality was im-
interpolation. plemented in the power supply interface card (Figure 3).

The power supply interface card has two WFG inputs
and calculates the difference value. Of course both signals

All operations are performed using 32-bit integers, floating must have the same scale factor which was chosen to be

point operations are not available. However, a "multiply I mA per bit. The result is then multiplied, divided and

and shift" operation with an intermediate 64-bit product is shifted to produce a 16 bit number which maximum value
available, corresponds to the maximum current of the power supply.

The WFGs are used in a two level configuration (Fig- A DAC converts this number into the reference voltages for

ure 1): A pair of WFGs on the first level generate the beam the power supply.
rigidity Bp and the "pseudo time" P as functions of time Figure 3 shows also the signals monitored by the

and distribute the value via RTDL. P is a function calcu- MADC: The reference current (set point), the measured
lated to limit the second derivative of the magnet current current, the error current 3 and the voltage. 4 These sig-
I(t) when I(P) is a cubic function of P. In addition, nals are sampled with 60 Hz and stored in a circular buffer.
RTDL is used to transmit the values of "knobs" used for Sampling is stopped by the "quench event" which is gener-
tweaking. ated by the quench protection system. The data buffers are

inspected for the post-mortem analysis before the system is
restarted.

QF D DA W ID

IF Q QO Q 3 Q 2 Q 1 Q W. 0 ' I

Figure 1: Two level WFG configuration using RTDL and
Event link.

Figure 2: Power supply configuration for the IR
On the second level are WFGs which calculate magnet quadrupoles.

currents and RF parameters.

k = Fideat(P) + Ftrim(P) (1)

+[c1 . kl[+c 2 k 2]] (2) 3 SOFTWARE
B = k. Bp (3) WFGs, MADCs and PLCs are located in VME crates

Imagnet = Ffieiddata (B) (4) which are distributed around the ring. Each crate has a
"Front End Computer" (FEC) which th a tcp/ip connec-

k is the magnet strength (deflection angle for dipoles, tion to the "Console Level Computers" (CLC). FECs allow
inverse focal length for quadrupoles, etc.) which is the sum access to WFGs, PLCs and MADCs through the "Accelera-
of the programmed strength given as functions I of P and tor Device Object" (ADO) software. ADOs provide a high
optional knob values. k, and k2 are RTDL knob frames, cl level interface to accelerator devices and hide hardware de-
and c2 are the conversion constants from knob value (i.e. tails from the outside world. However, they control only a
tunes or orbit displacement) to magnet strength. single device.

From the total value of k the magnetic field or gradient B "Manager" programs run on the CLC level and pro-
is calculated and, using the measured field data, the magnet vide the controls of logical groups of devices. The "WFG
current Imagnet. Manager" is the program that loads all ramp data into the

The thing left to do is to calculate the power supply cur- WFGs. It can load several ramps using different formu-
rent. Figure 2 shows the wiring of the interaction region 2 The current set points of the main power supplies are available as
quadrupoles. Each of the power supplies generates the dif- RTDL frames and are subtracted in the WFG.

ference of two magnet currents. Since the WFGs do not 3The error current is the difference of reference current and measured
current, multiplied by 50 for better resolution.

1Fideal(P) contains the settings for the ideal machine, Ftr~irn(P) 4The main power supplies for dipoles and quadrupoles have additional
contains corrections signals for quench detection.
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Figure 3: Control and monitoring of a power supply.

las and tables. Each ramp is connected to a specific event. [4] R. Michnoff, "The RHIC General Purpose Multiplexed Ana-
The "Sequencer" is a scripting tool which is used to trig- log to Digital Converter System", PAC 1995.
ger these events and, ultimately, orchestrate to the whole [5] T. Kahn, "RHIC Power Supply Waveform Generator Board
injection-acceleration-storage cycle. More detail is given Application Notes", revised October 1994.
in [8]. [6] T. Kahn, "Power Supply Waveform Generator Programmer

Manual", March 1995. October, 1994.

4 CONCLUSION [7] J. Kewisch, V. Mane, T. Clifford, H. Hartmann, T. Kahn, B.
Oerter, S. Peggs, Model for RHIC Ramp Controls, EPAC

The Ramp Control System for RHIC is build on power- 1996.
ful hardware which allows ramps to be programmed in ad- [8] J. Kewisch, J. van Zeijts, S. Peggs, T. Satogata, "Ramp Man-
vance and executed without operator intervention. How- agement in RHIC", these proceedings.
ever, tweaking of parameters during a ramp, which may
take several minutes, is not excluded. This provides a valu-
able tool during commissioning.

The system is designed from the accelerator physicist
point of view. Set points are integrated magnet strength and
high level parameters and are converted into currents and
voltages close to the hardware level. This allows encapsu-
lation of hardware details and provides a simple interface
for application programs.

The MADC system provides powerful post-mortem
analysis.
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BEAM TRANSFER LINE TUNING AND STEERING BASED ON
MINIMIZATION MODEL TOOLS*

S. Assadi, F. Tecker t , M.-J. Yang,
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL

Abstract to a set of corrector excitations. The algorithm iteratively

Accurate beam steering is crucial for transfers between dif- minimizes the norm of the residual vector r using a least

ferent accelerators in the Fermilab accelerator complex. squares method. At each iteration, it finds the first best
corrector excitation that yields the lowest residual r.m.s.During commissioning of the new 8-GeV beam transfer
BPM distortions. This corrector is appended to the cor-line from Fermilab Booster to Main Injector, we used a

least square fit algorithm to achieve the desired beam line rector set, the residual distortion is reanalyzed and the next

orbit. The program is based on the COCU orbit correction best corrector selected. The strengths of all correctors from
package used at CERN. The purpose and the need of this previous iterations are recalculated. This is repeated forpackge sedat ERN.Thepuroseand he eedof his a number of correctors until the residual r.m.s. BPM dis-
program is to keep the desired injection trajectories to the aurto f re ctors until The algrim is RPM dFermlabMai Inecto (FI) onsant nd iniizethe tortions are as small as desired. The algorithm is fast andFerm ilab M ain Injector (FM I) constant and m inim ize the co v r e wi h as ll n m rof o r ct r ag t .
time required to tune the beam line. In addition, we per-
formed a number of measurements to compare the optics Here, the MICADO algorithm is embedded in the orbit

of the line to the design values, correction package COCU (Closed Orbit Correction Util-

In this paper, we present the experience with the beam ities) [3] which was developed at CERN. The package

line steering in the 8-GeV line during commissioning and is capable of correcting the closed orbit, a trajectory in a

the results of detailed beam line studies. circular accelerator or transfer line, and orbit or trajectory
correction over a short range without affecting the rest of

1 INTRODUCTION the machine. It also does calculation of bumps and simu-
lation of the effects of correctors on the orbit. Calculations

A new transfer line was built to transport 8.9 GeV protons are based on the Twiss parameters which can be taken from
from the Booster to the Fermilab Main Injector (FMI). The simulations like MAD [4].
line is about 760 m long and is made from both permanent The COCU package had to be adapted for the use in the
and conventional electromagnets [1]. The line was partly accelerator controls system at Fermilab. The existing code
finished and tested in February 1997. After completion runs under HP-UX at CERN while the Fermilab controls
of the line, the final commissioning started in September system is based on VAX/VMS. Due to the complexity of
1998. the code it was decided not to port it to VMS but to run

For regular operation, it is important to steer the beam it under UNIX. The existing source could be compiled
through the line and into the Main Injector without losses, with minor changes under SunOS and Linux. An appli-
for which a good orbit is essential. This raises the need for cation program was written for the VAX control consoles.
a fast and convenient way to correct the trajectory to the This program takes the beam position monitor (BPM) data
desired reference. and allows the selection of orbit correction type, plane to

correct, number of correctors, etc. The BPM data and
2 ORBIT CORRECTION the correction commands are sent via TCP/IP to a server

running on the UNIX side. The server program performs
The orbit correction that was implemented for the 8-GeV the data input to the COCU program, runs it and sends the
line is based on the MICADO algorithm [2]. It solves a predicted orbit and corrector excitations back to the con-
system of linear equations sole program. The console program shows the predicted

r = Ax + b (1) orbit and corrector excitations and allows you to send the
corrector excitations to the hardware.

where b is the vector of the BPM measurements, x is the The code is not particularly accelerator specific and can
correction vector and A = (aij) the beam response matrix easily be extended to other transfer lines and circular ma-

* Work supported by the University Research Association Inc. under chines. It will also be used for the transfer lines between
contract DE-AC02-76CH00300 with US Department of Energy Main Injector and Recycler and closed orbit correction in

t Email: tecker@fnal.gov the Recycler Ring.
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Figure 2: Horizontal BPM display in millimeter as a func-
tion of the RPM position. The orbit is well corrected except

............. .... for the beginning of the beam line. The excursions there
I result from Booster extraction with no upstream corrector

-2 . ...... .......................... ............ .............. magnets in the transfer line. The apparent excursion at the
844 location results from a bad BPM reading.

Figure 1: Vertical orbit data in millimeter as a function of
the location. The upper graph shows the measured trajec-
tory before correction. The center graph shows the pre-
dicted orbit for a short range correction where the injection
trajectory into the Main Injector was kept constant. The ........

lower graph shows the measured orbit after correction. It
corresponds well to the predicted orbit.

During initial commissioning of the 8 GeV transfer line 2 2 ý....

between Booster and Main Injector, the steering of the
beam was done manually using 3-bumps to zero the orbit Fgr :Vria P ipa nmliee safnto

pcag te, it woasteoste Ande imsed. ttono heC of the BPM position. The excursion at the upstream end
packge, t wa teted nd ued.cannot be corrected due to missing correctors.IThe program successfully corrected the trajectory. It al-

lowed a much faster, deterministic way of trajectory correc-
tion. An example of the measured, predicted and corrected from the expected trajectory for the design optics. A refer-
orbit is shown in Fig. 1. The program has shown partic- ence orbit was saved, a corrector magnet changed and the
ularly useful to correct to a previous reference trajectory difference trajectory to the reference was recorded. The
after changes in the Booster extraction orbit. It converges analysis of the difference orbit has the advantage that ab-
very fast, one iteration usually is sufficient. This indicates solute RPM position errors do not influence the results. An
that the beam optics is close to the design optics. example for the horizontal plane is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show examples of the corrected trajec- The graph shows that the difference trajectory from a
tory in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively. The kick at corrector HT802 corresponds to the theoretical ex-
trajectory is well corrected to a few millimeter, except for pectation down to the RPM HP806. An oscillation is vis-
the beginning of the beam line. The trajectory there results ible downstream of that location. An orbit correction with
from Rooster extraction orbit with no corrector magnets COCU was performed to find the origin of the kick and
at upstream locations in the transfer line. This orbit ex- kick strength. The result shows that this oscillation can be
cursion is not critical since it does not create beam loss, corrected with one single kick at the 806 location, indicat-
The transmission through the beam line obtained during the ing an error in the quadrupole strength ki. The gradient
commissioning was 96-97%. error zAk 1 was estimated from the calculated correction

kick AXO and the RPM reading XBpm at this location as

3 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS Ak1 L = AO/XBPM where L is the length of the magnet.
The quadrupole strength was changed and the measure-

The effectiveness of the orbit correction strongly depends ment was repeated. After final adjustment, the measured
on the correspondence between the model and the actual trajectories almost correspond to the theoretical design
machine. To verify the optics of the 8-GeV line, we studied within the noise of the RPM system. Fig. 5 shows an exam-
the effect of single corrector excitations on the trajectory. ple of a single horizontal kick trajectory after quadrupole

The COCU package has the feature to predict the effect adjustments.
of single corrector kicks on the RPM readings. This was A similar measurement for the vertical plane was per-
used to calculate the deviation of the measured RPM data formed by changing the strength of the Rooster extraction
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Figure 4: Horizontal BPM readings. The open data shows Figure 6: Vertical BPM readings. The trajectory results
the measured trajectory difference for a single correction from a current change in the Booster extraction septum
coil (HT802) excited. The filled data shows the difference magnet MP02. Open data is the measured data, the filled
between theoretical prediction and measured data. An os- data shows the difference from the predicted trajectory for
cillation starting from BPM HP808 is clearly visible, the design optics.

10 4 + . The COCU package was also used to compare the trajec-
7.5 •tory of orbit kicks to the design and helped to find quadru-

5 pole strength errors. The transfer line optics in the horizon-o :,+"•"• .... • :~ii• • tal plane corresponds well to the design. A few gradient
0 ' L" 'I errors are still present in the vertical plane and will need

-[ further investigation.

-7.5 i
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Figure 5: Horizontal BPM readings as in Fig. 4 after adjust- 6 REFERENCES
ing the quadrupole strength of Q806. The trajectory results
from excitation of the single correction coil HT804. It cor- [11 John. A Johnstone, "Optics and Field Error Compensation
responds well to the predicted trajectory for the quadrupole in the FNAL Permanent Magnet 8.9 GeV/c Proton Transfer
strengths as designed. Line". In Proceedings PAC'97, Vancouver, (1997).

[2] B. Autin and Y Marti, "Closed Orbit Correction of A.G.
Machines Using a Limited Number of Magnets", CERN ISR

septum magnet (see Fig. 6). The results indicate that a few MA/73-17, (1973).
quadrupole magnets do not run at their design strength and [3] G. Crockford, Werner Herr, John Miles, V. Paris, and Ruidiger
have to be adjusted. The analysis will be repeated after ad- Schmidt, "COCU User Guide", (1995)
justments made to the vertically focusing quadrupoles and [4] Hans Grote and F.C. Iselin, 'The MAD Program", CERN
also for kicks on the first corrector in the horizontal plane SL/90-13 (AP), (1990).
to diagnose the quadrupole strengths of the first magnets [5] S. Assadi, F. Tecker, M.-J. Yang, "The optics measurement
in the beam line. A more detailed analysis of the 8 GeV and analysis of Femilab 8-GeV transfer line to Main Injec-
transfer line including lattice functions, dispersion, emit- tor", these proceedings
tance propagation and matching to the Main Injector can
be found in [5].

4 CONCLUSION

The COCU orbit correction package was successfully im-
plemented at Fermilab and used during commissioning of
the 8 GeV transfer line. The application program can easily
reduce the time required to optimize the beam trajectory. It
helped to achieve a transmission of 96-97% through the
transfer line.
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TUNE CONTROL IN THE FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR

G. WU, B. C. BROWN,* D. P. CAPISTA, R. H. FLORA, D. E. JOHNSON and K. S. MARTIN
for the Main Injector Commissioning Team

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory t P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510
Abstract work and describes the software implementation, some

measured results and the status during the first months ofWe describe methods used to measure and control tunes Mi netrcmisoig

in the Fermilab Main Injector (FMI). Emphasis is given to

software implementation of the operator interface, to the
front-end embedded computer system, and handling of hys- 2 REQUIREMENTS AND HARDWARE
teresis of main dipole and quadrupole magnets. Techniques Following our previous work[2] we note that the momen-
are developed to permit control of tune of the Main Injec- tum, p, is controlled by the magnetic field achieved in ac-
tor through several acceleration cycles: from 8.9 GeV/c to cordance with
120 GeV/c, from 8.9 GeV/c to 150 GeV/c, and from 150
GeV/c to 8.9 GeV/c. Systems which automate the complex p = T Bu ds = e(Bp) (1)
interactions between tune measurement and the variety of Ir C
ramping options are described. Some results of tune mea- where e is the elementary charge, and By is the vertical
surements and their comparison with the design model arepresented. component of the magnetic field. This expression defines

Bp where p is a characteristic bending radius. We have
p = (e/OD)B1Leff for an MI 6-m dipole which bends

1 INTRODUCTION by OD = 2?r/(301 1/3). We can express the function

Many modes of operation are required of the Fermilab Main which relates the tunes, v, (horizontal and vertical) and the

Injector[l] to permit the several tasks which it performs quadrupole strengths, k1 , using a linear expansion about

within the projected Fermilab physics program. Acceler- the operating point. Choosing to solve for the normalized

ation from 8.9 GeV/c to 150 GeV/c of both protons and quadrupole strengths we have k1 = Q-1 v + k1o. Letting

antiprotons is required for injection into the superconduct- K =,Q- 1 , we express this more fully as
ing Fermilab Tevatron. Acceleration of protons from 8.9
GeV/c to 120 GeV/c is required for production of antipro- (kif" -=(Kil K 12 ') (/) + (k0lf (2)
tons and for fixed target physics programs. The Fermilab (kld) = (K 2 1  K 22 ] V kOld

Recycler ring will allow antiprotons which remain at the Using MAD[3], a lattice model calculation was per-
end of a proton-antiproton colliding beam run to be retained Usin the a lattice MI calvationes pe
but this requires the Main Injector to decelerate beam from formed on the design lattice Mt19 at a variety of tunes. The
150 GeV/c to 8.9 GeV/c. Software for current control in yi g
the main bending and focusing magnets must permit flex- (klf\ ( 0.001022 0.000185 ) (v.,) + (0.008973)X
ible and often changing mixtures of these ramping cycles. ,kldl ,-0.000196 -0.001008 vy,] -0.00901]

The iron properties modify the linear relation between (3)
current and magnet strength expected for the electromag- Note that since this quadrupole strength is normalized
net dipoles and quadrupoles. Hysteresis differences at low to Bp, it already employs a relation between the dipole
fields and saturation at high fields are both important. Con- and quadrupole strengths. To improve tune control the
trol of the bending and focusing magnets is based on their quadrupole current is regulated with respect to the dipole
current so the resulting fields must be calculated from a current as described below. An analytic model for describ-
model based on magnetic measurements. The field which ing the magnetic field strength achieved for a specified mag-
results for a given magnet current will depend upon the pre- netic current and current history is described in a compan-
vious history. It depends strongly on the most recent sign ion paper[4].
reversal in dI/dt and weakly on prior sign reversals. The cy- The main dipoles and quadrupoles for the Main Injec-
cle time for the 120 GeV/c cycles is an important parame- tor are powered using a folded bus for the dipoles and two
ter so adjustment of the minimum (reset) current, which will quadrupole buses with currents flowing in opposite direc-
affect the resulting magnetic fields, is an important software tions. The power supply system[5] consists of 12 new
design feature. dipole supplies and 6 quadrupole supplies moved from the

Design requirements to provide these features have been Fermilab Main Ring.
discussed in a previous paper[2]. This report updates that Let us consider an operational cycle for the Main Injec-

*Email: bcbrown@fnal.gov tor. Beam will be injected into the machine with the mag-
t Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. nets at a constant current chosen to provide the required

DE-AC02-76CH03000. momentum and tune properties. The magnet currents will
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then be ramped to match a specified momentum-time pro- C(Ib), which contains a relation between tunes and the mo-
file and a momentum-tune profile to the required peak cur- mentum and the current in the dipole and each quadrupole
rent. The currents will then be ramped to a reset current bus which can be determined directly from measurements.
below the injection current, to set the hysteretic fields and This relation is assumed the same for all ramp cycle types.
then the current will be returned to the injection level. A It is prepared in 12 and made available to MECAR. The
reset well below the injection field is required to minimize specified tune vs. momentum profile (tune table) is com-
field variations due to variations in the reset current. The pared to the result of a linear interpolation in momen-
required precision increases exponentially as the reset cur- tum and tune using the calibration table and the differ-
rent approaches the injection current. The desire to maxi- ence is found. The tune differences are converted to mag-
mize the repetition rate of the machine encourages a high net strength differences using a sensitivity matrix Q- 1 (see
reset as does the natural limitations in regulating SCR sup- above) derived by fitting lattice calculations. The result-
plies at a small fraction of their peak current. ing quadrupole strength differences are converted to current

The proposed physics program to be supported by the changes, 6(t), using a model for quadrupole strength vs.
Main Injector will require the ability to flexibly mix a va- current[4]. This calculation is also carried out on a sparse
riety of ramp modes. Since a given ramp (say a 150 GeV set of times chosen to match the requirements of the tune vs.
Tevatron proton injection cycle) may follow any other ramp momentum curve. Current difference curves for the hori-
(say a 120 GeV p production cycle), each must leave the zontal and vertical focusing buses are passed to MECAR.
magnets in a similar magnetic state such that history de-
pendent differences are not important. Clearly all injection
currents must be the same. The tool we have identified for
restoring the magnetic state at the end of each different cy-
cle (ready for 8 GeV injection) is a specific reset current ap- = OKA Transductor Bend
propriate to each specific cycle. No assurance exists that Bus
this-will be sufficient. Main Injector commissioning has in-
cluded a brief study of the field achieved for injection fol-
lowing 120 GeV or 150 GeV ramps. The observed differ- 1001
ences in injection dipole field (4 x 10-4) could be matched
using changes in the reset current (from 358 A to 376.5 A).
Based on the success of these studies and examination of
special hysteresis studies of the measured magnetic field 300A Transductor --- 0 AIo = I- .4
strength, we expect no serious problems in mixing different
energy ramps.

3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 40:1

Control of currents in the bending and focusing magnet cir-
cuits is performed by a control console program, 12, inter- Quad
acting with a real time controller, MECAR (Main injector Bus 4KA Transductar
Excitation Controller And Regulator)[6]. An operator uses
12 to define profiles of basic accelerator parameters such as
momentum, tune and chromaticity as functions of time in a
cycle. Different ramping modes are associated with specific
clock reset events which are used to identify each ramp cy-
cle. 12 converts the momentum and tune profiles to current Figure 1: Schematic representation of a triple transductor
profiles and sends them to MECAR. for measuring the current in a quadrupole bus with respect

From the momentum profile, 12 creates a profile of bend- to 40% of the dipole bus current.
ing magnet (dipole) current vs. time using dipole properties
of the lattice along with an analytic model of the history- MECAR reads the bend current vs. time points. A FIR
dependent relation between the magnet current and the in- filter is used to construct a gentle function, of bounded
tegrated field strength. The parameters for the model are ex- frequency, from the linear interpolation of these points to
tracted from fits[4] to magnet measurements. The profile of use as the dipole program function, I,(t). MECAR reg-
dipole current vs. time is calculated on a set of points whose ulates the dipole current, Ib(t) measured using the dipole
time density is related to the current-time slope. This set of transductor[7], to match the program function.
points is passed to MECAR. Measurement of the quadrupole current uses a triple

The conversion from the tune profiles to quadrupole transductor differencing system as shown in Figure 1 which
magnet current profiles is separated into two parts. The measures the quadrupole current Iq(t) with respect to 40%
main contribution is calculated using a calibration table, of the bend current, AIq(t) = Iq(t) - .4Ib(t). The desired
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Current Ratios (QuadlBend) for Main Injector

program signal AIF(t) is created using inputs from the 12

program. The current difference curves 6(t) are read and a 1.02

FIR filter applied to a linear interpolation in time of these
points. Employing the differential quad current program, •• -a' .
AIP(t) = C(Ib(t)) - .4Ib(t) + 6(t), MECAR regulates 1.01 0--0 Reset 0.000 Hori.onal (Magnet Measurement)

the current yielding: Iq(t) = C(Ib(t)) + 6(t). . 8---- Reset 0.000 Vertical (Magnet Measurement)
Reset 400,150 Horizonal (Magnet Measurement)

, U-. • Reset 400,150 Vertical (Magnet Measurement)
TUNE MEASUREMENT 1.00 Horizonal (MI Measurement)

-A LVertical (Magnet Measurement)

Several tune measurement systems have been created and -

installed for the Main Injector, including previously de- 0.99 .......

scribed ones from the Fermilab Main Ring[8]. Commis-
sioning of these systems is underway but not all yet provide
convenient results in the Main Control Room so most of the 0.98 50.0 1o.0

measurements used employ the Turn-by-turn system (Con- Momentum (GeVie)

sole Application 142) which uses position measurements
from the standard Main Injector beam position monitors.
Transverse beam motion is excited with a pinger magnet Figure 2: Ratios of quadrupole to dipole bus currents are
whose time is varied to permit measurements at the required shown as a function of momentum for the design tunes of
time. For most times, adjustments of the chromaticity are (vH = 2 6 .4 2 5 , vV = 25.415)
needed for coherent oscillations to be visible during a suffi-
cient number of turns to allow a precise tune measurement.

describe the magnet performance continue in preparation

5 RESULTS for more complicated operation modes of the FMI.

Initial values for the calibration table were created from the 7 REFERENCES
preliminary hysteresis models and design lattice properties. [1] The Fermilab Main Injector Technical Design Handbook.
Efforts will continue to provide a seamless way to integrate Fermilab, August 1994. Revised February 1997.
upramp and downramp tune control. For now, we believethat weand provide a un calibrontable For downm oe r- bel [2] B.C. Brown et al. Design for Fermilab Main Injector Mag-that w e can provide a calibration table for dow nram p oper-ne R a p W h c A co tf r Hy e es .In P c ed gs fnet Ramps Which Account for Hysteresis. In Proceedings of
ation which we will use when deceleration is required. Sep- the 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver B.C.,
arate understanding was obtained by using the magnet mea- Canada, 12-16 May 1997, page 3245. IEEE, 1998.
surements and lattice properties directly and predicting theratis o bu curent whch ontrl tne ropetie. Tese [3] H. Grote and C. Iselin. The MAD Program Users Reference
ratios of bus currents which control tune properties. These Guide. SL 90-13(AP), CERN, 1990.
quantities provide guidance for understanding power sup-
ply control requirements but also give sensitive tuning pa- [4] B. C. Brown. Hysteresis Study Techniques and Results for
rameters for machine commissioning. Accelerator Magnets with Unipolar Current Excitation. This

In Figure 2, data directly from magnet measurements and Conference (PAC99).

from machine tune calibration are shown. Measurements of [5] Steven Hays. A 5 Maga Watt Ramping Power Supply for the
dipole IDAI 14-0 and quadrupole IQB310-1 were analyzed Fermilab Main Injector Dipole Bus. In Conference Record
using design properties of the lattice and linear interpolation of the 1993 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical

of measured strength to predict the required currents and Imaging Conference, page 390. IEEE, 1994.

current ratios (points labeled Magnet Measurements). To [6] R. Flora et al. MECAR (Main Ring Excitation Controller and
provide the calibration table, the tunes were measured and Regulator): A Real Time Learning Regulator For The Fermi-
the requested tune modified until values near the design val- lab Main Ring OrThe Main Injector Synchrotron. In Proceed-
ues of (26.425, 25.415) were achieved. Currents were mea- ings of the 1995 Particle Accelerator Conference and Inter-sured in this condition. Ratios labeled MI Measurement are nation CopnferenceonHigh-EnergyAccelerators, page2172.

sure inthi coditon.Ratoslaele MIMeaureentare IEEE, Piscataway, N.J. 08855-1331, 1996.
from this data. The general shape is in reasonable agree-

ment but the actual values for the vertical quadrupole ratio [7] S. Hays, D. Wolff, and H. Pfeffer. Power Supply Regula-
tion Systems Installed in the Femilab Accelerators. In Con-will require further examination. ferenceRecordof the 1991 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium

and Medical Imaging Conference, page 957. IEEE, 1992.
6 SUMMARY [8] D. Still, I. Kourbanis, and D. Capista. Tune Measurement

Methods in the Fermilab Main Ring. In Proceedings of the
We have implemented a tune control scheme in the FMI us- 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, page 2061. IEEE, Pis-
ing a real calibration table. Results of tune measurements cataway, N.J. 08855-1331, 1998.
have proved that the magnet model built upon the magnet
measurement data works reasonably well. These efforts to
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CHROMATICITY CONTROL IN THE FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR

G. WU, C. M. BHAT, B. C. BROWN,* and
D. E. JOHNSON for the Main Injector Commissioning Team, FNAL

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratoryt P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract the transition energy of 20.49 GeV, the chromaticity must
Chromaticity control in the Fermilab Main Injector will be quickly jump to the new required value. To achieve the

Chroatiityconrol n te Frmiab ain njetorwil be required chromaticity and control it through the accelera-
important both in accelerating protons and antiprotons from requird gchraticn c ontwo it of the a g-tion/deceleration cycle, two families of 54 sextupole mag-
8 GeV to 150 GeV (or 120 GeV) and in decelerating recy- nets [ 1],[3] are inserted in the FMI lattice. A model of chro-
cled 150 GeV antiprotons to 8 GeV for storage in the Re- maticity compensation in the presence of beam-pipe eddy
cycler Ring. The Main Injector has two families of sex-
tupoles to control the chromaticity. In addition to the natu- current, dipole geometric and saturation sextupole fields
ral chromaticity, they must correct for sextupole fields from have been developed [41 and subsequent improvements [5]
ramp-rate-dependent eddy currents in the dipole beam pipes have been made to include remnant fields of the sextupole
ramp-rrnte-dependent edy fmagnets for different operating scenarios. Implementation
and current-dependent sextupole fields in the dipole mag- of the fast ramps with -• ,,267 sec-lnear transition, has

nets. The horizontal sextupole family is required to operate resultedain dompnancehof the eddy currenttcontition to

in a bipolar mode below the transition energy of 20 GeV. resulted in dominance of the eddy current contribution to

We describe methods used to control chromaticities in the sextupole components at low momenta. Some of our early
Fermilab Main Injector. Emphasis is given to the software studies indicate that below transition the focusing set of sex-
implementation of the operator interface to the front-end tupole magnets may have to run in bi-polar mode. Besides,

it is extremely important that the sextupole magnet fields to
ramp controllers. Results of chromaticity measurements be exactly identical at the end of each acceleration/ decel-
and their comparison with the design model will be pre- eration cycle for reproducibility of the beam behavior from
sented. cycle to cycle since any ramp may have been preceded by

a variety of other possible ramps.
1 INTRODUCTION To drive the two families of sextupole magnets, new sex-

Chromaticity control in the Fermilab Main Injector [1] is tupole magnet power supplies which are capable of operat-

one of the important issues for the early design of the ing from -400 to 400 Amp have been built[6] and are used

Main Injector. The Main Injector will be used to acceler- in the Main Injector chromaticity compensation scheme.

ate high intensity protons and anti-protons (p) from 8 GeV These supplies are controlled using Fermilab C453 pro-

to 150 GeV for Tevatron injection and protons to 120 GeV grammable ramp controllers housed in CAMAC. The out-

for p production and fixed target physics experiments and to put of the C453 is the sum of its three function generators

decelerate the unused ps from the Tevatron and store them which are 'clocked' by time, p and P respectively.

in the Recycler Ring [2] at 8 GeV. The modes of opera-
tion for acceleration and the deceleration of the beams may 3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
be fundamentally different from one another because of the
initial beam emittance and the hysteresis of the magnets of Control of chromaticity _ requires control of the magnet

the FMI lattice. For example, longitudinal emittance of the strength g thus the currents I of the two sextupole families.

8 GeV beam at injection from the Fermilab Booster is ex- Their relationship in vector form were formulated [4][5][7]

pected to be <0.1 eV-sec, while, that for the anti-protons at as follows
150 GeV from the Tevatron is expected to be 3-4 eV-sec. g A at)] (1)

2 REQUIREMENTS AND HARDWARE b eddy = 6P (2)

The natural chromaticity of the FMI is about -33 units in p
both horizontal and vertical planes. The head-tail insta- pn

bility growth rate of the beam suggests that a chromatic- bsat = S an An (3)
ity of about -5 units below transition energy and +5 units p
above transition is desired to keep stable beam in the Main where p is beam momentum in GeV/c, A relates momen-
Injector. Similar conclusions have been reached by parti- tum to magnetic rigidity, ý0 natural chromaticity. The el-
cle tracking studies carried out at 8 GeV(injection energy) ements of the 2x2 matrix M- 1 and vector c are simulated
and at 120 GeV [1]. To avoid head-tail instability after for the FMI lattice. beddy is the normalized sextupole har-

*Email: bcbrown@fnal.gov monics contributed by beam pipe eddy current, bsat is the
t Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc. under contract bending dipole contribution due to the static sextupole mo-

No. DE-AC02-76CH03000 with the U. S. Department of Energy ment which is largely due to saturation fields. 6 is given
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by calculation[8][9] confirmed by experiment[10][11], the
a, are fitted parameters of the dipole measurements, p is
the design beam curvature radius in the dipoles and 0 is the 20.0

bending angle of the dipole magnet. 1o.0 - Horizontal Chromaticity 0

Assuming that the sextupole strength is linear in the cur- 0.0 - 0

rent, the above expression can be re-written in terms of cur- -10.0 0

rents I in the two sextupole circuits and in a form that sep- 000.~-
arates contributions from p and j. • -20.0- °.., -20.0 -lO.0 0.0 10.0

E

/= M-[(c - Co)p - -E Oa, 06J] (4)
AP~ 20.0

Vertical Chromaticity

where K is a conversion factor between integrated magnet • 10.0 *1
strength and current. In principle n represents a compli- 0.0 -

cated conversion due to hysteresis and saturation effects of -10.0
the sextupole magnets [7]. In the FMI commissioning n is -10.0 - .

taken as a crude constant. When a variety of magnet ramp -20.0
-20.0 -10.0 0.0 1U.0

cycles are required the sextupole magnet excitation and ex- Set Chromaticity

citation history have to be described in greater accuracy.
But this will involve the same method being developed for Figure 2: Comparison between measured and set horizon-
the bending and focusing magnets [7]. tal and vertical chromaticities for the Main Injector in the

energy range from 9 GeV to 110 GeV.

4 MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS tested it during the 1998-1999 FMI commissioning runs.

In the course of commissioning, both tunes and chromatic- We have measured the chromaticities corresponding to the
ities are adjusted and measured repeatedly. Shown in Fig- set values in an energy range of 9-110 GeV during the accel-
ure I are results of one set of systematic chromaticity mea- eration cycle. They are fairly in good agreement. Results of
surements and the momentum ramp profile. Figure 2 shows these studies will be used to control the chromaticities in the
data points plotted in coordinates of set and measured chro- deceleration mode of the FMI.
maticity values. The set values are the end results of ef- Authors would like to thank Operation personnel for their
forts put into the whole scheme of chromaticity control help during these measurements.
- physics modeling,magnet measurements, software and
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OPTICS MEASUREMENT OF THE FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR 8-GEV

TRANSFER LINEt

S. Assadi, F. Tecker, M.J. Yang*, FNAL, Batavia, IL

Abstract 2. DATA
The new Fermilab 8-GeV transfer line for the Main Injector is
now commissioned. Studies had been done to measure the op- There are 15 Multiwire Profile Monitors (MW) and over
tical characteristics of the beamline. In order to capture the state 50 Beam Position Monitors (BPM) in the 8-GeV transfer
of the beamline as completely as possible all accelerator data, i.e. line. These multiwires are used to take data for one plane
Beam Position Monitor, Multiwire Profile Monitor, magnet at a time. BPM data, profile data, magnet currents, the
current, and other miscellaneous information, were read and intensity monitor data, and other miscellaneous informa-
saved. A recently developed beamline analysis program was tion are read through the Fermilab accelerator control
used to collect data and to do the analysis. Orbit data was used system.
to understand the beamline quadrupole strengths and to measure
the dispersion function. The profile data was used to extract Reference beam data was taken with the machine at its
beam emittances and to estimate the initial lattice parameter of nominal state at the beginning of each study period. The
the beamline. beam orbit data was taken with 1-bump kick applied at

upstream of the beamline to excite position excursions. A

1. INTRODUCTION data set consists of data with kicks at different strengths.

The new 8-GeV transfer line from Booster to the Fermilab Horizontal and vertical plane data were taken separately.

Main Injector is 764 meters long [1]. Conventional An example of horizontal plane orbit is shown in Figure 1
electro-magnets were used in the first section to match and the vertical plane orbit is shown in Figure 2. Theeetro-magnd-sectson were uincthe ofiperstaento magntch dispersion data was taken with beam momentum changed
into a mid-section FODO lattice of permanent magnets. in steps of 0.08%. This was accomplished by changing
The final section uses conventional magnets to match the RF frequency in the source Booster ring while keeping its
lattice into the Main Injector proper. magnet currents constant. All data sets taken have the MW

This write-up describes the measurements being done to profiles already included and no additional measurement
document the properties of the transfer line and the beam is needed for lattice and emittance analysis.
emittances. Beam data was taken for the analysis of op-
tics, dispersion function, and the beam emittances using 15 ve,•iol. .osition .GEV-L, I.

the on-line beamline analysis program [2]. The data and
the results of the analysis will be discussed. Both the
design lattice as calculated by MAD [3] and the lattice as
determined experimentally were used for the final analysis
of emittances.

20 Hojizontal Position GE V-LIHE

-see -640 -468 -320 -1.
Station in me'ers

, _Figure 2. Vertical plane difference orbit data as caused by a kick
at MP02. Dots are from MW profiles and open circles are from
BPMs. The solid line represents the orbit calculation.

-10

-. . .... ... .... ... 3. ANALYSIS
-800 -648 -480 -328 -63e A

sainin ...... The goal of transfer line optics analysis is ultimately the
Figure 1. Horizontal plane difference orbit due to a kick from matching of the lattice function into the down-stream ma-
HT802 at 3 amps above nominal. The dots are data from MW chine, the MaineInjecto n into the own-sere -
profiles, the open circles are data from BPMs, and the solid line chine, the Main Injector. The three types of analyses re-
is the orbit calculation using matched quadrupole strengths. The ported here were done to ensure that the optical charac-
beam is extracted from Fermilab Booster at -780 meter on the teristics were understood correctly.
plot and at station of 0 is the injection point to the Main Injector. The first step of analysis is to use I-bump orbit data to

diagnose the quadrupole magnet strengths. This analysis
is independent of the beam source, the Fermilab Booster.
The second is to compare the measured dispersion func-
tion with the calculation. This is used to verify that the

t Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract bend strengths, the initial dispersion function, and the
DE-AC02-76CH00300.

f E-mail: YANG@FNAL.GOV

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00 @ 1999 IEEE. 720
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quadrupole strengths used in the calculation are consistent
with the reality. The last is to use the beam profile width 4.2 Dispersion function
data to extract information on the beam emittance and the The beamline dispersion function depends on the strengths
Op/p. For a transfer line the initial lattice functions directly of bending dipoles, the strengths of the quadrupoles, and
affect lattice calculation everywhere. In the process of the initial lattice function at the Booster extraction point.
fitting for emittance the initial conditions were also varied The horizontal and vertical plane dispersion function
such that the RMS error from the fitting process is shown in Figure 3 were calculated using the designed
minimized. dipole strengths and the quadrupole strengths as

Given a set of initial lattice function the lattice function determined from the procedure above. The initial disper-
can be projected down the beamline and into the Main sion functions had to be modified in order for the calcu-
Injector. If needed, the changes in the transfer line mag- lation result to match the data. This modification is ech-
net currents can also be estimated to improve the lattice oed in the emittance fitting procedure to be discussed next.
matching.

4. RESULT 2.5

4.1 Orbits and quadrupoles
The orbit data used for analysis is actually the orbit differ-
ence from the reference orbit. In this way the issue of
absolute accuracy of the position data is by-passed. Dur- -5os -600 -40e -20e a 200

ing this analysis the strengths of the quadruples used in the -1 .....................
calculation can be varied to find the best fit to a given set
of orbit data. It is important that the fitted quadrupole .5

strengths can be used in calculations to reproduce all other
sets of orbit data, given the corresponding corrector kick ,-0

strength and polarity. _2. ,
In both examples shown, i.e. Figure '1 for horizontal

plane and Figure 2 for the vertical plane, the fitted quad- -5 e -6.0 -40.0 .0 a0

rupole strengths were used for orbit calculation. The po- Figure 4. The dispersion function as designed for the 8-GeV
sitions from profile monitors in general are more accurate transfer line is plotted against the same dispersion function data
and exert more weight than those from BPM reading, as was shown in Figure 3.
which more susceptible to calibration errors.

The first quadrupole in the 8-GeV beamline starts with For the calculation of dispersion function there is very
Q800, followed by Q801, Q802, and so on. The vertical little differences between using the design lattice and
orbit change was induced by the 1-bump kick using the using the lattice as determined from data. The single most
Booster extraction septum magnet MP02. The first avail- significant factor is the initial dispersion used. Figure 4
able 1-bump horizontal kick is from HT802, located plots the same dispersion function data as in Figure 3 but
where Q802 is. There was no information available for against the original 8-GeV transfer line design calculation.
diagnosing Q800 and Q802 properly. The difference is quite apparent.

5 .4.3 Beam profile and emittance

The beta and dispersion functions at the profile monitorlocations are needed to fit for the emittance. Different
S..-" initial P, a, rj, il' values result in different lattice function

and, therefore, different fit result. The initial conditions
2.... that lead to smallest RMS error from the fitting algorithm

is considered the optimized conditions.
-see -608 -4e9 -200 0 2.0...... ... Not0 Three scenarios were explored for the analysis of beam

5 -1... .1 E. OGY-910 - emittance and 0yp/P. The first is to use the design lattice
5 and the design initial condition for calculation. The

"second is to use the design lattice but with a set of opti-
mized initial conditions. The third is to use only experi-
"mentally determined quadrupole strengths and initial con-
ditions.

Figure 5 shows the width sigma from profile data in
-000 -600 -400 -200 0 200dos caultd* fm fit. .. i. .. .... solid green dots. The calculated sigma from the first sce-

Figure 3. Measured MI 8-GeV transfer line dispersion function nario is shown in solid black line. The calculation from
as compared with calculation. The horizontal plane data is at the scenario 2 is overlaid in solid magenta. The calculation
bottom and the vertical plane at the top. Station 0.0 indicated the result of scenario 3 is shown separately in Figure 6.
entrance to the Main Injector ring.
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quadrupole errors at the beginning of the beamline.
.ti , .5. ,OGE,, o l , o • Beyond the first part of the beamline, and especially

within the permanent magnet section, the quadrupole
strengths are fairly well understood. From Figure 6 it is
clear that the calculation fitted well with data within this

7 .. part of the beamline and could still yield credible
-. 0 -40 -4 -328 -160 . projection of the lattice function.

$ainlon In Moters

5 Hotllonal S•II GEY-N110

75 .Table 1. Projected horizontal lattice function at the Main
Injector HP102 location.

MI/ring M18/design MI8/fitted Unit
13 54.830 63.27 60.42 M

-000 -640 -48e -320 -160 $ 2.394 2.78 2.71$%aion in Meotors____1

Figure 5. Plot of horizontal and vertical plane beam widths. l 0.081 0.89 0.99 M
Green dots are the data points from profile monitors. Solid lines l' -0.001 -0.046 -0.05
are from calculation using design lattice and fitted emittance.
The calculation using the design initial lattice function is shown
in black and the calculation using optimized initial condition is Table 2. Projected vertical lattice function at the Main Injector
shown in magenta. VP101 location.

MI/ring MI8/design MI8/fitted Unit
44 L te ps 0 1 57.490 74.00 69.54 M

. atticefuncton a 2.468 3.94 3.80
The first horizontal BPM after injection into the Main 71 0.000 -0.47 -0.289 M
Injector is HP102. The projected horizontal lattice 11' 0.000 0.044 -0.023
functions at this location were calculated using the second
and third scenario mentioned above and listed in table 1. 5. CONCLUSION
The calculation based on the first scenario is, by design,
matched with the Main Injector design lattice and will not The preliminary analysis indicates that the behavior of the
be listed. For vertical plane the first BPM is VP101 and M18 beam line can be modeled quite well but not as was
the projected vertical lattice function is also listed in designed to be. The dispersion function is an indication
table 2. that the bending dipoles behaved as designed. The data

also showed that the permanent magnet portion of theFrom table 1, the horizontal plane calculation agrees beam line, starting from location 809 and up to 847, has

fairly well among the two scenarios even with substantial beam designed.

differences in the initial lattice function. The difference in worked as designed.

the vertical plane was appreciably larger. It should be The horizontal plane optics appears to be quite close to
mentioned that the lattice as was designed did not repro- the original design while the vertical plane optics may
duce the vertical plane orbit data well. This may lead to have deviated from it by some degree. The large lattice
additional systematic error. In either case substantial dif- function deviations, as seen in the vertical plane, are due
ference exist between projected lattice function and the mostly to the initial conditions. In the case of dispersion
expected Main Injector lattice function. function it was also found that the initial conditions were

largely at fault.
Knowing the initial condition at the Booster extraction

5, is very important for the proper operation of the 8-GeV
transfer line. To do that the first part of the beamline
"needs to be well understood. More data will be taken in
the future to establish the reproducibility of this analysis.

-40 . -08 -328 -16. a The study of the Main Injector ring lattice function is alsoStation in Moters

.. ..... ,GEY-...E just starting and will likely take some time to mature. Ad-
justment will be made when the matching is verified one

"" W vway or another.

1.25 :6. REFERENCES
-000 -649 -400 -320 -160 .

Station in Mees

Figure 6. Same horizontal and vertical plane beam width sigma
data as in Figure 5. The solid line shows the sigma as calculated [1] The Fermilab Main Injector Technical Design Handbook.
using the adjusted quadrupole strength, optimized initial condi- [2] M.J. Yang, "A Beamline Analysis Program for Main Injector
tion, and the fitted emittance. commissioning", Particle Accelerator conference, 1999.

[3] Hans Groted and F.C. Iselin, The MAD Program, 1990, CERN
The optimized initial lattice function is likely a result of S1J90-13 (AP)

the actual initial condition conbined with the unknown
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A BEAMLINE ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR MAIN
INJECTOR COMMISSIONINGt

M.J. Yangt, FNAL, Batavia, IL

from MAD program files. Existing setup can be exported

Abstract in MAD input file format for calculation.

From the start of Fermilab Main Injector commissioning in Oc- Beamline entities such as Beamline, Segment, Element,

tober of 1998 an on-line application program has been used to and Devices are used in the program. Figure 3 illustrates

collect data from the accelerator control system. This is a com- the relationships between these entities.

prehensive program that collects accelerator data, does modeling r i't.. l P .. ti"........

calculation, and performs analysis of the optical properties of the
beamline. Data and calculation result are viewed with graphic
display or text listing. This program is responsive and flexible.
Interface is provided for modifying beamline setup, as well as
importing from and exporting to MAD program.

1 INTRODUCTION
The accelerator modeling programs used for Fermilab
Main Injector project, such as MAD [1] and TEAPOT [2], -00 g ... . .0 28 35..... ..

do not deal directly with actual data. This write-up de- Figure 2. One-bump orbit data taken from the Main Injector.
scribes an ACNET [3] console application program that The circles are the BPM data and the connected line is the closed
fully integrated beamline setup, data acquisition, data orbit calculation based on the design lattice.
storage, calculation, analysis, and display. It is respon-
sive, requires minimum human intervention, and has suf- 2.1 Beamline devices
ficient flexibility. Extensive graphic displays are provided Two types of devices are used in the program. Physical
for viewing data and calculated result. Text listing is an devices are used in the actual beamline setup. Supple-
alternative which also provides the means to e-mail data mental devices supply information for the physical de-
to user. vices to implement its functionality.

H2orioon.l. P.ojsiton OGEY . -LIE Beam Line Segaxmt~s Elements

4Elem1 bQuadElr1 Tr m ]

-SS5
Le 6" Elm1 Trim

s- .. -648 -460 -320 -16' a Elem .. 0uad
Station in Motors ."

Figure 1. The horizontal plane orbit in the Main Injector 8-GeV C ";.- Elem17 swc
transfer line. Circles are data from BPM and solid dots from the .............

profile monitors. The connected line is the calculated orbit. E Bend

During the Main Injector commissioning this program Elemig Marker

has successfully demonstrated its ability to handle data
and to provide calculation that reproduces data well [4] Elem2O Hand

[5]. Figure 1 is an example of orbit data and calculation Figure 3. Example of beamline setup hierarchy used in the
taken from the MI 8-GeV transfer line. Figure 2 shows analysis program for calculation, display, and text listing.
one-bump data taken from the Main Injector ring at 8- Beamline "B" includes exactly segments S3, S4, S5, and 56.
GeV energy. Other data examples will be shown as each "C" is all that plus S7. "A" has segments preceding S3 as well.
components of the program is described. Physical devices are subdivided into three categories.

Passive devices such as BPMs and Profile monitors keep
2 BEAM LINE SETUP beam data but do nothing to the beam. Active devices are

The program provides user the ability to edit devices and dipoles, quadrupoles, lambertsons, and electrostatic septa.
to configure beamline setup. New setup can be imported Others include Aperture device that is active only for

phase space tracking and Marker that does nothing.

t Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract There are three kinds of supplemental devices. Data-
DE-AC02-76CH00300. base devices are used for data acquisition. Through refer-

t E-mail: YANG@FNAL.GOV

0-7803-5573-3/99/$1O.OO@ 1999 IEEE. 723
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ence to the database device the beamline device gets its ciated device to do the actual transport. Twiss parameters,
information. Changes to database devices are reflected by for example, are calculated by tracking four simultaneous
the calculation automatically. Multipole device provides beam particles of different initial conditions.
integrated strengths in dipole, quadrupole, sextupole, and The program calculates transfer line orbit, closed orbit
octupole field for active beamline devices. Bump device for synchrotron, twiss parameters, dispersion function, and
modifies database value to be referenced by other devices, others. The difference between calculation and the

2.2 Elements available data is updated along with the RMS deviation.

Element is the basic block in the calculation and is "SEP-s....

where data and calculation result are stored. Its function :'.
depends on its association to beamline device. Elements.-.
are sequentially ordered such that each points to its prede- I -

cessor. An element belongs only to one segment.

2.3 Segments
Segments are also sequentially ordered. Each points to

its own predecessor. It can be in multiple beamlines but
only once in any one beamline. A valid segment contains
a number of consecutive elements.

2.4 Beamlines -. . . a

This is the entity on which all calculation, display, and Figure 4. Vertical phase-space plot of result from tracking
listing are based. A valid beamline includes a number of 10,000 beam particles in a 3-way split simulation.
consecutive segments.

4.4 Tracking
3 DATA ACQUISITION Phase space tracking simulates non-analytical effects due

BPM and profile monitor data are needed for optics to devices such as electro-static beam splitting septum or
analysis. Magnet settings and readings are needed for aperture restrictions. Figure 4 shows the result of tracking
lattice calculation. Other information such as intensity 3-way split through seven septa, as are used in Fermilab
monitor data is also acquired to further document the state Fixed-Target beamline. In this case the three down-
of the machine. All relevant data is acquired through the stream septa used for the second split were poorly aligned
Fermilab accelerator control system with efficiency. and the scattering of beam particles is evident. Figure 5

Multiple samples of the beamline at different states shows the would-be signal from a profile monitor.

during a study of machine responses are supported. The , .SEP.7 -t....

data is analyzed on-line or saved for off-line analysis.

4 CALCULATION
Calculations are done for both the upstream and down-

stream of each beamline element, whenever database de-
vices are modified. Fast response and minimum user in-
tervention are important considerations in the program.

4.1 MAD compatibility
The calculation result of the program has been verified to
be identical to that of the MAD program except in two
cases. The first, MAD program retains the residual roll in 6.6 3.33 e 3.333 6.667

its reference coordinate frame after skew dipole and that ...........
affects all down-stream elements. Secondly, appreciable Figure 5. Histogram display here simulates the profile monitor

difference exists in the calculation of twiss parameters response with tracking result as shown in Figure 4.

when a skew quadrupole is included in the beamline. 4.5 Site layout

4.2 Live Site layout calculates the invisible reference trajectory that

The program is designed such that the lattice calculation is is assumed in the beam particle transport. Only the dipole
bend angles are used to calculate the 3-dimensional siteupdated using the acquired magnet current data. The coriaefrahbamnelmnt

recalculation starts the instant new data is loaded.

4.3 Lattice 5 ANALYSIS
Beam particle transport is the means of all calculation in The program provides user the ability to scan through data
this program. Execution starts with a chosen beamline, its sets efficiently to identify potentially flawed data set.
segments, and to the elements. Element invokes the asso- Analyses supported in the program are described here.
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lattice function, on the other hand, could be in doubt de-
5.1 Quadrupole diagnostics pending on the location of quadrupole uncertainty.
Quadrupole strengths affect the beta function and can be
verified using the one-bump orbit data. Consistency be- 5.4 Miscellaneous
tween data and calculation is a necessary condition. If The program offers other analyses that may also be use-
available data uniquely determines the quadrupole ful. Comparing orbit data against calculation can provide
strengths a sufficient condition is also established. The information for BPM calibration. Kick impact coefficient
consequence of having only necessary condition in the and data correlation can also be calculated.
lattice analysis will be mentioned in Section 5.4. Vortinai

-600 -640 -40 -320 1ý60

StN~ts

Ot~iantal pm 6EY-LINE

-000 -6-0 -400 -0 -3

-2.S StatStationetin

.5 .5.ona t.~v M N w \-8. -s40 -- 40o -320 -roe a r

Figure 7. Result of fitting beam emittance to the sigma from
-.... profile data from the MI 8-GeV line, using the lattice which best

matched the orbit data.
-a.. -600 -4o0 -200 0 2e0S............. 6 SUMMARY

Figure 6. The dispersion function measurement data and the
calculation using the optimized initial condition. The beamline analysis program as described above has

performed well as a tool to study transverse beam optics.
5.2 Dispersion function It is a stand along program with EXCEL like response. It
The measurement of dispersion function requires only the runs on the VAX/VMS, the platform that runs the Fermi-
knowledge of momentum error used and its accuracy. lab accelerator control system. Its code is optimized to
Figure 5 shows the dispersion function as measured from have flexible linkage and yet quick turn-around time for
the new Main Injector 8-GeV transfer line. In a transfer calculation. Features like individual magnet error handling
line the initial condition, the bends, and the lattice all already exit but yet to be explored.
contribute to modifying the dispersion function. Its ability to import from MAD program output is handy

5.3 Phase advance and beta function for starting a new setup that is identical to a known
calculation. Its internal linkage, however, is vastly differ-

This analysis applies only for the circular machine. In the ent and in order to achieve all the on-line capabilities
first step, the BPM data is analyzed against the kick angle further setup is required. The program is designed to
of the corrector to get the kick coefficient in "mm/mr". work on most of the beamlines around Fermilab, with
To do the phase analysis at least two data sets from dif- proper setup effort. The flexibility and many display
ferent correctors are needed. Beta function can be calcu- features also make it well suited as an initial designing
lated using only one data set. The phase advance used can tool.
be from data or from model calculation.

5.4 Emittance and lattice function 7 ACKNOWLEGEMENTS
Beam profile width is used for the analysis of transfer line The author would like to thank G. Goderre for his
emittances. Given a set of initial twiss parameters and valuable advises on lattice calculation and analysis.
initial dispersion functions the program fits for the emit-
tance and up/p. Figure 7 plots the beam width sigma data 8 REFERENCES
from the 8-GeV transfer line and the calculation using [1] Hans Groted and F.C. Iselin. The MAD Program, 1990, CERN
fitted emittances and the optimized initial conditions. SL/90-13 (AP).

This analysis has important implication on the projected [2] L. Schachinger and R. Talman, Particle Accelerator 22, 1987.
lattice function at the end of the transfer line. As men- [3] Accelerator Control NETwork, FNAL.
tioned in Section 5.1, the quadrupoles affects the beta [4] S. Assadi, F. Tecker, M.J. Yang, "Optics Measurement of the
function at monitor locations and therefore the outcome. FNAL Main Injector 8-GeV Transfer Line", Particle Accelerator

When the quadruple strengths is not uniquely determined conference, 1999.

it is still possible that the fitted emittance is free of error. [5] S. Assadi, C.S. Mishra, F. Tecker, M.J. Yang, "Lattice Function
Main Injector at 8-GeV", Particle Accelerator conference, 1999.

The optimized initial lattice parameters or the projected
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IS COMPREHENSIVE AND INTUITIVELY USABLE COMMISSIONING
SOFTWARE FEASIBLE?

R. Bakker, T. Birke, R. Mtillert, BESSY, Berlin, Germany

Abstract entry is no more unique and meaningful. A not very pre-
cise search is required to find the desired function. One

The commissioning period is challenging both for provider solution is to offer multiple ways to accept user entries
and user of accelerator operation software. With increasing simultaneously: menue, buttons on subwindows and key-
knowledge of the specific accelerator new functionalities badsotus h te a st i tvr opc

and ethds bcom imprtat. 1be arity o imle- board shortcuts. The other way is to aim at very compact
and methods become important. The variety of imple- sresbitfo e eldsge n osbymli

mented features grows until certain standard procedures functional elements. A well designed example is the CERN

are settled and the programs can be simplified again for the wheel w leen Fi. 1).

all day tasks. It is not too difficult to provide the requested

functionalities and certain handles for a graphical usage for Vuwp, Supply Control
expert users. For the general member of the commission- • 'oiip, Control
ing crew, however, the GUI may consist of huge windows, BAC PB
context dependent presentations, hierarchically structured
menu trees or compact screens dominated by (modifier) .. A A AA AAA
key and mouse click navigation. Understanding and us- 10.19•3 537 0
ability of the programs tends to decrease with the increase V, T VIr V IV V
of available features. By means of examples like the orbit
display and control program the problem is outlined and Figure 1: Wheel switch-example of a well designed widget
some guidelines leading out of the dilemma are given.

It can be operated in a secure way with mouse clicks,
1 GENERAL ORIENTATION keyboard arrow keys and by. entering the numeric valhe.

The input field accepts only numerical digits. The accessi-
The fulfillment of the apparent requirements for a graphical ble MIN/MAX values are apparent. Since it scales nicely it
user interface (GUI) on a windowing system is the easy fits into most panel layouts.
part of the design for an accelerator man-machine interface. The commercial XRT/graph[2] widget is another exam-
Windows should not be too large. This would often hide ple. It supplies various convenient zooming, printing and
other relevant information. They should not be too small to data presentation options. The programming interface al-
be readable. Behaviour and appearance should be uniform lows to install dedicated zooming grids, to attach pop-up
and consistent. Conflicts, inconsistant or harmful usage has labels to each data point, to (de)select points and to drag
to be prevented by protection mechanisms within the code. values.
Configuration of action elements (e.g. menues) should be
determined by the actual program context. .. . . . . . . . . ... .. .. .

In addition control software should obey some general
rules that help to shuffle around the piles of windows. E.g.. ....... . . .
standardized head lines with a color coded title help to :
identify the scope of the application like accelerator part or . (75O0000C 0.060OC)
device class involved. An 'About' button popping up author, . j
version number and program status information helps to find ... .
the competent expert to get pointed support.

2 INFORMATION FINDING
Figure 2: Clipping of a display showing the actually mea-

The first obvious approach to give access to program func- sured orbit data and the predicted effect of a 4-bump with
tionalities would be an open arrangement of controllers on angle and amplitude specified at 75.0 [in]
a flat screen. As the windows get overloaded or too big
grouping of entries according to common area of function- Fig. 2 gives an impression how it can be used to dis-
ality becomes necessary. This may be done by hierarchies play the measured orbit and the predicted effect of a closed
of sub-windows or menue trees. Often the unifying root bump. The target position of the bump (long vertical bar)

*Funded by the Bundesministerium fir Bildung, Wissenschaft can be freely placed with arbitrary precision by zooming
Forschung und Technologie and by the Land Berlin into the lattice and selecting the location with a mouse

t Email: mueller@bii.bessy.de click. Experts like it, regular crew members are reluctant
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to memorize the corresponding mouse button bindings. There is no self-explaining way of mapping commission-
ing progress into the system. E.g. during beam threading

..................-.................................................. times the fluorescent screens are frequently needed and

............... ....................... "have to be freely and conveniently movable. As soon as

...............-................... -- VSPV R .... beam based procedures prevail it is favourable to freeze the

@1.616997, O.352054) top level fluorescent screen drive buttons when reinjection

is not possible. This prevents accidential beam loss. Of
* lfi T f course on a lower layer the operator can force the screen to

.N" .:,S IMF drive in. Without explicit explanation the user would notice
.............. .......... ..................... ........... a change and assume a malfunction. From his previous ex-

................................................................... perience he would generally not be able to classify the new
behaviour as a feature.

Figure 3: Clipping of a display showing the actual corrector In another class of inappropriate understanding simple
set points and the new values the program would send to 4 elementary assumptions about basic knowledge disagree.
power supplies to modify the orbit at 75.0 [m] as predicted A programmer supplying a filter for the selection of device
in Fig. 2. The new set point of vertical corrector VS2P2T3R subsets takes the syntax of a regular expression for granted -
at 81.62 [m] will be 0.352054 [A]. which is unknown to a user not familiar with the underlying

tools. The filter is then error-prone and of very limited use.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding corrector set point screen.

The power supplies forming the closed 4-bump are selected
by clicking into close vicinity of the desired element. As
in the orbit screen device names, location and precise set
points are accessible through pop-up labels.

During commissioning it frequently happens that newly
released functionalities are hooked into the existing appli-
cation tree as it is found to be adequate. After a time of S
experience or by adding other new features a better, cleaner
and extendible structure becomes visible and the tree is
adapted. Some users quickly accomodate to the new differ-
ing behaviour, others tend to feel lost and call for support.

3 BASIC PROGRAM UNDERSTANDING

Complexity and severity of actions caused by user request
differ drastically. A mouse click may e.g. shuffle down a
window and some pixels apart it may shut down a 1000 [A]
power supply loosing valuable beam time. Conventional
means to emphasize these differences are color coded 'dan-
gerous' buttons, pop up confirmation windows, or blocked
actions in inappropriate contexts.

However, there is a wide grey area where it seems to
be impossible to give additional guidance. E.g. most users
know that programs continue to run even if moved to another
workspace or iconified. The majority would be annoyed if Figure 4: A complex synoptic view: action buttons, status
one would disallow iconification of a running correction information, related displays, performance summaries and
algorithm to prevent it getting out of sight. active per-sector arrangements of the installed devices

Where the perception of a certain action disagrees with
reality the unrecognized misusage causes misleading prob- For a power supply it is not acceptable if a new setpoint
lem descriptions and is a constant source of errors. An ex- would require adjustment of internal regulator parameters
ample is a user tuning the machine and saving several 'good' until the required output current is delivered with the spec-
set points to the dedicated persistent memory fields[3] to be ified stability. This has to be already adjusted in the labo-
able to return to these values. For comparison with a ref- ratory. Comparable tuning of the new accelerator requires
erence he eventually reloads a snapshot file. As a specified beam under various conditions. Relevant parameters have
behaviour all saved values are overwritten by values from to be identified and determined during commissioning. The
the file. If the user is not aware of this sideeffect he no- meaning of necessary parameters require three levels of un-
tices an unexplainable modification of the data set he just derstanding. (1) basic elements: a user pushing a 'correct'
worked on and reports an unreliable behaviour of the control button in an orbit control program has reasons to expect
system. an action that results in an improved orbit. (2) program
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intrinsics: information content of difference orbits compar- factors, drive limits etc. have to be administered. With
ing 'actual' and 'old' data is ambigous if the knowledge respect to management of all data orbit modifications by
is missing that 'old' denotes the orbit measured when a closed bumps and orbit flattening procedures are closely
prediction/correction has been made or a 'Set Ref.' button related orbit control tasks. Furthermore the described func-
has been pressed and 'actual' means the constantly updated tionalities are very similar for any accelerator, especially for
one. (3) applied methods: to be able to set the cut off the different accelerator sections transfer line, synchrotron
factor for the eigenvectors of a SVD correction procedure and storage ring. With respect to code re-usage and si-
to a reasonable value one has to know in principle how the multaneous development it is an efficient approach for a
SVD algorithm works. During commissioning the number programmer to implement all functionalities named above
of adjustable parameters grows in level (2) and especially within one generic program. The GUIs for the different
in (3). But as soon as the correction procedures are settled accelerator sections and the corresponding specific func-
level (2) and (3) will collapse to a few action buttons and tionalities are the remaining individualized code fragments
the rest disappears for the regular user. that have to be adapted.

Typically operators have a different view. They have
4 USER DEPENDANT ABSTRACTION to concentrate on one task: orbit measurement or orbit

correction or bump modifications. Additional elements
LEVEL superfluous for this task are disturbing, distracting, making

Synoptic views are a combination of navigation tool, doc- an efficient usage of the program more difficult. It would

umentation, aid to memory and fault detection facility (see be a considerable improvement to provide distinct GUIs for

Fig. 4). For the entry level user they are a kind of tutorial the elementary tasks measurement, correction and bump.

access to the control system. At a running facility synop- They should contain only elements that are relevant for the

tic views dissappear. They are replaced by more efficient specific context. In addition each of these instances should

tools. Example is an alarm handler, which is a much faster, have a user mode with all default values set and hidden

complete and selective fault detection tool than the human and an expert variant with full control of all parameters.

scanning of synoptic screens (see Fig. 5). But it is abstract, Preference has to be given to a separate instantiation over an

corresponds to a programmers view and does not meet the additional expert screen. Experienced users find additional

expectation of a running-in crew. At the beginning of com- navigation effort caused by expert level windows annoying.

missioning a balanced compromise between pictorial and With the GUI server used at BESSY[4] these modifications

abstract tools is required. would not be very complicated or hard to maintain - it
simply has not been thought of.

El t i:- YL ýt
S.. ...... 5 SUMMARY

> Complex software tasks like providing accelerator com-
.... missioning programs require a certain amount of teaching

M-• ........... P ----- > ••ATF-MAJOR> how the software is meant to be used. Providing concise
.-- >manuals is mostly not sufficient. One has to allow for a

S---learning time until a precise use of the tools is possible.
0 Functionalities of effectivity-enhanced expert modes are

• r i-isi PT2R i appreciated later. Due to shortage in man power and a tran-
r- F| _7~ OFF J sient nature commissioning software can not compete with

Read the streamlined and consistent graphical user interfaces of
__ 6.666_ commercial packages. Furthermore the constantly ongoing

0.000 software development under time pressure is accompanied

_ _ _by newly introduced bugs that did not show up during tests.
0.0792 This adds complexity to an already difficult situation.

6 REFERENCES
Figure 5: Alarm handler: the main button (lower left) starts [1] The wheel switch widget has been originally developed at
blinking, clicking opens the tree leading to the faulty de- CERN (Contact: Franck.DiMaio@cern.ch). Later other lab-
vice(s), the 'P' button opens the device control panel suited oratories (ESRF, BESSY) contributed.
to fix the problem. [2] XRT/graph is a trademark of KL Group Inc., Toronto, Ontario

[3] R. Bakker, T. Birke, B. Kuske, R. Lange, R. Muiller, 'Ex-
An orbit measurement tool needs code for data handling, periences with Commissioning Software Tools at BESSY II

statistical evaluation, comprehensive display etc. A visual Status', this conference (MOP3 1).
orbit correction tool needs most of this code too. In ad- [4] T. Birke, R. Lange, R. Mfller, Proceedings of the 1995
dition to the orbit data the corrector set points, conversion ICALEPCS, Chicago, 1995, p.6 4 8
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PRACTICES FOR CONTROL SYSTEM
RELIABILITY *

S. K. Schaffner, K. S. White#
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract modern control systems: control algorithm development
and execution, data monitoring, storage, retrieval, and

This paper will discuss software engineering practices visualization, and network communication between front
used to improve Control System reliability. We will begin and back-end processors. Specific control algorithms,
with a brief discussion of the Software Engineering invariably different between sites, and some device
Institute's Capability Maturity Model (CMM) which is a drivers, must be implemented by each facility using
framework for evaluating and improving key practices EPICS development tools. These tools allow programmers
used to enhance software development and maintenance to generate a combination of code and configuration files
capabilities. The software engineering processes used to direct EPICS runtime programs. Using this
developed and used by the Controls Group at the Thomas approach, EPICS provides a well-tested core for a
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab), complete control system that behaves according to site-
using the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control seii ntutos

Sysem EPIS) or cceeraor ontolaredesribd. Using code generated by other laboratories saves
Examples are given of how our procedures have been used programming effort by eliminating the duplication of
to minimize control system downtime and improve effort present when recreating commonly used functions
reliability. While our examples are primarily drawn from at each site. Additionally, all sites benefit from the
our experience with EPICS, these practices are equally experience and expertise gained by others through their
applicable to any control system. Specific issues addressed use of EPICS. The base code provided to the EPICS
include resource allocation, developing reliable software community benefits from more development effort and
lifecycle processes and risk management. testing than could be achieved by a single site. However,

using EPICS does not eliminate the need for software
1 INTRODUCTION engineering and programming efforts at each site. The

Jefferson Lab, a multi-use facility consisting of a EPICS installation itself, specific control programs, and
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator simultaneously configuration data must be supported. Most often, this
serving three experimental halls and a Free Electron Laser support includes software development, maintenance, and
outfitted with six user labs, is unique in its use of a single upgrade activities. While managing this body of
control system lab-wide. Both machines, along with their collaborative and site specific software in a way that
respective experimental areas and cryogenic facilities, use provides consistent, reliable controls for machine
EPICS for their control and monitoring needs. EPICS is operations can be challenging, it is not substantially
the result of a collaboration, which began in the early different than managing other software projects of similar
1990's, between Los Alamos National Laboratory and the size and complexity. Such management requires reliable
Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. processes suited to the needs of the project and staff.
Jefferson Lab is currently the second largest EPICS site in While Jefferson Lab is operational, there are still many
a collaboration that now encompasses over 100 upgrades in progress and planned for the future that
laboratories and universities worldwide, require modifications to existing control programs or the

While EPICS continues to develop to include more development of new code. Additionally, these upgrades
capabilities, it is important to note that EPICS is a toolkit, must be accomplished during brief scheduled maintenance
providing development tools and runtime programs, to periods with limited time for testing. These project
form the core of a complete control system based on the requirements mean we must be able to quickly install new
standard model.1] Known as an attractive alternative to software, perform tests and restore the operational
the previously popular approach of custom coding all machine. These needs have driven the development of an
control system functions at each facility, EPICS embodies appropriate Applications Development Environment and
software sharing at its best. The functions provided by the corresponding software management processes.
collaboration represent the core requirements for most

Wor 'k supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, contract DE-
AC05-84ER40150

41 Email: karen@jlab.org
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2 STANDARD PRACTICES
It is common for software organizations to develop their Most typical software efforts in non-commercial,

own ntenalstadars ad pactces bu ths efor ca be research oriented environments, like laboratories, begin at
owneaminternal stanadsin and et es practices, bu hsefr andb Maturity Level 1. Employing even a few of the CMM

incorporating this information in a way that is locally tehere.ueft ton teisre ownt dhpoevcs dosoftware o engier

appropriate. Standard practices can provide proper usually develtop somei pocnesses, r sultin wiaryingglevels

guidelines, help prioritize the implementation of new ofuaproductqulity Thme prchlengeis getuting ivallin memberso

processes, and be used as a checklist to ensure all ofpoutqaiyThcalegisetngllm brsf
necesaryproess reasarecoveed.a software development group to adopt the same reliable

nectessaypocessareaidstr are w coerdmtrs mc a practices. Adopting standard practices, like those

Aseth sotwared indusritenryegarowsind matuwres muchneehas described in CMM enables this to occur consistently and

practices. The most complete and definitive work on this a h orc roiy nodrt nuesces ti
topi, CM, omesfro Canegi MelonUniversity's important that the software development staff develop the

Sotopic, CMMgicoesromg Canegitue MSellon hi wl actual process definitions. This ensures efficient processes

documented model provides a framework for evaluating wihuunesarovhadTerlefmngmnts

and improving key practices used to provide reliable to specify the process goals and support the development
softaredevlopent nd ainenace cpablites. and use of the resulting processes. Taking this approach

Usoftwar deveopmety baned maintenance capabiivsties usually results in maximum adherence to the processes

Usingwar matunerity basedit aprach CMMecgives the and standards since the developers appreciate the benefits

sotwnardied meangineerin comelnmunity in an d efetiveian of the methods. Additionally, a properly designed and

sotanarediedelomeans formodesellng mheasrn ande definefing implemented development process will increase the

levels of maturity, summarized in Table 1, and details the rfiedndan taks thurames saprviing time s and enscurin

underlying principles and practices needed to improve rdnattss hssvn iead esrn

process maturity and thus produce more robust, reliable, consistency, a key to reliability.

maintainable software systems. CMM recognizes that 3 PROCESSES AND TOOLS
such improvements require ongoing effort and provides a
framework to help organize and prioritize this effort. This As with most projects, Jefferson Lab's control system
model is very useful because the information is easily development began as a chaotic effort. Over time, and
accessible and applicable regardless of the systems, without the benefit of CMM, the Controls Group naturally
projects, languages or techniques involved. The model implemented processes designed to aid in the software
allows software engineers to assess their systems to development lifecycle. The group first began looking at
determine the current maturity level and the needed the process of requirements management. This arose out
maturity level based on risk factors. Once this assessment of a need to organize the haphazard approach to system
has been done, process improvement can be introduced specification that produced few if any useful requirements
over a period of time, in parallel with project documents. Requirements were received from many
development. While it is ideal to have software processes different customers, sometimes verbally, some
defined and in use from the beginning of a project, in requirements conflicted with others, and all were labelled
reality it seldom works this way. CMM allows processes high priority. Written requirements often did not exist or
to be added as the project grows and transitions from the did not contain the kind of information needed to proceed
development stage to an operational system. with a project. To put order to this chaos, we developed a

Table 1: template for software requirements that was used to
structure the information received and ensure that all

Level Characteristics Focus Areas necessary information was acquired. Additionally, for
1 Chaotic, few if any None software that was to be used by multiple groups at the lab,

Initial processes meig eeshdldwt ersnaie rmec
2 Processes for Requirements meig eeshdldwt ersnaie rmec

Repeatable management Management group to aid in resolving conflicting requirements.
I____ ________ Project Management Establishing this standard template quickly improved the

3 Processes for Training requirements gathering process and ensured there was a
Defined management and Process Definition documented baseline for each major subsystem. In order

engineering Risk Management to continue to benefit, the documents must be updated
_______ _____________Project Performance when new features are requested. Although updates can be

4 Mechanisms to Quantitative Process dfiutt utiepcal ihfeun prd
Quantified measure processes and Measurement dfiutt utiepcal ihfeun prd

quality Quantitative Quality requests, they pay off during system maintenance and
_______ ____________Measurement subsequent upgrade work.

5 Process optimization Innovation and Faced with a seemingly endless list of tasks and a fixed
Optimizied __________Improvement - number of software engineers, we next focused on
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methods for project planning, tracking and resource developers' job easier by automating lengthy installation
management. These issues were addressed by the steps that were previously typed by hand.
development of a software task database to document
requests, assign priorities and resources, and track 4 CONCLUSION
progress. For larger projects, preliminary meetings are At Jefferson Lab, the development and use of good
held to help determine the scope and complexity of the software development processes has improved the quality
software effort to make advance planning easier. The of our software and reduced machine downtime due to
group leader prioritizes requests based on lab-wide goals, control system problems. Because we inherited an
customer input, and resource availability, and keeps the unorganized development effort in progress, we have
database information up to date. Another tool is employed introduced new processes one at a time, phasing in
by the software engineers to track changes to software as spotn ol stm loe.Oreprec
upgrades occur. This information is integrated into the supporting toolse asoctimes antolshslowed Our t dexpeience
configuration management system accessible via the dheveoloping liths pofcssesandtoolsthas legod ustofdefine
World Wide Web and is also used to facilitate software tefloigls fcaatrsiso odsfwr
quality assurance. processes:

A number of tools and techniques have been developed 1. Processes are developed by those who will use them.

to improve software quality and minimize controls system 2. Processes are supported by management.

dowtim. Sftwre estngcan be difficult due to the lack 3. Processes take into account project and developer

of adeqiuate off-line facilities and limited machine test 4.Poeseds. mk rgamr' okesemr

time. Before any software is installed in operations, a effircient.mk pormes'wr asemr

testplan is written documenting the application, software 5. fPrciessspouerpetbetosstn.eut n

test procedure, and roll back information in case problems autPomatses prepeitie steps.alcossetreut n

arise after beam operations commence. The testplan is atmt eeiieses

reviewed and scheduled by a team leader. In addition to 6. Processes are documented and publicly available.

the application specific tests, machine maintenance Ti iti sflt epdsg e rcse n
periods are followed by a comprehensive control system Thisliste eistn usfurochelpsesfrpsignlew iproessens.an
quality assurance procedure. This ensures all controls eaut xsigpoessfrpsil mrvmns
computers, applications and communications are We plan to .continue developing and improving our

functioning correctly. The Controls Group also provides processes using SET guidelines such as the CMM

24 hours on-call support for operations. The sof .tware on- framework. By standardizing our development approach

call person is always available via pager and is trained to and prioritizing work, we have been able to improve

either solve problems that arise or to contact the system programmer productivity and reduce the level of stress

expert if needed. Even if software quality assurance led to and pressure on the group. The number of operational
errr fee pertioal ode cotro sytemon-allsuport control system failures has been reduced along with the

would be needed to handle hardware failures and ascae ottm.W aefudtetm netdi

situations where new operational procedures introduce developing good processes has been well worth the effort,

disruptive resource loading. It is interesting to note that and believe that more improvements can be made.

the frequency of off-hours calls has been significantly
reduced since the testplan process has been put in place 5 REFERENCES
and control system downtime has dropped as well.[3] [1] M. E. Thuot, L. R. Dalesio, "Controls System

Another aspect of our software process involves Architecture: The Standard and Non-Standard
coniguatin anaemet.A source code structure has Models", Proceeding of the 1993 Particle Accelerator

confgurtio mangemnt.Conference", Washington D. C.
been adopted making it possible to introduce automated [21 Mark C. Paulk, Charles V. Weber, Bill Curtis, "The
tools to create, version, and install operational software. Capability Maturity Model: Guidelines for improving
These tools enable software developers to quickly load the Software Process (SET Series in Software
new code and roll back to previous versions, greatly Engineering), Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,

enhacin relabiityby isurng tat ll roces seps June 1995.
enhncig rliailty y isurng ha al prces stps [3] K. S. White, H. Areti, 0. Garza, "Control System

have been consistently applied to each application. In Reliability at Jefferson Lab", ICALEPCS'97
addition to reliability improvements, such tools make the Proceeding, Beijing, China.
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USING SERVERS TO ENHANCE CONTROL SYSTEM CAPABILITY*

M. Bickley, B. A. Bowling", D. A. Bryan', J. van Zeijts&', K. S. White, S. Witherspoon,
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract The users view the system from the point of view of the
back end machines. These machines, often UNIX

Many traditional control systems include a distributed machines or PCs, run applications programs which modify
collection of front end machines to control hardware, the settings of hardware, display values from hardware,
Back end tools are used to view, modify, and record the and monitor the control system's behavior.
signals generated by these front end machines. Software Very frequently, the raw information obtained from the
servers, which are a middleware layer between the front front end machines is not directly useful to the users, but
and back ends, can improve a control system in several needs to be processed in some way to make sense. Doing
ways. Servers can enable on-line processing of raw data, this in a back end program has the advantage of moving
and consolidation of functionality. In many cases data processing from the front end servers to the back end
retrieved from the front end must be processed in order to servers, which are generally less critical to the real-time
convert the raw data into useful information. These control of the hardware, therefore reducing the overall
calculations are often redundantly performed by different load on the critical systems. This approach has several
programs, frequently offline. Servers can monitor the raw disadvantages, however.
data and rapidly perform calculations, producing new One disadvantage is that if many programs need to look
signals which can be treated like any other control system at some new value which is derived from several control
signal, and can be used by any back end application, system variables, each must calculate these new values
Algorithms can be incorporated to actively modify signal independently. This increases the resource consumption
values in the control system based upon changes of other on the back end servers, the chance of introducing errors
signals, essentially producing feedback in a control into the system, and the development time for each new
system. Servers thus increase the flexibility of a control application that must support these new values.
system. Lastly, servers running on inexpensive UNIX Additionally, these new derived values will generally not
workstations can relay or cache frequently needed be directly available for archiving, viewing, or monitoring
information, reducing the load on front end hardware by by traditional tools designed for direct monitoring of
functioning as concentrators. Rather than many back end control system values.
tools connecting directly to the front end machines,
increasing the work load of these machines, they instead 2 MIDDLEWARE SERVERS
connect to the server. Servers like those discussed above
have been used successfully at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility to provide functionality such 2.1 What is a middleware server?
as beam steering, fault monitoring, storage of machine The solution to these problems taken by the authors is to
parameters, and on-line data processing. The authors develop middleware servers. A middleware server is a
discuss the potential uses of such servers, and share the program, a "software server", which obtains data from the
results of work performed to date. front-end servers, calculates new values, and creates

virtual control system variables for viewing by back end
1 INTRODUCTION tools. The goal of the middleware server is for it to be

The classic control system in use in many locations today virtually transparent to the user - the user should not be
consists of a collection of front end machines, distributed concerned with whether the variables are obtained directly
around a facility, largely in order to keep them close to the from the front end machines or are virtual variables on a

hardware they are controlling. These front end machines middleware server. In addition, the algorithms used to
are interfaced directly to the hardware, and are responsible derive these new values are located in one point, and

for maintaining variables associated with the hardware, as easily be modified without the need to modify the client

well as responding to queries about the state of or programs.
modifying settings for the hardware. 2.2 Middleware servers at Jefferson Lab

This work was supported under U.S. D.O.E. contract #DE-AC05- At the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
84ER40150 (JLab), the front end machines are dedicated machines

' Now with Arrow Electronics, Baltimore MD running WindRiver System's VxWorks, and EPICS, the
÷Email: bryan@jlab.org Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System [1].

"Now with BNL, Upton NY These systems monitor and control many aspects of the
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machine, from magnets for beam optics, to beam position periodically updated with actual values for components
monitors, to cryogenics. from the machine. Based on these input values, transfer

The back end tools at JLab are run on HP-UX UNIX matrices, alpha and beta values etc. are calculated and
machines, and consist of a mixture of the general purpose made available to optics applications.
EPICS tools, such as viewers, archivers, and machine Additionally, information about the locations of signals
configuration save and restore tools, as well as in house (which front end server a particular channel resides on) is
developed applications. In addition, JLab uses a higher- stored in such a server. This is used, along with modified
level protocol called CDEV, for Common DEVice [2]. versions of back end tools, to speed connection time when
CDEV provides the advantage of making EPICS accessing control system channels [5].
variables, and variables from other sources available to the
user in such a way that they can be accessed with the same 3.2 Servers as controllers
interface. Many of the existing tools for EPICS are being Another useful application of the server is as an actively
ported to CDEV, and much of the new development at controlling program. In this capacity, the server functions

J~abis bsedon CEV.as a less deterministic feedback system. The server
CDEV is particularly well suited to developing servers, monitors a number of values related to certain parameters

since a Generic Server engine is provided [3]. This is a of the control system. Based upon these values, new
simple software construct that can be used to rapidly parameters are calculated and loaded back into the
develop middleware servers. It provides the framework machine. This can continue periodically. In addition, the
for monitoring existing values from the control system, server allows the controls for the algorithm, such as
and for creating new attributes to be monitored by the parameters, whether to apply changes or not, etc., to be
back end servers. While enhancements to this framework made available as control system signals. This makes
are sometimes needed when developing an application, the monitoring and controlling the behavior of the server
developer is generally free to concentrate on developing simple.
the algorithm associated with processing the data, rather At JLab, we use such servers for several beam control
than being concerned with the framework and applications. Three servers fall into the category of
communications structure. "locks". These servers monitor parameters of the beam -

position within the beampipe, energy, and current - and
3 USES FOR SERVERS try to "lock" them to some predefined value [6]. T Ihis is

There are may ways middleware can be used. As the accomplished by reading the current value of the
authors continue to develop applications, more uses for parameter one wishes to lock, calculating new values for
these servers present themselves, parameters that modify the desired parameter, and

applying those changes to the control system. As an
3.1 Servers as online data sources example, for beam position one would read the values of

Oneof he rimry rea inwhih srves ae uefu isin BPMs (Beam Position Monitors), determine where and by
Oneof he rimry rea inwhih srves ae uefu isin how much the beam is deviating from the ideal, and apply

providing or storing information to the control system that chneI osern ant ortr h emt h
would otherwise either not be available, or that might be chnetosergmaestoeuntebamote

stored in front end machines needlessly. The servers can optimal location. These servers perform these checks

be constructed to contain CDEV variables that can be ther acelrtor.scns eenigo h oniuaino

read, set, or monitored by users. These values do not need teaclrtr

to come from the front end servers, but can be standalone 3.3 Servers as monitoring systems
values. Virtually any arbitrary value, from the names of
the current operations crew to theoretical machine Servers can also be used to provide online monitoring of
parameters can then be used just as if they were control values in the system for diagnostic purposes. Most control
system values, systems provide some mechanism for noticing if a single

Additionally, these servers can be built with logic of signal exceeds predefined limits and bringing this to the
their own. While still not manipulating the control system, operators attention. Servers provide the benefit of
they can be loaded with theoretical values for certain monitoring multiple signals and inferring when a value is
parameters, and calculate new values from these, perhaps bad based upon its relationship with other signals.
using one or more control system values in the The server can also monitor values from multiple
computation. Since such servers run on inexpensive UNIX signals, and calculate new values from these signals - a
workstations, the load of performing these calculations is "value added" signal. As in the case of the online data
moved off of the front end computers. sources, doing the processing at the server level saves

At flab, our Model Server Artemis is an example of CPU load on the front end servers, leaving them free to
such a server [4]!. Two instances of this application are control hardware. It is also superior to calculating these in
used. Both are initially loaded with the theoretical optics the client program if multiple clients need this combined
for the machine. The second instance of the model is the information.
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At JLab, this style of server is used for enhanced alarm events per second. The peak load during transient events
servers, which monitor special parts of the machine and (such as beam turning on or off) was much higher than
alert operators of trouble based on complex algorithms 1000 events per second. This server exhibited occasional
involving multiple signals. Additionally, this style of problems with coherence with the control system,
server is used in a program which calculates changes to particularly immediately following high event count
the machines energy at a very low level, allowing peaks. The solution was to split this server into small
interested parties to notice changes in the system. servers, to reduce the high number of events handled.

Additionally, a new more generic form of this server is Similarly, the active feed back programs, or locks, have
being explored. The proposed tool, called the Automator, a limit on how fast they can process. This is partially
is intended to allow for generic, user defined instances of determined by the algorithm an ,d the time needed to
such a server to be created and used [7]. The server could calculate a solution, but is also limited by the time needed
monitor for specific alarm conditions and, optionally, take to monitor the signals from the control system. For
predefined actions when such conditions occur. numerically intensive calculations a feedback loop of

approximately 1Hz. seems to be a comfortable top speed
3.4 Servers as caching devices/concentrators for such servers, when running on a Hewlett Packard K-

Finally, servers can be used to cache or concentrate class machine.

signals that are frequently accessed. By modifying the
information flow so that the back end clients access the 5 CONCLUSION
middleware server rather than the front end machine In conclusion, these servers offer the developer a powerful
directly, the load on the front end machines is reduced, tool for enhancing capability, often without the need to
again freeing these machines for hardware control and further burden front end servers or modify tested, working
processing. This type of server is often combined with front end code. It is not a panacea for every control system
some of the functionality of the monitoring servers problem, but when used properly is a powerful and
mentioned above. effective way of addressing certain software problems.

At JLab, we use a hybrid of this type of server and a
monitoring server for BPM data. With many BPMs, and 6 REFERENCES
many applications interested in using them, we created a
server to monitor this data. Multiple clients then connect [1] http://www.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation/

to the middleware server, rather than connecting directly EpicsGeneral/epics-overview.htmld

to the front end machine, which now has less connections [2] J. Chen, G. Heyes, W. Akers, D. Wu and W. Watson III, "CDEV:
to sevice.An Object-Oriented Class Library for Developing Device Control

Our server also provides several additional services. It Applications", Proceedings of ICALEPCS 1995

monitors the status information provided by the BPMs and [3] W. Akers, "An Object-Oriented Framework for Client/Server

produces enhanced status information. It filters out AplctosPcednsf CLCS19

transient failures in the BPMs, and attempts to ensure that [4] B. A. Bowling, W. Akers, H. Shoaee, W. Watson, J. van Zeijts, S.
Witherspoon, "Evaluation of a Server Client Architecture for

different attributes of information about a given BPM are Accelerator Modeling and Simulation", Proceedings of CAP 1996
correlated in time. This ensures that the client sees an [5] D. Jun, D. Bryan, W. Watson, "Centrally Managed Name
accurate picture of the machine status. Resolution Schemes for EPICS", Proceedings of ICALEPCS 1997

[6] J. van Zeijts, et at., "Design And Implementation Of A Slow Orbit
4 EXPERIENCE Control Package At Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator

The experience the authors have had with these servers Facility", Proceedings of PAC 1997

has generally been positive. These servers seem to provide [7] D. Bryan, M. Bickley, K. White, "The Automator Intelligent

a reliable, simple way of implementing what would Control System Monitoring", these proceedings (1999)

otherwise be very complex actions. There have been
problems associated with these servers, as there are with
all software applications, and perhaps a tendency to use
the tool to try to solve all problems, but the concept seems
to be very sound.

The authors have also found that these servers have
practical limits to how large or how rapidly they can
process information. Since these servers are monitoring
values, and posting monitors to clients on changes, one
must be careful not to overburden the code. One server
developed on site attempted to process one hundred
million events (changes in the control system that required
modification to virtual variables) per day, or about 1000
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THE AUTOMATOR : INTELLIGENT CONTROL SYSTEM MONITORING*

M. Bickley, D. A. Bryan*, K. S. White,

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract large subsystems has become difficult. This high-level
view can be thought of as a "meta-parameter", a value

A large scale control system may contain several which implicitly contains information obtained from
hundred thousand control points which must be many individual signals.
monitored to ensure smooth operation. Knowledge of the Users often must view tens or even hundreds of
current state of such a system is often implicit in the signals and infer the state of the machine from these
values of these points and operators must be cognizant of values. Archiving information about these "meta-
the state while making decisions. Repetitive operations parameters" is difficult since one needs to archive the
requiring human intervention lead to fatigue, which can many individual signals and later post process the data to
in turn lead to mistakes. The authors propose a tool obtain these meta-parameters. This increases the volume
called the Automator based on a middleware software of information that must be archived. Clearly it would be
server. This tool would provide a user configurable better to be able to dynamically monitor the individual
engine for monitoring control points. Based on the status values and create this "meta-parameter" as a single
of these control points, a specified action could be taken. control system variable.
The action could range from setting another control
point, to triggering an alarm, to running an executable. 2PA TC LC NIE AIN
Often the data presented by a system is meaningless 2PA TC LC NIEAIN
without context information from other channels. Such a There are many ways to implement these meta-
tool could be configured to present interpreted parameters, but some considerations could make them
information based on values of other channels. more useful. At an existing facility, there is most likely a
Additionally, this tool could translate numerous values in large collection of tools in place to deal with existing
a non friendly form (such as numbers, bits, or return control system parameters. These tools would include
codes) into meaningful strings of information. Multiple viewers, archivers, dynamic data analysis packages, etc.
instances of this server could be run, allowing The tools are usually well tested and the operations crew
individuals or groups to configure their own Automators. is familiar with their use. This situation makes it
The configuration of the tool will be file based. In the desirable for the new meta-parameters be available to the
future these files could be generated by graphical design control system using the same protocol as the existing
tools, allowing for rapid development of new signals. This approach allows for maximum code reuse.
configurations. In addition the server will be able to Most facilities control hardware with a collection of
explicitly maintain information about the state of the front-end machines which monitor the hardware and
control system. This state information can be used in make information about the hardware available to the
decision making processes and shared with other control system as signals. The tools mentioned above run
applications. A conceptual frame work and software on back-end machines, often UNIX or PC based.
design for the tool are presented. One approach to solving this problem would be to

simply create a new signal on the front end server that

1 INTRODUCTION contains the meta-parameters. This could be
Disribtedandnetorkd ontol ystms avebecme implemented via communication between front-end

Disributedmand netorkuedih control sysem havge become machines. In practice, this presents a number of

vxeryicmmontforsustems inuthe conro ofpargilceerascaleo problems. First, the front-end machines are usually

texepesmenal sysemslsc as pandsrticle accetrlsseraos. or responsible for critical operation of the hardware. *As
telscoes aswel a fo idusria cntrl sstms.As such, increasing the workload of these machines or

the scale of these control systems has increased, the modifying tested software is often undesirable. In
number of parameters for controlling the system has addition, the meta-parameters that one is interested in
increased as well. A large modemn control system may may change frequently, perhaps even while the system is
have as many as a quarter million control parameters. running. If these variables are placed directly on the

With such a large number of control parameters, front-end machines, modifying them could interfere with
determining the overall status of the control system or of the operation of the control system.

Tbi wok ws sppotedby .S D..E.conrac #D-AC5-Similarly, placing the processing of these meta-
Thi wok ws sppotedby .S.D.OE. ontact#DECO5parameters in each client has drawbacks. Each client

84ER40150 must be modified in order to use the new variables, and
*Email: biyan@jlab.org
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each must keep a separate copy of the logic needed to The Automator will be implemented using C++ in
infer the meta-parameter from existing variables, such a way that the gates can be easily defined by users.

The gates will be implemented as C++ objects. The user

3 IMPLEMENTATION AS MIDDLEWARE can create new ones by inheriting from the base object
and defining the operation of the new gate. This will

The authors have decided to implement the desired alo for moe op liat e nel gate s to lb
funcionlit usig amidlewae srve [1] Suh a allow for more complicated, "intelligent" gates to be
funcionlit usig amidlewae srve [1] Suh a developed to handle site specific concerns. It is hoped

server is a piece of software which monitors signals from the tohator is sediatcmore sis d oper

some source, in this case the front-end machines. These will s the modules p t sore s hari

servers then produce new signals for the destination, are dese les, timor sopers.

such as the back-end machines. One can then treat these and reducing development time for developers.

signals in the same way as the original signals. These
new channels are often called virtual signals. Monitor CDEV signal

At the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(JLab), there has been considerable positive experience
with using such servers for various applications. Eachj User defined process (gate)
server has been written individually as a separate
program. The authors' proposal is for a general purpose, Modify Existing Signal
user configurable program for creation of these special
meta-parameters.

JLab uses CDEV, or Common DEVice, to
communicate with the underlying EPICS control system. New CDEV signal
CDEV provides a generic server framework for allowing
users to write such middleware servers. The Automator -7
will be based on this CDEV Generic Server. [2,3,4] Execute Action

4 DESIGN AND INTERFACE

The program provides the frame work to define a server
for creation of new signals or to react to these new
values. Users will configure the Automator by generating
a configuration file. The configuration file contains
information on the name of the server instance to be
created and information about the interrelation of
modules. These modules can perform a number of tasks.
They can either monitor a variable in the system or
produce a new signal to be used by client programs.
They can process incoming signals. Finally, they can
take an action such as executing a script. These modules
are connected together to define the structure of an
instance of an Automator, as shown in figure 1.

The user creates modules to monitor the desired
signals and connects these to gates. Initially, the gates
available will be simple, logic-based gates such as noting
if a monitored value is within certain limits, logical Figure I Automator Configuration Layout
"AND" gates, logical "OR" gates, and similarly simple
structures. The user then connects the outputs of these
gates to either a new signal to be monitored, an object 5 ADVANTAGES
which modifies a value in the control system or
something which executes an action. By allowing for an 5.1 Operational Advantages
arbitrary script to be executed, the tool can be used to At a large facility, there are typically many simple but
automatically respond to problems in the control system. repetitive tasks that operators must perform manually.

Initially, the user will define the structure of an The tasks never seem to be pressing enough to warrant
Automator instance by directly editing the configuration the development of a software tool to respond
file. Eventually this process will be automated to allow a automatically. The Automator will allow rapid
schematic capture tool to be used to create these files development of such responders.
graphically.
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Similarly, short term procedure changes and these scripts or producing new signals would require
temporary workarounds can present problems that generating a new initialization script and restarting the
interfere with operations. These special instructions Automator, but this could still be accomplished without
must be given to all personnel operating the machine and interrupting the front end machine of the control system.
they must know the new limits or procedures to follow
for a particular device. JLab's main accelerator is run 5.3 Diagnostic Advantages
twenty-four hours a day by three crews working on Finally, by allowing for rapid development of tools to
alternating seven day shifts. By automating such monitor the control system, individuals responsible for
processing, the chance of instructions getting lost or diagnosing problems with the system being controlled
distorted during crew changes is reduced. can easily develop one-off diagnostic tools. Since the

Finally, such a tool allows software developers to tool can be configured to monitor signals constantly,
capture some of the knowledge of a trained operator or noting and observing transient behavior is easier than
technical specialist. If the operator's response to a with some other methods.
certain condition is quantifiable it can be translated into
an instance of the Automator. This response is then 6 CONCLUSION
available even when the skilled operator is not.

This tool is currently under development and a Beta
5.2 Development Advantages version is expected in the next few months. The authors

In addition to advantages to operators and all of the feel this will provide a powerful new tool to help in the

development advantages discussed above, the Automator operation of large scale control systems.

provides a few more advantages. By controlling when
and under what conditions certain tools are invoked, the 7 REFERENCES
developer can build complex tools from collections of [1i M. Bickley, B. A. Bowling, D. Bryan, J. van Zeijts, K. White, S.
small, tested, known good applications. The developer Witherspoon, "Using Servers to Enhance Control System

can also use the Automator to prototype servers (if they Capability", these proceedings (1999)

can be easily described by a collection of gates), and to [2] J. Chen, G. Heyes, W. Akers, D. Wu and W. Watson III, "CDEV:

monitor the control system for transient behavior that An Object-Oriented Class Library for Developing Device Control
may lead to problems. Applications", Proceedings of ICALEPCS 1995

This design has several advantages over other tools [3] http:llwww.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation/EpicsGeneral/epics~overview.html
designed to provide similar functionality. SDDS is a

collection of scripts designed to be used together by [4] W. Akers, "An Object-Oriented Framework for Client/Server
Applications", Proceedings of ICALEPCS 1997

piping the output of one script to another, providing Applwcats"ongsdoag/oaSo 1997

some of the processing abilities of the Automator [5]. [5] http://www.aps.anl.gov/asd/oag/oagSofware.html
Because these scripts post-process data stored in SDDS [6] http:llwww.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation/

files, they cannot provide the processed data to users ExtensionsManuals/Sequencer/snlseq~ps

dynamically. The Automator is a compiled program
rather than a sequence of scripts connected using UNIX
1/0, which should allow faster execution time. While
there is some overlap the Automator is generally
designed to provide simple but dynamic processing and
response, while SDDS is intended to provide more
complex offline processing.

Some of the automated response functionality can be
provided by EPICS sequencer programs [6]. The
fundamental difference between a sequencer instance
and an Automator instance is the level in the control
system where the response is taken. By running the
Automator as a UNIX process access to common
scripting languages for invoking responses is simplified.
Additionally, changing a running instance of the
Automator would be straightforward and would not
interfere with the operation of the control system as
modifying a sequence on a front end machine would. If
one wishes to modify the action taken by the Automator
in response to certain conditions one can substitute a new
script in place of the old. Modifying logic for running
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SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE PASS STEERING AT JEFFERSON LAB*

Y. Chao', S. A. Bogacz, V. A. Lebedev

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract passes orbit deviation could exceed 4 mm in the x plane
in both linacs, while the typical operational requirement

The CEBAF recirculator at Jefferson Lab includes two for absolute orbit was 1 mm. It was hypothesized that
linear accelerators, each 200 meters in length. Due to misaligned quadrupoles and BPM's, and other
varying betatron phase advance for different recirculation unaccounted disturbances to the beam were mainly
passes, misalignment, and other steering effects, orbit responsible. Significant difference in betatron phase
correction in the CEBAF linacs presents a complicated advances between different passes and absence of cor-
problem defying pass-by-pass solutions. Utilization of rectors exactly coinciding with all potential errors left
information from the beam position measurements at all higher pass orbits at the mercy of first pass corrections.
recirculation passes allows us not only to perform multi- This was exacerbated by unknown systematic offsets in
pass steering minimizing beam displacements inside the the multi-pass BPM's [1] which monitor the orbit for all
linacs, but also to determine displacements of linac
BPM's and focusing quadrupoles from an ideal axis. This
paper describes a steering algorithm and presents the ex- 2 INTERPRETING THE ORBIT
perience in multi-pass orbit correction.

An analysis on the multiple pass orbit was performed to
1 THE PROBLEM interpret the observed anomaly. Table 1 gives a pa-

rameter count
Jefferson Lab operates its CEBAF accelerator, with relevant to this Element Per Total
which it is often synonymous, as a nuclear physics analysis in the pass
research facility currently delivering CW electron beam South Linac. Orbit reading 27 135
to three fixed-target experiments with energy up to 5 The free pa- Total constraints 135
GeV. CEBAF consists of injector, multi-pass linacs, rameters were Injection position 1 5
recirculating arcs, beam separation (spreader) and re- unknown kicks Injection angle 1 5
combination (recombiner) structures, and extraction lines and monitor off- Unknown kick 27 27
to experiments. These are shown in Figure 1. The linacs sets shared by all Monitor error 27 27

5 passes, and Total free parameters 64
"Recirculaton injection errors

.Arcs Table 1: Parameter counts
0.5-GeVLinac distinct for each

(20 Cryomodutes)
0 ¶-GeVL.•nac pass. The constraint came from the orbit readbacks at 27(2114VCryomodt, (20 Cryomodues) linac BPM's for all 5 passes. An unknown kick was

S..assigned to each quadrupole location, which was
... Extracion sufficient to represent the effect of all misalignment-

Elements related errors. The assumption that each monitor offset
End <

Stations was the same for all passes was reaffirmed by the
Figure 1: CEBAF conceptual layout outcome of the analysis showing negligible pass-to-pass

variation in the fit residual at all BPM's except one. This
consist of FODO structures providing constant focal highly constrained system promised a redundancy
length for the first pass beam at 120 degrees betatron important in ensuring the reliability of the analysis.
phase per period. Orbit correctors are active only at the The analysis was done through least square fitting using
focusing elements in each plane. This has proven the parameters and constraints of Table 1. All input data:
effective in avoiding excessive correction for the first were generated by a machine snapshot program FOPT
pass orbit. which, in addition to recording the orbit and magnet
In early 1998, despite successful steering to orbit within information at a given operating point, generated
1 mm in the first pass linacs, large and persistent orbit estimates of individual BPM resolution for the data set of
patterns in higher passes were seen to develop. In higher interest. Input orbit data were weighted according to

these estimates. A BPM known to display anomalous"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, contract behavior was deleted from the input. Figure 2 shows the
DE-ACo5-84ER40150 offset in quadrupoles and BPM's as calculated by the fit,
tE-mail: chao@jlab.org where the fitted unknown kicks were converted to
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equivalent offsets of quadrupoles. The baseline in Figure 3 MULTI-PASS STEERING
2 has been adjusted to minimize overall RMS of the It was realized, after the above analysis, that using all the
quadrupole offsets. Error analysis was performed using correctors inside the linac, which affects all passes dif-

ferentially, as well as injection fixes from individual
upstream recombiners, we could reduce the orbit in all

X-Offsets, quad :solid, BPM: dash (m) passes significantly. Simulation of this process was

1 encouraging. There was the option of whether to set the
target of steering to the ideal straight line between the

0.5-- 'ends of the linac, or to set it to the centers of the working
... R BPM's. The latter option was adopted in view of the

. '"15 201 .possibility that the offset pattern of Figure 2 may indicate
-0.5 "actual beam line distortion. In other words, apparent

'... BPM centers may conform to the actual deformed
baseline, and steering to an absolute straight line, instead
of the apparent BPM centers, may in fact compromise
aperture.

Linac 5-pass Orbit 03/25/98

Y-Offsets, quad: solid, BPM: dash (mm) X: Dash: Before, Solid: After

0.6 3 •2 ,
0 .4", ,,,

0.2 22

P L,

Ii i n

-2-1 I 8 r irn
-2

Figure 2: Quadrupole and BPM offsets in imm-

th P eslto stmtdb FP.TeRMNS errors Linac 5-pass Orbit 03/25/98

on most of the fitted quadrupole and RPM offsets wereY:Ds:BfrSldAte
on the order of 0.1-0.3 mm. The quadrupole next to the 1

malfunctioning RPM displayed the largest IR.%MS error in "' D''
offset of 0.8 mm. The fit residuals at 135 locations were 0.5:' I'' ::',

consistently below 0.2 mm. in both planes, with the IiI

exception of the malfunctioning RPM displaying variable 0 1,~IIi~ , 1
residuals from pass to pass with magnitudes of several q
millimeters. Figure 2 also demonstrates corroborating -0.5i ,, ,'

offset patterns between quadrupoles and RPM's, lending

II I I

further credibility to the analysis'. The persistent orbit in
higher pass linacs was understood, after this analysis, as
the cumulative effect of kicks caused by long rangerrors
quadrupole offset pattern with respect to the ideal M tias lor it After
straight line'. This effect has been imperfectly cancelled creto nm
in the first pass by correctors only in the focusing zones Cretrsrntsnee o iutnosysern
under the 1 20-degree optics. In higher passes the allre5tpasstesngthsnee d S out L inaclwereoalculatedeuing

remnant of the first pass correction built up considerably P alocally dpasso e ing thalgorithm with

over several zones due to much slower phase advance, strongC epas lonflly dexploieteeing hardgorretor liits
wiestricloonomng tomhem.aTis pnflyepliighrovd corrcoliitica

This also confirms the effort of beam-based BPM alignment to mticpas steering to thedu. This proa ed crtoct

with respect to the nearest quadrupole carried out at CEBAF. So utinac. e higy ,ovedr-c wasrapned teo the

There is no independent confitration as to whether this pattern South The highly over-costrae n

reflects real distortion in the baseline, thus quadrupole offsets 'Expecting corectors reaching design limits, we did not use
can also be viewed as representative of all unaccounted kicks. SVD-based steering with its intrinsically pathological limit-

handling scheme.
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problem forced several correctors to their limits as
expected, but simultaneous orbit reduction was achieved.
Figure 3 shows the BPM readings in mm before and after
the correction, with all 5 pass orbits displayed in tandem
for each plane. The solid line in x-plane is an order of
magnitude smaller in RMS than the dashed line . A total
of 12 horizontal and 13 vertical correctors inside the
South Linac and 10 correctors in each plane in the
upstream recombiners were used to achieve this orbit
reduction at 135 locations in each plane. Simulation also
showed promise for multi-pass steering in the North
Linac, where higher passes displayed persistent orbit
similar in magnitude to the South Linac. However this
was not implemented because orbit analysis indicated, at
the time of test, that several BPM's displayed behavior
anomalous enough to compromise the offset
interpretation and the effectiveness of steering.

4 CONCLUSION
We have successfully demonstrated simultaneous multi-
pass steering in the CEBAF linac. Algorithm was
developed to extract information on unknown kicks and
monitor offsets, which were in turn translated into
information on potential baseline misalignments. Multi-
pass steering was done by an effective algorithm using
common correctors in the linac and injection adjustments
upstream. Implementation of this algorithm as a routine
online program is included in the next phase of high level
application plan at CEBAF.

REFERENCES

[1]. T. Powers and S. Schafner, these proceedings.

Some solid spikes correspond to malfunctioning BPM's.
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EPICS TOOLS ENHANCEMENTS ANDTRANSPORTABILITY*

M. Bickley, J. Chen, C. Larrieut, Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract Another type of inherently portable application is the

The Jefferson Laboratory electron accelerator is controlled sort which provides basic facilities closely tied to the sys-
by the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System tern being controlled. Examples include data acquisition,
(EPICS), which was initially developed by the Los Alamos logging, and retrieval systems, human interfaces for mon-
and Argonne National Laboratories, and which has since itoring and managing the underlying physical system, and
become an extensive collaboration among scientific insti- utilities for measuring and analyzing the system in a user-
tutions worldwide. In keeping with the spirit of coopera- specified manner. Such tools are fairly useful in a general
tion and exchange fostered by the EPICS community, the sense across control systems and physical machines, so that

ContolsSofwaregrop a Jefersn Lboraoryaim to for every site to design its own set seems tantamount to
ponroduc potblSoftware tools usefulso naortonly loally, bto "reinventing the wheel". Ideally, the site-specific informa-
alsodc aotanylePC siftwae, andl evenfat notn-EIC sitesly wher tion should be configured via some localization method.
fals tayEIsibe. Tod aheven thsgalth grou-PIC praties shevera Of course, there are good and bad reasons for one site
sftwaribe. engacinevertingolthgru pricpewhhhavties demonsrate to avoid reusing software from another. In order to cre-
succwaes eninepruing shrinbiles sfwhchare. Thiostpaperdis ate a general purpose tool which another site will want to
dsucuesse thos prinucipealng shrbesfwith. thes practcpes fin-t use, the designer must in some way address both. Among
voscuved inos pursingithem, alnd wtheilutasho they prcicltesi- the former category are considerations arising from con-
vailvwithin threungtem difrndthe frameworks:ho they arhtetre-an cern over efficiency and compatibility. Does the applica-
opeailwthing sythrem diOS)en portabilitys prvied bychthcue EPIC tion make assumptions about the underlying system such
oenvtirnmysent which assitsbinit prortingd to other EPICSts that it works well in one situation but not in another? If
tenvconmetro system prabsility inheoreting tother EPComo Die-; it generates output data, will it do so in a format which
vice (cDEV)o abstemprtactionlatyinern wich fcltthes pomorting other tools can read? Notorious among the bad reasons
toc anyV supportedtcontrlasysem; andithe gaiiaeneprasytemg is reluctance arising from the well-known "not developed
portabiiy whihofollowsnfrom careful cod te deerlsig tem here" syndrome, a psychological phenomenon pervasive in

port bilty hichfol owsfrom carfulcodedesgn.the engineering world. It derives, perhaps, from the fear

1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS of becoming dependent upon the work of someone whose
interests may not necessarily coincide with one's own.

Because a control system is, by intent, uniquely customized This leads to a consideration of those factors which
to perform site-specific tasks, designing control system might induce a developer to produce code specifically de-
software for effective use at various unrelated sites might signed only for local use. The benefit of such an approach
seem, at first, to require an amount of work disproportion- is that it may allow for a tight integration among the tools
ate to the rewards such an endeavor might gamner: not only in a local suite: if an application can make assumptions
must the programmer attempting do so solve the immedi- about the existence of other facilities, it can incorporate
ate problem which necessitates his application, but he must their features, providing users with multiple points of en-
also devise some technique for dealing with the differences try to the various sys 'tem tools. Additionally, designing for
which arise among sites. Furthermore, he must decide how a known system allows for faster development -because
portable his application really can and should be before be- the programmer knows exactly the environment in which
ginning to work on it. his application will run, he can avoid having to handle cer-

Fortunately, these latter quandaries are substantially mit- tain special exceptions which might arise from one site to
igated by the nature of the undertaking in question. It may another. Furthermore, a small user base will likely limit
be of a sort which is "algorithmically" portable from one requirements and feature creep.
site of a particular type, to another of the same type. Two Note, however, that these assumptions about the environ-
particle accelerators, for example, might require software ment imply that the benefits pertain only if the situation for
to measure and tune the phase of an RF cavity. While these which the application is written persists over time. What
sites may not use the same control system, the general solu- happens if something about it changes? What if one of
tion to their common problem may be sufficiently parame- the subsystems upon which the code depends is removed,
terizable such that the same program could be used at both, or, more drastically, if the control system changes (not so
if it were capable of controlling each system in the same preposterous: the CEBAF accelerator was switched from
generic way. TACL[1] to EPICS during the commissioning of the ma-

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, contract DE- chine in the mid '90s). The programmer can ameliorate the
ACOS-84ER40150 problems arising from such occurrences by designing his

t Email: larrieu@jlab.org application to be portable from the outset. Fundamentally,
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the principles pertinent to designing portable code are also was to provide some support for viewing old data in addi-
those which lead to reliable, maintainable, and extensible tion to that which had been acquired through the real-time
code. acquisition unit. Because StripTool only buffers the most

While the primary mission of the controls software recent data for some selectable time span, however, it re-
group at Jefferson Lab is to support the operation of the ac- quires some other facility from which to acquire the older
celerator, we find that by designing our code to be portable, data. In other words, providing such functionality intro-
we are investing a small amount of additional time and ef- duces a dependency upon an auxiliary sub-system. Be-
fort in the initial development phase in order to facilitate cause a data logging and retrieval system is pretty much
future development work. essential to any control system environment, several of the

sites using StripTool have developed their own custom ap-

2 EXTENDING AN EPICS APPLICATION plications to serve this purpose. In order to accommodate
all sites interested in incorporating this functionality into

The EPICS [2] system provides a fairly simple framework StripTool, another module, StripHISTORY, was defined. It

for developing control system client applications, by pro- describes a minimal set of routines specifying only those

viding site-specific configuration files and a C/C++ appli- features of the system which StripTool requires. Regard-

cation programming interface (API). All high-level interac- less of how sophisticated a particular site's archiving ser-

tion with the control system can be conducted through the vice may be, StripTool just requires 3 functions in addi-

channel access library, which is a set of routines for estab- tion to an initialization routine: (1) "get data for parameter

lishing connections to named parameters in the control sys- X over time range (to, ti )", (2) "exchange this data for a

tem. Within this framework, the task of designing software new time range", (3) "free this data". By implementing

for porting to other EPICS installations reduces to produc- just these three routines as the "glue" between the applica-

ing code based on UNIX portability standards to address tion and a specific subsystem, a local programmer is able

the issue of OS and machine independence, and modular- to hook his unique archiving service into StripTool with
izing those portions which make use of site-specific sub- only a minimal amount of work, while still ensuring that
systems. the resulting code need not be merged back into a central

One useful application which was originally written at repository. This last point is important, because it helps to

APS, then subsequently enhanced and modularized at Jef- preclude situations which lead to initially diverging, then
ferson Lab, is a real-time data plotting utility called Strip- redundant parallel work, brought about by small changes

Tool. While the original version was designed specifically in code from one site to another which never synchronize.
for EPICS, the revision produced by Jefferson Lab was de- This technique is, in some sense, a "reverse black box"
signed with the intent that it be control system independent. (it's also the model used for operating system device
Because its functionality was initially quite simple in con- drivers), in that the application defines an empty plug-in
cept (the user just supplies the name of a control system mechanism, which can be filled by site programmers to
parameter whose value he wishes to see plotted), the pro- translate an application's requests for auxiliary services
cess of compartmentalizing the platform-specific code was into a protocol which the underlying subsystem can under-
relatively straightforward: all functionality was broken out stand. However, if a site does not wish to use the specific
into modules, so that the data acquisition, data buffering, feature, it need take no special action. This approach al-
graphical presentation, user interface, and timing compo- lows for integrating system tools by defining the interfaces
nents all belonged *in separate modules with very well de- between them in simple terms. A concomitant benefit of
fined interfaces, this approach is that, as the subsystems become more in-

The process of transporting StripTool from one EPICS tegrated, the interfaces will necessarily become more de-

system to another is trivial, because it capitalizes on the tailed, leading to better documented code.
EPICS-supplied configuration files and compilation in-
structions ("makefiles"). The interested party can, for all 3 THE CDEV ABSTRACTION LAYER
intents and purposes, simply download the source code, run
the EPICS build command to create the binary executable, The Common Device API (CDEV) is an abstraction layer
and then run it. In order to port StripTool to another con- developed at Jefferson Laboratory[3], which allows the var-
trol system, however, the local programmer must supply a ious subsystems of a control system to be addressed in a
"plug-in" for the data acquisition module, which amounts generic and consistent manner. It has been used to inte-
to writing a minimal set of routines as specified in the Strip- grate multiple control systems, as well as to incorporate
DAQ file, and linking them into the compiled program. It client-side applications into the control system.
took just a couple hours to implement a CDEV data ac- An application designed specifically for CDEV must
quisition module, following this procedure. Now, both the adhere to conventional portability standards to remain
Channel Access and CDEV modules are included with the portable across platforms, and becomes entirely dependent
source code, and the proper one is linked depending upon upon being run in a special environment, which the lo-
the build environment. cal programmer must build, install, and configure. While

After these initial enhancements, the natural progression this process may not seem easier than simply writing some
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small amount of "plug-in" code, it does present the bene- age system, while the top layer is not, the interface between
fit that the requisite work represents a one-time investment, them is implemented as a set of three abstract object types,
whereas having to write small bits of code for lots of ap- corresponding conceptually to the components describing
plications can become wearisome, particularly when those a general purpose data retrieval machine and the items it
bits are intended to perform the same task! would require to perform its task: a DataSource, a Data-

An EPICS Channel Access component has been written Handle, and a DataBuffer. The DataSource enumerates the
which allows CDEV applications to talk to Channel Ac- objects stored in the archive, provides lookup and search
cess without directly relying upon the EPICS code. This capability, and retrieves data. The DataHandle conceptu-
has the effect of moving the control system dependency ally represents a way to identify some unique parameter
away from the user application and into the intermediary in the archive. The DataBuffer encapsulates the data for a
layer. Several EPICS utilities, like the alarm handler and particular DataHandle over some time range, and provides
medmn have been modified to use CDEV in lieu of Chan- methods for iterating over the contained data points.
nel Access, allowing them to be used in conjunction with The programmer interested in building XARR for use
non-EPICS control systems. with some other archive must create three C++ classes de-

The controls software group at Jefferson Lab have also rived from those named above, overriding the default be-
developed several new utilties. Zplot is a motif applica- havior with site-specific details. When the application is
tion that plots device attribute values against their coordi- compiled, the appropriate class definitions are included in
nates along an accelerator. Xtract, the "X-windows Tool the main startup routine.
for Recording And Correlating Things" allows the user to
change the system in a highly configurable manner, mea- 5 CONCLUSIONS
suring various parameters along the way, resulting in data
describing a discrete function of the stepped parameters. In While the ultimate goal in portability is to eliminate as
this regard it is a general purpose experimentation program. much site-specific "tweaking" as possible, this often proves

unattainable without also decreasing the efficiency or use-

4 PO TABLITYTHR UGHfulness of an application. The most useful sort of porta-
4 PO TABLITYTHR UGHbility within an open-source environment is the kind that

OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN allows local programmers at various sites to acquire code

Oneof he reaestbenfit ofobjct rietedproraming which they can easily modify to suit their own needs. For-

language like C++ is that it provides support for designing tuaey thi naual.olw rmgo einadcd

Abstraction into an application. In designing a new appli- ing principles. As illustrated above, by designing code
ctothe desired end product can be conceptualized as a modularly, those portions which require modification from

citation, e opisdo isic ars h porm site to site are isolated and readily found by the local pro-

mer's task is to forge actual software constructs (Classes, grmesIftecdisaowllouendhnte
in C++ 00 terminology) from these general specifications. local programmer may more easily and confidently supply

The interesting thing about this process, is that it leads to thnesarsi-pcfcmofctoselngorlev
a natural separation between the conceptual nature of the the "not developed here" syndrome. Because the local code

compnens ad teir orrspodin impemetaton. is isolated in distinct modules, the process of upgrading to
componfersnt Land weus thei cr EsPonIng implementaogtion. new versions of the software reduces to plugging in those

AfthJefesond Lab wenro usesthem EpISarchivers tonlgtenuosly site-specific modules to the new source code. While all

pofucthousandsivofacountsrol system parchametesucontinuouly, these good things benefit the recipients of the "free" work,
coprodcngmssive anaamouent odaa whichll arvloed sutbseqentl they also benefit the original developer and his site by pro-

Ofcompresed andeceataloe isnialcally ognzdeveoned databaese viding software which is easily maintainable, extensible,

some mechanism by which to retrieve it: a program to fa- anlieytrminuflthogssemcne.
cilitate browsing through the archived data, and converting 6 R FR N E
it into a useful format. Because such a tool would be gen- 6 R FR N E
erally useful to other sites, and because we anticipated that [1] K. S. White, H. Shoaee, W. A. Watson, M. Wise, "Thie Migra-
our archiving system will change as we phase in new sub- tion of the CEBAF Accelerator Control System from TACL
systems, we decided to develop a portable system based to EPICS", CEBAF Controls System Review, 1994, Newport
upon 00 design principles. News, VA.

The resulting tool (XARR: the Xwindows ARchive Re- [2] Leo R. Dalesio, et. al., "The Experimental Physics and Indus-
triever), as used at Jefferson Lab, is comprised of 3 lay- trial Control System Architecture: Past, Present, and Future",
ers. At the top is the graphical interface, which is imple- International Conference on Accelerator and Large Experi-
mented in C++, using the Motif widget set. Beneath this mental Physics Control Systems, Oct. 1993.
is the database layer which catalogues the available data. [3] J. Chen, G. Heyes, W. Akers, D. Wu and W. Watson 111,
At the lowest level is an I/O library for reading and writ- "CDEV: An Object-Oriented Class Library for Developing
ing data from and to the storage medium. Because the two Device Control Applications", Proceedings of ICALEPCS
bottom layers are primarily specific to Jefferson Lab's stor- 1995, p 97.
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NEW FEATURES IN MEDM*

K. Evans, Jr. '
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL

Abstract is the ability to Undo and
M Redo. The basic operations

MEDM, which is derived from Motif Editor and Display of cut, copy, paste, group,
Manager, is the primary graphical interface to the EPICS and ungroup were alreadyt~ ~~ Cr In ansnru wr ledcontrol system. This paper describes new features that in MEDM. There are now
have been added to MEDM in the last two years. These I ways to align, space
features include new editing capabilities, a PV Info dialog I eveny, te flip, roate
box, a means of specifying limits and precision, a new evenly, a ested objec

implementation of the Cartesian Plot, new features for a s objects or
i agroups of objects. An ex-

several objects, new capability for the Related Display, Sp:ce E: ,ý ample of flip and rotate is
help, a user-configurable Execute Menu, reconfigured C-1 shown in Fig. 2. There is
start-up options, and availability for Windows 95/98/NT. ao a n a

Over one hundred bugs have been fixed, and the program s nto-grid option. Additional

is quite stable and in extensive use. keystroke combinations
.eleA .. •t have been added to control

1 INTRODUCTION find Oulir
1ITO U TO moving, resizing, and se-

MEDM is an X-Windows, Motif program that displays Edit Sura, lecting objects. It is now
objects, such as meters, sliders, menus, and plots. These possible to change the col-
objects are used to read and set parameters in a control Figure : Edit-Mode Menu. ors of all grouped objects
system. In addition to supervising these objects and inter- simultaneously.
acting with the control system, MEDM is also a drawing
package that provides the means of laying them out in
screens, also called displays. A significant control system
can have thousands of screens, each with as many as hun-
dreds of objects. Flip andRotate

MEDM has been developed primarily at the Advanced .
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory starting
around 1990. It is arguably the principal graphical inter-
face to EPICS [1] and now works with CDEV [2] and
other control systems as well. In the last two years
MEDM has been made more robust and a number of fea-

tures have been added. It is the purpose of this paper to
describe some of these new features. Additional infor-
mation on MEDM, which is an extensive program with

many other features than those described here, may be
obtained from the MEDM Reference Manual [3].

2 NEW EDITING FEATURES Figure 2: Flip and rotate options. The items shown
were designed with the MEDM drawing tools.

Since MEDM is used to design the many screens that
operators and engineers use to control a system, it is es-
sential that it be a full-fledged, convenient, and robust 3 PV INFO
drawing tool. To that end, many features commonlyfoun inothr dawin pakags hve ben dde to The PV Info dialog box, shown in Fig. 3, gives extendedfound in oth er draw ing packages have been added to i f r ai n a o t t e c n r l p r m t r k o n a r cMEDM. The top-level menu to access these capabilities information about the control parameters (known as proc-
is shown in Fig. 1. The foremost of these editing features ess variables in EPICS) associated with an object. Thisinformation has proven very useful, particularly in track-

ing down problems.
"Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of

Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
+ Email:evans@aps.anl.gov
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domain SciPlot [5] widget has been enhanced and adapted
to MEDM. It is used for the Windows version of MEDM,
where XRT/Graph is not available, and provides a free
alternative on other platforms.

6 NEW FEATURES FOR OTHER
OBJECTS

All objects have been made to have consistent shadows
using the Motif look and feel and to have consistent sizes
between EDIT and EXECUTE mode. The Bar object
now has a "no-decorations" attribute that allows it to be
used to make bar graphs as in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: PV Info and PV Limits Dialog boxes.

4 LIMIT AND PRECISION LE
INFORMATION

A shortcoming of MEDM was that the limits of MEDM ,.tor I o=,,, tctom'•

objects such as the Meter, Slider, Bar, and Scale were set
by data stored with the process variable. This meant it
could not be different for different users, nor easily ad-
justed. A similar situation existed with the number of
figures after the decimal point, or precision, for text ob-
jects. The limits and precision defaults can now be set by
the screen designer. The user can choose either to get the
values from the process variable as before, use the de- Figure 5: Bar object used to make a bar graph.
signer's defaults, or set his own values, perhaps for fine or
coarse tuning. The PV Limits dialog box for doing this is
shown in Fig. 3. 7 RELATED DISPLAY

The Related Display, shown in Fig. 6, is an MEDM object
5 CARTESIAN PLOT used to bring up other screens. Formerly, it presented a

The Cartesian Plot is the most complicated object in menu of choices. Now, if there is only one item, it be-
MEDM and one of the most useful. An example is shown haves like a button and just brings up the screen. If there
in Fig. 4. In the past it was implemented with the com- is a single button, the graphics and label text are placed in
mercial product XRT/Graph [4]. The Cartesian Plot logic the center of the label rather than left justified, so the user
has been rewritten to make it more generic so it may be will be aware the action will happen immediately. Fur-
used with other plot packages. In particular, the public- ther, the designer can specify whether a new screen re-

places the old screen, and the user can also decide

Related Display Options

Row Column Hidden

Figure 4: Cartesian Plot using SciPlot. Figure 6: Some Related Display options.
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whether to replace any screen or not. This capability al- often misunderstood, leading to problems with ownership
lows drill-down screen hierarchies and screens that and access permissions in particular. The default is now
change to fit the conditions. Screens have also been im- to not engage this mechanism, making life simpler for the
plemented with "More" and "Less" buttons to display casual user and leaving the more complicated operation to
varying amounts of information. The Related Display can places like control rooms, where knowledgeable people
be a "hidden button" so that if it is placed under a graphic, are available and where it is more relevant.
clicking on the graphic brings up the new screen. Some
of the options are shown in Fig. 6. These capabilities give 11 WINDOWS 95/98/NT SUPPORT
the designer a chance to be creative. MEDM now runs on Windows. It is available as a self-

8 HELP extracting, InstallShield [7] executable that also includes
other EPICS extensions, such as Probe and Namecapture

Formerly there was little or no help available for MEDM. [1]. The Windows version of MEDM uses the Sciplot [5]
Now there is an extensive reference manual [3] that can widget for its Cartesian Plot. A Windows version is, of
be formatted as text for printing or as HTML for the course, useful for people who use PCs rather than UNIX.
Internet. Both context-sensitive and menu-driven help are It is also useful for people who connect to the control
implemented through Netscape [6], which can be con- system via a modem from home or from a laptop. When
trolled from MEDM. There is also bubble help that pops MEDM is running locally, only the control-system data
up over tool icons. need to go over the phone line. When connected to a re-

mote workstation, the X-Windows information has to be
9 EXECUTE MENU transmitted as well. The PC version is being used regu-

There is now a configurable menu in EXECUTE mode larly and is stable. It requires Hummingbird Exceed [8)
as an X server.

that appears as part of the popup menu obtained by right
clicking on the background of a display. This menu can
be used to conveniently call other programs. There are
special characters that insert the name of the screen defi- Jie Chen of the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
nition file (called ADL file) for the current screen or in- Facility did the adaptation of MEDM for CDEV. Jie was
sert a process variable name from an object into the com- also responsible for the initial implementation of SciPlot.
mand to be executed. The author is indebted to many people for testing and

For example, the following environment variable: feedback on MEDM, but to Frank Lenkszus, Ned Arnold,

MEDM_EXEC_LIST=Probe;probe &P &: and Nick Dimonte in particular. The author is also grate-
ADL File;echo &A:PV Name(s);echo &P ful to Janet Anderson for continuing help with the EPICS

results in the menu shown in Fig. 7. These particular build system, which she has had a large part in develop-

menu items implement (1) calling another program, ing.

Probe, for a process variable associated with an object, (2)
echoing the name of the ADL file, and (3) echoing the REFERENCES
process variable names associated with an object. See the [1] http:llwww.aps.anl.gov/asdlcontrolslepics/EpicsDocumentation has

manual [3] for the syntax and other details. extensive information on all parts of EPICS as well as links to both
the HTML and Postscript versions of the MEDM Reference Manual.

[2] http://www.jlab.orgtcdev.
[3] http://www.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation/

c l- iExtensionsManuals/MEDM/MEDM.html.
SI ...... [4] XRT/Graph is a product of the KL Group Inc., Toronto, Ontario,

Fý L*itýCanada.
D[5] http://www.ae.utexas.edu/-rwmcm/SciPlot.htm-.

[6] Netscape is a product of Netscape Communications Corporation,
ALL F,1ýMountain View, CA.

[7] InstallShield is a product of InstallShield Software Corp.,
Schaumburg, IL.

Figure 7: Execute-Mode Menu with customizable [8] Exceed is a product of Hummingbird Communications Ltd., North

Execute Menu. PV Info and PV Limits are also se- York, Ontario, Canada.

lected via the Execute-Mode Menu.

10 STARTUP OPTIONS
MEDM allows new executions of MEDM to attach to an
existing one to provide efficiency and prevent a prolifera-
tion of MEDMs. Formerly this was the default; however,
the mechanism by which this is done is complicated and
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JEFFERSON LAB PLOTTING TOOLKIT FOR ACCELERATOR CONTROLS*

J. Chen, M. Keesee, C. Larrieu, G. Lei"+

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract

Experimental physics generates numerous data sets that 2 DESCRIPTION OF LUTE

scientists analyze using plots, graphs, etc. The Jefferson Lute is a high level application that is used for data

Lab Plotting Toolkit, JPT, a graphical user interface reduction and analysis for wire scanner data. Due to the

toolkit, was developed at Jefferson Lab to do data plotting, geometry of the wires in relation to the beam, the wire

JPT provides data structures for sets of data, analyzes the scanners at Jefferson Lab provide scanned profiles

range of the data, calculate s the reasonable maximum, representing the horizontal, x/y coupling, and vertical

minimim and scale of axes, sets line styles and marker beam sizes. See figure 1. The wire scanner data is used for

styles, plots curves and fills areas, beam emittance measurement, beam matching, beam halo
determination, beam energy spread measurement, and

1 INTRODUCTION absolute beam energy measurement.

The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility at
Jefferson Lab provides high current electron beams of up
to 4 GeV energy to three experimental halls. The machine Position Stepper Motor
consists of two superconducting linear accelerators Potentiometer Controller

connected together with 9 arcs. An injector system Stepper
provides polarized and unpolarized electrons from two Motor
different sources. The Jefferson Lab Control System, W -- Prgamal
which is built on the Experimental Physics and Industrial Scanner
Control System (EPICS), is a distributed system using a
client-server architecture. The system consists of two
computing levels. The first level is composed of Unix Beam Diretion

workstations and X-terminals that execute a wide variety Of Motion S D
of system applications and high level applications. The
second level is composed of single board computers,
EPICS software and the corresponding device control Figure 1. Jefferson Lab wire scanner
applications. [1]

One of the high levd applications, called lute, analyzes The lute application displays the wire scanner data
and displays data from the Jefferson Lab wire scanners. graphically. See figure 2. The entire scan, beam signal
The lute data analysis program relied on a commercial
software package for its graphics. This package contains
many more features than that are required by the few
applications at Jefferson Lab that use it. So, when the "
controls group decided not to support the license for the -

commercial software for HP-UX 10.XX and higher . .. _.
systems, another solution was needed. The plotting toolkit, r ...... . . .

JPT, was developed to accomplish the analysis,
calculation, scaling, and display of data for lute. Emphasis
was placed on developing JPT to replace the functionality
of the commercial package while keeping the source
codes that use it unchanged.

"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, contract DE- -

AC05-84ER40150 .1.....

' Email: leige@jlab.org

*On leave from the Institute of High Energy of Physics, Chinese

Academy of Sciences Figure 2. Display of Lute
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3.1 Implementation
versus position in mm, is displayed in a large graph across
the bottom of the interface, and the 3 distinct peaks (one JPT was developed based on the AthenaTools Plotter

from each wire) are displayed in 3 graphs at the top of the Widget Set (AtPlotter for short) [4]. 114 new resources

interface. Several calculations are also performed on the were added into the original AtPlotterWidget to develop

data for each peak and the results displayed on the lute the JptPlotterWidget. Axes and plots were created inside

interface. These include sigma, position, RMS and the methods of the JptPlotterWidget and connected to the

centroid calculations. The graphical displays and data to be displayed. Procedures were added to create data

calculations assist the operators and accelerator physicists objects for plotting, to read data from files into data

in determining beam characteristics, objects, and to attach the data object to the plotter to
create plots. Data types for some of the resources were

3 JEFFERSON LAB PLOTTING changed also. Text objects with multiple strings,
foreground color, background color, font, border style etc.

TOOLKIT were created. The algorithm for calculating the tick-mark

The Jefferson Lab Plotting Toolkit (JPT) provides a graph interval was improved for more accurate output of the
widget that displays data graphically in a window and can plotting. This prevents plots that are too small, and axis
interact with users. The graph widget can be used just like tick-mark labels that are too crowded.
other X Toolkit and Motif widgets such as buttons, labels
and menus. It has resources that determine how the graph 3.2 Make Data
will look and behave. Writing programs using JPT is JPT accepts data in two ways:
similar to writing any other kind of X Toolkit and Motif 0 Array data, which has successive integers as the
program [2][3]. common horizontal values (X values), and sets of

JPT has resources that allow control of: floating point numbers, corresponding to each X
* Graph data to be plotted, on one or more plots, value, for the vertical values (Y values)

* Graph type (plot and area). A Plot graph draws 0 General data, each set of data has pairs of X-Y
each set as connected points of data. An Area graph values.
draws each set as connected points of data, filled in When JPT begins to draw a graph, it uses the data
below the points. values located in the data structure pointed to by the

* Data styles: line colors and patterns; fill colors and XtJptData resource. Data to be displayed can originate
patterns; line thickness; point style, size and color, from diverse sources: Unix files, databases, real-time data
How a data value looks when it is displayed feeds, or unrelated processes running on other machines.
depends on the data style that has been defined for If the data resides in a Unix file (and it does not need to
the data values. be changed or updated in real time), there are two options

* Strings, position, color and font for the title. to consider. The first option is to massage the data so that
* Strings, position, color and font for the legend. the file conforms to syntax understood by
* Graph color, font and border style. JptDataCreateFromFileo. This procedure will allocate the
* Axis label font; label string; color for axis and its data object, load it with data from a named file, and return

label, tick marks and tick labels. a handle to the data. Another approach is to allocate a data
* Axis and data minimum and maximum, numbering object using JptDataCreateo, and populate it with data by

and ticking increments, grid increments, origins. reading the data file (perhaps using fgets( or fscanfO.
* Placement of axes, annotation, origins. When the data object is loaded, the graph can be created
* Control of user-interaction with the widget using and the XtJptData resource set to the JptDataHandle that

callback resources. references it.
* Markers and Text Areas. Data that changes in real-time, and graphs that need to

JPT also provides several procedures and methods be updated in real-time, require more careful coding. The
which Xt Intrinsics provides functions that can be used to trigger

"* Allocate and load data objects containing the application callback routines to deal with real-time events.
numbers to be displayed; 3.3 Axis Controls

"* Attach the data to the axes;
"* Create, attach, detach, destroy text object; JPT detects the minimum and maximum value of the data
"* Map data from pixel values to floating point values object and determines the extent of the axes based on the

in a graph; minimum and maximum data values, the origin, and the
"* Convert a floating point value to an X Toolkit numbering increment. By default, JPT displays all data in

parameter ArgVal the data object. The minimum and maximum resources
can be set by applications if a particular part of the data
set needs to be displayed.
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The increment between tick marks and sub-tick marks 0 Above or below a data point (set, point index, Y-
on the axis is calculated by the JPT inner algorithm. The value)
increment can also be controlled by setting the resources An application can use a text object to highlight special
in the application. There are also resources to specify points on the graph, or as a more general-purpose label.
whether to draw grid lines, which grid line style to use, There are methods to create, attach, detach and destroy
etc. text area. Any number of text areas can be attached to a

The axes are optionally labelled and the labels can be graph, dynamically created, updated and destroyed.
horizontal or vertical.

3.7 Wrapper
3.4 Fonts and Colors We created a wrapper file that defines macros to map
JPT has resources to set colors for the widget, graph, axis, existing widget, class, resources and functions to the
title and legend. JPT supports the specification of colors corresponding parts of JPT. Therefore the current
for the window background and foreground, as well as for applications need not change anything. They just need to
the lines, fill patterns and points that represent data in the re-link to the JPT library to get new executable codes that
graph itself. Colors are specified using a string containing have a very similar output to what they had before.
the color name, which should appear in the X Window
Server's color database. On Unix systems, this is normally 4 CONCLUSION
the file /usr/lib/X1 l/rgb.txt [5]. JPT provides a graph widget that can be used like other

JPT can choose default colors for the application, sosimple applications need not concern themselves "with widgets in the X Toolkit and OSF/Motif. It has many of
color specification. The default foreground and the features scientific and business users need in a graph
background color for the widget is black and white. The that will be embedded in another program. It is easy to use
backgraph, axesotitler andflegend the widget ' foregand wfor creating X-Y plots for scientific-style graphics with an
graph, axes, title and legend take the widget's foreground unlimited number of plots on each graph. The axes can beand background color as default. logarithmic or linear. It is also easy to access application

A font may be specified for the title, the legend areas data.
and for the axes annotation. JPT can use any font data.
supported by the X Server. JPT accepts the font id to set Figure 2 shows the display of lute using JPT.
the font for axis labels, title strings and legend strings. If
the font is invalid, the "fixed" font will be used instead. 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Many thanks should be given to Valerie Bookwalter who
3.5 Calculate Data Scope helped us maintain the computing environment.

JPT is capable of analyzing the scope of the data to be
displayed, getting a reasonable representation of the 6 REFERENCES
maximum, minimum, tick and sub-tick intervals on the
axes. Consider an example with a real maximum value of [1] Karen S. White, Hari Areti, Omar Garza, "Control System

the data for the Y-axis of 10.03, and the minimum value Reliability at Jefferson Lab", ICALEPCS'97 Proceedings

of 68.96, with the length of the Y-axis of about 200 pixels. [2] Adrian Nye, Tim O'Reilly, "X Toolkit Intrinsics Programming

It is ugly and difficult to set the ticks in the toolkit to draw Manual", O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.

the Y-axis with 10.03 as the lowest point and 68.96 as t he [3] Paul M. Ferguson & David Brennan, "Motif Reference Manual",

highest point. It is better to use 10.00 as the lowest point O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.

and 70.00 as the highest point. Therefore, the algorithm [41 http://lune.csc.Iiv.ac.uk/hppd/hpux/XI l/Toolkits/plotter-6.0pl7

that is used calculates and rounds four times to get a

reasonable presentation. [5] Adrian Nye, "Xlib Programming Manual for Version 11", O'Reilly
& Associates, Inc.

3.6 Text Method

A text area is an independent rectangular region drawn
over the graphed data. A data structure is provided for the
programmers to define the attributes of the text area
including text strings, text position, string adjustment,
border style, foreground color, background color and font.

A text area can be attached to the graph in one of four
ways:

• To a pixel location on the window
* To graph data X- and Y-value
* To a data point (set, point index), or
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FORINJECTOR VEPP-5 KLYSTRON GALLERY CONTROL SYSTEM

A.N. Aleshaev, I.V. Belousov, I.E. Borunov, R.G. Gromov, K.V. Gubin, A.A. Nikiforov
BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia

1 INTRODUCTION * interaction with CS of other VEPP-5 installations.

VEPP-5 forinjector klystron gallery (KG) is a large elec- To solve these problems and to take into account the in-
trophysical installation that includes main part of forinjec- stallation features:
tor RF-system: RF-power supply, synchrosystem, klystron
units. This paper presents the control system (CS) of it. CS 9 each subsystem has a corresponding hard and soft-
is based on the "standard" 3-level model [1]. ware unit

Details of its realization reflects KG functional require-
ments and experience accumulated in BINP, as well as fi- e field electronics are concentrated near the correspond-
nancial and technical abilities. ing subsystem

2 BASIC PROBLEMS, REQUIREMENTS . extern connections of subsystems are minimized, only
impulse or numerical channels are used

AND STRUCTURE OF CONTROL
SYSTEM o main stream of information is concentrated on the sec-

ond level, where control of the field electronics (level
As the control object, the klystron gallery consists of 6 log- 3) and primary data processing are performing.
ically independent subsystems:

The first CS level (servers and consoles) is connected
* 4 klystron posts (klystron amplifier with modulator with the second level (based on the intellectual crate con-

and power supply); trollers (ICC)) by Ethernet link with specially developed

* system of RF-power and synchronization; in INP protocols (like UDP) on this top. CS structure is
presented in fig. 1:

* system of RF-phase and amplitude monitoring.

Operating condition of whole installation is pulsed with
repetition rate up to 50 pps.

Each subsystem includes a large number of input/output Common net
channels. Some of the channels require the service at every
impulse, some of them are "oscilloscopic" in principal. CS S
hardware is based on CAMAC standard, each subsystem(Li-ux)
needs 1-2 crate for supply. I Level

Particularities of installation are: Local net

"* high level of interference; 2 Level

"* logical independence of subsystems;

"* operating condition are static. C on l:

C S p r o b le m s a r e : " C e ntral
crate Rp3 Level

"* control and monitoring supply for each input/output Physical
channel during 1-2 operation cycles are required; devices

SPeripherial •

"* it is necessary to receive the whole KG condition data crate
at least for 2-3 operation cycles;

"* maintenance of log file; Figure 1: Control system hardware structure.

"* ability for organization of local control console to de-
bug a subsystem; * each ICC supplies personal subsystem

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@1999 IEEE. 750
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"* central computer (Server) runs as file server and chan- * loading of programs during operation
nel of connection with each ICC

* information exchange between any network processes
"* control programs (operators console, dynamic data

base at al.) work in the Server * terminal connection with high-level consoles

"* high level clients can access Server only e transfer of directives from other computers

"* local control console is organized on the basis of the * access to filesystem.
proper ICC.

3 HARDWARE
SLinux •File I

As ICC we use Odrenok that is widespread in INP. To con- server I
nect CAMAC and Ethernet, the special CAMAC-Ethernet ' Dynamical Server

adapter was developed. Pentium-166 with OS Linux is data base Library System I

used as Server. ICC Odrenok has a ICL 1900 instruction utilities I
set, added by the commands for CAMAC bus processes I
and vector operations. Odrenok provides the data transfer
through CAMAC bus with the speed up to 1 Mbyte/sec. Kernel Module
The speed and the reaction time on the interruption (about
15 mks) may be well used for design of the effective CS.
The moderate requirements for exchange speed between
subsystems and Server (average data stream is close to
10 kbyte/sec) make Ethernet protocol suitable for the ICC
connection. Besides, the use of Ethernet doesn't requires
the specialized drivers and interfaces in Server. CAMAC-
Ethernet adapter used in our workstations provides the I ntral
speed of the data exchange up to 400 kbyte/sec. It is suffi- D Local crate driver

cient for real-time network design. I console
Ibuffer Peripherial

4 MID-LEVEL SOFTWARE r"11radriver

The basis of a mid-level software is the specialized opera-
tion system ODOS for ICC Odrenok designed in INP [2]. It Figure 2: Control system software structure.
is multi-task OS with reaction time on the external events 1
ms approximately. ODOS supports a lot of special abilities Protocols provide sufficiently high protection from de-
for real-time control: formations and losses of data, and guarantee the speed of

"exchange up to 200 kbyte/sec between two workstations.
* timing of programs with step lOOms and Is This OS is developed with the framework of the VEPP-

"• synchronization of the programs with LAM signals 4 and VEPP-2M control system modernization [3]. ICC

from CAMAC modules drives CAMAC modules, collects and performs primary
data analysis. ICC software typically consists of 4 pro-

"* synchronization of the programs with signals from in- grams (fig. 2):
terruption register (CAMAC module where external
pulse signals are registered with repetition rate up to 1 * driver for central crate with ICC and CAMAC devices,
kHz) necessary service at every cycle of installation opera-

tion
"* mechanism of interprogram and interprocessor com-

munication * driver for peripheral crate with non-intellectual con-
troller

For interaction with other computers (for example high
level) a special protocols based on Ethernet were devel- 9 "buffer" - fragment of distributed data base - where
oped. We can not install the whole TCP/IP (even UDP) accumulation an primary data analysis, and commu-
due to Odrenok features. But our protocols are suffi- nication between Server and local control console are
ciently complete and can be translated into TCP/IP in performing
power servers. These protocols supplies:

* local console for organizations of an operative debug-
* booting and starting of ODOS ging near the devices.
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Drivers are synchronized my means of LAM signals
with CAMAC devices, and by ODOS interruption system time (ms)
with other programs. Data and "command" flags exchange 4.00-

are organized through "buffer" only. Data preparation and
transfer to Server (or to local console) as well as the system
reconfiguration appears by Server (local console) request
only. 3.00

5 SERVER SOFTWARE

ODOS protocols use Ethernet packets of non-standard 2.00

type. Therefore the Server requires input/output facilities
for these packets. Support of the work with these packets is
integrated into OS Linux as one of the protocols supported
by kernel. This method allows to operate with ODOS pack- 1.00 ' '

ets using standard UNIX facilities. It is realized by loaded 0.00 400.00 800.00 1200.00

module supporting primary functions for transfer, receiv- packet size (byte)
ing and stand by of this packets by standard socket inter-
face and formalized as a client libraries and utilities. For
normal interaction between ICC and Server, and for conve- Figure 3: Dependencies of the packet exchange time versus
nient user operation we also need the following minimum packet size: solid line - between Server and single ICC,
of the special software (fig. 2): dashed line - between Server and 3 ICC simultaneously.

"* file server for booting ICC through local network and
maintenance of ODOS file system 7 REFERENCES

"* terminal console ICC client [1] Gotz at al. Experience with a standard model'91 based con-
trol system at the ESRF, Proc. ICALEPCS'93 (Berlin) NIM

"* client library where main netware functions for ODOS 352A (1994) p. 22-27
protocols are supported. [2] A.N. Aleshaev, Preprint INP 89-67, Novosibirsk 1989 (in

Client software consists of control and visualizations Russian)

programs as well as data base for description of whole in- [3] A.N. Aleshaev at al. VEPP-4 control system upgrade. Proc.
stallation [4]. Client programs compose the high level of ICALEPCS'97 (Beijing) p. 34-36
CS and realize next functions: [4] D.Yu. Bolkhovityanov at al. The project of a control system

software for a VEPP-5 complex, Preprint INP 98-53, Novosi-
"* form of the zontrol commands from operator to level birsk 1998 (in Russian)

2 software

"* form of request for receiving data of system condition,
settings and measurements

"* data visualizations and store

Data base consists of number of text files, where full
description of the installation is stored. Special compiler
translates data to binary dynamics data base for ICC. Server
and ICC use the same data base text files, but binary data
bases are different since the ICC an Server has different
hardware platforms.

6 PRESENT STATUS

In present the working versions of loaded module, client li-
braries and utilities are completed and tested. Direct speed
of the packets exchange between Server and ICC is up to
350 kbyte/sec (fig. 3) with maximum packet size of 1200
bytes. The Server operation with three concurrent ICC re-
duces the speed of exchange for not more than 10%. ICC
application software and current version of Server software
are tested. CS for the first subsystem is completed.
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MONITORING OF THE ELECTRON BEAM POSITION
IN INDUSTRIAL LINACS

V.N.Boriskin*, A.N.Savchenko, V.I.Tatanov.
National Science Center, Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology (NSC KIPT), Ukraine

Abstract The electron beam is injected to the atmosphere through a
thin titanium foil. The swing of the beam track in the foil

Recently the technological linear electron accelerators plane is about 12 cm in the scanning regime. The basic

with the energy up to 10 and 25 MeV and the pulse characteristics ofthe accelerator beam and the irradiation

current up to IA have been developed and put into zone, which determine the type and construction of the

operation in the "Accelerator" R&D Production scanner, are presented in the following Table

Establishment of the National Science Center, Kharkov 1.Uniformity of the irradiation of the longitudinal object

Institute of Physics and Technology [1]. The zone of the surfaces behind an output scanner window as well as
technological object irradiation by the accelerated characteristics of the accelerator natural initial beam istlechnologiscraltobjectiad i by the magneticscac sted. determined mainly by the configuration and quality of the
electrons is created by the magnetic scanning system.

Wide-aperture (50 x 200mm) magneto-induction position magnetic field of scanning magnet, and also by the time

monitor has been designed to control the electron beam characteristics and the form of the sawtooth exciting

position. Signals from the monitor are used in the current. Fig. I shows schematically the scanning zone
from the accelerating section outlet to the output window

accelerator control system. with real boundaries of the edge field on the inlet and

outlet of the scanner magnet clearance.
1 THE OUTPUT BEAM SCANNING AND

FORMING 1 2

+ 3
The technoloical object irradiation zone is formed by the -

magnetic scanning system [2] presented by the laminated C-4 "4
electromagnet with spatially homogeneous field and
normal boundaries on the beam input and output. The P-500

magnet is excited by the generator of the two-polar - "_" -

sawtooth current. The scanning system provides the
required value and uniformity of the scanning as well as
the measurement and operative control of the electron
beam energy characteristics. "

Table 1: Parameter specifications 6 6

Parameter Value %,

The electron energy A=8-25 MeV
The beam diameter at 0= lcm
the inlet of the scanning (r. = z0 =± 0.5 cm)
device
The input beam angular r'0 = Z'o•- 5- 10-3 radn
d iv erg en ce 1 0 -2
Energy dispersion AE / E =5" 15 2  /7
The maximum angle of = ±200 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

the beam scanning R
The effective length of L =16.3 cm R

the magnet field

The scanning frequency f = 1... 3 Hz
(controlled) Fig. 1. The zone of beam scanning and output: 1- the

accelerator axis; 2 and 6- the effective field boundaries on
the inlet and outlet of the scanning magnet; 3 and 5 -the
magnet boundaries (by iron); 7- the beam energy and

*E-mail: boriskin@nik.kharkov.ua location control plane; 8- position induction monitor.
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2 OUTPUT BEAM POSITION MONITOR 3 AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Induction single-coordinate monitor to determine the The special control system has also been

position of the electron beam center is placed at the developed [3] for controlling the electron beam current,
accelerator output in the atmosphere at 40 mm from the energy and position as well as the control of parameters
separating foil (Fig.2). The monitor aperture is 50x200 and defense of the accelerating and scanning systems from
mm. The ferrite core cross-section is 10x20 mm. A the damage caused by the beam; blocking of the

number of winding coils is 30. Amplitude of the signal modulator and klystron amplifier in the case of the

excited in the winding by the pulse electron beam I is intolerable operation regimes; current control in the

directly proportional to I, and inversely proportional to the magnetic system feeder; regulation of the phase and

distance Y to the winding: power of the HF signals in the injecting system; the
radiation dose control and control of the target devices.

Y = aUlIp + b. The program & technical complex consists of PC
equipped with CAMAC crate or measuring channels in
PC standard, synchronization unit, microprocessor-

The coefficients were determined during the bench testing operated complexes to monitor the klystron amplifier
when a rectangular current pulse of duration 4 mcsec was operation, the thermostating system, and the target
advanced along a thin long conductor (fig.2). Obtained equipment. The measuring devices provide receiving the
dependence in the current working range (IP=0.7A, tl,=4 signal from the analog pulse probes with the 50 or 100
mcsec) is presented in Fig.3. nsec discreteness by two or four switched channels

simultaneously. The information about the accelerator
U /system state and the electron beam parameters is

displayed on the local unit terminals and on the color
graphics display in the form of the triple-screen control
panel (Fig.4). The operator can monitor the work of the
accelerator from the PC keyboard and from the local
control panels. Program units can provide the single-shot
or repeated control of system parameters or give, out
operating commands. Simultaneously the parameters of
several systems can be controlled and only one of them
can be regulated. One of the system modules provides the
simultaneous measurement of the values of the signals
from the winding of the expanded electron beam location
probe and the scanning magnet excitation current (Fig.4).

Fig. 2.The induction monitor scheme. 47 A 1....

,04 ?' P
70. .- ....------ --------70~~-

000 70 ... ....... IODD....L ...-... .. .. ............... ...........
5 0 . .... ... ... .... ; ..... .... .... ... ... 5W .. ... .. . ... . ... . ... ... .... .... .

0 00 100 150 5 3 0 10 .. 3 . 40 -

b
Fig.4. Videogram of the process of the electron beam

Fig.3. Amplitude U versus coordinate Y ( energy control.
and coordinate X (b).

By the results of the measurements of several scanning

The slope of the monitor characteristic is 3,4 mV/mm. cycles maximum Y. and minimum Y.,, values of the

After the placement of the monitor at the accelerator electron beam center deviation are calculated and the
output the coefficients are defined more accurately by value 2R= Y,, -Y.,, is determined.
using the photometric method. At that the beam position
is exposed on the glass located at the monitor aperture.
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where k is the constant accounting the relationship

4 THE OPERATIVE CONTROL OF THE between H, I and L, for a specific magnet and is

ELECTRON ENERGY determined by bench testing. From Fig. 1 one can see that

It was shown [4] that the electromagnet of the if the value of the electron beam deflection from the axis

output device can be used for the operative control of the (R) on the plane located at distance h from the magnet is

electron energy. The proposed technique is based on the found by using any appropriate method and the value I is

relationship between the total energy of the charged known, the most expectable value of E, can be obtained.
In this case

particle E, and the magnetic field Hp:

1 2 - 2 . (p = arctg(R I h)
ec

The monitor described above enables to evaluate the
current value R with an error of about 3%. The amplitude

where c- is the light speed, e and Eo 0.5 MeV- are the of the electromagnet excitation current I is determined at
electron charge and rest energy, respectively, p - is the the same time, and then the value Ek is calculated. The
radius of the particle trajectory in the magnetic field with videogram of the process of the electron beam energy
intensity H. The following expression for the kinetic control is shown in Fig.5.
energy of the electron can be obtained by a simple
transformation of (1) taking into account dimensions and .. l 0.46 217,i

. -.. .... ............ .. . .. .. ...... ..
units of measurement: IC..... i ........ i....... . ... ... ..... ...

Ek= Eo +(3•1- Hp)2 -E 0 , ".'

where Ek is counted in MeV, p in cm. One can see that i ll

to measure the Ek value it is enough to determine two 2 . .!lctml 24.7 • la l * 1 172e 2156 •7,

values: the intensity of the deflecting magnetic field H and .. , ... •
the radius of the electron turn in this field p. However,
while working with an accelerated beam the direct Fig.5. Videogram of the process of the electron beam
measurement of the specified characteristics, especially p, energy control.
is very difficult. That is why the technique is based on the
measurement of the linear and angular parameters - the The evaluation of value R and the electron energy is
effective length of the deflecting magnetic field 4 performed without a denormalization of the accelerator
(taking into account the scattered fields on the inlet and working regime and takes about 2 sec.
outlet of the magnet), and the geometry of the scanning
zone (Fig. 1). These parameters are measured in advance 5 REFERENCES
and do not change their values during the experiment. The
excitation current force of the scanning electromagnet is [1] A.N.Dovbnya et al. Electron Linacs Based Radiation Facilities of

obtained from the curve of magnetization H = f(I). Ukrainian National Science Center "KIPT / Bulletin of the
American Physical Society, May 1997, V.42, No.3, p. 13 9 1 ."Noticing that for the small angles of the beam deflection(Not<c20n ) that forl n t esllatingesothip bm va de n [2] A.N.Dovbnya, et al., "The Output Beam Scanning and Forming

(p •- 200) the following relationship is valid in the Multipurpose Electron Accelerators of KIPT",
VANT,Series: Nucleic Physics, 1997, vol 1(28). p. 114-121.

4 [3] V.N.Boriskin et al. Control system for a linear resonance
accelerator of intense electron beams / Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in

sin (p Phys. Res A 352 (1994) 61-62.

[4] V.N.Boriskin, A.E.Tolstoy, V.L.Uvarov et al., "Automatic
we arrive at the practical formula forEk: Control of the Electron Energy in the Technological Linear

Electron Accelerators", Digest of the XIV Meeting on the

S k212  Accelerated Particles, Protvino,Russia, 1994, vol.2, pp.9 7 -9 8

Ek E02+ k2i E0,Ek = Eo +sin- ( ,
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A SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY TRIGGERS TO
EXPERIMENTAL AREAS.*

M.P. Fahmie#
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, University of California

1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Abstract Clearly, a signal can be distributed at much lower cost if
significant degradation can be tolerated, this is the basis of

Many researchers require a high resolution trigger to my solution.
synchronize their data gathering electronics with the Instead of distributing the accelerator RF signal
arrival of a synchrotron radiation pulse at their target. At (499.66 MHz), I use its 3 2 8t' subharmonic, the Storage

the Advanced Light Source (ALS), this requirement was Ring Orbit Clock (SROC), at 1.523 MHz. This
initially satisfied in a case by case manner by running moderately low frequency can easily be distributed over
Heliax cables from the Accelerator Timing System[l] to inexpensive twisted pair cable and general purpose fiber
the various experiment locations. This approach was less optic links.
than ideal due to poor risetimes, cost and difficulty of This signal, along with any phase and amplitude noise
running Heliax cables, and the inconvenience of fixed that it may have acquired in the course of distribution, is
timing. A new system has been installed at ALS that used as a reference signal to a Phase Locked Loop[2,3]
provides the researcher with a high quality, adjustable (PLL) frequency multiplier that reproduces the desired
delay fiducial trigger, and a low level sample of the 499.66 Mhz clock. If the PLL loop filter bandwidth is
Accelerator RF (499.66 Mhz). The Ring Orbit Clock sufficiently narrow, then the noise integrates out and the
(1.523 Mhz) is distributed from the Accelerator Timing quality of the output is primarily dependent on the quality
System to the various experiment locations using of the PLL Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO).
inexpensive twisted pair cable, where it is processed by a
Phase Locked Loop Multiplier and High Speed Logic to 3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
integrate out noise/jitter and to produce the desired
signals. Local drivers provide the researcher with sharp Since low jitter is a primary goal, some effort was put into
edged robust triggers. selection of the VCO. Oscillator jitter is a strong function

of the loaded Q of the oscillator resonator[4], so an
1. INTRODUCTION oscillator employing a high Q resonator was desirable.

Since Quartz resonators typically possess Q's a thousand
High resolution timing signals degrade as they are times those typical of LC oscillators, several crystal
transported from their source to the timing user. Both controlled VCO's (VCXO) were evaluated. A small
high frequency losses and dispersion effects take their toll module from Raltron Inc.[5] was chosen for its low jitter
in the sharpness and accuracy of the product. These and comparatively low cost.
effects can be minimized by using higher grade Although long term stability is controlled by the
transmission lines, but these lines are both expensive and reference signal, temperature variations in an early
awkward to handle. Noise, resulting in apparent jitter, is prototype produced large phase offsets. These offsets
added by ground loop and inductive mechanism to further were traced to the temperature sensitivity of the threshold
degrade the signal. Since ALS houses about 6000 square voltage in the digital logic and its effect on the relatively
meters of experimental floor, a means of wide slow risetime of the reference signal, later versions utilize
distribution, without excessive cost, was needed. the fully differential features of the ECL logic family to

eliminate this phase error.

2. CONCEPT The loop bandwidth is set at 10 Hz in order to use as
much of the short term stability of the VCXO as possible.

Since ALS timing is strictly periodic, a solution that Such narrow bandwidths can make it difficult to achieve

employs a low resolution fiducial that is processed in the initial phase lock if a simple phase comparator is used. Aeposalwrsltion fiuca tha fais ewduldccrnaraorisnoiaaiabehro
user-end equipment to improve its quality is acceptable. fairly new dual mode comparator is now available from

* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, of the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
# mpfahmie@lbl.gov
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Figure I

Analog Devices (AD9901) that begins the lock sequence 5. PERFORMANCE
in the frequency comparator mode and automatically
becomes a phase comparator after frequency lock has The output of the User Timing Chassis has been compared
occurred. with a highly filtered signal from the ALS Master

This manufacturer has solved a deadband problem Oscillator to evaluate the phase jitter of the regenerated
that existed in phase/frequency comparators of other RF signal. The reference signal was routed across the
designs. An additional feature of the Analog Devices accelerator through cable trays and used a combination of
device is its fully differential input and output structure, fiber optic and RS-422 twisted pair transmission. A
This allows us to use differential techniques throughout Tektronics CSA-803 Communications analyzer was used
the phase detector and loop amplifier to minimize baseline to create a jitter histogram. The analyzer's statistical
errors in the analog circuitry. functions indicate that the RMS jitter measured -16

picoseconds.
4. FEATURES

6. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The User Timing Chassis provides two output signals; the
accelerator RF frequency (499.66 Mhz.) and a user The author would like to acknowledge the assistance of
configurable trigger. The user can select 1,2,4, or 8 evenly Allen Geyer, Moises Balagot, and Ronald Gervasoni of
spaced triggers per storage ring revolution, and he may LBNL in the construction, debug, and deployment of this
position these triggers anywhere in the accelerator period system.
in precision steps of one beam bucket.

The trigger is simultaneously available in TTL, 7. REFERENCES
Differential ECL, and NIM. The NIM output features 500
picosecond rise/fall time. All output drivers are designed [1) M. Falmie, "Design of the Advanced Light Source Timing

to drive 50 ohm loads, but are also series terminated to System," Proceedings of the 1993 IEEE Particle Accelerator

minimize reflections when driving a mismatched load. Conference, Washington DC, p. 1869

Distribution of the reference signal to the various [2] Motorola Inc., "Phased Locked Loop Design Articles", AR-254

User Timing Chassis around the accelerator is simplified [3] F. Walls, S. Stein, "Servo Techniques in Oscillators and

since the only signal that is distributed is a relatively low Measurement Systems", National Bureau of Standards Technical Note

frequency (1.523 MHz.). The PLL effectively cleanses it 692
[4] J. Jespersen, J. Fitz-Randolph, National Bureau of Standards

of any noise it may have acquired in transit and Monograph 155, p. 31-40

inexpensive twisted pair wiring is all that is necessary. [5] Raltron part number VH7126A, Raltron Inc., Miami, FL.
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A TUNING PROCEDURE FOR A RACETRACK MICROTRON

W.H.C. Theuws', F.F. de Wit', S.R. Weijers2, M. Weiss2, J.I.M. Botman', A.F.J. Hammen',

'Eindhoven University of Technology, Cyclotron Laboratory,

P.O. Box 513, NL-5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
2Eindhoven University of Technology, Systems and Control Group,

P.O. Box 513, NL-5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Abstract fixed, and the others should be adapted to it. For the
Eindhoven racetrack microtron it has been chosen to fix

The electron-optical system of the Eindhoven RTM has the injection energy of the beam E•,j. Hence, sixteen
been designed and constructed with non-stringent adjustable parameters are left to counteract all the errors.
alignment and machining tolerances in the order of 0.1-1 Furthermore, twenty-five BPMs (two for each orbit and
mm and 0.1-1 mrad. The alignment and machining errors one at the extraction point) are used to find the optimal
that are present can and must be counteracted with settings of the seventeen adjustable parameters.
slightly different settings of the seventeen adjustable
parameters (i.e. the excitation currents of the two end Table 1 The seventeen adjustable parameters of the
magnets and of twelve correction magnets (one at every Eindhoven racetrack microtron (the variable 6B is defined
turn), the beam energy and phase at injection, and the Eindhe racetrack m icro(e variabe beiseeneas the half of the magnetic-field difference between the
energy gain per turn), otherwise the beam will not be
accelerated properly. All the errors are unknown and right and the left main bending magnet).

consequently their effects are unknown. Therefore, Adjustable parameter Notation Unit
twenty-five beam-position monitors (BPMs) have been Kinetic energy at injection E,.j MeV
installed in the RTM (two for each turn and one at the Amplitude of the cavity potential Eav MeV
extraction point) in order to measure the effects of the Injection phase 0 deg
errors on the electron beam. The responses of the beam- Mean field of bending magnets B T
positions at the BPMs with varying values of the RTM Field difference of bending magnets 8B T
parameters have been studied. Based on these studies a Excitation of n'h correction magnet B_ Gauss
tuning procedure is proposed and its usability and
performance has been investigated with numerical
simulations of the accelerator. The approach for the optimisation of the adjustable

parameters is based on a brute-force method combined
1 TUNING PROCEDURE with a linear feed-back mechanism for the closed-orbit

The approach for the Eindhoven racetrack microtron [1] errors. Those parameters that influence the beam more

is that all alignment and machining tolerances have been than once, i.e. B, 6B, Eca,, 0, will be tuned using a brute-

chosen such that these can be achieved without force method, and those parameters that influence the

extraordinary measures (no difficult and expensive beam once only, i.e. the correction magnets B,1 through

machining procedures and alignment procedures). The B,32 will be tuned using a linear feed-back mechanism.

main bending magnets have been produced of ordinary From figure 1, where B, 6B, Ec,, and 0 are varied over

steel with a constant gap for each sector, such that the typical initial errors, it has been decided that B will be

field inhomogeneity is in the order of 1 % [2]. No varied over 5 steps from -1 % to +1 %, 8SB over 3 steps

expensive measures have been taken to decrease this from -1% to +1%, E.., over 5 steps from -1% to +1 %,

inhomogeneity [3][4]. and 0 over 5 steps from -10 to +10 degrees. In total this

For the Eindhoven racetrack microtron it has been gives 5 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 375 grid points in the four-

shown by Webers [2] that if the misalignments are within dimensional B - 6B -E,., - 0 space. At each grid point it

their (relatively large) tolerances there is always a is tried to guide the beam through the racetrack microtron

solution for the adjustable machine parameters such that by means of the twelve correction magnets.

the isochronism deviations as well as the closed-orbit For the tuning of the twelve correction magnets a

deviations are sufficiently small. linear feed-back mechanism is applied. For this purpose

The seventeen adjustable parameters that can be used the beam-position monitors BPM3, BPM5, BPM7,
for tuning are listed in table 1. From the basic microtron BPM2 are used. The responses of the correction dipoles

equations [1] it can be seen that either E., E,, or B, can be on the beam positions at these twelve monitors have been
determined by means of the numerical simulation
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0() 10(b) Table 2: The standard deviations for the microtron
parameters as have been used for the test calculations.

5 5 Microtron Parameter Standard deviation
E0 E0 Main magnetic fields 0.3%

-i Cavity potential 0.3%
Beam phase at injection 3.0 degrees

-0 . 10 Kick of the correction magnets 0.3 mrad
A B %] 0A()o Magnet positions 0.1 mm

10 W 10 (d) Magnet angles 0.3 mrad

5 5

E E
0 0 correction magnets is shown as a function of B, 3B, E,.

M -5 --5 and 0 (these four parameters have been varied, with
regular steps over the intervals shown in figure 1). There

[ 0 fdegrees] 5 10 are two cases where the beam is extracted: AEla=1%,
10e) (1W A=0 degrees, AB=0.5%, and A(&B)=-l% or A(MB)=0%.

The estimated beam-current efficiency, i.e. the ratio of
5 5 - the extracted beam current and the injected beam current

__0 o of the racetrack microtron, is 0.66 and 0.64, respectively.

A M These are both acceptable. For the optimum the response
:M -5 -m -5 on BPM2, has been calculated as a function of parameters

-10 1 0. B, 4B, E- and 0 (similar as in figure 1), and the results
--5 -25AS.., [0 ..uss] 25 50 -1.0 -0.5 AT od] 0.5 10 are shown in figure 3. The response plots are similar as

those shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 : The responses on the beam-position This test has been applied many times for microtrons

monitor at the extraction point of the Eindhoven which all had different values for the alignment errors,

racetrack microtron, BPM25, as a function of machine errors, and initial parameter deviations. In all

variations in B (a), &B (b), E (c), 0 (d), B., (e), and cases the problem has been solved. This means that there

the tilt angle r(f), respectively. 1 2 2 2 22 1 3 3 3 3 33 2 2•2
3 2 2 10 8 5 131ý312 121212 4 4 4
5 10 7 8 4 4 6 9 5 4 11 12 4 7 10
333 511 4 23 4 223 23 4

program of the racetrack microtron, and these are used 5 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2

for the feedback control. f"
1 22 2 22 3 33 13 33 22 2Most of the 375 grid points will not result in proper 2 2 2 12 , 4 11 1 9 11 12 4 4 4

acceleration of the electron beam up to the extraction 7 6 7 8 5 5 7 10 5 4 10 10 4 7 10
3 3 3 7 6 4 23 4 2 2 3 2 3 4

point. Consequently, in many cases the beam positions 6 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2

will be corrected well up to a certain orbit (this means
that the beam-position deviations will be small up to a 2 2 2 9 4 4 ' 11 12 9 9 8 4 3 3

certain orbit), and in the next orbit the beam will not 3 12 4 4 8 6 3 5 4 3 9 4 10 10

arrive at all. This is due to too high isochronism 633 2 3 3 1 22 1 2 2 1 2

deviations. The control mechanism at this grid point has
to be stopped. 1 2 2 2 4 2 9 4 2o 2 2 . 3 3 3

6 6 4 8 7 7 8 8 5 4 8 9 4 8 9
4 4 4 8 6 4 2 3 5 2 3 3 2 3 52 TEST OF THE TUNING PROCEDURE 5 3 3 2 3 4 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2

The tuning mechanism as described in the previous 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
section has been tested using 222 4 33 10 25 5, 5 4 3 3 3a numerical simulation 74 3 10 12 10 89 6 489 4 10 9
program of the Eindhoven racetrack microtron. Many 4 4 5 5 4 2 5 2 3 2 3 4 54 3 3 2 3 4 11 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2

parameters of the racetrack microtron have been given all B B

kinds of typical random Gaussian errors. The standard
deviations of the microtron parameters are listed in table
2. Then the tuning mechanism has been applied. For each Figure 2 : The last orbit where the beam is still
individual grid point in the four-dimensional B - 3B - E oa present after optimisation of the correction magnets as
- 0 space the maximum number of iterations has been set a function of B (-1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 %), 8B (-
to 50. The result of one typical case is shown in figure 2. 1.0, 0.0, 1.0 %), E•,, (-1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 %) and
In this figure the last orbit where the beam is still (-10, -5, 0, 5 10 degrees).
measurable after the optimisation procedure of the
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has always been at least one grid point for which a designed which optimises the adjustable parameters that
solution has been found such that the beam reaches the influence the electron beam in each orbit by means of a
extraction point with a reasonable amount of beam brute-force method. The adjustable parameters that
current. The mean number of total iteration steps influence the beam only once are optimised by means of
appeared to be (2710 ± 90). The average of the total a linear feed-back mechanism that uses the measured
efficiency of the Eindhoven racetrack microtron, i.e. the beam positions in the drift space. This method has been
percentage of the injected beam current that will be tested. An optimum has been found in all tested cases
extracted eventually, appeared to be (68 ± 2)%. with an average efficiency of (68 ± 2)% and an average

Assume that about 3 seconds are needed between two number of iteration steps of (2710 ± 90).
iteration steps, mainly used for the re-adjustment of the
correction magnets. In total, this means that about 2.3
hours are needed for the whole procedure, which is 4 REFERENCES
certainly acceptable. This time can be made shorter (if [1] W.H.C. Theuws, J.I.M. Botman, H.L. Hagedoorn,
necessary) by making the tuning procedure more efficient The Eindhoven linac-racetrack microtron
in terms of the stopping criteria. In some cases it must be combination, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 139 (1998)
possible to terminate the control efforts for a certain grid 522-526.
point in an earlier stage. Furthermore, if the microtron has [21 G.A. Webers, Design of an electron-optical system

for a 75 MeV race-track microtron, Ph.D. Thesis,
been operated several times, the starting values of the Eindhoven University of Technology (1994).
adjustable microtron parameters can be chosen better, and [3] H. Herminghaus, K.H. Kaiser, U. Ludwig, Beam
consequently the tuning procedure can become much optics and magnet technology of the microtron in
quicker. Mainz, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 187 (1981) 103-107.

[4] L.R.P. Kassab, P. Gouffon, The use of correction
coils in end magnets of accelerators, Proc. Part. Acc.

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS Conf. Vancouver (1997) 3239-3241.

The Eindhoven racetrack microtron has been designed
without extremely-stringent requirements on machining
and alignment. Therefore, a tuning mechanism has been

10 10 (b)

5 - 5-5

S- 0

AM -5 M .5

1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0
0-?L%] 81B L%

10c) 1(d)

5- 5-

E E

0I0

m -5 - M

-10 :[ 1 . -10
-1.0 -0.5 AE00 o 0.5 1.0 -1 - -5 0,, e 5 10

Figure 3: The responses on BPMW. as a function of
variations in B (a), 3B (b), Eca, "(c), and 4 (d),
respectively. These calculations have been performed
for the optimal setting as it has been found in the
example.
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OPTIMISATION OF THE CURRENT RAMP FOR THE LHC

P. Burla,,, Q. King, J.G. Pett
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract be shown [1] that the time duration of this effect is
inversely proportional to the ramp rate (Fig 1).

The field quality of the main magnets in the LHC will0
be, in part, dependent upon the shape of the magneticN
field as a function of time. A theoretical optimisation ____

of this function has been carried-out with the aim of 9,

minimising the dynamic errors [3]. This work resulted
in the definition of a current ramp function composed 0.1___ ____

of mathematically defined, smoothly joining segments. 05A/ .2As

A prototype digital controller based on a DSP has been 1

developed and built [4]. In this equipment the current C
ramp is computed from the segment equations in real 0 500 1000 1500 2000

time. The user need only supply the characteristic tm S

paaeesfor the segments in order to define the Figure 1: Snap-back observed in a dipole prototype at
paramtersdifferent ramp-rates after the injection plateau. Units are

ramp. In this paper, the effect of the ramp function on 10-4 of the main field, at 10 mim. reference radius.
the error terms is discussed and the corresponding The magnitudes of the field harmonics can be reduced

impegmenteqationis dresribed nd aTual presutstare by ramping very slowly, which would also give time
showemn. aini ecie ndata eut r for a feedback correction scheme to work. Of course,

shown. remaining at a very slow rate .would result in excessive
1 BACKGROUND overall ramp times. The obvious remedy is to employ

For he HC, he hapeof he dpol curent a gradually increasing ramp rate, such that "snap-back"

acceleration ramp as a function of time will have a ocr talwrtbttenmnlmxmmlna

profound effect on the performance of the accelerator, ramp rate is attained as early as possible.
In prtiula, te strt f te rmpjustaboe ijecion Small, independently controlled corrector magnets will

Inerparticular the srtiart duof the raphusnaoveno injetown be needed to maintain the beam variables within the

es"nerypil bacriiaku"t.h hnoeo nw pre-specified tolerances, especially during the "snap

asel ersnap back". sprcnutigmantshv back" phase. Control signals for the corrector circuits

been studied extensively over the last few years [ 1] [2]. wl edrvdb eltm edakagrtm

Non-linear field imperfections due to the ramping rate 2.2 Inter-strand eddy currents
can be reduced to an acceptable level only by In a superconducting magnet, eddy currents develop in
employing a smooth and gradually increasing the loops formed by the twisted strands inside the
transition to the linear ramp. The choice of this curve superconducting cable. These currents, induced during
must also try to minimise the overall ramp time. ramping, produce field distortions having a magnitude

2 DYNAMIC ERROR SOURCES proportional to the ramp-rate and inversely
proportional to the inter-strand resistance. The relative

(AND POSSIBLE REMEDIES) value of ramp induced field harmonics for a constant

2.1 Magnetisation decay and "Snap-back" ramp rate:
The LHC superconducting magnets are characterised b,, = C. B
by a significant drift in the magnetic field when the which is greatest at low field near injection. The effect
current is constant (e.g. on the injection plateau). At of these imperfections is to distort the linear optics and
the restart of the ramp (for beam acceleration) the field cause a reduction of the dynamic aperture. The design
bounces back abruptly, reaching the original value at of LHC sets limits on these harmonics and therefore
the start of the injection plateau after an increase in directly determines the allowable ramp rate as a
current of about 30 A. function of current. Any choice of ramp function must
This effect, called "snap-back", has a magnitude respect these limits while minimising the overall ramp
approximately independent of the ramp-rate. However, time.
it occurs over a very small current increment and it can

'Email:Paolo.Burla@cem.ch
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Figure 2:Current and voltage functions for the "Beam-in" part of the LHC cycle

not the subject of this paper and will not be mentioned
3 POWER CONVERTER SYSTEM further. Each of the segments has been chosen such

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS that the criteria outlined above are met and in addition
are joined together such that no discontinuity occurs.

Each of the LHC power converters, along with its This optimisation process is essentially iterative and

inductive magnet load, is a closed-loop device that has the rates chosen are determined largely from field

a limited bandwidth and a limited output voltage. Due harmonic results obtained during testing of prototype
to these considerations, the rates of change of current LHC dipoles. However, care has been taken to ensure

are limited, as well as the dynamic accuracy of the that all power converter specifications of maximum

output current with respect to the value demanded. output voltage and slew rate etc. are adequate to allow
Step changes of both voltage and current cannot be the needed corrections to take place well within the

produced by such a system and economic limits must performance limits of each converter.

also be imposed on the maximum output voltage The first segment has a parabolic function:

required. This implies that an optimum choice of ramp I = It.j • (1 + a . t2 ) from injection current to the end of
rate must include these considerations and also that no the segment. The rate of acceleration for this segment
discontinuities in ramp rate can be allowed, is presently constant at 9.1ffO A/s2 (that is - 0.75
Furthermore, the desire to incorporate on-line magnetic ppm/s 2) which gives a total time to traverse the "snap
and beam feedback at a suitable rate adds a further set back" region of approximately 67 seconds, thus
of limits. allowing corrections to be applied.
In view of the above, the design of the reference The second segment follows an exponential function:
generation and regulation system in each power I = I0 • ep''. The reason to change to an exponential is
converter must also be optimised to ensure that no that the magnitude of sextupole (b3) and other terms is
additional sources of discontinuities, overshoots or bound to a constant value as long as such a function is
following errors are significant. In order to address applied. This would also reduce the ramp time by one
these issues, a digital approach has been adopted [4]. minute.
These methods can generate smooth ramping functions The third segment is linear and corresponds to the
as opposed to the traditional straight line segment design rate of 10A/s. This segment continues to just
method, and can ensure that resolution, overshoot and before the flat top is reached.
following errors will be less than one part per million The fourth segment is also a parabolic function, but
of the maximum current. which now decelerates to zero. The deceleration rate is

4 DEFINITION OF THE RAMP chosen here to ensure that no power converter limit is
SEGMENTS exceeded, and in particular that absolutely no

overshoot of the current can occur. All segments join

The optimised LHC acceleration ramp that is proposed together at the same acceleration rate to ensure no
has been divided into four segments which are joined discontinuities.
to the constant, injection and flat-top regions. This The entire acceleration curve can therefore be defined
ramp is shown in Fig. 2. At the end of the flat-top by the mathematical expressions for each segment and
another region comprised of six segments brings the by the desired and permitted rates of change. From a
field down to injection value. These latter segments given injection current, just four numbers need to be
along with 'degaussing' and pre-injection porches are input to the digital function generator to produce the
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entire LHC acceleration current ramp. The ramp is and has shown that the expected result can be obtained.
started with a synchronising pulse and every The fact that this curve is mathematically defined
millisecond the function generator evaluates the ramp considerably simplifies implementation and subsequent
equations to determine the precise current required. magnetic testing methods. Magnetic measurements
The ramp algorithm determines precisely the points of will now proceed in order to further prove and refine
transfer from one function to the next, such that no the ramp function.
abrupt change of rate occurs. The digital regulation
system employed in the prototype power converter REFERENCES
control equipment then ensures that the actual current [1] L.Bottura, A.Faus-Golfe, L.Walckiers, R.Wolf,
is accurate to approximately lppm of full-scale current. "Field Quality of the Main Dipole Magnets for the

LHC Accelerator" (CERN LHC Project Report 17,
5 PRELIMINARY RESULTS June 1994)

The prototype digital controller was programmed in C [2] A. Faus-Golfe, "Minimization of the ramp-
to generate an LHC ramp based on the segment induced non-linear field imperfections in LHC"

equations described above. The controller period is (CERN SL/AP LHC Project Note 9, May 1995)

Ims. Figure 3 shows the measurement of the current [3] L.Bottura, P.Burla, R. Wolf, "LHC Main Dipole
in a 10m superconducting dipole during a short LHC proposed baseline current ramping"(CERN LHC

ramp. Project Report 172, March 1998)

The current was limited to 5kA, however, all the [4] I. Barnett, D. Hundzinger, 0 , J.G.Pett.
segments are included. "Developments in the High Precision Control of

Magnet Currents for LHC" contribution to this
- -....... conference.
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Figure 3: Measured current ramp to 5kA on 10m dipole.

Figure 4 shows an expanded view of the beginning of
the ramp where it can be seen that the resolution and
errors are less than lppm.
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Figure 4: Detail of the start of ramp from figure 3.

6 CONCLUSIONS
An optimised shape for the LHC acceleration ramp has
been developed, based on the constraints of field
quality, time minimisation and practical power
converter limits as well as on-line feedback
considerations. This complex curve has been
implemented in a prototype power converter system
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GPS PRECISION TIMING AT CERN

Beetham C.G, Ribes J-B.

Abstract

For the past decade, the Global Positioning System (GPS)
has been used to provide precise time, frequency and • '

position co-ordinates world-wide. Recently, equipment --.
has become available specialising in providing extremely E25

accurate timing information, referenced to Universal M,

Time Co-ordinates (UTC). This feature has been used at
CERN to provide time of day information for systems
that have been installed in the Proton Synchrotron (PS),
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and the Large Electron ef 4....
Positron (LEP) machines. The different systems are -' 'ý -

described as well as the planned developments, • ,
particularly with respect to optical transmission and the
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group IRIG-B standard, for
future use in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). 2 SYSTEMS

1 INTRODUCTION 2.1 Beam Dump Trigger

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is claimed to be the The initial LEP Beam Dump Triggering system was

most accurate system for worldwide distribution of installed during the 1993 shutdown. The system enables

precise time, frequency and position ever deployed. Each physicists to dump the beam whenever they consider that

of the 24 operational satellites, plus spares, carry an their detectors are being damaged by beam induced
ensemble of on-board atomic clocks which are controlled radiation. This is achieved by a hardwired connection

and maintained by the US military from their control base from each of the four experiments, plus the control room,

in Colorado Springs. Monitor stations in Hawaii, to the beam dump equipment located at LEP point 5.
Kwajalein, Ascension Is. and Diego Garcia ensure a Each connection consists of a constant current loop with

worldwide absolute time reference, with respect to UTC, an electronic switch located within each experiment.
from 3 to 100 ns. depending upon technique and the good Whenever the switch is activated, either manually or by
will of the US military, the user's circuitry, the current loop is opened which

The "Interface Control Document" (Letter of Intent) causes the beam dump kicker to be fired, thus dumping
was signed in 1982 by six leading US firms and the the beam.
"NAVSTAR USER'S OVERVIEW" was published in However, during the 1993/1994 runs a few physicists
1986, [1]. The system was officially declared operational complained that the beam was not being dumped until

in 1995. While the NAVSTAR GPS system was financed several milliseconds after they had activated their switch,

by the US most equipment sold is now for recreational thus causing expensive damage to their detectors. In order
use which explains the significant price reductions over to clarify this situation it was decided to install a GPS
the recent years. Also, the system was originally monitoring system.
conceived for its extreme precision in position, it is only A GPS receiver is installed wherever there is a switch

recently that affordable equipment has become available and also at the beam dump. When a switch is activated
to provide the accurate time facility, the time of day, to the nearest microsecond, (with a

This note summarises the majority of installed resolution of 300 nanoseconds), is "frozen" by the
operational GPS systems at CERN. To avoid duplication, receiver. At LEP point 5, a signal that is derived from the
identical hardware has been used for all the installations, actual high voltage pulse, that fires the beam dump
The equipment choice was influenced more by kicker, is used to "freeze" the time in the GPS receiver
widespread usage of the VME standard at CERN than located there. After the beam has been dumped the
price performance factors. control system reads and also "unfreezes" the GPS

receivers concerned and displays the values via the alarm
system. Since the system became operational there has
not been a single complaint about the beam being
dumped late.
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2.2 Time of day source for Master Timing from beam response observed in BA2 and sent over an

Generators (MTG's) ATM link to the power converter in BA3.
The data is transmitted using a standard 53 byte ATM

The MTG's are used to generate millisecond based cell. Immediately before transmitting the cell the time of
machine timing for the PS, SPS and LEP machines. The day is read from the GPS receiver, located in BA2, and
original PC based systems used a "Computime" included in the cell. When the cell is received in BA3 a
instrument made by Patek Philippe of Geneva. This unit local GPS receiver is read. The difference between the
receives 77.5kHz radio signals from Mainflingen, two times, minus the time it takes to read out a GPS
Germany, and then passes them on to the MTG by means receiver, is used to calculate the latency of the system.
of an RS-232 port. This resulted in a time accuracy of +-
10 milliseconds. 2.6 RF Interlocks

When it was decided to upgrade the control system by The RF interlock system monitors up to 24 different
replacing the PC based 386/486 systems running XENIX The terlc system mntor uto 24 etwithVMEplafors uingLynxS oeraingsysems it parameters, i.e. temperature, water flow, vacuum etc.
with VME platforms using LynxOS operating systems, it These parameters are then multiplexed down to a single
was logical to replace the Patek Philippe with VME GPS. entity that controls a switch. Each switch is included in
The time of day information is now transferred via the series with a RF current loop circuit, which follows the
VME backplane with an accuracy of less than two LEP circumference, and any switch that is opened breaks
microseconds.the current loop. This action activates the "freeze"

2.3 Cosmics register in the GPS receiver located at LEP point 4
(ALEPH) and dumps the beam. The control system then

Besides monitoring the results of e+e- collisions in LEP, interrogates the GPS module and informs the alarm
the four experiments are also excellent devices for system who was responsible for the dump.
detecting cosmic particles. For many years physicists For the high intensity 1999 run a duplicate system has
have been exploiting this feature, either interleaved with been installed in LEP point 6 (OPAL).
daily LEP operations or else during the start-up periods.
Then they have access to the detectors without the 2.7 WorldFIP
background noise of LEP. WorldFIP [2] is a fieldbus network protocol designed to

This CosmoLep project requires the synchronisation of provide links between low level sensors and actuators and
the individual observations from the four experiments. the bus controllers, VME, PC etc. One of its principle
This will be achieved by tagging data with the GPS time. characteristics is that it is deterministic. This feature will
Each experiment will have a "time of day" generator be utilised to control the 1700 magnet power converters
synchronised to the GPS receivers located in each pit. that will be required for LHC [3].
The project may be extended to include other European that w r e for LHC [3]an pssbl wr~wielaortoie.Although the WorldFIP macro-cycles are
and possibly wor~dwide, laboratories, deterministic, they are referenced to an internal oscillator

2.4 Bunch length Interlocks contained in each bus controller. Whilst this is acceptable
for most industrial applications the inherent "drift" of

High intensity short bunches excite higher order modes in each oscillator exceeds the LHC requirements.
LEP. This causes overheating, exceeding the capabilities To overcome this problem, it is intended to externally
of the cryogenic system, resulting in equipment damage. synchronise the WorldFIP macro-cycles to the GPS
It is proposed to install an instrument that will system. A test system is currently being assembled to
continuously monitor the bunch length and intensity of evaluate if this proposal is feasible. The aim being to
the beam on a turn-by-turn basis. If the set threshold is synchronise the entire 1700 LHC magnet power
exceeded then the beam will be dumped, via the converters to the GPS.
triggering system and tagged by GPS.

2.8 Lab Tests
2.5 ATM Tests

The lab systems are used for both hardware and software
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networking developments. These tests resulted in the choice of the
technology is being evaluated for its use in transporting active antenna and the type of cable to be used, in
data in the future Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In order addition to the in-line amplifier and the splitters. The lab
to gain experience with ATM, it is being used in a has direct optical links, both single-mode and multimode,
feedback loop for control of betatron tunes in the SPS. to the control room where one can branch into the main
The two principle elements of the Q-loop are a transverse CERNwide optical transmission infrastructure. The
damper, used to excite the beam, situated in building BA2 accurate map reference co-ordinates of the lab plus all the
and the focussing and de-focussing quadrupole magnets GPS installations were provided by CERN's survey group
powered from building BA3. Correction data is calculated
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[4]. This was done to verify the correct operation of the modules are far less expensive than singlemode
GPS equipment. equipment and transmission tests of up to 10Km have

been successful.

3 EQUIPMENT 4.2 IRIG-B

3.1 Receiver The task of standardising instrumentation timing systems

The choice of the GPS receiver was dictated by the was assigned to the Tele-Communications Working
operatioin of the GPS Beceive Dup Ticterg systhem Group (TCWG) of the Inter-Range Instrumentation
operation of the LEP Beam Dump Triggering system. Group (IRIG) in 1956. The standard defines the
There were two essential requirements, the unit must be characteristics of six serial time codes presently used by
compatible w t existing SL control system and it had U.S Government agencies and private industry [6].
to have an externally triggered hardware "freeze" register. The GPS receivers used at CERN generate a lkHz
The chosen module, TrueTime Model GPS-VME, fully amplitude modulated IRIG-B coded signal synchronised
conforms to these requirements. to the GPS time. This will be connected to the module

The specifications of the module can be found at VME-SG2, also made by TrueTime. This is a time of day
www. trutime.com

generator, either free running or synchronised by an

3.2 Active Antenna IRIG-B input signal. The manufacturers claim an
accuracy of I microsecond, this will be evaluated with

The antenna used is NovAtel Model 521. It is respect to the GPS receiver time whilst using an
environmentally sealed for protection against rain, ice and interconnecting cable of lkm. This will be done in
lightning strikes. For extra durability it is housed in a conjunction with the WorldFIP jitter tests. This scenario
waterproof "Teflon" structure which protects the TNC may result in a simple inexpensive method of providing
connector as well as the antenna. GPS synchronised timing in the alcoves for the LHC era.

Full specifications are available at www.novatel.ca

3.3 Cable 5 CONCLUSIONS
At CERN, all the GPS systems are used to provide sub-

Low-loss coaxial cable type CERN CK50. microsecond time of day information. Since the original

3.4 Ancillaries 1993 project, the LEP Beam Dump Triggering System,
GPS has been integrated into many different systems.

4 way splitter, SCHWAIGER type VTF 7844; 5-2250 This trend will certainly continue.
MHz. 2 way splitter, Radio Materiel type VTF 7842; 5- For LHC operation greater use of GPS is foreseen. The
2300MHz. In-line amplifier, Axing type SVS 2-00; 12- quench protection system alone will generate over 4000
26dB, 450-2400MHz. possible inputs to the beam dump trigger system. In order

to perform meaningful post mortem analysis, all systems
4 DEVELOPMENTS will have to be time stamped. Due to the uniform

distribution of the major systems throughout the LHC

4.1 Optical complex, it will be essential to use GPS as the source of
the time reference.

For operation of the LHC magnet power converters, there
is a requirement to transmit time of day timing 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
information, referenced to the GPS standard, to each of
the LHC alcoves. At the moment GPS referenced timing To Robin Lauckner for his support, i.e. funding, of the
is only available in the experimental pits. The distance project plus his assistance in testing the equipment.
from the pits to the alcoves is approximately 1000m.

Tests have been carried out using single-mode optical REFERENCES
fibres in conjunction with FOXCOM optical transmitter [1] GPS NAVSTAR YEE-82-009B
receivers, series 7000 [5]. It has been demonstrated that [2] European Standard WorldFIP EN50170
the GPS antenna L1 frequency at 1.575GHz, can be [3] Developments in the High Precision Control of
transmitted over a distance of 1762m. This is more than Magnet Currents for LHC. I.Barnett, D.Hundzinger,
adequate to transmit the antenna signals to each alcove. Q. King, J.G.Pett. This conference
However, this solution is expensive, the transmitter [4] Systhme Tridimensionnel de Coordonndes Utilise Au
receiver units cost over 5000 dollars a pair. A cheaper CERN. J. Gervaise, M.Mayoud, E.Menant.
alternative may be possible with the use of IRIG-B. Copyright CERN 1976

Also being evaluated is the transmission of the current [5] FOXCOM, Website WWW.foxcom.com
MTG type timing over multimode fibres, using [6] IRIG Serial Time Code Formats.
FOXCOM type 105 transmitter/receiver units. These IRIG Standard 200-98, May 1998
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A LOW-COST, NIST-TRACEABLE, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIELECTRIC
RESONATOR MASTER OSCILLATOR*

L.R. Doolittle, C. Hovater, L. Merminga, J. Musson', M. Wissmann
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract 2 OSCILLATOR EVALUATION
The current CEBAF Master Oscillator (MO) uses a

quartz-based 10 MHz reference to synthesize 70 MHz and Precision oscillators are characterized in both the time
499 MHz, which are then distributed to each of the and frequency domains. Timing jitter is the relative
klystron galleries on site. Due to the specialised nature of measure of stability from cycle-to-cycle, over a
CEBAF's MO requirements, it has been determined that prescribed interval. The common method for reporting
an in-house design and fabrication would provide a cost- stability, as prescribed by the IEEE, involves averaging
effective alternative to purchasing or modifying vendor differences in consecutive sample pairs (a two-sample
equipment. A Global Positioning System (GPS) variance AVAR), and is known as the Allan Variance [3].
disciplined, Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) based MO is Although small Allan Variance values for long intervals
proposed which incorporates low-cost consumer RF are regarded as good clocks, accelerator applications
components, designed for cellular communications. A require a high stability for the brief time a particle is in
499 MHz Dielectric Resonant Oscillator (DRO) Voltage orbit within the machine.
Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is phase-locked to a GPS- Jitter is the composite of a large sum of Fourier
disciplined 10 MHz reference, and micro-tuned via a fractional frequency, or phase, fluctuations about the
DDS, in an effort to achieve the lowest phase noise carrier frequency. In the frequency domain, this is phase
possible. noise, and is defined by the IEEE to be the total noise

power in a 1 Hz bandwidth, divided by the total carrier

1 INTRODUCTION power (including sidebands), as measured at a carrier-
offset frequency, f:

The Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
(Jefferson Lab) consists of a 5.5 GeV nuclear physics Sp(f) = Ad)(f) * BW 1 , Radians2 / Hz
accelerator (CEBAF) and a 500 watt IR Free Electron Typically, only one sideband is presented, and the units
Laser (FEL). Both machines have placed tight are logarithmic:
requirements on their beam parameters, most notably
energy spread. Future beam requirements for accelerators L(t)=10*log(½ *S5 0 (f)), dBc/Hz
used in nuclear physics and as UV FEL drivers will
demand stringent timing requirements for the RF MO. In The 1 Hz measurement bandwidth allows a universal
the case of the nuclear physics accelerator, the timing comparison to be performed, while the L(f) eliminates
jitter (induced by phase noise) contributes to the overall restrictions on the values for f. Unnecessary phase noise
energy spread of the electron beam[l]. Similarly, in the redistributes carrier energy into the sidebands, where
FEL, the laser cavity performance is affected by the power is wasted. This effect can be quite considerable, astiming jitter between successive light pulses and electron in the case of the Jefferson Lab UV FEL RF control
bunches [2]. Typically, accelerator designers have taken a system, which powers the high-Q (107) superconducting
rather easy, but expensive, approach and purchased high- RF cavities. The UV FEL specification requires a 1497
end full-featured frequency synthesizers, most notably
from Hewlett Packard. This paper serves as a survey of MHz phase noise envelope of 2.6 x 10-1c/f [2].the many cost-effective oscillator options available to the Measurement of phase noise is accomplished by either
RF engineer. The paper is divided into three sections; the an autocorrelation, or a cross-correlation with a known,
first is a brief discussion of phase noise / timing jitter, the low-noise reference oscillator. The technique employed tosecod i a ompriso offou tyes o reonaor- measure phase noise at Jefferson Lab is shown in Figuresecond is a comparison of four types of resonator- i

oscillators: crystal, SAW, DRO, and CRO. An attempt is 1. An ultra-low phase noise Hewlett Packard HP 8663
made to simulate the performance with the application of synthesized microwave signal source was used as a
a 2nd-order phase-lock loop (PLL). The paper concludes standard, to which the unit under test (UUT) was loosely
with a discussion on technology and cost, and a proposed phase-locked. After the two oscillators are multiplied
RFMO. together, the baseband signal is applied to an FFT

spectrum analyzer for analysis. A dBV/Hz readout with a
correction for detector gain was used to determine the
L(f) in dBc/Hz.

SIGINT, a numerical method used to transform the
SWork supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE- phase noise spectrum into a time-domain description of

Semail: musson@jlab.org frequency stability, was developed at NIST, which allows
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the designer to accurately predict oscillator performance possessed a high resistance to microphonics, short of
[4]. tapping directly on the enclosure.

Figure 1. Phase noise test fixture. 3.3 Dielectric Resonant Oscillator

Frequency Source
to~t~tedDielectric Resonant Oscillators (DRO) have become

popular as potential low-noise microwave sources. They
(,• serve to provide high-Q resonators, of relatively small

Oscilosoee size. Phase noise performance is suggested to be
Ref .... S ... (ixer • /optimized for the 1-2 GHz range.

ADRO was fabricated at TJNAF, primarily in

[71 accordance with Loboda et al. and technical briefs from
the dielectric supplier [8]. Two software models were
employed to determine cavity dimensions and coupling

Analyer•n ~ schemes. Copper was chosen, due to its superior RF
characteristics.

Phase Lok Loop Los Paus Filter Raw measurements produced Q and insertion loss (IL)
values of 10,000 and --4 dB. Minimal attempts were

3 RESONATOR OPTIONS made to optimize cavity coupling. Final values for

3.1 Crystal Oscillator loaded-Q and IL, to be used in the test DRO oscillator
were 15,000 and -10 dB, respectively.

quarz-cysta reonaors avebeenuse to A transmission type of oscillator was assembled using the
Hinstoricaly hg-tbitosiltrwhcexitgod high-Q cavity, a low-noise amplifier, and a coaxial

contrut hgh-tablit osilltor whch xhiit ood transmission line of appropriate electrical length to
phase noise, particularly close to the carrier. In addition, ssanoclain
recent availability of Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) Phsnoepeoracwscrfulmauedb
technology permits easy phase-lock capability, with NIST. .

traceability [5]. Their frequency use is restricted to the 1- acoustically isolating the cavity from surroundings,
20 MHz range, with 5 MHz being the optimum frequency minimizing susceptibility of environmental effects.
for phase noise performance [6]. Frequency multiplication Microphonics were prevalent, adding to the close-in
is required above these ranges. Although phase noise is a phase noise.

non-linear phenomenon, scaling to other carrier
frequencies is possible if integrated phase noise values of 33.FrqecDidrfoDR
less then 0.2 Radpianerdbaie:7.Anav cln A 499 MHz DRO presents a cavity structure too large for

can ten b appied:most practical applications, so a tradeoff of 1497MHz
L~~2=Lfv 0*log (/v)was employed. A divider scheme is required to arrive at

L~f)~ = +20 (/v 1 )the 499 MHz operating frequency.
Prescalers are susceptible to additional phase noise,

To move from a carrier frequency of 5 MHz to a
frequency of 499 MHz, the entire L(t) spectrum is scaled mostly from amplitude fluctuations' A Miller divider, first
by 34 dB. Although the close-in performance is retained, proposed in 1939, employed a regenerative feedback
an ultimate high-frequency limit of -130 dBc/Hz is approach to achieve a divide by (N+I) output. Recently,

reached for Fourier frequencies above 1kHz. For this NITegnrshv apldteMierccuto
microwave oscillators, appearing in Figure 5, andreason, it is desirable to use the close-in behavior of acivn exptolPM errm ce[.Sneth

quartz as a synthesizer reference, but appeal to other acivnexptolPM errmce[.Sneth

resonators which might exhibit better high-frequency ovrldideatosN+,aiie-ywo chm
characteristics. requires no multiplier, improving reliability. This

configuration was selected for its simplicity, in order to
3.2 Surface Acoustic Wave determine feasibility.

After the measurement, a full phase-locked-loop (PLL)
The Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) oscillator is well was induced, in order to evaluate in-situ performance. No
suited for the 500 MHz - 1GHz portion of the RF attempt was made to optimize the loop filter, other than to
S spectrum, due mainly to its small size. The SAW device achieve stability.
tested at Jefferson Lab was an off-the-shelf component The measured SAW, divided DRO phase noise, locked
sampled by a vendor. A free-running center frequency of DRO and UV FEL specification, scaled for 499 MHz, are
500 MHz was measured. The tuning port was terminated all summarized in Figure 2. The test fixture appears to
in 50 Ohms to minimize frequency drift. The SAW have an ultimate noise floor at -- 130 dBc, providing a

worst-case performance bound. Despite that, the trends of
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each of the oscillators is evident. Loboda, et al. Have requirement for complex loop filters to minimize phase
demonstrated 1.5 GHz DRO phase noise performance of noise, the CRO would not be the first choice for a
-130 dBc at lkHz, further supporting their use[8]. precision UHF oscillator. However, software simulation

packages such as MatLab or Elanix would certainly
reduce design time.

--50 The use of a crystal-only arrangement would demand
-60- that a -5-10 MHz oscillator be multiplied to the necessary
-70 -;RO 12

0- frequency, achieving an ultimate phase noise floor of--
W-90 -- 130 dBc, not achieving Jefferson Lab specifications.

"-100 ..... . Finally, a system diagram of a proposed low-costUV FEL 4rec: ii

S-10i " .. Master Oscillator, exhibiting high stability, low phase
-120 Locked DR'" "" noise, Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) reference, and
-130 limited frequency agility is demonstrated in figure 3.
-140 Estimated cost for such a system is less than $10,000.

100 1000 10000 100000
499 NHz

FourirFrequency, H z
Regenerat e Phase
Divide Modulator

Antenna

Figure 2. Phase noise summary of SAW and DRO
oscillators[CPSLLS

3.4 Coaxial Resonator.oiowr
70 MHz

Another trend in the communications industry is the use 10 •° z XO

of coaxial resonant oscillators (CRO), which employ a ¼-
wave coaxial dielectric structure as a feedback element.

EPICS

They are commonly used at UHF frequencies, and have usoetreoler (68C12 .Less d Loek

typical Q values of less than 1000. Therefore low phase-
noise performance is difficult to achieve, without the use Figure 3. Proposed Master Oscillator
of loop filters of high-order (>5). These filters permit the
designer to tailor resultant phase noise by optimizing 6 REFERENCES
poles and zeros within the control loop, but often present
an enigmatic design challenge. [I]G. Krafft, J. Bisognano, and R. Miller "Revised Energy Spread

Estimate," CEBAF Tech note CEBAF-TN-0050, May, 1987

4 CONCLUSION [2] Free Electron Lasers for Industry, Vol. 2, UV Demo Conceptual

Design, Laser Processing Consortium, TJNAF, Newport News, VA,
Of the four options explored, the most attractive appears May, 1995

to be the DRO oscillator. Although the SAW exhibited [3]Characterization of Clocks and Oscillators, NIST Technical Note

excellent noise, along with immunity to microphonics, its 1337, NIST, Boulder, CO March, 1990

cost per unit is quite high. At the time of this manuscript, [4]F.L. Walls, J. Gary, A. O'Gallagher, R. Sweet, and L. Sweet, "Time

a typical price for an off-the-shelf SAW, for standard Domain Frequency Stability Calculated from the Frequency Domain

frequency dies, was -$2000. Custom frequencies incur an Description," SIGINT Software package description, NIST, Boulder,

additional engineering-setup charge which could be as CO. Sept. 1991

high as $8000. Conversely, the DRO material is relatively [5]B. Shera, "A GPS-Based Frequency Standard," QST Magazine,

inexpensive (-$30 per puck) in small quantities. American Radio Relay League, July, 1998

Additional cost would exist for optimizing puck [6]U. L. Rhode, J. Whitaker, and T.T.N. Bucher, Communications

dimensions for a specific frequency, with the remaining Receivers, 2"d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1997

cost embedded in cavity fabrication. Despite the [7]L.W. Couch II, Digital and Analog Communication Systems, 3' ed.,

susceptibility of the cavity to microphonics, little was Macmillan Publishing, New York 1990

required to eliminate with the use of a PLL. Additionally, [8]M.J. Loboda, T. Parker, and G. Montross, "Frequency Stability of L-

the proliferation of software tools for DRO applications Band, Two-Port Dielectric Resonator Oscillators," IEEE Trans.

made cavity designs particularly easy. Popularity of these Microwave Theory Tech., vol. MTT-35, pp. 1334-1338, Dec. 1987

devices surely rests on having these design tools [9]E.S. Ferre-Pikal and F.L. Walls, "Low PM Noise Regenerative

available. Dividers," Proc. 1997 IEEE Freq. Symp., pp. 478.484

The unit cost for CRO elements is by far the least
expensive ($1.00 / unit), and the same software as was
used in the DRO design is applicable to CROs. Given the
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Low Current, Long Beam Pulse with SLED

F.-J. Decker, Z. D. Farkas, M.G. Minty

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC*, CA 94309, USA

Abstract Thus, at a given beam voltage and beam current pulse
The 3 km long linac at the Stanford Linear Accelerator width, we can reduce the current amplitude from a
Center (SLAC) is used for fixed target experiments such maximum to zero.
as E-155, with energies up to 50 GeV. The SLAC Energy
Development (SLED) system increase the maximum no-
load energy by a factor of 1.6, but it also causes a varying 2 SIMULATIONS
beam energy curve. To provide a long pulse or bunch train When after the normal SLED 1800 phase switch, another
for the experiment the energy profile has to be flat. pair of these switches is generated, a notch will appear in
Besides more sophisticated methods such as varying the the SLED rf output. Figure 1 shows the relative SLED
phase of two klystrons feeding one structure section asproposed in the NLC design, we describe the method used output with and without this notch. The notch begins 280
for E-155 in spring of 1997. The desired low charged ns after the phase flip at the beginning of the SLED pulse
for Ed15idnthave any significant beam loading, but by and lasts for 400 ns. With this notch the energy is not
beam didn't hwasted, but stored again in the SLED cavity, so the output
inserting a 1800 phase notch during the SLED pulse, a is higher at the end.
beam pulse of up to 500 ns was achieved. The energy
range without compensation would have been 15%, while t=4Ws

with compensation the energy spread was reduced to 2. 5 1

about 0.15%. The phase notch was achieved by triggering
a pair of two additional 1800 phase switches about half a
structure fill-time after the SLED pulse was triggered. 2 ....... . . .......... ...... .. .........

Simulations are compared with the experimental result.
,.s .... ... ~ i ....... i .. . .... .. ! ....... i ......... ........ i ........ .........

1 INTRODUCTION
In a complementary paper [1] the current was varied to
achieve a low energy spread. In this paper we treat
currents that are so low that their self induced beam
voltage is negligible, say, less than 0.1 % of the no-load
voltage.

For a 460 ns pulse, the beam impedance of the SLAC . L __. ...........
linac is 30.5 G12 hence a current of 1 mA, corresponding -1 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1

to a charge of 2.9 - 109 particles, has a self-induced
voltage of only 0.1% of 32 GV, the operating voltage of Fig. 1: Relative rf amplitude after the SLED cavity.
E-155x experiment. The charge required by E-155x is The relative SLED output with and without a notch is
somewhat less than 2.9 - 109. The SLAC linac has nearly shown as a function of time. With the notch the energy is
the required energy without SLED, but with SLED the not wasted but stored again in the SLED cavity, therefore
operating beam energy is attained with fewer klystrons. the notched pulse is higher at the end.

Thus, we have to manipulate the SLED output (the rf
input to the accelerator sections), to achieve a nearly
constant no-load voltage for up to 500 ns. We can do this Figure 2 shows the relative SLED gain, which is the rf
by varying the SLED output amplitude, but this is output integrated over the accelerator structure. When the
difficult. We achieve the same effect by inserting a 1800 output has a notch, the relative SLED gain (which is also
phase notch during the SLED pulse in a fraction of the relative beam voltage) falls sharply and can be used to
sectors. The number of sectors notched, nn out of the total compensate the rising slope of the SLED gain curve
number of sectors with rf, nst determines the effective without notch. With 6 out of 16 sectors notched the gain is
depth of the notch, hence the slope of the no-load beam nearly flat. Fig. 3 shows the beam voltage and energy
voltage. spread for the mixed sectors. The maximum beam voltage

with nst = 16 is 38.5 GV. The charge is 1.6 . 109 and the
"Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. current is only 0.56 mA.
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nsn=6 nst=16 tnap= 2 8 0 ns tno=400 ns

....... ......... :. .... ...

0.8
....... .... ...... .."....

(Ig

0.34

-600 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200
time [nsec]

Fig. 2: SLED energy curve.
The relative SLED output (top) and with a 450 ns long notch (bottom) changes by about 30%

over 500 ns, but with 6 out of 16 sectors notched (middle) the average variation is reduced.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
29.4

"..3 . The E-155 experiment and now in spring of 1999 its
. •extension E-155x can use beam pulses up to 500 ns length.

Creating this pulse had some longitudinal and transverse29.1 .. . . .:.. .. .!. . . . . . .... ......' ., ...... . .......... .. .... . .. !. ........ .. . . h s p l e h d s m o g t d n l a d t a s e s
E • 1 . . . . .... . .• .......... .. .. ...... ...... . .... ............. ........... ............... .......... ... .. ........... c h a l tin g e s_E i129Aii•£iii~ K~i "•i " •i i challenges.

29.•28.9 - . . . .

28.D t 4 t -t t 3.1 Energy Spread
E o: .. ... .. ..... i..... -:•';( T• i'7::.•, i.. .. ......... . . . ... ,• X ,. . .... \ . .. .

05 maxen m6spread=1.38&% The full energy spread due to the rising part before the

peak of the SLED output energy curve is about 30% (Fig.
F-045 ..... 2). The compensation with a one-size notch gives about

1.2% (full width, Fig. 3). To get this further down,
-350 -3W0 -260 -200 -150 -100 -60 0 so 100 150 20D

1--.3.0 ] especially the two high energy peaks, we had to use

different size notches with different timing and/or a
Fig. 3: No-load, loaded voltage and energy spread. double-notch consisting of two additional 130 ns long

In simulations with 6 out of 16 sectors notched the energy phase flips (see Fig.4).
variation along the pulse can be reduced to ±+0.5%.
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3.2 Transverse Dynamic

KLYS LI19 41 (K-19-4) Amplitude Fast Time Plot Since the compensation of the energy spread is global

Curor -3657 at 1385 (offset Of .1008) over 30 different sectors and not a local cancellation, the

100.0 I I I I I .I beam would have a huge energy spread mainly in the
early part of the accelerator. This was initially observed

87.5 - when increasing the pulse length from 300 to 500 ns, that

;-Z 75.0 - part of the beam got lost near the first 100 to 200 m. An
62.5 explanation is that in the first two sectors (= 200 m) there

71 is no notch and therefore a 30% energy spread, which
50.0- could not pass through the betatron focussing lattice. This

< was improved to 10% by putting the beam centered over
i, 37.5 --

L&, the peak. A fine-adjustment was the use of a short notch in
25.0- 4 - Sector 1, creating a local M-shaped energy distribution.

12.5 - All these have helped to get the full transmission of the
whole pulse, but some parts of the beam have still a

010 1 1 . 1 1 . 1.6 different betatron match. This is visible on a screen, where
12.4 12.8 13,2 13.6 14.0 14.4

Time (uS) wrt TREF. Beam- 1 (NPIESAI) the different parts of the pulse have up to a factor of two
different spot sizes.

Fig. 4: Measured RF amplitude with a double notch.
By having some sectors with a double notch or a shorter 4 SUMMIARY
pulse length, the energy spread can be minimized further.

Notching the SLED output or, in other words, using
SLEDF (for a Flat SLED energy "curve") has made it

This reduced the energy spread over the 450 ns long possible to increase the pulse length from about 100 ns to
pulse to about ±0.1% which is better than the single bunch 500 ns with an energy spread of 0.15%.
energy spread of 0.15% rms. The measurement of Fig. 5
was obtained using the synchrotron light at a dispersive
location, which was digitized by a gated camera with a 70 5 ACKNOWLEGDEMENT
ns gate width. The overall energy spread of the pulse is
about 0.15% with some small lower energy tails in the Special thanks go to Jerry Yocky and Howard Smith from
front and the back. Shorting the pulse could eliminate the Operations Group for setting up the gated camera.
these, but since the experiment accepts a whole energy
range of ±0.4% the whole pulse was used. 5 REFERENCES

[1] F.-J. Decker, Z.D. Farkas, J.Turner, High Current,
0.4 Long Beam Pulse with SLED, PAC99, New York, March

1999.
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Fig. 5: Energy and energy spread along pulse.
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High Current, Long Beam Pulse with SLED

F. J. Decker, Z. D. Farkas, J. Turner
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC, CA94309, USA

Abstract the elastance/m, Tf is the fill time and L, is the section

A proposed, high charge, fixed target experiment (E-158) length. Using the given SLAC parameters, [?, page 1171
we obtain for a typical klystron

is planned to run with the highest possible energies avail-
able at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), at v?
45 and 48 Gev. The charge is up to 6 • 1011 particles in a Zgk = -k

370 ns long beam pulse. The SLAC Energy Development k

(SLED) rf system generates an increasing no-load beam en- For the linac Vg, = 2l78sTfNgsP8 NgsLs.
ergy, with a linearly decreasing slope. We show how to The shape of V1/(t) is determined by the SLED cavi-
obtain a current variation that tracks the no-load voltage, ties. Let S9 (t) be the SLED gain as a function of time, let
resulting in zero energy spread. We discuss the results of a Sgm be its maximum value and let Vm be the maximum
lower energy experiment that verifies the predicted charge SLEDed voltage. Then, the SLEDed voltage as a function
and current at the energies required for E- 158. of time

V (t) = S 9  = W t)
1 INTRODUCTION Smm

The SLEDed voltage used in this note is based on an ex-
In steady state the no-load and current induced voltages are perimentally obtained curve.
constant, hence their difference, the loaded voltage, is also,
constant. With SLED, the no-load or rf-generator voltage, 2 OPTIMUM AND ZERO ENERGY
Vg (t) and the current induced voltage Vb (t), vary with time
and do not reach steady state. SPREAD CURRENTS

Let ti be the time when the beam starts, te when the For a step function current, ib, passing through an acceler-
beam ends, Vi the no-load voltage at ti, and Vgb the no- ator of length Lb = NbL 8 , the current induced voltage as
load voltage during the beam pulse minus Vi. Thus, a function of time t starting at beam injection, is

Vi = Vg(ti), Vgb(t - ti) = Vg(t - ti) - Vi . Vb(t) = ibRb(t), Rb(t) = 7b(t)sTfLb/4.

Reset the starting time to zero by replacing t - ti by t. For the constant gradient SLAC sections, using tp = t/Tf,
To minimize energy spread, Vb(t), should track Vgb(t) as
closely as posible. To accomplish this we can vary the rf 7b(t) 1 - e - tp2re-2  0 < t !5 1
into the accelerator section, or the current or both. Let r(1 - e-2-)

the no-load voltage at the end of the beam pulse minus 1 - e-2, - 2re-2r

the no-load voltage at the beginning of the beam pulse be = 7bs = r( - e-2T) tp
vd = V(te) - vg~ti).

Define the optimum current, I., as the current that at The difference of the no-load voltage between the end
the end of a beam pulse of duration Tb, induces a volt- and the beginning of the beam pulse is

age Vb(Tb), equal to Vd. The loaded voltage as a function
of time is V1(t) = Vi + Vyb(t) - Vb(t). Define the loaded SgdVgs, S9 d = Sg(te) -S 9 (tl)
voltage VL as the median of VI(t) and the energy spread The beam induced voltage at the end of the beam pulse for
dv/v = (V1(t) - VL)IVL. With the optimun current there a step current
will be, in general, an unacceptable energy spread. We will
show that for any variation of Vgb(t), we can vary the cur- Vbm = ibr7b(Tb)sTfLb/4.
rent so that Vb (t) tracks Vgb (t) exactly.

The steady state no-load voltage without SLED Equate Vd to Vbma, solve for ib and obtain

4Sad(Tb) /rs~jL Nb8  (1)Vg,, = V/Z_9 N9 P, Z9 = 77, sTfNg. L. " I = 4Sd(Tb) 77 sP,~ × Ng--

N., is the number of sections with rf, P8 is the rf power

into the section, 77, is the section efficiency, s (wr/Q) is In terms of measurable parameters I0 = VdIRb(Tb)•
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We, now, calculate the current variation that yields a after the maximun no-load has been reached and its self in-
specified self induced beam voltage, in this case, Vgb (t). duced voltage (dot-dash) are also plotted in Fig. 1. Note
Let n = 1, 2, 3... Ni, where Ni is the number of in- that it tracks the no-load voltage. This increases the charge
jected currents. The interval between current injections is to 6.8 • 1011 particles per pulse. During the first part of
At = Tb/(Ni - 1). Let the time when the nth current is the zero energy spread beam pulse, the current is linearly
injected tn = (n - 1) x At. The beam induced voltage at decreasing, because the slope of the no-load beam energy
time tn+l is the voltage due to the current injected at time is linearly decreasing. This, in turn, is because the SLED
tn plus the voltage due to the n - 1 previously injected output that provides the accelerator rf input is, also, nearly
currents. Using Vb(tn) = Vgb(tn) we obtain the injected linearly decreasing.
currents at each point n:

54i.,)

V9b(1) 0 3- ..... . ..

Vyb(2) = iblRb(At) 52- .... ...

ib1 - i : 51.- /
Vgb(3) = i2Rb( At) ± ixRb(2At) c0l j .i.../..7_: ... L!:.L]..•L! ••

> ....... ... ... .... . .. . .. \ . ..i . .
i/

_q (3)(3 - l OAt) SZ50.
i2  - Rb(At) +/1

Vgb( 4) " i3 Rb(At) + ilRb(3At) + i2 Rb(2At) ,, .: ' : :I- ..
i Vgb(4) - [ilRb(3At) +4iRb(2At)] 4(4- ..

Rb(At) 48T.

V gb (4) + ) i3Rb(At) + VR (nAt + 12bA),47

4 6 -,.. i . . . .: " ' " " . ... '. . ... ... . .. . " " ' " i • ii ' '

Vgb4n -I) in R b( 3A t) + V 2R(n + i ), .. . ........ .." .................. ....... .. ........ : .... ............ .................. ......

-350 -300 20 - 200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100

Vp(n + 1) =Z ip Rb([n + 1 - p]At) time [nsee

p=
1

Figure 1: No-load voltage, V1(t), current induced and
in = Vgb(n + 1) - Vp(n + 1) loaded voltages, Vb(t) and V1(t), and the energy spread,

Rb(At) dv/v, for a 300 ns optimum (dash) and zero energy spread
n current pulses, left axis; optimum (dash) and zero energy

ib(n) = ij . spread currents, right axis. All as a function of time.
j=1

The charge per pulse and electrons per pulse are, respec-We can increase the number of injected currents and, con- tively,

sequenly, decrease At and obtain a continuous total cur-

rent waveform where, during the beam pulse, Vb (t) tracks [Tb qp(nC)
Vyb(t) exactly, resulting in zero energy spread. The zero qp = i ibt dt, e" = 1010 x 1.6
energy spread average current is about the same as the op-
timum current. The injected currents are either positive or The beam energy and beam power per pulse and the beam
negative, the the total current is positive as long as Vgb does average power are, respectively,
not decrease precipitously. Ub = qVi, Pb = Ub/ Tb, Pba = Ub X fpr

3 PREDICTED BEAM CURRENTS AND Here, fpr is the pulse repetition frequency. The loaded
BEAM ENERGIES beam energy and the number of electrons per pulse are plot-

ted in Fig. 2 (top) as a function of beam pulse width. The
The no-load voltage, V1 (t), is plotted in Fig. 1, as a func- beam average power at fpr = 120Hz, and pulse power are
tion of time. We used the previously measured beam en- also plotted in Fig. 2 (bottom). Their maximum values of
ergy of the SLEDed linac of 53.7 GeV. Also plotted are the 1.6 MW and 22 GW, respectively, are reached at a beam
current induced and loaded voltages and the energy spread pulse width of about 600 ns.
for a 300 ns optimum current pulse starting when the no-
load voltage is 46 GV and ending 50 ns before the maxi- 4 EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR E-158
mum no-load voltage is reached. The charge is 6.0. 1011
particles per pulse about the charge required for E-158. The Two test experiments for E- 158 were performed. One, with
zero energy spread current for a beam pulse starting the 1 sector rf and 1 sector beam had a measured energy of
same time as the optimum current pulse but ending 50 ns 1.2 GeV and with a sloped beam pulse of 350 ns had a
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Figure 2: Loaded beam energy and number of electrons per Figure 3: The beam position monitor signal (volts, 1
pulse (top), beam average power at 120 pulses per second volt=70Opm) for a 300 ns beam pulse with a jittery tail, (top)
and beam power per pulse (bottom). All as a function of which can be reduced by steering the beam (bottom).
beam pulse width.

5 REFERENCES
measredchage f 7~101 patices.Twowit 20secors [1] R. Neal ed., "The Stanford Two-Mile Accelerator" Benjamin

and 30 sector beam the measured energy at the end of 30 1968.
sectors was 29 GeY and the charge was 4.5-.1011 particles.
The ratio of the two charges was 1.56 as predicted by eq. 1.
An energy spread of about 0.25% was achieved. A small
low energy tail could be reduced by a fast phase adjustment
of the S-band buncher and capture klystron, but was barely
necessary.

4.1 Transverse Jitter

The interesting observation was in the transverse plane.
The beam position monitors, which integrate over the
pulse, should indicate a beam offset by a rising or falling
linear slope. A curved slope was observed with an in-
creased jitter at the end of the pulse (see Fig. 3). The curved
slope can be explained by a tilted beam pulse and the jitter
by the transverse wake fields or dispersion. This tail jitter is
correlated with the charge intensity and was up to 2 mm for
a 10% charge change at the end of the linac. This could be
reduced by a factor of five with one corrector making a be-
tatron oscillation to minimize the rms jitter down to about
10% of the beam size.
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FABRICATION OF DDS-3, AN 11.4 GHz
DAMPED-DETUNED STRUCTURE

J. Klingmann, J. Elmer, M. Mugge, K. van Bibber, LLNL, Livermore, CA 94550 USA
K. Asano', Y. Funahashi, Y. Higashi, T. Higo, N. Hitomi, T. Suzuki, T. Takatomi, N. Toge,

Y. Watanabe, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan
C. Adolphsen, H. Hoag, R. Jones, N. Kroll, R. Miller, C. Pearson, R. Pope, J. Rifkin, R. Ruth,

J. Wang, SLAC, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

Abstract 2 CELL FABRICATION
A 1.8 m X-band Damped-Detuned Structure (DDS-3) has

been fabricated and characterized as part of the structure A schematic of the DDS-3 cell is shown with an

development program towards a TeV-scale e+e" linear isometric rendering in Figure 2. Five dimensions are

collider. In this joint venture, the copper cells were specified on the drawing, 'A', 'B', 't', 'H', and 'L', which
precision-fabricated by LLNL, diffusion-bonded into a vary over the length of the structure. Table I shows the

monolithic structure by KEK, and the structure completed dimensions of three cells along the structure to indicate

and tested by SLAC. The overall process constitutes a the magnitudes of the variations. All dimensions are

baseline for future high-volume structure manufacture, specified at 20 'C.

1 INTRODUCTION
The US-Japan technical baseline for a TeV-scale e+e-
linear collider builds upon a 1.8 m long X-band accelerator
structure for the main linacs. These structures are of the 6m C
Damped-Detuned type, whereby the cell dimensions are 6 6 6

varied continuously along the length in such a way to
maintain a uniform 2 1c/3 phase advance in the accelerating E ) ( J 1
mode at 11.424 GHz, but distribute the first dipole mode
frequencies according to a broad, smooth function centered
around 15 GHz. Furthermore, the dipole modes excited by
off-axis bunches are effectively coupled out to damping
manifolds, where their energy propagates to terminations Figure 2: Cross-section and renderingof the DDS-3 cell.

at either end. In this way, the long-range dipole wakefields 2.1 Tolerance Requirements
may be suppressed. The basic DDS concepts are discussed
in [1], and an overall summary of the R&D on Detuned The axisymmetric features of the DDS-3 cells have

and Damped-Detuned Structures is found in [2]. This paper tolerances in the 0.5 to 1.0 micrometer range and surface
will focus mainly on the production of the 206 different finish requirements of less than 500 A Ra. The primary

copper cells. The stacking and two-step bonding of these and secondary datums of the design are the flat face on the

cells into the DDS-3 structure is described in detail in [3]. non-cavity side of the cell and the outside diameter of the

The actual wakefields of DDS-3 as measured in the SLAC cell, respectively. Two relationships are critical to

ASSET facility is reported in [4]. A cross section of the maintain for proper performance The first is parallelism

DDS-3 structure is shown in Figure 1. of the two bonding surfaces to 0.5 micrometer over the
diameter to prevent a variable "walk" in the straightness of

Input fundamental coupler Output fundamental coupler the structure. The secondis 1 micrometer concentricity of

Input HOM coupler • the cavity and iris to the outside diameter, the radial
Output HOM coupler reference during assembly. The HOM port dimensions

"have tolerances in size and position in the 20-micrometer
Srange.

______ Table 1: DDS-3 Cell Parameters ____

Cell A B t H L
No. (mm) (MM) (mm) (mm) (mm)

3 11.175 22.311 1.056 11.053 14.668
Figure 1: Cross section of the DDS 3 structure. 103 9.593 21.527 1.459 10.514 11.997

1 201 8.186 20.853 1 1.876 10.300 1 8.804
'Now at Akita National College of Technology.
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2.2 Fabrication Procedure Quality control was challenging due to the very small
tolerances. Our strategy was to derive most of our

Disks were first saw-cut from annealed high-purity copper accuracy from the metrology loop on the turning machine.
(UNS C10100) barstock, and the axisymmetric features For axial dimensions, the vacuum chuck was cut as a
turned to leave overstock material of 20 to 25 reference surface and, with intimate contact between this
micrometers. The slot features that constitute the higher surface and the part, faces could be cut accurately. The
order mode (HOM) manifolds were then milled out to their vacuum chuck was designed to minimize contact area and
final finished surface. At this point, the part was annealed thus particulate contaminants were not likely to
in 106 Torr vacuum at 500 'C for one hour, to remove compromise cell axial location. For diameters, a part that
residual compressive stresses left in the surface from the could be measured accurately was first cut. The difference
roughing operations. This was necessary to prevent shape between the measured and programmed diameters on this
changes as material is removed during finishing, part contained thermal expansion and tool-spindle

The finishing operation was completed on a Precitech relationship errors. The machine that turned the DDS-3
T-base diamond-turning lathe. This lathe has an air- parts did not have good temperature control and the
bearing spindle, oil hydrostatic slideway bearings, and temperature of the part had to be estimated to correct for
Zerodur glass scales with resolution of 8.4 nanometers. the thermal error. After applying this correction, the
Of course, machine accuracy is significantly poorer, remaining error in the test part was due to the tool not
largely due to thermal errors. Single crystal diamond tools being registered to the spindle centerline. This error causes
with a 0.25-millimeter radius and the rake set to 0 degrees inside and outside diameter size errors that are equal in
were used for finishing. The usual procedure was to finish magnitude but opposite in sign. By contrast, thermal
the non-cavity side of the part first, holding the part with errors are proportional to the radius of the feature and are
a collet on the larger outside diameter (see Figure 2). This of the same sign. These references, the axial face cut and a
step resulted in precision finished surfaces on the smaller test part diameter, must be set each time that a new tool is
outside diameter, one flat surface, and half of the iris. In installed on the machine. With the precision machine
the second step, the part was fixtured with a vacuum metrology found on diamond-turning lathes, this strategy
chuck on the side turned flat in the first operation and with can result in more accurate dimensions throughout the part
a close-fitting (0 to 0.5 micrometers clearance) ring around than can be measured by other means.
the smaller outside diameter. The vacuum chuck, collet, 2.3 Metrology
and a part are shown in Figure 3.

This method can yield very accurate parts because it Sufficiently accurate metrology was one of the major
allows the datum (larger outside diameter), cavity, and half shortcomings in cell fabrication. The only features that
of the iris to be cut in a single setup. Non-concentricities could be measured to the accuracy of the specifications on
of these features should only result from the machine the drawing were the cell flatness and outside diameters.
spindle errors which are quite small. The only feature that Being a fast and inexpensive procedure, flatness was
could be significantly non-concentric is the half of the iris measured frequently with a Zygo Mark IV interferometer.
that is cut during the first operation. Additionally, because Typical cell interferograms are shown in Figure 4; most
the second set of axial surfaces is cut when the part is cells were flat to less than 0.4 micrometers over the
located on a machined-in-place vacuum chuck, parallelism bonding surface. A 'bookshelving' error, where the
should also be very good. About half the parts were individual cell axes are not parallel with the structure axis,
finished with only two setups; the other half required was noted during post-assembly tests. It is unlikely that
successive operations. non-parallelism in the cells would yield the character of

the error seen in the data. Furthermore, the parallelism for
each cell was measured at KEK prior to assembly and all
were less than 2 micrometers parallel (across the diameter)
with the average value and standard deviation being 0.45-
and 0.44-micrometers, respectively.

The only dimension that was measured in a somewhat
in-process manner was the outside diameter, which was
also the setup diameter for the quality control on the
machine. LLNL has the capability to measure outside
diameters in this size range with accuracy to 0.125-
micrometers, NIST-traceable. At that level of accuracy
however, the measurement is not fast enough to be very
useful in an in-process sense. Thus only a limited

Figure 3: DDS-3 cell with diamond-turning fixtures. number were measured, these data shown in Figure 5. The
outside diameters of more parts were checked with a
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comparison gauge that compares the diameter to an artifact important conclusions resulted from this project. First,
part; repeatability of this instrument was in the 0.125- large-volume structure manufacturing can not require
micrometer range. machining with high absolute (sub-micrometer) accuracy.

On the other hand, we are optimistic that the right
strategy will be to require only that the machining is
highly reproducible and the error in absolute dimensions
will be driven to zero by feedback from accurate functional
metrology in the production line. Second, the tolerances
for DDS-3 were specified as 'top-hat' distributions, but it
is now thought that this is overly restrictive. As
structures are ensembles of a large number of cells,
tolerances could be specified in terms of a mean error

Figure 4: Interferogram showing better than 0.3- within a well-behaved error distribution. This should

micrometer flatness on each side of cell #178. result in a much more relaxed machining procedure; in fact
it may be essential for mass production. How this would

Independently verifying the other critical axisymmetric actually be implemented has not yet been considered in
cell features to a higher precision than can be made on the detail.
diamond-turning lathe is difficult; we relied heavily on the One further outcome from this work has been to
quality control process described in the previous section. examine the possibility of making the cells with
For large-volume production, the emphasis will be on interlocking features (see Fig. 6). Such a design should be
microwave qualification, both single-cell and full- much more amenable to robotic assembly, as well as
structure, more closely related to actual performance. eliminate 'bookshelving' of cells within the structure.
Functional tests that were performed included single-cell Tooling and cells are being fabricated for a test of this idea
and- bead-perturbation microwave tests and the ASSET in a sub-section prototype.
wakefield characterization [2,4].

3

2

No. of
cells

Figure 6: An interlocking cell with RDDS cavities.
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A HIGH THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WAVEGUIDE WINDOW FOR
USE IN A FREE ELECTRON LASER*

T. Schultheiss****, V. Christina**, M. Cole**, J. Rathke**
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORP, Bethpage, NY.

T. Elliott, V. Nguyen, L. Phillips, J. Preble, JEFFERSON LAB, Newport News, Va.

Abstract Table 1: Comparison of Thermal Conductivity's at 25C
A high thermal conductivity waveguide window with a
goal of propagating greater than 100 kW average power Material W/InK
operating at 1500 Mhz has been designed, analyzed and Mater 380
tested. The favorable material properties of Beryllia (BeO) Copper 380
make this possible. The window is brazed to a soft copper Beryllia 300

frame and then the frame is brazed to a KOVAR flange, Alumina 20
providing the vacuum seal. RF analysis combined with
thermal/structural analysis shows the benefits of the To match the thermal expansion of beryllia, KOVAR was
material. The KOVAR flange with a CTE, coefficient of chosen as the flange material, minimizing thermal stresses
thermal expansion, that matches that of BeO enables a in the beryllia during the braze cycle [1]. A thin OFHC
strong braze joint. RF testing to 35 kW has been copper frame, .010 inches thick, between the beryllia
successful. This design can be expanded to applications window and the relatively stiff flange was added for strain
with lower frequencies and higher average power, i.e., relief and for its high thermal conductivity. Figure 1,
larger windows shows a solid model of the window, the copper frame, and

the KOVAR flange, which was copper plated.
1 INTRODUCTION The preferred BeO window geometry was an 'off the shelf

flat piece of Thermalox 995, .100 inches thick, fromThe Free Electron Laser Facility being developed at

Jefferson Lab requires much higher RF power throughput Brush Wellman. The thickness was chosen to keep the

than is needed for their main facility. Much of the stress due to pressure low while using a stock size of

accelerator technology for the free electron laser is taken standard grade material, ensuring repeatable material

from the main facility which uses a two window design. properties. Presently there is no multipacting coating on
the window.

The window design for the FEL consists of a room

temperature warm window and a 2K cold window like the Copper frame
main facility. The warm window design from the main Kovar flange
facility does not work at the power levels required for the
FEL, therefore, Jefferson Lab initiated the development of
a warm window using the cold window design as a
baseline. In a corroborating effort, Northrop Grumman
began developing a backup warm window design to enable
greater than 100 kW average power operating at 1500
Mhz. The design was developed as a direct replacement inw
the FEL warm window location. BeO RF window

2 MECHANICAL DESIGN Figure 1: BeO RF Window, Flange and Frame

The design evolved as a backup warm window that would
fit in the TJNAF envelope. Preliminary analysis between 3 RF DESIGN
alumina and beryllia windows showed that for standard
grade material the high thermal conductivity of beryllia, RF analysis was used to determine the S parameters for
shown in Table 1, resulted in low thermal gradients, and the structure and to optimize the structure within the

therefore low thermal stress within the window, requirements set by the envelope and mechanical design.
Table 2 compares the electrical properties of BeO with
other standard grade candidate materials.

"Work supported by CRADA between NGC and Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility SURA 95-S003 CRADA
Present address, Advanced Energy Systems Inc., Medford NY.
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Table 2: Comparison of Electrical Properties 4 THERMAL ANALYSIS

The power loss distribution calculated in MAFIA was

Material Dielectric Loss Tangent then mapped into an ANSYS finite element model. This

Const model was used to determine thermal gradients and stresses

(1MHz) in the window. Figure 4 shows the resulting temperature

Beryllia contours in the window, the frame, and the flange. On the

(Thermalox 995) 6.7 .0003 edge of the flange a boundary temperature of 20C was set.

AIN 9.0-10.0 The results show very small gradients in the window and a
A 9temperature rise of 29C between the window and the

Alumina 9.0 .0003 - flange edge.

To optimize the structure with a .100 inch thick BeO Edge set to 20C
window, metal 'wings' forming an iris were added to the Kovar flange Copper frame
flanges. These iris 'wings' are shown in figure 2. RF
results showed wings were needed on both sides of the 20

window. 2659

IRIS, 'Wings' 33.037
__36.296

S39.55
42.814

-46.073
49.332

BeO RF window

Figure 4: Temperature contours from ANSYS

Figure 2: RF window and Iris ('wings') and flange 5 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Structural analysis was completed using the temperature
The following MAFIA RF analysis results were obtained contour data shown in figure 4. Symmetry conditions
for a wing width of .750", and a wing thickness of .100", were applied to the two cut boundaries of the model and it
Table 3. was held perpendicular to the window face allowing the

Table 3: S Parameter Results window and flange to expand freely. Stress results are

Si 1 S11 S 21 S 21 shown in figure 5 for the assembly, they do not include

amplitude phase amplitude phase pressure loads. Von Mises stresses are given here which

.0066 87.30 .99956 -2.740 show that the copper frame attached to the window and
flange is the most highly stressed component.

After this configuration was selected, the power deposited S Mi a

into the ceramic and the fields in the waveguide were s.75
calculated. Contours of the heat deposited in the window 11.4
are shown in figure 3 after scaling to a loss tangent of2

23.73

.0003 and 100 kW of through power. 34.
40.21

70 WO LM j nget uLtjj45.97
70 Win3 oss angnt .t~uJ•k51.71

Copper Frame Window symmetry planes

Figure 5: Von Mises contours of the window assembly

Though not indicated here, the stress in the frame is
primarily compressive. The thermal stress in the copper

0 0 could be mitigated by minimizing the thermal gradients in
the flange. Figure 6 shows the stresses that develop in

100 kW Power through the BeO window. The high thermal conductivity of the
ceramic results in low thermal stresses.

5.288 e-6 35. 70.

Figure 3: Heat loss contours determined by MAFIA
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Stress MPa Table 4: Temperature Rise In BeO Ceramic
S1.15

230 Power (kW) BeO Temp T(BeO)-27.73.45

4.60 C AT C
5.75
6.90 0 27.7 0L8.05 5.04 35 7.3
9.19
10.34 10.1 40.8 13.1

BeO Window 15.1 45.7 18

Figure 6: Von Mises stress of the BeO window 20.2 51.2 23.5
25.2 58.2 30.5

6 RF TESTS 35 70.9 43.2
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF)
provided the facility and manpower to test the window. The temperature rise between the coolant and the BeO
Figure 7 shows the layout of the high power test. The window was much higher than expected. This could be
space between the PNO01 JLAB window and the BeO test from high losses in the braze material, which was not
window was evacuated by a 160 I/s Vac-lon pump while included in the model.
the waveguide between the BeO window and the load was
at atmospheric pressure. The window flanges were water 7 CONCLUSIONS
cooled. The baseline pressure prior to testing was 1.4x10- Analysis shows that for the expected power loss in the
9 torr. Temperatures at different locations of the window the goal of 100 kW of through power at 1500
waveguide and window flanges were monitored by Mhz is achievable. The high thermal conductivity of BeO
thermocouples. Temperature of the BeO ceramic was results in low thermal gradients within the ceramic.
measured by an infrared thermometer through a viewing Modifications to the design which would include coolant
port on the waveguide elbow. The waveguide between the nearer the ceramic would ensure lower ceramic
two windows was equipped with a pick-up probe to temperatures. Modifying or eliminating the braze process
monitor the electron current. A vacuum interlock and an is expected to decrease the heat loss and therefore decrease
arc detector interlock were used to prevent a catastrophic the thermal gradients within the assembly. BeO as an RF
destruction of the ceramic. During the test, the incident window material shows promise based on the analysis and
and reflected powers, the vacuum pressure, the electron tests to date.
current, the temperature of the BeO ceramic and the
temperatures of the window flanges were continuously 8 REFERENCES
monitored and recorded. [1] T. Schultheiss, et al., "Design, Analysis and Testing

a of a High Thermal Conductivity Waveguide Window
for use in a Free Electron Laser"; XIX International
Linac Conference, .Chicago, Illinois, August 23-

Bab indw ýe Widow28,1998; M04078.
[2] E. Chojnacki, et al., "Design Of A High Average-

Power Waveguide Window"; Proceedings of the
j Particle Accelerator Conference, 1997, Vancouver,

35kW •Canada.

klystron [3] M. Neubauer, et al., "High-Power RF Window and
Coupler Development for the PEP-il B Factory";

RAYTEK Presented at 16th IEEE PAC 95 Conference and
Vac-lon Thermometer International Conference on High Energy
Pump Accelerators, Dallas, Texas, May 1-5, 1995.

[4] D. Proch, et al., "Measurement of Multipacting
Currents of Metal Surfaces in RF Fields";

Figure 7: RF window test set up Proceedings at the 16th IEEE PAC 95 Conference and
International Conference on High Energy

Prior to applying high CW power, the windows were first Accelerators, Dallas, Texas, May 1-5, 1995; pp 1776-
submitted to high pulsed power (pulse length .01 ms - . 1 1778.
ms, with a repetition rate of 100 Hz). Table 4 shows the [5] Conversations with Brush Wellman.

temperature rise of the BeO ceramic as the power is
increased. The temperature of the ceramic at zero power
was 28C. The vacuum pressure increased to 9.4x10-8 torr
at 35 kW and no electron current was detected.
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LARGE DIAMETER REDUCED FIELD TE01
TRAVELING WAVE WINDOW FOR X-BAND

W. R. Fowkes, R. S. Callin, E. N. Jongewaard, S. G. Tantawi
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

Abstract TE11 windows are susceptable to conversion to TM 11,
TE 12 and TM12 in the transitions (tapered or stepped)

A single overmoded sized window is being considered for going from single moded to overmoded diameters. TEo,
use on the SLAC 75 MW X-Band Klystron. The 65 mm windows are not as vulnerable to mode conversion with
diameter window, operates in the circular TE01 mode in increases in diameter providing the mode converter has
the reduced field, traveling wave configuration. Double launched TEO, with good purity. Gradual tapers maintain
step transitions were designed using MLEGO TE., mode purity but are not usually very compact.
modematching program to suppress conversion to TE02. Stepped transitions to larger diameters are normally
This compact design has a maximum peak rf electric field susceptible to conversion to higher order TEo, modes
of 3.4 MV/meter at 75 MW. Design details and high unless special attention is given to the step design.
power test results are reported.

1 .. ..... .......... .-...-

1 INTRODUCTION
The high power window presently used on all of the

SLAC X-band klystrons has been reported on previously
[1].' It is usually referred to as a TEo, reduced field .4 .,j.........
traveling wave window. A pair of symmetrically located"-
inductive irises are used to set up a standing wave in the
regions between each iris and each 47 mm diameter
ceramic window surface. This results in "forcing" a lower ........... 2
impedance at the window surface that exactly matches the
characteristic impedance inside the ceramic thereby
causing a pure traveling wave condition inside the .

ceramic. This design has been tested successfully to over
100 MW in a traveling wave resonator (TWR) and has
been serving as a single output window on the 50 MW
XL-4 series klystrons. This design however, is considered Figure 1. Compact overmoded 65 mnm diameter TE0I
marginal at this power level, window. Field reduction is accomplished by a

The new 75 MW periodic permanent magnet (PPM) combination of the 2-stage steps and irises. The double
focussed klystron presently uses a pair the windows step is optimized to cancel TEo2 that is created at each
described above, each passing 37.5 MW. Four TEio/TEol indivdual step.
mode transducers are presently required-an expensive
luxury due to the cost of the mode transducers.

3 NEW TE01 TW WINDOW
2 SINGLE WINDOW REQUIREMENT CONFIGURATION
A single window alternative has been sought that will

safely handle the full 75 MW. The 47 mm TW window Here we describe a compact 65 mm diameter TE0,
described above is considered to be very reliable up to a TW window that is virtually free of higher order modes.
peak power level of about 40 MW where the peak rf The maximum electric field at the surface of this window
electric field at the window is 3.4 MV/meter. Using this at 75 MW is about the same as exists at for the previously
electric field level as a design criterion for a single 75 described window at 40 MW; 3.4 MV/meter. The TED,
MW window, an increase in diameter to 65 mm would be
required. This assumes of course that TEo, mode purity is mode is created in 38 mm diameter circular waveguide

maintained and the reduced field TW scheme is used. A using the recently designed compact wrap-around mode
mthat must be addressed in all all overmoded transducer [2] shown in Fig 5. We are presently testing

piaero m cthis window in the Traveling Wave Resonator and expect
diameter circular windows is mode conversion.

to reach a peak power level of 150 MW. At this writing

"Work supported by Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03- power testing has been progressed towards higher levels

76SF00515
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The peak power achieved thus far is 100 MW. B _A9 -A ' 1.3476 (2)

The input and output ports for this window design are i gA
38 mm in diameter. The transitions from 38 mm to 65 mm
are two-stage steps designed using MLEGO© which sets where Xg and Xg' are the guide wavelengths in the large

diameter outside and inside the ceramic window
Frequency (GHz) respectively[ 1]. The double-step reflection of 0.167

11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.7
0.00 ... 2 1.3 .4 1.5 ... ... ! corresponds to a normalized susceptance of 0.3388. The

o . ,..- . .. ... . difference is made up with symmetrical inductive irises
S-1.00.Oo each having a normalized susceptance of
0

2S-20.00

- 300 B
. - =1.3476 - 0.3388 =1.0088 (3)

E -50.00

S- Op-6hmnd Doube Stop, located properly so that the stored energy between the irisr I-.41ý--Single Step

-60.0o0/ S and the 2-stage step is minimum. It is important that the

-70.00 -.--- - ...... . . ... .......................... . irises be located in the smaller (38.1 mm) port since an
Frequency Response of Optimized Double Step inductive iris will convert to TE02 in the larger (65 mm)

port.
Figure 2. The above graph compares the conversion as a

function of frequency of TEO, to unwanted TE02 for two TE02 Sensitivity to Intermediate Step Length
types of stepped transitions; an optimized double-step and 0 11.424 GHz

an abrupt single-step. The input and output diameters are .. I ........
38mm and 65mm repectively. I _ _

up the cancellation of the TE10 mode excited at each step -30

stage [3]. If one were to use a single sudden step in -4°0___

diameter from 38 mm to 65 mm, the resulting mode 50

conversion is the following: S2, of 0.78 for TEo, and 0.62 _ I _
f w ye i m a-60

for TEO, with only pure TEO, exciting the smaller diameter1
port. By going to a two-step design, the length and .705 .I 7 1 19 2 215 1 7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 1

diameter of the intermediate step is optimized to null out •t.•e.d.ate Stop Ligth (ram))

the natural conversion to TE0 2. The optimum intermediate
diameter is 58.14 mm with a length of 19.48 mm. The Unwanted TE02 Sensltlvty to intermediate

dDiameter @ 11.424 GHz

residual S21 for TE02 drops to 0.00051. The effectivness of so 52 54 56 5.6 68 2 6

this optimized step is shown in the graph in Fig. 2. It is - - f0

compared with a single abrupt step as a function of .10 ___

frequency. The unwanted conversion from TEO, to TE02 is -20

mimized for the operating frequency of 11.424 GHz. A -30

All this is accomplished at the expense of a residual IV I40
TEO, mismatch SIt of 0.167 in the 38 mm port. This ý, 0
residual mismatch, however, can be used to advantage in -._o
combination with an additional iris to set up the standing
wave that is necessary to force the electric field down at -IntermedDiamete

the surface of 'the ceramic. The result is a pure traveling [I(mm)

wave inside the ceramic.
It can be shown that the optimum VSWR needed to Figures 4a and 4b. The Double step from 38.1 mm to

produce the TW condition within the ceramic is 65 mm has been optimized to nearly cancel any

conversion to TE02 occurring at each step at the operating
Zo 0  g frequency of 11.424 GHz. This was accomplished using

Zo ,0 ,g the mode matching code MLEGO. The variable
parameters are the length and diameter of the intermediate
step. The above graphs show the theoretical sensitivity of

and the total normalized iris susceptance that would give the conversion to unwanted TE02 to each of these
(aopt is given by parameters while the other is kept constant at the optimum

value.
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WRAP -AROUND
MODE
CONVERTER

CIRCULAR TE,

Processed to 320 MW

RF Pulse Length = 150 ns

Figure 4. The new compact Wrap-around TEIWTEO, mode
transducer that is used to launch a high purity TEO, mode in
38 mm circular waveguide. It has lower electric field and
higher mode purity than the original "Flower Petal" mode
transducer design.
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF BREAKDOWN AT OR NEAR RF WINDOWS*

D. L. Borovina#, J. M. Gahl, UNM, Albuquerque, NM

D. Rees, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract The test facility depends heavily on equipment transferred
to the University of New Mexico from Los AlamosThe University of New Mexico (UNM) klystron test stand National Laboratory (LANL) and DOE and is housed in a

can. generate microwave pulses up to 2-ms long with a 2500 square foot high-bay facility on iNM's south

frequency of 850 MHz and a peak power of 1.26 MW. campuso

For these experiments, the klystron output was used to A water cooling system as well as an oil storage and

simulate field breakdown near or on the surface of RF transfer system has been installed in the high bay. A
vacuum windows. RF-driven discharges were initiated in screen room has been constructed to house diagnostic
vacuum waveguide sections between copper electrodes. equipment. An Allen Bradley rack controls a modulator
Data were gathered for discharges in the gap between the which is driven by a Universal Voltronix power supply.
electrodes and for discharges between the electrodes and This arrangement, shown in Figure 1, was designed for a
across the surface of the ceramic alumina. The generated high-power, 850-MHz TH2138 Klystron tube, which
optical signals were captured through three different drives the test stand with pulses up to 2-ms long and a
windows (sapphire, crystal quartz, and NaC1) using peak power of 1.26 MW.
different photo-multiplying tubes (PMTs). Issues
addressed include a partial analysis of the spectra from
metal/metal and metal/ceramic arcs and an investigation
of arc precursor emission. The results of these
preliminary tests will be used to optimize selection of
optical components in arc detection systems.

1 INTRODUCTION
RF window failure in particle accelerators is an issue of
great concern. Arc detection systems utilizing photo-
multiplying tubes (PMTs) are commonly used to observe
and possibly avoid this process. This work seeks to
characterize the response of PMTs to RF-driven
metal/metal and metal/ceramic arcs through a variety of
arc detector window materials. We intend to characterize Figure 1: The University of New Mexico klystron test
these arc detection systems with regard to their intensity, stand.
duration, and promptness of response.

2.2 Microwave Breakdown Experiments

2 EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT For these experiments, the test stand's output was used to

simulate field breakdown near or on the surface of RF
2.1 Microwave Generation vacuum windows. RF driven discharges were initiated in

Extensive work was conducted on the construction of a vacuum waveguide sections between copper electrodes.

high power, Klystron-based, microwave test stand at the Breakdown was achieved with a RF drive power of two to

University of New Mexico. This test stand was built to three hundred kilowatts. An isolator was utilized to

investigate RF windows, waveguide components, and new protect the klystron from the RF reflected by the arcs

diagnostics that will predict or detect quickly window or generated.

waveguide breakdown. The test stand was used to Data were gathered for discharges struck in the vacuum

characterize RF-load film resistors for the Low Energy -gap between the electrodes (metal/metal arcs) and for

Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) at Los Alamos with discharges between the electrodes and across the surface

the results reported separately at this meeting [1]. of the ceramic alumina (metal/ceramic arcs). The
generated optical signals were captured through three

"Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. different detector window materials (sapphire, crystal

DE-FG04-97AL77993. quartz, and NaCI) using photo-multiplying tubes that had

Email: dlborovina@aol.com different spectral responses.
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Two Hamamatsu 38-mm-diameter PMTs were used [2]. cHI sOmva, A 1o0ao -io.3aV CH2

The 6199 type is a general purpose PMT that has a
spectral response of 300 - 650 nm, covering most of the
visible range and the near ultra violet. The typical rise 7 7

time of the tube is 2.8 ns with an electron transit time of
40 ns. The second photo-multiplying tube used was the
7102 type with a spectral response of 400 - 1200 nm,
covering the visible range and the near infrared. The
typical rise time of the tube is 2.2 ns with average electron C_ _.__._.____..,__,..

transit time of 37 ns.
The three different window materials have a flat

spectral transmission characteristic over the spectral
response of both tubes. The different window materials
were used to see their potential effect on the magnitude of
light transmission to both of the PMTs. The quartz
window was approximately 3.3-mm thick, the sapphire L

CHI MIN -2008V
window 1.1-mm thick, and the NaCI window was Cii P - 20JAv

approximately 4.3-mm thick. Figure 2: Reflected RF power from a metal/ceramic arc
Data were taken under all possible combinations. Both with the corresponding response of the 7102 PMT

PMTs viewed metal/metal and metal/ceramic discharges (100 gts/div).
through all three window types. Of course experimental
conditions such as gap separation and electrode cHI 50EV, A 200o, -i,.WV CH2

configuration were kept as constant as possible. RF power WOV0

levels of 200 - 300 kW were required to drive
RF breakdown between the electrodes. At these power
levels, electrodes were regularly degraded and required 7

adjustment. Due in part to the concern that large amounts -
of RF energy were being reflected back at the protection
isolator and the klystron, data acquisition was limited for
this preliminary study to roughly 100 discharge events.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
No significant variation in magnitude of signal was
observed though the various window types. Nor did the
two different PMTs show a variation in duration of light
emitted. The most interesting effect we observed was a
difference in the promptness of the response of the two CH M" -. ,V'
PMTs. CI - 5Btv

When viewing metal/ceramic arcs, the 7102 type PMT Figure 3: Reflected RF power from a metal/ceramic arc
(with a spectral response into the infrared) detected light with the corresponding response of the 6199 PMT
on average approximately 18 gs earlier than the 6199 type
PMT. Figure 2 shows the reflected RF power from a
metal/ceramic arc with the corresponding response of the
7102 PMT. Figure 3 shows the reflected RF power from a 4 CONCLUSIONS
metal/ceramic arc with the corresponding response of the A variety of conclusions and recommendations for future
6199 PMT. investigations can be drawn from the results of this

The effect was not as significant for metal/metal arcs preliminary study, namely:
but still seemed to exist. When viewing metal/metal arcs,
the 7102 type PMT detected light on average 1. Infrared radiation may be emitted from RF window
approximately 6 ;ts earlier than the 6199 type photo- arcs, particularly metal/ceramic arcs, earlier than visible
multiplying tube. radiation.

As described earlier from the manufacture's data sheets, 2. To insure the most prompt response to a window arc,
electrical differences in the two tubes should only account detection systems should be able to detect infrared
for response variations on the order of a few nanoseconds. radiation.
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3. A more comprehensive spectroscopic study of 6 REFERENCES
metal/metal and metal/ceramic arcs may lead to the ability [1] D. L. Borovina, J. M. Gahl, S. Humphries, Jr.,
of arc detection systems to delineate such breakdowns. D. Rees, L. Toole, "Experimental and Analytic Studies of
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MULTIPACTING STUDY OF THE RF WINDOW
AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE*

J.J. Song', Argonne National Laboratory, IL

Abstract There has been a substantial investigation regarding this

Multipacting current can cause breakdowns in high power subject by others. Most of these concentrate on a simple

if components such as input couplers, waveguide win- 1-D model simulation or an experimental measurement
rf components higher-order moe i t dmplers .w gundern- with planar electrodes. R.A. Kirhek et al. [1] introduces a
dows, and higher-order mode (HOM) dampers. To under- simple model as shown in Figure 1. In this model, the
stand and prevent the loss of a ceramic window or an input multipacting current due to the planer structure is added to
coupler in the Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage the ordinary LRC circuit of the rf cavity in the typical
ring rf cavity, the multipacting phenomenon is being representation. He addresses issues such as the multi-
investigated experimentally. This paper begins with a pacting saturation level, the multipacting mechanism, and

description of simple model, presents a hardware design, the satution of multipacting mecher and
and concludes with measurement of multipacting. Multi-the other hand, D.
and conclus wxploredith measurmnctiof muiti itiing. Mti- Proch et al. [2] presents a systematic measurement of the

pacting is explored in conjunction with conditioning the rf multipacting current. The multipacting current between
cavities and interaction with the stored beam.

two planar electrodes of a specially designed 500-MHz

1 INTRODUCTION coaxial resonator was measured. Various measurements
were made by changing the surface material and condition

The APS at Argonne National Laboratory is fully op- of the electrodes.
erational at 7-GeV with a beam current up to 100 mA
producing various types of x-ray radiation. Since energy is
lost due to synchrotron radiation, the storage ring (SR) if '.. .. "
system typically provides about 9.6 MeV/turn at 100 mA. +
The SR rf system consists of four sectors, each consisting
of four single-cell cavities (4x4). The four rf sectors are I:(. Vg ¥(t) I
powered by two 1-MW klystrons for 100-mA operation. a -.. J.

However, several ceramic windows have been damaged L [•during full operation of the SR rf system. The main I ~t

symptoms are higher temperature, beam loss due to pres- ....................... ..........
sure bursts, and arcing. The inspection revealed a copper (' Cafvifltcr
coating inside the ceramic windows as well as vacuum
leaks due to cracks and/or pinholes on the windows. To
prevent further loss of a ceramic window/input coupler in igure 1: A simple model for interaction of multipacting
the APS SR rf cavity, an experimental study of the mul-cthe ApheSRoifcaviy an experaimentalstudy ofs theped m with an rf cavity. The LRC circuit represents the rf cavity,
tipacting phenomena on the cavity has been prepared. loading by multipacting current Ir.

2 MULTIPACTING Multipacting is clearly undesirable. It results in the dis-

Multipacting is a well-known phenomenon frequently sipation of large amounts of power and thereby generates
observed in rf systems such as rf cavities, HOM absorb- destructive thermal-stress gradients. Furthermore, the
ers, and klystrons. When an rf field exists across a gap, an power loss may occur in localized regions, leading to in-
electron from one surface is accelerated toward the other creased outgassing or evaporation of the material. Ulti-
surface. Upon impact, another electron may be released mately, the multipactor loading may become so great that
due to secondary electron emission. The secondary emis- the desired rf gap voltage cannot be reached or may cause
sion coefficient 8 depends on the electron impact energy Ei significant reflection.
and properties of the surface material. If the secondary Unfortunately, few elements have low secondary emis-
emission coefficient of the surface is high enough (5 > 1) sion characteristics. Moreover, many of these are unsuit-
and the emitted electrons can be accelerated with a resonant able for vacuum and/or rf applications. Of particular inter-
field, this process can continue and lead to multipacting. est to coupler windows for the APS SR rf cavity are the

I secondary emission coefficients of alumina and copper,
"Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic which are 5max = 2 to 9 and 1.3, respectively. To reduce

Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. the multipacting phenomenon, the rf windows at APS
Email: jsong@aps.anl.gov have been coated with titanium, using a simple deposition

system before conditioning and operation [3].
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3 MEASUREMENT SETUP The signal output is read on a Sun workstation after it
has been routed through an Alan Bradley circuit with

A prototype electron detector system (e-detector) was EPICS codes. An output signal will be sent to the safety
built, bench-tested, and connected to the APS SR rf cavity interlocks, once a reasonable trip point is determined.
near the ceramic window to measure the secondary electron
emission (SEE) current. This device is similar to the e- 4 INITIAL MEASUREMENT
detector initially developed at DESY [2].

The ceramic window allows for rf power to be transmit- 4.1 X-ray-induced Multipacting
ted from the WR2300 waveguide to the 352-MHz single-
cell cavity through an H-loop-type input coupler as shown The most troublesome area due to multipacting was
in Figure 2. The field patterns are transformed from TEU located in sector 36 cavity #2 (S36 C2). In the past three
mode in the waveguide to TM0,0 mode in the cavity. years of operation, the input coupler/ceramic window was
While the electromagnetic field is transmitted through a replaced three times. E-detectors designed at APS were
coaxial input coupler, the field configuration appears to be installed on the sector 36 cavities (one per cavity). A SEE
a TEM type. The e-probe of the detector was embedded at current was measured during rf conditioning as well as
the bottom of the input coupler near the window, during injection and stored beam. Although there was no

signal from any of the e-detectors during the rf-
conditioning, the e-detector recorded 6 volts from cavity
#2 with stored beam at 100 mA, as shown in Figure 4.

1U ------ "-S-""

S .. .. . . 07

Co t Ii
Theeletroicblok dagam f te -deectr i sown, ! . .... . ............ I

211 H a

Figure 2: The ceramic window, where the if power trans- 1. 1o

mits through input coupler, showing the e-probe at the 0.:
bottom near the window. L'

The electronic block diagram of the e-detector is shown 1A. I2: J 1

in Figure 3. The if lowpass filter is used to prevent inter- ZG 1 J 1.

ference with the 352-MHz and any other HOM fre- Time (hours)
quencies. The incoming signal is obtained while applying
the 30-V bias voltage in the circuit. An instrumentation Figure 4: E-detector signal at sector 36 cavity #2; the
amplifier amplifies the incoming signal, and then the stored beam current and vacuum pressure are also shown.
current is converted to a voltage. The voltage signal
passes through a buffer integrated circuit and finally reads As shown, the vacuum pressure follows the e-detector
into another amplifier circuit that sends the output to signal. However, the SEE current appears to be too high.
"signal out" or compares with the trip setting. Later, it was found this was due to the synchrotron radia-

tion from the upstream bending magnet (S35BM-B)
hitting the waveguide, where the ceramic window was
located in this particular cavity (see Figure 5).

Low ass D219 GKOH-Tag from BM

Figure 5: The layout of the sector 36 cavities, where the
cavity #2 waveguide is in the line of sight of the x-ray

Figure 3: The block diagram of the e-detector board. trajectory from the upstream bending magnet.
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It appeared that the end absorber (copper block) at the 110 i Beam current
end of the antechamber was not thick enough to block the
x-rays completely. After the transmitted x-ray dose was S36 C2 e-detect or
measured, more lead blocks were added (8 inches or 200 l ..
mmn total) to prevent the x-ray from penetrating the ce- I1 HI tl V
ramic. The corresponding x-ray dose calculation, shown in
Figure 6, shows that 8 inches of lead shielding was
required to block the x-rays. 55 S 36 C 1 e-detector

1.4w _ __________ nding ma net

L.....- Upstream IR temp

Coeedashr vacuumMdar 11, BeTi 
m

1.07 - Mvll Time
Figure 7: Electron detector signal from the newly replaced

cavity. Also shown are vacuum pressure and ceramic tem-
1-1 1 r le -. perature.

I I 4.3 Progress and Further Works

e The prototype e-detector was tested, installed, and
shown to respond to the multipacting current under
various conditions.

Eneryv (eV) vs Intensity (watts/horizontal cm) • Recently, more emphasis is given to determine the
Figure 6: Calculation of transmitted x-ray energy from the SEE current using a multipacting simulation code de-
APS bending magnet, shown with and without the lead veloped by the University of Helsinki [4].
shielding. * More systematic measurements will be made during rf

4.2 Beam-induced Multipacting conditioning once construction of the rf test-bed (the
independent 350-MHz rf conditioning system) has been

After the lead shielding was installed and the input completed.
coupler was replaced, the measurement continued. A typi-
cal result with a 100-mA beam is shown in Figure 7. The 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
top line represents the stored beam current. The e-detector
signal from the S36 C2 cavity appears to be a step-like The author would like to thank D. Proch at DESY for
pulse. The pulsed signal from the #2 cavity e-detector use of their e-detector design in early development stage.
repeats at about 80 seconds and stays at maximum value Many thanks also go to the students, especially W. Dower
for 20 seconds. The signal due to the multipacting current and W. Wu, for their technical assistance.
is a series of short pulses on the order of nanoseconds.
The pulse period was confirmed later in separate measure- 6 REFERENCES
ments with a fast sampling scope. This time scale is [1] R.A. Kishek et al., "Steady state multipactor and depend-
comparable with a gap of a few cm and an operating rf ence on material properties," Phys. Plasmas, V4 (3),
frequency of 352 MHz. The bottom of the step-like pulse 863 (1988),
from S36 C2 is overlapped with the S36 CI cavity e- [2] D. Proch et al., "Measurement of multipacting currents of
detector signal, which is basically zero volts (noise signal metal surfaces in rf fields," Proc. of the 1995 Particle Ac-
in the middle of the graph). celerator Conference, 1776 (1996).

The pulse width appears to be longer and higher as [3] K. Primdahl et al., "Reduction of multipactor in rf ce-
beam current and/or rf power increases in the cavity. In ramic windows using a simple titanium-vapor deposition
fact, when the beam current later reached more than 95 system," Proc. of the 1995 Particle Accelerator
mA, the signal saturated. Also shown is the vacuum Conference, 1687 (1996).
pressure signa the uravited. Alshown atist the grap. [4] E. Somersalo et al., "Computational methods for ana-
pressure in the cavity (shown at the bottom of the graph). lyzing electron multipacting in rf structures," Particle
The pressure change is very small, which indicates local Accelerators, V59, 107 (1998).
outgassing in the cavity. This is consistent with the SEE
current from the e-detector. The ceramic temperature, taken
from the upstream and downstream ceramic windows with
infrared cameras, increases after the electron is bombarded
on the surface (zigzag curves as shown).
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MULTI-MODE OPERATION OF THE ACCELERATOR RF CAVITY.

Daniel Wisnivesky-, LNLS and IFGW Unicamp, Campinas, Brazil

Abstract with a significantly reduction of the total power dissipated
in walls.

In this paper we discuss a new mode of operation and An available growing number of high frequency, high
design criteria of the RF cavity of a circular accelerator. It power amplifiers, together with a large experience in the
is shown that, for a specified energy aperture, a room design of complex cavities makes it tenable to discuss
temperature RF cavity can operate with a significant multi-mode excitation as a practical possibility.
reduction in wall heat dissipation if, together with the
fundamental mode, high order modes of a properly design 2 EFFECTIVE FIELD AND ENERGY
cavity are simultaneously excited. APERTURE OF HOM

1 INTRODUCTION We consider a cavity that is simultaneously excited with
different transverse magnetic modes. The longitudinal

Room temperature RF cavities used in circular component of the TMonp mode electric field along the
accelerators are low efficient components. A large axis of the cavity is given by the equation:
fraction of the RF power delivered to the cavity is / 2
dissipated in the cavity walls, while, in some cases, a E = Ep cos ( ---- sin 2rt(1)
relatively small part is effectively used to accelerate the d Tp
beam. In a synchrotron accelerator the efficiency is
typically of the order of 50%. In general, several tens of where fp=I/Tp is the frequency of the mode. The time

kW are transformed into heat on the cavity walls in order needed for a particle to transverse the cavity is

to get the energy aperture and accelerating field needed. To = d / foc.
To control cavity detuning and to avoid undesirable high with d, the axial length of the cavity.
order mode (HOM) resonances, the cavity temperature is The effective electric field sensed by a charged particle
required to stay constant, which in general implies a large going through the cavity is given by the expression
cooling system. As a consequence, the RF cavity design z(T+l+t)

results in a compromise among conflicting requirements: 2np 2

ultra high vacuum, high heat dissipation, high electric Ee =- E cos _Sin trZ (2)
fields and precise temperature and frequency control. It is Z(-•+t d Tp
clear that much could be gained if the system would be 2

able to operate with a substantial reduction of the heat
load in the cavity. computed along the particle trajectory, z = floCt.
The spectrum of HOM is another aspect that deserves
careful attention in the design and operation of the RF Evaluation of equation (2) results in an expression for the

cavity. Special effort is devoted to either provide for effective E field of the form:

methods that would damp the Q of the HOM, or
temperature control the resonant frequencies so as to sin(-'-- pr)sin(------)t sin(--+ p-l)sin(-ý+--)t

avoid undesirable coincidences with the revolution E, 2EP p + ,_ 20Tr

frequency or any of its multiples. In general, HOM are ( - pr) (-y-- + pit)

seen as an inconvenient consequence of the discrete T T

spectrum of the system. (3)
In this paper we want to discuss a different mode of
operation of the RF cavity: multi-mode excitation. The In general, neither one of the oscillatory terms in equation

cavity is designed to resonate at specifically chosen (3) will be coherent with the fundamental mode.

frequencies. In this cavity, several HOM modes are Nevertheless, by proper design of the cavity, it is possible

simultaneously excited and carefully combined in such a for the frequency of each TMonp mode to satisfy the

way that they provide for the necessary longitudinal relationship:

acceleration of the beam and the required energy aperture 2 p 2 2 (4)T To T
Email: daniel@lnls.br T

where f=I/T is the frequency of the fundamental mode.

In that case, the effective field contribution of TMonp is
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Eacc7, = Eo +1 E, E

E sin( rT° t 1 pT N2 xnt 2 2E
E f =s_.... in- -+ (-1)' . 1 .sin 1+
" 2 7T LT • TO T and the power dissipation is proportional to

(5) 2 2 2

with a corresponding mode frequency given by (5 Rl R+

IO R, R

fp= f + p/2To (6) where RO,R1,...,Rs are the corresponding shunt
impedance.
Minimum power in the cavity is obtained if:

Equation (5) indicates that, for p>0, the TMonp mode has
2 contributions to the effective E field: RE
- an electric field with the same frequency as the El = l E0

fundamental mode and ½ its effective amplitude, 2R°

- a component with a larger frequency .... (8)

fe,,iv = f + p /To, and an amplitude reduced by a Rs--= Eo
factor To/(To+pT). 2R°

The corresponding contribution to the energy acceptance In this case, for the same energy acceptance, the power
[1] -can be obtained, for large over voltage from the dissipated in the cavity in the multi mode case is given, in
integral terms of the corresponding power dissipation for a single

T/2 mode, by the equation

AP= fJEe6 (t)dt 1
0P = P (9)

1+RI +...+

which reduces to 4R° 4Rs

sin 1 pT 1 We can make an estimate of the multi-mode power in the

1T + Cos cavity if we take the case when all shunt impedance are
AP E- -- +217 approximately equal. Table I gives the multi-mode power7 T 2 4 (1 T f) dissipated in the cavity in terms of the single mode

T L Tpower, considering different number of modes. It also

shows the fraction of the total power in the cavity
delivered by each generator.

The first term in equation (7) shows that all p-modes

make an equal contribution to the energy aperture of ½ Number Total Relat. Relat. Relat. Relat.
the value of the contribution of the fundamental mode. of multi- power power power power
The second term, corresponding to the higher frequency modes mode in in in in
excitation of the cavity, adds or subtracts a small in the power mode mode mode mode
correction to the value of the energy acceptance. We will cavity (P) fo fi f2 f3
neglect this contribution in the following discussion. relative Po/P P1/P P2/P P3/P
If several modes are simultaneously excited, the electric to single
field of each one could be smaller than the amplitude of mode
the field in case of single mode excitation. This indicates ower
that, multi-mode excitation of the cavity makes possible 1 100% 1 - -

to reduce the total power dissipation while keeping the 2 80% 0.8 0.2 -

same energy aperture. Something similar to what occurs
when several cavities are used in substitution of a single -4 57% 0.57 0.1 0.16 4
cavity. If we assume that the cavity is exited with s modes
with frequencies fp=f+p/2T and amplitudes Ep Table I: multi-mode power relative to single mode power
(p=O,1 ,... s), the energy acceptance is proportional to for different numbers of modes in the cavity.
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3 DISCUSSION OF A CAVITY DESIGN If the cavity is adjusted to have in addition a TMon2

As an example, we have discussed the design of a simple resonance at 900 MHz we get (assuming similar shunt
for 2 modes operation. The main design parameters impedance for TMO01 and TMo12) a power dissipationcavity distributed in each one of the 3 modes according to tableare:

Number of modes: 2 (s=l). IV, for every 10 kW single mode dissipation:

Fundamental mode: TM010
Frequency: 300 MHz. Power Power Power
Cavity length d: 500 mm. p ate d p ate d p ate d
Second mode: TM01 dissipated dissipated dissipated
Frequency: 600 MHz, in agreement with equation (6) in 300 in 600 in 900

The simulation was made using Superfish [2] and MHz MHz MHz

adjusting the cavity shape so as to obtain a large Q and For every 5.0 kW 1.1 kW 1.1 kW

shunt impedance for each mode. Figure 1 shows the 10 kW I I I _ I
general boundary of the cavity Table IV: Power dissipation distributed in 3 modes.

__ :4 CONCLUSIONS

"E tWe have discussed the power dissipation in the
3° 0 D" accelerator RF cavity when several resonant modes are

exited. We have shown that, with an adequate design of
200° the cavity, these modes make a significant contribution to

___o0 the energy aperture of the ring. Thus, the amplitude of
each mode and the power dissipation are smaller than in

0 300' the normal single-mode excitation of the cavity. The100 20 300 00 0So

Audal distance (mm) reduction in power dissipation increases with the number
of modes. The effect is similar to the one produced by

Figure 1. General picture of the 300/600 MHz cavity augmenting the number of cavities in the ring: the field
amplitude in each cavity is smaller and the total power is

The main results obtained by Superfish are summed up in reduced. In the present case, no additional cavities are
table II. required. Instead a more complex multi frequency

Cavity Frequency Shunt Q transmitter is involved. The growing number of high
mode Impedance frequency, high power transmitters available in recent
TMoio 300 MHz 14 MQ 45,000 years makes multi-mode operation of the accelerator RF
TMo0i 600 MHz 11.5 MQ 60,800 system a practical possibility.

Table II: Superfish parameters for the modes TMo0o and
TMoii. 5 REFERENCES

[1]/ M. Sands. The physics of electron storage rings. Int. Sch. of Physics
As a working example we can compute the power "Enrico Fermi" Academic Press 1971, p 342.

requirements of this cavity when 2 modes are excited as [21/ Superfish Code. PC version distributed by LAACG. Laacg.lani.gov

compared to the single mode operation.
According to equation (9), for every 10 kW dissipated in
the 300 MHz resonance in single mode operation we get:

Power Power
dissipated in dissipated in

300 MHz 600 MHz
For every 10 5.7kW 2.6kW

kW single
mode

dissipation

Table mI: Power dissipation in the modes TMo0o and

TMoii.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW HIGH POWER CAVITY FOR THE 590 MeV
RING CYCLOTRON AT PSI

H. Fitze, M.Bopp, H. Frei, PSI, Switzerland

Abstract This new design will allow:
. an operation with an accelerating voltage of up to

The cavity development is done in two steps: The design I MV, or with the "standard" voltage of 730 kV but
concept is first verified with a fully operational model decreased energy consumption.
cavity and then, based on this experience, a 1:1 scale pro- * the cavity to stay tuned all the time. (e.g. when the
totype cavity is constructed and fabricated. Right now we input power trips due to a spark in the cavity.)
are in between the two steps. This paper presents the pro-
posed layout for the new full scale cavity and summarises
the results gained with the model cavity. Special emphasis Stiffening and
is given on the transient behaviour of the tuning systemTuigYk
under large load changes.TuigYk

1 INTRODUCTION

Thd main cyclotron at PSI [1] routinely accelerates with
four 50 MHz RF cavities a 1.5 mA beam up to 590 MeV.
Each cavity dissipates 300 kW of RF power and generates
a peak voltage of 730 kV. To allow the acceleration of
even higher currents this voltage has to be increased. Due Cavity Wall with

to limitations in the cooling system and the tuning range Cooling Channel

of the cavity [2] this requires a new design. It was decided
at PSI to build a new cavity, which can produce stable
accelerating voltages of up to 1 MV and dissipate 500 kW Vacuum Sealing
of RF power [1]. Such a cavity would also serve as a pro- Surface
totype for the driver cyclotron of an energy amplifier or
transmutation machine [3].

Beam Plane
2 CAVITY LAYOUT

Table 1 lists the main parameters of the new cavity in
comparison with the existing one.

Table 1: Cavity parammeter
EXISTING NEW Mechanical

__________ CAVITY CAVITY Support
Frequency 50.6 MHz 50.6 MHz Structure
Shunt Impedance I ML2 1.8 M12
unloaded Q 30000 48000
Dissipated Power CW 300 kW 500 kW
Accelerating Voltage 730 kV I MV
RF-Wall Material Al Cu
Mech. support structure cast Al stainless steel

Figures 1 and 2 depict the proposed layout for the 1: 1 0.5 m
scale prototype (for the results with the 1:3 model see
section 3).

'Email: Hansruedi.Fitze@psi.ch Figure 1: Cross section of the proposed 1: 1 scale cavity
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The main features of the cavity layout are listed below: 3 MODEL CAVITY
" The cavity wall consists of an inner liner of a 6 mm

copper sheet, directly electron-beam welded onto a To be able to study all aspects of such a high power cav-
corrugated stainless steel sheet, forming the outer ity, we have built a model on a 1:3 scale and which is able
shell. The large number of channels generated hereby to dissipate at least 100 kW of RF power (see Figure 3).
provide a very efficient water cooling of the entire The scale factor of 1:3 comes from the fact that we have a
cavity surface with very small thermal gradients.To high power amplifier available operating at 150 MHz.
facilitate the welding process, the copper sheets have
to be as thin as possible.

"* The shape of the cavity is optimised for a maximum
shunt impedance with the constraint that the whole
structure has to fit into an existing sector of the ring
cyclotron.

"* The end sections of the cavity serve to connect to the
water feed lines and to distribute the cooling water
into the individual channels. Integrated into the end
sections are the ports for the vacuum pump and the
RF-window.

"* To prevent the structure from collapsing under atmo-
spheric pressure, a solid and stable stainless steel
frame is built around it. This support structure is
constructed such that it can be separated from the Figure 3: 150 MHz 1:3 scale model cavity before instal-
cavity shell at any time. It also provides the necessary lation in the testing vault.
vacuum flange connections in the beam plane and a
good sealing surface because it's built from stainless The model allows us to
steel. (i) Experiment with new design ideas.

"* The tuning system is integrated into the support (ii) Test fabrication techniques.
structure and consists of a fast and a slow system (see (iii) Study the tuning behaviour in the case of large load
section 3.2). changes.

(iv) Validate simulation models which are necessary to
predict the behaviour of the full scale cavity.

3.1 Cold tests

Using this design concept, copper and stainless steel have
to be joined together. After having had great difficulties
with these welds we can now maintain a vacuum pressure
better than 10' mbar in the cavity.

- Table 2: RF parameters of the evacuated 1:3 scale cavity
calculated measured')

Frequency in MHz 151.834 148.951
S4 unloaded Q 27550 24750

3 Shunt Impedance in ML 1.084 1.0642)
) without the stiffening yokes

2) measured in air

-4 The difference between calculated and measured values in
table 2 is mainly due to the larger than expected mechani-
cal deformations caused by the atmospheric pressure, and
due to the fact that the cavity shape had to be slightly de-

Figure 2: Side and top view of the proposed 1: 1scale formed in order to fit into the mechanical support struc-
cavity. ture.

1:opening for the RF coupling loop
2:vacuum pumping port Up to now we did not try to get closer to the nominal fre-
3:cooling water inlet/outlet quency, because the bandwidth of the amplifier chain is
4:stiffening and tuning yoke large enough to drive the cavity. Since we have to 'hit' the
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exact resonance frequency with the full scale cavity, the
model contains an adjusting mechanism, with which en- 2 nm

ables us to do so. I
3.2 Power tests ..F
When feeding RF power to the cavity for the first time, -

virtually no multipacting could be observed and the inci- - - -

dent power could be increased almost instantaneously to
the limit of the amplifier chain (80 kW CW).

We could show that the foreseen tuning system based on
thermal expansion and acting on the support structure
neither could provide the necessary tuning range nor the
required speed. 'I" 0 mm

kW 60 Figure 5: Deformation of the mechanical support structure
in t Fpoer due to thermal expansion.

20 The temperature of the upper rod is raised by

8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 9 9.1 9.2 9.3 60'C above the rest of the support structure.

MH 148.6 This deformation would yield in a change of the
148.4 - reonan e frequenc resonance frequency of 1.4 MHz.
148.2 = ý-

148f-
8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 9 9.1 9.2 9.3

30

20

1- A of th cooling w ter 4 THE NEXT STEPS
8.5 8.6 . 8.7 8.8 8.9 9 9.1 9.2 93 To come up with a working full scale cavity, we are plan-

Time in h ning the following steps:

Figure 4: Cavity response to a step in RF input power.
The oscillator isfollowing the resonancefre- 1. Already under way are tests of the tuning system

quency of the cavity with the tuning system on the model cavity.

switched off. 2. Learn how to reproducibly join copper and stain-
less steel.

The second trace in figure 4 shows that the resonance 3. Mechanically design and fabricate the prototype
frequency of the cavity changes roughly by 0.5 MHz cavity together with a partner in industry
when the incident RF power goes from 60 kW to zero. 4. Test the prototype cavity in our I MW testing in-
About half of this large detuning is caused by an un- stallation, which is now being set up.
wanted residual thermal coupling between the cavity wall
and the mechanical support structure. We believe that we 5 REFERENCES
can remove it to a large extent by changing the layout of [1] U. Schryber et al.,"High Power Operation of the PSI Accelerators",
the cooling channels around the beam plane. Proc. 14 Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Cape

The resonance frequency can, as finite element calcula- Town (RSA), Oct.1995

tions (see figure 5) and experiments [4] show, be changed [2] P.K. Sigg et al.,"High Beam Power RF-Systems for Cyclotrons",

over more than 1 MHz by intentionally heating (or Proc. 14' Int. Conf. on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Cape

cooling) part of the mechanical support structure. This Town (RSA), Oct.1995
effect allows to compensate for the slow drift. [3] Th. Stammbach et al., Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Accelerator Driven

Transmutation Technologies and Applications, Kalmar (Sweden),

To cope with the fast changes of the resonance frequency, June 1995

we will build into the stiffening yokes a hydraulic ad- [4] L. Stingelin, "Etude d'un systhme thermique pour le contrble de la
justing mechanism which is at least an order of magnitude frequence de resonance de la nouvelle caviti au PSI". PSI internal

faster than the slow system. report, 1998.
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THE FIRST BEAM ACCELERATION TEST USING HIGH GRADIENT
CAVITY AT HIMAC

R. Muramatsu*, M. Fujieda, Y. Mori, H. Nakayama, C. Ohmori, Y Sato, A. Takagi,
T. Uesugi, M. Yamamoto, M. Yoshii, KEK-Tanashi, Tokyo 188-8501, Japan

M. Kanazawa, K. Noda, NIRS, Chiba 263-8555, Japan

Abstract 2 PERFORMANCE OF HGC

The first beam acceleration test using a High Gradient Cav- Parameters of the cavity are listed in Table 1.
ity (HGC) loaded with Magnetic Alloy (MA) cores has The cavity loads four MA cores and the total shunt
been carried out at the HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical Ac- impedance is about 400 Q. Since the MA core has a very
celerator in Chiba). Acceleration of heavy ions, which re- low-Q value, the gap voltage can be obtained over a wide
quired a wide frequency sweep from 1 MHz to 8 MHz, was range of frequency without tuning system. In this cavity, a
successfully carried out without resonant frequency tuning. half of the peak impedance is guaranteed in the frequency

from 1 to 8 MHz. The wide-band push-pull amplifier has
1 INTRODUCTION two tetrodes and each tube is connected to each side of the

accelerating gap through the capacitors [5]. Figure 1 shows
The HGC loaded with MA cores has been developed[l] the cavity impedance measured at the accelerating gap.
for the JHF (Japan Hadron Facility) proton synchrotrons.
The maximum voltage of 20 kV has been obtained by the
cavity of 40 cm in length. The cavity was driven by a push- 500

pull amplifier using two 150 kW tetrodes. The frequency ..... Re (Z)
sweeping from 1 to 5 MHz has been achieved without any Im (Z)
tuning circuit because of its broadband characteristics of 300 0

the MA-loaded cavity[2]. Q 200

The cavity has been installed in the HIMAC[3] for the
beam acceleration to examine the characteristics of the ,
broad-band system. Two major changes has been carried Jo o
out for both cavity and amplifier. One is to reduce the -10y.
number of cores to increase the resonant frequency of the \ 00

cavity. Another is to replace the amplifier. A push-pull
amplifier with two 30 kW tetrodes was newly employed, -300
which covered the required rf frequency range of 1-8 MHz Frequency (MHz)
for accelerating heavy ions. Figure 1: The measured impedance of HGC.

The beam acceleration of He, C, Ne and Si ions was suc-
cessfully carried out and the results are reported in this pa- The maximum gap voltage of 4 kV was achieved at the
per. The fundamental rf and higher harmonics could be frequency range from 2 to 3 MHz, and the voltage of more
driven by the cavity simultaneously because the cavity has than 3 kV was achieved at the frequency range from 1 to
a broad impedance, which covers these frequencies. Fur- 6 MHz. The gap voltage of 2 kV was obtained up to the
ther improvement of the acceleration efficiency is expected frequency of 8 MHz because the gain of driver amplifier
by adding the higher harmonics[4]. was gradually dropped when the frequency increased.

Table 1: Parameters of the HGC installed in HIMAC.

Length 40 cm
Freq. Range 1 - 8 MHz
Gap Voltage Max. 4 kV
Shunt Impedance 400 Q1 @ 2 MHz

(4 cores loaded)
Q value 0.6
Amplifier 60 kW push-pull,

4CW30,000A x 2

*E-mail: ryosaku@tanashi.kek.jp Figure 2: The HGC installed in HIMAC.
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Figure 2 shows the prototype of the HGC installed in
HIMAC synchrotron.

3 EXPERIMENT

The beam acceleration test was carried out up to the flat
top energy of 230 MeV/u (frequency range: 1.045-5.527
MHz) for He, C and Ne, and that of 800 MeV/u for Si
(frequency range: 1.045-7.8 MHz). Some parameters of
the beam are listed in Table 2.

Figure 4: The measured envelope of the gap voltage for Ne
Table 2: Parameters of the HIMAC synchrotron. beam acceleration (1.0-5.5 MHz). The rf turned on during

800 Ms.
Injection Energy 6 MeV/u
Momentum Spread at Injection ±0.1 %
Revolution Frequency at Injection 261.3 kHz
Harmonic Number 4
Intensity at Injection 1.0 X 1010 ppp
Repetition 0.3 Hz
Ramping Time 1 s

Because the particles are injected into the synchrotron Figure 5: The beam current measured by DCCT. The beam

as a coasting beam, the adiabatic capture process was em- was extracted at the flat top.
ployed to increase the capture efficiency. The input signal
to the amplifier was adjusted to keep the gap voltage con- 4 SUMMARY
stant because of the frequency dependence of the cavity
impedance. Setup of the amplitude modulation of the gap The first beam acceleration test with HGC was successfully
voltage is shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment the modula- carried out at HIMAC. The accelerating voltage of 3 kV
tion signal was programmed beforehand because no feed- over the frequency range from 1 MHz to 6 MHz was ob-
back loop was necessary. tained by a small 60 kW push-pull amplifier without fre-

quency tuning. The beams of He, C, Ne and Si ions were
fA successfully accelerated with the efficiency of more than

1 •J'n~•[HG_ Cavity 50%O.
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Figure 3: Setup of amplitude modulation, for operation of HIMAC.

Figure 4 shows the measured gap voltage. The upper and 6 REFERENCES
lower side in Fig. 4 is the input signal and the flattened gap
voltage respectively. This shows that the gap voltage of 3 [1] Y. Mori et aL, 'A New Type of RF Cavity for High Inten-
kV was achieved during whole cycle. sity Proton Synchrotron using High Permeability Magnetic

With this system, the beam was adiabatically captured at Alloy', p.299-p.301, Proc. of EPAC98, 1998.

injection by increasing the rf voltage gradually during 10 [2] C. Ohmori et al., 'High Field Gradient Cavity loaded with

ms, which is relatively slow compared with the synchrotron Magnetic Alloys for Synchrotrons', in this conference.

oscillation period of about 1 ms. [3] S. Yamada, 'Commissioning and performance of the HIMAC

The beams of He, C and Ne ions were successfully ac- Medical Accelerator', p.9-p. 13, Proc. of PAC95, 1995.

celerated up to the energy of 230 MeV/u. About 50 % of [4] M. Yamamoto et al., 'Multi-Harmonic Acceleration with
the beam was accelerated up to the flat top. The beam cur- High Gradient MA Cavity at HIMAC', in this conference.
rent was measured by DC Current Transformer (DCCT) as [5] Y. Sato et al., 'Wide-Band Push-Pull Amplifier for High Gra-
shown in Fig. 5. dient Cavity', in this conference.

For Si ions, the beam was accelerated up to 800 MeV/u,
which was the maximum attainable energy of this ring.
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THE NEXT LINEAR COLLIDER DAMPING RING RF SYSTEM*

J.N. Corlett , D. Li, R.A. Rimmer, G. Koehler, J. Rasson,
LBNL, Berkeley, CA

P. Corredoura, M. Minty, C. Ng, T.O. Raubenheimer, M.C. Ross, H. Schwarz, R.C. Tighe,
SLAC, Stanford, CA

M. Franks, LLNL, Livermore, CA

Abstract substantial gaps to allow for the rise and fall of injection

We report progress on the design of the RF systems for and extraction kickers. The large current can result in rapid
growth of single-bunch and coupled-bunch instabilities,the Next LinearCollider (NLC) Damping Rings [1]. The and the RF cavities may be a dominant part of the

714MHz RF system is a critical component of the impdane riv ities Transients in the

damping ring complex, and must provide flexible impedance driving these instabilities. Transients in the RF

operation with high-power systems generating 1.5 MV in voltage waveform experienced by bunches along a train

the main damping rings and 2 MV in the positron pre- may result in phase errors in the extracted beam, which

damping ring. Average beam currents are approximately propagate into energy errors in the bunch compressors

750 mA, and bunch trains are rapidly injected and following the damping rings.

extracted. A cavity design incorporating higher-order-mode Table 1: NLC Damping Rings Parameters
(HOM) damping schemes to minimize beam impedance
and maximize current thresholds for coupled-bunch Pre-damping Main
instabilities will be presented. Cavity construction ring damping
techniques are designed to reduce costs while providing a rings
reliable system with excellent performance. Descriptions Energy (GeV) 1.9 - 2.1 1.9 - 2.1
of feedback systems requirements will be presented, with Circumference (m) 214 297
particular attention to the klystron bandwidth requirement
for feedback against transient beam loading. Flexible low- Bunch spacing (ns) 2.8 2.8
level controls and feedback loops will be described. Fill pattern 2 trains 95 3 trains 95

bunches bunches
1 OUTLINE OF DAMPING RING RF 2 gaps 100 ns 3 gaps 68 ns

PARAMETERS Damping time (ms) < 5.21 < 5.21

The design of the NLC damping rings is described Nmabunch 1.9x10'° 1.6x10l'
elsewhere [1], here we present the parameters most Current (mA) 800 750
relevant to the choices of RF systems designs. Table I Injected emittance X/Y < 9x10 2  < 150x10 6

lists parameters for the pre-damping ring and the main (m-rad) (normalized) (edge) (rms)
damping rings. Extracted emittance X/Y < lxl04  < 3x10 6 /
Synchrotron radiation loss in the main rings is dominated (m-rad) (rms, normalized) 0.03x 10-6

by the damping wiggler, and requires approximately 600 RF voltage (MV) 2 1.5
kW of RF power, and an additional 125 kW is needed to Momentum compaction 0.0051 0.00066
provide the peak voltage. We have chosen to base our
design on a 1 MW klystron to allow adequate overhead for Energy spread (%) 0.09 0.09
operation of feedback and feedforward systems. Bunch length (mm) 8.4 3.8
Based on recent experience from PEP-I1 B-factory RF
systems, we propose to use conventional copper cavity A flexible low-level system including various feedback
design and similar technology for the NLC damping rings. and feedforward loops, controls, and protection interlocks
To obtain the required voltage, with a reasonable will be provided. The system will be designed to provide
dissipated power density in the cavity, three cavities will cavity voltage and beam phase control, minimize the
be used in the main damping rings and four in the effects of transient beam loading, and to provide ease of
positron pre-damping ring. monits of ran stem lo rmand th a of
The RF systems design is driven mostly by the large monitoring of RF systems performance with a minimum
beam current. The beam is arranged in bunch trains with of complexity.

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
Nos. DE-AC0376SF00098 (LBNL), DE-AC03-76SF00515 (SLAC), W
7405-ENG-48 (LLNL).

email jncorlett@lbl.gov
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To avoid coupled-bunch instabilities driven by the cavities A 2 MW high-voltage power supply with SCR voltage
where possible, and allow control of residual oscillations control and solid-state crowbar based on the successful
by coupled-bunch feedback systems, we propose to damp PEP-II design is proposed. Voltage ripple on the power
the cavity higher-order-modes (HOM's) using waveguides supply will be filtered to 0.1% or less.
attached to the cavity in a manner similar to that used in Klystron bandwidth of up to 10 MHz is presently being
the PEP-II B-factory cavities [2]. considered, to allow feedforward control of cavity voltage

and phase during the bunch train gap transient. The
Table 2: NLC Main Damping Rings RF Parameters increase in bandwidth results in a high perveance and

reduces the efficiency of the klystron.
RF Frequency 714 MHz A network of WR1500 waveguide connects the high-
Harmonic Number 708 power components, with the circulator, hybrid, and magic-

Us.r. 750 keV/turn T splitters terminated in 1 MW waveguide loads. Cavities
are placed in the beamline 4.75 wavelengths apart, to

UHOM's 5.6 keV/turn direct common mode reflected power into the loads, and

Uparasitic 36 keV/turn fine adjustment of the phase between cavities is obtained

VRF 1.5 MV with the use of waveguide bellows.

Cavity Wall Dissipation 42 kW/cavity

Klystron Power 1 MW 3 LOW-LEVEL SYSTEMS
Shunt Impedance 3.0 MW2/cavity

Unloaded Q 25500

Coupling Factor 5.8

Synchronous Phase Angle 320

Synchrotron Frequency 6.9 kHz

Energy acceptance + 1.8 %

VXI CRAWE:

2 HIGH POWER SYSTEMS--
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the RF system layout for
the main damping rings, a similar layout is proposed for
the positron pre-damping ring but with an additional Figure 2: Block diagram of low-level RF systems
cavity and modified power split to feed four cavities.
A single klystron, protected from reverse power by a high- A modular LLRF system is planned based in the PEP-II
power circulator, feeds a 2:1 waveguide hybrid power system [3]. The RF hardware will reside in a single VXI
divider. The greater part of the power is further split in a crate and interface to a family of commercial
waveguide magic-T (which provides additional isolation programmable logic controller (PLC) modules to handle
and protection for the klystron), and then feeds two slow interlocks and tuner stepper motor control. The
cavities in the ring. The third cavity is fed from the low pulsed aspect of the ring operation will be supported by
power arm of the power divider, connecting several machine timing system triggers to VXI

interrupts, allowing software to launch any time critical
tasks related to injection, store or extraction.

- Many RF vectors throughout the system will be
monitored with digital IQ detectors. The bandwidth of
each channel will need to be sufficient to detect the desired
signal in the pulsed environment of the damping ring.
Diode based analog detectors will provide hardwired RF

interlocks with programmable trip levels and response
times.
The system will perform the following functions:

- 1. Station voltage and phase control with software
feedback loops.
2. Interlock functions by a combination of fast RF
hardware and PLC protection.

Figure 1: Main damping rings RF systems layout 3. Tuner control in the pulsed environment via triggered

software loops.
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4. Direct RF feedback will be implemented in baseboard along the length of the guide to provide a good match to
electronics. the waveguide modes and power density commensurate
5. A baseboard network analyzer similar to the PEP-II with the heat flow through tiles brazed to a water cooled
design will be included. copper plate.
6. Precise measurement and control of the mean bunch The maximum dissipated power density in cavities scaled
phase for next train to be extracted by a dedicated detection from PEP-II design is 72 Wcm 2 , comparable with the
module with a DSP. PEP-II operating power density of up to 67 Wcm 2 . We
7. Feed forward damping of the cavity phase (gap) have designed ridged waveguide apertures to reduce the
transient caused by the empty buckets with an adaptive associated heating from RF currents crowding at the
algorithm driving a wideband klystron. waveguide coupling apertures in the cavity. The
The gap transient is a critical parameter since it effects the intersecting surfaces are designed with large radii to
energy spread in the main linacs. Early results from decrease power density. Figure 3 shows a three-
simulations show that a 4.5 degree transient can be dimensional design drawing for a half-cavity shell with
reduced to +/- 0.05 degrees with a klystron bandwidth of short damping waveguides attached. To reduce
10 MHz. Other options to deal with the gap transient manufacturing costs we propose to form the blended radii
issue are being investigated. One method is to change the on the cavity apertures using a plunge electric-discharge
frequency of the RF system such that the bunches will be method.
properly spaced for injection in to the linac. This approach
introduces additional constraints to the timing scheme.
Another possibility is to reduce beam loading transients
by use of a low R/Q cavity or a high stored energy device.

4 RF CAVITY DESIGN
An extensive R&D program has been initiated to develop
a high-power spectrally pure cavity for the NLC damping
rings. We propose a copper structure, with HOM damping Z
accomplished by three waveguide loads attached to the
cavity shell. Lossy dielectric materials in the waveguides
absorb the higher-order-mode power. Input power is
coupled to the cavity from the WR1500 waveguide
through a ridged iris aperture.
To reduce the broadband transverse impedance, the
beampipe aperture at the cavity is increased from the Figure 3: 3-D engineering sketch of half-cavity showing
nominal 1.6 cm diameter by a factor of approximately ridged damping waveguides, beampipe, and nose cones.
two. Tapers connect the larger cavity aperture to the
adjacent vacuum chamber at the ends of the RF section; Cooling of the cavity will be accomplished by water flow
the larger diameter is continued between the cavities. This through channels cut in the outer wall of the cavity shell
allows a reduction in transverse loss factor while and covered with an electroplated copper layer [4].
maintaining a high shunt impedance for the fundamental Other design considerations for the cavity may be found in
mode. [5],
Over 200 modes are expected to be trapped below the
beampipe cut-off frequency (the highest dipole mode cut-
off frequency is 5.9 GHz), and the damping waveguides 5 REFERENCES
must de-Q each of these modes by approximately two
orders of magnitude to reduce coupled-bunch growth rates [I] "The Next Linear Collider Damping Ring Complex", M.C. Ross et.

below the radiation damping rate. In addition, the strength al., this conference
[2] "RF System Research and Development for the PEP-I1 B Factory",

of any modes trapped between cavities and between a R.A. Rimmer, Nucl. Instr. & Methods B 99 (1995) 717-720

cavity and taper must be ensured to be below a threshold [3] P. Corredoura et al, "Low Level System Design for the PEP-I1 B
Factory", Particle Accelerator Conference, Dallas, 1995

which may induce coupled-bunch motion. So far our [4] "Fabrication Processes for the PEP-I RF Cavities", R.M. Franks et.
studies have not shown trapped modes outside the cavities ]al., Proc PAC 97, Vancouver BC, 12-16 May, 1997

"[5] "Design Considerations for a Second Generation HOM-Damped RF
which are not strongly coupled to fields within the Cavity", R. A.Rimmer, D. Li, this conference
cavities, which are damped by the waveguides on the
cavities. We will continue to search for such modes.
We propose to achieve such broadband damping by use of
double-ridged waveguides, with absorptive material placed
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MECHANICAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION PROCESSES FOR THE
ALS THIRD-HARMONIC CAVITIES*+

R.M. Franks#, K. Hernandez, D. Otting, LLNL, PO Box 808 Livermore, CA 94551, USA
T. Henderson, D. Plate, R.A. Rimmer, LBNL, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Abstract 2.1 Design Reality

It is planned to install five third-harmonic (1.5 GHz) RF
Cavities in May/June 1999 as an upgrade to the Advanced The thickest plate readily available in UNS10100 class 2
Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National OFE copper [4] was determined to be 4.5 inch (114 mm)
Laboratory (LBNL) [1]. This paper presents mechanical stock. This influenced the design since we could not

design features, our experiences in using electronic design include an end cap within this constraint; this drove the

models to expedite the manufacturing process, and the need for two end caps that are joined to the center body by

fabrication processes employed to produce these cavities EBW during the manufacturing sequence. Line of sight

for the ALS. We discuss some of the "lessons learned" requirements for EBW resulted in shortening the beam

from the PEP-II RF Cavity design and fabrication, and ports and providing spool pieces to be joined after the end

outline the improvements incorporated in the new design. caps are EBW to the cavity body (Figure 1). While

We also report observations from our current effort, custom forged blanks would have enabled us to design an
integral end cap, the long lead-time for forging was a

1 INTRODUCTION prime factor in our decision to use the plate material.

A minimal risk design and build cycle, to be accomplished
in approximately 12 months, was desired for the ALS Beam Extension Plated Water Channels

cavity upgrade. Upon investigation it was determined that
the primary engineering, design, and fabrication issues Inte Rral Port Body
involved in producing a third-harmonic cavity for ALS
were very similar to those resolved during the Lawrence End Cap W
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) production of the
PEP-II cavity [2]. It was decided to build upon this
existing body of knowledge and incorporate lessons Plumbing
learned during PEP-II in order to achieve this goal [3].

2 MECHANICAL DESIGN Center Bodv Section
The design of the harmonic cavities employs many
technologies developed for the PEP-II RF cavities,
however, to mitigate design, schedule, and fabrication risk Figure 1: An exploded view (flanges omitted) of the ALS
we sought to minimize the number of piece parts, third-harmonic cavity showing integral equatorial port
processes, and 5-axis machining operations. The design bodies, end caps, beam tube extensions, and plumbing.
focused on making the cavity body a spherical shape rather 2.2 Design Model as a Manufacturing Tool
than the more conventional toroidal cavity shape. This
allowed the port bodies to be lathe turned as integral parts The LBNL design team used Solid Designer (HP) CAD
of the cavity body rather than being fabricated separately software to model the cavity, while LLNL's
and electron beam welded (EBW) to the cavity. We manufacturing operation used Pro-Engineer (Parametrix)
wanted to incorporate an end cap into the main cavity CAM software to generate cutting path data for the NC
body to eliminate one piece-part and an EBW operation. machinery. By using IGES file format we were able to
Additionally, to augment our use of conventional paper transfer information between the sites, however, while we
drawings, we desired to use the three- dimensional could measure features and make tool programs we could
electronic design model as a fabrication tool to define tool not change any features in the model on the manufacturing
path geometry. system. This proved a bit cumbersome since, when

several small design changes were needed, we had to
*This work was supported by the US Department of Energy replicate the entire translation, transfer, and verification
under contracts W-7405-ENG-48 (LLNL) DE-AC03-
76SF00098 (LBNL). +http://kevlar.llni.gov/3hrf/3hrf.htm sequence before manufacturing could access the
#Email: franksl@llnl.gov modifications. Additionally, the complexity of defining

water channel geometry in the manner we desired tended to
overwhelm the file transfer mechanism and we had to

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 803
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produce the channel geometry in a Pro-Engineer model to under this condition, therefore we chose to have a flat-
generate the desired tool path programs. bottomed channel with the small corner radii.

To eliminate 5-axis milling the sidewalls of the body
3 FABRICATION channels were designed to be perpendicular to the beam

As the components progressed through the fabrication axis rather than normal to the outer surface. This reduced
sequence the nomenclature evolved, the center body programming and machining costs as well as minimizing
section was joined to one end cap and became the cavity the technical risk due to a less complex setup and
body; after finishing the RF surface, tuning, and joining program. Shallow counterbores were cut at the channel
the final end cap, the cavity body became the RF cavity, inlet and outlet points to locate the water fitting stubs that

The center body, including the four round equatorial were plated into position during the water channel
ports, was machined from a solid copper billet. The covering.
elimination of many joints and additional components The RF surface was machined, leaving .080 inch (2
outweighs the complexity introduced to the process by mm) to be removed during the final machining stage, and
making the ports integral to the cavity body. The end the port bores were finished to within .01 inch (.25 mm).

caps, two per cavity, are machined from plate stock and 3.2 End Caps
remain identical parts for most of the fabrication process. Two end caps, one designated "body end cap" the other

3.1 Center Body Section "tuning end cap", were required. All end caps were
machined with .080 inch (2 mm) to be removed at a later

The center body fabrication began with 4.5-inch (114 mm) point in the fabrication process. A 39-inch (1-m) long
thick by 11 inches (279 mm) square OFE Copper plates cooling channel was cut into each end cap. At this
weighing approximately 155 pounds (70 kg) each. Initial point all surfaces of the tuning end cap were finished,
work included rough boring a 3-inch (76.2 mm) diameter except the nose radius, to enable a fine adjustment
hole through the blank and squaring the rough sawn sides. of the cavity's frequency during the tuning sequence.
Additionally, 1-1/2 inch (38 mm) diameter holes were
drilled at the four port positions spaced 90' about the
periphery of the body.

Accurate positioning and indexing of the blank
throughout the entire fabrication process was deemed
necessary; therefore, extra care was taken from the outsett
to establish consistency between blanks. With this in
mind the central bore was machined to a diameter of 4.000
inches (101.6 mm) with a tolerance of +/-.0005 inch
(.013 mm.) One face was also machined perpendicular to
the bore at this time.

A horizontal CNC milling machine was used to remove .
the bulk of the excess material. Its CNC rotary table
enabled accurate positioning of the body prior to making a
+/-.0005 inch (.013 mm) bore in each port. These
"identically" sized bores served as alignment points for the
creation of datum features during the next operation.

Each cavity body was indexed four times to turn the
port body and a segment of the spherical outer radius.
Since close tolerances were maintained during the initial Figure 2: View of the cavity body configuration at time of
steps we were able to hold indicator runout to +/-.0015 inner and port blend radii finishing.
inch (.04 mm) for each of the fouir indexed positions. We
also counterbalanced the lathe fixture to minimize spindle The 3.3 Cavity Body
vibrations due to the asymmetry of the fixture. The body end cap was joined to the body center section by

A horizontal CNC milling machine with a CNC rotary EBW. We employed a structural weld from the outside,
table was employed to cut the serpentine water channel then placed a sealing weld from the inside to overlap the
into the copper body. The continuous channel is about 58 root of the external structural weld [5]. This process
inches (1.47 m) long. These channels are about 3/8 inch assured that trapped volumes and porosity were minimized
wide x 3/8 inch deep (10 mm x 10 mm) with a 3/32 inch and also eliminated weld joint gaps, providing a fully
(2.4 mm) radius in the comers. A fully radiused channel cleanable cavity.
would require a "ball" mill cutter that has zero cutting The inner contour of the cavity body was then turned
speed at its center point. The copper resists cutting freely through the remaining opening to a surface finish of 24

gtinch (.6 gim) Ra or better (Figure 2). This eliminated
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surface irregularities left by the welding process and as we join the cavities together with rigid spool pieces.
enabled us to locate the attached beam nose at a There is a bellows between the last cavity (in a string of
nominal position. Machining of the blend radii between five) and the mating vacuum chamber. The flanges,
the RF surface and the port bores, as well as final sizing standard stainless steel circular knife-edge seals, with
of the bores, was completed. copper inserts, were then attached by EBW.

The cavity's in-process frequency was determined by The final process cleans and lightly etches the inside of
clamping temporary flanges to the ports, installing the cavity using a mild chromic acid bright dip followed
dummy tuners, and placing the tuning end cap in position. by rinsing in clean DI water. This process is designed to
This allowed calculation of the amount to be removed remove any residue that condenses on the inside wall from
from the tuning end cap nose to achieve the desired the EBW process as well as any contaminates that may
frequency. Once the frequency is correct, and verified, the have been inadvertently introduced during the fabrication
end cap is EBW in place using the welding procedure process. Historically, this cleaning and etching process
detailed earlier. The frequency is once again verified as the has improved internal cavity surfaces to 16 lunch (0.4pgm)
last step in the tuning process. Ra or better. The cavity was then blown dry with

3.4 RF Cavity nitrogen, blanked off and backfilled with dry nitrogen at
atmospheric pressure for shipping.

Plating wax was poured into the cooling channels and
finished to be flush with the outer contour of the cavity. 4 CONCLUSIONS
The wax surface was made conductive by burnishing silver Our use of design models for manufacturing generated
powder into it and then processing through an activating saldsofrsytteewr ral fstb h
sequence. A jacket of plated copper, approximately .2 inch sallnu discomfortscytio thesed wetere getly offsetn bynth
(5 mm) thick, was grown over all of the channels. We mavnuefatrn communications opened betweenmterdsig and

chos tousea bighene coperwhih dposts ore machinists were able to manipulate the model on therapidly and more uniformly than the pure copper used CAD screen to see what the "other side" of the part
previously. By using the brightened copper plating we actually looked like, rather than having to try and
have eliminated the intermediate turning stage required visualize it from two-dimensional paper drawings.
with the pure copper jacket used on the PEP-II cavities. Including the ports as integral parts of the cavity body

As this copper is not weldable with conventional prvdtreuemoeceinfxre esg ad
techniques the design calls for joining six stainless steel machinin eforeurts than intally estfimatued.esg woud
water fitting stubs to the cavity using the plating. The Mchsntisg paorsthagan asnurtiall expeimaenc e showed

protrusion of the stubs render machining of the outer thate theimsa parts agand fixture nIexededtoeancae anowd

surface impractical, therefore we needed to understand the, weld theseyia ports pnitresen anargeater expensicae and yed

plating process prior to introducing a production cavity wedtseprsrsntafrgaerxesendyls

into the process. We built an aluminum mandrel to mock more technical risk.
up te oterfeaure ofthecavty o rfin th deignand We placed the water channel stubs too closely together

uplthemouernet ue of theing cavit otoirefie the destingnn and too near the beam port bodies for the plating rate to be

parameters. Through this effort we identified an area anoe wase use toe eausdero the copperto. preferleentialalat

between the water fittings and the beam ports needing an aoewsue ocuetecpe opeeetal lt

auxiliary anode to assure the plating thickness matches the in the problem areas. We expect that by providing at least

rest of the cavity, thereby avoiding a potentially thin spot alleviatehi problem.)gpbtenfetrsw ol

in the plating at one of the higher heat load areas.aleitthspoem
The smaller harmonic cavity (one-third the PEP-II size) 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

also presented a concern that the wax would fall out of the
water channel grooves when the cavity was turned over to The authors thank the many designers, machinists,
wax the opposite side. We performed the waxing process physicists, and technicians for their personal commitment
on the aluminum mandrel and determined that, while our and technical excellence in producing the ALS Third-
concern was valid, there was not a problem. Harmonic RF Cavities.

Once plating was completed the wax was melted and
flushed out of channels. Small holes were drilled through 6 REFERENCES
the plating into the wax placed over the EBW joints and [I1I R. Rimmer et. al., "A Third-Harmonic RF Cavity for the Advanced

Light Source", Proc. EPAC 98, Stockholm, Swedenthe wax flushed out to create a water-to-vacuum air guard. [2] R.M. Franks, et. al., "Fabrication Processes for the PEP-11 RF
After fittings and jumper tubes were TIG welded to the Cavities", Proc. PAC 97, Vancouver, B.C., Canada

stub th pasags wre ydrotatcaly tste to150 [3] R. Rimmer et. al., "Notes from the RF cavity production close-out
water sustepsaeweehdottclytseto10 meeting, LLNL, 1/ 13/97", PEP-11 BE note 97.07
psi (1 MPa). [4] "Standard Specification for Oxygen Free Copper in Wrought Forms

for Electron Devices", ASTM designation F68-82.Flange locating features were cut at the four port bodies [5] R.M. Franks, et. al. "Electron Beam Welding of Thick Cross-
and the two beam ports. This reduced the risk that the Section Copper with Minimal Porosity," Proc. 1997 AWS Convention,

woul beoutof quar tothebea axi, aconern Los Angeles, American Welding Society, Miami, Florida, 1997,' pp.
flanges wol eoto qaet h emaiacnen 184-85, UCRL-JC-125896 Ext Abs
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INTERLOCK AND CONTROL FOR THE RF SYSTEM OF THE ANKA
STORAGE RING

D. Einfeld, F. Prez÷', S. Voigt, ANKA, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany

M. Humpert, Bonn University, Germany

Abstract 2 RF PLANT
The RF system for the ANKA storage ring has two plants,
each plant consists of one 250 kW transmitter at 500 MHz cn en1 an she of the is plant
feeding two cavities, with all the peripherals [1]. It .has components and the control structure is shown.
three levels of control: the machine control, the RF Plant 2
transmitter control and interlock, and the fast interlock. (idem)
Each one with different response times: 1 sec, 20 msec
and 10 1sec, respectively. The first is based on Java ...................................... ..... ............... Control
language for NT-Windows and LonWorks, the second on RF dstrbuton
an industrial PLC system and the third is hardware PC- Windows NT
electronic. The machine control, controls the whole RF C++ / Java
system, but any instruction referred to the transmitter is RF Plant 1 LonWorks
filtered by the PLC system that executes the action, or not, Frequency Loop
depending on the status of the interlocks. The fast Amplitude Loop....................Phase Loop
interlock is running in parallel and shut down the system
when a major fault occurs, independent of the others. In
this paper we will present the two interlock system s, the ..........:..... :::....:..:. ....:.:.........::..........:.......
general control system of ANKA has already been widely [Solid State Amplifier

presented elsewhere [2]. . LTKLYSTRON

Cathode High Voltage
1 INTRODUCTION Ao [Power Supply PLC

During the present year the storage ring ANKA is being Filament Power
constructed at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. It will Main Coil Supplies
be completely assembled after summer and the Output Coil
commissioning should start in October of this year [3]. Ion Pump Fast

To run ANKA, at 2.5 GeV and 400 mA beam current, . interlock
two RF plants, each one with two cavities powered by a Waveguide and i
single 250 kW klystron, will be installed [1]. To assure the Trasmission System
safe operation of the RF plants a proper control and ..i--.......... ................................
interlock system should be implemented. At ANKA we
have chosen to use an industrial PLC standard, the SPS
system from the company BOSCH, for the control and the CAVITIES
slow interlock (20 ms). This system will control the RF
plant, from the HV power supply up to the interlock Figure 1: Scheme of the control of the RF system.
signals from the cavities, switching off the plant when any
fault occurs. It does not include the low level electronics The PLC system controls all the components related
for the control of the cavities: amplitude, phase and tuning with the transmitter (pre-amplifier, klystron, HV power
loops. These electronics are provided by Sincrotrone supply, small power supplies, ...) and the signals from the
Trieste together with the cavities. waveguide system and the cavities related to the interlock

On the other hand, a hardware interlock system will run and safety.
in parallel for the major faults, acting on a PIN diode The machine control system takes care of the rest of
switch to shut down the plant in a few microseconds. the RF components and controls the transmitter through

the PLC system.
*On leave from LSB-IFAE, Barcelona, Spain

Email: perez@anka.fzk.de
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3 CONTROL AND SLOW INTERLOCK
. Switch off the RF drive

The PLC, or local control, is composed of the hardware Switch off the hive

boards and two software programs, one that processes the Switch off the colte sysem

signals and executes the appropriate actions, installed in

the PLC-CPU; and a second used to visualise this control A second code used to visualise the control process
process. has been developed. The aim of this code is to provide a

3.1 Hardware user friendly interface to identify quickly the status of the
RF plant and the source of failure, when a fault occurs.

Different kind of boards are used [4]: The generation of alarms is done automatically.
Figure 2 shows one of the interface panels. The

"* The CPU ZE200, contains the code that analyse the configuration of one of the RF plants is schematically
signals and acts to switch off the RF system. represented: one klystron feeding two cavities through the

"* The boards to read and write analogue and digital waveguide system which includes a circulator and a
signals, E-ANA, A-ANA, E-24V and A-24V. magic tee. The RF power, forward and reflected, at the

"* The board for world-wide communication: RS232, different points where the directive couplers are located is
Profibus or Ethernet. displayed also in this panel.

They are located in a rack close to the RF plant and The box in the upper side at the centre allows the
they manage more than one hundred signals. user:

3 Switch On/Off the auxiliaries: small power supplies
3.2 Software and other peripheral components.

The process code is mainly a read-out loop with an * Switch On/Off the high voltage power supply and set

execution time of around 20 ms. The code compares the its operating voltage level.
incoming signals with the reference ones and in case of * Switch On/Off the RF drive.
mismatch executes the correspondent action: 0 Reset the interlocks

ývhOWEfu Qaiio 'fffer (Daow

Figure 2: Control panel interface of one of the RF plants
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The different interlock signals are grouped in nine board which compares the signal level to a pre-set value,
groups: when the level is over this pre-set value gives a signal to

open:
"* Ser-klystron: water and air cooling signals 0 the PIN diode switch when the fault occurs in the
"* Gun: gun current and voltage, high power RF line; or,
"* HVPS: high voltage PS interlocks. 0 both, the PIN diode and the HVPS switches, when
"* PS-klystron: PS for the coils and vacuum pump. the fault occurs into the klystron.
"* RF power: interlock related to excess of RF power. The digital alarms from the arc detectors are sent directly
"* Waveguide: cooling and arc detector signals. to the PIN diode switch. The status of these alarms are
"* Cavity 1: interlocks of the cavitiy 1. accessible from the control panels.
"* Cavity 2: interlocks of the cavitiy 2.
"• Fast interlock

Analoues omaato PINwiode

The nine small boxes with a virtual LED identify the rat Logic Array

source of the interlock when a fault occurs (red), or show (OR)
a correct performance (green). Clicking on one of these Digital
boxes another panel opens showing the list of interlock Alarms

signals and its status: correct (green) or fault (red).
Figure 4: Scheme of the fast interlock.

4 FAST INTERLOCK
In parallel to the control provided by the SPS system, we We will also implement in this fast interlock an

need a hardwire interlock to switch off the system in electron detector, i.e. an antenna in the cavity's body that,

microseconds when a major fault occurs, i.e. faults that together with an electronic board [5], should be able to
can damage the klystron, the circulator or/and the cavity's detect the flow of electrons just before any sparkingwindow. Figure 3 shows the signals that are included in occurs inside the cavity. We expect that despite thethis fast interlock system antenna will located in the cavity's body, it will also helpus to protect, in the same way, the cavity's window [6].

RF drive

PIN diode Switch ]5 CONCLUSIONS
HighVoltage ON , The two interlock systems are finished and ready to be

PS Amplifier tested at ANKA before its implementation on the RF

I-- Isystem.
SFast Comparator V:J Klystron/6 

RF R N E]___ ___ 6 REFERENCES
Vacuum Lev.el\ /
Main Coil current Fast [I] D.Einfeld, F.P6rez, S.Voigt, A.Fabris, C.Pasotti,ýrent Comparator
Output Coil current M.Svandrlik, "Status of the RF System for the ANKA

Storage Ring", these proceedings.
Reflected Power [2] B.Jeram, M.Juras, K.Kenda, G.Mavric, M.Peternelj,

Window Arc Detector U.Platise, M.Plesko, R.Sabjan, M.Smolej, G.Tkacik,

H.Schieler, "First Experiences with the Control System
for the accelerator of ANKA", these proceedings.

Circulator Arc Detector [3] D.Einfeld, S.Hermle, E.Huttel, A.Kruessel, M.Lange,

MaicTee Power F.Perez, M.Pont, U.Ristau, R.Rossmanith, H.Schieler,
S.Voigt, R.Walther, A.Weindl, M.Plesko, "Status of the
accelerator for the 2.5 GeV light source ANKA in

Overvoltage Overvoltage Karlsruhe", these proceedings.

E detector E detector [4] Speicherprogrammierbare Steuerungen, BOSCH
Katalog.
[5] Following the DESY design.

Figure 3: Signals for the fast interlock. [6] M.Ebert, DESY, private communication.

In figure 4 the basic scheme of the fast interlock is
shown. The analogue signals are sent to a fast comparator
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STATUS OF THE RF SYSTEM FOR THE ANKA STORAGE RING

D. Einfeld, F. Prrez+'++, S. Voigt, ANKA, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
A. Fabris, C. Pasotti, M. Svandrlik, Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy

Abstract 1 INTRODUCTION

The RF system for the ANKA storage ring has two plants, During the present year the storage ring ANKA is being
each plant consists of one 250 kW transmitter at 500 MHz constructed at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. It will
feeding two cavities, with all the, peripherals. The be completely assembled after summer and the
different components, namely the high voltage power commissioning should start in October of this year [1].
supply, the klystron, the waveguide system and the The ANKA storage ring is designed to run at an energy
cavities, are now under construction and test. The HV of 2.5 GeV and at a maximum beam current of 400 mA.
power supply is provided by Jdger (Germany), and is Two RF plants, each one with two cavities powered by
been built on site. The first klystron, from the company a single 250 kW klystron, will be installed. Figure 1
EEV (England), has been assembled at the factory and thenexttwoareundr wy. Te cmpoent ofthe shows a 3D view of one of these plants and in table 1 thenext two are under way. The components of the manpr etsaelied
waveguide system have been already delivered by the Ai paramete alsted.
firm Dielectric (USA), except the circulator that has beenthe moment, most of the components are in the latestfh'n Deletri (UA),excpt he irclatr tat as een stage of construction and some of them have been already

built by AFT (Germany). The factory acceptance tests of tested at the factory. The waveguide system has been
the, cavities, together with the low level electronic tse ttefcoy h aeud ytmhsbe

thecavtie, tgeter ith he ow eve elctrnic delivered two weeks ago and the rest of components will

systems, consisting of a frequency loop for each cavity arrive within the next four months.

and an amplitude and phase loop for each RF plant, have

started at the end of 98 and, following the foreseen On leave from LSB-IFAE, Barcelona, Spain
schedule, will be concluded in July 99 at Sincrotrone Email: perez@anka.fzk.de
Trieste (Italy).

Klystrone

cavity

Magic T

Circulator

Figure 1: 3D view of one RF plant
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Table 1: Main RF parameters * Forward power test: 8 hours of continuously running at
Parameter Value 52 kW CW with the cavity on tune, figure 2.
Beam Energy 2.5 GeV e Reflected power test: ½ hour of continuously running at
Energy Loss per Turn 662 keV 52 kW CW with the cavity out of tune. This test is done

Beam Current (maximum) 400 mA mainly to test the input coupler.

Harmonic Number 184 Both tests have been successfully passed at the power

Revolution Frequency 2.72 MHz stand test of Sincrotrone Trieste, figure 3.

RF Frequency 499.65 MHz FAT IPC ANKA-2 - Forward Power 8 hours test

Momentum Compaction Factor 0.0081 6 - Pressure (V) - Cavity Power (kWM

Energy Spread 0.09 % . 60
Total RF voltage 2 MV 40..................................................................40.Total RF voltage 2 MV 4 .0 ............ ........................................................ ............................................. .. . 4 0

O verv oltage F acto r 3 .• .................................................. 7............................................ ......................

Energy Acceptance 1.5 % 2.0 ..................................................... ........................ 20

Synchrotron Frequency 36 kH z .................................................................................
Synchronous Phase 160.70 0. A .0
Bunch Length 9.8 mm 0 .i ' tn r- 0 O

Number of Cavities 4 Time (hours)

Figure 2. 8 hours power test without vacuum trips

2 CAVITIES
The cavities together with the low level electronics -
phase, amplitude and tuning loops- are provided by
Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy.

2.1 Cavity Parameters

The two first cavities are ready and their main parameters
have been measured. Table 2 compares the measured
values with the target ones.

Table 2. Cavity parameters
Parameter Target Measured

Cav I I Cav2

Resonant frequency, MHz 499.65 499.64 499.65
Quality factor 40000 38900 41000
_R/Q 175 174 174

Shunt Impedance, ML 3.3 3.3 3.5
Max Coupling Coefficient 3.5 3.3 3.6

The lower quality factor of the first cavity is due to a Figure 3. Cavity at the power stand during the power test
contamination of the cavity's surface by the filler material The power test of the second cavity will be done at the
used during the fabrication procedure. The problem has beginning of April, the third at the end of Mai and the last
been fixed and solved as can be seen by the higher quality one at the beginning of July.
factor of the second cavity. The next two cavities are
expected to have parameters similar to those of the 3 LOW LEVEL ELECTRONICS
second one.

The HOMs of both cavities have been already The low level electronics for the ANKA RF system
characterised. The results are presented in a separate will be composed of four frequency loops (one for each
paper in this conference [2] cavity), two amplitude and two phase loops (one for each

RF plant) plus all the ancillary equipments for the phasing
2.2 High Power Test of the two plants and the interlock electronics [3]. The

Two different power tests have been performed with the design of the low level electronics has taken into account

first cavity: the different operating conditions of ANKA, where the
beam is injected at 500 MeV and ramped in the ring to the
final 2.5 GeV energy. Amplitude and phase of the cavity
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gap voltages must be kept constant during the different The high voltage power supply is at the moment being
status of machine operation (injection, ramping and beam assembled at ANKA by the company JAGER, from
storage), considering that all the low level electronics Germany. Its main parameters are listed in table 5.
loops interact with each other and are coupled via the Table 5. Main parameters of the HV power supply
beam. Parameter ValueFrom the construction point of view, the low level Par e Value

electronics has been designed in a modular way which Voltage -20 to-52 kV
eases maintenance and troubleshooting. All the low level Current 9A
electronics for the ANKA RF system will be hosted in six Stability + 0.5 %

racks, three for each plant. Ripple, peak at peak < 0.4 %

The first frequency loop has been tested together with Maximum stored energy 20 Ws
the first cavity, satisfying the required specifications.
Table 3 compares the target and measured parameters. For the control and interlock of the transmitter we have

chosen to use an industrial PLC standard from the
Table 3. Frequency loop parameters company BOSCH. This is separately presented in this
Parameter J Target J Measured conference [4].
Speed (nominal), Hz/sec 700 704 The rest of the components, power supplies for the
Speed (maximum), Hz/sec 1000 1040 focusing coils and the gun of the klystron, sensors and

Op. Loop 3 dB bandwidth, Hz 200 210 connectors, etc are already in house.

100 Hz option The assembly of the first transmitter will start at the end
of April, when all the components will be delivered, and

Sensitivity of the loop, Hz 100 75-100 during May it will be brought into operation.
Open loop decgain, dB > 36 41

500 Hz option 5 WAVEGUIDE SYSTEM
Sensitivity of the loop, Hz 500 450
Open loop dc gain, dB > 23 28 The waveguide system has been designed to feed twocavities with only one klystron. A circulator to isolate the

The second frequency loop, the first amplitude and klystron and a magic tee to split the power in two are the

phase loops and ancillary equipments will be tested at the main components (figure 1).

beginning of next April, together with the second storage The distance from the centre of one cavity to the other

ring cavity. Therefore at this stage all the low level one is 900 mm, i.e. one and a half the wavelength of the

electronics for one of the two storage ring plants will be 500 MHz RF voltage. For that reason the power input

completed. The low level electronics for the second plant loop of one cavity will be rotated 1800 with respect the

is now under assembly. Each component has been position of the loop at the other cavity, in that way the

acquired and individually tested. The acceptance test of bunches will see the correct phase. The difference in

the low level electronics for the second RF plant is phase between the two arms of the magic tee has been

planned in parallel with the factory acceptance tests of the measured at Dielectric and it is less than 1'. It has to be

third and fourth storage ring cavities, noted that no phase shifter has been foreseen, so that we
rely on the symmetry and the proper performance of the

4 TRANSMITTER components.

The transmitter will be assembled at ANKA and it is 6 SUMMARY
formed by a 250 kW klystron, a 470 kVA high voltage

formd b a 50 k klstrn, a470kVAhighvolage The first RF plant with two cavities will be ready in Junepower supply, a PLC system for its control and interlock, and the second plant in August.
and the ancillaries components to complete it: power
supplies, sensors, etc.

The klystrons are produced by EEV, at England. The 7 REFERENCES
tube of the first klystron has been already assembled and [1] D.Einfeld, S.Hermle, E.Huttel, A.Kruessel, M.Lange, F.Pdrez,
is now under vacuum conditioning. Three klystrons will M.Pont, U.Ristau, R.Rossmanith, H.Schieler, S.Voigt, R.Walther,

A.Weindl, M.Plesko, "Status of the accelerator for the 2.5 GeV light
be delivered, two for operation of the machine and one as source ANKA in Karlsnihe", these proceedings.
a spare. The main parameters are listed in table 4.

[2] A.Fabris, C.Pasotti, M.Svandrlik, "Characterization of the ANKA

Table 4. Main parameters of the klystron RF Cavities HOMs for Coupled Bunch Instability Calculations", these

Parameter Value proceedings.

Operating frequency 499.65 MHZ [3] A.Fabris, C.Pasotti, M.Svandrlik, D.Einfeld, F.Pdrez, S.Voigt, "Low
level RF System for the ANKA Storage Ring", EPAC 98, p1 7 6 1 .IRF output power > 250 kW

Efficiency > 62.5 % [4] D.Einfeld, F.Pdrez, S.Voigt, M.Humpert, "Interlock and Control for
the RF System of the ANKA Storage Ring", these proceedings.
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Design of an On-Axis Coupled Planar MM-Wave Structure

R. Apel and H. Henke
Technische Universitit Berlin, EN-2 Einsteinufer 17, D-10587 Berlin, Germany

Abstract forward solution for a fully planar geometry. On the other
hand, SW structures have a constant gradient but a lowerThe paper presents the design of an on-axis coupled struc- shunt impedance. The only exception is zero- or ir-mode

ture which is planar double-sided and suited for fabrica- shnimeac.Teolexptniszr-r -od
tire which isep plaar dleidedgraphy.Its an suitendiffab - operation, where the group velocity is small, the structure is
stionture with de oepX-raytithgfraphency. ot is 2 a st ng w sensitive to fabricational errors and only a few cells can be
structure with an operating frequency of 91.392 GHz and cope.Teaarnsluintthsddedaedub-

is dsiged or te 7-moe. nd cllsandinpu poer ou- coupled. The apparent solution to this dead end are double-
is designed for the nr-mode. End cells and input power cou- periodic structures which are confluent and have high shunt
p ier are matched numerically by means of the code GdfidL. impedance and group velocities. The first solution we had
The main RF parameters are also determined numerically, was a side-coupled structure [3]. Although the paper design
Reflection and bead pull measurements with a scaled-up and a scaled-up model behave reasonably well, we were not
model at 10 GHz are presented. completely satisfied with the group velocity and a distorted

Brillouin diagram due to the direct coupling between main
1 INTRODUCTION cells. Therefore, we started the design of an on-axis cou-

Very high frequency accelerating structures will explore pled structure, Figure 1.

new parameter ranges and new applications. Among other W w
things, a very attractive feature and a potential break- -
through concept is an 'integrated' accelerator module, i.e. I

the manufacturing of accelerating structures, power sources w 2bw

and focusing elements with one technology and on a com- - g92

mon support. The avenue to realize this vision is X-ray F-_-__ 2L

lithography (LIGA). It meets the requirements in fabrica- • t•
tional precision, I micrometer tolerances and about 0.1 mi- g [ 2a

crometer surface roughness, and it allows for nearly arbi- _ _=4

trarily complicated structures as long as they stay planar.
That is where the skill of the design engineer is chal- Figure 1: Topview and cross section of an on-axis coupled

lenged: to develop and build planar structures and compo- muffin-tin: g = 0.980, w = 2.231, t = 0.230, wl =
nents. 3.374, 91 = 0.200, 2a = 1.050, 2b = 2.540 (in mm)

Based on the concept of a doubled-sided, open muffin-

tin structure [1] we have been working on different devices The iris thickness and the gap of the coupling cells were
[2]. Since we believe that a constant impedance structure fixed to t = 0.23 mm and gl = 0.20 mm, respectively.
is easier to build and that a standing-wave (SW) structure The period length follows from the 7r-mode operation as
with equal power dissipation facilitates cooling and oper- L = 7 /,3 = A /2 = 1.64 mm.
ation we had at first designed a side-coupled SW muffin-
tin [3]. However, the RF parameters, especially bandwidth The beam aperture is in principle a free parameter and in-
and attenuation, were not very satisfactory. Therefore in fluences bandwidth, shunt impedance and wakefields. As a
the present paper, we present an on-axis coupled double- trade-off we chose
periodic muffin-tin with a larger aperture, lower attenuation 2a / A = 0.32 =• 2a = 1.05 mm.
and large bandwidth.

The other dimensions were calculated with GdfidL [4] and

2 STRUCTURE GEOMETRY AND RF are shown in Figure 1. The resulting RF parameters are

PARAMETERS given in Table 1. As a comparison the Table shows also
the parameters of the side-coupled structure (SCS) and of a

Since the RF power dissipation increases with the square single-periodic muffin-tin (SPMT). As can be seen, the on-
root of the frequency and since additional losses due to axis coupled structure (OACS) has the largest bandwidth,
surface roughness are inevitable, high frequency structures highest group velocity and lowest attenuation. An estimate
have high losses. Therefore, an adequate cooling and tem- of the number of cells which can be coupled together gives
perature control system may impose a constant-gradient w 7r B
operation. But a constant-gradient structure is not a straight -- < mode spacing - or N < 136.

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 812
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Symbol OACS SCS SPMT Unit gular guide. The resulting match of the whole structure was
f 91.392 91.392 91.392 GHz found with the time-domain option of GdfidL and is given

r/Qo 58 53.8 81.6 kQ2/m in Figure 4. The losses were simulated by a lossy dielectric
r 155 166 200 MQl/m filling.

Qo 2680 3090 2490
a 3.6 8.6 4.1 1/m

Vg/co 0.10 0.036 0.094
B 11.9 7.8 9.3 GHz __

B 0.13 0.085 0.102 _____

Table 1: RF parameters for 2a = 1.05 mm la
tEi
-Ea

Then assuming a central feeding point and an attenuation

parameter -r = al = 0.18 an overall structure length 1 of
10 crm comprising 60 main cells seems to be a good design -Ea
goal. The large bandwidth and the resulting high group =L

velocity together with the point of confluence can be seen
in the beautifully symmetric Brillouin diagram, Figure 2.

9.7e+10

IZI

"la
mEi

S9e+10

Figure 3: Full structure with feeding line, coupler and de-
tuned end cells

8.3e+10 . . . . . . . .
0I00 180

phase shift [deg]

Figure 2: Brillouin diagram for OACS

3 FULL STRUCTURE WITH END CELLS
A N D C O U P L E R 8.3e+10 %+10 9.7-10

frequency

Special care has to be taken to get a flat 7r-mode distribu-
tion. This requires a detuning of the end cells which was Figure 4: Simulated magnitude of S11 of the full structure.
done with GdfidL and is shown in Figure 3.

For the power coupler we have chosen a straight forward
solution for the time being. The feeding line couples to the 4 SCALED-UP MODEL AND
midd-cell via the side-wall, Figure 3. Since we did not want PROTOTYPE
a cut in the coupling iris for fabricational reasons and the
coupling was undercritical we added a double ,A/4 stub-line In order to verify the design we build an Al-model scaled to

for the match. We also had to add a ,/4 transmission-line 10.2 GI-z with seven main cells, see Figure 5. Reflection
transformer and special matching elements in the side-wall measurement and bead pull measurement of the 7r-mode
in order to taper and match the groove-guide to the rectan- were done with a network analyzer (HP 8722C), Figures 6
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0.35

0.3

02

0.1

position [mm]

Figure 7: Bead pull measurement for the scaled-up model

0 cm 20

5 CONCLUSION

The concept of an on-axis coupled, double-periodic muffin-
Figure 5: Scaled-up model tin shows very attractive features for a very high frequency

SW-structure. It has an exceptional wide bandwidth and

and 7. The measured frequency response is in principal in high group velocity and is therefore insensitive to fabrica-

good agreement with the simulation. Only one thing still tional errors. The shunt impedance is reduced only about

requires improvement. If we compare the GdfidL simula- 25 % as compared to the single-periodic, 21r/3-mode struc-

tion to the measured reflection coefficient, we have only ture. The relatively low attenuation allows for coupling a

four measured resonances instead of six resonances in the large number of cells. About 60 cells should be possible

simulation, see Figure 6. One reason for this may be toler- and would give a 10 cm long structure at 91 GHz. This

ances during the fabricational process. corresponds just to a 4 inch wafer for a LIGA mask and
yields a sound attenuation parameter cd = 0.18. A model

5 scaled-up to 10.2 GHz has been manufactured. Measure-
0 measurement ments have verified the design parameters well. Therefore

a first LIGA mask for a 91 GHz structure with 39 main
cells has been made and electroplating of the structure is

simulation under process.
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Development And Test Of A Planar R-band Accelerating Structure*

R. Merte, H. Henke, M. Peikert

Technische Universitdit Berlin, EN-2, Einsteinufer 17, D-10587 Berlin, Germany

D.Yu
Duly Research Inc., CA, USA

Abstract design allows for the compensation of the forces by rotating

Planar accelerating structures, so called muffin tins, are of every other structure by 900 around the longitudinal axis,

great interest for new accelerating techniques which are op- resulting in a weak focusing effect.
erating at high frequencies. At present the upper frequency The design of the structure [2], the machining of a model
limit for high power sources is 29.9855 GHz available at scaled up to 10 GHz and measurements at 10 GHz [4] as

limi fo hih pwersoucesis 9.955 ~z vaiabl at well as 29.9855 GHz, were performed at the TU-Berlin.
CERN. Therefore a new design of a planar traveling wave

constant impedance accelerating structure is presented. A Two prototypes were machined by industry, the flanges pro-

fully engineered 37-cell prototype with an operating fre- vided by CERN. One prototype was brazed at the HMI,

quency of 29,9855 GHz, which is designed for the 2 ir/3- Berlin, the other will be brazed at CERN.

mode, was fabricated by CNC milling technology. The
design includes a power coupler, a cavity geometry opti- 2 GEOMETRY OF THE STRUCTURE
mized to compensate the effect of transverse forces, vacuum AND RF PARAMETERS
flanges and beam pipe flanges. Shown are the frequency
scan of transmission and reflection measurements compared The structure is a traveling wave, constant impedance struc-

to numerical simulations with GdfidL [1]. Further, a non ture at 29.986 GHz [2]. From the wavelength of A = 9.997
resonant bead pull measurement was made to determine and mm follows a period length of p = 3.332 mm for the
verify the fundamental modes of the structure. The cavity is 2 ir/3-mode. The iris thickness has been fixed to t = 0.7
planned to be powered at the CLIC test stand at CERN. mm. The length of one cavity in beam direction, the gap,

results therefore to g = p - t = 2.632 mm. The aperture

1 INTRODUCTION 2 a, the width w and the depth 2 b of the cavity are the
parameters which adjust the mentioned F, = Fy property

Planar structures are very different as compared to round and the frequency. The aperture for the beam influences
structures. The accelerating mode excites transverse forces bandwidth, shunt impedance, wakefields and transverse
which depend on the longitudinal and transverse position. forces. Thus a parameter analysis of these general cavity
The excitation of higher order modes is expected to be much dimensions was necessary. The best results have been found
weaker in the vertical plane, and the surface quality and the for an aperture to wavelength ratio of a/A = 0.18, resulting
shaping of the irises are different. This will affect the power in 2 a = 3.6 mm. The frequency was adjusted by the cavity
handling compatibility and the beam dynamics. Therefore width and depth of w = 6.688 mm and 2 b = 8.4 mm, re-
and because planar structures have never been used to ac- spectively. Figure 1 shows a planar cavity in different views.
celerate particles, it was decided to build a fully engineered
cavity and to test it under real conditions at the highest pos- A --

sible frequency. i -b

In a collaboration with the CLIC team at CERN it is
planned to make the experiments at the CLIC test facility .. +__ 4- t 4 k l 2b

this summer. If possible two experiments are planned. First, 1 2&

the planar structure shall be powered by the drive beam and
generate RF power in the multi MW regime. In a second A. I Z

experiment the planar structure shall be fed from the CLIC Z y -- e,-k

transfer structure and powered by a test beam. Figure 1. Typical cavity, a) top view, b) cross section and
The planar structure is a 37-cell, 2 ir/3-mode traveling c) longitudinal cut.

muffin-tin operating at 29.9855 GHz. The depth and width The basic RF parameters are determined numerically
of the cavities were chosen such that the transverse forces with GdfidL [11 and listed in table 1. For the determination
have equal magnitude while the sign is opposite. Such a of the maximum length of the structure we used

*Work supported by DOE SBIR grant DE-FG03-96ER82213 an attenuation parameter of T = al = 0.8, resulting in a
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maximal number of cells of Nma, = 375. A test model seen in measurements of X-band models [3], [4]. In order to
should have a small number of cells, but it should be large take account of these effects all simulations are made with
enough to present a measurable impedance. We chose 37 rounded corners.
cells for the prototype. The structure is fully engineered for a high power experi-

ment in vacuum. The design includes ports for vacuum, RF
and beam pipe. Figure 2 shows a picture of the manUfac-

r/Qo = 22,62 kr0/m tured structure and figure 3 the mounted structure with RF-,
Qo 4420, r = 100 M% /m beam pipe- and vacuum-flanges, ready for brazing. Ther-

va/co = 11, 2% mal control for cooling and tuning is also planned. Cooling
a = 0, 64 m-1  tubes will be glued on the top and the bottom of the struc-

-- "=0.8 = Lmax =l1, 2 5m=Nma 375 ture.

Table 1. RF parameters of a F. = F, cavity. 4 MEASUREMENT

3 MECHANICAL DESIGN The main interest was to see how the S11 and S21 parameters

A 37-cell accelerating section has been modeled, consist- of the numerical simulation compare to the measurement,

ing of 35 accelerating cells with F,; = Fy property and as well as in the field patterns of the fundamental modes.

terminated with two coupling cells. The input and output
couplers are matched with a cut iris. The power couplers
are planar and the input and output ports are from one side. -10 ..... ......................... ...
The matching procedure has been done in the time domain 20
with GdfidL [1].

-30
dB

-40

-50

-60 simaue
$1 dtidL

-70 I dfidL -- ....

-80
27,00 202,(() 29,0 30,00 3 1,(X)

f in GHz
Figure 4. Comparison of the unperturbed measurement with the

GdfidL simulation.

Figure 2. Manufactured 37-cell structure. 4.1 Frequency scan

The measurements were made with a Hewlett Packard HP-
8722C vector network analyzer (NWA), working in the fre-
quency range from 50 MHz up to 40 GHz. The first step
was a full 2-port calibration in the frequency range from
28.8 GHz up to 31.5 GHz using a HP-i 1644A waveguide
calibration kit. A second measurement was made with the
fiber inside the structure, but no bead. The fiber is a pertur-
bation by itself and causes a frequency shift. Table 2 gives
an overview of the measured frequencies compared to the
data obtained with GdfidL [1]. The relation between the Sx

Figure 3. Manufactured structure with RF-, beam pipe- and chart and the dispersion chart is given by:
vacuum-flanges. #-mode = 7r(i - 1)

The structure was produced by CNC milling technology N- 1 (
with an accuracy of 0.004 mm. The machining by inline where N is the number of cells (37) and i is the number of
milling has the disadvantage that cavity corners are rounded the peak i = I ...37.
with the radius of the milling cutter. The rounded corners The mentioned rounded comers lead to the further
cause a frequency shift and detune the match, as recently problem that the numerical simulation needs a huge amount
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of RAM and time. Therefore the 37-cell GdfidL simulation the field magnitude. The attenuation of the modes is also
was terminated before the steady state was reached. Figure clearly visible.
4 shows a comparison of the S1 1 and S21 parameters of the
measured unperturbed 37-cell structure with the terminated 0,70
simulation. You can see a good quantitative agreement con-
cerning the bandwidth and the match for the 2 7r/3-mode, 0,60

but also unexpected high losses in transmission. 0,50 . .. . . . .. . . . .. ..

peak target unperturbed perturbed GdfidL 0.40 " -

NO mode fp[GHz] fp [GHz] f [GHz] 0 ,o3

13 7r/3 28.302 28.086 - 0,20

19 7r/2 29.162 28.954 -
25 27r/3 30.012 29.985 29.986

0,00
Table 2. Some frequencies in the fundamental pass band. o 2WX) 400 (00 )WX) .0(o 1.200 3.4oo L.600

No.(Ixiints)

4.2 Bead Pull Measurement Figure 5. Magnitude of the 2 7r/3-mode at 30.13 GHz,

A standard traveling wave bead pull measurement was per- determined with bead pull.

formed. In order to keep the perturbation of the fiber small, ,X)
a very thin pure silk fiber with 0.2 mm of diameter was used.
The bead itself was made by painting the fiber over a length 0,7

of 0.5 mm with liquid silver. r .0,15 30
The measurements were made in an uncalibrated mode 0,10

of the NWA. A first measurement, with fiber inside but bead 0,_5
outside the structure, takes the unperturbed reflection 1.p. D,00

The next run with the bead pulled through the structure
measures the perturbed reflection rp(z). The corrected data
ro,, results from: 210 330

rLcor(Z) = Fp(z) - r,,p(z) = clE(z) 2e-i24)(z). (2)
240 300

The characteristics of the bead, such as material, shape 27
and volume, represented by the constant c in eq. (2), were Figure 6. Polar chart of the 2 7r/3-mode at 30.13 GHz,

not determined. Therefore, no unit is assigned to the electric determined with bead pull.

field in figure 5.
All measurements were made with a bead on the beam 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT

trajectory (no transverse off sets). Figures 5 - 6 show one re- The authors would like to thank the CLIC team for the ideal
sult of the non resonant bead pull measurement. The 2 ir/3- and material support of the project.
mode has been found at 30.130 GHz. The magnitude of the
electric field follows from eq. (2) to: 6 REFERENCES

C * IE(z)l = VlFp(z) - r ,p(z)l = V-- Z,(z)I (3) [1] W. Bruns, GdfidL: A finite difference program for arbitrarily
small perturbations in rectangular geometries, IEEE Trans.

and is presented in figure 5, where the abscissa indicates the Magn. Vol. 32, No. 3 May 1996.
number of mesh points and represents the z direction. A po- [2] R. Merte, Design of a new R-band 7-cell cold test model
lar chart of rcor(z) with phase information is presented in RBAND-002, TET Note 98/15, Inst. f. Theoretische Elek-
figure 6. There one may find a good agreement between the trotechnik, TU-Berlin.
phase advances per cell and the factor 2 in eq. (2). The pre- [3] R. Merte, Influence of rounded comers seen in X-band RF
sented structure is not an infinite periodic structure and ter- measurements, TET Note 99/01, Inst. f. Theoretische Elek-
minated with coupling cells. These coupling cells have a de- trotechnik, TU-Berlin.
creased volume compared to the inner cavities and an aper- [4] R. Merte, Realization and RF measurement of a scaled 37-
ture for the power input and output. Therefore the Q-value cell X-band model of the new R-band structure RBAND-003
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DESIGN, FABRICATION AND RF MEASUREMENT
OF A W-BAND ACCELERATING STRUCTURE

R. Merte, H. Henke, R. Apel
Technische Universit~it Berlin, EN-2, Einsteinufer 17, D-10587 Berlin, Germany

Abstract available at BESSY I and where a full production line is go-
ing to be build up at BESSY II. Nevertheless, our first struc-The paper presents a design of a W-band planar accelerat- ture was WEDM'ed, partly for financial reasons but also be-

ing structure (muffin tin) [1]. The structure is a 2 7r/3-mode cuse w e coul d profi fr the aexpe re nc SLA as m e

traveling wave, constant impedance structure with an op- and use the same manufacturer.

erating frequency of 91.392 GHz. The design includes a

new power coupler and a cavity geometry optimized for high
shunt impedance. A 7-cell cold test prototype has been fab- 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND
ricated by wire electro discharge machining. Measurements FABRICATION
were performed with a scalar network analyzer for both S- The first design for the structure design was presented in
parameters and bead pull measurements. The RF parameters [2]. The prototype is a 7-cell structure suited for wire EDM.
and measured results are presented and compared with the Therefore special limitations were taken into account.
numerical results obtained by GdfidL [3] simulations.

1 INTRODUCTION oD

Very high frequency accelerating structures find more and CD

more interest. They have the potential for very high gradi-
ent application due to a higher breakdown field and a bet-
ter pulsed heating behavior. But they can also be a per-
fect match to particular applications such as medical ac- C

celerators. Or, they may even be a must as in space ap-
plications. On the other hand, very high frequencies, say
above 60 to 80 GHz, require planar geometries for fabrica-
tional reasons. While planar geometries and the necessary c-D CS
technologies have to be developed, this avenue may lead to
completely new concepts as for instance integrated modules,
where the accelerating structure, the power sources and the
focusing elements are produced on a common support.

Modem micro fabrication has developed, at least, two Figure 1. Explosion view of the cold test model.
technologies which meet the requirements for accelerating
structures: wire electro-discharge-machining (WEDM) and Figure 1 shows the explosion view of the cold test model.
X-ray lithography (LIGA). Both technologies allow fabri- The top and the bottom plates have the function of a me-
cational tolerances in the micrometer or even submicrome- chanical support and represent the plates of the cavity's
ter range and surface roughness in the order of 0.1 micro- ground. The middle sheet is the structure with cavity sec-
meter, and they have relative advantages and disadvantages. tion, beam pipe, pumping slots, input/output coupler plus
For WEDM the structure must be constructed in layers and detoured wave guides, integrated taper and holes for screws
brazed or diffusion bonded together and the process is not and alignment pins. The power couplers are planar and input
well suited for mass production. LIGA is first of all expen- and output are from both sides, left and right. The dashed
sive since it requires an X-ray mask which typically must line indicates a sacrificial region, which has been cut away
be manufactured in several steps, a synchrotron radiation after mounting the structure together. It serves the stabi-
beam line for a many-hour exposure and facilities for de- lization during machining. The thickness of this sheet is
veloping and electroforming. It should, however, be much 2 b = 2.54 mm. The design allows two different kinds of
cheaper when producing large numbers because molding bead pull measurements: the conventional longitudinal pull
can be used. WEDM is intensely pursued at SLAC [4]. In through the beam pipe and a pull with a transverse dielec-
Berlin our main focus will be on LIGA which is already tric fiber, positioned and moved in the pumping slots. The
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connected WR-10 flange is as large as half the structure and Figure 3 shows the final structure bolted together, which was
overlaps the pumping slots which are needed for the trans- fabricated by Ron Witherspoon, Inc., Campbell, California.
verse fiber bead pull measurement. Therefore it was neces-
sary to detour the wave guide from the input and output cou- 3 RF DESIGN AND NUMERICAL
pling cells to the exterior boundary of the structure. Further SIMULATION
the gap size of the first and last cells g, = 0.864 mm, are
smaller than the size of a WR-10 wave guide wg = 1.27 As mentioned above the cold test model is a traveling
mm, so that tapering in this direction was necessary. The wave constant impedance structure. It is designed for the
transition from the coupling cells to the outer WR-10 flange 2 7r/3-mode. The operating frequency is 91.392 GHz, 32
via the integrated taper is smooth and optimized for minimal times the SLAC frequency (2.856 GHz), and corresponds
reflection. to a wavelength of A = 3.283 mm. The period length p

Figure 2 shows a typical planar cavity in different views, follows therefore with p = A/3 = 1.094 mm. The basic
The iris thickness has been fixed to t = 0.23 mm. The RF parameters are determined numerically with our code
length of one cavity in beam direction, the gap, results GdfidL [3] and listed in table 1. The cavity geometry is
from the condition that we chose the 2 1r/3-mode with designed for an optimized shunt impedance. For the deter-
g = A/3 - t = 0.864 mm. The aperture for the beam mination of the maximum length Lmaz of the structure, we
influences bandwidth, shunt impedance and wakefields. A used a ,- of 0.8 (r = al), resulting in a maximal number of
relatively large aperture to wavelength ratio of a/A = 0.16 accelerating cells of Nmax = 178.
was chosen, which results in an aperture of 2 a = 1.05 mm.
The width of the inner cavities which adjust the frequency
is w = 2.363 mm. The depth is 2 b = 2.54 mm which is r/Qo = 81.6 kQ/m
the size of the standard WR-10 wave guide and, therefore, Qo = 2490, r = 200 MQl/m
does not require tapering in this direction. vg/co = 9.4%

a = 4.1 m-1

A----- -4 = 0.8 •=ý Lma, = 19.5 cm =ý, Nmax,, 178

Table 1: Basic RF parameters.

- The results of the numerical simulation in the time
S..domain of the entire structure of the reflection and trans-

2.._ ,tvB-B mission coefficient, computed with GdfidL, are shown in
2 'figure 4.

z yvewA-A'

Figure 2. Typical cavity, a) top view, b) cross section and
c) longitudinal cut.

The input and output couplers of the prototype have been 0.80
matched with a cut coupling iris. The terminating coupling
cells have a width of w, = 1.89 mm and the coupling iris 0,60 ....... ... .......
has an aperture of a, = 0.79 mm. A disadvantage is the
different depth a, in case of a fabrication with LIGA. 0,40

0,20

82,0 84,0 86.0 88,0 90,0 92,0 94.0 96.0

f in GHz

Figure 4. Reflection and transmission coefficient,
GdfidL [3] simulation.

4 RF-MEASUREMENT

In the following a relatively cheap possibility to make trans-
Figure 3. Prototype with RF-flange and bolts, mission and reflection measurements as well as bead pull
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measurement with a scalar measurement system in the W-- A

band (75 - 110 GHz), are shown. Figure 5 shows the block 10.0 dB/ REF 1 .. oo _. _.. . E .

diagram of the scalar measurement system for transmission -

and reflection measurements and figure 6 the set up for bead 1 -- - _ _ I
pull measurements.

HP 837518 HP 8?57E [~*]SNIA

12.5 - 18.33 GHz

.d~p.Figure 7. Reflection and transmission coefficient, measurement.

1,00
Figure 5. Block diagram for S 11 and Si12 measurements.

0,80

sweper It • A B m

12".5 - 18.33 OHz S TT 0,60

8fHP 83558A

75 - 110 GHz HP 85025C-K71 0,4o

HP W385A S~0,20

Milte Mlitc 0 50 100 ,50 200
No of mcsh-points, bcam dircction

Figure 8. Field distribution measured with bead pull.

Figure 6. Block diagram for bead pull measurements. 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The results of the transmission and reflection measure- Part of the work was done at SLAC by one of the authors
ment are presented in figure 7. The measured frequency re- (R. Merte). We would like to thank the SLAC staff for their
sponse is in good qualitative agreement with the numerical generous help and support.
simulation. The measured 4 dB loss in transmission is not

yet understood. We believe that it has something to do with 6 REFERENCES
the surface roughness and the bad contact between the irises

and he aviy. or eadpul mesurmens anyln fber ture for Relativistic Electron Acceleration, Argonne Nationalwith a diameter of ca. 0.05 mm and a knot as a bead was Laboratory, internal report ANL/APS/MMW-1, 1993.

threaded through the beam pipe. The bead was pulled along []R etFrtDsg faWBn ufnTn odTs

the eve cels i logitdinl diecton nd te prtubed Model, Internal Note, Inst. f. Theoretische Elektrotechnik, TU-
transmission coefficient at the input port was measured. The Beln
constant c in equation (1) depends on the shape of the knot
and the input power level and is not determined at this time. [3] W. Bruns, GdfidL: A finite difference program for arbitrarily

small perturbations in rectangular geometries, IEEE Trans.Therefore, no unit is assigned to the field in figure 8. Figure Magn. Vol. 32, No. 3 May 1996.
8 shows the result of the measured amplitude of the 2 7r/3- [4P..CoRHSiane.lThFbictnofMl-

emeter-Wavelength Accelerating Structures, SLAC-PUP-7339,

rz)= clE(z)le-l•(z) (1) November 1996.
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RF LOADS FOR THE CLIC MULTIBUNCH STRUCTURE

M. Luong, I. Wilson, W. Wuensch, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract low-cost and used in diverse industrial applications.
There is, however, little published data on the high

The CLIC multibunch accelerating structure, called the frequency permittivity of SiC and no specific data
TDS (Tapered Damped Structure), relies on heavy available from individual suppliers. In order to validate
damping of higher-order modes [1]. Each cell of the the choice of SiC and then to design the load, a simple
structure is damped by its own set of four individually- technique to measure permittivity has been developed.
terminated waveguides. A compact, low-cost and large- The technique involves measuring the complex
bandwidth terminating load with a reflection coefficient reflection coefficient from a small slab of the material
below 0.05 has been developed for this application. The under test. The permittivity is obtained by comparing the
load consists of a silicon carbide pyramid centered in a measured reflection coefficient to the reflection
tapered waveguide. The design process, including the coefficient computed on the same geometry but with an
technique used to measure complex permittivity, is estimated permittivity. An increasingly accurate estimate
described. Measurements made on scaled prototypes are of complex permittivity is obtained through iterative
presented. optimization.

A typical setup used to produce experimental
1. INTRODUCTION reflection coefficient data for SiC is shown in Fig. 1 and

Beam dynamics simulations of the CLIC main linac have data was taken at other frequencies using similar setups.
shown that in order to preserve small emittances a The shape of the slab is not important but its dimensions

substantial transverse wakefield suppression is required must be accurately measured for setup of the computer

in accelerating structures. The required suppression is simulation. The experimental setup has no contacts

achieved in the TDS design by strong damping and between the SiC and the copper except where the back

moderate detuning. plane of the SiC is glued with epoxy to the waveguide
short circuit. The contact does not influence theEach cell of the TDS is damped by its own set of four reflection coefficient since the fields are already

waveguides which produce a quality factor of about 16 attenuated by the SiC. The complex reflection

for the lowest transverse passband. The cutoff frequency ceient, by i ee in The usualwa usin

of the waveguides (33.5 GHz) is chosen to lie above the coefficient, wr, is measured in the usual way using an
accelerating frequency (29.985 GHz) but below the HP50 newraalz.Rfecindtfotoacceeraingfreueny (9.98 G~) bt blowthe different thickness SiC slabs are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
transverse mode spectrum (starting from about 36 GHz).

The waveguide acts as a high-pass filter - higher order The S, 1-port calibration provides an accuracy better than

modes are damped while the accelerating mode is'not. 0.01 for the amplitude and 0.5 degrees for the phase of

Each damping waveguide is individually terminated the reflection coefficient.

by an absorbing load - a reflection coefficient less than 38.0 • -- 10.16

0.05 over a large bandwidth (extending to near the
waveguide cutoff frequency) is required for effective
damping. The terminating load must also satisfy a t 3.5
number of technical constraints - it must be compact, . 10.16

mechanically simple, brazeable, ultra-high vacuum A, A

compatible, radiation resistant and inexpensive. A load
that fulfills these design criteria has been developed. The 5
design process and the performance of a scaled prototype
load are presented here. 22.86 22.86

2. SILICON CARBIDE AND THE Reference plane Dissipative material (SiC)
Figure 1: X-band experimental setup (dimensions in mm).

MEASUREMENT OF PERMITTIVITY The notation for complex relative permittivity -that

The RF design of the termination depends strongly on the will be used is the one based on a real relative dielectric
permittivity of the absorbing element. Following the constant, E', and a loss tangent, tan 6.
example of other accelerator applications, SiC has been (1)
chosen as the absorbing material. SiC satisfies the
technical constraints listed above and is widely-available, It is assumed that SiC has relative permeability, t=l.
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1.0 . , . I Partial derivatives are obtained by numerical
Op approximation:

0.8 3~~~F(xi .... )_F(x i + h, ... ) - F(x i,....), (4
0.8 t=m x1 (4)t =2 mm axi h

0.6 where h = 0.05x, is a practical value. The algorithm is
implemented in a C routine in which HFSS is called as a

t3mm subroutine with input parameters F' and tan8. The
0.4 algorithm is stopped once a(c', A) and b(s', A) are less

than 0.01. With seed values of 20 and 0.2 for s' and tan5

0.2 respectively, the algorithm converges within four passes.
An accurate value of permittivity requires a judicious

0.0 ,compromise in the size of the SiC sample. The sample
0.0 1must be large enough to absorb a significant amount of
9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5

energy but must also be small enough that the reflection
Frequency (GHz) is not dominated by the reflection from the front of the

Figure 2: Amplitudes of measured reflection coefficients, sample. Nonetheless the technique is insensitive to

sample geometry. Raw and analyzed X-band
200 . I . I measurements for samples 2 and 3 mm thick are shown

150 .in Figs. 2 to 5. Despite the large changes in raw1507
-• reflection coefficients, the estimation technique

100 t = 2 mm converges on values of permittivity that agree to within
50 •5%.

15 I 0.5
0

dielectric constant-
-50 14

0.4
13 3 mm

-100 1
"-150 0.3

9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 12

Frequency (GHz) 11 0.2
Figure 3: Phases of measured reflection coefficients. loss tangent

The reflection coefficients were computed using the 10 ... 0.1
9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5

program HFSS [2]. An initial reflection coefficient is Frequency (GHz)
computed for each frequency using a starting value of &. Figure 4: Permittivity values extracted from data from a
A new C estimate at each frequency is found by 2 mm thick SiC sample.
minimizing the error between measured and computed 15 . , 0.5
reflection coefficients using the Newton algorithm. This
algorithm converges quickly as long as the seed values "- dielectric constant
are not too far from the solution. The two equations to be 14 0.4
minimized are: 5 ',Y, 00
a(e',tan3)=real{F,(e',tan6)-ro=O, (2) 13
bTe {Tc(e', tan 8) -r ,m}= 0. 0.3
The Newton algorithm gives incremental steps, de' and 12
dtanS, between iterations of, ',

aa(e.,tan6.) aa(e',tan8.) 1 11 0.2F tan 3 rd--' 1
ab(e', ,tan8.) ab(e_' ,tan S.) [dtan J (3) 10 ...... 0.1

L e' a tan3 J 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5
_[a(e' ,tan8,)] Frequency (GHz)

b(e'. ,tan6.)J" Figure 5: Permittivity values extracted from data from a
3 mm thick SiC sample.
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3. PERMITTIVITY OF SiC The load for the 30 GHz TDS has not yet been
SIC-100, manufactured by Ceramiques et Composites, designed because of the limited frequency range of the
hsCbeen maosenufactured by CeDSpramiqupesetuC ites, S available network analyzer. A factor 3.5 scaled prototype
has been chosen for use in TDS prototype studies. SiC- hsbe aei rprto o lne eto

100 as hih dnsiy >3.1g/c'. copiltio of has been made in preparation for a planned test of a
100 has a high density > 3.1 g/cm 3. A compilation of scldTS trtuei ASE. hemard

comle pemitivtydat tkenovr anuberof scaled TDS structure in ASSET. The measured
complex permittivity data taken over a number of performance of the load is shown in figure 8. It should be
frequencies is shown in Figure 6. noted that some care must be used to extract S, near the

15 . . I 0.5 cutoff of the waveguide - a calibration with a reference

----- deeplane inside the damping waveguide can be made using a

14 dielectric constant] 0.4 pair of tapers and straight section of damping waveguide.
.. .The agreement between expected and measured

• 'performances is excellent. The only differences are
13 0.3 where the return loss is above 30 dB. In addition this

"load achieves all the required RF performance objectives.

12 0.2

section 224.-5

11 loss tangent ],.,,-_ 0.1 section 1: 10.0

10 . 0.0 0.4 x 0.4
6.0 12.0 18.0 24.0 30.0 36.0 42.0

Frequency (GHz) 4.86
Figure 6: Complex permittivity of SiC- 100. 2.6

4. DESIGN OF THE LOAD termination : 48.5

The main requirements for the load: a reflection feed line
coefficient better than 0.05 for frequencies beyond 1.05
times the cutoff frequency of the damping waveguide and 15.76
as good a performance as possible close to the cutoff.
The load should be as short as possible and must have a Figure 7: Load design.

simple form because many millions must be
manufactured for CLIC. With the permittivity determined 50 . . .

it was possible to use the program HFSS to compare 45
various design principles and also to determine final
dimensions. 40 7I

The performance away from cutoff is easily achieved
using a pyramidal tapered load. Near cutoff however, the 35
relative impedance mismatch caused by the SiC rises
quickly. Load designs based on three ideas were pursued 30
to decrease the mismatch near cutoff. In the first, the
width of the guide is tapered out before introducing the 25
load material - thus moving the cutoff mismatch of the 20 .........
SiC away from the passband of the waveguide. Such a
load has a low reflection coefficient but is quite long. In 15i .. . ..

the second, a pair of pyramids are placed along the sides 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5
of the waveguide in the zone where the waveguide is Frequency (GHz)
tapering out. Impedance variations are reduced by Figure 8: Measured (solid) and computed (dashed) load
smoothing the effective width changes of the guide. The return loss as a function of frequency (in dB).
load has a good reflection coefficient and is short but
each load requires two pieces of SiC. In the third design, 5 REFERENCES
the waveguide is tapered in at the same time the SiC [1] M. Dehler, I. Wilson, W. Wuensch, 'A Tapered Damped

tapers out. The impedance change caused by the SiC is Accelerating Structure for CLIC', LINAC98, Chicago, August

compensated by the impedance change of the narrowing [ 1998.
[2] HFSS, 'High Frequency Structure Simulator', Ansoft and Hewlett

guide. The third solution gives the best compromise of Packard Co.'s.

simplicity, size and performance and was thus chosen.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN TO STUDY RF PULSED HEATING*

D. P. Pritzkau', G. Bowden, A. Menegat, R. H. Siemann

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, California 94309

Abstract physical contact. This mode only has azimuthal electric
fields, so no perpendicular electric fields exist on the

An experiment to study the effects of RF pulsed heating metal surface. This property reduces the likelihood of
on copper has been developed at SLAC. The experiment breakdown and field emission from interfering with our
consists of two circularly cylindrical cavities operating in study of pulsed heating. Removable endcaps also
the TEo, mode at a resonant frequency of 11.424 GHz. facilitate study of surface damage using optical and
These cavities are connected by a magic tee and driven by electron microscopes. One such cavity is shown in Figure
a 50 MW X-band klystron. Each cavity receives an input 1 with one of the endcaps in the foreground.
pulse of 20 MW with a pulse length of 1.5 gts. This input
corresponds to a maximum temperature rise of 350 K on
the copper surface. The details of the experimental setup
will be described.

1 INTRODUCTION
RF pulsed heating results from local Joule heating on a
metal surface due to surface magnetic fields created from
pulsed RF. Lateral stresses are induced in the material
since the metal cannot expand fast enough. Cyclic stress
results from the pulsing of RF and can lead to metal
fatigue if the stress amplitude is larger than the elastic
limit for the material. This effect represents high power
limitations of metals like copper and may determine
feasible accelerator structures at short wavelengths. For Figure 1: Picture of test cavity with one of the endcaps in
more information on pulsed heating please refer to the the foreground.
references [1], [2], [3].

Since it is our desire to reuse the cylindrical sidewall,
2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP the dimensions of the cavity were chosen to maximize the

Due to the availability of 50 MW X-band klystrons at power dissipation on the endcaps while minimizing it on

SLAC, we designed a circular cylindrical resonant cavity the sidewall. The cavities have diameters of 4.415 cm and

to be operated in the TEo,, mode at 11.424 GHz to study axial lengths of 1.9 cm. Although the surface of the

the effects of pulsed heating on OFE copper. Two such cylindrical sidewall will also heat up, a general property

cavities are used in conjunction with an asymmetric magic of cyclic metal fatigue is that the lifetime of the material

tee in order to protect the klystron from reflected power. depends exponentially on the stress amplitude [4]. Hence,

The cavity design presented in this paper is a revised many experiments can be performed with the same

version compared to the design presented in ref. [1]. cavities before they become unusable.
The mode is excited through a circular aperture with a

2.1 Cavity Design WR-90 waveguide coupler mounted on the sidewall of the
cavity with the waveguide's long dimension parallel with

We chose the TEson mode to be the operating mode for the axis of the cavity. The coupling is accomplished with
several reasons. In order to accommodate multiple a circular aperture designed with a coupling coefficient
experiments without having to machine additional e =1.28 assuming a 10% degradation of the theoretical Q
cavities, we require the endcaps to be removable. The of 21890 due to machining. The coupling was chosen to
TEo mode does not require current to flow between the maximize the heating in the cavity taking the fill time of
endcaps and the cylindrical sidewall of the cavity, thus the the mode into account. Since the long dimension of the
endcaps may be inserted or removed without the need for waveguide is longer than the length of the cavity, the

sidewall and the endcaps are made longer than necessary
to create the cavity in order to mount the waveguide.

"Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03- Foreas e the endcapsoint the cavita.

76SF00515 For easy placement of the endcaps into the cavity a 0.1
'Email: pritzkau@slac.stanford.edu mm gap exists between the outer radius of the endcap and
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the inner radius of the cavity. This gap is rather long due cavity will heat up as high power is applied. Since the
to the problem with the size of the waveguide coupler. A resistivity of the surface of the metal will increase with
RF spring gasket from BalSeal© is used to shunt this gap temperature, the unloaded Q of the mode will decrease.
to prevent other spurious modes from being excited. A This Q degradation will result in a change of coupling
groove of 1.0 mm by 1.0 mm also exists on the outer over the time of a RF pulse causing a change in the
radius of the endcap to remove the degeneracy of the reflected power seen from the diagnostic port. The phase
operating mode with the TM. mode. According to 2D of the reflected signal will also change because of the
simulations using MAFIA [5], the resonant frequency of change in resonant frequency due to thermal expansions
the TMm mode is reduced over 100 MHz and other modes and a changing Q. The local temperature rise of the
are at least 400 MHz away. The unloaded Q's of all of surface of the cavity can be inferred from the knowledge
these modes are at least 10000. of the amplitude and phase of the reflected power over

The endcaps are mounted on bellows to facilitate tuning time and the variation of the surface magnetic field.
of the cavity using differential screws. The endcaps were The diagnostic apparatus used to perform these
made even longer to also allow vacuum pumping behind measurements is shown in Figure 2. A quadrature IF
the RF spring gaskets in addition to the pumping that will mixer is used to measure the amplitude and phase of the
occur through the coupling aperture. Water channels were reflected signal over time. A RF switch is also utilized to
cut in the back of the endcap to allow cooling of the allow the measurement of Q between RF pulses when the
average heating that occurs from multiple RF pulses. effects of pulsed heating have disappeared. This
Water-cooling is also implemented for the cylindrical measurement allows us to determine when the Q gets
sidewall as well. permanently degraded from surface fatigue. Not shown in

Figure 2 is the ability to use an event-counter to count the
2.2 Diagnostic Setup number of RF pulses applied to the cavity and bin them by

Damage to the metal due to surface fatigue will manifest power level. The counter will allow us to determine the

itself in degradation of the unloaded Q of the cavity. We number of RF cycles it takes to cause a certain amount of

wish to measure this degradation as well as the local Q degradation.

pulsed temperature rise of the surface while high power is
applied to the cavity. Exciting and measuring the 10 d .... CL .. /I ISOLATOR

WR0.62 TO SM .25 ABproperties of a low-power steady-state TE012 mode in the

cavity allows us to perform such a measurement.
The T1E0 2 mode is excited through a circular aperture by E - Q IF......

a waveguide coupler with a width of a WR-42 waveguide 3 LO

and a height of a WR-62 waveguide. Including the effects I Q

of the coupling aperture the resonant frequency of this WINDOW

mode is 17.811 GHz. The so-called diagnostic coupler is SCOPE PER CAVITY

mounted similarly to the fundamental mode coupler CAVITY MI ...............
except it is placed one-fourth of the cavity length away
from the center where the maximum of the magnetic field Figure 2: Diagram of diagnostic setup
for the TE 012 mode occurs. The width of the diagnostic
coupler is tapered to the width of a WR-62 waveguide 3 COLD-TEST RESULTS
after a length of 10 cm to allow the use of available
vacuum windows. The diagnostic coupler is cutoff to the Some problems have arisen during the cold-test phase of

fundamental mode frequency of 11.424 GHz. After 10 the experiment. Broadband resonances are noticed while

cm, this signal is attenuated by over 150 dB to ensure no measuring the reflected signal of the TE01 2 mode. A

damage occurs to the diagnostic equipment. representative spectrum is shown in Figure 3. These

The TE012 mode is designed to be critically coupled broadband resonances change the apparent coupling to the

assuming a 10% degradation in the theoretical Q of 21906. TE012 mode as well as its unloaded Q. Accurate values for

As with the fundamental mode, MAFIA was used to these quantities cannot be determined at the time of this

model the endcap groove and radial gap in the cavity. The writing.

resonant frequency of the degenerate TMI112 mode is There are two possible explanations for these problems.

reduced by 200 MHz and all other spurious modes are at One is the coupling aperture for the fundamental mode

least 150 MHz away. The unloaded Q's of all these modes greatly affects the coupling of the diagnostic coupler to

are at least 8000. the TE012 mode and perhaps introduces spurious modes.

The measurement of the pulsed temperature rise will be High transmission (-7 dB) is measured from the diagnostic

performed as follows. Before the application of a high- coupler to the fundamental mode coupler and it is known

power RF pulse, the TE01 2 mode will be set up in steady that the signal propagates in the fundamental TEB1 mode in

state using a frequency generator. The surface of the the WR-90 waveguide at 17.8 GHz.
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mode is measured while varying the wire diameter,
compression, and material of the springs. The results are
given in Table 1. In one case shown in the table, one

0 . .particular type of spring was inserted into the cavity twice
and the unloaded Q changed by over 1000. These results
suggest that the TEO, andTE, modes are highly sensitive

X to the presence of the springs. The springs are known to
become less effective at higher frequencies, which may

S..... help explain the behavior seen at the diagnostic frequency.

In the present design the springs are housed in
0°".rectangular grooves on the endcaps. There are plans to

17. _perhaps modify the groove shape to improve contact with
17.74 17.76 17.78 17.8 17.82 17.84 17.86 17.88 17.9 17.82

F,-w-,y (GH.) the springs as well as to determine the best type of spring
Figure 3: Frequency spectrum of TE012 mode. Resonant to use. There are also plans to modify an older cavity [1]
frequency is approximately 17.83 GHz. to isolate the effect of the apertures on one another from

the effect due to the springs. In this way, the problem will
Another possibility to consider are the effects of the RF be isolated and a solution sought.

spring gaskets used to shunt the gap between the endcaps
and the cylindrical sidewall. The data show that the TE0, Material Wire Diam Compression Q0
and TE012 modes are sensitive to the placement and type of (.001 in.) Ratio (%)
springs used. It should be noted that most of the material No Spring N/A N/A 10465
behind the RF spring gaskets is stainless steel. SS 6.0 22 11940

A plunger with copper tape was used to short the
fundamental coupling aperture from the waveguide side 1 SS/1 SS- 6.0 32 20154
while measurements were taken of the reflected signal Au plated
from the diagnostic coupler. One such spectrum is shown SS 4.5 32 17931
in Figure 4. It can be seen from this figure that the BeCu 4.5 32 17491
coupling to the TEO,, mode is greatly affected by some BeCu 4.5 32 18505
broadband resonance. This spectrum suggests that power Table 1: Table of values for unloaded Q for various spring
is leaking through the spring gaskets and being dissipated configurations. SS=Stainless Steel 302, BeCu=Beryllium
in the stainless steel. It is also seen that when the springs Copper. External Q = 13000.
are removed the transmission from the diagnostic coupler
to the fundamental coupler is reduced from -7 dB to -14 4 CONCLUSION
dB. This suggests much power loss behind the endcaps to An experimental design to study RF pulsed heating has
the stainless steel. been presented. Cold-test results show some problems

with the initial design. There are plans to fully
°8 characterize and isolate the effects of these problems and

0.8 . to design a solution. In the meantime, a high-power test
will be conducted; although, accurate data cannot be

08collected from the diagnostic TE0O2 mode.
S. . . ... ... ... ... ... :. . .. ... ... ... ............... . .. .. ................ ...... ...... . .. 5 R E R N S
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Calculation of the Transverse Wake Function of a Highly Damped Periodic
Structure

W. Wuensch, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract concept of synchronism, confusing in the presence of
heavy damping, emerges naturally from the derivation.

Higher order wakefields in the CLIC multibunch The wake can be calculated over an arbitrary frequency
accelerating structure (called the TDS, Tapered Damped band so higher passbands can be included without any
Structure) are suppressed through a combination of heavy reformulation as is necessary in a circuit model.
damping and moderate detuning. A new approach to
computing the transverse wake function of such a highly 2 DERIVATION OF THE KICK
damped periodic structure is presented. The driving SPECTRUM
bunch produces fields that travel with the propagation
characteristics (given by the frequency dependent The derivation of the transverse kick spectrum is made in
complex wave number) of the damped periodic the following steps: First the bunch driving the wake is

waveguide. The fields in the structure are calculated by Fourier decomposed into a steady state current

integrating the propagated waves excited by the Fourier distribution. Next the waves radiated by this current

decomposed driving bunch. Strong damping produces a distribution are described and propagation is included. An

propagated wave integral that converges within a few integral is then made which sums the fields that propagate

cells. Computational and experimental techniques to to a point in the structure from all other points in the

obtain wave numbers are described. structure. These fields give the kick spectrum.
A very short driving bunch that travels to the right

1 INTRODUCTION (towards +z) at the speed of light and which crosses z = 0
at t = 0 is described by the delta function current,

Higher order wakefields in the CLIC multibunch (z, t) = (z -ct)1)
accelerating structure are suppressed through a
combination of heavy damping by waveguides and The Fourier transform of this driving current is simply,
moderate detuning. The techniques needed to compute
the transverse wake function of a damped structure such I(Z,O)) =f J(z- ct)eý'dt
as the TDS have been developed and include an (2)
uncoupled circuit model, a coupled double-band circuit
model and MAFIA time domain computations [1,2,3]. = e 1Z--

The transverse wake functions of the TDS computed
using these techniques agree very well and confirm that This represents a flat spectrum of currents, each
the structure achieves the required performance. None of frequency with a spatial variation given by the wave
the techniques, however, give a simple and intuitive
understanding of the physics underlying the interaction Every differential slice of current acts as a small

between a relativistic beam and a heavily damped antenna launching fields that travel to the right and left

periodic structure. An attempt to clarify this has resulted inside the waveguide. The coupling of the current slice to

in the formulation of a new method to determine the the fields is a function of frequency, since the field

transverse wake. pattern of a mode changes with frequency, and is

This new method, named the "wave number" method, represented by the term A(wo). The phase of the radiated

derives the wake directly from the propagation wave is determined by the phase of the current slice. The

characteristics of fields inside a periodic structure and phasors of the waves radiated by the current distribution

from the coupling of the fields to a small current slice, at the position they are radiated are consequently,

The derivation is made in the frequency domain, giving .0)
the transverse kick spectrum, and the time domain wake A(wo)e c (3)
function is found by taking the Fourier transform. The Depending on the direction, the waves then propagate
propagation characteristics and coupling can be obtained according to the wave number,
simply from either measurement or computation. eiA ()z

The wave number method naturally takes into totheright
account such effects as the cutoff frequency of damping e to the left (4)
waveguides and imperfect waveguide terminations. The

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 827
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A schematic picture of the fields that fall on the The kick on the beam is derived from the field by
origin which have been radiated from reference distances multiplying by the same factor A(wo) as the coupling of
-z0 and z0 is shown in Figure 1. the current to the field and is given by,

A excitation Kick(o) = 2ik((o)A 2 (0)) (9)

e-izo I.•• • e k2

Equation 8. shows that the kick spectrum, and
A(c0) cou ling A(OD) consequently the transverse wake function, is a

remarkably simple function of only a wave number

propaxation spectrum and a normalized frequency dependantD tcoupling. Equation 8. is referred to as the 'propagated

e k(co)zo e-ik(0)zo wave integral'.

0 Z 3 INTERPRETATION OF THE
DERIVATION

Figure 1: Schematic picture of the excitation and A number of physical effects emerge from the derivation.
propagation of waves inside the waveguide. Synchronism between the relativistic beam and the

structure's phase velocity is evident in equation (8). A
The phasors of the wave radiated from the positions low loss mode has a wave number that is predominantly

±z, and arriving at the origin are found by multiplying real and there is a strong peak in the spectrum E(co) for
the phasor of the excitation by that of the propagation. the frequency where the real part of k(eo) is equal to aic.
The waves travelling to the right from -z0 are given by, The peak occurs in the integral of the fields generated

(0 &) behind the exciting bunch (left hand term in equation 7),
e C A(Wo)eik(0))(z+Zo) = e C A((o)eik(0o)zo (5) because the radiated waves from behind the bunch add

constructively over large distances. A narrow peak
The waves travelling to the left from zo are, domi;ates the kick spectrum and results in a strong wake

.•o0 .•o at the synchronous frequency.
e c°A(Wo)e-ik(w))(zz°0) = e'c A(o))eik(w))zo (6) In a damped structure, the imaginary part of k(co) is

larger compared to the real part so the denominator in

The total field at the origin is the integral of the equation (8) does not become small when the real part

phasors radiated from all distances, equals co/c. The kick spectrum is broadened, resulting in
the expected decay when the Fourier transform is taken.

i(k(wo)--0)z 0  i(k(w)+-W))zo From another perspective, fields in a damped
E(w) = a(o)f e c + e C 0 structure are attenuated with distance causing a

0 suppression of the constructive addition of fields over

A (k(oo)-c)z0  i(k(co)+-!)z0  (7) long distances that otherwise leads to a sharply peaked
e C e C wake spectrum. The interaction between beam and

SA i(k(o)-)) + i(k(o)+) structure occurs only over distances of the order of the
C J attenuation length. This emerges in equation (7), where

-0 the integral converges more quickly for increasing losses.
If there are any losses, k(ow) is complex and the integral A convenient side effect is that short models can be used
converges, for computations and measurements on heavily damped

structures.
The derivation given is section 2 has implicitly

E(Co) = + 1 assumed that the interaction with the mode is dominated
(8))oby interaction with the lowest space harmonic. A higher

k -)- ) kspace harmonic can be considered separately, and thec cJ (8) kick spectrum added to that of the lowest space
2ik(O))A(0o) harmonic. All space harmonics of course have the same

k 2 () _cvalue of complex wave number.
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4 PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT AND small half loops mounted on the end of a coaxial cable.
COMPUTATION The measurement consists of comparing the transmission

across one cell, T1, to the transmission across two cells,
The derivation of the kick spectrum has shown that the T,
wakefield behavior of a structure can be computed from
a simple function of only k(o)) and A(o). These two
terms are readily determined for a particular structure
geometry using both measurement and computer
modeling. Both measurement and computer modeling are
simplified by including a conducting azimuthal T2

symmetry plane: dipole modes are supported and
monopolar modes are not. Measurement will be
considered first.

The most conceptually simple measurement of k((o) coaxial loops
in a periodic structure can be made by measuring the
transmission through two lengths of guide that differ by
one structure period (with period length 1). The change in Figure 3: Schematic view for the measurement of A(wo)
transmission directly gives e°"'. Good accuracy requires and k(o).
a good match between the periodic structure and the
measuring waveguide. The damping inherent to a high The two transmission coefficient can be expressed in
loss structure like the TDS can be used to eliminate terms of A(,) and k(o),
multiple reflections and the measurement can be made on T,= A 2 

(o)eik(1o)

a relatively short section of line with large reflections (10)
int6 and out of the periodic line. T2 =A (o)e2k(O)l

A(a) can be measured in an experimental setup using Thus,
small loop antennas because an offset beam excites T
dipole modes with the same sensitivity to field A 2 ' =
configuration, and consequently frequency variation, as a T
small loop antenna. An offset beam excites dipole modes T2

equivalently to two beams traveling in opposite 1k Tco (11)
directions and offset in opposite directions. A pair of k(iji)= 1n.T
offset beams can be decomposed into a series of
infinitesimal current loops. Currents flowing between This measurement is in principle possible with any
the beams cancel in adjacent loops. A schematic periodic structure although the ends of a low-loss
representation of this is shown in Figure 2. These current structure must be well matched to avoid creating
loops have the same topology and thus the same field standing waves. The ends of a highly-damped structure
pattern sensitivity as a loop antenna. are effectively matched by the internal attenuation over a

sufficient length. The loops must be small compared to
exciting current about a quarter of the free space wavelength at the

frequency of measurement.--- --- ---- -- --- -- -. .. ......... ............ ........................ .................................. --_ ----- ----- ---- -------- ------- ------- ------- -------
symmetry axis The measurement techniques presented above are

also easily transferable to computer programs, such as
HFSS, that are able to compute scattering matrices. In

o this way the intermediate results in the computation of a
..................- .... ----,------• ' " ,.-j,- transverse wake function can be compared directly to the

_results from simple experiments.

canceling currents REFERENCES
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PHOTONIC BAND GAP ACCELERATOR CAVITY DESIGN AT 90 GHz*

N. Kroll," , S. Schultz", and D. R. Smith@, D. C. Vier"

Abstract The PBG cavity structure is novel in that the

In previous work we have proposed utilizing Photonic fundamental resonant mode can be strongly localized,In revouswor w hae popoed tiizig Potoic with high Q and arbitrarily low leakage, while

Band Gap (PBG) structures as a new class of high-energy, all other HOMs in the system can be very strongly

high-intensity accelerator cavities. We have completed

extensive MAFIA numerical calculations of multicell damped. The way that this can be achieved for a

PBG structures, with each cell consisting of a square array PBG system, is to have the metal plates and cylinders

of metal cylinders terminated by conducting sheets and surrounded by a very lossy absorbing material strategically

surrounded by microwave absorber on the periphery. We placed around the periphery of the finite PBG lattice. It

find that our PBG structure has good higher order mode then becomes possible to have a suitably high Q for the

suppression, superior pumping properties, and potential fundamental mode, and simultaneously have all HOMs

fabricational advantages when compared to conventional strongly damped. This condition can occur in a PBG

cavity designs. These advantages scale favorably with system by a proper choice of parameters causing the

increasing frequency, leading us to propose use of a PBG HOMs to occur in "pass bands", and hence readily
accelerator structure at W-band (91.392 GHz). propagate to the periphery, where they may be absorbed.

In contrast, the fundamental mode is highly localized

I INTRODUCTION within the center of the structure, and since there is no
significant field amplitude at the periphery it is essentially

We have previously proposed that a new type of undamped.
microwave resonator, the Photonic Band Gap (PBG) We have previously described the results of wakefield
cavity, may be useful as a novel high energy accelerator calculations for single PBG cavities without a beam iris
structure [1]. Briefly, the PBG cavity structure consists of [2]. In this paper we present results of extensive numerical
a 2D periodic lattice of metal cylindrical scatterers, which calculations for an iris-coupled periodic PBG cavity
are bound between a pair of metal plates. Removing a structure. An iris in each metal plate, centered on the
cylinder from the center of the lattice forms a defect site, defect position axis, provides the coupling between
where a highly localized electro-magnetic accelerating successive cells, and as usual is the path of the pulsed
"defect" mode can exist over a wide range of lattice electron beam [3]. We utilize MAFIA, a commercial
parameters. finite-difference electromagnetic analysis program, to

When the frequency of the "defect" mode lies within perform both frequency- and time-domain studies. We have
the bandgap of the PBG structure the energy density concentrated on simulating the Q and loss-factors
decays exponentially in all directions from the defect site. associated with the HOMs of the metal PBG cavity as a
This rate of energy decay can be very large, typically two function of absorber geometry, and estimating the
orders of magnitude per lattice constant. At room wakefield associated with the iris coupled chain of PBG
temperature, with Q values corresponding to a copper cavities.
construction, a 7x7 lattice of cylinders easily suffices to
prevent any significant energy loss of the fundamental in II HOM AND WAKEFIELD STUDIES
the radial direction. IN THE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN

In high energy accelerators Higher Order Modes Our main goal was to perform a complete calculation of
(HOMs) such as dipole modes, can be excited by off-axis the wakefield for a multicell PBG structure and to
electrons and other perturbations. In a usual pillbox cavity thoroughly test the hypothesis that all HOMs could be
these HOMs, unless specially damped (e. g. by damped effectively damped by the peripheral absorber. To facilitate
detuning), have Q values comparable to the fundamental the wakefield calculation, we model our PBG cell as one
mode, and can generate a long-lived wakefield that will of an inifinitely periodic set of identically coupled
seriously degrade the next electrons in a traveling bunch. cavities. We choose the height of our cell (34.99 mm,

including plate thickness) to set the frequency of the
fundamental accelerating mode at 2.856 GHz, with 21C/3

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. phase advance across the cell. The post diameter is 16.09
DOE-DEFG-03-93ER40793 and DOE-DEFG-0393ER40759 mm, the lattice spacing is 42.9 mm, the thickness of the
@Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, 9500 plates is 6.0268 mm, and the beam iris radius is 18 mm.
Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093-0319 In Figure I we present the dispersion curves for the first
#Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University Stanford, CA
94309 seventeen (of the 160 actually calculated) dipole modes in
% Email: dvier@ucsd.edu the metal PBG cavity.
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In Figure 2 the kick-factors, V(Wn), normalized to the
5.5 -kick-factor of the first dipole mode of the equivalent pill-

_____ _____box cavity are shown for the lowest 160 synchronous
modes. Most of the synchronous modes have negligible

5 .-......... ......... _........ ................ kick-factor, and we find that the wake potential calculated
______ ______from the ten modes with the largest kick-factor (labeled in

Figure 2 with their corresponding mode number) is nearly
4.5 identical to that calculated using all 160 modes. The wake

potential is found to be about half of that calculated for a
______pill-box cavity over the same frequency range (0- 10 GHz).

____________ ____The most troublesome PBG dipole mode we found is
______ _________ the first (lowest) dipole mode. It has the largest

____ contribution to the wake potential and is also found to be

3.5 . ___ quasi-localized. All other synchronous PBG dipole modes
0 40 80 120 160 with significant kick-factors were found to be highly

Phase Advance (deg) extended in space. To obtain some idea of the effect of the
beam iris parameters on this dipole mode, we calculated

Figure 1. Dispersion curves for the first 17 dipole mode the kick-factor as a function of the beam iris radius (0-30
bands of our 7x7 PBG cavity as calculated by MAFIA. mm) for both the lowest PBG and lowest pill-box dipole
The intersection of each curve with the v--c line (dashed) modes. The PBG mode was found to always have a lower
gives the synchronous phase and frequency for which each kick-factor than the pill1-box mode. The results also
dipole mode kick-factor is calculated. indicate that, with a beam inis radius of 18 mm, our

current PBG design is not optimal from the standpoint of
W~e are only concerned with modes whose frequency minimizing the first dipole mode kick-factor. They

coincides with the synchronous frequency, since these may suggest that improvement may be achieved for
produce unwanted beam deflection if their kick-factor is applications that can withstand a significant alteration in
large enough. the beam iris radius. We have also determined that the

From the dispersion curves we determine the effect of the beam iris thickness on the kick-factor of the
synchronous phase and frequency for each of the 160 first PBG dipole mode is minor.
calculated modes and then calculate the kick-factor for each III DAMPED WAKEFIELD STUDIES
of these synchronous modes. The resulting transverse IN THE TIME-DOMAIN
wake potential can then be calculated from the formula:

N Of primary interest is the behavior of the metal PBG
Wake Potential(t) = 2,' V(C~n) Sin0w0t (1) cavity when absorber is introduced around the structure.

n=J As the first PBG dipole mode is the only quasi-localized
where V is the kick-factor, wn is the frequency of the nth dipole HOM with a significant kick-factor, we expended
dipole mode, and t is the time step. serious effort in designing an absorber configuration that

would significantly damp this mode without affecting the
0.7 ~ Li ±wi I ~ - Q of the fundamental mode. The three dimensional cone

........ 06-.......... - absorber configuration shown in Figure 3 was found to
I I give optimal damping of the first PBG dipole mode, while

~05-. . . . minimizing the damping of the fundamental mode. The

0.4 . . . . absorber dielectric parameters are C=27 and tan(5)=0.23,
typical of the absorber material used at SLAC.

0.3-..I.............. Utilizing MAFIA in the time-domain, the Q values for
0.2-..... . the ten dipole modes with largest kick-factors (Figure 2)

0 were calculated in the presence of the absorber
Z 0.1 -- --- ..2:............ ........... configuration shown in Figure 3. These dipole HOMs,

07 236 ~ -- including the first dipole mode, were all determined to

4i I 6 7 8 9: 10.I M _ have Q values of -100 or less, whereas the fundamental
Frequency7 8G9 1 mode Q was only reduced by a few per-cent (from 11,950

Frequncy G~z)to 11,540). We note that the calculated Q values of the
Figure 2. The synchronous kick-factors for the first 160 dipole HOMs are only approximate, as the MAFIA time-
dipole modes (0- 10 GHz). The ten modes with the largest domain solver does not usually allow us to perform time-
kick-factors are labeled with their respective mode number, domain simulations at the correct synchronous phases of

each mode.
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with a pseudo-PBG in the pass bands. For this undesired
monopole HOM, we found it possible to perturb the inner
cylinder configuration positions, such that its localization
is significantly reduced (making the mode more easily
damped), while the fundamental mode suffers only a minor
perturbation.

In fact, the fundamental mode is extremely robust with
respect to deviations of the innermost posts from a perfect
lattice. Frequency deviations of the fundamental are of
course expected, but can always be compensated for by
appropriate changes in the lattice constant. What is most
important is that there are no significant perturbations of

Figure 3. The absorber configuration found to be optimal the field patterns and degree of localization of the
for damping the lowest dipole HOM. fundamental mode. This field pattern stability is due to the

fundamental frequency occuring deep within a large PBG,
From the calculated dipole HOM Q values, we can where slight perturbations only act to increase or decrease

compute a reasonable simulation of the wake potential for the mode localization in a minor way. A given
the PBG cavity in the presence of absorber by adding a Q perturbation can however have a drastic impact on HOMs
time-dependence for each mode into the wake potential in the pass bands, effectively moving them from pseudo-
formula: localized to extended in space.

N -nt

Wake Potential(t) = 2Z V(con)sin(cOnt)e 2Q (2) IV FUTURE WORK
n=1 The modes for the intrinsic PBG structure (i.e., without

In Figure 4 we plot the envelope of Eq. 2, the wake absorber) scale with frequency in the same manner as a
envelope function, for the ten damped PBG dipole modes pill-box cavity, or any other metal structure. Thus, all of
with the largest kick-factor, the field properties, localization, etc. apply equally to a

reduced size 1/32 structure whose fundamental mode is at
o.. ..0. .. . 91.392 GHz. The characteristic physical dimensions (in
5 mm) at 91.392 GHz are: plate spacing 1.093 mm, plate. ............ *................. .............. .. .......... ... . ........ ..

thickness 0.189 mm, post diameter 0.504 mm, and lattice
constant 1.344 mm. We believe that the fabrication of a
multicell PBG structure based on components with these

"W 01 . dimensions is practical, and should require only well-
established NC and EDM machining techniques. The
relatively open design of the PBG structure should allow
for adequate pumping properties, as well as simplifying

•0.01 - - . the tuning of multicell PBG structures operating at
I 91.392 GHz. A multicell test structure is under

0 0 10 20 30 40 50 development.

Time (n sec) V REFERENCES
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monopole HOM (synchronous frequency=5.87 GHz)
exhibited a degree of localization much greater than that of
any of the dipole HOMs studied previously. This mode
had been discovered in our earlier work, and is associated
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PHOTONIC BANDGAP STRUCTURE BASED ACCELERATING CELL

M.A.Shapiro, W.J.Brown, and R.J.Temkin, Plasma Science and Fusion Center,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139

Abstract The design we present includes calculations of the
frequency, transverse field distribution, and Ohmic Q-

We present detailed calculations of photonic bandgap factor of the defect mode as well as analysis of coupling
(PBG) accelerating cavities including estimation of the into the defect mode using a rectangular waveguide.
important effects of an input coupler. The PBG
structures consist of a triangular lattice of metal rods
containing a single defect on axis. The operating 2 PBG CAVITY MODE
frequency is selected to be 17.1 GHz. The accelerating
mode is a quasi-TM0,0 mode localized near the defect. 2.1 Frequency and Field Distribution
We analyzed the excitation of the cell using a
rectangular waveguide with aperture coupling. Both the We use a triangular lattice of metal rods with a defect to
design of the PBG cell and the design of the input form a PBG cavity (Figs ). Since a finite number of
coupling were varied in order to optimize the design. circular rows of rods is required to localiz e defect
Results are compared with a conventional TM0,0 cavity mode, we utilize only 3 rows of rods. The rods are of a
design. Ohmic loss is found to be comparable for the finite length and placed between two metal planes parallel

different cavity designs. The results indicate that the to the plane of the drawing (Fig. 1). The operating mode is

PBG cavity can have the following advantages relative a quasi-TM01 0 mode. Therefore, the electric field is

to a conventional cavity: rarified spectrum of modes; parallel to the rods, and the magnetic field is in the plane

oversized dimensions; and simplified input coupling of the drawing.

with no frequency shift. We use SUPERFISH code [9] to examine two PBG
cavities. The parameters of the cavities are shown in
Table 1. Figure 1 plots the lines of constant electric field

1 INTRODUCTION in Cavity #1. It is seen that the mode is localized near the
defect and slightly penetrates to the space between the 2nd

Photonic bandgap structures (photonic crystals) [1] and 3fl1 rows. The results of the resonance frequency

have recently found a number of applications at the calculation are shown in Table 1.

frequencies from microwave to optical [2]. A 2-D

photonic bandgap structure based accelerating cell was 0
proposed by S.Schulz et al. at PAC'93 [3]. The cavities o o
made of metal and dielectric rods with a single defect
were analyzed, and the defect mode was observed in a 0 _0
cold test in X-band [4-6].

PBG based accelerating cells may be attractive at 0 0
higher frequencies -(17 GHz and up to 90 GHz) since
the cavity is oversized. Therefore, the following 0 0
features can be employed: (a) oversized quasi-optical
waveguides can be utilized because conventional 0
rectangular waveguides have large Ohmic losses at

these frequencies; (b) the operating mode is localized 0 0

near the defect whereas higher order, higher frequency
modes fill the entire volume of the cavity and, therefore,
they can be damped or removed. Fig.1. Electric field in Cavity #1.

The MIT experimental facility operating at 17 GHz
includes a 1-1/2-cell photoinjector RF gun [7], the 2.2 Ohmic Losses and Shunt Impedance
Haimson Research Corporation (HRC) 36 MeV linear The Ohmic Q-factor of the cavity is expressed as follows:
accelerator [8] and HRC 20 MW relativistic klystron.
This report is devoted to the design a 17 GHz PBG Qhm =d-'(l/Reff +1l/l,
structure based accelerating cell. This cell may be ek

accommodated and experimentally investigated at MIT. where the skin-layer depth d,=0.5 gim at 17 GHz, L, is the
axial length, and an effective radius of the mode, Roff, is
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where E._ is the axial electric field. The results of
R =f Hcalculation of the effective radii, Ohmic Q-factors, and

Reff=2 f shunt impedances are shown in Table I for two PBG
S, Ili I cavities and a pill-box cavity.

where the magnetic field H is integrated over the cavity
cross-section S± and over all contours l1 of the rods. 2.3 External Losses

SUPERFISH output gives the stored energy per
unit of axial length: We analyze the coupling to the PBG cavity from the

W = oH 2dsj WR62 rectangular waveguide (the width of the wide wall

2 is a,,= 1.575 cm). Figure 2 shows the coupling scheme.
SI We excite the cavity from the left waveguide, and the

where ---=4ir'0 7 H/m. The contour integral can be right waveguide is utilized to symmetrize the cavity.
determined using the SUPERFISH data. Note that Ref is We calculate external losses (an external Q-factor)
equal to the cavity radius R for a conventional pill-box in two steps using SUPERFISH: (1) determine the
cavity. A specific shunt impedance is expressed as resonance frequency of the cavity including the
follows: waveguides with the magnetic walls placed on the ends

2 (Fig.2); (2) at this frequency, simulate one cycle of
rcy - m Qohm propagation using the initial sinusoidal electric field

(OWF distribution at the left-side magnetic wall. The ratio of the

__ Table 1. electric fields, E. at the axis and EWR at the left-side wall,

PBG Cavity #1 PBG Pill- gives the external Q-factor:

Cavity Box (Emax )2 16o)WZwg
#2 Cavity Qext - 2

Lattice vector 0.64 0.774 Ewg Emaxawg
b (cm)
Rod radius a 0.076 0.175 where Z,,=455 K2 is the waveguide impedance.
(cm)
Cavity radius 2.2 2.9 0.657 -
(cm)
Frequency 17.172 17.099 17.466

Length L, (cm) 0.45 0.45 0.45
Effective 0.388 0.57 0.657
radius R_ (cm)
Ohmic Q- 4200 5000 5300
factor Qo,,
Shunt 2.1 2.5 2.9
impedance r_
(Mi/cm) Fig. 2. Cavity #1, coupling scheme A.
Coupling Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4 Fig.5
scheme
External Q- 9000 2400 9000 5500factor Q_ )•o•

Coupling hole 0.2
length (cm)
Coupling hole 0.37
width (cm)
Coupling 17.171 17.098 17.166
frequency 0
(GHz)

Maximum 1.3 0.95 0.94 0
magnetic field 0

ratio Fig. 3. Cavity #1, coupling scheme B.
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We treat two schemes of coupling into Cavity #1: in the pill-box cavity (Table 1). This effect is a result of
(A) 1 rod from the 3d1 row, from both sides, is removed distributed coupling in a PBG cavity. Since the 1V row of
(Fig.2); (B) 2 rods from both sides are removed, and the rods is not disturbed, the PBG cavity field does not vary
orientation of the cavity is rotated 90° (Fig.3). To couple due to coupling.
into Cavity #2, we remove 1 rod of the 3' row and 1 rod
of the 2" row from both sides (Fig.4). The calculated 2.4 Rod Surface Current
external Q-factors are shown in Table 1. On the A critical issue is the rod surface current which infers
example of Cavity #1, we indicate a great difference in heating while high RF power is coupled into the cavity.
external Q-factors between the coupling schemes A and The rod surface magnetic field distribution has been
B. calculated, and the maximum magnetic field charac-

terized by its ratio to the axial electric field. This ratio
multiplied by Z0=377 92 is shown in Table 1. For the pill-
box cavity, we indicate that this ratio reaches its
maximum at the coupling hole edge. For the PBG cavity,
it is at the inner surface of the rods of the 1` row. The
results (Table 1) demonstrate that, for Cavity #1, the
maximum surface magnetic field is about 40% larger than

0 0 0 0 that for both the pill-box cavity and Cavity #2.

0/ 00 3 CONCLUSIONS
0 0 Two examples of 17 GHz PBG accelerating cavities are
\0 0 0 0 / examined, the resonance frequencies and Q-factors are

0 0 calculated, and schemes of coupling are designed. We
found that coupling into a PBG cavity can be controled
by removing the rods from the 3' row of the lattice. We
demonstrated the effect of no frequency shift caused by
the coupling, which is a great advantage of PBG cavities.
We also demonstrated that the heating of rods in PBG
cavities, caused by the magnetic field increase near the

Fig.4. Cavity #2. rod, is of about the same order of the heating in a
coupling-hole unit of a conventional cavity.
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HIGH POWER MITER-BEND FOR THE NEXT LINEAR COLLIDER

M.A.Shapiro and R.J.Temkin, Plasma Science and Fusion Center,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139

Abstract
2 MITER-BEND DESCRIPTION

In the design of the Next Linear Collider (NLC) , it may be In the quasi-optical miter-bend, we employ two
necessary to transmit very high power levels (hundreds of circular waveguide sections cut under the angle of 450
megawatts) of microwave radiation over distances of tens and placed such that the waveguide axes form an
of meters. The microwave transmission system will require angle of 900. These waveguides are optically
the use of oversized waveguides and higher order modes in connected using a mirror (Fig. 1). The waveguide wall
order to either avoid breakdown or to optimize the goes all the way to the mirror. This eliminates
microwave system properties. We have studied one critical diffraction expansion of the mode in the direction
component of the proposed waveguide transmission perpendicular to Fig.1. The mirror is profiled to
system, namely a miter- bend for the TEoH mode capable of compensate for the diffraction in the plane of Fig. 1.
transmitting over 600 MW of power at 11.424 GHz. The An unusual feature of the proposed miter-bend is
miter-bend is a quasi-optical 90-degree bend. The design is that the operating mode is a mixture of waveguide
based on previous, successful designs of miter-bends for modes. It is known that the diffraction of the TEo
high average power gyrotrons at frequencies of 35 GHz mode at an open end of the waveguide is small
and above. The design consists of a profiled mirror and compared to that the other modes since the electric
two oversized rippled-wall mode converters optimized to field is zero at the wall. Nevetheless, the mixture of
provide less than 0.1 dB operating mode losses, the TE01 and TE02 modes forms not only the zero field

but the derivative of the electric field equal to zero at
the junction of the waveguide and the mirror. This1 INTRODUCTION allows to reduce diffraction [5,6]. By this reason, we

In the NLC Test Accelerator built at SLAC, the pulse introduce two periodic rippled-wall waveguides (mode
compressor SLED-II producing 200 MW, 250 ns, 11.424 converters) converting the TEo• mode into the
GHz pulses has been designed and successfully tested [1]. optimum mixture of the TEo] and TEO2 modes (Figl.).
This pulse compressor contains the following microwave
co.ponents capable of handling 60 MW pulses: circular 100/1TErn profited mirror
wrveguides operating at the TEo• mode, a magic tee, and a
flower-petal TEo to TEo, mode transducer [2]. To make a L
90-degree bend of the circular waveguide TEo, mode
transmission line, two flower-petal transducers and the 79.TE01 +21/.TE 02
rectangular waveguide bend are used. To operate at high PhaseO2-Phase~l=90'
powers, a bend of a ridged circular waveguide of a 4 cm
diameter has been proposed [3]. However, such a design
cannot be used with a 12 cm diameter waveguide because mode converter
of sufficient conversion of the TEO, mode into spurious
modes and, as a result, breakdowns.

The Delay Line Distribution System (DLDS) as a
pulse compressor for NLC is under design at SLAC to
enhance the peak power up to 600 MW [4]. We propose a
quasi-optical miter-bend which can be used with a 12.7 cm
circular waveguide in DLDS. This design is based on the
developments of miter-bends for the 35 GHz TEo1 mode
circular waveguides [5], and for the 110 GHz HEI, mode
corrugated waveguides [6] employed to transmit to long
distances the radiation of high power gyrotrons.

Fig. 1. Miter-bend schematic.
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3 MITER-BEND DESIGN 2 2.1 1~lc + Ao62

We design the miter-bend for the waveguide of the radius 77= -
a=6.35 cm, which is oversized at the frequency of 11.424 2 2 IA•,1 +IAgi 2

GHz. Therefore, a quasi-optical approach, valid if ka>>l (k
is a wavenumber), can be employed for calculations.
Within this approximation, the mirror is represented as a Here wu the fact t alf area o the
thin phase corrector. The equivalent quasi-optical covered by the waveguide wall (Fig.2), so the
schematic includes the waveguide cut by two 450 planes diffraction losses are twice smaller than those for the
and the phase corrector placed as shown in Fig.2. uncovered gap.

3.2 Mode Converter

phase We specify the amplitudes A01 of TE01 mode and A02 of
corrector TE0 mode to minimize the diffraction at the mirror

aperture. A smaller diffraction at the mirror can be
0 obtained if (d/dr)E'C=O at the r=a , at the corrector

(Fig.2). This gives the amplitude ratio A.1 IA,1 = -

(Ro/Ro1 )d'X0o/X0 2 = -0.51 at the corrector, and Ao/Aol =

0.51 exp(ja) at the distance of a from the mirror, where
c-.=it-k(Ro,-R02)a= 1100."X,=9Oo This amplitude ratio corresponds to 79% of power
in the TEo1 mode and 21% of power in the TE 02 mode.

Fig.2. Quasi-optical schematic. To convert the pure TE01 mode into this mixture, the
periodic waveguide section (Fig.1) of the following

3.1 Diffraction Losses geometry can be used: period d=2rd( k(Ro,-R 02))=32.6
cm, total length Md, where M23 is the number of

The procedure of numerical calculation is the following, periods, the step of the waveguide radius is
We take an initial field distribution as a superposition of
the TEO and TE. modes and propagate it through the gap a X2- X21 ýR 0 R02 arctan 0.51

of the length of a to the plane of the phase corrector. In the e - 0 2  01 +R 7r

direction $=O (Fig.2) at the corrector, the incident electric

field is the waveguide field distribution over radius r: Thus, for M=3, F=0.2 cm.

=o =. Aon Jl(Xonr/a)exp(jkRoa) The phase of the TE02 mode is of 900 ahead of the
n=1,2 VR•0 aJo(Xon) phase of the TE, mode at the output of the mode

converter. Therefore, to get these modes in phase at

where A01 and A02 are amplitudes of the TEO, and TE02  the mirror, we insert a waveguide section such that the
modes, X01=3.832, Xo2=7.016, and length between the mode converter and the mirror is

Ro. = V1- (X. / kay) L=0.75d (Fig. 1).

In the perpendicular direction 0=90o (Fig.2), the incident 3.3 Mirror Profile and Efficiency

electric field distribution varies due to the diffraction and is The incident electric field at the corrector can be
expressed as follows [6]: written in coordinates (xz) of Fig.2 as follows:

E;f E90inc 1 inco(ar an
9E - nI,2 R0 nE (x, z) -1 (g•nE + E;nc90 )+• (E_ - Ec 90 )s2arctanz

()02-x2 exp(-j k -7a)dy To calculate the mirror profile we determine the phase
0 On0  distribution of this field:

To calculate the diffraction losses we represent the latter 4Dinc (x, z) = arg(Einc)

field distribution as a mode series of the waveguide of the We represent the mirror surface in the coordinates
radius a, propagate it back at the distance of a using the
same integral transformation, and again express the result titled by 45c , the relationship between the coordinates
as a superposition of the TE01 modes. The relationship (xy) and (xy) is y=y, /cos45° and x=xcos45°.
between the initial amplitudes A"i and the receiving Therefore, the profile of the mirror, to conjugate the
amplitudes A"' gives the efficiency of the miter-bend: phase, is the following:
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Ys= A(xsz) = -2cos450 *( (x cos45',z)/k The mode converter can be modified to employ a
sinusoidal corrugation. The length of the mode

For the mode amplitude ratio of 0.51 and the mode convre can be l ed gth of rugation
converter can be lowered, though the corrugation

phase shift ct-1 100 determined in Sec.3.2, the numerically profile should be optimized for that.
calculated efficiency of the miter-bend is T1=0.983, which
corresponds to less than 0.1 dB diffraction losses. The 3D
mirror profile is depicted in Fig.3. The mirror is almost
cylindrical because there is no diffraction in z-direction_//\\ 0.16
(Fig.2), plus the phase shift between the modes is specified 0. 14' /
to provide a flat phase front in z-direction at the mirror. A /
correction in x-direction is needed, and the optimum profile 0.12/
is plotted in Fig.4.

The simulations indicated that the efficiency varies \ /
from 0.984 to 0.980 while the ratio of mode amplitudes 0 "0 ,
AoJAo1 varies from 0.4 to 0.6 and the phase shift a=1100 0.08/
remains the same. In this case, the mirror profile is 0.06 /
cylindrical, and the losses are only due to the diffraction at 0 o04' /
the waveguide aperture. \

/
02 /

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

/ - .' Fig.4. Mirror cut in x-direction
(dimensions in cm).
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A 35 MHZ SPIRAL RE-BUNCHER CAVITY FOR THE TRIUMF ISAC
FACILITY

A. K. Mitra and R. L. Poirier, TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

Abstract Table 1: Parameters of the MEBT re-buncher

A full-scale prototype of a 35 MHz re-buncher cavity was Description Value

built for the ISAC project at TRIUMF. The re-buncher Resonant frequency, f 35.0 MHz
will be operated in cw mode to maintain the beam Velocity (=[1c) 0.018%
intensity and quality. Due to the longitudinal space Accelerating voltage, V 30kV/gap
limitation in the beam line, a compact spiral structure was
constructed and investigated to determine it's parameters. Beam aperture, diameter 20.0 mm
Natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes were Length of cavity, OX 154.3 mm
measured. Vibration amplitudes of the spiral structure ±1%
with 10 liter per minute water flow are two orders of Vlage stability 0.3%
magnitude lower than the allowable values. Phase stability ± 0.3%
Measurements also show that the shunt impedance of the Tuning range ±2%
structure is 370 k.l with a Q of 2740 at a resonant Maximum longitudinal length 200 mm
frequency of 39.5 MHz. MAFIA simulation predicts the Vibration amplitude ±0..1 mm
resonant frequency, Q and shunt impedance to be 39.8
MHz, 5520 and 686 kQ respectively. Due to poor rf Operation cw

contacts of the prototype cavity, measured Q is much less
than that predicted by MAFIA, however, R/Q values of
the prototype and simulation are 135 and 124 2 DESIGN
respectively. Construction details and final dimensions of
the spiral for 35 MHz will also be presented. 2.1 Spiral

1 INTRODUCTION 3D MAFIA was used to simulate the spiral and obtain the
desired resonant frequency with optimum shunt

A radioactive ion beam facility is currently being built at impedance. It was found that a ratio of 2.0 between the
TRIUMF. The linear accelerator complex consists of an width of the spiral in the xy plane to the pitch of the spiral
RFQ [1] operating at 35 MHz and a DTL [2] operating at gave optimum shunt impedance. The ratio of the tank
105 MHz. In order to match the longitudinal beam depth to the depth of the spiral in the z-axis (beam axis)
characteristics between the RFQ and the DTL, a re- also affects the shunt impedance. Although a higher ratio
buncher cavity operating at 35 MHz has been specified in gives higher shunt impedance, the spiral depth was
Table 1. A 20 cm space restriction in the longitudinal chosen to be 3 cm to provide better mechanical stability.
direction and moderate voltage requirements on the drift The variation of resonant frequency and shunt impedance
tube, led to the choice of a spiral cavity [3], after studying with depth of the spiral is shown in figure 1.
other design options [4]. The structure is a two and a half
turn spiral mounted in a circular tank. The. spiral is
shorted to the tank at the root and the drift tube is
mounted on the other end at the center of the spiral. The 120 35.6

design takes into account the mounting of quadrupole 1100 ,- -

magnets on both sides of the re-buncher and a diagnostic low
box attached to the up stream end of the cavity. MAFIA en --

was used to determine the desired resonant frequency and /
- -3-.4

the frequency sensitivity of the various mechanical
dimensions. One of the major concerns for this type of 7, - --

cavity is the mechanical stability during operation. A e - - ,-
prototype cavity was fabricated to investigate the e .
mechanical properties of such a spiral. One of the main -- 3S.2

advantages of the spiral structure is its self-supporting 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

feature and does not require an insulator. Vibrations depth,

amplitudes of the spiral structure, with 10 liters /min
water flow, were measured to be two orders of magnitude Figure 1: Graph of Rshunt and frequency Vs depth of
lower than the allowable values, spiral in z-axis
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The spiral is housed in a 91.4 cm diameter tank, structure is within 1% of 35 MHz. The spiral will be
Although the optimum diameter is 96.5 cm, to reduce cost made by CNC machining and hence it will not be possible
of fabrication a 91.4 cmn diameter was chosen in order to to change any of the spiral dimensions after fabrication,
make it the same diameter as DTL tank #1. Table 2 gives with the exception of the spiral (root) support. The drift
dimensions of the spiral and the tank. Figure 2 shows the tube will be fabricated separately and attached to the
electric field strength plot obtained from 3D MAFIA. spiral. MAFIA simulations were used to obtain the

Assuming only 75% of theoretical Q, the power required resonant frequency of 35 MHz + 1% since it is easier to
to produce 30 kV on the drift tube, is 900 watts. About 30 lower the resonant frequency by an external capacitive
% will be dissipated in the end covers where the power tuner. The sensitivity of the spiral leg and the drift tube
density is 0.05 watts/cm 2 . Hence, these covers are not dimensions are listed in Table 3. The spiral cross section
cooled. Also, about a 20 cm length of the spiral from the near the root is 5 cm X 3 cm. A circular cylinder is
drift tube mounting need not be cooled. A water flow of 6 envisaged here where the diameter and the length can be
liters/minute will be adequate to remove the heat from the adjusted to get the desired frequency. Also, the drift tube
rest of the spiral. diameter and the gap between the drift tube and the nose

cone can be adjusted for a fine frequency change. A 14
Table 2: Dimensions of the spiral and rf parameters. cm X 10 cm capacitive tuning plate can lower the

frequency by 0.34% (120 KHz/cm) when the distance
Description Value between the plate and the outer section of the spiral is
Tank diameter 91.44 cm changed from 5 cm to 1.5 cm.
Tank length external(cover to cover) 20.0 cm
Tank length internal 14.92 cm Table 3. Sensitivity of the spiral leg and the drift tube
Spiral depth (beam direction) 3.0 cm
Spiral width (x-y plane) 5.0 cm Description Lower Upper Frequency
Spiral leg radius 4.7 cm Value Value Change
Resonant frequency 35.4 MHz Spiral leg radius 4.0 cm 6.0 cm 470
Q 5200 for spiral leg KHz/cmn
R 675 kn length of 10.4 cm
R/Q 12992 Spiral leg length 5.4 cm 10.4 cm 100
Power required for tube voltage of 900 watts for spiral leg KHz/cmn
30 kV(at 75 Q) _______ radius of 4.7 cm

Drift tube outer 2.25 cm 2.5 cm 160
diameter KHz/cm

... Gap between drift 3.6 cm 4.6 cm 160
tube and nose KHz/cm
cone

2.3 Coupling Loop

Power will be coupled to this cavity by a coupling loop,
do which will be located near the root of the spiral. A loop

area of 100 cm square is adequate to provide 50 K2
matching. Couplers of this kind employing tubular
ceramic windows, have already being designed and
developed at TRIIJMF.

3 SPIRAL PROTOTYPE

A full-scale prototype was constructed mainly to measure
natural frequencies of vibrations and vibration amplitudes

Figure 2: 3D MAFIA plot of H field with and without water cooling in the spiral. Also, the
resonant frequency and the shunt impedance were
measured on the prototype. The photograph of the

2.2 Frequency tuning prototype spiral, housed in a rectangular box is shown in
figure 3.

One of the major concerns is to design the re-buncher The prototype spiral was made of 1/8" thick copper strip.
cavity such that the resonant frequency of the fabricated In the center portion of the spiral, the cross section is a
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hollow square (3 cm by 3 cm); in the outer portion of the The power dissipated per unit length of the spiral has
spiral, the cross section is a hollow rectangle (5 cm by 3 been calculated with MAFIA. A spiral length of 20 cm
cm). The two and half turn spiral is supported at the base from the drift tube end, has a dissipation of I watt/cm and
by a cylinder. Inlet and outlet for water cooling are need not be cooled. Figure 4 shows the power dissipated
provided at the base of the structure. Cooling water enters along the spiral and the maximum heat is a few cm away
the structure through a hollow ½" copper tube and flows from the junction of the leg and the spiral.

6.01

E 5.0'

4.0

3.0

2.0 - I I/ i "

1.0'

0.02'

0 50 100 150 200
drift tube end length, cm

Figure 4: Computed power dissipated in the spiral.

4 DISCUSSION

The prototype cavity was built mainly to study the
mechanical properties of such a structure. Although the
final cavity for the MEBT re-buncher employs a different
cooling option and fabrication technique, the mechanical
stability should be comparable to the prototype. The
cooling pipes are continuous and are soldered to pre-
machined grooves on the spiral body. This removes any
chance of water leak inside the cavity. The pipes are taken
out from the bottom of the tank through rf and vacuum
seals. The detail design is in progress with rf power test

Figure 3: Photograph of the prototype spiral. scheduled to take place by end of this year.

around the hollow body of the spiral before leaving [4]. A 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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EXPERIENCE ON THE HIGH-POWER SiC MICROWAVE
DUMMY-LOAD USING SiC ABSORBER

H. Matsumoto, KEK; Y. Iino, C. Fujiwara, Z. Kabeya, T. Onda; Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., Japan

Abstract inner walls of the rectangular wave-guide; the overall
length is less than 45-cm. Two water channels are welded

A new type microwave dummy-load using Silicon to both narrow outer walls of the wave-guide.
Carbide (SiC) ceramic, which has an indirect water The final design targets for the dummy-load for the
cooling structure, was successfully operated with up to JLC are listed in Table 1.
50-MW of rf power at a 1-lps pulse width and 50-pps Table 1: Target specifications of the SiC-dummy-load for the
repetition rate in the S-band frequency. The input VSWR 500-GeV C.M. version of JLC.
obtained was less than 1:1.1 at the maximum rf power.
The vacuum pressure in the rf-load raised from the base Achieved Final goal
pressure of 1 x 106 Pa with no rf power to 2 x 106 Pa at Frequency (MHz) 2856 2856') 571221
the maximum rf-power; and there was found to be no Peak input rf power (MW) 50 50 50
special out gassing from the SiC-ceramics. RF pulse width (Osec) 1.0 1.0 0.5

RF pulse repetition rate (pps) 50 150 150

1 INTRODUCTION Physical length (in) < 1.0 < 1.0] < 1.0]
Note: 1) pre-injector. 2) main linac. Common specifications: in

Our first microwave dummy-load using SiC-ceramic was vacuum, indirect water-cooling and within the 1:1.1 of VSWR.

originally developed for an S-band 2.5-GeV electron linac This paper will describe the basic characteristics of
at KEK in 1980, and has been used for 17 years without the SiC-ceramic and the high power experimental test
trouble. The old model SiC-dummy-load used a direct results.
water cooling method, because there was no brazing
method available due to the big difference in thermal 2 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
expansion coefficients of SiC and Oxygen-Free-Copper. SiC CERAMIC

The upgraded version of the S-band dummy-load
using brazed rod-shaped SiC pieces for the high peak SiC powders can crystallize into either (x- or [5-forms.
power microwave absorber was developed in 1993 during I choose the [-crystallization SiC powder to reduce the
the course of R&D for the e+e- Japan Linear Collider variation in microwave loss-tangent after the sintering
(JLC). It will be used for the more than 10,000 dummy- vron in micrwave ssae after he sneiloads in the rf system for 500 GeV C.M. version process. The p5-crystallizedl SiC, which has a good
acclerator [1n Because f ss the lar5 GeV n m ersin d uniformity of powder size is produced by a chemical
accelerator [1]. Because of the large numbers, increased reaction between silicon-dioxide (SiO2) and carbon-black
reliability and cost reduction become very important (3C) powder at a temperature range of 1500 to 1800 'C in
design considerations. Therefore, I decided to use an an iner gas atmosphere. The reaction can be expressed
indirect water cooling method instead of the previous as
direct cooling. In 1995 at KEK, the resulting design was Si02 + 3C =SiC + 2C.
tested up to a maximum input rf power of 50 MW, 1 jtsec
pulse width and 50 pps repetition rate. SiC-ceramic is then made from the SiC power by

The new type SiC-dummy-loads have already been in sintered in a vacuum furnace at a 2100 'C temperature
use on the KEKB 8 GeV electron linac (250 pieces) since [4]. The basic characteristics of the SiC-ceramic are listed
1998 [2, 3]; a photograph is shown in Figurel. in table 2.

Table: 2 Basic characteristics of the SiC-ceramic.

Density (g/cm3) 3.14
Hardness 2900 at RT'1

(Knoop, kgf/mm2)
Thermal conductivity 0.19 at RTV)
(cal/cm.sec.°C) 0.14 at 600 °C
Thermal expansion 4.6 x 10-6 RTI) to 1200 °C
coefficient (°C1)
Oxidation weight gain 0.015 at 1200 °C for 24 hours
(mg/cm 2)
DC Resistively 5 x 10' at RT')

I (0.cm) 7 x 10"' at 800 °C
Figure 1: Indirect water cooling type SiC-dummy-load for the Dielectric constant 30-35 0.5 to 20 GHz2 )
KEKB 8 GeV electron linac. Loss tangent 0.3-0.5 0.5 to 20 GHz2 )

Note: 1) RT: Room Temperature, 2) The measured frequency
The SiC-ceramic rods are brazed along both narrow range is limited by the network analyzer.

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 842
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Figures 2 and 3 show the variations in dielectric The design arrives at a compromise to obtain an input
constant and loss tangent of some SiC-ceramic samples, VSWR of less than 1:1.1 while keeping the temperature
for the KEKB dummy-load. This result shows that the rise at the top of each SiC-ceramic rod below 30 'C; both
variation of both parameters (dielectric constant and loss) at the maximum operation condition (2.5-kW average
are dependent on amount of sintering binders, since the power). The input VSWR was minimized by adjusting the
binder is evaporated from the SiC-ceramic during the spacing between the SiC-ceramic rods using a simple
second sintering process. quarter-wave impedance matching method as shown in

Figure 5. It was still necessary to experimentally tune the
z 40 -- stSINTERING-...' '' SiC positions to minimize the input VSWR of below

I--V 2 nd SINTERING 0 285$) MHzU) n , 1:1.1. Figure 6 shows typical characteristics of the
0 W 0 reflection coefficient (S 11) as a function of the distance

V V V
030 between SiC-ceramic rods.
I------ --- --. ',z-- - - -0 25 ---------- : (4) r,.(1-r,).a,.A.e :

, . (2) r,.A e-'•" .A

3 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ()A-e-e (3) (1-F).a,.A.e

SiC-CERAMIC SAMPLES

A amplitude of wave r. p

Figure 2: Variations of the dielectric constant of SiC-ceramic fi,: wave propagation constant ; a t
safter one and two sintering cycles. r, : refraction coefficient of 1st absober

samples : refrection coefficient of 2nd absober
ar,: attenuation constant of 1et absober

0.40 1 • stSINTERING '...............'.'.' .a%:attanuationconstantof2ndabsober

V 2nd SINTERING @2656 MHz
U0 0.35 . .... --- Figure 5: Principle of quarter-wave impedance matching
0 . 0 "method for locating the SiC-ceramic absorbers. The second

.0.30.-------- ......... ..- ---- --- i ......
. V , V V reflection wave between SiC-ceramic rods is ignored because

tO.- , , = ,the amplitude is already very small.o 0.25 --------. ...... ........... "........... f........... "..........z
UJ• 0.03 . SIC Height: 816 and 9.2 [m.]

" 0.15 - --0-- SIC Height: 12 and 13 [m]nuJ .2 ... ... .. i-.. ... .. ,- ... .. . •i... .. .. .... .. ... : . .. .. .. 0 .0 2 " ... ..... • = ..
0.15 0. 1 ... .. ------

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

SIC-CERAMIC SAMPLES 0 - - . .. ... ........................... .
U)

Figure 3: Variations of the dielectric loss of SiC-ceramic -0.01. --- --

samples after one and two sintering cycle.
-0 .02 ---------L---------... ........... .. ......... .L --- .... -

3 DUMMY-LOAD DESIGN -0.03 .....

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

An important design consideration is that the structure be SIC-CERAMIC ROD DISTANCE [mm]

as simple as possible; this includes the shape of SiC- Figure 6: Variation of the reflection coefficient (Sll) as a
ceramic absorber, housing and cooling structures. I function of the distance between SiC-ceramic rods. The zero
decided to use a conventional S-band rectangular wave- cross point in S11 appears roughly a quarter-wave length at
guide for the housing, with a 7.21-cm x 3.4-cm cross 2856-MHz. Position sensitivity on the SiC-ceramic height is due
section and a 5-mm wall thickness. Simple rod shaped to superimposition of the large reflection vectors.
SiC-ceramics each 2-cm in diameter were chosen for the
microwave absorbers; they are brazed to the inner wall on an toplof the SiC- eram a rerssi stea stte

the narrow side of the wave-guide as shown in Figure 4 the cond ctin nthor bsed on in a tenu at e
[5]. thermal conducting theory based on an attenuation curve

[51. along the axis of the dummy-load and the measured rf

power loss per cubic centimeter of ceramic absorber.
Figure 7 shows the first high-power model S-band

dummy-load. A total of 28 SiC-ceramic rods are brazed
to the narrow walls of the rectangular wave-guide
housing. Two water channels attach to both narrow walls
and the typical flow rate for the cooling water is 20 liters
per minute. In this case, the maximum temperature raise
at each top of the SiC-ceramic rod is below 30 TC at 2.5-
kW average rf power. In actual operation, the inlet water

Figure 4: Cut-away view of the SiC-dummy-load. The SiC- temperature is around 30 'C, so that the absorber rod
ceramic absorbers brazed on the narrow wall (3.4-cm) of the temperature will be increased to close to 60 °C. Good
conventional S-band rectangular wave-guide are black in color. frequency response was obtained in low power
All the SiC-ceramic absorbers have the same 2-cm diameter. freq eny respon in low pw

measurements as shown in Figure 8.
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,INLET WATER CHANNEL OUTLET Further there was no breakdown signal from the

-rIN - ,-. scintillator. At this time, the vacuum pressure of 2 x 10-6,02cm i 1 IF1 Fl •
_2 SIC-CERAMIC ROD -rn ,•i Pa was achieved during rf power turn on.

Figure 7: End and Side cut-away views of the SiC-dummy-load.
The SiC-ceramic absorbers are the black objects brazed on the
narrow side (3.4-cm) of the conventional S-band rectangular ...........
wave-guide. All SiC-ceramic absorbers have the same 2-cm
diameter.

Operanion frequency: 285i MHz
BI:" 1 .1 0 ............. t. ---_--------1 _ --------- ............ --.............-

-- -- pFigure 10: A typical waveforms of the SiC-dummy-load high
.1.05 ----------- .. ............................ --------------- ........... - pow er test 50-M W , 1-psec and 50-pps.

The temperature sensitivity of the SiC-ceramic
1.00 . absorber was studied by measuring the input VSWR as a

2750 2800 2850 2900 2950 3000 function of cooling water flow rate as shown in Figure 11.
FREQUENCY [MHz] It is clear that the SiC-ceramic absorber is not sensitive to

Figure 8: Over-all frequency response of a high power SiC- its temperature of operation.
ceramic dummy-load measured at low power level. 1 <• 120 . . . . .I. . . . . . . .. 10^- >

_ 0

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS vacuum pressdre
U.1s

Figure 9 shows the high power test stand for the dummy- 0 -eflection powpr M
C. 1154 10", Mload. It is comprised of an S-band 80-MW klystron ,3

system, connecting wave-guide system and vacuum •" 112 C
pumping system. The base vacuum pressure of 1 x 1076 Pa w m
was achieved by an ion-pump. A cold cathode gauge u. 110 I..... . ......... n....... 10-
(CCG) was used in the vacuum interlock system during rf cc 5 10 15 20 .

test. WATER FLOW RATE [l/min.]

50 MW, 1 ptsec, 50 pps VIEW-PORT Figure 11: Temperature sensitivity check of the SiC-ceramic

I "type high power dummy-load at 2856-MHz.

Pt Pr WATER 5 CONCLUSIONS
BA-GAGE 20 Ilsec

I e-6 Pa We have confirmed the design and operation of a new
(MAS CCG type high power dummy-load using SiC-ceramic

ION PUMP absorber. The load is improved in using an indirect
80 lON PUMC~nT Tcooling method to increase reliability. The first model

was successfully operated at 50-MW of rf power (1-psec
and 50-pps for a 25-kW average power). Thus, we may

Figure 9: High power test stand of SiC-ceramic dummy-load, conclude that this SiC-ceramic dummy-load can provide

The high power operation was carried out while the same reliability as the conventional metal type load.
monitoring the vacuum pressure, x-ray signal and rf
power levels at various points in the system. The forward 6 REFERENCE
rf power from the klystron and reflected rf power from [1] H. Matsumoto, "Application of the SiC-ceramic for Microwave

the SiC-dummy-load were measured with two Beth-hole Absorber" (in Japanese), Proc. of the Linac Meeting in Japan,
couplers. The x-ray signal as measured by a scintillator 1983.
was used to monitor discharge breakdown in the dummy- [2l JLC group, "JLC-l", KEK Report 92-16, December, 1992.

load. A viewing port was also used to observe visual [3] Y. Igarashi, S. Yamaguchi and A. Enomoto, "Development of a
c sDummy-load", KEK Report, 98-12.

conditions, such as frequent discharging. [4] R. Enomoto, "SiC powders for the Sintering material", internal
After a total operation time of 100 hours, the input rf report (in Japanese) of IBIDEN Co., Ltd., 1982.

power was increased to 50-MW with a I psec pulse width [5] S. Morita and H. Matsumoto, "Development of the S-band High
and 50-pps repetition rate as shown in Figure 10. As can Power RF load" (in Japanese), Proc. of the Linac Meeting in

Japan, 1995.
been seen, the reflected rf power is only 98-kW, which [6] W. H. Hwang et al., "High Power rf performance Test of an
corresponds to an input VSWR of around 1:1.1 at the Improved Load", Proc. of International APAC98, Japan, 1998
maximum operating specification for this model [6].
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BEAMLINE RF LOAD DEVELOPMENT AT CORNELL*

E. Chojnacki t , Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
W. J. Alton, Ferrite Components Inc., Hudson, NH

Abstract
Details of design and fabrication of a beamline RF load
suited to accommodate SRF cavities are presented.
Bonding an RF absorber to a heat sink is the key aspect of
the load. Production loads have been effectively tested to
10.8 kW and operated in situ up to 3 kW.

1 INTRODUCTION
Many new and proposed accelerator facilities are forging
frontiers in beam intensity. The degree of intensity is
relative to each type of accelerator (circular, linear, CW,
pulsed) and the applications range from high energy
physics with diminishing event cross sections to brighter
and shorter wavelength light sources to nuclear
transmutation drivers. One consequence of high beam
intensity is increased excitation of destructive higher-order
RF modes (HOM's) in the accelerating structure. RF Figure 1. A Cornell HOM load.

feedback can damp these instabilities to a certain extent,
but aggressive resistive damping is required to avoid lossy dielectrics, such as silicon carbide. Ferrites have the
inordinate feedback power levels.

The superconducting RF (SRF) program at Cornell has advantage of complex permeabilitys.t as well as complex
long anticipated the need for ever-increasing beam permittivity e. Complex wlt is necessary since the
intensity [1]. The large aperture, low-impedance, and high absorber located on the wall must have strong interaction
Q of SRF cavities are ideally suited to intense beams. with the magnetic field characteristic of most HOM's.
Modest tailoring of the beampipe near an SRF cavity iris A ferrite satisfying beamline requirements and having
allows all HOM modes to leak out of the cavity a an absorption frequency range covering the CESR III SRF
propagate down the beampipe. It was thus natural to cavity HOM spectrum is identified in Ref. [4], although
place HOM RF loads directly on the beampipe in close other manufacturers of similarly acceptable ferrites exist.
proximity to the SRF cavity [2]. The current Cornell Complexoug and 8 of such materials have been determined
HOM load design has been effectively tested up to by thorough measurement [5].
10.8 kW per load, with two loads typically associated
with each cavity [3]. SRF cavities requiring less 3 BONDING AND HEAT SINK
aggressive HOM damping utilize a coaxial antenna Heat generated by RF in the ferrite must have a high-
coupled to the beampipe. conductance thermal path to a sink. Thus the ferrite must

Fabrication of beamline HOM loads can be challenging, have a high-conductance bond to a cooled, good thermal
the most difficult task being bonding RF absorbing conductor.
material to a heat sink. For this reason, the Cornell
design evolved to modular panels containing the RF 3.1 Soldering
absorbing element. The panels are individually prepared, Bonds based on adhesives satisfy neither ultra-high
tested, then installed into a beampipe as shown in Fig. 1. vacuum nor thermal conductivity requirements, and simple
Described below are materials, processes, and tests required mechanical clamping has insufficient thermal
to fabricate an HOM load developed over several years at conductivity. One of the best bonds from a thermal
Cornell with numerous instances of outside consultation, conductance point of view is to apply a metal plating to

2 RF ABSORBER the ferrite and solder it to a water-cooled metal substrate.
Unfortunately, therein lies a problem fundamental to

The close proximity of the load to the accelerating cavity ceramic bonding: the ferrite's coefficient of thermal
places numerous demands on the load, particularly the RF expansion is about half that of copper or other solderable
absorber, as stipulated in Ref. [2]. Among commonly metals, causing the ferrite to readily fracture during the
known RF absorbing materials, two that satisfy beamline soldering thermal cycle or when heated by RF in service.
requirements are unbiased ferrites, such as nickel-zinc, and Further, soldering must be performed fluxless to preserve

the porous ferrite's ultra-high vacuum integrity.
Work sSuccessful solder bonds can indeed be accomplished

rsupported by NSF and DOE STR Grant No. DE-FG02- between plated ferrite and copper if the copper is96ER86049.

t Email: epcl@cornell.edu thoroughly annealed (>800TC in a vacuum furnace) prior
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to soldering, conferring it a very low mechanical yield easily yield, yet do not causing work-hardening problems
point. However, the "dead-soft" copper must not be work encountered with pure Cu.
hardened, in even the slightest fashion, forever thereafter.
Otherwise, the induced mechanical stress in the copper 4 FERRITE PROCESSING
will fracture the ferrite the first time it is heated. Ferrite tiles are typically cleaned with alkaline solution by

3.2 Elkonite the manufacturer, and upon delivery ultrasonically cleaned
in methanol baths, 6 cycles of 15 minutes each with

Obviously, a heat sink material with thermal expansion changing of the methanol between cycles. Tests showed
coefficient similar to ferrite avoids these thermal that after the 3rd ultrasound bath, no more particulate
expansion problems. The material must also be leaves the ferrite of Ref. [4]. The ferrites are then fired in
solderable and preferably have a low mechanical yield air with 100°C/hr ramp up to 900'C, 2 hr soak at 900°C,
point to forgive slight differences in thermal expansion or and 100°C/hr ramp down. Air firing reduces later vacuum
work hardening. The only candidate found to date is a outgassing and is reputed to help homogenize the ferrite.
material called Elkonite [6]. Elkonite is made by
sintering tungsten to a specified porosity, then filling the 4.1 Plating
refractory metal with molten copper to form a nearly fully The ferrites are next plated with a solderable material.
dense, vacuum-tight body. The final coefficient of thermal Since nickel is a primary constituent of ferrite, it was
expansion is approximately the volume average of the reasoned that sputtered Ni would have good adhesion. A
composites, the available ratio 58% W and 42% Cu nearlymatching ferrite's nominal 9x10 6 /*C. Beside thermal problem with this plating has been spots of complete
matchiong ferriteingElkonite is rugged and much more "scavenging" off the ferrite by the molten solder. Inexpansion matching, iCornell HOM load production, about 25% of ferrite
tolerant than Cu to rough handling. In its delivered form, solders exhibit scavenging problems. The thicker the
Elkonite does not wet as well to solder as pure Cu, thus itis electroplated with 0.001' of Cu onto its surface. This plating the less scavenging is observed, but sputtering is a
layer of Cu being very thin and fully annealed (from the slow process and too thick a plating builds surface tensionlayr o Cubeig erythi an fulyannale (fom he that may shear the ferrite. Nickel-vanadium can be
braze step described in Section 3.4) does not negate th at a herhe rrte. Nikladum can eElkonite's desirable properties. The electroplater should sputtered at a higher rate than pure Ni, thus to date
be aware that Elkonite is sintered and the plating operation Cornell production has targeted 25000 A of Ni-V.musawarethnot allowit t issintegrted in the placidsotion[7].aA promising alternate plating is a layered approachmust not allow it to disintegrate in the acid solution [7]. whereby 300 A of titanium is first sputtered, then a
3.3 Ferrite Tile Geometry 2000 A graded layer of Ti and Cu (requiring two sputter

guns), then 5000 A of pure Cu, ending with a gold flash
Once bonded, a ferrite tile heated by RF is mechanically to inhibit oxidation [8]. The reasoning behind this
stressed so as to convex the exposed face, also known as a plating is that Ti adheres very strongly to the ferrite, the
"crowning". The peak mechanical stress familiarly occurs Ti-Cu composite retains Cu from scavenging, then the Cu
near corners of rectangular tiles, and ferrite fractures wets well to solder though some may be scavenged.
experienced with Cu heat sinks predominantly originated There have not been statistically significant tests of the
in corners. Peak stress is minimal in a circular ferrite tile Ti-Cu graded plating to date, but a few samples have
and is reduced by rounding the corners of a rectangular tile. soldered well.
The smaller the diameter of a circular tile, the lower the
accumulated thermo-mechanical stress, and the higher the 4.2 Soldering
allowable absorbed RF power density. A lower limit in From thermal stress considerations, ferrite soldering is
tile diameter is set by having to prepare and solder more
tiles to obtain a desired surface area, especially given the performed at as low a temperature as possible while
typical 75% yield of successful solder bonds as discussed providing a safety margin from solder melting duringin Sections 4.1 and 5. HOM load operation. The majority of Cornell soldering

has used 90% Sn / 10% Ag filler having a 221°C solidus
3.4 Coolant Interface and 295"C liquidus. The 0.004" Sn-Ag foils are

sandwiched between the ferrite and Elkonite, then heated to
The next link in the heat-sink circuit is coolant. For the 370'C in a vacuum furnace with several intermediate
modular load shown in Fig. 1, cooling water flows in a soaks and a 10 minute soak at temperature. Generous
copper tube brazed to the face of the Elkonite opposite the spacing among fixtures prevents shadowing of radiative
ferrites. Naturally, the difference in thermal expansion heat transfer, providing uniform fixture temperatures.
between Cu and Elkonite warps the Elkonite during the There is no gas backfilling of the furnace, the slow cool
high temperature braze as well as the low temperature (>8 hrs) allowing the solder to noticeably crystallize, with
ferrite solder. Thus, the brazing and soldering fixtures loose flakes later removed by wire brushing. Tests with
must incorporate rigid clamping of the Elkonite to argon and nitrogen gas backfilling after the heat cycle have
minimize warping. The cooling tube braze is performed yielded very poor bonds, with nearly all the Ni-V plating
in a vacuum furnace, using Cusil as filler with a 780'C being scavenged and the ferrite readily falling off. Perhaps
eutectic liquidus, typically heated to 820°C with a 10 the gas backfill enables such a good bond to Ni-V that the
minute soak at temperature. After the braze, the assembly plating is completely cleaved off the ferrite, and vacuum
is tamped onto a flat surface to restore Elkonite flatness cooling with crystallization simply yields numerous
prior to ferrite soldering. The sintered W and annealed Cu
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Figure 3. Infra-red image from the test setup exhibiting a
hot area due to poor solder bond. The grid pattern is due
to the screen covering the waveguide hole.

Figure 2. HOM load individual panel test setup. mentioned in Section 4.1, 25% of the panels are rejected

due to "hot spots", later diagnosed as scavenged plating.

islands of adhesion. Details of such chemistry and 6 FINAL ASSEMBLY
mechanics remain to be studied. Elkonite/ferrite panels that pass the RF test are inserted

An alternate solder filler is 80% Au / 20% Sn with a into a stainless steel beamline housing as shown in
280°C eutectic liquidus. Au-Sn wets better than Sn-Ag, Fig. 1. The panels are tightly fastened with screws to
although the foil is less malleable at the outset. There provide good electrical grounding to accommodate beam
have not been statistically significant tests of the Au-Sn image wall currents. Direct interaction of beam fields
filler to date, and among a few samples one case had a with the ferrite has been demonstrated to be negligible
poor bond. Thus, the added expense of Au remains to be [10]. Brazed fittings that incorporate the cooling tubes for
justified. each assembly are then welded into the steel housing to

provide a vacuum-tight enclosure. The finished unit is
5 RF TESTS rinsed with methanol, the screws temporarily loosened,

Individual panels of Elkonite with bonded ferrite are tested and the unit vacuum baked at 150°C for several days.
After baking, the room temperature vacuum bottoms outin an RF setup pictured in Fig. 2. The panels are at <10-9 T. Upon HOM load attachment to the SRF

mounted on a broad wall of WR-284 waveguide, fed by up at beamlin he pad schm en e d.

to I kWCW at 2450 MHz by a magnetron, with a cavity beamline, the panel screws are re-tightened.
sliding short downstream to adjust the standing wave Performance of six such prepared loads has been quite

along the ferrite. Water flows through the cooling tube at satisfactory, dissipating up to 3 kW per load to date [3].
0.6 GPM. The panels are viewed with an infra-red camera
through a hole in the opposite wall of the waveguide,
covered by a screen and RF evanescent cone, also shown 7 REFERENCES
in Fig. 2. Areas of poor solder bond are evident by [1] M. Tigner, "Imperatives for Future High Energy Accelerators",
heating in excess of the standing wave pattern as seen by AlP Conf Proc 279, Advanced Accelerator Concepts (Port
the IR camera, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3. Jefferson, NY, 1992), p. 1.
Thermal transients at turn-on and turn-off of RF are also [2] D. Moffat, et. al., "Design and Fabrication of a Ferrite-lined

HOM Load for CESR-B", Proc. 1993 Part. Accel. Confexcellent diagnostics, areas of even slightly poor solder (Washington, DC, 1993), p. 977.
bond showing thermal lag. [3] S. Belomestnykh, et. al., "Commissioning of the Superconducting

The RF power in the test is typically limited to RF Cavities for the CESR Luminosity Upgrade", these

600 W, corresponding to an average power absorption proceedings.
[4] C-48, Countis Industries, Carson City, NV, (775) 882-6123.

density of 15.5 W/cm2 on each of two 5.08 cm X [5] W. Hartung, et. al., "Measurements of the Microwave Properties
3.81 cm x 0.32 cm ferrite tiles. The RF standing wave of Some Absorbing Materials", Proc. Workshop on Microwave-

pattern scanned over the ferrite raises regions up to twice Absorbing Materials for Accelerators (Newport News, VA,
1993), p. 162.this power density, but such inhomogeneous heating [6] 10W3 Elkonite, CMW Inc., Indianapolis, IN, (317) 634-8884.

probably also occurs in service [9]. With 18 such [7] Anoplate Corp., Syracuse, NY, (315) 471-6143.
assemblies per load, the assembled unit is effectively [8] JP Argana Contract Services, Caledonia, NY, (716) 538-4682.
tested up to 10.8 kW average HOM power, and two loads [9] B. Vakoc, "HOM Spectra and Dissipated Power Density Profiles

for the SRF Cavity with a Ferrite HOM Load", Cornell LNSare connected to each SRF cavity [3]. The upper limit in Report SRF 950811-11 (1995).
absorbed power density for a few test assemblies has been [10] W. Hartung, et. al., "Measurement of the Interaction between a
25 W/cm2, at which point the ferrite cracked. This power Beam and a Beam Line Higher-Order Mode Absorber in a

Storage Ring", Proc. 1995 Part. Accel. Conf (Dallas, TX, 1995),
density could be raised by use of circular tiles with small p.3294.
diameter and a broader cooling tube attachment. As
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A NON-RESONANT RF CAVITY LOADED WITH AMORPHOUS
ALLOY FOR PROTON CANCER THERAPY

Y. Makita*, H. Harada, T. Nagayama, H. Tsuchidate, C. Tsukishima, and K. Yoshida
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

8-1-1 Tsukaguchi-Honmachi, Amagasaki, Hyogo 661-8661, Japan

Abstract 5092 cable

A non-resonant rf cavity loaded with amorphous alloy 1kW
cores has been designed and tested. The cavity has a re- Power
entrant structure loaded with 8 amorphous alloy toroidal Amp. R L C
core and its characteristic impedance is designed as 450
Q. The rf power is fed by I kW solid state amplifier using
a step-up transformer with 1:9 impedance ratio. In the
high power test, an accelerating gap voltage of more than
900 V w as m easured w ith input pow er of I kW in the 1:9 Transformer_-Cavity
frequency range of 1 to 10 MHz. The voltage standing 1:9Transformer Cvity
wave ratio (VSWR) was less than 2.0. The results prove Figure 1 The circuit diagram of the RF system
that the cavity may be used successfully within a compact
proton synchrotron for a cancer therapy facility. 2 RF CAVITY

1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1 is a circuit diagram of the RF system including

Cancer is the leading cause of death. In fact, more than the RF cavity, the power amplifier and the transformer.

one in four die of cancer at present in Japan. Use of the The cavity is described as a parallel resonant circuit with

proton beam in cancer therapy is a promising mode of impedance Z_ given by the following equations;

treatment because of its ability to selectively destroy I 1
cancer cells while causing minimum damage to the - = +1 +joC (1)
surrounding healthy tissues. At present, research in Z4, R j"L
proton and ion beam cancer treatment is being pursued at where,
several institutions in Japan. R L,

At Mitsubishi Electric, we have been developing a R , C=C8
cancer treatment facility based on the proton synchrotron.
It is required that such a system be easily operated ' = -
without the assistance of accelerator experts. Low cost /t = the real part of the complex permeability
and compactness are also important features for g't = the imaginary part of the complex permeability
widespread use in the hospital environment. Lo= the inductance of the cavity with no core

Because of such considerations, a non-resonant cavity C,= the capacitance of the cavity
[1] is the natural choice for the accelerating system since
the need for a tuning element is eliminated, leading to a To design a non-resonant cavity, it is desirable to keep
substantial reduction in the system complexity. The the absolute value of the complex impedance flat in the
performance of such a cavity is determined to a large operating frequency range. This is accomplished by
degree by the choice of the core which loads the gap. We using the magnetic property of the core material above
chose an amorphous material having a large magnetic the Snoek's limit. i.e. in this region both the real and
permeability, high saturation flux density and a high imaginary parts of the magnetic .permeability falls
Curie temperature in order to attain a high gap voltage inversely with frequency, hence the first two terms in
and stability against the heat load. equation (1) becomes independent of frequency.

We have constructed such a cavity and performed high- Furthermore, a high value of permeability is also
power tests to measure its properties such as the preferred from the point of view of power economy.
impedance, accelerating voltage and temperature rise In the past, the ferrite core has been commonly chosen
during operation. In this paper, we discuss the design as the loading material [2]. However, by selecting an
features of this cavity along with the results of these amorphous material it is possible to obtain a higher
measurements. permeability and at the same time a higher saturation flux

density and a higher Curie temperature. Thus the
*Email: yo@wel.crl.melco.co.jp amorphous core is suited in fabricating a more compact

cavity.
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Accelerating Gap Table I Design specifications of the cavity

operation frequency 1 - 10 MHz

Amorphous Core cavity impedance 450 Q
accelerating voltage 900 V

disipated power I kW
.cavity dimension ... H:830

[mm] L:600
W:700

duct dimension . :216

[mm] L:600

,amorhous core .. in: 270

[mm] .. out:487

t:25.5

0" number of cores 8
00

3 MEASUREMENTS
The fabricated cavity was not intended for testing under
vacuum. Hence MC Nylon was used as the accelerating
gap, rather than ceramic. The gap length was made
variable but kept at 92 mm for all measurements
described here. The total cavity length was required to
be 600 mm or less by the circumference of the
synchrotron.

1000 Transfrorm er - -Ziin (calc.)

Fan 1:9 Transformer * Zre (exp.) A Zim (exp.)

600 10500

00

Figure 2 The schematic diagram of the RF cavity "t 8
=W 0

The schematic diagram of the cavity is shown in Figure A..

2. The cavity has a single accelerating gap in the middle,
consisting of two quarter-wavelength coaxial resonators 500
each loaded with four amorphous cores. The design 0 2 4 6 8 10
parameters of the cavity are summarized in Table 1. frequency [MHz]

Since the amplifier has a driving impedance of 50 Q, a
step-up transformer with a 1:9 impedance ratio was used Figure 3 The complex impedance of the cavity
to match to the cavity impedance [3]. The complex impedance of the cavity was measured

with a network analyzer. The result is given in Figure 3.
The data are compared to a calculation using lumped
circuit approximation. A good agreement is obtained
between measured and calculated results in all cases.

To confirm that the transformer works properly, the
impedance was measured with a 450 Q resistor load
connected to the transformer. The results are shown in
Figure 4.

A high-power test was performed using a 1 kW solid-
state amplifier. For the measurement, high voltage probes
were directly attached to both sides of the gap. An
accelerating gap voltage of more than 900 V was obtained
in the frequency range of I to 10 MHz as shown in Figure
5. A good agreement is obtained between measured and
calculated results.
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100

40

80 I o Amorphous Core

"" 35 Ferrite Core
60

40 - 30t-)

20 S25
00 2 ' 4. . . . . .6 8 10 /

frequency [MHz] 20 Power OFF
7 -Power ON

Figure 4 The impedance of the transformer 15 0 .. 2
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

time [hrs]
VSWR was measured with a power meter during the

high-power test. The frequency dependence of the Figure 6 The temperature of amorphous core of the cavity
VSWR is given in Figure 5. The measured VSWR was and ferrite core of the transformer
lower than 1.9 throughout the frequency range, which
corresponds to less than 10 % reflected power from the 4 CONCLUSION
cavity. A non-resonant cavity loaded with amorphous cores has

been fabricated and tested. An accelerating gap voltage
1300 of more than 900 V was measured with a 1 kW amplifier

1200 in the frequency range of I to 10 MHz. The reflected
> - - - - - - power from the cavity was confirmed to be less than 10 %

1100 , - * for a measured VSWR of less than 1.9. The temperature
1 000rise was observed to be less than 15 deg C at the surface

> 1of the amorphous and ferrite cores, indicating that
o'.900 g magnetic saturation in the core material will not be a

800- V measured problem.

700 ________ __________
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of the amorphous core of the cavity and to the ferrite core
of the impedance matching transformer during a high-
power operation which lasted for one hour. The
measured data are shown in Figure 6. Due to forced air
cooling with 8 fans for the amorphous cores and 4 small
fans for the ferrite cores, the temperature increases were
as small as 14 deg C and 10 deg C respectively.
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BROADBAND SYNCHROTRON CAVITY FOR COSY WITH MINIMUM
SIZE BASED ON VITROPERM

M. B6hnke, F.-J. Etzkorn, R. Maier, U. Rindfleisch, A. Schnase", H. Stockhorst,
Forschungszentrum Jtilich GmbH, IKP, D-52425 Jilich

Abstract VitroPerm 500F, shown in figure 1. The total length is
about 780 mm, where 212 mmn account for the vacuum

A cavity design that deviates from conventional rules of
RF engineering is presented. Preliminary studies in col- gap. The 6 VitroPerm toroids per side are placed directly
laboration with SATURNE [I] and TERA [2] were carried in water, avoiding the use of cooling plates. The broad-aortiton wploythe aTUrphoE s [ andtERA[2ereal cforae band nature of this cavity eliminates tuning loops and

allows the application of higher harmonics and noise. The
cavity with reduced size. The idea to use a nano-crystalline
material instead of an amorphous one was stimulated by amplitude of 5 kV (2.5 kV for each half of the structure)

KEK where metglass is applied [3]. The analysis led to with an if-power of less than 50 kW. The disadvantages

the magnetic material VitroPerm 500F, resulting in a
reduced cavity size as compared to the existing one. Now, are related to the water bath: A protection against corro-new space becomes available in COSY for additional sion is needed, the cavity has to be protected against too
equipment used for a polarized proton beam. high water pressure, and the purity of the water is impor-

The cavity is optimized for operation at the Cooler tant.

Synchrotron COSY [4]. The frequency ranges from 400 57 -
kHz to 2 MHz without any tuning device. No gap- 0
capacitors and no cooling discs are necessary. The 6

VitroPerm is directly water cooled. Together with the
fundamental higher harmonics (2nd or 4th), adjusted in 7

real time in amplitude and phase, can be applied to bunch .
or to accelerate with non-sinusoidal voltages [5].

1 MOTIVATION OF MATERIALS
DIFFERENT FROM FERRITE

The ferrite-filled cavity being in operation at COSY is Figure 1: Layout of the broadband cavity
about 2.1 mlong and occupies space in one of the tele-
scopes that will be needed for a (partial)-snake to optimize 1.1 Technical details offigure 1
acceleration of polarized protons. The ferrite cavity has to

be tuned to the actual revolution frequency and only works The housing (1) of 470 mm diameter is made of 5 mm
with sinusoidal voltages. In collaboration with stainless steel to stand the water pressure. The inner struc-
SATURNE we worked on a shorter cavity (1.4 m) filled ture (2) is separated from the beam pipe to allow modifi-
with the amorphous material VitroVac 6025F. This cations without breaking the vacuum. The VitroPerm
cavity operates from 0.2 to 8 MHz and allows the toroids are mounted on POM (DELRIN®-acetyl-resin)-
application of higher harmonics together with the carriers (6) which reduces the capacitance to ground and
fundamental frequency. With such a cavity we have per- enables high voltage operation. Circular windows (5),
formed if-gymnastics without beam to show the feasi- oriented to the gap serve as barrier between water and the
bility of the cavity for applications like: air-filled outer area of the gap. The flow of the cooling
* improved capture of injected beam water will be from bottom to top. We expect 25 kW to
* acceleration at different harmonics be dissipated per side, resulting in a water flow of about
* y-transition crossing 20 I/min.
* stochastic cooling of bunched beams
* high power shaped noise for stochastic extraction in

seconds. 1.2 Measurements with samples
We compared small toroids of VitroVac and VitroPerm.

However, a significantly shorter design is possible by The size and the initial permeability at DC are listed in
filling another cavity with the high permeability material table 1. The value for the toroids foreseen is estimated.

'email: A.Schnase@fz-juelich.de
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Table 1: Sample specifications 300
Vitr~ac~itr~er /tIZl ?11

VitroVac VitroPerm VitroPerm foreseen 250 _ ____

:6025F :W531-51 *W468-51 :in cavity -200 __
S.............................. 1.6........... ... ............... ...w...5...3. :.. . ..w..4 . ......8 . ....1....[.n..c v .t. ..... . 20
sample A B *estimate 0 1S.... .................... .................... ....................... ....................... C ........................ 0= 15 0

¢i / mm 351 50 76 200S.............................. ..................... ....................... ...................... ,,....................... _
0 a / mm 72! 80: 102 400 e"........... ................ .................... ': .................. .. ................ "- ............
h/mm 25:: 20:: 25:: 25 5.... ............. .......................

L/H3.336- 1.739: 1.3611 (3.2)0
~r at DC 90000i 30000: 800001 80000 200 1200 2200 3200 4200

.............................. .................... ; ....................... ...................... ........................ freq u en cy / k tz

L/mH at DC 0.300 .5: 0.109: (0.25)a0.0 0.052 Figure 3: Impedance measurement with four samples B.

Low level impedance measurements were carried out with 30 power to get 2500 V amplitude
a network analyser HP 8751A. Figure 2a shows the im- 25

pedance as a function of frequency for one VitroVac toroid • 20 ___ __

(sample A) connected with a one-turn loop. This sample
was tested at higher rf-power to reach temperatures of 100 1 15 _

*C in water. The coupling loop was driven by an ENI- 1 -lO
A500 amplifier. The rf-power resulting in an amplitude of
200 V is displayed in figure 2b. We observed no
substantial change in impedance as temperature rises. 0

200 1200 2200 3200 4200Therefore we expect a good safety margin in operation frequency / kHz
between 20 to 50 *C.

60 Figure 4: Estimated power from impedance measurement.

50 -"__

"a 50 - 1.3 Application of higher harmonics
-40 - _11 I'~ ZJ

The suitability of the cavity for higher harmonics is
= 30 "proven by a setup where a signal composed of a

20 fundamental at 500 kHz and two harmonics drives an
A 10 _,_i_. . amplifier AR 15A250 directly connected to the test-

structure with four toroids. The broadband behavior is
0 -.. clearly visible in figure 5: the upper trace is the pre-

200 1200 2200 3200 4200 distorted generator signal and the lower trace the voltage atfrequency I kllz

the structure measured with a 1:10 probe.
Figure 2a: Impedance measurement of VitroVac sample A

700 C'' power to get 200 V amplitude1 2OOV

5 0 ... ............... .. ................... .. :... ._.' ._ ........... ........... i........ ........... ..... .. -- ---.. --500

-400
!G ' 3 0 0 .................. " ! . . . . . . .. i

o ! .. .. ..~~ ~ ~ ~~. . .. .. .. .: ... .. ... .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .! . . . . .300100• " 2 0 0 .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

0 1bV
/di

200 1200 2200 3200 4200
frequency / kHz

Figure 2b: Power measurement of VitroVac sample A. ...........

In figure 3 the impedance of a combination of 4
VitroPerm sample toroids B in a test structure is plotted.
The arrangement of 6 toroids per side in the final cavity 500rn/div R-

pe aiyFreq- Peai- RMS Measure-
guarantees the heat transfer to the cooling water and re- uency Pe a: ments

icet 500.0 1.0 22.02sults in a higher impedance. The scaled result is sufficient 61 2 V

for 2.5 kV amplitude. The estimated power per side is Figure 5: Waveform with a flat top, power 4W.

displayed in figure 4.
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2 SIGNAL GENERATION

A dedicated synthesizer [6] generates the higher harmonics perform first power measurements at the test bed of the

for the measurement of the behavior of the VitroPerm in VitroVac cavity at CERN. When we know the power re-

time domain. It has been upgraded to perform a syn- quirements (50... 100 kVA), we will install the tube

chronous sweep with the nonlinear frequency ramp of amplifier in the ,,eye" of the COSY-ring. The anode

COSY while preserving the shape of the waveform. The power supply will be specified to minimize operational
Fourier components are controlled in real time. Figure 6 cost. In the mean time we use the anode power supply of

depicts the structure of signal generation. The hardware is the existing tube amplifier to feed the amplifier of the
installed in 2 VME-crates. One of the crates contains a broadband structure. If the new cavity performs as

communication CPU and 7 DSP boards which generate expected, we install it in the target telescope in a way that
the digital set values of the different harmonics as a allows to switch between the ferrite cavity and the higher
function of time. The amplitude is controlled with a DAC harmonic cavity in reasonable time. A KYickner-M61ler

that drives an analog multiplier. The frequency word is fed SPS will control the power supplies and check for error
to a numerical oscillator (NCO) that generates the clock and fault conditions. The locations of the existing ferrite
16°rev for the Lookup-tables, the 16 bit complex multi- cavity and the new one in COSY are sketched in figure 7.

pliers and the DAC, where fry varies between 0.4 MHz to (h=l)-ferrite C
1.6 MHz. The amplitudes of the higher harmonics are cCooler
much lower than the fundamental. Therefore the signal of telescope
the DACs is fed to attenuators, to keep the signal-to-noise " ,"
ratio of 12... 14 bit, which results in -70dBc when 0u
measured. eye" of the

1ý COSYRing
1 t u b e a m p . ' V itr o P e r m --~~ I tube ap2 Targelr 2 x H2

0 amplitude Target 2x
C14 tlescopepcontrolinjection

Out,

Figure 7: Locations of the rf-systems in the COSY-ring.

F NCO, Plessey 4 U L O
20024 OUTLOOK

D An interesting question will be the connection of the
Lamplifier to the cavity gap. Depending on the installation,,

a distance of 3 to 7 m has to be bridged with an coaxial

SD air filled transmission line of 200 92 impedance.
With both cavities operational this year, we have new

opportunities in modifying the longitudinal phase-space.

Lookup 16 bit complex ) D We will find out, if the cavity will perform as expected to
S4f rreplace the existing one, which then acts as a backup.

Figure 6: Layout of agile signal synthesis 5 REFERENCES

[1] P. Ausset et. al. ,,A Broad-Band (0.2 - 8 MHz) Multiple-
3 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE Harmonic VITROVAC®-Filled Acceleration Structure",

EPAC94, Berlin
The preparation of the installation of the cavity is on its [2] A. Schnase et. al. ,,Higher Harmonic (VitroVac) Cavity:
way. In the end of June 99 we expect to have the structure Measurement results with the Prototype", IKP Annual report
and the material available. We will test the cavity perfor- 1997, Forschungszentrum Juilich GmbH

mance at low level and stress the structure to find out the [3] Y. Mori et al. ,A new type of RF cavity for high intensity proton
synchrotron using high permeability magnetic alloy", EPAC98,influence of water pressure. We will find out, if the im- Stockholm

pedance, influenced by the capacitance of the water - some [4] H. Stockhorst et. al. ,,The Performance Of COSY", EPAC 98,
100 pF - is high enough, or if we have to rearrange the Stockholm
position of the cores inside the water tank. [5] H. Stockhorst ,,Longitudinal Beam Dynamics in a Multiple
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MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS OF Ti COATED
MICROWAVE ABSORBER

Ding Sun and David McGinnis

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*, Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract
eight pieces were grounded to 0.125 inch thick. Samples

Microwave absorbers are coated with resistive thin films, were divided into 6 groups. Half of these samples (group 4
S parameters are measured before and after coating. The - 6) were sputtered with Ti at Fermilab, and half of them
measured data are used to check the simulation results of (group 1 - 3) were sputtered with Ti at Thin Film
software HFSS which are in good agreement with the Technology Inc., California. Samples in each group (4
measurement results. pieces with same thickness) were coated together. The

goal of the coating was to achieve surface resistance of
1 INTRODUCTION 210 - 270 92/square. The thickness of Ti thin film coated

at Fermilab (Group 4 - 6) is 137A 0 -141A 0 . The

At Fermi lab anti-proton cooling system, ferrite materials corresponding surface resistance is 210 -260 L/square.
are to be put on walls of beam lines to absorb unwanted The thickness of Ti thin film coated at Thin Film
microwave signals. A layer of resistive coating can change Technology Inc. (Group 1 - 3) is -216A'. The
the distribution of electromagnetic fields and affect corresponding surface resistance is 216 -252 f/square.
attenuation of the signals. In order to study such effect, These parameters are listed in Table 1.
microwave absorbers (Ni-Zn ferrite) were coated with
titanium thin film and put into a waveguide (see Figure 1.) Table 1: Surface resistance of coated absorbers
S parameters were measured before and after coating.

The combination of thin layers of ferrite material with Group # Thickness Thickness Surface
large variation of magnetic loss tangent and resistive of of Resistance
surface boundary composes a challenge to the simulation Absorber Ti film fVsquare
software used for designing microwave system. Therefor 1 0.065" 216 A0  230-240
measurement results have been used to check the
simulation results from commercial software HFSS (High 21
Frequency Structure Simulator.) These results can also be 3 0.125" 216 A0  230-240

used to confirm the correctness of permittivity and 4 0.065" 137 A0  240-260

permeability parameters measured by us. 5 0.065" 141 A0  210-230
6 0.125" 141 A' 210-230

absorber waveguide
Since the coating is very thin, the resistivity of these

films is sensitive to the parameters of sputtering process
such as purity and mixture of gas, sputtering rate andS...................kinetic energy of the sputtered target particles. This can be

seen in samples made by both Fermilab and Thin Film
Technology Inc. This fact can also contribute to the
thickness difference of Ti films made at Fermilab and
Thin Film Technology Inc. However, thickness difference
of -80 A* does not matter since the surface resistance is

Figure 1. Configuration of absorbers and a waveguide the only factor to be considered.
In order to see the stability of these thin films, surface

resistance was measured immediately after coating and re-

2 SAMPLE DESCRIPTION measured 7-10 days later. There was no significant
change.

Nickel-Zinc ferrite samples (TT2- 111 from Trans-Tech Permittivity, permeability and loss tangent of TT2- 111
Inc.)kwere-Z tin to recrte angularesha ( 0.795 in xTr ins h material and other ferrite materials were measured at
Inc.) were cut into rectangular shape (0.795 in x 1.98 in). Fermilab. To measure these parameters, a ferrite material
Sixteen pieces were grounded to 0.065 inch thick and was machined into a rectagular slab (1.59" x 0.795") to fit

into a section of WR-159 waveguide (area of the cross
* Operated by the Universities Research Association under contract is 1.59" x 0.795".) Cables and ooarea veguide

with the U. S. Department of Energy
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adaptors were calibrated using TRL (Thru-Reflect-Line)
method. The S parameters were measured using a network
analyzer (HP 8510.) The real and imaginary part of 0 - ..
permittivity and permeabily were deduced from measured .......... i
Sit and S2, parameters with a computer program [1][2]. 4

These perameters are listed in Table 2 and used in After . ci .... _---

simulation discussed later. ..._.

Table 2: Permittivity/permeability of absorber___/ _ ___ _

-14

Freq. 8r Loss Loss _1_

(GHz) tangent Tangent .18(E) (M ) ........0
_______ E)( )5.00 5.60 6.00 0.0 I700

5.0 12.83 0.025 0.0155 137.2 qo.o,,7.

5.2 12.83 0.027 0.0322 63.25
5.4 12.83 0.027 0.0547 35.66
5.6 12.87 0.027 0.0797 23.24 Figure 2. $2, of group 1 (sample thickness: 0.065")
5.8 12.89 0.027 0.0906 19.59
6.0 12.92 0.029 0.1058 15.95
6.2 12.95 0.031 0.1187 13.476.4 12.92 0.033 0.1281 11.96
6.6 12.92 0.030 0.1288 11.29

6.8 12.93 0.031 0.1328 10.54
7.0 12.92 0.031 0.1361 10.05

B. fore coatin

3 MEASUREMENT RESULTS Aft . co"t ng

'- N-

S parameters were measured before and after resistive 00-3

coating using a 6" long waveguide (WR159) and a ... 0 6.00 .0 7.00

network analyzer (HP8510.) Four pieces of absorbers (a Fr,.,,n.y',-•)

group) were measured each time. Absorbers were put
inside of the waveguide (against inner surfaces of two Figure 3. S,, of group 1 (sample thickness: 0.065")
narrow sides of the waveguide, two pieces of samples on
each side, see Figure 1.) The measured S parameters of
un-coated absorbers with same thickness of 0.065" are
very close to each other: deviation of $21 from mean value
of group 1,2,4 and 5 (listed in Table 1) is less than 3%. 0........
After coating with Ti thin film, each group of absorbers ...........
was measured again. The measured S parameters of
coated absorbers with same thickness are still close to
each other, though the deviation of $21 from mean value of After cog

the 4 groups increased to less than 5% which was due to 9 Be2oe0 ,g

the variation of surface resistance.
Since the results are close to each other, only two -30

groups' results are presented here. Shown in Figure 2 and -
3 are the measured $21 and Si, parameters for group I -

(samples with thickness of 0.065 inch.) Shown in Figure -

4 and 5 are the measured 521 and S, parameters for group .00 &.00 0.0..0 7.00

3 (samples with thickness of 0.125 inch.) All results show _ _ _ _ _.._ _ _ __(Olt)

that attenuation of microwave signals was decreased after
resistive coating. The decreases of attenuation depended Figure 4. $21 of group 6 (sample thickness: 0.125")
on the thickness of samples: the thicker samples'
attenuation decreased more since thicker samples
occupied more space were the electric field was stronger.
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-1fe recotng{maur -t
0 . .. ..... .. .... .. .......)

Freqenc ( eG r oebg Srnlt)n

0r 5. S. ....... .......... . (sample ...... 12. At.r.at.nd .e..re.n t)

designing mcrowave-coponentscatFermirlab.Inrordertt

-~J -•t--- After coatitng ( msiuatro n t)

permitivit .n .........ty ....... los ta ge t .ei tv ----. ....... ...... . , ... ....... . t=2

10 - - _ -

Figurae c5.dStioo g aml t"oAteo and measurement)

Comercal y sfa H S is exatesively uged fomery

periitiviy ad prmabiity lage os tagen, rsisiv -- A-Before coating (rrsuretnent)

of WR159 waveguide is 1.59"x0.795" while the thickness "'Q
of the absorbers is 0.065"), simulations were performed "30 .____

usin sotwr AfFer fromin Anofrcrpraio (.6bea.rne__ n__

In simulations, thickness of absorbers was 0.065 inch and "
surface resistance was 235 ohm/square. Therefor the 5.00 5.20 5.40 5.60 5.60 6.00 6.20 6.40 6.60 6.60 7.00

simulation results should be compared with the measured Frequoency (Q)

results of group 1. Since HFSS does not have thecapability to change permittivity and permeability with Figure 7. S2, of Group 1 (simulation and measurement)

frequencies during a simulation, simulations were
performed at 11 single frequencies. At each frequency,
permittivity, permeability and loss tangent were set to the
measured value listed in Table 2. In this way the software
is more accurately evaluated since the meshes are refined
at the same frequency and the permitgivity/permeability We thank Eileen Hahn for her technical support and
parameters are the true value at that frequency. The titanium thin film sputtering.
convergence criterion of simulation was set to 0.00c1 for
delta S. Shown in Figure 6 and 7 are simulation results. As
a comparison, the measured data are also plotted (S data 6 REFERENCES
of "Before coating" has been smoothed out at each
frequency by averaging adjacent 20 points.) These figures [1]David McGinnis, Fermilab PBAR NOTE No. 594
show that the simulation results are in excellent [2]Ding Sun, Fermilab PBAR NOTE No. 599

agreement with the measured data.
This result also indirectly prove that the measured

complex permittivity and permeability parameters (used in
simulation) are reliable. (Since the real part of
permeability of such ferrite can be close to zero, extra
care has to be taken during the measurements and data
extraction of these E-M parameters. Therefor an extra
prove of those data is always a good practice.)
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MAGNETIC ALLOY LOADED RF CAVITY FOR BARRIER BUCKET
EXPERIMENT AT THE AGS*

M. Fujiedat, Y. Iwashita and A. Noda, Kyoto University, Gokanosho, Uji 611, JAPAN
Y. Mori, C. Ohmori and Y Satot, KEK-Tanashi, 3-2-1 Midori-cho, Tanashi 188, JAPAN

M. Yoshii, KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba 305, JAPAN
M. Blaskiewicz, J. M. Brennan, T. Roser, K. S. Smith, R. Spitz and A. Zaltsmann,

BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract cause the waveform of the drive signal is bipolar.

A magnetic alloy(MA) loaded cavity which was The impedance seen by beam is 3.6kQ and the Q value

developed by KEK was used for the barrier bucket is 0.6. Accordingly the MA loaded cavity has large RIQ
as 6kg. The voltage induced by high intensity beam is not

generate a single sine-wave of 40kV with less RF power negligible and a compensation is necessary for the cavity.

than a ferrite loaded cavity because of its broad-band The cavity has 4 gaps and it generates a barrier volt-

impedance. In order to reduce the voltage induce by beam, age of 10kV per gap. Two 30kW tetrodes are used for the

the feedforward system was applied and the beam loading RF power amplifier[5]. A 2kW solid-state amplifier is em-

was compensated. With the barrier bucket scheme, five ployed for the drive amplifier. An arbitrary function is ap-

bunches were transferred successfully. Total of 3 x 1013 plied for the drive signal. Figure 1 shows the barrier voltage

protons were accumulated without beam loss. They were and the RE bucket.

re-bunched by the accelerating cavities and accelerated.
(v:l (v:

4 0 0 0 0 ........... ............. - ............. ..............C 4 0 0 00 . ................. .... ..............

1 INTRODUCTION 20000 ... . .............. 200 00 - .......... ............... ....... ...

A Magnetic Alloy(MA) loaded cavity[1, 2] has been (a) 0 ..... (b) 0 ... ........

developed. The cavity was installed in the AGS for the bar-
rier bucket experiment. It was the first experiment for the .2000 -200
MA loaded cavity to be tested in synchrotron. The beam -40000 -4W0000. ...... ....... ............

loading and the method to cure it were important issues. 0 1ooo 2000 3000 4000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000
The cavity and the RF amplifier worked stably. The beam (dp/p) (nsec) (dp/p) (nsec)

loading compensation system was established. o.0o6 0.6 .
The barrier bucket experiments[3, 4] were performed to 0.004 ."...... 0.004

increase the intensity at the AGS. Two barrier cavities were 0.002 - 0.002 .-- .- 0...2

used to generate a fixed barrier and moving one. Both cav- (c) 0  (d) ...... .d.o

ities generated a single sine-wave of 40kV at the repetition -0.002:- -0.002
rate of 351kHz. The former is the MA loaded cavity, the -0004 - . ....

latter is a ferrite loaded cavity modified by BNL. This pa- "0'o40 '0.004
per describes the MA loaded cavity and the barrier bucket " 0 1000 2000 3000 400001 1000 2000 3000 4000

experiment. (nsec) (nsec)

Figure 1: The gap voltage(a),(b) and the RF bucket(c),(d).

2 BARRIER CAVITY The waveform(a) was used in the experiment. The wave-
form(b) was improved to achieve a flatter RF bucket(d) by

2.1 MA Loaded Cavity a drive signal modification and the overshoot is expected to

The peak current to generate a single sine-wave for a disappear by mixing several harmonics.

LCR circuit on resonance is represented as follows, 2.2 Feedforward System

Ipeak -- - (1 + Q). If the beam signal is fed to the broad-band RF am-
at1 plifier, the beam induced voltage can be canceled[6]. The

If the impedance is given, the system with lower Q value feedforward[7] scheme was applied for the compensation
can generate a barrier voltage with less RF power. The of the beam loading. The frequency responses of the beam
KEK barrier cavity is loaded with MA cores, FINEMET. monitor, cables and the grid circuit of the amplifier are im-
The cores have large inductance and low Q value. A push- portant because the Q value is low and R/Q is large. The
pull amplifier is suitable to drive an MA loaded cavity be- cavity is suitable for the feedforward scheme, because all

*Work supported by Department of Energy parameters are stable against the temperature rise or the
t Email: miho@tanashi.kek.jp beam loading. It is easy to add a compensation signal, be-
t also: Japan Steel Works Co. Ltd. cause the time response of the cavity to the signal is fast.
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Figure 2 shows the schematic feedforward system. The cavities took parts of the former and latter, respectively.
beam signal was picked up by the wall current monitor. One of the barriers is moved to expand the injected
The signal was split into three because of the frequency beam. This debunch method with using barriers is called as
dependence of the grid circuit and the cable used for de- "adiabatic debunch". After debunching, the moving bar-
lay. Then they were filtered by three types of the filters: rier is turned off. It is turned on again at the same phase
low-pass(h=l), band-pass(h=2) and high-pass(h>3) filters. as the fixed barrier and moved to make the space for next
The phase and amplitude of each Fourier component of the injection. The next bunch is injected into the longitudi-
gap voltage were adjusted independently. The signal was nal space. Then it debunched adiabatically by the moving
delayed for one revolution period after the beam passed the barrier, while the stored beam is compressed. The moving
cavity. It was because the feedforward path was longer than barrier is turned off when their momentum spreads become
the beam traveling time from the monitor to the cavity, equal. Thus the stored beam and the injected one merge.

The induced voltages per gap with or without the feed- If those processes are repeated adiabatically, the total emit-
forward are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the am- tance of bunches is conserved and beam can be injected as
plitude of the induced voltage decreases to 1/9 effectively, much as the limit of the longitudinal acceptance.
The system worked stably. The RF gymnastics were optimized not to cause beam

loss and leakage from RF bucket. Figure 4 shows the gym-
lb- nastics of barriers in case of transfers of five bunches.

•piemonitor

w pas~ .0500 p a a pa

quency is 35lkHz.
(V/g p)_ _ _ _ _ _0W

200:- 0I100 4500 00

(a) . 0 00 ~ 150 200 ~(nsec)iniiimFigure 4: The mountain range plot of the barrier voltages.

WI.• lThe interval of the traces is 5.8msec.

600

(V/gp ilsec) 3.2 Adiabatic Debunch
400- . - _ _ _ _ .4

• ,L].at a•h•,.±• ... • ... ;.,J ... The sweep speed of a barrier should be slow enough

.•o .... i i • ..... i......... i ............ !....tance. The time for sweep, however, is limited by the AGS

"Figure"' 4 ... . . The adiabatic condition was studied measuring the mo-

00 10 ...0. ...0.. 40 50 60X 150 00D 250 45 SO
(.(nsec)

3: The induced voltages per gap without(a) or mentum spread by Schottky signal, to determine the longi-

with(b) feedforward. The horizontal axis is time. The tudinal emittance. The measurement was done varying the
vertical one is voltage per gap. The beam intensity was barrier speed with one transfer. The initial phase gap be-

8.2 x 1012 protons per bunch and one bunch was circulat- tween two cavities was 770 which was wider about 3 times

ing. than the bunch width. The phase gap was spread to 3150.
The result is shown in Table 1.

3 BARRIER BUCKET In case of the sweep time longer than 10O0msec, the
3.1 RF Gymnastics minimum momentum spread was achieved. The results

agree with the fact that if the barrier is swept as slow as
The barrier cavity has to play two important roles dur- 10 times of the debunching time, the momentum spread af-

ing injection with barrier bucket. The first barrier create a ter debunch is minimized. The longitudinal emittance grew

flat RF potential in the longitudinal phase space to keep the 2--,3 times. It has been considered to be mainly due to the

beam gap. The second one performs RF gymnastics to ac- longitudinal mismatch. The potential distortion also seems

cept and accumulate the injected beam. The BNL and KEK to relate with it.
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Table 1: The momentum spread by "adiabatic debunch". (tmce)

sweep time momentum spread(%)
(msec) ()=0.30% (-)o-0.44% 10

0 0.30 0.44
25 0.24
50 0.16
100 0.13 0.11 60

150 0.13
300 0.12 1 1 40

3.3 Spacing 20

The initial RF bucket should be matched with the _

bunch width not to cause the longitudinal mismatch. On 500 10 I00 20 .00 2 . 3500 4000 45 00 00

the other hand, it should be wide enough to avoid that the (nsec)

injection kicker disturbs the circulating beam. The initial Figure 5: The mountain range plot of the wall current mon-
phase gap between the barriers was optimized observing itor. The interval of their traces is 5.8msec.
beam loss. There was no beam loss by the kicker when the
phase gap was wider than 770nsec, which was consistent tance grew. Following reasons are considered to produce
with the kicker pulse width. However this phase gap width the emittance growth.
was much wider than the typical bunch width of 200nsec,
which should have degraded the emittance. Actually when e Longitudinal mismatch
the ihase gap was narrow, smaller emittance was achieved. 9 Snap off of the barrier by the high Q cavity

3.4 Re-bunch and Acceleration The first one seems be major reason. The improve-
ment of the injection kicker will be helpful to decrease

Total of 3 x 1013 protons were accumulated success- the emittance growth caused by the longitudinal mismatch.
fully. The beam intensity of the first bunch was 6.4x 1012 A special barrier gymnastics also enables to reduce the
protons per bunch. After five bunches were transferred, mismatch. The KEK barrier distorted the RF potential
the gaps of the barrier cavities were shorted and the with its overshoot in the waveform. The overshoot has al-
accumulated beam debunched freely. The beam was most disappeared by mixing several harmonics for the drive
re-captured by the accelerating cavities of the harmonic signal[8] and this scheme can be applied to the cavity. The
number of 6, which voltage was ramped up linearly. After feedback or feedforward system will help to cancel the in-
the re-capture it was accelerated. There was a beam loss duced voltage at the BNL barrier cavity. Amplitude modu-
at the gamma jump because of the large longitudinal lation of the BNL cavity will also reduce emittance growth.
emittance. The emittance after re-bunching by harmonics
of 6 was 5.5-,7.0 eV s per bunch, which grew about 3
times. During the re-bunching and the acceleration, no 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
emittance growth nor beam loss was observed. Figure 5 We would like to thank all members of AGS and KEK-
shows the accumulation of 5 bunches and re-bunching. Tanashi RF group for their great helps.
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BEAM LOADING EFFECTS ON HIGH GRADIENT MA-LOADED CAVITY

M. Yamamoto*, M. Fujieda, Y. Hashimoto, Y Mori, R. Muramatsu,
C. Ohmori, Y Sato, A. Takagi, T. Uesugi, M. Yoshii KEK-Tanashi, Japan

Abstract loading. It is seemed that the transient effect is most se-

We studied the beam loading effects on the High Gradient vere around Q - h/2. It is understood qualitatively that
Cavity(HGC) loaded with Magnetic Alloy(MA) by multi- when the cavity damping time is near the revolution fre-

particle tracking simulation. The Q-Value of the cavity is quency, that is, 2Q/hwrev ' 1/Wrev, then the difference

variable from 0.6 to more than 10. From the view point of the wake field on each bunch will be largest. It means

of multi-bunch effect, it was found that either very high Q h/2.

Q-value or low Q-value was preferable to suppress the pe- The simulation results under the periodic transient beam

riodic transient beam loading. The experimental results of loading were shown in [3], where 8 of 17 buckets were

the beam loading compesation using an electron beam are occupied by the bunch and the others were empty. Simula-

also described. tions for 4 bunches in the 10 buckets and 2 bunches in the 5
buckets were newly performed in the same ring parameters
except the harmonic number. Number of the particle per

1 INTRODUCTION bunch is same in all Q value, 1.25 x 1013, and cavity shunt

We have developed a HGC loaded with MA and achieved impedance is 6 kf2.

the high accelerating field gradient of 50 kV/m [1]. The TraJeotory of Bunch Center

HGC has some advantages such as the variable Q-value, - .

high stability at the large rf amplitude and realizing low to- ....

tal impedance. Because of these merits, the aspects on the .. a .
beam loadings are different from that of ordinary ferrite-
loaded cavity especially on the transient effect and bucket ...... .......
distortion. '-) ..

So far, small R/Q of the cavity, that is, increasing the Q- .
value has been prefered to cure the transient beam loading '"
effect. However the particle tracking simulation shows that . .
the transient effect becomes only a single bunch problem
in the low-Q cavity, while it is a multi-bunch effect in the
high-Q one. For the HGC, there are two choices to suppress
the transient effect because the Q-value of the MA can be Figure 1: Trajectory of the bunch center in the longitudinal
changed using radial cut core [2]. phase space (harmonic number 10, 4 bunches).

On the single bunch effect, the beam-induced voltage
is composed of both fundamental frequency and higher Traetory of Bunch Center

harmonics in the low-Q cavity although the high-Q cav- .j-
ity has only fundamental component. However the higher '4 _J t
hamonics can be quickly controlled in the low-Q cavity be- - a

cause of the broad-band impedance. In order to study the +,2, •,.
beam loading effect, an electron-gun and one-path beam .. . - ..

line were prepared. Then, the beam-induced voltages up to a...

3rd higher harmonics were significantly compensated by ......
the beam signal feedback method.

2 PERIODIC TRANSIENT BEAM -, . , a a

LOADING

In the previous paper [3], the results of the particle track- Figure 2: Trajectory of the bunch center in the longitudinal
ing simulation under the periodic transient beam loading phase space (harmonic number 5, 2 bunches).
were shown, and it was found that very low-Q or very In Fig. 1 and 2, each line shows a trajectory of a bunch
high-Q were preferable to avoid the periodic transient beam center in the longitudinal phase space. Vertical axis and

*E-mail: masanobu@tanashi.kek.jp horizontal axis are momentum difference and the phase

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 860
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measured from the nominal synchronous particle, respec- The beam signal picked up by a Fast Current Trans-
tively. former is attenuated and delayed by cable line arbitrary,

Each bunch is oscillated apart from a locked phase of then fed into the cavity through amplifiers. When the at-
the Ao-feedback by the transient effect. In case of h = 10, tenuation and delay can be optimized, it is expected that
increasing Q up to 5, the oscillation of each bunch center the wake voltage is compensated clearly.
becomes larger. And increasing Q further, the oscillation The simple scheme of the beam loading compensation
becomes smaller again. In the same manner, the oscillation was already demonstrated using the electron beam, where
becomes largest around Q = 2 - 3 in case of h = 5. the beam signal was simply returned to the amplifier, and

In the longitudinal motions of multi-bunches including it was effective for compensating the one component of
the energy loss by the wake field, the arrival time of m-th the beam-induced voltage [3]. In order to compensate the
bunch on the cavity, rm, is expressed by the perturbative higher harmonics of the beam-induced voltage as well, the
theory as; beam signal was separated into each harmonic and the ad-

am = TrM + "rm (1) justment were done for them, then each signal were com-

where -r, and 7m are a perturbation and an equilibrium bined and fed into the cavity. The setup of the filtering the

part, respectively. For the equilibrium part, 7: is defined beam signal is shown in Fig. 4. In this experiment, up topart repecivey. or he quiibrum art T- isdefned the 3rd higher harmonics of the beam signal were returned
that the energy gain of the bunch by the cavity gap voltage to the cavity.

is equal to the energy loss by the wake field;

Low Pass

eVo sin(wrfT7m) = Z W(t), (2) Del Vable•Divider DlyVariable Combin

3 MHz Attenuator to Amp.

where W(t) is the wake function, and the summation is BoCa

performed for the past turns and all bunches. In the peri- 6M ta,

odic transient beam loading, Tm becomes different value on Fter

each bunch.,Diid A conab•

B9 Ha A=.llenulIn order to calculate 7m simply even under the periodic Band ass
transient beam loading condition, the assumption which the
wake field affects only one turn is employed, and resonant Figure 4: The setup of filtering the beam signal.
type impedance is assumed. Figure 3 shows the calculation
result of Eq. (2) in the case of 2 bunches m = 0, 1 filled in The measured voltage of the cavity gap without com-
the 4 buckets. pensation and with compensation are shown in Fig. 5-(a)

and -(b), respectively, and frequency spectrum is shown in
EquilibeumTihmDOaea(h.4,H..2) Fig. 6, white bar is the spectrum without compensation,

and black one is the spectrum with compensation. In this
Fourier analysis, ten bunches were counted by a period. As
clearly seen in Fig. 6, the fundamental component of the
gap voltage became about one hundredth. The second and

i ....... i..........]......... ' ....... i......the third higher harmonic also becam e one tenth and one

fourth, respectively.

Q rrmp Voltage
Figure 3: Difference of the equilibrium time rm in the case p (a) .itlsout ComPensation

of 2 bunches in the 4 buckets.

The difference between the equilibrium time ro and fr is
largest around Q .-• 2.5, and it is near the suggestion by the -.

simulation, Q - h/2. J
I 1 4 1 i~m

3 THE EXPERIMENT OF BEAM 6 (b) With ompensai n

LOADING COMPENSATION -----.-----.. . ..

In order to investigate the beam loading effects on the
HGC, the beam test using electron has been performed. .. ..... .... ... .
The detail of the electron gun and its setup are described J... -I-
in [4]. In the low-Q cavity, since the bucket distortion by . ... .

the higher hamonics of the beam-induced voltage is severe
problem, the beam loading compensation by the beam sig- Figure 5: The measured gap voltage with compensation
nal feedback has been considered, and without compensation.
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Spectrum of the Gap Voltage

.i. ... ....-. ]

r--- Without Compensation

... ... .. . . . i .... .. .. . . .

mil • iw pi [RFFrl.

Figure 6: The spectrum of the gap voltage.

In order to study the transient effect, the beam which has
some missing bunches is prepared. the test will be done by
the variable-Q HGC.

4 SUMMARY

Beam loading effects on HGC were investigated, especially
for the periodic transient beam loading. From the results of
particle tracking simulation and analytic calculation, it was
found that the Q-value around a half of a harmonic number
should be avoided.

The experiment of the beam loading compesation by the
beam signal feedback were done with filtering the beam
signal, then three harmonics of the beam-induced voltage
were cleary compensated.
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MULTI-HARMONIC ACCELERATION WITH HIGH GRADIENT MA
CAVITY AT HIMAC

M. Yamamoto*, M. Fujieda, Y. Mori, R. Muramatsu, C. Ohmori, Y Sato, A. Takagi,
T. Uesugi and M. Yoshii KEK-Tanashi, Japan; M. Kanazawa and K. Noda NIRS, Chiba, Japan

Abstract Some beam parameters are shown in Table 2.

A high field gradient cavity(HGC) which has been devel- _4
oped for high intensity proton synchrotrons is suitable to Particle He2+

generate multi-harmonic voltage on the accelerating gap Number of Particle at Injection 1.4 x 1014 ppp(Typical)
because of the broad band impedance of the cavity. In Injection Energy 6 MeV/u

this paper, the experimental results on the dual harmonic Momentum Spread at Injection +0.1 %
rf, saw-tooth rf, and bunch compression by barrier bucket Revolution Frequency 261.3 kHz
are described. Table 2: Parameters of the beam.

1 INTRODUCTION 2.1 Dual Harmonics Mixing

We have developed a prototype HGC loaded with Mag- The beam capture experiment by dual harmonic rf has been
netic Alloy(MA) for synchrotrons. We have succeeded to carried out. Usually, the experiments with dual harmonic rf
achieve the field gradient of 50 kV/m [1], because of high need another cavity for the higher hamonics [3, 4]. In this
stability of the MA core under the large rf magnetic field, experiment, only HGC has been used. The second higher

Another advantage of the HGC is that it is a broad-band harmonic was mixed with fundamental rf and the dual har-
cavity. High accelerating voltage over the wide frequency monic voltage on the gap was obtained. The gap voltage
range can be obtained without the tuning system. In such a Vgap and the potential U are written as;
wide band system, some different frequencies can be gen-
erated simultaneously on the gap. The bunch shape can be Vgap (0) = V1 sin 0 + V2 sin 2(¢ - (1)

manipulated by the higher harmonics, it leads to suppress- U(O) = (Vgap (0¢ ) V, s )do
ing the space charge effects. The HGC has been installed in J0n
Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba(HIMAC) for the = -V, {(cos t-cos 0 8) + (4 - -s)sin 0.}
beam experiments. 1

2+•v 2 [cos {2(q$- C)- 1}], (2)

2 EXPERIMENT where V1 and V2 are the amplitude of the voltage for the

Parameters of the cavity are listed in Table 1. Using the fundamental rf and the 2nd higher harmonic one, respec-

cavity, the beam acceleration has been successfully carried tively and 0, is a synchronous phase and 0, = 0 for the flat

out [2]. base. The voltage and the potential well in case of V1 = 1
kV and V2 = 500 V are shown in Fig. 1.

Freq. Range 1 ,-, 8 MHz Gap Voltage and Potential Well

Gap Voltage Max. 4 kV
Shunt Impedance 400 f @ 2 MHz V0 (a :. ....

(4 cores loaded) '-Q value 0.6 a ~i I oodII, r • [ •-i''
Q.al e . .0 . ....... .:i a ...... ..... .......- ....... ..

Amplifier push-pull, 60 kW,
4CW30,000A x 2 .00 0 iome(nsec)

Length 40 cm > sinle

Table 1: Parameters of the HGC installed in HIMAC. 6-a.4 (6 . .. . . ",... .. .. .. ..i . . .. . .. , • .

The experiment with the higher harmonics were demon- 2 .. ....
strated on the flat base(no acceleration). The control sys- a, ..•400 .M 0 2NO 4W0

tem of the higher harmonics for the acceleration is under Time(ns)

designing.
Figure 1: The gap voltage and the potential well for the

* E-mail: masanobu@tanashi.kek.jp dual harmonics.
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The bottom of the potential well in case of the dual har- makes a potential well to be a complete parabolic shape,

monic rf(solid line) becomes more flat than that of the sin- the bunch shape in the the saw-tooth if will become more

gle if (dotted line) as shown in Fig. 1-(b). Since a bunch parabolic than that of the sinusoidal one. Figure 3-(b)

shape is related to the shape of the potential well, it is ex- shows that the bunch shapes for the saw-tooth rf(solid line)

pected that the bunch is flattened and lengthened in case of and the sinusoidal rf(dotted line).

the dual harmonic if. It leads to alleviating the space charge Saw vs Sinusoldal

effects.

Bunch Shape
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Figure 2: Experimental results of bunch lengthening by
mixing the 2nd higher hamonic if. Figure 3: The measured gap voltage and the bunch shape

The bunch shape measured by an electro-static beam in saw-tooth rf.
monitor is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2-(a) and -(b) are the We assume the amplitude of the synchrotron motion is
shapes for the single and dual if, respectively. As seen small to obtain the equation of the synchrotron frequency
clearly, the bunch shape became flat by the dual harmonic for the sinusoidal voltage;
if, then the bunching factor of 0.28 for the single rf was
increased to 0.4 by the 2nd harmonic. From Eq. (2), the ,heVwrev2 1171 CO

-O.os

bunching factor for the beam with momentum spread of Ws = 2ii3 2E ' (4)

+0.1 % can be calculated numerically, and they are 0.27
for the single if and 0.4 for the dual harmonic rf. It has where h is harmonic number, e is unit electric charge, Wrev

good agreement with the experimental results. is revolution frequency, r is slippage factor, fi = v/c, Ea
is total energy of the particle. However, if the beam emit-

2.2 Saw-tooth RF tance occupies the large area of the if bucket, then the mea-

In he aseof inge i frquncy no-liearty ppers or sured synchrotron frequency tends to deviate from Eq. (4)In he aseof inge i frquncy no-liearty ppers or and become smaller value [5]. On the other hand, the syn-
the particles which have large amplitude in the longitudi- chrotron frequency at large amplitude of the synchrotron
nal phase space. On the other hand, if complete saw-tooth moinsasaethttsaloefrtesw-oh .Te
voltage like Vgap =-- .-9- (-71" < • < 71") (solid line in Fig.moinsasaethttsaloefrtesw-ohi.Te

3)is applied to the if acceleration, then linear if bucket will measured synchrotron frequency should be consistent with3) Eq. (4). Actually, the measured synchrotron frequency of
be btaned an i isuseul o nvetigte onlinar ffets 1.03 kHz had good agreement with calculated one of 1.08
by cmpaingwit thesinsoial ne.kHz for the saw-tooth if, althogh the measured one was

The saw-tooth voltage is expressed as the Fourier series, 0.75 kHz for the sinusoidal rf.

Vgap -- 2V° ±lsin nq, (3) 2.3 Barrier Bucket

-00 -1 %7

rBarrier bucket is a scheme to manipulate the bunch length

where V0 is the amplitude of the saw-tooth voltage. We by moving a single sinusoidal voltage [6]. It is mostly used
have produced pseudo saw-tooth voltage by combining up to store more beam in the ring [7]. Conversely, it is possible
to the 3rd higher harmonics in Eq. (3). to make coasting beam into one high density bunch by the

The measured gap voltages in case of the pseudo saw- barrier backet, then it is profitable to produce high peak
tooth if(bold line) and the sinusoidal if(dotted line) are current for the study of the wake field.
shown in Fig. 3-(a). The amplitude of the sinusoidal if In this experiment, the barrier voltage was 2 kV, which
is adjusted as the gradient at r = 0 is equal to the gradient corresponded to the bucket height of +.-0.4 % with respect
of pseudo saw-tooth one. Because the saw-tooth voltage to the momentum spread. The bunch of 3.8 Esec length was
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compressed into 1.4 /sec by the barrier bucket gymnastics [5] K. Koba, Longitudinal Impedance Tuner using High Perme-
spending 100 msec to conserve the longitudinal beam emit- ability Material, in this conf., 1999
tance. [6] J.E.Griffin et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-30, No.4,

p.3502(1983)
Mountain View o* Gap Voltage and Bunch Shape(Barrer 2kV) [7] M. Fujieda et al.,'Magnetic Alloy Loaded RF Cavity for Bar-

rier Bucket Experiment at AGS', in this conf., 1999
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Figure 4: Bunch compression by the barrier backet opera-
tion.

Figure 4 shows the experimental result, the upper side
shows the barrier voltage gymnastics and the lower side
shows the bunch shape in the mountain range view. The in-
terval of the trace is 4 ms. The compression was performed
for the beam of 7 x 1010 ppp. Since a half of the beam was
lost, the peak current was not so high that the beam induced
voltage has not been observed.

3 SUMMARY

TFe 4ishow the emulti-harmonic rf have been suc-
ceeded by a HGC due to its broad band impedance. Al-
though the bunc sap in the munch shape could be ma-

nipurated.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE
DA NE RADIO-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS

R. Boni, A. Gallo, F. Marcellini and G. Vignola
INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, P.O. Box 13, 00044 Frascati (Rome), Italy

Abstract continuous 50 Hz injection/1 Hz extraction process during
the injection sequence into the MRs. To prevent

The RF systems of the Frascati double ring (e'/e-) continuous activity of the plunger gear, the tuning servo-
4)-Factory DA4)NE are fully operative since the autumn loop is usually kept off during the injection sequence. The
1997. The RF complex consists of one 73.65 MHz circulator also allows to set safely a large Robinson
system for the damping ring and one 368.26 MHz system detuning.
per each ring. The accelerating cavities are room-tempera- In the initial DR commissioning phase, longitudinal
ture single cell copper resonators, broadband loaded by instabilities have been occasionally observed. Two cavity
waveguides to reduce the impedances of their High Order HOMs were found to lay very close to unstable syn-
Modes and, consequently, the coupled-bunch instability chrotron sidebands of the revolution harmonics and might
growth rates. be responsible for such instabilities. Anyway, after a

The main operational features of the DA4)NE radiofre- small correction to the RF frequency to synchronize the
quency systems are reported in this article, including the DR to the MRs and a small change of the cavity
performances observed under heavy beam loading condi- temperature set point, longitudinal instabilities have not
tions. been observed anymore. So far, no significant faults or

incorrect function of the whole RF system have occurred.1 INTRODUCTION

The commissioning of DA4)NE, the 510 MeV double 3 MAIN RINGS RF SYSTEMS
ring e+/e- 4)-Factory [1], is in its final stage at the
Frascati laboratories of the INFN. A maximum of 120 3.1 The Damped Cavities
electron-positron bunches can be stored in each ring.
Being DA4)NE a multibunch machine, intense R&D was The most relevant parameters of the MR DA"NE RF
dedicated to design the RF cavities since they can cause systems are reported in Table 1.
coupled bunch instabilities because of undamped high
order modes (HOM) [2]. Table 1: Main ring cavity parameters

The DA"NE injector is a full energy system composed
by a Linac [3] and a damping ring (DR) [4]. Herein, the fRF Resonant frequency 368.26 MHz
operational experience with the DA4)NE RF systems, to- Vc Accelerating voltage 250 kV
gether with some remarks about their behavior under high Qo Unloaded quality factor 33,000
current, multibunch operation, are reported. The Main Rsh Shunt impedance 2 MfL
Ring (MR) RF frequency is 368.26 MHz while the DR PC Power loss 16 kW
one is 73.652 MHz, i.e. the MR frequency divided by 5. 0 power lossJ3 Input coupling factor 2.5

2 DAMPING RING RF SYSTEM Pk Non saturated klystron RF power 150 kW
Ib Max beam current 5 Amps

The aim of the DA4)NE DR is to reduce the beam energy

spread and emittance before injection in the MR. The Et Beam energy loss per-turn -15 keV

e+/e- beams are accelerated to 510 MeV with a 2856 MHz PHOM HOM power = 3 kW

linear accelerator, injected at 50 pps in one DR bucket and AfbI Max. beam loading detuning = - 500 kHz
extracted at 1 pps for transportation to the MR. The DR
cavity is a single ended copper coaxial resonator with an The cavities are room-temperature single cell res-
internal profile designed to minimize the probability of onators, designed with the aim to reduce at the most their
resonant discharge (multipacting) [5]. The cavity is fed by contribution to the ring broadband and narrowband
a 50 kW tetrode amplifier through a 6-1/8" coaxial line. impedances. The cavities have rounded profiles and are
The cavity shunt impedance is =1.6 M9, and the required connected to the ring pipe with long tapered tubes to re-
accelerating voltage for the operation is in the duce the longitudinal and transverse HOM R/Q's and the
150-.'200 kV range. loss factor. Further damping of HOM shunt impedances is

A ferrite circulator protects the tube from reflected obtained by connecting to the cavity 3 rectangular
power bursts due to transient beam loading caused by the waveguides (wg), with cut-off at 500 MHz, which couple
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out the parasitic mode energy in the TEl0 mode. The 500 jts at the maximum machine current, calling for an
coupled waves are transformed into standard 7/8" coaxial efficient operation of the dedicated bunch-by-bunch feed-
TEM waves by means of broadband transitions [6]. The back system [8] in order to keep the beam stable.
HOM energy is then dissipated on external 50 K2
commercial attenuators via wideband ceramic
feedthroughs. Each attenuator output is connected through
a cable to the accelerator control area, where the
waveguide outcoming signals can be analyzed. Damping
is more effective on monopoles because they couple better
to the rectangular waveguide apertures. Two additional
wg's with 1.2 GHz cut-off are placed on the tapers with a
900 relative position. They can couple those HOMs that
mainly resonate in the tapers. The longitudinal HOMs
have been measured up to 3 GHz on bench with the wire
technique, and the results are shown in Fig. 1. The upper
plot is obtained with all the waveguides terminated on
50 Q loads.

CHI MEN log 1AB a €o/ ReF 30 do

S - -Figure 2: The RF cavity installed in the positron ring.

3.2 The RF System Assemblyi A view of the positron ring cavity installed on the ma-
chine is given in Fig. 2. The cables connecting the wg's

-- -to the dummy loads are visible in the picture. Each cavity
cH2 1/8 log MAO a M/ Per so cm is connected to a 150 kW/cw klystron through a 3 port

ferrite circulator. Such high power is needed for the full
current operation.

The RF power couplers are similar to those of the LEP
normal-conducting cavities and they are basically
waveguide to coaxial transitions, ending with loops
through a vacuum tight ceramic window which is air-

START 300.000 000 M*z STOP a 000.000 000 MHz water cooled and monitored with an infrared probe for
Figure 1: Cavity spectrum with the waveguides loaded temperature check. Moreover, a fast interlock turns off the
with 50 Q1 (up) and shorted (down). power if excessive reverse to forward cavity power ratio

occurs and in case of a steep cavity pressure increase. This
Table 2: HOM cavity impedances measured with the wire avoids stress of the RF windows in case of sudden beam
technique. losses or arcs. One window has cracked in January '98

F[MHz] Q Z1 [E] F[MHz] Q Z1I [Q] because of a human error and caused 2 weeks of machine

672.5 40 110 1086.4 1650 66 shut down. So far, this window crack and a tuning

728.0 47 149 1138.0 5120 300 plunger seizing were the only significant faults during the
DA4NE RF system operation.

862.8 4470 58 1142.9 1060 147 Intense beam loading is foreseen at full beam current.
1047.0 2680 75 1172.9 510 226 To increase the threshold of the 2 nd Robinson limit, an
1065.3 2080 94 1181.0 336 310 RF feedback system has been developed and tested in the
1074.5 340 95 1297.2 860 110 cavity test hall [9]. The final implementation of the RF

feedbacks will be made as soon as we approach the full
Figure 1 gives a glance of the successful HOM damp- design beam current.

ing. The sole undamped line (the first one in the upper The low power RF control electronics includes servo
plot) represents the cavity fundamental mode. However, loops to regulate the cavity tuning, level and phase. The
the wire technique perturbs significantly the mode fre- RF phase stability directly impacts on that of the longi-
quencies and the unloaded quality factors, so that the mea- tudinal position of the interaction point, as well as on the
surement results have to be taken with some caution. The injection efficiency. In the DA4DNE MRs a long term RF
measured values are listed in Table 2. phase stability within few tens of ps has been measured.

It has been estimated [7] that, even being heavily The operation of the main ring radiofrequency has been
damped, the RF cavity HOM's can drive longitudinal very reliable so far; also, the performances of the whole
coupled bunch mode instability with rise times faster than system were fully satisfactory.
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4 THE FAST RF PHASE JUMP 5 SOME REMARKS ON HIGH

During the first machine shifts dedicated to the luminosity CURRENT OPERATION
tune-up, the performances were limited by injection The maximum achieved current during the DA(INE
saturation when injecting in the collision mode [1]. On commissioning is = 550 mA in 30 bunches in both e+/e-
the other hand, schemes of transverse beam separation rings. Some longitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch
(horizontal or vertical) did not work satisfactorily, due to instabilities have been observed in the e- and e+ ring re-
the lack of synchronism in the variation of the fields in spectively [10], but none of them could be clearly at-
the corrector magnets. tributed to the cavity HOMs. On the contrary, in spite of

In order to get over these limitations we adopted a "fast the strong Robinson damping, we occasionally observed
RF phase jump" technique. This consists in injecting the longitudinal barycentric oscillations of the beam at high
beams with an adequate longitudinal separation and put current. They were due to excessive wide band response of
them suddenly in collision by fast changing the RF phase the RF amplitude and phase loops, an effect known in
of one of the two beams. literature[ 11]. Once the gain and the bandwidth of the

The RF phase jump is obtained by a fast electronic servo loops have been reduced, no more barycentric insta-
delay line acting on the RF reference signal entering the bilities have been observed.
positron cavity control electronics and driven by pulses of The performances of the RF systems under high beam
a suitable amplitude and rise time. loading were quite satisfactory, since no special operation

difficulties have been observed. However, the 550 mA
TOk Run: 2.51AISAS NJ p., Yr current value is still far from the 2 nd Robinson limit

.. r . . .threshold, and the implementation of the fast RF feedback
.!' .__ system remain necessary to approach the ultimate current

. i __ value.
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WIDEBAND RF SYSTEM FOR THE FERMILAB RECYCLER RING*

J. E. Dey and D. W. Wildman, Fermilab, Batavia, IL

Abstract In addition, newly injected beam has to be captured,
debunched, and combined with the beam from earlier

A broadband RF system has been built for the new transfers. For transfers into the Main Injector, a fraction
Fermilab Recycler Ring. It is designed to both bunch and of the cooled beam has to be isolated and then bunched in
capture beam during transfers and create multiple, 2.5 MHz RF buckets. To accommodate all of these
moveable RF barrier buckets for azimuthal control of the beam manipulations, a wideband RF system capable of
stored antiproton beam. Beam will be bunched and generating three independent sets of barrier [2] RF buckets

captured using bursts of four RF cycles at 2.5 MHz. To has been constructed. To maximize the barrier bucket area

maximize bucket area, the multiple barrier buckets will be for a given azimuthal extent, the barrier buckets are

generated by pairs of 2000 V bipolar square pulses (1 to 2 formed by two bipolar rectangular pulses of adjustable

in duration). The high level portion of the system width and amplitude. To generate the 2.5 MHz buckets
consists of fourat5on).QTherrite lodevl ctie, oahe dven needed during transfers, the RF system will also produce a
consists of four 50 • ferrite loaded cavities, each driven train of four RF cycles at 2.5 MHz between two of the
by a 3.5 kW broadband (10 kHz - 100 MHz) solid-state bipolar barrier buckets.
amplifier. For a rectangular barrier bucket, formed by two pulses

of width T and amplitude +/- Vo, the bucket half height
1 INTRODUCTION is given by:

The Fermilab Recycler Ring [1] is an 8 GeV/c antiproton
storage ring, utilizing permanent magnets, located directly T 2 t2
above the new Fermilab Main Injector. The Recycler will AE/2 = e Vo E0  (1)
perform multiple functions in the Tevatron colliding TO 17
beams program. Cooled antiprotons from the
Accumulator will be periodically injected and stored in the
Recycler. When the desired antiproton current is reached, where Eo is the beam energy, Tl is the momentum
four bunches of antiprotons will be formed in adjacent 2.5 compaction factor, and To is the revolution period. If the
MHz RF buckets and be extracted from the Recycler into two rectangular barrier pulses of width T are allowed to
the Main Injector. The Main Injector will then accelerate touch, the resulting bucket area A is
these bunches to 150 GeV/c and inject them into the
Tevatron collider. This process will be repeated 9 times 8
until a total of 36 bunches are circulating in the Tevatron. A = - AE1/2 T (2)

After the luminosity of the Tevatron collider has 3
decreased due to beam emittance growth, the proton and
antiproton beams will be decelerated back down to 150
GeV/c, the protons will be scraped away, and the To ensure that there is sufficient bucket area available to

remaining antiproton bunches will be transferred, in capture and confine the hot recycled beam from the

groups of four, back into the Main Injector. Once in the Tevatron, the RF system must be capable of generating 1
four b will be further decelerated to 2 gis wide rectangular bipolar pulses with a peak

Main Injector, the bunches wille the celerand voltage of 2 kV. Lee and Ng [3] have shown that the
to 8 GeV/c and injected into the Recycler to be cooled and dynamics of a pair of these barrier pulses depend only on
reused in the collider. This process will be repeated a total the total voltage integral of the barrier pulses and is
of 9 times until all of the antiprotons that were initially independent of the actual RF waveform. This important
in the Tevatron are transferred back into the Recycler. fact relaxes many of the hardware requirements since the

two halves of the barrier pulse pairs need not have equal
2 RF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS amplitudes, be symmetric, or even have similar shapes.

At any given time, the Recycler ring may contain cooled 3 HARDWARE
beam, hot recycled beam from the Tevatron, beam being
injected from the Accumulator, or beam being transferred The high level RF system consists of four 50 9 cavities,
either into or out of the Main Injector. During these each driven individually by an Amplifier Research model
processes, the various beam segments must be separated 3500A100 broadband solid-state amplifier. Each
from each other azimuthally around the ring. amplifier, operating in the push-pull mode, can supply a

minimum of 3500 watts output power over the frequency
range of 10 kHz to 100 MHz. The amplifiers, located in

Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc. under the MI-60 service building, are connected to the cavities in
contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. the tunnel by 20 m of 7/8" Andrew LDF5-50 coaxial line.
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MN60 CMDIO Gap

1 meter

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of Recycler Wideband RF Cavity

A schematic drawing of the wideband cavity is shown is a photograph of the cavity, taken in the laboratory,
in Figure 1. It consists of a water-cooled outer showing the outer shell aluminum cooling coils ,the
aluminum shell, an aluminum inner conductor, and a 60 Q RF load, and the copper end plate connecting to
4" diameter stainless steel beampipe with a 1" ceramic the protruding beampipe.
gap which is electrically connected to the cavity with
beryllium-copper finger stock. A thin copper end plate
completes the electrical conmnection between the beam
pipe and outer cavity shell. The beampipe is thermally
isolated from the cavity and is wrapped with heating
tapes to allow the vacuum system to be baked out after
installation. The cavity is filled with twenty-five,
11 .5"OD x 6"ID x 1" thick Mn-Zn ferrite cores
(Ceramic Magnetics MN60) and three, 10"OD x 6"ID x
1" thick Ni-Zn ferrite cores (Ceramic Magnetics
CMD10). The ferrite cores are air-cooled, spaced by
0.5", and supported by Kapton spacer blocks. A 10
kW, water-cooled, RF load; modified with a 60 ohm
resistor, is connected directly across the cavity gap.
This resistor in parallel with the stack of ferrites results
in an input impedance of approximately 50 ohms over
the frequency range of 100 kHz to 20 MHz. Both the
input drive and the 60 Q resistor are connected to the
inner conductor at the gap by 1" wide x 4" long flat
copper straps. The voltage developed across the gap is
monitored by two 1000/1 resistive voltage dividers.

The low level RF drive signal is derived from eight,
DSP controlled, arbitrary waveform generators
synchronized to the machine revolution frequency of
89.8 kHz [4]. A feedforward circuit is used to
compensate for the droop induced by the ac coupled
high power amplifier and the low frequency response of
the RF cavity. The feedforward circuit utilizes an
AD830 high speed video difference amplifier and a Figure 2: Front and Rear views of Amplifier Research
passive network that models the amplifier/cavity model 3500A100.
response to produce the modified drive signal. The
modified low level signal is then amplified by a 2kHz -
500 MHz amplifier (Mini-Circuits ZHL-6A), divided
by resistive splitters, and then distributed with the
proper delays to the four 3500 watt amplifiers.

Photographs of a wideband amplifier and cavity are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, four identical
air cooled RF modules, which are combined to form its
3.5 kW output, are visible in the rear view. Figure 3
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Figure 3: Wideband Cavity.

Figure 4: Input Impedance of Wideband Cavity.
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A network analyzer plot, from 50 kHz to 20 MHz, of ... .... I
the real and imaginary parts of the wideband cavity
input impedance is shown in Figure 4. This impedance

represents the load seen by the high power RF
amplifier. The upper trace shows the real impedance on ........

a 2 L2/div scale centered around 52 Q. The lower trace
is the imaginary component centered at 0 Q with a 5 []
Q/div scale. At low frequencies the cavity looks
inductive. It is slightly capacitive between 0.5 and 4
MHz and then becomes inductive over the remaining
frequency range.

Figure 5 shows the output signal from one of the

four Recycler RF cavity gap monitors averaged over 16
machine revolutions. The data were taken without any
beam in the machine with a final amplifier average
power output of 2560 watts. Three sets of rectangular Figure 5: Gap voltage monitor output (1000VN).

barrier pulses with different amplitudes and durations
are shown along with four cycles of 2.5 MHz for beam
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FINEMET VERSUS FERRITE - PROS AND CONS
K.Y Ng and Z.B. Qian, FNAL*, Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract ture Fermilab low-energy booster and the Brookhaven AGS
There is a new magnetic alloy called Finemet which has will be used in the application.
very constant pi'Qf up to -,2 kG and is very stable at high 2 ACCELERATING CAVITIES
magnet flux density and temperature. It may be a good can- The future Fermilab booster consists of two rings [21. The
didate for high-gradient rf cavities.However, it has a rather low-energy ring has a circumference of 158.0676 m (1/3 of
low quality factor and is therefore very lossy. We compare
the pros and cons of Finemet versus the common ferrite, present booster), cycles at 15 Hz, and accelerates 4 protonwhen used in low-energy accelerating cavities, insertion for bunches, Nb = 2.5 x 1013 protons each, from kinetic en-
whene-chdrgelow-ensatioand barrier cavities, ergy 1 GeV to 3 GeV. The 10 accelerating cavities have aspace-charge compensation, arf frequency span of 6.638 to 7.368 MHz, and require a to-

1 INTRODUCTION tal peak voltage of - 190 kV, or - 20 kV each. For such a

Ferrite has been used extensively in rf cavities for particle small ring, small cavities are preferred, making high-field

accelerators that require tuning. Some ferrite used can op- Finemet very appealing. The FT3M Finemet cores consid-

erate up to more than 100 MHz but the saturation magnetic ered here have inner and outer radii 10 and 50 cm, respec-

flux intensity is often limited to 100,-'200 G. Recently, there tively, while the Philips 4M2 ferrite cores have inner and

is a met-glass-like material called Finemet developed in outer radii 10 and 25 cm. Both cores have a thickness of
Japan [1] that can hold up to 2 kG of magnetic flux intensity 2.54 cm. The Finemet cores are cut with an air separation of
(Fig. 1). Ferrite is ceramic in nature and is manufactured by 4.6 cm so that the quality factor can be boosted to Q = 11.4
baking in an oven. Therefore, large ferrite cores are diffi- [1]. The details are listed in Table 1. If there were only one
cult to produce.. On the other hand, Finemet is in the form core, the flux density would be Brf = Vrf/(WrfAf). To limit

of a tape which can be wound into a core over 1 m in diam- dissipation to below the manageable 10 W/cm3 , at least 2
eter, making very high magnetic flux possible. For this rea- Finemet cores are required per cavity. Allowing -,• 2.54 cm
son, Finemet may open up a new way to the construction of separation between cores for air cooling, the length of a cav-
high gradient acceleration cavities. However, there are also ity can be made as short as -,. 13 cm. However, the power
shortcomings. Its relative permeability ut starts to drop at loss is 324 kW per cavity. On the other hand, if ferrite is

a much lower frequency, -2 MHz, and the quality factor is used, to satisfy its flux density limitation, we need 11 cores
low, Q ,- 1, although they can be boosted to ,- 8 MHz and with a total cavity length - 28 cm. Here core spacing is not
Q -12 by cutting the cores and leaving an air gap between required because the total power loss for the whole cavity
the two semicircular halves. This implies that Finemet is is only 10.2kW. Although longitudinal space is saved in the

more lossy with larger power consumption. Fortunately, Finemet cavities, power loss will be 31.8 times larger, total-
Finemet has a Curie temperature -, 600'C while that for fer- ing 3.24 MW for 10 cavities. Assuming the acceleration of
rite is only 100 to 200'C, meaning that heat dissipation will 1x10 14 particles takes place in 1/30 of a second, the average
be more efficient. The manageable power dissipation [1] Table 1: Properties of a Finemet and a ferrite cavity.
is believed to be around 10 W/cm3 . Thus, the limitations Finemet Ferrite
Finemet are power dissipation and high frequency, while Inner radius ri 10.00 10.00 cm
that of ferrite is high magnetic flux density, In this note, we Outer radius r. 50.00 25.00 cm
compare the use of Finemet and ferrite in three respects: ac- Core width t 2.54 2.54 cm
celerating cavities, space-charge compensating insertions, Flux area Af = (ro-ri)t 101.60 38.1 cm 2

and rfbarriers for multiple-turn injection. The proposed fu- Core volume V, = 7r-r?)t 19155 4189 cm 3

Rf frequency frf 7.37 7.37 MHz
Operated by the Universities Research Association, under contract Quality factor Q 117.4 45

with the US Department of Energy.

PI'Qf at frf 6.00 61.0 GHz
... ... - - Permeability (7Re) /Z 71.43 184.0"P

___ -e • - - - - Permeability (-m) /p = Q[t4 814.33 8279
Inductance L 0.5840 0.8654 pH

S... • t÷ ~r- iResistance R = QLIorfL 308.2 1784 Q•
- - - - - -"Capacitance C = 1/(W2fL) 798.9 544.9 pF

"".i Accelerating voltage Vr 20 20 kV
- :iý T, ::t 3- 1 CTI• r in. ge Total flux density if one core Brf 425.2 1134 G

T alldsy oer.4 2 Suitable flux density per core 250 100 G
og I Number of cores required N 2 11

1g00t10 F1u0 iety (GMUS. ) Power per core P1 162.2 0.926 kW

Figure 1: Plots showing the ut4Qf properties of ferrite and Power for N cores P = NP 1  324.4 10.19 kW
Finemet as a function of magnetic flux density. Power per volume P1/V, 8.47 0.221 W/cm3

0-7803-5573-3/99/$s10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 872
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power delivered to the particles is only 0.96 MW. Of course,
more Finemet cores can be used to reduce the power dissi-
pation, but its advantage of accommodating high flux den- .-. \- -

sity will be lost. However, Finemet cavities do have other
merits. Because of the low quality factor, no tuning may be FT3L (flne .et.

necessary during the whole acceleration cycle, and the cav- S 1000

ity may be able to encompass several higher harmonics. In - --\
fact, a multiple-harmonic cavity had been built using simi-
lar material but in amorphous form called Vitrovac [4]. M 3M (i e.. t)

Each bunch carries a charge of q = 4.0 uC. On passage of _ T__ S .. e lte

a cavity, some amount of negative charge will be deposited 0 100 0(A/r)
at the upstream end of the gap. An equal amount of posi- Figure 2: Sensitivity to bias field for Finemet and ferrite.
tive charge will accumulate at the downstream end. For a
Gaussian bunch, the transient beam-loading gap voltage at the bunch stable. When the solenoidal current was turned
a time t after the bunch center passes the cavity gap is on, the bunch was found lengthened. Thus the ferrite inser-

qwR O.t2 /( 2, [ -o w0rej0 jt 1 tion did actually cancel part of the space-charge force. An-
Vt =-- ee 3-/ wl - , (1) other similar experiment had been performed at the KEK

2Qcosio R v/2  v'-2 Proton Synchrotron with 8 Finemet cores [7]. The incoher-
where w is the complex error function, sin = 1/(2Q), R ent quadrupole synchrotron frequency was measured as a
the total resistance of all the cores in series. When the rms function of beam intensity. The slope of the frequency was
bunch length a ,--* 0, this becomes q/C, C being the total reduced by half. The result is consistent with a partial can-
capacitance of all the cores in series. With a, = 12.63 ns, cellation of the space-charge impedance.
Vt reaches the maxima of 5.30 and 44.6 kV, respectively, Here, we would like to apply the inductor insertion to the
for the Finemet and ferrite cavities when t0.85ar. This is Fermilab low-energy booster ring, with bunches having half
understandable because there are many more ferrite cores widths f = \/-5ao- = 28.25 ns. The space-charge impedance
than Finemet cores in a cavity. Since Vt are not negligi- per harmonic is about -j89.5 QŽ. Unlike the accelerating
ble with respect to the designed gap voltage, compensations cavities, the bunch current will dump energy into the inser-
must be made at the gap through feed-forward [3]. If the tion at all frequencies. To estimate this energy, assume a
Finemet cores do not have the 4.6 cm gap, one will have simple model consisting of an ideal inductance L and an
,uQf = 3.7 GHz and Q = 1 instead. Now 3 cores have to ideal resistor R in parallel, which gives
be used. The power dissipation increases to only 351 kW, 1 - jw•/•, . R
but the maximum beam-loading voltage to 34.8 kV. Z(w) =jwL1 + /w2 c 3W• (1 is-j14), wr = L , (2)

The inductance of Finemet is very sensitive to the longi- r

tudinal bias field, as is illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a merit in cies and rolls off near W t, whilely' increases as w at low

the sense that the inductance can be changed easily. How- frequencies and resonates at w,. The corresponding longi-

ever, this can also be a disadvantage that the precision of tudinal wake potential is W(t) = R [5(t) wore-s t ], and

inductance control will be much worse than ferrite, the energy the particle lost to the inductor in one passage is

3 SPACE-CHARGE COMPENSATION _= 3e2Nb 7- ' ]Z(3)
A high-intensity and low-energy bunch experiences a large 2 1 + O n ind

longitudinal space-charge force. A particle at time advance where a parabolic bunch distribution has been assumed.
r- from the bunch center sees, for each turn, a space-charge The first term is the linear force from the inductive impe-
voltage Vspch = -wo 1 (dp/dr)IZII/nlspch, where p(-r) is dance ZII/nIind = jwoL, which is supposed to cancel the

the linear density of the bunch and w0 the angular frequency space-charge force, leaving behind the second term, which

of the ring. The space-charge impedance per harmonic is is the actual energy lost to the insertion. Thus for nb = 4
Z11/n = -jZo [1 + 2 1n(b/a)]/(2/3y2 ), where 3 and -y are bunches the total power lost to the insertion becomes

the Lorentz factors, Zo 0  377 Q, a and b the radii of the p _3enbN 2beam and the beam pipe. In order to keep the beam parti- 47rw,ý3[ n ind *

cles bunched, extra rf voltage will be required. One way If ferrite having a resonant frequency wr/ (27r) = 60 MHz is
to cancel this space-charge impedance is to add an induc- used, the power lost to the insertion amounts to 0.16 MW.
tive insertion in the vacuum chamber [5]. Such an attempt Assuming the ferrite cores in Table I, -,s 34 cores will be
[6] had been performed at the Los Alamos PSR, where 60 required for space-charge cancellation. On the other hand,
Toshiba M4C21A ferrite cores were inserted intending to if Finemet having a resonant frequency 6 MHz is used, the
cancel about 2/3 of the space-charge force. Wire windings loss becomes 1.6 MW. According to Table 1, 15 Finemet
on the outside were used to provide perpendicular biasing cores are required. The heat dissipation will be 5.6 W/cm3 .
so that the relative permeability of the ferrite could be con- However, not much longitudinal space is gained by using
trolled. With the ferrite insertion, it was found that only Finemet but much more energy has to be injected to coun-
about 2/3 of the usual rf voltage would be required to keep teract the power loss. If uncut Finemet core with Q = 1
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is used, the resonant frequency is ,- 1 MHz and the power Table 2: Properties of a Finemet and a ferrite barrier cavity.
loss will be increased 6-fold. Here, the merits of high /p Finemet Ferrite
for Finemet can hardly be utilized, because that will lead to Barrier frequency fb 2.00 2.00 MHz
a lower Q and lower wr, thus increasing the power loss. Quality factor Q 24 110

Using the same calculation, the power loss to the ferrite pQf at fb = 2 MHZ 3.00 36.0 GHz
cores in the Los Alamos experiment is only 0.82 kW even Permeability (Re) /1 62.5 163
when the resonant frequency is only 30 MHz. This is be- Permeability (1m) P"• = Qu4 1500 18000
cause the power loss is inversely proportional to the cubic Inductance L 0.511 0.762 uH
power of the bunch length. At the Los Alamos PSR, the half Resistance R = QwbL 154 1053 Q
bunch length was i".- 133.6 ns, which is 4.73 times longer. Capacitance C = 1/(w•L) 12400 8314 pF
Also, there were only 2.5 X 1013 particles in the PSR. Barrier voltage Vb 40 40 kV

Total flux density if one core Brf 3133 8355 G
4 RF BARRIERS Suitable flux density per core 522 100 G

Rf barriers are designed in the Fermilab Recycler ring to Number of cores required N 6 84
confine the antiproton beam bunch and shape the bunch dis- Peak power per core P1  144.2 0.1077 kW
tribution waiting for the next collider refill. Rf barriers are Pk power for N cores P = NP1  865.2 9.046 kW
also planned to be used in the Brookhaven AGS and the Average power for N cores Pay 148.3 1.55 kW
Japan Hadron Project for multiple injections. For the lat- Av power per volume Pav/(NVc) 7.53 0.026 W/cm 3

ter, tens of kV are required and a barrier cavity is neces- and ferrite barrier cavities. If required, they should be com-
sary. We model the cavity by a parallel RLC circuit. When pensated by feed-forward. If uncut Finemet cores are used,
the switch is closed, the current generator delivers a current P' Qf = 2 GHz and Q = 1. One requires 7 cores so that the
I(t) = JoO(t). The cavity gap will respond with a voltage loss is still below 10W/cm3 . The total average power dissi-

V(t) = 0(t) e` t (5) pation increases to only 191 kW, but the maximum transient
Q beam-loading voltage jumps to 2.2 kV.

where w, = (LC)-1/2 is the angular resonant frequency, 5 CONCLUSION
= W•/(2Q), & = -- -� 2 , and Q = R/(wL) the qual- It is clear that longitudinal space will be saved and transient

ity factor. If the current is turned off at t = 27r/if, or another beam loading will be smaller when Finemet is used instead
current pulse of opposite sign is turned on at that time, the of ferrite, especially in acceleration and barrier cavities.
cavity gap voltage will vanish due to cancellation, provid- However, this gain arrives at the expense of much larger
ing thatthe degradation exp(-27r/V4Q 2 - 1) is not too ex- power dissipations. The obvious reason comes from the
cessive. A cycle of sinusoidal gap voltage is generated with fact the Finemet has much lower resonant frequencies and
peak voltage Vo ; 1oR/Q. Thus, a large Q will require a lower Q's than ferrite. Therefore when longitudinal space is
large current pulse. But a small Q will lead to incomplete limited, especially for very small low-energy rings, Finemet
cancellation of the sinusoidal rf wave after the current pulse. cavities may be a solution. It is possible that Finemet will

Consider a rf barrier at barrier frequency fb = Wb/ (27r) = become very valuable in other applications at sub-MHz fre-
2 MHz and barrier voltage Vb = 40 kV in the AGS. This im- quencies when high magnetic flux densities are required.
plies a barrier length of 0.5 ,us, while the AGS circumfer-
ence at 1.5 GeV injection kinetic energy is 2.917 Ms. Again The authors wish to thank Dr. J. Griffin for discussions.
we use the large FT3M Finemet cores with a cut of 4.6 cm
and the 4M2 ferrite listed in Table 1. The properties of such 6 rEFeRE ncES
a Finemet or ferrite barrier cavity are listed in Table 2. In [1] Y Moi, KEK Tanashi, private communication. Y Tanabe,
order to keep the power loss of Finemet below 10 W/cm 3, "Evaluation of Magnetic Alloy(MA)s for JHF rf Cavity", talkgiven at Mini Workshop, Tanashi, Japan, Feb. 23-25, 1998.
we have to use at least 6 cores with an average flux den- [2] C. Ankenbrandt, private communication.
sity of 522 G. If ferrite is used, the average flux density has [3] J.E. Griffin, "RF System Considerations for a Muon Collider
to be limited to 100 G, requiring 84 cores. The Finemet Proton Driver Synchrotrons", Fermilab report FN-669, 1998.
cavity will take up only ,- 33 cm while the ferrite cavity [4] P. Ausset, G. Charruau. FJ. Etzkom, C. Fougeron, H. Meuth,
- 214 cm. However, the power dissipation in the Finemet is S. Papureanu, and A. Schnase, "A High-Power Multiple-
95.6 times larger than the ferrite. Since the barrier wave is Harmonic Acceleration System for Proton- and Heavy-Ion
only present for 0.5 js, the average power dissipation Pay Synchrotrons", PAC 95, May 1-5, 1995, Dallas, p.1781.
is about 148 kW for the Finemet and 1.55 kW for the fer- [5] A.M. Sessler and V.G. Vaccaro, "Passive Compensation of

rite, much less than those computed in the rf cavities in Sec- Longitudinal Space Charge Effects in Circular Accelerators:
the Helical Insert", CERN, ISR Div. 68-1, 1968.tion 1. Finemet may therefore be a good choice in building [6] J.E. Griffin, K.Y. Ng, Z.B. Qian, and D. Wildman, "Experi-

a barrier cavity if space limitation is a serious problem. mental Study of Passive Compensation of Space Charge Po-
For an AGS bunch with 6.0 xl012 protons and o,, = 60 ns, tential Well Distortion at the Los Alamos National Laboratory

the transient beam-loading voltages computed using Eq. (1) Proton Storage Ring", Fermilab FN-661, 1998.
have maxima 0.20 and 4.5 kV, respectively, for the Finemet [7] K. Koba, S. Machida, and Y Mori, KEK Note, 1997.
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DESIGN AND COLD MODEL TEST OF KOMAC CCDTL*

Y.S. Cho, J.M. Han, H.E Ahn, B.H. Choi

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, P.O.Box 105, Taejon, Korea 305-600

Abstract The aperture of the CCDTL can be determined by
iterative calculations of the shunt impedance and the

For the first phase of the KOMAC (Korea Multi-purpose beam trajectory for the optimisation. A larger aperture
Accelerator Complex) project, a CCDTL (Coupled decreases the shunt impedance, but increases the ratio of
Cavity Drift Tube Linac) which accelerates a 20mA cw aperture to beam size (less beam loss). The optimised
proton beam from 3 MeV to 20 MeV is designed. An aperture of the CCDTL is shown in Fig. 1. The
Al cold model is fabricated to check the design, the transition energy for the number of gaps per focusing
tuning method, and the coupling coefficients. To check period is determined by the space for the quadrupole
the engineering design, a Cu cold model is fabricated. magnet.
The design and the test results will be presented.

1 INTRODUCTION 1.5

The KOMAC CCDTL has been designed to accelerate a 20MeV 100MeV

20 mA cw proton/H- beam from a 350MHz, 3MeV cw 1 8MOV _ _ _

RFQ and to inject the 100MeV beam to a 700 MHz, final 8 8 Gaps / SO
eneigy 1GeV cw superconducting linac. The CCDTL is a Aperture 3MeV(cm) ,•, 6 Gape I S8,!

coupled cavity drift tube linac (CCDTL) structure [1, 2] 0.5 - 6

which allows the focusing magnets to remain outside the 4 Gaps / 8PX

vacuum system and does not require permanent magnets rms beam radius
that are susceptible to radiation damage due to the high 0
average beam current. The CCDTL structure is less 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
efficient than a conventional DTL, but relatively easier to p
fabricate and operate.

Figure 1: Aperture of the CCDTL and Beam Size

2 KOMAC CCDTL DESIGN
The cavity shapes are determined by SUPERFISH code.

2.1 RF Structure Fig. 2 shows the plot of the effective shunt impedance for
the cavity and the real estate effective shunt impedance

The 700MHz frequency, which is the same frequency of versus particle velocity. In spite of the small aperture,
the superconducting linac, can be used for the CCDTL the effective shunt impedance is small in the first part of
due to the ample space for the quadrupoles. The design the CCDTL. This is not serious problem because this
parameters of the CCDTL cavity are shown in Table 1. part works as a buncher and a matching section.
These values, except for the aperture, are conservative
for fabrication and cw operation. 80 ...... ..

7o ...:. .." Ca it .. "- .70

Table 1: Design Parameters of the CCDTL cavity 0CavityZ
- Frequency : 700MHz
- Space for Quadrupole: >8cm Shunt

- Real Estate E: <IMV/m Impedance40
- Surface E : <0.9 Kilpatrick 30 state
- Synchronous Phase : -60 - -30 degree 20 20
- Focusing: 8 f3X FODO 10 MeV
- Aperture : Acceptance > 2 transverse emit. 0

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45

P
Figure 2: Shunt Impedance versus particle velocity for

"Work supported by the Korea Ministry of Science and Technology the CCDTL Cavity

*Email: choys@nanum.kaerire.kr
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2.2 Beam Dynamics Table 2: Tolerances of the CCDTL
- Field Amplitude :1%

Beam dynamics for the KOMAC CCDTL are performed - Field Gradientu: 1%

using the PARMILA code. For longitudinal matching - Phasel: Degree

with 350MHz RFQ, the synchronous phases and the - Quadrupole displacement :0.05mm

amplitudes of the first part of the CCDTL are adjusted - Quadrupole rotation: 1 Dgre
[3]. - Quadrupole rotation : I Degree

[3].- Quadrupole strength (GL) : 1%
The beam trajectory and the emittance in the CCDTL are

shown in Fig. 3 and 4 with the beam from the RFQ
(longitudinal emittance: 0.4 pi degree MeV, transverse 1.
rms emittance: 0.32 pi mm mrad) with 100,000 particles.
The GL of EMQ is 2.6 T, and the length of poles is 6 cm., ,
The phase and amplitude of the first part for matching isgiven to obtain the smallest emittance growth. In the ...-...- ,- , - ,o - ,

final simulation, there is virtually no growth in transverse _____._____ ,,,___,,_____,_,__,_,________
emittance, and no more than 20% growth in longitudinal
emittance, which is not critical. , 00 S- , 0 250 0 05

....... l 1l~ wlll m, ,u m,..w.-..*•
0 I 0.020 PARMILA Code (LANL)

110i ............ .. m, nni al; ..... 1 oN1!M )•iii~iiiii~iiiiiiii M oV

Figure 5: Beam trajectory with the errors in the CCDTL
structure

1,A, ,-o ,O , , 2.3 Mechanical Design
. . To evaluate the manufacturing tolerances of the CCDTL

-cavity, the perturbation analysis of coupled resonators is
&0 20 IL d used [4]. The tolerance of the cavity frequency is

MeV 100kHz, and the coupling coefficient is 0.02 with a

Figure 3: Beam trajectory in the CCDTL tolerance of 1%.
The coupling coefficient between the accelerating cavity
and the coupling cavity has been calculated by using theTo estimate the tolerances of the CCDTL structure, an feunysitbtenmds hc a ecluae

error analysis has been done with PARMILA code. frequency shift between modes, which can be calculated
errr aalyis as eendon wih PRMIA cde. with MAFIA code as shown in Fig. 6. Also, the

With the error in Table 2, which is achievable, the beam machining tol e fo the ing c oefic e
enveop alclatd wih PRMIA cde des ot row machining tolerance for the coupling coefficient isenvelop calculated with PARMILA code does not grow 0.1mm, which can calculated by MAFIA code.

more than 20%, as shown in Fig. 5.

E0.07

...o - 0.4: Deg. MeV

+ 000C

EJ o.o .P

0.02--2

z e

T 0 PARMILA Code (LANL) 0 Mode Wr2 Mode x Mode
AOT- I Cell Number

Figure 4: Emittance Profile in the CCDTL Figure 6: Modes of CCDTL

From this analysis, it has been found that there is no
critical problem in fabricating the KOMAC CCDTL
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cavities.. The technology for conventional CCL, which
is well established, can be used in fabrication, tuning,
installation, alignment, and operation.
For the cooling of CCDTL cavities, the water-cooling
channel has been designed and analyzed by ANSYS code
as shown in Fig. 7 [5]. The frequency shift due to the
thermal expansion is 50kHz. The coolant water
velocity is 3 m/s, and the bulk temperature increase of
the coolant water is less than 5 K.

.... : ". , Figure 9: KOMAC CCDTL Cold Model at 20MeV
* .3 SUMMARY

The design of KOMAC CCDTL is summarised in Table
Sa . sib ,] 3. The cold models are fabricated and the test is being

Temperature Displacement performed. This model test will improve the KOMAC
CCDTL design.

Figure 7: Thermal Analysis of CCDTL Cavity Table 3: Summary of KOMAC CCDTL

Energy (MeV) 3-20 20-100
2.4 Cold Model Current (mA) 20mA

Structure CCDTL
The CCDTL cold models are fabricated to check the Focusing 8 0, FODO
design, the tuning method, and the coupling coefficients Gaps per 4&6 8
and to check the engineering design. The Al cold Focusing Period 4&68
model for design check is shown in Fig. 8. The test Length (i) 29.8 94.2
with this cold model is under study. The Cu cold model # of 29. 94.2
for fabrication check is shown in Fig. 9. The measured # of EMQ 130 173
Q value of the cavity without brazing is 87% of the # of cavity 10 32
SUPERFISH calculated Q. The super-drilled coolant modules 3.43/5.03
path is well fabricated, and this type cooling method will Po/P,,,, (MW) 1.15/1.49 3.43/5.03
be used for the CCDTL construction. The brazing test
will be performed. 5 REFERENCES

[1] J.H.Billen, F.L.Krawczyk, R.L.Wood, and L.M.Young, 'New RF
Structure for Intermediate-Velocity Particles', Proceedings Of the
1994 International Linac Conference, Vol. 1, p. 341.

[2] 'National Spallation Neutron Source, Conceptual Design Report',
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Figure 8: KOMAC CCDTL Cold Model at 20MeV
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NEXT NEAREST COUPLING FROM ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
FOR THE APT LINAC*

Paul Greninger#
General Atomics, San Diego, CA

Abstract frequency. It is the goal of the present paper to extend this
work to the design of the CCL, where next nearest

In order to design any accelerator one should know coupling is significant, and affects the mode spectrum.
three constants, Af, k and kk. The Af determines the no- The next nearest neighbor coupling constant presented
slot cavity frequency i.e., the cavity frequency will drop here is based upon a theoretical calculation. Cold models
with the introduction of coupling slots. Constant k are presently being built for experimental verification.
determines the coupling between on-axis cavity to cavity. Next nearest neighbor coupling can then be estimated
Constant kk determines the next nearest coupling from on- from the mode frequencies and program DISPER [5].
axis cavity to cavity. In a Couple Cavity Drift Tube Linac
the quantity kk is minuscule. However in a Coupled 2 APPROACH TO COUPLING
Cavity Linac [1] because of the close proximity of the
coupling cavity slots the quantity kk or next nearest J. Gao has published a paper calculating nearest
becomes significant. Recent work at Los Alamos neighbor coupling from analytical expressions [2]. On-
National Laboratory has employed a perturbation axis cavity coupling is calculated from Superfish models
technique by J. Gao [2]. Good values of k are obtained of the on-axis cavity and the coupling cavity. The fields
from analytical expressions. With less success the in these models set up a pair of interacting electric and
quantity Af can be calculated. It is the purpose of this magnetic dipoles in the coupling slots. The energy of a
paper to extend this type of analysis to include kk in a self-induced dipole of one cavity interacting with the
CCL. The approach will be to calculate the dipole fields from another cavity is related to the energy term in
induced in the slot by the field in the accelerating cavities, the Slater perturbation formula. Analytical expressions
Next calculate an interaction energy between the two for the dipole moments set up in elliptical slots came from
dipoles and finally employ Slater perturbation [3]. The an earlier paper by Hans Bethe [6]. We will extend the
calculated value of kk is approximately 0.002, a present technique to calculate next nearest neighbor
reasonable number compared to experimental data from coupling.
the LAMPF [4] accelerator at LANL.

1 INTRODUCTION 3 FORMULAS

The motivation for the present paper is to calculate the Because the slots are only in a region of high magnetic
frequency of coupled cavity structures, rather than flux, we concern ourselves solely with the magnetic dipole
measure them. Presently, there is work being performed term. We shall calculate the coupling from one on-axis
at Los Alamos National Laboratory in the design of cavity to another on-axis cavity. Some coupling may
CCDTL [1] for the Accelerator Production of Tritium occur through the drift tubes. This can be calculated with
project. Good values of nearest coupling are obtained by Superfish and we found this term negligible.
a perturbation technique [2], which involves fields from
Superfish models of the on-axis cavity, and the coupling The magnetic field intensity of a dipole can be
cavity. These fields are entered into analytical expressed as [7]
expressions, which yield the coupling constant, and the Af,
due to slots. The Superfish cavity frequency is tuned H=1 3n(n. m)-m
beyond the nominal frequency such that when the slots are 4H " IX(3
introduced the end result is the coupled cavity structure
that will resonate at 700 MHz. The unperturbed cavity
dimensions, along with the slots are iterated until a self- Where m is the magnetic dipole moment, and n is the
consistent solution exists at the nominal cavity unit vector in the x direction. The interaction energy

between dipoles can be derived by summing the effect of
magnetic dipole 1 in the field of 2, and conversely dipole

"supported by D.O.E. under the A.P.T. program. 2 in the field of 1. The one-half coefficient in front of the
'Email: grenin@gat.com parenthesis in (2) for time averaging.
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AW - H 2 +-Lm2 .2 (2) e2_ 22 ) HI (6)

Employing the notation, =(K(eo+E(e0))

Where e0o=l-(1/w)2, 1 is the length of the slot, w is
AW = AW1,2 + AW 2,1  (3) the width of the slot, K(e) and E(e0) are elliptical

integrals, and H1 is the unperturbed field in the
AC. A diagram of a slot is listed below.

the quantity AW,2 is formed by substituting the value of
dipole 1 into the H field of 2.

Width

AWl_2 = y 0 m" -(3n(n. m 2 ) - m 2 ) (4)

16)r I Length

Performing the vector algebra and expressing the total Figure 2. Diagram for Slot Geometry.
energy

The unit normal, n, from one slot to another is
perpendicular to the H in the slots, therefore the

AW = 110 3(n.- m)(n.im2)-mi •m 2  AW 2,1 quantity n- m vanishes.
To calculate kk look at the mode

(5) separation of two AC cavities in the 0 and the n
mode. Assume next nearest coupling only. Then

The H field and the induced dipole in Fig. 1 without the presence of the coupling
orientation for the r/2 mode are shown in Fig. 1. cavity, the two on-axis cavities behave as if they
Our notation will be AC = Accelerating Cavity, CC are in the 7C mode. From Slater Perturbation the
= Coupling Cavity. frequency of a perturbed mode can be written as

) E) E) mode 1+ AW (7)
H i H

For the it mode the m's are anti-parallel
therefore

AC AC 2[ O . 1(02 = 0O 2 1 + //o MI "m2

E - - E
For the zero mode, the m's have the same

direction.
Figure 1: Diagram for Two Coupled Cavities in the rt/2

Mode.

From the J. Gao paper the value of m is 2 = L)2 o 23

listed as: 41r U- X 09)

From a Talyor expansion one can show
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2_oAo =0 )O12 -0)62 (10)

substituting, 4 RESULTS

3= m (11) Presently we are calculating a value of 0.00188 for an
4,T U x! on-axis cavity with 13=.42277 in our CCL. This number is

in line with the final tuning data for the Los Alamos
Finally, with LAMPF accelerator [4] where for k =.05, kk is in the

range 0.001 to 0.005.
Aw0

kk = -- , (12) 5 CONCLUSION

Reasonable values of the next nearest neighbor coupling
2 coefficient can be calculated approximating the slots as

T- 2 magnetic dipoles and applying the Gao theory. Our value

t" 2 e0 H 2  of next nearest neighbor coupling falls within the range
x4T 3(K(e 3Uc (13) 0.001 to 0.005 for values stated in the literature for a CCL

4"3 )+ E(eo)) X " Uwith 5% coupling.
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HIGH POWER RF CONDITIONING OF THE LEDA RFQ*

L. M. YOUNG, D. E. REES, L. J. RYBARCYK, and K. A. CUMMINGS,

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, 87545

Abstract section B of the RFQ. The four RF drive ports in section
C were filled with water-cooled plugs. The four RF drive

We are preparing the radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) ports in section D had the lower part of the waveguide
for the Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) taper with the coupling iris installed. A shorting plate
[1] to accelerate beam. The LEDA RFQ accelerates a affixed to each tapered waveguide positioned the short at
100-mA CW proton beam from 75 keV to 6.7 MeV. We Xg/4 from the iris where Xg is the wavelength of the 350
will report our experience with high-power RF MHz RF in the waveguide. This arrangement makes each
conditioning the RFQ, first with one klystron and then section of waveguide anti-resonant, which results in no net
with two klystrons. The RFQ will dissipate 1.2 megawatts power flow into these waveguides.
of RF power at design fields. This 350-MHz CW RFQ [2]
has peak fields on the vane tips of 33 MV/m. The average 2 INITIAL CONDITIONING
power dissipation is 13 watts/cm2 on the outer walls of the
RFQ near the high energy end. The power from each After the initial demonstration, High Power RF (HPRF)
klystron is split 4 ways to lower the stress on the RF conditioning began in earnest about 9 AM on 11/20/98.
windows. Each klystron can produce 1.3 megawatts of RF For the first hour of conditioning, the RF power level was
power. set at 3 to 5 kW. Multipacting occurred in the vacuum

waveguides, most likely near the iris where the gap
1 INTRODUCTION between the tapered waveguides is slightly larger than the

1/16-inch gap at the iris. This gap increases slowly with
The LEDA RFQ consists of four 2-meter-long RFQs distance from the iris. The evidence for this multipacting
resonantly coupled together to form an 8-meter-long is the low power level at which the multipacting occurred
structure. These sections are labeled A, B, C, and D and the increase in the pressure in the RFQ and the
starting from the low-energy end. RF drive ports are vacuum waveguides. This multipacting disappeared after
located in the B, C and D sections. The RF power is about an hour and the RF power level was relatively
coupled into the RFQ through half-height WR2300 quickly increased to 10 kW as the pressure in the RFQ
waveguide and a section of tapered ridge-loaded and waveguides permitted. At the 10 kW power level, the
waveguide to a coupling iris. The tapered waveguide has first radiation survey was performed, and as expected,
the dimensions of the half-height WR2300 waveguide at nothing above background was detected outside the
one end and tapers to only 7 inches wide at the iris to the accelerator tunnel exclusion area. Radiation surveys were
RFQ as shown in Figure 1. The gap between the ridges of performed at 10, 30, 50, and 70 kW power levels; nothing
the ridge-loaded waveguide slowly increases as the cross above background was detected.
section increases in size toward the half-height WR2300 The pressure in the vacuum waveguides paced the rate
waveguide. at which we could increase the RF power. A vacuum

RF conditioning of the LEDA RFQ started on interlock system used the pressure readings from ion
November 19, 1998. At that time one klystron was gauges on the RFQ vacuum manifold and on each of the
connected through a network of waveguide splitters to the vacuum waveguides to turn off the RF power whenever
four window-waveguide assemblies that feed RF power to one of them indicated poor vacuum. The vacuum interlock

7 inches wide

l/16 x 31/2 Inch-long slot
Approximate showing electric field lines.
shape of melted
area at ends of
irises. Cross-section of ridge-loaded

waveguide with same cutoff

frequency as WR2300

Figure 1 Cross section of ridge-loaded waveguide and dimensions of iris. The iris is a slot 3.5 inches long with a
-1/16-inch diameter hole at each end.

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
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thresholds on the RFQ and waveguide were set at 2x10-6  was disabled. Later we modified the Blanking Box to
and 5x10-6 Ton-, respectively. On the waveguides this ignore these turn-on transients. We were able to increase
interlock protects the windows from damage that could the power level to 600 kW with 67-gts pulses and 33 jis
result from RF power being present under poor vacuum between pulses on this day.
conditions. The next day the peak power was raised to 958 kW at

The "Blanking Box" (formerly used to protect the 12% duty factor. On both of these two days the
CRITS RFQ [3]) was used during the conditioning conditioning was paced by vacuum in the RFQ. At the
process to protect the RFQ from internal arcs. This circuit high peak power levels the waveguides were not
interrupts the drive to the klystrons for 200 gts whenever multipacting and the vacuum remained good in the
the reflected power exceeds a specified level. waveguides.

By midnight November 2 3 'r, a forward power level of
100 kW had been reached with waveguide vacuum on 5 WINDOWS INSTALLED ON D-SECTION.
quadrant 2 at 5x10-6 Torr. The pressure in this vacuum
waveguide had limited the rate of progress all evening. The four D-section windowswe re installed during the first
Various processing schemes were tried, e.g. no amplitude week in December. Becaus e were not ready to connect
modulation (AM), processing with up to 100% AM (sine a second klystron to the RFQ and the length of the
wave) and processing with an AM consisting of 100 Hz, vacuum waveguide and window was effectively mk, we
1-2 ms long pulses on top of an 85-90 kW CW installed a piece of ,g/4 waveguide and a short to make
background. None of these methods seemed to help each waveguide coupled to section D anti-resonant again.
increase the sustainable RF power level. This stage of the The following week was spent on RF conditioning theconditioning process proceeded rather slowly, vacuum waveguide on section D. Even though there was

no klystron connected to the D-section waveguide, the
3 MULTIPACTING RFQ transmits RF power into the waveguide. This power

reflects off the short creating a standing wave in the
We believe that multipacting in the tapered section of the waveguide. Because of the standing wave multipacting
waveguide caused the slow progress in conditioning the can occur in the tapered waveguide section. By the end of
RFQ. At low RF power levels the multipacting occurs the second week in December the RFQ and waveguides
close to the iris where the gap is slightly greater than could be operated at power levels up to 100 kW CW from
1/16th inch. As the RF power increases, the position where the klystron driving section B. On December 16t, the RF
multipacting can occur moves up the taper toward the power was then increased above the multipacting band to
WR2300 waveguide. At the halfway point in the tapered operating levels of 800 kW CW and up to 900 kW peak
section the gap is 2.9 cm and simple multipacting theory with a pulsing format.
indicates that multipacting can occur with the RF power
equal to 68 kW with VSWR=I. This theory indicates that 6 TWO KLYSTRON OPERATION
this power level is about the limit for the simple half cycle
multipacting. However, it will occur at higher power A second klystron was connected to the D-section
levels when the VSWR>I and the waveguide is over waveguide network December 17th. Continued operation

coupled to the RFQ. required phase control of the second klystron with respect
Our current plan to mitigate the multipacting problem to the first klystron. By December 24th, the RFQ was

reduces the number of RF waveguide feeds by a factor of conditioned to about 1.08 MW average power in a pulsed
two. We will use one klystron on section B and only feed format with about 1.1-1.2 MW peak.
quadrants 3 and 4. On section D we will use two 7 IRIS MELTING
klystrons, each feeding two quadrants. Our original plan
used one klystron per section to drive sections B, C, and The conditioning process resumed on January 51h with
D with each klystron driving 4 quadrants. Currently with further operation at 1 MW CW power levels in the RFQ.
two klystrons attached to the RFQ we must drive the RFQ On January 7th a valve was discovered in the closed
with at least 800 kW to be above the power level where position preventing cooling from flowing in the vane-tip
multipacting is a problem. If we stayed with our original cooling channels in section C. Although no damage to the
plan, the multipacting would occur at up to 1.2 MW with RFQ occurred as a result of this lack of cooling, the fields
3 klystrons. This power is our design power level without at the DI waveguide irises were about 10 % higher than
beam. By halving the number of waveguide feeds, we will normal. Subsequently, when the RFQ was conditioned
be above the multipacting level at 600kW. with the proper level of cooling in section C, 1.2 MW of

4 HIGH POWER CONDITIONING net RF power in the RFQ was achieved.
However, the reflected power on the D-section

Conditioning with high power RF pulses began on waveguide network was now about 10% instead of the 2%
November 240. By setting the peak RF power to > 400 observed on December 240. Also, the frequency of the

kW and limiting the pulse length to 67 lts we were able to RFQ was 80 kHz lower than previously measured. In the

break through the multipacting in the waveguides. process of looking for the cause of the high-reflected
Initially, the pulse length was limited to 67 pgs when the power we removed the window on quadrant 3 of section D
Blanking Box, which was tripping on the fast RF turn-on, and discovered that some melting had occurred at both

ends of the iris as shown on Figure 1. Further
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investigation revealed that waveguide iris in quadrant 2 of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
section D also showed evidence of melting. None of the
B-section irises or quadrant 1 and 4 irises of section D We would like to thank Frank Krawczyk for performing

displayed any evidence of melting. The RF field strength the MAFIA calculations to help resolve the iris-melting

in section B is 10% lower than section D. Also, the field problem. In addition to the large number of people at

strength in quadrants 2 and 3 were slightly higher than in LANL, we would also like to acknowledge other

quadrant 1 and 4 of section D. institutions participating in the LEDA project

A MAFIA calculation on a simplified model of the iris including LLNL and TECH-SOURCE (vacuum

showed the current at the ends of the iris slot was system), and AlliedSignal (RCCS).

enhanced a factor of 10 over the RFQ wall current. The
copper iris plate was only 1/16 inch thick at this point. REFERENCES

This localized heating coupled with the increase in surface
resistance at elevated temperatures was enough to melt the [1] H. V. Smith, Jr. and J. D. Schneider, Status Update
ends of the iris slots when the RFQ was operated CW at on the Low-Energy Demonstration Accelerator
close to the design fields. The model results also showed (LEDA)," Proc. 1998 LINAC Conf. [Chicago, 24-28
that by increasing the thickness of the iris plate to 3/8 August 19981 (in press).

inch, the size of the hole at the end of the slot doubles for [2] D. Schrage et al., "CW RFQ Fabrication and

the same coupling. This change will reduce the Engineering," Proc. 1998 LINAC Conf. [Chicago,
enhancement of the wall currents from a factor of 10 to 24-28 August 1998] (in press).

only 2.5. We will replace the present 1/16-inch-thick iris [3] G. M. Arbique et al., "Beam Parameter
plates with iris plates that are 3/8-inch thick. Measurements on the CW RFQ-1 Accelerator," Proc.

1992 LINAC Conf. (AECL-10728, November, 1992)
8 RETUNING 55-57.

The RFQ was retuned in January because the drop in [4] L. M. Young and L. Rybarcyk, "Tuning the LEDA

frequency of 80 kHz (caused by the iris melting) was RFQ 6.7 MeV Accelerator," Proc. 1998 LINAC

believed to have resulted in a change in the field Conf. [Chicago, 24-28 August 1998] (in press).

distribution. A bead perturbation measurement confirmed [5] K. F. Johnson et al., "Commissioning of the Low-

that the field distribution had changed a small amount. By Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) Radio-

adjusting the length of only 21 of the 128 tuners we Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)," this Conf.
restored the fields to within 1% of the original tune [4]
performed before the waveguide coupling irises were
installed.

9 CONDITIONING AND BEAM

During the final conditioning from January 27 to March
15, 1999 we restricted the RF power dissipated in the
RFQ to 1.2 MW or less. This restriction required
conditioning the RFQ with a pulsed format whenever we
raised the RF fields above the design value. During this
period we integrated the low-level RF (LLRF), the HPRF,
and the water cooling system to reliably maintain the RF
fields in the RFQ. The LLRF system sends a frequency
error signal to the RFQ's water cooling system. This
resonance control cooling system (RCCS) adjusts the
temperature of the water cooling the outer walls of the
RFQ to maintain the resonant frequency of the RFQ at
350 MHz. The cooling system also supplies 50' F water
to cooling channels near the vane tips.

By March 15th the RFQ would run for long periods of
time with 1.1 MW average power. On March 16'h a 6-mA
beam pulsed at 5 Hz and 300 tis duration was injected into
the RFQ for the first time. We pulsed the RF in the RFQ
to -1.2 MW at 500 Hz and 90% duty factor. The RF
pulses were 1.8 milliseconds long. Without steering the
beam and with the initial settings of the focusing solenoids
in the injector beam line, 4 mA of beam at 6.7 MeV was
obtained that first day [5]. By March 19'h we had
increased the injected current to 10 mA with -100%
transmission.
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THE SNS RFQ PROTOTYPE MODULE'

A. Ratti#, R. Gough, M. Hoff, R. Keller, K. Kennedy, R MacGill, J. Staples,
S. Virostek, R. Yourd

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA

Abstract
The RFQ operates at 402.5 MHz and will require up to

The RFQ included in the Front End [1] injector for the I MW of r.f. power to provide the 83 kV vane-to-vane
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) operates at 402.5 MHz, voltage (corresponding to a 1.85 Kilpatrick peak field).
with a maximum H input current of 70 mA at a 6% duty The power will be fed into the cavity through 8 coupling
factor. It is 3.72 m long and consists of four equally long ports equally distributed along the RFQ. Most of the
modules. A brazed copper structure has been chosen due power is required to compensate for cavity wall losses
to the high power, high duty factor operation. The 1 MW with only about 17% of the total power transferred to the
peak r.f. power is coupled into the structure via eight beam.
ports, two per module. Quadrupole mode stabilization is
obtained with a set of n-mode stabilizing loops. The SENSOR PORT
conceptual design has been completed, and a single, full
size prototype RFQ module has been designed and is P I-MODE RODS
under construction to test the fabrication processes and r.f.
performance. It will be operated at full r.f. power in order TUNER PORT
to test its cooling scheme, dual temperature water tuning,
mode stabilization and beam acceptance. The detailed e
design, assembly processes, thermal analyses and a status
report for the prototype module are presented. 0

1 INTRODUCTIONG9 FPR

The preparation for construction of the SNS RFQ, VACUUM PORT
scheduled for completion by the second half of the year
2001, has begun. An initial step is the fabrication of a BOLT POCKET
single, 93 cm long prototype module. This unit will test
and validate all construction techniques, as well as the r.f., Figure 1: Schematic view of prototype RFQ module
vacuum, cooling and tuning performance of the cavity.
This paper outlines several details of the design and The full RFQ consists of four 93 cm long modules and
analysis of the prototype RFQ cavity. In particular, the is constructed of a combination of GlidCop AL-15 and
module-to-module joining and sealing technique, the C10100 oxygen free copper (OFE). These materials have
cavity penetration designs (r.f. ports, vacuum ports, r.f. been chosen to take advantage of the structural strength of
tuners) and the thermal static and transient response GlidCop and the superior brazing characteristics of OFE
analyses will be described. A schematic view of the copper. The GlidCop is attached to the outer surfaces of
prototype module is shown in Figure 1. the OFE by a braze which is kept completely outside of

the vacuum shell. All penetration (r.f. ports, tuners,
vacuum ports) vacuum seals are recessed beyond the outer

2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN layer of GlidCop and applied directly to the OFE. In order
to maintain the very tight tip-to-tip vane tolerances

The SNS RFQ [2] is a high power, high duty factor (±0.001 inches) during the final, four vane brazing cycle,
accelerator designed to capture, accelerate and transport up a zero-thickness brazing process has been selected. With
to 70 mA of H- beam at a 6% duty factor, with a 60 Hz this technique, the two copper surfaces are brought into
repetition rate. A four vane configuration has been direct contact, and the brazing alloy is fed to the adjacent
chosen which will use n-mode stabilizer loops to achieve surfaces by means of capillary action. The cavity wall
quadrupole-dipole mode separation [3]. heat is removed by a dual temperature water cooling

system, which has been chosen to allow fine tuning of
Work sponsored by the Director, Office of Energy Research, of the the structure in operation as well as during the initial r.f.

U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03-6SF00098.'Emal: aatt~lblgovpower transient after start-up.
" Email: aratti@lbl.gov
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between the preloaded contact areas. The OFE copper nt-
3 DESIGN AND FABRICATION mode stabilizer rods will also be inserted and brazed into

DETAILS position during this step. The rods are constructed from
hollow tubing to allow for active cooling.

The RFQ cavities are constructed of OFE copper with an

outer layer of GlidCop. The GlidCop plates are machined The module-to-module r.f. connection will be
flat, and rough openings for the vacuum, tuner, r.f. feed accomplished by means of a 3 mm wide, 250 gm high
and sensing loop ports are added. A rough vane profile is raised surface machined into the module ends around the
machined on one side of the OFE copper, and 5 mm by 5 periphery of the cavity. This sealing surface is backed up
mm cavity wall cooling channels are milled into the by a canted coil spring which will absorb any r.f. that
opposite side. The vane cooling channels are formed by leaks past the primary seal. Outside of the canted spring
cutting a 6 mm wide by 50 mm deep slot into the back is an O-ring which provides the vacuum seal. The load
surface of the OFE with a slitting saw. An appropriate on these seals will be provided by bolts which are recessed
filler piece of copper is brazed into place to complete the into the outer layer of GlidCop by means of bolt pockets
vane cooling channel. The filler includes squirt tubes at and barrel nuts (refer to Figure 1).
the ends to ensure sufficient cooling where the vanes are
cut back at the entrance and exit of the RFQ. The details The numerous penetrations into the RFQ cavities also
of the filler piece and squirt tube are shown in Figure 2. require both r.f. and vacuum sealing. The vacuum, tuner,
Next, the GlidCop is brazed to the OFE using a r.f. feed and sensing pick-up ports have sealing surfaces
gold/copper foil to provide a structural connection and to which are recessed beyond the GlidCop and into the OFE
cover the milled cooling channels. This braze is in order to keep the GC/OFE joint out of the vacuum.
completely outside of the cavity vacuum. Since the The vacuum ports consist of slotted holes penetrating the
cooling channels do not penetrate the ends of the modules, OFE copper of the RFQ cavity. The slots are designed to
there are no water-to-vacuum joints in the system. maximize gas conductance while preventing r.f. leakage

into the pumps. An O-ring will provide the vacuum
FILLER P IECE-\ sealing for these ports. The tuner, r.f. feed and sensing

GL I DCOP LAYER-\ pick-up ports will use a 250 Rim thick tin gasket to
provide both r.f. and vacuum sealing against the OFE.
The tuner ports will use a large snap ring embedded in the
GlidCop along with a loading disk to transfer the sealing
forces to the RFQ body. This is shown schematically in
Figure 3.

LOADING DISK
SNAP RING

• \ " T IN SEA L -

OFE VANE
VANE CUT-BACK 0

SQUIRT TUBE INSERT

Figure 2: Vane cooling channel and squirt tube details \

After brazing, the final vane and cavity profiles are
machined into the OFE work piece using custom-made
form cutters and end mills. A tolerance of less than . \\. .
-±0.001 inches between the quadrant mating surfaces and
the vane tips is maintained during this process. The final
braze of the four vane quadrants consists of a 'zero-
thickness' vacuum braze using Cusil wire. This method
allows the RFQ modules to be assembled and the cavity
frequency measured prior to the completion of the final TUNER SLU7UG TUNER PORT
braze to allow for adjustments, if necessary. Grooves are
machined into the mating surfaces to allow insertion of Figure 3: RFQ vane section view showing tuner details
the braze wire which melts and flows via capillary action
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different cross section temperature profile at the end of the
4 THERMAL ANALYSES RFQ module. The calculated frequency error due to the

higher water temperatures is -80 kHz. This error will beA thermal model of the RFQ has been created with corrected by adjusting the position of the fixed slug tuners

ANSYS consisting of a 3-D slice of one quadrant of the cong the length of the RFQ modules.

RFQ cross section. The surface nodes on either side of along the length of the RFQ modules.

the slice are constrained to remain coplanar such that the A series of transient analyses were performed using the
longitudinal stresses are appropriately calculated while same FEA model to determine the frequency performance
allowing for overall thermal growth in the z-direction. of the system during turn on of the r.f. power. With
This could not be achieved with 2-D plane strain elements 18°C water in the vanes and 24TC water in the walls and
which would over-constrain the model longitudinally ad no heat on the cavities, the frequency of the system is 216
result in artificially high z-component compressive kHz higher than the nominal 402.5 MHz. To correct this
stresses. The loads and constraints applied to the model situation, the vane water is initially run at about 23.7°C
include cavity wall heat from the r.f., vacuum pressure on and immediately switched to 18'C as the r.f. power is
the cavity walls, convective heat transfer and water turned on. However, since the system responds faster to
pressure on the cooling- passage walls and boundary the wall heat than to the change in coolant temperature, a
conditions imposed by symmetry constraints, peak frequency error of -90 kHz occurs about 20 seconds

after the r.f. turn-on, with the nominal frequency beingl l ..... achieved after 4 minutes. To minimize the frequency
MsYs 5.4

NOOL~sOLVTO... . error, the r.f. is initially applied at 70% of full power and
STEP:J

TIME-1 ramped up to 100% over the next 150 seconds, resulting
T0 (AVG)

P, er0....... in a maximum error of less than 15 kHz.
00 525.143

-- m •:• Most of the manufacturing steps have been successfully

tested in small samples and models, including vane
proilemodlaton uttngand module-to-module r.f. and

vacuum sealing. The machining of the material of the
prototype module has started. Testing of this unit is

S ~expected to begin this fall.

000N0-070. dill. 0001ed, Clid~op A1-15 & 0000. 1i50 thi0k slice
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IHEP 2K-RFQ CAVITY STUDY

E. Zaplatine*,
Forschungszentrum Juelich, Germany

Abstract

The abandon of a constant RF voltage on the accelerating MAFIA .. .
P-- 3 .23

periods of the structure with spatial periodic RFQ focusing 0-

critically extends the range of the applicability, but corn-
plicates the tuning. The tuning procedure of the required
increasing voltage on the accelerating periods along the ac-
celerator, partition of this voltage between accelerating and
focusing gaps are desribed in the paper. Some features of
the tuning are discussed. 0

"jz"
1 INTRODUCTION ___._

An accelerating complex of IHEP (Institute of High En- Figure 1: Electrodes at the Beginning of Cavity.
ergy Physics, Protvino) includes a linac with a final energy
of 30 MeV (URAL)[1]. This is a first and up to now the
only accelerator in the world on such energy with the ini-
tial and main parts built on the base of the radio-frequency
quadrupoles. The complete project is developed in IHEP.
The mashine comission has been made in 1977 and since
1983 it is in a full operation.

In two initial parts of the accelerator a well-known and
wide used RFQ structure with modulated along cavity
length electrodes is used.

The way of forming of an accelerating voltage compo-
nent using the voltage on quadrupole electrodes does not
allow to create the required accelerating gain. The particles
during their motion along the homogenious quadrupole in-

teract only on the certain parts with an electric RF field Figure 2: 2K-RFQ Cavity Geometry.
where the field is close to its amplitude value. Those
parts of the quadrupole where the interaction with field is
weak could be removed. The quadrupole channel becomes which limits an application of such structure. The reason

space-periodical but nearly with the same focus rigidity. of such decrease lies in the choosen voltage distribution on

The required longitudinal accelerating field component is electrodes - voltages on accelerating Ua., and quadrupole
created in the parts where the quadrupole is removed. Uquad gaps are equal.

Based on this idea the RF field space-periodic focus- During a such structure tuning a condition Uacc "-" Uquad
ing is used in the main part of an accelerator. The ac- is accomplished by equalization of capacitances of acceler-
celeration and focusing are accomplished in the "double ating Cace and quadrupole Cquad gaps by means of special
gap" formed by three electrodes of a special shape (Fig. 1). elements. An absence of currents along intermidiate elec-
One of the electrodes, "intermidiate", is under zero poten- trodes is a moment of an equalization of gap capacitances.
tial. Two others, "main", are fixed to the cuts of H-cavity. This disadvantage can be eliminated by Uacc = Uquad
The focusing field component is created in the space be- condition violation. In[2] it is shown that the accelerating
tween "horns", fixed on the backs of neighboring elec- voltage grow along the cavity while the quadrupole voltage
trodes. The electrodes are installed in two chamber H- kept constant reasonably increases a such structure applica-
cavity (2K-Cavity) schematically shown on Fig. 2. tion. For such idea realization a two-chamber (2K) cavity

can be used.
A changeable voltage ratio on accelerating periods leads

to a more complicate structure tuning procedure. The

The main disadvantage of an RFQ accelerating structure volatge ratio corresponds to the capacitance gap ratio -
on the base of H-cavity is an accelerating gain decrease,

* On leave from the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna. Uqua ad (1a
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And in the case of an abcense of a current along an in- 40

term id iate electro d e - E .......... .................3.... .......... .....................0.. .....

f ~ o o H c c s C a 2 0 ..... ........................................................................................................ .................... .... ... ...I
Haccds -Cud()1

fSqu.d Hquadds Cace

0 **

Thus, in the considered case the task of rf tuning is to -10
provide the required voltage ratio by means of accomplish-
ment of a certain ratio between Cquad and 0 acc at the in- -20

termidiant electrode currrent abcense. This can be achieved -30
by a choice of intermidiant electrode ground connector po- -40
sition corresponding to Sacc/Squ ad ratio. -1 -0.5 0 0.5

z (M)

3 3D CAVITY SIMULATION Figure 3: Electric Field Distribution for Grounded Inter-

To simulate this cavity structure 3D MAFIA codes have midiate Electrodes at the Same Side.

been used[3].
The main characteristics which differ an accelerating in "gaps" and two in series small picks after every big are

structure built on H-wave from other cavities is a small fields between "horns" and drift tubes.
cross-section (less than A/2) and a complicate boundary
configuration. Such cavity is excited on the wave, which
is similar to H-wave of a regular waveguide with the same
cross-section. At the moment the most developed H-cavity
is a basic cavity of a linear accelerator-injector for the
Serpukhov Booster Synchrotron. An application of two-
chamber 2K-cavity should result in a higher quality value
than in H-cavity, a higher shunt impedance and to increase
the energy range where the RFQ cavity use is more effec-
tive to compare with other accelerating structures.

During a numerical simulation the maximal number of
mesh points that we used is under 1 million. The total cav-
ity length is 2176 mm, cavity diameter is 540 mm, the elec-
trode and apperture radius is 5 mm. The smallest mesh size
is 3.3 mm. For the proper simulation of electrode structure
we concentrated most of the mesh in a central region. The Figure 4: "No Current" Position of Intermidiate Electrodes.
real electrodes should be rounded at their ends. To avoid an
electrode tip radius simulation electrode lengths have been
reduced by 1/3 of radius. As soon as the purpose of the 30 -

work was to investigate the behaviour of a field distribution
depending on intermidiate electrode positions this simpli- . 20
fies requirements on overall accuracy of calculations. NLU

Fig. 3 shows the electric field distribution along cav- 10
ity when all intermidiate electrodes are grounded like on

0
Fig. 2. The inductance of the cavity walls is shunted by
the inductances of intermediate electrode connectors and ... ..........
current flows only along few first these connectors.

To fulfill a condition (2) the connectors have been placed -20
under a certain angles (Fig. 4). As soon as electrodes in -

end regions disturb a magnetic field flux the connectors -30 1 0.5 0 0.5
close to end regions placed sligthly under different angles. Z (M)
The electric and magnetic field distributions for this case
are presented on Fig. 5. The behaivior of an electric field Figure 5: Electric Field Distribution for "No Current" Po-
distribution along cavity axes is defined mainly by the dif- sition of Intermidiate Electrodes.
ference in the type of end region electrodes - "horns" at
the beginning of cavity and "gap" at its end (Fig. 1). If to The required accelerating voltage grow along the cavity
remove "horns" at the beginning the electric field distribu- can be achieved by a structure cross section size change
tion changes into sinusoidal. Here big picks are the field (Figs. 6- 7).
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Figure 6: Electric Field Distribution Along Cone Cavity.
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For a fine cavity frequency tune an inductive plunger
without sliding spring contacts has been proposed. The
plunger design allows to work without heating of inner 150 0 100 200
components of plunger housing[4]. It can be installed in plunger length (mm)
end regions as well as in the middle of cavity. Fig. 8 shows
the results of plunger simulations. A plunger diameter is Figure 8: Cavity Frequency Dependence on Plunger
140 mm. In our case the plunger is installed in the mini- Length.
mum of the magnetic field of second harmonic.
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DESIGN AND TESTING OF THE ISAC RFQ CONTROL SYSTEM

M. Laverty, K. Fong, S. Fang
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall Vancouver, BC

Abstract

A Digital Signal Processor-based control system has 1 INTRODUCTION

been designed and tested for use with the ISAC RFQ This paper outlines the design and describes some of the

accelerator. This system uses a direct digital synthesizer test results for the ISAC RFQ control system. The

and phase-locked loop to generate the 35MHz nominal design of the frequency source for the RFQ was detailed

cavity frequency. One DSP provides both in-phase and in an earlier paper [1]. This system shares several

quadrature control for the system. A second DSP elements in common with an earlier predecessor, the

operates the cavity tuning mechanism. A reference ISAC pre-buncher [2]. It differs largely because of the

signal with digital controlled phase shift is output for use significantly different drive requirements of these two

in the upstream cavity in the beam path, an 11.66 MHz systems. The buncher's requirement was for a relatively

prebuncher. The system incorporates spark and high low power (hundreds of watts) sawtooth drive waveform
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio detection and protection. into a resistive load. The RFQ, on the other hand, is a
It also includes operator-controlled hardware limiting, high Q (-7000) resonant system with a maximum drive

and visual feedback of operating conditions. The level of 70 kW at a voltage of 80 kV. This increases the

complete system including low-level RF components is requirements for frequency tuning, maximum drive
housed in a VXI rack. Turn-key operation is achieved limiting, spark detection, and response time.

via a supervisory control, which consists of a Windows- The RFQ control system also provides a phase

based server. This server broadcasts system status using adjustable reference frequency to the pre-buncher.
User Datagrams, and listens on control commands via
TCP. Network-aware database objects interpret these
messages to provide control and display of the system
operating parameters.

PLLdig phose• prebuncher 11.67 MHz ref

systemI
control and f/3 de ec

monitorfng

Avn self I

Pexcited I/Q DSL
syn th

spark phase
detect detect

dem od 

tuner 1r

motor

Figure 1 - System Block Diagram
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Several implementations of this equation are possible.
2 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM The one which proved most efficient to implement using

A block diagram of the RFQ control system is given in this DSP (Motorola 56002) is the following:

Figure 1. This system has two operating modes - either x(n) y(n)
driven from a digital synthesizer, or self-excited via X +
feedback from the cavity. The latter mode is used during k1
warm-up to alleviate the problem of a continually
changing cavity resonant frequency. Once the RFQ has T--
reached its operating temperature, operation is normally
switched to ,driven to improve frequency stability and
phase noise. A phase-lock loop is used after the switch. X +
The loop filter prevents any phase jump during k
switching. It also provides an excitation frequency in the
self-excited mode before the cavity voltage is high
enough for self-sustained oscillation. Conventional I/Q
modulator and demodulator modules, together with the
I/Q DSP, provide the basic control loop. A high VSWR
detection circuit and spark detector provide protection to X +
the power amplifier and cavity in the event of fault
conditions. Figure 2 - PID Implementation

A phase detector provides the input to the tuner DSP.
The amplified tuner DSP output drives a servomotor to This is achieved by this discrete time DSP calculation:
proyide the cavity tuning. As mentioned previously, the
RFQ reference frequency is divided by three and fed to a y(n) = y(n - 1) + klx(n) + k2x(n - 1) + k3x(n - 2)
PLL to produce a reference for the preceding stage in the This equation requires three instructions to implement
beamline, the prebuncher. A programmable phase on the DSP. Input, output, and overhead add three more
shifter is also provided for this signal. instruction cycles for a total of six for the basic

algorithm. At the 64 MHz clock rate used, this would
3 I/Q DSP FIRMWARE yield a sampling frequency in excess of 5 MHz for a

single PID controller. Since the system bandwidth isWhen the REQ control system is initially set up, the loop limited by the high Q cavity to about 5 KHz, this far

phase is adjusted to minimize crosstalk between the I exceeds the minimum desired rate of about ten times the
and Q channels. The DSP can then implement two exedtemimudsrdraeoabttntmsth
andepende Q canloops. tor The DSP cant hennement t Nyquist frequency. To make better use of this capacity,
independent PID loops to regulate the two channels. The itwsdcedoimlenbthIadQotrlnte

basic PID algorithm was derived from the continuous
time equation as follows: same DSP.Also, several other features were added to the basic

Time Domain: control firmware. The built in DSP hardware limiting is
used to provide symmetrical bipolar limiting of the

, J1 r d ] control output signals. This is achieved relatively simply
MW = + (t)+i fJe(t)dt + T dte(t)J by alternately adding and subtracting an offset value to

the output. If the output is within the limiting window, itis unchanged. If not, it is limited to a fixed positive or
1 ) negative value.

Y (s) = X (s) . K 1 + Ts + Tds The DSP also reports back its open or closed loop
status, as well as the value of the error signals for the

Applying bilinear Z transform: two loops. A large part of the DSP dynamic range is

Z+1 used to reduce line frequency power supply ripple.
SZ-1 When the system was first tested, this resulted in large

variations in output power when switching to open loop
kl+k 2Z-+k 3 z 2 1 mode. Previous practice had been to freeze the last

Y(Z) = Z kZ-1 close-loop output values when switching to open loop
I Zoperation. To reduce this variation, a 60 Hz cutoff low

pass filter was added to the DSP firmware to average the
output drive and give consistent levels when switching to
open loop.
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The firmware also provides for a pulsed mode of
operation with a fixed 10% duty cycle, and amplitude 6 TEST RESULTS
control only. This mode is used to test the step response The system was commissioned without any major
of the system and allow for quick optimization of the problems, other than the length of time required to
PID loop parameters. condition a new cavity. Several refinements were added

The output of the high VSWR detector is returned to during the testing phase, one of which - adding a line
the DSP as a stream of interrupts. The first interrupt frequency filter to the open loop hold value - has already
opens the control loop and reduces the output drive by a been mentioned. A sample spectrum of the system in
predetermined amount. Successive interrupts continue to eration is shown in Figure 3.
reduce the output drive until the reflected power is op g
brought down to a tolerable level. At that point, the
VSWR detector ceases to interrupt the DSP, the problem
can be corrected, and normal operation can be restored.

4 RFQ TUNER DSP FIRMWARE
For the RFQ tuner the required control bandwidth is in
the fractional Hz range. To achieve this, the DSP
sampling rate was reduced to 100 Hz. Since only one
dimensional control is required, only the I channel is
used. The coefficients are adjusted so that the control is
basically proportional, with both the integra l and
derivative modes effectively disabled. Since the control
output corresponds to tuning motor drive, while the
feedback is the cavity phase, the integral function is an Figure 3 - Close-loop Spectrum
inherent part of the system. As may be seen, the sidebands are suppressed by a

minimum of 65 db, which is approaching the noise floor

5 CONTROL SOFTWARE of the system.
Also during this period, the spark and VSWR

An embedded PC located in Slot 0 of the VXI detection were optimized to meet the needs of this
mainframe provides supervisory control to the regulating system. A photo of the spark detector in operation is
feedback loops. This includes switching the RF on or shown in Figure 4. The logic was ultimately set to
off, selecting the PID coefficients for the feedback loops, ignore sparks of under 80 usec. duration.
and selecting the maximum allowable drives and the
regulating amplitudes and phases. It also enables the
regulating loop, as well as monitoring the loops' status
and voltages at various locations. The remaining task it
performs is to provide communications to a central
control system for remote operation. The supervisory
code is a Windows-based application program written to
provide interfaces among the hardware modules, and
between the hardware and the local/remote operators.
The multi-tasking control software is written in C++,
using Borland's Object Window Library.

The supervisor is connected to the overall control
system via a private ethernet . Using Winsock 1.1, the
system provides two sockets for communications, one as
an User Datagram Packets (UDP) server and the other as Figure 4 - Spark Detector Operation
a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) server. UDP is
chosen for commands and status that are frequently 8 REFERENCES
adjusted such as voltage, phase setpoints, and readbacks.
TCP, which is a more reliable and positive connection [1] K. Fong, S. Fang, and M. Laverty, "Frequency
protocol, is used for commands that are infrequently Source for the ISAC RFQ", Linear Accelerator

changed, such as switching the RF to a particular Conference, Chicago, August 1998.
mode. s[2] M. Laverty, K. Fong, S. Fang, "A DSP-based Control

operating mode. System for the ISAC Pre-Buncher", Proceedings of
the International Conference on Accelerator and
Large Experimental Physics Control Systems,
Beijing, November 1997, pp. 263-5.
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HIGH POWER TEST OF THE ISAC TRIPLE GAP BUNCHER
OPERATING IN CW MODE

Y. V. Bylinsky, A. I. Kvasha, A. A. Menshov, P. N. Ostroumov, V. V. Paramonov, INR RAS
G. Dutto, R. E. Laxdal, A. K. Mitra, R. L. Poirer, TRIUMF

Abstract

A separated function, variable energy, drift tube linac
(DTL) operating in cw mode at 105 MHz is being built for
the ISAC radioactive beam facility at TRIUMF. Included
in the design are three buncher cavities installed in the
first, second and third drift spaces between the five IH
tanks. The main requirements of the bunchers are: cw
mode, high effective voltage (up to 0.32 MV), large
velocity acceptance (1.8-4.1%). The first DTL buncher
has been developed at INR and is being tested at
TRIUMF. It is a triple gap split-ring rf structure operating
at 105 MHz. Signal level measurements give a Q-value of
4300 which is 74% of MAFIA simulation predictions and
a resonant frequency within 0.6% of the calculated value.
With cooling water flow of 20 I/min the mechanical
vibrations were measured to be of the order of 1 jgm. Figure 1: General view of the Split-ring buncher.
Although the design parameters are 56 kV gap voltage and
8 kW nominal power, we demonstrated 85 kV and 16 kW Table 2: Split-ring buncher basic dimensions
respectively with stable operation.

Tank diameter [mm] 550
1 INTRODUCTION Tank length [mm]- 98

Buncher is designed as a triple gap split-ring rf structure Ring bending curvature radius [mm] 175

operating at 105 MHz in cw mode. Buncher specifications Ring tube diameter [mm] 25
are given in Table 1 and described in details elsewhere Aperture diameter [mm] 14
[1]. The effective voltage V.f is quoted for the particle Drift tube diameter [mm] 30
design velocity.

Split-ring is made of copper tube. 2 half rings, which carry
Table 1: Summary of parameter specifications for triple the drift tubes, are mounted on a supporting leg. Rings are

gap Split-ring buncher declined in beam direction in order to bring ring tips right
at the corresponding drift tube centres. Half-rings contain

Frequency f 105 MHz straight cylindrical extensions at the bottom and 2 short
Particle design velocity 3, 0.023 cones on top to support the drift tubes. Straight cylindrical

Effective voltage V 190 kV part and cones serve for the coarse frequency tuning. The

Drift tube voltage V, 56 kV rings are water cooled.
A capacitive frequency tuner is dedicated for fine tune

of the buncher fundamental frequency and to operate as an
Detailed study based on the MAFIA 3-D simulations has executive body in the frequency feedback loop of the rf
been performed in order to meet buncher specifications control system. It is a cooper plate with 55 mm in
[2]. A series of various measurements has been conducted diameter, supported by the rod. An automatic mechanical
at TRIUMF to ensure a stable and reliable device actuator allows 40 mm movement, brining the plate to the
operation. Basing on these results two other DTL drift tubes as close as 10 mm. Tuner is not cooled.
bunchers will be designed and manufactured in a year Buncher is fed through a coupling loop, attached to a
from now. standard transmission line (3.125"). A ceramic tube serves

as an rf vacuum window. Window area is cooled, while
2 MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION the loop itself is not.

A general view of the buncher structure is shown in Both cooper buncher body and stainless steel lid are
Figure 1. Buncher basic dimensions are presented in Table water cooled.

2.
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3 RF SIGNAL LEVEL TEST Table 4: Split-ring mechanical vibration parameters

First frequency measurement gave 600 kHz offset from in the lateral direction.

the MAFIA prediction. The coarse frequency tuning was Frequency MHz 111 136 139 196 1107 1
done by means of ring length correction. A bead-pull Amplitude Igm 1_ 1_ 1_ _0.1 0.1
measurement allowed reconstruction of the electric field
distribution along the beam axis as well as shunt
impedance evaluation. Figure 2 shows experimental points 4 HIGH POWER TEST RESULTS
in comparison with SUPERFISH simulated data for the A 105 MHz amplifier with output power up to 20 kW was
accelerating field distribution, used as a buncher rf power supply. A flexible stable phase

1.0- coaxial line with air insulation served as an rf transmitting
0.•c r alculated (Sura I line. A high power phase shifter (trombone) was
0.7 - ( implemented to rf feeding line in order to remove

0.6 waveguide parasitic modes from the fundamental
0.6o frequency.
0.3 High power rf test was preceded with delicate vacuum
d0.3 test and conditioning. Surface outgassing was forced with
0.2 bake out at 50'-60' C. Following 10 hours of vacuum

conditioning a base pressure of 2.107 Torr was achieved.

-. . .. . . . . . . . A low level ( <100 W) rf conditioning was one of the
-6 - -4- 12 zcm longest stages (-7 hours) on the way to the buncher

nominal power. It was accompanied with electron
multipactor discharge and intense outgassing. Following

The most general if parameters are presented in Table 3 in voltage rise was restricted by high voltage discharges
coemostgeneralfparisonarets oar snted fn MAFA 3 which were initiated when vacuum dropped to -2.10-6
comparison with figures obtained from MAFIA Torr. Nominal voltage was obtained in 6 hours with
simulations. intermediate half-power conditioning for 26 hours during

weekend. Rf conditioning was performed in cw mode
Table 3: Buncher general rf parameters. because pulsed mode eventually appears to be ineffective.

Long-term conditioning has brought a significant vacuum
Parameter Calc. Meas. improvement: from I. 10-6 Torr to -3. 10.7 Torr at the full
Design velocity, 13u 2.3% - power. And although'the design parameters are 56 kV gap
Operating frequency, MHz 104.6 105.2 voltage and -8 kW nominal power, we eventually
Frequency tuning range, kHz 900 1200 achieved 85 kV and 16 kW respectively with stable
Nearest mode frequency, MHz 102.7 103.5 operation. After conditioning it took couple of hours to put
Q-factor 5800 4300 buncher under full power after short term vacuum brake
Shunt impedance R: , M92 9.16 6.15 and -15 minutes from standby mode. The longest
R/Q , L2 1580 1430 continuous run at nominal voltage lasted for 80 hours.
Maximum surface field, MV/m 13.2 - Taking into account a number of various runs from 5 to 20
Nominal power, kW 5.5 - 8.1 hours duration, the buncher operated stable for -250 hours
R* = V2/P, V=4V,, V1 - peak voltage across first in total.

Rf conditioning has left multipactor discharge traces on
accelerating gap, P - dissipated rf power. the cavity and endplate walls in a small area around the

leg. But finally buncher operated without multipactoring
A delicate study has been performed in order to determine in t volt ranger op te highest level.

buncer echnica stbilty. asiall, th Spit-ing in the voltage range from 10% to the highest level.
buncher mechanical stability. Basically, the Split-ring Figure 3 demonstrates typical dependencies of rf power
structure can be considered as two identical curved and residual gas pressure upon the drift tube voltage.
cantilever beams, fixed at one end and free to vibrate at Vacuum drop at low rf voltage level vanished after the
the other. Ring mechanical oscillations have been buncher rf conditioning.
measured with a dynamic signal analyzer (HP #35665A) In order to double check the voltage level, achieved in
and two accelerometers attached to the drift tube. Table 4 the buncher, a calibration of the drift tube voltage has
presents measurement results for the most sensitive been performed. It was based on the measurement of the
direction (lateral axis). Here induced oscillations were energy of the x-rays, produced with free electrons
caused by the water flow of 20 I/min. Measurements show accelerated in the buncher electric field. Measurement
that vibration amplitude is much below the drift tube showed very good agreement with pickup loop data, based
displacement tolerance of 0.2 mm. on the shunt impedance figure.
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from 13 to 35 I/min. Another reduction of the drift tubes
16 - -8-------- -... 8.E-07 movement by factor 2 was achieved by reversing the

14 7.E07 water flow direction to cool the hottest ring area first.
m Foard7pow.E-e7 High surface electric fields, up to 13 MV/m, initiate

12 6.E-07 electron emission. Those electrons accelerated in the
electric field knock to the cavity walls and other elements

10 5.E-07 of structure producing x-rays. Radiation field
-- -measurement at the buncher surface showed level over

, t4.E-0 1000 mS/h for the full rf power. Thus additional lead

&E"07 / " shielding has been implemented to allow acceptable
working conditions at the test stand.

-- - 2.E-07 Charged particle current produced and accelerated in the
buncher was detected in the diagnostics box, which is

2 1.E-07 attached to the buncher. Field emission is considered to
0 O.be the nature of this current. Observed current is bunched

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9 0  at the fundamental frequency with an intensity of tens of
U, kV gA for the nominal buncher setting. This current is intense

Figure 3: Rf power and vacuum vs drift tube voltage, enough to overwhelm signals from the desired beam of
ions and even harm the delicate beam diagnostic devices.

Measurements of the operating frequency dependence Special measures should be foreseen to avoid this
upon rf power showed frequency increasing with Split- problem.
ring heating (see Figure, 4 curve 2), while opposite During the high power tests both: tuner and coupling
tendency (see Figure 4, curve 1) has been observed with rf loop demonstrated very reliable performance in the whole

off and structure heating by the water passing through the working range without any indication of sparks or

buncher cooling channels. multipactoring.

105.34 - ........... ................ 5 CONCLUSION

105.32 The 105 MHz Split-ring buncher; showed stable and
reliable rf performance under full power (8 kW) and much

105.3 -_ _ _ higher (up to 16 kW). No multipactor discharge has been
observed in the specified voltage region.

NI* Curve 1, rf heating Split-ring structure design appears to be rather stable
A105"28 A Curve 2, heating with water against mechanical vibrations. Measured vibration

amplitude of -1 Igm is two orders lower than tolerated
105.26- - value. However considerable movement of the drift tubes

(-500 gim) due to rf thermal load of the ring has been
105.24 observed. It could be reduced below tolerance of 200 gim

Swith more effective cooling.

15.20 Essential x-ray field was measured around the buncher
15 20 25 30 35 40 especially over the nominal voltage. It is caused by the

T, deg. C electrons, produced in the buncher volume due to field

emission and accelerated in the electrical field. Bunched
Figure 4: Buncher frequency vs Split-ring temperature. electron current of tens of tA was measured on the beam

This unexpected frequency behaviour can be explained axis at the buncher entrance. This could be a grate concern
with non-uniform thermal load due to rf losses in the for the DTL bunchers #2 end #3 as their voltage

Split-ring structure. It can cause a deformation of the ring. specification is much higher then for the first one.

MAFIA simulations confirm this phenomena of the
frequency increasing assuming small movement of the 6 REFERENCES
rings along beam direction. In fact ring deformation take [1] R. Laxdal, The Separated Function Drift Tube Linac for ISAC,

place in the buncher. Thus drift tube transverse movement TRI-DN-97-4, TRIUMF Design Note, April 1997.

due to if thermal load of the ring was measured using a [2] Y. Bylinsky et al., A Triple Gap Resonator Design for the Separated

telescope on targets installed in the drift tubes. Initially Function DTL at TRIUMF, Proc. Of the PAC-97, Vancouver, May

drift tube displacement from the beam axis reached 580 1997, pp. 1135-1137.

jim for nominal rf power. Then it was reduced to 230 jim
with increasing of the cooling water flow in the Split-ring
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A High Power RF Coupler Design for Muon Cooling RF Cavities *

J. Corlett, Derun Lit, R. Rimmer, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720
N. Holtkamp, A. Moretti, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510

H. Kirk, BNL, Upton, NY 11973-5000

Abstract Table 1: RF parameters of the 1 interleaved cavity
2We present a high power RF coupler design for an inter-

leaved 1 805 MHz standing wave accelerating structure Frequency (MHz) 805

proposed for an muon cooling experiment at FNAL. The Speed of muon (3 = v/c) 0.87
coupler, in its simplest form, is a rectangular waveguide Shunt impedance (ZT2 ) (MQ/m) 36.2
directly connected to an accelerating cell through an open Average gradient (MV/m) 34
slot on the cavity side-wall or end-plates. Two of such cou- Peak power (MW/m) 32
plers are needed to feed the interleaved cavities. Current Quality factor Qo 18,700
high power RF test requires the coupler to be at critical Cell length (cm) 8.1
coupling. Numerical simulations on the coupler designs Beryllium thickness/radius (mm) 0.127/80
using MAFIA will be presented.

1 INTRODUCTION
after learning all the necessary information from the test

One of the most critical issues towards the feasibility of model. A 5 Tesla super-conducting solenoid has also been
building an u+ - j- collider is how to effectively cool the designed and built at LBNL, and will be installed at FNAL
six-dimensional emittance of the muon beams down by a for the high power test to study the performance of the
factor of 10' to 106. Substantial progress has been made structure under strong magnetic fields.
recently on the cooling studies both theoretically and ex-
perimentally. Among many possible cooling schemes, ion-
ization cooling has been chosen to be a candidate to cool
the p beams at early stage. An muon cooling collabora-
tion, headed by FNAL, was established a few years ago to
concentrate on the ionization cooling studies [1]. An ex-
periment to demonstrate ionization cooling was proposed
and has been developed since 1997. The cooling channel
consists of about 20 cooling sections and each section has
a 1.3 meters long linac and two absorbers surrounded by a
super-conducting solenoid. A highest possible gradient ac-
celerating structure is required to compensate the longitu-
dinal beam energy losses in each section. An 1 interleaved
structure has been developed between LBNL, FNAL, BNL
and University of Mississippi [2, 3], and will be employed
for this purpose. The structure closely resembles a pill-
box cavity, but has the conventional beam irises covered Figure 1: The three-cell copper test model of the • inter-
by thin beryllium foils to enhance the on-axis accelerating leaved RF structure. The open irises will be covered by two
fields. This brings the ratio of the surface field to accelerat- beryllium windows of 127 pm of thickness and 16 cm of
ing field to one while for conventional structures it is typi- diameter.
cally between 2 to 5. The structure may be cooled down to
liquid nitrogen temperature to further reduce the RF power
losses on cavity wall which increases the shunt impedance 2 THE COUPLER
by nearly another factor of two. Table 1 lists the relevant
RF parameters of the cavity. The coupler, in its simplest form is a rectangular open slot

A three-cell low power test model, as shown in Figure 1, either on the side wall or on the end-plate of the cavity
has been built and is currently under test at LBNL. A high and connected directly to a waveguide. For the high power
power test on the structure will be conducted at FNAL test, the RF power has to be coupled through the end-plate

since there will be no access available to the side wall once
* This Research Work is supported by the Director, Office of En- the super-conducting solenoid is in place. The rectangular

ergy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High Energy open slot has been chosen to have a cross section of 12 cm x
Physics Division, of the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No.
DE-AC03-76SF00098 2 cm. The coupler and waveguide need to be fitted within

t Email: DLi@lbl.gov the bore size of the super-conducting solenoid of 440 cm of
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ID, and leave a clear passage for the p beams at region of the time domain simulation starts. To avoid exciting un-
R < 8 cm, and transition to a standard WR975 waveguide. wanted higher order modes, a filament (a line dipole) was
Critical coupling is required at resonant frequency of 805 defined on the axis with a length of about half the cavity
MHz. gap and its polarization pointed to z. The band-width of

the pulse was chosen to be wide enough (short pulse), but

2.1 The Simulation Model not too wide to drive the nearest higher order modes. For
a high Q cavity, the induced em fields will be dominated

MAFIA (T3 module) time domain simulations were used by the fundamental mode quickly once the excitation pulse
to determine the coupling between the coupler and the cay- is gone. The power loss from the cavity + coupler system
ity. A simplified 3D model was used to simulate the cou- (perfect conductor was assumed) is the one exiting from the
pier + cavity system. The model consists of a pill-box cay- waveguide port, namely Pext. The em fields in the cavity

ity with one of the end-plates having a rectangular open slot are then oscillating at its natural resonant frequency, and its

coupled to a WR975 waveguide, shown in Figure 2. The amplitude (either E or B field) exponentially decays with

area of the slot was kept unchanged while the depth of the a time constant of text given by,

slot was varied to adjust the coupling strength. The radius

of the cavity was tuned to get the resonant frequency of 805 2Qext 2U
MHz. It is worth pointing out that only one single pill-box Text - -Pxt (2)
cell is needed to simulate the coupling of the system if eachaccelerating cell is identical, the coupling constant for the For a weakly coupled system (fle < 1), Text could be as
multi-cell case is then determined by, long as 10' times of one RF period. Measuring Text of theem amplitudes from a short time domain simulation, for

Q0 U instance 100 RF periods, becomes difficult and inaccurate.
Q(N) =N ()=N Pxte x t Pex- Nevertheless, the induced time varying em fields in the cav-

ity does provide enough information to allow for an accu-
where f& (1), fl, (N) are coupling constants for single and rate measurement of the resonant frequency of the system.
N cells; U is the stored energy in the single cavity; w is the The resonant frequency can simply be calculated by count-
angular resonant frequency and Pext is the power loss to a ing the time of the last 10-20 RF periods. The time step of
matched load; N is the number of total cells. For the three- the simulations is of the order of 10-12 to 10-13 seconds,
cell interleaved L structure (only two accelerating cells) we which gives at least one order of magnitude better accuracy
design &i3 (1) 2 with the one cell model, of the frequency than the one obtained from FFT1 when ap-

proximately total 100 RF periods (-, 10-7 seconds) are
MAFIA .... used. Two methods (we call energy and decay methods)MAFIA - have been used for Qext calculation. These methods have

S..... been discussed in detail in [4]. At most two MAFIA time
domain runs are needed for each configuration. Both Qo
and Qext can be calculated from the time domain simula-
tion results. After obtaining the resonant frequency w (dis-
cussed above), we excite the system with a sin(wt) line
dipole. The em fields in the cavity should build up co-
herently. The fields are recorded at a few carefully cho-
sen time steps during the simulation, and used later in the

L-- MAFIA post-processor (P3) to re-construct quasi-time har-
monic em fields. Taking the advantage of many built-in

l i p,_ functions in P3, both Q0 and Qext can be readily calcu-

Figure 2: A 3D solid MAFIA model used for the coupling lated [4]. This method (energy method) works very well

simulations for high Q systems with weak coupling where the decay
method becomes impractical because a long time record is
needed. For a strongly coupled system, both methods work

2.2 Simulation Procedures equally well, but the decay method is more efficient if only
Qext is measured. To save cpu time, typically 50 -, 80 RF

The waveguide boundary condition at the waveguide port periods are long enough for each simulation. A model with
was used, the electro-magnetic field in the cavity was ex- about 11,000 mesh points takes approximately 20 minutes
cited by a broad band dipole pulse with its frequency of cpu time on an Ultra 60 Unix Sun-Workstation.
centered around 805 MHz (fundamental TMoio mode). It is important to point out that when using the energy
To simulate the waveguide boundary conditions a two- method, the continuous dipole excitation fields contribute
dimension frequency domain run is necessary in order to to both the stored energy in the cavity and Pext. In gen-
obtain the propagation modes in the waveguide. These eral one should wait until the em fields of the cavity mode
waveguide modes are loaded into the waveguide port when dominate before recording the fields where the contribu-
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tions from the dipole become negligible. However, for a the expected exponential decay can hardly be observed at
strongly coupled system (or a complex system), the time this time scale. Nevertheless zooming into the last 10-20
that it takes for the cavity mode to dominate could be quite RF periods, the resonant frequency of the system can be
long, this contribution can not be neglected in a short time- measured.
domain run. However the dipole fields can be subtracted
in the post-processor because their contributions are steady
over the time. By recording the fields at two time steps, Qo I .500E-03

and Qext can be computed by,

U(t 2 ) - U(t 1 ) t = U(t 2 ) - u( 000-04

Q p(= ) - P.(tl)' e Pext(t 2) - Pext(tl)' 0.

(3)
where U(tj), Pw(ti) and Pext(ti) are stored energy in the
cavity, power loss on cavity, wall and power loss in the
matched load at time ti, respectively. Equation 3, in fact,

can be used even at times when the dipole contributions be-
come negligible. Another alternative solution is to compute 0. 2. 000E-08 4..00.-00 6.000E-08 S.00.-08 1.00OE-07

for longer time (more cpu time of course!) until the dipole CS

fields becomes negligible. The Q0 and Qext are simply Figure 4: Magnetic field B2,(i) recorded as a function of
given by, time

Qo 0 w U(i) . Qext Ut. ) (4) For a strongly coupled system, the em fields exhibit an

P. (4) Pext(ti)" exponential decay pattern (it looks like a linear pattern if

Calculations of U(ti), P, (ti) and Pext(ti) using time- time record is less than Text). Calculation of Qext is straight

domain simulation results are also presented in details forward, and given by,

i[4.Qext -:: - (W) B t2)ln- tl ) (5)

2.3 Simulation Results 2 lnB,,(t2)-lnB,,(ti)'

Based on the methods discussed above, MAFIA simula- where B2 (ti) is the B., measured at ti.

tions were performed on the model shown in Figure 2. As
an example for the energy method, Figure 3 shows a snap 3 CONCLUSION
shot of electric fields in the cavity + coupler system driven The coupler has been designed using the MAFIA time do-
by a continuous line dipole resonating at w. The fundamen- main simulations. The coupling slot dimension was deter-
tal TM0 10 mode is clearly dominant in the system. Fields mined to be 12 cm x 2 cm x 8 cm (width x height x depth)
at the coupling slot can barely be seen. Figure 4 gives a to give critical coupling (/3, (1) = 2) at the frequency of 805

... . . MHz for a three-cell 1 interleaved structure. The MAFIA

MAFIA ....... ...... time domain simulations and the methods we developed
have been proved to be a powerful tool our coupler designs,
and can be easily applied to other similar applications.
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HOM SUPPRESSION OF THE CAVITIES WITH PLUGER TUNER BY THE
TEMPERATURE TUNING

M. Kwon, H. J. Park, and I. S. Park
PAL/POSTECH, San-31 Hyoja-Dong, Pohang 790-784, Korea

Abstract frequency obviously shift HOM frequency. In cavities
with plunger-type tuner all these changes affect tuner

New storage ring cavity temperature system was position since a phase loop always tune the cavity to the
successfully operated for the Pohang Light Source (PLS) proper rf frequency by adjusting the tuner position. The
and increased the stable maximum beam current up to change in tuner position can be written as
200 mA. The storage ring cavity for PLS has the Altotal = AlthermaI + Albeamloading
plunger-type tuner which is controlled by the phase
feedback loop to always tune the resonant frequency. It should be noted that each term in the RHS does not
Optimum temperature windows for the PLS cavities couple to each other. The frequency shift of HOM
were obtained by intensive but tiresome measurements. becomes
The measured results is compared to the calculation _ dd _ _)
based on the relations expressed as a function of the Af ( - ldfr m +lo .

Themeaurd rsuls s cmpaedto he alulaio = -( ý i 'thIr + I~0
tuner position. - f dlY dl

The first term in the RHS represents the HOM frequency
1 INTRODUCTION shift due to the thermal expansion and the second term

Temperature tuning of the storage ring cavities has been is caused by the tuner position adjustment[4]. Note that
used effectively for shifting the dangerous cavity HOMs different Al is used for each term.
at the Elettra[1, 2] and couple of other third generation Now we describe Al as a known parameters. For thermal
light sources. At the Pohang Light Source (PLS) a new expansion, it is known as[4]
temperature control system[3] for the cooling water of Af =-a AT f
the cavities was installed and has been actively used for
suppressing amplitudes of HOMs. A clear difference of where a is the thermal expansion coefficient of copper.
the PLS cavities from the Elettra is the tuning Since tuner always moves to tune to the resonant
mechnism; the plunger-type tuner. Effects of the frequency, the rf frequency shift can be written as
temperature change on the HOM frequency shift should Therefore
consider the plunger movement controlled by the (dd'•
resonant frequency feedback. circuit. This makes the Afaf =- ltermal
analysis cumbersome. At Photon Factory an elaborate dl
length adjustment of a fixed block was used in stead of
the temperature tuning[4]. In a similar fashion the tuner position change due to the

Here a systematic approach to temperature tuning of
RF cavities with plungers is presented in the following Althe = C1 f-• f AT.
sections and a comparison with the initial operation dfd dl
results will be given. beam loading can be obtained as

where all the parameters are represented with the
2 DERIVATION conventional notations. Now the HOM frequency shift

The parameter, Critical Temperature, defined as the
cavity temperature for which the frequency of the HOM AR, frf cos•'g 1
exactly overlaps the frequency of the coupled bunch 0beamloading - 0(1+ # )V, df, / Ab

mode[2] is adopted here for a systematic analysis. dl
According to the definition of the critical temperature, can be expressed as a function of the temparature change
the operating temperature of the cavities should not be as well as the beam loading. These two are major factors
near the critical temperature, where the coupling is at shifting frequency by changing the tuner position
maximum. accordingly. The frequency shift of HOM can be written
There are several parameters to shift HOM frequency at in terms of these two parameters, AT and Al, as follows.
the cavities. Cavity volume changes caused by thermal
expansion, by change in the dissipating power or by
change in beam loading are typical. Change in rf

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 899
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IaT - df.oM/ dfoM/

+f /dl| R~cosq/• 4f A/ 25

S~oM=(oM AT)-f o df,0  Q(1+fi)VK ddl
Idcl Id 24

Here the accelerating voltage is defined as V. cos Ts. AT
and AI are the variations from the preset reference points 23

and other parameters should have values at the reference 22

point. By equating this to the condition for invoking a At•29'C0O 21 At 41 *C
multi-bunch instability mode, the critical temperature At

can be calculated as 20 • AtA0C
i--

T c [ Icos f ) 3HOM f r Al1+ ( " fo°m 1l9

I QrO + PO 3 1 -m

L~3
rf Jr O

where 8 is the derivative of frequency change with Figure 1. Tuner position as a function of beam current at three
different cavity temperatures which shows that the thermalrespect to the tuner position and the superscript zero

means the values at the reference temperature, T,. Since expansion and beam loading independently contribute to the
total displacement.

all rf parameters could only be measured at cases

without beam, the reference point for the beam current is between cavities should be checked. Checking the first
set to zero and for the temperature set to 30"C. point, tuner position was measured as a function of the
The growth rate of a longitudinal coupled bunch mode amount of beam current stored and the cavity
instability for a beam current Ib stored in M uniformly temperature as shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, the slope
filled and spaced bunches and for a high Q cavity HOMs of the tuner position as the stored current increases does
can be approximated by[2], not change at different temperatures. This clearly

1 77 Ib )2 represents that two factors (thermal and beam loading)
T Q, (Ele) (Z 11, (Win (o),, o ), are decoupled as assumed. The slope is also linearly

fitted, which means that the second point is satisfied for
where, the beam loading factor, whereas the effect of the

thermal expansion was already tested in the Ref [5].
o.M (lM+n+Q,)fl/h Testing third point requires a bit more speculation.

-ROM r (T-T.f Fo f ]H R, Cos V,, 6HoM fA/, +f•,oM Relations between Al and Al are for
1T-T)HfOMZ + "Q(io+l~ )V, ' the case with the optimum tuning, i.e. Nf is the tuning

angle for the case of the minimum reflected power. If
there is any balance mismatch, then xV is not optimum

R° any longer. In this case, relations between Al and xV, are

Z'(o)= -Q HOM  
very important. If the balance between cavities changes,

l+ iQ )M ' [ ' 
0

o M I
I WHOM OV. 51.0

3 APPLICATION TO THE PLS CAVITIES curont= oo mA

a 50.8 -

To apply the above analysis to PLS cavities, necessary
parameters were measured in situ. Since it is impossible 50.-0
to measure frequencies with rf power on, measured 00.
values without rf power should be converted to the E 50.4

reference values, which are extrapolated by considering -i
the effects of rf power-on at temperature To without .9 50.2

beam current. Before going further three points should 6

be examined for checking the usefulness of this analysis. 50.0
First it should be checked whether the total tuner 0.00 0.05 0.10 015 0.,20 0.25 0.30

position movement is just a summation of contributions Synchrotron Phase (radian)

from each factor. Second check whether the tuner Figure 2 Change of the critical temperature as a function of

position is linearly proportional to the temperature and the tuning angle. Large change in tuning angle due to the

beam current. Third the effect of balance mismatch of unbalanced beam loading between stations does not affect

the beam loading much on the critical temperature calculations.
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Figue 3 Grwthratecalulaed or T01 moe o #2 Figure 4. Threshold current for the second cavity at
t40oC temperature.

V .changes, too. Thus sensitivity should be analyzed.
temperatureAs an another example, we take same mode at the cavity

Figure 2 shows the change in critical temperature as a A naohreape etk aemd ttecvt

function of tuning angle for a typical case. The critical 1. Unlike the previous one, this mode does not have a

temperature does not change much for a relatively large dependence of the tuner position on the frequency, i.e.

change in tuning angle. 
8 .0M=0. Even though tuner does not purturb this mode,

Back to the main subject, parameters required to the thermal expansion of the cavity body can shift the

calculate the critical temperature and the growth rate mode frequency. This fact clearly show the difference

were measured and recalculated. Let us take TM011 between cavities with and without plunger-type tuners in

mode of the second cavity as an example. The HOM response to a thermal disturbance. The calculation in this

frequency is 757.857 MHz at 30 0C. The derivative 8HOM case also shows similar characteristics. From this

was measured of -59.19 kHz/mm. For AI is 100 mA, the analysis, the optimal operating temperature can be

critical temperature is calculated as 50.860C. Since the determined after overlapping all the contributions from

critical temperature has a current dependence, it changes all HOMs. In PLS the temperature tuning improved the

from 52°C to 45°C as the current increases from zero to stable operation current up to 200 mA. Above that

200 mA, respectively. The growth rate can be also current, a strong transverse instability appeared to limit

calculated as shown in Fig. 3. By comparing the growth the maximum stored current. The active feedback system

rate with the natural damping time the treshold current will be installed in PLS, but the temperature tuning can

can be determined for this mode at certain temperature. still provide flexible and useful operating modes such as

Though not seen in the Figure, the threshold current at operation with longer lifetime. The system also

the critical temperature is about 60 mA, which agrees contribute very much to reduce the power requirement of

quite well with the experimental observations. Also this the feedback system by decreasing HOM impedances

growth rate decreases above 160 mA since the plunger substantially even at higher beam current.

tuner position continuously moves out as the current
increases, which shifts the HOM frequency towards a REFERENCES
favorable region again. [1] M. Svandrlik, et al., 'The cure of Multibunch

Since the critical temperature changes as the beam Instabilities in Elettra,' in PAC95 Proceedings,

current does so, the calculated growth rate at the critical Dallas, 1995.
[2] M. Svandrlik, et al., 'Improved Methods of

temperature for a given current is always the largest. Measuring and Curing Multibunch Instabilities in

Therefore the growth rate at a fixed temperature is Elettra,' in EPAC96 Proceedings, Sitges, 1996.
normally smaller at any current except the current at [3] I. S. Park, et al., 'Operation Results of Upgraded
which the fixed temperature equals to the critical Cooling Water System for the Storage Ring RF
temperature. This is shown in Fig. 4. When T is below Cavities in PLS,' in APAC98 Proceedings, Tsukuba,

1998..
40'C, the growth rate for this mode is lower than the [4] H. Kobayakawa, et al., 'Suppression of Beam

natural damping rate up to 200 mA. Instabilities Induced by Accelerating Cavities,' Rev.
Sci. Instrum. 60 (1989) 1732.
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DISK-TYPE INPUT COUPLER WITH A HOM DAMPER FOR THE PLS
STORAGE RING CAVITY

J. S. Yang, I. S. Park, and M. Kwon
PAL/POSTECH, San-31 Hyoja-Dong, Pohang 790-784, Korea

Abstract
2 HIGH POWER TEST OF THE

A disk-type input coupler for the Pohang Light Source PROTOTYPE INPUT COUPLER
(PLS) storage ring cavity was fabricated and tested up to The high power test stand (HPTS) in PLS consists of a
60 kW. A coaxial adapter is required for this system 60 kW cw klystron amplifier, a circulator, low level
which should have an exit for the loop coupling tubes. control system and a spare cavity. Inside cavity the
Since this input coupler can extract HOMs better than ceramic window region is monitored by a CCD camera
the cylinder-type one out of the cavity, a specially and the reflected power, vacuum pressure and the arc
designed HOM absorber was implemented in the design signal are connected to the interlock circuit to trip off the
of the adapter. A characteristic of the system is input rf power when signal exceed the preset limits. All
simulated by the HFSS code. The result of the data for the forward and reflected power, vacuum
simulation and a preliminary measurement will be pressure, temperatures on various points along with
presented. monitoring signal of the klystron amplifier are taken,

stored and processed for display. A PC with a GPIB
1 INTRODUCTION interface and HP DAQ modules control and monitor the

For PLS RF cavities loop couplers with cylindrical whole system.
ceramic window have been used. These couplers have
one drawback; the output port, WR-1500 waveguide
does not match to the transmission line, which is a V.....

coaxial type. Therefore interface requires a coax-to- 10 - T...... . 55

waveguide transition which wastes small amount of RF i-
power and makes whole system little bit complicated to so
handle. This motivated us to design a new disk-type 6 /
coupler with coaxial port out[l]. A 3D MAFIA modeling
shows good performance and low power test proved that
point. It also shows a good HOM extraction 2 -d

characteristics which led us to develop a outside HOM 35

absorber. A high power test and the design work for the 0 10 ' 10 20 30 40 s' ' o " 0
filter of the HOM absorber will be covered in the RF Power(kW)

following sections.
... Figure 2. Changes in vacuum pressure and the temperature of

the inside wall of the inner conductor during the aging of the
prototype input coupler.

The high power test went through as normal. In low
power region multipactoring occurred often but
decreased as aging process went on. The reflected power
was kept very low proving good VSWR as expected in
the previous low power test. Above 40 kW of input
power occasional arcs appeared followed by a vacuum

i •pressure burst to O.OlmT range. The number of
'I• . occurrence decreased substantially in two days of

o -operations. This means that the arc may not be caused by
a structural problems. A qualitative improvement of the
surface treatment may be required.
A thermocouple attached to the inner wall of the center
conductor shows a rapid increase of the temperatureFigure 1. Prototype input coupler installed for the high above 50 kW of power applied whereas the vacuum

power test.
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pressure gradually increased to a nano-Torr level (Figure stub design was reported to show poor rejection
2). characteristics[3]. Here multi-stub design were tested

initially. Simulation with the HFSS shows filter
3 HOM DAMPER characteristics. As in Fig. 4, the initial results show that

During the low power measurements, it was observed the design still need more fundamental mode rejection

that in the prototype coupler more HOMs was coupled ratio and less attenuation in the pass-band. Optimization

out compared to the previously used disk-type coupler. and study for other type of filters such as the Chebyshev-

This is shown in Fig. 3. The spectra were measured from type one[2] should be pursued.

a loop probe placed inside cavity. For the prototype
coupler less modes are visible, meaning that more
HOMs are coupled outside through the disk window. To
absorbed these HOMs not to turn back to the cavity, an
absorber should be provided. The quarter wavelength
reflection plate of the T-adapter is the best place to use if
a proper way is found to filter out HOMs only. The
fundamental mode should be reflected fully at this plate - -
for minimum power loss.

PS Feb 1997 13: 41:37
CHI $11 log MAG 4 dB/ REF -15 (38 A-3,6375 CI

1 50. 0 9 MHz

CPR

iS .6 753 dS
' o GHZI

Cor REF'ERE1 1CE IN_ --ITO Ci:T.630
~Ag 2 1 0i .R.

[II-i Scatter ing Matr , vs. Freqoetcy

I I [......

START 490.000 000 MHZ STOP 2 500.000 000 MHz

Figure 3(a). HOM spectrum for cylindrical-type window " ,c "
coupler.

26 Feb 1997 1I:13:19
CHI S.i log MAG 4 CI/ REF -1s odB -9.o40466 Figure 4. A model of the stub-type high pass filter simulated

9 2 HZ by the HFSS. Bottom graph shows Sll and S12 of the model
PLR,,, filter.
C2 1.7 GHZ

Avg 129438Gz4474 MHz
16 A; -1. 1__ For the dampers, matched load will be used. Detail

Et5 GHz

design study of the damper just begins. Design, low
power model and high power model development will be

F paralled with the T-adapter fabrication. The whole
- i • system will be tested and characterized in late this year.

-REFERENCES
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3(b). HOM spectrum for disk-type window coupler. Proceedings, Vancouver, 1997.[3] P. Matthews, et al., 'Storage Ring Cavity Higher-

Order Mode Dampers for the Advanced Photon
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investigated. The rejection characteristics of the single
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Design of a HOM Coupler for a Damped Cavity at the Photon Factory Storage
Ring

M. Izawa, S. Sakanaka, T. Takahashi*, Photon Factory, KEK, Ibaraki, 305-0801, Japan
T. Koseki, Y. Kamiya, ISSP, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 188-8501,

Abstract sufficiently reduce the Q-values of six out of nine
dangerous HOMs without influence on the Q-value of the

We designed a higher order mode (HOM) coupler with a accelerating mode [8].
rod-type antenna to reduce HOM's impedances of
trapped modes in a damped cavity. The antenna is 2 DESIGN CONCEPT OF THE HOM
followed by a standard coaxial line. A tapered silicon- COUPLER
carbide (SiC) load is fixed at the end of the coaxial line.
The HOM coupler is attached to an opening for the fixed The dangerous trapped HOMs are TM01 1, TM020,
tuner which is used to detune the resonance frequencies TM021, TElil, TMlr0 and TMI 0l mode. These
of trapped modes to avoid the coupled-bunch instabilities. HOM's frequencies are distributed from 0.7 to 1.4 GHz.
The shape of the SiC load and the insulator for the inner Figure 1 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the
conductor of the coaxial line is optimized so that an input cavity with the HOM coupler. The rod antenna of the

SWR is as small as possible by using the computer code HOM coupler is located in the center of the cylindrical

HFSS [1]. The input SWR was obtained to be less than wall of the cavity. Therefore the HOM coupler strongly

1.7 over the wide frequency range between 0.7 to 1.4 couples with TMO 11, TEIll 1, TM021, and TM111 mode,

GHz. The low power measurement showed this type of and does not couple with the fundamental mode. The

HOM coupler sufficiently damped the HOM's in the input reflection coefficient of the HOM coupler should be

cavity. The fabrication of the high power model based on small enough over the wide frequency range between 0.7
this design is in progress. to 1.4 GHz. We set a design goal to achieve an input

VSWR of less than 1.7 (10% power reflection) in the

1 INTRODUCTION frequency range.
As for the load, we chose SiC (CERASIC-B, Toshiba

We have developed a damped structure RF cavity for a Ceramics co. Ltd), which is the same material as that used
high brilliance configuration of Photon Factory (PF) in the beam duct, since it has the high loss-tangent in the
storage ring [2] and a VSX project of the University of wide frequency range, the high thermal conductivity and
Tokyo [3]. The four damped cavities have been operating the low outgassing rate, and is working well as the HOM
in the PF ring since 1997 [4]. The damped cavity has a absorber of the damped cavity in the PF ring [9-1i1].
large diameter beam duct. HOMs whose frequencies are
above the cut-off frequency of the beam duct propagate
out from the cavity to the beam duct, and the HOMs are
damped by the SiC absorber which is placed inside wall Cavity
of the beam duct. The several HOMs, with frequencies
lower than the cut-off, still remain in the cavity with high
Q values and have the possibility of introducing coupled- 150
bunch instabilities. These HOMs frequencies are detuned 5
so as not to introduce any coupled bunch instabilities
using two fixed tuners of the cavity in the PF storage ring. ,_
For a ring with a larger circumference such as the VSX
ring, the frequency detuning becomes less effective,
because of its low revolution frequency. We have
developed HOM coupler [5-7] with a rod antenna to Fixed tuner
reduce Q values of the trapped HOMs. We fabricated SiC absorber--,.
low-power models of the HOM coupler and measured the HOM coupler
RF characteristics of the trapped modes. The results of
the measurement showed that the HOM coupler could Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the cavity with the

HOM coupler.
"Email: takeshi.takahashi@kek.jp
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Inner Conductor Outer Conductor Short Plate The calculation conditions are as follows. Straight section
/ "! / length (Lb) of SiC absorber is 80mm that is long enough

___ t__ _ _ _ / to absorb incident power completely. The reflections
from the short plate can be ignored. We assumed .that the- -- t•/ ]• ......... •------------...... dielectric constants of the SiC are a permittivity c' = 25

-ONE _ and tan5 = 1.4, which are the approximate values of the
beam duct SiC. The longer the taper length (La), the

Input Port Spo Disk lower reflection coefficient is obtained as expected. As

aSupport LkLb SiC seen in Fig. 3, the reflection power of the taper section of
the SiC become lower than 10% at a taper length La of
80mm. Then we adopted the taper length La of 80mm,

Figure 2. A simulation model of the HOM load. and cut the thin part (below 2mm in thickness) of the
taper, since a thin SiC is fragile. Figure 4 shows our final
design. The taper length (La) is 48mm and the minimum

3 DESIGN OF THE HOM ABSORBER thickness of the SiC absorber is 2mm. The straight
section length (Lb = 10mm) of the SiC absorber is not

The small size HOM coupler is preferable to avoid the long enough to completely absorb incident power.
interference with other ring components such as However, the straight section length (Lb) and the distance
synchrotron radiation beam line. To satisfy this between the support disk and the SiC absorber were
requirement, we designed the structure of the HOM adjusted, so that the reflection waves from the support
coupler by using the computer simulation codes HFSS. disk, the SiC absorber, and the short plate (the end of the
Figure 2 shows an example of the simulation model. We SiC absorber), cancel each other. The SiC absorber is
set the basic design of the HOM coupler as follows. The divided into four pieces since they are easily brazed to the
diameters of the inner and outer conductors are 10mm inner conductor. The inner and outer conductors have
and 20mm, respectively. The inner conductor is cooling water channels. The SiC is cooled via the inner
supported by a support disk and the SiC absorber which is conductor. The support disk is located at 80mm distant
fixed between the outer and inner conductors at the end from the cavity wall, where an electromagnetic field
of the coaxial line. The end of the coaxial line is shorted strength of the fundamental mode is weak enough.
by metal (short plate) to seal vacuum. The SiC absorber is The influence of the support disk on the reflection
made in the shape of a taper to reduce reflections. We characteristics is very important in our design. Figure 5
calculated reflection characteristics of the taper of the SiC. shows the frequency dependence of the reflection power
Figure 3 shows the reflection characteristics versus on three different types of support disk materials, alumina
frequency on the taper section length (La) of the SiC ceramics (permittivity c' =10), macor (s'=6) and teflon
without support disk. (F'=2). As seen in Fig. 5, the reflection power is lower

than 7% in the frequency range 0.7 - 1.4 GHz for three

25 support disk materials.
S...... ...... La= 0mmFlange

M . La-60mm Cooling Water Pipe

20 La=18Omm
.... . a--120mm

~ 15 . * La -190nmm
"2" 15 ............... .

0= 10 [-
0 ................. ....... ........................................................

Inner Conductor5 ... .............. .................. ................... i ....... ;
.... .... cavity wall] Support Disk sic

0.6 0.8 10 12 14 -

Frequency (GHz) 60 80 , 20 48 10
DITAILS OF INNER CONDUCTOR AND SIC ABSORBER

Figure 3. Reflection characteristics of SiC absorber on Fi T he F dEs Of the HOM ABSORBER

some taper lengths La = 60, 80, 120 and 190 mm.
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The required permittivity is about e" = -20 to satisfy our

E alumina ceramic (c'=10.0) design goal as shown in Fig. 6. We fabricated SiC
* m 'samples to verify the process of manufacturing the SiC7.0 A teflon (e'=2.0) absorber and measured the complex dielectric constant.7.0_ A________c=2.0 The measured values were c' = 20 - 21, tan6 = -1.0 (s" -

6.0 ...................... -20) at 1 GHz. These dielectric constants are barely
""I acceptable to achieve our design goal. The SiC absorber

S..... ................... of our final design is being manufactured in Toshiba
corporation.

4 .0 ........................................ / .............. ................... .........

0 •4 CONCLUSIONS............. .\ ................... ................ ................... ..........r
The HOM coupler with a SiC absorber was designed by

4 2.0-...... ....... .'..'.'" ................... .........../"".."" ........ the use of the computer code HFSS. The VSWR of theA .A HOM coupler could be less than 1.7 (10 % power

" ................ " ................... .."".................. . ................ ......... el c i n n fe u n y r n e 0 7 - 14 G z h
reflection) in frequency range 0.7 - 1.4 GHz. The

0. " """dielectric constants of the SiC samples were found to be

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 barely acceptable. The HOM coupler will be tested at the
PF ring.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5. Reflection characteristics of our final design of 5 ACNOWLEDGMENTS
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A SECOND GENERATION
HOM-DAMPED RF CAVITY*

R. A. Rimmert, D. Li, LBNL, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Abstract to maximize coupling to the worst HOMs. Figure 1
shows the calculated longitudinal impedance spectrum of

The first generation of strongly HOM-damped RF cavities the PEP-II cavity, which agrees well with measurements
are now being operated with beam in accelerators with and beam-signal observations. The three HOM loads are
good success. We briefly review these designs and consider designed to dissipate up to 10 kW each and the window is
some factors in the design of a second generation HOM designed to transmit up to 500 kW. The PEP-IT high-
damped copper RF cavity suitable for use in high current energy ring has operated at its design value of 750 mA [2]
storage rings such as linear collider damping rings, light while the low energy rings has achieved 1.2 A of its 2 A
sources and high luminosity colliders. We consider the goal in a short time [3].
problem of broad-band coupling to the higher-order modes ioooo- .* it 3 H c

(HOMs) and describe how straightforward modifications
to the traditional cavity shape can lead to significant
simplification of the mechanical design and reduction in 8000

cost. We also consider the problem of broad-band HOM
damping in a multi-cell cavity. g 6000 ...............

1 INTRODUCTION
4000 .

The development of machines with high average current in -.
many bunches has focused attention on the need to reduce
the impedance of the higher order modes (HOMs) of the 2000-

RF cavities. At low to moderate current the HOMs may
be detuned to safe frequencies, often by adjustment of the
cavity temperature, or the beam motion may be controlled 0- ,1 .. .

0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0x100
by feedback systems of modest power. At high current the frequency (Hz)

HOM impedances must be reduced at source to keep the Figure 1. Calculated longitudinal impedance spectrum of
beam stable or allow containment by feedback systems of PEP-II cavity (MAFIA T3 simulation).
reasonable power. Several machines are currently
operating or being commissioned to operate in this regime The DAPHNE cavity [3] is a bell-shaped design with
where broad-band damping of a large number of HOMs is a lower shunt impedance, reflecting the modest voltage
required, including the PEP-Il and KEK-B meson factories requirements and priority of low transverse impedance. It
[1], the DAPHNE D factory and CESR-B. Many proposed uses wide-band ridged-waveguide to coaxial transitions,
fourth generation light sources, upgrades to third coaxial feedthroughs and external loads. Two sizes of
generation light sources, linear collider damping rings and couplers cover the range of frequencies in the cavity and
other high intensity machines will also fall into this tapers. The feedthroughs and loads can comfortably handle
regime. the approximately 1 kW per load of beam-induced power.

CESR-B uses a single-cell superconducting cavity
2 OVERVIEW OF CURRENT DESIGNS design with large beam pipes to propagate the HOMs to

All of the "factory" type machines mentioned above external loads [4]. The inherently low R/Q of this shape
and the strong coupling to the loads results in very small

employ single-cell type cavities with strong broad-band residual imped nc wi the sunt incer the
HOM ampngalthughthe emloy vaiet of residual impedances, while the shunt impedance for theHOM damping, although they employ a variety of fnaetlmd svr ih[]

technical solutions to achieve similar results. PEP-II and

DAPHNE use room temperature copper cavities with the KEK-B has developed a similar superconducting

addition of rectangular HOM damping waveguides an design for the high energy ring, but will also employ
broad-band loads. The PEP-11 cavities typically operate at room temperature cavities which have a combination of

about 850 kV and 103 kW of wall dissipation [2]. The waveguide and beam-pipe dampers and an external energy
HOM openings are limited in size and strategically placed storage cavity to reduce detuning for beam loading

compensation. The KEK-B rings are currently being
commissioned [6].

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Future machines such as the linear collider damping
under contracts DE-ACr 3-76SFov 098. rings will require HOM damped cavities that are as good
t Email: RARimmer@lbl.gov or better than these existing designs.
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3 DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS actually integral to the body and the center section was all
machined from a single piece of copper. This greatly

3.1 Cavity profiles simplified the fabrication process and reduced cost and
yuses the traditional re-entrant technical risk compared to the PEP-II design. A similar

The EP-I caityfabrication scheme is being considered for the NLC
"nosecone" type profile that has been shown to give the fab ricatitiesch ee figu re 4.

highest shunt impedance for copper cavities. Most cavities damping ring cavities, see figure 4.

of this type have a toroidal profile for the body of the end cap RF coupler port
cavity which means that the transition blend or fillet of all sperca b s--o
ports entering the body is a complex surface that must be / spherical body section
made by a process such as multi-axis milling. For the
PEP-II cavity with its many equatorial ports, see figure 2,
this was a significant expense.

nose-cone RF iris couplr electroformed copper

body with
cooling

-- :•~-- ichannels/• !•tu~ner port HOM port
• -. • extension

HOM Figure 4. Possible NLC damping ring cavity assembly

Po rt 3.2 HOM waveguides

For the PEP-HI cavity simple rectangular waveguides were
fixed-tuner used, see figure 5a. The width of the waveguide was
port "considered too great to enter the cavity directly so a

smaller racetrack shaped iris was used between the cavity
and the waveguide. This required additional parts and
machining operations. The HOM waveguide opening

pick-up loop/view port causes a strong current concentration at the ends of the

slot which results in the highest power density and
Figure 2. Assembly of PEP-II cavity showing body stresses in the cavity and requires a carefully optimized
cooling channels on one half (exposed), equatorial and cooling channel layout [9].
HOM port inserts, nose-cones and "lid" section.

RF coupler port
a (PEP-11)

spherical body section
pick-up port

b c
end cap Figure 5. HOM waveguide cross sections with the same

cut-off frequency, a: PEP-II rectangular guide, b: compact
beam pipe / ridged guide, c: circular ridged guide
extension The peak power density is strongly dependent on the

tuner pradius at the end of the slot and the radius of the fillet

between the waveguide and the cavity wall. Figure 5b
shows a more compact ridged guide cross section with the
same cut-off frequency, which does not require an iris.

Figure 3 Assembly view of ALS Landau cavity This shape is being evaluated for the NLC damping ring
RF cavity. Figure 5c shows a circular ridged waveguide

Frecently thsignedby A 1.5 Landaucitie whh we [ that could be used on the mid-plane of the cavity as arecently designed by LBNL [71 and built by LLNL [8], a HOM damping aperture or main coupler. The single sided

different shape was used, see figure 3, in which the center ridgepbrea pertre or the aperThe sinh side

part of the cavity was spherical. This allowed all of the ridge breaks the symmetry of the aperture which may bepar ofthecavty as pheicl. hisallwedallof he useful in coupling to HOMs that have no magnetic field
port blends to be turned on a lathe. The ports were ueu nculn oH~ hthv omgei il

on the mid-plane (the PEP-II cavity used an offset slot to
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gain useful extra damping of some modes). The circular 5 CONCLUSIONS
section lends itself to the use of circular flanges which HOM damped structures have been proven to be effective
may improve reliability over the rectangular type used for in reducing instabilities in high current storage rings.
PEP-II. With wire EDM techniques it is straightforward to Changing the cavity body shape from toroidal to partly
make smooth transitions between these various profiles or spherical may allow simpler fabrication with no penalty
to a broad-band load or coaxial feedthrough. A plunge- in shunt impedance. Modified HOM damping apertures
EDM technique is being evaluated to cut the port profiles may eliminate the iris feature, simplifying the design, and
and blend radii into the cavity body, which may simplify may use larger radii at the ends of the slots to reduce the
the manufacturing. RF surface current concentration, lowering the temperature

4MULTI-CELL CAVITIES and reducing stresses. HOM damping in multi-cell cavities
may be practical and effective and will be studied further.

Multi-cell cavities have the advantage that they offer very I I I

high shunt impedance but unfortunately they also have a 3Nxew 3 c w hNow 3-coll cavity with spherical imid sectionsi

large number of potentially harmful HOMs, some of six .difd HOM waveguides 45' if= beamxi

which may not be well damped by couplers at the ends of 25 .

the cavities. Adding damping waveguides to each cell
would solve this problem but would lead to an ungainly 20.

structure. The problem may lie in the cell to cell coupling
schemes often used for these structures. Beam iris
coupling, figure 6a, is poor at transmitting many HOMs
along the structure. Magnetic coupling via pairs of
kidney-shaped slots between cells, figure 6b, is commonly 10

employed in linacs and multi-cell cavities, but in this case
some or all of the dipole modes will not be propagated

through long structures. The simple expedient of using
three equally spaced slots between cells, see figure 6c, will 0
allow the dipole modes to propagate through the structure 0o0 0.5 1.0 ft z) 2 . 3.0510

without introducing any dipole or quadrupole components
into the accelerating mode. This coupling method is Figure 7. Calculated impedance spectrum of 3-cell cavity
currently being investigated for short multi-cell structures, with 3 HOM waveguides at each end and three kidney
and appears promising. Figure 7 shows a preliminary slots between cells (MAFIA T3 simulation).
calculation of the longitudinal impedance spectrum of a 3-
cell HOM-damped structure, there are more HOMs visible REFERENCES
than the single cell but even without optimization the [1] John T. Seeman, "Commissioning Results of B-Factories", these

total impedance does not appear to be worse than three proceedings.
single cells of the same profile and no modes appear to be [2] R. A. Rimmer et. al., "Commissioning of the PEP-Il High-Power
completely trapped in the structure. The size of the RF Systems", EPAC 98, Stockholm, Sweden., June 1998, pp 1805-

coupling slots determines the frequency difference between 7, SLAC-PUB-7852.
the various versions of the fundamental mode (0, n, n/2 [3] A. Gallo et. al. "Operational Experience with the DAFNE Radio-

frequency Systems", these proceedings.

etc.), which may allow them to be tuned to safe [4] S. Belomestnykh et. al. "Commissioning of the Superconducting

frequencies. The impedance of modes other than the RF Cavities for the CESR Luminosity Upgrade", these

accelerating mode will also be reduced by the transit-time proceedings.
factor. [5] H. Padamsee et. al. "RF Superconductivity for Accelerators", Ch.

20, pp 440-446, Wiley, 1998.
[6] K. Akai et. al. "Commissioning of the KEKB RF System", these

proceedings.

[7] R. A. Rimmer et. al., "A Third-Harmonic RF cavity for'the
Advanced Light Source", EPAC 98, Stockholm, Sweden, pp 1808-
10.

[8] R.M. Franks et. al., "Mechanical Design and Fabrication
Processes for the ALS Third-Harmonic Cavities", these

Q ) proceedings.
[9] R. Rimmer, et. al., "High-power RF Cavity R&D for the PEP-Il B

Factory", Proc. EPAC 94, June 27-July 1 1994, London, pp 2101-

Figure 6. Coupling slot configurations. a: beam iris, b: 3, LBL-34960, PEP-Il EE note 3-94.

dual kidney slots, c: triple kidney slots
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A NOVEL RACETRACK MICROTRON ACCELERATING STRUCTURE*

D.V. Kostin#", V.I. Shvedunov*, N.P. Sobenin#, and W.P. Trower
World Physics Technologies, Blacksburg VA

Abstract Table 1: RCBS dimensions (in mm)

We have designed, constructed, and evaluated a Main Cells End Cells
Rectangular Cavities Biperiodic Structure prototype for D=Xw/2 52.5
our compact 70 MeV pulsed RaceTrack Microtron [1]. A 110.0 A[1]/A[71 110.0/110.0
We present here the design details and test measurements. Bal 54,9 Bal[1]/Ba0[71 52.98/55.76

Ba2  55.3
1 INTRODUCTION B: 52.5

La 38.0 L. [1] 20.68
Our mobile 70 MeV RTM requires a narrow accelerating Lc 3.5
structure to allow 1 st orbit electrons to bypass the T 5.5
structure. We solved this problem by using a rectangular A1  20.0
accelerating structure with rectangular vertically extended B, 10.0

beam slots. This structure also produces high frequency ldt 4.4
horizontal focusing, which we use to simplify the RTM tdt 5.0
construction and operation [1,2]. xs1  20.0

lsl 32.1 lsl[1]/lsl[7] 51.70/37.36

2 STRUCTURE CALCULATION ds1  8.0
Y I Ys2  45.0

1 _A- B-B Is2 38.2
66 dý2  8.0

b

.1 k f, MHz
.___ - 1/9_ 2924.61971, < X 941B04 0 o 2938.027

22 A 1/12 2934.125
... ...... :..... ............. .... ... ............ . ..... .. 1/8 2 89 .300.698. 3

' 'A2900- 1/8 2924.6987
1/4 2908.034Figure 1: Rectangular cavities biperiodic structure ...
1/3 2892.300

..... . 3/8 2882.987
5/12 2872.932

We found the RCBS structure dimensions with optimal 02860 - 1-2 2856.232
electrodynam ics characteristics, seen in Fig. 1, using g ............. ... /....................... .............. 7/12 2836.054

analytical and numerical calculations as well as computer 2/3 2820.17S.234 2803.871

simulations [3]. We calculated a seven cell section, seen in 2820 - 5/6 2797.658

Fig. 2, whose first cell is for 0=0.67. In Table 1 we 7/8
2D 11112 2792.524

present the structure dimensions where the first and last 1 2790.839
end cells are listed separately. In Fig. 3 we show the 0.0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1.0

calculated RCBS dispersion characteristics. Figure 4 k, mode4k1

contains the calculated on-axis longitudinal electrical Figure 3: Seven cell RCBS section dispersion

field. characteristics

E. z(z) ...... .. .. .." .. ...... ............. .... .. ..i .... ........ ....
•..... ....... .. l_ _ x • .• ,i .. . .•z....J .. ..... . _. .. ... ....... -.. --.. u. .... .... .. 5ýl

k / 4 's 1 04 IX . ..... ... .... .....

Figure 2: Seven cell RCBS section................. ....................
Work supported in part by NSF DMI-9704039
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Figure 4: Seven cell RCBS section E,(0,0,z)
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3 STRUCTURE TUNING network analyzer, (2) a personal computer, and a
mechanical assembly. This assembly included (3) the

Our manufactured seven accelerating and six coupling cell structure, (4) a bead pulling system with (5) pulleys, (6)
section geometry was adjusted to obtain the operating thread directors inserted into drift tubes, and (7) a stepper
frequency in various resonant setups, each with a different motor/controller. The stepper motor, used to drive the (8)
number of RCBS periods. We then tuned the end cells to ceramic bead attached to (9) a nylon thread, was
obtain the required accelerating field distribution at the controlled by the computer through the network analyzer.

operating frequency by adjusting the end cell coupling slot
lengths and narrow wall dimensions, Bal[i], i=1 and 7. .2794.4 - ..... .. )..

Next we tuned the coupler cell frequency by decreasing its 01: 2800.2

narrow wall dimension by 0.6mm (BA.cPL=5 4 .3mm). We 2:28110

chose the coupling window width for the 72x34mm2  3:28247

feeding waveguide using its analytical dependence on the :2839.6

normalized impedance, seen in Fig. 5 [4]. To support a 528560i

0.7A total beam current from all orbits, we matched the : 2873

coupler using a coupling coefficient of -3.5 [4]. An 7:28945

08: 2909approximate analytical formula gave a window width of
09: 292035

31.7mm, which we made 28mm and increased to 28.8mm
during tuning. '10: 29342,

AxBe=110x54.3mm . Figure 7: RF modes spectra measurements
4.A=38mm t,=smm

4-WG:4_..._ After tuning and matching the coupler with the
1. = 8000 -structure, we obtained the irI2 mode operating frequency2. Q--10000 .. operating.frequency

3-3s. z C- 1 i'i.. of fo=(2856±0.1)MHz at 20)C in agreement with the
calculated value. We realized the lowest passband Ell

Z J ............ resonance frequencies, seen in Fig. 7, using both reflection
(standing wave ratio) and transition (Kt,) coefficient

.t ..-... • .... 40 -- measurements, with two different field exciting and pick-
. ... off points, through a waveguide adapter connected to the

coupler and through a metal plunger inserted into the drift
iii illiill ll il il lltu b e .

After matching the coupler with the rectangular
0 elwaveguide, the structure coupling coefficient was 3.0.

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 Using a small 5mm diameter metal rod mounted near the
hV. i I narrow rectangular waveguide wall, we obtained the 1.0

Figure 5: Coupler impedance with window width standing wave ratio used in field measurements. We also

4 STRUCTURE MEASUREMENTS measured the Q-factor

U' ' l \ ' I
2 1

PC HP8752 ___ :J

F44

Figure 8: Seven cell E.(0,0,z) measured distribution

Figure 6: Measurement setup We measured the field distribution and effective shuntimpedance using the bead-pull method with a 6mm long,

We measured the section electrodynamics characteristics 0.6mm diameter dielectric cylinder as the perturbing bead.

using the setup shown in Fig. 6, which consisted of (1) a The bead form factor, measured in the E010 cylindrical
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resonator mode, was 8.849x10"20 m2c/fm. We made these 6 REFERENCES
field distribution measurements, seen in Fig. 8, in two
ways. In the first we obtained the shunt impedance by [I] E.A. Knapp, A.W. Saunders, V.I. Shvedunov, N.P. Sobenin and

measuring, with the network analyzer, the induced W.P. Trower, "A Mobile Racetrack Microtron", Nucl. Instrum.

frequency shift as the bead moved along the structure axis. Meth. B139 (1998) 517.
[2] D.V. Kostin, V.N. Melekhin, V.I. Shvedunov, N.P. Sobenin, and

From ý (4 = E. (z)/IJ- = Af /(2hrKf - ), where E,(z) W.P. Trower, "High Frequency Focusing-Accelerating Structures",in Applications of Accelerators in Research and Industry, J.L.
is the on-axis longitudinal electric field, P is RF power, Dugan, and I.L. Morgan, eds. (AIP Press, Woodbury, 1997) vol.

It7 _ ]p] ] p p] ] p p]p] ]-•CP392, p.1 135.and Q is the Q-factor, €o=wa obtained by C32 .15
and Q t=w o[3] R. Klatt, F. Krawczyk, W.R. Novender, C. Palm, and T. Weiland,

integrating over the regular part of the field distribution "A Three Dimensional Electromagnetic CAD System for Magnets,

curve and its first harmonic amplitude for ý(z). RF Structures and Transient Wake-Field Calculations", in Proc.
1986 Linear Accelerator Conf., SLAC-303 (1986) p.276.

In the second more accurate method, we measured the [4] N.P. Sobenin and B.V. Zverev, Electrodynamic Characteristics of
reflection coefficient, r, at a fixed frequency to obtain the Accelerating Cavities, (Energoatomizdat, Moscow, 1993) 2 20pp.

longitudinal electrical field gradient. Here the electric (in Russian).

field at the bead position is proportional to 1]-r, and we

calculated the focusing gradient, G, = 2(I(4)/Io - 1) /x'

(or y-axis). 1o is the integral of • over the regular

part of the on-axis field data and I(x) is this measurement
off-axis by a distance x. The measured adjacent cell
electrical field amplitude ratios were found to be
E1/E 2=0.78, E3/E2=1.06, and E7/E 6=1.04.

The effective shunt impedance to Q-factor ratio was

obtained from rshe,/Q = 4 o L/2, where L is the regular

structure length. The test section is not a regular structure
so we used an indirect effective shunt impedance
measurement. We found ýo and related it to the effective
shunt impedance by r,•sef/Q - zo. We then obtained the

full section shunt impedance to Q factor, R/Q, by
integrating 4 (4 over the full section length. The structure

electrodynamics characteristics results are seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Structure Electrodynamics Characteristics
Characteristic Measured Calculated
fo (MHz) 2,856±0.1 2,856.0
1c(%) 5.1 5.1
Q 10,800±200 12,400

o ( 2 /im) 205±5 211

rsheff/Q (kfl/m) 3.3±0.3 3.65
rsh~eff (MfV/m) 37±3 45
R/Q (kLQ) 1.25±0.02 1.23
G, (m-2) 500±100 410
Gy (n- 2) -300±100 -410

5 CONCLUSIONS

The RCBS for our compact 70 MeV pulsed RTM has
measured EDC in good agreement with those we
calculated. Our RCBS, which operates in the ir/2 mode at
2,856 MHz with a Q of 11,000, has a -40 M02/m effective
shunt impedance and a -400m-2 focusing gradient.
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RF PULSED TESTS ON 3GHZ NIOBIUM CAVITIES

J. Le Duff, C. Thomas*, G. Bienvenu, H.Sunt LAL, Orsay, France
M. Fouaidy, IPN, Orsay, France, R. Parodi, INFN, Genova, Italy

Abstract 2.1 Superheating Field

The achievable limiting RF field for S-Band and L-Band For Type-II superconductors such as niobium, subjected to
superconducting cavities is still an open question today. an external magnetic field Ba (static or slowly varying), the
Previous studies on Sn and In have shown that a surface Meissner effect persists up to the first critical field, B, 1.
magnetic field B, higher than the thermodynamical criti- For Ba lying between B,1 and B.2 , normal conducting
cal field Bc might be reached. The ultimate limiting field areas are nucleated : this thermodynamic state is called
is then the superheating field Bsh (Bsh = 240 mT or Eacc the mixed state. Beyond Be2, superconductivity is com-
= 60 MV/m for Nb at T= 0 K). However, the maximum pletely destroyed. Moreover, in the case of non-zero Ba,

accelerating field observed so far is in the range Eac = the transition from superconducting to normal conducting
37-40 MV/m for the best 1.3 GHz Nb cavities. A dedi- state is of first order. In this case, superheating is possi-
cated facility (NEPAL Supra Test Facilty) is currenly used ble and a magnetic field (BAh) higher than the critical field
at LAL for measuring BAh on bulk Nb 3 GHz cavities sup- Bcl could then be sustained by the superconducting ma-
plied by INFN-Genova. High power pulses (4.5 ps, up to terial. The superheating field BAh is related to the critical
5 MW) are used to reach BAh before cavity thermal break- thermodynamic field B.. According to Ginzburg-Landau
down occurs. A method for analyzing the response of a (GL) theory [3], we distinguish two kinds of superconduc-
SRF cavity when subjected to pulsed high RF power was tors depending on the value of the material's GL parameter
developed and the corresponding numerical simulation re- KCL = Lwhere 'GL is the GL coherence length:
sults were validated by comparison to experimental data. For type I superconductors, BAh 0 B c.
This technique is successfully applied to detect Eac, and For type II, Bh ; 0.75B,.

BAh at which the cavity magnetic breakdown occurs. Mag- Note that niobium, which is a type II superconductor but
netic penetration depth (A) measurements were also per- with a peculiar behaviour due to a r. value close to the crit-
formed with a low RF level test bed and the corresponding ical value NG b = Vwe have:
data analyzed then compared to theoretical predictions.

Bsh 1.2*Bc (1)

1 INTRODUCTION 2.2 Penetration depth

The maximum achieved accelerating fields in SRF cavities The London magnetic penetration depth AL(0) at absolute
are usually limited by field emission and thermal break- zero is given, according to the well-known phenomenolog-
down. These two limits have been pushed back thanks ical London theory, by AL (0) = - where m, e are
to improvements of niobium purity, cavity preparation, as- Po 7 2

sembling and conditionning techniques. In principle, a the- respectively the mass and charge of the electron and n.

oretical limit of the surface field higher than B, (i.e B. is the density per unit volume of super electrons at T =

= 200 mT or 50MV/m accelerating field Eac, for TESLA 0 K. The temperature dependence of the cooper pair den-

shape bulk niobium (Nb) cavities at T= 0 K) is expected sity, introduced in the two fluid model by Gorter-Casimir

in CW mode of operation. Previous RF measurements per- (GC), results in an empirical temperature-dependent Lon-

formed on indium and tin samples and the corresponding don penetration depth : AGC(t) = ALO 1 where t is

theoretical estimation have shown that B, > B, might be the reduced temperature (t = T/T,) with reference to the
reached [1]. Moreover, the fundamental limit Bsh of bulk material critical temperature T,. This expression was de-
Nb is now close to being reached [2]. Due to lack of suf- rived in the London limit where ýo > A and is not valid in
ficient experimental data on Bsh for Nb, it is important to the neighbourhood of T. (i.e t close to 1) [4]. Ginzburg and
measure this parameter precisely. Landau [3] showed that the penetration depth depends on

the material purity, or equivalently the electron mean free
2 SUPERHEATING FIELD AND' path, leading to the following asymptotic expressions:

2 PER RATION FIELD A- for "clean" superconductors (I >» o)PENETRATION DEPTH

AGL~t = -AL (0). 2
In this section, we briefly summarize the useful relation- AGL(t) = (0)
ships dealing with the predictions of BAh and A according - for "dirty" superconductors (1 <to)
to different theories.

* Email: cthomas@IaI.in2p3.fr AGL(t) = AL(0) / 1(3)
t visitor, IHEP, Beijing, PRC 7 Vl.331V/-( -t)i3
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where ýo is the BCS coherence length and 1 the mean free
path of a normal electron. Note that measuring the mag- x 107 0o=8.1'.0..=5.1o

netic penetration depth allow us to determine l and to obtain 0.15 %= 10, 0Q=5.1 0'

the RRR of our cavity in-situ. Direct RRR measurements 0o=5. o'.0.=5.10
on cavities [5] will be used to cross-check the first results.
Moreover, we plan to measure both Bsh and A (Eq. 3) be- 0,=s.0',0..,=33.10'

fore and after cavity heat treatment with Ti gettering (i.e 0.1 0=106,0.,=33.103

material purification), hence we will be able to check the •o.
validity of the relationship given by Eq. 1 (i.e. Bsh doesn't
depend on KGL). " B

3 METHOD OF BSH MEASUREMENT 0.05

In most case, the maximum accelerating field is limited, in
DC or long RF pulsed mode (1 - 10ms) by cavity thermal
breakdown. To circumvent this problem, we use RF pulses
of duration rp = 1 - 4.5ps which are much shorter than the I, I
characteristic time needed for cavity thermal breakdown or 2 4 6

quench induced by anomalous RF losses to occur (ý-_ 100s U, arbitrary units

[6]). In order to achieve a good transfer efficiency between Figure 1: Simulation of the variation of the transmitted
the RF source and the cavity, a strong external coupling power integral versus the incident power integral.
is needed (i.e Qext = 5.104). As long as the cavity is in
the superconducting state (Qo(4.2K) f- 7.107), the cavity Variable

decay time - = -- , where QL is the loaded quality fac- Oscillator

tor, is dominated by the external coupling (i.e 7- n 2 ).
Iw

When a thermal or magnetic breakdown occurs, Qo jumps Geeraor ofY Modulalz- ý3w

instantaneously to 106 _ 105 and consequently T- decreases. pulses

The transmitted power integral Ut f A exp - tdt, which
is proportional to the incident power integral Ui, when the Lodo

cavity is in the superconducting state, shows a deviation Cpler

from the linear behaviour when the cavity quenches (i.e 7 B
transition to the normal state) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The wnn 60dB'

point, where such a deviation (eq. jump of Ut) is initiated ouo' X

and referred to as "B" in this figure, corresponds exactly to C t Waer Load

the quench field. Note that other methods of quench field
measurements are not appropriate to our test stand [7]. Coupler

--- ldB

4 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 3 detection lines

I
In order to reach a high accelerating field, we use a 3 iosope

GHz-35 MW klystron with a maximum pulse length of
4.5,us. The experimental set-up block diagram is shown in
Fig. 2. Data acquisition of all the experimental parameters
and processing (RF signal integration) is performed using
a dedicated LabviewTM program. Figure 2: Schematic of experimental set-up

Experimental runs were performed and the correspond-
ing preliminary results are displayed in Fig. 3. The shape of
the experimental curve is close to the expected simulation being because of some calibration uncertainties.
results (see Fig. 1). More precisely , we clearly observe
a linear part of Ut versus Ui up to a critical value of Ui 5 MAGNETIC PENETRATION DEPTH:
(UiC ý- 1.4 - 1.5 J). Moreover as expected, at this value Ut METHOD AND RESULTS
decreases sharply (cavity magnetic breakdown) when Ui is
slightly increased, reaching a plateau at Ut o- 0.61.tJ for The cavity resonant frequency is influenced by the mag-
Ui > 1.5 J. Note that a precise value of the maximum Eacc netic penetration depth which is a temperature dependent
and hence B8 at which the cavity magnetic breakdown oc- parameter. More precisely, the reactive component of the
curs could not be -deduced from these results at the time cavity surface impedance X is related to the resonant fre-
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ýjx 
10-6

i A- t)
03 1/(I -t')''

2 4 6 81

0.25

0.15 N

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ (G ) -5.9.10-+ 5.0.10-'/(1 -t')••=

AX(GL) -4.7*10~ + 24 0/1-)

F i g u r e 3 : I n t e g r a l o f t r a n s m i t t e d p o w e r v e r s u s i n t e g r a l o f 0 .0 5 ------

incident power (performed at T = 4.2 K on cavity CAT2)

0-_

quency f by the formula: X = 2G(L -f) where G is the 5 10 15 20 25

geometric factor and fo is the frequency of an ideal cavity
(perfectly conducting). Moreover, X is proportional to the Figure 4: Effect of temperature on the relative magnetic
frequency and magnetic penetration depth (X = 27rfo pA). penetration depth for T, = 9.3K [8] for cavity GENI
Consequently, starting at an initial temperature To = 4.2K (X2L 1.58 and X~ic = 21.08 respectively)
and recording the cavity frequency shift due to temperature
variation, we can easily deduce the corresponding AA : 7 REFERENCES

AA\(T) = A(T) - A(To) = G Af (4) [1] T.Yogi, G.J.Dick, J.E.Mercereau, Phys. Rev. Letters 39,
7rjUo f(To)' (1977), pp826-8 29

This procedure was used and the corresponding data [2] E.Kako et al. "Improvement of cavity performance by elec-
(160 data points) analysed and compared (Fig. 4) to the the- tropolishing in the 1.3GHz Nb superconducting cavities", this
oretical relationships of GL (Eq. 3) or GC. These results conference
clearly show that GL theory fits the data better than the [3] V.L.Ginzburg and L.D.Landau, JETP 20 (1950), p1064.
GC theory : the corresponding mean standard deviation are [4] J.Bardeen, L.N.Cooper, J.R.Schrieffer, Phys.Rev. 108 (1957),
respectively 23.lnm and 22.2nm for GC and GL theories. pp1175-1204.
Note that the two fitting parameters are very sensitive to the [5] H.Safa et al., "RRR Mapping of SRF cavities by a magneto-
Nb critical temperature Te (Tc was ajusted by trial and er- metric method", Proc. of 8 th SRF Workshop, Abano Terme,
ror in the range: 9.1 K-9.4 K), and the optimum value was (1997).
9.3 K. This figure is close to published data (T, = 9.3 K) [6] T. Junquera et al., 'Thermal stability analysis of supercon-
[8]. The measured \GL(4.2K) = 33nm is in good agree- ducting RF cavities", Advances in Cryogenic Eng., Vol 43.
ment with previous results [9] leading to a mean free path 1 [71 T.Hays, H.Padamsee, "Measuring the RF critical fields of Pb,
= 670 A and hence a Residual Resistivity Ratio RRR = 10. Nb, Nb3Sn", SRF 980804-06, LNS, Cornell Univ..
The estimated RRR obtained from Nb impurities contents
(0, C, N) [10] is 40. The apparent discrepency between [8] M Cyrot and Davor Pavuna, "Introduction to superconductiv-
the RRR deduced from AGL and the estimated one could ity and High-Tc Materials", (1992), p1 13.
be explained by RRR decrease near the Nb surface [11]. [9] B.Bonin, "Materials for superconducting cavities", CERN96-
Finally, the corresponding experimental GL parameter is 03, p194 .
,exL = 1.1 which is close to n',. [10] M.Fouaidy, Private communication.

[11] C.Antoine et al., "Nuclear Microprobe studies of impurities
6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS segregation in Niobium used for radiofrequency cavities",
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COAXIAL DISC WINDOWS FOR A HIGH POWER SUPERCONDUCTING
CAVITY INPUT COUPLER

S. Chel, M. Desmons, C. Travier, CEA/DSM/DAPNIA/SEA Saclay
T. Garvey, P. Lepercq, R. Panvier, CNRS/IN2P3/LAL Orsay

Abstract Table 1: Windows characteristics
A A/2 coaxial L-band window has been tested up to 1 MW Characteristics
(1 ms pulses), both at room temperature and at 80 K. Di- X/2 TW
electric losses were measured. A travelling wave window Inner diameter (mm) 26.8 75.6
with lower dielectric losses has been fabricated. Outer diameter (mm) 61.6 142.2

Ceramic thickness (mm) 38.4 10
1 INTRODUCTION Performances

In the framework of the TESLA collaboration, Saclay and Bandwidth (MHz) (SI 1 < 0.1) 80 80

Orsay are designing an alternate input power coupler. The Ratio between max field at bra-

aim is to develop a simplified version of the present TTF zing and max field in coax 1 0.2

coupler, in order to reduce the cost. The way to achieve Avg. dielectric losses (W)

this simplification is to consider a fixed (non tunable) and at 1 MW (TESLA pulse) 44 6.5

rigid (non flexible) coupler. As part of this effort, a coupler
test stand including a 80 K cryostat was constructed [1], electron pick-up TIG welding electron pick-up
and several coupler parts were designed and tested. This
paper presents the experimental results concerning a A/2
disc window. It also describes the design of a travelling
wave (TW) disc window. 

ILaunn

2 A/2 DISC COAXIAL WINDOW kovar stainless steel

The simplest coaxial window one can imagine is a ceramic
disc brazed inside the 50 92 coaxial pipe. In order to be self- copper
matched, the ceramic should be half a wavelength thick. 27 mm 5 mm
Using WESGO A1300 alumina which has a permittivity
Er = 9 at the designed frequency of 1.3 GHz (as given by
the vendor), the window was designed with the parameters Figure 1: A/2 disc coaxial window
given on table 1. The inner conductor is made of copper,
while the outer conductor is made of kovar, an alloy which knob type and an antenna type waveguide to coax transition
has a linear thermal expansion coefficient very close to that as shown schematically on fig. 2. The diagnostics used are
of the ceramic and is therefore often used in ceramic/metal 2 electrons pick-ups located on both sides of the window
assemblies. The kovar piece is then TIG welded to the and 2 photomultipliers located as shown on fig. 2.
stainless steel copper coated outer conductor as shown in

vacuum vacuum RF pick-upfig. 1. The ceramic is coated with a thin layer of TiN. This photomultiplier

window was fabricated by SICN [2]. PA
The main advantages of this type of window are its rel-

ative simplicity, its robustness, the absence of electric field waveguid& - waveguide window

perpendicular to the ceramic surface which is favorable for window elec1r-n
electroin

avoiding multipactor, and the ease with which the window pick-up

can be cleaned prior to its assembly on the cavity. The po- RFpick

tential drawbacks are the high electric field at the braze lo- Acyostat
cation and the high dielectric losses due to the large volume
of ceramic used. t

RF input

3 WINDOW TEST CONDITIONS photomuatiplier

The window was mounted on the test stand presented in
reference [1]. It is inserted on the test line between a door- Figure 2: Coupler test stand

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 916
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The present capability of the power source allows tests
at a peak power of 1 MW, for pulses of 800 jIs and a rep-
etition rate of 0.1 Hz. The system runs continuously and o.1
all signals (RF power, vacuum, electrons, light, tempera- 0.025 " '

tures) are recorded for each pulse. This A/2 window was 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

tested for almost 5 months between August 1998 and Jan- Downstream electron signal (V)
10uary 1999, this period corresponding to 990,983 pulses. 7._

For each pulse, 80 parameters are recorded, so that the total 2.5

amount of data represents 1.3 Gbytes. Since the analysis of 0 . 6000

such a huge amount of data cannot be made with standard o m i0 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

spreadsheet softwares, PAW [3] is used. 4 . : M
3

The window was tested under all possible conditions: at 2

room temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature, with 0 5000"6000

standing and travelling wave rf input, with vacuum on both 0 T r1000 2000 (0au0.0)50 .0.

side and with atmospheric pressure on one side. The result 1.005Temperature (a.u.)

of all these tests are presented in the next sections. I
1.0043 Y

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Time (s)

4 TEST UNDER STANDING WAVE

CONDITIONS Figure 3: An example of multipactor behaviour at 1 MW
(standing wave conditions)

By using a short-circuit at the end of the line, one can op-

erate the test stand under standing wave conditions thus
simulating what is happening during the filling of the cav- 5 TEST UNDER TRAVELLING WAVE
ity. The initial conditioning of the window was done un- CONDITIONS
der these standing wave conditions. It took nearly 30,000
pulses to reach the 1 MW level. At that point, while the Under travelling wave operation, one can observe electron
system was processing at 1 MW, an incident occurred that activity on both sides of the window. However as shown on
exhibited large electron, light and vacuum signals, down- fig. 4, the signal is much stronger and the power range is
stream of the window. Unfortunately, the software inter- wider on the damaged side. Fig. 4 also shows that this mul-
lock that would normally reduce the input power in such tipactor can be processed: after 180,000 pulses, signal was
case didn't work. As this event happened at the beginning strongly diminished on the downstream damaged side and
of the week-end, the system ran for the whole week-end at completely disappeared on the upstream side. We didn't
1 MW. Due to large electron emission at or near the down- wait long enough to see, if it would also disappear on the
stream side of the window, the power was fully reflected downstream side. Here again, the behaviour is similar at
at this location. After that unfortunate event, it took more room temperature and at 80 K.
than 300,000 pulses to recondition the window up to 1 MW.
Once conditioned, we cannot observe any systematic and
significant electron or light signal at any power level. At 6 DIELECTRIC LOSSES IN THE
a very erratic rate, one can see some electron signal when WINDOW
the electric field is maximum at the window surface, espe-
cially on the side that was potentially damaged by the event Since the window is thermally connected to the liquid nitro-
described above. To illustrate this behaviour, fig. 3 shows gen cooled shield, the total heat load it produces is of major
that, while running at 1 MW, some strong electron signal concern. In the case of the A/2 window, the main part of the
can be seen. After a few tens of pulses these signals are heat load is due to the dielectric losses. By choosing prop-
processed away. The figure shows that these multipacting erly the distance between the superconducting cavity and
events are seen on the vacuum recording, on the light sig- the window itself, the dissipation at LN2 temperature can
nal and on the temperature indicator located on the outer be reduced. For the complete TESLA pulse (filling time
conductor in the vicinity of the window. However, all these of 530 js and beam time of 800 ps), the dissipated power
signals do not allow one to know precisely if the emission Pdiss in the dielectric is evaluated to be: 8.79 * tan6 * Av-
is occurring exactly at the window surface (braze location) erage incident power with a distance = (2N+ 1)A/4 and 5.83
or somewhat further in the conductor and especially at the * tan6 * Average incident power with a distance = N,/2.
kovar/stainless steel weld that is only 5 mm downstream. In the standing wave case and for a distance corresponding
The behaviour of the window under standing wave condi- to (2N+l),14, we measured a dissipation corresponding to
tions is exactly the same both at room temperature and at 1.1% of the average input power, from which we infer that
80 K. tan6 = 5.8 10-4.
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temperature and at 80 K, and both under vacuum and atmo-
Figure 4: Multipactor as a function of power for TW oper- spheric pressure. Up to 400 kW, the window works without
ation, upstream and downstream sides: at some time (line) any signs of electron activity. Between 500 kW and 1 MW,
and 180,000 pulses later (dots). the travelling wave operation reveals some electron activ-

ity that we cannot attribute with certainty to the window. It
will be necessary to test a second, identical, window that

7 TRAVELLING WAVE WINDOW was fabricated to confirm these results. It will then be nec-
In order to reduce the dielectric losses in the ceramic, one essary to fabricate a new window with a slightly different
can use a thinner ceramic and/or reduce the electric field design (replace kovar by titanium or copper, and replace the
inside the ceramic. With a thin ceramic, the matching is TIG welding by electron beam welding) to see whether it
achieved by adding some inductive or capacitive compo- is possible to eliminate electron activity over the full power
nents on the coax on both side of the ceramic. The simplest range.
solution is to use some bumps on the coaxial inner conduc- The dielectric losses were measured and proved to be
tor as proposed in reference [4]. Here, we are trying to find too high for operation at the TESLA repetition rate and
a design where the ceramic would be completely shielded peak power needed for the superstructures [6]. To improve
from the electrons coming from the cavity to avoid the po- this situation, it would be necessary to use ceramics with a
tential problems seen, for example, at CEBAF [5]. The higher purity. These ceramics exist but the brazing to metal
advantages of the window, shown on fig. 5, are a low field is more difficult. Another solution is to use the travelling
inside ceramic and therefore low losses, a low field at the wave window that was presented in this paper, and which
brazing location, no field components perpendicular to the will soon be tested.
ceramic surface, no direct exposure of the ceramic to cav-
ity electrons, while the main drawback are its relative com- 9 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
plexity, its large diameter, and the difficulty to clean it. Two We would like to thank all the people at IN2P3 and DAP-
windows that are now ready to be tested, were fabricated by NIA involved in this work for the design, construction and
SICN [2]: one where titanium is used for the outer conduc- operation of the test stand, especially F. Blot, D. Braud, P.
tor brazed on the ceramic and the other for which copper is Dufresne, A. Hamdi, M. Kalmykow.
used. In both cases, the inner conductor is made of plain
copper. 10 REFERENCES

8 CONCLUSION [1] S. Chel et al., EPAC98, p. 1882.

In this paper we present the results of the high power tests [2] SICN, BP 1, 38113, Veurey-Voroize, France.
made on the coaxial A/2 window that we designed and fab- [3] PAW, CERN Program Library Long Writeup Q121, 1995.
ricated. The first results are encouraging. Though a failure [4] X. Hanus, A. Mosnier, Proc. of the 7 th Workshop on RF su-
of the control system at the beginning of the conditioning perconductivity, Gif sur Yvette, October 17-20, 1995, p. 701.
led to a metallic coating of one side of the window (the [5] T. Powers, P. Kneisel, ibid, p.. 713.
precise nature of this coating is under investigation), it was
later on capable of sustaining 1 MW of peak power, both
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AN ALTERNATIVE SCHEME FOR STIFFENING SRF CAVITIES BY
PLASMA SPRAYING

S.Bousson, M.Fouaidy, H.Gassot, T.Junquera, J.Lesrel, IPN Orsay, France

J.L Borne,J.Marini, LAL Orsay

C.Antoine, J.P.Charrier, H.Safa, DSM/DAPNIA/SEA CEA Saclay

Abstract 2 THERMAL SPRAYING TECHNIQUES

Stiffening of bulk niobium SRF cavities is mandatory for The different thermal spraying methods can be divided
reducing the frequency shift induced by Lorentz forces at into 3 different kinds [2].
high accelerating gradients. Experimental and a) Plasma spraying.
computational data previously reported show that with The principle is to create a plasma by an electric arc
the actual scheme (i.e. EB welded stiffening rings) the discharge initiated in a gas (usually Ar/H2). The copper
frequency shift of TESLA 9 cells SRF cavities is higher powder is injected in the high temperature plasma and the
than the cavity bandwidth above Eacc=28 MV/m. We molten particles are sprayed out of the plasma gun.
propose a new stiffening method, using a Plasma Sprayed Depending on the spraying environment, different
Copper Layer (PSCL) onto bulk niobium cavities. As techniques were developed: under air (Atmospheric
compared to the actual technique, this method offers Plasma Spaying, APS), under inert gas (Controlled
several advantages (simplicity, reliability...). The first Atmosphere Plasma Spraying, CAPS), and under vacuum
experimental data obtained with monocell cavities (Vacuum Plasma Spraying, VPS).
produced by this method demonstrate the efficiency of b) Combustion flame spraying.
cavities stiffening with plasma spraying. Thermal and The flame spraying (FS) principle is to use the chemical
mechanical properties measured on niobium samples with energy of combustion of fuel gas in oxygen to heat up the
a PSCL are also presented. These data will allow us powder. If the oxygen is at a high pressure, the method is
choose the plasma spraying process suitable for achieving called High Velocity Oxy-Fuel Spraying (HVOF), and
the best cavities performances. when an explosive mixture of oxygen and acetylene is

used to post accelerate with the detonation (1-15

1 INTRODUCTION detonations per second), it is called Detonation-Gun

Recent results obtained with 9-cells TESLA cavities point Spraying (DGS).

out a new problem for cavity stiffening. The actual EB c) Arc Spraying (AS).
Consumable electrodes made by two wires of the coating

wceldedrstiffening rings are no mLoreefentz fores material are molten by arc heating, and the produced
accelerating field above 28 MV/in, Lorentz forces dolti rple ycmrse a.Sm otn

detuning becoming too important as compared to the droplet is propelled by compressed gas. Some coating

cavity bandwidth. As cavities recently reached 33 MV/in mechanical properties are summarised in Table 1.

[1], stiffening is already a problem and a solution has to Table 1: Main coating properties.
be found. A new stiffening method is proposed, based on Method porosity bond strength Comments
the coating of bulk Nb cavities by a plasma sprayed APS medium high
copper layer. The coating must be efficient for VPS low high no oxidation
accelerating fields up to 40 MV/m, which is the ultimate CAPS medium high no oxidation
TESLA goal. Thanks to its good thermal conductivity, FS high low
copper was the best material candidate to avoid cavity DGS low high pulsed
performances degradation. Mechanical characteristics of HVOF low high
the copper coating could be close to bulk material with a
suitable spraying process. As the Young modulus AS high low
decreases strongly with the porosity, we have to find a
spraying process which allows the lowest possible The first cavities were copper coated using the industrial
porosity (a few percent). Bond strength and achievable APS method, and we are now working in a close

thickness are also very important issues. These properties collaboration with Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines

are essential for choosing the more suitable spraying de Paris to improve this technique (lower porosity, higher

process. bond strength without bonding layer). Moreover the
HVOF and VPS methods are investigated with help of
Institut Polytechnique de Sevenans (LERMPS, France).
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3 RF TESTS ON Nb/Cu CAVITIES (#4 and #5) were RF tested before and after Cu coating
In order to study the feasibility of the new fabrication by the "rough APS" method. The results summarised inmenhordweperftorstdy te feasiity of the new fabrion Table 2 show that the cavity performances are almost not

methd, e prfored F tsts n a1.3G~z onoell modified by the APS Cu coating. Cavities #1 and #2 were
cavity before and after the copper coating. Initially, the tested be tien ing a ached hg accelera

caviy ws 25 m thckmadefro RR 20 Nbshets, tested before stiffening and reached high acceleratingcavity was 2.5 mm thick, made from RRR 200 Nb sheets, fields despite the poor Nb quality (Eacc= 24.5 MV/in for

and then stiffened with a 2.5 mm thick copper layer. The

coating was made by a "rough APS", a not optmised cavity #2). A study of several PS methods are currently in
process, with the use of an intermediate =0.2 mm thick progress on samples in order to define the best stiffening
bonding layer (bronze/aluminium alloy) between niobium method that will be tested on cavity #1 and #2.

and copper. The two resulting Qo vs Eacc curves (Fig. 1)
show only a slight reduction of the maximum attainable Table 2: 3 GHz cavity tests @ 1.8 K.
field (quench), while the Qo level is almost not Cavity Eaccmax before Cu Eaccmax with Cu
decreased, number deposition

# 1 12.5 MV/m to be tested
1.0E+l 1 #2 24.5 MV/m to be tested

# 3 not tested 10 MV/m
Qo #4 16.5 MV/m 16.5 MV/m

#5 14.5 MV/m 13.5 MV/m1.0E+10

4 THERMAL INVESTIGATIONS*ONb "
SNb The stiffening coating adds a supplementary thermal1 .0E+09 " 'resistance ARg on the overall thermal resistance (Rg)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Rg=Rc+Rk+ARg, with Rc the conductivity term for the
Eacc (MV/m) niobium and Rk the Kapitza resistance term (Kapitza

resistance is nearly the same for Nb and Cu). ThermalFig. 1: Qo vs Eacc curves before and after copper coating simulations were performed to determine the ARg
on a 1.3 GHz monocell cavity (Cl 02) @ 1.7 K. threshold above which the cavity thermal behaviour could

During these experiments, the cavity frequency shift be modified (either by a maximum accelerating field
induced by Lorentz forces was measured. As theoretically decrease or by an effect on the Qo level). Both defect free
expected, the frequency shift due to Lorentz forces case and defect case were studied. On the figure 4 is
depends quadratically on the accelerating field : plotted the defect free case theoretical Qo vs Eacc for
Af=K.E cc2 , where K is a constant. On the Fig. 2, the 35 % bulk Nb (ARg=0). We have then calculated the Qo vs
decrease of the slope of Af vs E2 curve (Nb vs Nb with Eacc curves for an increase ARg of the overall thermal
APS Cu coating) gives the stiffening efficiency of the resistance, which is arbitrarily taken as equal to Rk and 3
APS copper coating. Rk. These two runs simulates a possible increase of Rg

due to the copper coating.
o 1 OE+10

-1000

-2000 Q 0
N-3000 ___

50 A~f :-8. 1E. c, 2  1 & Ig-
-50 1 A Rg=Rk

-6000 S Without APS Cu 3 A Rg3Rk
A With APS Cu

-7000 1 1____ 1.0E+09 'I I !
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Eacc2 (MV/m)2 0 10 20 30 40 50 60Eacc (MV/m)

Fig 2 : Af vs Ea. with and without APS Cu. Fig. 4 : Simulation of Qo vs Eacc (defect free case) at

To carry on the study of the new stiffening method, five 3 T=2 K @ 1.3 GHz with RRR=200 and 2.5mm thick.
GHz cavities were fabricated from RRR 40 Nb sheets of The results clearly show that if ARg=Rk (=1.4 10

4

0.5 mm thickness [3]. The copper deposition process was W.m2/K @ 2 K), the TESLA goal (Eacc=40 MV/m)
first tested on the cavity #3, and then two more cavities
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could be achieved, whereas if ARg =3 Rk, this goal is not simulations on 9-cells TESLA cavities give a Af of 616
reached. The defect case study leads to the same Hz at 40 MV/m (non-homogeneous scheme), a value
conclusion, so a threshold on the coating thermal higher than the cavity bandwidth, but still an
resistance was determined for achieving the stiffening improvement as compared to the 863 Hz obtained with
without drawbacks at 40 MV/m. the actual EB welded stiffening rings. Simulations also
In order to measure ARg due to the copper layer on our show that this coating is efficient for accelerating fields
cavities, Nb samples were coated by the same "rough up to 33 MV/m. Different theoretical approaches
APS" process. ARg is obtained from the overall thermal modelled the effect of the porosity on the Young
resistance difference between a Nb sample and a Cu modulus. As the bulk copper Young modulus is 130 GPa,
coated Nb sample [3]. At 1.8 K, ARg was found to be the estimated value (27 GPa) is in the range of expected
6.4 10 Km2/W (about 4 times Rk). In this result, the values of APS coating with porosity lying between 15%
effect of the bonding layer (0.2 mm thick and 30%. Mechanical model calculations show that to
bronze/aluminium alloy) was suspected to dominate the achieved an effective stiffening at 40 MV/m, it is
thermal resistance, so another Nb sample coated with necessary to have a coating Young modulus of 95 GPa,
only the alloy coating was also measured. The result was which corresponds to a porosity of a few percent.
the same (ARg =6.2 104 Km2/W ) clearly indicating the
very low thermal conductivity of the bonding layer. 6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

A new fabrication method for SRF cavities is presented.
5 MECHANICAL SIMULATIONS The principle is to stiffen niobium cavities with a copper

Numerical simulations have been performed to study the layer deposited by thermal spraying. Comparison of RF
effect of different stiffening schemes using an additional performances obtained with the first cavities tested before
copper layer on a TESLA 9-cells cavity detuning. The and after copper deposition showed that the maximum
basics of the model are to consider a bimetal Nb/Cu accelerating field was not affected, while a stiffening
cavity (see Fig. 5), each material considered as bulk effect was measured. These results demonstrate the
material perfectly bonded to each other [3]. interest of the method. But this "rough APS" copper

coating is efficent only for Eacc < 33 MV/m. Mechanical
simulations have proved that porosity have to be less than
a few percent. Thermal measurements showed that for

Fig.5 : Stiffened bimetal Nb/Cu cavity, this coating at 40 MV/m, the cavity thermal stability
should not be affected if the bonding layer is removed.This ideal case was used to model different stiffening Thsfrttuypiedothemotataaees

optinswit hoogeeou or on-omoeneus thiker This first study pointed out the important parametersoptions, with homogeneous or non-homogeneous (thicker inovdnthcatysfeig.Nwanwprrm

coating at the iris) copper layer, and Lorentz forces

detuning @ Eacc = 40 MV/in was computed for TESLA has just started to investigate other spraying process

9-cells cavities. The results are reported in Table 3. They (VPS, HVOF, and a more controlled APS), more suited

show that with the actual stiffening scheme (2.5 mm Nb to our application. After measurements of mechanical and

thickness and EB welded stiffening rings), the frequency thermal properties on samples, 3 GHz and 1.3 GHz

shift is twice the cavity bandwidth (434 Hz for cavities will be fabricated from 1 mm thick Nb sheets of

Qext =3.106). Thanks to a non-homogeneous cRRR 130 and then stiffened with the copper layer.

coating (2 mm thick layer and 20 mm at the iris), a
frequency shift @ 40 MV/m within the cavity bandwidth 7 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
was obtained. The authors would like to thank M.Bolor6, A.Caruette,

Table 3: Computed frequency shift for TESLA cavities at J.Y.Gasser, N.Hamoudi, A.Le Goff, J.C.Le Scornet,
Eacc = 40 MV/m for different stiffening schemes. J.P.Poupeau, for their technical assistance and helpful

Configuration_ Af discussions. They would like also to thank C.Coddet,
Cniobiu murtion 2 T C.Verdy (LERMPS) and V.Guipont, M.Jeandin (Ecole

niobium 2.5 mm unstiffened -2135Hz des Mines) for collaborating on plasma spraying.
Nb 2.5 mm + EB welded stiffening rings -863 Hz

Nb 2.5 mm + Cu coating 2 mm -883 Hz 8 REFERENCES
Nb 2.5 mm + Cu coating 2 mm + iris -358 Hz [1] W.D.Moller "The performance of the 1.3 GHz superconducting RF

stiffening (h=20mm) I cavities in the first module of the T.T.F linac" linac98, Chicago (1998).

The Young modulus of the coating used with the 3 GHz [2] Lech Pawlowski " The Science and Engineering of Thermal Spray
cavity prototypes was estimated to 27 GPa from a simple Coating " J.Wiley & sons.
experiment which consists in measuring the coated cavity [3] M.Fouaidy et al. And reference here cited, " A New Fabrication and

deformation versus the applied axial force and Stiffening Method of SRF Cavities " EPAC'98, Stockholm,(1998).

comparison with a model calculation. Using this value,
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EVIDENCE FOR A STRONGLY COUPLED DIPOLE MODE WITH
INSUFFICIENT DAMPING IN TTF FIRST ACCELERATING MODULE

S. Fartoukh, M. Jablonka, J. M. Joly, M. Lalot, C. Magne, 0. Napoly, CEA/Saclay, France
M. Bernard, LAL/Orsay, France,

N. Baboi, S. Schreiber, S. Simrock, H. Weise, DESY/Hamburg, Germany

Abstract A broadband BPM can be used to detect these
oscillations.

A beam experiment has been conducted on the first
accelerating module of the TESLA Test Facility (TTF) 2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
to investigate transverse higher order modes (HOM) in The first accelerating module of 'TF includes eight 9-
the superconducting cavities. By injecting the beam with cell superconducting cavities at 1.3 GHz RF frequency.
a transverse offset and by modulating the intensity of the HOM couplers are located on both sides of each cavity
216 MHz bunch train with a tunable frequency in the 0- to extract the power lost by the beam at high current.
108 MHz range, transverse HOMs can be excited During the experiment, the thermoionic gun delivered up
resonantly. On a resonance the outgoing bunch orbits, to 8 mA of beam current at a pulse duration of 600 p.s
measured with a broadband BPM, are transversely with bunch frequency of 216.7 MHz. The additional
modulated at the same frequency. A dipole mode at experimental set-up includes the following devices:
about 2585 MHz, belonging to the third passband of the - A tuneable voltage modulator at the cathode of the
TESLA cavities, has been excited and observed in this gun, providing the required charge modulation along
way, with unexpected low damping in 2 out of the 8 the bunch train, with a modulation amplitude nearly
cavities of the module. up to 100 % of the nominal 37 pC bunch charge.

1 A 'dog-leg' magnet (half a chicane) in front of the
1 AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT accelerating module providing a steady horizontal

The transport of very low emittance beams along the offset, in the range from 0 to 20 mm.
TESLA linac requires transverse higher order mode * A broadband cavity BPM [3] to measure individual
damping at a level defined in [1]. HOM couplers positions of the bunches located about 10 m
mounted on the beam tubes of the TESLA 9-cell downstream of the accelerating module exit.
superconducting cavities, have been designed to achieve Entering the module, beam energy was about 9 MeV.
damping with Q factors of the order of 10 to 105, The gradients of the eight cavities in the module were
depending on the mode coupling impedance, especially set to a minimum value of 2 MV/m in order to maximise
for the first two dipole passbands. Modes from higher the sensitivity of the beam to HOM deflections. With
passbands, supposedly above cutoff, are expected to such energy settings and quadrupole magnets off, the
propagate and therefore to couple efficiently to the HOM BPM is at a focal point for parallel trajectories entering
couplers except for few so-called "trapped" modes the module. This makes it easier to measure HOM kicks
whose energy is concentrated in the central cells of the in the cavities.
cavity. Of the experiments proposed at the TTF to verify
with beam that the HOM damping is adequate and to 3 OBSERVATION OF THE 2585 MHZ
detect unwanted trapped modes, the one reported here, HOM
described in [2], consists of excitation of higher order As discussed in [2], all HOMs can be excited by side-
modes with the sidebands of the bunch train bands of the beam harmonics, at frequencies nfb ± F, by
fb = 216 MHz harmonics generated by modulation of the scanning the charge modulation frequency F through
bunch charge with a variable frequency F in the range of half a Brillouin zone [0, fb/2]. Dipole modes are in
0 to 108 MHz. If the beam is injected off axis in the principle excited by injecting the beam off-axis in the
accelerating module, these sidebands build up in the cavities. By doing so, a beam instability was observed on
Fourier transform of beam dipole moment and a resonant the broadband BPM for F = 15.022 MHz with a short
transverse instability can develop when one of the beam pulse of 35 pis and 5 mA current, and a large
sidebands and one transverse HOM frequency coincide, injection offset of about 20 mm. The beam pulse length
i.e. nfb ± F = foMO Hence, at the cavity exit, the could be increased to up to 500 ps while remaining on
transverse position of the beam is modulated at the the HOM resonance. Fig.1 shows the comparison of the
frequency F with in phase and out of phase components. BPM envelope signals with charge modulation off or on

for a 400 ps long beam pulse. With modulation off, the

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00 @ 1999 IEEE. 922
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broadband BPM integrates a high but constant 100 mV The resonant modes of cavity #3 were studied over a
level of beam induced noise, although the beam is wider range of frequencies while the beam was turned
steered through its centre. This is due to the rejection of off. As shown by Fig.4, the measured HOM is the
the sum signal into the difference signal BPM antennas. highest frequency mode of the 3"d dipole passband. Its
While the modulation is on, the beam offset reaches a frequency is:
maximum of about 10 mm but, due to the excessive fHOM = 2584.986 MHz ± I kHz.
noise no quantitative measurement could be made. A
damped oscillatory behaviour of the envelope signal is The damping factor is then given by:
visible in Fig.1 with a period of about 125 pas, on top of 21r frfoM W 2 7r fHoM T"
the constant envelope of the beam oscillations reached at Q - - -9× O0
the steady state. This behaviour was later explained, and Pd 2
reproduced by simulations, by the fact that the
modulation frequency was off HOM-resonance by about

8 kHz (1/125 ps). The resonant oscillations then reach a
steady state after some damped overshooting.
Simulations predict that for a perfectly on-resonance
excitation, the oscillations reach the aperture limit within
the 35 ps short pulse: this agrees with the observed veto
from the beam loss protection system occurring at every
attempt to fine tune the modulation frequency towards
lower values of F.

Fig.2 Sidebands around the 2.6 GHz beam harmonics

Figure 1: BPM signal on oscilloscope for 400 ps beam
pulse without (left) and with (right) charge modulation

4 HOM RF CHARACTERISATION
The beam experiment revealed the existence of a HOM
with a frequency fHOM = nf, + (15.022 MHz - 8 kHz) in
the accelerating module. While detuning cavities #1
and #2 had no effect on the beam instability, detuning
cavity #3 by about ±16 kHz in the fundamental mode did
suppress the instability. It was then possible to measure
and identify the mode at the HOM coupler outputs of
cavity #3 (cavity S10 in Table 1) with a spectrum Fig.3 Time domain signal from HOM pickup on the
analyser. The frequency domain signal around the 12" 2585 MHz mode
beam harmonics at 2.6 GHz in Fig.2 shows a beam
modulation side-band peak enhanced by the HOM
resonance on the low side of this harmonics. The same An URMEL [4] calculation of the 3"' passband of the
signal, when analysed in time domain in Fig.3, shows TESLA cavity was performed in parallel [5] showing
the 35 ps beam-pulse cavity loading, followed by the that the highest frequency mode of this passband has
relaxation of the field amplitude with a characteristic indeed a large beam coupling impedance
time c = 110 ps. The dipolar nature of the mode was 1 (R- 15 j/c2
demonstrated by checking the perfect linear dependancea 2 Q
of the height of the amplitude maximum with the offset
of the beam entering the module, over a range from 0 to It is foreseen to compare this prediction with a

20 mm. quantitative measurement of the beam displacement
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using a BPM with an improved resolution in a future Table 1: Cavities of TTF Module #1
experiment.

Name HOM coupler 3X dipole passband

ATTEN 10dB type
RL_ OdBfn 10d6/ D3 fixed 2458 - 2548 MHz

CAVIY
S8 dismountable 2458 - 2576 MHz

I S10 dismountable 2471 - 2585 MHz
D1 fixed 2464- 2562 MHz
D2 fixed 2462- 2560 MHz

t Sil dismountable 2480 - 2586 MHz
i D4 fixed 2456 - 2556 MHz

S7 dismountable 2472 - 2576 MHz

6 CONCLUSION
START 2.4600GHZ STOP 2.5900GHZ
RBW I.0oMHZ VBW I.oMHZ SWP !5o. ome A higher order 2585 MHz dipole mode has been

observed and excited with beam with low damping, Q =
Fig.4: Third dipole passband of cavity #3. The high 9x105 in cavity #3 and Q = 6.5x10a in cavity #6, in two
frequency edge of this passband is zoomed, showing the out of eight cavities of the first TTF cryomodule.
2585 MHz (1) and 2577.5 MHz (2) very sharp modes Identifying this mode with the highest mode of the third
discussed in the text. dipole passband leads to quite a high transverse coupling

parameter 1/a2 (R/Q±)= 15 Q/cm 2. This is notably above
5 OTHER MEASURED MODES the TESLA tolerance for the preservation of the vertical

Three other modes have been excited and observed with emittance in the linac. The origin of the insufficient

the intensity modulated beam. The HOM excitation damping of this mode and of its non-systematic

signal, taken either from the HOM coupler outputs or character is not yet understood. A localised HOM

from the BPM itself, was analysed with a spectrum coupler defect is of course one possibility. The large

analyser, like in the previous section. cavity-to-cavity spread in HOM frequencies, with
highest and similar frequencies in cavities #3 and #6,

a 2586 MHz mode in cavity #6: a close inspection of may also be a clue. This observation is currently being

the last mode of third dipole passband of the eight completed by RF and beam measurements at the cold

cavities (cf. Table 1) showed, in cavity #6 (S 11), the module. On the other hand, in order to complete the

same excitation curve as the one shown in Fig.3 search of dangerous HOMs, it is foreseen to equip the

with a time decay constant of T = 8 vs. It new TTF photo-injector with a pockell-cell device which

corresponds to a quality factor Q = 6.5x10. No allows to modulate the charge of a 54 MHz bunch train.

measurable excitation could be observed in other 7 REFERENCES
cavities.

* 2577.5 MHz mode in cavity #3: this mode also
belongs to the 3'd dipole passband, as can be seen in [1] "TESLA Conceptual Design Report", R. Brinkmann, G.Materlick,
Fig.4. Its coupling impedance [5] is also large, about J.Rossbach and A. Wagner Editors, DESY 1997-048, (1997)

9 qJcm
2 . Its excitation curve gave " = 22 ps which [2] "A New Method to Detect the High Impedance Dipole Modes of

corresponds to Q = .8x10 5 . TESLA Cavities", S. Fartoukh, CEA/Saclay preprint, DAPNIA/SEA-98-

* 1876 MHz mode in cavity #3: this well-known 18,(1998)

TMl 10 mode of the first dipole passband has a high [3] "High Resolution BPM for Future Colliders", C. Magne, M. Juillard,
M. Lalot, A. Mosnier, B. Phung, Y. Lussignol and R. Bossart,coupling impedance of about 9 f2/cm2 . In cavity #3, LINAC98 Conf., Chicago, (1998)

and for one polarisation, it appears to be less

efficiently damped than in the other cavities [6] with [4] "On the computation of resonant modes in cylindrically symmetric

a measured t = 20 ps, corresponding to Q = 1.2x10s. cavities", T. Weiland, NIM 216 (1983).
This damping is at the limit of the TESLA [5] We thank S. Chel for doing this calculation while the experiment

was going on.
tolerances [1]1. [6] G. Kreps, unpublished.
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LIGHT EMISSION PHENOMENA IN SUPERCONDUCTING NIOBIUM
CAVITIES*

J. R. Delayen , J. Mammosser#
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility

Newport News, Virginia 23606

Abstract
Durig te ivesigaionof ieldemisio liitaion of A vacuum was maintained around the camera to reduce the

superconducting niobium cavities, a CCD camera [1] was oealha eko h ytmada diinlhae n
insetedat he nd o th bem ppe n a inge-cll 500 temperature diode were used to keep the camera operational

MHz cavity. When operating the cavity in field emission, drn h roei etn ftecvt.Tehae a

glowing filaments of light were observed trapped by RF adjusted to keep the camera at 295K throughout the

fields in closed-orbit trajectories. These filaments were testing. The placement of the camera allowed for the
taeigat frequencies much lower than the oscillating complete viewing of input coupler, beam tubes and cell

RF fields and formed various patterns of light for up to irss(Fge1)

several seconds. This experiment was then repeated on a 2 SINGLE-CELL TEST RESULTS
production CEBAF five-cell cavity with similar results.
Events from both experiments were captured on video tape During the testing of the cavity #HP, three classes of
and are presented in this paper along with a discussion of glowing filaments were observed: 1) regular-shaped closed
the possible origin of these types of light patterns and the (Figure 2a), 2) irregular-shaped closed (Figure 2b) and 3)
plans to further investigate the phenomena. open (Figure 2c). These filaments were located mostly in

the center of the beam axis, between the irises. The closed
1 BACKGROUND and open filaments were repeatedly observed during the 1-2

During the investigation into sources of field emission on hours of testing and some of the patterns lasted for several

single-cell cavities, a CCD camera assembly was added seconds. The closed filaments changed plane of rotation
belo th caity whch as bingtesed s prt f a frequently during the few seconds and varied in size from

series of single-cell tests. The camera assembly [2]3cmi diameter oflage then cait bemub) Duing boamthr closedn

consisted of an inexpensive, miniature CCD camera, in a daee ftecvt emue.Drn ohcoe n
coppr tbe flle wit epxy. hisasseblywas open observations, filaments generated reflections on the

coppe nastils uer tube filled wit epoxy Ti asembl wash beamntube and irises (Figure 2c) From the video tape,

stainless blanks. The cavity end of the tube contained a cosutv frmsweanlzd odtrieth

sapphire view port to isolate the camera assembly from frequency of oscillation and the velocity for the closed and
the nne caitysurace andtheothr ed cntaned open patterns of light. The closed filaments' frequency of

therai ineet sfr caity suruacesndatheothredcotie oscillation was about a few tens of hertz; the open
ceraic eedhrusforinsrumetatonfilaments had a velocity of a few meters per second.

IFELD PROBE
LIGHT FU3RE

4C 
CAM.ERA WA-EATER

Figure 1. Experimental Setup for Single-Cell Cavity.

# Email: mammosse(?jlab.org Figure 2a. Single-Cell Closed Filaments.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under

contract DE-AC05-84ER40150
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investigate this phenomena further, a five-cell cavity was
assembled with the same camera and slightly different
hardware (Figure 4).

Figure 2b. Single-Cell Irregular-Shaped Closed Filaments. . .

Figure 4. Five-Cell Experimental Test Setup.

3 FIVE-CELL TEST RESULTS

A standard CEBAF five-cell cavity including cold RF
window, coax to waveguide transition and field sampling
probe were used for the test. The goal was to look for
similar types of events that were seen in the single cell
and capture them on video tape to make comparisons. The
cavity was powered up to low field (= 2 MV/m) and was
increased slowly by an automated. RF testing program
while data was being taken. At fields around 3 MV/m
glowing point sources showed at several iris locations but
with no radiation present at the camera.

Figure 2c. Single-Cell Open Filaments with Reflection
on Beamtube Wall.

2.OE+10 -

1.OE+10 _ -

Qo

1.OE+9 -

0 1 2 3 4 5

Eacc (MV/m)

Figure 3. Single-Cell Vertical Test Results. Figure 5a. Closed Filaments in the Five-Cell Cavity.

The single cell cavity started at a Q-value of 7x10 9 and At approximately 4.4 MV/m several closed filaments
processed to 101" with no radiation present at the dewar occurred at the center cell of the cavity, at the same time
top plate. Cavity gradients during these filament events and lasted for several seconds. The glowing point sources
were between 2-4 MV/m. Figure 3 shows the vertical test at the irises and the multiple closed filaments are present
results for the single-cell cavity. The RF testing was in Figure 5. As with the single-cell cavity test the five-
stopped at 4 MV/m to protect the camera from over cell generated closed filaments following a flash of light.
exposure to radiation (local to the camera) and to prevent These filaments, however, only appeared one time during
arcing and glowing of the sapphire window. To
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the five cell cavity test, just at the start of field emission It is also conceivable that these filaments are due to
as represented with "A" in Figure 6. Following this event charged particles generated by field emission and trapped in
the cavity Q-value decreased with increasing gradient until the RF fields. The particles could be heated on the cavity
point "1". Then with a flash of light the Q-value went up surface and projected toward its center, where, in the case
to point "2". At this time the gradient was lowered to 2.5 of the closed orbits, they are trapped by the RF fields. The
MV/m and a new run was started. This second run showed glow could be due to light emission generated from the
no events and the Q value at the higher level. A review of interaction with field emission, or by ionization of the
the video tape showed that a single glowing point source residual helium gas. It is not apparent, however, how the
was removed in conjunction with the increasing Q-value. fields of a TM,1 mode can produce the closed trajectories

that were observed.

2.013+10- -Luminous spots and tracts have also been observed in
room temperature cavities which were deliberately
contaminated with metallic and dielectric particles [5].

Qo - -a•- 5 FURTHER INVESTIGATION PLANS

A 1 The plans to investigate this phenomena will be aimed at
determining what is the nature of the filaments and central

force to generate such light patterns. The testing will
continue with single-cell cavities under typical vertical

2.OE+ ... ..... ... '...... ... , test conditions to gain additional information aimed at
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 deeper investigation of these phenomena. The following is

Eacc (MV/m) a list of some of the types of data that will be collected in
additional tests and the test setup modifications necessaryFigure 6. Five-Cell Vertical Test Results.tognrethm to generate them:

4 1. Light spectrum from closed and open filament events
by piping light out of the dewar.

Filaments of three types were observed and 2. The relationship to input power changes and the
captured on video tape during the 2K testing of both a shape of the closed filament. This requires no changes
single-cell and five-cell 1500 MHz cavity. Filament types to the test setup.
identified were closed regular, closed irregular and open. 3. Increasing the image resolution by increasing the
The nature, sources and conditions for such events to shutter speed of the camera. This can be accomplished
occur are currently being investigated, by removing the camera from the dewar through the

One possible explanation for such events is that the use of mirrors and upgrading the camera.
light filaments are plasma in nature. In experiments done 4. Obtain a second view point by adding a second camera
in 1958, P. L. Kapitza found that rings of thin filaments in the test setup.
(plasma) could be generated in spherical resonators of Hot 5. Collect vacuum data from a Residual Gas Analyzer
and Eo, type [3,4]. The resonators were filled with helium during testing.
and other gases such as argon, carbon dioxide, and air; and
resonated around 1.5 GHz. Kapitza found that, in helium,
the filaments were generated in the region of maximum 6 REFERENCES
electric field at pressures from several cm of Hg to several [1] Edmund Scientific Co., Industrial Optics Division, Catalog: 609-
atmospheres. Discharges in Kapitza's apparatus lasted a 573-6250, pp. 177., Model #H53004.
few seconds, had a high degree of stability and floated in [2] P. Kneisel, "Understanding and Improvements of Limitations
the resonator without altering the filament discharge. through Application of Cryogenic Instrumentation", Proceedings from
Filaments generated in helium were bright, easily the CEC/ICMC-97, (1997).
"ignited" and were thinner with higher purity helium. [3] P. L. Kapitza, "Free Plasma Filament in a High Frequency Field at
Kapitza also discovered that the impurities in the helium High Pressure", Soviet Physics JEPT, Vol. 30, No. 6, pp. 973-1224,

gas such as hydrogen at the 1% level played an important (1970).
role in generating the filaments at lower pressures. [4] P. L. Kapitza and S. I. Filimonov, "Apparatus for Production of a
Besides these similarities, our experiment is Free Plasma Filament. Determination of the Current and Resistance of
fundamentally different from Kapitza's in that the residual the Filament", Soviet Physics JEPT, Vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 542-553, (1971).
pressure in our resonator is much lower than his. The [5] T. Junquera et. al., "Study of Luminous Spots Observed on Metallic
filaments we observed also were thin and very well Surfaces Subjected to High RF Fields", Proc. PAC95.
defined, apparently in contradiction to those described by
Kapitza, which were thicker and more diffuse.
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FREQUENCY TUNING OF THE CEBAF UPGRADE CAVITIES*

J.R. Delayen, L. Doolittle, E. Feldl, V. Nguyen , and W. Sachleben,
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract In spite of having an energy content 7 times larger at
design field, we have adopted as a goal only a modestLong-term plans for CEBAF at Jefferson Lab call for increase of the rf power per cavity from 5.5 to 6 kW.

achieving 12 GeV in the middle of the next decade and 24 As shown in Figure 1, in order to operate at 12.5 MV/i

GeV after 2010. In support of these plans, an Upgrade with a circulating current of 400 r A, the total amount of

Cryomodule capable of providing more than twice the detu b staticu (aer e offset ) and
detuning, both static (average frequency offset) and

voltage of the existing ones is under development. One dynamic (microphonics) must not exceed 25 Hz. This
requirement is to operate the superconducting cavities, would give sufficient margin for rf control and allow for
which are 40% longer than existing ones, at 2.5 times the errors in the external coupling. For this reason, the
original design gradient with the same amount of rf frequency tuner will be required to achieve a frequency
power. This puts stringent requirements on the accuracy resolution of 1 Hz. Because the needed resolution is
of the frequency tuner: range of 400 kHz and resolution of much less than the Lorentz detuning (- 500 Hz) and the
1 Hz. A new tuner design to meet these requirements is sensitivity to pressure fluctuations (- 100 Hz/torr), the
under development. This system avoids problem areas of cavity frequency may need to be adjusted frequently
previous designs by holding to the principles of not without impact on operation. It is unlikely that a pure
placing moving parts in the vacuum and / or low mechanical tuner, similar to the one in use at CEBAF,
temperature space, and of having all drive components would fulfill the requirements because of the associated
readily accessible for maintenance and replacement vibration, deadband, backlash, and non-monotonicity.
without cryomodule warm up.

1 INTRODUCTION 9 z , "

In a superconducting accelerator, the frequency tuners 8 • .."
perform several functions: bring the cavities on 7--_ - - -

resonance after installation and cooldown, detune the 6- , .,.- - -

cavities that are not operating, and track the changes in • - - - --

frequency due to Lorentz detuning, pressure, and I - - - I
temperature fluctuations. For the CEBAF Upgrade 4 ...... .. -'

Cryomodule [1], the band width will be small (- 75 Hz), -- 12.5 MV/, 400 uA, 50 Hz
the Lorentz detuning large (- 500 Hz), and we want to 2 -- 12.5 MWm, 400 uA, 25Hz
track the frequency accurately (-2 Hz) in order to 1 -- 12.5MVr, 400uA, 0Hz

minimize the rf power requirements. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The cost of removing a cryomodule from the 1 10 100

accelerator tunnel for disassembly and repair is Qxt (16)
considerable. Add the beam time lost and the interruption Fig. 1: Required rf power vs external Q at the design
of experiments and it is then quite obvious that the gradient of 12.5 MV/m, design current of 400 p[A and
operating reliability of the tuner is of great importance. maximum detuning of 0, 25 and 50Hz.
The cavity tuner is a mechanism with obvious potential
for failure, since it continuously adjusts the length of the
cavity to keep it in tune to the operating frequency of the On the other hand, the tucing range must be adequate
accelerator (+/- 200 kHz) to compensate for variability in

manufacturing, chemical processing, and cooldown; and

2 TUNER REQUIREMENTS to allow for substantial detuning of cavities that are not
operating.

The cavities in the CEBAF Upgrade Cryomodule will In order to satisfy these requirements, the tuning
differ from the existing ones in several respects: they will system has been divided into two parts: a coarse tuner
be 40% larger (7-cell instead of 5-cell) and have a design with a range of +/- 200 kHz and resolution of 100 Hz, that
gradient of 12.1 MV/m instead of 5 MV/m. is expected to be used infrequently, and a fine tuner with a

range of +/- 1 kHz and resolution of 1 Hz that will be
* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract used during normal operation.
DE-AC05-84-ER40150.
# Email: nguyen@jlab.org
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3 TUNER DESCRIPTION attachment points. There is a split-ring clamp (Item 7,
Fig. 3) engaging each of these that is used to mount the

The fine tuner makes use of piezoelectric actuators to tuner. Titanium flex inserts (Item 8, Fig. 3) connect the
avoid the friction on mechanical components that would split rings to two pivot plates (Item 9, Fig. 3), one on each
otherwise adversely affect the resolution and the life end of the cavity. At the midpoint of these plates, two
expectancy of the mechanism. The fine tuner can compression bars (Item 10, Fig. 1), extend from one plate
therefore be used for continuous small corrections to the parallel to the cavity center line to the other plate,
cavity frequency, over its range of +/- 1 kHz. The coarse providing fulcrum points for both pivot plates. Titanium
tune adjustment of +/-- 200 kHz is actuated by a stepping flex inserts again are used at the connecting points of this
motor through a harmonic drive reducer and a ball screw, arrangement. The other end of these pivot plates are
Both systems are external to the vacuum enclosure, and fastened to the above described scissors type jacks, again
are at ambient temperature and therefore accessible for using flex inserts, to complete the power train of the
maintenance and repair. The tuning motion of either system.
drive system is brought into the cryostat through two thin- The cavities are manufactured 1.5 mm shorter than
wall concentric tubes (Items 1 & 2, Fig. 2), both moving their in-tune length, so that the tuner components are in
axially and relative to one another. From that linear tension at all times, to provide a backlash free tuning
motion feedthrough, all other tuning motion is generated range. The fine tuning actuators are three piezoelectric
using metal flex joints only. The tubes are connected post type units (Item 11, Fig. 4), located between the
respectively to the upper and lower arms (Item 3 & 4, Fig. upper and lower mounting plates (Item 12 & 13, Fig. 4).
2) of a scissors type jack and in this way the motion of the They are spaced uniformly around the ball screw nut
tubes translates into a linear stroke parallel to the cavity (Item 14, Fig. 4) and work in compression only. They are
center line. low voltage units (150 VDC) with a stroke of 50 pm.

Fig. 3: Pivot Plate Arrangement

Fig.2: cissrs ype ackThe scissors jack, pivot plates and split rings are

Thenibiu cvit (tem5,Fig 3 ha to rinorcng machined from 6AL/4V titanium, which has similar

anttahenoimencavitys (Item 5, Fig. 3), has ton raheinforn coefficient of thermal expansion to niobium. The thrust

the seven-cell array, with each having a wedge-shaped walls aremase tof minmie thermtales coelnduto ttheavithies

groove machined into its outside surface for positive wl ra omnmz hra odcint h aiis
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.........

Fig. 4: Drive Assembly

4 CONCLUSIONS

A Horizontal Test Bed is being constructed to perform
demonstration tests on different key components for the
Energy Upgrade Cryomodule (tuner, coupler, and cavity).
A prototype of the tuner is under construction and testing
in this Horizontal Test Bed is scheduled to begin in July
of this year.
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A MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TUNING MECHANISM FOR SRF CAVITIES1

Chad Joshi 2 and Bruce Bent, Energen, Inc., Billerica, MA
Michael Drury, Joseph Preble, Viet Nguyen, Jefferson Laboratory, Newport News, VA

Abstract this system, like any other mechanical assembly, has
backlash. In addition to the elastic behavior of the

Energen, Inc. has designed, built and demonstrated a components, split shaft couplers are used for the rotating
fine tuning mechanism for superconducting radio feedthrough to allow for thermal contraction during
frequency (SRF) cavities used in particle accelerators. cooldown. This split assembly adds to the inherent
This tuner is based on giant magnetostrictive materials backlash of the system.
being developed by Energen, Inc. Magnetostrictors
elongate when exposed to a small magnetic field. This Wor.mheel Le.d.crew Helium Vessel

extension is reversible and repeatable enabling a wide
range of applications. The magnetostrictive tuner was
specifically designed to meet the requirements of the sedt

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in R Feod 
Scn

Newport News, VA. The tuner consists of a high force V
linear actuator that elongates the cavity along its axis
thereby changing its resonant frequency. It is installed in
the dead leg of the existing mechanical tuner. This
mechanism has a motion range that provides a tuning
range of up to 6400 Hz. Preliminary tests at Jefferson Dedeg CelHolders
Laboratory demonstrated cavity tuning capability.

Figure 1: The CEBAF superconducting RF cavity
showing its mechanical tuner.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Jefferson Laboratory of Newport News, VA 3 MAGNETOSTRICTIVE MATERIALS
operates the largest continuous beam electron accelerator
in the world. Approximately 344 superconducting RF Magnetostrictive materials belong to a class of
cavities operate at a resonant frequency of 1497 MHz to materials known as "smart materials". Magnetostriction
accelerate the electrons as the they pass through each arises from a reorientation of the atomic magnetic
cavity. To obtain a homogeneous and continuous electron moments. In ferromagnetic materials, an applied magnetic
beam, these cavities are designed to exacting geometric field causes rotation of the magnetization towards the
tolerances. However, small imperfections in their field direction within domains and/or motion of the
manufacture and the large dimensional change that occurs domain walls to increase the size of the domains with
as a result of cooling from room temperature to 1.8 K magnetization vectors close in direction to the applied
necessitates active compensation for the cavity length field. When the magnetization is completely aligned,
during the actual operation of the accelerator in order to saturation occurs and no further magnetostriction can be
match the resonance frequencies of multiple SRF cavities produced by increasing the applied magnetic field.
used in any accelerator. Magnetostriction only occurs in a material at temperatures

below the Curie temperature. The amount of
2 SRF CAVITY TUNING magnetostriction at saturation is the most fundamental

measure of a magnetostrictive material. Table 1 shows a
SRF cavity tuning is accomplished by physically compilation of some materials and the maximum strain

elongating or compressing the cavity along its axis. they exhibit at saturation. Note that the materials
Jefferson Laboratory uses a mechanical system as shown exhibiting the highest magnetostrictive strain have Curie
in Figure 1. The system uses a stepper motor at room temperatures below room temperature. These materials
temperature to drive a wormwheel gear reduction show great promise for cryogenic actuator applications
connected to a ball screw shaft. As the shaft turns, the two such as the SRF cavity tuners.
cell holders are squeezed together compressing the cavity
and changing its resonant frequency. This mechanical Magnetostrictive materials for cryogenic applications
system is relatively simple in concept, however, it is are not commercially available. Energen, Inc. has worked
difficult to use for accurate cavity tuning. In operation, with the Ames Laboratory's Materials Preparation Center

'Supported by the Nuclear Physics Division of the U. S. Dept. of Energy through the SBIR Program
2 E-mail: chad@Energenlnc.com
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to obtain samples of the materials for testing and building 4 TUNER DESIGN
prototype devices. Energen, Inc. designed a magnetostrictive tuner

Several alloys from the Tb1 .,DyxZn family of based on these materials that replaces the deadleg of the
materials were fabricated as follows. Appropriate existing mechanical tuner. This tuner was designed to
quantities of the elemental constituents were alloyed provide fine tuning capability in parallel with the existing
together in a sealed tantalum crucible. The crucible was tuner. The mechanical tuner would be used for coarse
then held just below the melting temperatures to promote tuning of the resonant frequency and then the
crystal growth. Once cooled, the crucible was removed magnetostrictive tuner would be used for fine tuning.
and the resulting ingot was machined into rods for testing
purposes. For testing the magnetostriction, samples of Figure 3 shows the magnetostrictive dead leg.
each alloy were cut into 2 mm diameter rods of lengths Because of limitations in the size of magnetostrictor rods
varying from 20 to 30 mm. currently available, the magnetostrictor consists of six 0.5

inch disks of equal thickness on a 1.108" bolt circle.
Table 1: Saturation strain and Curie temperatures of They are surrounded by a NbTi coil and compressed

selected materials [1]. between two ferromagnetic end pieces that connect to the

Material Saturation Strain Curie dead leg. The coil has 20 turns of superconductor with a
(x 10-6) Temperature critical current of 325 A at 4.2 K, 5.0 T. The

_(K) ferromagnetic end pieces serve to focus the magnetic flux
Ni -50 630 from the coil onto the magnetostrictor. The peak field inFe -14 1040

SmFe2  -2340 690 the end pieces and in the magnetostrictor is less than 1.6
Fe30 4  60 860 tesla.
DyFe2  650 630
ThFe2  2630 700
ThO. 3Dyo. 7Fel.q (Terfenol-D) 1600-2400 650
ThO.6Dyo. 4 @ 77 K 6300 210
Tbo.5 Zno.5  5500 180
ThibxDyZn 5000 200

100 -________

E 80

O604)
0 Figure 3: Magnetostrictive SRF cavity tuner designed by

40 Energen, Inc.
0.

20

202

0 1*4 , ,
0 10 20 30 40 50 2

t. 15-
Current (A)

Figure 2: Magnetostriction of a TbDyZn alloy at 4.2 K 10S01
shows high saturation strain.

•- 5 -'*-- 4.2 Kr

Measurements of magnetostriction were made at 77

K and at 4.2 K. The data for 77 K are very reproducible 0
and agree with data from the literature [2]. Figure 2 shows 0 10 20 30 40 50
the measurements on one sample of the TbDyZn alloy at
4.2 K. These data are believed to be the first direct Current (A)
measurement of magnetostriction in this material system
at 4.2 K and indicate that the high saturation strain Figure 4: Measurement of dead leg tuner motion.
remains at these low temperatures.
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5 TUNER PERFORMANCE and the multimeter. A National Instruments analog box
was attached to the parallel port. This gave an Analog

The tuner w as tested at Energen's facility at 77 K and outputtwithd whichh wep coulde control thes currentn source.

at 4.2 K. At 77 K, the current in the coil was limited to 15 The resolution of the current drive under this setup was

A to prevent potential damage to the coil and actuator about a 1/2 A. The resolution of the network analyzer

from overheating. Figure 4 shows the results of tests at about 10 H.
was about 10 Hz.

77 K and 4.2 K.
In the first two tests, the maximum current for the

Figue 4indcats a ota stokeof 1 miron is tuner was 30 A. While the pressure in the helium vessel
available for tuning the SRF cavity. Based on the known was co s An du in e te stethere is a sligh varato

charcteistcs f te Jffeson aboatoy SF cvites, was constant during each test, there is a slight variation
characteristics of the Jefferson Laboratory SRF cavities, ovralnepridftm.Thsrsueafcste

thiscorespods o a unig badwith o 64O~z over a longer period of time. This pressure affects the
this corresponds to a tuning bandwidth of 6400Hz - tuning of the cavities. During the third test, when the
greater than the design goal by a factor of three.tuigothcates rn'h hrdetwnte

current was increased to 50 A, a large change in pressure

from 21 torr to 12 torr occurred during the test. There was
likely a shift in frequency because of the pressure change[_•' • •exacerbating the hysteresis that is evident in the data.

1497.0020 -

r V -- 1497.0015

F "K• H• °>'1497.0010

S1497.0005 *
F --. B-=• •PHe=21 torr

0 C- 1497.0000 - PHe=22 torr
E00

0 PHe=22-12 ton"

(D 1496.9995

Figure 5: The magnetostrictive tuner was installed in 1496.9990

place of the dead leg of the mechanical tuner. Drive Current (A)

Figure 6: Tuner tests on a SRF cavity.
It is clear that there is some hysteresis in these

measurements. The source of this hysteresis is the
anisotropic magnetic properties of the material and can be 6 CONCLUSION
reduced by properly adjusting the chemistry of the
material. Energen, Inc. has designed, built and demonstrated a

At Jefferson Laboratory, the tuner was installed on a fine tuning mechanism for superconducting radio

SRF cavity as shown in Figure 5. In operation, a frequency (SRF) cavities used in particle accelerators.

combination superconducting and mu-metal shield would The tuner is designed specifically for the Jefferson

be used to prevent the magnetic field from the Laboratory and operates in parallel with an existing

magnetostrictive tuner from affecting the performance of mechanical tuning system that uses a wormwheel and ball

the cavity. screw assembly. The magnetostrictive tuner has
demonstrated the desired 2000 Hz of tuning bandwidth

The cavity was inserted vertically in a dewar and and can be actively controlled during the operation of the
cooled in liquid Helium to approximately 2 Kelvin. A SRF cavity. Further refinements should increase this
network analyzer (Hewlett Packard 8753) was used to tuning range providing an alternative tuning system to
drive the cavity and measure the cavity's operating traditional mechanical tuner.
frequency (fo). An RF frequency preamp was use to boost
the signal from the cavity field probe before returning to 7 REFERENCES
the analyzer. A Sorenson programmable power supply
capable of 45 A was used as the current source for the [1] Magnetostrictive Materials, K. B. Hathaway and A.
tuner. A 50 Amp shunt was installed in the return leg of E. Clark, MRS Bulletin, Vol. XVIII, No. 4, April
the circuit between tuner and power supply. The shunt 1993.
was calibrated for 1 mV / A. A 5 1/2 digit HP multimeter [2] A. E. Clark, High Power Magnetostrictive Materials
was used to measure the shunt voltage. The apparatus from Cryogenic Temperatures to 250 C, Materials
was controlled with a laptop PC running Labview. The Research Society Fall Meeting, Boston, MA,
laptop used a GPIB card to talk to the network analyzer November 28-30, 1994.
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CRYOMODULE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CEBAF UPGRADE*

J.R. Delayen, L.R. Doolittle, E. Feldl, J. Hogan, J. Mammosser, V. Nguyen, H.L. Phillips,
J. Prebleo, W.J. Schneider, D.X. Wang, and M. Wiseman

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News Virginia 23606 USA

Abstract provides the required energy gain from a cryomodule. In
order to operate at these gradients without exceeding the

Long term plans for CEBAF at Jefferson Lab call for planned 2 Kelvin refrigeration capacity the quality factor
achieving 12 GeV in the middle of the next decade and 24 of the cavities must be maintained at 6.5x10 9 at operating
GeV after 2010. In support of those plans, an Upgrade gradients.
Cryomodule capable of providing more than three times
the voltage of the original CEBAF cryomodule 1.3 Fundamental Power Coupling
specification within the same length is under development.
Development activities have been focused on critical areas The upgrade cryomodule will be operated with the

thought to have maximum impact on the overall design. existing 5 kW RF power sources. The fundamental power
These have included the cavity structure, rf power coupler (FPC) is designed to use a minimum of RF power

coupling, cavity suspension, alignment, cavity tuning, and for gradient and phase control [3]. The nominal
beamline interface. It has been found that all design and fundamental power coupler Q,~, is 2.1x107 [4][5]. An
development areas are tightly coupled and can not be additional requirement for the coupler is an insensitivity to
developed independently. Substantial progress has been mechanical deformation of 0.0013 meters axially and
made toward an integrated design for the Jefferson Lab 0.050 radians angularly. This is required to support cavity
Upgraded Cryomodule. to cavity alignment in the cavity string.

1 CRYOMODULE REQUIREMENTS 1.3 Beamline Interface

The beamline between cavities became crowded as efforts

1.1 Tunnel Layout to maximise the active length of the cryomodule
progressed. The decision was made to remove all bellows

The CEBAF energy upgrade to 12 and then 24 GeV will between cavities allowing for an additional two cells or
be accomplished within the existing accelerator tunnel. 0.20 meters active length per cavity. The beamline outside
The 12 GeV upgrade will be accomplished using an the helium vessel contains the Higher Order Mode (HOM)
additional pass through one of the two linacs for a total of coupler ports, fundamental power coupler, field probe
five and one half passes or eleven transits of a linac [1]. port, and frequency tuner attachment.
Currently each of the linacs has five module positions that
were left empty during CEBAF construction. These ten 1.4 Helium Vessel
positions will be filled with upgrade cryomodules along The helium vessel encloses the cavity cells only,
with the replacement of six existing cryomodules in the minimising the liquid helium inventory in the cryomodule.
linacs and the two injector cryomodules. This is a change from the existing CEBAF design that

1.2 Cavity encloses the FPC and the HOM coupler ports. The vessel
design uses titanium construction with two titanium

In order for the CEBAF accelerator to reach 12 and 24 bellows at the outer diameter.
GeV the upgrade cryomodules will be required to supply
an average energy gain of 68 MeV [2]. This will be 1.4 Tuning
accomplished with an increase in both the operating The new tuning system design includes a coarse and fine
gradient and the active length of the cryomodule. An tuning actuator. This is a change from the existing
increase in active length from 4 to 5.6 meters must be CEBAF design that has a single tuning actuator. The
accomplished within the same footprint as the existing requirement for the fine tuning results from the limited RF
CEBAF cryomodules. The increased active length and an reurmnfothfieuigrslsfomheiiedRpower available and resulting requirement to minimise theaverage operating accelerating gradient of 12.5 MV/m RF power used for gradient and phase control. A control

resolution of 1 Hz with a range of 1 kHz is required for
Work sthe fine tuner and a resolution of 200 Hz with a range of

orsupported by the U.S. Department of Energy under 400 kHz is required for the coarse tuner [6]. The range of
#cEmail: preble@jlab.org the fine tuner is sufficient to handle the normal operating
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requirements which are typically within 100 Hz while the sealed string replacing the four two cavity strings used in
coarse tuner is used to tune the cavities after cooldown the original CEBAF design.
when additional range is required. 2.2 Fundamental Power Coupler

1. 5 Cavity Suspension and Alignment The fundamental power coupler is a waveguide design and

The cavity alignment requirements are unchanged from has been designed and tested using a copper model. The
the original CEBAF requirements [7][8]. This requires the coupler uses a Vd4 stub geometry providing two significant
cavities to be aligned relative to the nominal beam benefits, the first is the minimisation of steering kicks
trajectory with a root mean-square angular precision of resulting from the coupler electric fields and the second is
0.002 radians. To accomplish this a space frame will be the insensitivity to minor mechanical deformations in the
constructed around the completed cavity string that will coupler. The first is important to reduce the effects on the
allow individual cavities to be final aligned in the "as beam quality in the accelerator while the second allows
installed" support configuration. for using the coupler for small cavity alignment

adjustments. The copper coupler model has been used to
1.6 Requirements Summary determine final dimensions and demonstrate the required

Many of the requirements for the upgrade cryomodule are tolerance to mechanical deformations. The waveguide

very similar to the original CEBAF cryomodule. This section that provides the thermal transition between the

results from maintaining the existing cryomodule cavity and vacuum vessel has a common vacuum with the

footprint. Differences in the cryomodule are primarily cavity and is sealed with a warm ceramic window. The

driven by the increased energy gain, improvements in waveguide incorporates a S bend which allows for the

fabrication techniques, and changes in beam requirements. grouping of waveguides in pairs prior to penetrating the

Table 1 lists the major differences in the upgrade vacuum vessel and removes the warm ceramic window

cryomodule. from the line of sight of the beam line.

Table 1: Cryomodule Comparison 2.3 Beamline

The beamline is the area outside the helium vessel and
Parameter CEBAF Upgrade includes the FPC, HOM coupler ports, field probe,

Voltage2 20 MV 68 MV beamline flanges, and tuner attachment points. Noticeably
E_,Average 5 MV/m 12.5 MV/m missing between the cavities are any bellows or vacuum
Q0 @ Ea. 2.4x10 9  6.5x109  valves. To allow for no bellows in the beamline the

RF Windows 2 1 beamline flanges and FPC must provide the adjustment
required to maintain cavity alignment. The beamlineFPC Coupling V2 stub on ýJ4 stub flanges allow for an angular deflection by utilising a

stub design that thins the material interior to the sealing
Q, FPC 6.6x10 6  2.2x10 7  surface. Deformation of the membrane results in the
HOM Coupling Waveguide Coaxial required angular deflection. The FPC provides additional
B.L. Bellows 5 2 axial and angular deflection where the beamline tube
Vac. Valves 10 4 intersects the waveguide box. The combination of these
Freq. Tuner Single Dual-Coarse/Fine allows for a dogleg displacement in the beamline.
Cryounits (CU) 4 1 2.4 Helium Vessel
Cavities/CU 2 8
2 K RF Heat 45 watts 140 watts The helium vessel is one of the major changes from the
50 K RF Heat 40 Watts 120 watts CEBAF design. The vessel has been reduced from a 0.61

to a 0.25 meter diameter. This is made possible by moving
the RF couplers outside of the helium vessel. The vessel

2 DESIGN STATUS material is titanium to match the thermal properties of the
cavities and eliminate differential thermal contraction

2.1 Cavity difficulties. Two titanium bellows are incorporated into
the vessel which allow for the remaining differential

The cavity assembly has seven cells using the CEBAF cell thermal contraction and tuning requirements.
designs for interior and end cells. The cells are assembled
with an end collar that provides the interface to the helium 2.5 Cavity Frequency Tuning
vessel, beamline, and tuner attachment. The cavity design The tuner design is complete and being fabricated at this
is complete at this time. A major difference from the time. The design incorporates a single mechanism acted
CEBAF design is the use of a single eight cavity hermetic on by two actuators, one providing coarse and the other
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fine tuning adjustments. The coarse adjustment is optimise critical high impact systems as a whole with
accomplished using the same stepper motor used in the regard to these interactions. This has necessitated a
CEBAF design while the fine tuning is done using three number of iterations in design as one component design
piezo-electric actuators acting in parallel. Both actuators evolves and impact on others is evaluated and considered.
are mounted outside the insulating vacuum providing easy The beamline area has been the focus of considerable
access to them at all times. The cold portion of the tuner is effort to date. This area includes all the rf coupling, the
made of titanium matching the thermal properties of the tuner attachment, and cavity support and alignment. The
cavities and eliminating differential contraction issues, important issues include space, performance, fabrication,
The cold assembly has no friction generating parts and and processing considerations.
uses all flex joints to accomplish the required movement.

2.6 Support and Alignment 3 SUMMARY

The design of a upgrade cryomodule to support the energy
A warm space frame using support rods configured in a upgrade of the CEBAF accelerator is underway. The
double paired cross pattern at each end supports each design effort has focused on the least understood
cavity in the cavity string. The space frame is supported components of the cryomodule. These areas include the
inside the vacuum vessel at the quarter points, each being cavity and beamline, cavity string design, fundamental
between the second and third cavity from the end. The power coupling, cavity frequency tuning, and cavity string
frame is made up of a series of hoop rings installed support and alignment. These efforts are not independent
perpendicular to the beam axis down the length of the and require a series of iterations in order to look for a
cavity string and connected by axial support members. system optimisation. A test program is planned to allow
The frame is assembled around the string along with the for early and easy testing of prototype components
tuner assemblies starting from one end and progressing to allowing for effective development. The higher risk
the other. When the space frame is completed magnetic designs are scheduled to be tested in an integrated test by
shielding, thermal shielding, and associated components October of this year.
will be added to the structure. When complete the space
frame will be wheeled into the vacuum vessel and locked 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
into position.

The work reported here has been accomplished by the
2.7 Vacuum Vessel Jefferson Lab Accelerator Development Department and

The vacuum vessel is designed as a single pipe running Mechanical Engineering group.

the length of the cavity string. Four horizontal [1] D.R. Douglas, R.C. York, and J. Kewisch, "Optical Design of the
penetrations allow for bringing the waveguides and CEBAF Beam Transport System" Proc. 1989 IEEE Part. Accel.

instrumentation out of the vacuum vessel. Eight smaller Conf., Chicago, IL, March, 1989.
penetrations on the top of the cryostat allow for the tuner [2] J.R. Delayen "Upgrade of the CEBAF Acceleration System", these

interface, proceedings
[3] Lawrence R. Doolittle, D.X. Wang, "RF Control Studies For

Moderate Beamline Coupling Between SRF Cavities", Proceedings
2.8 Testing of the LINAC Conference 1998

The upgrade cryomodule includes new design concepts [4] Lawrence R. Doolittle, "Strategies for Waveguide Coupling For
SRF Cavities", Proceedings of the LINAC Conference 1998for several components. A testing program has been

designed to validate these concepts early on, providing [5] J.R Delayen et al., "An RF Input Coupler System for the CEBAF
Upgrade", these proceedings

confidence for the continuing design effort. A facility is [6] J.R. Delayen et al., "Frequency Tuning of the CEBAF Upgrade
under construction to provide a means to test various Cavities", these proceedings
components. An important feature of this facility is the [7] J.J. Bisognano, D.R. Douglas, and B.C. Yunn "Alignment
ability to quickly install, test, and remove components Tolerances for CEBAF Accelerating Cavities", CEBAF-TN-91-
allowing for multiple tests in a short period of time. This 081, 15 October 1991
facility, the Horizontal Test Bed (HTB), is being [8] D.R. Douglas and J. Preble, "Alignment Tolerance for 7-Cell SRF

fabricated by modifying an early CEBAF prototype Cavity", JLAB-TN-98-022, 22 May 1998

cryounit and will allow for the testing of two cavities with
prototype components attached. Its commissioning is
planned for May and the first test with prototype
components is scheduled for June of this year.

2.9 Design Integration

The design of the cryomodule includes many closely
interacting components. An attempt has been made to
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Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract
length instead of the gradient has the added advantage of

Long-term plans for CEBAF at Jefferson Lab call for lowering the dynamic load on the refrigeration system.
achieving 12 GeV in the middle of the next decade and 24 For this reason, it was decided early that the Upgrade
GeV after 2010. In support of these plans, an Upgrade Cryomodule would still include 8 cavities, but that these
Cryomodule, capable of providing more than twice the would be 7-cell cavities (70 cm) instead of the present 5-
operating voltage of the existing CEBAF modules within cell (50 cm). The baseline option calls for these cavities
the same length, is being developed. In particular, this to provide a minimum voltage of 8.75 MV with a
requires the development of superconducting ,cavities maximum power dissipation of 17.5 W at 2K, i.e. their Q
capable of consistently operating at gradients above 12 must be at least 6.5x109 at 12.5 MV/m. Thus the greatest
MV/m and Q-10'0 . We have engaged in a complete challenge is not so much in achieving a high gradient but
review of all the processes and procedures involved in the in maintaining a high Q at high gradient. Given the
fabrication and assembly of cavities, and are modifying constraint imposed by the available refrigeration (17.5W
our chemical processing, cleaning, and assembly facilities, per cavity), cw operation at 15 MV/m would be practical
While we have retained the cell shape of existing CEBAF only if the Q at that field were at least 1010.
cavities, the new superconducting structure will be
substantially different in several respects, such as the 100
higher-order-modes damping and the fundamental power
coupling systems. Design features and experimental 00
results will be presented. (109)

17.5•

1 INTRODUCTION 10 -- 7.5

CEBAF's long-term institutional plan calls for an energy
upgrade to 12 GeV in the middle of the next decade, and - \
to 24 GeV after 2010. While the details of the upgrade - \
path are still being developed, a top-level parameter list
has been generated which guides the selection between the 1
various options [1]. The Upgrade Cryomodule is the key 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

component of the upgrade of the acceleration system. Its E (MV/m)

design is also somewhat insensitive to the details of the Figure 1: Design Q-curve for the Upgrade 7-cell cavity,
upgrade option that is ultimately chosen, once the top- with line of constant 17.5 W power dissipation
level parameters have been defined, and it can be viewed
as a building block that can be applied to a large number 2 CAVITY DESIGN
of upgrade paths. For these reasons, most of the
development efforts in support of the upgrade are directed 2.1 Cell Geometry
toward the development and demonstration of prototype
Upgrade Cryomodules. While the CEBAF cavity cell design could be improved,

In order to increase the voltage that is provided by a the potential benefits do not seem critically important, and
cryomodule within a given length, one can either increase the first 7-cell cavity prototype has been built using the
the gradient at which the cavities are operating, or existing cell geometry.
increase the effective accelerating length, or both. While The existing cell shape is characterized by ratios Ep/E.
it may be argued that maximizing the accelerating length of 2.6 and Hp/Ea, of 47 Oe/(MV/m). Designs with lower
is the approach that presents the least technological risk, ratios exist; however, as was mentioned before, the
for cw accelerators such as CEBAF, maximizing the greatest challenge is not so much high gradient as low

power dissipation. In that respect, the shunt impedance of
"Supported by US DOE Contract No. DE-AC05-84ER40150. the existing design compares well with that of others.
' delayen@jlab.org Another attractive feature of the existing cell design is the
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relatively high cell-to-cell coupling coefficient (3.3%), 2.4 Higher-Order-Mode Couplers
which reduces the sensitivity of the field profile to the
lack of dimensional uniformity and mechanical stability as Among the modifications implemented in the cavities for

the number of cells is increased. A redesign of the cells is the CEBAF Energy Upgrade is the HOM damping

still an option, although a low priority one. scheme. In the original CEBAF design a healthy safety
factor against multipass beam breakup was included. The

2.2 Intercavity Beamline Q's of the relevant dipole modes were maintained at the
10r-104 level in order to guarantee two orders of

The topology of the Energy Upgrade cryomodule places a magnitude margin in the threshold current for instability.
full complement of couplers between each pair of adjacent To re-evaluate the requirements for HOM damping in
cavities. The mechanical design of this region has proved CEBAF, a program of measurements, simulations and
a challenge. The required functionality includes: a experiments is being implemented. Measurements of
Fundamental Power Coupler (FPC), 2 Coaxial Higher- HOMs in the accelerator and FEL have shown that self-
Order-Mode (HOM) dampers, a field probe, tuner, polarization of the coupler can enhance the Q of some
connections to the LHe vessel, and a demountable joint, modes to levels as high as 5 x 107. Even with these high

One of the concerns raised in the desire for longer Q's the machine is stable against BBU for the nominal
accelerating length within the same overall footprint of the current. Therefore we expect that, for the Energy
module (increasing fill factor) is that the separation Upgrade, even higher Q., would be acceptable because the
between cavities is small enough to lead to undesirable average current in the accelerator will be lower, and the
amounts of crosstalk. This was explored at some length injection energy and the overall energy of CEBAF will be
[2] and found not to be a problem. For very short higher. We estimate that the requirements on the Qx, of
separations, half-integral wavelength separations (V/2, or dipole modes could be relaxed by about two orders of
X) are needed to keep the real power flow small. V/2 magnitude, up to 105-106 from 103-104.
spacing is much too short to place couplers in the At present, the baseline design includes a tuned filter
intercavity space and places severe demands on the HOM damping scheme following the TESLA-Saclay
demountable joint. X spacing has some attractive features, design [5], which is compatible with the integrated helium
and some attempts were made to design the needed vessel used for the Upgrade cavities.
functionality into this space. No solutions were found that The possibility of eliminating entirely specialized HOM
appeared practical to assemble, absorbers is also under investigation. A program of

For separations larger than X, the crosstalk between studies of HOMs is being implemented, which will help in
adjacent cavities is small enough not to require a "magic" clarifying the true HOM limitations at CEBAF and in the
choice of distance. At the current design value of 30 cm FEL.
(1.5 X), the power flow between cavities under nominal
conditions is negligible. 3 FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES

2.3 Fundamental Power Coupler In order to meet the design specification of high gradients

Experience with waveguide couplers in the CEBAF and low losses with tighter distribution in performance,
and mechanical changes to the cavity and cryostat design,

design was generally positive. Waveguide couplers can g y ry g

be made relatively flexible and forgiving of displacements we concluded that an upgrade of the facilities and the
along the beamline. Heat loads are easily controlled, and assembly procedures used for the fabrication of CEBAF
there are no tight manufacturing tolerancesg cryomodules was needed. The goal was to increase the

One unpleasant feature of the original waveguide control over process and assembly variables. The

coupler was a large transverse beam kick. This production run of CEBAF cryomodules (1990-1994)
characteristic originated from its synchrotron heritage, generated a broad distribution of acceptable operatingcharacthe damping of the 4rt/5 TM mode was important gradients between 4 and 14 MV/m. The most predominant
where tabing of the 4re/n (rel a s lortant limitation in individual cavity performance is field
for beam stability. In the present (relatively) low-current emission and field-emission-related RF window arcing,
linac application, this is not an issue, and the coupler itself mainly due to surface contamination from process and
could be adjusted for near zero transverse kick [3]. hardware particulates. Our review has led to an assembly

The remaining displeasure with our existing coupler procedure that will pre-qualify the 7-cell cavities by
system centered on the windows, in particular the location vertical testing of the 7-cell assembly prior to addition of
of the cold window close to the beamline. We have beam tube couplers. After qualification, the couplers and
settled on a revised topology [4] that has a single warm
ceramic window (shielded from line-of-sight interaction heliumevesselfill be ad an tecavity will be
with the cold cavity) that is not required to pass HOMs. prepared for final assembly of an 8-cavity string. The
This does place more stringent demands on the waveguide final string assembly will then be completed in the Classthermal transition. It must be installed nearly free of 100 production cleanroom. To reduce particulates and to

themaltrasiton.It ustbe nstlle nerlyfre of narrow the individual cavity performances in the final
particulates, and with low outgassing characteristics.
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string, production semiconductor-style chemistry and Thorough rinsing was followed by high-pressure ultrapure
high-pressure rinsing (HPR) cabinets have been installed water rinsing for more than 90 min.
in the cleanroom. The chemistry and the HPR cabinets are In the clean room the cavity was rinsed twice with
self-contained, PLC-controlled and menu-driven. In reagent grade methanol. Immediately after assembly, the
addition to these cabinets, a part-cleaning cabinet and a cavity was attached to the vertical test stand and evacuated
final ozone-rinsing cabinet are currently being designed as by a turbo pump for typically 15 min. When a pressure of
part of the final string assembly procedures. During the less than 5 x 10F' torr was reached at the turbo pump, the
commissioning of these new facilities, procedures will be cavity vacuum system was transferred to the ion pump on
adjusted as necessary to reduce exposure of internal cavity the test stand. Fast cooldown of the cavity to 4.2K took
surfaces to particulates generated by assembly in order to place in approximately 1 hour; during pump-down to 2K
meet the new module performance specifications. the temperature dependence of the surface resistance was

measured. A residual surface resistance of 7.8 nfl
4 PROTOTYPE 7-CELL CAVITY corresponding to a Q,, of 3.5x10" was measured.

At 2K the cavity gradient was initially limited to 16.3
A 7-cell cavity was built from existing half-cells and M i by a br adow n, wh see edt o bi nited by
dumbbells remaining from the CEBAF cavity production MV/m by a breakdown, which seemed to be initiated by

dumbell reainng romtheCEBF cvit prducion field emission. After He-processing the quench limit
phase. Particular care was taken in the preparation of the i ed ton. Af t He-p s tue ling
dumbbells prior to joining them by electron beam improved to 17.5 MV/im at a Q-value of 6.2x10 9. During
welding: each dumbbell was carefully inspected and the pump-down of the helium bath from 4.2K to 2K a
mechanically ground, removing all visible surface pressure sensitivity of 99 Hz/torr was measured.
imperfections such as indentations or scratches. 100
Subsequently, the dumbbells were degreased and
chemically polished for 1 - 2 min, partially removing the
surface damage layer. The equatorial welds were done O0

from the outside with standard welding parameters, but (1O0)
only one dumbbell was added at a time starting from one
end half-cell and each weld was thoroughly inspected. If 1I -'

necessary, some mechanical grinding of the welds was
done with subsequent degreasing and slight chemical -

polishing. Prior to completing the equatorial welds, beam
*Goal

pipe assemblies were welded to the end half-cells.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

E (MV/m)

Figure 3: Results of the test of the first 7-cell prototype.
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Abstract 2.1 Hard limit

Unlike other types of accelerator subsystems, because of During commissioning, a safe upper bound for operation is
the flexibility in setting the gradient in each cavity, an SRF determined. This may be a safe margin below a quench, or
linac has many operational degrees of freedom. The overall the point at which X-ray fluxes are deemed dangerous for
linac has an operational envelope (beam voltage and cur- long term operation of equipment near the cavity. If noth-
rent) that depends on acceptable reliability, cryogenic ca- ing else, it is the highest field achieved during commission-
pacity, and RF power budget. For economic and end-user ing, since there is no positive evidence showing safe oper-
physics reasons, one typically wants to run as close to the ation above that point.
edge of the operational envelope as possible. With about
160 cavities in each of the CEBAF linacs, we have been 2.2 RF Power budget
forced to treat this problem in a very general way, and sat-
isfy other non-fundamental needs as energy lock and rapid Given a long series of assumptions about the cavity and its

recovery from failures. We present a description of the rele- RF system, it is straightforward to compute the amount of

vant diverse constraints and the solution developed for CE- RF power required to run the cavity at any specified gradi-

BAF ent and beam current. Given a value for available RF power
(at which there is still adequate gain for feedback), and the

1 GOALS overall linac beam current, an upper limit on the each cavi-
ties voltage can be computed. This expression is postponed

We seek a method for choosing the accelerating voltage for until later in the paper.
a large set of cavities, such that the behavior of the set as a
whole is optimized. The aggregation of cavities has exactly 2.3 Trip limit
four properties that we care about: the total voltage deliv-
ered to the beam, the amount of beam current it can carry Given trip rate as a function of voltage (assumed to be well
while maintaining voltage regulation, the amount of cryo-
genic losses, and the frequency of trips. The optimization cavities limited by this phenomenon have the same value

could, in general, be based on any restrictions and figures of aR/8V. This means that shifting a Volt of beam energy

of merit that depend on these four quantities. In practice, gain from one of these cavities to another will not change

the simplest arrangement is satisfactory, where individual the total machine trip rate.

parameters can be fixed, constrained, or floating. 2.4 Cryogenic capacity limit

2 PRELIMINARIES Given cryogenic dissipation as a function of voltage (as-
sumed to be well known) C(V), the formal condition of
balance is that all cavities limited by this phenomenon have

Table 1: notation the same value of OC/IOV. This means that shifting a Volt
of beam energy gain from one of these cavities to another

V Cavity voltage will not change the total machine cryogenic dissipation.
I Beam current This limit has not yet been an issue at CEBAF, but will soon

WR, c gp ene , become one as the energy is pushed to 6 GeV and beyond.
Rd dissipation impedance, Qo (R/Q) The cryogenic limit will become severe in the planned en-

6 Detune angle, radians ergy upgrade.

Table 1 shows the notation used. The operating voltage 3 SYNTHESIS
of the SRF cavities at CEBAF is constrained by four very Given a complete description of each cavities capabilities,
specific limitations:[1, 2] and the three global constructive parameters I, aR/lV,

* Work supported by the U.S. DOE Contract # DE-AC05-84ER40150 and OC/aV, a setpoint voltage for each cavity can be com-
tEmail: Idoolitt@jlab.org puted, which is the lowest of the four limits. This set of
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cavity voltages represents one possible complete and bal- where Q0 is measured at the time of cavity commissioning.
anced accelerator configuration. From this we derive

These three constructive parameters completely span the
space of rational configurations, so choosing a setup in- V(tc) 2tcRd

volves a search in these three dimensions, a great improve-
ment over the 160 cavities in each linac at CEBAF. Of 8V 1 R
course, CEBAF's users and operators can not be expected -tc 2

to choose 9R/OV and aC/8V by themselves to give the aC 2V
desired linac energy, stable cryogenic operation, and toler-
able trip rate. Software has to be constructed to aid them aV Rd

in that search. That magic word "search" implies the abil- Each of the above expressions is written in the single

ity to compute derivatives, so that the process can converge cavity form. The voltage V actually selected for a cavity

rapidly. is the lowest of V(I), V(tR) and V(tc). The overall en-

The expression for the power needed for a given voltage, semble R and C are clearly summations of the individual
current, and detune angle is cavity amounts, where the actual cavity voltage is used for

each cavity. The ensemble derivatives 9V/&I, aVIOtR,

W (1 + jJ)V + RI12  and OV/Otc need some care-a cavity only contributes to
4R, Cl the sum corresponding to its limit.

The expression can be inverted to find the cavity voltage 4 SPACE EXPLORATION
limit due to available RF power

1-I [4WR(l +As mentioned earlier, a rational ensemble setup is based
V- 1+62 +32)- I2 R262 

- IRcf constructively on the values of the three tune parameters,
I, tR, and tc. Four "result" terms are V, I, R, and C.

In this case I is considered the globally tunable parameter. One expects that any three of these may be specified, and
the fourth solved for (along with the tune parameters, and

_V R_ [ IRc62  1 therefore the exact setup). While in general a set of non-

I1 1 +-32 [ V'4WRc(1 + 62) - I 2 R~32 + 1 linear equations can be quite pathological, or at least have
1 . multiple solutions, the monotonic relations we have chosen

This technique works as long as one can construct a between, e.g., tR, R, andV make it very generally true that

unique cavity voltage limit from tR = OR/OV (this can be solutions, when they exist, are unique. It is, of course, true

thought of as a "tune parameter"), and the function V(tR) that asking to solve for unreasonable values of the "result"

for each cavity is non-pathological, so that small changes in terms will give a null answer.

tR can be used to make small changes in total linac energy. The current implementation allows searches for any

The implementation to date assumes three given values of V, I, R, and C. One can also directly
provide I, tR, and tc.

R(V) = ea+bv
5 GRITTY DETAILS

where a and b empirically parameterize observed trip rates.
From this we derive Other functionality than the pure theory has to be accreted

to the core before the lab has a usable software tool:
V t)=1[In tR--a]

V(tR) = n+-a- b Acquisition and control of all the input

* Operator override of specific troublesome cavities
aV 1 e Computation and setting of the quadrupoles (sensitive
t-- = R to the energy profile down the linac)

a9R * Smooth changes to the cavity gradient (don't overrun
= bea+bV the tuners or the module heaters)

OV_ * Operator interface
This technique also requires that one can construct a

unique cavity voltage limit from tc = OC/OV (this can be The implementation of all these requirements was pur-

thought of as another "tune parameter"), and the function posefully quite modular. The inner math program has no

V(tc) for each cavity is non-pathological, so that small user interface or control system dependence; those features

changes in tc can be used to make small changes in total are implemented as separate programs, with simple data

linac energy. The implementation to date assumes streams and handoff rules between them.
A fringe benefit of this modularity is that the (debugged,

V2  ready-to-run) inner math program is available for scans of
C(V) =parameter space. A total of 67 lines of sh and perl suffice
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to generate figures 1 through 4 by repeatedly invoking the 1500 South Linac, current 200 uA

math program to do the actual calculations. 240j5 at-psiwft
14001 arc nips/shift

These figures show that the nominal relationship be- .2apsi

tween voltage and cryogenic load (C oC V 2) breaks down 1300

when the machine operates near its voltage or RF power • 1200

maximum. Similar slices can be taken for other combina- -. .....

tions of beam current, trip rate, beam energy, and cryogenic
losses. 100oo0

North Linac, current 200 uA 900
1500

25 arc trips/shi 800arWc trips/shift -- /80 '
1400 1 arc trips/shift 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590

.2 arc trips/shf Energy (MeV)

1300

3 Figure 3: Variation with energy of the Cryogenic Load gen-
S•..2.0 erated by CEBAF's South Linac, with RF headroom to sus-
S1100 ....... tain 200 /LA beam loading and various trip rates.

U 1000 .....
South Linac, current 600 uA

1500
900 25 arc tnips/shift -

5 arc trips/shift.
800 1400 1 arc trips/shift.

800 .2 arc tips/shift
500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590

Energy (MeV) 1300

" 1200
Figure 1: Variation with energy of the Cryogenic Load gen-
erated by CEBAF's North Linac, with RF headroom to sus- 1100
tain 200 pA beam loading and various trip rates. low

900

North Linac, current 600 uA 80_
1500 800

25 arc tripslthift 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590142 5 arc trips/shift Energy (MeV)
I arc tripsishift -.I'....

.2 arc trilps/shift./:-•

1300 2.arc /S Figure 4: Variation with energy of the Cryogenic Load gen-
erated by CEBAF's South Linac, with RF headroom to sus-

200... .. tain 600 pA beam loading and various trip rates.

S1100
U ~ munity. Modern trends of careful design and simulation,

W applied to large, costly projects, will tend to create situ-
ations where many phenomena interact in the final opera-800

500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 560 590 tion of the device. Work such as this can make an important
Energy (MeV) contribution to actually achieving performance at the edge

Figure 2: Variation with energy of the Cryogenic Load gen- of the predicted envelope.
erated by CEBAF's North Linac, with RF headroom to sus- While more complex models would improve the realism
tain 600 /zA beam loading and various trip rates. of the simulated performance, the dominant source of er-

ror at the moment seems to be our inability to accurately
measure some of the parameters of the simple model. One
lesson to the designers and builders of large scale systems,

6 CONCLUSIONS therefore, is the necessity of embedding adequate in-situ

It is interesting to note that no single phenomena even rep- measurement capability.

resents a majority limitation in the machine under our cur-
rent high energy setups (5.5 GeV, 600 uA). This could 7 REFERENCES
be construed as a sign of several poorly controlled man- [1] C.E. Reece et al., "Performance Experience with the CE-
ufacturing steps (such as the wide range of cavity voltages BAF SRF Cavities," Proceedings of PAC 1995, p. 1512.
showing onset of field emission). It can also be argued that [2] J. R. Delayen et al., "Analysis of Performance Limitations
this is a natural consequence of efficient design where most of Superconducting Cavities," Proceedings of LINAC 1998.
subsystems are not overdesigned[3] (such as with the sizing [3] Henry Petroski, "To Engineer is Human," Random House,
of the cryogenic refrigerator). New York, 1992 and "The Deacon's Masterpiece," by Oliver

This pattern of large, complex systems, bounded by a Wendell Holmes, referenced and copied therein.
complex envelope, is likely to recur in the accelerator com-
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DEVELOPMENT OF SEAMLESS NIOBIUM CAVITIES FOR
ACCELERATOR APPLICATIONS*

P. Kneisel÷, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, Va 23606
V. Palmieri,Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Laboratori Nazionale di Legnaro, Italy

Abstract hundreds or thousands of meters of superconducting
Superconducting niobium cavities for application in structure, demand a significant simplification of
particle accelerators are usually fabricated by standard procedures to achieve even better performance than has
partnicles aucclerats aoreing u fsua brcamp nte by ndep been required for the presently operating accelerators. One
techniques such as forming of subcomponents by dee of such simplifications could be a replacement of the

drawing and joining by electron beam welding. Even typica cavification chnique o eletron-be

though these techniques are being used successfully in typical cavity fabrication technique of electron-beam-

many larger-scale accelerator projects and improvements in welding precision-machined nicbium parts into an

accelerating gradients have been achieved over the last seamless cavities. In the following sections we will

several years, there are often still problems with making describe the technical approach pursued for several years at

defect-free electron beam welds. In addition, the iN e LNL anill repron the enorag cat

manufacturing costs for such devices are significant and a pefnces acd after vari ouroeing steps

drastic reduction in production costs is a necessary performes at after vab.

condition for future very large scale applications in, e.g., mainly performed at Jefferson Lab.

lineir colliders. 2 CAVITY FABRICATION
Seamless cavities made by spinning from a single sheet

of material will dramatically reduce the fabrication costs The idea of manufacturing seamless cavities is not new,
and eliminate any problems associated with electron beam because this technology offers several potential benefits:
welding. - elimination of electron beam welds

The fabrication technique for seamless niobium cavities * streamlining of Quality Assurance (QA) procedures
has been developed over the last few years at INFN LNL - significant reduction in manufacturing cost
and several prototype single-cells of different material • reduction of necessary infrastructure for mass production
thickness and purity have been manufactured as well as a because of "speedy" manufacturing
5-cell cavity. Results from tests on these cavities after Several attempts have been made in the past to form
application of surface treatment techniques, such as cavities without welding either by hydroforming [1,2] or
buffered chemical polishing, "barrel polishing" and high by explosion forming. Hydroforming was only successful
temperature heat treatments, are discussed in this for copper as the base material and needed two intermediate
contribution. Q-values as high as 10" and accelerating annealing steps; it failed when niobium was used, mainly
gradients up to Ea,-- 30 MV/m have been measured. because of structural non-uniformity of the niobium

tubes. Despite these earlier setbacks, groups at DESY [3]
1 INTRODUCTION and at Saclay [4] are pursuing this technology-backed by

Superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) technology has computer modelling-with initial encouraging results.

been applied successfully in the last decade in several Both laboratories succeeded in bulging monocellbeenappiedsuccssfllyin te lst ecad insevral resonators, and accelerating gradients around E acc -- 20

large-scale particle accelerator projects around the world MV/in were reached.

such as TRISTAN, LEP, HERA and CEBAF. Future

applications in B-factories, proton accelerators, linear Initial tests on explosive formation of cavity shapes

colliders for electrons/positrons or muons and in higher- showed also discouraging results due to the inevitability

power fire electron lasers are being pursued seriously i of intermediate annealing steps. Therefore the work at
various laboratories. The reasons for this continued INFN LNL concentrated on developing the well-knownvarinterest ioratoiecThn y areasons elim thisono tinged spinning technique for manufacturing of seamless
interest in SRF technology are elimination of limiting niobium cavities.
phenomena and aimproved processing The process developed at INFN LNL involves basically
handling techniques resulting in better cavity two steps: in the first step a tube is formed from a sheet
performances. However, future projects, which involve of material either by spinning it onto a frustrum-shaped

mandrel of proper dimensions or, more recently, by deep
Supported jointly by the U.S DOE under contract number DE-AC05-
84ER40150 and by INFN Special Project on New Technology for drawing a tube with a diameter equal to the diameter of the
Electron Acceleration cavity equator; in the second step the tube is then spun
*E-mail: kneisel@jlab.org onto a demountable die of the true shape of the cavity,

which is either made of precision machined nylon or

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 943
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stainless steel. When the spinning process is completed- tests were performed at Jefferson Lab afterwards after
it takes typically one hour to spin a single-cell cavity and mechanical grinding.
the better part of a day to spin a 5-cell cavity-the
mandrel is extracted by collapsing the "keyed" elements 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of it. The main advantage of this process lies in the
possibility of avoiding intermediate annealing and even After the spinning was completed at INFN LNL, beam
multicell cavities can be cold formed straightforwardly pipe sections and flanges were electron beam welded to
from a planar disc. More details can be found in ref. [5-7]. the cavities at Jefferson Lab [8].

Figure 1 is a snap shot of the incomplete cavity during Subsequently, standard processing procedures such as
the spinning. Figure 2 is a collection of single and 5-cell buffered chemical polishing (bcp) followed by high
cavities tested during this investigation, pressure ultrapure water rinsing for up to 2 hrs and clean

room assembly were applied. In the case of cavity P2,
which was the first cavity sent to Jefferson Lab for
investigation, a series of small subsequent material
removal steps were carried out in order to study the effect
of the removal of the surface damage layer on cavity
performance as measured by the Q0 vs. Eacc at 2K. The
results of these tests are shown in figure 3. As can be
seen, a continuous improvement of Eacc is achieved by
etching away more and more material from the surface,
indicating that the spinning process introduces a rather
deep damage layer in the material. The steep decrease of
the Q-value beyond a certain field is not caused by the
onset of field emission loading. This field is shifted
towards higher values with deeper material removal. The
additional resistance represented by this Q-degradation is,

Sa e-cell cavity, e ple Cu in most cases, proportional to Eacc with 4 < n < 8 and

is not understood.

1.00E+11

Eacc [MV/m]

Figure 3: Dependence of cavity performance on removal
of surface layer; data from single-cell cavity P2

Figure 2: Selection of spun cavities used in this (He = Helium processing)
investigation

In figure 4 the final performance of cavity P5 is plotted;
In total six single-cell cavities and one 5-cell cavity were the cavity "quenched" at E acc = 3 MV/in.
tested during the course of this investigation. Cavities P 1, However we noted that the spinning process left a large
P2, P5 and P6 were spun *from high-purity niobium amount of narrow cracks in the material at the irises near
(RRR > 250), whereas cavities P3 and P4 were made from the beam pipes as shown in figure 5. Mechanical removal

reactor-grade niobium. The first 5-cell cavity P5-1 was of these cracks by either grinding with an abrasive or by
again manufactured from high-purity niobium. Cavity P1 "barrel polishing" [BP] [9] seemed to significantly reduce
was originally fabricated for CERN and tested there. A few the severe Q-drop at high fields.
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1.00E, 0 Teat #3,T =o2K Table 1: Best Results Achieved with the SeamlessCavities
.......... ........ .... + Test #7b. T =2K (RG = reactor grade, RRR= high purity, HT=heating,BP=

Lt4 -- - • Test Be, baking barrel polishing)
~r' + *+ + + -mO 0+*-- Os no*** CAV Nb Qres Eace Comments

- - 100 [MV/1mJ

0 0 Quench P1 RRR 0.3 25 40 gim grinding,
______ insufficient bcp

. -,-..- - P2 RRR >9 28 400 gm bcp,

siglcl,___Z!5 BP,HTnal200C
P3 RG >10 16.5 200gm bcp,BP

oE+7. .. HT= 1300 C,
_ .6 A 2 2100 gtm bcp

Test =234 lam P4 RG >10 15 BP,100 gm bcp
Test#6b:tumbling for 100hrs,80 ltm bcp,heat treatment at 900C for 1 1/2 HT=1200 C
hrs, 60 tgm bcpgrinding of cracks at beam pipe, 50 gim bop 250 Lrm bcp
et #c 20 jim bcp, baking at 115 C for = 40 hrs "in situ' I I "

P5 RRR >10 33 230tm bcp,BP
Figure 4: Best Performance of Cavity P5 HT=900 C

280jim bcp
P6 RRR low Q,needs

work
P5-i RRR >7 11.5 120 gm bcp end

cells need work

4 SUMMARY

This investigation has shown that the fabrication of
seamless cavities with its potential benefits of lower cost
"at high performance levels is feasible. Future work has to
concentrate on eliminating some of the observed draw-
backs such as the cracks in the material, the rather large
amount of material removal necessary for good
performance, non-uniformity in material thickness, and,

Figure 5: Cracks in the niobium located at the beam pipe for multi-cell cavities, the need for a stringent control of
iris. tolerances to maintain good electric field flatness. Cavity

The best performances of all the tested cavities are listed P6 was manufactured from a deep drawn tube and a
in Table 1; in several cases a heat treatment was applied significant reduction in material defects and much
either for hydrogen degassing and stress relieving purposes improved material uniformity were observed. This seems
(T = 800-900 C) or for post-purification in order to to be the right direction for future work. In addition it
increase the thermal conductivity (T1" 1200 C) of the seems quite prudent that the skillful manual spinning
material. No major improvements beyond the effect of process so far applied for the fabrication of these cavities
material removal were seen, however. In several cases also needs to be transfered to mass production equipment.
surprisingly low residual resistances in the order of 2 - 3
nfQ were measured corresponding to Q-values > 10 . The 5 REFERENCES
5-cell cavity P5-1 initially was limited by a quench at Eac,

11.5 MV/m in the nt - mode and from measurement of [l]C.Hauviller, Proc.1989 IEEE Part.Acc.Conf, p.484,Chicago (1989)
the other pass-band modes it was concluded that the defect [2] J.Kirchgessner, Proc. 3rd Workshop on RF Superconductivity,
most likely was located in one of the end-cells. By Report ANL-PHY-88-1, p. 533ff, Argonne (1988)
analyzing the results of the measurements of the other [3] W. Singer et al.; private communication
pass-band modes it also became clear that the three inner [4] C.Antoine; private communication
cells of the 5-cell cavity were performing much better than [5] V.Palmieri; invited talk this conference
the end-cells; the center cell quenched at about 25 MV/m [6] V.Palmieri et al.; Nucl.Instr.&Meth A342(1994),353-356
and the two neighboring cells sustained at least a field of [7] V. Palmieri et al.; Proc. 6th Workshop on RF Superconductivity,
17 MV/m. An attempt to improve the cavity performance CEBAF(1993), p. 857ff, Newport News, VA
by mechanical grinding of the end-cells has not been [8] EBW done by J. Brawley, Jefferson Lab
successful yet and further work is needed. [9]T.Higuchi,K.Saito et al.; Proc.7th Workshop on RF

Superconductivity, p.723ff, Saclay (1995)
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THE LHC SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES

D. Boussard., E. Chiaveri, E. Haebel, H.P. Kindermann,
R. Losito, S. Marque, V. R6del and M. Stirbett , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract 2 CAVITY MANUFACTURE

The LHC RF system, which must handle high intensity The cavity technology is similar to that used successfully

(0.5 A d.c.) beams, makes use of superconducting single- on a large scale for LEP2 [2]; it is based on niobium film

cell cavities, best suited to minimizing the effects of on copper cavities operating at 4.5 K and on a modular

periodic transient beam loading. There will be eight cryostat with easy lateral access. Bare cavities are

cavities per beam, each capable of delivering 2 MV produced by spinning and electron-beam welding and are

(5 MV/in accelerating field) at 400 MHz. The cavities coated with a thin (1 to 2 gim) thickness) film of niobium

themselves are now being manufactured by industry, by magnetron sputtering. The series production of 21 bare

using niobium-on-copper technology which gives full cavities is now being carried out by industry; seven

satisfaction at LEP. A cavity unit includes a helium tank cavities have already been accepted at CERN. Their

(4.5 K operating temperature) built around a cavity cell, typical performance is displayed in Figure 1 together with

RF and HOM couplers and a mechanical tuner, all housed the acceptance curve. The copper wall thickness results

in a modular cryostat. Four-unit modules are ultimately from a compromise between tuning force and mechanical

foreseen for the LHC (two per beam), while at present a stability against buckling. With a thickness of 2.8 to

prototype version with two complete units is being 3 mm, the cavity axial spring constant is about

extensively tested. In addition to a detailed description of 20 kN/mm.

the cavity and its ancillary equipment, the first test results 10
of the prototype will be reported.

1 INTRODUCTION LIMITED BY

AMPLIFIER POWER

Cavities having a large stored energy (low R/Q, high .....
voltage) are best suited for the LHC to minimize the 0
effects of transient beam loading due to the long gaps (up
to 3 gis) in the high intensity (0.56 A) proton beams [1].
This leads naturally to single-cell superconducting (SC)
cavities with large beam tubes very similar to those 0.1

designed for the high current e+e- factories. There will be 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

eight 400 MHz cavities per beam, grouped by four in each Eacc [MV/m]

of two cryomodules. Each cavity is connected inside a Figure 1: Typical cavity performance and acceptance
cryomodule to its neighbours by large diameter curve
(0 = 300 mm) beam tubes and (unshielded) bellows. The The helium tank of each cavity is made of 2 mm thick
operating voltage of the cavities (2 MV during storage, stainless steel. Its cross-section is cylindrical around the
i.e. 5 MV/m) is quite low by to-day's standards, but gives cavity cell and octagonal at the location of the ports. The
ample margin to boost the LHC RF voltage and reduce four helium tanks within a cryomodule are interconnected
bunch length in the future, if necessary. at the liquid and gas levels in such a way that a common
A variable coupler will equip the LHC cavities in order togivemaxmumfleibiityfor he arius ode of helium feed and a common gas return are sufficient
opvermatio m o flexibilityfor the iedn ncion, rampings (Figure 2). Individual safety exhaust pipes with ruptureoperation of the cavities during injection, ram ping and d s s a e o e e ,p o i e o a h c vt .A n L Pdisks are, however, provided for each cavity. As in LEP,
storage. The cryomodules are located on either side of a each cavity cradle is suspended inside the cryostat to
long straight section (point 4) where the distance between allow for contraction during cooldown. The longitudinal
the two beams has been increased from 195 mm to fixed point corresponds to the main coupler position to
420 mm. Additional room-temperature 200 MHz cavities avoid stresses on the double-walled tube. Neither a
will be installed in the LHC for optimum capture of magnetic shield nor a heat shield is necessary. The
beams having a large emittance (- I eV.s). measured static losses of the prototype cryomodule

(having only two cavities, no couplers and no second
beam tube) amount to about 25 W.

" Daniel.Boussard@cem.ch

On leave from Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest, Romania
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walled stainless-steel cylinders acting as counter-
rotating torsion shafts The latter are driven by stainless
steel cables (0 = 3 mm) providing again a transmission
without friction or backlash.S i............. .. ......... .
Furthermore, this system allows displacement of the

............ . ............................ cradle during cooldown and provides a low heat
conductance. A slightly different version of this tuner

.. ........... . . . . . .

M I

t!
Figure 2: Partial view of the prototype cryomodule
with two cavities (a series cryomodule has four
cavities)

A modular construction was adopted for the vacuum
tanks of the cryomodule (Figure 2). Each tank is a
stainless steel cylinder, without any welds, with large Figure 3: Tuner mechanism
lateral openings to permit easy access to the cavity, was successfully tested on the prototype cryomodule;
The four cavities are connected together with the wide the achieved tuning range and speed (limited by the
bellows in a clean room; this assembly is then rolled stepping motor) were 180 kHz and 9 kHz/s
inside the complete vacuum tank. The main couplers respectively. The resolution is too small to be
are mounted last, again in a clean room. It is also measurable.
possible to disassemble and reinstall a single cavity in
the middle of a cryomodule, without moving its 4 POWER COUPLER
neighbours. The second beam tube (cold) is attached to
the side of the cavity cradle. The LHC variable coupler is an upgraded version of

the LEP2 fixed coupler [2][3] (Figure 4). An open-

3 TUNER ended 75 92 coaxial line is coupling to the cavity. The
outer conductor (not represented in Figure 4) is made

Contrary to the case of LEP cavities [2], the LHC of copper-plated stainless-steel (double-walled) and
cavity tuner is purely mechanical in order to provide cooled with 4.5 K helium gas, while the inner
the large tuning range at full speed required to conductor (antenna) is a copper tube cooled by forced
compensate beam loading. The cavity cradle, with its air. A cylindrical ceramic window, with massive
two thick end plates joined by four columns forms a copper rings brazed on its edges is placed in the
rigid assembly, free of harmful resonances, which can waveguide-to-coaxial transformer. A reduced height
take the strong tuning forces (- 20 kN) without waveguide provides directly the matching to the
excessive deformation. The cavity end plate and the coaxial line, avoiding the usual "doorknob". In order to
cradle end plate are pulled together via thin (0.75 mm) suppress multipactor during operation, a d.c. bias of
stainless-steel blades and torsion shafts with long lever 3 kV is applied to the antenna, isolated from ground
arms (Figure 3). This arrangement provides a lever with a coaxial capacitor mounted in the waveguide. Air
action (ratio 14:1) without sliding parts or backlash. cooling is provided on the window and other critical
The internal stresses (290 Mpa) inside the blades stay elements of the coupler. A vacuum gauge and an
below the elastic limit.The axial force and movement electron pick-up antenna are located close to the
at the extremities of the two lever arms, inside the cold window.
cradle, are transferred to the outside via two thin-
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The antenna is moved (60 mm stroke) by making use d.c. bias. (An additional bias on the V14 line is being
of bellows about V/4 long. A low impedance (7Q) V14 considered.) The maximum power could be sustained
line transformer brings the current in the bellows to for long periods (400 kW for 150 hours, 500 kW for 50
low enough values, not requiring copper plating of this hours) with no sign of damage inside the coupler.
stainless steel part. The displacement of the antenna is At full reflection, any phase and any coupling the
guided by a (motor driven) high precision device, coupler sustains a 500 kW forward power (2 MW

equivalent power) provided it is pulsed (50 ms on, duty
Air cooling inlet Air inlet antenna cycle 10%) to avoid local overheating.

!~~~~~~~ ~~ ...... ........... ....... _ .. ..... ........
Displacement 5 HOM COUPLERS

mechanism •. .During the design of the LHC cavity its higher order(60 mm stroke) Ai 'p: :••....• •"" •. .. resur(60 mm stroke) Air pressure.mode (HOM) characteristics were carefully studied [5].
interlock Due to the large iris diameter and a cell length smaller

RIF screen and !: ~ i•• •!¢

_sea .than V2 ,only two of the HOMs do not propagate intoHV protection Be] • • I,-• • ,• ?, !i:i
Hrc "•:i~a"•:• !the intercell beam tubes. These are the two dipole

!• '"•' =":• •; I[• ] ''"i "• Motor drive
7. .Coaxial.line...Motor drive modes TElII and TMvI 1 0 which also have the highest7 D• Coaxial line •••" •|•~ii ••::.

(under vacuum) / !coupling impedance of all transverse modes. Clearly
. _l :for damping them beam tube couplers near the cells are

• i t- :needed. These are of a doubly resonant type and tuned
Capacitor i .. to provide equal shunt impedances (R/Q)*Q of about

for.DC.bias W waveguide 1.5 kQ for the two modes with one coupler mounted
for each polarization.
In addition two broadband couplers are installed per
cell. Derived from LEP design they can each carry a

Ceramic "HOM power of 800 W. They have response peaks near
window .. the frequencies of the high (R/Q) mode TM01 1

(770 MHz) and the trapped mode [5] TM° 12
_____(1240 MHz) respectively. On a model cavity external

Qs of 500 have been measured for these modes
Antenna (copper) • 75 ( Coaxial line ensuring that even if mode excitation by the LHC beam

(under vacuum)0is resonant the RF power coupled out will not exceed

_______________________500 W.

Figure 4: The LHC variable coupler 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Two prototype LHC couplers have been manufactured, The authors wish to thank the many persons who
assembled and vacuum-tested. Technical problems contributed efficiently to the design, construction and
occurred during electron-beam welding of the ceramic tests of the LHC cavities and their ancillary equipment.
window to the copper body and during titanium
coating of the vacuum side of the ceramic, resulting in 7 REFERENCES
the breaking of some ceramic windows. Solutions to
avoid these failures have been found. We also suffered [1] "The Large Hadron Collider - Conceptual Design",

from the bad quality of the OFE copper material used CERN/AC/95-05 LHC

for the copper body, which developed vacuum leaks [2] LEP Design Report, Vol. III, LEP2, CERN/AC/96-01 (LEP2)

after baking out at 200'C for 24 h. In the future forged [3] H.P. Kindermann, E. Haebel, M. Stirbet, V. Vescherevitch,
"Status of RF Couplers for SC Cavities at CERN", EPAC,

OFE copper will be used. Sitges 1996

High-power RF tests at room temperature were done [4] H. Frischholz, W.R. Fowkes, C. Pearson, "Design and

with two couplers, mounted horizontally on a 400 MHz Construction of a 500 kW CW, 400 MHz Klystron to be used
as RF Power Source for LHC/RF Component Tests", PAC,

copper test cavity. One coupler is connected to a Vancouver 1997.

500 kW 400 MHz klystron [4], via a circulator, the [5] E. Haebel, V. Rodel, F. Gerick, Z.T. Zhao, "The Higher-
second to either a 1 MW load or to a mobile short Order Mode Dampers of the 400 MHz SC LHC Cavities",

CERN-SL-98-008 RF
circuit. In travelling-wave mode, and with a pressure
limit of 2x10-7 mbar, the RF power could be ramped
between 15 and 500 kW, crossing several multipactor
levels, for which d.c. bias was effective. Below 15 kW
multipactor occurred inside the 7Q V/4 line, with no
electrons picked up on the antenna and no influence of
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS ON REDUCED-03 SUPERCONDUCTING
CAVITIES AT CERN

0. Aberle, D. Boussard, S. Calatroni, E. Chiaveri, E. Haebel, R.Hanni, R. Losito, S. Marque,
J. Tickmantel, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract • the reliability of the system has already been
demonstrated during operation in LEP, where only
about 10% of the downtime was due to faults of the

Several authors proposed the construction of RF system.
superconducting proton linacs using the LEP2 cavities e the large aperture of the irises (over 200 mm), which
once LEP will be decommissioned. However only a is made possible by the choice of the frequency of
fraction (about half) of these cavities can be used as they operation (352 MHz), should prevent the activation of
are for the high-energy part (P3-1) of such a linac, the low the cavities by the beam halo.
energy part requiring the development of accelerating Each LEP "module" is made up of 4 cavities and
structures optimized for lower values of the particle delivers in average 40 MV to the beam (hopefully 47 MV
velocity, in 2000). Considering the variation of the transit time
At CERN an R&D programme on reduced-13 single-cell factor from cavity to cavity due to the acceleration along a
cavities started in 1996 in order to study and explore the linac, a superconducting machine going from -240 MeV
limits of the technology successfully used for the up to -2 GeV would need between 50 and 80 of such
production of LEP2 cavities (copper cavities niobium- modules, with several stages optimized for growing betas.
plated using the magnetron sputtering technique). Four LEP cavities, which are designed for 13=1, have a
different geometries were extensively investigated, each reasonable efficiency (R/Q) only starting from -1GeV,
representing part of a multicell structure optimized for 13-0.9 (which corresponds anyway to a half of the linac).
particles having 03=0.48, 13=0.625, P3=0.66 and 13=0.8 Our research has shown that for values of 13 ranging
respectively. The results were encouraging for the last two from 0.66 up to 0.8 the reconversion of LEP cavities into
types and therefore a new phase of R&D aimed at the reduced 13 niobium/copper cavities is feasible, and can be
production of multicell cavities for 03=0.66 and 13=0.8 was very interesting from the economical point of view. For
started. The goal is to demonstrate simultaneously the lower values of 13 (0.48, 0.625) on the contrary the RF
feasibility of such cavities and the possibility of producing performances of the cavities produced with the
them by low-cost modification of LEP cavities, niobium/copper technology are not so satisfactory, so the
In the paper, after a brief review of the results obtained on interest of modifying LEP cavities into 13-0.5 cavities is
the single-cell cavities, we shall present in more detail the low.
procedure for the transformation of the LEP cavities, We will present in detail the results of the RF
which should allow a realistic estimate of the costs of measurements and the procedure we used to transform
such operation. one 4-cell existing LEP cavity into a 5-cell 13=0.8 cavity

fully equipped, and the real costs of such an operation.
1 INTRODUCTION

In 1996 an R&D programme has been launched at CERN 2 RESULTS OF SINGLE-CELL
to study the feasibility of reduced-beta niobium/copper CAVITIES
superconducting cavities. The motivation of this work Since August 1996 four different types of single-cell
resides in the various proposals for high-intensity proton copper cavities niobium-plated using the magnetron
linacs to be used for different purposes (e.g. for the drive sputtering technique were produced at CERN: 13=0.48,
beam of an energy amplifier, transmutation of radioactive 13=0.625, 13=0.66 and 13=0.8. The best performances
waste, for neutron and muon sources, for FEL obtained for each type are shown in fig. 1 and 2. A typical
applications etc.) [1-3]. The 352 MHz superconducting performance of a LEP cavity is shown as well in fig. 1.
RF system successfully working in LEP has been The Q(Eacc) curve for the 13=0.8 cavity fits the
considered for a reconversion, after LEP expectations (calculated by scaling with the geometry
decommissioning in year 2000, into the medium 13 (0.5 + factor the analogous LEP cavity curve). For the others the
0.8) and high 13 ( -1 ) part of some of these linacs. One results are lower than the scaling, showing a degradation
reason for that is of course economical, but there are also of the niobium film quality. This is probably due to the
other important points in favor of this option: low impact angle of the niobium atoms on the surface of

the cavity during the sputtering process for these
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geometries (for more details see [4]). In spite of that, we 0 the vacuum tank, which provides the thermal
believe that it is reasonable to use at least the P3=0.66 insulation between the helium tank and the
cavity if one limits the average accelerating field to 3 atmosphere at 300K;
MV/m. * the main coupler and the Higher Order Modes

(HOM) couplers, after some minor modifications to
10 adjust the coupling factors.

In practice we need to build only the 5 copper cells
_ _ _ _ _ and the helium tank.

- The necessary steps for the transformation are the
__ _ _ _ __ _- _ following:

0' 0 dismounting the cavity from its vacuum tank
- chemical etching of the niobium layer on the whole

-0- LEP I cavity, to clean the cut-offs;
0 cutting the helium tank and the copper cavity at the

0.1 - cut-off level;
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 e production of the new copper cells;

Eacc [MV/m] 0 welding of the cells to the old cut-offs;
Figure 1 :Results for a 4-cell LEP cavity and a single-cell 0 coating a new niobium layer;
P3=0.8 cavity (all limited by amplifier power) * welding the new Helium tank;

0 remounting the cavity in the old vacuum tank.
1 0 ........ 1... . ........... ........ ...

10 4-1=rJ102P + =0.625

co "10

0.1 5-cells

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Eacc [MVn] 0.1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Figure 2:Results for P3=0.48, 13=0.625, 13=0.66 single-cell Eacc [MV/m]
cavities (all limited by amplifier power) Figure 3: Comparison of the results for the single-cell and

the 5-cell 03=0.8 (all limited by amplifier power).

3 THE 5-CELL 3=0.8 CAVITY. We performed all these steps on an old LEP spare

The length of a cell is related to the 13 for which it is cavity. The cut-offs were laser-cut from the stainless steel

optimized. Since 5*0.8*/2-4*l*ýJ2, a 5-cell D3=0.8 will He tank, to insure a good surface quality for the

have exactly the same length than a 4-cell P=1. subsequent welding. The 4 cells were separated by plasma

This consideration is the basis for a low cost cutting. We built a helium tank much simpler (and

transformation of a LEP cavity. In fact as the lengths are cheaper) than the LEP one which should result in a

the same, we can re-use almost all the ancillary slightly bigger consumption of liquid He. All the other

equipment: operations are quite standard.

"* the thermal tuners, which provide coarse tuning and We measured the bare reconstructed cavity (without

have a range of at least ±25 KHz; He tank) and the result is reported in fig. 3. It is

"* the magnetostrictive tuners, which provide fine and interesting to note that the degradation of the performance

fast tuning and have a range of ±_KHz; from the single-cell to the 5-cell cavity is less than 25%.

"* the two "cut-offs", which are the part of the cavity We are limited only by the power of the amplifier.

connecting the two end cells to the beam pipe (see Some photos of the transformation process are shown

fig. 4). These are the most expensive mechanical in fig. 4-5. We are presently mounting the cavity into the

parts of the whole copper cavity, because all the vacuum tank and we will measure it before summer '99.

flanges for the different couplers have to be welded The cost of the whole operation amounts to

on them; approximately 20% of the price of one new LEP cavity.

"* some parts of liquid helium circuit;
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6 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the results of the measurements of single
S 1 and multi-cell reduced-beta cavities produced at CERN

with the niobium sputtered on copper technology used for
LEP2 cavities.

We believe that the minimum value of P3 for which
one can obtain reasonable performances for this kind of
cavities is around P3=0.66. Because of simple geometrical
considerations, 13=0.8 and 13=0.66 multi-cell cavities can
fit a vacuum tank of a LEP 13=1 cavity, leading to a low
cost recycling of the LEP2 RF accelerating system.

We built a 5-cell 13=0.8 cavity by modifying a LEP
cavity at -20% of the cost of a new LEP cavity. This
estimate includes: cavity and ancillary equipment

Figure 4: Laser cutting the He tank at the good dimension. modification, manpower cost and low temperature tests.

The cutoff is visible inside the tank. About the same price would be spent to modify a LEP
cavity into a 6-cell P3=0.66 cavity.

4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS. A linac using 13=0.66, 13=0.8 and 13=1 cavities could
accelerate particles from 240 MeV up to 2 GeV.Since 6"0.66"~•/J2=4" 1"*L2 one can envisage a low cost

modification of a LEP cavity into a 13=0.66 6-cell cavity. 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We showed that for a single-cell this geometry gives
acceptable performances up to 3 MV/m, but the scaling of We are indebted to all of our technicians, without their

this performance to 6-cell should be demonstrated by an work this development would not have been possible. We

experiment that will be done only if a real interest in that are grateful as well to our colleagues of EST/SM group

will arise. Some measurements would also be necessary for chemical treatment and in particular H. Neupert for
on the main couplers and HOM couplers to determine the niobium coating.

modifications needed to get the good coupling factors.
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Figure 5: The 5-cell cavity ready to be electron beam welded on the cut-offs using an internal gun.
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STATUS OF THE NIOBIUM RESONATOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
FOR THE NEW DELHI BOOSTER LINAC

P.N.Potukuchi* and S.Ghosh*

Nuclear Science Centre, Aruna Asaf Ali Marg, New Delhi 110067, India

and
K.W.Shepard

Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Ave, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

Abstract on niobium. Similarly, a major effort went into developing
electron beam welding parameters for welding different

This paper reports the construction of niobium thickness of niobium [9]. The electron beam welder is a
superconducting quarter wave resonant cavities for a five-axis CNC machine with movable gun and tilt, and a
booster linac for the 15 UD Pelletron accelerator at the large vacuum chamber. The machine is equipped with a
Nuclear Science Centre. The resonators have been three head stock rotary fixture with matching tail stocks.
developed, and are being constructed, in collaboration To increase productivity, the entire weld fixturing was
with Argonne National Laboratory. Construction of the designed to perform multiple welds in a single pump
first batch of ten resonators started in May '97 and is down.
expected to be completed by June '99. The incremental
cost is expected to be about $36K per cavity. Status and o- M

details of construction, and results of the first cold test are
pe e CENTRAL CONDUCTORpresented. 1. IASSEMBLY

1. INTRODUCTION

A superconducting linear accelerator booster for the
existing 15 UD tandem Pelletron accelerator [1], at the NIOBUM HOUSING

Nuclear Science Centre, is presently being constructed in
collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).
A prototype quarter wave resonator (QWR) was designed, 28.5 STAINLESS STEEL

fabricated and tested successfully at ANL [2]. The linac OUTER HOUSING

will eventually consist of three cryostat modules each
containing eight QWRs [3]. A total of twenty seven Nb-SS EXPLOSIVELY

cavities, including one for the superbuncher and two for BONDED FLANGE

the rebuncher, will be needed for the linac. Construction - ----- ----- I-- BEAM AXIS

of the first batch of ten resonators is presently nearing
completion at ANL [4]. SLOW TUNER

BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the 97 MHz
quarter wave resonator optimised for a particle velocity P f93
(=v/c) = 0.08. Details of the cavity design have been
presented elsewhere [5]. Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the 97 MHz quarter wave

coaxial-line cavity. Dimensions are in inches.

2. PRODUCTION DETAILS
The contract for the first batch of production calls for

The entire production is being carried out with fabricating ten resonators. Because of higher productivity
commercial vendors in USA and India [6,7,8], unlike the from the electron beam welder, than anticipated, we will
prototype development project which was done in-house produce twelve complete resonators and most of the parts
at ANL. Before the production started the technology of for two more. The entire fabrication effort has been done
fabricating niobium resonators was transferred to the in several major groups of tasks [4].
vendors. Considerable time and effort went into training
vendors to perform the machining and sheet metal work

* Currently at the Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Ave, Argonne, IL 60439, USA
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3. PRESENT STATUS shielding in the test cryostat has been found to be

At te tme o wrtingthi paer al te maor ub-inadequate, and the higher rf losses in the cavity are

atstembtimes of wheritingathis, paperal the major sub-r thought to be from trapped magnetic flux from earth's

bellows, have been fabricated. This represents about 85% mantcfedMgeicselngsno bigpu

of the total machining & sheet metal work, and about 6% around the test cryostat.

of the total electron beam welding work for the project.
Figures 2 and 3 show the bare niobium housings and the
central conductor assemblies respectively.

Figure 2: Niobium housings with the beam & coupling
ports.

Figure 4: First two resonators complete with the stainless
steel outer housings.

9.5-

9-

8

7.5

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 3: Niobium central conductor assemblies. A=x &I~aiRe~d(M\'rr

We have completed fabricating two resonators, which are Figure 5: Resonator Q as a function of accelerating
being tested. Figure 4 shows the first two resonators gradient at 4.5 K
complete with the stainless steel jackets. The remainder
are 70% complete, they have been tuned to frequency and 5. COSTS AND EFFORT
the central conductor assemblies are being prepared for Fgr hw h ibu aeil arcto n

weli starth thortfly ne.lo ue ariainwr electron beam welding cost for the project. Several points
willstar shotly.should be noted:

4. CO D TET REULTSa) We are building twelve complete resonators and most
4. CO D TET REULTSof the parts for two more. We consider the effort to be

The first resonator was recently tested (without the slow equivalent to building thirteen resonators.
tuner bellows) at 4.5 K and performed as shown in figure b) The costs indicated represent the incremental costs and
5. The minimum performance goal of 3 MV/in with 4 do not include the cost of the tooling. Most of the
watts of rf input power has been exceeded. The magnetic tooling made during the prototype resonator
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PROTOTYPE 350 MHZ NIOBIUM SPOKE-LOADED CAVITIES

K. W. Shepard, M. Kedzie, ANL, Argonne, IL
J. R. Delayen, J. Mammosser, C. Piller, JLAB, Newport News, VA

Abstract accelerating voltage, particularly in the single or double
cell structures needed to obtain broad velocity
acceptance, would require cavity diameters approaching

superconducting cavities of a spoke-loaded geometry [1], a meter. Construction, handling, and cryostat design
intended for the velocity range 0.2 < v/c < 0.6. Two would all be rendered difficult. Also, the mechanical
prototype single-cell cavities have been designed, one stability of such large, highly foreshortened cavities
optimised for velocity v/c = 0.4, and the other for v/c = would be at best marginal.
0.29. Construction of the prototype niobium cavities is A more promising geometry is the spoke resonator,
nearly complete. Details of the design and construction which has been successfully prototyped in the form of an
will be discussed, along with the results of cold tests 855 MHz, single-cell niobium cavity [7,8]. For the

linac contemplated here, a substantially lower frequency,
1 INTRODUCTION say in the range 300-400 MHz, is desirable. Lower

The Argonne Physics Division several years ago put frequency would provide increased voltage, larger beam
forward a concept for an ISOL-type exotic beam facility aperture, and higher operating temperature. Since this
using a proton/light-ion linac to drive a spallation source frequency range is more than an octave lower than tested
for radioactive ions [1,2,3]. As initially proposed, the to date, further prototyping is required.
driver linac would be a normally-conducting, fixed In what follows, we discuss parameter choices and
velocity profile, 220 MV linac which could provide construction of two prototype cavities [9]. Preliminary
beams of protons or light ions at a output energy of 100 test results are also discussed.
MeV per nucleon with a total beam power of 100 kW

A normal-conducting linac would have several
limitations. The velocity profile would need to be fixed 2 CAVITY DESIGN AND
in order to maximise shunt impedance. Consequently, CONSTRUCTION
for the lighter ions, particularly protons, the linac would Principal parameters for the two prototype cavities are
have to be operated at substantially less than maximum shown in Table 1. To minimise time and cost, the two
gradient. Also, operation would be pulsed, with a duty prototype cavities were designed to require no sheet-
factor of at most a few percent which could cause metalotyp cavities were fore d fo t-
transient heating problems in the spallation target and e orming dies. Also, cavities were formed for two
also make voltage stability of the ion source problematic. different velocities by changing only the cavity length

These limitations would be overcome by making the and spoke diameter. For use in a linac, the frequencies of
driver linac superconducting [4]. Then, the linac could
be formed of short independently-phased cavities. The
resulting broadly variable velocity profile would greatly
enhance performance, for example, nearly doubling the
maximum proton energy.

The cw operation possible with a superconducting
linac would be advantageous in several respects. The
reduction in peak beam current would reduce space
charge and enable increased beam current, allowing, for
example, the driving of several targets simultaneously.
Also, the injector ion sources would be simplified..

We must note, however, that little development work
has been done on superconducting cavities for the
required velocity range 0.2 < 03 < 0.6 [5].

Cavities currently under development for I > 0.6 are
foreshortened versions of the 1 = 1, multi-cell elliptical '
cavities used for accelerating electrons [6]. The present
application, however, deals with energies below 200 Figure 1: Prototype niobium spoke cavity for 13 = 0.4

MeV/A, and appropriate cavities would require prior to welding on the end bulkhead. The outer
excessive foreshortening. To obtain a reasonable diameter of the 350 MHz cavity is 44 cm.
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Table 1: Parameters for the prototype cavities = 0.4 cavity are shown in Fig. 2. The Q observed at 4.5

Parameter 0= 0.4 = 0.3 K is characteristic of a surface resistance R. of 100 nQ
within a factor of two of the BCS surface resistance for

Acv lniobium at this frequency and temperature.
-Frequency 349 MHz 338 On initial cooldown, the cavity exhibited multipacting
-Geometric Factor QR,, 72 75 starting at low field levels, a few tenths of a MV/m, and
*RF Energy 85 mjoule 51 extending continuously to the highest field levels so far
*E peak surface 4.0 MV/m 4.2 reached, 3.5 MV/m. This level may be limited by the
*B peak surface 107 91 amount of rf power, 100 watts, currently available for

.*Referenced to an accelerating field of 1 MV/m pulse conditioning of the multipacting barriers.
Mechanical stability of the j3 = 0.4 cavity seems

the two cavities would need to be matched. But for aechanical noise wasiobseedt

purposes of evaluating prototype resonator performance, adequate. Ambient mechanical noise was observed to
the slightly lower frequency that results from using the cause rf eigenfrequency jitter on the order of a few tens

theslihtl loerfreueny tat esltsfro usng he of Hz peak to peak. It should be noted that these
same tooling for both cavities is of no consequence

The cavity housings are formed from 1/8 inch sheet, observations were made while the test cryostat system

and the central spoke of 1/16 inch sheet niobium. The was connected into the continuously circulating helium

17 inch diameter bulkheads at either end are dished refrigeration loop cooling the ATLAS linac, so that the
inwards by 1.3 inches to reduce cavity deformation test conditions realistically simulate a linac environment.

under external pressure. To further enhance mechanical Further tests are scheduled for both the 0 = 0.4 and the

stability, a series of support ribs are welded to the = 0.3 cavities. Increased rf power will be available for

exterior of the end bulkheads. The two coupling ports conditioning of multipacting barriers.

provide access for vacuum and rf coupling, and also for
chemical processing, rinsing, and cleaning. 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Construction of both prototype cavities has recently mechanical properties of the cavities.
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A SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATING TEST MODULE FOR THE
EUROPEAN SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE

W. Diete, B. Griep, M. Peiniger, P. vom Stein, H. Vogel,

ACCEL Instruments GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany

B. Brdutigam, Forschungszentrum Jilich, Germany

Abstract Forschungszentrum Juilich (FZJ) in the summer of this
year.

In 1993 a multinational study group started to evaluate At present the cryogenic and rf supply for the test area is
the feasibility for a next generation pulsed European installed at FZJ. Besides the measurement of the cavit
Spallation Neutron Source (ESS) [1]. The beam is performance it is planned to study the influence of
specified to have an average power of 5 MW at the microphonics on the cavity and the rf stabilisation in
target point with a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The final pulsed mode operation. In a second step the rf equipment
energy of the accelerated negative Hydrogen ions is for high power coupler tests will be installed.
1334 MeV. The high energy part of the accelerator will
consist of 168 5-cell cavities arranged in 7 groups in the 1 THE CAVITY
beta range from 0.37 to 0.91. For the high beta cavities a The module is equipped with a 500 Mfz 5-cell cavity.
superconducting option is planned [2]. The cell shape is optimised for a relative particle velocit
A first superconducting accelerating module was of beta=O.75. The mechanical stability of the cavity was
designed and is currently under construction at ACCEL analysed by finite element calculations. The lowest
Instruments. The objective is to study the performance of eigenfrequency is well above 50 Hz.
the cavity and the cryomodule. The completed .module For the manufacturing of the cavity high purity niobium
will be delivered ready for cryogenic RF testing at sheet material is used. The Residual Resistivity Ratio

1) Cryogenic Supply Tower
2) Radiation Shield Cooling
3) Tuner
4) Niobium Cavity 03.0.75
5) Main Coupler

Fig 1: Overview of the Cryomodule
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(RRR) is about 300. The individual half cells are formed 3 REFERENCES
by deep drawing from the niobium sheets. The half cells [1] The ESS Technical Study Volume III, ESS-96-53-M
are joined together by electron beam welding. [2] Conceptual Design of the SC High Energy Linear H-
All chemical preparation and assembly steps of the cavit Accelerator for the ESS, ESS-96-60-L
are done at ACCEL facilities. The performance [3] M.Shibata, "Superconducting Rf Activities at
sensitive steps of the assembly will be carried out within JAERI", In Proc. of the 6th Workshop on Rfa class 100 clean room. Superconductivity, Newport News, p. 124-130, 1993

Table 1: Cavity Parameters

f0 [MHz] 500
beta factor 0.75
Geometry factor [n] 207
EpeajcEacc 2.6

HIeak/Eacc [mT/(MV/m)] 5.6

ZT/Q [92/m] 272
Tuning range [KHz] 600

2 THE CRYOMODULE

The cryostat (fig. 1) is based on ACCEL's design for the
low loss cryomodules for the JAERI FEL Linac [3]. The
two radiation shields are cooled by a Gifford Mc Mahon
type refrigerator at the temperature levels of 20 K and 80
K. The static heat losses at 4.2 K temperature level are
designed to be well below 3 Watt.
The tuner drive is mounted outside the cryostat. This
simplifies the maintenance and increases the reliability of
the tuning system. The tuning forces are transfered to the
cavity by the beam tubes.

Table 2: Calculated Heat Load of the Cryomodule

Heat Load at
Temperature (Watt)

4.2K 20K 80K

beam tube A 0.08 1.62 5.83
beam tube B 0.08 1.62 4.94
main coupler 0.74 3.90 5.69
GF-UP support 0.003 0.06 0.23
radiation 5.20
80 K shield

radiation 0.32
20 K shield

radiation 0.1
LHe tank

supply tower 0.07 0.65 3.40
rf cable 0.42 1.65 1.70
sum 1.48 9.85 26.98
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DESIGN STUDY FOR SC PROTON LINAC ACCELERATING CAVITIES.

E. Zaplatine*, W. Braeutigam, S. Martin,
Forschungszentrum Juelich, Germany

Abstract It means that the process of cavity designs for SC linac
becomes time consuming. Here we present some basicsA 70133 Me suprcoducing rotn lnac s uder which can help to obtain rather fast the main cavity param-

consideration as a possible version for the high energy part which we user EsS poe aft cavity

of European Spallation Source accelerator. In this paper we eters and which we used for ESS project. A further cavity

describe two alternative options of an accelerating structure optimization can be made afterwards but we believe that an

(500 MHz) for this machine. First is the 5-cell elliptical improvement will be within 5%.

cavities designed for the )3=0.4-0.9. The second type is a The main advantage of any SC cavity is a possibility of

spoke cavity extended to multigap design (03=0.3-0.5). Re- high accelerating electric field maintaince (Eacc). There

sults of numerical simulations are compared with low level are two characteristics which limit in principle an acheiv-

experimental data. A full scale SC elliptical cavity proto- able value of Eac,. They are the peak surface electric field

type is under construction in collaboration with ACCEL. (Epk) and the peak surface magnetic field (Hpk). Hpk is
important because a superconductor will quench above the
critical magnetic field. Epk is important because of the

1 INTRODUCTION danger of field emission in high electric field regions. All

In some recently launched projects[I]-[3] for high inten- these mean that to maximize the accelerating field first of

sity proton beam acceleration the possibility to use super- all it is therefore important during a cavity design to mini-

conducting cavities is under investigation. For this purpose mize the ratios of peak fields to the accelerating field. There
a well established "elliptical" (Fig. 1)13= 1 cavity shape is are some more figures of merit to compare different designsadapted for much slower proton beams with 13 range from such as power dissipation Pc, a quality factor Q and shunt

0.4 to 0.9. At the same time from mechanical calculations impedance Rsh. But these parameters are not so crucial to
such type cavity use for 13 lower than 0.5 is accomplished the cavity design and may be varyed in some limits without

with a need of serious mechanical structure stiffeners. As any sufficient harm for a system in whole. Here we should

a possible alternative a so called spoke cavity[4] is un- mention also such figure like the cavity apperture (bore ra-

der consideration. During past year, at Forschungszentrum dius in elliptical cavity design Ri). This characteristic is

Juelich, we have been looking at the possibility to use SC obtained in conjuction with beam dinamic calculations and

cavities in European Spallation Source project (ESS)[5]. is defined as a first. The choice of Ri limits Epk (Fig. 2)
and Hpk, defines cell-to-cell coupling in multicell cavity,
influences the shunt impedance value and field flatness.

beta=0.5

10 Rtop=35mm

9

Dcav2. 8 Ri=lO5mm

a 
8

1 6 66
6L 

75

7 
- - --1Ri

4

3
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Figure 1: Elliptical Cavity Geometry (1/4 of cell is shown) slope angle (deg)

Figure 2: Maximum Electric Surface Field to Accelerating
Field Ratio vs. Slope Angle a

2 ELLIPTICAL CAVITY

Usually, an elliptical cavity design is a compromize be- We start an elliptical cavity design with R, definition.

tween various geometric parameters which should define a Now, as to concern the cavity shape design itself there are

most optimal cavity shape in terms of an accelerator pur- some geometric characteristics (dome radius R slope

pose. Within a SC proton linac design there is a need angle a, ellipse axis) which should be defined for a most

of grouping of cavities with different 3 = v/c values, optimal cavity shape in terms of mentioned above RF pa-
rameters. And as a next step of design we made Epk/Eacc

"On leave from the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna. and HpkI/Eae, investigations on slope angle a value. The
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reason of this is that an optimal value of a could be define along with results from other calculations[l]-[3]. These re-
unique if to consider dependences of Epk/Eacc (a cavity sults reffer to the projects with quite different basic pur-
frequency 500 MHz) (Fig. 3). From these grafs one may poses and parameters (pulsed and cw, different final en-
make a decision about a cavity shape. These calculations ergies and RF frequencies), but all sets are for the same
have been done by means of 2D cavity simulation code apperture (Ri=65 mm for FZJ).
SUPERFISH[6]. The ellips parameters have been defined Table I lists the main parameters of elliptical cavity de-
by program automatically to satisfy the fixed cell length signs for different /3 values. Here we kept coupling approx-
3A/2. After this set of simulations the choice of Ri should imately constant for all 3's.
be checked. Fig. 4 shows dependences of the cavity cou-
pling on iris radius for the chosen above optimal in terms Table 1: Some Parameters to Compare Elliptical Cavities
of ac points. with Different /3 = v/c

beta=0.6 
55

4.8 60 /3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.75 0.9
°4.6 50

44 aperture Ri (cm) 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5
S42 dome Rtop (cm) 2.5 3.5 4.5 6.5 8.5

4 slope a (deg) 6 7.5 10 12 14

3.8 cell-length (cm) 12 0.15 0.18 0.225 0.27
3.6 Rtop=35 transit time factor .775 .772 .768 .764 .762
3.4 coupling (%) 0.53 0.57 0.66 0.66 0.62
3.2 Epk/Eacc 3.52 3.13 2.88 2.56 2.31

3 1 TT
4 6 5 10 12 14 Hpk/Eacc 83.8 73.9 67.5 59.8 54.9

slope angle (deg) (Gs/(MV/m))
R, * Q0 (Ohm) 103 132 161 203 238

Figure 3: Maximum Electric Surface Field to Accelerating RhI/QO (Ohm/m) 387 474 541 650 730
Field Ratio vs. Cavity Slope Angle a Qo * 10-10 0.83 1.06 1.29 1.62 1.90

0.045 -eta0: ,beta-O.6Rtop=55mm .

0.04 slope--6deg

0.035 3 SPOKE CAVITY
S0.030.2 As an alternative to the elliptical cavity for small /3's a

slope=deg / spoke cavity is under consideration (Fig. 6). This one cell
0.02 cavity has been built and tested at high fields at Argonne

0.015 3ope=5 National Lab. The advantages of such type cavity before
0.01 elliptical ones are smaller dimensions and higher mechan-

0.05 ical ridgidity. An accelerating ir-mode electrical field is
03 4 5 7 8 9 10 similar to the elliptical cavity accelerating mode but mag-

bore radius Ri/cm netic peak field on surface is defined by spoke diameter.

To provide the calculations of Epk/Eacc on the cavity sur-
face the spokes have been made round (Fig. 7). There is

an optimum of Epk/lEace depending on the spoke length
6 (Fig. 8) which explains by co-dimensions of an accelerat-

5.5 ing gap and a space between the spoke and a cavity wall.

5 Table 2 lists some parameters for multycell spoke cavi-
4.5 fties.

w. An experimental stand and normal conducting 5-cell
4 N cross bar spoke cavity model have been built. First mea-

3.5 surements show a good agreement with numerical simula-

3 tions. On Fig. 10 a first result of an electric field profile
2.5 infn apt measurement along a model axis is presented.

2
0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1beta =v/o 4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Figure 5: Maximum Electric Surface Field to Accelerating The authors would like to thank Dr. Yu. Senichev for help-

Field Ratio full discussions, K. Sobota, A. Richert and R. Stassen for
the construction of an experimental stand and the measure-

The results of our calculations are presented on Fig. 5 ment help.
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Figure 8: Maximum Electric Surface Field to AcceleratingMAFIA .... ...... Field Ratio vs. Spoke LengthMAFIA
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DISSIMILAR METAL JOINTS FOR THE APT SUPERCONDUCTING

CAVITY'S CRYOGENIC PLUMBING SYSTEM

M.J. Cola, M.B. Lyons, D.F. Teter and R.C. Gentzlinger*
Materials Science & Technology--Metallurgy

*Engineering Science and Applications--Design Engineering
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos New Mexico, 87545

Abstract A similar approach was attempted by Kou during
friction welding trials using Alloy 718, Ti 6A1-2Sn-4Zr-

Titanium (Ti) is the material of choice for the helium (He) 2Mo and Ti 6A1-4V base metals [7]. Kou extended the
vessel surrounding the accelerator for the accelerator concept of an interlayer to include two interlayer metals
production of tritium (APT) superconducting cavities, compatible with each other and their respective base
The Ti helium vessel must be joined to a stainless steel metals. Results indicated an average as-welded joint
(SS) cryogenic plumbing system in the cryomodule. In strength of approximately 345 MPa, and PWHT strengths
addition, a niobium (Nb) to SS joint must be developed as high as 497 MPa. Finally, Kuo reports that a
that can replace a braze connection currently used to consistent relationship between weld strength and failure
attach the stainless-steel Conflat flange to the Nb beam location remained illusive.
tube of the cavity. Inertia friction welding (IFRW) was The present study investigated the metallurgical
chosen to ensure that sound joints were formed for both characteristics and mechanical properties of Nb to SS IFR
applications. IFRW is typically well suited for joining welds, and Ti to SS IFR welds made with a Nb interlayer.
dissimilar metals. "However, even this process has its
limitations, particularly when the base metals are not 2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
physically or metallurgically compatible. Such
incompatibilities can lead to the formation of brittle 2.1 Material Preparation
intermetallics at the interface; consequently, mechanical The commercially available Ti and SS used in this study
properties suffer. To remedy this, interlayer materials are wr ntefr f2m alb 5m imtrtbs
used that are both structurally and microstructurally A 25-mm diameter bar of Nb was the interlayer material.
compatible with both base metals. The interlayer metal, Prior to IFR welding, the tubes were sectioned into 75-
while ideally at least as strong as the weakest base metal, mm lengths and the faying surfaces machined while
is kept thin so that constraint effects will raise its apparent bathed in alcohol. Additionally, the machining of the Nb
yield strength to match that of the base-metal yield bar provided a tubular geometry for joining to the SS and
strength. With this in mind, the main objective for theg y gsubsequently to the Ti. The Nb wall thickness was
current study was to develop tube-to-tube parameters for tikr(.-m hntetb' al 2m)t rvd
joining 31 6L SS to Nb, and to commercially pure Ti using frretrogigaindunghewlngcl.
a Nb interlayer. g frgetrfrigato uigtewligcce

In the present study, welding parameters were 2.2 Friction Welding
developed and this paper highlights the salient
microstructural features associated with the interface IFR welds were produced using an MTI Model 90B
regions between the base metals and the interlayer metal, inertia friction welding system. Two separate welds were
and reports on the mechanical properties of various joint made to achieve the final three-metal joint. First, SS was
combinations. To accomplish this, specimens were joined to Nb followed by a Nb to Ti weld. Separate
metallurgically prepared from as-welded and tested joints, parameters were developed for each weld joint. Since
and analyzed using light, scanning electron and previous researchers work with Ti and SS did not employ
transmission electron microscopy, an interlayer material, starting parameters were chosen

because they were thought to be close to the optimum.
1. INTRODUCTION Emphasis for this phase was on achieving weld joints

Dissmilr mtaljoiingTi o ohermetls as et ith capable of bending through 90 degrees. Once suitableDissmilr mtaljoiingTi o ohermetls as et ith starting parameters were developed, welds were made at
limited success; brittle weldments result [1-7]. In various levels of rotational speed (60 to 188 mn/min) and
response to this problem, an interlayer material was used axial force (89 to 268 MPa) while maintaining a constant
by several researchers as a means of achieving sound, moment of inertia (0.16 kg-mn2). After welding and prior
high-integrity joints between dissimilar metals [6,7]. to testing, each weld jin was He leak checked achieving
Sassani and Neelam evaluated the feasibility of interlayer a minimum leak rate of lxl0j° atm.-cc/s.
metals for joining incompatible base metals; less than
optimal joint strengths were achieved [6].
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2.3 Weld Characterization SS/NbFe2 interface indicates Fe and Cr diffusion into the
Nb, while the diffuse NbFe2/Nb interface suggests there

Visual examination was performed for weld axial was no Nb diffusion into the 316L SS.
displacement and flash. Disks about 3 mm in diameter
were sectioned transverse, from the interlayer region of 16L S
the Ti/Nb/SS welds. Thin foils were examined in a
Philips CM30 analytical-electron microscope operated at
300 kV. Line scans across the Nb/SS interface region
were performed using a VG HB601 scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) operated at
100 kV and equipped with a Link ISIS EDS system.

Knoop microhardness testing (200-g load) was
performed across the weld region at the axial centerline.
Machining of full-scale tensile specimens removed weld
flash and obtained a reduced-diameter of 24-mm over a
gage length of 75-mm. In accordance with ASTM E8,
testing was at an extension rate of 0.635 mm/min, and
performed at 294 K and 77 K. Following mechanical
testing, selected fracture surfaces were characterized
using scanning electron microscopy.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 2. Macrograph of Nb/SS IFR weld. Notice the
preferential flash formation in the Nb.

3.1 Macro and Microscopic Analysis 3.3 Hardness Testing

An as-welded Ti/Nb/SS IFR weld is shown in Figure 1.Consistent with the appreciably lower elevated- Knoop hardness traverses for each joint combination are
Consi strengwith oe T preclav towher N hesevwelds shown in Figure 5. For the 316L SS/Nb weld, a slight

temperature shardness increase was observed near the weld interface in
exhibited preferential flash formation in the Ti. A both metals. The increased hardness was attributed to
macrograph of an axially sectioned Nb/SS weld specimen cold worked metal near the interface resulting from
is shown in Figure 2. Flash formation was predominately
in the Nb. As expected, the axial displacement increased deformation during the IFR weld process. KHN hardness
with an increase in axial force from 1 mm to 6 mm. measurements across the interlayer region of theTi/Nb/SS weld also exhibited increased hardness near the

T...n.. flash Niobium Interlayer interface because the cold worked metal was not extruded
during the weld cycle. Additionally, the reduced hardness
across the Nb interlayer of the Ti/Nb/SS weld versus the
Nb/SS weld appears to result from annealing effects
provided by the Ti/Nb weld thermal cycle.

Weld Iterfface _____mm

Figure 1. Photograph of as-welded Ti/Nb/SS joint.

3.2 TEM and STEM Analysis

A TEM micrograph of the as-welded 316L SS/Nb
interface reveals a continuous interaction layer (Figure 3).
Convergent beam electron diffraction patterns show that A*

the interaction layer has a structure based on the NbFe2  _0
C14 Laves phase. STEM line scans for Cr, Fe and Nb
indicate a uniform distribution of these elements across
the interaction layer (Figure 4). The sharp 316L Figure 3. TEM micrograph of 316L SS/Nb interface.
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3.4 Tensile Testing 1. Using conventional IFR welding techniques, 316L
SS was successfully joined to Nb and to

Room temperature uniaxial tensile test results ranged commercially pure Ti using an interlayer of Nb;
from 338 to 527 MPa. Failure occurred in both the Ti 2. The inherent solid-state nature and rapid thermal
base metal and through the interlayer metal. Specimens cycle afforded by IFR welding restricted base-metal
failing through the interlayer exhibited considerable interdiffusion, however, STEM results revealed a thin
reduction in area in the Ti base metal away from the (200-nm) intermetallic phase of Nb(Fe,Cr)2 between
interface. Since there was no noticeable reduction in area the 316L SS base metal and Nb interlayer;
in the SS, it appears to have constrained the Nb interlayer 3. STEM results also revealed a uniform distribution of
thus transfering strain/stress to the Ti, hence, the joint's Fe, Cr and Nb across the NbFe2 Laves-type
tensile strength was appreciably higher than would be interaction layer;
expected from a tensile test of a monolithic Nb tube. 4. The favorable results permit use of Ti/31 6L SS joints

1.4 and Nb/31 6L SS joints in a superconducting cavity
1.2 and cryomodule chosen as a candidate for the

Department of Energy's accelerator production of
1.0 tritium program.

20.8

0.6

• 0.4

0.2

0.0 ..
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Step Distance (nm)

Figure 4. STEM line scans across the interaction layer.

BF represents bright field image.

3.5 Fracture Analysis Figure 6. Fractograph of Ti/Nb/SS IFR weld. Fracture

An SEM fractograph of a Ti/Nb/SS weld tensile test was through the Nb interlayer region.
specimen that failed through the interlayer region is 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
shown in Figure 6. Microscopically, the fracture surface
exhibited two fracture surface topographies. At some This research was funded under DOE contract no. W-
locations, a relatively flat smooth surface was exhibited. 7406-ENG-36. The authors wish to thank Ms. Ann Kelly
Tear ridges separated regions of flat, nearly featureless and Ms. Pallas Papin for their experimental assistance.
fracture and regions of microvoids. The microvoids had
nucleated in the soft Nb interlayer. 6. REFERENCES
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DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND FABRICATION OF THE APT CAVITIES*

S. Atencio, B. Campbell, K. Chan, A. Cimabue, W. Clark, G. Ellis, R. Gentzlinger#, H. Haagenstad,
D. Hammon, W. B Haynes, J. P. Kelley, F. Krawczyk, M. Manzo, F. Martinez, H. Martinez,
J. McClellen, J. Mitchell, R. Mitchell, D.I. Montoya, D.R. Montoya, J. Moss, S. Quintana,

A. Rendon, B. Rusnak, D. Schrage, F. Smith, M. Trujillo, LANL, Los Alamos, NM
J. Kuzminski, General Atomics, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract 100 MeV to 1700 MeV. The fabrication of the P=0.71
cavity was stopped and the tooling was shelved. A

The design for the superconducting cavities of the high- 03=0.64 single-cell cavity was designed and fabricated.
energy accelerator for the Accelerator Production of The test results of the cavities were encouraging [2],
Tritium (APT) project has been extensively changed in but the fabrication costs were high. Modifications to the
the last two years. The original accelerator design design, for enhancing the mechanical strength/stiffness
incorporated 0.48 and 0.71 beta cavities with stiffeners, while trading off RF performance, were undertaken. A
and a stainless-steel helium vessel. Today, the accelerator compromise was reached, where the predicted RF
uses unstiffened 0.64 and 0.82 beta cavities, and a performance [3] of the P3=0.64 cavity was slightly
titanium helium vessel. This paper discusses the design reduced (-4% in field level due to increased B a); the
process, including the supporting analyses, prototype 03=0.82 cavity performance under these criteria was
cavities built, and the decisions made to support the affected by <1%, while the mechanical design became
current design. The design of the integrated cavity-helium much simpler and easier to manufacture. The 03=0.48
vessel is presented. Future plans and testing for design cavity was dropped from the accelerator architecture and
validation are also discussed. the P3=0.64 and P3=0.82 cavities were redesigned. The

energy range of the superconducting high-energy
accelerator was now 240 MeV to 1700 MeV. The helium

1. INTRODUCTION vessel material was changed from stainless steel to
The original APT machine proposed in the fall of 1995 titanium. With a slight reduction in the predicted cavity
included a room-temperature accelerator. A team was performance for the new 3=0.64 design (with the new
created to investigate the viability of using a wall slope), and with the program schedule having the
superconducting accelerator for the high-energy end. A delivery of the 5-cell cavities on the critical path, a single-
candidate design was developed [1] using two different cell cavity-test program was not undertaken.
(13=0.48 and 0.71) cavities for beam energies between 100
MeV to 1200 MeV. The cavities were designed with a 2. CAVITY DESIGN & FABRICATION
three-degree and five-degree wall slopes, respectively,
which maximized the radio frequency (RF) performance 2.1 Original Cavity Design
while still allowing the acid to drain during chemical
polishing. A stainless-steel liquid-helium containment The original goal for the high-energy superconducting
vessel surrounding the cavity was incorporated into the accelerator was to use off-the-shelf technology. No
design. Since there was little performance and research and development was to be utilized in creating
manufacturing experience with low beta elliptical the accelerator design. Some engineering development

superconducting RF structures, a program to build four would be required because, unlike an electron accelerator
prototype single-cell cavities was undertaken. The of 3=1.00, 10<1.00 cavities were needed. The APT cavity
cavities were manufactured at Los Alamos. The multi-cell manufacturing plan was to use pure niobium sheet (RRR
cavities would be manufactured by US and European 250) and either press or spin it into the elliptical shape
companies. The cavities would then be tested in the RF- commonly used in electron accelerators. Other methods,
structures laboratory at Los Alamos to see if a low-beta such as niobium sputtering on copper, were considered
cavity could meet the program performance requirements. too risky and therefore were not investigated. To maintain

During fabrication of the cavities, the accelerator a reasonable accelerator length, two power couplers per
architecture was revised to include three different beta cavity approach was adopted.
cavities. The beta of the 13=0.71 cavity was reduced to The three-degree to seven-degree wall slope resulting
1P=0.64 and a beta of 0.82 was added. The energy range of from the original design maximized performance and still
the superconducting high-energy accelerator was now

Work supported by DOE under contract No. DE-AC04-96AL89607.
* Email: gentzlinger@lanl.gov
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allowed the chemicals to drain from the cavity after respectively. The increased thickness added cost to the
polishing, cavity fabrication, but it was less than adding the cost of

The five-degree slope of the P3=0.64 cavity wall did not the stiffeners.
provide adequate stiffness or strength [4]. The applied With removal of the stiffeners, the five cavity ports
pressures during the cool-down of the cavity would cause could now be external to the helium vessel. To achieve
excessive yielding in the cavity. A 0=1 .00 cavity, has this, the vessel would be attached to the beamntube. The
more curvature and a smaller conical section than a original stainless-steel vessel design had a welded joint
P3=0,64 cavity, which is more efficient at supporting the between the helium vessel and the port flanges. If the
applied pressures. The conical section of the 03=0.64 cavity ports were to be outside the helium vessel, a
cavity is almost a flat plate when a five-degree slope is method of attaching the vessel to the niobium beamntube
used. would have to be developed. Stainless steel could be

The walls of the 0.48 and 0.64 beta cavities would attached to the niobium beamitubes by using a nioro (82%
yield significantly without any reinforcement. The gold and 18% nickel) braze. The braze works quite well
original cavity design had cylindrical stiffeners between (the method is used for attaching the stainless-steel
the cavity cells and a conical stiffener at each end of the conflatTM flanges to the niobium beamtubes), giving at
cavity. The stiffeners are perforated with large diameter least a 4000 psi shear stress capability.
holes to allow the liquid helium to reach the cavity wall. Titanium is soluble in niobium and these metals can be
The stiffeners allow the first mechanical resonant electron-beam welded together. This approach ensures
frequency of the cavity to be above the desired 100 Hz. A super fluid helium will not leak from the helium vessel.
stainless-steel helium vessel was installed over the Titanium also has a coefficient of thermal expansion
niobium cavity. With the conical stiffeners covering up similar to that of niobium. This reduces the thermal
the beamntubes, the only place to fasten the vessel was the stresses during cool down and reduces the requirement on
beamitube flanges. The five ports, (two RF power input the tuning range of the tuner. Titanium will not have any
couplers, two higher order mode couplers (HOM), and residual magnetic fields in the welds, therefore, it will not
one RF pick-up) had to penetrate the helium vessel, decrease the quality factor (Q) of the cavity, thereby
Bellows were incorporated at the flange of each port to increasing the load on the cryogenic system.
allow for the differential thermal contraction between the The original requirement of having the lowest
niobium cavity and the stainless-steel helium vessel, mechanical resonant frequency of 100H1z could not be

The prototype stiffened, single-cell cavity was achieved with the current cavity design. It was decided
expensive and time consuming to fabricate. The APT that the microphonics issue would be resolved by
machine would have been too expensive to fabricate if evaluating the response of the cavity to the input power
this cavity approach was adopted for the high-energy spectrum density of the APT plant or an equivalent. If the
accelerator. cavity's response was unacceptable, the cavity could be

mechanically coupled to the helium vessel. This would be
2.2 Second Generation Cavity cheaper than adding stiffeners to the cavity. Coupling of

The second approach was to redesign the cavity with a the cavity to the helium vessel can be explained by
revised cone angle to increase the stiffness. The more the reviewing the design of the helium vessel.

cone angle could be increased (three to five to 10 The original helium vessel had a tear-drop shape and
degrees), the lower the resulting stresses would be. was made from unalloyed grade 2 titanium. This allowed
Increasing the angle too much would reduce the radius at the vessel to encompass the cavity and have a minimal
the equator, raising the possibility of multipacting. A amount of liquid-helium storage. The bulkheads on each

compromise of 10 degrees was adopted for both the 0.64 end of the vessel were machined from plates of titanium.

and 0.82 beta cavities. This slope allowed the stresses to The tuner end bulkhead had a flexure integrally machined
be below the room temperature yield stress of 7,000 psi into it. This gave compliance to the head, allowing the
without the additional stiffeners. The 2.2 atm applied cavity to be tuned. The other end bulkhead had triangular

pressure from the cryogenic system during cool-down stiffeners welded between it and the niobium. beamntubes

gave the smallest margin between the yield strength and to reduce the stresses at the interface. The 2.2 atmn design
the calculated state of stress in the cavity. The 2.2 atm is condition caused the almost flat section of the tear-drop

higher than what was originally used. The 3.0 atmi at shape to have unacceptable stresses. Stiffeners were
cryogenic temperature is not a problem with yield needed in this region to lower the stresses to an

strength, since the yield increases by a factor of 10 at low acceptable level. Support rods were added internally to

temperature. Fracture toughness may be an issue at low the vessel to strengthen and stiffen the two bulkheads to

temperatures and is being investigated. The cavity could react the tuning loads. After the tuning range of the cavity
still withstand the pressures without the additional tuner was increased to incorporate a 500 kHz cool-down
stiffeners. However, the thickness had to be increased to uncertainty (the 03=0.64 cavity has a tuning sensitivity of
4.0 and 3.5 mm for the 0.64 and 0.82 beta cavities, 31 9Hz/micron), the flexure design was scrapped. Then,

after reviewing cleanliness issues and ideas of how best to
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couple the cavity to the vessel, the helium vessel was requires a titanium-to-stainless-steel transition [5] joint to
redesigned. go between the titanium vessel and the stainless-steel

conflatTM flanges. Preliminary trials of this joint were
2.3 Final Cavity Design successful using inertial welding between the two

The new and final helium vessel design (Figure 1) materials.

incorporates a vessel within a vessel concept and is made Vent
out of unalloyed grade 2 (yield strength of 40 Ksi)
titanium. The inner vessel provides the strength and Outer helium vessel
stiffness to support the cavity and its tuner. The outer Adjustable Spoke
vessel provides the storage volume for the liquid helium. Strut support fitting
The tuner is supported off of one bulkhead of the inner
vessel, having its loads transmitted down the vessel to the
far bulkhead and then to its attached adjustable struts. The
struts provide a load path for the tuning loads to return Tuner
back to the cavity. This design provides a stiff path to
react tuning loads against. The compliance of the second
bulkhead would be too great if the struts were omitted,
which causes the tuner to deflect the helium vessel
instead of the cavity.

An edge-welded titanium bellows was added between
the bulkhead and the niobium beamtubes on each end of
the cavity. The bellows on one end allows the cavity
beamtube to move relative to the helium vessel during the Cavity
actuation of the tuner. The other bellows has two Inner helium
purposes. First, it minimizes the impact the vessel
manufacturing tolerances will have on the cavity's tuning
range. The envelope for the bellows is quite limited due Figure 1: The current 13=0.64 cavity and helium vessel
to the proximity of the cavity ports to the end half-cell,
therefore, the stroke will be small. If the helium vessel 3. ADDITIONAL WORK
and the cavity had significant variations from their
desired design lengths, the range of the bellows would be The designs of the cavity and helium vessel were
significantly reduced. The second bellows allows the presented to the Los Alamos Pressure Vessel Review
adjustable struts to relocate the vessel relative to the Committee during the fall of 1998. The committee is
cavity. Second, the purpose of the second' bellows is to responsible for reviewing the engineering and operations
decouple the cavity from the helium vessel. The cavity of cryogenic and pressure vessel systems. Their approval
will be supported at one end by the power couplers. A is required before any operations can begin. The designs
statically indeterminate structure would arise if the cavity of both components would be accepted as long as the
were welded directly to the independently supported design passed a fracture toughness analysis. This analysis
helium vessel. This could be a significant problem during could not begin without some fracture toughness data
cool-down. The bellows will allow the cavity to move being generated. A contract was placed at the High
relative to the helium vessel. In the future, the second Magnetic Lab at Florida State University to develop
bellows may be eliminated if it is found unnecessary fracture toughness data for niobium and unalloyed grade
during cavity testing. 2 titanium. This data should be available by June of 1999.

The inner vessel is perforated to allow the liquid
helium to stay in contact with the cavity. The holes are 4. REFERENCES
located in-between the cavity cells. Complete rings are
located at each of the five cells. Bumpers or spacers could [1] K.C. Dominic Chan et al., LANL Memo: LA-UR-95-
be added at these locations to support the cavity if 4045
microphonics becomes an issue. The cavity will go [2] W.B.Haynes et al., LANL Memo: LA-UR-98-682
through some significant testing to determine if bumpers [3] F. Krawczyk et al., LANL Memo: LA-UR-97-1700
or supports will be required. Note: if the bellows were [4] D. Schrage & E. Swensen, LANL Memo: AOT-l:95-
located on the outside diameter of the inner vessel, the 180
cavity could not be supported off the vessel. [5] M. Cola et al., "Inertia Friction Welded Joints

The outer helium vessel provides the storage volume of between a Titanium Vessel and a Stainless Steel
the liquid helium. The vessel holds approximately 125 Cryogenic Plumbing System for the APT", for PAC
liters of liquid helium for the P3=0.64 cavity. The vessel "99", New York City, (Mar 99)
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FABRICATION OF A PROTOTYPE MEDIUM-BETA, 700 MHz APT
SUPERCONDUCTING RF CAVITY WITH INDUSTRY*

J. Kuzminski,* General Atomics, San Diego, CA
K.C.D. Chan, R. Gentzlinger, F. Smith LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM

Abstract

We have designed and fabricated a prototype f] = 0.64,
700 MHz, 5-cell superconducting cavity in support of the
Engineering Development and Demonstration (ED&D)
effort for the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT)
project. The design incorporates all of the features of the I
production cavities. To develop future potential U.S. 4-
suppliers for the production cavities, a technology transfer
program was initiated. In the first phase of the program
the U.S. suppliers are using LANL supplied tooling,
expertise, and niobium to fabricate the same prototype
cavity. This paper addresses our experience in the
fabrication of the ED&D cavity. It also describes
interactions with various industries involved in the
fabrication of other cavity components.

1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1. Computer generated layout of the medium-P
SCRF cavity. Two tuners are visible on the right-side.

An extensive ED&D effort is underway at Los Alamos Ports for power coupler are located on the left-side.
National Laboratory (LANL) in support of the
Preliminary and Final Design of the APT project. One of In addition, in August, 1998, the LANL SCRF team
the goals of ED&D is to demonstrate performance of completed fabrication of the first five-cell, medium-I3
superconducting RF (SCRF) cavities to be used in the cavity prototype. The valuable experience gained during
high-intensity proton linac, to assess difficulties in this exercise is being transferred to industry.
manufacturing large number of such cavities, and to
optimize the final design. General Atomics (GA), 3 MANUFACTURING OF THE CAVITY
selected by DOE as a partner to the prime industrial
contractor for the APT project, is actively involved in Over the past twenty years, a great wealth of experience in
ED&D program as a member of the SCRF team, serving manufacturing superconducting cavities has been
as a liaison between LANL and industry, accumulated at various laboratories and some industries

around the world [2]. Most of this experience is related to

2 ED&D CAVITY DESIGN fabrication of SCRF cavities for electron accelerators.
However, little experience exists in fabrication of

The design of ED&D medium-13 SCRF cavity is described medium-f3 SCRF cavities for proton accelerators. The
in detail in a paper submitted by to this conference [1]. present scale of accelerator projects such as APT requires
The cavity is made from high-purity bulk niobium (Nb) of delivery of several hundred SCRF cavities. For such large
RRR > 250. Each cavity has a system of two tuners that projects to succeed, industrial participation is mandatory.
allow cavity tuning at the operating temperature of 2.15 K. Therefore, from the beginning of the ED&D program,
In addition, special bulkhead-bellow assemblies are industry has been included in the process of
provided to support the LHe vessel. A computer manufacturing prototype cavities. This process was
generated 3D view of the cavity is depicted in Fig 1. A structured in the following way:
detailed statement of work (SOW) and manufacturing
drawings based on this design, were made available to * Identify qualified suppliers of high-quality Nb material
potential cavity manufacturers, for cavity manufacturing

* Identify qualified suppliers of special subassemblies
"Work supported by DOE under contract No. DE-AC04-96AL89607. (such as Titanium (Ti) bulkheads-bellows

"*Email: jozef.kuzminski@gat.com subassemblies and tuners)
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"* Acquire the world's best SCRF cavity for the ED&D Jefferson National Accelerator Facility at 77 K showed
program through a competitive bid process, open to that bellows survived up to 75,000 full cycles.
all qualified manufacturers.

"* Transfer this technology to U.S. industry 3.3 Cavity Half-Cell Formation

3.1 Nb Material Deep drawing is frequently used method for half-cell
fabrication. This process however is mainly used in large-

The quality of Nb sheet for SCRF cavity fabrication is one scale production because of the high cost of forming dies.
of the most important factors in determining the final For a limited series of cavity prototypes, spinning or
performance of the cavity. Therefore, a special material hydroforming is a more preferred method. In addition,
specification was developed that defined impurity levels, experience shows that the final geometry of half-cells
material and electrical properties including RRR value, formed by spinning may be better controlled. One of the
and provided requirements for finished Nb sheets. Today, manufacturers of the cavity prototype built under this
industry is able to deliver high-quality material with program chose spinning as the method of half-cell
RRR > 250 that satisfies such stringent requirements. formation. The tolerances in the geometry of the half-cell
Three qualified suppliers of Nb sheets were identified, were met. This method of half-cell formation is relatively
Each supplier has implemented a Quality Assurance QA inexpensive and rather fast, but requires a constant QA
program approved by the purchaser to ensure the quality control to ensure proper final geometry. Alternatively,
of supplier materials. In addition, the RRR measurements another manufacturer used hydroforming as a method of
were performed on supplied samples by the independent half-cell formation. Here again, a constant QA control of
certified laboratory to validate the Nb sheets, formation process is required.

3.2 Special Titanium Bulkhead-Bellow
Subassemblies 3.4 Stainless Steel- Niobium joints

The ED&D SCRF cavity design calls for Ti vessel to The ED&D design calls for ConflatTM flanges to connect
contain LHe. The choice of Ti was made for the the SCRF cavity to the other components. All flanges are
following reasons: made from 304 stainless steel. Since welding of Nb to
"* Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) for Ti is almost stainless steel is impossible, brazed joints were developed

the same as for Nb to join the ConflatTM flanges to Nb tubes. LANL
"* Electron-beam (EB) weldability of Ti to Nb developed a brazing procedure that uses a NIOROTM layer
"* Immunity of Ti to residual magnetic field (82% Au+18% Ni). Another manufacturer used a

proprietary procedure. Figure 4 shows a brazed, large
tuner stainless-steel ConflatTM flange brazed to a Nb beam
tube.

Figure 2. Special titanium bulkhead-bellow subassembly
manufactured by industry.

Figure 3. ConflatTM 304 stainless-steel flanges brazed toBecause of the limited space between the power coupler Nb tubes. The large square flange is a tuner flange; the

flange and the end cell, special edge-welded bellows were round one is a power coupler flange.

designed and fabricated by industry. One of the

requirements was that the bellows integrity would survive Once the brazing of the stainless-steel ConflatTM flanges
15,000 full-strokes cycles (assumed lifetime) at operating to Nb tubes was performed, the manufacturers were
temperature of 2.15 K. Recent tests performed at Thomas requested to test the parts for possible leaks according to
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the following procedure: the parts were thermally cycled
between 77 K (liquid nitrogen boiling temperature) and d ̀Tfý 4

373 K (water boiling temperature), then tested for possible
leaks. This operation was performed three times for each
brazed joint.

4 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
PROGRAM

Within the U.S. industry, there is presently little
experience in manufacturing a large number of Nb SCRF
cavities. Therefore, a special technology transfer program
was initiated. For this program, one qualified company
with previous experience in fabrication of accelerator
components was selected. Company personnel was invited

Figure 5. ED&D SCRF cavity mounted for the final EB
welding.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Two medium-J3 SCRF cavities were successfully
fabricated by industry in the frame of the ED&D program.
One cavity, shown in Fig. 5, is the first of four to be
manufactured by industry under contract with APT
according to the LANL design that incorporates all of the
features of the production cavities. These cavities are
equipped with the bulkhead-bellow assemblies and
dummy tuners. The cavities will be soon cold tested at
LANL to determine the accelerating gradient and
unloaded quality factor Qo. The two best will be selected
for use in the assembly of the first APT cryomodule. In
addition, a SCRF cavity prototype has been manufactured

Figure 4. ED&D SCRF cavity prototype fabricated by the by U.S. industry in the spirit of technology transfer, using
U.S. industry LANL-supplied tooling and expertise. That cavity does

not include bulkhead-bellow assemblies or a dummy
to LANL to witness all steps of fabrication of the LANL tuner. The preliminary tests show that the frequency of
cavity prototype, including half-cell formation, buffered this cavity and the field flatness meet the requirements of
chemical polishing, and electron-beam (EB) welding. the ED&D program.
During their visits, an exchange of information occurred
that allowed the potential manufacturer to prepare a 6 REFERENCES
realistic manufacturing plan. All manufacturing drawings
were supplied with essential fabrication tooling including
rotatory welding fixture. After the contract was awarded [1] R. Gentzlinger, et all. Design, Analysis, and Fabrication of the APT
for the manufacture of a SCRF cavity prototype, members Cavities (Paper No. MOP 127 submitted to this conference.)
of the SCRF team regularly visited the manufacturer's [2) Proceedings of the International Workshops on RFof te SRF eamreglary viite th maufaturr's Superconductivity. (Seven published volumes)
plants to provide advice on various manufacturing steps,
witnessed the progress, and shared experiences. These
visits were followed by periodic teleconferences to assess
difficulties that might occur, in the process of cavity
fabrication, and to ensure the compliance of the final
product to SOW requirement. Fig. 4 shows a cavity
prototype fabricated through this collaborative effort. The
experience gained during this technology transfer program
was judged positive by both parties. It suggests that U.S.
industry is capable of delivering SCRF cavities for a large
accelerator program like APT.
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APT CRYOMODULE ASSEMBLY PROCESS AND MOCKUP MODEL*

B. Campbell, K.C.D. Chan, E. Newman#, and R. Valicenti
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract effectively represent the final product. 2) it will be
constructed out of various materials, which are selected

The cryomodule for the APT 1--0.64 high energy for ease of manufacturing and minimal cost. 3) it is a
accelerator incorporates either two or three RF cavities, living piece of equipment, it should be capable of being
two sets of magnetic shields, one active heat shield, multi- revised quickly and easily. 4) it could be used, as a tool
layer insulation blankets, cryogenic plumbing for the for doing planned performance experiments that
shields and cavities, power couplers, cavity spokes and otherwise couldn't be tested until the real article was built
cavity frequency tuners. Maintaining cavity cleanliness is (i.e. measuring the magnetic field at the cavity). 5) the
the most important aspect of the cryomodule assembly. mock-up should be capable of being substituted for the
The clean assembly of the cryomodule is done in a class real thing for fit checks and component evaluation. 6) its
100 clean room. The final assembly, such as tungsten
inert gas welding used to join the cryogenic plumbing, is appearance should be satisfactory, it will be the onlydone in a controlled environment. To address the thing the program will have to show for a long period of

donein cotroledenvronent Toaddessthe time. The P3=0.64 ED&D cryomodule design is shown in
assembly issues early in the design process, a full-scale time. The mock-u4 was module design is sin
mock-up of the entire cryomodule was fabricated. In this Figure 1. The mock-up was modelled around this design.
paper we will also describe the assembly process, and 2 CRYOMODULE/MOCK-UP DESIGN
illustrate how the mock-up facilitated the procedures. This section will give a brief description of the current

cryomodule design shown in Figure 1 and how that
SI (2X... design is modelled in the mock-up assembly Figure 2.

SKIN (2X,-.. / '•

/
0-RING SEAL'A

STRUCTUAL PANEL (2X, O
/ HELIUM VESSEL (2X)

. CAVITY (2X)
POWER COUPLERS (4X)

SUPPLY BAYONETS".

BAYONET ,
BOX (2X)

VACUUMPUMP(4X)

BEAMTUBE & GATEVALVE (2X)

Figure 1: The 13=0.64, two cavity, ED&D cryomodule.

1 INTRODUCTION Figure 2: The P=0.64, two cavity, cryomodule mock-up.
When the design of the supercondubting accelerator was
initiated for the APT program, the cryomodule stood out 2.1 Vacuum Tank
as one of the important building blocks. Failure or This vacuum tank uses the same design approach as was
success of the accelerator depends on how well the
cryomodule performs. It is the centrepiece, where all of The aprah maximies acsiy t cryomodule .

the ompnens ar inegrted ogeher Theproram The approach maximises accessibility to the cryomodule.
the components are integrated together. The program The CERN-LEP wrap-up design has one fixed stave on
made a decision to build a mock-up of the cryomodule which all of the penetrations to the cryomodule are
before the real one would be fabricated. This mock-up mounted. The stave is welded at each end to the vacuum

would allow the designers and engineers to review their veseled bheads The vesel ead to the
desins n afullscae mdelbefoe tey ere vessel end bulkheads. The vessel is sealed to the

designs in a full-scale model before they were atmosphere using an elastomer o-ring. Removable staves
implemented later.

are added around the circumference of the vessel to keepThe six requirements for this mock-up are: 1) it will the thin cover from collapsing. A thin stainless steel cover
represent the actual dimensions with enough detail to iswapd ron th veelceigte0-n.

is wrapped around the vessel covering the o-ring.

Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
* Email: enewman@lanl.gov
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Buckles, with one end mounted to the cover and the other assembly is supported with eight diagonal spokes from
to the stave, are tightened causing the cover to compress the vacuum vessel wall. The mock-up cavity assemblies
the 0-ring. This design has worked very well. There is a are constructed out of a combination of aluminium and
maximum amount of accessibility to the cavities inside wood. This assembly only represents the outer contour of
when the removable staves are removed. APT adopted the helium vessel and cavity including the tuner
this approach because of the accessibility to the cavities mechanism. The eight diagonal spokes are included and
and the success CERN has had with the design. are mocked-up using brass threaded rod

There are some differences between the CERN and
LANL design approaches. The CERN cryomodule has 2.4 Power Coupler
one power coupler per cavity where APT will have two. The APT power couplers are designed to deliver a
The CERN power coupler penetrates the upper quadrant maximum of 250 kW per coupler to the cavity [4]1. There
of the cryomodule through the only permanent stave. The are 2 couplers per cavity. A WRI500 waveguide section
two APT couplers are on opposite sides of the cavity and is transitioned t6 a coax line. There will be two coaxial
are on the horizontal plane. This requires the APT vessel windows in the line to make the air to vacuum transition.
to have 2 permanent staves. The thin stainless steel cover The coax line will go through a right angle transition into
is split into two pieces, one on top as shown in figure 1, the power coupler. The power coupler is a coaxial line
and one on the bottom. Two separate 0-ring grooves will with the outer conductor fabricated from copper plated
be machined into the vessel, stainless steel. The inner conductor is fabricated from

The APT cryomodule vacuum tank -will have a top oxygen free copper. -The assembly is supported from the
opening which will be approximately 1200 of the circular cryomodule using a flexure, which constrains the unit in
annulus. A similar large opening will be in the bottom. five degrees of freedom. The transverse direction is left to
This provides for excellent access for assembly and permit contraction during cool down.
laminar airflow in the clean room. This is shown in The mock-up power coupler outer conductors are
Figure 1 where the structural panel and vacuum skin are modelled from acrylic tubing. One station is clear to view
raised above and the magnetic, heat shields and the multi- the internal components. All vacuum flanges are
layer insulation are removed. This design also provides commercially available ConFlat type knife-edge seals.
for easy cleaning of the vacuum tank before it is moved The gate valves and turbo pumps are of wood.
into the clean room.

The main vacuum vessel of the mock-up was 3 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
fabricated out of 6061 aluminiumn and maintains the same
material thickness and sizes as the actual design, which is The assembly procedure for the cryomodule is complex
310 stainless-steel plate. It is barely tack welded together and important. Having the mock-up greatly visualises this
for structural integrity, and therefore is not intended to be entire process and allows for testing and developing these
vacuum leak tight. This represents the overall design, procedures. The superconducting cavity is extremely
including the vacuum sealing techniques used on the sensitive to dust and any type of contamination on its
large top and bottom openings. interior surface. Therefore the assembly of the cavity and

its components must be done in a very clean environment.

2.2 Support Stand A class-iQO clean room will be used to do the assembly.
Thesuportstad i fariate ou of8" quae 661 To minimise the number of components to be brought

Themisuppr stand wish fabricwated othikes ofe 8'vqurea606 into the clean room, the assembly is divided into two
almnu ubn ih0.8 althcns.Th9vrl phases. The first phase, the clean assembly, includes the

dimensions are the same as the real stand, but unlike the components that have to be assembled in order to seal the
final design as the total weight of the mock-up is cavity, Once sealed, contaminants cannot enter the
approximately 3,000 pounds compared to the cvt.The cavity can then be moved outside the clean

apprximte 1,00-pond wigh of he ealroom into phase 2 the final assembly. The remainder ofcryomodule. The mounting legs have been replaced with the equipment would then be installed without concern of
heavy-duty casters for ease of movement, contaminating the cavity.

2.3 Cavity and Helium Vessel 3.1 Clean Assembly
The APT 5-cell, 03=0.64 cavity is fabricated from RRR The assembly in the clean room would consist of the
(Residual Resistivity Ratio) 250 niobium for the cavity vacuum tank, 2 cavity/helium vessel assemblies, 4 power
cells and RRR 40 niobium tubing for everything else [3]. coupler assemblies, 4 HOM couplers, 2 rf pick-up probes,
The two ends of the cavity as well as on all of the ports an inter-cavity spool piece, 16 spokes, 2 gate valves and
protruding from the beamitubes have stainless-steel all of the assembly hardware. This assembly has been
conflat® flanges brazed to them. A titanium liquid demonstrated on the mock-up. The mock-up clearly
helium vessel encloses the cavity to provide the 2.15 K shows that it is impossible to approach the vacuum tank
environment the cavity will operate in. Each cavity from either side. The location of the power couplers in
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the APT design blocks the access to the center of the 4.3 Easy to Modify:
cryomodule. The mock-up shows the necessity of a tool The design of the mock-up allowed it to be modified
to support the vacuum vessel and also provides access easily. Since many of the components are made from
from underneath. wood and other cheap easy to work with materials,

modifications are easy to do.
3.2 Final Assembly
The final assembly of two of magnetic shields, one active 4.4 Experimental Tool
heat shield, multi-layer insulation blankets, extensive The mock-up will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
cryogenic plumbing, and remaining components are then the magnetic shielding. This way the magnetic shielding
installed outside the clean room. The power couplers do can be evaluated for sufficiency before the cryomodule is
not allow access to the cryomodule during this process. fabricated.
A rotating fixture was developed so the cryomodule can
be rotated 900 to allow access to the center Figure 3. 4.5 Component Evaluation

CRYOMODULE ,,• -*.. , The mock-up can give the designer and engineer time to
. •UPPORT STA reflect on the design. In one instance, after reviewing the

cavity support system, a potential virtual leak was
, ,discovered. The gas trapped in the capsule over the spoke

adjustment mechanism had no way to be evacuated.
.<-&~', Also the mock-up could be used to fabricate

! : , ,components in parallel. The thermal and magnetic
shields could be fit checked on the mock-up prior to

.- .being installed in the cryomodule. The MLI thermal
'"CRYOMOJLE /blankets could be trimmed using the mock-up and then

installed in the cryomodule.

ROTATING FIXTURE " 4.6 Appearance
The mock-up was available for show and tell session's
two years before the actual cryomodule will be delivered.
Everything in the cryomodule has been painted and looks
clean and neat. It has been used as a prop to describe the

4 SIX MOCK-UP REQUIREMENTS concept of the superconducting accelerator.

4.1 Representation of the final product 5 CONCLUSION
The components of the mock-up assembly were designed One never appreciates the value of a mock-up until after
after reviewing the actual drawings and layouts. Where it it has been built. It is a very useful and cheap tool for
was critical to have the actual size of the component, the evaluating ideas and designs. It is also very useful as a

mock-up component would have the same dimensional tool to aid others to visualise the concepts being proposed

tolerances. In other areas where the dimensions weren't by the designers and engineers.

so critical, off-the-shelf components were used. Material It helps prevent schedule delays due to redesign by

selection was very important. highlighting shortfalls early in the fabrication cycle.

4.2 Material Selection:
The materials for the mock-up components were selected RFRNE

[1] B.M. Campbell, "Design Status of the Cryomodules for the APT
to facilitate the manufacturing process and minimise cost, Linac", Padoua Italy, (Oct 1998)
but still provide an accurate model where required. [2] B.M. Campbell, "Engineering Design of the APT Cryomodules",
Wood was used as the fabrication material in many for LINAC"98", Chicago, (1998)
places. It is cheap and easy to work with, it is easy to [3] R. Gentzlinger, "Design, Analysis, and Fabrication of the APT

Cavities", for PAC"99", New York City, (Mar 1999)modify and it doesn't have any residual magnetic fields. [4] R. E. Lujan, "Development of the SCRF Power Coupler for the APT
No magnetic materials were incorporated into the Accelerator", for PAC"99", New York City, (Mar 1999)

mock-up. The stainless-steel conflat® flanges were the
only potential source of magnetic fields in the actual
cavity design. The same flanges were used in the mock-
up. This should create an accurate assessment of the
magnetic fields exposed to the cavity.
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SUPERCONDUCTING RF LAB FACILITY UPGRADES AT LOS ALAMOS*
D. J. Katonak#, B. Rusnak, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

1 ABSTRACT ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Acheivable), a LANL
policy. This prompted the design and development of a

Research and testing of multi-cell superconducting hydraulically operated shielding system. Since the cavity
cavities demands extensive contamination control test structure is sunk below floor level, the majority of the
resources to achieve high-cavity fields. Facility upgrades x-rays are emitted vertically; the shielding was designed
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) included the to accommodate this geometry. The type and quantity of
modernization of test equipment, expanding and material needed was determined through analysis.
modernizing cleanroom facilities, improving safety, and Typically, higher density materials provide more effective
expanding the high-pressure rinse cleaning process shielding. Due to its lower density and space constraint in
equipment. Each upgrade was integrated into the facility the SCRF Lab, concrete was eliminated. Lead was also
to enable users to assemble prototype cryomodules. The eliminated due to LANL's safety concerns with lead. The
scope of the upgrades, the new installed capability, and material chosen was steel. The goal was to keep the
budget and schedule for certain aspects of the project are emissions below 100 mrem/hr measured at a 30 cm
discussed in this paper. distance at full field level from the source. Analysis

determined 8 inches of steel in the top, 2 inches on three

2 INTRODUCTION sides, with 3 inches on the side closest to the test console,
where personnel will be regularly stationed, would

Previous research at LANL focused on single-cell suffice. The shielding shown in Fig. 1, is moved over the
superconducting cavities at 805-MHz to 3-GHz. These
cavities required minimal assembly and testing space.
Testing larger 700-MHz multi-cell cavities, with the
associated higher x-ray emissions, required the expansion
of our current laboratory resources. We needed to increase
floor space, reduce radiation exposure, and improve the
procedure for handling the cavity test assembly.

3 PROJECT SCOPE

Facility upgrades for this project included the expansion
of the 800 ft2 class-100 cleanroom to approximately
2600 ft2. This will accommodate processing and assembly
of longer 5-cell 700-MHz cavities as well as scheduled
cryomodule construction, utilizing up to four helium
vessels. Outside the cleanroom, work on the cavity test Figure 1: Shielding system at LANL's SCRF Lab
area included adding x-ray shielding to the test area to test area by two hydraulic cylinders during energized
better contain radiation. A mezzanine was added to testing.
support the cavity test structures for assembly. To facilitate the handling of the cavity test assembly, a

mezzanine was constructed as shown in Fig. 2. The
3.1 Test Area mezzanine improves accessibility to the insert assembly,

The Superconducting RF (SCRF) Lab, originally designed improving serviceability and eliminating top-heavy

for the lower radiation levels resulting from single-cell wheeled carts that were previously utilized.

cavity tests, needed additional shielding in the cryostat
area for multi-cell cavity tests. Our goal was to contain
the higher radiation levels expected from testing larger
cavities, making personnel exposure consistent with

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy
* Email: katonak@lanl.gov
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Figure 3: Current floorplan layout showing cleanroom,
shielding, mezzanine and ultrapure water system

ultrapure water system work. While this approach
supported the end goal, in retrospect, it would have been
helpful to utilize a general contractor with experience in
cleanroom installation. For example, on one occasion

Figure 2: Mezzanine for cavity test assembly concrete was cut and removed generating dust during the

3.1 Cleanroom assembly of the cleanroom, temporarily compromising
cleanliness. A more experienced general contractor

The old cleanroom, originally designed for single cell familiar with cleanroom installations understands the
testing, needed more cleanroom floor space. In importance of cleanliness, and would plan tasks to
preparation for cleanroom installation, additional maximize contamination control integrity. Constant
electrical circuits were needed, and we wanted to bring oversight by an individual knowledgeable of the users
the building electrical up to code. The old electrical needs and possessing the authority to make on-site

systm rutedciruitsfro paels o mltipe roms decisions was critical to timely project completion. Issues
throughout the facility. During the upgrade, many of these related to project coordination and design arose frequently
circuits were rerouted such that each room would have its and most were dealt with on-site which helped maintain
own panel. Panels and circuits were added, and existing the momentum of the project.
circuits were rerouted. One panel was dedicated
specifically to the cleanroom and its associated electrical. 3.2 Water System
This approach reduced confusion and made for an easier A new larger capacity ultrapure water system was
cleanroom installation. needed to clean the increased volume of the multi-cell

A great deal of work went into defining a cleanroom cavities. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) piping was used
that would meet our needs. The floorplan, as shown in i uho h ytma ela ospl h laro

Fig.3, as dterinedby ryoodul sie, aailble with ultrapure water for cleaning. The system is capable
floorspace, and our intended cleaning process. First we of delivering 2000 gallons per day of ultrapure water with
defined our space requirements by considering cavity and the following water quality:
cryomodule size. We could neither infringe on the space
of other tenants, nor could we add-on to the existing Residue 0.1 ppm
building. We planned to clean each piece of hardware in Total Oxidizable Carbon 5 ppb
successively cleaner areas. Next we defined our cleaning Silica, dissolved 1 ppb
process which included ultrapure water, compressed air to Particles/liter 500 counts
drive high pressure pumps, and ultrapure nitrogen for Water quality specification was based on ASTM grade
drying. E-2.

We began researching cleanroom contractors, to find
one that could meet our needs. Clean Air Technology 4 THEORY OF OPERATION
(CAT) was able to provide a modular cleanroom that
would accommodate our unusual building geometry. CAT The facility improvements were designed to be used in
provided the cleanroom, a local general contractor concert with the goal of reliably achieving specified
provided the electrical, mechanical, fire protection and gradient at Q in cavities installed in a cryomodule. The
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installed cleanroom and ultrapure water system are used 6 CONCLUSION
to rinse cavities after buffered chemical polishing (BCP)
and to clean cavities by spraying them with ultrapure
water at high pressure. The cavities would then be sealed LANL now has a cleanroom totaling 2600 ft2 . The pre-

and transported and affixed to cavity testing inserts that assembly areas are class-1000 environments while the

are suspended on the mezzanine. Cavity vertical testing main assembly area is a class-100 environment, a photo is

would be done to determine if the cavities made the shown in Fig. 4. The facility upgrades project gives

specified field at Q and to evaluate the limiting
mechanism. The installed radiation shielding over the
vertical test cryostats is required for reducing personnel
exposure to the higher x-ray levels that are produced from
the multi-cell superconducting cavities during field
emission.

The tested cavity would then be taken back into the
clean room where the cavity exterior is cleaned with high-
pressure ultrapure water. The assembly procedure for the
Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) cryomodule
necessitates all components assembled together in the
cleanroom, e.g., cavities, power couplers, flanges, and
cryomodule support structures, be thoroughly cleaned
with high-pressure ultrapure water. This step is needed to
minimize possible contamination during cryomodule
assembly that could degrade cavity performance. Figure 4: Inside cleanroom at Superconducting RF Lab

LANL a greatly increased capability for testing
5 COST AND SCHEDULE superconducting cavities. We now have the ability to

One person was assigned to project controls, scheduling clean and test 700 MHz multi-cell cavities, and can

and budgeting. Schedules and budgets were updated on a construct cryomodules inside a class-100 cleanroom.

biweekly basis, tracking progress and spending. Budget The shielding system allows, cavity testing at higher
figures are presented in Table I for our project, field levels while reducing worker exposure to radiation,

complying with ALARA policy. Adding a mezzanine
Cleanroom 'reduced manual labor and provided easier access to the

Cleanroom construction and installation $0.7M cavity test assemblies. It provided a stable platform from
Demolition, building mods, engineering, which to work and eliminated ladder usage.
design, inspection, project management $1.0M

Total Project Cost $1.7M 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Shielding and Mezzanine The authors would like to thank the personnel of PM
(Project Management) Division and BUS-5 (Business

Shielding construction and installation $100K Operations, Procurement) group at LANL who graciously
Mezzanine construction and installation $ 15K contributed and made this project a success.
Demolition, electrical, mechanical $ 65K
Total Project Cost $180K

Table 1: Budget for SCRF Lab Facility Upgrade

The project was originally scheduled for January-
October '98, however delays extended the schedule into
December '98. This schedule reflects all facets of the
project, initial concept development, assembling a project
team, forming the design team, soliciting contractors,
project construction, and inspection. Some schedule slip
can be attributed to difficulties in scheduling outages for
electrical and fire protection systems. Outages had to be
coordinated with other tenants in the building and those
being fed power from our facility.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCRF POWER COUPLER FOR THE APT
ACCELERATOR

Eric N. Schmierer, Richard E. Lujan, Brian Rusnak, Brian Smith, W. B. Haynes, Cort Gautier,
J. A. Waynert, Frank Krawczyk, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM,

Jack Gioia, General Atomics, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract 5- CELL CAV ITY.
Abstract VACUUM VESSEL THERMAL INTERCEPT

TEE BELLOWSThe team responsible for the design of the Accelerator CERAMIC RF WINDOWS

Production of Tritium (APT) superconducting (SC) radio
frequency (RF) power coupler has developed two 700-
MHz, helium gas-cooled power couplers. One has a fixed
inner conductor and the other has an adjustable inner
conductor (gamma prototype and alpha prototype). The
power couplers will be performance tested in the near TIP BELLOWS
future. This paper discusses the mechanical design and (ADJUSTABLE TIP)I ACTUATOR

fabrication techniques employed in the development of RF MATCHING COLLAR (DJUSTABLE TIP)

each power coupler. This includes material selection, VACUUM PORT

copper coating, assembly sequences, and metal joining
procedures, as well as the engineering analyses performed Figure 1: Power Coupler, Window, Cryomodule Assembly
to determine the dynamic response of the inner conductors
due to environmental excitations. A bellows is used in 2 RF ANALYSIS
both prototype inner conductors in the area near the The 420 kW RF power is delivered to each five-cell
ceramic RF window, to compensate for thermal expansion cavity by two power couplers. To ensure a reliable long-
and mechanical tolerance build-up. In addition, a bellows term operation for this plant-type facility, an attempt was
is used near the tip of the inner conductor of the alpha made to create a power coupler design using features and
prototype for tuning the power coupler after it is installed components suggested by recent experience gained at
on the accelerator. Extensive analytical work has been other accelerator laboratories. These features include
performed to determine the static loads transmitted by the planar coaxial windows (a standard in high-power
bellows due to thermally induced expansion on the inner klystrons), coaxial couplers (successfully operated at high-
conductor and on the RF window. This paper also power, e.g., at DESY [1]), positioning of the RF windows
discusses this analysis, as well as the mechanical analysis outside the line-of-sight of the proton beam, an additional
performed to determine the final geometric shape of the vacuum-pump port in the quarter wave stub region for a
bellows. Finally, a discussion of the electromagnetic good vacuum at the windows (recent experience at KEK
analysis used to optimize the performance of the power [2]), and provisions for a simple cooling scheme of the
couplers is included. center conductor. These were integrated into a new power

coupler design. To achieve this design, extensive three-
1 INTRODUCTION dimensional electromagnetic modeling has been done with

The superconducting portion of the 1100 MeV APT the MAFIA electromagnetic simulator [3]. The modeling

accelerator will have numerous five-cell cavities. Each procedure started with the design of separate components
and benchmarking the simulations by building andcavity will require two power couplers, which will adbnhakn h iuain ybidn ntransmity u will require two powr c ouspowers, which a measuring some of these components [4]. Then a fullytransmit up to 420 kW of continuous RF power at a 700 integrated study was performed with interaction with RF

Mhz frequency. RF power is transmitted to the accelerator window fabricators.
from a klystron via WR 1500 waveguide at atmospheric The simulations investigated several variations of sub-
pressure. A waveguide-to-coaxial conductor transition will components (various quarter-wave stubs and matching
be located near the RF cavity. Accelerator vacuum will be devices), and multiple iterations with mechanical and
maintained through the coaxial conductor by a planar thermal evaluations. The thermal evaluation of the RF
coaxial ceramic window located in the coaxial conductor power deposited onto the inner and outer conductor was
portion of the window assembly. Figure I shows a derived from the three-dimensional RF simulations.
cutaway view of a power coupler and a vacuum window Figure 2 shows the MAFIA analytical model of the
assembly on a cryomodule. quarter wave stub.
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SHORTING PLATE ceramic window and the quarter-wave stub, to an area that
is approximately 17.25 in. from the shorting plate. At this
location, the coaxial conductor tapers down to nominally
4.06-in. diameter through a distance of 8.44 in. The
coaxial conductor remains this size through the interface
of the power coupler with the five-cell cavity. The inner

TOWARDS RF WINDOW conductor is supported at the shorting plate and is
cantilevered through a distance of approximately 36.43 in.
The center of the RF matching collar is located 11.87 in.

RF MATCHING COLLAR away from the shorting plate. A nominal 2.60-in. diameter
bellows is used at the intersection of the two coaxial
conductors, which comprise the quarter-wave stub
geometry. The adjustable inner conductor has a nominal

Figure 2: MAFIA Analytical Model 1.71-in. diameter bellows located near its tip. The RF
window assembly connects to the inner conductor at a re-

3 THERMAL ANALYSIS entrant receiver located at the interface. The conductive
material for the inner conductor is oxygen-free electronic

A 200-node, axisymmetric model using the finite grade copper, ASTM F68-93 class 2 or better. The
difference approximation was made to describe the inner material for the receiver and both bellows is beryllium
and outer conductors. The model includes grey body; copper, B194 alloy 25. The 300-K helium is delivered to
diffuse; infra-red radiation exchange; conduction through the intake plenum located at the rear of the inner
stainless steel, copper, and niobium; RF heating conductor. Inside the plenum, the flow is orificed and split
(travelling or standing wave power distributions); and so that some of the coolant is circulated through a
convection cooling of the inner and outer conductors. stainless-steel liner towards the tip. The coolant is

Detailed results for the inner and outer conductors have returned through the annular space formed by the outside
been published [5]. The inner conductor is found to be of the stainless-steel liner and the inside of the copper
adequately cooled for both travelling and standing waves tube. The beryllium copper receiver and bellows in the
by using 300 K helium at 1.2 atmospheres pressure, quarter-wave stub region are cooled with the coolant
flowing at 3 g/s through a 3-mm annular space formed by flowing through a small supply tube that provides helium
a stainless-steel sleeve within the copper inner conductor. directly onto the bottom of the receiver and flows down

The outer conductor cooling approaches considered the inside of the bellows. Figure 3 shows the inner
distributed counter-flow and localized thermal intercepts, conductor coolant flow path.
The selected cooling scheme was the result of an
extensive trade-study which considered: integration of the THERMAL INTERCEPT

power coupler cooling into the cryomodule; impact on the RECEIVER COOLANT SUPPLY TUBE
cryoplant and distribution system; room temperature C E SUVER
refrigeration input power; and manufacturability, .,I
maintainability, and reliability issues. The selected
configuration is a double point thermal intercept where the
low temperature thermal intercept inlet fluid is 4.6 K, 12-
bar helium. After exiting the low temperature intercept,
the supercritical helium is used to intercept heat loads RETURN ANNULUS• '

from the beam tube, thermal shield, and structural He RETURN TUBE

supports. It is then circulated through the power-coupler He SUPPLY TUBE

high-temperature intercept. The fluid is returned to the
cryoplant at about 30 K. Figure 3: He Coolant Flow Path

4 MECHANICAL DESIGN All copper-to-copper joining for the inner conductor is
specified as e-beam welding. To expedite fabrication,

The WR 1500 waveguide-to-coaxial conductor transition however, tungsten-inert gas (TIG) welding with
is of the tee-bar type and it is water or air cooled. The' appropriate final machining was approved. All copper-to-
transition is integrated into the RF window assembly. The stainless steel joints are furnace brazed. The outer
coolant(s) is also circulated inside the inner conductor conductor material is stainless steel type 304, whose
section of the RF window assembly to the interface with conductive surfaces are electroplated with copper per
the power coupler. Cooling air is also circulated between specification APT-CG-RFPC-001. The double point
the ceramic windows. The coaxial conductor is nominally thermal intercept is integrated with the outer conductor as
6.125 in. diameter from the tee-bar location through the a flanged spool piece. Metal seal flanges are used at all
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RF/vacuum connections with modified copper gaskets to thickness. Other electro-form alloys and configurations
enhance RF integrity. A vacuum pumping port is located were considered but were not pursued. Cu plated stainless
in the vicinity of the quarter wave stub. The RF analysis steel would add the process of brazing Cu end-rings for
indicates that the geometry of the port is such that an RF welding to the assembly and would add the issues
grill is not needed at this location, associated with the plating process. It is unknown whether

Using COSMOS/M Ver. 2.0 linear dynamic module, a thermal and mechanical cycling, high power RF, or
finite-element model was developed and fundamental electron-beam welding would degrade the plating, create
modes of vibration calculated for the inner conductor. The Ni flashing interference, or affect the plating adhesion.
first four were 39.7 Hz, 55.9 Hz, 180.5 Hz, and 187.4 Hz
for the tip of the gamma power coupler. For the tip of the 6 CONCLUSION
alpha power coupler, they were 29.96 Hz, 35.71 Hz, 101.6Hz, nd 06. Hz wih a assmeddamingcoeficent The engineering and experimental effort has yielded aHz, and 206.4 Hz, with an assumed damping coefficient p w rc u l rd sg h ta ayi ni ae a o eof 0.01. The harmonic analysis of the tip resulted in a Q of power coupler design that analysis indicates has a power

transmission of better than -40dB at or around the 700-40. The first source of excitation directly attached to the MHz operation frequency. Figure 4 shows the broad band
alpha power coupler is the 250 I/s vacuum pump. The transmission/reflection curve of the power coupler taken
specified displacement of the vacuum pump applied to the
shorting plate resulted in a RMS displacement of the tip of from eromagneticsulas bcan ofltee
1.6 x 10' m. Using a random vibration excitation gamma prototype power couplers has been completed, and
previously obtained from another accelerator facility, the they are scheduled to be tested on the Room TemperatureRMS isplcemnt o th tip was Test Bed [6] in the near future.
RMS displacement of the tip wasS1 62
3x 106 m.

The force required to make the RF joint at the interface
with the RF window assembly was large enough to
warrant mechanical testing. Two receivers were tested to
4200 lbs., resulting in no detectable yielding of the -0. .

receiver material.

5 BELLOWS DEVELOPMENT -.

The inner conductor is constrained by the ceramic vacuum .........................
windows and the shorting plate located on the quarter-
wave stub. The tee-bellows must accommodate thermally -60.0,a..i

induced expansion and any misalignments of the assembly 6. 000E106 6. 500aý08 7. 000E*06 7. 500a406 6. 700E0ý6

when docking the vacuum window assembly to the power "1r"u°n/Hz

coupler, so the ceramic windows must react any forces
transmitted by the bellows. Maximum allowable forces on Figure 4: Transmission/Reflection Curve

the ceramic windows of 3-lb. axial force and 10-lb. lateral
force were set as design goals. Based on anticipated 7 REFERENCES
thermally induced expansion and installation compression, [1] B. Dwersteg, DESY, "Progress of 'TF High Power Input Coupler
spring rates of 150 lbi/in. maximum axial and 1000 lb./in. Design at DESY,", Proceedings of the 8th RF Superconductivity

maximum lateral are required of the bellows. This workshop, Abano Terme, Italy, (1997).

assumes no mechanical assembly preloads. The tip [2] S. Mitsunobu, KEK, "High Power Input Coupler and Windows,',

bellows allows adjustment of the inner conductor tip. The Proceedings of the 8th RF Superconductivity workshop, Abano Terme,
tip-bellows spring rate was specified at' Italy, (1997).

150 lbs./in. maximum axial, with a compression of 0 in. to [3] The MAFIA Collaboration, "User Guide,", CST Gmbh, Darmstadt,

0.6 in. Germany.
Bellows convolution shape was determined from RF [4] Frank Krawczyk, LANL, "Electromagnetic Modeling of Cavities and

analysis and was optimized for fabrication and spring rate Power Couplers for SC High-Current Proton Accelerators," Invited

requirements. Three materials were pursued. They are Be- Talk at the APS Spring Meeting, Columbus, Ohio, (1998).

Cu, electro-formed Cu, and Cu-plated stainless steel. Be- [5] J.A. Waynert, F.C. Prenger, "A Thermal Analysis and Optimization

Cu was the primary choice because of its superior of the APT 210 kW Power Coupler," Proceedings of LINAC98, Aug.Cu ws te pimay coic becuseof ts upeior 1998, Chicago, IL.

mechanical properties. An electro-formed copper bellows
was the second choice. Type II electro-formed copper has [6] J. Gioia, General Atomics et.al, "A Room Temperature Test Bed for

Evaluating 700-MHz RF Windows and Power Couplers for the
a better yield strength than OFE Cu but is still susceptible Superconducting Portion of the APT Accelerator," Proceedings of
to work hardening, and there are issues with outgassing, PAC' 99, New York, NY, (1999).
weldability, and consistency in the bellows convolution
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COMMISSIONING OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING RF CAVITIES
FOR THE CESR LUMINOSITY UPGRADE *

S. Belomestnykh#, P. Barnes, E. Chojnacki, R. Ehrlich, R. Geng', D. Hartill, R. Kaplan,
J. Knobloch, E. Nordberg, H. Padamsee, S. Peck, P. Quigley, J. Reilley, D. Rubin, J. Sears,

V. Veshcherevich, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, U.S.A.

Abstract

The new superconducting RF system consisting of four 2 ACCELERATING MODULE
single-cell cavity modules is an important part of the PREPARATION AND TESTS
CESR Luminosity Upgrade. We describe the Prior to assembly of the superconducting cavity into a
commissioning of the first three accelerating modules. horizontal cryostat [4], all major components, such as
This includes in situ testing and conditioning, pulsed
power and beam processing of RF windows, cryostat, cavity, RF window, and HOM loads, are
commissioning of various cryogenic feedback loops, subjected to acceptance tests. The cryostats are tested at
measuring cavity spacing and phasing with beam, and liquid nitrogen temperature with dummy cavity inserts.

high-current operation. Upon receiving from a manufacturer, all Nb cavities are
tested in a vertical cryostat [5]. The cavity preparation

1 INTRODUCTION procedure includes chemical etching by 1:1:2 BCP acid
mix with the acid temperature below 15'C, then high-

Since 1997 the new superconducting RF (SRF) system pressure rinsing and drying in a class 10 clean room. All
for the CESR Luminosity Upgrade [1, 2] is in the stage high vacuum components are assembled and leak
of installation and commissioning of cavities one by one. checked in the clean room, then vacuum baked. RF
This allows the collider to continue its high energy windows are processed in pairs in standing wave mode to
physics operation with short shutdowns for cavity 125 kW and in travelling wave mode up to 450 kW CW
installations. As it was described in Ref. [1], there are [3]. After assembly is complete, a cryomodule (Figure
two RF straight sections in CESR, East one and West 1) must pass a final high power acceptance test. In
one, each hosting two single-cell cavity cryomodules. different tests our four cavities reached maximum
Correspondingly, cavities are called El and E2, W1 and accelerating gradients of 12 MV/m, 10 MV/m, 11
W2. Each cavity pair is fed by RF power from one MV/m, 7.8 MV/m.
klystron via WR1800 waveguide and an RF power Vacuum insulation LN2 shield Small

splitter (magic T or hybrid) and by cryogen liquids via a LHe vessel gate valve
station cryogen distribution box. RBT transition

The first of four cavities, E2, was the first Tu HOMabsorber
superconducting HOM damped cavity in the world Nb cavity

installed for a long-term operation. Initially, its
performance with beam was limited by multipacting in
the ceramic window and waveguide region of cavity RF
coupler [3] in travelling wave regime. This limitation Nb waveg
was eventually overcome after using several techniques HE
of in situ processing, and after several cavity warm ups Large
to room temperature. Obtained experience and gate valve on pump
understanding of the nature of limitations allowed us to Elbow
introduce several important modifications to the
cryomodule design and preparation procedures. After Pump-out box
that, installation of the second module, El, in RFwindow
October'98 and its subsequent commissioning was Figure 1: The CESR B-cell cryomodule.
significantly easier. WI cavity is installed in CESR
during February-March'99 shutdown, and is being 3 CONTROLS AND DATA ACQUISITION
commissioned. W2 cryomodule is being assembled and Each cryostat has several cryogenic feedback loops.
is scheduled for installation in summer. Most important of them are: cryostat liquid helium level,

helium bath pressure, and waveguide heat exchanger
"Work supported by the National Science Foundation. (HEX) gas flow loops. PID controllers are used in all
"*Email: sab@lns62.1ns~cornell.edu feedback loops. The station cryogen distribution box

'On leave from the IHIP, Peking University, Beijing 100871, PRC.
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contains the supply and return control valves, which are the external field, the multipacting can be either
used to regulate the level and bath pressure suppressed or enhanced. In the case of a rectangular

correspondingly. The helium level is kept constant waveguide it is easier to achieve the same goal by using

within ±1%, and the pressure is kept constant within DC magnetic field instead. We used 10 Gauss transverse

±0.02 psi. The waveguide HEX is a short section of magnetic field of permanent magnets. This enhanced
vacuum waveguide cooled by cold helium gas borrowed multipacting in the RF window region and allowed us to

"clean" the surface of the ceramics and adjacent
from the cryostat (Figure 1). A feedback loop keeps waveguide without beam. Later, calculations [7]
HEX gas flow constant by regulating a gas flow valve confirmed that a transverse magnetic field enhances both
installed in the HEX return line. intensity and bandwidth of multipacting zones. This

In addition to incorporating SRF into the CESR data technique advanced travelling wave limit to 110 kW.
acquisition system, a new graphics display system, based Quite often, especially in case of "weak" multipacting,
on the "little language" GDL (Graphics Display it is possible to use "beam processing". The beam
Language) developed by S. Peck, is used to show data injection is stopped as soon as window vacuum activity
from the database on an X-terminal [6]. The GDL is detected and started again as soon as vacuum is
provides such features to display signals and parameters improved. Alternatively, the RF phase between two RF
as labelled schematics, strip charts, meters, and tables. stations can be adjusted to increase or decrease power to
These features allow easy access to data and straight the SRF cavity. However, the beam is frequently lost
forward interface between users and sensors. during beam processing, making it slow and inefficient.

We use it mainly as a way to check RF power limit after
4 OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH processing with other techniques.

THE FIRST CAVITY The greatest success so far has been achieved when
processing without beam by increasing power in the

4.1 Installation and commissioning pulsed mode on or close to cavity resonance. Such
processing allows us to process the coupler region in the

E2 SRF cavity was installed into CESR storage ring in travelling wave mode. Because the SRF cavity is
September'97 in place of one of the 5-cell normal- heavily overcoupled without beam, the emitted power at
conducting (NRF) copper cavities. At first, E2 cavity RF shut-off is four times higher than the incident power.
operated at a field of 6.3 MV/m. Later the field was This creates the travelling wave mode for a very short
raised to 7 MV/m. time though. Changing the frequency around resonance

The cryomodules have gate valves on both ends. shifts the standing wave pattern in the waveguide, and
Therefore, we connect them to the machine vacuum processes its different regions. Above 90-100 kW
chamber under vacuum and they do not require forward power, the cavity quenches and becomes close
reprocessing from scratch. The base pressure in the cold to matched load. At this and higher powers we disable
cryomodule without RF is 3 to 5x 1 U0 Torr at the taper the quench detector and allow the cavity to sit in quench
and RF window. The pressure rise with RF and beam is state for entire duration of pulse, typically 10 ms at 10%
about one order of magnitude by the end of a three duty cycle. By pulse processing to 150 kW, the beam
month CESR running period. After the first cool down, power could gradually be raised to 140 kW and beam
as the beam current increased in CESR, hard vacuum current to 350 mA. At this power level we observed for
trips occurred in the cavity window region at currents a first time dependence of the RF power on the cavity
around 230 mA. The vacuum trips occurred when the field: transmitted power is higher when there is bigger
power in travelling wave, i.e. forward power minus standing wave component. Computer simulations [7]
reflected power, was 90 kW. This was a repeatable limit confirmed that travelling to standing wave mixing ratio
at different beam currents due to gas evolution in the affects multipacting bands.
input window/coupler region. We associated those
vacuum trips with multipacting in the RF coupler region. 4.3 Operating experience
4.2 RF coupler in situ processing Alongside with normal vacuum actions (multipacting),

which we were able to process, other, very fast, vacuum
To increase the power delivered to beam we explored events were observed. Those events were accompanied
several processing techniques. RF processing without by temperature rise on the HEX and huge spikes of
beam and off cavity resonance with powers up to 160 hydrogen on RGA. We attributed this effect to releasing
kW CW had essentially no effect on the travelling wave cryopumped hydrogen due to RF heating of the HEX
vacuum trip limit, surface and following arc. The number of fast vacuum

It is a well known approach to suppress multipacting trips was increasing with time and eventually they
in coaxial RF windows by applying DC bias electric limited maximum RF power trough the coupler.
field on the inner conductor. This external field disturbs Analysis of the residual gas evolution [8] during cavity
trajectories of electrons and changes resonant conditions warm up showed that during 3 months of operation cold
of multipacting. Depending on strength and direction of surfaces accumulated up to 7 equivalent monolayers of
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hydrogen. RGA spectra showed different gas species. dominated by remaining NRF cavities [15]. Beam-
Most pronounced among them are hydrogen, carbon induced HOM power is dissipated in two ferrite-lined
monoxide, and water vapour, beam pipe absorbers [16, 17]. The maximum extracted

After warming up the cavity to room temperature and E2 cavity HOM power was about 5.7 kW at 510 mA
baking the window in situ to 1 10°C during scheduled total current in two beams of nine three-bunch trains
CESR shutdown, the beam power delivered began to rise each. According to calculations [18] two tapers provide a
steadily and reached 180 kW. After about 2 months in
operation, the ability of the cavity to deliver RF power
began to deteriorate again due to the fast vacuum trips. Therefore, there are no tapers between El and E2

Operating experience obtained with the first SRF cavities.
cavity allowed us to introduce several changes in P, kW Beam Power

cryomodule design and preparation procedure: i) to 250

improve pumping speed near the RF window [9], we • E2 A El
225 ___redesigned its pumping layout; ii) to lower heat 22A AA

deposition to the HEX wall due to RF losses and to 200 __

AA
improve cooling, we increased thickness of copper 175 - .. ,
plating from 6.4 jtm to 25 jim and increased helium gas ." .

flow through the HEX by a factor of three; iii) we 0 . ___ __

rounded sharp corners in the vacuum waveguide; iv) 125 --- --- ---. -.__A A A

baking temperature for RF window ceramics was 100 E2warmup

increased from I 10"C to 150'C, following suggestion in E2 war. up A wl intlation

[10]; v) all high vacuum components, including copper 75 -

plated ones, are now thoroughly vacuum baked. We did 50 El installation

not bake all of the copper plated parts before, being h
afraid to damage plating. - -

Figure 2: RF power delivered to beam by SRF cavities.
5 HIGH BEAM CURRENT OPERATION

The second SRF cavity, El, was installed in the machine 6 CONCLUSIONS
in October'99. Its commissioning went very smoothly Three superconducting cavity modules are installed in
and we were soon able to reach and exceed 200 kW CESR so far. Two of them have been successfully
power delivered to beam by one cavity. Operating with commissioned and are in operation. The third module is
two SRF cavities proved to be easier and more stable being commissioned now. The SRF cavities provided
than with one SRF and one NRF cavity in the same pair. very safe and reliable operation with high beam currents
The history of RF power delivered to beam by the SRF up to 550 mA and allowed CESR to establish a new peak
cavities is shown in Figure 2. We must note that the RF luminosity record of 8x1032 cm 2s" as well as several
coupler vacuum trips were the main limiting factor for integrated luminosity records. The fourth cryomodule is
the beam current increase only in the beginning of E2 being assembled and is scheduled for installation in
cavity operation. Lately, as CESR reached total beam summer'99. Complete installation of all four HOM
current in excess of 500 mA, a longitudinal dipole damped cavities will reduce ring broad band impedance
coupled bunch instability and overheating of some by 48% and will provide stable operation of CESR with
vacuum chamber components became the major many bunches at high beam currents.
limitations [11, 12].

To keep beam loading the same for both cavities, RF 7 REFERENCES
voltage equal for electron and positron beams and
maintain interaction point in the center of the detector, it
is necessary to carefully position cavities along the beam [1] S. Belomestnykh, et al., Proc. 5th EPAC, Vol. 3, pp. 2100-2103.

axis and adjust their waveguide feed lengths. This is [2] S. Belomestnykh, et al., Proc. 1997 PAC, Vol. 3, pp. 3075-3077.

especially important at high beam currents. The [3] E. Chojnacki, et al., Part. Accel., 61, pp. [309-319]/45-55 (1998).
[4] J. Kirchgessner, et al., Proc. 7th SRF Workshop, Vol. 1, pp. 35-37

procedure of deducing errors in relative cavity spacing [5] D. Moffat, et al., Proc. 1993 PAC, Vol. 2, pp. 763-765.
and phasing from RF forward and reflected power [6] R. Geng and S. Peck, Cornell LNS Report SRF/D980407-01.
measurements with and without beam was developed by [7] R. L. Geng and H. Padamsee, THAL5, these proceedings.

D. Morse at CESR (see appendix A in [13]). We use this [8] R. L. Geng and H. Padamsee, MOP136, these proceedings.
procedure to verify installation and make fine [9] R. L. Geng and P. Barnes, Cornell LNS Report SRF980227-02.
adjustments when necessary. [10] M. Neubauer, et al., Proc. 5th EPAC, Vol. 3, pp. 2059-2061.

One of the most important features of a CESR B-cell [11] D. L. Rubin, Proc. 6th EPA C, Stockholm, 1998.
cavity is its low beam coupling impedance due to strong [12] A. Temnykh, Proc. XVIIth ICHEA, Dubna, 1998.

[13] S. Belomestnykh, et al., Cornell LNS Report SRF961217-04.
HOM damping [14]. Installation of the E2 and El SRF [14] H. Padamsee, eta!., Part. Accel., 40, pp. 17-41 (1992).
cavities increased beam current thresholds of a [15] M. G. Billing and S. Belomestnykh, TUAl8, these proceedings.

longitudinal dipole coupled bunch instability in CESR, [16] S. Belomestnykh, et al., Proc. 1995 PAC, Vol. 5, pp. 3394-3396.

though the total HOM impedance of the ring is still [17] E. Chojnacki, W. J. Alton, MOP77, these proceedings.
[18] S. Belomestnykh, W. Hartung, Report SRF960202-01 (1996).
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CONDENSATION/ADSORPTION AND EVACUATION OF RESIDUAL
GASES IN THE SRF SYSTEM FOR THE CESR LUMINOSITY UPGRADE*

R.L. Gengt,, H. Padamsee, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract came active[6] to cause RF trips. By warming up the cav-

Condensed/adsorbed gases can enhance field emission in ity, most adsorbates were released, giving a "clean" surface

superconducting cavities and deteriorate the input coupler with a lower SEC. Accordingly, the multipacting problem

performance in a superconducting RF system. It is there- was alleviated.

fore important to understand condensation/adsorption of Nb cavity LN2 shield

residual gases in such a system. In this paper, we present L vessel

some related results for the first two superconducting cav- iRBtransiion
ities installed in the CESR for luminosity upgrade. The HOM absorber HOM absorber

total amount of adsorbed gases for different working pe-
riods are compared. Gas species are analyzed. A Monte- -
Carlo computer code is used to simulate the gas conden-
sation/adsorption profile along the waveguide. The warm-
up desorption curve is extracted, which might help us to n Heateguide

understand the interaction between gas molecules and sub-
strates. The pumping speed of the window pump-out box
was evaluated by using the same code and was compared ,2/s

with the speed due to cryo-pumping. New designs of the _ P°mp
pump-out box were explored to improve its pumping speed. l wurl t box Elbow

RF window (with two 60 1/s ion pumps)

1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1: The SRF cavity for the CESR luminosity upgrade

Condensed/adsorbed gases can enhance field emission
in superconducting cavities[ 1] and deteriorate the in- It is always desirable to keep the gas load to the system as
put coupler performance in a superconducting RF (SRF) low as possible. This can be achieved by following ways.
system[2]. For SRF cavities installed in a routinely run- 1) Reducing gas content of gas sources, e. g. baking the
ning accelerator, like B-cells for the CESR luminosity window prior to the cavity cooling down. 2) Improving the
upgrade[3], the desorption and condensation/adsorption of pumping speed of the evacuating system.
residual gases are of great importance to the cavity per-
formance, especially when high RF power and high beam 2 GAS EVOLUTION BY WARMING-UP
current are involved. Possible gas sources in such a system
include the ceramic window, beam line components nearby, During the cavity warming-up, ion pumps were used for
and HOM absorbers. Gas molecules can be desorbed from evacuation with pressures monitored with cold cathode
surfaces of gas sources through different processes: heating gauges installed near the pump ports. Fig 2 shows a typical
of the ceramic window by RF power, heating of HOM ab- pressure curve during a warming-up event. Total amount
sorbers by HOM power, bombarding of the waveguide and
ceramic surfaces by multipacting electrons. The desorbed Ie+03 , , ,

gases are finally condensed/adsorbed on the cold surfaces E2 Rw'INAER COLD CAThODE .
E2 WINDOW COLD CATHODE -

of the system, if not properly evacuated.
The implementation of SRF cavities (Fig. 1) for the 24

CESR luminosity upgrade started from October 1997[4]. 1- e+02 3 /
Till now, two cavities, referred to as E2 and El, have R • /•

been installed. During the commissioning period, it was n
found that the input coupler benefited a lot from room
temperature warming-up cycles[5], during the course of
which significant amount of gases evolved from the sys-
tem. It was believed that gases condensed/adsorbed on the
waveguide surface enhanced the secondary emission co- - _ __ _

efficient (SEC). As a result, more multipacting bands be- Mon Tue Wed Thor Fri Sat Sun Mon
Date

* Work supported by the National Science Foundation.
t on leave from IHIP, Peking University, Beijing 100871, PRC.
t Email: rg58@comell.edu Figure 2: Pressures during the warming-up (E2, Jun.98)
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of evolved gases during warming-up was obtained by pres- peaks between 100 'K and 120 'K are due to the turning
sure integration. Table 1 shows results for the E2 and El off of the LN 2 supply.)

Table 1: Gas evolution during the warming-up Ie+04 2

Cavity Warm Up Gas evolution Gas Layers E2 Jun. 98

@ [torr-Liter] [H2 eq.] E2 Oct. 9N
E.- IeJ3Ti

E2 Feb. 98 14.68 7.03 43

E2 Jun. 98 5.51 2.64
E2 Oct. 98 9.25 4.43 "e [o \ / / 5
E2 Feb. 99 14.30 6.84
El Feb. 99 8.62 4.12 i ..

Table 2: Integrated Pb and Ib between CESR down le+00
Cavity Warm Total cold f Pbdt f Ibdt 0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Up @ time [day] [MW-hr] [A-hr] Cavity Temperature [K]

E2 Feb. 98 120 138 440
E2 Jun. 98 99 160 470 Figure 3: Warming-up desorption curves of cavities
E2 Oct. 98 90 184 490
E2 Feb. 99 95 213 593 RGA Spectrums, recorded during warming-up, indicates
El Feb. 99 ] 95 ] 232 I 593 j that residual gas species are mainly H2, H20, and CO/N 2,

along with small amount of C0 2 , 02, He and Ne. It is also
cavities in different warming-up events. Note that the layer indicated that different species prevail in different desorp-
number of gases is given in that of an equivalent amount tion peaks as shown in Table 3. For reference, temperatures
of H2 over an area of 3.3 in 2

, the total surface area of cold of the cavity, the cold end of'the HEX and the cold end of
components, including the cavity, the cold He gas cooled the elbow are also listed in the table. The exceptionally
heat exchanger (HEX), and the LN2 cooled RBT/FBT tran- high amplitude of the third peak for the E2 warming-up in
sitions and waveguide elbow. Feb. 98 suggests that excessive CO 2 and CO/N 2 were ad-

Table 2 shows the total time that the cavity was cold, sorbed between the installation and the first warming-up of
the integrated RF power delivered to the beam (Pb) and the E2 cavity.
integrated CESR current (Ib) over the period between the
current warming-up and previous CESR down. The first Table 3: Prevailing gas species and nominal temperatures
warming-up of the E2 in Feb. 98 gave roughly 7 layers of the cavity, the HEX cold end, and the elbow cold end at
of equivalent H2 with only a 138 MW-hr integrated beam the time of desorption peaks
power delivered in the past four months. After the first Peak Gas Cavity HEX Elbow
warming-up, we were able to deliver more beam power. # species [OK] [0 K] [OK]
We found the more integrated beam power in the past 1 H2 , He 9 22 85
four months, the more gas evolution during the succeed- 2 CO/N2 ,H2,0 2,Ne 27 35 92
ing warming-up. However, the gas evolution seems not di- C0 2,COIN 2  83 92 130
rectly correlated with the cold time, neither with the inte- 4 H2 ,H20,COIN 2  163 165 190
grated current. The first warming-up of the El in Feb. 99 H2 ,H2 0 230 220 240
gave only 4 layers of equivalent H2 with a 232 MW-hr in-
tegrated beam power delivered in the past four months. In
Comparison, the El has a much abated gas load and bet-
ter performance upon the first warming-up. It was believed 4 WHERE DO GASES LODGE
that the baking of the El window prior to the installation
helped a lot in reducing the gas load. Among all possible gas sources, special attention was paid

to the ceramic window, from which most gas load was sus-
3 GAS SPECIES pected to come. If not properly evacuated, those gases

would condense/adsorb on cold surfaces of the waveguide,
In Fig. 2, one can see several distinct pressure peaks. This or even enter the cell of the cavity through the tongue.
iý suggestive that different gas species are desorbed over When the cavity is at 4.2 'K, measurements show that
the warming-up period. Fig. 3 shows the desorption curves, the elbow temperature ranges from 180 'K (warm end) to
the cavity pressure as a function of the cavity temperature. 80 'K (cold end) and the HEX temperature ranges from
All desorption curves, both for the E2 and El, show pres- 45 'K (warm end) to 10 'K (cold end). Below 120 'K,
sure peaks at the same cavity temperatures. (Note that H20 vapor pressure is many orders of magnitude lower
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than 1 x 10- 9 torr[7]. This means that virtually all the 5 EVACUATING RESIDUAL GASES
residual H20 would condense on the surface of the waveg-
uide elbow, most likely that of the section from the middle A powerful evacuation system is always desirable to com-

to the cold end. By the same token, C0 2 , CO/N2 and 02 pete effectively with the cryo-pumping due to cold sur-to te cld nd.By he ame oke, C2, O/N an 02 faces.
would condense on the surface of the HEX. fcs

wu condenserlonh simurationcode, oftheHEX.w The estimated cryo-pumping speed is 600 I/s with re-
A Monte-Carlo simulation code, MOLFLOW[8], was

ethe condensation profile Of C0 2 , CO/N2  spect to the gas load from the ceramic. MOLFLOW simu-used to estimate th odnainpoieo OC/2 lations show that the E2 pump-out box gives only a 301I/s

and 02 along the HEX. A unity sticking coefficient (s), re-

gardless the condensation thickness[7], was used for these net pumping speed. Modifications on the El pump-out box
were pursued. The net pumping speed was improved to

species. The results suggested that 90% of these gases 601/s.

would condense on the HEX surface with an exponential 601/s.

distribution. Only 10% of them might enter the Nb waveg- To compete with the cryo-pumping, further improve-

uide of the cavity. ment on the pump-out box is favorable. A suggested con-

The residual H2 is the hardest to condense (1 2 vapor figuration, consisting of 250 shower drain holes, 120 mm

pressure is higher than 1 x 10-6 torr even at 4.2 OK). ID elbows and 500 I/s pumps, will give a 320 1/s net pump-
However, there are possibilities for the H2 to be adsorbed ing speed, which is hopefully able to compete with the

by a 4.2 'K Nb[9] and a 10 'K copper plated stainless 600 l/s cryo-punping.

steel[10][ 11. Fig. 4 shows the simulation result on the 6 CONCLUSIONS

100 Gas evolution during warming-up of the CESR SRF cav-
ities was evaluated. A few equivalent mono-layers ofF 90.. .'.. .. - ........ . wa m ngu s ... e m o e ac reato ew e

S90 H2 were adsorbed on cold surfaces, even after several
warming-ups. There seems to be a correlation between

80 the integrated beam power and the gas evolution during the

Z_ succeeding warming-up. Residual gas species were found
mainly H2, H20, and CO/N 2 . They condensed/adsorbed

6 selectively on surfaces of different sections. The initial H2S60
.o was most likely adsorbed on the Nb waveguide surface.

0 .With heavier H2 gas load, H2 molecules could enter the
*~50

cell of the cavity and adsorb on the cell surface. The cur-
40. M, I _ - -, rent pumping speed of the pump-out box is much lower

0.01 0.1 1 than that due to cryo-pumping. Further modifications on
Sticking Coefficient the pump-out box is necessary to compete with the cryo-

pumping.
Figure 4: Ratio of the H2 adsorbed by the Nb waveguide to
that enters the cell of the cavity as a function of s 7 REFERENCES
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RF SYSTEM FOR THE SLS BOOSTER AND STORAGE RING

M.E. Busse-Grawitz, P. Marchand, W. Tron, Paul Scherrer Institute, CH 5232 Villigen PSI

Abstract four such cavities, the RF system has the potential for

The RF system which was adopted for the SLS (Swiss achieving the SLS requirement with a cavity input power

Light Source) initial phase [1] is based on the use of (Pt /cav) lower than 150 kW. Besides, would one of the

conventional, already well-proven equipment. In the four cavities be out of use, the operation at full beam

storage ring (SR), it consists of four 500 MHz plants, each current is still possible with an RF voltage of about 2 MV.

comprising a normal conducting (nc) single-cell cavity of The four cavities will be accommodated in pairs in two of

the ELETTRA type, powered with a 180 kW CW klystron the dispersion free, low P3, 4 m long straight sections of

amplifier via a WR1800 waveguide line. In spite of the the SR.

lower power requirement, one similar plant will be used The input coupler must be capable to feed into the

for the booster with the intention of standardizing. cavity a CW RF power of at least 150 kW (forward) and

Although the use of superconducting (sc) cavities has also to handle the full reflection. It will be similar to those

been ruled out as a starting solution, combining idle (no operating in ELETTRA which are of the coaxial type,

external RF source) sc cavities with the initial nc system is terminated by a coupling loop. Although the operating

regarded as a possible way of further improving the beam power at ELETTRA does not exceed 65 kW, the same

lifetime in the SR when operating at very high coupler has successfully been tested up to 330 kW [4] and

brightness [2]. therefore should be capable to fulfil the SLS requirement.
The coupling coefficient shall be adjustable within a range

1 MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS of 1 to 3.3 in order to match different beam loading
conditions.

The basic parameters of the SR which were determining The cooling system consists of water flowing through

for the design of the RF system are listed in Table 1. At pipes which are brazed on the cavity outer surface and

the nominal energy of 2.4 GeV and beam current of 0.4 A, must be abl re trem up to 65 kW of power dissipation

the radiation power to be restored by the RF system is int te avity wall (p cv 6 n addi tion

240into the cavity wall (Pd /cav). In addition, it shall be

500 MHz) is needed to achieve the energy acceptance of possible - thanks to the cooling system - to set the cavity

±3.5%. operating temperature at any value within 60 ± 25 °C with
a stability of ± 0.05 'C. This is achieved by properly

Table 1 : Basic SR parameters isolating the cavity and by re-circulating the cooling water

Circumference L [m] 288. through an appropriate heat exchanger water station
Revolution frequency, fo [MHz] 1.04 (cooling rack) dedicated to each cavity. Controlling the

Energy, E [GeV] 2.4 cavity temperature - and therefore the HOM frequencies

Radiation loss / turn, AU [MeV] 0.6 in a way to avoid resonance excitations by the beam -

Beam current, lb [A] 0.4 should allow to prevent coupled bunch instabilities [1,5].
A plunger tuner provides an additional degree of

Bomea tum powerlos , P a [. 240 freedom in tuning the fundamental and HOM's.
Momentum compaction, oX 7. E-4 The tuning of the fundamental frequency for variable
Momentum spread, ap [%] 0.09 beam loading - with different operating temperatures and
Longitudinal damping time rt [ms] 4.5 plunger positions - will be performed by means of a
Transverse damping time, 'txy [ms] 9. mechanical system driven with a stepping motor which

RF frequency, fRu [MHz] 499.652 will change the cavity length (longitudinal squeezing or

Harmonic number, h = fRF / fo 480 stretching), within the range of elastic deformation. In

RF voltage, VRF [MV] 2.4 operation, the cavities will be automatically tuned by a

RF acceptance, EF [%] ± 3.5 regulation loop (see section 4).

Bunch length, o; [mm] 4.
Synchrotron frequency, f, [kHz] 7.5 Table 2: RF operating parameters with 4 and 3/4 cav.
Synchronous phase, ý, [degree] 14.5 (Jm, Afm : optimum coupling factor and detuning)

Ib VRF Pd/caV Pb/caV Pt Pm Afm nb of

2 RF CAVITY ASSEMBLY [A] [MV] [kW] [kW] /cav [kHz] cav.

Four nc single-cell cavities of the ELETTRA type [3] with [kW]

a shunt impedance of 3.4 MQ and a quality factor of 0.4 2.6 60. 60. 120. 2.0 26. 4
40000 will provide the required RF voltage and power in 0.4 2.0 65. 80. 145. 2.2 24. 3
the SR. The parameter values in Table 2 show that, using
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3 RF AMPLIFIER AND FEEDER LINE 4 LOW LEVEL ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

Each cavity will be individually powered with a CW The low level electronic system comprising standard
klystron amplifier capable to deliver more than 180 kW frequency, amplitude and phase regulation loops as well
(efficiency > 60 %). The klystrons will be provided by as the amplifier drive chain and the RF signal
EEV Ltd, the DC power supplies for the cathode and measurement channels will be supplied by Sincrotrone
auxiliaries (anode modulation, cathode heating, focal Trieste. It will be based on the system operating in
coils, ion pump) by THOMCAST AG. ELETTRA with minor modifications for the SLS purpose

The DC power supply for the cathode is a Pulse Step as described below. A simplified block diagram is shown
Modulator (PSM), a technology currently used for in Figure 2.
broadcast transmitters [6]. Designed for 46 kV - 7.5 A, Phase El. Ph. Vat. RF Drive
this PSM essentially consists of 68 power modules which Station Offset Shifter Art. Switch Amp. Klystron
are connected in series and supplied through their own P•I•L-• I " • •-qda [•i •"•ve• •V•--•v--•

secondary winding from two transformers. The two • iii open
transformers are shifted in phase, resulting in a 12-pulse " I I L_• cos,••J L•rnod. • • od.•an°de
loading of the mains with a 6-pulse rectification in the RFin I1' • lI°OI "•r set anode preset__•-m .
module chain. Each one of the 68 modules represents an IF•p•eset•Loop BW •" set
autonomous voltage source (Us = 800 V)which may be , , •<

switched on/off individually by means of fast IGBT • var.
switches operating up to 14 kill. The switching sequence • o•• • • '

and pulse duration is generated and supervised by the
PSM control system such that the thermal loading of all
modules is distributed equally. The switching frequency
can be suppressed at the output of the module chain, by
means of a low pass filter. Figure 2 : Low level electronic system

The main PSM features (efficiency, regulation speed The frequency regulation loop has a tuning range of
and accuracy, compatibility with large variation of the + 200 kHz which corresponds to a change in cavity length
load impedance) are well suited for our purpose, of + 0.2 mm (within the limit of elastic deformation). This
Moreover, the modular concept with high redundancy (up allows to handle cavity temperature variations of about
to four defective modules without performance + 20 °C with a sufficient margin for the compensation of
degradation) makes it very reliable, easy to maintain and the largest beam loading effect which is around 25 kHz
there is no need for HV crowbars. (see Table 2). The maximum tuning speed of 1 kHz/s is

The RF power delivered by the klystron is fed into the fast enough for injecting the full beam in less than 30 s
cavity input coupler via a WR1800 waveguide line and the sensitivity of the loop (adjustable between
including monitoring directional couplers as well as a + 100 Hz and + 1 kHz)will be experimentally optimised
circulator to isolate the klystron from the variable (beam- such that to avoid undue wear of the tuner.
loaded) cavity impedance. All these waveguide The amplitude loop whose 3 dB bandwidth is adjustable
components are commercially available. The four RF up to 5 kHz regulates the cavity accelerating voltage with
plants of the SR are arranged in pairs in two diagonally a stability better than 1% by controlling the drive power.
opposite RF stations. Figure 1 shows a layout of one of The option for modulating the klystron anode voltage
them. -instead of the drive power- is implemented as an

alternative scheme of amplitude regulation.
Waveguide to The phase loop compensates for the phase changes (upirculator Transition to + 30 o) in the amplification chain with variable power.SIt also has a 3 dB bandwidth adjustable up to 5 kHz and

Power Supplies,]"-• N• must ensure a phase stability of+ 0.5 o.
The bandwidth of both the phase and amplitude loops

will be experimentally optimized to provide enough
damping while remaining insensitive to the synchrotron
frequency.

Cavity In the drive chain the signal from the 500 MHz master
SAssembly oscillator, after being split, phase and amplitude

==•===•=='===•=• •ling Rack regulated, is amplified with a 50 W solid state amplifier.
Electronic Racks

A fast RF switch at the input of the chain can remove
Figure 1 : Layout of one of the two SR RF stations within less than 5 Its the driving RF signal under certain

conditions (beam dump, klystronicavity interlocks).
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5 RF CONTROL SYSTEM isolating amplifiers. The relevant analog and digital
signals are also available on a connector panel forThe RF control system will be produced in collaboration debugging purposes.

between THOMCAST and PSI. A block diagram is deugnpros.
between HOn ane P. AThis system will be integrated in the SLS central control
shown in Figure 3. system - also based on VME and EPICS - for remote

operation from the control room; nevertheless, it shall
_Control and interlock bus allow a stand-alone operation of each RF plant

__ Digital interlock outputs (independently of the SLS central system).

p-controller Fast Interlock Fast Interlock PSMI
YCP-16 Digital Input Digital Output Interface 6 BOOSTER RF SYSTEM

System System & Control A single cavity can provide the maximum RF voltage of
- -EPSM6C 0.5 MV required for the booster. With the beam current of

.0) (D a •12 mA, the cavity input power of 40 kW is significantly
rA E E 0

ý0 :_ E . ~ less than in the SR. However, with the intention of
/a 1 1 Cn standardising we decided to use one 500 MHz plant

. similar to those of the SR. The major difference is that the
Digital interlock _ I- . RF voltage shall be cycled at 3 Hz by varying the

igT- a) 0. reference voltage of the amplitude regulation loop as a
Debug <J U function of the magnet field program. Contrary to the SR,g eangs < Analg the coupled bunch instabilities should not be an issue and

Analog reading,\s Aalo g therefore the cooling rack for the temperature control of
and interlock inputs V bDisplay the HOM frequencies is not needed.

Digital readings/ Ethernet 7 POSSIBLE FURTHER UPGRADING

Figure 3 : Block diagram of the RF control system The RF system described before - although quite
conventional and while operating at relatively

The top level controller consists of a VME-bus crate conservative performance levels - should be capable to
operating under VxWorks and EPICS with an associated achieve the SLS nominal requirements.
keypad and visual display. This constitutes the operator- The use of sc cavities has been ruled out as a starting
machine interface. solution. However, for improving the beam lifetime in the

The control of the PSM is ensured by the PSM6C unit, a SR when operating at very high brightness, the initial nc
THOMCAST standard control and interface system which system could be further complemented with idle (beam-
communicates with the PSM modules via fibre optic links, driven) sc cavities. Within this scheme, the nc system

The interlock protection system consists of a fast provides the power to the beam and the sc system only
microcontroller (YCP16 from THOMCAST) and digital contributes to the potential well. Two possible
input/output printed circuit boards with field applications of such a system were considered: either
programmable logic devices. The interlock state machine doubling the fundamental RF voltage with one 500 MHz
which controls the start-up and switch-off sequences of sc cavity, or lengthening the bunches - by a factor of
the various RF equipment parts is realised in YCP16 and about four - with one (possibly two) third harmonic sc
each digital interlock input/ output signal has its own logic cavity(ies) [2]. Computer simulations indicated that the
programmed locally. In this logic, it is programmed under latter option would be more efficient for our purpose [7]
which condition the input has to cause a fallback of the and this is therefore the approach presently investigated.
state machine and the output (action) is processed as a
function of the actual state and commands from EPICS. 8 REFERENCES
The analog interlock inputs are converted into digital [1] P. Marchand, PSI Note SLS-TME-TA-1998-001 1.
inputs by means of comparators with adjustable
thresholds. For each interlock input, three memories are [2] P. Marchand, PSI Note SLS-TME-TA-1998-0012and these Proc.

used which store the first fault event, the status of all the [3] M. Svandrlik et al EPAC98, p. 1817 - 1819, 1998.
signals at that time and the sequence of the faults [4] M. Svandrlik, private communication.
occurring afterwards (up to 9 events). The fault event and
status information is available in EPICS and also [5] M. Svandrliketal, PAC97, p. 1735-1737,1997.
indicated on the front panel of the printed circuit boards [6] THOMCAST AG, TSM6- E.PM5, Sept. 1996.

by means of two-colour LED's. [7] M. Boege et al, these Proceedings
The different sub-units communicate via the control and

interlock bus. Fibre optical links are used for all signals at
high potential and the other input/ output signals are
galvanically isolated by means of opto-couplers or
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POSSIBLE UPGRADING OF THE SLS RF SYSTEM
FOR IMPROVING THE BEAM LIFETIME

P. Marchand, Paul Scherrer Institute, CH 5232 Villigen PSI

Abstract In order to further improve the beam lifetime - which is

The RF system which was adopted for the SLS (Swiss dominated by Touschek scattering - in the SR when

Light Source) initial phase [1] is based on the choice of operating at very high brightness, the RF system described

conventional, already well-proven equipment. The use of before could be upgraded following two different

superconducting (sc) cavities has been ruled out as a approaches: either increasing the energy acceptance by

starting solution. However, for improving the beam doubling the 500 MHz voltage or lengthening the bunches

lifetime in the storage ring (SR) when operating at very using a 3d harmonic system. Both schemes would be

high brightness, the initial normal conducting (nc) system advantageously realized in complementing the initial nc

could be further complemented with idle (only-beam- system with idle (only-beam-diven) sc cavities.

driven) sc cavities. Within that scheme, two different 2 THE HYBRID "POWERED NC AND
approaches have been investigated: either doubling the IDLE SC" RF SYSTEM
fundamental RF voltage using one 500 MHz sc cavity, or
lengthening the bunches with one (possibly two) third The basic idea is to separate the functions of the two Reharmonic sc cavity(ies) [2,3]. These upgrading options are systems in order to optimize their respective performance:
discussed here, the nc system supplies the power for restoring the lossesper turn; the beam-driven sc system only contributes to the

1 INTRODUCTION potential well [4].

The. RF system which was adopted for the SLS starting 2.1 Beam induced voltage in an idle cavity
phase is described in more details in [1]. For the SR, it
consists of four 500 MHz plants, each comprising a nc The power lost by the beam passing through an idle cavity

single cell cavity of the ELETTRA type, powered with a is: Pb = V lb COS VI = - V lb sin 0, = V 2 / (2 RJ);

180 kW CW klystron amplifier via a WR1800 waveguide V = 2 R, lb COS X V, is the cavity
line. The main characteristics of this system as well as the voltage induced by the beam, N' is :.Ib

basic parameters of the SR are listed in Table 1. the cavity tuning angle defined as :
tgC e = 2 Q2 8ft/fr where 8f = h fo-fr f,

Circumference, L [mn] 288. is the cavity frequency detuning;
Revolution frequency, f, [MHz] 1.04 's = N' - it / 2 is the synchronous
Energy, E [GeV] 2.4 phase. V/2R,

Radiation loss / turn, AU [MeV] 0.6 If the cavity is detuned sufficiently far from resonance
Beam current, lb [A] 0.4 (8f >> fr/Qo), one gets:
Beam power loss, Pb [kW] 240. N = it / 2, C = 0, Pb = 0 and V =b (R/Q) fr/ 5f.
Momentum compaction, a 7. E-4 A sc cavity with its very high Q0 is the ideal component
Momentum spread, 0 p [%] 0.09 for making use of the induced voltage while keeping the
Longitudinal damping time;, [ms] 4.5 beam energy losses at negligible level: assuming a typical
Transverse damping time, "rxy [ms] 9. R/Q value of 50 Q and the SLS nominal beam current

RF frequency, fR [MHz] 499.652 (Ib = 0.4 A), one finds that 2.6 MV are induced when the
Harmonic number, h = fR / f. 480 cavity is detuned by about 4 kHz at 500 MHz. This
Total RF voltage, VRF [MV] 2.4 amount of detuning which corresponds to several
Number of cavities, ncav 4 thousands of the cavity bandwidth well fulfills the
Cavity shunt impedance, R, [MU] [[ML2 3.4 required condition, 8f>> fr /Q0 and it remains much
Cavity quality factor, Qo 40000 smaller than the revolution frequency. The induced
Cavity wall dissipation, Pd [kW] 60. voltage could be easily maintained even at extremely low
Cavity input power Pt [kW] 120. current by controlling the detuning, still within the
Number of klystron amplifiers, nk 4 previous limits. The beam power deposited into the sc
Max. klystron power, Pk [kW] 180. cavity, equal to the wall dissipation (- 50 W), is
Synchronous phase, 0, [degree] 14.5 negligible as compared to the radiation losses.
RE acceptance, [%] + 3.5 During the injection, the RF voltage in the sc cavityBunch length, [mm]3. builds up with the current and the induced transientsSynchrotron frequency, f [kHz] . always remain quite tolerable. Note that, during theinjection, the detuning of the sc cavity is a "free"

Table 1: Main SR and RF parameters parameter that can be set "at will". In the storage regime
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the RF voltage of the sc cavity is controllable in closed Concerning the Robinson stability, the condition is more
loop via its frequency tuning system. delicate than in the focusing case since the harmonic sc

All the above considerations remain valid for a higher cavity is now detuned such that it contributes to anti-
harmonic cavity, damping. The computation of the oscillation growth (or

2.2 Increase of the energy acceptance using a damping) rates [2] showed that the stability condition is
largely fulfilled with full stored beam current since the sc

500 MHz idle sc cavity cavity is then detuned far from the first satellites of the

If one combines the previously described 500 MHz nc synchrotron frequency. If one wants to maintain the same
system with an idle sc cavity of same frequency and voltage at reduced beam current, instabilities could
voltage (V,0 = Vnc, = 2.6 MV), one gets for the overall RF theoretically occur (- 100 mA) when exciting a satellite of
voltage an amplitude of 5.2 MV and a synchronous phase, the synchrotron frequency exactly in resonance. On the
1, of 6.50. As compared to the initial situation with only other hand, this is easily avoidable: changing the
the nc system, this corresponds to an enhancement factor frequency of the sc cavity - which naturally has an
of 1.6 in terms of RF energy acceptance (from 3.7 % up extremely narrow bandwidth - by a fraction of a kHz
to 5.8 %). Concurrently, since the sc cavity is detuned should be sufficient to re-establish stable conditions
such as to produce additional focusing, the bunches are without affecting too much the operating parameters.
shortened by a factor of 1.4. Taking into account both Using two cavities instead of a single one (see next
effects, the Touschek life time could theoretically be section) should permit to extend the operating beam
improved by a factor of about 3. With the introduction of current range down to a few tens of mA.
mini-gap undulators, the actual efficiency of this method
could finally be limited below the previous expectation by V / Vnc
the lattice energy acceptance; computer simulations are in 1.5 .nc+ Vsc SVnc 2.6 MV
progress to estimate its effective value [3]. 1 Z(500 MHz)

On the other hand, for the operation modes where the 0.
lifetime is less critical, the sc cavity would permit to save
a significant amount of the power dissipated in the nc ..... .. ... *.

cavities by operating them at reduced voltage and larger -. Vsc = 0.8 M V
synchronous phase. .1 (1.5 GHz)

Concerning the Robinson's criterions for the stability of 1 051

synchrotron oscillations, the presence of the idle sc cavity pa80 (degree)

is beneficial since it reinforces the oscillation damping
strength while keeping the instability current threshold ME/E 1%]

unchanged [2,4]. 4 n

2.3 Lengthening of the bunches using a 3rd 2 (n c)
harmonic idle sc cavity E, s

0

An alternative method of improving the beam lifetime -1 .

consists in producing longer bunches with less density.
Again, this could be advantageously realized using a
hybrid system as described before but with a higher -4 .0 -4 0 40 00 135 10

harmonic cavity detuned in the other direction (de- phase (degree)
focusing case). Figure 1 shows the RF voltages (nc, sc and 1/10
nc+sc) versus phase, as well as the corresponding I
computed RF buckets and bunch profiles, in the SLS case
with a 3 rd harmonic (1.5 GHz) idle sc cavity. The beam 0.8

induced voltage of about 0.8 MV, required to have a quasi 0.6 - (n c)
zero slope over the phase domain covered by the bunch, is 0.4

obtained with a detuning of 36 kHz (for R/Q = 50 i and 0.2 ....... . .-- (n + se) 4 cs
Ib= 0.4 A, as before). One finds that the bunches are "' / N .
lengthened by a factor of about 4 (a, = 4.czo = 15 mm) 0.-- .20 -- .. . ' \0 3...... .

30 20 -10 0 10 20 30

while the energy acceptance is nearly unaffected as phase (degree)
compared to the single nc system. Consequently, the Figure. 1 Normalized RF voltages (nc, sc, nc+sc) vs
Touschek lifetime should be also improved by a factor of phase, RF buckets and bunch profiles (nc, nc+sc) for
about 4. Note that, with the introduction of mini-gap Vnc= 2.6 MV, V0 0 = 0.8 MV and fSc = 3.fn, = 1.5 GHz.
undulators, the actual lifetime begins to be affected by gas
scattering effects [3].
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3 DISCUSSION OF THE UPGRADING should remain quite comparable with equivalent systems
based on a single cavity [6].

ALTERNATIVES Idle harmonic nc cavities are being operated (or
The previous results indicate that, in order to improve the planned) in other laboratories [7,8]. For our purpose, this
beam lifetime of the SLS, the bunch lengthening solution would require about ten cavities in order to keep
technique is more efficient than increasing the at a reasonable level (- 40 kW) the power to be restored
fundamental RF voltage. With the former solution, an by the main RF system and ensure the stability within a
enhancement of the beam Touschek lifetime by about a range 100 mA < Ib < 400 mA [2]. Moreover, making this
factor 4 is anticipated. Moreover, one can expect a system "invisible for the beam" would require an
significant amount of Laudau damping - due to the unpractical amount of detuning.
nonlinearity of the RF waveform - which should help in All the above considerations led us to favor the idle sc
fighting the coupled bunch instabilities. Another benefit is version based on the SOLEIL two-cavity design, "scaled
that the resulting decrease in peak current should raise the down to 1.5 GHz".
threshold for single bunch instabilities. Note also that the 4 CONCLUSIONS
harmonic cavity could easily be detuned in the other
direction, shortening the bunches by a factor of about 1.5, In order to further improve the beam lifetime in the SLS
if wished. SR when operating at very high brightness, two

Different possible versions of harmonic systems were approaches have been considered: either increasing the
considered and compared. This is summarized in Table 2 energy acceptance by doubling the 500 MHz voltage or
which shows typical operating parameters for an idle sc lengthening the bunches using a 3rd harmonic system.
system using one or two cavities and for a nc alternative. Both schemes could be advantageously realized by

complementing the initial nc system with idle (only-beam-

idle sc system idle nc system driven) sc cavities. Such a hybrid "powered nc and idle

fr [GHz] 1.5 1.5 sc, system appeared to be particularly flexible and easy to
nv 1 2 : 10 control; moreover, the difficulties related to the10 2 10 transmission of large power through the sc cavities with
Q [ 21039 40 E9 10 E6 the associated technological and operational problems are

Qo 2E8 4ES 15 E4naturally eliminated.

V [MV] 0.85 0.85 0.85naulyeimatd
V [MVi] 8.85 4.25 0.85 Computer simulations indicated that the bunch

E [MV/m] 8.5 4.25 0.85 lengthening option would be more efficient, improving the
Pd [W] 40 10 36 000 beam Touschek lifetime by a factor of about four. This is
Ib [A] 0.4 0.4 0.4 the approach presently investigated and amongst the

*s [degree] -0 -0 6 possible variants of such a system, the favored one is an
8f [klz] 35.5 71 470 idle sc version based on the SOLEIL two-cavity design,

A [%] ±:3.65 ± 3.45 "scaled down to 1.5 GHz". This solution is well suited to
G7 [mm] 15 15 provide the necessary damping of the parasitic HOM
f. [kHz] 2.2 2.2 impedances and moreover should lead to a quite good

compromise in terms of reliability, flexibility, space
Table 2 : nc and sc versions of a 3 rd harmonic idle requirement as well as investment and operational costs.

RF system for bunch lengthening (*power to 5 REFERENCES
be restored by the 500 MHz system: A, =- 20).

[1] P. Marchand, Note SLS-TME-TA 1998-0011 and these Proc.
Although the required level of performance is fully [2] P. Marchand, Note SLS-TME-TA 1998-0012.

compatible with the use of a single sc cavity, adding a
second one presents significant advantages: [3] M. Boege et al, these Proceedings.

"* lower accelerating gradient and cryogenic losses for [4] P. Marchand, Particle. Accelerator, 1992, Vol. 36, pp. 205-222.
the same total voltage; [5] A. Mosnier et al, EPAC98, p. 1864, 1998.

"* higher voltage capability;
"* extension of the operating beam current range down to [61 H. Padamsee, EPAC98, p. 185, 1998.

lower values (doubled detuning for the same voltage [7] A. Anderson et al, EPAC98, p. 273, 1998.

and current); 18] R.A. Rimmer et al, EPAC98, p. 1808, 1998.
"* possibility of applying the two-cavity HOM damping

technique developed for SOLEIL (at 350 MHz) [5].

The SOLEIL design consists of a pair of sc cavities with
the HOM damped by means of coaxial couplers, located
on the tube in between the two cavities. Following this
approach, the space requirement and investment cost
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BEAM TEST OF A SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITY FOR THE FERMILAB
HIGH-BRIGHTNESS ELECTRON PHOTO-INJECTOR

W. Hartung, J.-P. Carneiro,* M. Champion, H. Edwards, J. Fuerst, K. Koepke, M. Kuchnir
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,t P. 0. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510 USA

WET VALVE _ .. . "BO HEll LI0UID 1 SUPPLY ,.: . A-- VLVE

1.INTRODUCTION 1-.. . I............

An electron photo-injector facility has been constructed at . .
Fermilab for the purpose of providing a 14-18 MeV elec- I
tron beam with high charge per bunch (8 nC), short bunch -
length (1 mm RMS), and small transverse emittance [1]. . . .,
The facility was used to commission a second-generation
photo-cathode RF gun for the TeSLA Test Facility (TlTF)
Linac at DESY [2, 3]; in the future, the Fermilab electron .AG.E.. SHELD AL TSA V VW .. R

beam will be used for R & D in bunch length compres-
sion, beam diagnostics, and new acceleration techniques. Figure 1. Side view of the cavity and cryostat for Fermilab.
Acceleration beyond 4 MeV is provided by a 9-cell super- Table 1. Cavity parameters [2, 3]. In the following, E. 15

conducting cavity (see Figure 1). The cavity also provides accelerating gradient, [2 and B n the andllowin d
a longitudinal position-momentum correlation for subse- a, a are the peak electric and
quent bunch length compression. We report on the RF tests magnetic field on the surface of the cavity, respectively, and

and a first beam test of this cavity. R, is the shunt impedance (linac definition).

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Mode TMolowr
Resonant frequency f 1.3 GHz

2.1 Cavity Cell-to-cell coupling 2.0%
The accelerating cavity is a 9-cell superconducting Nb Ep/!E 2
structure of the TeSLA Test Facility (TTF) type. The shape cBpI/Ea 1.3
is optimised for a smaller ratio of surface electric field R,/Q per cell 1141
to accelerating gradient and larger iris diameter for better df/dL 315 kHz/mm
propagation of higher-order modes (HOM's); RF parame- Cavity active length L 1036 mm
ters are given in Table 1. The cavity and He tank were built Aperture 70 mm
by industry for TFF. The cavity is one of a batch with low Operating temperature 1.8 K
quench field, attributed to contamination in the welds at the
equator.
2.2 Couplers and Tuner the overall length of the cavity, which is done by winching

on the beam tube relative to the helium tank. It provides a
The input coupler was developed for TTF by Fermilab [4]. tuning range of about ±400 kHz.
It is designed for 200 kW of peak power for normal opera-
tion (1.3 ms pulses, 10 Hz repetition rate), as well as 1 MW 2.3 Helium Tank, Cryostat, and Cryogenics
of peak power in short pulses for high peak power pulsed The titanium helium tank is electron-beam welded directly
processing (HP4 ). The coupling strength can be varied over to the Nb cavity. It is intended to minimise the volume
an external Q range from 1 . 106 to 9.106. This coupling of liquid helium in the cryostat. The cryostat is nominally
range is appropriate for heavy beam loading; in the absence identical to the TTF capture cavity cryostat designed and
of a beam, the cavity is highly over-coupled, built at Orsay [7], albeit with some differences, for ex-

The coaxial HOM couplers were designed at DESY ample, in the cavity support rods and their attachment to
[5]. They provide strong coupling to the non-propagating the helium tank, as well as the presence of a 5 K radiation
HOM's and have a notch filter to inhibit damping of the shield. The vacuum vessel was built by industry.
accelerating mode. The 2 couplers are about 901 apart az- Cryogens are supplied from dewars of liquid He and liq-
imuthally, one on each beam tube, in order to couple to uid N2 . Roots blower pumps are used to pump down to 1.8
both polarisations of the dipole HOM's. There is also an K. The pressure and liquid level in the He tank are regu-
antenna on one of the beam tubes to monitor the field level lated by control loops which actuate variable flow valves
in the cavity, on the supply and exhaust lines.

The TTF cold tuner was designed at Saclay [6]. It 2.4 Beam Tube
changes the resonant frequency of the cavity by changing The beam tube inside the cryostat was redesigned for use at

* Visitor from Universit• d'Orsay, France. Fermilab (see Figure 1). A larger aperture (59 mm diameter
tOperated by the Universities Research Association under contract with or more) is maintained through it, in contrast to the 35 mm
the U. S. Department of Energy. aperture through the original Orsay cryostat. The Fermi-
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lab scheme incorporates 2 gate valves inside the cryostat, Table 2. Maximum field values at 1 Hz repetition rate.

which take the place of demountable valves outside the Or- F RF test in CHECHIA
say cryostat. The gate valves are always open when the
cavity is cold. Fill Flat Top Forward

Time Duration Power for Fill Max Ea
2.5 Drive RF [As] [iS] [kW] [MeV/m]
High peak power RF drive is required due to the strong 500 800 -100 18.8
input coupling. At the design beam current, the power goes 1100 0 150 26.5
into accelerating the beam; in the absence of beam loading, 200 0 1000 27.4
the power is reflected by the coupler. The pulsed RF power
is provided by a klystron and modulator with an RF pulse RF tests at Fermilab
length of up to 2 ms, peak power -150 kW, and variable Fill Flat Top
repetition rate. Time Duration Max E.

The RF control system was developed for TIF [8]. It [iS] [ps] [MeV/m] Cryo
incorporates digital control of the amplitude and phase of 500 800 17.4 overloaded
the RF field. The monitor probe signal is used for feedback. 15.3 okay
The klystron drive RF is controlled by a vector modulator. 800 0 25.7 overloaded

3 PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION 600 0 22.5 okay

3.1 Cavity Preparation at DESY
A total of 135 pm was chemically etched off the inside sur- -
face of the cavity. The cavity was fired in vacuum at 800'C ,o
before the final etch to inoculate it against the "Q virus"- CHECHIA (flow) ,

associated with hydrides on the RF surface. The last prepa- o F ad

ration step was a high-pressure water rinse to eliminate par- C- "
ticulates from the RF surface. Vertical RF tests were done

C0before the He tank was installed; a horizontal test was done 0 o
in the CHECHIA test cryostat after the He tank was welded -

on. After the CHECHIA test, the cavity was bled up with
clean Ar gas and sent (in its He tank) to Fermilab. . ,

0 5 10 15 20

3.2 Cavity Installation at Fermilab E. [MeV/m]

At Fermilab, the cavity was leak-checked and installed in Figure 2. Cryogenic loss measurements with 500 ps fill
its cryostat. During the process, critical operations were time and 800 As flat top at 1 Hz.
carried out in a small mobile Class 100 clean room. An
effort was made to maintain laminar flow in the vacuum 4.2 Cryo Measurements at Fermilab
system when pumping down and bleeding up the cavity. The static heat leak into the He tank at 4.2 K was mea-
Precautions were taken to ensure cleanliness of beam line sured via the rate of decrease in liquid level with the supply
components downstream (all the way to the beam dumps) valve closed: 3.6 W ± 0.3 W, which is equivalent to 5.8
and upstream (up to and including the RF gun) of the cav- litres/hour of He consumption. This is larger than values
ity. Using hand-held particle counters, we confirmed that measured at Orsay for the T=F cryostat (2.3 W at 4.2 K, 3.2
valves and flanges are a major source of particulate con- W at 1.8 K), but still tolerable. The static He consumption
tamination. of the cryo system at 1.8 K is typically 25 to 30 litres/hour.

This high consumption is believed to be due to a signifi-
4 CRYO AND RF MEASUREMENTS cant heat leak in the transfer lines and inefficient operation

4.1 RF Tests at DESY of the JT heat exchanger (optimised for 100 to 200 W) at
low flow rates. The capacity of the system is limited by the

In the best vertical test at DESY, the cavity quenched at vacuum pumps. Static fluctuations in the bath pressure are
e= 13 MeV/m in CW; the Q exceeded 101 below the typically ±-1.3 mbar; the time scale is about 6 minutes.

quench level [2].

In the horizontal test in the CHECHIA cryostat, the field 4.3 RF Tests at Fermilab
was limited by cryo capacity. The attainable fields under The field level in the cavity is determined from the mon-
different conditions are summarised in Table 2. The cryo itor probe signal after measuring the strength of the cou-
losses as a function of E. were measured (the Q cannot be pling between the cavity and the probe. Iteration was re-
measured with RF after the input coupler is installed, due quired to obtain a reliable coupling calibration. Our present
to the strong input coupling), as shown in Figure 2. The value (Qe±= 2.2. 1010) is somewhat different from what
power was deduced from the flow rate of He gas into the was measured in CHECHIA at DESY (Qrt= 1.5- 1010).
vacuum pumps. As was the case at DESY, the cavity field in tests at Fer-
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milab was limited by the cryo capacity. The attainable field Table 3. Beam energy measurements.
levels are given in Table 2. Measurements of the cryo losses Conditions Oct 1998 Mar 1999
vs. Ea were repeated. The method was to close the sup-
ply and exhaust valves and measure the rate of pressure in- Fill time 500 /ts

crease in the He tank, as done at the accelerator facility for- Flat top -. 200 Ips 100 ILs
merly known as CEBAF [9]. The rate of pressure rise was Bunches per train 1 70
calibrated with a resistance heater in the bath. Our main Charge per bunch -0.25 nC
difficulties with this measurement were in getting reliable Rep rate 1 Hz
and repeatable operation of cold valves; our technique is RF Results Total Energy
not yet very satisfactory.. Our preliminary results are com- From Gun 4.3 MeV 4.3 MeV
pared to the measurements at DESY in Figure 2. From 9-cell 15.0 MeV 8.1 MeV

With feedback on, the typical fluctuations in the ampli- Total from RF 19.3 MeV 12.4 MeV
tude and phase during the flat top portion of the RF pulse Spectrometer Total Energy
are ± 1% and -0,5 ', respectively. Figure 3 shows a de- - ark current 1 M eV
tail of the amplitude and phase of the monitor probe signal Dark current 19.9 MeV
during the flat top. We measured the change in resonant Photo-current 18.5 MeV 13.7 MeV

frequency with bath pressure to be about 28 Hz/mbar. This
is 1.4 times larger than predicted [3], but the feedback can 6 CONCLUSION
still compensate for the pressure fluctuations. A TTF superconducting cavity has been installed and oper-

5 FIRST BEAM TESTS ated at Fermilab without severe degradation in its RF per-
formance. We have accelerated beam with the RF gun and

So far, we have operated the cavity with beam only long the superconducting cavity. The measured beam energy in
enough for beam energy measurements with a spectrome- the first beam tests is consistent with RF power measure-
ter. Measurements were done with the RF gun for TTF (in ments. Future plans for the machine, after it has been un-
October 1998, just before the gun was shipped to DESY) derstood and optimised, include longitudinal compression
and the RF gun for the Fermilab photo-injector (in March with a chicane and experiments in fast diagnostics, plasma
1999). wake field acceleration, and channelling acceleration.

The phase of the gun relative to the laser pulse was cho-
sen to maximise the photo-current at the exit of the gun. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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SUPERCONDUCTING RF CAVITY R&D
FOR A SEPARATED KAON BEAM AT FERMILAB

Reported by T. W. Koeth, Rutgers University

Abstract the speed of the particles (/3) relative to c. It is possible
to choose a particular f L product such that for a specific

Fermilab is considering the implementation of a high flux to chose a p ula is product su that for a s iK± deays ad to /3, a "closed" beam bump is produced so that there is no
pure kaon beam in order to study rare ecaysimnto resultant deflection after the second station independent of
produce K0 beams for KL-KS interference experiments, the particle arrival phase at the first RF station. Particles
The 22-25 GeV/c kaon beam is produced using an RF cav- of other velocities will arrive at a different time at the sec-
ity beam separator scheme which rejects most of the more ond station so the resultant bump will not be closed and
numerous pions and protons emitted from the production they will have a net deflection dependent upon their arrival
target. With a beam spill time of I sec out of 3 sec, super- phe relave a net station Thus if the rrivalconducting cavities are preferred for providing the required phase relative to the first station. Thus if the RE deflec-
condctrans e dfcation. are hougherred sepaor pr i hemrequird tion takes place all in one plane (h or v), the result will betransverse deflection. Although the separator scheme is that one particle species will have no resultant kick whereas
not a new idea, the technology involved with this program others will be swept into a fan. If circular polarized RF de-
will push the envelope of RF superconductivity technology. flection is used (say by each station having horizontal and
Cavities operating at 3.9 GHz in the TM 110 7r mode are vertical deflection 90 degrees out of phase) then one species
under evaluation. An R&D program to construct and testthese cavities has been initiated. A goal of 5MV/m deflec- again has no deflection and other species will exit in a cone

thesecavitieshas been chosen.tDescri n of te sler dctg about this central trajectory. The cone angle will be depen-
tion has been chosen. Description of the superconducting dent on the relative /3 of these other species.
RE R&D program and status will be given. For deflection in one plane, kaons are produced in a fan

and the unwanted protons and pions are directed straight1 INTRODUCTION ahead into a stopper plug. In the case of conical deflec-

The new Fermilab Main Injector will produce intense ex- tion, the station to station RF phase is chosen so kaons are
tracted proton beams of 120 GeV/c momentum for fixed undeflected and the protons-pions would, be stopped in a
target experiments. Design intensity is 3 x 1013 per pulse collimator with a hole.
at a 3 sec cycle time with a 1 sec extracted spill duration. Because of the relatively short charged kaon life time,
A fraction of the beam (5 x 1012) would be used to provide 12 ns in its rest frame, it is desirable to keep the beam line
secondaries for a 22 - 25 GeV/c beam line with a yield of short. At energies of interest the pion speed is very close to
up to ; 2 x 108 kaons to the high energy physics experi- light and the difference in time delay from the first station
ments. to the second between the pion and a K or p can be written

The kaons would be "separated" from the other secon-
daries (primarily pions and protons) by RF cavities operat- At = (,/27r)/f = L/(2cy2 )
ing in a transverse deflection mode (TM 110, 7r). The long
spill time and 1/3 duty factor require that superconducting or
resonators be used. RF separated beams have been around fL = 2c'y2 ((I/27r),
for a long time[l] and a version using superconducting cav-
ities was implemented at CERN in the 70's[2]. where 4) is the relative RF phase delay.

The separated beam principal is as follows. The pri- If a frequency-distance product, fL, is selected so the
mary proton beam strikes a thick target, and the emerging the proton arrives at the second station 27r after the pion
hadrons pass through a momentum selection stage, which the the kaon will be at a phase delay of about ir/2. This is a
in this case is a chicane. The particles then are primarily a result of the circumstance that the mass of the kaon is about
mix of protons, pions, and kaons of the same momentum half that of the proton. We have chosen an RF frequency of
but with differing speeds. Speed selection is accomplished 3.9GHz as the upper limit to be acceptable from the point
by two RF stations that are designed to provide transverse of surface resistivity, thermal conductivity and experience
deflection. The distance between the stations, resonator with superconducting cavities. This leads to a station to
frequency, and the relative phase of the RF are selected so station distance of 107 m for a 25 GeV/c kaon beam. The
that kaons will be transmitted to the users, while pions and overall beam line is of order 350 m.
protons will be rejected. The transverse optics between the The desired energy range of 22-25 GeV/c can be accom-
two RF stations is set to provide ±I. Thus the deflection modated in a one plane deflection situation by interposition
of the beam particles emerging from the second RF station of another deflection station between the two mentioned
will depend on: the phase at which the particles enter the above. For two plane deflection, the two stations are suffi-
first station, the relative phase of the two stations, the RF cient. At this writing, it is not necessary to select between
frequency (f), the distance between the stations (L), and these alternatives.

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 995
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2 R&D PROGRAM

This material is extracted from the design study for the su-
perconducting aspects of an RF separated kaon beam at (47.19,0.00)

Fermilab[3]. The parameters and specifications chosen for (35.46,13.48)

the purpose of a point design are listed in Tab. 1. Defini- (17.86,15.92)

tions and field patterns may be found in the design study, (15.00.19.20)

or in Padamsee et al[4] in their discussion of crab cavity (000000)
development at CESR. -0. . )

Table 1: Provisional parameters for initiation of the R&D - LR.310

program and for the point design outlined in this report
R13.611

frequency 3.9 GHz
mode ir, TM 110
equator diameter 94 mm
iris diameter 30 mm Figure 1: Half-cell
cell length 38.4 mm
cells per meter 26
cells per cavity 13
(R/Q)' 55 ohm/cell
(r/Q)' 1430 ohm/rn
Vtrans @ 0.1 T 5.7 MV/m
Epeak 22 MV/mr
Bpeak 0.OOT
U (stored energy) 0.92 J/m
coupling factor 0.051
G1 = Q x Rsur 236 ohms _ _.... _

Rsu, @ 2K, T~fT=4.6 1.04 x 10-7p

Q @ Rsur 2.2 x 10 9  Figure 2: Conceptual drawing of cavity in demountable he-
Power dissipated @ 5.7MV/m, 2K 10 watts/m lium vessel.

System Requirements for 60 MV/m total kick
Total cryogenic power 95 watts @ 1.8K

230 watts @ 2K
QL (loaded Q) 6 x 107

RF power @ 5.7 MV/m 380 watts/m
RF power including factor 760 watts/mr
of 2 for regulation
Total RF power 8 kilowatts

A 3.9 GHz structure operating in 7r-mode and scaled
from the TESLA shape has been adopted in order to initi-
ate the R&D program. The cavity shape is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 illustrates a 13 cell cavity in a helium vessel, and
Fig. 3 shows a concept for a cryomodule containing two
cavities.

The 13 cell cavity has 1/2 meter active length, and an
overall length of 0.7 m. The length has been selected in
order to limit the number of cells per structure to what is
expected to be a manageable number for tuning, field flat-
ness, and mode frequency separation. The equator and iris
diameters are 94.4 mm and 30 mm respectively. The cav-
ity would be polarized either by deforming a finished az- Figure 3: Cryostat module with two cavities.
imuthally symmetric cavity, or by using slightly elliptical
dies.

There are two beam pipe flanges and four coupler flanges
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which must seal the cavity vacuum. One of the coupler well within the range of TWT's though other sources may
flanges would be for the input RF power. The others are be more economical. The bandwidth (f/Q) at this QL is
for monitor and (fundamental or HOM) power extraction. only 50 Hz, which may present a problem in terms of mi-
Beam pipe and coupler flanges are of a size comparable crophonics and RF phase/amplitude control. Lower QL'S
with CF35 and mini-conflat respectively, will need more RF power on resonance but may actually

The flange arrangement shown in Fig. 2 would allow for use less if microphonics and resonance frequency control
a demountable helium vessel. End flanges of NbTi would lead to an fo spread larger than the bandwidth. We note
be welded on the cavity end pipes. The rest of the vessel that Darmstadt operates with a QL of 3 x 107 at 3 GHz.
would consist of end caps and a cylindrical spool of tita-
nium preferably (or of 316L, 316LN stainless). As shown 3 STATUS AND OUTLOOK
this arrangement would allow for easy testing of different
length cavities and a bellows section would accommodate One and two cell resonators of copper and niobium have

tuning adjustment and thermal contraction. The vacuum been fabricated using deep-drawing. The copper models
seals here could be helico-flex as they are not associated were used for verification of URMEL predictions; the nio-

with the cavity surface. Those associated with the cavity bium cells are currently being used for ebeam welding

would be solid aluminum rings as in the TESLA Test Fa- studies.

cility. A goal of this first year of the R&D activity is cold test-

The ir-mode has been selected, at least for the initial ing of one and two cell niobium models. For this purpose,

study. Other cavity modes such as 7r/2 or 27r/3 have been some of the necessary infrastructure is in place (e.g., clean

suggested because of their more favorable location on the rooms, ultra-pure water); a high pressure rinsing system

dispersion curve and consequently their lower sensitivity to is undergoing assembly as is a vertical test dewar. The

tuning and frequency errors, and the possibility of longer principal facilities not available on-site are ebeam welding

structures with more cells which clearly would be an ad- and a high temperature oven; industrial or other-laboratory

vantage. Further work will need to be done to justify the sources will be used. Concurrently, design of 5 cell models

choice of cavity mode. However the greatest experience and 13 cell prototypes is underway.

lies with the 7r-mode and it minimizes the number of cells Although this effort was undertaken within the context

per meter and consequently the number of welds. Some in- of the fixed target program for the Fermilab Main Injec-

vestigation of cavity shape has been made. Perhaps more tor, there are other potential applications for high-duty fac-

investigation is necessary; however multipacting is proba- tor resonators operating in a deflecting mode. Use as a

bly the key criterion and actual test results are needed, crab cavity has already been cited above[4]. For the sep-

The choice of operating gradient or transverse kick of arated beam, a range of frequency choices is possible; the

5.7 MV/m per meter has been made by requiring that the particular figure of 3.9GHz was motivated by the conve-

maximum surface B field on the cavity (near the iris) not nience for cavity tests with beam in the 1.3GHz photoin-

exceed 0.1 Tesla. This can be compared with a peak of jector laboratory at Fermilab. Deflecting cavities may also

0.105 Tesla at 25 MV/m for the TESLA 1.3 GHz accelerat- be used as beam splitters and bunch pickers. For instance,
a 3.25GHz deflection station would kick alternate bunchesing mode cavities. (The theoretical limit is 0.2-0.24 T. )

It is interesting to note that TESLA cavity gradients are not from a 1.3GHz linac into different beamlines.

only limited by B field quenches but also by field emission.
In the transverse mode it may be possible to reach higher 4 -REFERENCES
peak B because of the reduced ratio of peak electric to peak [1] H. Hahn and H. Halama, Rev. Sci. Inst., 36. 1094 (1965)
magnetic field. It will be interesting to compare maximum
gradient limitations in transverse and accelerating modes [2] A. Citron, G. Dammertz, M. Grundner, L. Husson, R.• Lehm, and H. Lengeler, "The Karlsruhe-CERN RF Sepa-
At this stage, the figure of 5.7 perhaps is better character- rator", Kerforschungszentrum Kariruhe, Institut fdr Ker-
ized as a goal rather than a choice. physik Primary Report IK-Nr. 316/78 (unpublished) 1978

In order to size the cryosystem which might be needed [3] R. N. Coleman, J. E. Dey, D. A. Edwards, H. T. Edwards,
for the separators we have assumed a budget of about 20 M. H. Foley, J. D. Fuerst, W. H. Hartung, J. Doonbos, T. R.
watts/m and 10 meters of RF. Also we have assumed an op- Kobilarcik, K. P. 0. Koepke, T. W. Koeth, M. Kuchnir, M.
erating duty factor of one second in three (DF=l/3) and an S. McAshan, Y. Terechkine, G. B. Thomson, H. B. White,
overall contingency of a factor of 3, so that these two terms "An RF Separated Kaon Beam from the Main Injector: Su-
cancel resulting in a cryosystem size requirement of ;200 perconducting Aspects", Fermilab Technical Memorandum
watt. We realize that this requirement has a somewhat ar- TM-2060, October 19, 1998
bitrary justification. Also we note that if higher gradients [4] H. Padamsee, P. Barnes, C. Chen, J. Kirchgessner, D. Moffat,
can be achieved the RF losses will increase. D. Rubin, Y. Samed, J. Sears, and Q. Shu, Proc. IEEE Particle

The RF power requirement depends on the loaded Q; Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, May 1991, p. 2426
our present choice of QL is 6 x 107 - a factor of 20-40
less than Qo. This would lead to an RF power requirement
of 400 watts/m, or total power of 4 kW. 200-400 watts is
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COMMISSIONING THE UPGRADED RF BUNCHER
AT THE LANSCE PROTON STORAGE RING*

J. Lyles, A. Browman, R. Kustomt, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

Abstract 1.1 Increasing Bunching Factor

The 2.8 Megahertz (MHz) cathode-follower RF This project raised the buncher gap voltage to 18 kV peak
amplifier system and ferrite-loaded gap assembly for the at 2.8 MHz (exactly 2.79513), and designed the amplifiers
Proton Storage Ring (PSR) were improved as part of the to also be usable at h=2, or 5.6 MHz. Continuing to raise
Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) upgrade the 2.8 MHz bunching voltage alone would eventually
for a Short Pulse Spallation Source (SPSS) [1]. The result in excess space charge tune shift. It would be better
commissioning of PSR commenced in July of 1998. The for the peak charge density to be accumulated in a long
performance of the cathode-follower amplifier system and flat bunch to allow higher beam current in the ring. The
gap was measured with as much as five microcoulombs application of a second harmonic voltage of the proper
(tC) of circulating beam, approximately forty Amperes of phase can increase bunching factor from 0.35 to 0.5,

peak current before extraction. The output impedance of creating this flat bunch. Figure 1 shows the PSR current
the cathode follower was estimated to be approximately during optimal bunching for a single frequency h = I
eleven Ohms. This was calculated from beam-induced system.
voltage on the gap with the amplifier operating class A
(full conduction of plate current), with RF drive off. 1 "
Measurements showed the perturbation of the gap voltage X

with beam loading to be minimal. The improved RF - ,1,00 15"

system handled the beam loading well. A new phase .............
feedback control system corrected for three degrees of Figure 1. PSR beam current for four bunches, 2.8 MHz

phase shift from unloaded to fully loaded beam
conditions, with 18 kV of peak RF voltage across the gap. 1.2 PSR Instability Threshold
The amplitude feedback controller made 300 volts of
correction for droop, also minimal because of the low The PSR has operated just below a fast transverse
output impedance at the gap. Beam instability at PSR with instability, which has been studied and described [3]. It

higher current was controlled, as expected, with higher becomes evident when the beam intensity exceeds about 2

voltage [2]. Analysis of these and other measurements are X 101
3 ppp. The buncher RF voltage has demonstrated a

presented. strong coupling to the instability threshold level. Because
of this, it was expected that increasing the RF voltage

1 RF BUNCHER REQUIREMENTS would give more latitude for future increases in beam
current. This will eventually be limited by space charge

The PSR is a fast-cycling high current ring designed to factors. At 200 gA, the goal for PSR is 4.2 x 1013 ppp at
accumulate beam over a macropulse from the LANSCE 30 Hz.
linac, with multi-turn injection. Stacking these protons
over approximately 2100 turns allows very high charge 2 TEST RESULTS OF RF BUNCHER
densities to be stored. A single-turn extracted pulse (250
ns) of high current drives the new SPSS target, to produce 2.1 High Power RF
neutrons of the desired characteristics. In January of 1999
LANSCE achieved 3.1 x 1013 at 20 Hz, with an average The improved buncher delivered 18 kV peak to the gap in
current of 100 microamperes (gA), a 43 percent increase July of 1998. We also operated the new intermediate
over 1998 operation. The SPSS end goal is to double this power amplifier (IPA) at h = 2, to demonstrate that it was

current, to 200 .tA. capable of tuning to 5.6 MHz, at full output. Initially the

The PSR uses a RF buncher system to control IPA was operated into dummy load for 5% duty factor,
longitudinal beam distribution. The improved RF buncher purchased from the Ohm-Weve® Company. It simulated

is described in a companion paper [1] in these the 2 x 500 Ohm input resistors plus the capacitive
proceedings. reactances of the grids of the final power amplifier (FPA).

We operated with 5% duty factor with pulses up to 2.2
ms wide, and rep rates to 30 Hz with 1.7 ms. The IPA

output pi-networks were easily tuned under power. A fast

Work supported by the US Department of Energy
'Visiting from Argonne National Laboratory
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digitizing oscilloscope (TDS 784D) connected to a pair the digitizer memory, creating the residual voltage in
of internal Jennings capacitive voltage dividers allowed figure 3. This is 1.3% ripple due to the beam current in
for simple adjustment for 180 degrees between the two the gap. This change is too rapid for the AGC to
IPA output feeders. The value of internal amplifier compensate, but it is damped by the low output
diagnostics was quickly proven, impedance.

2.2 Low Level RF Control i..

The amplitude and phase controls were tested without 45 V '
beam. The improved lower threshold of the amplitude - - -

feedback control (AGC) is 500 Volts, whereas it had been
difficult to set the level below 2 kV. Open loop phase
skew of the amplifier was measured while the amplitude %Y.
was ramped at the input. Across the full range of usable

output, about 20 degrees of phase change was measured, -a, Vtag ! e
in the same direction for both tetrodes.

The IPA was coupled to the FPA with the new 14.1 -p1 -k 1
interconnections, and the same measurements were made i
(except for 5.6 MHz) while driving the beam gap. The - 2.00 %. M A- 96~3 "500M r O.n 0 C941.4 4

ferrite bias was set for 2.8 MHz resonance. A pair of MaM .... 49 ......
calibrated LANL voltage dividers is mounted within the Figure 3. Change in Gap Voltage Due to Beam
cavity, and these signals normally provide feedback to the
low level RF controls. The differential signal is combined. t her experment measured the in e vag atThe RF voltage in figures 3 - 6 were measured this way. the gap, when the beam is coasting. The RF drive was off,

but the cathode followers were in conduction at 45

3 TEST RESULTS WITH BEAM IN PSR Amperes quiescent plate current. The top trace in figure 4
is the induced voltage across the gap, and the bottom trace
is the beam current. At extraction, the voltage decays. The

In September of 1998, beam was provided to commission voltage was about 11 Volts peak, and the triangular beam
the upgraded buncher. The low level RF now provides current was about 1 Ampere. This gives an estimate of 11
error signals for the amplitude channel and the new phase Ohms for Ro across the gap from the cathode followers.
controller. These signals were monitored while beam was
injected. All tests were performed at very low duty factor.
Figure 2 shows the errors as 2.5 gC of charge is stored.
The envelope store mode was used, with 20 pulses AA OLT GE- 1.2Idy
(several minutes). The amplitude controller has a /•lpk
correction of about 600 V pk-pk before extraction, and for ;VA-droop from the power supplies. The phase controller has , '/ ••r • 'J •

one degree of error across the ramp. ,,F

-,- 

3.2Feri ).2C u L aop es

Figure2.-Amplit u d an Ph......ase.E

1 b Figure 4. Induced Gap Voltage from Coasting Beam

S.L- ant: 3.2 Ferrite Coupling Loop Tests

S• • : In this experiment, the "figure-eight" coupling loop in the

S. . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . - UaX c a v ity is te s te d w ith a w o r s t-c a s e s c e n a r io . O n e a m p lifi e r
Fiur 2. Amplitude r and Phase' Errors"°" is completely shut off, while observing the gap voltage

waveform for distortion. This was performed at low
buncher voltage, to prevent damage to the termination

3.1 FPA Output Impedance Verification networks on the ends of loops. This arrangement is

This test involved measuring a single cycle of gap voltage described in the companion paper on the buncher

near the peak of the ramp, once with beam, and then at the improvements. The buncher was set for 3.4 kV peak at 2.8

same time period without beam. These were subtracted in MHz. Without beam, one cathode follower was put in
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cutoff with the control grid bias supply. There was no The pi-networks were removed from the IPA, and other
visible change in the gap voltage, modifications were made to eliminate stray resonances in

The same test was performed with 0.25 g.tC of charge. the output, since the high gain tetrodes were now
Figure 5 shows the before and after waveforms, with the broadbanded. A case in point was the removal of half of
beam current superimposed below the voltage trace, the tetrode screen bypass capacitors, when it was
Beam was extracted during the interval being digitized. discovered that they contributed to a 17 MHz resonance.
No discernable change in the sinewave was noted, either The ferrite was tuned in-between 2.8 and 5.6 MHz,
from beam extraction or from the shutdown of one triode. clearly not optimal but manageable with the RF

B h' a-h de oil wes nd citg ..... amplifiers.

6 h .. . .. C t h . . . . . . . . .s . . :1" R - e s o d C . .. .. . . . .

5.6P Hz I kV 1.8M k

ýG~p 1dltage3 12 V

.... - -C4c ;ite a Itag

50Cm D100M RUns After'-

Rig 'C tde iw C- 11 - Figure 6. Dual Frequency RF Buncher Voltages

2 Pký-Pk
,13. 1 v In figure 6, we see the two individual voltages and the

composite voltage. This was the highest level of dual
frequency operation that was tested. The improved
bunching factor was observed in the beam current in PSR,I ' A as expected. Figure 7 shows four flat-topped bunches.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 -12Ofl M nAX .59VY
7h3 5 .. . '

Figure 5. Effect of RF Coupling Loop Figure 7. Improved Bunching with Dual Frequency Buncher

It is important to note that this was done with 0.25 !gC 4 CONCLUSION
of charge to prevent damage. We would not have been The cathode follower RF buncher system at PSR is very
able to do this at 18 kV, at full PSR current. At 20 times robust with high stored beam current. Without the need
this amount of charge, it is expected that the loss of one for high level feedback or turn-to-turn feedforward
amplifier should be noticeable, as the peak image current control it has excellent output regulation. Two harmonicsis forced through the cathode followers. oto thsecletotu euain w amnc

were amplified and the results were favorable for

3.3 Tests of Added Second Harmonic Voltage increased charge density. Future plans can be made, based
on these experimental results.

This experiment occurred in December of 1998. It
required temporary modifications be made to the buncher, 5 REFERENCES
in a rapid timeframe. Because of this, the work was done [1] J. Lyles, J. Davis, "Improvements to the Cathode-Follower RF
with available components, and the RF duty factor was Amplifier System for the LANSCE Protons Storage Ring Buncher",
kept low to prevent damage to the amplifiers and gap. Proceedings of 1999 Particle Accelerator Conference, New York, NY.
Despite this precaution, several grid resistors were [2] R. Macek, et al. "Overview of Progress on the Improvement Projects

destroyed in the FPA, before we began monitoring the for the LANSCE Accelerator and Target Facilities", Proceedings of
peak dissipation in them. Modeling of the circuit with 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, BC.
Spice showed that there would be asymmetry in thecathode currents, and that the phase of 5.6 MHz e [3] M. Plum, et al. "Recent Experimental Evidence For the Los Alamos.would Proton Storage Ring Beam Instability", Proceedings of 1997 Particle
have to be carefully monitored to prevent inadvertent Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, BC.
peak voltages.
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IMPROVEMENTS TO THE CATHODE-FOLLOWER RF AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM FOR THE LANSCE PROTON STORAGE RING BUNCHER*

J. Lyles, J. Davis, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

Abstract current is increased to 200 ptA. The RF voltage in the
present gap would need to be as high as 18 kV at 2.8

Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) is MHz. Another goal was to configure the system to allow a
upgrading the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) for the Short second harmonic at 5.6 MHz, to improve the bunching
Pulse Spallation Source, to deliver 200 microamperes factor without reaching a space charge limit in PSR. A
(RA) of beam current to a new target assembly [1]. plan was developed to upgrade the original buncher and
Previous operation had been limited to 70 RiA, partly as a build a second system with the ability to operate at the
consequence of the peak radiofrequency (RF) voltage fundamental or at h=2 [3].
available from the h=1 buncher. After an extensive series
of performance tests in 1996, an upgrade was proposed to 1.2 Buncher Gap
the 2.8 Megahertz (MHz) cathode-follower RF amplifier
system and the ferrite-loaded gap assembly. A new The buncher gap is a 1 cm break in the PSR beam pipe,
intermediate power amplifier (IPA) was designed and which is insulated with an outer alumina cylinder. The RF
installed at the ring, to eliminate a troublesome oscillation structure consists of a pair of opposing horizontal stubs
which occurred when the final power amplifier (FPA) was approximately 79 cm long. These beam pipes are
operated in class A. This also increased the drive to the grounded at the far ends to the enclosure shell, and open-
FPA to raise the gap voltage. The cathode-follower FPA circuited at the center, where the insulator bridges the
was, modified to accept the direct connection of a pair of structure. Twenty water-cooled Philips type 4H ferrite
short transmission line feeders from the IPA. The beam toroids are stacked on each pipe to raise the inductance,
gap was replaced with one having larger ceramic and foreshorten the resonator. Direct current is routed
insulating sleeves in a simplified mechanical through a bias winding to tune resonance to 2.8 MHz.
configuration. A new RF coupling loop/ferrite bias This circuit has 16 gH of inductance, and 200 pf of
conductor was designed to tightly couple the two halves capacitance at the gap, where 150 pf is provided with
of the ferrite-loaded resonant circuit connected to the gap, three fixed vacuum capacitors. At resonance it provides a
to improve waveform symmetry and to reduce the effects 5000 Ohm load to the FPA. The fixed capacitors are
of gain differences in the amplifiers. Improvements were usable to 80 MHz, and pass the higher frequency Fourier
made to the amplitude feedback controller and a phase components of the image current.
controller was designed and installed. Changes to the
utility systems, the controls, and the power supplies 1.3 Final Power Amplifier
completed this upgrade in 1998. A description of the
circuit modeling and the hardware changes in the The PSR may store peak beam currents as high as 35
equipment will be presented. As demonstrated, the Amperes (Ž> 200 ns bunch, 6.25 x 1013 protons), so it is
upgraded RF buncher has delivered the specified imperative to maintain a very low longitudinal
performance at LANSCE [2]. impedance, IZI < 20 Ohms. Shunting the gap with a low

resistance was impractical due to the power required.
1 ORIGINAL RF BUNCHER Active feedback around the final amplifier is a standard

approach for many circular machines. The PSR buncher
The PSR utilizes a RF barrier system to control uses a cathode-follower (common-anode) FPA. For a
longitudinal beam distribution. The 90.2 meter cathode-follower using a triode with a high amplification
circumference ring has a rotational frequency of 2.79513 factor, the low frequency output impedance can be
MHz, hereafter referred to as 2.8 MHz. With a bunch estimated as:
length of 250 nanoseconds (ns), there is a 107 ns 1
longitudinal space kept clear to allow for beam extraction. o - .This low output impedance loads the resonant
The original h=l RF system has been providing up to 13 gm
kilovolts (kV) of 2.8 MHz voltage at the buncher gap. gap, and provides a path for the image current through the

power triodes. A pair of industrial triodes (EEV part

1.1 Motivation to Upgrade Buncher number BW1643J2, formerly Amperex 8918) rated for
240 kW plate dissipation are used in a push pull

A series of performance measurements were made to arrangement, with the cathodes feeding both sides of the
determine shortcomings of the original RF buncher, gap with short wide straps. They are mounted under the
which could be problematic when the average beam beamline. The transconductance (g,,) at our operating

Work supported by the US Department of Energy
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point is 0.23 mhos for these power tubes. The low between halves, so the followers acted as independent
frequency output resistance is calculated to be less than 10 amplifiers for each half of the total gap voltage.
Ohms, across the two cathodes. It is higher at the gap, due
to the strap lengths and skin effect. This arrangement has 2 UPGRADED RF BUNCHER
worked successfully since 1984, and is used in the
upgraded system as well [4]. 2.1 New Intermediate Power Amplifier

It is known that a cathode-follower operating with a The replacement IPA is sized to provide all of the voltage

tuned grid circuit in the high frequency range can be gain with 19.5 kV peak output voltage to drive the FPA to

unsatisfactory, due to possible oscillation in the Colpitts provide 18 kV at the gap. Tetrodes are optimal for voltage

arrangement when the cathode load is capacitive [5,6]. At gain and stage isolation. The parasitic oscillation was

PSR this is overcome with a 25 Ohm water-cooled eliminated closely coupling a new IPA to the FPA, with

resistance in series with the grid of each triode, making a the series grid reisistors. This is schematically shown in

net positive input resistance. Cathode followers have less figure 1. A pair of TH555A tetrodes from Thomson

than unity voltage gain: Electron Tubes, rated for 250 kW plate dissipation, are
used in the IPA, operating 180 degrees out of phase.

A , where Rk is 1/2 of the resonant load for Because we intended to operate them in class A, the
I + gmRk manufacturer recommended a ring of lossy ferrites around

the push-pull situation, or 2500 Ohms for each triode. The the circumference of the screen to plate ceramic, to
calculated gain is 0.99, but in hardware it is about 0.93, suppress higher order UHF modes. We saw no evidence
because of the series-connected stability resistor at each of UHF energy with this socket. Figure 2a shows the
grid, and circuit drops and losses, interior of one half of the IPA. The left side of the

enclosure houses a duplicate
amplifier.

For the IPA stage, we
I ~l E- ~ used a 500 Ohm plate

-_loadline so that 20 Amperes$ of RF current will give us
I10 kV peak. Each tube
swings 20 kV peak to peak.

-A 500 Ohm water-cooled
FT shunt resistor loads the grid

of each cathode-follower. A
• J pi-network (Q = 8) absorbs

_ _-- f-- the capacitive reactance of
SI each TH555A plate and the

input capacitance of each
cathode-follower. This low

Figure 1. Simplified Schematic of Improved Buncher pass filter provides two tunable elements for
compensation of any phase shift in each amplifier. An

1.4 Intermediate Power Amplifier electric clutch arrangement was designed to mechanically
lock the capacitors on each half of the IPA together, to

The original system used two cascaded amplifiers for two hold the 180 degree phase offset while tuning a single
stages of voltage amplification. One amplifier used two knob for best performance. The TH555A input
4CW25,OOOA tetrodes, which drove another amplifier capacitance is shunted with a 25 Ohm resistor, and the
with four of the same tubes, near the limit of their voltage pair of these is driven out of phase by a Ruthroff 1:1
rating. They were located in the equipment building above balun on a 4C4 ferrite core. Tuning is broadly
the PSR, interconnected with a pair of Heliax® coaxial accomplished with a shunt inductor at the input, reflected
cables. These were both fed and terminated in high through the balun, placing resonance at about 4 MHz, and
voltage RF transformers, which then drove the FPA grids, presenting a reasonable match at both 2.8 and 5.6 MHz
The long cables between stages had reflections for drive from a solid state amplifier. This allowed for
responsible for a line resonance at 7 MHz, which caused testing at dual frequencies later.
an oscillation in the cathode followers when biased into The output power in this stage is 100 kW peak per tube,
class A at high quiescent current. Hence, they were with 5% duty factor. The quiescent plate current during
operated in class AB, occasionally reaching cutoff and the bias pulse is 40 Amperes DC per tetrode, in class A.
saturation during peak excursions. This hindered the Drive requirements are provided by a single ENI A300
ability to raise buncher voltage and maintain low output linear amplifier, rated at 300 Watts. IPA stage power gain
impedance. The ferrite cavity lacked RF coupling is approximately 27 dB.
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2.2 RF Interconnection choke is used as an RFI filter, encompassing both DC
conductors to prevent saturation. The RF coupling

The front of the FPA cabinet was modified to accept a capacitors at the ends are de-Q'd with a low inductance
pair of shielded "feeders" connected to the grid resistors. resistor of 0.1 Ohms, composed of 100 individual carbon
They physically resemble 108 Ohm air insulated coaxial resistors in parallel on copper plates. These loops tightly
line. The outer conductor is a 7.69 cm diameter flexible couple the halves of the cavity in push-pull. Modeling and
section made from a Myatt corrugated line, with the inner testing demonstrated improved output compliance. The
being a 1.27 cm diameter solid brass rod. At the FPA end, bussbars are free of stray resonances to 30 MHz.
the rod has a gold-plated tip which mates with a high
reliability receptacle, made by Hypertronics Corp. A 2.5 Low Level RFFeedback Control
funnel-shaped insulator guides the pin into the hole for

The amplitude of the RF buncher is ramped with
injection. A feedback control system is driven from a
differential gap voltage sample. In the upgraded system,
the loop bandwidth was significantly increased and an
integral gain term was incorporated. An active detector
was designed to control at a lower gap voltage, about 500
volts versus 2 kV for the original controller. The original
system had no phase control. With the addition of the
tuned IPA, a phase feedback loop was designed. Using a
log amp as a limiter, a double balanced mixer is used to

Figure 2a and 2b. Interior of EPA, and System Installation derive a phase signal, and a steerable phase modulator is
controlled. This reduced open loop phase slew during the

blind alignment. The line was optimized to minimize amplitude ramp from 18 to 9 degrees, as well as locking
inception of 60 Hz AC corona, having a maximum the phase to a reference. Beam effects on the buncher will
gradient of 8.8 kV/cm at the buncher peak voltage. Figure be discussed in the companion paper [2].
2b shows the installed IPA along with the FPA and cavity.

2.3 Final Power Amplifier Operating Point

The maximum current in each FPA triode for class A
operation is chosen to handle half the peak beam current ,•
plus losses. The quiescent current is 40 Amperes, with the
same plate voltage as the IPA, 15 kV DC. Bias pulsing is
used to keep the DC current under 3 Amperes. Cavity
losses are less than 2 kW at 5% duty factor. Figure 3. Figure-Eight Coupling and DC Bias Bussbars

2.4 New Gap, Bias and Coupling Loop 3 REFERENCES

The original gap had a pneumatic-actuated shorting sleeve [1] R. Macek, et a]. "Overview of Progress on the Improvement Projects
on one side. It was no longer used, and was a source of for the LANSCE Accelerator and Target Facilities", Proceedings of
unwanted stray capacitance to ground on that side only. 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, BC.

Further inspection found the shorting sleeve inside the [2] J. Lyles, A. Browman, R. Kustom, "Commissioning of The

beam pipe in poor condition, with burned wiping contacts Upgraded RF Buncher at the LANSCE Proton Storage Ring",
due to arcing. This mechanism was removed and replaced Proceedings of 1999 Particle Accelerator Conference, New York, NY.
with a symmetric gap structure for electrical balance.withe osymtriga bias syctrem for thelferritwas balpai. o [3] J. Lyles, A. Browman, J. Doss, "RF Buncher Upgrade for SPSSThbe original biasing system for the ferrite was a pair of Enhancement Project", PSR Tech Note 97-004.
parallel copper loops for DC, with RF bypassing
capacitors to ground. DC was shunt fed through a large [4] T. Hardek, "A Low Impedance, 2.8 MHz, Pulsed Bunching System
RF choke inductor external to the cavity. There was for the Los Alamos Proton Storage Ring", Sixteenth Power Modulator

conducted RF leakage into the power cables. With the Symposium, Arlington, VA. June 18-20, 1984.

upgrade, the bias loops were converted to a "figure-eight" [5] S. Giordano, M. Puglisi, "A Cathode Follower Power Amplifier",
arrangement with RF coupling and DC on the same IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-30, No. 4, August,

busswork. Figure 3 shows the arrangement. Since the 1983.

loops are now in series, the DC current is half the old [6] F. Clapp, "Some Aspects of Cathode-Follower Design at Radio
value for resonance at 2.8 MHz, allowing the same power Frequencies", Proceedings of the I.R.E., Waves and Electrons Section,
supply to push resonance as high as 5 MHz for testing. August 1949.
There is very little residual RF at the bias feed point, with
this balanced hookup. A small common-mode ferrite
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ELECTRON GUN BEAM EXTRACTION WITH MOSFETS

F. Niell, Fermilab, Batavia, IL

Abstract
2 ELECTRON COMPRESSOR

Electron beams with an energy range of 10keV at 2A The Electron Compressor is a linear electron beam of

requiring intensity modulation with bandwidth from roughly 3A in a solenoidal magnetic field of 4kG [2].
50kHz 7.5MHz pose an interesting problem to the RF The electron beam comes from a high perveance Pierce
designer. Driving the extraction electrode of an electron type electron gun.
gun can be a challenge with these requirements. The r ,
straight forward approach is the construction of a vacuum
tube, single ended amplifier capable of delivering the
anode voltage to the extraction electrode of the gun. ..
However, vacuum tubes of this size and power are --.
becoming increasingly expensive, and as the technology °dies, the reliability of new components comes into ,....,,

question. The logical alternative is the implementation of -

solid state electronics. However, the 7.5MHz 7kV
requirements pose a problem, as the solid state high Figure 1: Electrical scheme of the "electron lens" [2].
voltage, high current technology does not exist in a single The Pierce gun has an extraction electrode, with which the
package. A new system of driving the extraction electrode current density of the beam may be controlled. The
of a Pierce type gun was developed using MOSFETs. extraction electrode allows the electrons from the cathode
Arranged in ultra-reliable "bricks" of series-parallel arrays, region to escape the field from the control electrode, and
the MOSFETs allow for highly efficient amplification- be pulled into the accelerating field supplied by the anode.
mode operation. Amplitude linearity to 0.1% is achieved. The extraction electrode itself has a funnel shape [2,
The proposed system, capable of producing 7kV at 25kW contains more detailed device information]. This
will be implemented in the Electron Compressor geometry gives the extraction electrode a capacitance to
experiment at Fermilab. ground of approximately 72pF.

Modulation of the electron beam current density at the

1 INTRODUCTION bunch spacing of the Tevatron, as planned in the Tev 2
run, of 132ns makes the extraction electrode look like 300

The Fermilab Tevatron collider has several constraints Ohms due to the. The geometry of the structure requires
on its luminosity and intensity. One of the limits on about 7kV peak to turn the beam on. This translates to
luminosity is the beam-beam interaction. The space 25kW RMS power. The predicted waveform necessary to
charge of one beam creates an electromagnetic lens for the drive the extraction electrode to compensate the beam-
other beam in a collider (and vise versa), and thus, beam effect have been calculated (see Fig.2).

perturbations arise in both beams. This limit is caused by

a bunch-to-bunch tune spread introduced by the lensing 2I I
effect. This tune spread is one cause of the wide 2-,,

distribution of tunes and higher-order lattice resonances
seen on the Tev beam footprint.

There have been several suggested methods for beam- q C i

beam compensation, but one that shows some promise is V
the linear electron lens. A beam of electrons, traveling in
the opposite direction of the antiproton beam is used to
compensate for the beam-beam effect. The amount of
electromagnetic lensing a "stiff' beam of antiprotons feels L 98P f,

interacting with a weak beam of electrons is determined by , ,
the current density of the electron beam. Thus, a properly # * e I is It 21

modulated beam of low energy, high intensity electrons
could compensate for the beam-beam interaction. 7"W, MkWWOC0d

The Electron Compressor experiment is acollaboration set up to determine the feasibility of a Figure 2: Predicted waveform of modulated current densityBeam currents for 2 lenses are shown. JI, J2 are the twoTevatron electron lens for the Tev 2 run [1]. waveforms of interest [1]
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FFT shows that there are components of this waveform isolated to the voltage that the cascaded MOSFETs are
that range from 50kHz to 7.5MHz. Thus, a modulator sitting at.
capable of supplying 25kW peak into a 72pF capacitive
load with bandwidth from 50kHz to 7.5Mhz is needed.

3 MODULATOR DEVELOPMENT
Traditionally, there existed only one way to provide

this type of power for particle accelerator technology :...
applications. Vacuum tubes, such as the EIMAC
4CW25000B tube, would be perfectly suited to this
purpose. However, due to the costly nature of tubes, the
declining product support, and poor reliability and . .
uniformity of tubes available on today's market, the ..
author chose to pursue a new approach. WoIn ,

A means for replacing conventional tube technology ____

with new transistor technology was sought. Transistors
are not easily used in the high power, high voltage, high ..
frequency domain. Since commercially available I • ,
transistors typically have a voltage limit of 1kV, several (W__
transistors are needed to operate in series to properly share
the load. Figure 4: Circuit diagram for a "brick" of MOSFETS

Drawing on traditional cascade architecture for tubes
[3],. and modem transistor technology [41, a hybrid Two options presented themselves. I could stand off
architecture was born. MOSFETs lend themselves to RF the DC high voltage on each MOSFET with a capacitor,
amplification well, as their power/volume ratio is high, and thus capacitively couple the gate to the RF source.
but have a very low impedance gate. The author began Or, I could use a wide band isolation transformer to stand
with a simple Class A amplifier, utilizing the new DEI off the high voltage. Since the devices must be mounted
102N20 MOSFET 5 see Fi .3 . on a large water cooled heat sink, they must be electrically

insulated to the voltage the cascaded MOSFET sees. This
requires Kapton insulation, and creates a capacitor in series
with the gate circuit to ground (due to the device
geometry). This, in effect dumps the gate drive power
into the space between the MOSFET and the heatsink,
instead into the gate. As such, capacitive coupling was
not an option.
Circuit description (see Fig.4)

An isolation transformer was constructed using an
M4C Toshiba core, and RG-213 center conductor for high
voltage insulation.

The gate bias supplies must be isolated to at least
10kV (maximum voltage of the modulator with safety
margin), and be able to supply only a few nA. In order to
supply a DC bias to the AC signal, a luF cap was used to
act as a low Z shunt for the AC signal. Thus, the 9Volt
battery, parallel with the potentiometer across the cap

Figure 3: The DEI DE series MOSFETs offer 375W at provides the variable gate bias. This DC offset is added to
1kV, in a package that lends itself to higher frequency the AC signal through one of the secondaries on the
operation for that power level than existing 0.5" flange transformer. The summed bias and drive signal are sent to
type MOSFETs [5] the gate of the MOSFET.

Also, since when the MOSFETs are all turned off (no
The major difficulty with cascading MOSFET drive signal), the situation could arise that one MOSFET

amplifiers is the requirements of the devices themselves, would potentially see more than 1kV if they are not all
Each device has a linear range of roughly 75mV, and a biased properly. Thus, an external voltage divider network
gate voltage of 3.25V. This is a technical hurdle because was made to ensure that each MOSFET would only see
the drive circuitry for each MOSFET in series must be 1kV drain to source.
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Cooling is achieved by mounting the MOSFETs on a 5 CONCLUSIONS
5x5" square block of 1" thick copper magnet buss bar,
with a cooling channel in the middle. Four MOSFETs The bandwidth linearity is a small problem compared
can be mounted on the heat sink safely, and thus the to the overall proof of capability of the series MOSFET
resulting four MOSFET assembly is referred to as a circuit architecture. The peak-to-peak output is more than
"brick." The four MOSFETs in series are able to 2.2 times the maximum operating voltage of a single
modulate voltages up to 4kV, and handle up to 1200W. MOSFET, and thus they are truly operating in series as

The series load resistance is a simple series parallel linear amplifiers. As a stopgap measure, a tetrode tube
combination of 8 lOkOhm, 225W resistors to make amplifier was constructed [2]. Implementation of the
5kOhm, 1600W resistor. solid state modulator is expected in Jun. '99. Since the

MOSFETs are a relatively new technology as compared to
4 PERFORMANCE vacuum tubes, it seems that the more reliable, cheaper

technology is long overdue as a replacement for
The modulator currently operates over its specified comparable vacuum tube technology. It is hoped that this

bandwidth, however the power as a function of frequency research will help initiate the shift from vacuum tube
is not linear, as claimed in the abstract. Recent results reliance to solid state for high voltage, high power RF
have shown that the claim in the abstract is not true. The electronics.
bandwidth, in fact, follows the general form of a resistance
in parallel with a series RC circuit. This implies that 5 REFERENCES
much of the frequency dependence of the modulator is due
to the reactive nature of the load. A non-reactive load [1] V. Shiltsev, et.al., "Compensation of Beam-Beam Effects in the
made of water cooled conductive ceramic resistors will be Tevatron with Electron Beams", FNAL-Pub-98/260 (1998)
constructed in the next few weeks, and is expected to [2] V. Shiltsev, et.aL, "Prototype "Electron Lens" Set-up for the
linearize the output greatly. The reactive nature of the Tevatron Beam-Beam Compensation", these proceedings
load also current limits the output greatly, and as such, [3] E. Ginzton, et.al., "Distributed Amplification", Proceedings of the
only 2.25kVpp is possible at this point. It is expected IRE, (1948)
that the new load will allow the brick currently under test [4] Intech, "PA5K-30LC Hardware Technical Manual MN161786",
to modulate the entire 4kV (see Fig. 5). Lambda RF Systems (1994)

Once the entire voltage dynamic range is achieved, [5] http://dirnrg.com/Products/specs/deseries.htm

several more bricks will be made. They will be arranged
in series-parallel arrays to build up the current and voltage
necessary for the full implementation of the device. Most
likely, there will be two bricks in series (vertical stacks),
and seven or eight in parallel (horizontal stacks) creating a
matrix of devices, with probably 64 devices. The finished
matrix should handle 24kW conservatively.

Voltage-pp Output
1.80 -

S1.60

>11.40
S1.20
"5 1.00
c- 0.80

0 0.60
S0.40

S0.20 +
0.00!

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 LO 0 0 0 L.O 0 C
LO r- 0 N LO r- 0

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 5: Modulator output in Volts peak to peak with a
sinusoidal input wave, plotted as a function of frequency
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WIDE-BAND PUSH-PULL AMPLIHER FOR HIGH GRADIENT CAVITY

Y. Sato, M. Fujieda, Y. Mori, H. Nakayama, C. Ohmori, R. Muramatsu,
T. Uesugi, M. Yamamoto, M. Toda, A. Takagi and M. Yoshi, KEK;
Y. Taniguchi, Denki Kogyo Co.; K.'OHTA, Ohta Electronics Co.

Abstract calculated specifications are presented in Table 1.

A high gradient cavity(HGC) using high permeability mag- Parameter Measured Calculated
netic alloy (MA) cores has been developed at KEK for value value
the JHF(Japan Hadron Facility) proton synchrotrons. In DC plate voltage VP 15kV 15kV
this paper, we describe two types of push-pull amplifiers DC idling current 1po 2.9A 1.OA
to drive the cavity, which were constructed for verifying DC plate current IP 3.71,-•6.84A 5.94A
the cavity performance. An accelerating voltage of 20kV DC screen voltage Vg2  1550V 1500V
across the gap of the HGC was generated by the high power DC screen current /92 not measured 466mA
push-pull amplifier. This is equivalent to high gradient field DC grid voltage Vgl -390V -390V
of 50kV/m. The other amplifier and the cavity were pre- DC grid current I91 65,-87mA 44mA
pared for accelerating heavy ions at the HIMAC(Heavy Ion Driving grid voltage Eg 602V 602V
Medical Accelerator in Chiba). For this purpose, it is nec- Fundamental plate curr. Ip1 - 25.7A
essary to sweep the frequency over the wide range from Peak plate voltage Epm 14kVp 14kVp
1MHz to 8MHz. Peak plate current Ipm not measured 85A

Plate input power Wi 55.7 102.6kW 89.1kW
Plate output power W. - 59.0kW

1 INTRODUCTION Plate dissipation W, 55.4kW(max.) 30.1kW
Voltage at gap end Vgap - 14kVp, +7.2kVp ± 14kVp

In order to generate a high field gradient with HGC us- Accelerating voltage Vace -4-16kVp -

ing MA-cores, a high power push-pull type of rf amplifier
which uses two 150kW class tetrodes (4CW150,OOOE) was Table 1: Tube performance of the 300kW push-pull ampli-
constructed. The HGC with MA has the following two fier.
remarkable features: (1)the ability to generate high gra- NG., _b
dient field up to 50kV/m and (2)broad band impeadance Droo Amp. t-- Higb Ondo C-ity

over the frequency range of 5MHz. The characteristics of V\--

the HGC with MA have been reported [1,2, 3,4]. We F-H-l"
have built in the medium power push-pull amplifier using V*

two 30kW class tetrodes (4CW30,000A) for acceleration

of heavy ions at HIMAC.
No. TobtC' Fjgu-f -c~igMo winding

2 PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER Figure 1: Schematic view for the RF system.

A schematic view for the RF system including the cavity The measured values were taken when the amplifier was

and the amplifier is shown in Figure 1. The push-pull am- operated at 20% duty factor in burst mode sweeping the

plifier in class-B operation has the following two features: frequency from 2MHz to 3.4MHz with repetition rate of

(1)The high rf output voltage close to dc plate voltage can 2Hz. The calculated values were derived from the oper-

be obtained. That is, the plate dissipation is less than that ating line on the constant-current curves for the tube by

of an amplifier in class-A operation. (2)The output voltage reading the instantaneous values of plate, screen, and grid

will be less distorted even if a tuning circuit is not utilized current during the negative half cycle of the plate voltage

for the load cavity. This is because the even harmonics in- swing. In order to compare the measured values to the cal-

troduced by nonlinearity of the dynamic-tube characteris- culated ones, the calculated values for Ip, 192, 191, Wi, W.

tics are eliminated at the output by a push-pull connection. and W, are adjusted to 20% duty factor operation. The
measured value of idling current IPo was higher than the
calculated value. This means that the amplifier was in class

2.1 300kW Push-pull Amplifier AB2 operation mode, where the conduction angle of plate
current was more than 1800 and grid current was flowing.

Concerning the tube performance of the push-pull ampli- Thus the measured plate dissipation Wt was rather higher
fier using two tetrodes 4CW150,000E, the measured and than the calculated one.
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Since the MA-loaded HGC has a low-Q(< 1) value and 3.8kQ; IZs, I< 178Q around the frequency of 2.3MHz. The
the cavity is directly connected to the plate of the amplifier value of Z, can be estimated by the parameters Li, Cp and
via a low impedance capacitor(C0 ) as shown in Figure 1, Rp of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3. The shunt
the plate voltage swing would substantially depend on the resistance Rp at fundamental resonance is 178P as above-
cavity impedance. The cavity impedance can be estimated mentioned. On the other hand, the impedance seen from
by dividing the peak plate voltage by the peak plate current the both ends of the gap is almost twice the Rp which is
: Epm/Ipm = 165Q. This would be consistent with the reported by the referenced paper [3]. It would be explained
cavity impedance of approx. 178Q at 2.3MHz which was as the impedance quite corresponds to that of two-halves of
measured from the plate by a network analyzer. the cavity.

Since the rf plate current at a positive rf half cycle is
nearly zero, the power delivered by one tube is about a
half of W., which is given by W, = Epm - Ipi/2, Thus
the power W. is almost the output power delivered by two 150

tubes. Using the values of Epm and Ip1 presented in Ta-
ble 1, the power Wo becomes 295kW in cw mode opera- a 100;

tion. Taking account of rather high dc screen current I.2
in Table 1, we should be carefull that the screen dissipation =
can not exceed the normal rating of the tube. It would be - -
pointed out that the excessive driving power at the control a 4 a6 20 2

grid should be avoided because it may allow instantaneous ."0
plate voltage drop lower than the dc screen voltage, result-
ing in abnormal screen dissipation. In addition, if the dc -10
plate voltage can be raised, it may contribute not only to de-
crease screen dissipation but to reduce the distortion of the Figure 2: Impedance characteristics seen from the plate of
accelerating voltage waveform, which may be introduced one tube.
by plate current saturation.

one-half of the cavity
No.1 Tube Lid --

2.2 60kW Push-Pull Amplifier ., {.
:r CA Lp CThe MA-loaded HGC and the 60kW push-pull amplifier 6 L ,___ C-

with two tetrodes 4CW30,000A were installed at HIMAC. Cg

In order to accelerate heavy ions at HIMAC, it is necessary one.half of the cavity

to sweep the frequency over the wide range from 1MHz to No.2 The Ld

8MHz. The accelerating rf voltage depends not only on the
characteristics of the shunt impedance, but also the gain- c0 C LR

frequency characteristics of the amplifier. With respect to
the 60kW push-pull amplifier, a maximum gain drop at the
grid input circuit was 4.6dB at the frequency range from
1MHz to 8MHz. Thus proper voltage control was em-
ployed to obtain the constant rf voltage [3, 5, 6]. zs: Shunt impedance coresponding to one-hnfof the cavity

1 1 + f 1c'-
3 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND Rp: Shunt resistance of the cavity

Lp: Parallel indactance of the cavity
COULIN MEHODC: ": Parallel capacitance of the cavity

Ceg: Capacitance of thu accelerating gap
DatF: Lead ui•nctance of the conductr3.1 Equivalent Circuit for the RF system between the tube plate and the cavity
Ca: output capacitance of the tubc

The impedance seen from the tube was measured by a net- ,i: Plate inte, rcsisna

work analyzer. It includes both impedance of the cav- IG: Current source generated by the amplifier

ity and the plate circuit of the amplifier. The Figure 2 Figure 3: Equivalent circuit for the RF system.
shows the measured impedance where the fundamental res-

onance was stayed at 2.3MHz, on the other hand, series
resonance was at 14.8MHz and parallel resonance was at 3.2 Coupling Method with Figure-of-Eight
21.5MHz, respectively. The impedance is almost equal to
the shunt impedance Z, corresponding to one-half of the Winding
cavity at low frequency region below 5MHz, even though By means of coupling two-halves of the cavity with a
two-halves of the cavity are coupled each other with the ca- figure-of-eight winding looped through each other, the RF
pacitance C0 for the accelerating gap. This would be justi- cavity is intrinsically capable of operating in a push pull
fled by a comparison : 11/wCg I> I Z 1, where 11 wCgI - mode [7]. Due to this coupling a load impedance seen
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from the plate substantially becomes one half of the shunt In the equation, L2 comprises leakage inductance Llk and
impedance Z8 . The figure-of-eight winding works as a lead inductance Ltd, C2 is the tube capacitance and C1 is
transformer as shown in Figure 5. The characteristics of the sum of the tube capacitance and total capacitance for
load impedance for the cavity with this coupling is also rep- two-halves of the cavity. Assuming parameters as shown
resented in Figure 4. The load impedance which is one half in Figure 6, fh is calculated to be about 13.5MHz, which is
of the Z, may cause a plate dissipation to increase, because not so large different from the measured value of 11.0MHz.
it may deteriorate the matching condition of the impedance The figure-of-eight winding intrinsically introduces a para-
between the plate and the cavity. sitic resonance and allows its frequency lower. We did not

adopt the figure-of-eight winding.

""-50Ir(Z)[ 1
1 C]

20 IZ I [o]i L]

Int0 -.--- /- -------

4 8 12 16 24 28 Ct=Cvtr'.79pF. CZ=C-e43pF,
-so - Li=Lp-S , L2 - 2(L + La) 4,uH

(The values of above paramteLers for the cavity are estimated at 10MHz.)

4100-

jx(&)): arectance function swe from one-pout terminal

FREQUENCY 9" oftho meaclance cizcuit

i()...... T -'T , _ (MIX

Figure 4: Impedance characteristics of the cavity seen from C.--0++•ij+

the plate of one tube; Two halves of each cavity are looped
with a figure-of-eight winding. Figure 6: Reactance circuit.

,o.1-Tube lidare-tb .odwg 4 CONCLUSION
`P .A push-pull amplifiers using two tetrodes 4CW150,000E

T has delivered the output power of 295kW in cw mode to

generate an accelerating voltage of about 16kV in the HGC.
'No.2- I . The maximum voltage of 20kV was achieved at a small

duty factor operation. Another amplifier using two tetrodes.
t t I 4CW30,000A has generated an rf voltage of about 4kV at

3MHz when sweeping the frequency from 1MHz to 8MHz.
Further investigation and development to improve the gain-
frequency characteristics of grid input circuit are going to
be carried out.

We have investigated a figure-of-eight winding coupling."r. Ca Cr rp We found that the impedance seen from the tube drops to a
quarter of the total cavity shunt impedance and a parasitic
resonance is inevitably introduced.

Rpp: equivalent shunt resistance seen fmro one tube, Rpv=Rp/2
Ltv! equivalent parUtet inductance seen from one tube, Lr.Lp2
Cwpn oquivalent paralll capacitance .eon from oe tube. C,5 REFREN+CCE
Lat: Leakage ind.t.a.c derived , homrigreof-•ight 5 REFERENCES

Figure 5: Equivalent circuit for two-halves of the cavity [1] Y. Mori et al., Proc. of EPAC98, p1796, Stockholm,(1998)

coupled with a figure-of-eight winding. [2] Y. Mori et al.; "A new type of ff cavity for high intensity
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can cause harmful distortion to the accelerating voltage. [3] C. Ohmori et al., in this conference
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH TWO TYPES OF 2 MW HVDC
POWER SUPPLIES ON LEDA.*

J. Bradley III, D. Rees, R. Przeklasa, Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico;
R. Jaitly, G. Schofield, Maxwell Technologies;

M. Scott, Continental Electronics

Abstract operating at -95 kV at 17 to 21 amps, Ž96% when
operating between -80 kV and -95 kV at 12 to 21 amps,

The high voltage DC power supplies are predicted to be and Ž95% when operating between -60 kV and -80 kV
the most expensive component of the accelerator at the at 10 to 21 amps.
Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) plant. Two The SCR controlled HVPS input voltage was
different types of candidate HV power supplies are limited to 1500 V by Los Alamos' decision to use only
being tested on the Low Energy Demonstration one SCR per leg in the SCR controller bridge. The
Accelerator (LEDA) at Los Alamos National IGBT controlled HVPS's input voltage was specified to
Laboratory. The first type uses SCRs in a twelve pulse be 4160 V due to safety constraints at the LEDA
topology with a spark gap crowbar. The second type facility. The number of input phases was reduced to
uses IGBTs in a Solid State Modulator topology three to minimize facility cost.
without a crowbar. While both topologies have been Input current harmonics are a concern because
proven in existing high voltage applications, both specific harmonics can excite resonances in the power
systems contain new features to improve performance distribution system. For this reason smaller harmonic
and reliability that have advanced the state of the art in currents are desirable. The requirements on the input
HVDC power supply design. LEDA is being used current harmonics for both supplies were determined by
demonstrate the benefits of these features for the APT IEEE Std 519-1992.
plant and evaluate their impact on power supply Table 1: HVPS Requirements
reliability, serviceability and cost. We present detailed Requirement SCR IGBT
measurements of total power supply efficiency and the Output Voltage 0-95 kV 0-95 kV
effect each topology has on the power factor and Output Current 0-21 A 0-21 A
harmonic input currents drawn from the local power Voltage Regulation ±770 ±400 V
distribution system in addition to operational Voltage Ripple <1540Vpp <ll00Vp
performance with other accelerator systems. Load Arc Energy. 20 J 40 J

1 INTRODUCTION pf at full power _ 0.93 > 0.98

The requirements, construction and performance of the efficiency at full power > 95% > 97%

SCR controlled center tapped High Voltage Power Input Voltage 1500VI5% 4160V-5%

Supply (HVPS) are compared to the requirements, Input phases 6 3

construction and performance of the Insulated Gate In put current IEEEStd. 519-1992
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) controlled Solid State Harmonics

Modulator (SSM) style HVPS. 2.2 Environmental Requirements

2 COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS Both power supply types were required to operate in

2.1 Performance Requirements the expected environmental conditions at the Savanna
River Site and the environmental conditions at Los

Table 1 shows how the performance requirements for Alamos. All components located indoors were required
the two types of HVPS systems are similar but not to function over an ambient temperature range of 10'C
identical. The IGBT controlled HVPS specifications to 32°C and a humidity range of up to 85% non-
were fixed significantly later than the SCR controlled condensing. All outdoor components were required to
HVPS specifications. The efficiency, power factor, operate over an ambient temperature range of -30 0C to
output voltage regulation and ripple requirements were 41*C and a humidity range of up to 95% non-
made more restrictive because the IGBT controlled condensing. The power supply was required to
HVPS topology made tighter requirements more function at an altitude of up to 2438 m to allow it to be
feasible. In this time it was also determined that the tested at Los Alamos.
allowable energy dissipated in a klystron arc could be
increased from 20 to 40 Joules. 2.3 Reliability, Maintenance and Safety Requirements

The efficiency of the SCR controlled HVPS was The Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) goal for the
specified at full output power. This is not a typical power supplies was 25,000 hours. This goal was driven
operating point for the klystrons so the efficiency of the by the combination of the MTBF for all other
IGBT controlled HYPS was specified to be Ž97% when components in each RF system and the number of high

power RF systems that are required in the APT plant.
* Work supported by US Department of Energy.
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Serviceability was given consideration from the currently produced for AM radio service. Figure 2
beginning the power supply design. The goal for the shows how these supplies utilize 96 separate rectifying
Mean Time To Repair of the supply for all but the most modules wired in series to produce high voltage. Each
major repairs was one hour or less to reduce the cost of module is connected to a unique isolated 3-phase
maintaining the APT accelerator. secondary on one of the four transformers as shown in

Kirk® Key locks on the power supplies were Fig. 3. The relative phase differences between the sets
required to integrate with the existing Kirk® Key lock of 3-phase secondaries on each of the four transformers
system used at the LEDA accelerator. The power are arranged to achieve 24-pulse rectification at the
supplies were also required to meet all safety output.
requirements at Los Alamos National Laboratory 48 Separate 3-phase ------------------ .... .

Interconnnects to 48 •'':•::...... .. •. . ...... .. , .....

including the requirement that debugging the low level Isolated Transformer " -i::' i - .power supply control circuits could be done without Secondaries Col.... *. Inn -
p.owersuppy...r - Module

ig t -:S.•CoPntrl -. . In series
e u o t ix o4-B Control-:!: ::.

...... . ......3 COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION A ............. I 'I ............
Four High Voltage

3.1 SCR Controlled Center Tapped Power Supply Transformers with ................ ............
24 Isolated t''''_ "::::" '-'""""

3-phase " " -. : .-'- oumn
The SCR controlled HVPS's were built by Maxwell Secondaries Each r of48 C

.. ............. ModulesLaboratories. These supplies utilize an SCR bridge - -4160 Primary ..... • •:-. "•-

which regulates the current through the center tapped Line Voltage i ......... Re.turn.

transformer primaries to control the secondary output F .............ure ............2
voltage as shown in Fig. 1. Center point control allows Figure 2: Two transfo serve each

the output voltage filter inductance to be placed across
the SCR bridge on the low voltage side of the
transformer, which reduces the filter inductor operating
voltage. An SCR placed across the inductor is used to
dissipate the energy stored within the filter inductor in
the event of a klystron arc.

1500 V
3 0 AC

"1500 , ,Figure 3: Each module in a power column is connected to
30 AC Kytrouey
30- ShifwI one of 96 isolated secondaries.

I . Crowart:
TmAnsformer/RectifierTn IGBT is used on each module for current control

Cabe..t as shown in Fig. 4, eliminating the need for a crowbar.
.............. A diode allows current produced by other modules to

1 1ildigs pass through when the IGBT is turned off. The control
Exter.o. TT . system cycles through the array of modules to evenly

SCR Controller Cabinet wo........
load each module in the system. Each module contains

Figure: 1: Voltage is controlled by SCR bridges independent control circuitry to monitor the module

located in the centers of the transformer primaries, output and inhibit the three SCRs in the six pulse
bridge in the event that the IGBT fails closed. Failed

Two sources of 1500 V, 3-phase power are supplied modules are bypassed by the control system to provide

by the unit-substation. One set of 3 phase power is graceful degradation of operation. If more than five

offset by 30° with respect to the other set to produce modules have failed, then the maximum voltage the

12-pulse rectification from two 6-pulse rectifiers whose supply can produce under the condition of 5% input

outputs are wired in series, voltage droop is reduced by roughly 1 kV per failed
The Transformer/Rectifier and SCR controller sub- module after the first five.

Three Phase Current Viewing

units are located adjacent to the unit substation, while Three Phase Retifer Bridge ResistorPower ;....... ....... •. ...... ...... . •.?'....

the Crowbar/Filter sub-unit is located inside the from One Set of 1 : : I ;' " ' 0 ......... ;.

accelerator building adjacent to the klystron. In the Secondaries- -- Zero oControl: ,

event of a klystron arc, the crowbar circuit protects the ................... ........ Ci.-itry

klystron from stored energy in the filter capacitor and . ....
from any power supply follow-though energy. . ...... ............... tur

.. 4 . .1....0 ..... .4 ......... .

3.2 IGBT Controlled SSM Style Power Supply Figure 4: Each module contains a six pulse rectifier.

The power supply is contained within a 6.5 by 5.5
The second power supply type that has been built for m fenced enclosure. Each module is built on a
LEDA is the IGBT controlled SSM style power supply removable circuit card. The circuit cards are arranged
made by Continental Electronics. The power supply in the two power columns in four rows of twelve. This
design is based on the Solid State Modulators that are
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arrangement allows cooling air to be blown up the 4.4 Input Current Harmonics
columns and across each module. The columns support The measured harmonic components of the primary
corona rings on each row to grade the electric field as input current are shown in Table 3. The SCR
the potential increases toward the top of the column, controlled HVPS input currents were measured an
The backplanes of the power columns contain output current and voltage of 18 A at 88 kV. The IGBT
connections to the 96 isolated 3-phase secondaries on controlled HVPS currents were measured at an output
each of the four transformers as shown in Figure 3. current and voltage of 10 A at 50 kV.
The backplanes also contain the shorting mechanisms Table 3: Input Currents at Harmonics of 60 Hz
which insure that all modules are discharged when the Harmonic Current SCR IGBT
fenced enclosure is opened. Frequency (% of fund (% of fund)

180 Hz 1.3 6.6
4 COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE 300 Hz 4.4 2.1

300 Hz 4.4 2.1
4.1 Installation and Facility Requirements 420 Hz 5.2 1.6

The practical issues involving power supply installation 540 Hz 0.7 0.1
and facility requirements become significant when over 660 Hz 7.7 9.3
a hundred power supplies are to be installed in a short 780 Hz 9.2 7.7
period of time. All the components in the IGBT 900 Hz 0.6 0.3
controlled HVPS are located in one indoor location The operation of the IGBT controlled HVPS at
which covers 36 square meters. The SCR controlled roughly half of its typical operating voltage may have
HVPS has a smaller indoor footprint because the caused input harmonic currents were a larger
largest of the three major sub-units is located outdoors, percentage of the fundamental than would be expected
The cost of the larger indoor area required by the IGBT in normal operation. With only half of the power
controlled power supply must be compared to the cost modules turned on, it is possible that at any given time
of making and maintaining the interconnections only two transformers drew most of the power. This
between the sub-units of the SCR controlled HVPS. would produce uncanceled input harmonic currents at

4.2 Output Parameters 660 and 780 Hz.
4.5 Operational Performance

Both power supplies performed within their

requirements for voltage regulation, ripple and load arc Four SCR controlled HVPS's have been installed and
energy. The measured values are shown in Table 2. are in use in the LEDA project. The SCR controlled

Table 2: Measured Output Values HVPS's have been successfully operated in all weather

Measured Value SCR IGBT conditions at Los Alamos and have fully protected the
klystrons from damage in more than 100 klystron arcs.

Voltage Regulation _+500 V <3400 V No arcing or corona damage has been observed in the
SVoltage Ripple <500 Vr' <350 Vpp 95 kV enclosures or components. Initial installation
Load Arc energy 3 J <10 J and startup problems included the replacement of the

trigger circuit capacitors due to a manufacturing defect,
4.3 Power Factor and Efficiency the redesign of the open circuit voltage control network
Efficiency measurements were calculated by taking the to reduce the network's operating temperature and the
output power, as measured by output voltage and repair of fiber optic connections damaged by nearby
current, divided by the primary input power as construction work.
measured by the facility power distribution diagnostics. The first IGBT controlled HVPS has been installed
Input power for controls and cooling was not factored and is presently being tested with the LEDA 2 MW HV
into this calculation, resistive test load. It will be connected to LEDA's sec-

The power factor and efficiency of the SCR ond 700 MHz klystron at the conclusion of these tests.
controlled HVPS were measured at a typical operating 5 CONCLUSIONS
point of 88.3 kV and 18.06 A. This point is determined
by the klystron operating parameters and the amount of The tests that have been conducted indicate that the
RF power required by the accelerator. At this output performance of the two types of power supplies is
power level the power factor was 0.97 and the similar. Arcing within the LEDA 2 MW HV resistive
efficiency was 94%. test load limited the performance measurements that

Arcing in the LEDA 2 MW HV resistive test load could be taken on the IGBT controlled HVPS.
limited the voltage at which the power factor and Demonstration of the predicted increased efficiency
efficiency of the IGBT controlled HVPS could be and lowered harmonic currents of the IGBT controlled
reliably measured at this time. At 50 kV output voltage HVPS will require testing at higher power levels.
and 10.6 A of output current the power factor was 0.95 These tests are scheduled to be conducted in April,
and the efficiency was 95.2%. The power factor and 1999.
efficiency are expected to improve at higher output The SCR controlled HVPS's have proven to be
power levels as the transformer excitation current and very reliable. The IGBT controlled HVPS's do not yet
power become a smaller fraction of the total input have sufficient operating hours to evaluate their
current and power. reliability.
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A UNIVERSAL MULTI-MODE FILAMENT REGULATOR

FOR HARD TUBES

Roy Church, Alan Stevens, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, UK.

ABSTRACT 2. FILAMENTS

High power RF triodes used to power the injector linac Factors affecting the TH 116 triode lifetimes were high
cavities on the ISIS spallation neutron source at RAL internal temperatures and the use of step-change
tended to fail prematurely through low emission. The filament supplies.
implication of this was a tube temperature problem.4
The tube manufacturer was consulted and in parallel a Statistics produced by Thomson4 based on French TV
review instigated of the heater control system. station transmitter tubes, showed that a small
A direct relationship between applied power and percentage increase in filament voltage reduced a
filament temperature exists and the Richardson- tube's expected life from a minimum of 8,657 hours
Dushman equation shows that for a small increase in down to 3,500 hours. Ziegler3 made reference to the
filament temperature, a significant increase in the possibilities of extended tube life by controlling
availability of electron emission occurs. The resulting filament temperature.
increased depletion of filament carburization shortens
the lifetime of the tube. Development and installation Thoriated tungsten filaments are made by adding I or 2
of a universal filament management system to replace per cent thorium oxide T10 2 to the tungsten before it is
obsolete equipment and simultaneously improve the sintered and drawn into shape. After drawing, the
operational stability has resulted in significantly filament is heated in a hydrocarbon vapour atmosphere
extended tube service life. Reductions in capital costs converting the surface layer to tungsten carbide.
and the ability to predict RF tube life has become Langmuir2 discovered that, through evaporation, the
possible, promoting the establishment of an effective end of useful filament life occurred when this layer
tube replacement strategy. Actual filament lifetime became depleted. Work done elsewhere] suggested that
data, accumulated over several years, is presented. a carburized filament would, at 2000'K, provide a

possible tube lifetime of 35,000 hours. Because
tungsten carbide has a higher resistance than thoriated

1. INTRODUCTION tungsten, a filament with a 25% carburized cross-
section has an increased hot filament resistance of

In the late 1980's tube lifetime was a concern and after approximately 15% (cold resistance by 30%).
consultation with Thomson, modifications were By monitoring filament voltage and current, the
introduced to assist in the transfer of heat from inside characteristic resistance curve may be plotted over a
the tube to the external cooling arrangements. The need tubes lifetime. From the initial resistance value
to improve equipment performance and tube lifetime observed, the tube is considered near or at the end of its
provided the impetus behind the development of a life when the hot filament resistance is down 15%.
universal filament regulator allowing all high power
RF tubes at ISIS to be driven from one standard unit. Depletion of the carburised layer, results in a fall in
Information gained from various sources 3'4 5 suggested filament resistance and, with a constant voltage across
that a tight filament voltage control system could it, current increases. Increased power demand results in
increase heater lifetimes by 100%. Elsewhere' the idea a rise in filament temperature. It is argued, therefore,
of stabilising thoriated tungsten filament power rather that a power management system be employed.
than voltage seemed sensible. A Filament Regulator5
was designed and built to allow closed loop control of The Richardson-Dushman equation
filament voltage, current or power. One unit was
capable of stabilising, to better than 1%, any of the 4 1,= A7T2 e (lk

different high power RF tubes used at ISIS. The
Filament Regulator has been in use for - 6000 hours where 1, = filament emission current density,
per year since -1990, but, because of the resultant A = 60.2 a constant for pure metal
increase in tube lifetimes, it is only recently that the T is absolute temperat ure,
relevant statistics have become meaningful. This paper ý iaetwr ucin o hrae ugtn25
fincntaltries for the ISImsolna cavi16ties. sd sh k is Boltzmann's constant (0.863 x 10-4 V/0 K)

fina drvesfortheISISlinc cvites.(1 amp = 0.624 x 1019 electrons/sec)
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permits evaluation of electron emission for various and summed with a switchable arrangement of a
filament temperatures. 'working level' reference and a ramp generator. The
So for an incrcase in filament temperature say from latter provides a soft start for filament run-up. When
2000'K to 2100"K due to RF heating, or over driving power in the filament reaches that set by the reference
the filament, then the following figures are obtained: - level, the ramp input is switched out and replaced by a

dc level and the error signal voltage.
At 20000 K, Is = 92.3 amps/cm 2

Or 5.76 x 1020 electrons/sec 3.4 SCR Trigger Module & SRC Module

At 20200 K, Is = 109.6 amps/cm 2  A zero to 5V dc output level is compared to a stable ac
Or 6.84 x 1020 electrons/sec derived reference ramp to produce a variable width

pulse. This is used to gate an asynchronous pulse train
i.e. - 20% increase in electron emission and a and drives a pair of FET switched pulse transformers.
significant reduction in filament life due to the higher Proprietary SCR trigger modules available at the time
temperatures. provided an unreliable zero crossing start and therefore

an 'in-house' design was used.
3. FILAMENT REGULATOR Mains power is switched by a solid state relay, via

isolator and applied to an inverse parallel pair of phase

3.1 Specification angle controlled thyristors. The trigger pulse train
drives the appropriate phase controlled thyristor, a

The requirement was for a regulator, of simple design, typical waveform is shown in Fig. 2. At stabilization,

capable of voltage, current or power control. To the filament voltage is shown in Fig. 3.

rationalise spares, the unit should be able to be
configured to drive any one of 4 different types of high S ori•,• Pls,_

power RF tube at ISIS. Soft start, hard off, overcurrent .. ........ . .

interlocks and the ability to monitor all relevant - ...... ---
voltages, currents and powers for each tube were
incorporated. Filament •olitage

3.2 The System _

The Filament Regulator System comprises a Filament 0 5 10 15 20 25

Regulator module, SCR Trigger module and an SCR Time (milli-sees)

module. Fig. I shows a schematic of the system.

Fig. 2 SCR Trigger pulses Filament Voltage
(shown during run up)

F r E GH GAIN AMP

I ~T 51W 02L OFF

~f

is~s'I S- R
SET F!L5IENT SS

RANSR STSO E RI

PVERT~

0 5 10 15 20 25
Time (millisecs)

24.V MAINS INPUT

Figure 3. Filament Voltage (shown stabilized)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Filament Regulator 4. DATA

3.3 Filament Regulator The data contained in Table I was recorded over the

Samples of filament voltage and current waveforms are period October 1986 to the present day. Bracketed

filtered and scaled, converted to dc, multiplied together numbers in the tube serial no. column indicate various

and compared to a reference. The resulting error incarnations of the TH116 in a bid to overcome
voltage is passed to a high gain amplifier with roll-off lifetime problems. Type (3) became the standard.
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Figure 4 gives complete lifetime curves of hot filament It should be noted that even though RF system 1 is a
voltage and resistance for TH 116 tube serial no. AR 1 low dissipation system, tube life prior to incorporation
with measurements taken on a monthly basis. Upward of tube modifications and power stabilisation was
variations in filament voltage were due to operator similar to that of high dissipation systems.
adjustments. The resistance curve shows a high rate of
carbon loss over the first 1000 hours with some degree
of linearity thereafter.

Tube Hours Failure Mode & r 6 Sera Na ARi IffednE

S/N 3.
RF System 1 (10MeV) a7.0 mFat VOLta -

W3 (1) 3,331 Low emission
Z2 (1) 2,828 Low emission .

AB2 (2) 5,755 Low emission x

AH2 (2) 5,020 Low emission P' 0
AJ6(3) 5,140 Low emission
ALl (3) 23,456 Low emission (Filament SarIkxo,

_____Regulator installed 6. 10.90)AR1 (3) 25,927 Low emission Figure 4. TH 116 Serial No. ARI Filament Voltage &AR21 (3) 75,968 Iw Servicsont Resistance Curves over its Entire LifetimeAR2 (3) 7,968 In Service at Present

RF System 2 (20MeV) 5. CONCLUSIONS
AF4 (2) 4,227 Low Emission
AF3 (2) 678 Undocumented FailureAJ4 (3) 5,499 Low Emission The 15% change in hot filament resistance has provedAK1 (4) 730 Glass cracked (Filament to be the yardstick for 'end of life' predictions and

R(4) 730 Gulatorisalled (Fil 4.) allows for tube changes within maintenance schedules.
It is essential, therefore, that filament data is recorded

AK4 (3) 8,575 Spark Damage at the time of new tube installation and throughout its
AM1 (3) 12 ,549 Low Emission life to enable the characteristic resistance to be plotted.
AR4 (3) 27,836 Low Emission
AP3 (3) 11,272 In Service at Present From the historical data shown, it is clear that, for ISIS,

RF System 3 (20MeV) the change from a 'window' operated voltage regulator
AF1 (5) 5,348 Low Emission system to that of power control of the TH 116 filament
AJ5 (3) 4,166 Not failed. Returned to has had a marked beneficial effect on tube lifetimes.

Thomson for Inspection An estimated saving of the order £60k per annum,
AF5 (2) 3,794 Low Emission based on average lifetimes prior to installation,
AF3 (2) 4,842 Low Emission compared with the most recent whole-life filament
AK2 (3) 8,486 Low Emission (Filamient data, are made.

Regulator installed 22.5.90)
AM3 (3) 10,775 Low Emission 6. REFERENCES
AN5 (3) 19,467 Low Emission
AK5 (3) 14,691 Low Emission 1. High Power Transmitting Valves With Thoriated
AWl (3) 5,879 In Service at Present Filaments For Use In Broadcasting, Walker H S,

RF System 4 (20MeV) IEE, Paper No. 3200E, March 1960.
AA4 (2) 3,567 Low Emission 2. The Electron Emission from Thoriated Tungsten
AE3 (2) 2,831 Filament o/c Filaments, Langmuir I, Physical Review, 1923, 22,
AF1 (5) 5,348 Low Emission p.3 5 7

AJ3 (4) 11,130 Low Emission (Filament 3. Design and Operational Characteristics of
Regulator installed 24.8.90) Thoriated Tungsten Filaments in High Power

AL2 (3) 12,517 Low Emission Valves, Ziegler, Proceedings I.R.E.E Australia,
AM5 (3) 9,132 Suspect tube August 1964.
AQ3 (3) 19,437 Low Emission 4. Transmitter Tubes: The Tetrode, James Wood,
AQ1 (3) 14,170 In Service at Present Internatiopal Broadcasting, Jan/Feb 1988

5. Handbook of Electron Tube and Vacuum

Table 1. ISIS Linac - TH116 History Technology, Fred Rosebury, Addison Wesley,
1965
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EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF HIGH POWER
MILLIMETER WAVE GYRO-AMPLIFIERS*

M. Blank, J. Calame, B. Danly#, B. Levush, J. Choi', NRL, Washington DC
M. Garven, University of Maryland, College Park, MD

K. Nguyen, KN Research, Silver Spring, MD, D. Pershing, MRC, Newington, VA

Abstract The Naval Research Laboratory is currently the electron beam is approximately 70 MHz. The drift
investigating gyro-amplifiers as high power, broadband tubes between cavities are loaded with lossy ceramic rings
sources for millimeter wave radars. A three-cavity Ka- to suppress instabilities. A 3.81 cm, half-wavelength thick
band gyroklystron achieved 225 kW peak output power BeO disk positioned immediately after the pumping
with 0.82% bandwidth. At W-band, several multi-cavity manifold functions as the output window. The experiment
gyro-amplifiers have been experimentally demonstrated, employed two different diagnostic systems for measuring
A four-cavity gyroklystron amplifier has achieved 84 kW output power. The main diagnostic was an anechoic
peak output power at 34% efficiency with 370 MHz chamber joined to the output waveguide which had an
bandwidth. A five-cavity gyroklystron demonstrated 72 absolute accuracy of 8% and a relative accuracy of 0.25%.
kW peak output power with 410 MHz bandwidth and 50 A high-average power calorimeter with 5% absolute
dB saturated gain. For applications requiring greater accuracy was also used to confirm the higher power
bandwidth, gyrotwystron amplifiers are also under study. measurements.
A four section W-band gyrotwystron demonstrated 50 kW Systematic studies were performed over a wide range of
peak output power at 925 MHz bandwidth, operating voltages, currents, magnetic fields, and drive

frequencies. A peak power of 225 kW at 34.90 GHz, with
a -3 dB bandwidth of 0.82%, a saturated gain of 30 dB,

1 KA-BAND GYROKLYSTRON and an efficiency of 31% was obtained. These values were
EXPERIMENTS measured with a beam voltage of 70.2 kV, a current of 10

Itamplifier A, a magnetic field of 13.1 kG and a pulse width of 2 g.s.
In the three-cavity Ka-band gyroklystron duced The beam velocity ratio a was determined to be 1.27 ±
experiment an electron beam of up to 12 A is produced 0.05 using a capacitive probe placed just upstream of the
from a thermionic, double anode magnetron injection gun input cavity. Additional enhancements in bandwidth were
by applying voltages of 65-75 kV. The magnetic field at achieved with magnetic field adjustments and changes in
the cathode can be varied with the gun coils to control the beam voltage and current, at the expense of output power.
beam velocity ratio, a (vt/vz). The beam is adiabatically For example, raising the voltage to 73.10 kV and the
compressed as it enters the region of high magnetic field nominal magnetic field to 13.40 kG produced a -3 dB
(approx. 13 kG) generated by the 14 coil superconducting bandwidth of 0.94% but with a lower peak output power
magnet. The three cavities of the gyroklystron circuit are of 200 kW (shown in Fig. 1). The beam current was 10 A,
positioned in the region of constant magnetic field. Each and the efficiency was 27.5% for this case. Detailed
cavity operates in the TE0,, cylindrical waveguide mode. studies of how the bandwidth varies with operating
Drive power is directed into a passive T~E 411 coaxialPsowrisl parameters, along with comparisons to theory is
resonator which surrounds the TEo,, input cavity. Power is summarised in [1]. In general, the measured bandwidth of
coupled to the circular-electric mode inside the inner the three-cavity device is 2.0-2.7 times as large as that
cavity by four axial slots placed every 90 degrees in obtained from the previous two-cavity gyroklystron
azimuth. The measured cold resonant frequency of the experiment [2].
input cavity is 34.89 GHz and the loaded QL is 188
(primarily diffractive due to the coupling slots). The 2 W-BAND GYRO-AMPLIFIER
intermediate (buncher) cavity employs an annular ring of
lossy ceramic against the upstream endwall to provide the EXPERIMENTS
desired cold-test QL of 194 and a resonant frequency of Several TE011 mode W-band gyro-amplifiers amplifiers
34.62 GHz. The downstream end of the output cavity operating near the fundamental cyclotron frequency have
employs an outward radial step and a nonlinear uptaper to been built and tested. Each circuit consists of four or five
achieve a cold-test QL of 175 and a resonant frequency of interaction sections separated by drift sections cutoff to
34.83 GHz. The frequency upshift due to the presence of the operating mode. For each circuit, a coaxial drive

"Work supported by ONR.
Email: danly@nrl.navy.mil

+ Current Address: Kwangwoon University, Seoul, South Korea.
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cavity, similar to that described above for the Ka-band experiment, the drive power was measured at the output of

experiment, was used. The input cavity parameters were the EIO driver and the losses in the drive line and input

determined through theoretical modeling with HFSS, a cavity were not taken into account.
finite element code that computes field distributions and In the four section WGTWY1 circuit, the output cavity

S-parameters for passive 3D structures. was replaced by a travelling wave section to maximise the

As in the case of the Ka-band buncher cavity, the bandwidth of the device. Figure 3 shows the measured

desired Q values (100-200) of the intermediate cavities are and theoretically predicted peak output power and

achieved by ohmically loading the cavities with rings of efficiency versus drive frequency for a 57 kV, 5 A

lossy ceramic placed at one end of each cavity. In the electron beam. As shown in Fig.2, the measured FWHM

output sections, where no ceramic loading is used, power bandwidth was 925 MHz and the peak output power was

is diffactively coupled through a 5 degree linear uptaper to 50 kW, corresponding to a power-bandwidth product of

the collector radius. For each circuit, the parameters of 46.25 kW-GHz. This power-bandwidth product

the intermediate cavities and the output cavities/sections represents a significant increase over the power-

were determined through cold test measurements. A 2 bandwidth product of the gyroklystron amplifiers (see

kW peak power, mechanically tunable Extended Table 1). The measured data and predictions of non-linear

Interaction Oscillator was used to supply the drive power. theory are in good agreement. The cavity and output

The tests were typically performed with 2 fU sec pulses at section parameters are also indicated on the plot. The

250 Hz for 0.05% duty. The measured results for five traveling wave output section has a measured Q of 70,
recently demonstrated W-band gyro-amplifier circuits are which is 15% below the minimum diffractive Q.

shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Measured performance of NRL W-band gyro- 3 SUMMARY
amplifiers. Several multi-cavity Ka-band and W-band gyro-amplifiers

have been experimentally demonstrated at the Naval
CPoweak Eff c BB GResearch Laboratory. Each circuit was designed to
Power (%) (MHz) (dB) optimize certain aspects of performance such as output
(kW)

WGKLI 67 28 460 29 power, bandwidth, or gain. A three-cavity, Ka-band

WGKL2 60 25 640 27 gyroklystron amplifier has demonstrated a peak output
power of 225 kW at 34.90 GHz, with a -3 dB bandwidth

WGKL3 84 34 370 42 of 0.82%, 30 dB saturated gain and 31% efficiency. A

WGKL4 72 27 410 50 four-cavity gyroklystron amplifier has achieved 84 kW

WGTWY 50 18 925 30 peak output power at 34% efficiency with 370 MHz

bandwidth. A five-cavity gyroklystron demonstrated 72
kW peak output power with 400 MHz bandwidth and 48

Results from the WGKL1 circuit [3], which was used to dB saturated gain. A four section W-band gyrotwystron

benchmark the design tools, and WGKL2 [4] have been demonstrated 50 kW peak output power at 925 MHz
previously reported. The WGKL3 circuit was designed to bandwidth. The measured results were found to be in

demonstrate high peak output power and efficiency at good agreement with theoretical performance predictions.
moderate bandwidths. The efficiency and peak output
power as functions of drive frequency for a 56 kV, 4.4 A 4 REFERENCES
electron beam are shown in Fig. 2. In the figure,
experimental data points are indicated by the filled circles
and the predictions of theory are shown by the solid line. [1] J.P. Calame et al. Physics Plasmas, 6, 285, 1998
The measured results are in good agreement with [2] J. J. Choi et al. IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci.26, 416, 1998.

theoretical predictions. Also shown on Fig. 2 are the [3] M. Blank et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.. 79, 4485, 1997.
resonant frequencies and Q's for each cavity, determined [4] M. Blank et al.,IEEE Trans. Plasma .Sci.,26, 409,1998
by modeling (cavity 1) and cold test (cavities 2-4). The
high efficiency is achieved through the combination of the
high Q output cavity and the minimized stagger tuning of
the intermediate cavities about the resonant frequency of
the output cavity.

The five cavity WGKL4 circuit was designed to
demonstrate large gain, as well as high power and
efficiency. A peak saturated output power of 72 kW was
produced for a 54 kV, 5 A electron beam with 1 W drive
power, corresponding to 50 dB saturated gain. In the
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AN ANALOG RF GAP VOLTAGE REGULATION SYSTEM FOR THE
ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE STORAGE RING*

D. Horan" and E. Cherbak
Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439 U.S.A.

Abstract The present method used to regulate total storage ring
gap voltage is a "control law" software program, utilizing

An analog rf gap voltage regulation system has been twoseare soa acontrol loops. tis
two separate software amplitude control loops. This

designed and built at Argonne National Laboratory to system has worked well, but it can only sample the cavity
maintain constant total storage ring rf gap voltage, field probe powers and make adjustments to the rf system
independent of beam loading and cavity tuning effects. output power at a rate no faster than 1 Hz. This slow data
The design uses feedback control of the klystron mod- acquisition and transmission rate has caused delays in
anode voltage to vary the amount of rf power fed to the reducing the output power of the rf stations, resulting in rf
storage ring cavities. The system consists of two system trips. The trips occur when the storage ring beam
independent feedback loops, each regulating the is suddenly dumped or lost, resulting in an instantaneous
combined rf gap voltages of eight storage ring cavities by increase in the rf power dissipation of the rf cavities by an
varying the output power of either one or two rf stations, amount equal to the beam loading effect. This sudden
depending on the mode of operation. It provides full increase in power can degrade cavity vacuum and cause
operator control and permissive logic to permit feedback damage to cavity components such as tuners and
control of the rf system output power only if proper couplers. The analog automatic gain control (AGC)
conditions are met. The feedback system uses envelope- system was developed to provide fast and accurate control
detected cavity field probe outputs as the feedback signal. of the rf system power output as a function of stored
Two different methods of combining the individual field beam current intensity.
probe signals were used to generate a relative DC level
representing one-half of the total storage ring rf voltage, 2 ANALOG REGULATION SYSTEM
an envelope-detected vector sum of the field probe rf OVERVIEW
signals, and the DC sum of individual field probe
envelope detector outputs. The merits of both methods The analog gap voltage regulation system is a true DC-
are discussed. The klystron high-voltage power supply coupled feedback system for maintaining constant rf gap
(HVPS) units are fitted with an analog interface for voltage amplitude in the APS storage ring cavities (see
external control of the mod-anode voltage level, using a Fig. 1). The system consists of two identical and
four-quadrant analog multiplier to modulate the HVPS independent amplitude-control feedback loops. Each loop
mod-anode voltage regulator set-point in response to regulates the combined gap voltage of eight storage ring
feedback system commands. cavities (a sector-pair) by making real-time adjustments

of the rf power into the cavities in response to cavity
1 APS GAP VOLTAGE CONTROL beam-loading effects. This maintains agreement between

REQUIREMENTS the combined envelope-detected field-probe powers and
an operator-selected gap-voltage setpoint.

The APS utilizes a 7-GeV storage ring to generate oeerator-sSectoin37

synchrotron light for material research. The ring is 3 37

designed to store 300 mA and has been operated routinely
at 102 mA maximum current to date. The storage ring } C

uses 16 single-cell cavities, arranged in groups of four at a
discrete sectors, to generate 9.4 megavolts of total rf gap ", __

voltage. Four 1-MW rf stations are used to supply power
to the cavities, and a waveguide switching/combining
system allows operation of the storage ring with any two

or more of the four rf stations simultaneously.
Because the maximum beam loading in the storage ring Klyston 3.8 Hybid

cavities will represent a coupling coefficient of
approximately 4, the amount of rf power required to

- Md-Anode lLn
maintain 9.4 megavolts of total rf gap voltage varies S-PN INPUT

widely depending on the amount of stored current [1]. V, , -
* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic

Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. Figure 1: Analog rf gap voltage regulation system
# Email: horan@aps.anl.gov
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At every sector, each of the four cavity field probes
drives a dedicated envelope detector, the DC output of -r--a
which is then converted from single-ended to balanced AIalog W output

output by an active line converter. The balanced outputs $'volts Multiplier

of all four balanced converters are then combined at each

sector using a passive resistor network. This DC sum is Disable -- I

sent to another DC-combiner chassis that sums the two lsput

sector-pair DC outputs together and generates a DC signal
directly proportional to the combined field probe power FB r

in eight cavities. This signal is converted to single-ended Control

topology and applied to the input of a VXI-based PID SInpu [.•
controller, which allows for remote control of
proportional, integral, and differential (PID) gain in the 'So1.÷ -d,
feedback loop, plus remote loop setpoint adjustment. The ....
PID controller output is then converted from single-ended
to a pair of equal-amplitude balanced outputs, which are
then each sent via single-pair cable to the external mod- line feedback control signal to single-ended, and also
anode voltage control input of the two rf stations that can diode-clips the feedback control signal in the negative
drive the sector-pair of cavities. This signal controls the direction so that the analog multiplier cannot generate a
rf system output power by increasing or decreasing the mod-anode setpoint voltage significantly lower than the
operator-selected klystron mod-anode voltage regulator operator-selected setpoint value. It provides DC offset
setpoint value. controls to optimize the available range of the setpoint

The AGC feedback system also includes control logic multiplication to a maximum of 1.5, which will result in
that permits feedback control of the rf system output approximately 4 dB of klystron rf output power control
powers under conditional constraints. Each rf station has ap xe l 4 dB of knystron rutput por cona lgicconrolchasistha alowsfeebac tobe ngaed range. The use of an analog multiplier for this function
a logic control chassis that allows feedback to be engaged has two discrete advantages, (1) the AGC feedback
on the rf station only if all of the following conditions aremet: system can never increase the klystron mod-anode

m: system operator consciously selects gap voltage by more than approx. 1.5, and (2) the operator
volystagemfeea operatocons l sstill has control of the baseline value for mod-anode"voltage feedback operation, setpoint. The feedback is disabled on the external control

"* the collector-dissipation interlock is set [2], card by a fast reed relay that shorts the analog feedback
* the particular rfsystem output is switched into control signal input when the feedback logic control

"t a minimum of seven out of the eight cavities chassis detects an operating condition that is not

in the sector-pair are in tune, and compatible with engaged feedback. The Experimental

"* the klystron has a sufficient level of rf drive. Physics Industrial Control System (EPICS) [4] remote-

If any of these conditions are not met, a situation is control screens have been developed to allow for remote

defined where feedback control of the rf system output operator control and monitoring of the feedback control

power either is not desired or not possible. The control logic chassis and system DC operating points from all

logic chassis will then disable the AGC feedback control operating locations.

within 6 ms. This reaction time has proven fast enough to
prevent klystron outgassing caused by sudden large
increases in beam current when the AGC loop is suddenly Two methods of generating the analog feedback system
opened. input signal were tested to determine which would

perform best for this application. One method used the
3 RF SYSTEM POWER OUTPUT vector-sum of eight field probe rf signals (see Fig. 3),

CONTROL which was then envelope-detected to develop a DC
voltage proportional to the amplitude of the combined

The AGC feedback system uses a four-quadrant analog field probe rf signals. The other method used the DC-
multiplier [3] on an interface card to externally control sum of eight individual field-probe envelope detector
the klystron mod-anode voltage (see Fig. 2). The DC outputs (see Fig. 1). The performance of both analog
control signal from the AGC feedback system is used as a feedback system methods was measured. During these
value by which to multiply the operator-selected mod- tests, eight storage ring cavities were under analog-
anode regulator setpoint voltage, thus providing the feedback gap voltage control, while the other eight
ability to increase and decrease the klystron beam current cavities were regulated using the traditional software
in response to the feedback system commands. The control law gap-voltage regulation system.
external mod-anode control card converts the balanced-
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Figure 4: AGC system closed-loop response test

Figure 3: Rf vector-sum feedback input signal rapid roll-off of the loop frequency response above
generation approximately 150 Hz is caused by the limited operating

It was found that using the vector-sum of eight field- bandwidth of the mod-anode regulator.
probe rf signals as the feedback system input resulted in
very poor gap voltage regulation in response to beam 5 CONCLUSION
loading. At a stored current of 100 mA, the combined The analog gap voltage regulation system has been
gap ,voltage of the eight cavities under analog control had sce in prv o osage rin gap votg

sagged approximately 14% from injection-power levels, successful in providing good storage ring gap voltage
Thi por rgultio wa cuse byphae-t-amlitde regulation in response to beam loading effects up toThis poor regulation was caused by phase-to-amplitude 102 mA stored beam. This system will reduce the

cross-modulation of the field probe rf signals when they numb stred am. Thityste m w i due to

were combined in the rf regime. Because each of the number of klystron and cavity-related vacuum trips due to

storage ring cavities and their associated tuner control overpower events when beam is lost or dumped. Closed-

systems react differently to cavity beam loading effects, a loop frequency response tests indicate that the loop
operates in a stable region and has adequate bandwidthvector-sum of individual cavity field probe signals will for the application. This system will be fully installed at

always contain an amplitude distortion generated by the APS by April of 1999.
differential phase shifts of the individual signals. This
amplitude distortion affects the gap voltage regulation by
allowing the beam to unevenly load the cavities without 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
causing a corresponding reduction in the vector-sum The authors would like to acknowledge Mike Phelan and
field-probe signal applied to the gap voltage feedback Bill Yoder for their efforts in constructing and installing
system input. Phase-to-amplitude cross-modulation of the feedback system hardware on schedule to meet studies
the combined field-probe signals creates an artificial deadlines.
increase in total field probe signal level; therefore the
feedback system does not call for more rf power to 7 REFERENCES
combat the beam loading effects, and the gap voltage sags [1] Jin Wook Cho, Yoon Kang, "Measurement of Input Coupler
as more beam is stored. Matching of a Loaded Storage Ring Single-Cell Cavity,"

Using the DC-sum of individual field-probe envelope Advanced Photon Source Light Source Note LS-247, August 14,

detector outputs as the feedback system input produced 1995.

much better gap voltage regulation. By combining DC [2] The "collector interlock" is an interlock system that will limit
signals proportional to the amplitude of the individual klystron beam power if the rf output of the klystron falls below a

preset minimum for longer than 0.5 second.cavity field probe powers, differential phase errors [3] Analog Devices Engineering Staff, Nonlinear Circuits Handbook,

between the cavity field probe rf signals are ignored; the Analog Devices, Inc., pp. 203-227 (1976).
resulting signal is a very sensitive indicator of the [4] http://www.aps.anl.gov/asd/controls/epics/EpicsDocumentation

combined cavity Q reduction caused by beam loading. It
allowed the feedback system to accurately detect beam
loading and increase the rf power to the cavities in order
to maintain 9.4-MV total gap voltage, with no detectable
sag from injection to 102 mA stored current.

Closed-loop frequency response measurements on the
AGC feedback system were performed (see Fig. 4). The
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352-MHZ KLYSTRON PERFORMANCE AT THE
ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE*

D. Horan", G. Pile, A. Cours
Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439 U.S.A.

Abstract

The general performance of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) 352-MHz/1-MW continuous wave (CW) klystrons
is discussed. The original seven-klystron inventory at the
Advanced Photon Source has been in operation since
1995 with good results. Five tubes are presently in
accelerator operation, with two tubes as spares. The
overall performance of the tubes has been very good,

Two tubes were removed from service due to intolerable
operational problems: one suffered collector heat damage
and was subsequently rebuilt and placed back in service;
the other developed a suspected high-voltage (HV)
leakage path between the mod-anode terminal and body,
One tube has a history of high 3rd to 5th harmonic power Figure 1: APS klystron installation
production and is presently kept as a spare. Several of thetubes have experienced damage to the oil-tank HV operated in class-A with a cathode voltage of 68 kV and

tube hae exerinceddamge t th oiltan HV 11.15 A of beam current. Once injection into the storage
connectors due to over-tightening of the bayonet clamps, c
and one tube had high leakage current in an ion pump that ring is completed, the booster synchrotron rf system is

gave a false indication of bad vacuum, placed in a "hot standby" state, where rf drive is removed
and the beam current is reduced to 3 A. The booster

1 SERVICE HISTORY synchrotron rf station then remains in standby until the
storage ring is refilled, resulting in nominal rf power

Five 1-MW rf stations are used at APS to produce the operation approximately 20% of the time.
required rf power, one for the 7-GeV booster synchrotron
and four to drive the storage ring. Each of these rf Table 1: APS 352-MHz klystron data
stations uses a super-power, high-efficiency CW klystron OPERATING

capable of 1300 kW maximum rf output at 351.93 MHz HOURS
(see Fig. 1). As of January 26, 1999, the original KLYSTRON SERVICE/STATUS (as of 1/26/99)
inventory of seven Thomson TH2089A 352-MHz #023 Collector damage; rebuilt 2,804
klystrons have logged more than 83,000 hours of as #041
operation with very good performance (see Table 1), #024 Booster synchrotron 22,874
contributing to rf system availability as high as 99%. Two #026 Storage ring, RF4 12,531
of the original seven klystrons developed operational #029 High harmonic output; in 4,949
problems that prevented them from being used. One of spares storage

these klystrons was rebuilt at the factory and subsequently #030 HV leakage problem in 9,374

returned to service. The other klystron is presently in gun; awaiting further tests
storage awaiting further diagnostic tests. At this time, the #033 Storage ring, RFl 14,609soae#036 Storage ring, RF2 13,885
inventory includes one well-conditioned klystron in #041 Storage ring, RF3 5,163

storage that is available as a spare.

Typical operating conditions for the APS 352-MHz Storage ring service requires the klystrons to operate in
klystrons vary depending on their application. The CW mode at higher power levels. At this time, the
booster synchrotron uses one klystron to produce a maximum storage ring current during normal operation is
ramped rf envelope, ramping from 7 kW to 350 kW 102 mA. This requires a minimum of two klystrons
peak in 250 ms, at a 2-Hz rate, developing an driving the ring. The remaining two klystrons are
average rf power of approximately 125 kW. It is typically kept in "hot-standby" mode, which is diode

operation at a cathode voltage of 85 kV and 4 A of beam

"Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic current. A waveguide switching system allows for rapid
Energy Sciences, under contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. switching to a spare rf station in the event of a failure.
#Email: horan@aps.anl.gov Each of the two klystrons driving the ring operate at a
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maximum rf output power of approximately 650 kW with construction that were in the cooling water flow and
102 mA of stored beam. When driving the ring, the became trapped in the narrow water passages of the
storage ring klystrons operate in class-A at a cathode collector. (2) Collector outgassing caused spent beam to
voltage of 88 kV, with beam current ranging between be ion-focused to a small area, locally exceeding the
11 A to 15.5 A, depending on the amount of stored dissipation capability of the collector and creating an
current. Unless equipment problems preclude, avalanche condition that rapidly increased temperatures
main/standby status between the four storage ring rf high enough to melt copper. Such failure scenarios
stations is typically switched on a weekly basis to involving local heating seem plausible based on the fact
equalize the operating time on the stations, resulting in a that all klystron interlock systems were found to be
duty cycle of approximately 50%. functioning normally immediately after the tube failure,

In both booster synchrotron and storage ring service, but such localized heating would not be detected by
the APS klystrons are operating well below their design measuring return water temperature.
maximums, both in terms of rf output and collector
dissipation. This has enhanced APS operational 3 EXCESSIVE HARMONIC POWER
reliability, suggesting that loading power systems at PRODUCTION
approximately 70% of their design limits is a pragmatic Klystron #029 was removed from storage ring service on
approach to improving overall reliability. 12/8/96 at 4,949 hours due excessive harmonic output

that was damaging the rf system harmonic damper loads.

2 COLLECTOR HEAT DAMAGE Coaxial cables connecting the harmonic damper loads to
the waveguide damper probes became very hot during

On October 16, 1995, klystron #023 suffered a tube operation, indicating the presence of power at higher
catastrophic failure during operation into the storage ring. harmonics. Subsequent signal samples from the harmonic
At the time of the failure, the tube was operating at probes indicated higher harmonic levels relative to levels
80 kV/14 A, with approximately 250 kW rf output. The produced by other klystrons operating in the same socket.
first and only sign of trouble was a HVPS trip on klystron Changes were made in waveguide length between the
ion-pump overcurrent, which fired the HVPS crowbar klystron output and circulator input in an attempt to
and shut down the klystron magnet and filament supplies, reduce the amount of harmonic power developed, but this
Subsequent investigation confirmed that both ion pump had no effect. All other aspects of the tube operation were
supplies indicated a current in excess of 10 mA. It was normal, with no sidebands or other instabilities noted.
also determined that the filament was shorted. At this This tube is presently in spares storage, awaiting further
point, the decision was made to ship the klystron back to testing.
the Thomson factory for failure analysis and repair.

After further examination at the factory, it was 4 SIDEBAND GENERATION
discovered that cooling water had entered the evacuated
region of the tube through a hole in the collector wall. High-efficiency klystrons can become unstable and

Subsequent examination revealed several small areas on generate unwanted sideband energy under certain
the interior surface of the collector where the spent conditions. These sidebands can be at levels as high as

electron beam had melted the copper, and one area where -20 dBc and can also move about in frequency relative to
the local heating was sufficient to cause penetration of the the carrier. This allows them to pass through the storage
collector wall, allowing water to enter the tube. Due to ring cavity bandwidth and modulate the storage ring

the extensive heat damage to the collector and beam.

contamination of the klystron rf structures caused by the Klystron #030 is the only APS klystron that has been
water in the vacuum areas, the klystron was basically proven to generate sidebands (see Fig. 2), which began to

stripped down to its chassis and totally rebuilt. It was
subsequently returned to service at APS.

After extensive investigation, the root cause of this
failure was narrowed down to two possibilities: (1) A
local obstruction to water flow on the exterior collector
surface, which created a localized hot spot on the interior
surface of the collector. This theory is reinforced by the
fact that a small amount of stainless steel shavings,
sufficient in size to possibly cause a small local disruption
in water flow at the collector surface, were found inside
the collector boiler when it was disassembled at the
factory. It was assumed that the shavings were cuttings
produced by pipe threading processes during facility Figure 2: Klystron sidebands
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appear at approximately 5,000 hours of operation. Two instances of false poor vacuum caused by dirty insulators
cavity tunings were performed to eliminate the problem, on the ion pump high-voltage connectors. The ceramic
but ultimately it was determinld that the klystron must insulators in the ion pumps were cleaned, and the ion
operate at a minimum cathode voltage of 92 kV to be free pump current returned to normal values.
of sidebands. This klystron had other operational
problems (see the next section) that may be related to the 7 BROKEN HIGH-VOLTAGE
tendency to produce sidebands. CONNECTORS

5 GUN HIGH VOLTAGE LEAKAGE Several of the APS klystrons have experienced oil tank
leaks due to cracked or broken high-voltage connectors.

At approximately 4500 hours of operation, klystron #030 The damage to the connectors was caused by over-
developed a substantial DC leakage condition between the adjusting the bayonet clamp force of the connector when
mod-anode and tube body. High reverse mod-anode the mating plug was inserted. As a result, more attention
currents (5 mA at Vmod-anode = 40kV, electron current is paid to connector insertion and use, which has reduced
flowing into klystron) were the first indication of the this type of failure to a minimum.
problem. The leakage path allowed klystron beam
current to flow without any mod-anode bias applied to the 8 DIRTY RF WINDOWS
tube (see Fig. 3). Subsequent gun leakage current tests
indicate that this leakage condition has a very nonlinear On June 14, 1998, klystron #033 suddenly began
voltage-current relationship, suggesting a field-emission experiencing window arc detector trips while in storage
discharge point somewhere in the gun. However, the ring service. Inspection of the output flange and window
klystron vacuum does not degrade when this leakage revealed evidence of arcing from center to outside
becomes measurable. This klystron is in storage until it conductor of the coaxial line between the output cavity
can be HV-conditioned in an attempt to characterize and window and the waveguide transition. The surface of theeliminate the leakage path. ceramic window was found to be very dirty. It was later

determined that the arc detector trips began happening

RF#3 CathodeCurrent concurrent with the start of interior concrete block
construction activity in the vicinity of this klystron. This

3.5 _work generated a very fine airborne dust that got past the
klystron window air filtration system and resulted in a

3 - :film of fine dirt particles on the klystron window.

'2.5 - The output waveguide of the klystron was removed,
E -.- caiodelasof and the ceramic window was cleaned using a sandblast

12 2,02/98 procedure with #60 grit at 6 psi. The tube was re-S.... ..... •Cathode I as of

td.5 e 3/24,98 assembled and tested at full power with no further arc
E 3 8trips.

0.5• /*9 CONCLUSION
f In general, the performance of the APS 352-MHz

40.0 45.0 500 550 60.0 65.0 70.0 75.0 80.0 85.0 klystrons has been very good, with very few klystron-
Cathode Voltage (V) related problems interrupting accelerator beam time.

Figure 3: Effect of gun leakage Knowledge gained during the first four years of operation
has improved our ability to identify potential problems
and situations before they result in significant downtime.

6 VACUUM PROBLEMS The long-term effects of low-power diode "standby"
operation on the klystrons are still being studied to

Klystron #033 has exhibited symptoms of a slow vacuum determine if this mode of operation is detrimental to the
leak. If left off without any ion pumping for longer than klystrons.
two hours, the tube vacuum will degrade, requiring ion
pumping for approximately 30 minutes to recover 10 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
sufficiently for HV operation. The tube also exhibits
nonlinear rf gain characteristics between 38 and 40 watts I would like to thank Don Voss, Mike Douell, Ernie

of drive power, suggesting a possible multipactor Cherbak, and Mike Phelan for their assistance in

condition at the input cavity. It is not clear if these two maintenance of the APS 352-MHz klystrons.

conditions are related. During normal operation, the tube
vacuum always returns to normal, with ion pump readings
in the area of 0.5 tA. This klystron also has had two
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RECOMMISSIONING OF THE RF SYSTEM AFTER THE SRS UPGRADE

J. Counsell, D. M. Dykes, P. E. Gibbins, P. A. McIntosh, A. J. Moss, CLRC Daresbury Laboratory,
Warrington, UK, WA4 4AD

Abstract Table 1. RF Parameters

The SRS has been upgraded with the installation of two Parameter Pre upgrade Post upgrade
high-field multipole wiggler (MPW) insertion devices. I (mA) 250 250
The four RF cavities have been relocated to enable the RF frequency (MHz) 499.71 499.71
MPW's to be installed in the appropriate straights. As a Loss/turn (keV) 302 322
consequence, the whole of the high power RF system, Overvoltage 4 4
including the essential services, has been reconfigured. Total cavity power (kW) 50.6 57.6
The changes to the system and the recommissioning Beam power (kW) 75.5 80.5
details are presented. Source power (kW) 138.6 152

1 INTRODUCTION The current EEV klystron is rated at 250kW and so the

Two high-field multipole wiggler (MPW) insertion additional total RF power required can easily be

devices (ID) have been installed in the SRS. They will accommodated using the present power source.

provide users with a higher brightness photon source in
the 5 to 20keV region, a level which is currently not 3 STORAGE RING LAYOUT MODIFICATIONS
available on the SRS. Details of this project were first The SRS is a 16-cell machine, with typically 1 metre
presented at EPAC'96 in Sitges [1]. The necessary available in each straight for the installation of non lattice
changes for the storage ring layout were also presented, elements. The RF cavities occupy four straights, four
highlighting particularly the changes in the RF waveguide more straights are utilised by various injection elements,
system [2]. and the SRS already has three installed IDs. This leaves

To facilitate the installation of two 2T MPW IDs in the five straights that can be used for various diagnostics and
SRS storage ring, a scheme was devised which moved the the installation of the new MPW's. Table 2 shows how
RF cavities to free up two straights enabling not only the the straight allocation has evolved to accommodate the
installation of the IDs, but also provided enough room for new IDs. Those items shown in italic are devices, which
the associated beamlines. cannot be moved from their present straight location.

Opportunity was taken during the machine shutdown to
rationalise the RF controls and cavity cooling water Table 2. SRS Straight Allocation
system, to improve operational efficiency. As the
shutdown was only 3 months (October to December Straight Pre upgrade Post upgrade
1998), a limited rationalisation was achievable. The 1 Septum Septum
installation programme, including the MPW vacuum 2 Kicker 1 Kicker 1
vessels, other vacuum components and the cavity moves 3 Kicker 2 Kicker 2
as well as all the RF system changes had to be completed 4 Cavity 1 TCM/Diag Strip
before Christmas to allow the pumping down of the 5 Undulator Undulator
vacuum envelope over the Christmas period. 6 Cavity 2 MPW I

This paper reviews the relocation of the RF cavities, 7 Current Monitor Cavity 1
details some of the modifications that were made to the 8 Cavity 3/Octupole Cavity 2
RF controls and the cavity cooling system, to enable a 9 SC Wiggler 1 SC Wiggler 1
more efficient mode of operation on the SRS. 10 Cavity 4 Free
Recommissioning of the RF system after the MPW 11 Diagnostic Strip Cavit 3
installation is also discussed. 12 D ctrp Cavity 412 Octupole Cavity 4

2 THE RF SYSTEM IMPLICATION 13 Collimator CollimatorlTune Meas
14 Tune Measuring MPW 2

By installing these two new devices in the SRS storage 15 Kicker 3 Kicker 3
ring, obviously additional RF power was required to 16 SC Wiggler 2 SC Wiggler 2
replace the additional energy lost due to synchrotron
radiation. Calculations of the increased RF power both to
the beam and in the cavity are shown in Table 1.
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The old and new RF system configurations are
compared in Figure 1.

a) 11 b) -

Figure 1. a) Pre-upgrade and b) Post-upgrade Evolution
of RF Cavity Layout.

Figure 2 shows the physical layout of the new RF
waveguide system on the SRS. The klystron isolator is Figure 3. Klystron with Waveguide Switch in Position.
now at ground level, rather than at a height of 4m.

4.2 Cavity Temperature Control

The cavity water control systems have been improved to
allow for a more efficient system operation and a more
precise cavity temperature control. Before the shutdown,
both the cold and the hot water were piped from a remote
water plant room to the cavity mixer valve local to the
cavity, now all the water circuits have been placed local
to the RF cavities. This has allowed the main inlet pump
to be de-rated from 4.45 to 3.34kW, and approximately
60m of pipe-work has been removed, minimising the
inefficiencies in the cooling system in transporting
temperature stable water over unnecessarily long
distances. A saving in operational running costs of
-£8k/year is anticipated. Figure 4 shows a photo of the
cavity water control circuit, incorporating the heat

Figure 2. New RF System Layout. exchanger and mixer valves.

4 RF CONTROLS IMPROVEMENTS

A single EEV klystron is used to feed, via a waveguide
feeder system, all four RF cavities. Prior to the upgrade
shutdown, if it was necessary to change to the spare
klystron, which was possibly from a different
manufacturer, all the associated control systems also had
to be either changed or re-calibrated, which entailed a
lengthy change over process, typically 1 days work.

4.1 Rapid Klystron Changeover.

Taking advantage of the RF cavity relocation, the control
system was redesigned to enable two klystrons to be
controlled through the same control system, by a simple Figure 4. Cavity Water Control Station.
means of changing over control interfaces. Both klystrons
would have a permanent waveguide feed to the RF 5 RECOMMISSIONING THE RF SYSTEM
cavities, via a MEGA WR1800 SPDT manual waveguide The RF system was scheduled to be relocated and
switch (see Figure 3). commissioned, ready for first beam operation by 21 '

The utilisation of such a system means that the spare December 1998. This meant that all the RF control and
klystron would be available for conditioning within 1 water systems had to be operational, and also that the
hour. cavity and waveguide phase relationships were correct.
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5.1 Cavity Coupling was changed by -3'. Evidence of longitudinal phase
The cavity coupling on the SRS cavities is set by a fixed instability is still apparent under normal user beam

The aviy cuplng n te SS caitis i se bya fxed conditions, highlighted by strong synchrotron side bands
matcher assembly, located in the feeder waveguide, aond eachlorbt harm oni seecFigure some furhe

which is in parallel with the cavity impedance, when around each orbit harmonic (see Figure 5). Some further

viewed from the RF driving source. This matcher unit 'fine tuning' will take place in the Easter shutdown.

was converted from a motor driven device to a manual 9 3 ,003W024....S: i • : :: : : *I.a Go k!'z

system and by adjustment of this match position, a _,f _Bn _ I 1-d

coupling factor J], approaching 3 could be set for each .
cavity. Under beam loading conditions, this enables the
cavity to operate with a minimum amount of RF reverse Wi " .
power, whilst sustaining the required accelerating - _ . ._
voltage.

5.2 Cavity Phase

The cavity repositioning in the storage ring has altered E-- - - -

the path length between each cavity, but the phase
relationship has remained the same (see Table 3). Figure 5. Synchrotron Side-bands at 2GeV

Table 3. Cavity Gap and Phase Relationships. 5.5 Induced Cavity Higher Order Modes (HOMs).

From Previous New Gap (") To The commissioning time for the storage ring was short,
Gap (k,) Gap (,) and operations resumed with a poor beam lifetime,

Cavity 1 19.75 9.75 -90 Cavity 2 because of relatively high vacuum pressure, of only a few

Cavity 2 20.25 20.25 +90 Cavity 3 hours at the 100mA level. This has made it difficult to

Cavity 3 19.75 9.75 -90 Cavity 4 assess the effect of HOM's. The cavity temperatures have
been set to their previous values, and the storage ring

To confirm this phase relationship between each cavity current has been limited to 250mA, so no HOM's should

is a difficult process to achieve without being able to use be present. As the vacuum pressure falls and any

the electron beam as an ultimate diagnostic, and so the damping effect from ions reduces, instability effects will

phases were re-set as close to the cavity as possible. This be investigated.
meant that there was a small section of waveguide
beyond the calibration set point, which would need fine-
tuning once beam could be injected into the storage ring. The RF system was completely reconfigured during the

3-month upgrade shutdown. This involved moving the 4
5.3 Cavity Vacuum Conditioning accelerating cavities to new locations, new waveguide

There was a period of several weeks when the cavities layout, new cavity water cooling system, and new RF
were at atmospheric pressure, but stored in clean control system. The commissioning time was shorter than
conditions. As soon as was practical the cavities were envisaged, with the vacuum conditioning taking only a
installed in their new locations and pumped down. Before few hours. The RF system was set up by RF
Christmas the cavity pressures were better than lxl0s measurements, and no changes were needed to the system
torr, and cavity conditioning could begin. The before routine SRS operation restarted.
conditioning period was much shorter than anticipated.
There were no signs of multipactor, no burst of x- 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
radiation and only minor vacuum pressure excursions. The author would like to thank Colin Brown and Andrew
Conditioning of all cavities took only 2 - 3 hours. Goulden for their efforts in completing the RF system re-

5.4 Beam Commissioning location in such a short period of time.

Attempts at first injection into the re-configured storage 8 REFERENCES
ring began on 4th January 1999, and within the first week, [1] J.A. Clarke and M.W. Poole, "Upgrading the
accumulation was achieved and beam ramped to 2GeV. Daresbury SRS with Additional Insertion Devices
The only change needed to the RF system was a change and its Implications for the Storage Ring Layout",
in the klystron drive phase. Proc. 5' Euro. Part. Accel. Conf., Sitges, June 1996,

p623.
On the 25'h January routine operation of the SRS [2] D.M. Dykes, "RF System Changes Associated with

restarted, with no further changes to the RF system. In a the SRS Upgrade", Proc. 5" Euro. Part. Accel. Conf.,
later beam studies shift, in March, the phase of one cavity Sitges, June 1996, p19 4 6 .
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THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE 53 MHZ
RF CAVITIES FOR THE NSLS X-RAY RING

J. Keane, P. Mortazavi, M. Thomas, N. Towne, M. Woodle
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000

Abstract created an engineering challenge to accommodate all
these goals.

Four single cell rf cavities currently provide the required

energy to the x-ray ring beam. Mechanical deficiencies The design concept was centered on minimizing the
and limitations of these early cavities necessitated their number of subassemblies. To accomplish this, the entire
replacement with newly designed units. The selection of cavity was designed mainly from four forged pieces, Fig. 1.
forged OFHC copper, replacement of traditional Conflat
flanges with integrally machined Marmon type flanges,
use of commercial spring loaded metal seals for both
vacuum and rf purposes and an enhanced thermal cooling
system are among the new design features. Ancillary
components such as the input couplers and HOM antennae
have also been redesigned utilizing a thermally
conductivity ceramic material. The design characteristics
and performance will be reviewed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS)
consisting of a linac, three transfer lines, a booster and
two storage rings (uv and x-ray), has been in operation
since early 1980. A total of four 52.887 MHz rf cavities Fig. 1. RF Cavity, Basic Design Concept
currently provide rf power to the x-ray ring, whichoperates at current limits of 350mA at 2.584GeV or The cylinder section, which contains most of the
254mA at 2.8GeV. The NSLS has upgraded all peripheral port flanges, was forged to achieve adequatecomponents to withstand the thermal load associated with hardness at the integrally machined port sealing surfaces.icreasdop ents ofwithstandthe thermal loat 2sso5G teV, wh The use of conventional Conflat flanges were ruled outincreat s4eV operating currentsof5mA at 2.8 T e a nal r due to both incompatibility with rf and the difficulties inat 2.584GeV or 318mA at 2.8GeV. The additional rf

power required would increase 12R losses beyond the joining them to the base copper material. A combination

design limits of the existing cavities. The original cavity of Marmon type flanges integrally machined into the main

bodies were constructed of copper clad steel. The choice forging and a stock seal/clamp mechanism from the

of this material has presented considerable heat transfer Helicoflex company, was proven acceptable. This

difficulties since the water cooling tubes were attached to flange/seal design requires a sealing surface with a

the external steel surfaces resulting in inefficient thermal minimum hardness of 30 - Rockwell "B". The measured

conduction. Other significant problems were poor internal hardness after forging was >40 RB. Electron Beam

surface quality, existence of water to vacuum joints and Welding (EBW) was used as the only joining technique in

difficulties in tuning. These difficulties along with new order to preserve the hardness and prevent grain

operating conditions have necessitated replacement of enlargement. The thermal loads extracted from the

these cavities with a new design. SUPERFISH computer program were used to optimize the
cooling channel configuration on the structure. Finite

2 NEW DESIGN element analyses were carried out on the cooling channels
to determine the temperature rise and the thermal/pressure

A basic goal of the new design was to have a uniform deformations. A water flow velocity of 8 Ft/sec yields a
material throughout the rf cavity. Other requirements such film coefficient of 4 Watts/ in2-_ C. An annealed, copper-
"as increased reliability by eliminating water to vacuum jacketed seal of approximately 1 meter diameter x 8 mm
joints, better temperature control, an easier tuning cross section, furnishes rf contact as well as a vacuum seal
mechanism, elimination of stainless steel Conflat flanges for the front cover. This has a sufficient seal deflection
and considerably fewer external welds and braze joints, range for initial frequency tuning, Fig.2
have also been implemented. The relatively large physical
size, about one meter in diameter by 0.8 meter long,
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Torr, and the center electrode heated to 40'C with a
closed-loop water system. The center electrode
temperature coefficient was measured to be -2.1 3kHz/0 C;
the gap sensitivity is 2.2 kHz per mil. Cavity power was
then introduced. Several regions of multipactoring were
found and recorded. High power was applied to 50 kW
within the first eight hours of testing and was increased to
65 kW after several hours for RF conditioning. The
overall temperature stability remained within a few tenths
of a degree, steady state. The multipactoring regions were
conditioned out after 24 hours of operation.

To compensate for reactive beam loading and cooling
water temperature variation, a motor driven shorted-loop

Fig. 2. 52.887 MHz RF Cavity Assembly tuner is used, Fig. 4.

To accommodate higher RF power transfer to the cavity
and beam, a new, water-cooled, 6" coaxial power input
loop/vacuum window was designed, built, tested and
installed into the new cavity. Two windows were built,
one using an aluminum oxide (A12 0 3 ) ceramic, the other, a
beryllium oxide (BeO) ceramic. The window body is OF
copper and is directly brazed to the ceramic. The loop
itself is made from a copper bar in which the cooling
channels were gun-drilled to meet within the copper so
that no water to vacuum joint exists. In this way the
cooling water is very effective in cooling the center
conductor. This is brazed to the loop close to the ceramic,
insuring minimum heating. The ceramic itself coated with
approximately 20 A of titanium nitride for charge leakageFi.4ShreLopTnrAsml
and to reduce multipactoring, Fig. 3.Fi.4ShreLopTnrAsml

By inserting the water-cooled shorted loop into the
cavity, the center frequency will be increased. The
advantage of shorted loop over plunger tuner is the fact
that the high cavity current no longer passes through a
sliding contact. However, the small displacement current

_ due to interception of electric field that travels down the
loop shaft is returned to the ground through a sliding
contact located in the loop assembly.

Seven antennae are inserted into various ports in the
cavity for higher order mode damping. Since modes
deviate with cavity perturbations, modes were measured
throughout the tuner range and the dampers adjusted to

Fig. 3.Coaxial Power Window, Basic Design Concept. insure adequate suppression at all tuner positions. The
cavity has been installed into the x-ray ring and

Using the copper cavity with both loops installed, one successfully operated for the past ten months. Since some
as the input loop, 3x over-coupled, the other as a 500 of the damping antennae are quite long and intercept many
loaded output lIp 2x over-coupled, rf power at 150 kW- kilowatts of the fundamental field, a high pass filter was
cw was passed through the windows for 10 hours with no designed and installed on them.

notieabe haiig orarcng.TheA120 widowhas Collectively, the damping antennae intercept more
successfully been in operation in the x-ray ring for the than 10 kW of the fundamental field when terminated into
past ten months. 50-ohm loads. To reduce this RF power loss, four of

these antennae are fitted with high-pass filters (HPFs) with
a cutoff at the first significant higher-order mode (HOM)

3 RF TESTING frequency of 270 MHz, Fig. 5.

After the cavity was received, Q0 was measured at 18000.
The input loop was installed, the cavity evacuated to 10-9
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of the Marmon type flanges using Helicoflex seals have
been found mainly to depend on the seal quality control.
The second rf cavity is scheduled to be installed during
the NSLS 1999 winter shutdown.

5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The authors Would like to thank the NSLS support
personnel, particularly, R. D'Alsace, R. Freudenberg, N.
Guglielmino, J. Newburgh, G. Ramirez, T. Rodrigues, S.
Pjerov and J. Vaughan for their excellent technical efforts.

Fig. 5 High Pass Filter Assembly 6 REFERENCES

These HPFs are mounted close to the cavity. One filter [1] P. Mortazavi, M. Thomas, "A Design Upgrade of the Rf Cavity and
its Power Window for High Current Operation of the NSLS X-Ray

is a four-element HPF of the type used on the main cavity Storage Ring", Proc. 1995 Part. Acc. Conf. Vol, 3 pp. 1768-1769.

of the VUTV ring with a fundamental rejection of >60 db. [2] M. Thomas, R. Biscardi, W. Broom, S. Buda, R. D'Alsace, S.

This antenna and HPF is located near the center-electrode Hanna, J. Keane, P. Mortazavi, G. Ramirez, J. Wang, "NSLS X-Ray

E-field region and needs no provision for water cooling of System Rf System Upgrade", Proc. 1993 Par. Acc. Conf., Vol. 2, pp.

the antenna. Three antennae of significant length are 1419-1420

located in the shorting wall of the cavity and are heated by
if currents generated by the large magnetic field present
there. These antennae dissipate up to 300 watts and are
therefore fitted with three-element HPFs designed to pass
cooling water through a shorted stub which also acts as
the first inductive element of the filter (see Figure 5).
Water is supplied through a spit tube and returns coaxially
through the center conductor. A coaxial capacitor and a
shunt inductor complete the three-element HPF and carry
away the HOM power from a tap on the shorted stub.
These HPFs have a fundamental rejection of >40 db. The
antennae have been in operation for more than ten months.

4 CONCLUSION

The replacements of NSLS x-ray ring RF cavities are
being implemented with newly designed peripherals.
ACCEL Instruments in Germany has built the first two RF
cavities, Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. 52.887 MHz RF Cavity Assembly

The first unit was tested and installed with newly
designed ancillary components. The RF, vacuum and
temperature stability and control performance have been
well within design goals. The repeatability and reliability
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SLOW FEEDBACK LOOPS FOR A LANDAU CAVITY WITH HIGH BEAM
LOADING

N. Towne*, National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Bldg. 725B, Upton, NY 119 7 3-5000t

Abstract Section 3 contains a description of a proposed RF control

Equilibrium bunch shapes for bunches stretched with a system capable of stretching, compressing, controlling the

higher-harmonic cavity are sensitive functions of beam and cavity phase arbitrarily (within the limits of the power am-

RF parameters. This paper gives results of calculations of plifier in high beam loading), and operating without beam.

equilibrium bunch shapes as a function of Landau-cavity In that section it is assumed that the main-cavity field is
phase, the relationship between the stretched-beam phase fixed and that the harmonic-cavity loops are slow compared

and slow feedback controls for the cavity is described, and to the coherent frequencies: coherent instabilities [3] (aside

a control system capable of stretching, compressing, con- from the equilibrium-phase instability) are not considered.

trolling the cavity phase arbitrarily (within the limits of the Machine parameters are given in table 1.

power amplifier), and operating without beam for use in the Table 1: Values of VUV ring, cavity parameters, and sym-
NSLS Vacuum-Ultraviolet (VUV) ring is presented. The bletbols. ____ ______

last is compared with the existing RF controls for the VUV- Beam energy E0 800 MeV
ring harmonic cavity [1]. Energy loss per turn Uo 20.4 keV

Momentum compaction a 0.0245
1 INTRODUCTION Revolution frequency wo/2ir 5.8763 MHz

The sensitivity of the bunch shapes to the RF-system pa- RF peak voltages Vi / V2 80/20 kV

rameters of a Landau cavity has important implications to RF harmonic numbers hi /h 2  9/36

the RF controls for the cavity. Small shifts in the bunch's
potential well shift the bunch centroid by an exaggerated 2 BUNCH SHAPES
amount through changes in the equilibrium bunch distri-
bution. In particular, shifts in the phase of the harmonic This section considers the sensitivity of stretched bunch
cavity voltage have an amplified effect on the beam phase. shapes to cavity phase. Due to the use of a near-40 4 po-
There is negative feedback, when there is beam loading, re- tential, bunch shapes [4] are sensitive functions of the
sulting from the movement of the bunch centroid. This is harmonic cavity field-in particular the phase-when the
described in section 2. bunches are optimally stretched. This occurs because the

The original control system for the powered harmonic equilibrium distribution sloshes in the shallow potential
cavity, the one that is in use now [1], has worked re- well. Furthermore, the shifts of the beam phase and the
markably well with very high beam loading. There are cavity phase are of opposite signs. To see this, if the
three loops-the tuning loop, a loop that levels the forward harmonic-cavity phase is shifted so that the harmonic-
power on the transmission line, and a loop that levels the cavity voltage lags a small amount, the total voltage is
cavity field by controlling the phase of the forward power. shifted downward locally. This shift moves the syn-
The tuning loop controls the phase of the cavity field rela- chronous phase forward in time to where the main cav-
tive to the forward wave on the transmission line [2]. The ity, having a lower frequency, brings the waveform up. In
crossed level and phase loops work well with substantial this way the new synchronous phase leads the original syn-
beam loading because of the large detuning of the cavity. chronous phase. The amount by which it leads is large
(By crossed loops is meant that the phase detector in one compared to the original phase shift since the RF wave-
loop drives the attenuator and the level detector drives the form is locally flat. The degree to which the bunch cen-
phase shifter in the drive to the amplifier.) The shortcom- troid moves depends on the intrinsic energy spread. In fig-
ing of the existing system is that it is not able to vary the ure I is shown calculated bunches shapes for the VUV ring
phase of the cavity over a sufficiently wide range due to when optimally stretched and when the cavity phase has
the polar nature of the RF modulators and the fact that the been shifted by -2*. The bunch phase is shifted by the
cavity tuning is controlled through the incident RF wave on factor -4.5 times the cavity-phase shift.
the transmission line. For this reason bunch shapes are not This phase shift of the beam in response to a perturba-
optimal. tion of the cavity phase, through beam loading, provides

* Email: towne@bnl.gov negative feedback from the beam to the cavity field. This
t Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of En- negative feedback is a mechanism by which perturbations

ergy, under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016. of the cavity phase are suppressed. This is to say, e.g., that
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3 HARMONIC CAVITY CONTROLS
.8 In this section is discussed the proposed control system for

0 the harmonic cavity. Several major functions the system is
0.6 required to perform are:

0.4 * stretched-bunch operation,

0.2 * compressed-bunch operation,

9 passive operation for injection, and
=3 -2 -1 1 2 3 * off-line or low-current operation.

Time (ns)

In stretched-bunch mode the control system must be able
Figure 1: Calculated bunches shapes for the VUV ring to control the cavity phase over a substantial range. This
when optimally stretched and when the cavity phase has range is limited by the RF power available.
been shifted by -2'. In the second case the beam phase In figure 2 is shown the complete configuration for the
has shifted +9' at the harmonic-cavity frequency. control system proposed here. In the figure a complex-

phase modulator (CPM) is used to control the drive to the
amplifier. The reason for this, as discussed in section 2, is

a perturbation of the generator current affecting the phase that control through cartesian coordinates is more appro-
of the total current is largely cancelled by the shift in the priate for this problem where the forward-wave amplitude
beam's contribution to the total current in the cavity. An a on the transmission line may be required to go near zero
estimate of the degree to which this cancellation occurs, in and into different quadrants of the complex-a plane.
the limit that III < Ib I and 19 is approximately orthogo-
nal to IT, goes as follows. One expresses the perturbation _..
in the phase of the cavity voltage 6'iv as

6q =6 () plUM C/S .Loic bam•

ý-Fb + 6&vo (2)" GrxF, + &P~vo, (3) rid.r • Tuning-- \i

where G is the phase multiplication factor obtained from Complex-HM

figure 1 (-4.5) and 6 'Ivo is a shift in the phase of the cavity phoritymodulator
field that would be present in the absence of a shift in the ar
beam phase. Solving this last equation for 6xflv, we have *

v - 1---G ) vo- (4) r-- * setpoint

In summary, the shift in the bunch centroid due to pertur-bations influencing the harmonic-cavity phase reduces such Figure 2: Configuration for the harmonic-cavity control
perturbations by the factor 1/(1 - G). system. The labels 'A' and 'P' represent switch positionsA consequence of this result is that much larger swings for active and passive operating modes respectively and 'S'of amplifier power are required to vary the cavity phase a and 'C' represent switch positions for stretched and corn-given amount than if there were no shift in the beam phase. pressed operating modes. The ticker inputs are intended forIn fact, one would like that the forward-wave amplitude on diagnostic use only. The active/passive switch marked with

the transmission line be able to pass through zero to differ- the asterisk selects a lower loop gain for the passive mode.
ent quadrants of the forward-wave plane. This is inconsis- For the level regulation of the cavity ordinary envelop
tent with features of the existing control system. detection is used to sense the cavity voltage and provide

Therefore, conclusions to be carried to the next section feedback to a, (the real part of a; the nominal beam phase
are that: provides the phase reference so that ar is in-phase with the

"• control of the cavity tuning using the difference be- beam while ai is in quadrature with the beam); phase detec-

tween phases of the cavity and the forward wave on tion is through a mixer and the phase of the beam is used to

the transmission line is not adequate and generate the phase error instead of the phase of the cavity.

"* a vector modulator must be used in place of a phase There are two reasons for doing this. The first is that the

shifter/attenuator combination for the control of the bunch-phase factor G provides additional gain compensat-

drive to the power amplifier, ing the 1/(1 - G) factor of equation 4. The second is that
the beam phase is the quantity that needs to be regulated; it

Both conclusions are necessitated by the fact that the is the most appropriate diagnostic for maintaining optimal
forward-wave amplitude must be able to go through zero. bunch stretching.
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Cavity detuning is handled differently than in the usual tive operation for both stretched and compressed modes.
method of detuning for beam-loading compensation [5] Arbitrary cavity phases can be maintained, within the limit
where the tuning error signal is derived from the phase be- of available RF power, and cavity tuning does not require
tween the cavity field and the forward wave on the trans- use of the forward wave on the transmission line. Beam
mission linearg V/a. The latter method is not applicable phase has the best potential for maintaining optimal bunch-
here because it is required that tuning control operate when ing and is used for phase-loop feedback in stretched mode;
the forward wave is zero. To resolve this problem the tun- in compressed mode the cavity phase is used. The cross-
ing block of figure 2 is required to move the cavity resonant coupled amplitude and phase control loops present in the
frequency upwards for a given sign of a, and limit the de- existing control system are retained.
tuning to the high side of the RF frequency. In this way the Perturbations of the cavity phase are reduced by negative
modulation amplitude a, is kept at zero, even when ai is feedback provided by the beam sloshing in a flat potential
small. well. The implications of this fact on the cavity control

When using the harmonic cavity to compress the bunch, system are explored.
the phase of the cavity is reversed so that the slope of the The control system described here is far from optimal in
RF wave at the phase of the bunch is increased. This is in the context of what the formalism of optimal-control theory
contrast to the stretched-bunch mode where the harmonic offers to the control of RF systems [6]. Optimal control
cavity cancels the slope in the RF wave generated by the theory requires, when there is beam loading, that a realistic
main cavity. There are two main differences in the low- model of the beam be available or nonsensical results are
level controls between these two modes. The first is that the obtained. Unfortunately, theoretical models of the behavior
cavity phase is used as feedback instead of the beam phase of stretched beams are not available and one must rely on
because the gain advantage of beam feedback in stretched the use of empirically constructed models. Development of
operation is not present in compressed operation. The other such empirical models is a challenge and is a longer-term
difference is that the tuning control is required to move the prospect at NSLS.
resonant frequency in the opposite direction-to the low
side of the RF frequency-and to confine it there. The - 1- 5 REFERENCES
gain and tuning-logic blocks of figure 2 make this happen.

In pssie oeraiontheRE apliierandCPMare [1] R. Biscardi, S. L. Kramer, and G. Ramirez, Nucl. Instrum.In passive operation the RF amplifier and CPM areMehd A36(19)p.2 30
switched off and the cavity driven by beam alone. In this
configuration the tuning servo loop, which is used during [2] F. Pedersen, IEEE Trans. Nuc. Sci., Vol. NS-32 No. 5, p. 2138

active operation, may be used to level the RF field in the (1985).

cavity by detuning the cavity sufficiently, when there is suf- [3] S. Krinsky and J. M. Wang, Particle Accelerators Vol. 17, p.
ficient beam current, to provide the correct field in the cav- 109. (1985)
ity. The starred active/passive switch of figure 2 adjusts [4] M. Sands, SLAC Report No. SLAC-0121 (UC, Santa Cruz),
the gain of the loop appropriately. Tuning control is as de- Nov 1970.
scribed for powered (active) operation. Passive operation is [5] W. Broom, J. M. Wang, BNL Report 62789 (1996).
used during injection. Alternatively, one can dispense with [6] D. Boussard and E. Onillon, CERN Report No. CERN SI.93-
this loop altogether by using fixed detuning. 09 (RES), (1993).

The transition from passive to active operation occurs
as follows. After the ring is filled and ramped and the
harmonic-cavity control systems is switched to active, there
is a jump in the operating point of the CPM that brings the
cavity phase to the optimum for stretching (when stretch-
ing). In this state ai jumps to a new value and a, becomes
nonzero. In response to the latter condition the cavity tun-
ing shifts to bring ar to zero. When this is completed the
CPM is at its normal active operating levels.

Off-line operation with cavity voltage leveled is not ac-
commodated explicitly in figure 2 and is accomplished by
fixing the detuning of the cavity. The level-regulating loop
controlling a, provides the drive to the CPM. Open-loop
operation requires opening the level-regulating loop and
applying a bias to terminal M or one of the 'tickler' inputs.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This control system described here, intended to be slow
compared to the coherent motion, provides passive and ac-
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THE MM-WAVE SHEET BEAM KLYSTRON:
PERFORMANCE AT DIFFERENT VOLTAGES

S. Solyga, M. Schmolke and H. Henke*
Technische Universitift Berlin, EN2, Einsteinufer 17, D-10587 Berlin, Germany

Abstract 2 ELECTRON GUN SIMULATIONS

The aim of our work is the design of a simple and light, Basis for the electron guns considered here is a design of a

small and cheap mm-wave source with moderate power. 25kV electron gun providing a sheet beam of 400 pm thick-

Our choice has been a 25kV PPM-focused sheet beam ness and current of 1.9 A/cm at a cathode loading of less

klystron (SBK). However, the efficiency predicted for such than 5 A/cm 2 , [1]. The implemented modulation anode al-

a device is very poor: A low beam voltage means small lows nearly powerless beam switching for pulsed operation

coupling coefficients and a sheet beam profile means a gun while keeping the costs for the power supply at a moder-

with one-dimensional compression only resulting in a low ate level. Together with the anode it forms an electrostatic

current density. Thus, the performance can be improved lense thus heavily increasing the compression up to a ratio

by either splitting the wide beam into several round beams of 10:1. Keeping the number of electrodes included small

with higher current density, or by raising the beam volt- and their shapes as simple as possible is expected to reduce

age. In this paper the performance of a 25, 50 and 100kV the manufacturing costs.

mm-wave SBK is investigated. Simulation results for the EGN 2.901: Gun Plot
electron guns and the cavity resonantors are presented and UI=o.okV, U2=25kV, U5=9.0kV. 1"=9.3•,lA/m. UNr-4.0e-05., CYCLE=I00. PASS.150, ST=3.4

an overview on the predicted electrical parameters is given. 0.-X4

0.002

0. 002 I1 INTRODUCTION 0 ..
0 0.01 0.0154

The concept of a low voltage sheet beam implies several meter

advantages which led to our choice of a 25kV PPM focused
SBK: A low voltage drastically reduces the requirements of UE=N2.kV0U1G50kVU5=100kV.I*= 1.3O0AC4.UNIT=40-03.CYCL0=I00,PASS=150.S

x-ray shielding and power supply while a flat beam is well o.ooojadapted for modern microfabricational techniques where a o0-~ •:::: :: ,:? :.. . =:=::i : . ::: i::::....

p0.002.2planar geometry is necessary. The moderate level of cur- 0 ° ,, : O, , I ,F T
rent density permits focusing using a light periodic perma- 0.
nent magnet structure. 0.

0
1 0.02meter

Unfortunately, opposed to the advantages inherent in a
low voltage sheet beam concept is the drawback of a low EGN 2.901: Gun Plot
efficiency resulting from a low current density and a small UI=0.okV, U2=100kV, U5=13.0kV, r= 1.9e+OOA/cm, UNIT=4.0e-05m, CYCLE=100. PASS=150, ST=3.4

shunt impedance value. A low beam velocity degrades • 0.oo3

the shunt impedance for two reasons: the transit angle E.001as well as the transverse dependence of the impedance is o 0.01 o.;2 0.029

increased. The best possible efficiency within reach for meter

a 25kV PPM focused SBK was predicted to be approxi-
mately 10% (without making use of a depressed collector). Figure 1: Vertical cut of 25kV, 50kV and 100kV electron
A way to improve this situation is going to higher volt- gun

ages. Within the present study simulations have been per-
formed to examine what gain in klystron performance may Starting with an anode voltage Vo of 25kV its value
be achieved by raising the beam voltage. Due to the high was increased in two steps to 50kV and 100kV. One way
aspect ratio of the beam (25:1), a twodimensional treatment would have been simply scaling all the voltages leading
yields good approximation results and is used throughout to a modanode voltage of 36kV in case of 100kV applied
this paper. to the anode. Since we prefer a low modanode voltage

switching the beam we did not further follow this idea.
The minimum electrode spacing drain between modulation

henke@TU-Berlin.DE anode and anode necessary to avoid electrical breakdown
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was determined using Kilpatrick's criterion [2] and a rela- 0.6 2400
tionship given by Staprans [3] as a guideline which reads ___,___ Q
in the worst case (D.C. operation and beam switched off) R'/kfTcm RQ/Q

drain = (Vo/3 • 106)1.25 with drain and Vo taken in MKS R1 1600
units leading to 2.5mm, 6.0mm and 14.2 mm spacing for -/Qcm /
25kV, 50kV and 100kV anode voltage, respectively.

In order to keep the already achieved beam shape and 0.2 800
compression ratio nearly unchanged while varying the an-
ode voltage, the voltage and position of the modulation an-
ode was carefully adapted. This was accomplished per- 0.0 0
forming simulations using the electron optics code EGUN. 0.0 0.25 0.5 g/mm 1.0
Figure 1 shows a vertical cut of the three guns under in- 2.5 2500
vestigation together with the according electron trajecto- R1 Q
ries and equipotentials. The obtained results apparently ex- R'/kcm- Q
hibit that the beam thickness of 0.4mm can be maintained R1
while the beam current increases to 2.6 A/cm in case of -/flcmr 1500
the 50kV beam and to 3.8 A/cm for the 100kV beam. The Q R'/Q0
corresponding modanode voltages required are 10kV and 1.0 1000
13kV only and the cathode loading amounts to 7 A/cm 2

and 10.2 A/cm 2 respectively. 0.5 500

0.0 03 CAVITY RESONATORS 0.0 0.25 0.5 g/mm 1.0

The.resonator cavities are considered to consist of a certain 7.0 3500
number of identical simple muffin tin cells, see fig. 2. For R'/kf~cm
each beam voltage, the gap width g has been optimized for R1Rl/kY ' Q
maximum shunt impedance at y = 0 by means of the code _/fem
GdfidL [4] with the frequency fixed to 91.392GHz. Q 4.0 2000

1- 2.0 -/, 1000

S0.0 00.0 0.25 0.5 g/mm 1.0

Figure 3: Parameters of the cavity from fig. 2 for 25, 50
and 100kV beam voltage

Figure 2: Two-dimensional single cell resonantor 6, 9 and 12 cells may be placed, and the total impedance

At 25kV, the optimum gap width is g = 0.4mm and the would be 39, 58 and 78k1cm.

shunt impedance is 520flcm. For synchronous operation,
a cell distance of 1mm, 0.75mm and 0.5mm is required 4 PREDICTED EFFICIENCIES
for 27r-, 37r/2- and 7r-mode, respectively. Correspondingly,
within A./16 ;, 5mm 5, 7 and 9 cells can be placed, yield- As shown in [5], the d.c. to r.f. conversion efficiency takes
ing a total shunt impedance of 2.6kcm, 3.6kfem and its maximum
4.7kfcm, respectively. [ 2 R for mR < 2Ro

At 50kV, the optimum gap width is g = 0.55mm -m frX -
with 2.3kf2cm shunt impedance. The cell distances are =
1.35mm, 1.02mm and 0.68mm for 2-7r-, 37r/2- and 7r- for mR > 2Ro
mode, respectively. Again, assuming a maximum structure
length of Aq/16 ; 7.5mm, 5, 7 and 11 cells should be re- at an external load of
alistic, yielding a shunt impedance of 13, 18 and 25kflcm,
respectively. Qext = Q for mR < 2Ro

Finally at 100kV, the gap should be 0.75mm wide andt Q/(mR/Ro - 1) for mR > 2Ro
the shunt impedance predicted for a single cell is 6.5kilcm.
For 21r-, 37r/2- and 7r-mode, the cell spacing must be 1.8, where the lower lines refer to saturation drive. Here, m
1.35 and 0.9mm, respectively. Within Aq/16 ; 12mm, is the current modulation, Ro the beam resistance, R the
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unloaded shunt impedance, Q the unloaded and Qext the Displays and Vaccuum Electronics, Garmisch-Patenkirchen,
external quality factor of the resonator. Germany, April 29-30, 1998.

For all voltages, maximum shunt impedance is achieved [2] W.D. Kilpatrick, "Criterion of vacuum sparking designed to
at 7r-mode, and the predicted efficiencies are 11% at 25kV, include both RF and DC", Review of Scientific Instruments,
41% at 50kV and 63% at 100kV. - Saturation drive is pos- vol. 28, no. 10, October 1957, pp.824-826.
sible only at the the higher beam voltages. - The external [3] A. Staprans, "Electron gun breakdown", 1985 High-Voltage
quality factors required are 1260, 1430 and 490, respec- Workshop, Monterey, CA, Feb. 1985.
tively. Here, a current modulation of 1.6 has been assumed. [4] W. Bruns, "GdfidL: A Finite Difference Program for Arbi-

trarily Small Perturbations in Rectangular Geometries" IEEE

5 REFERENCES Trans. on Magn., vol. 32, no. 3, 1453-1456, May 1996

[5] S. Solyga, H. Henke and W. Bruns, "Output Cavity Studies
[1] S. Solyga and H. Henke, 'Two-Dimensional Design of a Low for a Low Voltage mm-Wave Sheet Beam Klystron", Pro-

Voltage mm-Wave Sheet Beam Klystron", ITG-Conference: ceedings of the 6th European Particle Accelerator Confer-
ence, June 22-26, 1998

Table 1: Parameter values according to 25kV, 50kV and 100kV beam voltage, respectively

section parameter symbol 25kV 50kV 100kV 1 unit

frequency f 91.392 GHz
D.C. input Po 47.5 130 380 kW

main rf output P 5.2 53 240 kW
efficiency (h1/Io = 1.6) 77 11 41 63 %
duty cycle 1:100 1
pulse width 1 ms

voltage V0  25 50 100 kV
current 1o 1.9 2.6 3.8 A
beam width w 10 mm
beam height h 0.4 mm
current density JA 47.5 65.0 95.0 A/icm

beam perveance per square K1 19 9.3 4.81 nP
resistance _ _Ro 13.2 19.2 26.3 kQ
velocity V0 0.302 0.413 0.548 c
charge density go 5.2.10- 5.2-10- _- 5.8- 10 -• C/m

I plasma frequency WP 10.2 10.2 10.7 GHz
reduced plasma frequency Wq 7.6 6.6 5.8 GHz
reduced plasma wavelength Aq 75 118 178 mm

mod. anode voltage Vm 9 10 13 kV
cathode width wc 10 mm

gun cathode height hc 4.0 mm
cathode loading Jc 5.0 7.0 10.3 A/m

beam compression 10:1 1

period length Lf 8.0 mm
half-aperture af 0.6 mm

focusing magnet thickness tf 2.0 mm
field amplitude Bo 60 53 47 mT
pole tip field B 110 94 84 mT

_ magnetization M 87 75 67 kA/m

half-aperture a 0.30 mm
half-depth b 0.92 0.90 0.89 mm

cavities gap length g 0.40 0.55 0.75 mm
shunt resistance p. cell R 0.52 2.29 6.51 kQ
R/Q ratio p. cell R/Q 0.42 1.48 3.52 n
unloaded quality factor Q 1260 1545 1850 1
external quality factor Qext 1260 1430 490 1
number of cells (7r-mode) N 9 11 12 1
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THE S-BAND TRANSMITTER DESIGN FOR THE INSTITUTE OF
ACCELERATING SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS RACETRACK

MICROTRON

A. Hawkins, W. North, C. Wolcott, A. Zolfaghari, MIT-Bates;
D. P. Economou, D. Baltadoros, A. V. Filippas, A. Karabarbounis,

N. Papanicolas, E. Stiliaris, N.Uzunoglou, IASA-Greece;

Abstract transformer, TI, whose primaries are across the 20 kV

and whose 8.5 kV secondaries are in series-opposition
A high-power CW (continuous-wave) source, at 2380 with the 20 kV line, yielding 11.5 kV L-L with only 74%
MHz, for the IASA (Institute of Accelerating Systems and of the kVA rating of a 20kV/1 1.5kV transformer.
Applications), (Athens, Greece), Microtron (see Table 1.)
is based on the CPI (Communications and Power 3 AC to DC Converter
Industries) type VKS-8270 multi-cavity klystron. The
high-lev'el DC power conditioning for the klystron uses an 3.1 Variable- Voltage Transformer (VVT)
existing high-voltage transformer-rectifier (HVPS)
and variable-voltage transformer (VVT), designed to The WT is of dry construction, air cooled, and housed in
operate from 60 Hz power, whereas the local power is at an enclosure 8.8' x 7.5' x 9.1', weighing 15,000 pounds.
50 Hz. Other features include a new electronic crowbar At its simplest, the VVT, T2, is a linear-format version of
system and high-speed primary-power disconnect. a variable autotransformer. The advantage of linear is

increased contact surface area. The disadvantage is
1 INTRODUCTION increased leakage inductance of the magnetic circuit. The

VVT circumvents leakage inductance by means of a
To transplant the Microtron RF source to its new venue, transformer with a multiple-tapped secondary winding.
making use of its iron-cored components, adjustments are The multiple taps are connected to points along the linear
made for the use of 50 Hz primary power instead of 60Hz. winding, short-circuiting the leakage reactance. The E-
In addition, a more effective electronic crowbar and 70381 VVT is far more complicated than just three
surge-current limiting, for protection in the event of a ganged variable transformers however. Each phase has
klystron gun arc, is provided. A simplified schematic of two linear commutating windings and a transformer
the system is shown in Figure 1. whose primary winding bridges the incoming line and

which has dual secondary windings, each with 14 taps.
There are two sets of dual brushes on each commutating

Table 1: The main characteristics of the IASA winding, one at each end, motor driven in opposite
Cascade RaceTrack Microtron. directions. The brushes are connected to the primary of

each phase of a "buck-boost" output transformer. One
Injector RTM I RTM 11 side of each secondary winding is connected to a tap on

Injection Energy [MeV] 6.5 41 the input transformer secondary, which establishes the
Gain per Turn [MeV] 1.32 8 mid-point of the adjustment range. With the brushes
Number of Recirculations 26 25 opposite each other, the primary voltage is zero and the
Max Output Energy [MeV] 6.5 41 240 output is the midpoint voltage. As the brushes are driven
Max Current [uA] 600 100 100 away from each other in one direction, the primary
Incremental Number v 1 1 voltage increases in the "buck" direction reducing the
Magnets Field [Tesla] 0.22 1.34 output. When driven in the opposite direction, the primary
Spacing [m] 8.8 3.25 8.7 voltage increases in the "boost" direction increasing the
RF Power Consump. [kW] 117 29 168 output. With 13.8 kV, 60 Hz input, the minimum voltage

is 6.2 kV, and the maximum, no-load, is 14.1 kV, 28%
2 Effect of 50 Hz Line Frequency buck and boost. With the 11.5 kV, 50 Hz input the

corresponding values are 5.2 and 11.75 kV.
The VVT and the HVPS were designed to operate from
13.8 kV, 3-phase, 60 Hz power. With 50 Hz power the 3.2 High-Voltage AC-DC Converter (HVPS)
voltage must be reduced by a factor of 50/60 for the
volt-time integrals to be the same to avoid iron-core The E-18645 HVPS is oil-insulated, self-cooled, housed
saturation. The maximum line voltage is thus 11.5 kV. in a steel tank 5.25' x 7.1' x 8.8', and weighs 28,600
The local power is at 20 kV L-L, which must be stepped pounds.
down to 11.5 kV. This is done with a "bucking"
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The HVPS, PSI, has a step-up transformer with a single voltage across which is proportional to klystron beam
3-phase delta primary and two secondary windings, one current.
delta and the other wye, having identical line-line
voltages. A three-phase, full-wave rectifier (six-pulse) is 4 Protection for the Klystron
connected to each set of windings, and the rectifier
outputs are connected in series-aiding. There is an The klystron, VI, is prone to breakdown between cathode
inherent 30-degree phase difference between the outputs and body, which short-circuits the DC input. The threats
of the delta and wye windings, which interleaves the to the klystron are the energy and charge stored in the
conduction intervals of the 6-pulse rectifiers, producing a capacitance and the charge transport produced by short-
12-pulse output with 30-degree conduction intervals. The circuit current before the switchgear disconnects the input
first theoretical ripple component is the 12th harmonic, or line.
600 Hz, having a no-load amplitude of 2/143 of the DC
component. The average output is 0.9886 times the peak 4.1 Capacitive Stored Energy and Charge
AC input and the peak-valley ratio is 0.97. Line voltage
amplitude imbalance, however, produces ripple The energy and charge stored in the 4.3 uF capacitor at 54
components at 2, 4 and 6 times the line frequency. Load kV are 6.3 Id and 0.23 Coulomb. The fundamental
current produces phase-phase commutation delays in the protection against stored energy is current-limiting
rectification process because of AC source inductive resistance in series with the klystron cathode. It is
reactance, primarily leakage reactance. Because of these optimally effective if it limits current to 1000 A or less.
imperfections an internal ripple filter comprising a 7.5 H

20KV K1

INLINK

. -lI I T1 OD

K3 • CURR

K3r

120//208 H3 X3,R1 50H11Z

60H•Z " 54V _ OK FOCUS CO2IL 8•

IN 1A 4W R2 PS Hv ,SOL ISI _;V0L 10 40 " SOHZ-11 T4
IIOL ..... IB A:uR c ~ ,6 w 1

LINK

Figure 1: A simplified schematic of the IASA transmitter

series inductor and a shunt capacitor of 3 uF is used. At this current vacuum arcs are stable and have voltage
With 13.8 kV, 60 Hz, the combination of VVT and HVPS drop of 20 Volts or less. This calls for approximately 50
produces an output variable from -33 kVDC to -65 Ohms series resistance. Following an arc, all but 20 V of
kVDC, at 16.5 ADC. With 11.5 kV, 50 Hz input, the the capacitor voltage will be across the series resistor.
output range is -27.5 kVDC to -54 kVDC. In order for Most of the 6.3 Id is dissipated in the resistor. With the
the filter to have the same ripple-reduction at 50 Hz as at VKS-8270 operated at 54 kV beam voltage, and
60 Hz the shunt capacitance is increased by the square of corresponding beam current of 11.4 A the resistor voltage
60/50, or 1.44, to 4.3 uF. drop is 570 V, reducing actual klystron beam voltage to
An internal 65 Megohm resistor is connected to the HV 53.4 kV.
terminal of the transformer-rectifier. At the low end of the
resistor is a current meter and an 8.2 kOhm fixed and 5 4.2 Short-Circuit Power Supply Current
kOhm variable resistance, in series with the low-voltage
return. The voltage across the resistors is fed to the The second component of charge transport is short-circuit
control input of the VVT, for voltage regulation. The power supply current, limited by the series reactance on
current meter output is proportional to output voltage. In the AC side of the rectifier, measured to be a total of 10%.
series with the low-voltage return to the rectifier is a high- The rated output current is 16.5 A. The short-circuit
speed current-overload relay and a 20 A. meter shunt, the current will be 165 A. Opening within ½ cycle, 10
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milliseconds at 50 Hz, the charge transport, with half- series with the crowbar must meet all of the impulse
sinusoidal waveform, is 1 Coulomb. criteria described in 4.4, since the crowbar protects the
4.3 Klystron Arc Energy and Discharge remaining 40 Ohms as well as the klystron.

"Action"
4.6. High-Speed Mains Disconnect

With no protection other than series resistance and ½-
cycle primary interrupt, the energy dissipated in an arc, The 20 kV circuit breaker, shown as CB 1, has an opening
assuming constant arc drop of 20V, is 20 V x charge time of 3-5 line cycles, which is too long. At 20 kV line
transport = 20 V x 1.23 C = 24.6 J. Also of importance is voltage, solid-state SCR-based relays are impractical.

the "action" or the time integral of the square of the Vacuum relays, however, with close-spaced contacts, can
discharge current, which determines the temperature-rise achieve opening times as short as 2 milliseconds, or 1/5
of a conductor passing the current. The component due to cycle, giving ½-cycle clearing time, assuming the post-
stored energy is 6.3 Id/50 Ohms = 126 Amp-squared- opening arc extinguishes at the current zero crossing.
seconds. The component due to ½-cycle follow current of Only two such relays, Ross Engineering HBF-51-NC, KI
165 A peak is 136 Amp-squared-seconds. The total of 262 and K2, are required, with normally-closed contacts.

Amp-squared-seconds is slightly more than the 207 They are driven open by the output of an SCR-switched
required to fuse an AWG #30 copper wire. This is often stored-energy driver, type HCB, Al.
the criterion of efficacy of a protection system.

5 Klystron RF Amplifier
4.4 Series Resistor Characteristics

The VKS-8270 multi-cavity CW klystron amplifier has
The resistor must hold off at least 54 kV, dissipating an coaxial RF input, waveguide RF output, electromagnet
average power of 6.5 kW, during normal operation, and a beam focussing, and liquid cooling. Filament power is
total impulse energy of 6.3 Id, due to stored energy and from a high-voltage isolation transformer, T3. Filament
6.8 Id due to short-circuit power-supvly current without current is monitored by series transformer, T4, developing
exceeding a peak temperature of 375 C. Resistors of the voltage across R5, which is rectified, converted to a train
edge-wound type are custom-designed by Milwaukee of optic pulses with frequency proportional to voltage,
Resistor Corp to have sufficient surface area and resistive and converted back to voltage, at ground level. Focus coil
mass to do this, using special high-mass/Ohm resistive excitation is from PS2. Voltages proportional to body and
alloys. A total of ten 5-Ohm, 2-kW resistors are used. collector current are developed across R3 and R4. R3 is

shunted by high-surge-current diodes to conduct the

4.5 Electronic Crowbar current resulting from a gun arc. The voltage drop is
clamped to 7 V, which is the fault input to the crowbar

It is considered prudent to additionally protect the driver and the stored-energy driver, which have 5 V input

klystron by means of an electronically-triggered low thresholds.
impedance, such as another arc, shunting the high-voltage Klystron tests, at 2380 MHz, with beam voltage of 65

isolated by a portion of the series resistance. In this case a kVDC and current of 15.1 A showed power output of 490

mid-plane-triggered air-insulated spark gap, of the kW with 1 Watt RF input. With 50 Hz primary power,

"infinite-voltage-range" type, A2 is used. It is triggered however, the DC beam voltage available is only 54 kV.

by the output of the crowbar driver, A3, which is stepped- Beam current drops as the 3/2 power of voltage and beam

up to a 200 kV open-circuit pulse by a pulse transformer power by the 5/2 power. RF output drops even faster than
the cube of beam voltage because it is proportional to theand applied to the midplane electrode through a

sharpening spark gap. The spacings between the midplane square of the fundamental-frequency RF current

electrode and the upper and lower main electrodes are traversing the output gap, which, at best, diminishes as the

biased so that the trigger arc will be to the electrode cube of beam voltage. As beam voltage is reduced, the

having the inductor in series with it, which prevents the spacing between RF cavities is no longer optimum

arc from short-circuiting the trigger source, allowing the because the beam velocity is lower and bunching

gap between midplane and the other electrode to ionize as effectiveness is diminished, reducing further the RF

well, without the need for external high voltage between component of current. The peak RF voltage across the

main electrodes, hence "infinite voltage range". The 50 output gap falls more rapidly than beam voltage. Some of

Ohm series resistor is divided into two segments, one of the loss in RF power can be regained by means of a

10 Ohms, RI, and one of 40 Ohms, R2. The high-side of properly positioned iris in the output waveguide to effect

the crowbar is connected to their intersection. The 40 an increase in the RF impedance reflected into the RF

Ohms in series with the klystron is much higher in output gap of the klystron, restoring the match between
impedance than the fired crowbar, assuring that most of RF impedance and electron-beam impedance, which

charge is diverted from the klystron. The maximum peak varies as the ½ power of beam voltage.
current through the crowbar is 54 kV/10 Ohms = 5400 A..
Having a crowbar means that the 10-Ohm segment in
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DESIGN OF FOUR-CAVITY HIGH POWER GYROKLYSTRON
AMPLIFIER*

I. Yovchev ", W. Lawson, M. Castle, G. Nusinovich, V. Granatstein, and M. Reiser,
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA

Abstract To improve the device performance further we have
undertaken a design of a four-cavity circuit, using the

In order to develop a high power Ku-band gyroklystron same beam parameters.
amplifier with high gain and efficiency for driving fu-
ture linear colliders, a theoretical design of a four-cavity 2 RESULTS FROM A POINT-GAP MODEL
coaxial 17.1 GHz gyroklystron amplifier has been OF A FOUR-CAVITY GYROKLYSTRON
carried out. The X-band input cavity operates at TE0, O
mode while the remaining three cavities (buncher, There exist at least four possible schemes of a four-
penultimate and output) operate at TE021 mode, doubling cavity gyroklystron in which the input cavity operates at
the frequency of the input signal. The simulations show the fundamental and the output cavity - at the second
that both a very high efficiency of 45.6 % and a gain of cyclotron harmonic: 1-1-1-2, 1-1-2-2, 1-2-1-2 and 1-2-2-
71 dB can be realized using a 500 kV, 700 A electron 2. Here we may also add the scheme 1-2-4-2 where the
beam with a perpendicular-to-parallel velocity ratio of third cavity resonates at the fourth harmonic frequency.
1.5 and a parallel velocity spread of 6.4 %. The design of each of these possible circuits requires a

large consumption of computer time. In order to save
1 INTRODUCTION this time we have first used a point-gap model (PGM) of

Relativistic klystrons, gyroklystrons, magnicons and the gyroklystron [31 to qualitatively estimate the
free-electron lasers are considered as the most promising performance of the five schemes. The PGM implies thatfreeelecron aser arethe Cavities lengths are much shorter than the drift
candidates for driving future linear colliders. For TEV-

scale linear colliders it is desirable to increase the spaces, thus electrons' energy is modulated in each
electric field gradients which can be attained by cavity and this modulation causes electron phase

increasing the radiation frequency. In recent experiments bunching in drift regions. The three-cavity gyroklystron

with a three cavity 1-1-1 coaxial gyroklystron carried out PGM developed in [3] was generalized for a four-cavity

at the University of Maryland very high peak microwave gyroklystron. The corresponding maximum efficiencies
for the five schemes are given in Table 1. These valuespowtainers of) 7T-8e MW equency we1-1meanshree characterize the efficiency of electron bunching only but

obtained [1]. The sequence 1-1-1 means that all three

cavities, input, buncher and output, operate at the not the overall efficiency of the device. It is seen that the

fundamental electron cyclotron frequency, so 1 is the 1-2-2-2 circuit is the most efficient. Therefore detailed

cyclotron resonance harmonic number. To increase the computer simulations were performed for this circuit.

frequency, the output cavity can be designed for Table 1: Maximum efficiencies calculated in the
operation at the second harmonic. framework of PGM for 5 different circuits.

In previous computer simulations two-cavity and
three-cavity frequency doubling gyroklystrons were Circuit Efficiency (%)
studied (1-2 and 1-2-2 circuits) [2]. It was shown that 1-1-1-2 60.0
introducing a second harmonic buncher cavity into a 1-1-2-2 51.0
two-cavity 1-2 circuit (in this way a 1-2-2 circuit-can be 1-2-1-2 66.5
obtained) may increase the efficiency from 30 % to 41 % 1-2-2-2 76.0
and gain from 26 dB to 49 dB; these results were 1-2-4-2 54.3
obtained for a 500 kV, 700 A electron beam with a
perpendicular-to-parallel velocity ratio (pitch-ratio) a of
1.508 and a parallel velocity spread of 6.4 %. 3 DESIGN OF 1-2-2-2 CIRCUIT

"Work supported by the Department of Energy, Contract DE-FG02- Our 1-2-2-2 circuit was based on the previously
94ER40855. optimized 1-2-2 design [2]. The modification was done
Email: igy@glue.umd.edu by inserting before the output cavity a second buncher

.On leave from the Dept. of Physics, University of Chemical (or penultimate) cavity with the same dimensions as the
Technology and Metallurgy, Sofia, Bulgaria. first buncher cavity. The geometry of the four-cavity
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system is shown in Fig. 1 and dimensions are tabulated in of coils creating the guide magnetic field. Thus, the
Table 2. parametric space becomes 10-dimensional. In this way,

however, we merge into one optimization procedure two
previously separate procedures: first, optimization of the
a's and (p's and second, optimization of the guide

Input Buncher Penultinmate output magnetic field.
1 The improved large-signal code was first applied to1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910.

the configuration, presented in Fig. 1 where all drift
Driftl Drft2 Drif spaces have the same length - 3.328 cm (see also Table

Axis 2). Both very high efficiency of 43.2 % and gain of 71
dB were calculated (compare with 41.1 % and 49 dB for

Figure 1: Geometry of the four-cavity 1-2-2-2 circuit the three-cavity 1-2-2 gyroklystron design [2]).

Additional simulations were performed to further
increase the efficiency by: 1) optimizing the drift space

The operating modes are the TE0, mode for the input lengths and 2) stagger tuning (ST) [8,9] of the last two

cavity and TE0 21 mode for the remaining three cavities. cavities.

For operation in the 17.1 GHz frequency range, based on At the first step, there exists an experimental setup

previous studies of a 1-2-2 design, the resonant constraint: the distance between the input cavity exit and

frequencies of the input, buncher, penultimate and output the output cavity entrance have to be kept constant. For

cavities calculated by the scattering matrix code COAX that reason, only the buncher and the penultimate
cavities were moved. The results are presented in Table17.063 Ga6z, respectively. 3. In its first two rows 0 means that the cavity is in the

The large-signal code GYCOAX [6] was used for same position as in Fig. 1, while +1 or -1 means that the

optimization of parameters to get maximum efficiency corresponding cavity is displaced by 1 cm on the right or

and gain. In the case of a four-cavity gyroklystron it on the left, respectively. The efficiency for each

means a search in a 7-dimensional parameter space: 4 configuration is given in the last row. The best result is

amplitudes (a, , a2 , a3 and a4) and three relative phases obtained when the buncher cavity position is unchanged
while the penultimate cavity is displaced 1 cm on the( q02 0 and (0s) of the fields in each cavity - the phase (p0p,

in the input cavity can be set to 0 without loss of right (see fifth column in Table 3). For all five

generality, considered cases the gain is approximately 71 dB.

Table 2: Dimensions of the four-cavity 1-2-2-2 circuit Table 3: Displacements of the buncher and penultimate

cavities in cm and corresponding efficiencies

Cavity or No. Inner Outer Length Displacement of the 0 +1 -1 0 0
BSection Radius Radius uncher cavity

Inlet 1 1.825 3.325 5.000 Displacement of the 0 0 0 +1 -1Input 2 1.100 3.325 2.286 Penultimate cavity
DInpt 123 1.825 3.325 3.328 Efficiency (%) 43.2 43.0 40.7 44.2 43.4

Buncher 4 1.610 3.520 1.691 At the second step, ST was applied to the penultimate
Drnutifate 2 1.85 3.325 3.38 and the output cavities for the case of the highest
Pnimate 6 1.610 3.3252 1.61 efficiency at the previous step. The results are shown in
Drift 3 7 1.825 3.325 3.328 Table 4. By small changes in their dimensions, the
Output 8 1.620 3.520 1.712 penultimate and the output cavities resonant frequencies
Output 9 1.760 3.360 0.693 were slightly modified. This leads to an essential
Outlet 10 1.400 3.550 5.000 efficiency increase - from 44.2 % before ST to 45.6 %

after ST.
Exploration of such a multidimensional space is almost

hopeless without certain optimization procedure. For this Table 4: Cold-cavity frequencies (in GHz) and efficiency
reason a subroutine which varies all a's and 9's accor- without and with stagger tuning.
ding to the Hooke-Jeeves method [7] and looks for the
maximum efficiency was written and successfully
embedded into the code GYCOAX. A further Penultimate Output Efficiency (%)
improvement of the optimization procedure was made by cavity Cavity
incorporating in the subroutine additional 3 parameters Without ST 17.136 17.063 44.2
1, 12 and 13, which correspond to the currents in three sets With ST 17.070 17.086 45.6
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it could deliver output microwave power of up to 150
The study of the stability of operation performed by MW.

using the code QPB [10] shows that the input, the
buncher and the penultimate cavities are stable. 5 REFERENCES
However, the starting currents (approximately 600 A) for
the output cavity operating TEB21 mode and parasitic [1] W. Lawson, J. Cheng, J. Calame, M. Castle, B. Hogan, V.
TEB1 mode are lower than the beam current of 700 A, i.e. Granatstein, M. Reiser, and G. Saraph, "High-Power Operation of a

Three-Cavity X-Band Coaxial Gyroklystron", Phys. Rev. Lett., vol.
the output cavity is not zero-drive stable. Zero-drive 81, No. 14, pp. 3030-3033 (1998)
stability of the ouput cavity was demonstrated at ax = 1.4. [2] G. Saraph, W. Lawson, M. Castle, J. Cheng, J. Calame, and G. Nusi-

The efficiency decrease to 43.1 % for this ax-value but is novich, "100-150 MW Designs of Two- and Three-Cavity
still very high. Since the pitch-ratio can be varied Gyroklystron Amplifiers Operating at the Fundamental and Second
experimentally between approximately 1.0 and 1.5 the Harmonics in X- and Ku-Bands", IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci., vol.24,

dependence of the efficiency on a is also studied (see No.3, pp. 671-677 (1996)

Fig. 2). It is evident that the efficiency differs by a factor [3] G. Nusinovich, G. Saraph, and V. Granatstein, "Scaling Law for Bal-

of about 2 for the end values of the examined ax-range. listic Bunching in Multicavity Harmonic Gyroklystrons", Phys. Rev.
Lett., vol. 78, No. 9, pp. 1815-1818 (1997)

[4] J. Neilson, P. Latham, M. Caplan, and W. Lawson, "Determination of

5 -5 the Resonant Frequencies in a Complex Cavity Using the Scattering
.'40~ Matrix Formulation", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., vol.430- 

37, No. 8, pp. 1165-1170 (1989)

• 20J [5] W. Lawson and P. Latham, "The Scattering Matrix Formulation for
"Overmoded Coaxial Cavities", IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory

lo- Tech., vol. 40, No.10, pp. 1973-1977 (1992)
o 0[6] P. Latham, W. Lawson, and V. Irwin, "The Design of a 100 MW,

0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 Ku-Band Second Harmonic Gyroklystron Experiment", IEEE Trans.

Pitch-ratio Plasma Sci, vol. 22, No. 5, pp. 804-817 (1994)

[7] B. Bunday in "Basic Optimisation Methods", E. Arnold Publ. Ltd.,
London (1984), Translated into Russian, pp. 37-42.

Figure 2: Efficiency dependence on pitch-ratio [8] G. Nusinovich, B. Danly, and B. Levush, "Gain and Bandwidth in

Stagger-Tuned Gyroklystrons", Phys. Plasmas, vol. 4, No. 2, pp.
4 CONCLUSION 469-478 (1997)

A four-cavity coaxial gyroklystron amplifier design for [9] M. Blank, B. Danly, and B. Levush, "Circuit Design of a Wideband

the 17.1 GHz frequency range was presented in this W-Band Gyroklystron Amplifier for Radar Applications", IEEE

paper. The simulations were performed for a circuit in Trans. Plasma Sci., vol. 26, No. 3, pp. 426-432 (1998)

which the input cavity operates at the fundamental [10] P. Latham, S Miller, and C. Striffler, "Use of Lie Transforms to
frequency, while the buncher, penultimate and output Generalize Madey's Theorem for Computing the Gain inf eMicrowave Devices", Phys. Rev. A, vol. 45, No. 2, pp. 1197-1206

cavities operate at the second harmonic of the cyclotron (1992)
frequency (1-2-2-2 circuit). Calculations based on the
point-gap model show that this is the most efficient
scheme among the schemes with input and output
cavities operating at first and second harmonic,
respectively.

In order to accelerate the finding of the optimum
device parameters with respect to the efficiency and gain
a subroutine using the Hooke-Jeeves optimization
method was embedded into the large-signal code
GYCOAX. Additional optimization of the drift spaces
and stagger tuning of the last two cavities were carried
out. The simulations predict both very high efficiency
and gain of 45.6 % and 71 dB, respectively, for the 1-2-
2-2 gyroklystron, using an electron beam with 500 kV
voltage, 700 A current, perpendicular-to-parallel velocity
ratio of 1.5 and parallel velocity spread of 6.4 %. Even if
we restrict ourselves to a zero-drive stability of the
output cavity (at a < 1.4) the efficiency of the studied
four-cavity gyroklystron decreases slightly to 43.1 % but
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THE DESIGN OF SHEET-BEAM ELECTRON-GUN FOR
HIGH-POWER MICROWAVE SOURCES*

S. K. Wong÷, J. S. Kim, J. D. Goldberg, D. H. Edgell, and W. L. Spence,

FARTECH, Inc., San Diego, CA

Abstract distribution between the cathode and the anode are

A set of software tools based on Pierce theory and the approximated by those of the space-charge-limited diode

Cutler-Hines approach for thermal velocity effects have with concentric cylindrical electrodes. The anode slit acts
l guns. as a diverging lens. Beyond the anode, the beam moves

been developed for the design of sheet-beam electron under the influence of its own space charge. The paraxial
The tools yield parameters for rudimentary gun geometry, approximation is taken throughout. The treatment is

which are further refined using the 2-D particle-in-cell code

EGUN. Candidate designs for guns suitable for fully relativistic.

applications to high-power, high-frequency microwave For a given geometry, the beam current and the electron
sources have been obtained. The results indicate good paths depend only on the anode potential, which is
potential for the use of sheet-beams to generate characterized by the relativistic energy factor
microwaves applicable to future accelerators. i nc 2 of the beam. The electron paths beyondy = 1+ eVmc ofteba.Teeecrnptsbyn

the anode are self-similar and parabolic. They either cross
the mid-plane or achieve a minimum deviation at some

1 INTRODUCTION location beyond the anode. The only geometry parameter

High power microwave sources in the 30 to 100 GHz which controls such behaviors is ic, defined as d /a where
range are needed to power the next generation of linear d is the anode-cathode separation and a is the radius of
accelerators and colliders. Several recent proposals for the curvature of the cathode. This factor is always less than
generation of high power microwaves make use of sheet unity. When it is too small, the beam diverges from the
electron beams. The inherent advantage of these beams, mid-plane upon emerging from the anode. When it is too
with a typical width-to-height ratio of 10, is the reduced large, the beamcrosses the mid-plane. It would appear that
space charge effect for a given beam current. In the optimum design is to choose ic so that the minimum
comparison with round beams, past design work of sheet beam thickness is zero, and let the actual beam thickness
beams is quite scanty, particularly in the relativistic, high- be determined from considerations of thermal effects.
current density, cases now being considered. This paper Indeed, such an approach has been undertaken in the
describes efforts to design such beams. A two-pronged past[2]. However, a new calculation of thermal effects
approach is taken. Preliminary designs with rudimentary reveals that this approach is far from optimal.
geometry of electrodes are first made using the Pierce
method, supplemented by the effects of thermal velocity.
Although the basis of these methods are well-known, 2.2 Thenmal Velocity Effects
substantial developmental work has been gone through to The effects of transverse velocity spread of electrons
carry out the formulation and to produce a Computer code originating from the cathode can be investigated using the
for design purposes. Detailed designs are then performed method of Cutler and Hines[3]. This entails computing
by particle simulation using the 2-D code EGUN. the perturbed orbits from the cold beam paths. It gives rise

to an expression for the deviation from the cold path for
2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN a warm path of a given transverse velocity at the cathode.

The expression diverges at the location where the cold
2.1 Pierce Method beam crosses the mid-plane, a result at variance from

A preliminary design of sheet-beam electron guns can be those of earlier calculations[4] quoted by Reference [3].

made using an approach pioneered by Pierce[l]. The The divergence is traceable to the fact that, in the region

rudimentary gun geometry consists of a cathode in the between the anode and the exit plane, the deviation y from

form of a circular arc of half-angle a, an anode with a slit the mid-plane satisfies the linear equation

to let the beam through, and an exit plane at equal
potential to the anode. The electron flow and the potential d2y Kdz2 = - y(1

Work supported by the U.S. DOE-SBIR Grant Number
DE-FG03-98ER82575 where K is a constant and s(z) is the envelope of the cold
' Email: skwong@far-tech.com beam, which is a quadratic function. As a result, all paths
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except those with zero initial transverse velocity effect of the self magnetic field and the Lorentz force from
approaches infinity at the location where s(z) vanishes, the imposed field can be performed for sheet-beams. This
Therefore, designs for which the cold beam crosses or, gives rise to the following expression for the required
touches the mid-plane are to be avoided as the thermal field:
spread would be large. The location of the exit plane can
still be chosen to be where the thickness of the cold beam B2 =(MI112 (3)w (3)
is the sm allest. 1wse b ur en p r unt

For a given temperature T of the cathode, the current where I/ w is the beam current per unit width and t is the

density profile at the exit plane is found to be beam thickness. Although the choice of guide field is
immaterial in the Pierce approach, it is needed in detailed

___ (Y ) ]] designs where electron orbits are obtained with realistic
dl = I erf y+sm - erf ys dy (2) electrode geometry. Note that the scaling of B with beam

4s, [. J ) )J thickness is favorable with the sheet beam in comparison

with the round beam (i.e. Bor"' for round beam).
where S. is the minimum half-thickness of the cold beam, 3 DETAILED DESIGN
and th equals f(ic,y )d•k-T/eV for some function f

involving integrals that can be computed numerically. Detailed designs can be made using specialized or general
The thickness t95 containing 95% of the beam current can purposed particle motion simulation codes. These codes
be found from Eq.(2). determine the trajectories of a large number of electrons

emitted from the cathode self-consistently with the electric
2.3 Design Optimization and magnetic fields, thereby obtaining the current of the

beam once the electrode arrangement is specified. Besides
A MATLAB based computer program has been created to improving on the accuracy of the Pierce method, the codes
make optimum designs. The program accepts as inputs also allow detailed designs of electrode geometry so that
the beam energy, the current per unit width, the current optimization can be performed in a large parameter space.
density at the cathode, and the temperature of the cathode. The 2-D gun design code EGUN has been used for the
It completely determines the rudimentary geometry by purpose. Output from the preliminary design code can be
minimizing tg,. The code has been partially validated used as guidance for preparing input to EGUN.
against sheet-beam design calculations and experimental
measurements performed in the past[2]. A detailed design for a gun with similar parameters as the

sample design in section 2.3 has been made. The
As an example, consider a 140kV and 15A sheet-beam electrode geometry and the paths of electrons are shown in
with a width of 0.8cm, which is a candidate for Fig.1. This gun delivers a 140kV beam with 10.7A/cm
applications to future W-band accelerators. Taking the and a thickness t95 equal to 0.36cm. Other parameters are
current density at the cathode to be 5A/cm2 , and the
temperature to be 1473K, the optimum design has the a = 5cm a = 200 d = 4.5cm i = 13.9cm (4)
following parameters:

The angle between the focusing electrode and the cathode
d = 3.3cm a = 5.0cm a = 21.3* f = 12.5cm arc is chosen to be 65.50. In addition, the maximum
t95 = 0.18cm electric field is 94.4kV/cm and the cathode current density

is 3.lA/cm2. It is seen that with the exception of the
Here f is the distance between the cathode and the exit. beam thickness, there is reasonable agreement with the
The areal compression based on t95 is 21. The cold beam preliminary design.
thickness in this case is 0.09cm. The beam thickness at
the anode is 1.28cm. The electric field at the anode is 93 Smaller beam thicknesses can be achieved by rescaling.
kV/cm, well within the break-down limit. For example, rescaling the geometry of (4) above, down

by a factor of 2, reduces estimated beam thickness to 1.8
2.4 Brillouin Field mm and increases current density to 21.4 A/cm. In this

case, the maximum E field increases to 189 kV/cm which
An external magnetic field in the direction of the beam is still within acceptable limits.
near the exit is required to prevent the beam from
diverging. For round beam, this is the well-known In the numerical calculations, the paths of electrons are
Brillouin field. A similar derivation based on the not self-similar as in Pierce's theory. The paths and the
conservation of canonical angular moment and the beam envelope depend on the choice of the magnetic field.
cancellation of the space-charge force by the pinching Some amount of midplane crossing is unavoidable if the
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field is close to or exceeds the Brilluoin field. The beam 9 increasing the current per unit width causes the beam to
envelope also tends to oscillate, with amplitudes and thicken
periods that depend on the value of the field chosen. The * Increasing the voltage has the same effect, but to a
paths in Fig.1 correspond to the choice B=300G, below lesser extent
the Brilluoin field of 536G. Design for a higher power * increasing the cathode loading is very effective in
beam at 400kV and 78A/cm have also been made, with a reducing the beam thickness
thickness equal to 0.2cm.

5 CONCLUSIONS
E Developmental work carried out in the implementation of

Pierce theory for the design of sheet-beams and Cutler-
'0 Hines approach for the effects of thermal velocity leads to

software tools suitable for preliminary design work and
scaling studies. New results have also been obtained.

The combination of such software tools and a 2-D particle
L simulation code proves to be an effective way of designing

0 30 cm sheet-beams. Designs have been obtained for beams
suitable for the generation of high-power, high-frequency
microwaves. Based on point designs and scaling studies,

Figure 1: Electrode geometry and electron paths for a sheet-beams should have good potential for application in
140kV sheet-beam electron gun according to EGUN. future accelerator technology. Future work should include

3-D effects such as edge control, and more detailed
characterization of beam qualities.

With higher external magnetic fields the beam waist were

found to be reduced as shown in Eq. (3). With higher 6 REFERENCES
magnetic field, however, the beam tends to cross the
midplane as seen in Fig. 2. The crossing occurs more
frequently as B increases.

[1] J.R. Pierce, Theory and Design of Electron Beams, D. Van
Nostrand Co. (1954)

[21 N.B. Kramer and E.G. Todd, Design of Hollow and Strip Beam
E Guns, IEEE Transaction of Electron Devices, Nov 63 p394(1963)
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0 30 cm

Figure 2: Electrode geometry and electron paths for a
140kV sheet-beam electron gun with 1000G magnetic
field according to EGUN.

4 SCALING STUDIES
In an effort to map out the possible parameter range of
sheet-beams, scaling studies have been performed using
the software which implements the Pierce method with
thermal velocity effects. Three parameters are considered:
beam voltage (70-280kV), current per unit width (10-
4OA/cm), and cathode loading (2.5-1OA/cm 2 ). Each is
varied while keeping the others fixed at values
corresponding to a reference design, which is chosen to be
the one discussed in earlier sections. The main results are:
* compression ratio in the range 15 to 40 is achievable
* beam thickness of 0.1 to 0.25 cm can be obtained
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OPERATION OF A THREE CAVITY SECOND HARMONIC COAXIAL
GYROKLYSTRON**

M. Castle, I. Yovchev, W. Lawson, B. Hogan, V.L. Granatstein, and M. Reiser,
Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Abstract second harmonic mode of operation, had cylindrical
geometry, and a smooth-walled output cavity.

At the University of Maryland, we have been developing Two years ago, a new 100 MW test bed was
gyroklystrons for advanced electron-positron linear completed and operated. Coaxial geometry was
collider applications. We have recently achieved over 80 instituted to reduce mode densities. Because of this
MW of peak power at 8.6 GHz with a three- cavity first geometry, the cavities could be made with abrupt radial
harmonic gyroklystron [2]. The interaction was observed transitions, which are beneficial for their ease of
between a 470 kV, 500 A annular, rotating beam and a manufacture and ease of modification. Tight control
sequence of TEo, coaxial cavities. The efficiency was over resonant frequency and Q values can be obtained.
about 32% and the gain was about 30 dB. We are Two fundamental circuits were tested and results
currently testing a three-cavity tube that is designed to culminated in about 80 MW of power at 8.6 GHz for 1.7
produce over 100 MW of power at 17.14 GHz with an psec at 32 % efficiency. [2] Now testing is underway on
efficiency of 40%. The input cavity is the same TEo,0  a second harmonic three-cavity circuit. The results to
cavity used in the first harmonic experiment, but the date will be reported. Analysis of the limitations and
buncher and output cavities are TEo2, cavities that problems encountered will be discussed. An account of
operate at twice the cyclotron frequency. In this paper the theoretical redesign of the output cavity will be given
we will describe the design of the circuit and detail the in section 3. Current efforts for this second harmonic
hot test results. Finally, we will also describe the designs experiment will also be described.
of tubes that are capable of higher gain and higher rep- Theoretical efforts on designs for tubes to be
rate operation. made in the future are being performed. These tubes

will be made to be compatible with a linear accelerator.
1 INTRODUCTION Slight modifications to the existing second harmonic

Various types of microwave power sources are currently system that should improve performance and enable high
under serious investigation as accelerants of particle rep rate operation have been designed. Cold testing has
beams in linear colliders. At the University of been partially completed for these upgrades.
Maryland, we have been investigating the prospects and
potential of using gyro-amplifiers as drivers for particle
beams in a linear accelerator. [1] The main thrust of this 2 SECOND HARMONIC TUBE 'SHr'
work has been geared towards development of the The first second harmonic tube to be put on the system
gyroklystron. This device uses discrete cavities along a in an attempt to create a 100 MW of power was called
linear path where the beam-field interaction takes place SHI. Testing on this tube has been completed.
as in a klystron, while utilizing the helically spiralling
electron beam profile typically found in small orbit Table 1: System Parameters
gyrotrons. The beam-field interaction occurs when the Output Frequency (GHz) 17.110
cyclotron frequency of the beam is close to the group Input Frequency (GHz) TE.,
velocity of the electromagnetic waves. By employing
this mechanism, overmoded cavities may be utilized and Simulated SH1 efficiency 41%
higher frequencies of operation may be achieved without -

decreasing tube radius unduly. Indeed, the gyroklystron Modulator Voltage (kV) 460

has shown the potential to achieve much higher powers Beam Current (Amps) 500

at high frequencies (>30 GHz) than that of the Ave. Magnetic Field (kG) 5.3

conventional linear-beam tubes. Past results achieved at Input Cavity Q 68±7
Maryland include 32 MW of power at 19.7 GHz with a Buncher Cavity Q 390±10
28% efficiency. This circuit employed was used in the Output Cavity Q 320±10

"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
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2.1 Experimental Results

Tube SHI was never able to achieve repeatable amplifier
performance. Cathode voltages were usually kept in the
400-470 kV range. Currents were variable, but generally
were in the 350-500 A range. The tube was generally
quite stable and only small bands of parameter space
yielded microwaves. Various magnetic fields detuning 40

and slope combinations and drive power frequencies
were attempted to produce amplification to no avail. 3

C

2.2 Analysis of Tube Limitations 20 *

The design of this tube was predicated on the ability to
achieve up to 800 A from the electron beam. A 'safe' 10-
value of 720 A was chosen as the nominal design point.
This was an attempt to balance both the quest for high 0
power and the need for stability. The maximum current 1.0 1.1 1.2 Apa1.3 1.4 1.5

attained during the testing was 530 A. Subsequent largeAph
signal code analysis determined that the predicted Figure 1: Dependence of efficiency on velocity pitch
efficiency at this current was approximately 2%. This ratio
value was not achieved because of lower alpha values
than those simulated (simulation a=l1.5) from pressure
problems and low beam currents. To increase current,
most likely a new emitter must be installed. This is a
likely possibility for the summer. 1000, E2

900'.TN ~ / **TE1313 THEORETICAL REDESIGN 8W TE231

A redesign of the output cavity for the lower current -

values was undertaken for expediency. A value of 540 A 6W Ma~aniumn Operating Current

was chosen as the nominal value. Instead of increasing 50
the Q, the cavity was increased in length. Designs with 4 00-

10, 20 and 30% increases were tried. The 30 % increase 300

was the most efficient and made to be zero drive stable. 200

Previously, the length to wavelength ratio, LIX, in the 10D0

cavity had been 0.98, with this new design the value was 0
1.24. Figure 1 indicates the circuit efficiency with 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0

changing values of velocity pitch ratio. Magnetic Reied (WG)

A maximum efficiency of 39.2% is predicted at a Figure 2: Start oscillation current for main mode
=1.5. Figure 2 shows the threshold of oscillation in competitors
terms of beam currents as a function of the magnetic
field. The operating point of 540 amps is indicated by 4 ACCELERATOR COMPATIBLE
the horizontal line. As indicated, this tube is theoretically DESIGNS
zero-drive stable to all modes, which the previous design In an effort to make the gyroklystron more compatible
was not quite, but had relied on some non-linear with an accelerator, modifications to the system have
suppression of the modes due to bunched beam and been started.
magnetic field tapering. Both efficiency and stability
simulations were carried out assuming that the axial 4.1 Dual-Cavity Input Coupler

veloitysprad ws 64%.In order to more effectively couple input power to the
system, a coupler which features two concentric coaxial
cavities has been designed using Hewlett-Packard's
HFSS. An outer coaxial cavity receives the input signal
and resonates in the TE4,, mode. Slots on the inner wall
of this cavity couple field through to the inner coaxial
cavity, which resonates in the TE,, mode. Cold testing
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has verified the design. The resonant frequency and Q of
this inner cavity were measured in the cold test to be
8.570 GHz and 73.

4.2 Radial Extracting Output Cavity

One of the biggest limitations for the present system is
the limitation on firing repetition rate. Because this
system was mounted horizontally, small tungsten pins
are required to hold up the inner conductor of the coaxial
circuit. Designs have been completed on HFSS and cold
testing is currently underway. The design features the
same output cavity as in the second harmonic system
except for eight slots cut into the inner conductor wall.
These slots couple the power from the TE 2O mode in the
cavity to the TEO, mode in coaxial waveguide inside.
The main benefit is that the inner conductor of the
system can be supported from the downstream end
because of this extraction method, eliminating the need
for the small support pins and freeing up the modulator
to increase the repetition rate. In addition, stability may
be increased due to the elimination of travelling wave
interactions in the post-cavity regions. Finally,
conversion from TEo• to other modes is more readily
done than from TE,2.

5 CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK
Cold testing of the redesigned output cavity has been
completed. It finalized the dimensions for the output
cavity, only a slight change of radius on the inner
conductor being necessary to make the resonant
frequency 17.11 GHz and the Q = 320. The vacuum
compatible version of the cavity is now being built and
Tube SH2 will be installed and evacuated immediately
thereafter. Hot testing of this tube will be complete by
summer. Assimilation of the accelerator compatible
design will be a focus of the project and should run in
parallel with an emitter change in summer. Soon,
investigations into the performance of a four-cavity 35
GHz design will be undertaken.

6 REFERENCES
[1] V.L. Granatstein and W. Lawson, "Gyro-Amplifiers as Candidate RF
Drivers for TeV Linear Colliders", IEEE Trans. Plas. Sci., Vol.24,
(1996)
[2] W. Lawson, et. al., "High-Power Operation of a Three-Cavity X-
Band Coaxial Gyroklystron", Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 81 n.14 (1998)
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X-BAND MAGNICON AMPLIFIER

0. A. Nezhevenko , V. P. Yakovlev, J. L. Hirshfield, and E.V. Kozyrev*
Omega-P Inc., 345 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, CT 06511

S.H. Gold and A.W. Fliflet
Beam Physics Branch, Plasma Physics Division,

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5346

A.K. Kinkead
Sachs/Freeman Associates, Inc., Landover, MD 20785

R.B. True and R.J. Hansen
Litton Systems, Inc., Electron Devices Division, San Carlos, CA 94070

1 INTRODUCTION two output apertures at the downstream end of the output

The magnicon is a RF power source with circular beam cavity, separated by 135., and ending in WR-90

deflection [1] invented in the 1980's at Budker INP. The waveguide.

first magnicon with the power of 2.6 MW and efficiency wR-wAwGuItE

of 73% at 915 MHz was built and tested in the pulse of 30 VACON PUMP

Jtsec in 1985 [2]. The second magnicon was developed as
a pr9totype RF source for a linear collider. In order to
achieve power of more than 50 MW at 7 GHz, the tube COLLECTOR

was built as a frequency doubling amplifier. The r.MANET

following parameters finally were achieved in 1998: A OUTPUTCAVITY

power of'55 MW, efficiency of 56% and the gain of 72 ... PENULTIMATE

dB in a pulse of 1.1 JLsec [3]. The X-band (11.424 GHz) 61C", C CAvrrEs

magnicon [4,5] is being developed jointly by Omega-P, -RIwEAVIrY

Inc. and NRL as a potential high efficiency RF source for GEA

the Next Linear Collider (NLC) project. As for the 7
GHz device, this 11.424 GHz magnicon is a frequency
doubling amplifier. The design has been optimized for ELECTRON GUN

the parameters of a 500 kV, 210 A, 1 .tsec modulator with
the repetition rate of 10 Hz. This modulator was built for
NRL by Titan Beta for a previous project. In this paper, Fig. I The magnicon schematic.

we present a progress report on 11.424 GHz magnicon as Special wall perturbations (similar to [3]) to restore
well as the results of the gun tests and the beam envelope quadrupole symmetry are employed. The tube does not
measurements. have output windows and WR-90 waveguides are

connected to the SLAC-type vacuum loads directly. The
2 MAGNICON DESIGN gun, RF circuit and collector are bakable up to 400' C.

Fig. 1 shows schematic of the 11.424 GHz magnicon. The The gun is supplied with the gate valve (bakable also) in

tube consists of an electron gun, 6.5 kGs solenoid, RF order to protect the cathode while changing experimental

circuit and collector, insulated from the ground. The 500 setups: the gun tests, the beam measurements, the tests of

kV, 210 A (0.59 microperv) diode gun is designed to the complete tube, etc.. The magnicon design parameters

obtain the beam area compression of 2500:1 and the beam are given in the Table 1. Beam dynamics simulations in

diameter in the magnet of about 1.5 mm [6]. The the magnicon in both time-dependent and steady-state

complete RF circuit has six 5.712 GHz TM, 0 deflection regimes were performed using computer code [8] . The

cavities (a drive cavity, three gain cavities and two physical model includes: realistic RF fields in the cavities

penultimate cavities), followed by an 11.424 GHz TM 210  and DC magnetic fields, finite beam size and multiple

output cavity. The gain and penultimate cavities have reflection of electrons from the collector surface. The

inductive measuring probes. In contrast to [3] the two code SLANS2 [9] was used for RF field calculations, the

penultimate cavities are not coupled in order to eliminate codes DEMEOS [10] and SUPERSAM [11] were used

possible instability [7]. To extract RF power there are for the gun optimization, and the code SAM [12] was

* Permanent address: Budker INP, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
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used for calculation of DC magnetic field and fields in the magnetic field profile was changed by means of an iron
gun. The optimization of the tube was done taking into corrector plate in the magnet (see Fig.3).
account possible instabilities and excitation of different 0.68

parasitic modes in the cavities. 0.66

Table 1 0.64s

a)2: 06Frequency 11.424 GHz . o.P-(445 kV)-25.4A
F.u6 pP (445 kV)--25.4A

Power 66 MW P .4A
Efficiency 63 % 0.58s - k-

Pulse duration 1 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 25 3 3.5
Repetition rate 10 Hz Time (hours)

Gain 62 dB Fig. 2 Perveance vs time for different beam voltage and
Drive frequency 5.712 GHz heater current
Drive power 40 W
Beam voltage 500 kV
Beam current 210 A (a)

Microperveance 0.59 30O

Beam diameter in the magnet 1.5 mm
Beam area compression 2500:1

The simulations of the beam dynamics in the magnicon 40

were done neglecting space charge effects, which should __ .__ --- _ . .. .
be small according to estimates. Besides, experiments [3] z (cm) z (cm)
show excellent agreement with the simulation results even
for higher microperveance of 0.88. Fig. 3. Original magnetic field profile (a), and magnetic

field profile with corrector plate (b).

3 THE GUN TESTS
4 THE BEAM MEASUREMENTS

The electron gun [6] was designed jointly by Omega-P
and Litton Electron Devices, and fabricated by Litton. A In order to characterize and optimize the electron beam, a

75-mm diameter, 30'-half-angle dispenser cathode was high-vacuum bakable beam analyzer was designed and

used, with a maximum cathode loading of -5 A/cm2. The built. It is similar to one reported in [14]. Schematic of

maximum focus-electrode gradient is < 190 kV/cm, the analyzer is shown in Fig. 4. The location of the beam

which should allow pulse length greater than 3 9.tsec. A edges is determined by using a set of 8 mm-wide graphite

unique feature of the gun is use of an electrically isolated apertures (Fig. 4) that are translated laterally until they

focus electrode biased negatively with respect to the STEPPER - U
MOTOR • ••VACION PUMP

cathode [131. This serves to reduce beam halo and helps SPEED -.-----REDUCER 8 mm

to overcome the effect of gun tolerances [6]. The electron SHAFT-OENCODER
gun underwent initial high voltage tests in June 1998. It (0.0l°=G6m)

was immediately determined that the gun microperveance U
exceeds 1. This meant that the anode-cathode (A-K) gap COLLECTOR

was substantially smaller than the design value. An
assembly error in the gun fabrication was discovered. MGE

The gun was cut open and rewelded with an additional BA

spacer to correct the A-K gap back to its design value. C APERTURE

However, measurements made on the repaired gun still GTVAE

show excessive current, corresponding to a STEERING COILS

microperveance of -0.64. This higher perveance is
attributed to more cathode and focusing electrode
expansion, than was accounted for during fabrication,
based on expansion measurements that were carried out
after -0.5 hours of heater operation. The final perveance
value (see Fig. 2) is reached after 2-2.5 hours of heater Fig. 4 Beam analyzer
operation. This error in A-K gap leads to a beam optics just begin to collect current from the edge of the beam.
change, mismatching with magnetic field and beam The analyzer has a rotating cylinder with 12 equally-
diameter increase. In order to correct this effect and to spaced angular positions. Ten of these positions are used
make the beam diameter close to its design value, the to position graphite apertures at 10-mm intervals along
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the axis of the device. The remaining two angular size is -2.3 mm instead of design value of 1.5 mm. The
positions support 100-mm-long graphite tubes with 4-mm beam area compression remains high (1100:1) and current
and 8-mm inner diameters, that can be used to measure density exceeds 6 kA/cm2 . The measured increase in
total beam interception. In order to measure intercepted beam size leads to some decrease in efficiency. Newly
current, the rotating cylinder is electrically isolated from calculated magnicon design parameters for the measured
the ground. The cylinder is rotated by a stepper-motor. beam are presented in Table 2.
The angular position is measured to 0.10 accuracy using
an absolute shaft encoder, corresponding to a 0 VerlScale: lox " om, m8
displacement of -60 gim. The beam measurements show 12 ohm optmum

that minimal achieved transverse beam size exceeds the - ==Z - 1/2 ohmn, optimum B

design value. Measured beam envelopes for optimal case I ohm, ot BIohm, constant B
are shown in the Fig. 5. One can see that the beam is not _2 n.,•,ta

axially symmetric. The current density on the one side of 3 3 ohm, constant B

the beam rises rapidly, while on the other side the current 4 lan, constant B

density is more gradual. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Axial Position (cm)

I Fig. 7 Beam centroid at 1 A intercepted current. Negative
bias voltage equals to -200 V/Ohm.

7 4-01ooA Table 2
•.-- 1000.A

.Z -40,oA •Power 56 MW

Efficiency 55 %
Gain 59 dB
Beam voltage 480 kV

3 -25 -2 AS -1 0.5 a 05 1 15 2 2.5 3
Tnwwmas Position ("MI Beam current 210 A

Fig. 5 The measured beam envelopes.
The RF structure fabricated at Budker INP (Novosibirsk)

This minimum beam size was achieved for negative focus he delivere ab ei npaed for hig power
has been delivered and is being prepared for high power

electrode biasing of 100 V. In the Fig. 6 the beam size tests. It is expected that high power conditioning of the
dependence on the focus bias voltage is shown. magnicon tube will begin in April, 1999.
Measurements show an apparent misalignment between
cathode and focus electrode: large beam diameter; 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
asymmetric beam edges; increased focus electrode
biasing makes this worse; steering coils (Fig. 4) make This research was supported by the US DoE SBIR
only small improvements, contract DEFG002-95-ER-82045, and DoE and ONR

under Interagency Agreement DE-AI02-94ER40861. We
3 ImmB.-ud I~lfUnrm& .ld are grateful to Dr. G. Caryotakis of SLAC for the

25 -L__..-----•-- ' '- contribution of several high-power microwave output
2 - .Mean - -M ean components for magnicon.
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Abstract transition region is required between the CARA section

A new version of an eighth-harmonic converter is and the converter section. A cavity is shorter than a

analysed, which consists of a TE1 II -mode cavity and an waveguide would be for similar beam and rf parameters,

adjacent TE81 -mode cylindrical waveguide. Driven by 40 and does not require a terminating absorber; both features

MW of rf power at 11.424 GHz, a 500 kV, 60.5 A help in preserving good beam quality.

Brillouin beam is accelerated in the cavity and generates In this paper, we present preliminary simulation results

up to 13 MW of output power at 91.392 GHz. for the eighth-harmonic converter.

1 INTRODUCTION 2 BASIC PRINCIPLES

Gyroharmonic conversion as a process for efficient Conditions for sustaining resonance for a beam at the end

production of high-power radiation has been discussed in a of CARA and the beginning of eighth-harmonic converter

number of publications [1-6] and various approaches have section are given by

been proposed. In one approach [1], low frequency rf " 0-18+k8lcpzl, and ft= 8'2 2
drive power is used to accelerate an electron beam using Y2 = - +a + kz 2CPl 2 , (1)
the TE1 1 mode in a cylindrical waveguide by means of
cyclotron autoresonance acceleration (CARA). The beam where the electron gyrofrequency is 02 = eBo/m with e
then passes through a transition region into a converter the electron charge in magnitude, m the rest mass, and
section, where it can selectively emit coherent radiation at B0 the axial magnetic field, k, is the axial wavenumber,
a harmonic of the drive frequency. To allow the and the relativistic energy factor is y =(1-I2 -fl )-112

.accelerated beam from CARA to fulfill the synchronous with fix and 83z the transverse and axial velocities
and grazing conditions in the converter section, the normalized to the vacuum light speed c. The parameters
magnetic field in the transition region is tapered up. The with subscript 1 are for the end of CARA and 2 for the
operating harmonic index is specified by proper choice of beginning of converter section. Since the eighth-
converter circuit parameters and magnetic field profile. harmonic output section is directly adjacent to the CARA
One deficiency in this approach is degradation in beam cavity, the continuity of magnetic field, particle energies,
quality when the beam passes through the transition and velocities (that is, 92, = S22, '1 = '2, and fzl = fiz2)

region where trapping in the strong rf fields is absent, requires 8kzl = kz2 . From dispersion equations for TE,1
Another approach to gyroharmonic conversion is co- and TE81 modes, we obtain

generation [5,6], which exploits a near-degeneracy for
cylindrical waveguide, where nearly equal phase and group R2 = j81 = 0.65498, (2)
velocities prevail for the TEl1 mode at frequency o) and R, 8j'1
the TE72 mode at frequency 7o). As a result, where R, and R2 are, respectively, the TE1 i-cavity
gyroresonant interactions in the two modes require radius and TE81 -waveguide radius, and jh 1.84118 and
essentially the same resonant magnetic field profile. Thus j8, =n9.64742 are the Bessel function roots. It can be
efficient transfer of rf energy from the fundamental to the J'sd that an equntion rove, It for be
seventh-harmonic can occur in the self-same structure. n ot e at anequan sml to te aboe butifo e
The harmonic index is selected by the synchronous TE72 mode at frequency 7w could be nearly satisfiedw ith R=2' snce 172/7=1.84748; this fact is
interaction mechanism itself, instead of through the with R = R si

circuit parameters. The near-degeneracy in cylindrical responsible for the near-degeneracy mentioned previously

waveguide referred to above does not exist for an eighth- that can make seventh-harmonic co-generation in the
harmonic TE-mode interaction. CARA waveguide an efficient process.

A new approach to eighth-gyroharmonic conversion is Eq. (2) insures that a beam exiting the TE1 -mode

described here. Here the CARA drive section uses a cavity at frequency o) remains resonant with the TE8 ,

TE1 I,-mode cavity and the converter section uses a TEg, mode at frequency 8o). According to selection rules for

waveguide where the TE11 mode is cutoff and the axisymmetric beams [2], TEii mode at the fundamental is

resonance with the eighth-harmonic is maintained by a the most competitive to the TE81 mode in the converter

proper choice of waveguide radius. Accordingly, no section. It can be shown that a proper choice of the
cavity radius R1 insures that the TEii mode at the

* The work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, fundamental (or the TE72 mode at the seventh harmonic)
Divisions of High Energy Physics and Advanced Energy Projects. is cutoff. If the fundamental frequency f, is 11.424 GHz
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()1i= 2,626 cm), and the eighth-harmonic frequency f 8  1.5 i I
is 91.392 GHz (As = 0.328 cm). Taking the cavity
radius R1 = 0.798 cm, from Eq. (2) we have the converter
section radius R2 = 0.522 cm. The cutoff wavelengths of , 1 Wall
TE11 mode at f1 and TEgl mode at f 8 are, respectively,'c.t
1.783 cm and 0.340 cm, which means that TE81 is a 0.5-
propagating mode while TEl I is cutoff.

3 SIMULATION RESULTS 0 15

0 5 10 15 20

A preliminary simulation study has been performed for z (cm)

this harmonic converter configuration. The design Figure 1: Wall profile for CARA cavity, output
parameters are chosen to accommodate as initial waveguide and tapered collector, and orbits throughout
conditions at the CARA entrance a Brillouin beam. The device for 8 sample electrons of 512 taken in simulation,
beam radius rb, beam current I, guide magnetic field B0 , including those orbits with extreme excursions.
and beam energy factor y0 are related by [7]

3.2-
F -11/2 3.4 _ ' ' I ' ' '_

1b = I 2m (3) 3[B = C y -- 12 
t/2 "

2.8
2.6

For the _example that was analyzed, a 500 kV, 60.5 A 2.4

Brillouin beam with a radius of 0.35 mm is injected along 2.2
the axis of a TElu CARA cavity with a radius of 0.798 2 I I I

cm and a length of 4.95 cm. The cavity resonates at 1.8 0 5 10 15 20
11.424 GHz and is driven with a power of 40 MW; the z (cm)
unloaded cavity quality factor Q0 is 5000. The TE81 - Figure 2: Energy factors for the 8 electrons in Fig. 1.mode output waveguide has a radius of 0.522 cm and a

length of 3.0 cm, following which a gentle up-taper in Fig. 3 shows the rf power levels and axial magnetic
wall radius accompanies a linear down-taper to zero in field profile along the full 17.95-cm length of the device.
guide magnetic field, allowing the beam to be collected on With a power of 40 MW at 11.424 GHz, the beam is
the wall. The simulation parameters are given in Table I. accelerated initially from 500 keV to 1.15 MeV a~t the end

Table I: Parameters in simulation of the cavity; this corresponds to an acceleration efficiency

Beam energy 500 keV of 98% and an loaded cavity quality factor of 100; the

Beam current 60.5 A magnetic field varies from 6.2 to 12.5 kG. In the output

Beam radius 0.35 mm section, the eighth-harmonic rf power at 91.392 GHz is

Input rf power 40 MW gradually increased and then reaches a maximum of 14.9

Drive frequency 11.424 GHz MW at z = 11 cm. Because of wall loss after about

TEII cavity radius R, 0.798 cm z = 13cm where no net energy exchange takes place, the

Cavity length L 4.95 cm power is slightly reduced with a final output power of

Unloaded cavity quality factor Qo 5000 13.1 MW. The magnetic field is resonantly decreased

Loaded cavity quality factor QL 100 from 11.6 kG (z = 4.95 cm) to 10.3 kG (z =7.95 cm),

TE81 waveguide radius R2  0.522 cm and then linearly to zero (z = 17.95 cm).

TE81 waveguide length 3 cm
Final collector radius 0.6 cm 50 15
Collector length 10cm 40 12

Fig. 1 shows the rf structure outline and orbits of 8 30 B0 9
sample particles in the r - z plane, and Fig. 2 shows the *1 20 " [+ '-.P (TE81 6 "

relativistic energy factors for the particles. In the CARA 81

section (from z =0 to 4.95 cm), the electrons are . 10 111) - 3
accelerated and their energies are increased. In the output 0 I 0
section including the TE81 waveguide and collector (from 0 5 1 0 15 20
z = 4.95 to 17.95 cm), the electrons lose energy to TEg1  z (cm)

mode at the eighth harmonic and then the wall intercepts Figure 3: rf power levels in CARA and in output section
all the electrons, because the axial magnetic field is (solid line), and magnetic field profile (dashed line).
linearly reduced to zero between z = 7.95 and 17.95 cm.
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Peak field strengths and ohmic power loss in the conversion falls, although the absolute magnitude of
structure have been computed as well, and have been found output power can increase; likewise, an increase in rf drive
to be well below the accepted levels for carefully built power level can be tolerated at higher current, thereby also
high power structures at X-band and W-band [8]. Results making higher output power possible.
of these computations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Mode competition which is not taken into account in

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of peak radial rf field the simulation can occur in an overmoded rf structure as
strength at the walls in CARA and output section on axial used in such a harmonic converter. In the CARA cavity,
distance. The maximum electric field in the CARA is co-generation of seventh-harmonic power could arise,
0.326 MV/cm and 0.266 MV/cm in the output section, should it turn out that one of the TE72m modes of the
well below the accepted breakdown limits for copper with cavity were to resonate at 79.968 GHz. For a perfect
1-2psec pulses [9]. cylinder with R1 = 0.798 cm, L = 4.95 cm, probably the

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of peak wall loss power most dangerous (i. e., nearest) eigenmode is the TE727,
Pwall and power density dP/dA on axial distance z for whose eigenfrequency is 80.222 GHz. But if the loaded

the output waveguide. Note that for a duty cycle less than Q for the TE727 mode is much larger than
10-3, the maximum average power density to be 80.222/2(80.222 - 79.968) = 158, it should be possible

dissipated at the walls of the output waveguide would be to avoid excitation of the seventh harmonic because of
less than 30 W/cm 2. The cavity must dissipate an average detuning. Mode competition might also pose a problem
power of 800 W at this duty cycle, in the output waveguide, since the TE61 and TE71 modes

are not cutoff at the sixth and seventh harmonics. In the

0. I I I extreme, it is possible to operate with a cavity in place of
the output waveguide, in order to discriminate against

> 0.3- frequencies other than the design frequency of 91.392
/ •GHz. In a preliminary simulation for a TE811-mode

-B0.2 output cavity, whose ohmic Q for copper cannot be
higher than about 5000, and for the beam parameters and

S0.1 40 MW-11.424 GHz drive level used in Figs. 1-5, a

00 .... , II . I .. . . . power of 12.06 MW is obtained. But 4.28 MW of this is
0 5 1 0 1 5 20 dissipated in wall losses in the output cavity where

z (cm) QL = 1774; so the net output is 7.78 MW. These

Figure 4: Peak radial rf field strength at the walls in considerations suggest that strategies to avoid serious

CARA and in the output waveguide. mode competition, and to operate insofar as possible
without undue ohmic wall losses, will probably be the

1200 " 3.0 104 major challenges for further investigations.

1000 ,.. 2.5 104

= 800 - dP/dA -0 - 2.0 104 5 REFERENCES
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FEL-OSCILLATOR FOR FEEDING OF HIGH-GRADIENT
ACCELERATING STRUCTURE*

C.A.Goldenberg, A.A.Kaminsky, A.K.Kaminsky*, S.N.Sedykh, A.P.Sergeev, JINR, Dubna, Russia
N.S.Ginzburg, N.Yu.Peskov, IAP, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Abstract The resonator has a set of longitudinal eigenmodes

with integer number of half-waves between the mirrors
Millimeter-wave FEL-oscillator is one of a possible and frequencies inside the reflectivity band of the mirrors.
source of RF power for accelerating structures of future The frequency difference between the modes is about
linear colliders with high energy gain. JINR-IAP 0.5%, so fixing one of them by proper choice of the
collaboration develops a high-efficiency single-mode operating regime is rather difficult taking into account
FEL-oscillator with a Bragg resonator and reversed guide inevitable jitter of beam energy and pulsed wiggler field.
field. Output power of 48 MW at the frequency of Another problem in experimental realization of
30.6 GHz with spectrum width 0.25% was registered in accelerating structure feeding is the precise frequency
recent experiments using induction linac LIU-3000 matching between the FEL-oscillator and the structure.
(0.8 MeV, 200 A, 200 ns). Typical Q-factor of the structure is 300, so the value of

In this paper we discuss technical solutions for 0.3% is an upper limit for admissible frequency mismatch.
providing of: Central frequency of Bragg resonator is determined by the

* frequency stability with accuracy better than 0.3%; mirror corrugation period (typically one-half of

* precise frequency coincidence of the oscillator and wavelength), hence required precision of the mirror

the accelerating structure; period can be estimated as 0.1% of 5 mm, i.e. 5 mkm.

* RF power transportation from the oscillator to the This size tolerance is rather hard to realize. Besides the

structure., frequency variation due to the beam loading of the
waveguide can break the matching. We think that the best

1 INTRODUCTION solution of the problem is to provide a possibility of the
precise tuning of the FEL-oscillator's radiation frequency.

Our group studies possible applications of millimeter- Residual pressure in the accelerating section must be
wave free-electron laser (FEL) in oscillator configuration much lower than in typical induction linac. It forced us to
as a source of RF-power for high-gradient accelerating use output windows, differential vacuum systems etc.
structures of two-beam accelerators [1]. The main Technical solutions of mentioned problems are
features of developed oscillator are Bragg resonator and discussed in this paper.
regime with reversed guide field [2], when cyclotron
rotation of the beam electrons and their rotation imposed 2 RADIATION FREQUENCY
by helical wiggler have opposite directions. Using the STABILIZATION
electron beam of an induction linac LIU-3000 (0.8 MeV,
200 A, 200 ns) the highest FEL-oscillator's efficiency of There exists another type of Bragg resonator also
26% was achieved at a frequency of 31 GHz, while the proposed in [5]. It consists of two mirrors of lengths L,

output power was about 35 MW f2,3]. The radiation and L 2 with corrugation phase shift between them. Such
frequency and spectrum width in a single-mode regime resonator has only one mode inside the reflection band of
(A, / X ,< 0.25%) are very close to the values required in the mirrors (central) and two symmetrical modes just

CLIC project [4]. But some important problems must be outside the reflection band (side modes). Traditionally

solved to create FEL-oscillator usable for such this type of the resonator seemed to have insufficient

application. quality factor due to the small volume occupied by the RF

Traditional Bragg resonator [5] consists of two field. But the proper choice of the mirrors coupling

mirrors separated by a smooth waveguide. You can easily coefficient allowed us to design a resonator with the

have the interaction length large enough for operating of optimal Q-factor.
the oscillator. The quality factor of the resonator can be Dynamics of the oscillation build-up in the FEL with
varied both by mirror lengths and by the distance between a two-mirror Bragg resonator with the corrugation phase
them. shift was studied numerically. Time domain analysis

taking into consideration the dispersion properties of the
"Work is supported by grants 97-02-16643 and 97-02-17379 of Bragg reflectors was used [6]. It allows us to investigate
Russian Foundation for Basic Research. both the transient process and the stationary regime.
* Email: alikk@sunse.jinr.ru
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Figure 1. Numerical simulation of the oscillators with the two-mirror Bragg resonator:
Efficiency 1l versus time, radiation spectrum S and electric field E distribution versus length (forward wave - solid
line, backward wave - dashed line). Resonator's quality factor grows from a) to c). Fig. c) represents one of the
possible operating modes.

Figure 1 presents some results of the simulation. place when the phase gain of a wave travelling from one
When the Q-factor of the resonator is high enough for mirror to another and back is equal 2itn. But unlike
central mode but insufficient for side modes, the single- "usual" mirrors the phase of a wave reflected from a
mode oscillation exists both in the transient regime and in Bragg mirror also depends on frequency. Let us take a
the stationary regime at all the possible values of the Bragg resonator with the length of a smooth waveguide
synchronism detuning (a). If the Q-factor is large enough between the mirrors varying from zero to the corrugation
for the central mode and side modes too, the beating of period. Obviously, because each of the mirrors has many
several modes occurs in transient stage. In stationary periods of corrugation, we can neglect the short section of
regime the nonlinear mode competition results in the the smooth waveguide, so changing of the length of the
single-mode operation. The short effective interaction smooth waveguide is equivalent to the changing of
length (the RF field is high only near the mirrors corrugation phase of one mirror. At phase shift equal to
junction) results in low sensitivity of the FEL-oscillator to zero and 2o the resonator spectrum must be the same and
the initial electron energy spread, so the oscillator coincide with the spectrum of a regular Bragg waveguide
efficiency can be very high (b). For too big Q-factor it is [5] (fig. 2a).
possible to operate at the central mode as well as at one of There are two resonance frequencies outside the
the side modes depending on the synchronism condition, reflection band symmetrical to the exact Bragg frequency

but the oscillator efficiency decreases (c). (29.9 GHz in this figure). Distance between the two "side"

Experimental investigation of the two-mirror frequencies is close to the reflection bandwidth and

resonator in the optimal configuration allowed us to depends on the depth of the mirror corrugation. When the

increase the FEL efficiency up to 35% in the single-mode phase shift increases, the spectrum becomes asymmetric,

regime [7]. and the upper "side" eigen-frequency moves inside the
reflection band (fig. 2b). At the nt shift of phase we have

3 PRECISE RADIATION FREQUENCY again a well-known type of resonator [5]: the eigen-
frequency coincides with the exact Bragg frequency (fig.

TUNING 2c). Then the eigen-frequency moves to the lower border

Precise frequency tuning of a FEL with the two-mirror of the reflection band (fig. 2d). Thus the tuning range is
Bragg resonator may be based on the fact that the Bragg restricted by the reflection bandwidth, for the typical
resonator eigen-frequency changes as we change the
distance between the mirrors. Indeed, resonance takes
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Spectra for some phase shifts
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Figure 2. Spectra for some phase shifts for case 3 (L =28, Lj=12 cm) and operation frequency
of tunable Bragg resonators versus shift of corrugation phase for some lengths of mirrors
(cm):l)L,=20, L2=20, 2)L,=25, L2=15, 3)L 1=28, L2=12, 4)L,=30, L 2=10. Period of corrugation =

S565l cm. wnvecriide. radiiin = 1 05 r.m. cniinlinq = 0 1 1/crm, mode-, H4 -F

mirrors used in our experiments it is about 0.5 -1 GHz frequency about 30 GHz and the output power up to
which equals to (2-3)% of the operation frequency 50 MW.
(30 GHz).
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STUDY OF RF COMPONENTS FOR JLC 2X2 DLDS

J.Q. Wang, Y.H. Chin, S. Kazakovt, S. Yamaguchi and H. Tsutsui
KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305-0801, Japan

Abstract components include the mode launcher, the TEO,
extractor, and the TElt to TEO, mode converter. A basic

We have studied a multi-mode Delay Line Distribution system of DLDS that consists of TEO, mode extractor and
System (DLDS)[1][2] as the RF power distribution the TE11to TE01 mode converter is also studied. For long
system from klystrons to RF structures for linear distance transmission, the low loss TE12 mode is
colliders. In particular, a 2x2 DLDS has been proposed preferred, so a TEl1 to TE1 2 mode converter and the low
and studied at KEK for Japan Linear Collider(JLC). It has choked flange needed for connecting between waveguide
been proved that the 2x2 DLDS is simple, bus has good is also designed. The High Frequency Structure Simulator
transmission efficiency. We have designed RF (HFSS) code, which evaluates in frequency domain with
components of a basic unit of a DLDS using the High 3D finite element method, is used for design and study.
Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) code[3]. They
include the TEo, extractor, the TE1 I to TEO, converter, and 2 BASIC UNIT OF 2x2 DLDS
the TEll to TE12 converter for TE12 mode. HFSS
calculation of the system, which consists of TEO, extractor A test unit is proposed and studied to verify the principle
and TE1I to TE01 converter, shows that the transmission of multi-mode 2x2 DLDS. It includes the mode launcher,
efficiency of each mode is better than 95%. The the TEo, extractor and the TE1 to TEO, converter. Fig. 1 is
components, as well as the system are being studied the schematic layout of the unit.
experimentally. A low power test model for the mode
stability experiment in 55m long wave guide in DLDS is
also being developed.. Mode launcher

TE01+TEI, T,,,--*TE01 mode

1lINTRODUCTION F,
The Delay Line Distribution System (DLDS) invented by
KEK has been considered for the compression and
distribution of the RF power from klystrons to accelerator Tapers

structures in the proposed projects of linear colliders, such
as the Japan Linear Collider (JLC)[4] and Next Linear Figure 1: Schematic layout of 2x2 DLDS unit.
Collider (NLC)[5]. In DLDS, the long pulse of combined
klystron output is subdivided into a train of shorter pulses 2.1 TEo0 -TE11 Multi-mode Launcher
and each subpulse is delivered to accelerating structures
through a delay line distribution system. This system The TEO-TEII multi-mode launcher converts the power
utilizes the delay of the electron beam in the accelerator from four rectangular waveguides feeds to separate modes
structure of the linear collider to reduce the length of the i.e. TEO, and TEI modes, in a multi-moded circular guide
waveguide assembly. A conceptual improvement is through coupling slots. Here, we adopt the same design as
proposed by SLAC to further reduce the length of that proposed by Zenghai Li, et al [7].
waveguide system by multiplexing several low-loss RF The original design is modeled with MAFIA [8], so
modes in a same waveguide. Thus, the subpulse in the HFSS is used to check the performance of the same
distribution waveguide are carried by different waveguide geometry as the MAFIA model. But the result got by
modes so that they can be extracted at designated HFSS is not so good as that predicted by MAFIA: though
locations according to their mode patterns. Based on the the power transmission efficiency from the rectangular
SLAC multi-mode DLDS, a 2x2 DLDS [6] is proposed in waveguide to circular waveguide for TEO, mode in the
KEK for JLC. The advantage of 2x2 DLDS is that it's can be 97.4%, the efficiency for TE~l mode is only about
simple and easy to be expended to accommodate 90%. We think that the deviation may be caused by the
combinations of more klystrons, and also it has good different mesh method between MAFIA and HFSS. By
transmission efficiency. perturbation study [9], we found that it's possible to

In this paper the design of the main RF components of improve the HFSS result either by increasing the length of
a basic unit of 2x2 DLDS is presented. The main the coupling slot on the circular waveguide for 0.35mm or

t On leave from Branch of Institute of Nuclear Physics, Protvino, Russia.
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adjusting both short positions in the rectangular and In DLDS, the TE1l mode has to be converted back to TEo,
circular waveguide for 0.35mm from the original MAFIA mode so that it can be extracted efficiently. The
geometry. Then the requirement for high efficiency and "Serpentine" style structure is adopted [11]. The radius of
low surface field can be satisfied [10]. This suggests that the circular waveguide keeps constant, but the axis of the
the prototype of the launcher should have the short propagation is deformed as a sinusoidal. The diameter of
position tunable. Present measurement has confirmed the the waveguide is 20mm, the amplitude of the sinusoidal
above feature of the mode launcher. deformation is 2.33m, and the one periodical length is

80.4mm. The conversion efficiency can be better than
2.2 TEO, Mode Extractor 99.5% when four periods cascaded together. Here, We

The design TEO, extractor is based on the so call wrap- reproduced the SLAC design [12]. A novel idea has been

around converter [2]. When TEO, and TE11 modes pass proposed which can simplify the manufacture, that to cut

through the extractor, the TE01 is extracted into another the waveguide slantingly and then weld them in a right

parallel waveguide, while the TE11 mode is not affected. way, as shown in Fig. 3. With the slant angle chosen

The circular waveguide is tapered down to cutoff the TEO, properly, the TE11 to TE01 conversion efficiency can be

mode while allowing the TEll to go through, and the better than 99%. That can be a hopeful candidate in 2x2

parallel one was shorted at one end to control the DLDS scheme. A primary design has been confirmed by

direction of TEO, mode transmission. Fig. 2 is the HFSS HFSS. Efforts are still continuing for further

solid model. The rectangular waveguide is warpped improvement in the performance.

around the circular waveguide as shown. There are 6
coupling holes spaced 600 apart in the azimuthal direction
around the circular wave guide. The size of the coupling :
hole is the same as the cross section of the rectangular
waveguide. The distance between the center of every two -

holes is near the wavelength of the TE1 0 mode in the
rectangular waveguide, so that the azimuthal resonant
coupling between the two waveguides can be achieved.
Thus the TEO0 mode in the circular waveguide can be Figure 3: Solid model of TE11 to TEO, mode converter.
extracted efficiently into the wrap-around rectangular
waveguide. Due to reciprocity, the extracted power in the
rectangular waveguide can be converted back to TEO1  2.4 Simulation of Test Unit
mode in the parallel circular waveguide. The symmetry of
the structure prevents the TE11 mode in the circular Due to the computer memory limit, we only simulate thewaveguide being affected, performance of the system consisting of the TEol

extractor, the TEB1 to TEO, converter, and the tapers
between them. Fig. 4 shows the electric filed pattern

TE, propagating in the system.

TEO -. ..

/ .....,. ' :-
v -j..x " -..-.t

Figure 2: Solid model of TE0 1 mode extractor. (a) TEO, mode input from left.

The geometrical structure is optimized with HFSS
[10]. Simulation of present design shows that about
99.4% of the power of TEO1 mode can be extracted,
97.2% of TE11 mode goes through without perturbation,
while 2.3% converted to TMoi mode. The peak electric -- or
surface field at 600MW is around 80MV/m, which locates
in the bifurcation area in the rectangular waveguide.
Improvement of the design aiming to decrease the peak (b) TE11 mode input from left.
electric field at high power, and increase the transparency
to TE11 mode is underway. Figure 4: Electrical field patterns in the test unit.

2.3 TE1 , to TEO, Mode Converter
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The power of TEO, mode is extracted to a parallel
waveguide with efficiency better than 96% as shown in
Fig. 4(a), while the power of TEO, mode goes through the -> -

extractor directly and then is converted to again to TE01 as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The transmission efficiency is better
than 95%. With the wall loss taken into account, it's
expected that the transmission efficiency in DLDS can be /

better than 90%. All the above components are being
manufactured. The low power test will be done soon. .. .. .

3 MODE STABILITY EXPERIMENT
In order to reduce the resistive loss in long distance Figure 5:1/4 solid model of the choke flange.

transmission, the low loss TE12 mode is considered in the
circular waveguide. The experiment to test the stability of 4 CONCLUSION
TE12 mode propagating for long distance i.e. its
sensitivity to all kinds of perturbations is being planed. The main components have been designed using HFSS
The main purpose is to measure the purity of TE12 mode code. According to HFSS result, the power transmission
in a 55m long waveguide whose diameter is 4.75 inches. efficiency in the components can at least meet the
The experiment needs a TEII launcher, a TEII-TE12  requirement of DLDS at low power, so the DLDS
converter, and the flange to connect waveguides, principle can work. A low power test facility is being

setup in KEK, and the components are being
3.1 TE1, Mode launcher manufactured. The performance of the components as

well as the principle of the DLDS will be testedTEi 1 mode in circular waveguide can be converted wl stepicpeo h LSwl etsefrom TEIo mode in rectangular waveguide. The converter, experimentally in near future. Meantime, the experimentwhose main part is the smooth taper from the to study the mode stability after long distance microwave
22.86x10.16mm rectangular waveguide to the rf50.2mmt transmission in DLDS is being developed. Improvement
circular waveguide, is designed by HFSS. The conversion on the design of components of DLDS for high power

efficiency is better than 99.2%. test, or practical use is continuing.
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RESPONSE OF THE RF POWER SYSTEM TO OFF-NORMAL
CONDITIONS ON APT*

M. McCarthy**, T. Overett, J. Tooker, General Atomics, San Diego, CA

M. Lynch, D. Rees, A. Regan, T. Wangler, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract superconducting modules have low loss, very high Q
cavities that, without a beam to absorb the incident RF,

The Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) plant reflect nearly all power back through the waveguides.
utilizes a 1700 MeV linear accelerator. The accelerating The length of time during linac commissioning or re-

potential for the 100 mA proton beam is provided by up to
start conditions that the cavities are sans beam can not be(depending on production requirements) 244 one MW ditedbthRFSsm.TeFSyem utbeal

klystrons.dictated by the RF System. The RF System must be able
t eamd parameater. to absorb this reflected power continuously. Under no-

coupling port provides optimum beam parameters. beam conditions most of the reflected RF power travels
However, when a fault occurs or operation is required at back to the circulator load in the RFQ and NC sections.
reduced beam currents ('off-normal conditions'), the This occurs because the reciprocal nature of the
Radio Frequency (RF) system must compensate to waveguide power splitters. It is also a result of the relative
maintain the cavity field. This paper will describe the reflected phase at the splitter arms being equal to the
projected off-normal conditions and the response of the incident phase. In all of the NC linac sections, the cavities
RF system to accommodate these conditions and are driven in-phase; thus the reflected power is also in
minimize downtime. phase. However, in the SC section, the reflected power (-

1 MW) is absorbed in both the circulator load and in local
1 INTRODUCTION splitter loads. The power in each is a function of the phase

There are three distinct sections of the linac with respect difference between the cavities in the SC module [2]. The
to RF power coupling [1]. These are: 1) the Radio sum of the power dissipated in the loads and dissipated in
Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), which immediately the linac cavities must equal the incident power from the
follows the injector and serves primarily to bunch the klystrons.
beam (6.7MeV). 2) The Coupled Cavity Drift Tube Linac
(CCDTL) and Coupled Cavity Linac (CCL) modules,
which accelerate the beam in normal conducting (NC)
cavities up to 211 MeV. There are eleven of these type
modules. Except for the first module, which has only one
klystron driving it, the other ten have between three and
seven klystrons driving them. The term 'supermodule' has
been given to a module with synchronous multiple
klystron drives. 3) The cryomodule section, which uses
superconducting (SC) cavities, accelerates the beam up to
1700MeV. Under normal operating conditions with 100
mA of beam, the RF power is well matched to the linac
cavities and little power is reflected back through the
waveguides. However, before achieving normal operating
conditions, the cavities must be brought up to full RF
accelerating field strength with no beam present. All
klystrons are ramped up to their design operating power
of 80-90% of maximum. To ameliorate AC power draw
on the utility grid, the klystrons are brought up gradually Figure 1: Typical RF power distribution from the klystron
in groups. Because of the nature of accelerator operations, gallery to the linac tunnel.
the RF Power Distribution System must have loads sized
to handle reflected power under no-beam conditions In Figure 1, a pair of cylindrical high power RF water-
continuously. With no beam the RFQ reflects 4% cooled loads can be seen in the tunnel and one in the
(VSWR=1.5) of the incident RF power and similarly, the klystron gallery. These loads share the total reflected
CCDTL/CCL (VSWR=4) reflects 36%. The power.

Work supported by DOE contract DE-AC04-96AL89607.
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2 OFF-NORMAL DETECTION effected by 244 MW (worst case) suddenly turning off

Before considering the response to various off normal and on.

conditions, the conditions themselves and their method of 3 SYSTEM SCENARIOS & RESPONSES
detection must be defined. Other than commissioning and
re-start operations, all other off-normal conditions are the The following are off-normal operating modes and fault
result of a system fault. Typical faults include RF arcs at conditions and the corresponding RF Power and LLRF
the waveguide windows or cavities, window failures, RF responses:
System failures, high voltage power supply (HVPS) faults Start up scenario: All klystrons are brought up to full
and beam loss resulting from injector, vacuum or other CW power (<1 hr.) Reflected power is absorbed in RF
malfunctions, loads. The beam duty factor is set very low (< 5 Hz, 100-

200 jtsec) and the steering, focusing, RF phase and
2.1 RF Diagnostics amplitudes are optimized. The beam current is then

To detect an unexpected off-normal condition, the RF increased to 100 mA at low duty and the phasing is
System has several diagnostics which run under the rechecked. Once the accelerator is commissioned the duty
control of a low-level RF (LLRF) sub-system [31. These factor is brought to CW at 100mA. At this point most of
diagnostics follow: the RF power is absorbed in the linac cavities and beam

1)Fiber-optic (FO) lines are placed near the RF and little is absorbed in the RF loads. [51
windows at the accelerating structure and in vacuum Klystron power supply trip (crowbar). Action: The
waveguide to view the flash from an arc. The FO lines corresponding klystron shuts down. Beam is turned off to
carry light pulses back to optical detectors in racks on the prevent beam spill, which would result from improper
mezzanine of the klystron gallery. accelerating potentials in the cavities. If the klystron is

2)RF directional couplers are integrated in the part of a group that drives a supermodule, then all of the
waveguide transmission system near the cavity couplers klystrons driving the supermodule are shut down to
and near the RF splitter loads. These couplers detect prevent RF induced power from coupling from the cavity
forward and reflected RF power levels. The signals are to the waveguide. The power supply is reset and the
carried back to the mezzanine by standard coax cables for klystron(s) brought back on line. The beam is restarted.
processing by the RF diagnostic system. Waveguide or cavity arc. Action: The window arc

3)Air and surface temperature Resistance Temperature detector sees the arc or the directional coupler of the
Devices (RTD's) or thermocouples. These devices will waveguide associated with the arc detects high reflected
measure the outer surface of the window frame and the power. The LLRF system shuts down the associated
temperature of the cooing air that blows across the RF klystron(s) (<10 gts). The LLRF also sends a signal to the
vacuum windows. These are excellent predictors of injector to shut down the beam. The LLRF system can be
impending window failure. Cables are routed back to the programmed as to the time to restart the klystron drive
klystron gallery to the RF diagnostic system. after an arc and the number of arcs to permit before

shutting down the klystron. The klystron is brought back
2.2 Low Level RF up (-30 gisec) and the beam is restored. If the arc reoccurs

and the RF is off for more than 500 ms, the RFQ and NC
The LLRF system controls many functions, primarily the structures will lose resonance. The LLRF system will go
level of RF fields in the accelerating cavities. The LLRF into a frequency agile mode and restore the structures to
controls the amplitude and phase of the klystrons by resonance. If the klystron is part of a group that drives a
monitoring pick-ups from the linac and directional supermodule, then the RF drive to all the klystrons
coupler feedback and reference signals running the length driving the supermodule are shut down to prevent RF
of the linac. It communicates with the Integrated Control induced power from coupling from the cavity to the
System (ICS) to provide the status of the RF Systems to waveguide and possibly maintaining an arc. The LLRF
plant operations. The LLRF can issue a fast command to. system restarts the klystron(s) after a predetermined time
the injector in the event of a fault to terminate beam (-150 ms).
operations. It also interfaces with the RF diagnostics to RF System Failure: Action: Any RF System failure will
evaluate a fault. The LLRF operates one RF power interrupt the RF drive to the klystron. The LLRF system
control function in response to a fault and that is the shuts down the beam. If the klystron is part of a group
interruption of the RF drive to the klystron. The LLRF that drives a supermodule, then all of the klystrons
evaluates the fault and interrupts the drive for an driving the supermodule are shut down to prevent RF
appropriate amount of time. During the time the drive is induced power from coupling from the cavity to the
off, all of the klystron power is dumped into the klystron's waveguide. A waveguide switch is thrown (-5 sec) on the
collector. The klystrons have been specified to withstand failed system which causes the waveguide to present a
this power continuously. This feature is essential to the 'short' to the cavity aperture. Therefore effectively no
external AC utility grid [4] which would be seriously cavity power is lost. This switch will be located before

the waveguide splits to the couplers and will function for
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all four couplers simultaneously. If an RF vacuum valve beam downtime in excess of 10 minutes for repair or
is employed, we will gain the option to operate with one while redundant systems are implemented. If the failure is
of the two coupler-pairs with an increase in availability, judged to be in excess of 2-3 hours, RF Systems may be
The beam is restarted and the NC cavity structures re- shut down to conserve power. There are many other
tuned. If the klystron was part of a supermodule, the possible failure modes. These will be identified and
remaining klystrons on that module are brought up at full categorized as to the appropriate response. For the RF
power to compensate for the lost klystron. If the failed Power Distribution System, all failure modes need only be
klystron drives a superconducting (SC) module, that Power is to System all faure m need ton
cavity is de-tuned (-1 min.) and the linac is returned to categorized into whether they cause a beam interruption
service. The succeeding SC modules are phase adjusted and for how long. Table 1 summarizes the off-normal
to compensate for the lost module. The medium beta and conditions, response, and expected downtime [6].
high beta SC modules are divided into four sections. The
linac can lose a module in each of these sections and still 4 CONCLUSION
meet operational requirements. The failed RF station can The RF system responds to off-normal conditions both
then be repaired while the linac continues to operate.Window Failure: Thermal or arc sensors indicate passively (waveguide loads) and actively (LLRF control
impending window failure. Actions: For NC linac: t of klystron drive). It does so in a manner, whichimpedin widowfaiure Actons Fo NClinc: hut minimizes damage and downtime. The exact response and
down klystron and beam. Close waveguide switch. Restart mimize damag and wime Te re sponse an
beam. For SC linac: shut down klystron, detune cavity timing to a particular fault will be refined empirically as
and restart beam. experience with this particular accelerator is acquired.
Vacuum System failures, Injector failures, diagnostic
failures, etc.: Failures in these categories may mean

Table 1 The APT RF Power Distribution System under Off-Normal conditions.

Off Normal Condition RF System Response Time iLLRF Response Other Actions Down
time

Start-up scenario Full power to cavities (no Hours- Monitor phase of beam pulses. NA
beam) days

Klystron power supply Shut down klystron, reset PS, Shut down beam, bring up beam after cavities 5 min.
trip (Crowbar). Turn on klystron filled.

Klystron Waveguide Arc Shut down klystron, Turn 150 ins Detect arc. Kill beam. Interrupt klystron drive. 150 ins
or Cavity Arc on klystron
Klystron Failure Shut down klystrons, close 10 psec Detect failure. Shut down Other klystrons in 30 min.

waveguide switch. beam, supermodule shut
down

Impending Window Shut down associated 5 sec. Detect thermal aberration Other klystrons in 5 sec.
Failure klystron, close WG switch or arc. supermodule shut

down

Leaking Window Shut down klystron, close 5 sec. Shut down beam, close Actuate air and 5min.-24
WG switch gate valve, vacuum valves. hrs.

5 REFERENCES
[1] Overview of the APT RF Power Distribution System, M. [4] Linear Accelerator Impact Study; K. Clark, et al., Sept., 1996,
McCarthy, et al., LINAC'98. South CarolinaElectric & Gas.
[2M Based on cavity phase relationships provided by T. Wangler, [5] Development of a Commissioning Plan for the APT Linac, M.

LANL, April 8, 1998. Schulze, et al., PAC'99 Conference.

[31 LEDA LLRF Control System Performance: Model and [61 M. Lynch, Analysis of Options for Spare RF Systems for
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LEDA LLRF Control System Performance: Model and Operational Experience*

A.H. REGAN, S.I. KWON, Y.M. WANG, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
C.D. ZIOMEK, ZTEC-Inc, Albuquerque, NM

Abstract argGl(i27rfcr) = - 7r. The ultimate gain, Kcr is the

amplitude of the loop transfer function at the ultimate
In modern industrial control, a relay experiment can be frequency fcr" Then the amplitude margin of the closed
used for auto-tuning a PI controller. It gives the ultimate loop system is given by
frequency and ultimate gain of the open loop system. 1
Based on the ultimate gain and the ultimate frequency, the Am = (i27rfc,)j
PI control parameters, the proportional gain, and the
integration time, are determined. A relay experiment can
be used to determine the sensitivity of a closed loop 4M
system against external disturbances. This paper Kcr =
addresses a method to estimate the sensitivity represented where M is the amplitude of the ideal relay and a is the
by the gain margin of a closed loop low-level RF (LLRF) limit cycle amplitude.
control system based on the Matlab/Simulink model of the
Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) RFQ. Figure 1 shows the Matlab set-up of the relay experiment
This paper will discuss some of the modeling performed for analyzing the LLRF control system.
and our operational experience to date.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses a method to measure the amplitude
margin of the LLRF control system. The method is based
on a relay experiment. Basically a relay experiment uses a
square wave as the disturbance input, rather than a sinesqutaieav as muthtue disturbauncinpu, rather than a singe =•i•!

wave. Because the Fourier transform of a square wave
contains a multitude of frequencies, rather than a single
one, it is a more efficient way of evaluating the
performance of the system. It gives the ultimate
frequency and ultimate gain of the open loop system.
Based on the ultimate gain and the ultimate frequency,
PID controller parameters, i.e., the proportional gain Kp,
the integration time Tland the derivative time TD are
determined [1]. (Design of a similar controller is covered
in [6]). LEDA operational experience is also discussed.

2 PREDICTED AMPLITUDE MARGINS
OF LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM °

The relay experiment is also applicable as part of the
identification process of the ultimate gain Kcr and the

ultimate frequency fcr' calculated from the stable limit

cycles. Based on the measured ultimate gain and ultimate Figure 1. Relay Experiment Model.
frequency, we can estimate the amplitude margin of the,
closed loop system. Let Gkiwo) be the loop transfer Matlab was used to predict the amplitude margin of this
function of the closed loop system. The ultimate model for a given square wave amplitude. Different M
frequency fcr is the frequency where the phase of the values were used for the In-phase loop, and Quadrature

loop. The test results are given below for M1=0.035 (in-closed loop transfer function G~iwo) i phs ead2O05udrte)phase) and M2=0.045 (quadrature).

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
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following figure indicates the differences in the cavity
Table 1. Ultimate fre uencies and amplitude margins field for each mode, and what is being controlled.

T1 3. 997 Its Tc 4.024 Its

fcrj 250.2 kHz fcrQ 248.5 kHz
al 0.164 aQ 0.029 -ax. .

/ 21- J CALIBRATION
A 2.712 A 1.967 0- *d ob (di the orion we louldbe con.Trog)

A. and A• are the amplitude margins of the loop ax_ CONM1ONVG

transfer functions G;(s) = C,(s)Gt(s) and ---- ----

G Q(s)= C Q( ) G(S Q ) [1 , respectively, w here G ;0I(s) d,, . do, o avenge, bveI we would be cont.....g

represents the transfer function from LLRF_I to FLD_IQmax- [URN-0ON or
and G1Q(s) represents the transfer function from LLRFQ ýd•.....NRMALOPERAlON

to FLDQ. Amplitude margins typically vary from 2.0 to 0----J-------------- --- --------- -&eo'Fý9.ae woulhe -. 1....)

5.0 [1].
Figure 2. Modes of Operation

3 LEDA OPERATIONS
Field Amplitude Control is implemented in the FCM in

The LLRF control system has gone through much such a way as to provide a broader system response at the
development and system integration on the LEDA facility expense of the bandwidth of field I/Q control, since the
these past few months. In addition to providing open loop system must operate at whatever frequency the RFQ
and closed loop continuous wave (CW) in-phase and resonates, typically ±250 kHz around 350 MHz. These
quadrature (I/Q) field control performance, it also operates two control schemes are implemented quite differently
in a pulsed mode. Also, cavity field amplitude-only and hence, system response differs dramatically. Initially,
control is included as a means of conditioning the RFQ. we intended to have many different digital decimating

In order to condition the LEDA RFQ, it is necessary to filter (DDF) coefficient sets to accommodate different
operate in a controlled amplitude-modulated scenario, system responses. For example, in order to achieve field
where a higher RF pulse amplitude on top of a lower DC control at the wide 350 MHz ±250 kHz frequencies, we
level is injected into the cavity. Because the RFQ drifts in slowed the on-board (DDF) coefficients to a set that had
frequency with the amount of RF power in it, this control 250 kHz bandwidth, 1 gIs data rate thereby providing
must be able to operate at frequencies other than just amplitude control only at low bandwidth (-10 Hz). When
350.000 MHz. we implement full I/Q control, the DDF coefficient set

was to have a 25 kHz bandwidth, 16 gts data rate thereby
3.1 Implementation providing full I/Q control at the full bandwidth (-10 kHz).

As reported previously, the implementation of the LEDA During LEDA operations, however, we have found that
LLRF control system is five LANL-designed VXIbus the short time required to switch modes causes a brief
modules [2]. The Field Control Module has two parallel transient in klystron drive which in turn trips reflected

circuitry paths for control: a digital portion (centered power monitors and hence, turns things off. Therefore we

around a digital signal processor (DSP)), and an analog have changed this operation philosophy to performing

portion. Operational requirements for field Amplitude Amplitude only, and full I/Q control both at the 25 pts data

Control are met through the use of the DSP portion only. rate, such that the closed loop bandwidth will be on the
We measure the in-phase and quadrature portion of the order of 10-15 kHz.

cavity field in the RFQ, calculate the square of its
magnitude, and compare this to the square of the setpoints. 3.3 Resonance Control
This method eases the computational time required to At the same time cavity field Amplitude Control is
perform square roots in the DSP (via a lengthy Taylor performed, the LLRF system monitors and tracks the
series expansion). resonance frequency of the cavity [3]. In order to raise the

power into the cavity correctly without creating a lot of
3.2 Field Control high reflected power faults, we have found it necessary to

The Field Control Module is setup to run in six start at a low power level, at low duty cycle, allow the

independent modes as defined by the operator: CW Open resonance control module to find the resonance frequency
Loop, CW Amplitude Control, CW I/Q Control, and their of the cavity (typically 350.250 MHz) and bring that
Pulsed counterparts. These are used for Calibration, resonance frequency in to around 350.000 MHz. The
Conditioning, Turn-on, and Normal Operations. The cooling water system chills the RFQ such that its resonant

frequency swings from 350.350 MHz without RF power
to 349.800 MHz with RF power. This implies that the
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frequency agile mode of the Resonance Control Module outer "RFQ off-resonance" extremes, it enters a frequency
must be able to track and maintain the cavity's resonance deadband where it automatically switches to the 350.000
condition throughout this range. It does so by calculating MHz master oscillator and allows just the water control
the error of the transmitted equation given below system [5] to keep the RFQ on resonance. Should the

RFQ drift out of this region, we then automatically switch
Im(Yc)=0.2 [IT.QF-IF.QT]/[(IF+IR) 2 + (QF+QR) 2] back to frequency tracking. To minimize the number of

phase jumps, we have also built in some hysteresis into
where Yc is the cavity admittance, IF and QF are the in- this deadband zone such that we switch into it at ±0.5
phase and quadrature components of the forward signal, kHz, but do not sNfitch out of it until ±8 kHz.
and IT and QT are the in- phase and quadrature components
of the transmitted signal in the cavity, and keeping it zero 3.4 Software
through a proportional integral algorithm. Reference 4 The software control of the LLRF system can be
discusses this thoroughly. Implementing this function on performed with either LabVIEW or EPICS. Both have
the actual RFQ has not been trivial, been implemented. A typical EPICS field control

operating screen is shown below. Note that it provides
Because the frequency shifting is implemented digitally, displays of both the analog and digital history buffers,
there is a discrete 900 phase shift which occurs between allowing the user to debug the performance of both sets of
the positive and negative side of 350.000 MHz. This control circuitry. Because Amplitude control is performed
phase reversal is enough to cause a high reflected power with the digital portion of the Field Control Module only,
spike which momentarily trips off the klystron. In order the digital history buffer is the only one of real interest.
to minimize the occurrence of this phase jump, we have The display below shows the various control parameters
implemented a programmable "deadband zone" around which identify the mode and all of its setpoints for field
350.000 MHz. Now as the module tracks the RFQ control.
resonant frequency in towards 350.000 MHz from the

fcn digital historg -

E -_ _ -_ _ _ _ - _ _

4 - ___ 8 - 0on0ro

Figure 3. Field Control display4. S- Wang, M. and Regan, AY HAlgorith and

Implementations of APT Resonant Control
.At a H ulys PAC97.

1- KJ. strm an T.Haglund PI cotrolers 4-Ziomnek, C.D. et al, "I/Q Resonance Control
theory, design, and tuning. 2nd edn. Instrument Algorithms," Tech Note AOT-5-TN:008, LANL
Society of America, 1995, Research Triangle LANSCE-5 ,3/4/97.

Park, NC. 5- Floeresch, R. et ai. "Resonance Control Cooling
2- Regan, A., et al, "APT LLRF Control System System for the APT/ LEDA CCDTL Hot

Functionality and Architecture, "Proceedings of Model," MOP.-I these Proceedings.
Linear Accelerator Conference 1996, Geneva, 6- Kwon, S. et al "SNS LLRF Control System
Switzerland, August 1996, pp. 225-227. model Design," These Proceedings.
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SNS LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL DESIGN

Sung-il Kwon, Yi-Ming Wang, Amy Regan, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract- This paper addresses part of the design ments.
of the LLRF control system for the Spallation Neu-
tron Source. Based on the Matlab/Simulink model 2 KLYSTRON AND CAVITY MODEL
of the Klystron and Cavity, considered as a two in-
put two output (TITO) system, we design a PID con- The klystron is the most commonly used linear ac-
troller which achieves the tracking of the set point celerator RF power source. The klystron used in SNS
reference. The PID controller design method modifies has two inputs, LLR c.. and LLRF_.Q and two output

a relay-feedback-based PID auto-tuner for a single in- HPRaF.w and HPRFQ. Let uk a [LLRFI LLRFQ]T

put single output (SISO) system. The original model- and let y, [HPRFI HPRFtQ]T. The klystron in

ing was developed for the Low Energy Demonstration SNS is modelled as

Accelerator and has been modified for the SNS. The

advantage of this method is that the only system in-
formation required for tuning the PID controller gains Ax + Bkuk (1)
is the oscillation gain (critical gain) and the oscillation = h(x,, R(t)) (2)
frequency (critical frequency) from the relay-feedback where Ak E R1X1, Bk E R2 X2 ' R2 .

control of the opeli loop system. From the oscillation heek E C 2  xk E

gain (critical gain), we obtain the proportional gain, h(Xk, R(t)) is a continuous, nonlinear function

and from the oscillation frequency (critical frequency), vector of state xk and the high voltage power sup-

we obtain the integration time and the derivative time ply(HVPS) ripple R(t). The details of the klystron

by applying some algebraic rules. model is given in [61.
The RF cavity can be expressed in the state space

form..
1 INTRODUCTION

xc = Acxc + B.1u., + Bc2uc 2  (3)
The low level RF(LLRF) control system for Spal- yc = CCxC (4)

lation Neutron Source(SNS) is being designed at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. The primary function of where uc, = [HPRFI HPRFQ]T, uC2 = [BEAMI
LLRF control system for SNS is to control RF fields BEAM-Q]T , yc = [CAVFLDI CAV.FLDQ]T ,
in the accelerating cavity and maintain field stability Ac E "R2

1"
2, Be1 G R 2X 2 , Bc2 E R 2 x 2 , Cc E R 2 x 2 , and

within ±1% peak to peak amplitude error and 1' peak x, E R2 . From the perspective of cavity, beam can be
to peak phase error, treated as an external disturbance for control purpose.

This paper addresses the problem of the LLRF con- Also, FLDJ and FLDQ of s~nsor system are given by
trol system for SNS. As an extension of the case of
LEDA, we propose a PID controller. PBD controlleris [ FLDI ] [ cos(GD) -sin(GD ] (
the most popular controller for interacting multi-input FLDQ J F sin(GD) cos(GD)JYC (5)

multi-output systems in industries[l]. The main rea-
son for this is its relatively simple structure which is where FA is an attenuation parameter and GD is the

easy to implement. In the case of actuator or sen- phase offset of the open loop system. Series connection

sor failure, it is relatively easy to stabilize manually. of the klystron and the cavity yields stable two input

Despite the wide popularity of PID control, the num- two output(TITO) nonlinear system.

ber of applicable tuning methods is extremely limited.
In this paper, we use auto-tuning of PID controller, 3 LLRF CONTROL STSTEM
which is a full extension of single-relay auto-tuner to Consider a TITO system whose transfer function
the two input two output system[4]. The system as- matrix P(s) is given by
sumptions are that first, the system is open-loop sta-
ble, second, the system has the low-pass characteris- F P1 P ' 12(s)(
tics. The klystron-cavity system meets this require- P(s) S P S1  P22 "s(6

0-7803-5573-31991510.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1067
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The control matrix C(s) is given by The next stage of simulations is obtaining the crit-
S[ S) ° ical points of the system. In order to get the critical

C() C2(S) (7) points, first, reset the amplifier gains STEAD1 and
C STEAD2 and connect RELAY1 and RELAY2. When

where Ci, i = 1, 2 are the magnitudes of the relays are varying, the identified

1 sN, critical points move along the stability limits.
Ce(s) = KP(1 + ;T- + N) (8) When the general describing function assumptions [3]s + N--

TD• are met, a good approximation of a critical point is

and PID controller parameters K', Ti, V, Ni, i - given by

1, 2 are tuned by applying relay experiments. 4Mj
Figure 1 shows the auto-tuning system for LLRF Kier = 7 (10)

control system. STEADI and STEAD2 and two con- 27r
stant inputs are used for obtaining the steady state Wie T-- i = 1,2. (11)
gain P(O). RELAY1 and RELAY2 are used for ob-

taining the critical gains and the critical frequencies. where Mi is the amplitude of the ideal relay and ai

is the limit cycle amplitude. The critical frequency
--CAV Wier is calculated from the limit cycle time period

which is determined by measuring the time between
zero-crossings and the amplitude of oscillation is de-

LLRF 0 CAV FLO termined by measuring peak-to-peak value.
Then the desired critical point weighting Cd whichSoDY is defined by Cd = K 2c, IP22 (0)I/KIer JPal (0)) between

LLRFFILTER KLYSTRONCAVITY direct channels is given by
SYSTEM REFERENCE

PID N1 PID CONTROLLER IGENE•TRARM 1aIfn

sung EPJ 5(0=)_ (12)
M 2  Cd a2 P 11 (0)

The final stage is to tune the PID controller gains
based on the critical points. A simple way is to choose
a proportional gain with a rule

A= ' i=1,2 (13)
s f s P ID IN 2 P ID C O N T R O L L E R 0 0 1 -- 

A-Lim.

~where A' , i = 1, 2 are the desired amplitude margins.
__ In order to determine the integration time and the

L__ __ OL_.Y derivative time, we introduce a design parameter ai,
FIELD SYSTEM i = 1, 2. Based on ai, we set TP, TL, i = 1, 2 as

• 1 T W.(14)

• 1
Figure 1. TITO LLRF decentralized relay system TL - 2 _'i =1, 2. (15)

In order to obtain the steady state gain P(O), we dis- Varying ai, i = 1, 2 within bounded sets, we can oh-
connect unspecified PID controllers, two relays, RE- tain Ti, and TL, i = 1, 2.
LAY1 and RELAY2. First, set the amplifier gain
STEAD1 and reset amplifier gain STEAD2 and mea- 4 H,, CONTROL
sure data FLDJI and FLDQ. Second, set the amplifier
gain STEAD2 and reset amplifier gain STEAD1 and PID controllers yields good performance and ro-
measure data FLDJI and FLDQ. From output data, bustness when the system perturbation is small. How-
we obtain the steady state gain P(O) given by ever, real world is different. It is apparent that the

p FL[ D 1  L 2 1 real klystron-cavity system has unmodelled dynamics,
)V -Q F 2  (9) disturbances, sensor noises, electrical circuitry noises,

L which must be included in the model. For distur-

where the superscripts indicate the simulation number bances, we consider beam noise in beam system and
and overline represents the steady state values of the high voltage power supply(HVPS) ripple in the kly-
outputs. stron. Simulations[2] show that the effect of HVPS
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ripple is much more significant. For modelling uncer- [6] C. Ziomek and A. Regan, "Simplification of Matrixx Model:

tainties, we have to consider the ripple in frequency Preliminary LLRF System Design" Technical Note, AOT-5-
response and beam loading effect of the multi-pole TN:001, RF Technology Group, AOT Division, LANL, 1996.
klystron, and also we have to consider other modes in
multi-cavities. These disturbances and model uncer- BEAM W
tainties affect the performance and stability of LLRF NOIE
control system. When the uncertainties and the dis-
turbances are small, then simple PID controllers with flU

good stability margin can guarantee stability and per-
formance of the LLRF control system. However, the
real situation is not so positive. Simulation shows I E'fAR

that 3% HVPS ripple degrades the LLRF control sys- /
tem performance significantly(phase error is serious). +, -
A remedy for this is an approach of H,, controller. - M 0e -mk --
Modelling uncertainties, disturbances, noises, and de- REFNE sm CAVITY*
sired performance specifications are characterized by MODEL
weighting filters. Weighting filters are augmented to H INFItY Vth UNCERTAIY

the nominal klystron-cavity system, which yields a UNTOLE OE

generalized system. Then, we design a H,, controller

for the generalized system and is implemented for the
real klystron-cavity system. We know that klystron is
a nonlinear system and so the klystron-cavity system
is nonlinear. This is mainly due to power saturation
curve of the klystron. In order to capture the nonlin- Ji

earity, a set of Hco controllers are designed for each op- S 1
erating point and the scheduled controller is applied to SE_ TRIM FUNCTION SENSORNOSE
the nonlinear klystron-cavity system, This is so called FIELD ATTENUATIO
gain scheduling. When the operation range is small, SYSTEM

then we can design one (robust) H• controller and
apply the controller to the nonlinear klystron-cavity Figure 2. LLRF control system with gain scheduled

system. We design a Ho. controller having the prop- Hc Controller.

erty of gain scheduling, construct LLRF control sys-
tem, and compare its performance with PID controller
designed in previous sections. We assume that beam
noise, sensor noise, and model uncertainty are ignor-...... ....- .
able and investigate HVPS ripple rejection(reduction). . . ........ . .Figure 2 shows the LLRF control system with H~o j IF i g u r e~~~~| 2 h w h L F c nt o y t m w t o ............. ................ i ............. .................. ................. ............. .
gain scheduling controller[2] and Figure 3 shows simu- ' .

lation results of open loop system, LLRF control sys-

tem with PID controller, and with H,, gain scheduling '............ . .........................

controller.
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DIGITAL LLRF CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
FOR APT SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES*

Yi-Ming Wang, Amy Regan, and Sung-Il Kwon, LANL, Los Alamos, NM
Chris Ziomek, ZTEK, Albuquerque, NM

Abstract includes A/D converter pipeline delay, I/Q decomposition
and digital decimate filter delay, DSP I/O time delay, DSP

With a rapid development of the digital signal processor in processing delay, and D/A pipeline delay, is in the order
recent years, a full digital control system for the of 2-5gts. The time constant of a high Q superconducting
superconducting section of APT is designed and cavities is typically in the order of 500-1 000ts. Therefore,
implemented by using TI's C6x processor. A digital the phase margin reduced by the digital control system is
control system is first modeled and simulated. using only at maximum about 3-5 degree which is a very good
Matlab/Simulink. Simulation results confirmed the trade off for the advantages of the digital control system
feasibility and flexibility of the digital control system for over analog one.
LLRF feedback system. Due to flexibility of DSP,
different control algorithms will be implemented and 2 LLRFSYSTEM
compared in the system. Particular attention will be paid
to the inherent pipeline delay problem associated with a The basic requirements of the LLRF control system for
digital control system and its effect and limitation on the superconducting cavity is specified in terms of amplitude
overall system performance. and phase stability of the cavity field in the

suputerconducting cavity. In our case, the control
requirements are 1% of amplitude error and 10 of phase

1 INTRODUCTION error for the cavity field. These requirements are for entire
accelerator RF systems, therefore, the individual RF

The advance of digital signal processors and high system needs tighter control margin than that. On top of
performance digital data acquisition and conversion these, the LLRF system must be reliable and robust.
devices in the last few years makes it possible to have a The overall LLRF system for APT's superconduncting
full digital LLRF control system design for system is given in Reference [3]. The RF operating
superconducting cavity of APT due partly to the narrow frequency is 700MHz. Here we have one LLRF control
bandwidth of a high Q cavity. The advantages of the system for multiple superconducting cavities driving by
digital system over the analog one include flexibility and one klystron. The amplitude and phase control of the
versatility provided by digital signal processor. Due to cavity field is accomplished by control I/Q components of
enormous computational power of DSP, it becomes the klystron driving signal. The multiple cavity fields are
feasible to implement sophisticated control and digital vector-summed before fed to the LLRF control system.
filter algorithms[l]. However, on the other hand, its The RF signals are converted to an IF frequency of
drawback is added time delay in data conversions and 50MHz and sampled at 40MHz sampling rate. The DSP
computations associated with digital systems. processes the incoming data and sends the corrected I/Q

The digital control system implemented in the LLRF signals to the klystron. In order to reduce the effect of the
includes a digital I/Q demodulation circuit, DSP, and D/A beam noise on the cavity field, a digital feed forward
converter. In the digital I/Q demodulation circuit, 50MHz control is implemented..
IF signal is sampled by a fast 40MHz A/D converter In the centre of the digital control system is a TI's
which generates a data string of I, Q, -I, -Q .... The TMS320C6201 digital signal processor, which performs
output of the A/D is fed into a PLD, which separates I and maximum of 1,600MIPS with a 200MHz internal clock.
Q components of the data string and applies adequate sign An Analog Devices' AD9042, whose maximum sampling
swap. The digital I and Q signals are sent to two digital rate is 41MSPS with l2bits accuracy, is selected for A/D
decimate filters (DDF) whose outputs are digital I/Q with converter. An additional DSP may be required to perform
an update rate up to 1MHz. The DSP reads the decimated supervising and communicating with VXIbus system. A
I/Q signals from DDF and processes with a chosen control digital decimate filter (HSPS43220 from Harris) is used
algorithm. The output of the DSP is sent to a D/A between ADC and DSP to synchronise 1/0 data and to
converter, and the output of the D/A converter is directed perform additional digital filtering functions. The
to the amplifier control module of the LLRF system. The decimation filter also provides additional enhancement on
total time delay through the digital control system, which the signal accuracy and dynamic range.

"Work is supported by the Department of Energy.
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superconducting cavities. A simple PID controller is used 10 kHz. With manual gain adjustment, the beam forward
in the above simulation. PID gains are chosen by using the is able to reduce the error caused by 1% beam amplitude
Nonlinear Control Design Blockset to have a desired noise and I degree beam phase noise at 2 kHz from
performance of the cavity field. The klystron is operated 0.40%/0.110 to 0.01 %/0.02. This demonstrated that beam
at 80% from the maximum power in the saturation curve, forward is both necessary and could be easily

HVPS ripple is evaluated for white noise to determine implemented for the superconducting system[2].
the worst-case frequencies. For a 1% ripple at 2 kHz
caused a 3.0% peak-to-peak amplitude error and a 1.6'
peak-to-peak phase error. This indicates a need for local 5A

feedback loop around the klystron to correct for HVPS
ripple in the superconducting cavities. 5 ... ..........

An H- controller is implemented around the klystron to
reduce the ripple effect from HVPS. The H- controller C4.9 - .......... ..........l......r....
includes an estimator and a PI controller. The control ! X
gains are determined by an optimal control algorithm. The 0

S4.8 .... . ............. .......... .....................
simulation results together with the original data without H..........i
the local control loop are given in Figure 3. The ripple Z
noise is reduced significantly by introduce a local 8,47..7- . .......... . .. SOLID LNE: PlO CONTROLLER .........

feedback loop around the klystron. In this section, Lorenz- : DASHED LINE: Hf CONTROLLER

force detuning is not included due to its limited effect on 4.6 ................ ......

the cw beam operation.
4.5
44 £0 0.5 I 1.5

________________________________TIME (ps) x t0•

Figure 3. Cavity field with a local control loop.
0 SOLID LINE: NO DELAY......... .... .... ......... DASHEDoLIN :J, .., DELAY i..... ........... O C U I N

.OASED NE:.5..E DLAY4 CONCLUSIONS
0 0.5 1 1. A digital control system design has been developed for the

TIME (p) X°10 superconducting cavities of APT. Application of the fast

15 TI's C6x DSP together with the high speed and high

T - . -performance devices for data conversion makes the
implementation of the hardware design both feasible and
reliable. The simulation results reveal that the time delay

__associated with the digital control system is acceptable
and has no significant effect over phase margin and

0 05 15 stability of the overall superconducting system. With the
TIME (p•) X 10° help of beam feed forward and local fast response control

Figure 2. Cavity field response loop around the klystron, the cavity field of the
superconducting system can be controlled in the range of

The effect of the microphonic noise is modelled by a low the design requirements. Further investigation is required

frequency sinusoidal noise in the superconducting cavities. to c e tehadremand system perfon it te
Witha rlatvel hihergais fr PD cntrlle below to compare the hardware and system performance with theWith a relatively higher gains for PID controller bellow simulated results given in this paper. The comparison

150 Hz, we can expect that the microphonic noise could beted resultion s paperime darison

be suppressed effectively with the global PID control between the simulations and experiment data will be

loop. The simulation results confirmed the effectiveness conducted as soon as data is available.

of the digital control system on reducing the microphonic 5 REFERENCES
noise in the superconducting cavities.

The effect of the beam noise on the cavity field is also [1] Simrock, S. N., I. Altmann, K. Rehlich, and T.
analysed using the Matlab/Simulink model of the LLRF Schilcher, Design of the digital RF control system for
control system. The cavity field response of the beam the TESLA test facility, PAC'95, 1995.
noise is first simulated with a normal digital PID [2] Ziomek, C. and A. Regan, Superconducting system
controller without beam feed forward. The low closed- model, Private communication, 1996.
loop bandwidth of the superconducting system places less [3] Regan, A, S. I. Kwon, Y.M. Wang, and C. Ziomek,
stringent demands upon the beam forward. Beam forward LEDA LLRF control system performance: model
signals are only required with signal bandwidths of around versus measurement, these proceedings.
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A PERIODICALLY-SWITCHED ODE MODEL FOR N-BUNCH
BEAMLOADING IN A STORAGE RING*

C. Schwartz, A. Nassiri
Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439 U.S.A.

Abstract Define No as the number of bunch current "segments":

A new baseband formulation of the coupled each nth beam current segment is of duration Tb = TO/No
cavity/longitudinal-bunch ODEs is derived. Assuming and has a charge qn, n = 1,. . . , No. qn may be identically

linearity, a model of the form N(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) zero if and only if the segment represents a gap; if there are

arises, where A(t) and B(t) are piecewise constant, and no gaps N = No. Henceforth the word bunch shall mean

periodic with the revolution period To. Such models, bunch segment.

known in the control community as (periodic) switched Let 7-n,p denote the nth bunch's deviation in arrival time

systems, have known (in)stability criteria and control at the cavity from the nominal, for the pth arrival. Of course

theoretic properties, which can be useful in the analysis if qn = 0 then 7n,. is devoid of physical meaning; otherwise

and control of multiple bunch beamloading. it is governed by the synchrotron ODE. However, the cavity
sees the beam current as a signal, and that is the perpective
of this section.

1 BASEBAND FORMULATION The time-infinite beam current is written, using Wilson's

The term beamloading is to imply here the dynamical in- phasor convention [4], as

teraction between a given cavity resonance and the N-
bunches' longitudinal dynamics. Resonance implies band- i(t) =- qn [J t n - 1 1 T. _ _rp
limitedness (BL), and a standard tool for the analysis of n=- = N on=l1 p=-o

bandlimited signals and systems (ODEs) is the IQ formal- (2)
ism [1]. The formalism has been applied to beamloading, but, as proven in section 1.2, the following Proposition ap-
especially w.r.t. the cavity ODE in [2], [3]. plies:

In the way of review and to establish notation: The Proposition The beam current (2) is seen by an S-BL
Fourier transform of the resonance Z(jw), of order M in resonance approximately as
jw, is assumed to be (effectively) zero for w outside its
band. Denote the positive part of the band by Q. Then us- i(t) • -q(t) 2 [cos wct + wr(t) sin w-t] (3)
ing some carrier frequency wc E 0, the impulse response T [
kernel of Z(jw) is

z(t) = zi(t) cosw~t - zQ(t) sinwct. (1) In (3), q(t) = q(t + To) is a continous-time interpola-

tion (CTI) of qmn = 1,...,No, and T(t) is a CTI of
The utility of the IQ formalism lies in the fact that we need -n,p, Vn, p, as depicted in Figures 1-2 and defined in the
only consider the complex envelope, defined as i(t) = next section. Note that T(t) is of use only in discussing
zj(t) + jzQ(t), whose Fourier transform Z(jw) is also the beam current as a signal; when addressing the system
of order M in jw. In particular, the cavity output sig- aspect (section 1.3 and on), T-(t) will be abandoned.
nal v(t) to an (AM/PM) sinusoid f(t) is obtained via
0(t) = f(t) * i(t). 1.2 Proof of the Proposition

1.1 Bunch Train Signal The Proposition is proved in three steps: interpolation, Tay-
lor series approximation, and application of some Fourier

Use of the IQ formalism presupposes AM/PM signals of properties.
the form (1). It is now shown that the beam current, mod- Interpolation [1] The signals q(t) and -r(t) are formally
eled here as an impulse train, is seen by the resonance ap- constructed via the interpolation kernel ST1 (t) = u(t +
proximately as an AM/PM signal about the carrier w,. T1 /2) - u(t - T1/2), where T1 is some period, and

The width of Q determines the minimum number of u(t) = 1 for t > 0, and is zero otherwise. Define
bunches that need be considered in a time domain analy- qi = q-l+k mod N.. Then formally,
sis; arbitrary gaps in the beam current may make this de-
termination difficult. Here, the number of representative o)
bunches N is assumed known, chosen through modal anal- q(t) = qk ItST, (t - kTb), (4)

ysis or made safely large. k=-o0

________00 N S, t_,•Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic En- r(t) E K 'r "n,pST pTb (5)
ergy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. No
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- - - r - - - - - n over the set of all integers. Applying the transform

r q, identity y(t) +-- jwY(w) yields that - 6(t - nT1 ) =
-2w, /T 1 E n sin nw, t. Thus the RHS of (7) can be writ-2 - ........ : ..... . . , , : . . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . a

a ten as

r oo 001~.......:: .... ....... .... .q t(8 ).... q(t) COS p~bt + T (t)Wb :p sin pwbt 8
Tb [t]I p=O p=O

'44 q3 4

Finally, aside from the considerations mentioned in sec-
...... .. .. .......... .. . tion 1.1 regarding the choice of N and hence N., here a

further imposition on N. is introduced: N, is chosen s.t.
koWb E b0 for one and only one integer k,. Choose the car-

S4 rier frequency according to w, = koWb. Thus by design,
no harmonics of Wb fall in the band Q, and it can be shown

o ...... (e.g., via convolution) that the Q-BL resonance sees only
-1.5-1 0 0 O'S u 1 2 2.S the harmonic p = ko of (8), concluding the Proof.

-15e -1 -05 1 1 2 .5iMuof TdRemark The derivation of (3) does not impose any as-
sumptions on the bunch longitudinal motion other than it

Figure 1: i(t) and q(t) for a case where No = 4, N = ) is of small amplitude, cf. the traditional derivations using
(ordinate units are arbitrary). q(t) is the "envelope" ofi(t), modal analysis and Bessel functions [6]. In addition, it al-
The horizontal arrows indicate arrival time deviations and lows for gaps in the bunch train.
are interpolated sequentially into T(t).

0.3- 2nd .. .1.3 Beamloading ODEs

0th wnivat It is convenient henceforth to use deviation from nominal
o.2 ....................... .values for all variables. Then the cavity portion of the over-

all beamloading system at baseband can be written as

0.1 ............................................................... Av(t) = g(t)* [Ai 1 (t) + jAiQ(t)]
2nd4"hunch" ,

(not physial) i= t* 2 q 1) 0 wqt'rt

-Cl .. i 0. where 10 is the DC beam current.
: icl From the perspective of the cavity resonance T(t) is-1stunch a..... . ..... signal, but in truth it is determined over timeb40tbn h anutb N-0.1 ....... . -............ . .. ........ . ar u c fi a h r , s t e D e m c r e t

synchrotron ODEs. These are incorporated in the over-
. i .. .. all system by now abandoning the variable T(t), and in-

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 stead working with the new continuous state variablestine [Mufpl of uT 7-. (t), m = 1,. . . , N , which represent each mth bunch's

arrival time deviation from nominal. The relationship be-Figure 2: 7-(t) as interpolated from the r,,,p of i(t) of Figure ariltmedvtonfmnmnl.Teeainspb-r 2tween Tm (t) and (9) will be evident in the following devel-

opment.
From the perspective of the mth bunch, the cavity volt-

Since y(t)b(t - a) = y(a)6(t - a), (2) can be rewritten as age represents a forcing function that is nonzero only dur-
00 ing the time intervals Tm, during which the bunch couples

i(t) = -q(t) E 6 (t - kTb - r(t)). (6) to, i.e., passes through, the cavity. For example, bunch No.
k=-00 1 of Figure 1 passes through the cavity during the intervals

Taylor Series Approximation Assuming that Ir(t) I of (6) = To , T
is small for all t, then the bilinear (first two) terms of the T, U P PTo+ T, (10)
signal's Taylor series expansion approximate the signal [5]. p=-u2

Hence, the RHS of (6) can be rewritten as Otherwise, i.e., Vt E T', where .C denotes set comple-
00 ment, the bunch is not coupled to the cavity. The set of all

i(t) ; -q(t) E [J (t - kTb) - r(t)' (t - kTb). time intervals that correspond to gaps is T. = fT'n.
k=-oo Defining om (t) = WcTm (t), the linearized synchrotron

(7) ODE can thus be written as
Fourier Analysis Via Fourier series it is known that .+ W20 r(t) t E Tm
E 6(t - nT1 ) = 2/T 1 E cos nwit, where the sum is for ' m + 2atr + w2¢m =m (11)
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where a is the inverse damping time, and w, is the Theorem [Floquet] The system (12) is stable (unstable)
synchrotron frequency. It can be shown that given lin- if and only if the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of 4(T0 , 0)
earization, the RHS forcing function is given by f, (t) = are s.t. all are less than unity (at least one is greater than

[Avii (t) - AvQQ (t)], where V, is the peak cavity unity).

voltage, and 0b, is the synchronous phase. A particularly useful application of this criterion is the

Remark Av11 (t) is a function of q(t), and hence is not identification of the cavity higher mode(s) that cause cou-
a state but a stationary forcing function, not governed by pled bunch instabilities in a partially filled storage ring [91:

an ODE. Therefore it does not have any bearing on (lin- For each cavity mode, a new w, is determined, and then the

earized) stability, see e.g., [7], Theorem 12.6. Thus, the eigenvalues of the corresponding 4(T 0 , 0) are checked for

quadrature impulse response of the cavity resonance zQ (t) stability.
and not zt (t) determines linearized beamloading stability, A final application (but originally the motivating appli-

aside from the beam ODEs. Compare the argument pro- cation) is beamloading control. The authors of [10] note

posed in [3] to prove this. Note also that the result is par- that the now classic optimal state space control theory
ticularly transparent here after having used the phasor ref- does not readily apply to multiple bunch beamloading.

erence plane of [4]. The switched system formulation, along with some recent
control-theoretic results relating to the control of such sys-

2 SWITCHED SYSTEM FORMULATION tems [11], are therefore of particular interest and are cur-
rently under study.

By merging the cavity (9) and beam (11) system formu-
lations developed above, one arrives at a single ODE of 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the form N(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)Avss(t): The M cavity
states Av ' (t)...... , AvQQ (t) and the two bunch states The authors are most grateful to Dr. K. Harkay for her gen-

S(t), • (t) for each of the N bunches are ordered in the erous and able assistance with physics issues. Dr. A. H.
lm Haddad, Dever Professor in ECE at Northwestern Univer-column vector x, where the superscript now denotes deriva- iy a logetyasse nhscpct sDcoative order. Thus x has 2N + M elements. The ODE coeffi- sity, has also greatly assisted in his capacity as Doctoral

Advisor to C.S. Finally, the financial support of the Ac-
cients are corresponding elements of A(t) and B(t). More celerator Systems Division of APS is greatfully acknowl-
specifically, the resulting overall system is of the form edged.

Amx(t)+BmAvii(t) tETrT
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STATUS OF LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM
FOR THE PLS STORAGE RING*

Yujong Kim, J. Y. Huang, M. Kwon, I. S. Kot, PAL, POSTECH, Pohang 790-784, Korea

Abstract the CBMIs, the feedback system can be classified into two
kinds; the time domain system and the frequency domain

Originally, the Pohang Light Source (PLS) storage ring was
designed to store the beam current up to 400 mA. But ow- system. The dangerous transverse or longitudinal HOMs ofing to the interactions between the HOMs of RF cavities accelerating RF cavities can be cured by the time domain,
and bunched beams which make the coupled bunch mode bunch-by-bunch feedback system. The dangerous longitu-

instabilities (CBMIs) such as dipole, quadrupole, and sex- dinal fundamental mode of accelerating RF cavities and the

tupole modes, the beam current can be stored up to 200 dangerous transverse resistive wall impedance due to the
beam pipe can be cured by the frequency domain feedback

mA. So, to cure those CBMIs, a longitudinal feedback sys-
system. In case of the time domain feedback system, no

tem (LFS) using parallel digital signal processors is neces pre- k now ed e of the d ous c u ed bmodesis r e

sary. After having considered the developing cost and the pre-knowledge of the dangerous coupled modes is required

period, it was decided to install the LFS with electronics while the pre-knowledge is required for the frequency do-

fabricated by SLAC and a pickup and a kicker designed main feedback system. The LFS which have been devel-

by the PLS. At present, one aluminum kicker with 4 in- oped by the collaboration of SLAC, LBL, LNF laboratories

put/output ports and a nose cone is fabricated for the PLS is a time domain, bunch-by-bunch feedback system which
lfeedback system. With this LFS, it is possible uses the programmable digital signal processing processorslongitudinal feerating With the tempossible (DSPs). The typical LFS consists of a phase error pickup,to find the best operating condition for the temperatures digital signal processing units, and a kicker. For the PLS

of RF cavities and various fill patterns. The programmable storage ring up ich ave a been instaed
LFS is useful for various beam diagnostics as well as for the storage ring, one pickup which have already been installed
Lciusef ofor varioThus, bem diants alsopossibwelleasuore the for beam diagnostic purpose will be used as the phase error
cure of the CBMIs. Thus, it is also possible to measure the pickup, and one cavity which have been fabricated by the

growth and damping rates of the instabilities, the HOM fre- PLS and domestic manufacturer will be used as the LFS

quencies of RF cavities which generate the CBMIs, bunch- kce after hangfcniered the d ps

by-bunch current, bunch-by-bunch synchronous phase, and

the longitudinal aliased impedances seen by the beam at period, it is decided that the digital signal processing unit

revolution harmonics, is purchased from SLAC [1].

1 INTRODUCTION 2 LFS FOR THE PLS

To store the beam current up to 400 mA at 2.0 GeV and The digital signal processing unit for the PLS LFS as

250 mA at 2.5 GeV, the fourth RF cavity with 60 kW shown in Fig. 1 consists of a system oscillator and a DSP

CW klystron amplifier was added in the PLS storage ring farm with a VXI and two VME crates. A VXI controller, a

in 1996. But owing to HOMs of RF cavities that make timing module, a front end module, a down sampler mod-
ule, a hold buffer module, and a back end module arethe GBMIs, the stored beam current of the PLS storage housed in a VXI crate, and a VME controller, five DSP

ringboard modules, an interface module are housed in a VME
verse signal of RF cavities and the sidebands of the BPM boarfe d
spectrum, it is found that the most dangerous HOMs of crates.
RF cavities are longitudinal TM0o1 (758 MHz) and TM0 13
(1707 MHz). To shift the frequencies of two dangerous 2.1 Phase Error Detection
HOMs, the cooling water temperature control system for The longitudinal phase error detection is performed by a re-
the RF cavities was installed during 1997 Summer main- served BPM. The signals from the BPM are combined and
tenance period. With the temperature control system, the then fed into the stripline comb enerator where a coherent
stored beam current was increased from 120 mA to 200 tone burst from the pton bust romtheBPM signals is generated by a periodic
mA. This means that all dangerous HOMs of the RF cavi- microwave coupler circuit at six harmonic of RF frequency
ties can not be damped or avoided by the cooling system. (3000 MHz). The phase error detection is performed by
Therefore, an active feedback system for curing the CB- the double balanced mixer (DBM) where the signal from
MIs is necessary for the PLS storage ring. There various the comb generator is compared with 3000 MHz (6 X AF)

types of LFS running at several accelerators such as PEP- signal from the master oscillator phased locked to the ring.
II (SLAG), ALS (LBL), DA4$NE (LNF), KEKB (KEK), It is possible to obtain a phase processing range of ±15' at
etc. In terms of the origin of impedance that generates the fRF with a resolution better than 0.5' by choosing the

* Work supported by POSCO and MOST, Korea. 6 X fRF as an operating frequency. A low pass filter is used
t Email : isko@postech.ac.kr to reduce the noise of DBM output.
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9 2.3 DSP Farm and FIR Algorithms

--M 4D The DSP farm for the PLS LFS consists of two VME crates
(three VME backplanes) and one VXI crate. The VME

......... crates are fitted with VSB backplanes. The VME buses
LFSKick.,

I CoME~nEO,' .. are used as the data buses while the VSB buses are used
as the control paths. One VME crate has two VME back-

................. -_ __P planes where one Motorola MVME166 control processor
and five DSP boards are housed. Each DSP board contains

LP Fm four 80 MHz AT&T 1610 DSPs. Each DSP chip has a 16
kB dual port memory (DPM) that can be accessible by the
DSP and MVME166 control processor. The VXI crate hav-

$YSTRA Owlt CARRIER Olcnloee
WRF F•y WE CRATE H LIMP F.9-r,• ing good electromagnetic shielding properties contains a

National Instruments VXIcpu-030 control processor. After

Figure 1: Block diagram of LFS for the PLS the longitudinal phase errors are detected and down sam-
pled, the feedback correction output can be calculated by
sixty DSPs in parallel which are housed at the fifteen DSP

"l :boards (4 x 15 = 60) in three VME backplanes. To cal-
Parameters Value culate the correction output, the DSPs use the N-taps finite

RF frequency fRF 500.082 MHz impulse response (FIR) algorithm which is given by

Revolution frequency fo 1.06855 MHz N-1
Synchrotron frequency f, 11.72 kHz y(t.) = E h(k) . t0(t.-k) (1)
Ratio of fo/f. 90 k=O
Tap No of FIR algorithm N > 6 h(k) = 2G, -G . sin(21r[k/N] + W) (2)
Down sampling factor d < 15
Bunch spacing for full filling 2 ns where y(tn) is the present correction output of the FIR

filter, h(k) is the programmable coefficient of the filter,
$(tkn-) is the phase error of previous turn as an input of

2.2 Down Sampling the filter, G, is the post multiply-accumulate shift gain of
the filter, and G and W are the gain and the phase of filter

The detected phase error signals are digitized by an eight which can be used to choose the coefficient of FIR filter
bit ADC converter at the bunch crossing rate (2 ns for fully on EPICS operator interface. G = 0 means that feedback
filled buckets). To perform the longitudinal feedback, cor- is off. In case of tap number N = 6, six sampled phase
rection outputs must be calculated for every bunches and errors (q5(tn) -01- (t- 5)) in one synchrotron period will
every turns in parallel, which means that a large number of be used to calculate a correction output y(tn). Therefore,
DSPs will be needed. From the fact that the revolution fre- DSPs will calculate one kicking output per every fifteen
quency fo, of the PLS storage ring is ninety times greater turns for a bunch. For 468 bunches, this calculation is per-
than the synchrotron frequency f. as summarized in Table formed by sixty DSPs in parallel according to lookup tables
1, the calculating process can apply the Nyquist sampling of the down sampler module.
theorem which states that it is possible to recover a sig-
nal from its samples if the signal is band-limited and the
samples are taken at least at twice the highest frequency 2.4 Hold Buffer
existing in the signal. Especially, in case of the sinusoid The calculated correction outputs are sent to hold buffer
signal, it is possible to recover its amplitude and phase by with gigabit serial links. The hold buffer is a memory
taking only four samples per period. But, since the phase where the most recent kicking values are stored. Because
error oscillation (synchrotron oscillation) is not a perfect of the down sampling, the most recent kicking values must
sinusoidal signal, six is selected as the number of taking be used to kick each bunch until a new kicking output is
samples per one synchrotron period for safety. In case of calculated by the DSPs. The output of the hold buffer
the PLS storage ring, taking six samples during one syn- drives a fast DAC converting at bunch crossing frequency
chrotron period means that only the phase error values of and generates an analog signal which will be gone through
every fifteenth turns will be used to calculate the correction the QPSK modulator, then be sent to the power amplifier.
output and the others (the phase error values from the first
to the fourteenth turns) will be rejected in calculating the 2.5 QPSK Modulator
output. This process is called the down sampling whose
the down sampling factor d is 90/6 =15. With this down The central frequency of the LFS kicker can be given by
sampling, the correction output can be calculated by sixty
DSPs in parallel. f=(p + 1/4)- fRF (3)
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or!! 7 -
f= (p +3/4) fRF (4) I

where p is any integer. When p = 2, fRF = 500 MHz,
and fully filled buckets, the central frequency f, is given
as 1125 MHz or 1375 MHz. fc =1125 MHz (1375 MHz)
means that the electromagnetic fields in the LFS kicker is ...............

changed 2.25 (2.75) times faster than the bunch crossing
frequency (500 MHz). Therefore, to synchronize the elec-
tromagnetic fields in the LFS kicker with the bunch cross-
ing, a phase shift must be needed at the bunch crossing
frequency. For the fa =1125 MHz (1375 MHz), -7r/2 (+
7r/2) phase shift of the carrier oscillator will be needed to
synchronize the kicking timing against the turning bunches. Figure 2: The distribution of E field in the LFS kicker
This process is called the quad phase shift key (QPSK)
which enhances the kicking efficiency of the LFS kicker. 2.8 Data Acquisition with LFS
The QPSKed signal is modulated in amplitude by the out-
put signal of the hold buffer. The feedback data is recorded in the dual port memory.

With a code (gd-post), MATLAB compatible data file

2.6 Power Amplifier and LFS Kicker (gd.mat) can be obtained. With the MATLAB programmed
codes, it is possible to obtain useful information such as the

The selected power amplifier for the LFS kicker is a solid growth and damping rates of the instabilities, the HOM fre-
state type model AS0820-250R from MILMEGA. Its op- quencies of RF cavities which generate the CBMIs, bunch-
eration frequency range is 800 MHz ,-, 2000 MHz and the by-bunch current, bunch-by-bunch synchronous phase, and
maximum output is 250 W. Its frequency response is tuned the longitudinal aliased impedances seen by the beam at
to operate two frequency ranges (for p = 2, 1000 MHz revolution harmonics.
- 1250 MHz and for p = 3, 1500 MHz - 1750 MHz)
with its best performance. This wide bandwidth and the 3 CURRENT STATUS
frequency response tuning of the power amplifier make the
upgrade of the LFS kicker easily. One aluminum single- The pickup for the phase error detection has been installed
ridged waveguide-overloaded cavity has been fabricated and the power amplifier, the circulators, and all cables for
and tested to use it as a longitudinal bunch-by-bunch LFS the PLS LFS are ready. The LFS kicker has been fabricated
kicker for the PLS storage ring. It has 4 input/output ports and measured its properties. The kicker will be installed to
to obtain wide bandwidth (> 250 MHz) and a nose cone the PLS storage ring in April 1999. If the electronics of
is attached to increase the shunt impedance. Its measured the LFS is completed and delivered from SLAC, it will be
bandwidth is about 344.4 MHz and its the maximum value possible for PLS to find the best operating condition for
of the shunt impedance is about 470 fl. The phase error the temperatures of RF cavities and various fill patterns as
oscillation having phase deviation less than 10 mrad can well as damping the dangerous HOMs generating CBMIs.
be damped within 1 ms by this kicker without any ampli- Also, the much narrower and higher intensity spectrum of
fier saturation. By attaching the single ridge to a general U7 undulator can be obtained.
waveguide and then adjusting the geometry, the frequen-
cies of all dangerous HOMs can be increased higher than 4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the cutoff frequency of the beam pipe (,-' 2295 MHz) [2].
Therefore, the kicker is free from the dangerous HOMs The authors thank Dr. J. Fox, Dr. S. Prabhakar, D. Teytel-
which generate the CBMIs. The distribution of E field in man, A. Young, and W. Ross of SLAC and G. Stover of
the kicker which is an output of 3D HFSS code is shown in LBL for their endless help and kindness. The authors also
Fig. 2. Later, the kicker will be upgraded to improve the thank Dr. T. Y. Lee, Dr. M. H. Cho, Dr. K. B. Lee, and Dr.
kicking efficiency by increasing the central frequency up to WNamkung of PAL for their cheer.

1625 MHz.
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DESIGN OF LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM KICKER
FOR THE PLS STORAGE RING*

Yujong Kim, M. Kwon, I. S. Park, I. S. Kot, PAL, POSTECH, Pohang 790-784, Korea

Abstract cessing units, and a kicker. There are various types of LFS
developed at several accelerator laboratories such as SLAC,

The higher order modes (HOMs) of RF cavities at the Po- LBL, Frascati, KEK, etc. In the PLS case, it is decided that
hang Light Source (PLS) storage ring cause longitudinal the digital signal processing unit is purchased from SLAC
coupled bunch mode instabilities (CBMIs). To cure these the dici s fabroced byit Ps and dom mAn
instabilities, a longitudinal feedback system (LFS) is in- and the kicker is fabricated by the PLS and domestic manu-
troduced. As a key component of the LFS, there is facturer. By considering these design, the PLS has decided
single-ridged waveguide-overloaded cavity as a longitudi- to design the kicker following DAbNE design [2] that is a
snale bunch-by-bun Fkikerfor cavithe as stag ringtudi- single-ridged waveguide-overloaded cavity with HFSS andnal bunch-by-bunch LFS kicker for the PLS storage ring. SUPERFISH codes.
To damp any coupled bunch modes, the bandwidth of this
kicker should be wider than 250 MHz. Also, the higher
shunt impedance of the kicker is selected to use lower 2 DESIGN OF LFS KICKER
power amplifier. One aluminum kicker is fabricated and There are many things to be considered in order to de-
the bandwidth, HOMs, and shunt impedance of the kicker sign the LFS kicker for the PLS storage ring such as
are measured with a network analyzer. This kicker has sev- kicker length, working central frequency, bandwidth, shunt
eral different features from LFS kicker for DA-NE. First impedance, kicker filling time, contents of HOMs, kicker
of all, there are 4 input/output ports to obtain a wider band- input power or kicker amplifier power. The LFS kicker will
width. Secondly, there is a nose cone to obtain higher shunt installed at the aiec for RF caes wher

impeanc. Fnall, te smmetic reqencyresons of be installed at the straight section for RF cavities where
impedance. Finally, the symmetric frequency responsevof there is a space of 42 cm reserved for future fifth cavity.
the shunt impedance around central frequency is provided. Thus, the kicker length is determined to be 42 cm. Accord-
According to the simulation result done by HFSS code, ing to CBMI theory, coupled bunch modes are character-
high shunt impedance of 620 Q (transit time factor con- ized by a definite phase relation between the oscillations
sidered value) and the wide bandwidth of 255 MHz are ob- from one bunch to the next. Since all CBMIs are located
tained. These are compared with the measured result, within the frequency range of p. JRF (P + 1/2)

where p is any integer, the minimum bandwidth of kicker
1 INTRODUCTION to cure all CBMIs is fRF/ 2 , and the central frequency

of the kicker f, is the average of the frequency range,
The PLS is the 3rd generation synchrotron light source. (p + 1/4) • ARF. Next is the selection of central frequency
Originally, the PLS storage ring is designed to store the which is determined by choosing an integer p. By con-
beam current up to 400 mA at 2 GeV and 250 mA at 2.5 sidering commercially available amplifiers and the operat-
GeV. By adding one RF cavity in 1996, there are four RF ing frequency of PLS RF system of 500 MHz, the possi-
cavities with 60 kW CW klystron amplifier operating at the ble choice of p for the PLS LFS is either 2 or 3, which
PLS storage ring to store the desired beam current [1]. Butowing to HOMs of RF cavities that make the CBMIs such corresponds the central frequency of 1125 MHz or 1625

MHz, respectively, and p = 2 is selected. The selected RF
as dipole, quadrupole, sextupole modes, the current of PLS amplifier is a solid state type model AS0820-250R from
storage ring is possible up to 200 mA at 2.0 GeV with- MILMEGA. Its operation frequency range is 800 MHz
out CBMI. By analyzing the reverse signal of RF cavities 2000 MHz and maximum output is 250W Even though the
and the sidebands of the BPM spectrum, it is found that PLS LFS is designed to operate at p = 2 mode with band-
the most dangerous HOMs of RF cavities are longitudi- width of 250 MHz and the central frequency of 1125 MHz,
nal TM011 (758 MHz) and TM0 1 3 (1707 MHz) modes. To this amplifier will also be used at p = 3 mode in the future
avoid these HOMs, the precession temperature control sys- for more efficient kicking with lower RF power. Because
tem for the RF cavities has been installed during 1997 Sum- the maximum power of amplifier is limited, the amplitude
mer maintenance period. This system can regulate the cool- of the correction kick will be saturated easily in damping
ing water to better than 0.2*C. With this system, the stored the phase oscillation with very high amplitude (i.e., very
beam current without CBMIs has been increased from 120 fast instability growth rate). One way to lower the required
mA to 200 mA. It means that the cooling system is not power of the amplifier in damping the CBMIs is to design
enough to avoid such dangerous HOMs fully. So, an active the kicker with high shunt impedance. Since the RF fre-
feedback system for CBMIs is necessary for the PLS. The quency of the PLS storage ring is 500 MHz and the har-
typical LFS consists of a signal pickup, digital signal pro- monic number is 468, the bunch spacing in fully filled case

* Work supported by POSCO and MOST, Korea. is 2 nsec. To perform the bunch-by-bunch kicking prop-
t Email : isko@postech.ac.kr erly, the filling time of LFS kicker must be shorter than 2
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cavity is equivalent to the resonance frequency f, of the
Table 1: vs. other parameters RLC circuit. By adjusting dimensions of the kicker geom-

etry that are equivalent counterparts of inductance L and

Central frequency fc [MHz] 1125 1625 capacitance C, one can tune the central frequency of the
Loaded Q factor QL 4.5 6.5 kicker such as f, - l/R 2 where R2 is the outer radius
Max. shunt impedance R, [Q] 450 650 of pill-box cavity. From the fact that the shunt impedance
Filling time T [nsec] 1.27 1.27 R, is proportional to R/Q, one must adjust the gap size

(plate separation) d and the outer radius of the kicker to
obtain maximum R/Q. Since the central frequency f,
is independent on the gap size d, f, is not changed by

b " adjusting the gap size with constant R2 . But the shunt
impedance is inversely proportional to bandwidth, too high

... 1, shunt impedance will lead to too narrow bandwidth. There-
fore, one must reduce the R, properly to have sufficient
bandwidth. The cross section area of a waveguide cov-
ers about 11% of available surface of the pill-box side. If
one attach the waveguide more, one can increase wall loss

s area, which means the increase (decrease) of total wall loss
54+2Gosem power (quality factor). To obtain a sufficient bandwidth

(> 250 MHz), four waveguides are attached per pill-box
(a) Side view side, so total waveguides are 8 (4 input/output ports). When

the gap voltage or the shunt impedance of the kicker is con-
sidered, the transit time factor must be considered to cor-
rect the particle acceleration due to the time variation of

h the field while the particles traverse the kicker. In the case
of constant frequency, the transit time factor T increases
as the gap size d decreases and higher shunt impedance is
possible by decreasing the gap size. When d is fixed, the

S....transit time factor will decrease as the frequency f. There-
fore, at high frequency region, the shunt impedance will
be lower than that of low frequency region around the cen-
tral frequency. This problem of anti-symmetry is cured by
changing the structure of ports from flat to round bases
with h = 1 mm, as shown in Fig. 1. After changing
the geometry of port bases, anti-symmetry S2 1 parameters
around the central frequency are obtained. The S21 values
of f > f, region are higher than those of f < f, region.

(b) Axial view Because the transit time factor of f > fC region decreases
as the frequency increases, one can obtain the frequency

Figure 1: Side view and axial view of the PLS LFS kicker. response symmetry in the shunt impedance. To reduce the
power reflection at the transition between coaxial ports and
waveguides, one must match the impedance at the transi-

nsec. The relation between the central frequency and other tion. While there is a certain TE10 mode cutoff frequency
parameters are summarized in Table 1. at general rectangular waveguide, there is no cutoff fre-

quency at the coaxial input port. Therefore, to match the
3 TUNING OF KICKER DIMENSION impedance at the transition, one must lower the TEro mode

cutoff frequency. To do this, a single ridge is attached at
The DA4NE type kicker can be simulated with Ansoft the bottom of general waveguide because of the capacitive
3D high frequency structure simulator (HFSS). Unlike the effect between the ridge and the outer cavity. The cutoff
original DAINE kicker, the PLS kicker is designed with a frequency of a single-ridged waveguide can be lowered fur-
nose cone attached and 4 input/output ports. The profile of ther by decreasing the gap g as shown in Fig. 1.
the PLS LFS kicker is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Tuning of Basic Pill-Box Cavity 3.2 Nose Cone Cavity

It is well known that the electrical equivalence of a RF cav- For the PLS storage ring with the beam stay-clear aperture
ity is a series RLC circuit. Its resonance frequency f, is of 100 mm, the value of R/Q is less than 50 Q. Since
given by 1r = 1/21rLVC. The central frequency f, of RF the shunt impedance is directly proportional to the value
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600 I I i

Table 2: PLS LFS kicker dimensions ReoZI

Parameter Dimension [mm or 0] 5 - .* bL]
400 - Shunt Imp a

Inner cavity radius R1  67.5 1 300 -

Outer cavity radius R 2  101.5 a .

Port base radius R3  95.1 1
Cavity gap d 74.0 ~C av ity ap d 7 4 0 s .. ....'.....t ...?............................... T........................................ ..... I . -.

Gap between cones d, 64.0
Barrier angle a 24.0 -100 ,

Port base angle 3 16.9 -200

Back cavity size b 35.8 -3o0
700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500Port base gap g 6.4 Freque..y.[M(zI

Ridge length 6 
50.2

Ridge distance p 87.2 Figure 2: Measured Rs and its frequency response
Back cavity distance e 123.0
Port round radius m 2.0
Port base round h 1.0 V for 1 W input power and its maximum shunt impedance

is about 620 Q (transit time factor considered). The central
frequency of the shunt impedance is about 1131 MHz that

Table 3: HOMs of the kicker is only 6 MHz higher than the desired value of 1125 MHz.
Mode f [MHz] R/Q [Q] Q factor

TMolo 1130.5 49.0 21557.2 4 CURRENT STATUS
TMoI1 2322.4 17.5 26524.4
TE211 2503.0 17.3 40126.6 With the LFS kicker design as described above, an alu-
TM111 (TEo11 ) 2749.4 5.6 44380.9 minum kicker was fabricated by local manufacturer. After
TM 211  3130.0 20.5 44898.5 cleaning and assembly work was done, a series of perfor-

mance test were followed with WILTRON 360B network
analyzer. Measured central frequency and the bandwidth

of R/Q, it is important to increase the value of R/Q for are 1115.6 MHz, and 344.4 MHz, respectively. The fre-
higher shunt impedance, which depends on the geometry of quency response of the shunt impedance is shown in Fig.
pill-box. Therefore, it is possible to increase this value by 2 with its maximum value of about 470 Q?. The R/Q of
change the geometry of the pill-box with help of SUPER- measured HOMs within the cutoff frequency is lower than
FISH simulation. From the facts that the radius of beam 3.3. So, they will not generate any dangerous CBMIs to the
chamber is fixed as 50 mm and that the central frequency of beam. This kicker will be installed to the PLS storage ring
the kicker f, depends on the radius of outer cavity R2 , only in April 1999 [3].
the gap size d can be adjustable to increase R/Q. Since the
transit time factor T and R/Q are increased as the gap size 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
d is decreased, the shunt impedance (the transit time fac-
tor considered) will be increased by attaching a nose cone The authors thank Dr. M. Tobiyama of KEK, Dr. D. H.

between a gap of pill-box cavity. The final pill-box cavity Han of Kyungpook Univ., J. S. Yang, M. K. Park, Dr. J. Y.

with nose cone attached has 255 MHz of bandwidth and Huang, Dr. T. Y. Lee, Dr. M. H. Cho, and Dr. W. Namkung

1130.5 MHz of central frequency which is near 1125 MHz. of PAL for their endless help and cheer.

The final dimensions of the PLS LFS kicker are summa-
rized in Table 2. 6 REFERENCES
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IMPLEMENTATION OF MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS, ERRORS, AND
THEIR CONSEQUENCE IN AN OPTIMIZED FERMILAB 8-GEV

TRANSFER LINEt

S. Assadi, J. Johnstone, P. Martin, F. Tecker, M. J. Yang, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,
Batavia, IL.

The layout of the beamline and site coordinate with
Abstract respect to other accelerators are shown. The vertical
The purpose of the newly constructed 8 GeV transfer line extraction from Booster is facilitated by a pulsed septum
is to provide a reliable interconnection of the Booster and in the straight section L3 with an angle of 2.77 degrees.
the Main Injector. This transfer line is constructed from In this paper, the origin is the middle of the L3. A vertical
the combination of the Permanent and Electro-magnets. dipole (VBC1) levels the trajectory -. 50 meter above the
We present data obtained during the commissioning along Booster elevation followed by 6.540 horizontal bend.
with our experience of combined function permanent There are 2 vertical doglegs afterward to bring the beam

magnets, DC operation of the electro-magnets and optics to the Booster elevation without impacting civil

model vs. measurement of the beamline is also presented. constructions.
The motivation for employing permanent magnets in the

1. INTRODUCTION line was to acquire the manufacturing and operation

The new 8 GeV line differs in concepts from a experience necessary to ensure the success of the 8 GeV

conventional transfer lines implemented at Fermilab. The Recycling Ring. Important questions such as the

line consists of two matching sections, one to Booster and temperature dependence, field quality and exposure to

the other to the Main Injector are built from tunable radiation of the permanent magnets resulted in

electromagnet quadrupoles. However, the long repetitive commissioning and operation of the first section (station

FODO cells are made from permanent dipoles, gradient M833). Using the C++ online model, we learned that 9

magnets, and quadrupoles [Fig. 1]. PQP's in the reversed bend section from M810-M814
were weaker by -15% that were replaced promptly. We
also concluded that permanent vertical bend magnets at

Main lnt -ec the beginning of the line need to be replaced due to
46.: aperture limitations and correctors needed to control the

orbit throughout the beamline.

2. MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

There are over 50 Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), 40•..,~~~~~~~~~A 15mw toifl meash= itniis tteetrneadexto h
2, BeamLoss Monitor (BLMs), 15 multi-wires and 2 toroids

~ ~'rto measure the intensities at the entrance and exit of the
transfer line. Fermilab control system provides magnetic
currents, the power supply readbacks, distributed tunnel
temperature and so on.

Atl We first calibrated the quadrupole transfer constant by
using 3-bump measurements. Fig. 2 presents the closure
of 3-bump Q808-Q810-Q812 constructed using dipole
trims. The closure confirms the power supply calibration

MI-8 Line and it is a useful tool for calibrating the quadrupole fields.
Taron 20 The trajectory closure is sensitive, to first order only to

the middle quadrupole's field as the phase advance is the
same between the quads. Three-bumps are also used to
center the beam through the quadrupoles and dynamic

J?• aperture is measured. The Booster matching section has
Bo .t ten SQ series quadrupoles. SQ's were originally designed

for the Antiproton Source.
Lattice functions for the 8 GeV line is measured by single

"tWork supported by the US Department of Energy under contract

DE-AC02-76CH00300.
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kick method. A reference nominal beam data is subtracted shows the operation of the phase one of the MI-8 line.
from a one-bumped orbit. Results are compared with the
model. In Fig. 3, horizontal and vertical measured BPM "Hor• znta[ PM

orbit is compared with the model.

. .... ....... -.. - . . .........

Verlical BPM

Fig. 2) The closure of 3-bumps confirms the PS
calibration and the middle quadrupole field.

12 -10

Soo MI- Orbt [istance Itcm Ooosterj M3

Fi.4) over-plot of 120 consecutive BPM orbits show
rnin substantial orbit deviation as beam propagates toward
e -- -the Main Injector. The injection from the Booster is

shown to be stable.

Reproducibility, high efficiency and emittance
-> M[preservation has been our top priority during the
_____-____MI-_ _ Distance__- commissioning of the MI-8 beam line. Understanding the

12 orbit variation shown above is the subject of the
remainder of this paper.

Q800-Q804-Q805 One power supply
. Q801-Q808-Q809 One power supply

-1M Q802-Q806-Q807 One power supply
Soo - MI-8 [Distance] < 5

Fig.3) Vertical (Top), Horizontal (bottom) BPM Q803 One power supply
difference orbit shown. Green line is the measurement, Table 1. Shows the arrangement of the PS and shunts.
red is produced by the C++ online model and the error is
shown in blue. We had previously observed that the Beamline orbit could

change dramatically as temporarily one of the shunt
currents were varied and brought back to the nominal

We should point out that the magnitude of the error in the value. The anomalous latency effect could last for
horizontal plane has systematically increased. This error minutes although the current readbacks were returned to
which is proportional to the phase advance error is partly normal. We performed a systematic study of Q809. The
due to the alignment of the combined permanent function quadrupole current is drived off a bulk supply minus the
magnets, partly due to running slight mismatch that shunt circuit current. To enhance the effect from Q809, a
initially were not detected due to BPM resolution during positive or a negative 3-bumps with and without the large
3-bump quad field calibration, shunt setting change around the Q809 was set up. After
Due to economic reasons, a number of decisions had to be the shunt setting was restored to its nominal value, we
made during the construction of the MI-8. We shared the recorded the orbit at approximately one minute interval.
power supplies among the electromagnets. Table 1 Lists Table 2. Shows the conditions and Figure 5 presents the
the arrangements. We also cut cost by operating the results. We analyzed the data for the change in Q809
electromagnets as DC powered devices. We have been current required to close the 3-bump orbit ( the 3-bumps
concerned about shared power supplies among the quads using trims VT807,VT809, and VT811 was originally
coupled by shunts and DC operation of the quads. Fig. 4 closed). All trim magnet reading and settings had
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previously calibrated and verified to be reproducible. Another restriction on the operational reproducibility of
the MI-8 line is the DC operation of the powered magnets

Frame I to 3 Nominal setting and the turn-on procedure. Figure 6 shows the well
Frame_1to_3_Nminalettingknown magnetic hysterisis effect of the Bend magnet.

Frame 4 & 5 Negative 3-bump Figure 6 shows the bulk power supply MI8BND which
powers four magnets has to have a designated turn-on

Frame 6 & 7 Positive 3-bump procedure. By not accounting the hysterisis effect, the
error could be as large as 2-amp error or 12mm orbit

Frame 8 & 9 +3-bump + 46 Amps on deviation at the Main Injector entrance.
shunt (reduced quad We have also established the underlying reason
current) correlating the orbit variation are related to leaking RF

Frame 10 & 11 Negative 3-bump

Frame 12 to 27 Shunt is set back to 6

nominal value. * 54

Table 2 presents the quad 809 shunt current setting • °
condition. Figure five shows that the orbit variation is
independent of the sign of the three bump through the

60 
Tu r Int ensity

11.

19B? flH8031S - 2ps.:

E ,Fig.7) Beam position variation with intensity is due to
3s0 shunts current being affected.

00

30o .. S00.. .

1 II 10.28 y
Cur8tl 5588 of 0000 SJntO [I-arn..

Fig.5) The calculated shunt current from frame 12 -

on are consistent with observed orbit changes over
time.

;:" .I1I. ý l
Q809 and the reported shunt current is incompatible with -. ' . .
the actual Q809 field. The shunt current regulation is
under investigation.

too .no _______ _Time D&v ':Hr:.Mi t1

0 US ..... -,,• ...• Fig. 8) During high intensity operations, shunts are.....0 UP ..... .... affected and results in the observed orbit variation.
1083.0w0

S1082,.00 " from the Booster affecting the shunts electronics.I •. 3. CONCLUSION

1080oo o We have an excellent understanding of the MI-8 optics
,o,°ooo .and the permanent magnet section of the beamline has
1078...000performed per design. Orbit variation is well correlated to

be due to RF from the Booster affecting the electronics
1077 U0 . ,o1s 1080 1081 1082 1083 1084 10,5 and are being repaired. Turn-on procedure is essential for

B:rII8BND setting, amps the reproducibility and -97% beam transfer efficiency is

Fig. 6) The magnetic hysterisis effect is achieved.
known.
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MEASUREMENT OF LONGITUDINAL MODE MIXING IN THE
FERMILAB LARGE HADRON ACCELERATORSt

S. Assadi, W. Blokland, A. Hahn, M. J. Yang, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL.

Abstract bunches need to be

considered in the particle equation of motion. The RF

Fermilab High Energy Physics research program for cavities installed in the newly constructed Fermilab Main

RUN-Il requires rapid generation of antiprotons and high Injector, were a part of the decommissioned Main Ring.

intensity protons. We had previously observed This paper addresses the search, observation and

longitudinal mode mixing in the Main Ring and Tevatron measurements of the coupled bunch modes in the Main

at intensities desirable for the RUN-Il. We incorporated Injector at 8 GeV. Modeling and the cure of the

high-speed digitizer (RTD-720) and (LeCroy 9384CM) longitudinal mode coupling is left out.

to measure the time domain, and further spectral analyses
were performed to measure the mode couplings. We have 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
refined our measurement analysis in conjunction with
higher digitization to pursue higher mode couplings. Data The purpose of the rapidly cycled Main Injector is to
during the commissioning of the newly constructed Main provide high intensity beams to different experimental
Injector will be compared to previously obtained data. areas within a supercycle (a repetitive cycle that could

include beam transmission for antiproton production, 120
1. INTRODUCTION GeV fixed target, collider run injection and so on). The

complex supercycles could require holding beam in the
The Main Injector Sampled Bunch Display pickup Main Injector for power supply reconfiguration. We have

(wide-bandwidth resistive wall monitor) is used to
measure the longitudinal time evolution of the beam... _ -__ i'
Three different data acquisition systems are used for this .-.-. --........ __

paper; 1) fast 4 Gs/s LeCroy 9384 Oscilloscope and a -

LabVIEW analysis program, 2) Two Gs/sec RTD-720 ___

digitizer with 1024 segment-able memory in conjunction ,_ .. .- •
with the Fermilab control system, 3) Five Gs/sec dual- J;-

channel TVS-645 digitizer with a proprietary Tektronix . •Z.
snapshot capture PC-based data acquisition software. •-•--"-

Longitudinal bunched beam modes and their .
interaction with the beam were first described by -- , -,,. .
Sachererin 1973. ForM equidistant bunches, there are M--
coupled bunch modes characterized by n waves 0_ n ! g ,-'•-
M-1 around the storage ring. The theory of longitudinal .. . . ..

bunched beam contain radial and within-bunch modes. -j-y' -
Due to lack of high resolution pickups, DSP's and too Time [nsec]
possibility of Landau damping of the higher order modes, Fig. 1) Each trace shows 5 consecutive bunches starting
only the lowest radial and azimuthal modes are observed. fig. 1)Ech tae shwa 5cn s bunch es statng
The interaction among charged particles and their frombunch one (leading bunch). Every 10 turn is shown.
surrounding environment, such as RF cavities, kickers observed (Fig. 1) coupled bunch modes in Tevatron few
and bellows can drive the beam unstable resulting in seconds after injection.
unwanted longitudinal coherent beam oscillations. These
oscillations will cause the eventual growth in longitudinal Each trace in the above figure is triggered externally
emittance. The beam acceleration throughout the cycle is based on a count down of the RF and recorded by the
a result of two fields: one is externally controlled by the segment-able memory RTD720 for 10240 consecutive
RF cavities and the other comes from the wake fields turns. Every 10 turns is registered to enhance the
generated by the frontal bunches. This wake field is synchrotron oscillation observation. We have injected 11
clearly intensity dependent. As the bunch intensity bunches into 11 consecutive buckets and leaving the
increases, the wake potential produced by the frontal remainder of the ring empty. we observe that leading

"tWork supported by the US Department of Energy under contract

DE-AC02-76CH00300.
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bunch does not go under any oscillation and the wake voltage at 8 GeV is 1.LMV per turn. The above
field generated by the bunches decays prior to the return observation lead us to seek the reason for the above
of the first bunch. We also observe that the wake field is behavior. Figure 3 and 4 show that as the intensity
additive as expected by the theory. We also observe the increases by filling the MI with beam, some bunches
longitudinal bunch length of the 5th bunch has drastically undergo oscillation and their bunch length increases. We
increased, can cures the instability by changing the injection

Figure 2 shows that during the high intensity synchronous phase. We note that bunch intensity can

I"Ž .
I S R

T eChI 100 mnaidr, 10.0 nSecidiv Tm Sc
S1 0 - - 10. Figure 3) The above figure shows that 5rh and 6 th batch

exhibit oscillations much larger than the 1" to 4 th and
".. 1 -. 1. -. - their bunch length increases.

vary during the operation of the MI and continues
-------------------. synchronous phase manipulations is not favorable. A

"..... .. ' - - successful longitudinal feedback system is installed by
"McGinnis et. al.

1 0 .. ... .

:: ,~ ~ , , • i ,• , a : l , .. . ....... .......... .... ..... ............

Chl 4

Cl 100 mVldiv 10.0 nSecidiv

2 --

Figure 2) The above trace shows 5 bunches of a 40 1
bunch injected immediately after injection and the lower . . L .0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

figure shows the same bunches after 3 second. 'rime [Soc]

commissioning of the Main Injector an increase in the Figure 4) Bunch length grows at 8 GeV from 2.8 nsec at

bunch length as we kept the beam for periods up to 10 injection to greater than 8 nsec after 2 seconds.

second at 8 GeV.

In the Main Injector, the wake field for the higher
order cavity modes can reach several kV for a beam with
3E1 2 particles per bunch while the peak fundamental RF Time evolution of one bunches at 8 GeV is measured

"t'Work supported by the US Department of Energy under contract

DE-AC02-76CH00300.
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and shown below. We observe that the decrease in the Although we have just recently started to commission the

bunch length after 2 seconds is correlated with beam loss Main Injector, we have achieved intensities to the highest
rather than cooling.

Unstable

V Distortion

S. . .,..Bunch
c Shape

... ................. h

Figure 5) At 8 GeV, an equivalents to the synchronous
phase to stabilize the oscillation in figure 3 is added to z z.k
generate the phase error and measure the coupled bunch - •,-".
mode prior to dilution. z . z ..............

stable"•'•.-v ....... -~Gaussian

Be~am

lAin• Ioinet

Figure 7) Waterfall plot of Main Injector beam vs turn
number. We observe that all bunches oscillate and the
bunch shape distorts as time progresses.

,,E, o ,na fld , u,*,, intensities of the Main Ring but we have only observed
- ithe lowest longitudinal mode. Unlike the Tevatron or the

. .Main Ring, the Main Injector does not exhibit higher
J ><......• \-• longitudinal coupled bunch modes although the same

- particle flux density is present.

Figure 6) Time evolution of longitudinal motion. The
first trace of the above figure is prior to the injection and
followed by plots of every 13 turns.

The remainder of this paper tries to pursue the
characteristics of the bunch lengthening and how one can
reduce or eliminate that.

The resulting time series data gathered in figure 7) is
broken up to 1000 realizations. Each realization contains
data from every 15 turns of each bunch which are then z-- ........... Z '-.92,E e3

Fourier transformed. The phase shift Aqoftheperturbing '0;' !H, -

bunch motion with respect to a reference bunch is 2nn/M.
We then infer the wake field mode structure by Figure 8) Measured Peak is associated with dipole

calculating the wavenumbers k= A(1), / Ax. oscillation between adjacent bunches

3. CONCLUSION

tWork supported by the US Department of Energy under contract

DE-AC02-76CH00300.
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Envelope Instabilities in Electron Cooling

A. Burov and S. Nagaitsev
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Abstract P.0. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510

The envelope instabilities are considered as factors respon-
sible for the observed limitations for a current of cooled par-
ticles. Beam Accumulation

S T rm.e,0,-'fleot 0.O.

1 O B S E R V A T IO N S 2.5 . . ........................................ .................. ........... ...

Electron cooling is proved to be a way to increase a phase 2 ..........-

space density of heavy particles. However, its possibilities
and lim its are not com pleatly studied. O ne of the unclear . . ......... ........ . ......... ........... .. ........ ................. ......... ....................r

phenomena is the limit on the cooled beam intensity ob-
served at several cooling facilities [1, 2, 3, 4]. The main . ...........

features of the phenomenon experimentally studied in the
0.0 . . .

IUCF cooler [1] are listed below.
0 i i I

1. Under the continuous stripping injection of protons in 0 10 20 3o 40 so ,
Time, s

the cooler, the accumulated proton current was lim-
ited by a certain value independent on the injected cur- Figure 1: Accumulated current I as a function of time t dur-
rent. The rate of the current increase was seen to be ing stripping injection with cooling accumulation (IUCF).
constant until just below the limiting current where the Dots are the measurements, line is a fit I oc 1 -exp (-t/ro)
rate sharply dropped to zero. The phenomenon can be for the lifitime To = 100 s.
described as the beam lifetime being a highly nonlin-
ear function of the beam intensity, see Fig. 1.

2. The operations with the bunched proton beam showed
that the peak proton current, not the average one, is
limited.

3. The beam current decreased smoothly between injec-
tion cycles, thus suggesting the beam scraping is not

Core and Halo Emittancesof concern. 0 .4

59 %e ane/4 . Th e size o f th e co o led b eam at th e lim it curr ent w as 0 .36 -........... ........ .................. .................................................................. . ...... ....... ............... .. ..... ................

found to be very small, the rms radius ac 0.5 mm, ............. ...... ........ .....

which is deeply inside the electron beam with the ra- . .. .

dius a, = 1.2 cm. The space charge tune shift in the
cooled beam was found to be high and approximately 0.2 .............. .............. ............ ....................................................

constant during the accumulation, AQ _ 0.2 [5]. ,AS... ...
0 A +0 .1 ........... ............... !. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . ......... • . ............ • ' ! ............. . . . .. . ................... . .. . . . . . .. F .......

5. The beam halo significantly increased near the accu- .1 + + +
mulation threshold, see Fig. 2 [6]. 0.05 ++ + + +.....

of

6. Attempts to dilute the transverse emittance of the " 00 100 2 250 0 300 40 4

cooled beam by means of the applied transverse broad Average Current, uA

band noise resulted only in the decrease of the accu- Figure 2: Beam core and halo measurements during the
mulated current [6]. accumulation of bunched beam (IUCF). The upper set of

7. Coherent transverse signals were not observed. points is 1/6 of 95% emittance, and the lower set is rms
emittance. If the transverse distribution were Gaussian,

For the present moment, there is no satisfactory explana- both sets would be equal.
tion of these facts. It is not clear, why instead of the grad-
ual emittance growth proportionally to the peak current (to
keep the tune shift constant), the life time of the protons
sharply drops and the accumulation stops.

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1088
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An attempt was made to explain these facts by a mi- outer, hot protons. The perturbation of the proton transverse
crowave electron-proton instability [4]. However, Ref [7, energy is mainly contributed by such betatron phases when
8] found that the coherent electron-proton interaction intro- it passes the oscillating beam close enough, at impact pa-
duces a stabilization in the proton beam motion under nor- rameters; less or about the beam radius a,. For a proton with.
mal conditions. an amplitude a > a~, this happens in average once per time

The main hypothesis of this paper is that it is the envelope interval
instability of the cooled beam which might be a reason for At ý_ a/a~wb' > Wb

the described phenomenon. where Wb = vwo is the betatron frequency, wo is the rev-
olution frequency. Every time when the proton passes near

2 ENVELOPE INSTABILITIES the oscillating core, its angles are changed (increased or de-
creased) by about

Due to the periodic modulation of the focusing force, there
is a possibility of parametric excitation of the beam second- AO pp WT

2  (1
order (quadrupole) modes, resulting in the envelope in- fr 3 ac ac
stabilities [9, 10]. The instability take place when the where pp, is the proton beam linear density, rp is the proton
space charge of the beam shifts frequency of one or both classical radius, c is the spead of light, 03 and -y are the rel-
quadrupole modes to the parametrical resonance with the ativistic factors,
focusing structure. It means that the mode frequency re- 7--a~a
ferred to the structure frequency reaches half of an integer, i ieo h neatod/,f-1i h eaieapi
n/2, which approximately corresponds to the quarter of in- i ieo h neato,&/~~1i h eaieapi
teger, n/4, in terms of the single particle tune. tude of the beam size oscillations responsible for the consid-

The structure period of a storage ring is, generally, the to- ered interaction. The quadratic dependence on the interac-
tal circumference. Taking this into account, it can be con- tion time, AO (X Wb~r 2 , is related to the fact that the change

cludd tat theshod o th eneloe intablit inthe of the proton transverse energy is caused by the free oscilla-cluded i thtatreacheld whe the spaloe hsargeisifty bingsh tions of the beam core, which contr ibutes oc W~b-. The con-storage ring irecewhntesaecagsifbigs stant field changes the momentum components, but not the*
one of the betatron tunes to a quarter of an integer which toaenry
sets the limit on the space charge tune shift IlAv I < 0.25. Tota e anergy. ohsso h rsntdmdlihtti

Strictly speaking, the envelope instabilities can be Therg mhainghptesi of theho pres cntbed monsdele is thatnhi
avoided for any space charge, if the storage ring is con- energ chng ofther hodst prosumdton han bhe onsciderinfedlasrn
structed from identical or almost identical cells. Such a dom. Ine oterm wordsheprtowe it isasmdtatse the ocilltin field
storage ring has to obey the limit Av < N,,14 which would cofpetyurltdt the beamd seen by the protoiwhnui passestecoe .r
be valid for any space charge if the number of cells N, is compleassmtioy urlatdook acethbe fedsusen ton the prevoious pass.
high enough, N, > 4v. Due to the ring curvature, there is a this:asmto ok cetbe u otefloigfc
minimal periodicity to satisfy this requirement. A storage trs
ring of such a kind was suggested for experiments aimed e A correlation time for oscillations of a system near its
to reach a crystalline state of a stored ion beam [11]J, the instability threshold is typically not more than several
minimal periodicity was found to be N, = 8. periods of the oscillations.

Apart from this special case, the restriction on the enve- *Telniuia orltoso h neoeocla
lope instability coinsides with the conventionally accepted *theiongietundinatlcongrrelatins fof the eneope oaiscilDa-
0.25-prtcl [12]. h paecagetn sit IA to the longitudinal velocity of the proton, every pass it0.25 121.sees the core at various longitudinal coordinates whereThe numerous simulations show that if the beam is un- tefed r o orltd
stable initially, the coherent oscillations start to grow so that tefed r o orltd
after a few structure periods the beam emittance is diluted e Finally, this assumption of random interactions can be
enough to be in the stable area. modified: it could be assumed that the correlation time

Situation would be different, were the beam under the is by a certain factor f, higher than the average time
cooling. Cooling would not allow the beam just perma- between consequent interactions. However, the calcu-
nently stay in the stable area: it would continue to shrink the lations show that the resulted dependence on this fac-
emittance and lead the beam again to the instability thresh- tor is very weak, it enters as cx f2/ 7.
old.

Thus, the interactions of the remote proton with the os-

3 CO D BE M ASA SURCEOF N ISE cillating beam core are considered as independent inelas-
3 CO D BE M ASA SURCEOF N ISE tic scatterings causing a diffusion of the proton energy. The

Thus, the electron cooling and the envelope instability can proton angle changes due to the simultaneous action of this
be considered to be in a dynamic equilibrium resulted in diffusion with the coefficient
keeping the cooled beam at the threshold of the instability. 4 2r2a3c2

The electric field of the oscillating beam core acts on the D = (AO) 2 /At .= p~ (2)
Wba

5 32-y 6
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and the electron cooling with the rate 4 HOW TO INCREASE THIS
47rnererpLc77c (3) THRESHOLD

030 3 'y 5  A slight misalignment V introduced in both'transverse

where n, is the electron beam density, re, rp are the electron directions between the electron and proton beam could
and proton classical radii, Lc is the Coulomb logarithm and increase the threshold. In this case the protons with
77 is the cooling length related to the ring circumference, 0 = smaller angles cannot be accumulated, this phase space
awb/(/Sc) is a proton angle amplitude, area is unstable for the single particle motion (the so-called

Evolution of the proton distribution f(0) under an influ- monochromatic instability). The angle provided in both
ence of the cooling and diffusion is described by the Fokker- transverse planes should be higher than the threshold beam
Plank equation: angles 0, but smaller than the angle at the injection 9,:

8f a D Of
-5 = --Af+2-5-0 . (4) 0. < 0.,v < 0i. (10)

This determines an equilibrium distribution: The higher is the misalignment, the higher is both the
threshold current and the temperature of the accumulated

f (0) = Aexp (- fo A(O')O'dO' (5) protons.

( = J- D()() An improvement with the similar restrictions (10) could
be reached by means of the electron cooler with a hollowwith f0 • 1/9e, where 0c = acwb/(/3c) is the angle am- cathode [1, 13].

plitude of the core particles. Assuming the aperture limit

0 = 0a = amwb/(.Sc)), the life time 7- follows from (4), (5): 5 REFERENCES

7-1 - AaOa exp (-2 f D A(O)d Aa = A(9a). [1] T. Ellison et al., "Cooled Beam Intensity Limits in the IUCF
' D(9) Cooler", in Proc. of Workshop on Beam Cooling and Related

(6) Topics, Montreux, Oct. 1993, CERN 94-03, p. 377.
The lifetime (6) contains current-dependent terms in the ex- [2] D. Reistad et al, "Measurements of Electron Cooling and
ponent, so it is highly nonlinear function of the beam inten- 'Electron Heating' at CELSIUS", ibid, p. 183.
sity. [3] M. Steck et al., "Commisioning of the Electron Cooling De-

Assuming a finite storage time 7-, = d In N/dt, and tak- vice in SIS", in Proc. EPAC'98, Stokholm, p. 550.
ing into account the dependencies (2), (3) the intensity lim- [4] V.Parkhomchuk, "Limitation of Ion Beam Intensity in Elec-
itation follows: tron Cooling Systems", in Proc. HEACC'98, Dubna, Russia.

2Da = La, La = In(Aarsam/a,), Da = D(Oa). (7) [5] S. Nagaitsev et al., NIM A, 391, p. 3 2 (1997).
2Da [6] 5. Nagaitsev, PhD Thesis, Indiana University, 1995.

Then, the proton beam linear density pp and its radius a, [7] A. Burov, Part. Accel., 57, 131 (1997).

determine the space charge tune shift

[8] D. Pestrikov, NIMA, 412, p.2 83 (1998).
Av = )prR2 (8) [9] I Hofmann, L. J. Laslett, L. Smith and I. Haber, Part. Accel.,

2v ^12'aac2 13, 145 (1983)
where R is the storage ring average radius. The threshold [10] J. Stmckmeier and M. Reiser, Part. Accel., 14, 227 (1984)
condition (7) can be resolved for the proton beam peak cur-rn p= pplcand presented in the following form: [11] L. Tecchio et al. "CRYSTAL Ring, Feasibility Study", LNL-
rent = peC adpenINFN Rep., Legnaro, Italy (1996).

'7 8c/7  rne77LC re )2/7( 2vAv/52) 3/ 7  [12] M. Reiser, Theory and Design of Charged Particle Beams,
Ip = eC ll/a ra "R2  J. Wiley & Sons Inc., 1994.

(9) [13] A. Sharapa, A. Shemyakin, NIM A 336 p.6 (1993).
The obtained threshold (9) can be calculated for the param-
eters of the IUCF cooler. The aperture logarithm La (7) cal-
culated with am = 1.5 cm, a, = 0.5 mm, Aa = 0.3 s-1,
r. = 18 s, comes out La = 6. Substituting Ie = pe3c =
400 mA, ae = 1.2 cm, 0 = 0.3, LC = 3, 17= 0.03, v =
4, AV = 0.25, R = 15m, itgivesIp = 6mA, in an agree-,
ment with the observations [1]. Assuming the same aper-
ture limitations and electron current, approximately same
numbers (±50%) comes out for the proton threshold cur-
rent in CELSIUS and K04+ current in SIS.

So we may conclude about an agreement between this
model and the observations.
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COGGING IN THE FERMILAB BOOSTER*

D. Herrup, FNAL, Batavia, ILt

Abstract lEoerlntegral CogftgtoEud fCye

The Fermilab Booster is a rapid-cycling synchrotron which
accelerates 84 bunches of protons from 401 MeV to 8 GeV
for injection into the Fermilab Main Injector. The entire 75
circumference, ie., all RF buckets, of the Booster is filled.
At extraction, a kicker deflects the beam into the extraction
channel. The kicker risetime is long enough so that several
of the bunches do not receive the full kick and are deflected 50
instead into Booster magnets, creating radioactive compo-
nents in the tunnel and radiation at ground level outside.
At future Booster intensities and repetition rates, the radi-
ation levels will be unacceptably high. One way of reduc-
ing these losses is to create a "notch" of several consecutive 25
unfilled RF buckets. If the beam can be accelerated while
tracking and controlling the position of the notch so that the
unfilled buckets are aligned with the rising edge of the ex-
traction kicker, losses will be eliminated. We have studied 0
this process and developed an algorithm to count and con- 0 1000 2000 3000

trol RF cycles during the Booster ramp and move ("cog") MI Markr (timnin BoterCyde)
the notch longitudinally so that it is aligned with the kicker
at extraction time. We will describe the relevant parts of the Figure 1: Integral cogging for al nun. radial offset. The
Booster hardware, measurements we have made to under- horizontal axis is in Main Injector marker units. There are
stand what controls the total number of RF cycles during a roughly 3000 Main Injector revolutions in a single Booster
Booster ramp, and the algorithm we intend to use for cog- pulse.
ging during the Booster cycle.

enables us to calculate the RF ramp exactly. However, the
1 BOOSTER PARAMETERS power line frequency is not exactly 60 Hz. but fluctuates

When the Fermilab Main Injector is in full operation, the by ±30 mHz. A 30 mHz. difference in the line frequencyBooster must deliver its batch of 84 bunches to a specified causes a change of about 80 RF cycles from the ideal ramp.
RF bucket in the Main Injector. In addition, the notch in One could try to correct for variations in the line frequency
the beam must be located at the Booster kickers when they by measuring the instantaneous frequency and calculating
fire. In order to move the notch to the proper location; we the change in the ramp, but it is not clear that the calcula-must be able to predict the total number of RF cycles in a tions could be done in real time. Changes in the radial po-Booster pulse to within a multiple of 84, the Booster ha sition of a few mms. over the pulse also effect the numberBooterpule t wihina mltile f 8, te Bostr hr-of RF cycles by roughly the same amount. Finally, there
monic number. Cogging is done by adding a radial offset to of RF cycls by roughly the samo t F l the
the beam, changing the revolution frequency, to add or sub- may be synchronization differences between the start of the
tract the necessary number of RF cycles. This technique has magnet ramp and the start of the oF ramp, adding or sub-
been used routinely at Fermilab in the Main Ring and Teva- tracting hundreds of RF cycles to a pulse.tron but in these accelerators cogging is done at flattop, ie., The Booster harmonic number is 84 so moving the notch
at a time when the RF frequency is constant. Cogging in the to an arbitrary location at extraction requires cogging byBooster is more complicated because there is no flattop. In ±42 RF buckets. Fig. I is a plot of the number or RF buck-addition, the shape of the Booster ramp (number of fla cy- ets cogged for a 1 mm. radial offset whose sign is reversedades)ion, c hshanges frm p e toopulster inays whiwer of nt c at transition. The horizontal axis is in Main Injector Markercles) changes from pulse to pulse in ways which we do not

completely understand. units where 1 unit represents about 11 jisec., the Main Injec-

The Booster design ramp is a 15 Hz. sinusoidal ramp tor revolution time. Several important features are apparent

in which the gradient magnets ramp at a "15 Hz." rate de- from this plot. It is "easiest" to cog from about MI markers

termined from the power line frequency. In principle, this 200 to 800 (about 2 msec. to 8 msec. in time) in the cycle
when the number of buckets cogged/radial offset is maxi-

* Work supported in part by the Department of Energy. mum. Conversely, the amount of cogging that can be done
t Email: herrup@fnal.gov at the end of the cycle is very small. Of course, there is also
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a large period around transition (17 msec.) in which no cog- instant without necessarily changing any other parts of the
ging can occur. This information has already been applied ramp. The plateau from segment 12 to 20 corresponds to
[1] to do a simple form of cogging to try to align the notch transition, in which no cogging occurs. This is the same
with the kickers. In the rest of this paper I will describe a plateau that occurs in Fig. 2 between MI markers 1200 and
cogging algorithm which will attempt to do feedback during 2000.
the cycle to align the gap with the kickers while minimizing From these data, we can sketch a more detailed version
the radial offset. of the cogging algorithm. No cogging is done until 5 msec.

after injection. Betwen 5 and 12 msec, the predictions for

2 COGGING ALGORITHMS the extraction location improve to under 1 RF bucket, and
we can set the radial offset at the end of each 100 MI-marker

The variations from Booster pulse to pulse mentioned ear- segment to align the notch with the kickers to a precision of
lier make it impossible to calculate the ramp from first prin- about 1 RF bucket. The maximum radial offset needed will
ciples. Instead, we must look for a set of measurements that be less than 3 mm., comfortably within the Booster aper-
can be performed during the cycle which will let us calcu- ture. For the rest of the cycle until extraction, we can con-
late the number of RF cycles. Two pieces of hardware are tinue this "feedback" process every 100 MI markers, but
used to perform the measurements [1]: the Main Injector since the predicted extraction location is now accurate to
revolution marker and a module which will count the num- within 1 RF bucket, only very small radial offsets will be
ber of Booster RF cycles between consecutive Main Injec- needed.
tor markers. These devices make it possible for us to cal- This algorithm requires only a small number of calcula-
culate the number of RF cycles throughout the pulse in real tions (summing RF cycles and performing the multiplica-
time. tions needed to predict the total number of RF cycles in a

The algorithm I have found that seems to predict the lo- pulse) and can easily be done in the DSP which runs the low
cation of the notch at extraction uses the RF cycles data level RF system [1] and which can control the radial offset.
acquired continuously throughout the pulse to make better
and better predictions for the extraction location. We divide Sigma ( Predicted - Measured RF Cycles)

the Booster pulse into segments 100 Main Injector turns
in length and count the number of RF cycles during each
segment. Starting after receipt of the 500th Main Injector
marker, we do a linear, 2 parameter fit of the form

10

j=i

TRFi = ai + bi 1 RFj
j=0

where TRFi is the total number of RF cycles in the Booster
pulse that one predicts based on measurements up to and in-
cluding segment i. The slope (bi) and offset (ai) are differ-
ent for each segment and have been determined from fits to
complete Booster pulses. The 20 Booster pulses used for
the comparison were chosen at random and are representa- 0 10 20 30

100-Main Injector Marker Interval

tive of the overall pulse to pulse variation in the total num-
ber of RF cycles. Application of this algorithm results in the
data in Fig. 2 which shows the standard deviation between
the predicted number of pulses at extraction and the mea- Figure 2: Integral cogging for a 1 mm. radial offset. The
sured number. By the midpoint of the cycle we can predict horizontal axis is in Main Injector marker units. There are
the extraction location to better than 2 RF buckets, and by roughly 3000 Main Injector revolutions in a single Booster
the end of the cycle the standard deviation is less than 0.5 pulse so extraction occurs at about MI marker 3000.
RF buckets.

I should make several comments about Fig. 2. We have
found that there is very little predictive power contained in 3 CONCLUSIONS
the information in the first 5 msec (500 MI markers) of the
Bosoter cycle. This is the period during which the RF fre- I have outlined an algorithm which I believe will allow the
quency changes most rapidly. Also, the radial loop turns notch in the Booster beam to be aligned with the kickers at
on during this period, and we have observed large excur- extraction, thereby eliminating extraction losses which oc-
sions in the horizontal closed orbit caused by the radial loop, cur in a completely filled ring. The algorithm develops a
and this certainly will effect the number of RF cycles at that cogging trajectory which tries to use as small a radial off-
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set as possible by improving the estimate of the extraction
location of the notch throughout the pulse.

Considerably more work must be done before we shall
have a working cogging system. There are, of course, the
hardware issues associated with creating the notch and en-
suring that instrumentation will work properly [ 1]. We shall
repeat these measurements and try to refine the algorithm in
small ways and to re-determine the constants. Finally, the
algorithm must must be coded in the low level RF DSP and
diagnostics developed.

4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Thanks to Bob Webber for suggesting this problem and Bill
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WIDE BAND FREE SPACE TRANSMISSION LINK UTILIZING
A MODULATED INFRARED LASER

Ralph J. Pasquinelli, Fermilab%, Batavia, IL

Abstract this size, the beam can propagate with minimal increase

For ear, Fenilb hs utlizd wde bndwdth in spot size for the 76 meters of the accumulator test. AFor ear, Femilb hs utlizd wde bndwdth similar telescope is used on the receiving end to focus thetransmission links for stochastic cooling feed back 130nomtrba otoaH aasuftpho
systems. 1

2
,
3 Stochastic cooling requires the feed back diode Thipoto dioea onotonl has Haaats repose beyond

signal arrive at the kicker in time synchrony with the die.Thspooidentnlhaarsosebyd
beam on the same turn. While coaxial cables suffice at 8 GHz, but also a large active area of 200 microns square.
lower microwave frequencies, their high loss and This large active area allows building a system that is

dispersion make them unsuitable at higher frequencies. relatively insensitive to random laser beam motion.
Coaxal abls upto 25 eter inlenth hve een (Earlier tests utilized a GRIN lens on the receiving end

utilized in the Antiproton Source. With the advent of the that required motion feedback.)

Recycler ring, (600-900 meters in diameter) coaxial cables Bcuetmn tblt sciia osohsi oln
utilied inacethbe Recycer. Stocmaintain aoln small bea performance, the transmission medium must have a stable
uiiemittanc e and ce momeantum sr ad. a new l m eanso propagation velocity. The velocity of light in a medium

emitanc an moentm spead A ew ean of is inversely proportional to the index of refraction of thetransmitting the signal across the ring is necessary. medium. In addition, the defocusing caused by changes in
While optical fibers have very low loss and excellent the index of refraction could cause the laser beam position
bandwidth characteristics, their propagation velocity is too tovrasafninofim. Ayewh hs
slow to meet the beam on the other side of the ring. A exeind"harpl"inaakngotnahtdyhs
modulated infrared laser is expanded from single mode experiened "hsheatoippe"na. pakigeo onl way hot dayerv thas
fiber (utilizing telescopes) and transmitted in an evacuated obseved thicsecn pheingomena.nTe onysa to prenseitte thser
pipe across the ring. The system will be described with fiveug picoscnutmi.gtlrneitorastthlsr
preliminary results presented.thogavcum

1 ACCUMULATOR SYSTEM Special Optics Beam
Expanders Telescopes

The first free space light link to be constructed at
Fermilab was for the core transverse cooling systems in
the Accumulator. These systems operate between 4-8

GHz with cable lengths approaching 100 meters. Thbe reDF
length and frequency range. In addition, up to 360 degrees (
of phase dispersion is experienced, requiring a specialized 

' amatsýphase equalizer. an tu
These optical links provide flat amplitude and phase NwFcsier GRIN Collimator Photo Diode
response for broadband microwave links. Typical N
response is plus minus 1 dB and 10 degrees phase flatness Fgr .Otclln adaecniuain
for the bandwidths mentioned. This comes at the expense Fgr .Otclln adaecniuain
of an overall insertion loss approaching 35 dB. A twenty-inch diameter steel pipe was buried across a cord

A mens f tansmttig te sinalin ree pac is of the Accumulator ring to provide the light path for the

required to meet the timing needs of stochastic cooling, lsrbeah A Rosboe vacuum ofm aproiatl oneize or Qatz

An optical setup consisting of a fiber to graded index rahavcu fapoiaeyoeTr. Qat
(GRI) lns nd twntytim teescpe xpaderis, vacuum windows provide the seal between the telescopes

utilized to enlarge the nine-micron diameter laser beam to'adtevcupi.FgreIsashmtcofheet
approximately one-centimeter diameter. At setup.

*Operated by Universities Research Association for the Department of

Energy
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The cooling systems in the Recycler operate in the
2 RECYCLER SYSTEM frequency bands of 0.5-4 Gl~z. Coax cable with a 7/8-

The Recycler Ring is the new antiproton depository inch diameter would provide 20-60 dB insertion loss and

storage ring that is being commissioned at Fermilab. 5  phase dispersion of hundreds of degrees, both

This ring is fabricated with permanent magnets and is unacceptable. Even the best cable has a propagation

housed in the same enclosure with the Main Injector, velocity of 88% c, requiring a longer chord than a light

Although electron cooling is planned for the future, link.

stochastic cooling will be utilized initially. The size of Acvlcntuto rjc scretyudra obr
the Recycler is approximately 3.3 kilometers in Acvlcntuto rjc scretyudra obr
circumference. As with all stochastic cooling, feedback a 24-inch diameter steel pipe between the ten and twenty

must be applied on the same turn of the beam for sectors of the Main Injector/Recycler complex. (Figure 2)

optimum performance. In the Recycler, this means a There are a total of four cooling systems that will have

chord across the ring approaches 600 meters. their signals transmitted through this pipe. The large pipe
size was chosen to minimize civil construction tolerances
based on a trade off in material versus labor costs. At the
ends of pipe, underground enclosures are buried just
outside the minimum shielding requirements for the Main
Injector, hence allowing unlimited occupancy. Beneficial
occupancy of the light link enclosures is expected by
April 1999. Initial light link tests will begin shortly
there after. Commissioning of Recycler stochastic
cooling is expected for later in the summer of 1999.

Due to the longer length of the Recycler light link, the
laser beam will experience more beam dispersion. It is
expected that the beam diameter will increase to near 8
centimeters. This coupled with a long baseline will add to
the position sensitivity of the system. Bench experiments
have shown that the laser beam can be focused to a full
width of 100 microns utilizing the twenty-power
telescope. Due to the large size of the photo detector
(200x2O0 microns), it is hoped that position sensitivity
will not be a problem.

3 ACCUMULATOR PERFORMANCE
A complete core vertical cooling system was installed in
the Accumulator ring in July of 1997 before the long site
shutdown to finalize Main Injector installation. This
system was installed in parallel to the original cable based
cooling system so that a side by side comparison could be
made. Figure 3 shows the amplitude and phase transfer
functions for the two systems under identical beam
conditions. As can be seen from the cable based system,
there is a high frequency degradation in signal to noise
ratio because of the gain slope losses. The light link with
its flat response shows improved signal to noise at the
high fr-equency end of the band. The remnant gain slope
present in both responses is due to bandwidth limitations
of the system pickups and kickers. Figure 4 depicts the
difference in signal suppression between the cable and
light link system. A customized equalizer has been
designed to remove the gain slope and will be installed in
the near future. Both core transverse-cooling systems will

Figure 2. Top: light pipe installation. Bottom: be upgraded to light links for the startup of the
Underground equipment enclosure, fondly referred to as the Accumulator ring.
"peanut"
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RF COGGING IN THE FNAL BOOSTER ACCELERATOR

W.A.Pellico, Robert C.Webber, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory', Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract
2. TYPICAL BOOSTER CYCLE

The Fermilab Booster operates at a Radio Frequency
(RF) harmonic number of 84 with beam in all buckets. Injected beam is adiabatically captured in Booster using a

One or two bunches of beam are systematically lost in RF paraphasing process that takes approximately 600 us.
the 8 GeV extraction process as beam is swept across a Acceleration phase and position feedback is turned on after
magnetic septum during the extraction kicker rise time. the beam is bunched. The Booster's time dependent radial
The prompt radiation and component activation position curve, radial gain curve, a frequency curve, and
resulting from this localized high energy beam loss associated high level curves are triggered by clock events
become serious concerns as Booster beam throughput delivered by a 10Mhz clock distribution system. The
must be increased more than tenfold to meet the Booster magnets are powered as part of a 15 Hz resonant
requirements of RUN II, NUMI, and MiniBooNE circuit. The beam momentum will therefore ideally be a

experiments. Synchronizing a gap in the beam to the sinusoidal function of time:
firing of the extraction kickers, a relatively easy and
standard practice in many machines, can eliminate the p(t) = p, +0.5 () - P, 1-cos (30irt))
problem. This seemingly simple operation is greatly where pi is the Booster injection momentum and
complicated in the Booster by the need to synchronize pf is the final Booster momentum
extraction to beam already circulating in the Main
Injector. Coupled with the inflexibility of the Booster The magnet circuit is driven at one-fourth the power line
resonant magnetic cycle, cycle to cycle variations, and frequency, not identically 15 Hz. The clock system has
constraints inherent in the accelerator physics, that feedback to track the line frequency for slow variations.
requirement forces active control of the gap's However, the clock and magnet current exhibit pulse to
azimuthal position throughout the acceleration process pulse timing variations due, at least in part, to changes in
as the revolution frequency sweeps rapidly. Until power line frequency drift that occurs on a short time scale.
recently, the complexities of actually implementing and At about 18ms in the cycle the Booster beam goes through
demonstrating this process in the Booster had not been transition. At the end of the acceleration cycle,
worked out. This paper describes a successful approximately 3 ms prior to extraction, position feedback is
demonstration of gap cogging in the Booster. shut off and phase lock between Booster and Main Injector

is enabled. Hardware design requires the phase lock on

1. INTRODUCTION time to be set to the time when Booster RF is 8 kHz below
Main Injector RF. The acceleration frequency changes

The Booster accelerates protons from 400MeV to rapidly early in the cycle with very little change occurring
8GeV for injection into the Main Injector accelerator, after transition The synchrotron frequency also changes
The Main Injector, seven times the Booster rapidly early in the cycle, goes to zero at transition, then
circumference, has numerous operating modes levels off at about 2.5Khz for the remainder of the cycle.
requiring 1 to 7 batches of Booster beam per cycle. Booster's revolution period changes from 2.22us to 1.69us
The method of synchronous transfer between the in 33ms. During the Booster cycle, the Main Injector rests
Booster and the Main Ring was historically done by at a fixed injection frequency of 52.811 MHz; its revolution
extracting Booster beam upon receipt of a marker marker period is fixed at seven times 1.69us. Figure 1
signal corresponding to the desired Main Ring shows some useful RF curves plotted verses time in the
bucket [1]. The extraction pulse was tuned by changing Booster cycle.
the marker delay in units of RF cycles. The risetime of
the extraction kicker is approximately twice the 3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM LAYOUT
Booster bunch spacing, resulting in 8GeV Booster
beam loss. A solution to the loss would be to put a gap A measurement system was assembled to track the location
in Booster beam at the injection energy and then cog of the Booster beam gap relative to the MI revolution
the gap to be synchronous with the desired Main marker throughout the Booster cycle. The measurement
Injector bucket marker at extraction. An analysis of consists of counting the number of Booster RF cycles
Booster's acceleration process is needed to understand between each MI marker (occurring about every 10 usec)
some of the difficulties in accomplishing a gap and the first Booster gap marker to follow. The
synchronous transfer. measurement system was able to be tested online with

1 Operated by the University Research Association,
under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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actual beam signals or to be run off-line in a more marker and stopping it on the first Booster Gap marker to
controlled environment. The test setup adapted spare follow. The DSP is given an interrupt after each count to
operational low level hardware to minimize the initial let it know there is new data to be read. The VXI CPU is
engineering setup time [2]. The system consists of a used to collect the data from shared memory to be used for
VXI crate with a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS), a off-line analysis. The majority of phase wrap that occurs is

expected and does not change pulse to pulse. A small
fraction of the phase wrap is due to cycle to cycle

Radio Frequency and Field Curve Plot

RF CURVE 52812 z Booster Gap Marker Verses Desired MI
POWER SUPPLY (13 Field) BucketS52..82 Mhz100

90
,. 80
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Figure 1: Booster RF and magnet field curves for
a typical cycle. Figure 2: Plot of the RF bucket count between the

MI revolution marker and the Booster Gap
Digital Synthesizer Processor (DSP), a programmable marker.

VLSI chip located on the DSP VXI card, and a
personnel computer (PC). The DDS generates variations. The cycle dependent RF count difference can be
simulated beam RF when running off-line. The DSP filtered out of the bucket wrap error by defining a nominal
reads and processes data and writes it to shared cycle.
memory and to one of three on-board DACs. The The result of comparing a nominal cycle to other Booster
programmable VLSI acts as a counter, buffer, and cycles is a slowly varying error count that is more easily
timer interface for the test setup. The PC provides a managed. Figure 3 below shows a typical comparison
user interface for the necessary online control and a between a nominal cycle and another Booster cycle. The
platform for off-line analysis The interface between the DSP can also be made to integrate the error count. A
PC and DSP was done using the VXI based CPU. comparison between the nominal cycle and one that is

allowed to integrate the error will show the difference in the
4. DESIRED BUCKET VERSE MAIN total number of revolutions. The variations in Booster

INJECTOR RF Count Error (Using Nominal Cycle)
In a typical Booster cycle the Booster gap marker
wraps past the MI revolution marker many times [3]. 50
The rate of wrap is greatest in the beginning of the T
cycle and slows as the 1W frequency difference 40 -
between the two machines diminishes. The initial offset 30

0
between the MI marker and Booster gap marker can be 0.)
made to be zero by starting the gap marker c 1synchronously with the MI marker. The RF count
measured throhosywut the cycle will be in the range of 0 0

to 84. The wrap in RF counts is the result of mixing -10 r-
two different frequencies, which will result in a T Vo ,-.ol -N C\ -04

sinusoidal term corresponding to the signal's frequency Time(.1us)
difference. Figure 2 shows a typical measurement data
set during a Booster cycle. The plot size does not Figure 3: A typical cycle RF count slip when a
allow one to see the initial bucket offset or step size. nominal cycle count is subtracted.

The DSP software can be set up to recognize the fact
that the error count need not be greater than 42 (half a cycles can be traced to several factors. The largest variance
Booster turn) and give a count plot that wraps at 42 appears to come from the previously mentioned variation
buckets. between timing of Booster triggers and the magnetic field

Figure 2 has 3000 data points that were generated by cycle. When the radial position is held fixed, a bend field
the VLSI counter. Each data point, in units of Booster out of synch with the frequency curve will necessitate a
RF cycles, is obtained by starting the counter on a MI frequency correction. Another contributor of pulse to pulse

variations is incoming beam momentum fluctuations.
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5. GAP BUCKET CONTROL earlier, measurements have shown that the initial mismatch
between the Booster's momentum cycle and frequency

The Booster gap needs to be created early in the cycle curve timing will be the major contributor to the final
in order to guarantee enough time to cog the worst case bucket offset.) This bucket prediction alleviated some over
42 buckets. Booster's large ri before transition allows correction and allowed for most of the correction to be done
the radial position to have a greater lever arm in early in the cycle. The DSP was also set up to have
controlling the cogging during that portion of the cycle, different gains before and after transition. The reason for
A one-millimeter radial position offset from injection different gains was to give flexibility and control the
to the end of the cycle will result in a 55 bucket offset amount of position correction after transition. Other work is
from that of a nominal cycle. That same one-millimeter in progress to define an improved cogging prediction and
position offset beginning at transition, about half way control algorithm [4].
through the cycle, will result in only a 5 bucket offset
at the end of the cycle. Clearly the control process 6. CONCLUSION
needs to start shortly after injection.

With the gap created early in the cycle, there is the The ability to cog beam in a rapidly cycling machine with a
problem of integrating the cogging feedback with the large frequency swing has proven to be a difficult task. The
required low level feedback systems. The different successful outcome was made possible by using a system
systems may fight, making the overall feedback that could quickly gather and perform the necessary
unstable. The radial position feedback attempts to mathematical computations. The DSP software allows for
force the radial position to track a programmed curve, flexibility in data collection and error calculation. This
The cogging feedback may well require a different proved important since the required functions seemed to
position offset. In the cogging test, the cogging error need to change during each step of the cogging
signal was used to modify the programmed radial development process. The software now does all the
position curve, but clipped in amplitude to limit number crunching for the feed forward prediction, gain
resulting position excursions. The DSP controls the control, and data I/O. The VLSI hardware puts out a count,
cogging error gain and correctly handles the sign flip the number of Booster RF cycles between the MI revolution
required at transition. marker and the first Booster gap marker it sees, which is

The resulting system proved able to cog Booster detected by the DSP. The DSP will then collect enough
beam to ±3 RF cycles of the desired target (see Figure points to make a prediction of the gap and MI revolution
4.) Initially, large position swings from overly marker's final separation. The error will translate into a
aggressive cogging sometimes resulted in beam loss. A position correction, which has both amplitude and time
solution was to make the DSP smarter, calculating a constraints. The ability to control both the horizontal
predicted final bucket offset from a few milliseconds of position amplitude and duration will allow greater
observed bucket error at the start of the cycle. The operational tuning.
prediction relied upon the fact that once the cycle A possible upgrade to the prediction code will be to
begins the relative frequency curve/Booster momentum incorporate the predicted error into the creation of the gap.
offset can be determined. This offset will manifest This will alleviate the need to make any large initial
itself in terms of a bucket slip rate. (As mentioned corrections. The trade off between smaller positional

corrections and creating a gap later in the cycle needs
Tek Run: 250MS/s Sample further analysis.

Desired Bucket ... .... f an.... .
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THE RHIC BEAM ABORT KICKER SYSTEM*

H. Hahn,t A. Dunbar, C. I. Pai, R. T. Sanders, N. Tsoupas,
J. E. Tuozzolo, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract
The beam abort systems are located in the 34-m

The energy stored in the RHIC beam is about 200 kJ per long warm straight sections of the outer rings down stream

ring at design energy and intensity. To prevent quenching of the 10 o'clock intersection point. At this location, the

of the superconducting magnets or material damage, the lattice properties favor horizontal deflection. In addition to

beam will be safely disposed of by an internal beam abort the dump absorber proper, the beam abort system includes

system, which includes the kicker magnets, the pulsed power the kicker magnet and the pulsed power supply subsystems.

supplies, and the dump absorber. Disposal of heavy ions, The principle requirements and design features of the kicker

such as gold, imposes design constraints more severe than magnets and the pulsed power supplies are presented in this

those for proton beams of equal intensity. In order to paper.

minimize the thermal shock in the carbon-fiber dump block,
the bunches must be laterally dispersed. The nominal 2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
horizontal beam deflection angle is required to vary from
-1.7 to 2.5 mrad, which is obtained from five 1.22 m long The kick strength is determined by the transverse
kicker modules operating at a magnetic field of -3.5 T. The dimensions of the CC block and the distance between kicker
kickers are constructed as window frame magnets with an and dump face. The C-C block is 0.5 m long with a cross
50.8 by 76.2 mnm aperture and are operated in the ring section of 58 x 58 mm. Its distance from the nominal closed
vacuum. The pulsed power supplies run at 33 kV and orbit is 19 mm. In order to fully use the C-C block, and
deliver the 12.8 gts long pulse. The peak current required is given the limited distance of 23.7 m between kicker center
-21 kA and the 50% modulation is generated by means of a to dump face, the deflection angle of a single ion can cover
pulse forming network with non-uniform characteristic the range from of 0.82 to 3.22 mrad. The deflection is
impedance. provided by 5 separate kickers; allowing for malfunction of

one unit and to accommodate a -7n mm.mrad

1 INTRODUCTION (unnormalized) dump aperture, the beam center is scanned
over the range from 1.68 to 2.52 mrad, thereby spreading

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, RHIC, is a machine ions laterally over -42 mm.

with two superconducting magnet rings capable of
accelerating and storing particles at energies from 10 to 100 One kicker unit is 1.22 m long and has an aperture
GeV/u in each beam. There are nominally 60 beam bunches of 50.8-mm horizontal x 76.2-mm vertical. Deflecting the
with a total stored energy of -200 kJ at top energy and beam at full energy of 100 GeV/u by 2.52/5 mrad is

design intensity of 109 ions in the case of gold. This energy achieved with a magnetic field of 0.35 T, corresponding to

is large enough to quench the superconducting magnets or a current of 21 kA. The pulsed power unit generates the

cause material damage if lost in an uncontrolled manner but current pulses with a voltage of 33 kV.

it is small enough to be disposed of in an economical
internal dump. The beam structure imposes several basic design

constraints on the abort system. The rotation time of the

The stored beam energy can be disposed of within bunches is 12.8 .ts which determines the length of the
the constraints of the lattice without damage to the machine deflecting pulse. The spacing of bunches is 0.213 pts and the
equipment or operation, provided that certain precautions total bunch length is expected to be :16 ns under normal
are taken. Disposal of gold beams imposes more severe operating conditions. Thus, allowing for a gap in the beam
constraints on the dump block design than protons due to the created by 4 missing bunches, the rise time of the deflecting
large, Z2 dependent, dE/dx and short interaction length of the kick must be <1 gts. Spreading of the beam over the C-C
Au ions. This problem is handled by adopting at the dump block could be achieved by a wiggler; a more economical
entry a special carbon-carbon absorber material having solution is obtained by adopting a pulse forming network
extremely high thermal shock resistance.11 1 The absorber is with non uniform characteristic impedance.
located in the beam vacuum, but properly pumped.
Minimizing the thermally induced stress is achieved by
lateral dispersion of the beam on the face of the C-C block.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Dept. of Energy.
t E-mail: hahnh@bnl.gov
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Fig. 1. Abort kicker vessel (in mm).

142.2

3 KICKER MAGNETS

The series of five kicker magnets is mounted in one common 50A
vacuum vessel. A partial side view and its cross section
with the magnets installed are shown in Fig. 1. Also shown
are the shields to reduce the coupling impedance of the .2
device. The vessel with the magnets is part of the ring17.
vacuum, the required vacuum levels being maintained by six
sputter ion pumps placed atop the structure. To achieve the
required vacuum, the entire unit is bakeable to 250 TC.

The kicker is constructed as a window frame
magnet employing Ceramics Magnetics CMD 5005 ferrite
blocks as shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic field in the return Fig. 2. Abort kicker cross section (in mm).
path is kept below 0.32 T. Finite element analysis has been
performed showing a field uniformity of better than 5%
over the full aperture of the magnet in spite of a local
saturated spot. The mechanical construction of the magnets
is straight forward, with the exception of the busbar. Arcing
problems in a model were eliminated in the final units by
using a highly polished stainless steel bus bar. The bus bar
is electrically isolated from the vacuum vessel and - t
connected to the pulser via the feedthrough, specially 79.2
developed for this application and shown in Fig. 3. 1[

167.1-- - 84.8 -

Fig. 3. Feedthrough by ISI (in mm).
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Fig. 4. Pulse forming network. which the impedance of the network is mismatched and
tapered from one end to the other (Fig. 4). The observed

-- . . . , ------ current pulse at 33 kV is shown in Fig. 5. Although
.. ......... relatively conventional in its design, pre-fire problems

plagued the units. Holding the voltage during the 10-hour
store time was finally demonstrated after careful

S --- ---- ............ conditioning of the thyratron and proper choice of the
"trigger circuitry. The latter design was complicated by the

- broad operating range from RHIC injection energy to
storage energy or -3 to 33 kV.
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Fig. 5. Abort kicker current pulse shape at 33 kV
(5 kA per unit).

4 PULSED POWER SUPPLY

A separate power modulator powers each abort kicker
magnet. The main components of the modulator are the
Pulse Forming Network, the deuterium thyratron EEV
CX1 575C to hold off voltage, the DC power supply, and the
trigger circuitry. The ceramic 4.5-in. diameter hollow anode
tube was selected in view of its reverse current capabilities
and is operated in air. The measured inductance of the
kicker magnet with feedthrough is 1.67 jtH. In order to
achieve the 1 gts rise time, a PFN impedance of -2 Q is
required, which brings the voltage into the 30 - 40 kV range.
Dispersing the beam on the dump block is achieved by

modulating the current during the pulse between 14 and 21
kA at top energy. This is accomplished by using a PFN in
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THE COUPLING IMPEDANCE OF A TOROIDAL BEAM TUBE WITH
CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION*

H. Hahn,t BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract the transverse dimensions of the beam tube. Hence the

presence of the walls, in this paper assumed perfectly

In this paper, the longitudinal coupling impedance of a conducting, changes the field configuration and leads to
toroidal beam tube with circular cross section is derived radiation shielding. The shielding effect has been

in the frequency domain using the toroidal coordinate analyzed for the simple geometries of a beam centered
system. Exact, although coupled, differential equations between parallel platest("' [21 and in a toroidal tube with
for the azimuthal field components are obtained. An rectangular1 [3 or circular cross section.t4 The results show

approximate solution, valid in the limit of small curvature, that the shielding effect is most pronounced at low mode
is then derived. Assuming extreme relativistic energies numbers for which asymptotic approximations exist in
and a beam tube with perfectly conducting walls, one closed form. The situation at large mode numbers is less
finds a closed-form expression for the purely reactive clear, in particular with respect to the reactive part, since
coupling impedance which at low mode numbers is no closed form approximation seems to be known.
dependent on the tube geometry but which at very large Attempting to fill this gap, in this paper the general
mode numbers approaches the free space impedance. solution for a beam in a toroidal beam tube with circular

cross section is derived using a perturbation method valid

1 INTRODUCTION in the case of small curbature. From this solution, valid at
all mode numbers, an approximate expression in closed

In contrast to the incoherent synchrotron radiation, the form for the case of n >>)yb is derived, which shows that

coherent radiation has been so far of limited practical the free space impedance is approached. Although the

importance but could become important for machines analysis is based on a specific beam tube the solution, the

with very short bunches. In any case, the study of the result is believed to be representative for any fully

interaction of a circular beam with its environment, here shielded geometry.

described by the coupling impedance, is a topic of
considerable theoretical interest and has been addressed 2 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS IN
by many accelerator physicists, most recently in the paper TOROIDAL COORDINATES
by Murphy et alll or in the book by Zotter and Kheifets,[21

where references to many relevant studies can be found. The study of a toroidal beam tube with circular cross
The complete expression for the coupling impedance due section suggests the use of the toroidal coordinate system
to coherent synchrotron radiation in free space is found (u, p, 0) even though the vector wave equation is not
in ref. 1; from this follow the Bonch-Osmolovski/Faltens/ separableJi 51 Toroidal coordinates are defined in terms of
Laslett asymptotic approximation valid at mode numbers circular cylinder coordinates (p, 0, z) by
n << n, as well as the asymptotic approximation valid R sinh u R sin p
when n >> n,, the latter given by P = ; Z =

cosh u - cos p cosh u - cos p

e-'Inc +{j 4 n, and have the metric coefficients
4 2 -c9 n ho] R sinhu u Rg

with the critical mode number n, = (3/2) y and the free cosh u - cos p
space impedance Z0 = go0 c (= 1 in natural units used in R
this paper). Note that at very large n, the real part hp =- = - =_Rg
decreases exponentially and the free space coupling coshh-cosp
impedance becomes predominately inductive, where R is the curvature radius of the beam orbit. The

minus sign for hu is required to make Eu point in the same
In accelerators/colliders the beam is enclosed in direction as Ep when p = 0.

a beam tube of dimensions small compared to the bending
radius. The coherent radiation by beam bunches of finite Assuming a time harmonic current density, i0,
length has a spectrum mainly with wavelengths longer one can write the field vectors as F = (Fu, F , IFo)exp
than the dimensions of the bunch and thus comparable to j(nO-ot) with (o = vn/R. Maxwell's equations now take

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
t E-mail hahnh@bnl.gov
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the form The differential operator becomes in the new coordinate
___ system
ap goE° +nEp +vng 0 H, = 0 D a .agapD =_ - x -x + i-p

a ax ap
go Eo -nE, +vngoHp = 0 The solution takes a simple and transparent form

by restricting the present study to the representative case

a a of a filamentary beam thereby neglecting the space charge
SgEp + - gEu + vngHo = 0 effect which decreases with y2. The azimuthal current

gau gap density for a current I = 21c is given by io = 3 (x - 0) (the

a time harmonic factor is suppressed) and one can write the
gap g H. +nHP -vngo E = 0 associated "TM 01" - like perturbative solution as follows

a Eo =E00 (x)+n E0.(x)cosp+

gau g0Ho -nH,, -vngoEp = 0 +11 2(E020(X)+E 0 2p (x)cos2p)+K

a g gH gHupvngE0 =i H0 =77H0 i (x)sin p+K
-gH p gap Hp =Hpo(x)+77Hp1 (x)cosp+K

In the current free region, this set of 6 equations Note that the longitudinal coupling impedance is
can be reduced to two coupled equations by introducing determined from E020 only and the E92p term is not
complex transverse fields, ET = Eu + iEp and HT = Hu + required.
iHp and the differential operators

a a * a .a Zeroth order solution. In zeroth order, the fields
D = +i-u D - p due to a filamentary beam are those of the TM01 mode

au ' ap in a straight beam tube, with the azimuthal component
leading to a solution of L0(E 00) = 0 and the boundary condition

ReDgoD*goEo -n 2 (1-v 2 )g 2Eo Eoo(xb) = 0 where Lm represents the modified Bessel
function differential equation,

and 0L(y)=x2 d+xX.Y_(xE +m2)y

ReDgoD*goHo - n 2 (1- v 2 )g2 Ho di dx

g2 -The following expressions are required in finding the first+ vnRe Dig(g0  
1)ET = 0 order solution,

together with the expressions for the transverse

components, of which only Hp is needed: E00 = V2 [Ko0 (x)-i 0o(x)Kob lohb]=n-- C(x)
2(-2 a•Hp a vy'R vyR

n(_V~g2 )H~ =---a -- 0 H0 +vgo -go Ee
0 P gap 0 gau n~ =~ [K1 (x)+1 (x)K~bIb]= nO ~~ C'(x)

3 PERTURBATIVE SOLUTION yR yR
with the shorthand notation lob = lo(Xb) and Kob = Ko(xb).

For small curvature, i.e. beam tube radius divided by
beam orbit radius, bIR «< 1, one has u u -, and thus First Order Solution. The first order field com-
coshu u sinhu L exp(u)/2, resulting in go u 1 which ponents are obtained from Bessel's equation with forcing
implies almost decoupled equations for the azimuthal term,
components. The weak coupling can be conveniently Lj(E j)= 3 7X2E',+ 2 Iyx (2H,0+xH`0)handled by a perturbation method, in which the metric neg n 2 p
coefficients are asymptotically approximated by L, ( ) 2

2e L, (H91)= 2 n EU0

ego e where the prime denotes differentiation with respect toeU - 21 cos peU - 2 cos p the argument. Together with the boundary conditions

with 17 = 1 the perturbation parameter. In order to simplify EOI(xb) = 0 and H'01 (xb) = 0, one finds after some

the solution, a change of the radial coordinate is indicated manipulations
from u to x = 2 (n/y)e- with the filamentary beam at x =
0. The beam tube radius and the wall boundary locus can
now be approximated by Xb = (n/y) (bIR) since the
resulting off-center beam position is a second order effect.
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Eel = {(12) (x) _-Ry 2EekXd2

o2vbR 'Ob'lb 0o

+ (I +2y 2 )xC(x)_ (Iy2l x2CI(x)}, With the use in this paper of the particular current
strength, I = 27c, the general expression for the couping

H61 Xb (x)+ xC~t impedance becomes simply Z, = - j E020 (0). Numerical
R io(X!ob I b_Iib)J results can be readily obtained for all mode numbers,

provided that double-precision Bessel function routines
The transverse field component required for the second are used. (As example, results for a RHIC-like machine
order solution is found from with 'y=100 and bIR = 2x 1 0 -4 are shown in Fig. 1.)

I f •Approximate expressions valid at very low and
HP, =- Vy Hol + E;L very large mode numbers follow from the general

expression:

-2n )(Eo -xE'°°)-2 VY 4 x E00 Z"n j"v b 2  1- -- n 2-b2 (lj
n n nv 8 R 2 )

Second order solution. The second order solu-
tion is obtained from the Bessel function differential Z._ Z_ (2 ,4 _,y2 + 5 (n > 3v'R/b)
equation with forcing term, n vn 2  - 2+

2~~ nnyZ L
Lo (Eo2o )=-3 •t X (Eol + XE'o )4 ny

9 n2
3 y 2

x
2  thereby providing the mathematical prove, that at

2 -7 (2E°° + xE,,2 sufficiently large mode numbers the coupling impedance
22 nof a circular machine approaches the free space value, a

+-V--X (2H + ' fact previously suggested, but only proven for a circular
n+ Xpi beam between parallel plates. Although the present result

was derived for a beam tube with circular cross section, it
1 2 ' 3x3 (7Hp + xHo0 ) is expected to be valid for any beam tube geometry.

2 n

together with the boundary condition E90 (xb)= 0. The [
solution is somewhat lengthy, but can readily be handled 10 -
with the aid of a computer program such as MACSYMA. Z. R2

Only the second order azimuthal electric field component 2
contributes to the curbature induced coupling impedance; nZ b,

its expression is ..............

Eo20 (0)= -n02

-O• b (lob _lb)

r,2(1012 231 "-
lb+510lbm.i blb -3ObJ l 0 0 1

-6(I + 2 Iblb -lOb Fig. 1: Exact results and asymptotic approximation for

1( 2)1 curvature-induced coupling impedance.
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A STUDY ON MICROWAVE INSTABILITY INDUCED RADIATION*

J.B. Murphy# & J.M. Wang, NSLS/BNL, Upton, NY 11973

Abstract
assumed to be mono-energetic and the electron

It has been shown in the context of a solvable model that distribution function in 9 is given as,
the microwave instability can be described in terms of I = (4)

"coherent states" [1]. Building on this model, we first N -=1

show that the simplicity of the model arises from the fact where the individual electrons positions are assumed to be
that the key integral-differential equation can be reduced independent and randomly distributed with a weight
to the Karhunen-Loeve equation of the theory of functionp(o), so-called "shot noise". The average line
stochastic processes. We present results on the correlation
functions of the electric field. In particular, for the second density is obtained as an ensemble average,
order correlation function, we show that a relation akin to (F(9,0))- J F(01..9N)P(9 1)...P(9,)d9- ... .d4 = P(9). (5)
the Hanbury Brown-Twiss correlation holds for the Provided that the electron bunch length,
coherent states of the microwave-instability induced a»>>21t/b--w, p(o) is well approximated by its
radiation. We define an entropy-like quantity and we
introduce a Wigner distribution function representation. projection into the space Mb, i.e., an expansion in the

bandlimited coherent states.
1 INTRODUCTION

3 APPLICATION OF COHERENT STATES
Recently a new theory of the microwave instability in an
electron storage ring was proposed [1]. An analytic In [1] the Vlasov-Maxwell equations for the microwave
solution for the electron distribution function and the instability were reduced to a Fredholm integral equation
electric field was obtained for the model of a bunched for the perturbed electron distribution function 1(9, t),
electron beam interacting with the model impedance,

Z= if no -b• n5n° +bb i(') ,t)=lcp(9))_ Fo(9-ý")[e°I(9,t)d9" (6)
Zn ý0 otherwise (1)7

1-' where c =- eo2 dIav / E,, Iav = eNo0o / 21t and initial cond-
with n > 0 and U - -inZ. The instability in the presenceof tis ipedace 0ition i(4),0)= 0 .We define some simplifying notation,
of this impedance can be characterized in terms of a
complete set of "periodic, localized coherent states", I(0, t)-= eifOJJ(O, t)+ eif°oJ(9,t)+I(9,t), (7)

Sin (2b+1 where J(O, t)E Mb is a bandlimited function and I(4, t)

27t(2b+l)F.(0)- = eim(0-0.) = I f represents that portion of I(0,t) 0 e ® M,. Because
m=-b Sin[| '_-- 1 J(0,t)G Mb it can be expanded as follows,

L 2  l J(), t)=yJ.(t)r. (0)1 (8)
1", (9) is localized near , =- 2ra /(2b+ 1), a = 0, ±1, +?2,

±.... b with a width in 9 given by the wakelength, A4 = Using the properties of the Fa (9), equation (6) can be

tw -(2b + )-' and a frequency width of An =(2b +1). split into a pair of coupled equations for J(O, t) and 1(9, t),
The rF,,()span the space Mb of periodic functions thatd

are bandlimited to -b<5 n < b, they are orthonormal on (9a"

[-7; it] andthey are complete on Mb,
[ Fa I(0+))= CV0()9_p(9))a]Fa(3)[UemoJa(t)+c'c.]. (9b)

2a(W )= 2 -o(0 -4' (3) We call (9a) the "self consistent closed loop equation"

The F W9 are simply the basis functions for a periodic and we call (9b) the "mode coupling equation". Note that
(9b) is coupled to (9a), but (9a) is self-contained and can

version of the classic Shannon sampling theorem [2-3]. be analyzed alone. We will not consider the mode

2 INITIAL CONDITIONS: SHOT NOISE coupling equation any further here.

4 SELF-CONSISTENT LOOP EQUATION
The initial electron beam consisting of N particles is

S .................................................... Substituting in (9a) the coherent state expansions of* Work supported by USDoE under contract DE-AC02-98CH 10886
#Email: jbm@bnl.gov J(0,t P(0) and ro(0-0') and simplifying yields,
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j (t)= iupaJW(t). (10) of the initial density distribution, will dominate and the

Assuming Ja (t) = Ja (0)e-ift , where f, is termed the system evolves toward "complete coherence

coherent frequency yields the dispersion relation, 6 KARHUNEN-LO kVE EXPANSION
2 =__]Up. =inKZpp. (11)

The coherent states Fa(4)) are eigenfunctions of (9a) The correlation function in equation (16), along with the
coherent states 17,,(0), can be used to write an integral

with a pair of eigenvalues, 91 = + ino0fp,, . To satisfy eigenvalue equation as follows,

i(0,0) = 0, the eigensolutions are combined as follows, (Ne)0°)2 Pa Va ) - N )d4)'a(4')XpI1FI(4))VI(()')

b N I.() N f 0 I'a0)pF00r(

J(4),t)= XJa(0)cosQat ,a(4). (12) N N
a=-b f d(o'r.~ ((')(J (OO,)J * (0•',0)) (17)

The physical interpretation is that the spectrum of the
initial shot noise within the bandwidth of the impedance is
modulated (Re Q.) and amplified (ImK a) with a growth where Fa (4)) is the eigenfunction and (Neo Y p0 , /N is the

rate that depends on the local peak current in the electron eigenvalue. This is precisely the form of the integral

beam p,. eigenvalue equation that is the centerpiece of the
Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion for stochastic processes [4]. If

5 1st ORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION equation (10) is multiplied by F(,,4() and summed over a,

The first order correlation function of the bandlimited equation (17) can be used to write the evolution equation

portion of the current density at two different azimuths for J(Ot) as,

and •' at time t is defined as an ensemble average, J(4), t) = cUX f pa•a (4)) ra (4)')J(()', t)d4)'

G b1(3) N,2 ', t)- (J(4, t)*(', t), a -0 (18)

(J a (yO)J (0))cos [Q.t]cos[2;t] " r(o))r ( 1) -N KU_ (J((4),0) J'(',0 J t)d4'
a==-b In this case the time dependence complicates the

To proceed we must relate the correlation function at t = expression but the underlying form is again the integral
0 to the initial electron distribution function. We define eigenvalue equation of the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion
the "centered particle distribution function", f(4),0) where the kernel is simply a symmetric correlation
F(0,0) - p(4)), this is convenient since (J(0,0)) =0. It is function expanded in terms of the eigenvalues and

straightforward to show that, eigenfunctions [4].

(f(4),0)f(4)',0)) =--p(4)8(4- ')- p(4))p(V'). (14) 7 WIGNER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
N N

It has been shown in [1] that provided that The Wigner distribution function can be introduced to
X <<I w <a , the second term in the RHS of equation yield a quasi-probability density in both the angular
(14) will not be amplified during the instability and it can position 4 and its Fourier conjugate n [5-6]. For a
be ignored. From above we obtain that, stochastic process the Wigner distribution function is

( defined in terms of the first order correlation function [6],(Jat(0) J;(0)) = p(e5o) . (15

N ~ (5 W(4),n,t)=_7G"OY,0yj -~4 (19)
The coefficients in the coherent state expansion of

J(4), t)are uncorrelated. It is this explicit diagonalization Substituting equation (16), the Wigner function can be

of G() (4, 0), t) that makes the coherent states so useful. written as a sum over the coherent modes,

Combining the above results, the first order correlation W(4),n,t)= IPaICoS(f2at)I2W(,n), (20)
function can be written in a diagonalized form, a=-b

(eNw0 )2  a where

N ,=-_t Wa(4,n)= r . t (21)
This correlation bears a striking resemblance to the A / procdur lY2 t

mutual coherence function in statistical optics [4]. If there A routine procedure leads to the result,

were only one coherent state present, the system could be Sin[(2b- 21n1 + 1X0 - 04a )]+
called "completely coherent"; when several states are 4 b- (- 1)-n(I + 2k)
present, the system is "partially coherent". In the present - 1 + k) 2 Sin[(b-k)2(0-04))]
problem, for sufficiently long times in the presence of the Wa (0, n) = tko (1 + 2k)S -)4n2

instability, the coherent state that is centered at the peak (2b+1)Sin[(4-Oa)
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for -b• n<b and Wa(O,n)=O otherwise. For the Hmax(0)= Log(2b+1) when pa = [2nr(2b+1)]-1 2 for all
special case of a coasting beam, where all the eigenvalues ax. Since the entropy is the logarithm of the number of
are the same, all the summations in equation (22) can be coherent modes excited on the beam it is also a measure
done and the Wigner distribution function takes a of "coherence", lower entropy implies greater coherence.
particularly simple form, For a Gaussian electron beam, where many modes are

I ----1 ]t, -b:< n <b initially excited; the entropy will decrease toward zero
W(0,n,t)= nTX . (23) with time as the mode with the largest growth rate

0, n otherwise dominates.

From the Wigner distribution function we can obtain the
marginal distribution functions, 10 2ndORDER CORRELATION FUNCTION

b b
(I)(0,t)-- W(ý,n,t)= 21tc-paICOSfatI'() (24a) The second order correlation function is defined as,

n=-b a[=-b

_ 27C !b 2Gt(2)(r t)-(J(,t)J*( ,t)J(O',t)J*(ý-,t)). (30)
TF(n,t)- fW((,n,t)d0 2 b+lb a_.Cos2t. (24b) After considerable manipulation in can be shown that

the second order correlation function can be written in

8 RADIATION POWER solely in terms of the first order correlation function,
G (2 ) m , 0 " 0, , t ) ( 1

In [1] it was shown that G(), ',t)can be used to obtain [G(1)( tG(1)(0',,t)+ G (31)

the power in the electric field as follows,
f, (eNco,°)2  

b Using this key result we can derive a Hanbury-Brown
t)) = epaCos 2'natra(0)ra(0). (25) Twiss-like relation [4,8] between the power in individual

N a=-b coherent states,
If we integrate (25) over all 0 we find that the total (Pa(t)Po(t)(

power is the sum over the coherent states, the intensity of \ =1+5,. (32)
each state depends on the initial shot noise, Pa, and the ( 0)

growth rate of the instability, Im L2,, This implies there is an enhanced correlation of light in
t)=b (eNo0)2 b 2a particular coherent state, a characteristic of so-called

(P(t)) Y, E P.(t)= R ' 1 " p acos[ at]2  (26) "chaotic light". However there is no such correlation
a=-b N =-b between two different coherent states.

We can also define the power as a function of It can be shown that the total radiation power satisfies,
harmonic number in terms of one of the marginal 2\ p 2

distributions of the Wigner distribution function, \P(t)/ I , +

(P(n,t)) = 1 (eNt 0°) 2  1 p cos[ t] (P~t)) 2  (P(t)) 2  (33)
N (2b+1) =-b (27) For the specific case of a "flat electron beam" of bunch

= (eNco°)2 YP(n, t) length ' b = 27t 2a+1 equation (33) simplifies to,
N 2n 2b +1

for -b < n < b and zero otherwise. The fact that (P(n, t)) (P(t)2) 1 (34).

is independent of "n" is due to the fact that Z has been (p~t)) 2  2a +1
assumed to be constant. If the expression in (27) is
summed over "n" we again obtain the result (26) for the
total power. 11 REFERENCES
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FEEDBACK DESIGN METHOD REVIEW AND COMPARISON *

E. Onillon, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract iI 0 0•x1 • ( _ 0
Different methods for feedback designs are compared. 2 = 1 0 0/x 2 + 0 0 t+, (eq 1)

These includes classical Proportional Integral Derivative '3 0 b 0 x 3 ) •0
(P. I. D.), state variable based methods like pole
placement, Linear Quadratic Regulator (L. Q. R.), 3 H AND MIXED SENSITIVITY
Hjinfinity and ft-analysis. These methods are then
applied for the design and analysis of the RHIC phase APPROACH
and radial loop, yielding a performance, stability and 3.1 Sensitivity Functions and Loop Shaping
robustness comparison.

If we consider the following block diagram [21 where
1 INTRODUCTION K(s) is a feedback controller and G(s) the transfer matrix

In the last two decades, new developments in control of the system,
theory have been made, particularly in the field of state pert
space based techniques like H 2 or H*,. The RHIC rY
phase and radial loop have been designed using an H 2  K•s) G+s)
approach (L. Q. R.), the state variables being beam
phase, radius and the integral of the radius error. Studies, +

based on an H_ approach, have been performed for a T
new design approach for those loops.

Figure 2: Sensitivity Function diagram
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The main variables used to describe the system are [1]: the transfer matrices relating the reference to the error £

(p the instantaneous phase deviation of the bunch from and to the output y are respectively

the synchronous phase, SR the variations of the beam S(s) =(I+ G(s)K(s)y) and

radius and 6%f the RF frequency deviation, b a scaling T(s) = (I+ G(s)K(s))l G(s)K(s)= I-S(s)
factor). The cavity transfer function is assumed to be the S(s) and T(s) are known respectively as the sensitivity
identity function and the complementary sensitivity function.
These variables are related by the two following transfer From that diagram, one can see that

functions (Fig. 1) [1]: ___wh s a good reference tracking and a good rejection of the
8R =BR&ROrft B s 2 + perturbation pert are obtained when S and SG are

and BR b B9 small
2 + 0s2 the command effort is small when KS is small

- a good noise rejection is obtained when T is small

The gain of a transfer matrix, at a given frequency to,

Figure 1: Block diagram will be characterized by its upper a and lower a

The system represented in Fig. 1 can be described using singular values.

x1 =i2 =(P A transfer matrix G will be characterised by its H_,
two state variables: =x2 = R= I .1_ of norm defined as its biggest singular value:

b s IIGIL := supa(G(jw)).
A third one, X3 = I(R -Rsteer)dt, is introduced to force (0

A tTo design a feedback matrix K that matches the

the radius to follow its reference Rsteer. These state performance and robustness criteria, one will try to

variables, which are all observed, lead to the state space minimize S at low frequency (S behaves like the identity
representation: at high frequencies), and T at high frequency (T behaves

like the identity at low frequencies), by choosing two
• Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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weight matrices W1 and W 3 that correspond to the Rsteer

shape of S and T or the open loop KG. Kj (S) &0 . + -

"(S(jo)))<5w '-(j(o) and U(T(jo))_5jw;' (io)j. These

two requirements are combined into a single infinity

norm specification of the form IITYu, 11: 1 where by
_Fwsls

definition T =-W3. leading to the augmentedIW 3T IFigure 5: Closed loop system
plant:

i.............................................................................................................................. . Y K I (s), ICý. K , are the three feedback transfer functions:

~Yib

?U

.... ........................ ........... ..._ _........................................ ............................ ..... .. .. .
Figure 6: Controller Bode plot-

K(s) 3.3 Robustness andu analysis

Figure 3: Augmented plant One advantage of the previous approach is the ability to

take into consideration the uncertainties on parameters or

3.2 Case of the phase and radial loop neglected dynamics. In the case of the phase and radial
loop, the synchrotron frequency varies during

WI-1 was chosen to be: acceleration: 0os = aTJI-+ ±-.--° which can be

"s +2.10
3
S+1.410

6  
ail

s2+1.910 s+106 0 0 represented as follows:
0 102S2 +8 104s+110sl 0Uy

s
2 

+2.310
3
s+310

6  
U y

10
2

s
2 

+810
4 
s+10

8  
1

and s 2 +2.310's+3 106  y - ~and

8/(s+100) 0 0 Figure 7: 0) representation
W3- {0 3010 6 /s 2  000 102(s+9.310)/s2 The phase radial system, with no integral action, can

now be represented as follows:

The system having a resonance at (o., a bilinear RR
transform has been performed to avoid a pole zero b(p
cancellation. A circle, which should contain the open
loop poles, is defined [3]. The following results have I 1

been obtained: S

S.....ure 8: System representation

Figure 4: Step response and open loop Bode plot {ers 0t

The system settles in 10 ms. The phase and gain margins With A j= 1 2 ' 61 5 C= K52 'r= 9Z and K the

are respectively: 38 degrees and 9 dB. H_ controller, one gets the generic M-A block diagram:
The closed loop system is now:
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A5 CLASSICAL APPROACH

IM The phase and radial loop are two cascaded loops, the
..... . ......... -loop controllers being just classical filters.

~K( 1
With Kt (s)=132j1+ + 5 .5 10_sj (PID) and

3

Figure 9: M A bloc diagram KR (s) 5 103 510 the following radius step

The robustness is a measure of the size of the s+5 10

perturbation A that will make the system unstable. It response was obtained: _
requires the structured singular value g. of M with respect
to the uncertainty A. The stability margin is defined as

1
max uA (M ()) where

o) I Figure 12: Step response
'"A(M):=m- The following g. (1 phase, 2 radius)

()min(d'(Ai): det(I - MA = 0)*
plot was obtained, where max(p.)=0.9 or 8.= 1.11 The system of Fig. 13 settles in 15 ms:

___ ___ - Phase Loop

U ! I A

Radial Loop
Figure 10: g. plot (p. as a function of o in rad/s) Figure 13: Closed loop system

4 LQR APPROACH 6 CONCLUSION
Using the state variable representation defined in Eq 1, The H_. approach allows us to design a controller, by
we can determine a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), either shaping the open loop response or by defining a
with the following quadratic performance index: certain set of uncertainties and perturbations. Its

+001

j=2 If(XTQX+ orTRwa,ýr)it, X being the state realization will require the synthesis of three transfer
20 functions. A robust analysis is then easy to perform.

vector, Q minimising the deviation in states and R the The LQR approach will lead to a very simple realization:

input energy [3]. The Q and R matrices are chosen by the three gains and good stability margins. If the system is

designer to obtain the desired system dynamic. well known, it can lead to the programming of the

600 0 0 feedback gains by switching to pole placement [4].

With Q = 0 100 0 and R = 104, one gets the The traditional approach allows the decoupling between
0 106 the phase and radial loop but the design of the controllers

0 is more empirical.

following step radius response and open loop Bode plot:

-4- - 4-:Z'' -4 " 7 REFERENCES
I l I I I lu l I I I ln I1• -I- -4 -- I -IW i-I 141541' i-4 1I11- -14 44- i "•14-fi I -1till

I I I nt - u1 l Ii IIIIII111 I [1] RF Beam Control System for the AGS Booster, J. M. Brennan,
I, ,1 ,,. ,M , BNL -52438 Formal Report.

~ !'!" 1 1 2] Essentials of Robust Control, Kemnin Zhou, Prenctice Hall.
11 i3] R. Y. Chiang, M.G. Safonov, Design ofan H_* Controller fora

I I'l MRII II~
r-1 -ita ~~j-ljrlH Lightly Damped System using a Bilinear Pole Shifting Transform,

Figure 11: Step response and open loop Bode plot American Contr. Conf, May 90.

This system settles also in 10 is. The phase and gain [4] The New BNL AGS Phase, Radial and Synchronization Loops, E.

margins are respectively: 90 degrees and infinity Onillon, J.M. Brennan, EPAC 1996.

(propriety of LQR). The closed loop system is the same
as in Fig.5 except that KR, KI,, K, are just gains.
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OBSERVATIONS OF A LONGITUDINAL COUPLED BUNCH
INSTABILITY IN CESRt

M.G. Billing*, S. Belomestnykh, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract between trains. From these observations it is concluded
that the impedance of the NRF cavities plays a significant

During the last several years of operating with trains of role in the instability.
bunches, a longitudinal dipole coupled bunch instability During operations a longitudinal bunch by bunch
has been observed at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring feedback system and a narrowband feedback system (which
(CESR). Without the use of multibunch longitudinal stabilizes the lower synchrotron sideband of the first
feedback this instability would limit the total stored rotation harmonic) are in routine use.[4] The wideband
current in the two beams during High Energy Physics longitudinal feedback system drives a stripline kicker and
(HEP) operation. This paper gives an updated report on stabilizes the coupled bunch instability which can
observations of this instability, its strength, its manifest itself as different synchrotron sidebands becoming
dependence on bunch spacing within in the trains, its unstable depending on the pattern of bunches filled. The
relationship to changes made in the RF accelerating narrowband feedback uses the NRF cavities as a kicker and
system and results of simulations using the observed mode is important at the highest currents to stabilize the coupled
spectra of the RF cavities, bunch mode of oscillation which is destabilized by the

detuning of the NRF cavities needed to compensate beam
1 INTRODUCTION loading. The feedback systems provide sufficient damping

to store a total current in the two beams well in excess of
Since February of 1995 during HEP, CESR has operated the 550 mA HEP operating levels.
with angle crossing collisions of two beams (electrons and
positrons) with 9 nearly equally spaced trains of 2 to 4 2 RECENT OBSERVATIONS
bunches per train.[1] The spacing between lead bunches in
the trains is either 280 ns or 294 ns and the bunch The systematic replacement of NRF cavities with
spacing within the train occurs in multiples of 14 ns with superconducting RF (SRF) cavities[5] during the last two
a maximum train length of 56 ns. When the years has made it possible to examine the effect of the
longitudinal feedback is not employed for beam NRF cavities on the beam's stability. At the time the
stabilization and at currents above 200 mA in a single longitudinal instability was first observed there were four
beam or 300 mA in two beams, a dipole longitudinal 5 cell NRF cavities installed in CESR. In October of
coupled bunch instability may occur. 1997 two NRF cavities were removed and an SRF single

As reported earlier[2] a number of effects are associated cell cavity and a fifth 5 cell NRF cavity were installed.
with the instability which may be observed with either In November of 1998 this fifth NRF cavity was removed
positrons, electrons or both beams. The instability and a second SRF cavity was installed.
threshold is defined as the current at which the amplitude Before and after these changes to the accelerator's
of the synchrotron sidebands in a beam position monitor's impedance, the instability thresholds for positrons alone in
spectrum begin to grow rapidly in amplitude vs. current, positron injection conditions and for both electrons and
This effect is often a 6 dB increase in amplitude for a few positrons in electron injection conditions were measured
percent change in current. The dipole oscillations of the with the longitudinal feedback system off for a number of
bunches appear to self-limit above the instability the different bunch spacings with 9 trains. Positron
threshold, but the amplitude of the oscillation grows as injection conditions maintain a flat injection orbit while
current increases until at a higher current quadrupole the electron injection conditions use electrostatically
coupled bunch oscillations are observed both in the separated orbits for the counter-rotating beams. Figure 1
frequency spectrum and recently in the bunch shape shows the results of these threshold measurements. Note
oscillations observed by a streak camera.[3] Over long that in the data for 4 NRF cavities there are bunch
times the instability threshold currents can vary by as patterns that have much higher thresholds than for the
much as 10-15% with no intentional change in operating other patterns of bunches. Presumably for these bunch
conditions. The onset of the instability is a function of spacings there were modes in the cavities which were
the number of bunches within the trains and of the spacing destructively interfering. As the NRF cavities were
of the bunches within the train. Horizontal displacement exchanged with SRF cavities there is not as large a
of the beam within the 500 MHz normal conducting RF. variation in the thresholds for different bunch patterns.
(NRF) accelerating cavities alone or changing the cavity Since the impedance of the single cell SRF cavities is
temperature make small, but repeatable, differences in the much lower than the five cell NRF cavities and the higher
threshold current. These cavities also have higher order order modes of the SRF cavities have much lower Q's, one
modes with damping times longer than the spacing would generally expect the instability would weaken and

the thresholds should increase. Although this trend is
visible for some patterns, it is not at all dramatic even in

t Work supported by the National Science Foundation. these cases.
* Email address:MGB @CESR1O.LNS.CORNELL.EDU
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3 RF SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS AND these is used for field regulation, the signals from the
SIMULATIONS remaining probes could be observed with a spectrum

analyzer. These signals contain a line spectrum at the
During the last two years measurements of the properties rotation frequency of CESR and their spectral envelopes
of the modes of the NRF cavities were made using single give the RF spectrum of the cavity times the coupling for
5 mA bunches of positrons. Each of the NRF cavity the probes. Spectral data was acquired at times
cells has a field probe installed and, since only one of corresponding approximately to the times when the

threshold measurements were made.
The spectral data was analyzed to find peaks which were

350.0 a) 9 Trains of 2 Bunches greater than 6 dB above the surroundings and these were fit
350.0 1 to a resonance plus a linear baseline. Modes computed by

300.0 - both URMELT and SUPERFISH were used to guide the

250.0 - identification of the different spectral peaks by frequency.
Spectral peaks from all the cells in one NRF cavity were

200.0compared to select the best fits for each passband member.
S150.0 Then under the assumptions that each passband member

S100.0 could be identified with a particular cell and each would
10. have the same R/Q as a single cell, the ratio of the fitted
50.0 maximum spectral amplitudes divided by the fitted Q's

0.0 were compared for peaks in a neighborhood of the
14 28 42 56 passband. Since this ratio is proportional to the R/Q

Time from First Bunch in Train (ns) times the coupling coefficient of the probe, the same mode
in different cells will have nearly the same ratio. Lastly

350.0 b) 9 Trains of 3 Bunches the peaks for which this ratio changed when the beam
3 , , ,was displaced in the cavities were identified as dipole (or

300.0 higher) modes. From this analysis a set of TMO passband

250.0 members for each of the NRF cavities were identified as

200.0 having the fitted frequencies and Q's and the R/Q's
computed by URMELT.

150.0 The results for each of the NRF cavities was used as an

100.0 i input to the program MBI[6] which computes the growth
50.0 rate of the most unstable eigen mode at 10 mA per bunch

for the different possible bunch spacings. The greatest
0.0 !growth rate for each of the time periods of April 97,

14, 28 14,42 14, 56 28,42 28,42 42, 56 November 97 and November 98 was 15.4 sec- 1 mA- 1 ,
Time from First Bunch in Train (ns) 15.2 sec-1 mA" 1 and 8.6 sec- 1 mA" 1 , respectively.

(These growth rates are comparable to the 14 sec-1 mA-1

350.0 C) 9 Trains of 4 & 5 Bunches damping rate of the feedback system.) If the natural

300.0 damping of the beam is the same for all bunch patterns,
the instability growth rate and the threshold current will be

"250.0 inversely proportional to each other. For each time period
S200.0 the growth rate for each of the patterns of bunches was

divided by the maximum growth rate to give the relative
growth rate; likewise the inverse of the threshold current

100.0 may be scaled by the lowest threshold current for a given

50.0 time period. The relative growth rates and relative inverse

0.0 1of the threshold currents are plotted for each time period in

14,28,42 14,28,56 14,42,56 28,42,56 5 bunch figure 2 for each pattern. If the NRF cavity impedance
dominates the longitudinal dynamics then these two plots

Time from First Bunch in Train (ns) should correspond. As is seen in figure 2, the calculations

* Positrons - Apr 97: 4 NRF; 0 SRF and measurements for April 97 are generally in good
• Positrons - Nov 97: 3 NRF: I S.RI agreement, but measurements at later times with fewer

.No NRF 2RF NRF cavities in CESR show poorer agreement. It is

* 2 Beamns - Apr 97: 4 NRF; 0 SRF likely that as the cavities are exchanged, the impedance of

* 2 B'qn N 973 NR-7 . I SR. the rest of CESR becomes comparable to the impedance of
S2 f;.o...N, 9 2 NRJK 2" SQ the cavities thereby altering the threshold currents. Asecond result which points toward this hypothesis is that

Figure 1. Highest measured instability threshold currents the calculated maximum growth rates decrease by almost a
with beam feedback off for different patterns of bunches factor of two from the first to the last measurements, but
and different numbers of NRF and SRF cavities in CESR. the threshold currents increase by much less than this in
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a) April 97 Data general. Lastly the higher mode loss parameter k for 2
"NRF cavities is comparable to the loss parameter for the142 remaining structures for CESR so it is not surprising that

". 42 impedance of the rest of the ring would begin to become
56 °important in determining the longitudinal dynamics.

14,28 Calculations by MBI suggest that the instability growth
0-5: 14,42 •rates for April 97 are dominated by a TMO passband near

14,56 2.7 GHz (just below the beam pipe cutoff.)S 28,42 •"/ -
28,56 •:. •

4 CONCLUSIONS
"-=14,28,42

S14,28,56 The longitudinal coupled bunch instability with trains of
S14,42,56 bunches in CESR has been observed for the last 4 years.

28,42,56 The present longitudinal feedback system has sufficient
14,28,42,56 ,strength to permit storing much higher currents in CESR

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 than are needed for operations. The NRF cavities have had
Relative Growth Rate a major effect on the instability thresholds when the 4

original 5 cell structures were operating in CESR. As theb) November 97 Data SRF cavities have begun to replace the NRF cavities, the
D1t.. instability thresholds have not in general grown as rapidly

1428 as would be expected if the NRF cavities were the only
42 impedance in CESR which contributed to the instability.
• 56 In March of 1999 the last two 5 cell NRF cavities have

.14,28 been removed and a third SRF cavity installed.
S14,42 Measurements of the instability thresholds will be4,2•6 undertaken once beam is again stored in CESR.

S28,56 -
•- 42,56 I I 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK AT CESR*

J.Sikora&, M.Billing, G.Codner, R.Meller, C.Strohman, Cornell University, Ithaca,NY 14853
T.Pelaia QLI, Newark, DE

Abstract dispersion is used to produce a longitudinal impulse [2].
The error signals from the longitudinal and horizontal

Total stored electron and positron beam currents at the feedback systems are combined to yield a single
Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) have been limited horizontal output kick for each bunch.
by the presence of a dipole multibunch longitudinal
instability having a threshold at approximately 250mA of Iuffer'
total current. A longitudinal feedback system has been . to Nagnostac Feedback...t > ....... to Diagnostic Multiplex...

under constant development, test, operation and upgrade CSRBPM 5W to COMET Data Acquisition...

over the past several years. The result has been an
increase in the High Energy Physics (HEP) operating . ........ _

current to over 500mA total. This paper describes the Gain Modulator

overall design of the present system, using a horizontal t Control E+L-Gai
stripline kicker to produce combined horizontal and E+L Err
longitudinal bunch by bunch beam stabilization. Some E a-,ain
details on specific subsystems, including: receiver design, E+H-Err

individual bunch phase DC offset correction, digital signal i Longitudinal Digital
filtering, and the RF modulator will be given, as well as an Receiver Signal Fr 71

outline of plans for further development. input Mon Mon

Ref out in Out Power Horizontal
1 INTRODUCTION T Re. Pedestal Amplifier Kie

t I Out i Kicker
The CESR Storage Ring has been colliding short trains of 500MHz
electrons and positrons since 1995. Each beam consists of Referec - - -I

9 trains of up to 5 bunches, with a minimum bunch Strher
spacing of 14ns. The spacing between bunch trains is CSRBPM IIW outside T Stretcher j . -

either 280 or 294ns in a quasi-uniform pattern over the Horizontal Feedback

2.56jis revolution period. The positron and electron beams
circulate in the same beampipe, separated by pretzeled Figure 1: Block diagram of the combined horizontal and
orbits, and collide in a single interaction region. longitudinal feedback systems (positron channel shown).

In April 1996, during HEP operation with nine trains of
two bunches, a longitudinal instability appeared when 3 SYSTEM DESIGN
total currents were above 250mA. Although the instability Given the maximum output voltage provided by an
threshold current depended somewhat upon bunch amplifier, the maximum loop gain of the system will be
spacing[l], RF cavity parameters, orbit and other limited by signal to noise ratio, beam transients, or DC
variables, active feedback was required in order to make offsets. The signal to noise ratio fixes the gain at which
significant increases above 250mA total. receiver noise begins to saturate the output amplifier.

Further increasing the low-level gain only increases the
2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW proportion of the noise-saturated signal, resulting in little

A block diagram of the present longitudinal feedback or no increase in system gain. The presence of beam
system is given in Fig. 1. A Beam Position Monitor transients (primarily of the zero mode) can produce an
(BPM) signal is filtered and phase detected using the same error signal exceeding the system's dynamic range and
500MHz reference that is used by the CESR RF system. make the system insensitive to small higher frequency
The result is amplified and sent to a Digital Signal mode oscillations. DC phase offsets, e.g. due to beam
Processor (DSP) which samples and filters the data from loading with unequal bunch currents, will saturate the
each bunch. The DSP output is converted back to an systerm unless they are properly nulled. The following
analog signal that is further processed and amplified. In subsections describe the feedback system in more detail,
the present system, a horizontal kick at a point of and outline how system gain was maximized.

* Work supported by the National Science Foundation.

& jps@lns62.lns.comell.edu
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3.1 Pickup, Filters and Gating this, 12mrad[3]. Presumably, 1/f noise from the referenceis being filtered by the receiver's phase regulation ioop.
The signals from four capacitive buttons are combined in
order to minimize the sensitivity of the detector to 3.3 Digital Signal Processor
transverse motion, which can be much larger than the
longitudinal transient produced during injection. The The digital signal processors reside in a VME crate, one
button signals are first combined in pairs using 100 a VME board for the electrons and another for positrons. An
striplines to a 5092 tee. The signals from the two tees are analog gain of 15 is applied to longitudinal receiver output
then combined in a terminated tee and the result sent to before being digitized by a 10 bit ADC at 71.4MHz (the
the feedback electronics using heliax cable. At typical maximum practical bunch frequency used in CESR).
operating currents in the region of 5 to 10mA per bunch There are two separate paths for the digitized data: the
(.5 to 1.Ox10" Particles), the beam signal at the input to pedestal correction circuit and the digital filter.
the feedback electronics is a bipolar pulse with a peak The pedestal correction circuit integrates phase error
voltage of roughly 16V. After filtering, using a lowpass data from each bunch with a time constant of 8 turns, and
0.6ns quasi-gaussian filter', the signal is about 5V peak. passes this data to a DAC and the input opamp,

Since both beams are counter-rotating in a single pipe, subtracting the result from the incoming signal bunch by
the positron and electron bunch signals are present in the bunch. In this way the average signal seen by the ADC
same cable. The positron and electron signals are will regulate around zero for each bunch. DC phase errors
demultiplexed using a GaAs switch to allow processing by due to the beamloading of uneven bunch currents (e.g.
separate hardware. The maximum filtered signal level that during injection) can easily approach 20mrad. At our
can be handled by the GaAs switch is roughly +20dBm present gain settings, the ADC will saturate at about
(1dB compression point), which requires that the button 9mrad, while system gain saturates at lmrad (amplifier
signal be attenuated by 16dB. limit). Nulling the DC bunch phase errors increases the

In addition to minimizing sensitivity to transverse gain that can be applied before the error signal is digitized.
motion, the signal combination scheme gives a minimum The digital filter is constructed of two FIFO memories
of reflections over a very wide bandwidth. This is crucial, and two programmable logic devices (PLDs). It contains
since reflections will appear at an arbitrary phase. After 183 bandpass and lowpass filters (for 183 bunches/turn).
phase detection, signal amplifiers could saturate on these Filter frequencies can be adjusted with a resolution of
unwanted variations rather than on the error signal itself. 0.1kHz near the 20kHz synchrotron sidebands, and the

bandpass filter Qs can be adjusted from 3 to about 200 (63.2 Longitudinal Receiver is used in operation). Registers allow the control of the
filter parameters via the control system computer and theIn the longitudinal receiver the phase of the bunch signal VME crate microprocessor. Digital filtering reduces the

is mixed with a 500MHz reference signal (the same noise on individual bunch signals by about 20dB, allowing
reference used by the CESR RF cavities). The reference a corresponding increase in loop gain. Analog and digital
signal is routed through a voltage controlled phase shifter versions of the output signal are available.
controlled by the sum of an offset voltage, a regulation
voltage, and an external modulation signal. The offset
voltage can be adjusted via the control system computer to
bring the phase shifter control voltage into regulation.

The phase regulation error signal comes from the DSP Integrator
pedestal output (see section 3.3), which is the sampled 1 1btenal
phase offset of each bunch. The phase regulation loop has
a bandwidth of <10 kHz, so it regulates on the average of
the pedestal signal from all of the bunches, and thereforeADA-
on the average bunch phase. The phase error signal is low Input , ýav g
pass filtered, amplified, and sent to the input of the DSP. output

The maximum signal voltage that can appear at the
input to the mixer without causing receiver distortion is 1-4-- a
+23dBm, roughly coinciding with the maximum signal Bandpass LowpassBuffer
handling capability of the GaAs switch in the previous Filter 16 Filter 12 .utt
gating stage. The sensitivity of the present receiver is
about 28Omrad/volt, with a maximum output of +/ lVpp.
The noise output of the receiver is about 10mV (sigma) at Figure 2: Block Diagram of DSP showing the signal path
5mA/bunch or about 2.8mrad. However, the measured of each bunch. The output can be delayed up to 16 turns.
phase noise of the 500MHz reference is much larger than

'Picosecond Pulse Labs. Box 44, Boulder, CO 80306.
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3.4 Analog Modulator and Amplifiers

The analog error signals from four feedback channels: e+
and e-, horizontal and longitudinal, are scaled and
summed to form a combined horizontal-longitudinal
correction kick. Electron and positron signals are time
multiplexed. A GaAs switch under the control of the
CESR timing system alternately selects positive and
negative versions of this combined error signal. This
produces a 14ns long bipolar pulse whose amplitude is
proportional to the error signal. A limiting signal amplifier 16mV/div 16mV/dlv
ensures that the power amplifier will not be saturated. Figure 3: Voltage Histograms of the modulator output

The delta output of a 1800 hybrid splitter converts a showing limiting on receiver noise (left), and the noise
single amplifier output into differential signals that are reduction after being filtered by the DSP (right). System
then applied to the inside and outside plates of a shorted gain is also four times higher with the DSP installed.
stripline kicker. An advantage of this scheme is a
considerable cancellation of beam induced voltages seen Voltage range which will give
by the amplifier [4]. full scale amplifier output

4 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND
FUTURE PLANS

Amplifier power limited the maximum output voltage to
200V peak. Applied to the horizontal stripline, this results
(throu~gh dispersion) in a longitudinal output kick of
140V/turn. Given this amplifier output, damping rates of
200sec-' were obtained without digital filtering. Gain
could not be increased further since the la receiver noise
voltage was at the level corresponding to maximum
amplifier output. Once digital filtering of each bunch 200mV/div 0.20 mdsdiv

signal was applied, the reduced noise allowed gain to be Figure 4: DSP output monitor during an injection
increased tenfold, with damping rates now measured at transient. System saturation occurs at 100mV or less.
about 2000sec-' (14sec'mA'). This increase in gain gives
a corresponding decrease in the linear dynamic range of Table 1: Phase errors in the CESR feedback system
the system, but we have not yet observed this to be a
limitation on the amount of current that can be stored. Conditions Phase at
HEP total currents are now in excess of 500mA total. 50oMHz
Table 1. compares the phase error that produces system System saturation (output amplifier) 1.0 mrad
saturation (on amplifier maximum voltage) with the errors
observed in operation. This points out the necessity of Receiver output noise sigma 2.8
nulling the DC phase offsets. DSP filtered output noise sigma 0.2

Measurements indicate that the dominant longitudinal ADC saturation 9.0
excitation during injection is of the zero mode, at a level Injection transient peak 3.0
that is well beyond system saturation at the peak of the DC phases between bunches (max) 20.0
transient (see Fig. 4). Since the zero-mode is Robinson
stabilized, we may filter this lowest sideband from the 5 REFERENCES
error spectrum, so that it will not interfere with the
damping of other modes. [1] M.G. Billing, et al, Observations of a Longitudinal Coupled Bunch

Further improvements in performance are being Instability in CESR, these proceedings.

explored. The wire-wrapped prototype DSP boards, are [2] D. Sagan, M. Billing, Cornell LNS note CBN 96-06 (1996).

being replaced with printed circuit boards with some [3] K. Ormond, et al, Cornell LNS note CON 96-16 (1996).
additional diagnostic features and a zero mode filter. A
addigitnal diampl stifiertwith a d p ak output voltage ofil[4] J.T. Rogers, et al, Proc. 1995 Particle Accelerator Conf.digital am plifi er, w ith a pe ak output voltage of lkV is [5 G . C d e , t al E R F db c Sy em U i g a on a tunder test [5], and an RF cavity kicker is being developed [5l G. Codner, et al, CESR Feedback System Using a Constant

Amplitude Pulser, Proceedings of the 8ý Beam Instrumentation
similar to that at DA'DNE. Workshop, pp. 552-59.
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ON THE SYMMETRY OF THE IMPEDANCE*

S. Heifets,t, B Zotter, CERN

Abstract The reciprocity can be deduced directly from Maxwell

The reciprocity theorem is used to prove the symmetry equations[2] which give the following identity:

of the longitudinal impedance of an accelerating structure div{E(r, rt) x H(r, rj) - E(r, ri) x H(r, rt)} = (4)
with respect to exchange of the coordinates of the leading
and trailing particles. Zo[j(r, rt)E(r, rj) - j(r, rj)E(r, rt)] (5)

1 INTRODUCTION Cross here means vector product.
Integral taken over the left-hand-side over the volume of

The longitudinal impedance Z(w, rt, rj) is a Fourier com- a beam pipe can be transformed in the surface integral. On
ponent of the longitudinal wake field generated by a lead- the metallic walls of the beam pipe, the tangential compo-
ing particle with transverse offset r, and experienced by the nents of electric fields are related to the tangential compo-
trailing particle with offset r, lagging behind the leading nents of the magnetic fields E = (H x n, where n is unit
particle at the distance s. vector perpendicular to the wall, ( = (1 - i)(w6/2c) is

Current of a relativistic particle moving in ±z-direction surface impedance, and J(-w) = -iM(w) is skin depth.
with transverse offset r, = (xt, yt) has only longitudinal The surface integral over beam pipe with ideal conduc-
component j±(r, rt, t) = ±e5(r - rl)J(s :F ct). tivity (( -+ 0) is zero.

We use Fourier harmonics defined as j(t) For a surface with finite conductivity, the surface integral
f j(w)e-riw dw/27r. Fourier harmonics of the current are

)iWC ()dVdiv(Et, x Hi) ] dSn.(Ej, x Hi) (6)j+(r, rt) = 4-5(x - xt)J(y - yt)e~isc (1)1

The leading particle moving in an accelerator struc- = c dS(Ht, x n)(Ht x n) (7)
ture and having charge e may excite in the structure theI
longitudinal electric field E,(r, s, r,). The longitudinal is symmetric with respect to indexes t, 1. Hence, the surface
impedance is defined as integral integral over the left-hand-side of Eq. (4) is zero for the

1 finite conductivity as well.
Z"(w,r, ri) = -I- dsE!(rt, s, rg)e :w's/c, (2) Consider now the surface integrals over the surfaces

closing the beam pipe volume at s -+ -oc in the plane

for the beam propagating in ±z directions, respectively, perpendicular to the z-axis. In the case of finite conduc-
We want to proof that impedance is symmetric in respect tivity of the walls, the integrals are zero because radiated

with exchange of the transverse coordinates of the leading fields are absorbed in the walls. For ideal walls the integral
and trailing particles,

Z (w, rt, r,) = Z'(w, rr). (3) dS{E(r, rt) x H(r, r,) -E(r, rj) x H(r, rt)} (8)

For a particular case of the resistive wall impedance of is the difference of two integrals
a straight pipe, the symmetry was noticed before[l] from
the explicit form of the longitudinal impedance. We try to / dS[E, (r, ri)Hy (r, rt) - E (r, r')H (r, ri)] (9)
proof the theorem for an arbitrary structure but with mirrorH(

symmetry in respect with z -+ -z. The proof is based on
the reciprocity theorem and symmetry of EM fields gener- - ] dS[Ey(r,r,)H• (r,rt) - Ey(r,rt)H, (r,r)]. (10)
ated by particles in a symmetric structure.

We can assume that the beam pipes at infinity are straight

2 SYMMETRY OF THE LONGITUDINAL pipes and express transverse components of the fields in the

IMPEDANCE TM waves in terms of the longitudinal components:
Siq OEz, iq DEý

The reciprocity theorem relates EM fields (E(r, rt), E.- E i = E (11)
H(r, rt)) and (E(r, rj), H(r, rj)) driven by two arbitrary j 5X K2 ay

currents j(r, rt) and j(r, r,) correspondingly. ik 0E, ik DE,

*Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03- Hz = = - y-,H - - - (12)
76SF00515.

t Email: heifets@slac.stanfdord.edu Here q is propagating constant, (w/c) 2 = q2 + K2.
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It is easy to see that both integralsare zero. Cancellation Expression in the right-hand-side after change of the sign
of the surface integrals for the TE waves can be seen in the of integrand s coincide with Z+, See Eq. (2). Hence, for a
same way.. mirror symmetric structure, we get

Interference between TM and TE modes depends on po-
sition of the flanges because, for a given frequency, these Z- (ri, rt, w) = Z+ (ri, rt, w). (24)
modes have different propagating constants. Therefore, the
interference term can be put to zero by proper choice of the and Eq. (11) gives finally
flanges location. Z+ (rt, ri, w) = Z+ (ri, rt, w). (25)

Hence, integration of Eq. (4) gives

The symmetry means that beam-pipe radii at cc are equal.
dV[j(r, s, rt)E(r, s, ri) - j(r, s, ri)E(r, s, rt)] = 0. The self-field of the beam has only transverse components

(13) and does not contribute to the right-hand side.

This is correct for arbitrary currents. For the currents This conclude the proof.

j(r, rT) propagating in z-direction, and j(r, rt, s) in -z di-
rection j(r, s, rt) = -J(r - rt)e-iws/c, Eq. (9) gives 2.1 References

- dsE+ (rt, s, ri)e-i,,s/c dsEJ- s /C 3 REFERENCES
J1 d , t[1] A. Piwinsky, "Impedances in lossy elliptical vacuum cham-

(14) bers", DESY 94-068, April 1994
Expressions in this equation are the same as those in def-inition of impedance. Hence, [2] L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, "Electrodynamics of Continuous

Media,", $69, Nauka, 1957

Z+ (rt, rti, w) = Z- (rt, rt, w). (15)

Now we have to relate impedances Z- and Z+.
To do this, let us compare solutions E-(r, s, ro) of the

wave equation driven by currents

j±(r, ro) = ±6(r - ro)e+iw-/c, (16)

with the same transverse offsets but moving in opposite
direction along the z-axis. The boundary conditions on
the beam pipe are the same in both cases but two so-
lutions E:-(r, s, ro) have different asymptotics. For z-
components, for example,

E+(s) -4 D(w)eiq-s, s -+ cc, (17)

E+(s) -- A(w)e- +B(w)e-iqs, S --+ -c (18)

and

E-(s) -- -[A(w)e-iq's + B(w)eiq-'], s -+ cc (19)

E-(s) --+ -D(w)e-'q, s8 -+ -cc. (20)

Hence, wave equations, boundary conditions and asymp-
totics are the same for the fields E+(s) and E-(-s).
Therefore, z-components are related:

E- (r, s, To) = -E+ (r, -s, ro). (21)

Using this result and the definition of Z- Eq. (2), we obtain

Z-(r, TtW) = dsE-f(r, s, rt) ei/ (22)

or

Z (rTi, rt, w) = J dsES (r1 , -s, rt)e"'w/'. (23)
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ELETTRA TRANSVERSE
MULTI-BUNCH FEEDBACK

R. Bressanutti*, D. Bulfone#, S. D'Orlando*, A. Fabris, M. Ferianis, C. Gamba, M. Lonza,
M. Svandrlik, L. Tosi, R. Ursic÷, Sincrotrone Trieste, $S 14-Km 163.5, 34012 Basovizza,

Trieste, Italy

Abstract Table 1: ELETTRA Transverse Multi-Bunch Feedback

The ELETTRA Transverse Multi-Bunch Feedback parameters

consists of a wide-band bunch-by-bunch system where the
positions of the 432 bunches, separated by 2 ns, PARAMETER VALUE
individually sampled and corrected. Digital electronics is Beam Current, I 400 mA

used for processing data. After a description of the system Beam Energy, ER 2.5 GeV.*
parameters and architecture, the status of the project is Number of bunches 432
presented. Bunch spacing 2 ns

Lowest Frequencies 0.34, 0.23 MHz
INTRODUCTION (q=0.3, q,--0.2)

The electromagnetic fields associated with the very high Highest Frequency 250 MHz
intensity electron beam accumulated in third generation 0J, @ BPM 5.2, 8.9 m
synchrotron light sources can generate Coupled Bunch ft13y @ kicker 6.5, 7.5 m
Instabilities (CBI) through the interaction with the Max. Zg,, min TRW 0.5 MOhm/m, 4 ms
vacuum chamber (resistive wall effect) and/or cavity Max. Z~oM, min tr.. 11.2 MOhm/m, 0.12 ms
Higher Order Modes (HOMs). Multi-bunch instabilities Amplifier Power, P, 300 W/plane
degrade the quality of the beam (e.g. increased beam Kicker Shunt Impedance, 16.5, 6.5 kOhm
emittance, energy spread) and can lead to beam loss. At R @ DC, 250 MHz
ELETTRA, multi-bunch instabilities are presently dealt
with by shifting HOM frequencies by acting on the cavity . In view of future ELETTRA upgrades [2]
temperatures and/or HOM shifters [1]. In view of future 3 THE TRANSVERSE MULTI-
operation of the facility at higher currents, a feedback BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM
system to damp transverse multi-bunch instabilities is
under development. The project is being developed in The ELETTRA Transverse Multi-Bunch Feedback
collaboration with the Swiss Light Source. (TMBF) consists of a wide-band bunch-by-bunch system

where the positions of the bunches are individually
2 SYSTEM PARAMETERS sampled and corrected. The block diagram of the TMBF

for one of the two transverse planes is shown in figure 1.
The main feedback parameters are shown in table 1. The g

system is designed to operate with beam currents and Wide-band signals from a standard Beam Position Monitor

energies up to 400 mA and 2.5 GeV respectively. The (BPM) pick-up are combined into a "hybrid network"

lowest operating frequency corresponds to the first producing x, y, and I signals. These are entered into a "RF

betatron sideband in the baseband signal spectrum (0-250 front-end" which demodulates the inputs to baseband.

MHz). The RF power/plane is the typical maximum
power available from a couple of commercial amplifiers
featuring the required bandwidth. The kicker shunt bn & A/ .. pl

impedance refers to that of a 30 cm long cylindrical bi.

stripline type kicker, which has been preliminarily BPM
designed.

Kicker, 
or,

* Email: daniele.bulfone@elettra.trieste.it Amp/in.8b correod-o, sam•PI.

+Instrumentation Technologies, Slovenia Storage Ring smp

* Hosted by Sincrotrone Trieste for the thesis work

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Transverse Multi-Bunch
Feedbacksystem

Baseband bunch-by-bunch position information is
sampled by a fast 8 bit 500 Msample/s analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and the amplitude of the corrective kick
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is calculated using digital processing electronics. The A prototype hybrid network and RF front-end have been
correction values are transmitted to an 8 bit 500 developed and installed on the machine. In order to
Msample/s digital-to-analog converter (DAC), amplified improve the input dynamic range of the feedback, a
by a RF Power Amplifier and applied to the beam by a scheme is being integratedin the RF front-end to partially
kicker. reject the DC closed orbit and revolution harmonic

components of the input x and y signals.
4 THE RF FRONT-END

The standard ELETTRA BPM pick-up has four buttons 5 THE DIGITAL PROCESSING
symmetrically positioned around a diamond shaped ELECTRONICS
vacuum chamber. The location of the buttons is such that In orderto damp the oscillations of a bunch, the correcting
it yields the same position sensitivity on both the x and y kick signal must be shifted by rc/2 betatron phase with
planes. respect to the position signal of the same bunch in the

The processing of the four pick-up signals takes place kicker. In our scheme the kick value is determined by
in two geographically separated modules (figure 2). The detecting the bunch position signal at the BPM and by
first module is a hybrid network that resides in the tunnel, shifting its phase through a digital filter in the processing
close to the pick-up. The purpose of this module is to block. As filters can be programmed to provide any phase,
deliver two signals proportional to the x and y positions the BPM and the kicker can reside at any position in the
scaled by the bunch current and a signal proportional to ring.
the beam current. We use commercially available hybrid In the bunch-by-bunch approach the feedbackuses only
blocks to perform sum and difference operations on the the position information from a particular bunch to
four button signals. Three low loss cables connect the calculate the corrections for that bunch. It is therefore
hybrid network with the RF front-end that resides in the possible to split the required processing power among
service area. several computing units, where each of them is in charge

of a number of bunches.
A block diagram of the ADC, Digital Processing and

xianupass Vanae X owPass x DAC blocks is shown in figure 3. A modular upgradable
vaf design basedon the VME standardhas been adopted, where
vb -p a the main components are interfacedthrough standard high-
vc annuW speed communication paths. The 500 Mbyte/s data flux is
vd i-- de-multiplexedin the ADC Boardon six Front Panel Data

- Ports [3] (FPDP). Each FPDP is connected to a Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) board where datais de-multiplexed

500 MHz Phase Freq Ph, again towards up to four DSPs.
reference ' ý ý

Figure 2: RF front-endblock diagram

The RF front-end module operates at a 1.5 GHz carrier
frequency, which is the third harmonic of the RF. The
purpose of the RF front-end is to convert the input Anaos

1.5 GHz signals to baseband. The x (y) input signal gets IN 0trr
first processed by a bandpass filter followed by a fixed
gain low noise amplifier. A gain control in excess of 20
dB is accomplished by a variable attenuator downstream
the amplifier. The x (y) signal then enters a mixer that f
shifts the frequency spectrum from 1.5 GHz to baseband. TIMNG ELECTRONICS

A processing chain consisting of an amplifier, a low pass
filter and a second amplifier eventually follows. The beam Figure 3: Block diagram of the digital processing
current signal is processed in a similar way with the electronics.
exception that it does not have an amplifier following the
input bandpass filter since the signal range is much higher The calculated correction kick values are eventually
than that in the x and y chains. A 500 MHz RF signal is transmitted to the DAC board following a symmetric
used as a referenceto generate the 1.5 GHz signal through multiplexing mechanism. The whole process is

a tripler. Two phase shifters allow independentcontrol of synchronizedwith the Storage Ring Clock (SRC) and the

the x and y chains on one side and the beam current chain 500 MHz main RF signal through the Timing

on the other.
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The digital programmable approach for the processing
block provides a very high level of flexibility, as different
processing algorithms can be run on the DSPs. In parallel Feedback ON

to this, a number of beam diagnostic tasks (e.g. tune
measurement, growth/damping time measurements, E

oscillation mode detection) will also be available. . 0.6,

The TI-TMS32OC60 DSP has been adopted. The
E 0.4

processing algorithms have been run on a DSP simulator
and on an evaluation board equipped with the real 00.2

processor to check processing time and capabilities. 0
An extensive use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 200

boards has been considered for the digital electronics 150 1s0

(ADC, DAC and DSP boards) to reduce development 100 1000

times. '00
f/frev 0 0 N ftmNr of turns

6 SIMULATIONS AND FILTER
STUDIES Figure 4: Simulated beam mode damped by the TMBF

running a 3-tap FIR filter
A simulator has been developed to preliminary study the
effects of the TMBF on the machine. It consists of a 7 CONCLUSIONS
tracking program written in "C" which comprehends the A wide band bunch-by-bunch TMBF system is under
machine components, the cavity HOMs and the natural development at ELETTRA.
damping. This program has been integrated in Matlab [4], A prototype RF front-end module has been installed.
where the processing algorithms are implemented and the Digital processing electronics, which relies on COTS
simulation results are analyzed. components, provides a high level of flexibility and

Processing algorithms mainly consist of Finite Impulse integrets d i des a digh tool The ad
Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) integrates different beam diagnostics tools. The adopted
digital filters [5]: the filtering is applied individually to modular architecture allows to use the same digital
each bunch. Several filter types have been evaluated: the processing hardware on different machines and/or formost simple one is a 3-tap FIR filter which provides DC longitudinal multi-bunch feedback systems.

In the frame of an active collaboration, the kicker
rejection and appropriate gain and phase at the betatron development is being undertaken by the Swiss Light
frequency. Figure 4 is an example of a simulated beam Source.
mode damped by the feedback running such a filter. .The first system tests are foreseen for the end of '99.

Although a 3-tap FIR filter includes all the basic
required functions of a TMBF, other important features 8 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
can be added when designing a more complicated filter.

The sensitivity of the feedback to tune changes leads to The authors would like to thank M. Serio (INFN-
degradation of the performance or even to the non- Frascati), J. Fox (SLAC) and their respective teams, W.
controllability of the instabilities. Special 5-tap FIR Barry and G. Stover (LBL), V. Schlott and M. Dehler

filters with appropriate frequency response can be designed (SLS), for the stimulating discussions on multi-bunch
feedback systems; M. Bossi, R. De Monte and G. Mian

in order to keep the same damping capability in case of for their technical skill.
tune shift.

Optimum control theory can also be applied to the 9 REFERENCES
multi-bunch feedback problem. Simulations show the [1] M. Svandrlik et al., 'Improvements in Curing Coupled Bunch

same closed-loop damping behaviour with less RF power Instabilities at ELETTRA by Mode Shifting after the Installation of the

delivered when LQR (Linear Quadratic Regulator) Adjustable Higher Order Mode Frequency Shifter (HOMFS)', Proc.Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, May 1997.
controllers are used. [2] C.J. Bocchetta et al., 'ELETTRA Status and Development Plans'

Errors in the position samples, due to conversion these Proceedings.
[3] 'FPDP Specification', VITA 17-199x Rev. 1.1, October 1995.

quantization and noise, affect the residual oscillation [4] 'Matlab User's Guide', The MathWorks, Inc. 24 Prime Park Way,
amplitude. The adoption of IIR band-pass digital filters Natick, Mass. 01760-1500, 1994.

[5] A. V. Oppenheim and R. W. Schafer: 'Digital Signal Processing',
centered at the betatron frequency can sensibly reduce the Prentice Hall, 1975.

noise and thus lower the resolution limit.
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HOM CHARACTERISATION OF THE ANKA RF CAVITIES FOR
COUPLED BUNCH INSTABILITY CALCULATIONS

P. Craievich, A. Fabris, C. Pasotti, M. Svandrlik, SINCROTRONE TRIESTE, Trieste, Italy

Abstract characterise ELETTRA cavities [2]. The loaded value of
the quality factors are measured with the Network

The Higher Order Modes (HOM) spectrum of the first RF Analyser HP 8510B in transmission mode. The unloaded
cavity of the ANKA storage ring has been fully values are then computed by taking into account the
characterised. Possible beam-cavity interactions leading to coupling coefficients P3 of the Input Power Coupler and of
unstable longitudinal and transverse coupled bunch the RF signal pick-ups mounted on the cavity.
oscillations have been then analysed as a function of the
cavity temperatures. Proper temperature settings are 2.1 R/Q and Q of the accelerating mode
computed in view of the commissioning start of ANKA, Particular care has been dedicated to the evaluation of the
scheduled for the end of 1999. shunt impedance of the accelerating mode LO which

defines the cavity acceleration efficiency. The perturbing1 INTRODUCTION bead for the LO mode is a stainless steel calibrated needle

The ANKA storage ring cavities are of the Elettra-type. [2]. The frequency shift measured along the beam axis for
Some improvements have been introduced on the cooling this mode is shown in fig. la. To eliminate the noise that
circuit, to improve its efficiency [1]. Coupled Bunch occurs at the tails of the measurement, where the
Instabilities will be cured following the same approach frequency shifts introduced by the bead can be compared to
than in ELETTRA, that is using the mode shifting the measurement error, the noisy data are interpolated with
technique by cavity temperature tuning and with the a polynomial curve of order 3. Figure lb shows the
additional degree of freedom of the HOM Frequency interpolated curve after the fit. The R/Q and Q values
Shifter. This requires full characterisation of the HOM measured on the first two ANKA cavities are listed in
spectrum to identify any possible beam-cavity table 1.
interactions. As foreseen by the time schedule, by the end
of February one out of four ANKA cavities was fully
characterised and tested at the ELETTRA laboratory -

(cavity ANKA 1), while a second one was under test N

(cavity ANKA_2). The cavity characterisation follows a " #0

standard procedure which foresees the measurement of the
fundamental cavity mode parameters included in the
acceptance test protocol, like frequency, quality factor and -"

R/Q, and the identification of the HOM. HOM
measurements include frequency, quality factor and, for a b

Fig. 1: L0 Electric field on half cell: measured (a) andlongitudinal modes, the RIQ. Transverse dipole modes are

identified with field measurements. Field measurements interpolated data (b).

have been performed with the cavity at atmospheric Table 1: R/Q and Q measured values of the longitudinal
pressure, under nitrogen flux to prevent cavity surface accelerating mode (Transit time factor 0.700)
pollution. The frequency and the quality factor are
measured with the cavity under vacuum. Cavity R/Q ( Rsh (M I

ANKAI 1 174.2 39000 3.33
2 THE LONGITUDINAL MODES ANKA_2 174.5 41200 3.52

The resonance frequency of the longitudinal modes up to
the cut off frequency of the cavity beam pipes has been The Q factor could be improved in the second cavity after
computed with MAFIA 4.0. The real value of the mode a modification in the fabrication procedure, avoiding the
frequency is found for each cavity by identifying the diffusion of the filler material on the inner cavity surface
electric field along the beam path for those peaks during the brazing process [3].
resonating close to the computed value. After mode 2.2 R/Q and Q of the HOM longitudinal modes
identification the R/Q has been measured with the
perturbation method, that is by measuring the frequency The comparison of the computed on-axis electric field
shift caused by a bead moving along the beam path. The profile with the measured one allows safe identification of
measurement set-up is the same already used to each HOM. The measurement of the electric field becomes
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critical for modes resonating close to the cut-off frequency 3 DIPOLE MODES
of the beam ports, like mode L9. In this case the field The first nine dipole modes resonate below the cut off
begins to penetrate into the beam tubes. To perform the frequency of the beam pipe and are therefore trapped into
measurement a 300 mm tube, diameter 100 mm, is then the cavity. If their frequency overlaps exactly a line of the
connected to the beam port. This reproduces fairly well in beam spectrum, their transverse impedance can excite
the laboratory the situation on the machine where there transverse coupled bunch instabilities in ANKA [4].
are bellows and connection tubes on each side of the However, using the mode shifting technique in Elettra,
cavity. In figure 2, the computed field (solid line) can be only modes D2, D3 and D5 interacted sometime in the
compared with the measured one (dotted line), past with the beam. To identify the dipole modes we start

_.8 from the MAFIA frequency list and select the dipole
modes using the perturbation method. In fact we look for

P, modes with electric and magnetic field on the beam axis,
0.4b while sextupole modes have zero field on the axis. This is0.2 0P particularly important to identify the mode D3 which

resonating frequency is very close to that of mode SI.
• 0 .. Due to the asymmetries in the cavity geometry, each

-0.2 dipole mode generates two polarisations, which we call a

-0.4 and b, resonating at slightly different frequencies. Only
one polarization could be measured for modes D5 and D8.

',• •/ Table 4 lists the measured value of the resonance-0.8 6i frequencies and quality factors, while (R/Q)' is given by

S . . . MAFIA.
0 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Z axis [mm]

Figure 2: Measured electric field on half cavity length for Table 4: Cavity ANKA _I dipole modes
the L9 mode (dotted line), compared with the computed Mode fr, MHz (R/Q)', 0 Q R_L, M92/m
field (solid line). Dla 743.73 4.7 35500 2.6

The parameters of the nine longitudinal modes below cut- Dlb 743.94
off as measured on cavity ANKA_I are listed in table 2 D2a 746.39 15.8 36400 9.0
along with the computed ones. The computed R/Q of D2b 746.71
mode L8 (frequency 2088 MHz) is close to zero, resulting D3a 1112.48 13.0 33200 10.1
in an impedance below the threshold to excite coupled D3b 1112.65
bunch oscillations; in fact it is not possible to measure it. D4a 1220.33 0.1 78400 0.2

D4b 1220.79
Table 2: Cavity ANKA_I longitudinal modes D5 1244.80 4.5 24000 2.8

-___ ___ D6a 1304.89 0.3 15000 0.1
mode fr, MHz R/Q, C R/Q, j2 Q Q Rsh, kfW D6b 1305.07 03 100.

measured comp. meas. computed measured measured D-a 1355 -0

____ __ __ ___ ________ D7a 1557 .29 0.0 7600 0.0
L1 947.0 29.3 27.6 46900 36200 1000 D7b 1557.74
L2 1056.3 0.7 1.0 66600 48400 48 D8 1631.28 2.4 22000 1.8
L3 1421.6 5.0 5.1 57800 44400 226 D9a 1716.08 1.6 18100 1.0
L4 1511.4 4.8 4.2 63500 46000 193 D9b 1716.32
L5 1604.6 9.8 9.8 79100 44800 439
L6 1875.6 0.4 0.5 59000 39400 20 4 COUPLED BUNCH INSTABILITIES
L7 1947.8 1.6 1.6 83600 67900 109L8 n7.m. 0.0 n.m. 86300 n79m. n1. The use of Elettra-type cavity, with a cooling systemL9 2126.7 7.8 7.8 53700 32400 253 layout similar to the Elettra-one, will allow to cureCoupled Bunch Instabilities (CBI) in ANKA by mode

Cavity ANKA_2 characterisation is not yet completed. shifting, as successfully experienced at ELETTRA. It has
Cavity Ashow2 charaterisation is nottw omplesithed already been demonstrated in [4] that both for longitudinal
Table 3 shows the data for the two modes with the and transverse oscillations a proper setting of the
highest shunt impedance, LI and L5. temperature of the cavities can guarantee stable machine

Table 3: Selection of measured data, cavity ANKA_2 operation for ANKA at 2.5 GeV, up to 400 mA of stored
beam. The situation can be more critical at lower

mode fr, MHz R/Q, a Q Rsh, k12 energies, particularly at the injection energy of 500 MeV,
Li 947.3 26.7 37500 1001 where transverse effects could disturb the machine

L5 1605.6 10.3 48200 496 operability. To avoid this it will probably be necessary to
excite a longitudinal mode on purpose to increase the
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thresholds for the transverse ones, as it is done in ANKtA 400 mA, 2.5 GeV
ELETTRA. The calculations presented in [4] where 100000.

performed on random generated frequencies, starting from 50000.

the statistical spread of HOM frequencies observed in the 20000.
existing Elettra-type cavities. Now we want to verify on 10000.
the first real cavity for the ANKA storage ring that stable 1/tau
intervals are actually available and to give a first 5000.

indication of what will be the temperature settings for that 2000. ( I
cavity. 1000.

Table 5: ANKA Stora ie Ring parameters 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Parameter Design Value Temperature cavity ANKA_1
Energy, E/e 2.5 GeV Fig. 3: Longitudinal CB growth rates vs. temperature
Momentum Compaction, x 8.1 10-3
Beam Current, Ib 400 mA ANKA 2.5 GeV, 400 mA
RF frequency, fRF 499.652 MHz 50000.
Revolution frequency, f0  2.7155 MHz 20000.
Harmonic number, h 184 10000.
Long. Rad. Damp. Time, 'E 1.45 ms I/tau 5000.
Hor. Rad. Damp. Time, tx 3.08 ms 1t 5
Ver. Rad. Damp. Time, 'r 2.96 ms 2000.

1000.

The growth rates of the longitudinal Coupled Bunch (CB) / _ _ _ _

modes have been computed as a function of temperature 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
for cavity ANKAI, following the usual approach [5]. Temperature of Cavity ANXA_
The cavity data are those listed in table 2 and the ANKA
machine parameters are shown in table 5. The result for a g 4
stored beam of 400 mA (184 equally filled and spaced 2.5 GeV, 400 mA
bunches) at 2.5 GeV, is shown in figure 3. Growth rates 50000.
above the radiation damping rate, leading therefore to
unstable coupled bunch oscillations, are computed for CB 20000.
number 165 between 41 'C and 44 'C (interacting with 10000.
cavity mode L7); for CBN 46 between 56 'C and 60 'C 1/tau 5000. 1A
(cavity mode L9); for CBN 155 between 56 'C and 60 'C 200
(cavity mode L3). Two stability windows are present 2000.

between 45 *C and 55 0C and between 62 0C and 69 'C.
The calculation for the transverse horizontal case shows a _

significant excitation for CBN 86 between 40 o and 47 'C 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
(figure 4). The machine is slightly less sensitive to Temperature cavity ANKA_1
vertical CB oscillation, due to the lower value of the Fig. 5: Transv. vertical growth rates vs. temperature
betatron function at the cavity location, which is less than
half the horizontal value [4]. In the vertical case CBN 91 6 REFERENCES
is predicted to be unstable from 43 0 to 47 'C (figure 5).
Overlapping the three pictures we see that, for cavity [1] M. Svandrlik et al., "The Anka RF Cavities", in
ANKA-1, temperature settings between 47 °C and 54 *C Proceedings of the 1998 EPAC, Stockholm, pp.- 1817-1819.
or between 62 'C and 69 'C should avoid any excitation 1817-1819.
of[2] C. Pasotti et al., "Field Measurement of theELETTRA Cavity HOM", in Proceedings of the

1998 EPAC, Stockholm, pp. 1802-1804.
5 CONCLUSION [31 F.P6rez et al., "Status of the RF System for the

Stable operating conditions are predicted for cavity ANKA Storage Ring", these proceedings.
ANKA I on the base of the measured HOM data. They [4] M. Svandrlik et al., "CBI Calculations for the ANKA

will be confinred after checking the HOM spectrum after Storage Ring" , in Proceedings of the 1998 EPAC,
uinstallation of the cavity. Stockholm, pp. 1011-1013.in situ ins a or[5] M.Svandrlik et al., "The Cure of MBI in Elettra",

All other ANKA Storage Ring cavities will be Proc. of PAC 95, Dallas, May 95, pp. 2762-2764.

characterised in the same way and the complete prediction

of stable operating intervals will be available.
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EFFECTS OF THE HARMONIC SEXTUPOLE ON TRANSVERSE
MULTIBUNCH INSTABILITIES AT ELETTRA

L. Tosi' and E. Karantzoulis, Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy

Abstract 15 X103

The results of measurements on the ELETTRA storage
ring which show a strong dependence of the excitation of ..............----j--- ...
transverse multibunch instabilities on the settings of the
harmonic sextupole are presented. A strong correlation 5- ...... .•--..........

with the coefficients involved in the non-linear tune shifts 0 ...... .......... ........ ..... ................... .......
with amplitude induced by the sextupole has been
observed. -5 .

1 INTRODUCTION -10. . . .... --.....

In order to achieve an emittance of 7.0 nm rad at 2.0 GeV, -15 -i -- 1-

the lattice of ELETTRA was designed to be a double bend 0 20 40 60 80 100
achromat of the expanded Chasman Green type with I[Al
strong focussing quadrupoles. The resulting fairly large
natural chromaticities are compensated by two sextupole Figure 1: Theoretical behaviour of the three coefficients
families in the dispersive arcs. In addition, a family of CIl, C12 and C22 as functions of the harmonic sextupole
harmonic sextupoles has been introduced in the dispersion settings.
free straight sections, in order to enlarge the dynamic

* aperture and thus compensate to a large extent the non- the beam is being affected by coherent transverse
linear effects of the chromatic ones. multibunch instabilities, to the extent that they can even
In general, non-linear elements produce a distorsion of the be totally sup-pressed for appropriate settings of the
phase space distribution of the particles, accompanied by a sextupole [3]. Many measurements were performed and
non-linear tune shift with amplitude, so that two particles they all indicate a strong correlation with the behaviour of
with different amplitudes will oscillate with different the coefficients Cl and C22. This paper presents the main
tunes. For sextupoles, the tune shifts with amplitude results of the observations, of the measurements
appear as higher order effects and are obtainable by performed and of preliminary simulations.
applying perturbation theory to the Hamiltonian
describing the dynamics in the action and angle variables 2 MEASUREMENTS
[1]. For the purpose of this paper, only the tune shifts
with amplitude due to second order effects of the Modes driven by the four rf cavities in ELETTRA are

sextupoles will be considered. These may be expressed controlled by setting the temperatures of the cavities [4].

according to: Most of the measurements were made in the presence of
horizontal coupled bunch modes (HCBM), in that it was

Avx = C, 2J, + C12 2Jy found quite difficult to excite vertical cavity driven modes

Avy = C12 2J, + C22 2Jy in the range of temperatures at which the rf cavities
routinely operate. In particular, the behaviour of HCBM

where the subscripts x and y denote the horizontal and 318 with the harmonic sextupole settings, driven by the

vertical planes respectively, Avu are the non-linear tune cavity HOM T3 [5], was investigated, as well as that of

shifts, J,, the perturbed action variables and C,1 , C12, C22  HCBM 414-417 the origin of which is still a matter of

are coefficients which depend on the sextupole strengths, investigation. Since the horizontal instabilities are rather

on the beta functions at their locations and on the relative strong, with visibly large oscillations observed on the

phase advances between them [1,2]. Figure 1 shows the synchrotron light beam profile monitor, measurements
theoretical behaviour of the three coefficients as functions concentrated on correlating the behaviour of the modes

of the harmonic sextupole settings ( nominal value is 46 with Ci1.

A). Figure 2 compares C11 with the amplitude of HCBM 318

It has been observed in ELETIRA that the harmonic as a function of the current setting of the harmonic

sextupole S 1 plays an essential role in the dynamics when sextupole. The mode could be totally suppressed by
setting the sextu-pole below 28 A or above 90 A. The

# Email: tosi@elettra.trieste.it same parabolic beha viour as C,] was found for the excita-
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The major beam parameters, such as tunes, closed orbit,
-0 o0 -9 dispersion and chromaticities were measured as a function

-1500 0 CII . ..o of the harmonic sextupole settings. No significant
:AldBm] o i -60 changes were noticed in these quantities, with the

-2000- exception of the horizontal chromaticity, which for the

-2500 J ............. : -65 > measurement of figure 2 was found to vary from 0.1 for
W the setting of I = 28 A to 1.6 for I = 90 A (both currents

3 .. -70- are values for which the mode was suppressed). This effect
-300is not expected to be the major cause for the suppression-3500 . ................................---......................... ................. .. .......... x e te o b h aj r c u e f r th u p e s o

i.. i -75 of the mode. In fact, no change in the excitation level of-4oo .........': ................................ ............ ........... .. ... • -. --
the mode was noticed when the horizontal chromaticity

4500 . ... . .80 was set to 1.6, by using the chromaticity correcting
20 30 40 50 1IA] 60 70 80 90 sextupoles. Since the value of Cl also depends on the

settings of the chromaticity correcting sextupoles,
Figure 2: Comparison of the amplitude of HCBM 318 investigations were carried out in order to confirm the
Figure 2: Comprisons of the harmpictud e of tig HCBM31 leading role of C1 , in the phenomenon against that of the
with Cn1 as functions of the harmonic sextupole settings horizontal chromaticity. The results revealed that the

tion levels of HCBM 414, although in this case the two suppression of excited modes using the chromaticity

current values of the sextupole for which the mode was correcting sextupoles required horizontal chromaticities
totallyvauppressed of ee founxtupole different. Whh the mwhich could be even greater than 7 times the one measured
totally suppressed were found to be different. While the when the suppression was achieved using the harmonic
peak of the excitation level of the modes was always sextupole. The values of C,, instead in the two situations
found to be at the setting of 60 A, investigations revealed of suppression of the modes were computed to be almost
that the two boundary current values of the sextupole at identical.
which the modes can be suppressed depend on the beam Low frequencies in the spectrum (below 100 Hz) have also
current, on the modes excited, on the filling pattern and on been observed, associated with the presence of the
the presence or less of longitudinal instabilities. It was
noticed that the stronger the mode, the higher the filling transverse modes. Whereas in some situations there

appears a well defined peak at low frequency, in others thepercentage and the lower the longitudinal excitations were, whole background noise level increases by 1-2 orders of
the wider was the range of the sextupole settings for magnitude. Whenever well defined low frequencies were
which the modes were excited. This namely translates into noticed, measurements on the spectrum analyzer in zero

requiring higher absolute values for C,, in order to achieve

the suppression of the horizontal modes. While the span mode of the unstable sideband showed periodicities
corresponding to the peaks measured in the low frequency

dependence on the beam current and on the particular mode corrtrumndangthe. etaks measure in a nreqry

excited reflects the 'strength' of the driving force, the one freque range aroud thestab idnd it an

on the filling pattern and on the presence or not of frequency range around the unstable sideband with an

longitudinal modes is thought to be due to how 'well' the appropriate sweeping time showed a fine structure
indicating that the sideband was moving with the

driving force manages to couple to the beam's modes. The meating low the Iis b evd w as in th the

coupling efficiency of a transverse driving force may be measured low frequency. It is believed that in this scenario

diminished by a gap within the bunch train, by the the mode is shifting along the impedance experiencingdimiishd b a ap wthi th buch tain bythe different real and immaginary parts of it, until it
different arrival times of the bunches and possibly also on
the density of the bunches. eventually goes out of its frequency range of influence.It has to be strongly underlined that even in the total The beam then loses coherence and is damped until the
Iabsc tof be longlytundeinedthatsenfinhed tl coherence builds up again. Increasing the absolute value of
absence of longitudinal modes, confirmed by C 1 by lowering the sextupole current changed the
measurements of the full longitudinal spectrum, it wasfound that the amplitudes of the excited transverse modes dynamics and the unstable sideband presented only a

frequency spread. It has been found that the settings of the
follow the same trend of C,1 with the harmonic sextupole harmonic sextupole influence the values of the low
settings, excluding thus any interference of longitudinal frequencies. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the low
modes in the mechanism by which the sextupole may be frequencies both on the harmonic sextupole settings and
influencing the dynamics. This was a particularly on the beam current for a fixed setting of the sextupole of
important point to confirm, also because the cavities are 60 A. The low frequencies fit extremely well to a second
located in the dispersive arc. Furthermore, it was found, order polynomial as a function of the sextupole,
by measuring full longitudinal spectra as a function of the presenting a maximum where the absolute value of C, is
harmonic sextupole settings, that the excitation level of minimum.
any longitudinal instabilities did not depend on the
sextupole.
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75-. 300 3 CONCLUSIONS
0 Sl [A]

70 -..------- .............. [beam [mA] ............................ All measurements which have been performed indicate that
250 there is a strong correlation between the levels of

65................................................ excitation of transverse coupled bunch instabilities and thecoefficients involved in the non-linear tune shift with

"g amplitude induced by sextupoles. Theoretical
55 - investigations with simulations of the cavity transverse5 5 ............. i ................------------ ............... .. . . . . .. . . . .. .

150 HOMs are being undertaken in parallel on both the effect
50 . .............. of the harmonic sextupole on the internal distributions of

/ amplitudes within a bunch and its effect on the dynamics
45 .. , ,- 4 ....-- ... .- I .... 100 when the bunches are considered as macroparticles.30 40 50 60 70 80 90

f [Hz4 Particular attention is being paid on the non-linear tune

shift with amplitude, which has a straightforward
Figure 3: Low frequencies associated to transverse dependence on the coefficients C11 and C22. One of the
instabilities as functions of the harmonic sextupole hypothesis which is being considered for the phenomenon
settings and of beam current for a fixed setting (I = 60 A) is that of an induced tune spread among the

macroparticles. A tracking program, used also for the
Another measurement that was considered necessary was design of the transverse feedback system[6], which takes
to confirm that effectively the horizontal tune shift with into account sextupoles, HOMs in the cavities and the
amplitude AVx follows the same behaviour as C11. For radiation damping, has been developed. The first

this purpose, the horizontal tune spread of a I mA beam preliminary results in the horizontal plane yield a
in single bunch mode was measured as a function of the confirmation of the dependence of the excited modes on
sextupole settings, by exciting the beam with a constant the harmonic sextupole settings. Amplitudes of particles
amplitude using the spectrum analyser of the tune are found to grow until a certain final level, around which
measurement system. A good agreement was found. the amplitudes of the particles then perform oscillations.

Both the final level and the amplitudes of the oscillations
Table 1: Amplitudes of vertical modes vs. harmonic performed once the latter is reached are found to increase as

sextupole setti ngs the harmonic sextupole is set to give smaller absolute

Setting VCBM VCBM VCBM VCBM values of C,1 , indicating effectively that the mode

[A] 167 [dB] 246 [dB] 344 [dB] 422 [dB] becomes more excited when C, 1 is smaller in absolute

30 16.7 16.3 17.0 37.3 value, as observed in the measurements.
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excitation levels of the instabilities depend on the

harmonic sextupole, one would expect an enhancement of
the vertical modes for lower settings of the sextupole and
suppression for higher ones. Table I illustrates the
amplitudes of the modes as function of the settings. In
particular, during the measurement, it was noticed that
trying to set the harmonic sextupole to 27 A ( C22 = 0 for
26 A ) , the vertical instability grew stronger with an
evident vertical beam size blow up on the synchrotron
light beam profile monitor and subsequent loss of 100
mA of beam current.
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FAST CLOSED ORBIT CONTROL IN THE SLS STORAGE RING

M. B6ge, M. Dehier, T. Schilcher, V. Schlott, R. Ursic, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland

Abstract 2 FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK

Concepts for a fast orbit feedback in the SLS storage ring In general an orbit feedback detects the orbit oscillations
are presented. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) induced by incoming ground waves using the beam posi-
based orbit correction scheme is supposed to fight orbit os- tion monitors around the ring. A lattice dependent well
cillations up to 100 Hz stabilizing the orbit to 1/10th of the known correlation between monitors and corrector mag-
beam sigma at the locations of the insertion devices. For an nets is then used to fight the oscillation (see subsection
emittance ratio of 1%, this corresponds to 1 pim tolerance "Theoretical Concepts"). No information on amplitude,
in the vertical plane. In order to achieve this high accu- frequency and phase of the distortion is needed for the cor-
racy strong restrictions are imposed on the residual noise rection. If the noise source would be exactly known a feed
of the beam position monitoring and the correction system. forward would be much more appropriate and much easier
Theoretical estimates for the feedback gain are made using to implement. There are two different approaches to im-
a simplified feedback model. The proposed layout of the plement a feedback. Firstly it could be tried to minimize
feedback electronics based on the SLS digital BPM system orbit variations at each experiment individually involving
[1] is also described. only correctors around the insertion device. This would

have the main disadvantage that non locality of the correc-

I ORIT TABIITYtion would lead to a crosstalk between the local feedbacks
1 ORIT TABIITYwhich could be extremely difficult to control. A much bet-

The initial orbit stability is determined by three factors: ter alternative represents a global orbit feedback which tries
to minimize the orbit variations at all experiments at the

" Thegroud mtionspecrumsame time. Following this approach a global orbit feedback
* Th grond mtionspecrumwill be adopted at SLS.

"* The girder response 2.1 Theoretical Concepts

"* The orbit response The correlation between correctors and monitors for the
linear optics is established by superimposing the monitor

Measurements of the ground motion spectrum [3] indi- reading pattern for every single corrector. The horizon-
cate that the amplitudes are well below 100 nm except for tal and vertical plane are treated independently assuming a
a 27 Hz/300 nm peak which however could not be repro- small betatron coupling. The coefficients of the two result-
duced in recent measurements [4]. Assuming a girder re- ing correlation matrices also called response matrices can
sponse factor of ten for certain eigenmodes the maximum be derived analytically from the machine model or from or-
excursion of the elements on the girder is determined to bit measurements in the real machine. In the SLS storage
be 3 pzm. Taking into account simulation results for the ring these matrices have a dimension of 72x72 correspond-
corresponding orbit response orbit excursions of the elec- ing to the 72 correctors per plane built into sextupoles and
tron beam with rms values of up to 15 /-im [2] at the loca- 72 monitors adjacent to the corresponding sextupoles. To
tion of the experiments are expected for the vertical plane. turn this into a correction algorithm it is necessary to invert
This corresponds to 150% of the vertical beam sigma for an the matrices in order to get the corrector pattern as a func-
enuttance coupling of 1 % (It should be noted that this cou- tion of a given monitor pattern. If the correlation matrix is a
pling factor is somehow arbitrary in the sense that much quadratic nxn matrix and has n independent eigenvectors
smaller coupling ratios are achievable utilizing a proper this is easy to accomplish and one gets a unique solution
coupling compensation of the lattice [2]). This worst case for the problem. In reality the number of correctors and
estimate shows that it is necessary 'to introduce a fast or- monitors can be reduced due to monitor failures and mag-
bit feedback system which attenuates the oscillations to the net saturations in such a way that the matrix is no longer
desired limit, quadratic and the solution is no longer unique.

In this paper a concept for such a feedback system is A very flexible way to handle these scenarios offers the
presented. It is followed by a description of the actual im- SVD algorithm [5]. This numerically very robust method
plementation at the SLS storage ring. Requirements on cor- minimizes the nus orbit and the rms orbit kick at the same
rector granularity and RPM noise are defined. Simulations time if the number of correctors is larger than the num-
will then show that a fast orbit feedback is capable of atten- ber of monitors while the rms orbit is minimized in the re-
uating the residual oscillations such that the requirements verse case. Figure 1 depicts the 72x72 correlation matrix
of the experiments are fulfilled, for the vertical plane as derived from the machine model.
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Figure 1: Response matrix for the vertical plane. Figure 3: First row of the "inverse" of the response ma-
trix for 72 monitors and 72, 48 and 36 vertical correctors
("vcm"'s).

2.2 Implementation
0.6[r -,' ',r• ýv , i The SLS storage ring is partitioned in 12 sectors containing
0.2 , • 6 monitors and 6 correctors per plane. Figure 4 illustrates
-0.2 "the partitioning of the inverse response matrix. Corre-
-0.4 sponding submatrices are distributed to the sectors in order
-.. • to determine their corrector settings based on their mon-

54 ..6672 itor readings. Obviously there must be the possibility to
0 6.12:18 24 036 42" - indexget monitor and matrix information from the adjacent sec-

3 4 -::::::::: ýi 824 etdxtors to cover correctors close to the edges of a sector. This
n in6ex , can be implemented by means of dedicated links between

adjacent sectors. The result is a "leap frog" link structure
around the machine (see Figure 4).

Figure 2: Inverse of the response matrix shown in Figure 1
for the vertical plane.

It should be noted that the coefficients of the matrix are . E U
highly correlated. As a result the inverse matrix in Figure 2
has the property that only the diagonal and their adjacent
coefficients have significant values. In spite of the fact that LJl
the matrix contains the global correlation information of
all correctors and monitors the nonzero coefficients gather
around the diagonal of the matrix. Thus given a corrector "-

only adjacent monitors determine its value.

This is also true under the condition that the number of
correctors used for the orbit correction is reduced. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates this for the first row of the nonquadratic Figure 4: Schematic view of the inverse of the response
"inverse" matrix which corresponds to the first vertical cor- matrix partitioned into 12 sectors (black boxes) containing
rector. Successively the total number of vertical correc- 6 monitors and 6 correctors each. The principle layout of
tors ("vcm"'s) is reduced from 72 to 48 and 36 (every the proposed "leap frog" link structure between sectors is
third/second corrector is disabled). For the latter case 12 shown on the right side.
adjacent coefficients are necessary to determine the value
of the corrector instead of 3 in the 72 "vcm" case. The Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the implementation
same statement holds for the removal of certain ineffective of the feedback. A central unit named "SVD Engine" per-
corrector combinations by zeroing the corresponding small forms the SVD based response matrix inversion and dis-
weighting factors calculated by SVD. This has a direct in- tributes the submatrices. All subsequent matrix operations
fluence on the implementation of the feedback, are then performed in parallel by the individual sectors.
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..... .............. . 2.3 Simulation

�-�Fa n tF.Unk.4OMI. Based on the previously discussed model a simulation of
1Mb. the feedback loop has been performed based on a PID con-

t troller model in order to determine the detailed specifica-
tions for the feedback. It has been found that the feedback
has to operate at a sampling rate of 4 kHz in order to pro-
vide a -20 dB orbit noise attenuation at 90 Hz (see Fig-

Siowu Lnk ure 7). The statistical monitor noise should be not larger
esponse Matrix A than 0.5 urm rms. The same holds for the tolerable granu-

m eaosunred larity of the corrector power supplies. For a maximum kick

of 1 mrad per corrector the analogue resolution should not
exceed 15 ppm in amplitude.

IA-L• Submatrices of A -1 ~ •=SVD Engine

0 = Signal Processors 10.

Figure 5: Schematic view of the implementation of the fast
orbit feedback .10.

*20 .-... ..

Only if the corrector-monitor set changes the inverted ma-
trix has to be recalculated by the "SVD Engine". This so-
lution requires local intelligence within the sectors. The -40

necessary computing power ist delivered by special signal
processor boards which are integral part of the proposed .50
digital monitor system [1]. The links are based on proto- -601

col free unidirectional data connections transfering data at 1 Frequency/Hz 100 1000

a rate of 40 Mb/sec (see Figure 6 for details). It should be
noted that additional monitors at the location of the inser- Figure 7: Noise attenuation of the feedback loop at a sam-
tion devices can be easily added to the feedback. pling rate of 4 kHz

D I i4H===ats_- If these prerequisites are fulfilled an rms orbit stabi-
QW,, •AI (SHARC Lb& lization to 1 /pm and an rms residual angle distortion of

0.1 /,rad at the location of the insertion devices can be
achieved.
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Figure 6: Layout of the fast orbit feedback electronics
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FIRST BEAM COLLISION IN THE KEKB

Y. Funakoshi*, K. Akai, N. Akasaka, A. Enomoto, J. Flanagan, H. Fukuma, K. Furukawa,
S. Hiramatsu, K. Hosoyama, N. Huan, T. leiri, N. Iida, T. Kamitani, S. Kato, M. Kikuchi,

E. Kikutani, H. Koiso, M. Masuzawa, S. Michizono, T. Mimashi, T. Nakamura, Y. Ogawa,
K. Ohmi, Y. Ohnishi, S. Ohsawa, N. Ohuchi, K. Oide, D. Pestrikov, K. Satoh, M. Suetake,
Y. Suetsugu, T. Suwada, M. Tawada, M. Tejima, M. Tobiyama, N. Yamamoto, M. Yoshida,

S. Yoshimoto, KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801 Japan

Abstract following expression.

The first beam collision study was done in the KEKB dou- Ay' + iAx'
ble ring collider. Beam collision conditions were found by N~r/ 2 w x + iy
searching beam-beam deflection curves in a trial-and-error - 2 1w(
method. From these curves, beam sizes at IP and a lumi- - y _2)
noisty was estimated. E

2 2 '-X +

1 INTRODUCTION - 22 .,2 )W (

Unlike single ring colliders, special cares are needed to where
bring two beams into collision in double ring colliders like EX 2 = 0,2

the KEKB. Generally speaking, there are several methods
to detect beam collision. Among those methods, we have E =F0,2 +.yr2.
been made use of a beam-beam deflection technique, pio- and
neered at the SLC[1], for this purpose. In this report, re- - 2i + 2i
sults of the first beam collision study are described where w(z) = e- [1 + -

the beam-beam deflection method has been successfully is the complex error function. Here, x and y denote offsets
applied to the KEKB collider to find beam collision con- of the horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively.
ditions. r, denotes the classical radius of the electron. Asterisks

in subscripts mean that the values belong to the counter-
2 PROCEDURE OF FINDING BEAM rotating beam. When we can assume that there is an offset

COLLISION CONDITIONS only in the vertical direction, the beam-beam dipole kick is

To establish a beam collision condition, we have to tune expressed as:

beams both in longitudinal and in transverse directions. As Ay'

for the longitudinal direction, relative timing of the two N2re 2 e
beams have to be adjusted so that the two beams collide at - -2 2,- E2 E_ y 2) )
the nominal collision point. As for the transverse direction, - e
beam positions of the two beams at IP have to coincide with
each other. In addition to this, beam crossing angles should x {Erf( • ) - Erf( Y

be removed to ensure a stable beam collision. A vertical V2-(E2 - E2 2(2 - E2)

crossing angle is generally important. On the other hand,
a horizontal crossing angle is usually less harmful and we
have intentionally introduced a horizontal crossing angle When there is an offset only in the horizontal direction, the

of +llmrad to simplify an IR design. In this beam study, beam-beam dipole kick is expressed as:

however, we did not care the crossing angles and commit- iAx'
ted ourselves to the beam offset at IP. N.r/ 27r exp( x2

2.1 Bassetti-Erskine formula - _ 2 2

In analyzing data of the beam-beam deflection, we used x {Erf( - ) - Erf( -ix

the Bassetti-Erskine formula[2] which gives 2-dimensional )2(2 _
beam-beam kick. This means that we ignored bunch length

effects of the beam-beam interaction. With the rigid Gaus- (2)
sian model, the coherent beam-beam kick is given by the where

•Email: yoshihiro.funakoshi@kek.jp Erf(x) = 2 e-2dt
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is the error function. 04

2.2 Longitudinal - -

The collision point can be shifted by changing relative
beam timing between LER (low energy ring) and HER
(high energy ring). We adjusted an RF phase of LER so I..... 02-
that relative timing of an LER bunch and an HER bunch at C.

the BPM's agrees with a design value. Beam timing was -z0

observed by monitoring signals from a BPM nearest to IP ... P:: of.... [degree]
with an oscilloscope. The BPMs are located at positions
where it can detect timing of both beams. Figure 1: Horizontal Beam-beam scan with large vertical

offset.
2.3 Horizontal

We observed a horizontal beam-beam deflection with scan- then, beam collision timing was adjusted finely by chang-
ning horizontal orbit offsets at IP. The scan was done by ing an RF phase of LER. An amount of phase adjustment
changing the RF phase of LER by making use of a design was 7 degree in this study. Since resolution of the timing
horizontal crossing angle of ±1lmrad. measurement was around 10 ,- 20psec, an error of the tun-

The beam-beam deflection was detected by measuring ing was considered to be less than 3mm (lOpsec).
orbit change at BPM's beside quadrupole magnets named
"QC2" where betatron phase advances from IP are almost
7r/2. A beam-beam kick is obtained from the following 3.2 Horizontal
expression. The collision study has been done twice. One was done

Ax' AXQC2R + AXQC2L in a single bunch mode and the other was with multibunch
fXQC- 4 beams. Thereinafter in this report, we will only mention

•€/OxtxQCM2 •€/O-x*3XQC'2L about the multibunch beam collision study most recently
Here, L and R denote the left side and right side viewed performed. Typical machine parameters relevant to the

from the ring center, respectively. As shown in the formula, present study are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 shows
we took sum of these two BPM's to cancel out an effect of a typical result of the horizontal (RF phase) scan. In this
orbit drifts. A horizontal orbit offset at IP found from the case, there remained a relatively large vertical offset. The
scan was removed by making an orbit bump. deflection curve was fitted by formula (2) to find a hori-

zontal offset. To remove the horizontal offset, a horizontal

2.4 Vertical orbit bump was made in LER. This'process was repeated
several times until the center of the curve coincides with

A vertical collision condition was searched by scanning a the nominal RF phase (-7 degree in the present case). This
size of an orbit bump made in one of the rings. Beam- iteration was needed since the beam-beam kick itself makes
Beam deflection was detected by measuring orbit change some orbit changes and we did not take this effect into ac-
at BPM's beside quadrupole magnets named "QCS" where count.
betatron phase advances from IP are almost 7r/2. A beam- After removing the vertical offset (see below), the hori-
beam kick is obtained from the following expression. zontal scan was done again. Figure 2 shows a result. Again

______ _ AYQCSL the defelection curve was fitted by formula (2). From the
Ay ' = QCSR + fit, a horizontal beam size was estimated as shown in Table

V/y*;gyQCSR V€/1JyI0yQCSL 1. We should note that the estimated value include some

To avoid an effect of orbit drift, we took sum of these error, since we have not yet estimated the effect of the orbit

two BPM's. The scan was continued until we obtained a change due to the beam-beam kick.

deflection pattern which characterizes a beam-beam kick.
3.3 Vertical

3 RESULTS OF COLLISION STUDY After the horizontal beam offset was removed, a vertical

3.1 Longitudinal beam-beam scan was done to search for an optimum colli-
sion condition by scanning a size of an orbit bump made in

Beam collision timing was observed by monitoring signals HER. A result of the search is shown in Fig. 3. As is seen
from one of the electrodes of the BPM closest to IP un- in the figure, a relatively large offset of 0.73mm was ob-
der the condition that a single bunch is stored in each ring. served. The vertical beam size was estimated by a fit using
First, RF buckets of the bunches was adjusted so that the formula (1). Again we should note that the estimated beam
bunches collide roughly at the nominal collision point. And size includes some error from the beam-beam kick itself.
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. .... :of LER. An offset was removed by making an orbit bump
in LER. A vertical beam-beam scan was done by scanning

A:,7 . a size of an orbit bump made at IP in HER. A relatively
large vertical offset of 0.73 mm was observed. From the

E o **j. / beam-beam deflection curves, beam sizes at IP and a lumi-

.O*U * nosity were estimated. The first multibunch beam collision
A ..... was done on 25th March with an estimated luminosity of

RF Phase o: ... 1.7 x 103 1 cm-2 s- 1. We will do more precise analysis on
-zoo -ioo aothe beam-beam deflection including a self-consistent orbit

RFPhase of [degree] change due to a beam-beam effect.
The next step of the study is to keep the beam collision

Figure 2: Horizontal Beam-beam scan without vertical off- condition once found. For this purpose, we are preparing a
set. special orbit feedback system also based on the beam-beam

deflection technique.
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Figure 3: Vertical Beam-beam deflection.

3.4 Luminosity

From the horizontal and vertical beam sizes estimated from
the deflection data, a luminosity was estimated to be around
1.7 x 1031 with an assumption that the two beam collide
head-on. After removing the orbit offsets in both horizon-
tal and vertical directions, a physics detector (BEAST) took
data. Although beam collision was confirmed by events
taken with EFC (Extremely Forward Calorimeter) in the
BEAST detector, we could not make quantitative compari-
son due to a low event rate.

Table 1: Machine parameters used in the study

HER I LER
). )* 1/0.01

Beam current 13 i 6 mA
Number of bunches 200I 200
Beam size (E/Ey) 278/5.6 pum

Lifetime 40 1 200 mim.
Estimated luminosity 1.7 x 1011 /cm'/sec

4 SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN

A fine tuning on a collision timing was done by measur-
ing a time difference of two beams. An error of the tuning
was considered to be less than 3mm (10psec). A horizontal
orbit offset at IP was measured by scanning an RF phase
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MEASUREMENT OF LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITY THRESHOLD
IN THE PF-AR

Takao Ieiri and Takashi Obina
KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki, 305-0801 Japan

Abstract Alternating periodic structure (APS) cavities with multi-
cells [8] were installed to raise the beam energy from 2.5

A single bunch longitudinal instability was Gev to 6.5 GeV. Each APS cavity has 11 accelerating
experimentally investigated in the PF-AR under the cells. The PF-AR usually runs with a single bunch
condition that the number of cavity-cell which greatly operation. The main parameters at the energy of 2.5
contributed to longitudinal impedance was changed. The GeV are listed in Table I.
bunch length was measured as a function of the bunch The impedance of the PF-AR is dominated by the APS
current. Hysteresis phenomena in bunch lengthening cavities and non-shielded bellows. The wake potential of
process were discovered in the former condition of fully the cavity showed a resistive type for bunch length of 1.5
installed cavities. The present condition of reduced cm. On the other hand, the wake of 130 bellows with 12
cavity-cells to 3/4 indicated an abrupt increase of the convolutions was inductive. Thus a bunch is affected by
bunch length together with the energy spread at a bunch the two different types of wakes. The number of the
current. The instability threshold current was measured cavities was historically changed according to required
as a function of the bunch length. Measured results are beam energy. When the AR was used as an injector for
consistent with Oide's criterion, the TRISTAN main ring, the number of the cavity-cells

was 88. Now the number is 66.
1 INTRODUCTION

A single bunch longitudinal instability is discussed Table I: Main parameters of the PF-AR.
with potential-well distortion [1] and microwave or
turbulent instability [2] in electron storage rings. The
Hai ssinski equation gives an exact solution to the bunch- E Beam Energy 2.5GeV
shape deformation if the wake potential is determined. frf Accelerating Frequency 508.58MHz
As the beam current increases, turbulent instability may h Harmonic Number 640
be excited above a threshold. Turbulent instability
causes bunch lengthening together with energy spreading, Vc Accelerating Cavity Voltage 0.5 - 4.0 MV

which has been almost explained by the Boussard fs Synchrotron Frequency 10 - 36 kHz
criterion [3]. However, the Boussard criterion is only a Momentum Compaction 0.0129
useful for long bunch length or an inductive wake. Oide P
and Yokoya [4] and D'yachkov and Baartman [5] O' 0 Natural Energy Spread 4.4x10-4

independently investigated the longitudinal instability 'd Longitudinal Damping Time 21.6 ms
using simple wakefields models. It is important to study UZ0 Natural rms Bunch Length 0.8 - 3.0 cm
an instability for actual wakefields in storage rings.

Former experiments [6,7] showed that hysteretic
behavior was observed in bunch lengthening process, 3 MEASUREMENT
where the PF-AR had fully installed 88 cavity-cells. The The bunch length was measured both from the beam
hysteresis disappeared when the number of the cavity-cell spectrum and by a streak ca mera. A streak camera took a
reduced to 44 without changing other components. It bp rofile and measured i stMeuk width a
was pointed out that the hysteresis was caused by a bunch length Was obtaid i al
composit wake produced by the cavity and bellows. Now maximum). An rms bunch nh length was obtained in real

the PF-AR has 66 cells and it is interesting to investigate tion of t he bunch c ent as cavity

how the bunch length behaves. This note experimentally

evaluates the threshold of a longitudinal instability when voltage, Vc =1.5 MV. Figure I shows rms bunch length
the impedance was changed. as a function of the bunch current. The bunch lengthgradually increases as the bunch current increases, where

2 PF-AR the natural bunch length is 1.3 cm. When the bunch
current reaches 8.0 mA, the bunch length abruptly

The PF-AR is a storage ring of 377 m in increases from 2.0 cm to 2.8 cm. Next, the bunch length
circumference. There are four long straight sections, each was measured as a function of cavity voltage starting at
with a length of approximately 20 m. Two straight bunch current of 8.7 mA. The bunch length was 2.9 cm
lines, east and west parts, are prepared for rf cavities, at Vc=1.5 MV and suddenly decreased to 1.9 cm when the
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Vc reached 1.7 MV. The bunch length has two values esitimated to be 25 V/pC at the bunch length of 2.0 cm.
around Vc=1. 6 5 MV as shown in Fig. 2. The bunch The loss parameter is mainly caused by the APS cavity.
length went and came back between two separate values Moreover, the cavity voltage should ensure a phase
there. Though a hysteresis observed in the previous stability condition due to beam loading in a cavity. A
condition [6,7] disappeared, the flip-flop phenomenon was stored maximum current is expressed by
observed instead. 2 Vc sin 0 1

Ibm C- .(2)sin 2(4 - (a)QR

5/22/98/1.5MV Vc=I.5MV (R-)QL

Here, a is the tuning offset angle, R the shunt
resistance and QL the loaded Q value of a cavity. From

" 3 -.---------. ............ ............................... - eq.(1) and eq.(2), the cavity voltage is increased to be
Q proportional to square root of the beam current under

constant energy loss. A calculated voltage is shown in
_....------ ...... Fig. 3 including the HOM loss. The HOM loss was

O 0. 0 estimated from the ABCI code [9] based on measured
00~S< TOL 0  - bunch length data. A playeau in the voltage seen above

-1 --------- -................. ............ .............................. 8 mA in Fig. 3 is due to an abrupt increase of the bunch
length. A measurement was carried out by slowly
reducting the cavity voltage while keeping a bunch in a

0 , bucket. The beam lifetime was above 60 minutes if an
0 2 4 6 8 10 instability did not take place. As the cavity voltage

Bunch Current (mA) gradually lowered, the lifetime slowly decreased. When

Figure 1: Bunch length vs bunch current. Dots are by the voltage reached V,=0.72 MV at bunch current of 5.0

streak and circles are from the spectrum. mA, the lifetime suddenly reduced to less than 1 minute
and a beam was lost. The minimum cavity voltage with

BL/Vc/8.7 Ib=8.7mA which a beam was lost was measured as a function of the
4 .. T...1 ...... bunch current as shown in Fig. 3. The measured voltage

approximately agrees with the calculated one below 7
.• 3mA. However, the measurement requires 30 % higher

"3S.O O....voltage than the calculated value. This extra voltage
should be caused by an increase of the energy spread.
The increase of the energy spread corresponds to an abruptS2 ...............-- . ............ ------- ......... -O • [ | i

2o *i increase of the bunch length.

S. . .. . . . -AR/EnegySpread

0 W .L.. J L L W I.w........... [..w..±.......

.• ........... ................................... ..... .... 2. .. . . . . . . . . . . .- ' ' ' _~p e

n i , I , , i , , ,--------- --I1 -.. -----------------.... ----------------... ----------... ........... ........ .......
1 1.2 1.4e rg 1.6 1.8 2 • i~iiiiiiii--

C a i t V o t g , V ( V .8 ...... . ...... .. ....... .......- -....... .. .... ...... . ...... ..-- - .............. _
Cavity Voltage, Vc(MV) 08i•

Figure 2: Bunch length as a function of cavity voltage. 0.6

A change of the beam energy spread was estimated
from the quantum lifetime. The quantum lifetime is 0.4
given by the ratio between the energy acceptance formed
by the cavity voltage and the energy spread. However, 0.2 .................................................. .................................
the cavity voltage is affected by other effects. The net
accelerating voltage V, should compensate the energy 0 1 [ , I , I , I
loss; the radiation energy loss of Vrad.=0O 1 5 MeV and 0 2 4 6 8 10
higher-order-mode (HOM) loss. The energy loss per turn Bunch Current (mA)
is given by Figure 3: Measured minimum cavity voltage determined

Va Vc cos - Vrad. + kTrIb, (1) from the beam lifetime as a function of the bunch current.

where • is the synchronous phase angle, k is the loss The solid line shows estimated voltage including HOM

parameter depending on the bunch length and Tr is the effects.

revolution time. The loss parameter of the PF-AR is
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Here, k is a beam intensity, L represents a pure-inductive
4 DISCUSSION wake, R represents a pure-resistive wake and q0 an

A threshold current for the longitudinal instability is equilibrium position of a bunch. The stability condition

clearly characterized by an abrupt increase of the bunch suggests that an inductive wake raises threshold current

length and of the energy spread. The threshold current is but a resistive part strenghtens an instability. The

plotted as a function of the bunch length as shown in Fig. experimental result is consistent with the stability

4 together with calculated values obtained using a code condition. In conclusion, the longitudinal instability

[4]. The measured current decreases from 8.5 mA to 7.1 threshold current of the PF-AR characterized by a resistive

mA though the bunch length increases from 1.8 cm to wake behaves in different variations than those observed

2.5 cm. The calculated threshold current takes a in many other storage rings, which has been already

minimum around the bunch length of 2.0 cm. Though predicted by Oide et al. except the hysteresis and the flip-

they have a disparity of about 30%, they are consistent flop phenomena.

with each other. The authors thank Prof. Z.Y.Guo of IHEP for

ARWAKE6 promoting the energy spread measurement and Prof.
10 K.Oide for encouragements of this work.
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Figure 4: Threshold current as a function of the bunch 0 20 40 60 80 100
length. Dots are measured and circles calculated. The Number of Cavity-Cell

bunc legthis avale jst bfor aninstbilty.Figure 5: Threshold current as a function of the number of

On the other hand, Oide et al. indicated that the cavity-cell under the same synchrotron tune of 0.021.
threshold current has a minimum in a region that the 5 RFRN E
normalized resonant frequency woOaz / c is around 0•7, 5 R FR N E

where owo is the resonant frequency of a model impedance [1] J. Ha i'ssinski, Nuovo Cimento 18B No.1, (1973)72.
[4]. The region is dominated by a resistive wake. The [2] J.M.Wang and C.Pellegrini, Proc. of the 11lth Int. Conf.
impedance of the PF-AR also shows a resistive wake on High-Energy Accelerator, CERN (1980)554.
produced by the multi-cell cavity. Figure 5 indicates that [3] D. Boussard, LAB II / RF I Int. /75-2 (1975).

[4] K. Oide and K. Yokoya, KEK Prepr. 90-10 (1990).
the threshold curent as a function of the number of cavity- [5] M. D'yachkov and R. Baartman, Proc. 4th European
cell under the same synchrotron tune. The number of Particle Accelerator Conf., London, (1994)1075.
cavity-cell represents an intensity of a resistive wake. [6] T. Ieiri, Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 329 (1993)371.
The experimental result suggests that the threshold [7] T. Ieiri, Jpn. J. Appi. Phys. 36 (1997)6965.
decreases linearly as the resistive wake increases. From [8] T. Higo et al., Proc. 5th Symp. Accelerator Science and

stablity Technology, Tsukuba, (1984)114.
theoretical aspect, Qide derived a simple saity [9] Y. H. Chin, LBL-35258 UC-414 (1994).

condition [10] which represents [10] K. Oide, Particle Accelarator 51 (1995) 43.

kL 9-kRq°" (3)
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COMMISSIONING OF KEKB BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

M. Tobiyama and E. Kikutani, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

Abstract

Commissioning of KEKB started at the end of the last
year. In the early stages of the commissioning, we observed
transverse instabilities in both rings and started tuning of the
bunch feedback systems. Even though the tuning is now at
the initial stage, the feedback systems are contributing to
an increase of the maximum storable currents in the KEKB
rings. Feedback-related systems, tune meters and bunch-
current monitors, are also working well.

1 INTRODUCTION

KEKB, an asymmetric electron-positron collider facility
at KEK, is now in the first stage of commissioning. It
consists of an 8 GeV electron ring (HER) and a 3.5 GeV
positron ring (LER), both fed by a common injector-linac Figure 1: Feedback monitor chamber in the LER. Specially
feeds beams. About 5000 bunches/ring will be stored and designed button pickup ýre used in this monitor system.
the total current will amount to 1.1 A and 2.6 A, respec-
tively. As a part of this complex facility, bunch-by-bunch
feedback systems have begun operation. Each of the feed-
back systems consists of (1) wide-band position detection
systems, (2) high-speed digital signal processing systems multiplexers (FMUX)[2]. The board works as a two tap
with large-scale memories, and (3) wide-band kickers fed filter[3], which is powerful for the longitudinal feedback,
by high-power amplifiers. At the same time, betatron tune
meters and bunch current monitors, which share some com- For the transverse kicker we use two types of stripline
ponents with the feedback systems, have also begun opera- kicker: one is wide-band with a length of 40cm and the
tion. With the requirement that the systems be able to han- other is narrow-band with a length of 1.2m. Each electrode
dle 5120 bunches/ring at a bunch frequency of 509MHz, the of the kicker is fed by a 250-Watts amplifier.
design of these systems is very challenging. For example,
all parts of the systems have a bandwidth of half the bunch The longitudinal kicker is a low-Q cavity, which has orig-
frequency, 255 MHz. The final design of the feedback sys- inally been developed at FRASCATI for DA NE[4], and
tems is described in reference[l1]. In this paper, we describe we modified it to fit our parameters. As the longitudinal in-
the initial experiences with these systems in the commis- stability is expected to be the least serious in the HER, only
sioning of the KEKB rings. 2 sets of the longitudinal kickers are installed in the LER.

The photo in Fig. 2 shows these kickers.
2 OUTLINE OF THE KEKB FEEDBACK

SYSTEMS The technology employed in the bunch feedback sys-
tems has wide a variety of applications. The most straight-

For both the transverse and longitudinal planes, the feed- forward application is transverse tune measurement. The
back monitors use specially designed button electrodes and transverse kicker with the amplifiers kicks the beam and, we
the 2GHz (4f the rf frequency) component of the signal is measure beam's proper oscillation frequency, i.e., the tune,
used to detect the bunch position. Figure 1 is a photo of the from the response to this kick.
monitor chamber installed in the LER.

For the transverse feedback, two sets of button elec- Another system which can be understood as a byproduct
trodes are installed in two points in each ring. The signal of our feedback systems is the memory board. The digi-
from these electrodes needs to be combined appropriately tal processing board of the feedback systems is modified to
to make the feedback signal. realize a kind of a transient digitizer. It utilizes the same

A common digital signal processing board is used in mother board and the same input part (A-to-D conveter) as
the transverse- and longitudinal-plane feedback systems. It the signal processing board. But the output part is removed
can work up to 500MHz bunch-frequency owning to spe- and the storage size, which was 2MBytes for the processing
cially fabricated high-speed de-multiplexers (FDMUX) and board, is increased to 20MBytes.
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4.2 Performance with the present hardware

In order to check the performance of the feedback systems,
we compared the frequency spectra of the signal from a
pickup, with the feedback on and off. When the feedback
is off, a large peak (> 40dB higher than the noise level) was
observed at the tune-frequency, as shown in the left photo
in Fig. 3, while with the feedback on, this peak has disap-
peared (comparable with the noise level), as showin in the
right photo. This phenomenon is more or less common to
the both rings and the both planes (horizontal/vertical).

Figure 2: Two longitudinal kickers installed in the LER.
Each kicker has four input ports and four output ports. The................
Q -value of the kicker lowered to about 5.

3 PRESENT STATUS OF THE MvACHINE Figure 3: Frequency spectra of the signal from a pickup of
COMMISSIONING the HER (vertical). The center frequency was adjusted to

We started the commissioningliS] of the HER at the begin- the frequency correnponding to the tune. In the left photo a
ning of December 1998 and the LER at the beginning of peak is found, which showed us the instability occured. On
this year. Since then, the storable currents of the rings in- the other hand, in the right photo, we found no peak at this
creased rapidly. At present (middle of March 1999), the frequency.
highest stored currents are 240 mA and 370 mA for the HER
and the LER, respectively. The minimum bunch spacing is In addition, when the feedback system was turned off
10 ns (HER) / 4 ns (LER). with stored current higher than 250mA in the HER, non-

In both rings we observe transverse instabilities, though negligible fraction of the stored beam was lost and the beam
we find some difference between them. In order to suppress current was decreased to about 60% of the original one. In
them we started to operate the transverse feedback systems. this case the fill pattern, i.e., bunch-current distribution, got
On the other hand, up to present time, we have not observed irregular. Particularly, particles in buckets close to the tail
longitudinal instabilitiy and we have not started to operate of a train have more chance to be lost, in a bunch-train op-
the longitudinal feedback system. eration.

We can estimated the damping time of the feedback sys-

4 THE FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH THE tems from the several parameters, sensitivity of the monitor,

TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS gain of the power amplifiers (gain 53dB, maximum power
250 Watts), shunt impedance of the kicker (order of 1Ok > ),

4.1 Hardware configuration and losses in cables etc. and betatron function at the mon-
itor and the kicker (10m>» 25m). Estimated damping times

At present, we are operating the transverse feedback sys- (at present stage) are summarized below:
terns not with the final configuration but with some simpli--____________
fied one. horizontal vertical

The signal process system is working as a simple digi- HER 1.2 ms 2 ins
tal delay, not as the two-tap filter, because the two-tap filter LER 1.3 ms 1.8 ms
approach is complicated when the optics parameter is not
completely known to us. When the optics become well un-
der the control, we might be able to operate it with the two- More precise esitination of the damping time with actual
tap filter mode. measurements will be done in near future as explained later.

Out of two sets of the kickers, we started to operate the Shorter damping times will be realized by tuning the power
feedback system only with the wide-band systems, which blne ntesses
cover the frequency range of 100 kHz to 250 MHz. By blne ntesses

this simplification, we are free from the complexity com- 4.3 A problem to be solved
ing from unwanted effects in the overlapped band. How-
ever, this system is less powerful for lower-mode dominant At present, the KEKB rings are suffering from unwanted
instabilities such as the resistive wall, instability, drift of closed orbit, particularly in the vertical plane. The
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stationary change of the beam position is seriously harmful w tme A-D trigger h.A.

for the feedback systems, since it wastes the dynamic range MEMORY BOARD eor

of the A-to-D converter whose resolution is 8-bit. In order pA

to use this dynamic range effectively, we must subtract the L
DC component from the detected signal. A simple high- p'knp "*'i
pass filter approach does not work well, because output of
the filter depends not only on the DC-component but also on .P

the bunch-filling pattern, which is essentially the duty fac-
tor of the pulses corresponding to the beam positions. •nhhiog g ,(rr)

We are planning to introduce a DC-canceling circuit
which detect "real" DC-component with a relatively high- Figure 5: Blockdiagram of the bunch-current monitor. Out-
speed sample/hold circuit. This circuit is now under tuning put of the bunch-current detector circuit is A-to-D con-
and will be included in our systems, in near future. verted (509MHz sampling rate) and stored in the memory

board. The contents of the memory is read-out via the VME
bus.

5 RELATED SYSTEMS
6 PLANS IN NEAR FUTURE

We have started to operate two feedback-related systems, The following items are our targets which should be real-
the tune meters and the bunch current monitors. At present, ized in near future.
the tune-measurement systems are operated with the narrow
(lower band) amplifier/kicker systems. The signal source t As we mentioned, we are using only wide-band kick-
for the kicker is a spectrum analyzer equipped with a track- ers (the short kickers) fed by the wide-band amplifiers.
ing generator. The kicking frequency is swept around 2- In the next step, we must employ the lowest-band long
GHz, and this signal is down-converted to the base-band of kickers, which should be effective to suppress the in-
the tune, roughly from 5kHz to 500 kHz. Figure 4 schemat- stability caused by the resistive wall impedance.
ically explains the tune measurement system. t The next theme is an operation of the large-size mem-

ory board which can store 20MBytes of data, that cor-
tracking analyzer responds to 4096 turns of 5120 bunches. This is a

(center frequency = 4 x f" + n x Cf-.) G ....r, very powerful beam-diagnositic device for the inves-
tigation of the instabilities observed in the rings. It
is also useful for measuring the damping time of the
feedback systems, by catching the beam behavior just
before/after the feedback system ON and OFF.

t The third theme is the operation of the longitudinal
feedback system, particularly the study of the longitu-
dinal kicker. As described first, we have not observed

npikuph sri"pln kiker the longitudinal instability. However, the surveying
the performance of the longitudinal system is a very
important study-issue for us.

Figure 4: Blockdiagram of the tune measurement system.
Relatively higher frequency components, about 4 times of 7 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the RF frequency, is used for this system. This choice en-
able us to increase the S/N ratio in the measurement. The authors are grateful to the commissioning group of

KEKB for their operation of the machines during our study.
They thank also Dr. Y. Ohnishi for his efforts to develop theWe are operating the bunch current monitor consisting of operator interface for the feedback and the related systems.

a front-end detector circuit, which is essentially the same

as the longitudinal position detector, and the memory board 8 REFERENCES
with a fast-read-out interface. Blockdiagram of the system
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The bunch-current is measured every 20ms (i.e. 50 Hz), [21 E. Kikutani et al., Proceedings of EPAC96, p. 1893.
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injector linac to be used by the bucket selection system of [4] R. Boni et al., Part. Accel. 52, 95 (1996).
the KEKB rings[6]. Simultaneously, the bunch-current dis- [5] K. Oide, these proceedings.
tribution is graphed out in a display in the main control [6] E. Kikutani et al., Proceedings of APAC98, p 525.
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The Eddy-current-induced Head-tail Instability at the KEK-PS

T. Toyama, D. Arakawa, S. Igarashi, J. Kishiro, E. Nakamura and K. Takayama
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)

1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 Japan

Abstract open circles in Fig.2 indicate the case of the 100 ms and the

The head-tail instability of the 12 GeV PS at KEK, has been 200 ms smoothing pattern, respectively. Global feature in

confirmed by extensive experiments. It turns out that the the measured temporal variation of & is qualitatively and
eddy-current-induced sextupole fields in the rectangular- quantitatively similar to the calculated one except an un-known • shift of 1-2, which has been observed for these
shaped vacuum pipe in the main bending magnets played a
crucial role in the head-tail instability during acceleration. years.
The eddy current effect was verified by field measurement 1 _. . . .
and chromaticity measurement in a way of different field-
rampings. The coupling impedances of the present injec- 0
tion kickers and new fast-extraction (FX) kickers, the dom-
inant impedance sources, have been examined on the test -

bench. The growth rate is calculated.
-2

1 INTRODUCTION &k/

The head-tail instability limited the beam intensity of the
12 GeV PS at KEK[1]. The eddy-current-induced sex- - 4
tupole field in the vacuum pipe in the main bending mag-
nets forces the horizontal chromaticity into shifting from - 5

negative to positive value during acceleration. Then longi-
tudinal modes f = 0, 1 and 2 become unstable. Especially -2 0 20 4 6 8

the mode f = 0 is fatal. -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

The chromaticity change is proportional to (dB/dt)/B Time from acceleration start [ms]
if it comes from eddy current. In the KEK-PS MR dB/dt
saturates at 2.3 T/s, while B increases as the beam is ac- Figure 1: Calculated horizontal chromaticity
celerated. Therefore the chromaticity change is larger for
lower energy. That is why the instability occurs just after
acceleration start.

Organization of the present paper is as follows. First, the I

eddy current in the vacuum pipes in the bending magnets
is manifested to be a main source that causes the positive
chromaticity. Second, the result of impedance measure- -
ment of injection and FX kickers is given. The observed
growth rate before and after the installation of the FX kick- 2 0
ers are briefly described. 0

0
-3

2 EDDY-CURRENT-INDUCED 0

SEXTUPOLE FIELD -4

The sextupole fields induced by the eddy current propo- - 5
tional to dB/dt is considered to cause a change in the chro- S

maticity. Its size was measured for two different dB/dt -6 1 I

patterns. One is dB/dt = 2.3[T/s] x t/(100[ms]) for 0 -20 0 20 40 60 8 0 100 120 140
<t < 100 ms, i.e. 100 ms smoothing pattern. The other Time from acceleration start [ms]
is dB/dt = 2.3[T/s] x t/(200[ms]) for 0 < t < 200 ms,
i.e. 200 ms smoothing pattern. The calculated and mea- Figure 2: Measured horizontal chromaticity
sured chromaticities during a beginning part of accelera-
tion are plotted in Fig. 1 and Fig.2, respectively. Solid line
and dashed line in Fig. 1 indicate the case of the 100 ms and The eddy-current-induced sextupole field component
200 ms smoothing pattern, respectively. Filled circles and was directly measured in a case with/without a model pipe
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of SUS316L in the monitor bending magnet connected with To evaluate the kicker coupling impedance, both of the-
main bending magnets in series. "Gaussmeter"(LakeShore oretical and experimental approach have been employed.
460) consisting of Hall probes and processing units was The real part of the transverse coupling impedances of the
employed for the measurement. Two Hall probes were injection and FX kickers were calculated by using the stan-
placed almost at the center in the longitudinal direction of dard theory of travelling wave kickers[6],
the magnet. One probe locating at a fixed position was
used as a reference. The output voltage excursion of the 9 C-type
other probe from the reference signal is recorded by using c Zo
time domain data acquisition of a 16-bit FFT analyzer (AD- Re[ZT] 02
VANTEST R921 1C SERVO ANALYZER). The signal was
averaged over a few tens of field pattern cycles. It was es- 9 "Twin c-type"[51
sential to use a difference signal of two probes to maximize
the ADC signal-to-noise-ratio and to cancel an undesirable Re[ZT] • b; -- T,
long-term field variation. The frequency band width of the w

measurement system was sufficient for our purpose.
The difference between the measured fields with and where c is the velocity of light, Zo the characteristic

without the vacuum pipe is taken. In Fig. 3 a field variation impedance of the kicker, w the angular frequency, b the gap
along the horizontal axis at the timing of 100 ms from the and in the factrd
beginning of acceleration is indicated by open circles. The and termnt n of t er.
field variation at the center is set to be zero for convenience. T m easuremeterforme usin a c erswreo

It is in good agreement with the calculations using three 1 m neter. atafir i "5" matrixpwas m e
analytic formulae: a two-parallel-plate approximation ( wire in the horizontal direction. The b21 component was
dashed line )[2], a numerical integration with a realistic wre in the zt direcin. the om pon was
shape ( solid line )[3]. A 2D simulation by the boundary transedbfi
element method for eddy-current-induced fields also gives impedance[7]f.a consistent result[4]. The results are plotted in Fig.4 for the injection kicker

Consequently, the change in the chromaticity is at- and in Fig.5 for seven FX kickers. In the figures dotstributed to the eddy-current-induced sextupole fields. indicate the measured value and solid line the calculatedone. Due to the limitation of the experimental setup, the
8 terminations of the kickers are not same as to the practi-

cal setup. In the present measurement, the matched loads
S/ were connected with the injection kicker at both ends. The

FX kicker is conneted with a matched load at one end and

/I// short-circuited at the other end. The disagreement between
4 the calculated and measured Re[ZT] for both type of kick-S4

/ ers may come from incomplete error correction or ferrite
loss which were not included in the calculations. They are

S2 0 0 0 subjects to be solved in future.
"The additional impedance newly introduced by the seven

FX kickers seems to be much larger than that of the five
o injection kickers for the frequency range of our interest.

In addition, the longitudinal impedance measurement of

,- 2 - the FX kickers embedded in the large rectangular chamber
- 8 0 - 6 0 -4 - 2 0 0 20 40 60 80 implied sharp resonances in a few hundred MHz region as

x [mm] shown by the dashed line in Fig.6. It is potentially dan-
gerous for the microwave instability serious at transition

Figure 3: Field variation due to eddy current in the vacuum crossing[8]. It seems to be caused by the gaps between
pipe kicker modules. Then the gaps between kickers were filled

up by the short copper pipes of the similar inner size. It re-
duced the impedance peak height by a factor of two to four
as indicated by the solid line in Fig.6.

3 KICKER IMPEDANCES

The growth rate measurement has suggested that the main 4 CONCLUSION
sources of the coupling impedances are kickers and re- The growth rate which is calculated by introducing the
sistive wall[l]. It was urgent to evaluate the coupling coupling impedances of the resistive wall and kickers into
impedance of newly installed FX kickers[5] for long- Sacherer's formula[9] should become to be large after in-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiment. stalling the FX kickers. The growth rate measurements
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BESSY II FEEDBACK SYSTEMS *

S. Khan t, T. Knuth, BESSY, Berlin, Germany

Abstract

The present status of feedback systems to counteract un-
wanted beam motion and coupled-bunch beam instabilities
in the BESSY II storage ring is reviewed.

1 INTRODUCTION

BESSY II [1] is a high-brillance synchrotron radiation _"" _'____

source in Berlin/Adlershof. The first beam was stored in
April 1998, regular user shifts started in January 1999.

Several effects tend to reduce the brillance of the syn-
chrotron radiation delivered to the users: W

* Unwanted motion of the closed orbit e.g. from ground
vibration or from power supply ripple may increase the ef-
fective beam emittance seen by the experimenter.

* Longitudinal coupled-bunch oscillations caused by
higher-order modes (HOMs) of the rf cavities may limit the
beam current, deteriorate undulator spectra, and increase Figure 1: Vacuum chamber and corrector magnets to be in-
the beam size in dispersive regions. stalled on either end of the undulator chamber. The draw-

* Transverse coupled-bunch instabilities from HOMs
and due to the resistive-wall effect may also limit the beam ing shows the upstream end (beam from left to right).
current and increase the effective emittance.

Plans to counteract these effects by feedback systems are
reviewed in this paper. For each project, the layout of the
system and its expected performance are described, and the 1.7 GeV). The distance between the magnets, 255 mm from

present status is reported. center to center, defines the dynamic range for displacing
the beam to be ±0.23 mm horizontally and ±0.18 mm ver-

2 LOCAL ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM tically.

Slow orbit drifts (< 1 Hz) can be handled by the global orbit Figure 1 shows the magnets and the vacuum chamber to

correction system of the storage ring using corrector coils be installed on either side of the undulator. The chamber is

integrated in the sextupole and dipole magnets. To counter- tapered from an octagonal cross section (65 x 35 mm) to

act orbit motion in the 1-100 Hz regime on the 1 /tm level, the elliptical profile (60 x 16 mm) of the adjacent undulator

the rate of sampling and correcting the beam should be of chamber, and a bellow is placed between the two magnets.

the order of 1 kHz, and dedicated computer hardware and Beam position monitors (BPMs) on both sides of the undu-
sare required. As a prototype, a local feedback sys- lator yield the electron beam position and angle within themagnets closedrd bumpootpe lcl edbc ss

tem with a closed bump enclosing an undulator (U-49) will closed bump.

be installed and tested in summer 1999. For a review of In addition to the electron beam position, the information
local and global correction schemes see e.g. [2]. from photon BPMs is available. By rejecting photoelec-

As outlined previously [3, 4], the feedback system uses 4 trons below a tunable threshold, the background radiation
window frame magnets, each equipped with horizontal and from the adjacent dipoles can be suppressed [5].
vertical coils on a yoke of granulated iron. Their design is
a compromise between low inductance, low eddy currents,' The hardware (vacuum chamber, magnets, power sup-
space requirements and sufficient kick strength. Excited by plies) has been delivered and awaits installation in the next
bipolar 20V/20A power supplies of 1 kHz bandwidth, each suitable shutdown period. Software development is under-
corrector magnet produces a maximum kick of 0.9 mrad way. Tests performed using Motorola MVME-162 CPUs
horizontally and 0.7 mrad vertically (at a beam energy of under VxWorks were satisfactory. However, to allow for

*This work is funded by the Bundesministerium fur Bildung, Wis- more flexibility, the use of VME-based DSPs is considered,
senschaft, Forschung und Technologie and by the Land Berlin. while a VME master CPU would establish the communica-

t Email: khan@bii.bessy.de tion with the BESSY II control system.
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6xRF 1374 MHz /amquency). A simulation demonstrates the beneficial effect
of this particular modulation scheme [ 13].

power The longitudinal damping rate can be expressed as [12]
Aam lfe

1 frf a
"r- , (1)

where frf is the rf frequency, a is the momentum com-
paction factor, v, is the synchrotron tune, and E is the beam
energy. The feedback gain i.e. the kick voltage per unit
phase deviation G = AU/AO is limited by the phase res-
olution and by the maximum amplifier power P = 220 W
via AU < v/•7ThRTP, where R, = 960 fQ is the kicker shunt
impedance. Assuming 50% power loss and saturation of
the amplifier at A0b = 7 mrad as an example, the maxi-
mum damping rate is about 1000 s-1, as shown in figure 3.

Figure 2: Layout of the longitudinal feedback system If necessary, the damping rate can be improved by adding
rf power, by using more kickers, or - subject to operational
experience - by increasing the gain.

3 LONGITUDINAL BUNCH-BY-BUNCH The LFB electronics is currently being tested at SLAC,
FEEDBACK SYSTEM Stanford. The kicker cavity as well as the amplifier and

other commercially available components have been deliv-
The BESSY II storage ring is operated using four DORIS- ered.
type pillbox cavities with a rich HOM spectrum. Damp-
ing antennas have been added to suppress the most promi- 4 TRANSVERSE BUNCH-BY-BUNCH
nent HOMs [6], and tuning the HOM positions by control- FEEDBACK SYSTEM
ling the cavity temperature is in preparation. Furthermore,
the design of Landau cavities to further suppress coupled- Apart from the transverse impedance of HOMs, the
bunch instabilities and to increase the bunch length is un- resistive-wall impedance can be quite significant for a syn-
derway. In addition to these measures, a longitudinal feed- chrotron light source with narrow undulator chambers. For
back system (LFB) will be installed in summer 1999. BESSY II, transverse growth rates of the order of 103 s-1

The LFB electronics developed for the ALS (Berke- were estimated [14].
ley), PEP-II (Stanford) and DAWNE (Frascati) [7, 8] will The transverse feedback system (TFB) for BESSY II is
be used in combination with a kicker cavity designed modelled after the analog system developed for the ALS
for DA4IDNE [9] and modified for a bunch frequency of [15]. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the TFB, where
500 MHz [ 10]. For details on the kicker cavity see [ 11 ]. signals from two sets of button-type pickups approximately

Figure 2 shows the LFB schematically. The bunch signal 90° apart in betatron phase are used. The moment signals
from a pickup passes a comb filter to produce a 3 GHz sig- (displacement.charge) are detected at 3 GHz, differenced,
nal for phase detection. The moment signal (phase-charge) mixed down to baseband, and combined in proper propor-
is digitized at a rate of 500 MHz, downsampled and dis- tion. For offset rejection, the correction signals from sub-
tributed to an array of DPSs, where a correction signal is sequent revolutions are subtracted. The resulting kicks are
computed. The D/A-converted correction signal QPSK- provided by stripline kickers driven by 150 W power am-
modulates a carrier at 1374 MHz (11/4 times the rf fre- plifiers. A 180' power splitter is used to drive opposite
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LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK KICKERS FOR THE
BESSY II STORAGE RING*

S. Khan, T. Knutht , BESSY, Berlin, Germany
A. Gallo, F. Marcellini, B. Sparato, M. Zobov, INFN, Frascati, Italy

Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the bunch-by-bunch
feedback kickers designed for the BESSY II storage ring.
Simulation results for the longitudinal kicker cavity and for
the transverse stripline kicker are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bunch-by-bunch feedback systems are required to cure
multibunch beam instabilities at high currents in the
BESSY II storage ring [1]. The present status of the lon- Figure 1: Longitudinal kicker structure.
gitudinal feedback system (LFB) and the transverse feed-
back system (TFB) is reported in [2]. As longitudinal cor-
recting element, a waveguide-overloaded cavity was fa- MAFIA calculations yield an optimum R/Q-value of
vored over a drift-tube structure. The kicker cavity de- 87 •} at a cavity length of 1=72 mm. The center frequency
signed for DAoNE [3] was modified to meet the require- has to fulfill the condition [8]
ments for BESSY II. A shunt impedance of 960 Q and ef-
fective damping of higher-order modes (HOMs) has been f ( = (p ± 0.25)frf (2)
achieved. For the TFB, stripline electrodes will be used. where p is a positive integer. In order not to deviate
The stripline pairs for each transverse plane will be com- too much from the original design, a center frequency ofbined in one structure. o uhfo h rgnldein etrfeunyo

1374 MHz (i.e. 2.75 frf) was chosen, leading to a theoret-
This paper describes the design issues and focusses on ical pillbox radius of 83 mm. Extensive simulations were

simulation results for both kickers using the computer performed using the 3D-code HFSS in order to check the
codes MAFIA [4], POISSON [5] and HFSS [6]. The pa- HOM content of the structure, to obtain the required Q-
rameters used in the simulations are given in Table 1. value of 5.2, and to optimize the transition from the coaxial

Table 1: Simulation parameters for BESSY II. feedthrough to the waveguide. Fig. 2 shows 1/8th of the

frf rf frequency 499.65 MHz kicker structure. The reflected power up to the cut-off fre-
n harmonic number 400 quency does not exceed 6%. The port-to-port frequency
E beam energy 1.7 GeV response is shown in Fig. 3. With a center frequency of

I assumed beam current 400 mA 1380 MHz and a bandwidth of 270 MHz, a Q-value of 5.1

P total rf power (LFB) 220 W is obtained.

total rf power (TFB) 2 x 150W

2 LONGITUDINAL KICKER

2.1 Geometry and Performance < 7 .

The LFB kicker is based on a pillbox cavity design as--
shown in Fig. 1. In order to achieve the desired bandwidth --

of [7]badit

fbw 0.53 frf 265 MHz, (1) "./

eight waveguides are attached to provide suitable damp-
ing. Four waveguides are used as power inputs, the four
other waveguides are connected to loads.

*This work is funded by the Bundesministerium fir Bildung, Wis-
senschaft, Forschung und Technologie and by the Land Berlin

t Email: knuth@bii.bessy.de Figure 2: HFSS model as 1/8th of the whole structure.
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with 1i representing the beam spectrum and R, the cou-
... ....... ............ p ............. l ........... ........... .............. pling im pedance, w hich turned out to be tw ice the shunt

impedance. Table 5 lists the total power contribution of~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ........... .. ....... ....... . ..... . ..... ..... .............,......... .. t e f n a n al m d a d th to l p w r of ll H s
the fundamental mode and the total power of all HOMs

................ ..... ................. . ... . .. . ............. for beam currents of 200 mA and 400 m A in 320 buckets.
S . ............... ................ ... i Since the cavity is a non-directional device, about half of

the generated power is seen by the amplifier i.e. 130 W
at 400 mA. A circulator for protection is not immediately
needed, since the amplifier is capable of absorbing up to

............ 100% of its output value (220 W).

Table 3: Monopole modes of the kicker cavity., iiiiiiiii ~~. ..iii ....... ......................... ... o is ut tva e

fMAFIA-3D JRs/Q fHFSS Q Rs
__ _ .- .... ode. [MHz] [Q•] [MHz] . [2

0 1405.8 86.9 1382 5.2 887
Frequency (MHz) 1 2518.5 13.9 2250 7.1 99

2 3231.1 2.6 3257 65 169
Figure 3: Frequency response of the fundamental mode. 3 3872.5 13.6 3849 149 2026

4 4379.7 2.6 4195 32 83
For a given input power P, the simulation yields an elec-

tric field amplitude Ez (z) and phase 19 (z) on the cavity Table 4: Dipole modes of the kicker cavity.
axis, from which the accelerating voltage fMAFIA-3D Rs/IQ fHFSS Q R

Mode [MHz] [Q] [MHz] [0]
1/2 1 2190.5 4.32 2176 15 64.8

V.a E. (z) exp(i[27rfrz/c - Oz(z)])dz (3) 2082.8 2062 18 77.8
-1/2 2 2279.7 0.07 2257 30 2.1

is obtained. The resulting shunt impedance, given by 2108.0 2085 97 6.8
3 2968.4 3.3 3019 18 59.4

R 2 acc (4)
2P 4 Table 5: Total beam induced power with 320 buckets filled.

is 1100 Q. An independent method to obtain R, by sim-
ulating a wire along the beam axis yields a slightly lower I Pfund.[W] PEHOM[W] PG [W]
value of 960 9. Table 2 summarizes the kicker parameters. 200 mA 35.5 29.9 65.4

Table 2: Longitudinal kicker parameters. 400 mA 142.0 119.5 261.5

pillbox length 72 mm
length including waveguides 260 mm
overall length 310 mm 3 TRANSVERSE KICKER
pillbox radius 82 mm
number of waveguides 8 3.1 Geometry and Performance
center frequency 1380 MHz For the transverse kicker, a stripline geometry will be em-
bandwidth 270 MHz ployed. The horizontal (x) and vertical (y) electrodes are
Shunt impedance 960 Q combined in a single structure to minimize space require-

ments and to obtain a moderate loss factor. Each pair of
electrodes is driven in differential mode using a 1800 power

2.2 HOM Characterization divider connected to a 150 W linear amplifier.

Monopole and dipole HOMs were selected using 2D Fig. 4 shows the model of the kicker for MAFIA calcu-
MAFIA calculations, and their center frequencies were ver- lations. C-shaped electrodes for the x-plane and flat elec-
ified by 3D runs. In the vicinity of these frequencies, trodes for the y-plane match the octagonal shape of the ad-
HFSS runs were performed to obtain the Q-values and jacent vacuum chamber without tapering, leaving only a
shunt impedances listed in table 3 and table 4. The power 5 mm wide gap in longitudinal direction. The electrode
generated by the monopole modes was computed up to the length of 300 mm maximizes the shunt impedance. To
cut-off frequency of 5.2 GHz, where each mode contributes improve radiative heat dissipation, the outside surface is
a power of increased by adding cooling vanes. Using the 2D code

POISSON, the electrodes and the surrounding chamber

Pa 1 1Re[R.(w')]I I (5) were shaped tomeet the line impedance requirement of
2 RL = 50 Q. A model was built and TDR (time domain
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total power loss of 5 W for stainless steel (specific resis-
tivity pst = 0.71 • 10-6 fQm) and 0.8 W for copper elec-
trodes (QCu = 0.017.10-6 fm) was obtained. On the other
hand, using the Stefan-Boltzmann law and the emission co-
efficients for steel (Est = 0.29) and copper (eCu = 0.03)
electrode temperatures of Tst = 80'C and Tcu = 105'C
were found. In order to decrease the electrode temperature,

Figure 4: MAFIA model of the transverse kicker (1/8th of the possibility of blackening the electrode surfaces is being

the full structure). considere able 6: Transverse kicker parameters.

line impedance 50 fQ
reflectometry) measurements were performed to verify the length of kicker structure 310 mm
line impedance of the electrodes, which agrees well with overall length 600 mm
the calculations, and to minimize reflections at the transi- (incl. bellow and pumping port)
tion to the coaxial feedthroughs. The different geometry electrode separation (x, y) 65 mm, 35 mm
of the electrodes in x and y leads to a different transverse Coverage factor (x, y) 1.1, 0.83
shunt impedance R•- [9] Kick voltage at DC (x, y) 1.7 kV, 2.4 kV

S2 2Kick voltage at 250 MHz (x, y) 1.2 kV, 1.7 kV

= 2RL - sin2 , (6)

where g9,, is the respective geometric coverage factor,
k is the wavenumber, I is the electrode length, h is the dis- 4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
tance between opposite electrodes and 0 = k I. Fig.5 shows
the frequency dependence of the shunt impedance in both The authors from BESSY would like to thank the members

planes. of the DAoNE rf group (INFN, Frascati) for their guid-
ance in redesigning the kicker cavity. Valuable information

•20000 for the layout of the transverse kicker was provided by W.
200 Barry and J. Corlett (LBNL, Berkeley).
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Abstract 2.1 Temperature Varying Devices

At the Taiwan Light Source (TLS), the stability of the The devices that might cause thermal variations are the
electron beam orbit is sensitive to the utility conditions. cooling water system and the air-conditioning system. The
The beam position showed strong correlation with the cooling water system consists of three subsystems: the
temperature while the tunnel temperature variation was chilled water system (CHW), the cooling tower water
more than 0.4°C. In this work, the coolant temperature system (CTW), and the de-ionized water system (DIW).
and the air temperature in the storage ring tunnel were The de-ionized water system consists of three loops. The
tuned to test the sensitivity of the electron beam orbit. The DIW system-1 (Cu) supplies the coolant to the major
temperature difference of the devices in the TLS might be devices, such as the RF systems, the magnets, and the
as high as 10'C between the system shutdown and power supplies. The DIW system-2 (Al) is used for the
operation. These temperature variations affected the beam vacuum beam ducts. The DIW system-3 (Beamline)
stability through some specific routes. Some modeling supplies to the photon-beamline devices.
technique was also applied to identify the correlation The air-conditioning system of the storage ring includes
factors among the beam position and the utility conditions. five major air-handling units supplying to the storage ring,

the laboratory, and the experimental area. In addition, the
1 INTRODUCTION air-conditioning system also supplies to the core area

In 1997, Keller et al. [1] studied the correlation between devices, at where the RF transmitters, magnet power

the beam orbit stability and the utility conditions for the supplies, vacuum controllers, and other associated

Advanced Light Source (ALS). At TLS, a series of instruments are located. Table 1 lists the current set points

experiments were also conducted [2]. From the daily and the varying temperature range of the TLS utility

observation of the beam status at TLS, the beam orbit is systems.
sensitive to the utility conditions. Although an orbit-
feedback system is being implemented at TLS, the Table 1: Operation temperature of the TLS utility system.

requirement for a stable utility system should never be
ignored. It is easy to imagine that the positions of beam System CHW CTW DIW(Cu) DIW(Al) A/C
position monitors, which used for orbit feedback, would Set Point 7.0°C 30.0°C 23.5 0 C 25.0°C 24.50 C
follow the tiny thermal distortions. Range ±0.2°C - ±0.50 C ±0.20C ±0.20 C ±0.10C
To study the propagation routes caused by the utility
perturbation, experiments have been setup. In this work,
the experiments concentrated on thermal effects from the 2.2 Monitoring Systems
temperature varying devices. In the second section, a The beam orbit was monitored by the electron beam
simulation model and the results for optimizing the position monitors (EBPM, -5gm resolution) and the
control parameters of the utilities is mentioned. Instead of position monitors (EBPM, with resolutionusin liear odeing ppracha fzzy odeing photon beam position monitors (PBPM, with resolution
using linear modeling approach, a fuzzy modeling <0.5gm). The temperature sensors at the coolant loop and
technique was applied to acquire the beam- in the ring tunnel monitored the utility performance. Most
position/utility-system model. In the third section, the part of the utility system is using temperature sensors with
optimization for deionized water (DIW) temperature 0.1 C sensitivity and part with 0.03'C sensitivity.
setting is described.

2.3 System Modeling

2 UTILITY SYSTEM AND MODELING

Figure 1 shows the possible transferring routes to the
The TLS utility consists of three major systems: the water electron beam and photon beam perturbation from utility
system, the air conditioning system, and the electricity systems. The effects among the subsystems are cascades.
system. In this work, only the studies on the temperature In this work, the system modeling approach was studied
varying systems are mentioned. for optimizing the utility status.

Based on the propagation routes, a mathematical model
* Email: hmcheng@srrc.gov.tw was established to calculate the orbit for a given set of
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operating parameters. The simulation code representing model. In Table 2, the performance of the LTI model and
the TLS storage ring was written in MATLAB. the Sugeno's fuzzy model is compared.

Y-4-
- _- - -- - a-0 -• -R-

DssOs2tss - an "L -A--4 -~-' " "-A-

2 Ouso....ns i ... . i. . . ,,i. .. ... ,j.i .... i.,...

a o 105oo 20. 2n s 300 55
Tine t, h) (a)

Electron -0

Device Operation . 3.2•

Figure 1: The propagation routes from the utility variation ,
to the variations of electron- and photon-beam position. ....

The mathematical model of a linear time-invariant (LTI) -0
system w as described as: ... ... . a0 s 2 5 5 30 0 (b)
state equation: dXstats = AXst + BUUf1 +Fw' and (1) -1

dt -- 210 /

-220 5output equation: YnPS = DMst~t. + EUutj + Hw, (2) •.. • •

where YBs is the beam position, X,.,_ is the temperature ,0 -
status vector at the storage ring, UUtl, is the set points -250 -
vector of the utility systems, w is the disturbance vector, .i 6o

and A, B, D, E, F and H are the coefficient matrices with ..

constant elements. For an LTI system w is always a null -280

vector. In real life, the disturbance term always contains ..ss.-.s -2 -2. -2. -230 -210 -ns -ass

the nonlinearity of system fluctuation, invalid Ac••alPostbn (c)
measurement, or the external unpredictable signals. In this Figure 2: (a) Measured temperature inputs; (b) measured
work, the output is the EBPM results along the y-axis. The beam position and the simulation results of the fuzzy
elements chosen in the input vector are the ambient model; and (c) the statistics between the measured and
temperatures around the kicker and the RF cavity in the simulated beam position.
tunnel, the outlet temperature of the DIW system-1 (Cu)
and system-2 (Al), and the temperature of the quadrupole In this simulation, the trend of the simulation results meet
magnet cable. The input data are shown in Figure 2a. quite good with the measured data (Figure 2b). However,
As a LTI system, the ARMAV [3] modeling approach was some parts of the simulation output do not meet the result
proposed. The standard deviation a of the calculating (for example, the discrepancies at t = 60, 120-150, 210-
error (the difference between the measured and the 240, 260-280, 320, etc.). For improving, the model could
calculated results) is about 18ptm (Table 2). be modified by two approaches. The first method is to
To predict the effect caused. by the nonlinear term, the divide the whole process into several different modes (e.g.
fuzzy modeling approach proposed by M. Sugeno [4] was transient mode, steady state mode, high/low current, etc.).
applied to build the simulation model in this work. The other method is to include more modeling parameters,
Assuming that the beam position in the storage ring is such as mechanical vibration and electricity fluctuations.
only affected by the utility conditions, the data points shall
locate in the s+1 dimensional space (X" y' ), where X•-) = Table 2: Standard deviation comparison of calculating
(x0X W. x, ), x. denotes the j-th (sensor index) input's error between ARMAV and Sugeno's fuzzy model.
at the i-th (time) point, and y(' is the output's (beam
position) coordinate of the i-th point. In the simulation Linear (ARMAV) Nonlinear (Sugeno)
result, the inputs are the same as the LTI modeling -18gm -8g.m
approach. The standard deviation of the calculation error
is about 8pm. In Figure 2c, the comparison of the results shows the
The nonlinear simulation procedure was applied to performance of the model. As stated in Table 2, the
observe the performance of the generated model. Figure standard deviation of the error is -8.tm.
2b illustrates the simulation results of Sugeno's fuzzy
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3 TEMPERATURE SETTING 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
OPTIMIZATION Currently, the air temperature in the storage ring tunnel

A series of experiment was conducted to test the was held within ±_0.1°C, and the cooling water system

relationships between the beam orbit variation and the could also hold the outlet temperature within ±0.2°C. The

utility parameters. The experimental results showed that source capacity of both air-handling units and the DIW

some of the orbit oscillations were correlated to the system achieved a balance without saturation. After the

temperature variation while the variation was larger than improvements, the beam orbit variation was controlled to

0.40C. be less than ±15gm.

At TLS, the utility capacity might saturate because of Though a modeling tool has been developed to correlate
improper settings. The saturation conditions of the utility the beam position and the utility system, some ambiguities

system were mainly determined by the DIW system-1i need to be resolved. Three major factors are to be

When the temperature set point of DIW system-I is below considered for the improvement. The first factor is

25.0°C, the air-conditioning system is capable to keep the inhomogeneous air temperature in the storage ring tunnel.

air temperature variation within ±0.20 C, and the beam The second factor is the injection process between two

orbit drift is therefore improved. If the set point falls shifts. The third, probably the most important factor, is the

beyond this range, some air-conditioning subsystems insufficient input parameters.

saturate. For example, if the set point is 25.0'C, the AHU To solve these problems, some projects are underway. The

duty factor is 100% and saturates. Table 3 lists the injection energy is to be increased from 1.3GeV to

relationship between the AHU duty factor and the 1.5GeV (so that no ramping process during injection) in

temperature set point of DIW system-1. order to overcome the transient phenomenon after

Two major methods were adopted to stabilize the beam injection. A series of experiments are being conducted to

position in order to keep the utility systems unsaturated analyze the inhomogeneous environment so that the

and to achieve an optimized balance. The first one was to parameters for temperature control system can be better

optimize the set points for individual subsystems. Figure 4 tuned. Some environmental factors, such as the

shows the correlation between the beam drift in one shift mechanical vibration, the decreasing beam current, and

and the DIW system-1 set point. It shows that the lower the electricity perturbations, etc., will be added to make

the DIW temperature is, the smaller the air temperature the model more complete. The improvement on modeling

variation will be, and thus the smaller beam orbit variation will help the optimization of the utility set points.
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INTEGRATED SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT OF LONGITUDINAL
FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR TLS
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Abstract Figure 1: System diagram

A DSP based longitudinal multi-bunch feedback system
is being developed in SRRC, The software structure of DSP Pror-

feedback consist of a digital signal processors array to ./Cd. Co.powc

execute feedback algorithm and to provide raw data for Control Co.s..

beam diagnostic purposes. In order to develop,
commission and operate this system efficiently, an
integrated software environment has been developed. In *. i ............
such environment, we have major software components Control Network I Ethemet Switch

including, (1) feedback control algorithm on DSP, (2)
DSP developing environment is on PC, (3) diagnostics
toolkits is on PC and embedded computer, (4) operator
interface on PC and workstation. The feedback control
loop is a combined with digital filter and controller. DSP
developing environment includes a code composer
running on PC as well as a remote Ethernet based JTAG

C'40 Compatible

emulator to debug program. The system will equip C-..Putt

diagnostic toolkits to acquire and analyse data. The 8 OutP

associated hardware and software are commercial A E DA r

products that may help to reduce the system development

time. The design features and performance of such will be A L

reported 33 MHZ

Limiting
Amtplifir- Q.SK

.mCm 00 Timing APower

1 INTRODUCTION meraW, # 007 50 M. R .5Maf

A digital longitudinal damper is being developed in 50.0 MHzfRF 2.5iHz I

SRRC to stabilise the longitudinal coupled-bunch Pickup Low Q Kicker

instabilities observed in the TLS storage ring [1]. It is a
bunch by bunch feedback system designed for 200
bunches at 2 ns bunch interval. The longitudinal feedback 2 LFB SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
( LFB ) system in SRRC consists of five parts. The front- The data processing is divided to two major parts. One
end RF electronic system, data input and output system, is data communication, other is digital signal processing
data processing and low-Q kicker. The Commercial Off- and development system. The data transportation is by the
the-Shelf (COTS) extensive product solutions are used in C'40 compatible communication ports of digital
DSP to reduce development times. Designs of the bunch processing unit. There are eight input ports and eight
phase detection circuit, the digital electronics and the 1125 output ports in this system. The digital processing unit is
MHz wide-band RF system for correction of phase errors consists of VME hosts, DSP modules and JTAG emulator.
have been tested with the beam. The core of the digital
electronics is a DSP array that utility DSP modules 2.1 LFB electronics
performing parallel processing at a data throughput of 500 The longitudinal feedback ( LFB ) system in SRRC is
Mbytes/sec. This COTS products take off the expense and separated to five parts. The ADC/DEMUX and
risk of in-house development, A prototype operating at DAC/MUX circuits with peak data transfer rate of 500
one eighth of the data rate of the final system is under Mbytes/s. The ADC/DEMUX board digitises the discrete
construct to evaluate the system design. phase error signal for search bunches at 500 MHz and

* Email: longmild@srrc.gov.tw
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distributes to the processors that have slower clock rate for with window user interface in windows95/NT operation
signal filtering. By using the DAC/MUX board, the system. It supports to multi-processor download and
filtered signals from the processors are then combined in develops DSP program in the same time. The code
correct sequence and converted into a single analog signal composer is a system development tool that supports an
(the correction signal). The signal is amplified up to 200 integrated development environment (IDE) for C4x and
Watts, and the RF power amplifier is used to drive the C6x. This environment allows DSP code designer to edit,
longitudinal kicker that in turn kicks individual bunches build, manage products, debug and profile from a single
every 2 nanoseconds. The RF system consists of the 3 application. In addition, the IDE lets user compile in the
GHz prompt bunch phase detection unit, and the 1.0- background as well as analyze signals graphically
1.25GHz broad band drive chain is used to drive kicker (including Eye Diagnostic. Constellation Diagnostic. FFT
[2,31. Waterfall, Image display etc.), perform file 1/O, debug

multiprocessors, and customise a C-interpretative
2.2 Data throughput considerations scripting language in the IDE.

The front-end electronics sample the data in 500
Mbytes/sec. Decimate factor is 18 in present system t P 1

configuration. Another decimation factor is possible. .i.,J.L • ÷ II'f ,Il !Ž
Bunch oscillation is sampled at one turn, the following A..
consecution 17 turns data is omitted. The communication t ro L

ports, use in the LFB system as a unidirectionk..•..L..J /. Deartiol

communication interface to bunch oscillation detector and Se cIt s hort a[32J. '~t short x[321 . b _j~n
kicker system. A communication port sends or reads each .L.JL f: L hort y - 0; noD ........... .
of the stored words in its FIFO on a byte-to-byte basis. Ma[ 11 Co0d:,• f•000000

:'File'Iew .nr~rin

The separated input and output COMM port support 20 L t ....... 1, "I.' ..

Mbytes per second. The transfer time is 1.4 us in each i
twenty-five bunch. Performance of communication port is I TI±J, I . I I2I
satisfied with the requirement of LFB system. IL= in, K,1% 3,c Col

Figure 2: Development tool.
2.2 DSP modules

There are two kinds of DSP modules. One is 3.2 Feedback software
TMS320C4x, another is TMS320C6x. In prototype test,
TMS320C4x are used. The TMS320C4x can deliver up to All tasks of feedback software are optimal for
30 MIPS/60 MFLOPS performance with a maximutn /O communication and filtering. This task can't be swapped
bandwidth of 384M bytes/s. However, data type in LFB when processor is accessing from COMM port memory.
system is byte oriented, floating point features in 'C40 is The phase shift, and band-pass filter tasks are embedded
useless. High MIPS integer DSP is preferred for LFB in DSP module. In the meantime, it receive filter control
application. The TMS320C6x is upgraded processor in and feedback status control from host. The DSP modules
LFB system. There is 1600 MIPS and 200 MHz (5 ns include of multiprocessors to process input data, to kick
instruction cycle time) in C6x. Advanced VelociTI VLIW system.
architecture that enables sustained throughput of up to 3.3 Host
eight instructions in parallel. New development paradigm
is based on software, not hardware. C6x DSPs use RISC- The tasks of host are embedded in VME controller, are
like instructions, which facilitate mapping to multiple connected with console computer to support to feedback
functional units for additional scheduling flexibility. It is remote control, filter coefficient update, status reports and
very efficient for LFB system on filtering operation, data analysis. The relationship tasks are shown in figure
especially. 3. The setting service handles filter and status control.

General reading handles raw data store.
3 SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

3.1 DSP software development environment

This development system is an Ethernet based JTAG
emulator. It is able to remote control by local computer
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"The analog input electronics have been finished testing.
[The processors are successfully connected with this board.

T p The analog output electronics is designing now. The data
transformation is by JTAG port now. The process will be
paused when data is sending with JTAG port. The
software for the control in the longitudinal feedback
system has been developed with COTS product.

In the future, Feedback software will be developed
continuously software and to aid commission of the
system.

H1R filter

Figure 3: Relationship between software components 0.6 - . __ _ _

E0.4 - - - _ _

0.2 -- - _____

3.4 System management o-- -___ _ 0 i _7
0 10 20 30 40 50 H0 70

KHz
There are many tasks in host that is necessary to be 100

managed, for diagnostic request. These tasks include of so _

download filter coefficient, on/off control, and save raw • -- ....
data. For example, feedback is necessary to be stopped 0 .. ..
when host is updating filter coefficient, and then re-turn -..50 . .. - -

on feedback. Status control task has lower priority than . __0 _ L I____
filter control. o 10 20 30 40 50 6O 70

3.5 Console software Figure 4: IIR filter simulation.

There are several tools in console except for
development tool, such as, filter simulation and raw data
on line display. An integrated MATLAB simulation tool is 6 REFERENCE
applied in console. To support to various conditions in [1] W. K. Lau et al. Study of Longitudinal Coupled-Bunch
commission, adjust phase and centre frequency of band- Instabilities in the SRRC Storage Ring, Proceedings of 1997 IEEE

pass filter on online that is efficient. The 200 samples will Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, 1997.
[2] W. K. Lau, S. J. Lin, M. S. Yeh, L. H. Chang, T. T. Yang, K. T.

equally distribute via eight C'40 COMM ports to DSP Hsu, M. H. Wang, C. C. Kuo: Development Of A Digital
modules. Every COMM port handles twenty-five bunches Longitudinal Damper For The TLS Storage Ring, Proceedings of

1997 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Vancouver, 1997.data. Current design use synchronous data transfer [3] M. S. Yeh, K. T. Hsu, C. H. Kuo, W. K. Lau, J. F. Lee, S. J. Lin:
scheme, i. e. All data is collected, and then is blocked High Speed Digital Processing Electronics for the TLS

Longitudinal Feedback System in this proceeding.filtering [3]. The cycle time of output via out component [4] J. G. Proakis and D. G. Manolakis, Introduction To Digital Signal
is 7.2 us, 25 bunches data is parted to 28 bytes, and Processing, Macillan 1988.
transfer to DSP module via COMM port. The data transfer [5] W. K. Lau, L. H. Chang, K. T. Hsu, C. H. Kuo, J. A. Li, M. S. J.

Lin, T. T. Yang. M. S. Yeh: Progress of the TLS Longitudinal
time is about 2 us. Peak data throughput is about 10 Feedback System and Associated Beam Longitudinal-Dynamics

Mbytes/sec per COMM port. Studies, in this proceeding.

5 CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE
WORKS

The preliminary test has suppressed longitudinal
oscillation successfully. The analog input of LFB
electronics has been connected with COMM port of
processors. This testing is a single bunch longitudinal
oscillation that is suppressed by the feedback loop and RF
cavity [5]. The oscillation frequency is destroyed when
feedback is turned on. The band-pass filter will be
improved to infinite impulse response filter. There is
narrower bandwidth than FIR filter in the same tap. The
parts of LFB electronics are still in implementation stage.
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LOCAL FEEDBACK APPLICATION IN TLS

C. H. Kuo", K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu

Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
No. 1 R&D Road VI, Hsinchu Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu 30077, Taiwan, R. 0. C.

Abstract inputs and then outputs are connected to the front-end of
PBPM node interface card. The PMC or VME bus is

The various orbit perturbations are enhanced after many between reflective memory and CPU board that support
insertion devices are installed in the storage ring of TLS. wide bandwidth transfer rate. The configuration of
These sources will interfere to system performance. The feedback system is presently distributed in two VME
local orbit feedback system is used to suppress crates. The orbit readings are by multi-channels 16 bit
miscellaneous local orbit perturbation. The feedback high precision A/D cards. Sampling rate of system is I
system consists of sensor and feedback control loop. The KHz now. The inputs and outputs interfaces are all 16 bit
sensors are electron beam position monitor (BPM) and high precision cards to support exactly corrector control
photon monitor of elliptical polarization undulator (EPU). [2].
The feedback control loop architecture share same
hardware with global orbit feedback. The VME-based
crates interconnected with high performance daisy- 7 -]I
chained global reflective memory networks are used to MIR
share position data with DSP. The result is shown in this
report.

1 INTRODUCTION _____

Taiwan Light Source (TLS) in Synchrotron Radiation
Research Center (SRRC) is one of the third-generation ,..
synchrotron light sources, which are characterised by low . ..

emittance of the charged particle beams and high
brightness of photon beams radiated from insertion Figure 1: Hardware diagram for orbit feedback.
devices. These insertion devices are useful for the
brightness and spectrum of beam, but are also make some There are two orbit feedback systems in this control
influences for the electron orbit and the lattice of storage loop. One is local feedback, and other is global feedback.
ring. Any vibrations and orbit drift that lead to distortions Integrating these two feedback loops for better co-
in the closed orbit will result in a larger effective operation, bandwidth of 10 - 100 Hz is necessary to
emittance. Together with the brightness reduction, suppress vibration and power supply ripple related beam
unwanted beam motion that causes the incident light motion, etc. These feedback systems are integrated with
position and angle to vary can degrade the experimental the existed control system. BPMs data and correctors
advantages of synchrotron. Cancel these negative local readback are updated into control system dynamic
bump are main purpose for the local orbit feedback of database in the period of 100 msec. Local feedback
development [1] system is bounded on I/O as well as computation. It is

important to arrange the real time task and to arbitrate
2 SYSTEM STRUCTURE computer bus properly in order to optimise system

performance.

2.1 Hardware structure 2.2 Software structure

The hardware configuration of local feedback (LOFB)
system is shown in figure 1. The photon BPM reading
systems are combined in photon BPM node. This node A local feedback system has been developed to
includes a PowerPC 604e/200 MHz CPU board, reflective suppress orbit disturbances caused by low-frequency drift
memory with PMC, VME bus and A/D interface cards, and insertion devices. First, a local bump of four magnets
The PBPM signals are connected to current amplifier ratio is measured by taking beam position monitor (BPM)

""Email: longmild@srrc.gov.tw
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reading in outside of bump when the corrector are
individually perturbed. The feedback controller is based k= k - -k - .R kb (3)
on PID algorithm [3]. Infinite impulse response digital R22
filtering (IIR) [4] techniques were used to removed noise R
of electron beam position reading, to compensate eddy kb =-kb - 1 ka (4)

current effect of vacuum chamber, and to increase R11
bandwidth of local feedback loop. where R is response matrix, k is bump coefficient.

Local feedback software block diagram An idea de-coupled bump only affect one position

detector. There is a little difference between photon

[AY monitor and BPM for detector of feedback loop inside
11 -- ,4-ma~gnet bump. If the bump is decoupled by BPM, equation 3 and

filter bump 4 is satisfied to this transformation. If the bump is de-

coupled by photon monitor, equation 3 and 4 must be
modified to angular bump. So, original equation is

ll ' transferred to

kb =k + Cbka (6)
Data a st where c are constant.

Figure 2: Software diagram for orbit feedback Four-magnets bump

3 LOCAL BUMEP

3.1 Four- magnets local bump Pot

The four-magnets are combined by two independent Beam position monitor monitor

three-magnet bumps a and b. Let 0I, 02, 03, and 04 be the :Magnet

kick strength on four corrector, then we have Figure 3: Four-magnets bump.

01I [ka1 01

0= ' 02 k.I =K. "i (1) 4 APPLICATION
03 [ 3 kb 3  Ob LObJ In this report, local feedback is applied in EPU section.

04 kb4 There are perturbation sources in other location of ring,
but the photon monitor is stable in beam-line. The BPM

I- [ 1of outside bump is shown in figure 4.1. There are two

[0] =R-1 [Ya] (2) detectors in the inside bump. One is R1BPM9Y that is

Ob Yb BPM, other is BL05PBPM1V that is photon monitor.
Their behaviours are shown in figure 4.2 and 4.3. Two-

where R is local response matrix. The local response photon monitor's status in feedback loop is shown inwher R s loal espose atrx. Te lcal espnse figure 5.1 and 5.2 when beam is unstable. The unstable
matrix is a linear response matrix that is measured by taking beam is shown in figreb.3

photon monitor or beam position monitor (BPM) reading when beam is shown in figure 5.3.

the magnet are kicked one by one. K is bump ratio. The local
bump coefficient is consisted of inverse local response and
bump ratio. That is a four by two matrix. 5 CONCLUSION

In the future, the local feedback system will be
merged in beam-line with electron BPMs and photon

3.2 DECOUPLING monitors. An extended feedback bandwidth in local
For independently control two four-magnets bump, de- feedback system is necessary to suppress various

coupling procedure is necessary. To avoid two-detectors perturbations. The BPM and photon monitors readings are
inference each other in feedback loop. The coefficient of contaminated by ripple noise. Advance signal processing
bump a and bump b is transferred to and filtering technique is applied in LFB that will help to

the performance of system.
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PROGRESS OF THE LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM AND
ASSOCIATED BEAM OBSERVATIONS IN TLS

W. K. Lau, L. H. Chang, P. J. Chou, K. T. Hsu, C. H. Kuo, M. H. Wang, T. T. Yang, M. S. Yeh,
SRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Abstract can be coupled into the kicker through symmetrically
placed ports for kicker voltage enhancement. This paper

A digital feedback control system against longitudinal reports the progress of the development of such system.
coupled-bunch instability is being developed for the During the construction stage, longitudinal dynamics has
Taiwan Light Source (TLS). This system is designed to been observed by using part of the system. For examples,
stabilize bunch-phase oscillation of each of the 200 the bunch.phase detector is used to measure synchrotron
electron bunches in the TLS storage ring, and it operates tunes via beam transfer function measurements in the
at a bunch crossing frequency of 500 MHz. Two single bunch mode. A preliminary observation of bunch
innovative aspects of this system are (1) the special phase oscillations induced by zero-LCBI mode.
design of the digital signal processing (DSP) electronics,
which run at a peak data rate of 500 Mbytes per second, 2 SUMMARY OF RECENT PROGRESS
and (2) the compact broadband longitudinal kicker for
bunch-phase correction. Recent progress of this work and
preliminary results of associated observations of beam 2.1 Installation of the Longitudinal Kicker
longitudinal-dynamics will also be reported. The longitudinal kicker described above has recently been

installed into the storage ring (Figure 1). It has been used
1 INTRODUCTION to kick the beam with voltage modulation on the

Longitudinal coupled-bunch instability (LCBI) that reference signal that drive the 200 watts power amplifier.

occurred in the TLS storage ring electron beam is The power of synchrotron sideband has increased by

believed to be driven by cavity high order modes (HOMs). more than 10 dB when full power was applied to the

Since LCBI is the main obstacle in preserving the natural kicker. Beam signal picked-up from one of the magnetic

emittance at higher beam current. They broaden the loop of the kicker is used to estimate the kicker shunt
spectra of undulators and which cause slow fluctuations impedance and bandwidth. At very low beam current, the

of the photon beam intensity. A digital feedback control observed signal power at 1 GHz is measured. The
system is designed to stabilize dipole-mode LCBI in a deduced shunt impedance is quite close to its predicted

bunch-by-bunch manner. Design of such system has been value that is about 100 Ohms. The strength of the picked-

discussed elsewhere [1]. However, specific constraints up beam signal is maximized within a bandwidth of about

have to be considered when such system is designed to 250 MHz as expected.

operate in the TLS storage ring. First, maximum
longitudinal dimension is limited to 230 mm (including
the transitions from round to elliptical beam pipes) which
is relatively short in comparison with other kicker
structure design. Second, the expectations from the users
require that the system have to be operational within a
short period. In order to reduce system development time,
commercially available embedded DSP modules were
chosen as the core of signal processing electronics - a
DSP array performs parallel digital signal filtering. A
unique signal conversion plus data-transfer unit was
developed as the interface between the fast changing
analog signals and the DSP array (in which DSP chips run
at a slower processing rate). A compact longitudinal
kicker with 250 MHz bandwidth (FWHM) operates at a
center frequency of 1125 MHz to provide energy kicks to
the bunches. This structure is equipped with magnetic
loops which permit rf power to be coupled out from the
structure (through high power, coaxial, rf feedthroughs) Figure 1: The longitudinal kicker installed in the TLS
in order to "de-Q" the acceleration mode for wide- storage ring
bandwidth and to damp high-order modes. Also, rf power
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2.2 The Bunch Phase Detector and the Wide- Figure 2 shows the amplitude of the phase oscillation of a
band RF System bunch is damped to a small value within a few

synchrotron oscillation cycles.
The bunch phase detector and the 1.0-1.25 GHz rf system The TLS rf system consists of two independent if
has been built and tested. The detector has been used for stations. We used one of the cavity as a kicker to drive
beam observation (see Section 3), physically meaningful bunch phase oscillations and with the other one in the
results has been obtained. feedback loop to damp the oscillation (the compact
The correction signal from the DAC is used to modulate longitudinal kicker is .not available during the
the 1 GHz carrier signal (locked to the ring master clock) experiment). In this experiment, a 4-tap FIR filter is used.
that drive the power amplifier. A double side-band carrier However, further optimization in controller design is
suppressed (DSB-CS) modulator is made for this purpose required. We are now working on single bunch
during initial beam test. A QPSK modulated 1.125 GHz experiment with the installed longitudinal kicker.
locked source is being built to replace the I 0Hz carrier
when it is needed. Now, the system is equipped with a
200 Watts power amplifier with instantaneous bandwidth 3 PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF
from 1.0-2.0 GHz. LONGITUDINAL BEAM DYNAMICS

2.3 Signal Processing Electronics Since the bunch phase detector, ADCIDEMUX unit and
Signl pocesin eletroicsis erhas te mst ime DSP modules are partially installed, some observations on

consuming part in developing the feedback system. Since bemlniunadymcsreoweoepsil.

the 60 MHz C44 DSP chips is chosen as the signal 3.1 Tune Measurement
processing element, digitized signal is transfer to the DSP
modules via communication ports (modules with even Longitudinal beam transfer function can be measured by
faster DSP chips are now under evaluation). The injecting phase modulation to the main cavity voltage and
ADCIDEMUJX unit has been built to digitize the analog bunch phase oscillation is detected by the system bunch
bunch phase signal into 8 bits data and are distributed to phase detector. From this measurement, synchrotron tune
the DSP chips [2]. The DAC/MUX unit is equipped with as a function of gap voltage can be found. It shows good
hold buffer circuitry that holds the digital filter output for agreement between theoretical and measured data.
eighteen turns. Simulation shows that the system gain is
significantly increased with this hold buffer capability [3].
Full speed system can only be possible until the
DAC/MUX unit is completed.

.. . .. .

2.4 Feedback with Main Cavity as Kicker
Single bunch experiment can be performed to test
subsystem and parts online in this intermediate stage.4

.................................................................

Figure 3: Measured synchrotron tune versus gapvltage
in TLS

3.2 Observation of a Zero-mode LCBI

Zero-mode LCBI is excited in purpose by de-tuning the
main cavities, phase error signals of each bunches are

wi-o*ýe detected and digitized and distributed to the DSP modules
by the ADCIDEMUX unit. Data representing 25 equally

Figure 2: Result of feedback with main cavity as kicker. spaced bunches are collected by one of the DSP.
Showing phase oscillation of a bunch is damped
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Figure 4: The measured coherent phase oscillation of the
bunches is a characteristic of zero-mode LCBI

4 DISCUSSIONS
Recent progress of developing a digital longitudinal
feedback is reported. The system is partially installed.
Beam observation has been made to verify subsystem
performance. Since we have a major modification that a
hold buffer circuit is included into the DAC/MUX unit,
the schedule may be delayed for a few of months. The
full speed system test will be performed in near future.

5 REFERENCES
[1] W. K. Lau et al., "Development of a Digital Longitudinal Damper

for the TLS Storage Ring" Proceedings of the Particle
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HIGH SPEED DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING ELECTRONICS FOR THE
TLS LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM

M. S. Yeh, K. T. Hsu, C. H. Kuo, W. K. Lau, J. F. Lee, H. J. Tsai, SRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Abstract progress and possibility of using processing elements
other than DSP chips are discussed in the last section.

A high-speed digital signal processing system is being

built for feedback control of bunch phase in the TLS 2 THE ADC/DEMUX UNIT
storage ring. It consists of (1) an analog-to-digital
converter plus demultiplexer (ADC/DEMUX) unit (2) a This ADC/DEMUX unit digitizes, down-samples and
digital filters (DIFI) array and (3) a digital-to-analog distributes the discrete signal of bunch phases. Recently,

converter plus multiplexer (DAC/MUX) unit. The this unit has already been fabricated and tested (Figure 1).

ADC/DEMUX unit has a fast ADC that digitizes the Some preliminary beam observations have been

discrete signal of bunch phases. The data are then down- performed with it [1].

sampled and distributed to the slower DSP chips in the
DIFI array via communication ports. The DIFI array
performs digital filtering such that phase error of each
bunch is extracted. In the DAC/MUX, processed data
from DIFR array are collected and organized in a proper
sequence (there is a buffer that hold the output data for
number of turns if higher loop gain is required). This
stream of data is then converted back to analog signal for
bunch phase correction. Design and construction issues of
this system are reported.

1 INTRODUCTION
A bunch-by-bunch longitudinal feedback system based on
parallel digital signal processing techniques is being built
for TLS storage ring. One of the technological challenges Figure 1: The ADC/DEMUX unit has been built and
is to implement a high-speed digital signal processing tested successfully
system at a peak data processing rate of 500 MB/s. It
performs simple but fast digital filtering for extraction of 2.1 FastADC
phase error information from each of the 200 bunches. The ADC we employed is the 500 Msps 8-bits
With these data, an adequate correction signal is MAXl01A produced by MAXIM. It has two 250 MHz
constructed for feedback. This system consists of three ECL signal outputs that are 1800 out of phase.
parts. They are the ADC/DEMUX unit, the DIR array
and the DAC/MUX unit. The ADC/DEMUX unit has a 2.2 Demultiplexer
500 MHz 8-bits ADC that digitizes the discrete signal of
bunch phases. The data are then down-sampled by a Eahcnelote25 MzEC ouptfmbunc phses Th daa ae thn dwn-amped y a MAX101A is then demultiplexed into four channels by
factor of 18 and distributed via communication ports to
60 MHz C44 processors that run at a lower speed. The using the MC100E445 serial to parallel converter. To

DIFI array performs simple but fast digital filtering (e.g. each channel, data rate is therefore slowed down by a

n-taps FIR filters) such that phase errors of each bunch factor of four (i.e. 62.5 Mbytes/s). To keep the

are extracted. In the DAC/MUX, processed data from demultiplexed ECL signal from each channels in

DIR array are collected and organized at right sequence synchronous with each other. Propagation delays have to

This stream of data is then converted back to analog be carefully controlled during circuit board layout. Data

signal by a 12 bits fast DAC for bunch phase correction. in ECL logic are converted into TITL logic before they are

Section 2 describes the ADC/DEMUX unit that has been stored in first-in-first (FIFO) memories.

built and tested successfully. Section 4 describes the 2.3 Down-Sampling and Interface Control
evaluation test of using C44 as processing elements in the
DIM array. It has been discussed that whether one should Down sampling and data transfer from FIFO memories to

includes hold buffers in the DAC/MUX unit. Section 3 the C44 processors via communication ports are control

describes a modified version of DAC/MUX having hold- by a single CPLD chip which is programmed in house. It

buffers for loop gain enhancement. A summary of recent takes the advantage of in-system-programmability that
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control logic may change from time to time during 3.1 Fast DAC
prototyping. For example, down-sampling factor can
easily be changed without changing the layout of the The fast 12 bits DAC we used is the Burr-Brown
circuit. Note that the down sampling factor was set at 18. DAC650 running at 500 MHz (only 8 bits are used). A

prototype PCB was made to test the performance of this
2.4 Circuit Board Layout and Fabrications chip. The result is quite satifatory.

The work of PCB layout is complicated by the mixed 3.2 Multiplexer
signals running at high speed require impedance control,
skew control and avoid cross talks between signals. There Multiplexer is just the reverse of the demultiplexer in the

are the four signal layers and eight power/ground layers ADC/DEMUX unit.

so that interference between layers can be avoided. 3.3 Hold Buffer and Interface Control

3 THE DAC/MUX UNIT According to the results from feedback loop simulation
[2]. It is desirable to have data buffers that allow repeatedThe multiplexer in the DAC/MUX unit receives data from kicks for many turns. Data buffer have been implemented

the C44 processors (also via communication ports) that by field programmable gate array (FPGA). Again,

represent filtered phase errors and reorganize in a proper interface between C44 processors and data buffer in

sequence. And they are converted back to analog signal multiplexer is controlled by CPLD.

by a fast DAC and send to the modulator of the 1.0-1.25

GHz rf system. Hold buffers are also implemented to
allow repeated kicks for higher loop gain. Figure 2 shows 4 THE DIFI ARRAY
a functional block diagram of this unit. PCB layout of this The DIFI array is a system of VME DSP modules and
unit is in progress. each module has a number of DSP chips. The number of

chips modules and number of chips per modules depend
""c>L/ECI MD on the type of processors and commercial DSP modules

S.r" 4:1 we choose as long as the communication ports are
Port MDX

F4 a• •4:1 provided for data transfer. The possible candidates of
H Brff. j 41 processors are chips of the TI C4X and C6X series. We

4.1 W reported here the evaluation test we have done with the

4:1 C44 processors. The C6201 processor is another
. _ possibility and is under studied. The software structure of

t 4:1 the system consist of a algorithm for DIFI and to provide
dNXd

Dt, TC '*: raw data for beam diagnostic purposes and is reported
GA) 4:.._1 elsewhere [3].

4.1 Evaluation Test with C44 Processor
Synchrtoots LD/A

Conrole . Clock x o-e

CL DnstirbUtoon 2: 1 (DAC Using C44 processors in the DIFI array is being tested.
Data transfer between individual C44 and external circuits
via communication ports are satisfactory. The processing

I t L/_f- A= . speed per modules depends on both the hardware and
-1 e L/E. 4:1 software architecture of the module. Global on-board
Pot bmX
.ad 4.1 memory is essential.SData W

r_' . i 'MXX
Hoff -rIE fL 4:1

V GA LJ 4.2 Possibility of using the C6201Processor

m-x Rapid development in DSP technology provides a wide
Co... NUT range in processor selection. Modules with high speed

aXd MUX C6201 fixed point processor are now commercially
SDot..T-- available. The use of these processors in the system
OPGA) 4:1 allows a sophisticated controller design for better

feedback loop performance. Possibility of the option is
under consideration.

Figure 2: Functional Block Diagram of the DAC/MUX
Unit
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5 DISCUSSION
The unique design of the ADC/DEMUX and DAC/MUX
units provides flexibility in choosing commercially
available DSP modules provided that the communication
ports exist. This capability is ideal for system upgrade to a
more sophisticated controller design. The ADC/DEMUX
unit has been built and tested. DAC/MUX unit is being
built and will be tested in the near future. Possibility of
using FPGA as processing elements is in the list of further
studies.
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ANALYSIS OF THE TLS LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM

W. K. Lau, C. H. Kuo, SRRC, Hsinchu, Taiwan

Abstract operational performance of the system is discussed in
Section 4.

Effectiveness of the TLS longitudinal feedback system to
damp bunch phase oscillations has been studied under 2 SYSTEM MODEL
various operation conditions. Maximum kick voltage that
is available for bunch phase correction is limited by Since the TLS longitudinal feedback is a bunch-by-bunch
power amplifier saturation. Operation of the feedback system, we can treat it as a system that consists of
system in the linear and nonlinear regions of power independent bunch phase control loops. The following
amplifier have been simulated. In case of power amplifier figure depicted the system model we used in computer
saturation, the damping time is proportional to the initial simulation.
oscillation amplitude. Oscillation amplitude decrease
linearly before the power amplifier reaches its linear v,.Ak B Ls•e, d L ̂ *
regime. The effects of hold buffer in the DAC/MUX unit Bunf *chxLontud•
and time delay of the feedback loop will also be discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION o
The longitudinal feedback system is designed [1,2] to DM

control beam dipole-mode longitudinal coupled-bunch
instability (LCBI) in the TLS storage ring. It is believed - - -, HlB-

that LCBI is driven by higher order modes of the main rf
cavities. Since the growth rates of LCBI depend on cavity
temperatures, tuner positions (in TLS, each cavity has an

extra tuner for shifting higher order modes [3]) and beam
filling patterns etc. It is not an easy task to predict exactly ------------------
behavior of LCBI and put it into a realistic simulation
model. In growth rate calculations, a worst case scenario Figure 1: Longitudinal Feedback System Model used in

is usually used. The methodology we employed to study Computer Simulation

the behavior and limitations of the feedback system The "bunch longitudinal dynamics" block is a tracking
operation is to treat such system ideally as independent routine that calculates the bunch phase relative to the
feedback loops for each of the bunches, damping time can routine phase thedback phage ativ e
be found by applying an impulse excitation to the bunch. reference phase with feedback voltage and impulse
The feedback loop is considered to be effective against voltage energy kick as input. In the case of TLS, input to

LCBI instability if the total damping time is shorter than the digital filter (DIFI) is down-sampled by 18. In this

the growth time of that instability. However, as study, we tried a 5-taps FIR filter that provides a pass

mentioned above, the exact growth times of LCBI are band around synchrotron frequency and adequate phase

difficult to predict. Therefore, the goal of this work is to shift by choosing the coefficients. The filtered signal is

design a digital controller which maximize damping rate. then hold for 18 turns by the hold buffer circuit. The time

Further, the maximum available voltage to kick the beam needed for digital signal processing and signal

is limited by amplifier power and kicker impedance. The synchronization require that the output from hold buffer

feedback system is very likely to be operated in a is delayed by 18 (or its multiples) turns. However, a delay

nonlinear regime that the rf power amplifier is saturated. of 18 turns is used throughout the study except in the case

It is important to know how the system behaves in these where the effect of time delay is being studied. In order to

circumstances. It has been discussed whether we should simulate the power amplifier, the input signal is amplified

include a hold buffer circuitry into the DAC/MUX unit [4] by a constant gain of "a" and clipped off at a certain limit.

to get enough loop gain. On the other hand, it is obvious The output power of the amplifier is converted into E-
that the effect of signal delay is not negligible. We field via the longitudinal kicker. Obviously, we neglectedreported here the works we have done in simulating the things that may be very important such as quantization

cases as described above. Section 2 describes the error sampled signal due to the 8-bits fast analog-to-
simulation model we are using. Section 3 summarized the digital converter, response of kicker and mixer noise etc.

results in various circumstances. Finally, the expected Relevant parameters of the TLS longitudinal feedback
system at 1.5 GeV are recalled in Table 1 for reference.
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Table 1: Relevant Parameters of the TLS Longitudinal
Feedback System 1

16

Beam energy 1.5 GeV 7

RF frequency 500 MHz
Revolution frequency 2.5 MHz
Maximum bunch number 200
Synchrotron tune 0.0 106
Radiation damping time 4.9 msec 2~

Maximum kicker voltage 200 volts
Down sampling factor 18
Number of FIR filter taps 5Figure 3: Damping of bunch phase oscillation with

feedback system operated in the linear regime

3RSLS OFILATONS TE In this specific case, the feedback loop is not strongSIMULTIONSenough for significant damping. Note also that damping
The computer code was written in MAThAB language time is independent of the strength of the impulse kick or
and was run on a WIN98 platform. The simulation results initial amplitude in the linear region at a given loop gain.
are summarized as follows: 3.3 Power Amplifier Saturation

3.1 Beam Response without Feedback As long as the feedback loop is kept stable, damping time

Without feedback, the response of a bunch is calculated at can be further reduced by cranking up the loop gain.
1.5 GeV. The initial energy offset is arbitrarily chosen a However, increase of gain is limited by power amplifier
small but nonzero value of le-6 and the bunch phase was saturation. In our case, the maximum kick voltage is
set at synchronous phase. An impulse kick was applied at limited to 200 volts. Figure 4 shows an example with loop
the 200016 turn. The response of the bunch to impulse kick gain of 1000, the bunch phase oscillation is damped at
obtained from the calculation in the first 18000 turns is constant rate until its amplitude, is small enough that the
shown in Figure 2. The damping time is 4.90 msec or power amplifier is operated in its linear regime., Figure 5
12,250 turns. This is the natural damping time for shows the variation of amplitude of kicker voltage in this
longitudinal motion at 1.5 GeV with the lattice that is case.
used for user operation [5].

j~e 178

17A176
778

14

70j
o w 0D 1b 1001*1 o 1

1IlILl
mm 1ý 66

Figure 4: Damping of bunch phase oscillation in case of
Fiue2: Damping of bunch phase oscillation due to power amplifier saturation

synchrotron radiation loss

3.2 Feedback in the Linear Regime

By limiting the loop gain "a"~ within a certain value, the10
power amplifier is not saturated. With the same initial

condition as in the case discussed above, bunch phaseU
oscillation is damped at a faster rate than the case without
feedback as expected. Figure 3 shows the response of the
beam with feedback system operated in linear regime at a o~ 20W 40W0 BO 120M0 14000 ISWO I18

gain of 8. Coefficients of the FIR filter and the initial tn

phase of the feedback voltage are optimized for fastest
damping. The total damping time is 3.34 msec or 8,357 Figure 5: The corresponding amplitude of kick voltage in
turns. case of loop gain is 1000
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Damping time of the oscillation in these nonlinear damping time versus impulse kick strength at a given
operation conditions is hard to define. However, we loop gain is obtained. It is linearly proportional to the
technically defined the time required to reach an kick voltage. Further studies will include effects of
acceptable small value energy deviation. We think that individual response of components, new controller design
our criteria should be set at le-4. Besides loop gain, we etc.
found also that this damping time proportional to initial
amplitude of the impulse kick (Figure 6). 5 REFERENCES
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Figilre 6: Damping time versus impulse kick strength at
loop gain "a" equals 1000

3.4 Effect of Hold Buffer and Time Delay

In the simulations as discussed above, the DIFI output
holds for 18 turns. However, without hold buffer, the loop
gain is reduced significantly and the damping is much
weaker. Therefore, a hold buffer circuitry is implemented
in the DAC/MUX unit that the hold time is adjustable. A
time delay of one down-sampled period (18 turns) has
been set in the above simulations. Longer time delay has
the advantage that more time is available for the DSP
chips for calculation. The effect of more time delay (two
or three periods) has also been tested. For longer delay,
the phase of correction signal has been changed. One has
to readjust both the phase shift of the DEFR or the initial
phase of the feedback voltage to retain best performance.
However, the ability of the feedback loop to damp the
oscillation is weaker for a longer delay.

4 DISCUSSIONS
A computer code is developed to simulation the
longitudinal feedback system behavior. The nonlinear
characteristics of the TLS longitudinal feedback have
been studied. In these simulations, quantization error
resulted from analog-to-digital converter and individual
device response are not included. Effects of hold buffer
and time delay on system gain is also studied. We found
that it is advantageous to add hold buffer circuit into
DACIMUJX unit for higher loop gain. A time delay of one
down sampled period is acceptable. The effect of
increasing the delay time to damping rate can not be
compensated by adjusting DIFI phase shift and initial
phase of kick voltage. In the saturation region, the total
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A FAST GLOBAL BEAM POSITION FEEDBACK SYSTEM
FOR SUPER-ACO*

L. Cassinari#, J. Darpentigny, J.-N. Maymon, A. Nadji, D. P6deau
LURE, Universit6 Paris-Sud, Bat. 209A, BP 34, 91898 Orsay Cedex, France

Abstract
BPM corrector

A fast global feedback system has been installed on matrix
Super-ACO in order to improve beam stability. The values
feedback uses all the 16 BPMs of the machine and 8
correctors in each plane. Two different correction
algorithms have been tested, an harmonic based method
and a direct inversion of the response matrix using SVD DSP 68000
technique. The fast corrections are computed by 8 DSPs
connected by a fast digital data link in order to achieve a
correction bandwidth exceeding 100 Hz. Each DSP D)

acquires the data for both planes of 2 BPMs and DSP orbit
computes the output correction for 2 correctors. In this display
paper, we present the current status of the
implementation of the system. We give the results on the
efficiency of the orbit correction and the improvements
on the photon beam stability.

Fig. 1. Layout of the global feedback system.

1. INTRODUCTION
2.1. Beam Position Measurement

Among other recent developments on the Super-ACO
storage ring, improvement in the orbit stability The peak detector originally installed at the
constitutes a major goal. The starting point of this work beginning of Super-ACO has been replaced 2 years ago
was the characterization of the beam position by 16 BPM signal processors (one for each BPM)
instability [1]. The orbit drift during operational runs has developped by BERGOZ Precision Beam
been measured several times at each BPM, and analysed. Instrumentation. They consist of a four channel
The spectrum analysis of the beam motion has also been multiplexer, a heterodyne receiver with frequency
measured at each BPM, and on a photon beam line, synthetiser of the local oscillator, phase locked
revealing several peaks in the horizontal plane, about synchronous detector and low noise preamplifier with
from 10 to 30 Hz. automatic gain control [2]. For Super-ACO, the

In this paper, we will present the analysis of the beam processors use the 2nd RF harmonic of the picked-up
motion, the implementation and the operation of the signals (i.e. 199.756 MHz). The sampling frequency has
global feedback system, as well as the home developped been set to 33 kHz by external clock, in order to avoid
acquisition and computation boards, based on DSP. any aliasing problem related with synchrotron

oscillations.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Each processor delivers X and Z quasi-continuous
output signals which allow to analyse the beam motion

The system uses all the 16 BPMs of the machine, and noise up to several hundreds of Hz. The achieved

8 correctors in each plane to correct the orbit at a 16 kHz resolution is of 0.5 jim/'lHz over the full operating

rate, in order to achieve the correction bandwidth from range, from 0.5 to 500 mA.

DC to 100 Hz, both in horizontal and vertical plane.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the global feedback system. 2.2. Digital Signal Processing

The BPMs consist of four-button monitors placed
between the quadrupoles of each doublet, at each side of The digital processing system is home developped.
the 8 straight sections. Eight DSP boards acquire the X and Z signals from the

16 BPM processors (2 stations per DSP). They include
two 16 bit MAX195 ADC, a four-channel MAX536

* Work supported by CNRS, CEA and MENESR DAC, HDMP-1014/1012 low cost, high speed serial
# Email : cassinari@Iure.u-psud.fr transmiter/receiver ; the DSP is an ADSP2115.
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The 8 DSP boards are linked via fast high rate serial horizontal plane and 100 pm in the vertical plane (with
links and form a ring controlled by a DSP master board. respective rms values of 300 and 50 pmn) [3].

COR COR COR COR In one case, it has been possible to show that thermal
Xo Zo xi ZI distortion of the vacuum chamber pushing the
t t t• t quadrupole magnet, was responsible of a large amount of

the horizontal drifts [4]. This problem has been cured,
yielding to a reduction of drift excursions, but most of

H H' the origins of these drifts are still unknown.
D ROM ADSP D Currently, an automatic correction in the horizontal
M 2115 M 50a plane is applied every 3 min, in order to keep orbit drifts

inside a max tolerance of 100 pm.
insulator _Noise spectrum of position measurement shows a

different look in horizontal and vertical plane (see
D Fig. 3). While in the vertical plane, the only noticeable

noise line is due to the 50 Hz, in the horizontal,
vibrations in the 10 to 30 Hz zone represent a large
contribution ; these vibrations correspond to the girder

x0 zo Xl Zl mechanical eigenmodes.
Fig. 2. DSP board. 

.

The master controls the transmission cycle and - -
ensures external communications. It delivers the orbit
measurement to the general operating system. Its
messages to the ring include the reference orbit, the
coefficients of the matrix used for correction, and the -

status of the feedback (on/off, valid/non-valid).
During each cycle, each DSP board gets all the

updated orbit data all along the ring, in order to calculate 10

the correction needed for each corrector.
Each DSP board gets back the data it has delivered, 100--------------

and checks the conformity with the message sent ; in
case of problem, the cycle is ignored (no change in the - - -,----__

output). It takes 60 ps to complete the whole acquisition, 10--- ----_______

transmission, checking and calculation cycle for the 32 10

data (16 X and 16 Z). Data concerning the reference . -

orbit and matrix coefficient are permanently transmitted ........ . .. .
by the master, at a rate of 4 values per cycle (it takes 136 - - --'- - -,-,- -
cycles to ensure the full updating of all the data). 1 ............

Fig. 3. Typical X and Z motion spectrum
2.3. Orbit Corrections (vert. scale: pm rms ; horiz. scale : 0 to 100 Hz).

The correction kicks are produced by 8 coils in each 3.2. Frequency Response
transverse plane. These coils are mounted in the
quadrupole magnets, in addition to the dipolar correctors The efficiency of the feedback loop has been
used to correct the orbit at the beginning of every run. measured in both planes by comparing the effect of a
They are powered by current-controlled wideband power steering magnet (not included in the loop) with the
amplifiers. feedback ON and OFF (see Fig. 4).

In the 2 bunch operating mode, the feedback
3. BEAM TESTS bandwidth is of about 40 Hz in the horizontal plane, and

of about 150 Hz in the vertical plane. The difference
3.1. Beam Behaviour without Feedback between the 2 planes is not due to differences in the

electronics, but only to the efficiency of the steerers,
The orbit stability is affected by 2 main parameters : probably because of the eddy currents in the non

long term drifts and low frequency fluctuations. isotropic vacuum chamber. Nevertheless, the achieved
In Super-ACO, drifts occuring with usual beam bandwidth in the horizontal plane ought to be large

intensity decay can be as large as 500 pm in the enough to cure the 10 to 30 Hz zone vibrations.
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.10F
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1 10 100 1000

100 E. 3

20 - - - - i - i - - - - - -" - - - - -

dB ______ 10: - - -

0

-20 OFF '' -" ' '

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 6. Spectrum of the beam position signal at station 12

1 10 100 1000 (upper : horizontal ; lower : vertical)
feedback ON and OFF.

Fig. 4. Feedback bandwidth in the 2 bunch mode.
(Upper : horizontal ; lower : vertical). Most of our tests have been performed in the 2 bunch

mode, while only preliminary tests have been carried out
3.3. Effects on the Beam Motion in the 24 bunch mode. The first results show that the

feedback efficiency is dramatically reduced in the
In the 2 bunch mode, the effect of the feedback is vertical plane with the harmonic matrix usually used in

clearly visible on the beam position, both on drifts and the 2 bunch mode. The SVD matrix seems to be more
on low frequency fluctuations. The later effect is efficient, but we need to go on with further tests before
particulary obvious when the beam transport from the we are ready to use the feedback for users sessions in the
linac is powered (in that case, without feedback, one can different operating modes.
observe periodic fluctuations at 2.35 Hz on the beam
position, in both planes, which are not explained at the 4. CONCLUSION
moment).

The effect is also clear on the photon beam monitor A fast global beam position feedback system has
installed in the SB3 photon beamline. been implemented and tested on Super-ACO. The

. .... . ................ achieved bandwidth is 40 Hz in the horizontal plane and
.. ......... 150 Hz in the vertical, yielding to a reduction by a factor

10 in the low frquency region. Additional tests are being
carried out in order to have the feedback operational

,-1..-,-.- -- . .... ........ . ... .. . .. .. :during users sessions.
XadZ ............. XandZ ...

f eedback ON .: ..........:feedback- OFF.- 5. ACKNWOLEDGMENTS• .- ---. • - ~ ~ .......:- ..... ........ ....-:: ":: ::•" -- :- ,;,• : "- -: ': :'......
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Fast Feedback Systems for Orbit Correction in the TESLA Linear Collider

R.-D. Kohaupt, I. Reyzl *, DESY, Notkestr. 85, 22 607 Hamburg, Germany

Abstract Luminosity

In the TESLA Linear Collider feedback systems will pro-
vide an orbit correction within the bunch train. To limit the X 10
reduction in the targeted luminosity of 3.1 . 1034 cm- 2 s- I

due to beam separations to less than a few percent, the colli-
sions have to be vertically stabilized within a fraction of the •

beam spot size of 5 nm. One system, located in the beam
delivery system (BDS), is used to correct vertical bunch 1
offsets generated upstream in the main linear accelerator - .
and BDS. The second at the interaction point (IP) brings 0

the two beams into collision using the beam-beam deflec-
tion method. Both digital feedback systems provide a cor- 0.5 0.5
rection on a bunch-to-bunch basis. Their design is based Beam Separation [a 1 0 Crossing Angle [0]

on classical proportional-integral control (PI-control). This B

paper describes the feedback system designs. Results of
simulations are presented. Figure 1: Luminosity as a function of beam separation and

crossing angle. Data of surface plot are results of the pro-

1 INTRODUCTION gram GUINEA PIG [6]

TESLA 500 is a conceptual design study of a future
e+e- linear collider using superconducting Nb acceler- The size and the time scale of the vertical beam sepa-
ating structures operating at 1.3 GHz with a gradient of ration emphasize the necessity of a feedback system pro-

25 MV/m. TESLA is going to operate at a center of viding an intra-bunch train stabilization of the beam inter-
mass energy of 500 GeV targeting a nominal luminosity action at the IP. Due to the large bunch spacing of 337 ns
of 3.1 _ 1034 cm- 2 s- 1 produced by head-on collision [1]. a very beneficial orbit stabilization from one bunch to the

Reaching this goal requires beam spot sizes at the IP of next but one becomes feasible. In order to control the other
=e = 553 nm horizontally and e = 5 nm vertically. Each beam phase a further feedback system will remove bunch

bunch train consists of 2820 bunches spaced by 337 ns. The offsets in the BDS within the bunch train. In this paper we
pulse repetition rate is 5 Hz. describe the designs of these two digital feedback system

Due to the large vertical disruption parameter Dy = 33 using classical PI-control and present simulation results.
the luminosity is very sensitive to beam separations and
crossing angles in the vertical plane, Fig.1. Limiting the 2 FEEDBACK SYSTEM IN THE BDS
maximum luminosity loss per bunch crossing to 10%, two
bunches have to interact within a separation of 5 A = The digital feedback system with a working frequency of
0.1 ey and with a crossing angle smaller than 1.23 /rad = 3 MHz is located in the 30 FODO-lattice of the tuning
0.1 t9 * u', denotes the natural divergence at the IP• and diagnostic section in the BDS [2]. It provides a cor-

i"' ~'rection of bunch offsets in position and angle within the
Sources of undesired beam separations and crossing an-

gles are e.g. Lorentz force detuning, wakefield effects and bunch train requiring a minimal feedback configuration of

quadrupole movements or mechanical vibrations. The dis- two beam position monitors (BPM) and two correctors. In

placement of the two opposing final doublet magnets is a order to correct offsets, bunch position measurements are

major concern, since a stationary final doublet displace- taken with a resolution below 1 pm [4] and transfered to

ment of 5 nm = 1 will half the luminosity. Simulations a PI-controller determining the requested correction kicks.

assuming large contributions of human produced noise to These kicks are then provided upstream by two correctors

the ground motion spectrum predict a 1 ou* beam separation made up of fast kickers with a maximum kick of 0.12 prad

within 1 ms [3], which is roughly the bunch train length. and a rise time of 35 ns [7]. Since the processing time of
F BPM electronics incl. analog to digital conversion (ADC),From pulse to pulse the expected separation is at least 8 _y_. of the controller and digital to analog conversion of its out-

*Email: ingrid.reyzl@desy.de put signal, of amplifier and kicker and in addition the signal
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transmission time in the cables exceeds the bunch spacing region from the left, the e+ bunch from the right side. The
of 337 ns, a correction from one bunch to the second fol- trajectory of the e- (e+) bunch between the left and the
lowing bunch becomes feasible. The controller design en- right BPM Bt and Br is completely defined by its posi-
sures a reduction of a stationary bunch offset by two order tion y* (y) and angle y_ (y') at the IP, the drift space
of magnitudes after the 8 th bunch. Offsets below 157 kHz L = 3 m between IP and BPMs together with the experi-
are damped with 15 dB per decade. enced beam-beam deflections 0- (0+, assumed to be -0- ).

After correction the beam trajectory can be distorted by Including measurement errors v and BPM misalignments 6
displacement of magnets located in the final focus system. the measurement of the incoming e- bunch at BPM B1 is
Quadrupole offsets will mainly lead to beam separations,
since quadrupoles of large beta function are in phase with i_ (B1 ) = - Ly• + v (B1 ) - 8(B1 ) (2)
the final doublet. Beam separations created here will be and of the outgoing e- bunch at BPM B,
then removed by the feedback system located at the IP. m_(Be) =yl_+L(y•. + 9(Ay*)) +v_(Br`)-8(Br`). (3)

3 FEEDBACK SYSTEM AT THE IP The measurements m+ (B,) of the incoming e+ bunch at

In order to avoid serious luminosity loss a feedback system the right BPM B, and m+ (BI) of outgoing e+ bunch at

(working frequency 3 MHz) will stabilize the beam colli- the left BPM B1 are defined accordingly. The combination

sion.It has to detect beam separations below the nanometer of these four position measurements results in the starting

range, to steer the beams into collision, to complete the cor- equation for the orbit correction:

rection within a time which is much shorter than the bunch M = 2 A y + 2 L 9(Ay*) + V, with (4)
train length and to sustain the collision within a fraction of M m_(B 1)-m÷(B1)+m_(Br)-m+(Br),
the vertical beam spot size. The design goal is a correction
limitingthemaximum luminosityloss to 10%. V : v-(B) - v+(B 1) + v_(B,) - v+(B,).

-IP Note, since only difference measurements are involved, the
M III BPM B.. control does not depend on BPM misalignments 6 (B,,,).

__0_ 3_ , .Estimation of Bunch Separation Knowledge about
..... Yý dthe beam-beam deflection allows to find a suitable model

KICKER KI---c needed by the controller to extract Ay* from the BPM
measurements. To receive an estimate AyeB of the bunch

BEAM-BEAM DEFLECTION

300 ......... ..... .......... I Beam- eam Kick
6.5 6.5 m Linear Model/

6.0 0 .6.. .. . ..5 m. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . ... .! .- . . _._....

Figure 2: Scheme of the digital feedback system at the IP. ( 200

< 100

3.1 Feedback Loop 0
E .. ............. ....... ... ... .......... ......... ... .... ...

The feedback loop is characterized by four steps: detec- C -100

tion of bunch separation, estimation of bunch separation, I . IE .. . . . ............ . ....................... :.. . . . . . . . . ..i . . . . . .. . .. . .
determination of correction kick by PI-controller and orbit _
correction of subsequent bunches by using fast kickers. -soo . . .

-100 -50 0 50 100
Detection of Bunch Separation The actual separation Bunch Separation [a 5nm]

Ay* between two bunches is given by

- y(1) Figure 3: Beam-beam deflection angle 0 vs. bunch separa-
tion; data are results of the program GUINEA PIG [6].

with y* and y4 the e- and e+ bunch positions at the IP.
Bunch separations become detectable by the beam-beam separation the beam-beam kick 0 is substituted in Equ. 4 by

deflection caused by the attraction of the opposite charged its linear approximation 0FB , both plotted in Fig. 3:
bunches [5]. The experienced kick results in measurable AB,#
position shifts of the 6utgoing bunches, Fig. 2. From the 0FB(Ay*) = -37.27 [prad]. (5)
beam position measurements of the incoming and outgo- Iry
ing bunch of both beams at the two opposing final doublets The slope of this linear approximation presents an essen-
the size and the sign of the bunch separation can be ascer- tial value of the feedback loop: it determines how accu-
tained. We assume the e- bunch reaches the interaction rately the controller will determine a bunch separation in
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the nanometer range and by how much large separations by ADC, a 10% jitter of the beam-beam deflection angle
will be underestimated. For example with the given linear due to bunch charge jitter (mult. noise) and kicker errors
model a bunch separation of 100 o-* is interpreted as 7 oY. of 0.1% (mult. noise). Without the use of a feedback sys-
The effect of this model error on the control is shown in
3.2. RESPONSE of IP FEEDBACK

2/

Determination and Provision of Correction The de- 1 FeedbackOF L 91.6%LO

termination of the correction kick u by the digital controller -,

is based on the estimate bunch separations AY*FB. Imple- •
menting a PI-controller results in the control law

k-1 -2

u(k) = -Kp A YFB (k) - KZ E A4*B(J) (6) •-3j=O 
. .

where k indicates the number of interaction (time step). -v
Kp and KI denote the gain of the proportional and integral -5
controller. Their values define the feedback loop response. -6 to 100 150 200 250 300

Two kickers [7] with a rise time of 35 ns are placed on No. of Bunch Interaction

both sides of the IP, one meter upstream to the final doublet.
They allow the coverage of a control range of ±100 a*. Figure 5: Response to beam separation including noise
The overall processing time of the feedback loop and the from the linac.
signal transmission time in a 50 m long cable insert a cor-rection delay of two sample period. tern the luminosity is lowered by 8.4%, whereas an active

stabilization of the beam-interaction by a feedback system

3.2 RESULTS allows to achieve 98.6% of the nominal luminosity denoted
by L0, Fig. 5.

Even so the linear model 0FB used by the feedback system Assuming an additional stationary beam separation of
deviates severely from the non-linear beam-beam kick for 50 &Y* and 100 &y* caused by the displacement of the two
large separations, large stationary offsets are successfully final doublets, a luminosity of 95.6% Lo and 91.8% Lo,
rejected. A constant beam separation of 100 e is reduced respectively, becomes feasible. Limiting the maximum lu-
by 3 orders of magnitude already after 80 bunch interac- minosity loss by 10%, the use of the IP-feedback system
tions, emphasizing the robustness of the feedback system thus relaxes the rms displacement tolerance of pulse-to-
to model errors, Fig. 4. During correction the actual ver- pulse jitter of the final doublet magnets to 200 nm.

STEP RESPONSE IP FEEDBACK 4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
120 120 i - Bunch Separation
100 . -" Estimate of Bunch Separation It is a pleasure for us to thank our colleagues at DESY.
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF A NEW COD CORRECTION METHOD UNITING
GLOBAL AND LOCAL ORBIT FEEDBACKS

Y. Kamiya, N. Nakamura, M. Satoh ,
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo,

3-2-1 Midori-cho, Tanashi, Tokyo 188-8501, Japan

Abstract numbers of BPMs and steering magnets used in the
correction are M and N, and R is a MxN matrix. The

A new COD correction method suitable for orbit residual vector of COD is defined by
feedback was already proposed[ 1]. This is the eigenvector = (1)
method with constraints, which can have both functions A RO+ y.

.In this paper, we A new COD correction method is the eigenvector
ofiglol aresnd loeeffcal C oD crreons imethod with constraints. Here, the constraint conditions
will present the effects of errors in beam position

are given by
monitor(BPM) reading and steering magnet setting on the
orbit correction. We will show analytical expressions of CT .0 +z = 0(i = 1,......N ), (2)
these errors. In addition, we will show results of computer where Nc means the number of constraint conditions, and

simulations for the VSX light source[2], a VUV and soft the superscript 'a " stands for the transposed matrix.

X-ray high-brilliance synchrotron radiation source being
planned at the University of Tokyo, and compare them We minimize the norm of A in Eq.(1) under the
with the analytical results. constraint conditions Eq.(2) using Lagrange's method of

indeterminate multipliers. After the straightforward

1 INTRODUCTION calculations, the kick angle strengths of steering magnets
using a new COD correction method are obtained by

Photon beam positions or closed orbits in synchrotron - D 3
radiation sources are usually stabilized by global and/or 0 By-Dz, (3)

local feedbacks. The global feedback efficiently corrects where A = RTR, P = CTA-C,
COD around the whole ring with the harmonic method, B = (-A-' + A-'CP-ICTA-I )RT, (4)
the least squares method or the eigenvector method, while
the local orbit feedback tightly fix the beam position at a D = A-'CP-, (5)
photon source point by the local orbit bump method. and the superscript "-1" stands for the inverse matrix. The
However, the two feedbacks may interfere with each inverse matrix A' in Eq.(4) can be expressed by the Nv
other and deteriorate the orbit stability when they are eigenvectors and eigenvalues used for the COD
operated at the same time. We proposed a new correction correction as follows,
method, the eigenvector method with constraints, which N T

can have both functions of global and local COD A-=' vi , (6)
corrections. Furthermore, the computer simulations were i=1 Xi
already carried out in only cases without any errors[l]. where
Since the orbit correction suffers the effect of errors in a
BPM reading and steering magnet setting, it is practical to of the real symmetric matrix A, respectively.

examine the effects of such errors on COD corrections. In If zi in Eq.(2) is taken as the beam position observed
this paper, several such error effects are discussed and at an arbitrarily selected BPM and C as the corresponding
computer simulations are carried out. part of the response matrix R, the beam position can be

fixed at zero.
2 ERROR ANALYSIS 2.2 Errors in BPM Reading

2.1 A New COD Correction Method In this sub-section, we consider the effects of BPM
is errors. In order to simplify the discussion, first of all weIn this sub-section, a new COD correction method exmnieaatlsh oloig2cssexamine separately the following 2 cases.

reviewed. The measured COD at BPMs, the kick angle
strengths of the steering magnets and the response matrix (i) In case of z = 0 and y # 0.

are denoted by y , 0 and R respectively. Here, the

# Email: sato@issp.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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In this case, Eq.(3) is replaced by 0 = By. Here, 8 y is 2 Nv - Nc + Tr(P-. G 2 (15)
- COD N B

BPM errors and 60 is steering setting errors caused by NBPM

8y. If COD errors caused by BPM errors are denoted by 2.3 Errors in Steering Magnet Setting

8c, we can obtain, In this sub-section, we consider the effects of errors in
- = steering magnet setting. Since the effects of errors do not

60 = B•y, (7) depend on a COD correction scheme, the error effects in

6c = R60. (8) this case are completely same as that of an eigenvectorWhen BPM reading errors have a gaussian distribution method. If only the steering errors are taken into account,
we can obtain

with the standard deviation (
0

BPM' it can be expressed .•c •
using Eqs.(7) and (8) as follow, T_& 80TRTR80 (16)

•C (). (T2'M' ( In the same manner as sub-section 2.2, Eq.(16) can be
(8"6c\ =T (9) rewritten by

where the symbol "< >" and "Tr" mean the average and • =Tr TR) •a, (17)
the trace of a matrix respectively. If the number of used
eigenvalues and BPMs are denoted by Nv and NBPM or
respectively, Eq.(9) can be represented by (TO2 1 al " Y2, (18)

(8C.8C/=(Nv-Nc) B (10) .BPM i

or where Ts is the standard deviation of steering magnet

2 Nv -N c 2 all
COD -(' BPM (11) steering errors, and means the summation of all X'

NBPM i

where the symbol ". stands for the mean value, which are non-zeros.
Eq.(1 1) shows that the greater number of eigenvalues Eq.(18) shows that the effects of errors in steering

is used for correction, the 0 COD caused by BPM errors magnet setting do not depend on the number of
become worse. The factor (Nv-Nc) in Eq.(l1) can be eigenvalues used for the COD correction and the mean
interpreted as the effective number of eigenvalue used for variance of COD varies in inverse proportion to the

the COD correction. number of used BPMs.

(ii) In case of y = 0 and Z • 0. 3 RESULTS OF SIMULATION

In this case, since Eq.(3) is represented by 0 = -By, we The VSX project aims at constructing third-generation
can express synchrotron light source in the Kasiwa campus of Tokyo

c - . University. The 2GeV VSX ring is 388m in
50 = -D•Sz. (12) circumference. 14 insertion devices will be installed there.

If the errors of Zi have a gaussian distribution with the 128 BPMs and 112 steering magnets will be used for

standard deviation Y, , it can be expressed using Eqs.(12) beam orbit feedback.
and (8) as follows, A computer simulation for the new COD correction

(T Tmethod with BPM or steering errors has been carried out
(8c. -8c) = Tr(DTRT RD). z2' (13) for the VSX ring. The constraints adopted here are that

the positions at BPMs on the downstream sides of 14
or insertion devices are zeros i.e. the number of the

2 Tr(P- ) 2 constraints is 14. Figure 1 shows a typical COD before
aCOD - z . (14) correction. Here, we assumed that the alignment error of

NBPM quadruple magnet has a gaussian distribution with the
Eq.(14) shows that the mean variance of COD varies standard deviation 50[tmI]. Figure 2 shows a COD after

in inverse proportion to the number of used BPMs and are correction without any errors. Here, the symbol "*"
proportional to the variance of z. stands for a beam position at the BPM selected as

In practical, y and Z are non-zeros because these constraint and all of them are fixed at zeros.

are considered as beam position at BPMs. If the Figure 3 and 4 show the rms ratio of CODs before and
correlation between beam positions at different BPMs after correction with BPM reading errors and steering
does not exist and z is taken as the beam position, a magnet setting errors respectively.
variance of COD errors can be expressed by the Figure 3 shows that the greater number of eigenvalues
summation of (i) and (ii) as follows, is used for correction, the CODs after correction become
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worse. In the sub-section 2, the correlation between beam
positions at different BPMs is not taken into account. 1.5 0- Corrected
However, the result of this simulation gives good 1.0
agreement with Eq.(15) as the analytical formulae 0o
qualitatively. 0.5 - 0-

As shown in figure 4, the rms ratio of CODs before o. 0 0 0 o
and after correction with steering magnet setting errors &0 1...
does not depend on the number of used eigenvalues for o .5 I
correction. This result gives good agreement with Eq.(18) .
as the analytical expression. -1.0

4 CONCLUSIONS I I . I ,. .-
0 10 203 40 0 60 70 80 90 100110120130

The effects of errors in BPM reading and steering BPM No.
magnet setting were analyzed, and the computer
simulations were carried out using a new COD correction
method. The results of these computer simulations give Figure 2: A horizontal COD after one turn correction
good agreement with the analytical expressions. using a new COD correction method.
According to the effects of BPM errors, a suitable number
of used eigenvalues should be selected in the practical i BPM Error Effecti
orbit feedback systems, otherwise the performance of the 0.25 | -v-o-200hm]

correction become worse. 0-Z-,1wm]
_0_=m100BLm]

The effects of errors in response matrix elements, the 0.20 -O---a=50.m]
error analysis taken account of the correlation between -0-N,(oEmr

beam positions at different BPMs and a computer .o
simulation for the repeated correction are discussed • 0.1s
elsewhere.
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Figure 4: Rms ratio of horizontal CODs before and after
correction with steering magnet setting errors. Here, ar
means os.
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BEAM CURRENT LIMITATIONS IN THE JEFFERSON LAB FEL:
SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED BEAM BREAKUP

EXPERIMENTS*

I. E. Campisi, D. Douglas, C. Hovater, G. A. Krafft, L. Merminga#, B. C. Yunn,

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract operation [5]. The investigations of the validity of the
numerical simulations offer, in addition, a reliable

A series of beam experiments is being planned in the baseline for the use of TDBBU in the design of the future
Jefferson Lab FEL driver accelerator in order to study CEBAF Energy Upgrade [6], [7]. In addition, these
multi-pass beam breakup instabilities in the machine and experimental activities are important for the qualification
to test the predictions of the numerical code TDBBU. The and the testing of the HOM performance of the Upgrade
tests are extensions of previously performed or proposed Cryomodule cavities. This will allow us to detect
experiments, and will be considerably more sensitive with potentially trapped modes and this information can be
the present configuration. The experiments will include: utilized for the final design of the cryomodules before the
a) observing the onset of instabilities by lowering the full production is under way.
threshold current through manipulation of the beam
energy, phase advance, and beam transfer matrices; b) 2 BACKGROUND
measurements of beam transfer functions in the
recirculating mode; and c) measurements of the single
pass beam transfer functions to obtain direct 2.1 HOMmeasurements
measurements of the transverse shunt impedance of cavity The 5-cell, 1.497 GHz Nb superconducting cavities in the
modes with strong coupling to the beam. Simulations of FEL cryomodule can have HOM excitations up to
the different experiments and studies of the sensitivities to- hundreds of GHz, the inverse time length of the
the accelerator and beam parameters are presented. submillimeter long bunch. The dominant dipole bands

TE, and TMo occur between 1.720 GHz and 2.125 GHz.
1 INTRODUCTION The damping of modes above 1.9 GHz is effected via the

The Jefferson Lab Free-Electron Laser's driver HOM coupling waveguides, which can extract both

accelerator is a 42 MeV recirculated superconducting polarizations of the dipoles.

linac, presently being operated in the energy-recovery Below 1.9 0Hz the only possible coupling can occur

mode for production of IR radiation [1]. through the fundamental power coupler. The first four

The beam stability against multipass beam breakup in doublets of the TErn passband fall in this category. The

the FEL is predicated upon the appropriate damping of data taken on the HOM's show that the two polarizations

higher-order modes in the superconducting cavities and on of these modes possess very different external Q's,

the installed optics and path lengths. indicating poor coupling of one of the polarizations,
Recent measurements of the dominant dipole modes' possibly due to self-polarizing effects of the coupler itself.

external Q's and frequencies [2] have been used to Some of the lightly damped modes have external Q's as

perform computer simulations using the code TDBBU [3], high as 4 x 107.

[4]. The results of those simulations have indicated that 2.2 Simulations
threshold currents of a few tens of mA should be
expected, only a few times larger than 5 mA, the nominal The measurements of HOM's prompted us to study more
operating current of the machine, in detail the possible thresholds for transverse instabilities.

In this paper we describe briefly the results of the From these simulations it appears that the presently
simulations performed on the beam breakup simulations configured FEL may become unstable at around 28 mA.
performed on the FEL driver and then discuss a number of Given the uncertainties of the simulations and of the
planned experiments which are designed to both establish unknown sensitivities to optics and transfer matrix
a solid experimental counterpart to the numerical variations, the safety factor of five seemed too small to
simulations and to more carefully determine the limits safely extend operations past the design value and to
which the FEL might encounter in the future comfortably prepare for upgrades of both the FEL and

CEBAF with HOM's Q's in the I10 range.
"Supported by US DOE Contract No. DE-AC05-84ER40150. The closeness of the predicted instability and of the

Email: merminga@jlab.org operating current presents itself as an extraordinary
opportunity to study the detailed physics of the instability
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an d to e stab lish o n ce an d fo r all th e accu racy o f th e -0.851 ......................................................................................................................................................
predictions of the TDBBU simulations.
The ability to do so can translate into the possibility of _-08515
tailoring specific cavity characteristics and HOM damping -

requirements to the specific application with a degree of 16
reliability impossible till now. 1 -0.8525

The availability of TDBBU as a tested tool will C
translate into a more efficient design of the Upgrade _ -0.853

Cryomodule cavities for the CEBAF Energy Upgrade and >
-0.8535

of future FEL upgrades.
-0.854

3 PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS 0 50,(o) 1oooo 1500000 2000000

Bunch number
We propose to perform three experiments. In the first
experiment we will attempt to induce BBU instabilities in Figure 2: BBU simulations at 4 mA with modified optics.
the FEL driver in the energy recovery mode by lowering
the beam energy, and varying the phase advance and
transfer matrix elements M12fM4 in the recirculation arcs. -0.851

Figure 1 shows the clear convergence of the vertical -0.852

beam offset versus bunch number, as predicted by -0.853

TDBBU with the nominal recirculator optics at 5 mA. " -0.854

9.03E-02 - . - -0.855

-0 .5
9.0311-02 ~-.5

v -(0.857

9.02E-02 -0.858

-0.859
o 9.02E-02 - 500000 1000000 1500000 2(100000

__Bunch number"-E 9.01E-02

9.((E-02 Figure 3: BBU simulations at 5 mA with modified optics.

9.00E-02 In the second experiment we plan to measure the beam
0 500000 1000000 1500000 2000000 transfer functions in the recirculating mode. These

Bunch number measurements can be performed at currents considerably
Figure 1:BBU simulations at 5 mA with nominal optics. lower than the threshold current, yet lead to clear indirect

estimates of the instability threshold in the event that the

Figures 2 and 3 show simulations for a modified first experiment would not yield a direct observation of

recirculator optics with vertical beta function at the the onset of instability.
reinjection point into the cryomodule increased by a factor These measurements require modulation of the current

of a hundred from nominal to P3,=500 m, and the phase moment lAx (or Ay) at the HOM frequencies or sub-

advance from the exit of the cryomodule back to the harmonics.
reinjection point into the cryomodule set equal to exactly a The modulation can be achieved in several different
quarter integer. With this modified optics the new ways. We plan to employ four separate techniques, to
threshold current is somewhere between 4 and 5 mA with achieve independent confirmation of the threshold
a clear divergence at 5 mA (Figure 3) that is within the estimates.
capability of the present FEL gun. In the first method, which employs modulation of beam

Additional sensitivity can be obtained by lowering the displacement at constant current [8], the basic RF
beam energy. Operational experience indicates that the measurements consist in using a broadband RF kicker,
accelerator configuration is flexible enough to allow for which in our case is a stripline BPM already installed in
ample energy changes. We expect that this experiment the accelerator, to excite the beam. The detection of the
will be performed in the near future. modulation can either be done with one of the SRF

cavities' field probe, or by a dedicated broadband pickup
BPM. The optimal location for maximum signal of the
kicker BPM is in the 10 MeV injection line, near an
existing BPM.

The second method consists in injecting RF power at
selected HOM frequencies in an unpowered cavity with an
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external 300 W broadband generator and exciting a TErn
mode around 1.9 GHz., as described by Lyneis [9].
The third method uses beam current modulation at static 6 REFERENCES
displacement and the fourth requires tuning of the relevant
HOM frequencies of an unpowered cavity to match a
resonance condition with the bunch repetition frequency [1] C. Bohn et al., "Performance of the Accelerator Driver of Jefferson

[10], [11], [12]. Laboratory's Free-Electron Laser", these proceedings.

As a third experiment, we plan to measure the single- [2] I. E. Campisi and L. Merminga, "Higher-Order-Mode Spectra in

pass transfer functions of the present 5-cell cavities, and in the FEL cavities", JLab TN 98-011, March 1998.

the future of the 7-cell CEBAF Upgrade cavities and of [3] L. Merminga and 1. E. Campisi, "Beam Breakup Simulations in the

strings of cavities, to obtain direct measurements of the Jefferson Lab Free-Electron Laser", JLab Technical Note TN 98-

shunt impedance of transverse HOM's. These 031, August, 1998.

measurements will be implemented on an unpowered two- [4] L. Merminga, I. E. Campisi, "Higher-Order-Modes and Beam

cavity cryomodule placed in the return line of the FEL at Breakup Simulations in the Jefferson Lab FEL recirculating

first, possibly followed by tests on a half cryomodule. The Linac", Proceedings of the XIX Linac conference, Chicago,
measurements on this four-cavity module will also allow Illinois, August 1998.

us to uncover long range trapped modes in the cavity [5] Minutes of FEL Upgrade Brainstorming Meeting, Jefferson Lab,
string. October 22-23, 1998.

The proposed experiments will be carried out with a [6] J. R. Delayen, "Development of an Upgrade of the CEBAF
minimal disruption to the present configuration of the FEL Acceleration System", Proceedings of the XIX Linac conference,
accelerator and to its schedule. Chicago, Illinois, August 1998.

The first experiment requires no hardware installation. [7] 1. E. Campisi, J. R. Delayen, L. R. Doolittle, P. Kneisel, J.

Only dedicated time is required to perform studies of new Mammosser, L. Phillips "Superconducting Cavity Development for

optics and beam dynamics outside the canonical the CEBAF Upgrade", these proceedings.
configuration. [8] N. S. R. Sereno, "Experimental Studies of Multipass Beam Breakup

The third experiment requires the installation of the and Energy recovery Using the CEBAF Injector Linac", PhD. D.

cavity (-ies) under study in the accelerator beam line. It Thesis, U. of Illinois, 1994.

will require a drastic reconfiguration of the accelerator [9] C. M. Lyneis, R. E. Rand, H. A. Schwettman, A. M. Vetter,

hardware. The detailed design of this activity is under "Standing Wave Model of Regenerative Beam Breakup in

way. Recirculating Electron Accelerators", Nucl. Instr. and Meth., 204
(1983), 269-284.

4 CONCLUSIONS [10] S. Fartoukh, "A New Method to Detect the High Impedance
Dipole Modes of TESLA Cavities", Note CEA/DAPNIAISEA-98-

The FEL accelerator at Jefferson Lab presents itself as an 18, Saclay, 1998.

unparalleled instrument to perform tests to establish the [11] S. Fartoukh, "RF Steering Experiments on TTF", Note

beam stability limitation in multi-pass BBU. These tests CEA/DAPNIA/SEA-98-02, Saclay, 1998.
will not only shed light on the ultimate performance of the [12] S. Fartoukh, "Multi-bunch Experiments on TTF", Note
FEL itself, but will also determine the high-current CEA/DAPNIA/SEA-98-04, Saclay, 1998.
limitations of the 1.5 GHz superconducting cavity
technology for these types of applications. The proposed
studies will also assess the accuracy of the numerical
codes used to estimate BBU in recirculated electron linacs
and to determine the HOM damping requirements for the
CEBAF Energy Upgrade cavities.
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BEAM BREAKUP SIMULATIONS FOR THE JEFFERSON LAB FEL UPGRADE*

I. E. Campisi, D. Douglas, L. Merminga#, B. C. Yunn
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract cryomodules containing eight 5-cell superconducting rf
(srf) cavities operating in the TM,,, 7t mode at 1497 MHz.

As the Jefferson Lab Free Electron Laser steadily Measurements of the frequencies and external Q's of the
approaches its goal of producing 1 kW of IR radiation at 5 first two higher order mode (HOM) passbands in the eight
mA of beam current at 42 MeV, plans are being srf cavities of the IRFEL cryomodule revealed anomalous
considered for possible upgrade scenarios, which will high-Q resonances [4] which could lead to beam
extend the IR power output and allow generation of UV instabilities at currents close to the operating current of the
radiation. machine. These results motivated detailed simulations of

The upgrade scenario presently considered will bring the beam breakup (BBU) behavior of the IRFEL. The
the beam current to 10 mA and increase the energy to analysis indicated that a few modes are responsible for the
values close to 200 MeV. These parameters will most relatively low value of 28 mA of the threshold current.
likely be realized in a machine configuration with a single As the operating current of the FEL upgrade is planned
recirculation loop for energy recovery and a linac to be raised to 10 mA, it is essential that we understand
consisting of three IRFEL-type cryomodules. the BBU behavior of this machine and its sensitivities to

Measurements of frequencies and external Q's of the machine parameters, and that we ensure that the final
first two HOM passbands in the eight IRFEL cavities design has a BBU threshold current with a comfortable
revealed anomalous high-Q resonances which could lead margin from the operating current.
to transverse BBU instabilities at currents close to the In this paper we first present a brief description of the
operating current of the machine. In this paper we use the FEL upgrade machine configuration and the results of the
simulation code TDBBU to study the BBU behavior of the HOM measurements and simulations done on the IRFEL.
FEL upgrade and estimate its threshold current under We then describe the BBU simulations we performed for
nominal settings. Furthermore we study its dependencies the FEL upgrade, starting first with a short description of
on small variations of machine parameters, such as the the simulation code, TDBBU [5], the assumptions and the
path length of the recirculator and the frequency of results.
selected HOMs, around their nominal points.

2 A POSSIBLE FEL UPGRADE
1 INTRODUCTION CONFIGURATION

The Jefferson Lab Free Electron Laser is currently
configured as a recirculating machine capable of Figure 1 shows a possible configuration for the EEL
producing 1 kW of IR radiation at 5 mA of beam current upgrade. As in the IRFEL, the injector produces and
at 42 MeV. Its most recent record has been 710 W of accelerates electrons to 10 MeV. For modeling purposes
4.8 gtm radiation produced by 3.6 mA of beam current at the ln is as ed tocns of three codu5es38.5MeV[1] [2. A th EE is taringto perte s a capable of delivering energy gains of 55, 60 and 55 MV,38.5 M eV [1], [2]. A s the FEL is starting to operate as a f r a f n l b a n r y o 8 e . A t rl s n h
user facility, plans are being considered for upgrade for a final beam energy of 180 MeV. After lasing the
scenarios, which will extend the IR power output and beam will be transported to the linac for energy recovery,
allow generation of UV radiation [3]. to a final energy of 10 MeV. The design current of 10 mA

The most likely upgrade scenario will bring the beam can be reached in three different combinations of charge

current up to 10 mA and increase the energy to values per bunch and bunch repetition frequency: 37.425 MHz at

close to 200 MeV, thereby allowing production of greater roughly 250 pC per bunch, 74.85 MHz at roughly 120 pC

than 10 kW in the IR wavelengths between 1 to 2 gim, as per bunch and 149.7 MHz at roughly 60 pC per bunch.

well as production of approximately 1 kW in the . One of the goals of this study is to assess whether a

wavelengths, between 250 and 350 nm. preferred combination of charge per bunch and bunch

According to the present thinking [3], the above repetition frequency exists from the point of view of BBU
instabilities.

parameters are to be realized in a machine configuration

very much similar to the IRFEL, with a single
recirculation loop for energy recovery, and a linac
consisting of three slightly modified, CEBAF type 2 K

"Supported by US DOE Contract No. DE-AC05-84ER40150.

' Email: merminga@jlab.org
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some component of their fields is aligned with the FPC. In
S•--Eftthe case of strong polarization, orthogonal modes could

exhibit large values of Q,.
The TEM and TM,,0 passbands frequencies and Q's

were systematically measured for all eight cavities in the
IRFEL linac. Several modes exhibited high Q's, with the
highest Q's associated with the vertical polarization of the
TE111 7r5 mode [8], [9].

Although this mode was observed to have the highest

Figure 1: Top: Present FEL configuration. Bottom: Q, it was actually the 405 mode which contributed more
to possible beam instabilities because of its substantially

Proposed FEL Upgrade configuration. higher transverse impedance. Six out of eight cavities

2.1 Lattice showed that the vertically polarized TErn 47V5 mode has a
Q high enough to generate a shunt impedance of 1-3 x

The recirculator delivers beam to a set of wigglers (IR and 1010, two orders of magnitude larger than what originally
UV) with the phase space configured properly for lasing, was measured by Amato [10].
then transports spent beam from the wigglers back to the As the only data available to date are from the IRFEL
linac for deceleration to the injection energy. cavities, the simulations described below assume that the

Of interest in this context is the implementation of three cryomodules are identical, consisting of cavities
transverse and longitudinal matching in the recirculator. whose HOM characteristics are identical to the IRFEL
As it will be based on the Bates-like transport system cavities. Clearly these studies are only preliminary and
design used in the Jefferson Lab IRFEL project [6], full will have to be repeated when either data from the second
six dimensional phase space matching of the recirculated and third cryomodule become available, or with
beam will be available. At present, the linac beam statistically distributed frequencies and Q's among the 24
envelopes will be reflectively symmetric about the cavities.
recirculator, with average (peak) beam envelope functions
of 10 (20) m amplitude and nearly a full betatron 3 BEAM BREAKUP SIMULATIONS
wavelength phase advance in either transverse plane
during both acceleration and energy recovery. The total
recirculation path length will nominally be (n+1/2)*(RF
wavelength), with the integral part being chosen to The BBU simulations were performed using the code
minimize instability effects as dictated by work in TDBBU. In it, every bunch is characterized by a phase
progress. At present, the recirculator is expected to have space vector which gets updated according to the
integer betatron phase advance. This, coupled with the fundamental equations of dynamics, as deflecting modes
linac phase advance, will insure that the beam will have in each cavity impart kicks in the horizontal and vertical
no positional offset during energy recovery at any linac directions.
location where there was imposed an impedance-driven In the FEL upgrade simulations, a 10 MeV beam is
impulse during acceleration. This design choice will injected into the linac, interacts with the HOM fields of
thereby maximize thresholds for impedance-driven each cavity, gets transported around the recirculation path
instabilities. As in the IRFEL, available beamline and enters the linac again, 1800 out of phase for energy
matching modules (including quadrupole telescopes for recovery. As the decelerated beam traverses the RF
transverse matching and magnetic bunch length cavities, it interacts with the HOM fields of the cavities
compressors/decompressors for longitudinal matching) again, and, as the beam energy becomes smaller, the
will allow operation variation of this condition to provide transverse deflections imparted to the beam have a
opportunity to study impedance driven effects [7]. stronger effect.
2.2 Linac Cavities Each cavity in TDBBU is described by a 0.25 m drift

delivering an energy gain equal to half the nominal energy

The accelerating-decelerating linac consists of three gain per cavity, followed by the "HOM-kick" section for
IRFEL cryomodules, each one containing eight 5-cell the particular cavity and this is followed by another 0.25
cavities. The HOMs are extracted by two mutually m drift delivering another half of the nominal energy gain.
orthogonal waveguides, with a frequency cutoff of 1900 The "HOM-kick" section includes all five TEM and five
MHz, terminated in loads thermally anchored at 50 K. TM., horizontal and vertical modes. Each mode is
Modes at frequencies below 1.9 GHz can only be characterized by its Q value, frequency, and transverse
extracted via the fundamental power coupler (FPC). Four shunt impedance, as given by Amato scaled by the
out of five dipole modes of the TE... passband fall into frequency of the mode.
this category, and their external Q's can be lowered only if
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The total path length of the recirculator is 715.5 RF in all 24 cavities, and the new threshold current was
wavelengths and the transport matrix elements are determined. Threshold currents as low as 40 mA are
calculated using DIMAD. possible as shown in Figure 3. Although this case can be

considered as a worst case scenario, the resulting large
3.2 Results variations of the threshold current are a sufficient

The threshold current for the system at the nominal design motivation for further understanding.

point was determined to be about 75 mA. This result is
independent of the bunch repetition frequency. The 4 CONCLUSIONS
limiting modes afect the stability in the vertical plane. In Preliminary BBU simulations performed on the present
the horizontal plane no instability is observed at these version of Jefferson Lab's FEL upgrade driver accelerator
current values, since the relevant modes are polarized in show that a threshold current of about 75 mA is possible.
such a way that those aligned with the horizontal axis are Small variations in machine parameters such as the path
well damped by the FPC. length of the recirculator, and the frequency of the HOM

100 .. .... ................... ............................................... m ost responsible for the threshold current, can result in
90- l much reduced threshold currents, possibly dangerously
780• close to the operating current. Measurements of HOM
70- frequencies and Q's should be done as soon as the other
60 _ two cryomodules become available. Given realistic HOMU 50

(. 0 parameters, a thorough study of the BBU is essential with
40 fixed parameters, before an engineering design starts.
30 A machine design with a BBU threshold current that is

• 20 a factor of 3-4 higher than the operating current could be
10 acceptable, under certain conditions. One of them has to
0 be the unconditional confidence in the simulation tools

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 that only benchmarking against experimental data can
Path Length (Wavelengths from nominal) provide [7].

Figure 2: Dependence of I,, on recirculator pathlength
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Finally the sensitivity of the threshold current on the
frequency of the HOMs was studied. The frequency of the
TEN, 4nr5 mode, which is the mode most responsible for
the value of the threshold current, was varied by ±5 MHz,
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HIGH-PRECISION BEAM-BASED RF PHASE STABILIZATION AT
JEFFERSON LAB*

V. A. Lebedev, J. Musson, and M. G. Tiefenbackt,
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract not sufficiently stabilize the beam energy for other acceler-
ation passes. The energy spread depends upon many fac-

A non-invasive monitor has been implemented for the rel- ainpse.Teeeg peddpnsuo ayfc
atnon-invasive monitorbehasabeenhimplementediforthefrea- tors, including the bunch length, the overall coherence of

tiepaeof the bwo supeamcanductheg acceerating Itnofseah the linac accelerating systems (periodically adjusted to cor-
ofetel two CWsolupeonducin be lincs1' at TbNaFm crts nise l rect for local hardware drifts), and the overall vector phase
level and resolution are below 0.10 at beam currents as low of the linac with respect to the various recirculating beams.

as 2 microamperes, and it been successfully tested for use th e is itended to impremiting anco
in fedbck orrctin fr te ovral RI aceleatig pase This system is intended to improve monitoring and cor-in feedback correction for the overall RF accelerating phase rection of the overall phase of the linac. We have adapted

of each linac. The 70 MHz frequency reference in each the signal processing hardware used in the Hall B nanoam-

linac is phase modulated by approximately ±0.050 at dif-
pere BPM system[3] to measure the global phase of eachferent frequencies (383 and 397 Hz). A single analog beam linac with respect to the beam with better than 0.10 reso-

position signal from a dispersive region is used to monitor lin. thestechnique i es phase mdan of each

the resulting micron-level position modulation via off-the-

shelf lock-in amplifiers, which also supply the modulation linac at the 0.05' level, contributing at the 3 x 10-6 level

signals. The off-crest phase is proportional to the first har- to the overall RMS energy spread.

monic coefficient of the energy modulation. This technique
can be applied as well to pulsed machines and to systems 2.1 Induced Energy Spread
for which the beam-to-RF relative phase may be non-zero. The energy gain from an RF system, initially at some phase
Other applications are discussed. 0 with respect to crest, by a perturbation 6 at an angular

frequency w, is of the form
1 INTRODUCTION

cos(Ob + Jsin(wt)).
CEBAF is a superconducting CW recirculating electron ac-
celerator, one design goal of which was to achieve the very In addition to a slight level shift, there are first and second
low RMS energy spread of 2.5 x 10-'. Achieving this harmonic contributions to the energy of the beam approxi-
requires both a short electron bunch and an RF accelerat- mately given by
ing system with low phase noise. Past and future Master
Oscillator (MO) system sources meet the requirements[l], 6 sin(V)) sin(wt) + 6-- cos(4o) cos(2wt).
but phase drifts in the MO distribution have required atten-
tion since early commissioning activities. Improved ther- The sin(wt) term provides the detection capability used
mal regulation of the distribution lines has reduced the in- here. It is possible that the cos(2wt) term may be usable
trinsic drifts to within ±20, and software feedback loops as a "system on and working" flag. In the CEBAF system,
and manual readjustments have provided adequate phase each linac provides about half of the beam energy. For a
control to date. However, the continuous phase monitoring modulation amplitude of ±0.050 at an off-crest phase of
provided by this system will help in maintaining the design 0.50, these two terms provide RMS additions to the energy
energy spread goal by providing the information needed for spread of 2.5 x 10-6 at the fundamental harmonic and 1.3 x
immediate correction of the residual drifts. 10-7 at the second harmonic.

2 PHASE SENSITIVITY 3 SYSTEM LAYOUT

Changes in beam energy are monitored through the beam The detection system is presently installed in the
position monitor (BPM) system in dispersive regions, and "spreader" (region for vertical separation of the multiple
a feedback system for energy correction has recently been beam passes) at the end of the South Linac (see Fig. 1. The
provided[2] at the experimental hall transport lines (point dispersion at the BPM used for detection is 1.4 m, so that a
of delivery monitoring and correction). Stabilizing beam 2.5 x 10-6 RMS energy (momentum) modulation results in
energy at one point in the system, however, does not sta- an RMS beam position modulation of 3.5 microns. This lo-
bilize the energy spread, and under certain conditions may cation was chosen because a single BPM here allows mon-

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract itoring of both linacs for all beam delivery configurations.
number DE-AC05-84ER40150. Adding BPM pick-ups for recirculated beam is an option

t Email: tiefen@jlab.org discussed below.
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3.2 Sensor and Calibration
The BPM used for detection is of the "4-channel" type,

eCirculati with independent amplifier and demodulation channels for
arcs each of the four pickups. Each of these four signals is con-

45 MeV injector tinuously available (low-pass filtered to 50 kHz). The stan-
dard BPM system digitizes these signals at 60 Hz, numeri-
cally processing them to provide laboratory frame vertical

0.4-GeV Linac and horizontal beam positions. The pick-ups in the CE-
A BAF accelerator are rotated 450 about the beam axis away

•Extraction from horizontal and vertical to avoid photo-emission inter-elements
ference from synchrotron radiation. The analog signal can
be used to detect very small position modulations by using
an analog processing circuit to generate laboratory frame
analog beam position signals. For convenience, the ana-
log signal processor both provides lab frame outputs andFigue 1 Phsicl laoutof EBA bea lies.TheBPM normalizes the signal against the beam current, providing

used for signal detection is near the foreground end of the alsesitivity of the vertical positino
righ-had liac.a sensitivity of 750 mV/mm. The vertical position output

right-hand linac. is used by the two GPIB-interfaced lock-in amplifiers, the

reference from each of which supplies the phase modula-
tion reference for one linac.

= .~ The overall system sensitivity to changes in the linac

syý RF phase was measured so that 10 of indicated phase er-
-A- .ror would correspond to the same shift of the global phase

SAcontrol for each linac. The measured system sensitivities
were 9000 fV/deg for the North Linac and 6430 ,V/deg
for the South Linac. This correlates well with the expected
sensitivities. Sideband power levels measured on the 70

Figure 2: Layout of Master Oscillator Modulation system MHz signal of the linacs at the relevant phase modulation
at CEBAF. Each linac uses one lock-in amplifier for a phase frequency at -62 dBc for the North Linac and -67 dBc for
modulation reference and to detect the position modula- the South Linac, correspond to 0.070 and 0.05' of phase
tion resulting from the energy modulation. A single BPM modulation. From the measured sensitivity of the analog
serves to detect the beam position for both systems. bpm signal, the known beam line dispersion, and knowing

that the energy gain of each linac is about 47% of the to-
tal beam energy for the first pass beam (in addition to the

3.1 Phase Modulation Subsystem injector energy), the expected system sensitivity should be
7400 pV/deg for the North Linac and 5300 /V/deg for the

The overall MO Modulation system is shown in Fig. 2. South Linac. These values are listed in Table 1.
It consists of commercial, off-the-shelf, lock-in amplifiers
(model 7220 from EG&G), a phase modulation system,
and a beam position monitor (BPM) pick-up. The lock-in Table 1: System Sensitivity(piV/deg), estimated vs. mea-

units both provide the phase modulation source and detect sured
the resulting beam energy modulation, Linac Estimate Measured

In each linac, the RF systems use 1427 MHz and 70 MHz North Linac 7400 9000
signals supplied by the MO system to control the cavities at South Linac 5300 6400
1497 MHz. The 70 MHz signal is phase modulated at dif-
ferent frequencies in each linac. The modulation frequen-
cies are 383 Hz for the North (first) Linac and 397 Hz for
the South Linac. These frequencies (± 7 Hz from the 13th 4 PERFORMANCE
harmonic of 30 Hz) were chosen for their low background
noise and for isolation from the experimentally sensitive 30 The system as presently configured can only be used with
Hz frequency at which the sign of beam spin polarization continuous beam, although this is an artificial limitation
is changed. The phase modulators were carefully adjusted caused by the analog signal processing. The current nor-
to give zero amplitude modulation of the 70 MHz signal malization provided in the analog bpm processing circuit
at the fundamental phase modulation frequency. Any such induces too much noise when the beam current is lower
amplitude modulaton would couple directly into gradient than about 2 jA. Although the zero current periods be-
modulation of each linac, interfering with the phase detec- tween beam macropulses during pulsed mode operation
tion. could be handled by gating the signals to the lock-ins, it
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might be better to extend the operating range to lower cur- The result of our first efforts at using this monitor as a
rent by doing the current normalization after the lock-in feedback signal are shown in Fig. 4 for the South Linac.
signal extraction. This would have the added benefit of The phase correction is done in software by simple dead-
providing a useful signal for pulsed beam, although the in- band limiting (±0.30), with corrections applied in discrete
tegration period might have to be increased significantly to 0.10 steps at intervals of one second. The data shown
improve the signal-to-noise for this case. were taken at five-second intervals. The lower trace is the

A plot of the measured phase errors over a thirty minute measured phase error offset by the cumulative shift of the
period for the two linacs is shown in Fig. 3. The coherent linac phase setpoint, while the upper trace is the feedback-
portion of the signals in the two linacs is very possibly due limited actual phase error. The two traces are the same for
to a modulation of the beam phase from the injector, but the first 1000 seconds after beam is restored (near the left-
the roughly 20 minute oscillation of the South Linac phase hand side of the plot) until the feedback software is en-
with respect to that of the North Linac is probably due to abled.
residual thermal regulation effects in the MO distribution The EG&G 7220 amplifiers are typically configured to
line for the South Linac. The noisy portion of the traces average over a 1 second period. Improvements in resolu-
at the far left resulted from a short period of pulsed beam. tion are possible with longer integration periods, but not
Shifts of 0.1' in the global phase set point for each linac clearly beneficial in this application. The empirical noise
can readily be detected when CW beam is present. floor for beam measurements at low beam currents is con-

sistent with detection of RMS beam motion at the 0.5 um
level.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

... ... A .. . .. I APPLICATIONS

' V , The present system monitors the relative phase of the beam
.. J... and the RF in each linac for only the first acceleration

pass. It provides data suitable for use by a feedback system
which will maintain the RF of each linac on crest in each
linac to within a few tenths of a degree. Similar detectors
in the transport lines for the experimental halls would al-
low for point of delivery cresting of the multipass RF for
each linac. Adding additional detector systems in the re-

Figure 3: Thirty minute data stream from MO Modulation circulation arcs (peak dispersion 2.5 m) would allow for
system for both linacs. The upper trace is the North Linac, differential phase monitoring for recirculated beam. This

and the lower trace is the South Linac. The vertical scale is would provide a sensitive monitor for the variations in the
±20. See text for discussion. recirculation path length for CW beam, something we are

presently able to measure only with short beam pulses.
Such readily available digital information would be useful

S-1 LiP h.. p,-, in automating the path length correction procedures.
oAnother application of interest is in monitoring the phase

.. .s . .. of one eight-cavity cryomodule in the injector. This section
of the RF system is presently configured 10° off-crest to
provide a coherent energy spread along the electron bunch.

........... .............................. .................................... . ........... ..... The bunch is then m agnetically com pressed in the injec-
0 , . , 1 tion chicane as the beam from the injector is joined with

T: YIN -the recirculating electrons before passing through the main
. .. .. linacs.
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TECHNIQUE FOR FORMING AN RF SAMPLE SIGNAL FOR
ACCELERATING FIELD FEEDBACK STABILIZATION IN TRAVELING

WAVE LINACS*

A. M. Vetter#, Boeing Phantom Works, Seattle, WA

Abstract macropulse length from 100 to 200 4is, and macropulse

Feedback loop techniques have been employed for average beam current from 10 mA to 100 mA. The first
two items, constituting a 30-fold RF duty factor increase

decades in the stabilization of linac RF systems. to 0.6%, will drive much greater thermal drifts in both
Systems using these techniques require an input signal the modulator output and the linac section cell tuning

which represents the accelerating fields which are to be ove m inute ti sa as Pe coils se trnso e
stablizd. Erlyimplmenatios hve tkena saple over minute time scales as PFN coils, pulse transformner,

stabilized. Early implementations have taken a sample and linac sections heat up. The increased beam loading

of the klystron output power as the source for this signal, will cause a -5% linac energy droop (relative to low

thus enabling stabilization of fluctuations in the level t un e a m curr ents). These greatly enh nce

and phase of klystron output due to variations in the high perturbing effects could render the EEL virtually

voltage pulse, droop in the driver amplifier gain, etc. inoperable at its design output power unless the RF
However, fluctuations produced by beam loading, stabilization system is capable of stabilizing the
thermal drift of the linac section, and other effects which accelerating voltage rather than solely the klystron
occur downstream from the sample point cannot be
sensed or corrected using this approach.

A technique for combining samples of the input and 2 APPROACH
output power from all of the traveling wave sections
driven by a given klystron, enabling the system to The 1.3 GHz RF systems of the upgraded linac typically
respond to perturbations introduced at points throughout contain two traveling wave linac sections powered by a
the RF system, has been developed. This approach is single klystron. Given that our traveling wave. sections
extended to both constant impedance and tapered section incorporate no provision for sampling internal RF fields,
types. Described here are the laws which relate the the best approximation to the total complex accelerating
phases and levels of the sample signals which are to be voltage V, applied to the beam (by all the cells of both
presented to the summing circuit to form the input to the the sections of a given RF system) which can be
stabilization loop. determined by available measurements is an

appropriately weighted average of phase-adjusted

1 BACKGROUND coupler cell accelerating voltages Vb, K, V,, and Vf
(subscripts refer to points labeled in Fig. 1) which can

The first visible EEL at the Boeing Physical Sciences be deduced from samples of the RF waves entering the
Research Center was driven by an L band linacoutputcouplers. That is,
consisting of six traveling wave sections, each powered
by a pulsed klystron stabilized by a feedback loop , D,,, = DbV. + e'b, + ebJe(DV. + e'0e1DfVf) , (1)
operating on a klystron output sample. The system
worked well enough (after a settling period of 10-20 ps) where the D's are the weighting coefficients (determined
to stabilize the output power level to better than 1% and as described below) and Oxy represents the phase
phase to better than 10 for the duration of the 100-ts elapsed during the time required for beam electrons to
macropulse. The perturbations corrected by the move from point x to point y. This average reflects the
feedback loop were chiefly due to klystron high voltage effects of beam loading along both real and imaginary
ripple (principally due to residual PFN unflatness) and axes, thermal drift in phase length of the sections, etc.
droop in the klystron driver amplifier output. With this As noted above, the coupler cell voltages are
simple scheme, operators succeeded in achieving lasing determined from the sample signal voltages V,...V 4
in the FEL, but found the accelerator drifted out of tune which are added in the power combiner. These sample
frequently, probably because of inadequate temperature signals must be correctly related in phase and signal
stabilization of the linac sections. level if their sum is to be proportional to V,,,,. The

Present plans for a second generation visible FEL remainder of this paper describes how the weighting
based on pulsed linac technology call for increasing coefficients are determined and gives the relative phase
macropulse repetition rate from 2 Hz to 30 Hz, and level relationships which must be obtained between

sample signals for our upgraded FEL linac.
"Work supported by USA/SSDC under Contract DASG-60-97-C-0105.

' Email: arthur.m.vetter@boeing.com
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S-1DRETINA V .
COUPLING•
APERTUREij

SEC e SECTION 2

Figure 1: Representative configuration of the chief RF system components and network analyzer for measuring
relative sample signals and adjusting summation box attenuators and phase shifters. Points of reference in the text are
labeled with red arrows. Network analyzer is connected to the linac network in place of the klystron at point a.

15.8 units regardless of &,.) tracks the true section
3 DETERMv~INING WEIGHTS voltage rather imperfectly, giving a net phase error even

To dterinethebestchoce or he wighingfacors at very low •,, and giving a significant amplitude error at

Dh, D, ..., a simple spread sheet model of the accelerating lre
voltge n atypcal ravlin wae setio ofthe The second linear combination's weights are chosen

lina ha ben dvelped.Vecor cceeraing so that it gives the correct value at a (low) •, of
proposed inchsbedeeoe.Vtoacertng 0. 1°/cell. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show that this
fields are computed for each cell, given the power approach corrects the phase error fairly well even for
entering from the upstream cell, local shunt impedance, higher •,, although the amplitude error remains for
and group velocity, after subtracting power transferred to lagrvueofpsedanero.
the beam and applying a specified cell phase advance lagrvueofpsedanero.

erro &rThevectr aditon o th 18cellvolage The next question is how well this linear combination
phasors of a second generation section described performs when there is beam loading. For the case ,=
previously [1] (i.e., phase advance per cell is exactly the nominal 1350),

V.•,e= •"18 Vthe effect of beam loading has been modeled with an
z•= 1 input power of 10 MW for beam currents from zero to

is shown in Fig. 2 (solid lines) for five choices of phase
advance error. For comparison, two linear combinations
of the first and last cell voltage phasors are also shown: 10.o•r":-......................................

(1) the "unweighted" average of the first and last cell s ,dhed:D,Vt.,-av,. -- ,,1 --

voltages multiplied by the number of cells; i.e. s ,h.: 5.ce phs err.r

Ai blred 2'/cel pimse error -

Vn,,,., = 28 ) 9 (V,+V,8 ), , eakg f:Ol.
0

cedlthmeegrorlcap• ...- "/, .

shown as dotted lines, and (2) the weighted average " ", -

9.6 rehsel = DV, +DO1 8 V, 8 , --
shown as dashed lines, where weights D, = 8.26 and D18  - "-- ' -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 B 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
rn n ir V1

=_• •-••V•o Figure 2: V,•,, (solid lines), V,.00., (dotted lines), and V,.

The first linear combination, while an improvement (dashed lines) in the 18-cell constant impedance linac
over the historical approach (which essentially delivers a section, with phase advance error as a parameter.
result extending along the real axis to the red cross at
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Table 1. FEL linac section parameters impacting relative sample signal strength. Total section attenuation ASe is
measured. Values of v/c and R/Qo are computed [2]. Values of D are determined using spread sheet model
described above. Note: L band RF systems of this linac are numbered 3 through 6.

Section Type No. A_ bore R/Q, R, D
Designation Location(s)* cells (dB) End (in) VA (2) (Mi) D

HAP/ 4U, 4D, 18 2.6 IN 2.2 .0036 84.5 .1106 8.24
MOPA 5D, 6U, 6D OUT 2.2 .0036 84.5 .1106 9.88
HAP 3D 25 2.2 IN 2.92 .0167 62.8 .0177 21.10

Prototype OUT 2.18 .0035 84.7 .1140 7.63
Original FEL 5U 35 4.3 IN 2.51 .0074 75.2 .0479 22.42

Oscillator OUT 2.07 .0026 87.7 .1590 14.49

*Numeral indicates RF system. A/B designates upstream/downstream in beam line order.

0.5 A. Even at beam currents up to 5 times nominal for where A_, and A, are the power attenuation in the first
the upgraded linac, resulting in a 24% droop in and second sections respectively, and f= (R,-- 9
accelerating voltage, the relative amplitude error in the ad spRb, c../)
weighted average never exceeds 1.4%, and is less than where (p = 37t/4 and where (R/Q,) and (v/c) are the local
0.25% at the 0.1-A nominal beam current, within the section parameters at the appropriate end cells (Table 1).
acceptable range. Using the linac section parameter values shown in

The numerical values found for the D's are specific to Table 1 in Eqs. 2-4, the relative levels can be found for
the section modeled; i.e., the values must be recomputed each of the four L band RF systems in the upgraded
if structure parameters such as number of cells and linac. The results each system appear in Table 2. Note
impedance profile change. Results for the three section that System 3 has only one section which operates as an
types used in the new linac are listed in Table 1. accelerator section, and that in System 5 the sections

appear in reverse order on the beam line so that Section
4 CONDITIONS ON SAMPLE SIGNALS 5D is the first section in the RF circuit.

Eq. 1 being established as the expression of the physical
quantity which we seek to control, with D coefficients in
that equation determined as described above, it remains Table 2: Relative levels of sample signals required for
to write down the phase and amplitude relations which summed output to be proportional to system accelerating
must be maintained between the sample signals voltage.
presented to the power combiner in order for the
combined signal to be proportional to V,,,,.. The phase RF System 3 4 5 6
and level of each siample signal are measured in turn PIP, (dB) -1.9 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1
with the other sample lines disconnected, using the test PJP, (dB) -2.6 +2.4 -2.6
configuration shown in Fig. 1. It can be shown [3] that, PIP, (dB) -3.7 -0.4 -3.7
provided the linac sections and waveguide phase shifter
are correctly tuned to preserve beam synchronicity with
the RF wave, all the sample signal paths must have the 5 REFERENCES
same phase length from point a in Fig. 1 to the
summing junction. [1] A.M. Vetter, et al., "First Operation of the HAP/MOPA Traveling

It can further be shown that the sample signal Wave Structure at Boeing FEL", Proc. 1997 Particle Accelerator

strengths must be related by Conference, Vancouver BC, May 12-16, 1997, p. 2950 (1998).

,2 [2] A.M. Vetter, "Performance Expectations for Original HAP Linac
P R (D'\ 2  Sections", Boeing Free Electron Laser Program report

= A_ (2) FEL/AT97-001, March, 1997.

D2 [3] A.M. Vetter, "Optimally Weighted Sample Signal Combination
A R D) for Traveling Wave Linac Section Pairs", Boeing Free Electron

P, =AR, and (3) Laser Program report FEL/AT99-003, March, 1999.

P, 4 AsAR tD-' '(4)
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RESONANT BEHAVIOUR OF HEAD TAIL MODES

K. Cornelis
CERN, Switzerland

Abstract

Bunched beams in synchrotrons suffer from synchro- 10D.

betatron resonances. They are produced by the coupling 9W.- -

of the longitudinal motion into the transverse plane via -

dispersion and/or off-centre orbits in the accelerating 00z
cavities. These resonances are incoherent. The wake ,

fields from bunches on central orbits, provoke head tail 60o •ajuated

modes, which at a certain intensity will lead to the mode 500

coupling instability. Besides head-tail modes, these wake 400

fields create also new resonant conditions for coherent o I , ,
motion. In LEP, these coherent resonances, which are 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

also present for central orbits, start to dominate the beam Q_

behaviour as of a certain bunch current and the mode
coupling instability limit can only be reached for well Fig 1: The TMCI threshold can normally be increased by
defined betatron tunes increasing Qs. At a certain Qs value however, coherent

synchro-betatron resonances take over and limit the
current to a value lower than the TMCI. In 1996 there

1 INTRODUCTION was no gain for the LEP bunch current when pushing Qs
above 0.15. The limit was then 0.95 mA/bunch. In 1998
this limit was increased to 1.05 mA/bunch by reducing

In LEP the intensity is normally limited by the transfer the impedan in g to cavities).

mode coupling instability (TMCI). The threshold for this

instability increases proportional with Qs (synchrotron
tune). When more RF power became available for the
LEP2 stage , higher Qs values could be used at injection.
It was found that for Qs values above 0.15 the TMCI The transverse coordinates of the two macro particles are
threshold could not be reached anymore (fig 1), and the represented by x and y. The equation of motion can be
intensity limit became very strongly dependent on the written as the equations of two coupled oscillators and an
tune, suggesting a limitation due to synchro-betatron external oscillator describing the synchro betatron
resonances. Incoherent synchro-betatron resonances could coupling:
be observed in LEP [1], but they were never considered to
be a big problem since there is enough comfortable tune ,, 2 x sin
space left and the resonances due to the Sundelin effect x"+o912x k x + g(t)y +
(which is intensity depending) were found to be rather y,,+aO2y = k, y + g(-t)x - o sin co~t
weak. On the other hand, coherent resonances could be
observed. For an intensity higher than 0.4 mA per bunch With:
head tail modes become visible in the tune spectra and
they show clearly a resonant behaviour [2],[3]. In order to o : unperturbed betatron tune
understand the resonant behaviour of this modes, and their kI : describes the wake field from head on head or tail on
relationship to the "normal" synchro-betatron resonances tail
calculations were performed using a two particle head-tail 5 sin(tout) : describes coupling from synchrotron motion
model. Such a model was already successfully used in
order to explain the effect of the beam-beam interaction The coupling coefficient g(t) describes the wake field
on head tail modes in LEP [41. The two particle head tailmonheade tal desc es ver well [4.The be iouarofthdiple eand t form head on tail . It describes the fact that the wake fieldm odel describes very well the behaviour of the dipole and c n o l e "et h nt e p ril sb h n h t ecan only be "felt" when the particle is behind the other
quadrupole modes and, since the bunches in LEP are very one and it can be represented as a square pulsed function
short (1 to 2 cm at injection), higher modes can be with co, (the synchrotron frequency), as fundamental
ignored. frequency. This block function can be developed in a
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fourier series of odd multiples of w,. For our calculation
we will at first take only the fundamental mode into Integer

account. g=1-27t

S

g(t + go 1 sin(( 2n + 1)ot) x -ik
2 z 0 (2n + 1)

putting wS= x+y and D=x-y xgik "-ik

w, = cd - k, - g1/2

w,2 c? - k,+ g12 CsD

k= g/_r

(k,,g 0 and k are proportional to the bunch current) Fig 2 : Schematic representation of the two coupled
and keeping only the first harmonic of g(t) one gets : oscillators S and D.

S"+ WI2S -2k sin( cot)D Only by looking at fig 2 one can draw some very

D "+ w 2
2 D 2 k sin( co t ) S + 248 sin( o) t) interesting conclusions :

The variable S describes the centre of mass motion of the 0 w1 and w2 are changing with intensity in a different
two particles (dipole mode) and the variable D describes way . Once w, comes close to w2+-Oa, the system
the beam size (quadrupole mode). On a normal pick-up starts to become unstable. This is the so called
only the centre of mass motion is visible, transfer mode coupling instability.

* The (os which injected at the D resonator gets shifted
The fourier transform of the two equations looks like: by +- o, when it gets to the S resonator and the

shifted again when going to, the D. This has two
consequences:

() i) (1) Even if the Qs oscillator is linear i.e. has no

w -2 _f22 higher harmonics, the system will see higher
harmonics of Qs.

ikS (Q - co,) - ikS (Q + a)26SY() 2) The S oscillator sees only the even multiples

W 2  + _f22 of Qs, the D oscillator sees the odd harmonics
of Qs

T The systematic integer resonance is injected at the S
The system can be described as two resonators (S and D) resonator since it has the same phase for head andwit frquecie w1 andw 2 The two resonators are

coupledithfroqughcae ency s r wtail. The consequences are exactly the same as for the
coupled trough a frequency shifter synchro-betatron coupling.
the coupling is proportional to k i.e. the bunch intensity VERY IMPORTANT : even in the absence of

(fig 2). The external driving term from the synchro sYnchrO RTAN :oupln in the asnce of

betatron resonance is coupled to the D resonator, because synchro-betatron coupling in the classical way

it has opposite phase for head and tail. In order to (Sundelin or dispersion in cavities), the Qs harmonics

calculate the eigenfrequencies on cane inject white noise will still be present. They are injected in the system
from the systematic integer resonance which is

in the system e.g. at the entrance of S and calculate how it fromuenc systed in reince which s

evolves following the arrows. The S modes represent the frequency shifted by +-nws, n being even for the S

motion of the centre of mass and hence are visible on a
* Any frequency in S that comes close to w2+-aos will

normal pick up. The D modes represent the quadrupole lead to a resonance.

mode and are invisible.
* Any frequency in D that comes close to w,+-cos will

What has been left out in the formula for simplicity is the lead to a resonance.

coupling to the systematic integer resonance which acts ( The feedback from S to D is proportional to k

on the S resonator since it has the same phase for both (impedance x intensity), so the resonances become

particles. This coupling leads to the same conclusions as stronger for higher intensities.

the synchro-betatron coupling.
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3 RESULTS same calculation was done for a bunch current of 0.8mA.
The resonances start to become so strong that not muchFig 3 and 4 show the calculated spectrum of S and D sal uesaei et
stable tune space is left.

modes. In order to avoid singularities, a damping term
(iXS' and ikD') was added to the equation of motion, X
being the damping constant at injection in LEP. The S 0.5

modes can be compared to the measured spectrum in fig 0.4

5. 0.3

0.2S2•
0.1

15000 W,(ITo) 0

S0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 05

50000 - 2Q A Q .

500 ,Q+Qs (m=r+l) Fig 6
0- a.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.5

Fig 3: calculated S-modes (visible modes) 0.34-

1C2 0.2-

*0.1-

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 05

4000) W14CS A -0.1

_____o ___-..__-__.__.. . . __W14_._. _ Fig 7 :Growth rate / damping for an intensity of 0.8 mA
0 0. .1 02 0.2 .3 0. 04 05 per bunch and a Qs of 0.15.
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In fig 6 the growth rate of the individual particle S and D
modes combined as a function of the unperturbed tune
(I=0.5 mA) . The dark lines are de visible modes, the
faint lines are the invisible modes. The horizontal lines
correspond to the multiples of Qs (Qs=0.15). Resonances
occur when lines of the same colour cross. In fig 7, the
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TRANSVERSE INSTABILTIES IN THE ESRF STORAGE RING:
SIMULATION, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND IMPEDANCE MODELLING

R. Nagaoka, J.L. Revol, P. Kernel, ESRF, Grenoble, France
G. Besnier, University of Rennes, Rennes, France

Abstract particular effort to measure the damping and growth rate of

Transverse coherent single bunch motions are studied the dipolar mode to empirically characterise the
ESRF storage ring impedance.

theoretically and experimentally for the ESRF machine.
Starting from the mode-merging instability observed at 2 MODE-MERGING REGIME
low chromaticities, the head-tail mode frequencies and
current thresholds are measured systematically in the At low chromaticities IvI = I(AQVQv)/( Ap/p)l < 0.2, in

vertical plane as functions of chromaticity, beam current, accordance with theory the single bunch stability is

RF voltage and optics. Measurement of damping and largely limited by the merging of 0 and -1 vertical head-

growth rates of the dipolar mode is also attempted as a tail modes, whose threshold current is measured around

function of chromaticity to characterise the machine 0.8 mA (Fig. 1).

impedance empirically. Theoretical analysis is made in vertical tune synchrotron sidebands
parallel to investigate the dynamics and to fit the model 0.394
impedance to best reproduce the observations. Two 0..................................... 0

numerical methods are employed: the multi-particle 0.392
tracking and solution of an extended Sacherer's equation mode 0
with the program MOSES. It is found that the machine 0.39
impedance can be well represented by a simple BBR
(Broad Band Resonator) impedance, the parameters of 0.388
which are quasi uniquely be determined from the fit of the -.
mode-merging instability. It is experimentally shown that

0.386
the low gap vacuum chamber sections contribute largely mode.
to the machine impedance. The resultant model is found to

0.384-
describe the observed thresholds at higher chromaticities as 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

well, the dynamics of which is analysed to consist of lb (mA)

higher-order head-tail instabilities. Figure 1: Observed mode-merging instability.

1 INTRODUCTION
Associated with increasing low gap insertion device
vacuum chambers in the ring, the encountered reduction of 00 -.. __--

the threshold current of the transverse instabilities has i --..

been compensated at the ESRF by the use of large . - --- 0 , ._ .-.
positive chromaticities, which, however, generally induce 4
adverse effects of reducing the dynamic acceptances. To -, --2, . .. . . .,
improve the machine performance, theoretical and
experimental studies have been initiated [1]. The primary Figures 2: Fit with the BBR parameters. (fR GHz, RT
objective of the theoretical studies is to understand the M92/m, Q) = (5, 8, 1) left and (22, 5, 1) right. J3 2.7
dynamics occurring at high currents. As the dynamics is m.
determined by the way the beam mode spectra interact
with the machine impedance, the modelling of the In the model of a Gaussian beam interacting with a BBR
impedance becomes one of the central issues. Numerical impedance, the tracking and MOSES give identical results
tools are employed and developed in both the time domain for the mode coupling (the bunch lengthening included as
(multi-particle tracking) and the frequency domain (the a function of beam current). Fitting the observed merging
program MOSES), in which a BBR (Broad Band with the BBR parameters leads to
Resonator) impedance is taken as the starting point.
Experiments are made to survey systematically the fR = 22 GHz, RT.fl = 13.5 MC and Q = 1. (1)
coherent transverse motions in various regimes to
provide inputs for the theoretical analysis, with a While the resonant frequency fR is found to influence the

merging frequency, the product of the shunt impedance RT
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and the beta function P3 affects the threshold current. The and ýv (Fig. 4) exhibits two noteworthy features: i) a
BBR parameters are thus quasi uniquely determined from large excursion of (Qv)th across ýv that amounts to
the fit. An observation that -1 mode is also slightly excitation of head-tail modes higher than ImI=10; ii)
defocused requiresfR to be 22 GHz instead of e.g. 5 GHz accordance of the curves of (Qv)th for two different VRF'S
(Figs. 2). The implication of the fitted BBR impedance (in contrast to the variation of Ith), which is supposed to
shall be discussed further below, be non-accidental.

It becomes a key issue to verify if the observed
3 DYNAMICS AT HIGHER instability thresholds at high chromaticities can be

CHROMATICITIES described with the assumption of successive head-tail

With chromaticities slightly above that of the mode- instabilities using the obtained BBR parameters. As

merging, the beam becomes unstable at a certain current reproduction of Ith requires the knowledge of damping

and stabilises again as the current is increased, without forces, we focused on the relation between (Qv)th and 4v.

any merging of the modes. Several of such unstable The computations were made in three ways; a semi-

points may be observed before reaching saturation. The analytical, MOSES and tracking. In the first two methods,

measured coherent tunes indicate that higher-order modes - the mode with the largest growth rate was searched by

1, -2, ... are excited one after the other. Instead of mode- taking the measured Ith for a given 4v, and its mode

merging instabilities among higher-order modes that frequency was identified as (Qv)th. Whereas with the

might be expected to take place, the observations therefore tracking, Ith and (Qv)th were fully computed. Although

match with the classical picture of the head-tail the radiation damping time had to be shortened, it

instabilities [2]: With a shift of chromaticity, modes that managed to reproduce the entire Ith versus 4v. In view of

overlap with a large real part of the impedance in the the Landau damping that exists in reality, the overall

negative frequency region are unstable, while those that agreement is considered as meaningful. Note that all

have passed this region are stabilised by the impedance in methods include the bunch lengthening by taking the

the positive frequency region. The fact that both the measured data. All three approaches produced similar

observations and the analysis indicate less detuning of the results, which agree well with the measured points (Fig.

modes as the chromaticity is increased, is also in favour of 4).

this interpretation, as it results in weaker interactions The agreement implies that the unstable modes interact

among themselves, with the negative resistance of the BBR impedance peaked
at -22 GHz and not with the resistive wall impedance at

Vertical Tune at threshold low frequencies.
0.4

Intensity threshold (mA)
1 0.39- 4 IMPEDANCE MODELLING

"16 *V' 8 MV measured: -1 .... 0.38 .... . ........-Ve -=8 MV metasured 038 The fact that no resistive wall impedance is required at low

14 q •i2 MVrfurd t
MVtrack, mg I*o 6 0.37 frequencies appears to be contradicting to the continuously

023 limited vertical stability with increasing low gap
S....... .... chambers as well as with the observation of resistive wall

. 0.35 instabilities in the multibunch operation. Further studies
6 .0.34 ........ ........ ......... have been made experimentally and theoretically to assess

0 V .8 MV measured: the obtained model.
4.. ... 0.33 -"'V=8 MV tracking '

- A V,1= 12 MV measured
V.. 0.32 --- V 4.1 Dipole mode frequency measurement2 -0.32 •uVtacig

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 031 0.2 0.4 0.6 Attempts were made to measure the damping and growth
ýv 4v rates of the dipolar mode versus chromaticity to

Figure 3: (Left) Measured threshold current versus characterise the real part of the impedance. Details are
chromaticity. given in Ref. 3. With ýv > 0, damping times were
Figure 4: (Right) Measured coherent tunes at threshold versus
chromaticity. Curves are the theoretical calculation using the measured by fitting the peaks of the chromatically
BBR impedance of Eq. 1. modulated amplitude decaying exponentially in time.

Growth rates were measured with 4V < 0, thanks to the

To see if the observed trend continues over larger sufficiently large tune spread with amplitude to store beam
chromaticities, mappings of the current lth and the as well as to the time gated transverse feedback to
coherent tune (Qv)th at threshold versus chromaticity ýV, suppress the initial amplitude. However, the chromatic
were constructed for two RF voltages VRF'S (Figs. 3 and frequency could only go down to about -15 GHz due to the
4). The expected fast non-linear rise of Ith with ýV is loss of beam signal. The monotonous decrease of the
observed until the stability is limited by optical reasons. measured growth time as I v I is increased is in favour of
A large increase of Ith is also noticed as the bunch is the high resonant frequency of 22 GHz of the BBR
lengthened via VRF. Whereas, the relation between (Qv)th impedance (Fig. 5 left). Furthermore, a preliminary
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measurement of the dipolar frequency versus negative The effect of the resistive wall impedance was investigated
chromaticities for different beam currents shows in the mode-merging regime where its influence could be
convergence of the curves at around the expected position relatively important. The impedance of the existing low
(Fig. 5 right), gap chambers was evaluated with the expression,

" 2R • t2b -

.-Intehsity'gwront 0.002• . ..... ZJR.W.(W) = -. [ -- 0(I-j) + j'-')2
1 - time (m,,A) ........ 2c i (2)

0 ..
0.8I ......
0.6 ... k..= 2i nA - : U... I.... :4.O .. . ..... .

0 =.5 mA I 000 derived by solving the Maxwell equation without the long
0.4 ....... A 1. .2 M range approximation (symbols have their usual~~4ff ~ -0004 UN 10.4 MA ag smbl hi0.2 0.6 mmeanings). Unlike the standard formula, the corresponding
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 11 -0.00-2 wake function converges correctly to zero in the t=-0 limit.

-1 -. 8 -. 6 -. 4 -. 2- -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 4v

Figures 5: Measured growth times (left) and the frequency With these functions, MOSES and tracking computations
shifts (right) of the dipolar mode versus negative were made to estimate the dipolar detuning. Taking the
chromaticity. beta value at the centre of the low gap vessels, the

resistive wall explains at most 10% of the observed

4.2 Effect of low gap chamber sections detuning.
A systematic evaluation of the various vacuum chamber

To explore the impact of the low gap vacuum vessels, the impedances in the ring is to be made and compared with
measurement of Ith versus ýv was repeated with an optics that empirically obtained. One such study has already been
that increases the vertical P3 function by nearly a factor of made evaluating the tapers of the low gap chambers in an
4 at every two straight sections without affecting much approximate way with TBCI [4]. The mostly inductive
the rest of the optics (the low gap chambers are installed nature found, along with the experimental evidence, leads
in the straight sections). The observed drastic reduction of one to assume that the tapers are largely responsible for

Ith by a factor of 2 to even larger values at high currents the imaginary part of the obtained BBR impedance. The
(Fig. 6) confirms a large contribution of the low gap contribution of the resistive wall to the BBR is to be
sections to the impedance. investigated in more detail.

5 CONCLUSION
Intensity threshold (mA)

1 t A simple BBR impedance with the resonant frequency fR

Astandard optics, V=-12 M at 22 GHz, the product of the shunt impedance RT and the

*7nm optics, Vf=12 MV beta function P3 of 13.5 MQ and Q equal to 1, fitted from
the mode-merging instability, appears to give a good
overall description of the observed vertical instabilities.

10 ......................... : . The dynamics at high currents is analysed to consist of
high order head-tail instabilities extending beyond ImI=10.
"The measured growth times and the detuning of the dipolar
mode are basically consistent with fR > 20 GHz. A large
contribution of the low gap chambers to the machine

5 . impedance was experimentally demonstrated.
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ANALYSIS OF THE HEAD TAIL DAMPING AND GROWTH TIME
FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE ESRF MACHINE IMPEDANCE

P. Kernel, J.-L. Revol, R. Nagaoka, ESRF, Grenoble, France
G. Besnier, University of Rennes, France

Abstract are compared to the tracking simulation in order to dis-
cuss the impedance model for single bunch.

A theoretical and experimental characterisation of trans-
verse damping mechanisms was initiated within the 2 DIFFERENT MECHANISMS REVIEW
framework of the single bunch transverse instability The damping time measurement presents many difficul-
studies. An attempt is made to estimate the machine im- the in timuemeasurmeatpresent many difc-pedace hrouh te mesurmentof he had ail ties in practice due to the fact that different other damp-
pedance through the measurement of the head tail ing mechanisms can occur at the same time and spoil the
damping time as a function of the chromaticity. The osre inl
presence of strong sextupole fields used for chromaticity observed signal.
compensation however induces large momentum and 2.1 Transverse Radiation Damping
amplitude dependent tune shifts. A systematic study of
the different damping mechanisms was therefore per- Radiation damping mechanism presents a characteristic
formed in order to quantify the different contributions, and constant decay time of 7 ms for the ESRF storage
which for the ESRF storage ring are in the same range. ring. This value is long enough not to perturb the head
Numerical simulations and record of the beam response tail measurements.
to a kick were performed. The transverse signal decay
after the excitation was observed on the tune monitor 2.2 Chromatic Modulation
system used in zero span mode. The tune amplitude de- After a transverse kick excitation, the frequency mixing
pendence which depends on the kick amplitude is dis- of the individual particles oscillations, at slightly differ-
cussed first. Then the modulation induced by chro- ent betatron frequencies depending on the chromaticity
maticity overcompensation which could blind the obser- ý=(dQ/Q)/(dp/p), results in a modulation of the trans-
vation is described. The measurement of the head tail verse signal of period T,. the synchrotron period [Fig. l.a
damping and growing time, under precise operating con- and 1.b, T,=0.5 ms]. The peak widths, which only de-
ditions, with positive and negative chromaticity, is pre- pend on the chromaticity, narrow when the chromaticity
sented. Finally, a model for the machine impedance is increases. To avoid confusing the chromatic modulation
discussed. with the head-tail damping, the head tail damping decay

should be much longer than T,. In that case, from the
1 INTRODUCTION amplitude of a few peaks, the envelope of the modulated

The optimisation of the machine operation and the un- signal can be extracted.

derstanding of the feedback system efficiency for future ,o-1 X
operation are the ultimate purpose of the transverse mo- Optics invariant (in) Optics invariant (t)

tion study at the ESRF. The modelling of the storage 0a
ring transverse impedance is a key point for the study of enveloppe (exponential) enveloppe (bl-shape)

single bunch instability lim itations. For this purpose, a 01 envictlroae 
modulatio

campaign of measurements has been performed, their c. hromatic modulation

interpretation is under progress [1,2]. The head tail i 1_
damping time and the growth rate of the transverse sig- 02 1 2
nal resulting from the interaction of the beam modes : . • i h .
with the machine impedance are accessible physical 0 05 1 5 2 0 0.5 1 is 2

quantities. These data are complementary in order to time (ms)

cross-check the impedance model resulting from meas- Fig L.a (left) Modulated head tail damping (simul.)
urements of mode merging observed at low current [2] Fig 1.b (right) Modulated tune spread damping (simul.)
and threshold curve associated to higher order head-tail 2.3Amplitude-Dependant Tune Spread Damping
instability [1] for the high current regime. Head tail
damping time extraction from the measurement requires If the transverse kick is too large, additional tune spread
a methodical approach, which is part of this paper. The is induced within the bunch by the non-linearity coming
characterisation and the description of the different from the strong sextupoles fields. The corresponding
mechanisms occurring at ESRF, the measurement meth- damping signal resulting from this mechanism presents a
ods and data are presented. The results (in vertical plane) bell-shape decay (Fig. 1.b). The strength of the tune
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spread damping, which is independent of the beam cur- hm(co- o)= exp[- I(()- _)) 2 +(wh-o0 )2)aU]x (2)
rent, increases with the kick amplitude, Fig.2. For the S + h (

head tail damping time measurement, the kick should be 1m [((0 0)((Os/ - (0 )(02]
chosen small to keep the tune spread damping time long where I,, is the modified Bessel's function of the I" kind
enough to be negligible (in the order of a few ms). and oa=O is the shaker frequency, which is null for a

0.8 Damping time (s) kick. Kicked and shaked modes present exactly the same
0 measurement spectrum.

0 Synchronously with a kick, the transverse signal decay0.6 "" .i i ' caculaion traking)is measured with a spectrum analyser used in the zero

span mode adjusted to the betatron frequency. This
0.4 ....... ...... method improved by averaging was efficient for the de-

tection of very low response defined by the following
0.2 . operating conditions:

o Low intensity per bunch, necessary for a head tail
15 damping to be longer than T,=0.5 ms, to be able to ex-0 5 10 15 20 tract the envelope from the chromatic modulation.

Kick Amplitude (mm) e Small transverse kick to avoid the tune spreadFig 2: Amplitude-dependant tune spread damping time damping. The absence of tune spread can be check by

2.4 Head Tail Damping and Growing time. the linear dependence with current.
e Increased average intensity, in some cases, to keepFor Hermitian modes that are not interacting in a mode- the transverse signal out of the noise level, (few bunch

coupling regime, the head tail characteristic time for a modes, with low single bunch intensity).
mode m is given by the formula (cf. [2]): On Fig.3b, the expected shape of the head tail damp-

Xhrn((.Op--) (1) ing time after a kick has been computed with a trackingn 22mm! 4 E/e P code, using a BBR model for the transverse vertical im-
(2m-1)!! 1 L Re(Z(o))hm(owp-a,) pedance with f=22 GHz, Q=1, Rxf3=-13.5 MQ.

P
with ~=a~mw~+co0.0.4with gp=6+mo),+po)o. 04-Intensity*growth Inten~it *dampingThe mode spectrum h,,(wop-oý), is shifted in frequency by time (ms.mA) time (ms.rnA)

ow=o)oQlWa, proportional to the chromaticity. The 0.3 of spontaneous of kicked
pure mode 0 modemeasurement of the head tail damping or growing time tre k (tracking)

,r,, versus chromaticity, is characteristic of the interaction 0.2 ..... ......
of the mode spectrum with the real part of the transverse
impedance Z(wo). For the head tail mechanism, the trans- 0.1 ....... .
verse pick-up signal is exponential (fig. I a). The damping
time r,, should be inversely proportional to the peak cur- 0o
rent I/ar. and to the optical beta function 63. These pa- -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
rameters can be mastered during the experiments. The Fig3a(left) Head tail growth time simul. (mode 0)
bunch length which also defines the width of the mode Fig3b(right) Head tail damp. time simul. after a kick
spectrum h,Ii(o)-o)), should be long in order to scan the 3.2 Results
impedance in more detail.

According to theory, the damping time should increase
3 HEAD TAIL DAMPING TIME (4>0) when ý is close to 0, because of the cancellation due to

the anti-symmetric real part of Z(p); and increase at
3.1 Measurement Methods large 4, due to the decreasing of impedance. The curve

should present a minimum at the resonant frequency ofAt positive chromaticities, the head tail damping time the BBR model. These curves (Fig.4 right, vert. plane)
has been scanned versus ý, in both vertical and horizon- do not present the expected shape and no proportionality
tal planes, much below the current threshold. The trans- with the current, which is a hint to say that the observed
verse excitation is produced by a kick of the injection damping time was not a pure head tail phenomena. This
kicker for the horizontal plane, or by the gated tune discrepancy with the theory might come from a meas-
monitor shaker for the vertical plane. The particle distri- urement problem. Despite the efforts employed to avoid
bution resulting from the kick is equivalent to a low fre- all the perturbing phenomena and to extract the pure
quency shaker mode, and its corresponding envelope head tail damping mechanism, it seems that another
spectrum for Gaussian beam is (different of the spectrum mechanism has polluted the measurement. The obtained
of the Hermitian modes assumed in Eq. 1 when m#O): results should be clarified by further theoretical studies.
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4.2 Results
1.2

1 Intensity'*growt. Intensity)damping Th gown tmewhc monotonously dcessu
1 ime (is.hA) . '. to 4=-0.5, is in agreement with the 22 GHz BBR imped-

0.8 ........... . ....... .. ance model given by other modelling methods [1] (Fig.4
* I=.Oi mA left). Nevertheless, the limitation of the measurement at

0.6 AA=.2:.mA .....
S I1=.5:mA . . 4=-0.5 (corresponding to -13 GHz) does not allow to0. "111 1='7: imA measure the turning point where the growing time should

increase again. According to the theoretical curve, the

02turning point should be located at =-8 (Fig.3.a). With
o01 a scaling of the parameter R, the measurement confirms
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 , that the 22 GHz BBR is a reasonable model for the

Fig 4: Measured head tail growth and damping times ESRF storage ring impedance. A possibility to measure
the turning point could be to lengthen the spectrum by

4 HEAD TAIL GROWING TIME (4<0) shortening the bunch. For a given 4, this will increase
the spectrum amplitude at zero frequency and improve

4. iMeasurement Methods the efficiency of the detected signal and of the feedback.

Growth rate measurement of the strongly unstable Tran eve r.. 3-.E,.

mode 0 has been realised in the negative chromaticity .. O4=-0o.

regime. In that case the spectrum, which is not distorted Ff o ,'0..d /?..k . R-RCI

by any kick, is purely Gaussian. As the mode grows, the
amplitude-dependent tune spread filamentates the beam ......
and leads to a destruction of the initial mode coherence.
A saw-tooth motion with a period in the range of milli- , m aS. .. .. .. .. .. •". . .. .. .. • .. .. ... . .. . .i. . . .. . .. . .i......... i ....... tDP• SK 3

second may be observed at this stage (Fig.5), which is . ..... O..

supposed to be due to the vanishing of the head-tail E.... IOh 'd -"- .a

growth for a filamented beam. The radiation damping
then concentrates the particles to the initial state. The Fig 6: Growth rate as a function of the chromaticity
strong tune spread damping would be a characteristic
effect of the ESRF optics. It allows storing beam above 5 CONCLUSION
head-tail threshold. For the measurement, the beam is The different damping mechanisms at ESRF have been
stabilised with the transverse feedback system, which investigated and observed. The measurement of the head
send the vertical transverse signal to the shaker, with tail damping time cannot be interpreted but further theo-
proper gain and phase. At a given time, the feedback is retical studies will be done to understand the observa-
suppressed for a few milliseconds and the transverse tion. The measurement of the growth time was success-
signal is analysed synchronously. (Fig.5 and 6) ful and is compatible with BBR impedance model. At-

SSpectrum.........ting e at.......... Lo tempts are in progress to understand the imaginary part
Li am n - o " of the impedance by measuring the mode 0 detuning

-- growth apversus r, in the negative chromaticity regime.
Fe dba kOl gehaedk FF Fee boo ON

-. .4. . I . . .
Rindof Shaker d iagnostEicEsE,

vertical motion o eAmplifier
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AN INTEGRABLE OPTICS LENS FOR THE PSR AND SNS*

V.Danilov, J.Galambos, D.Jeon, J.Holmes, D.Olsen, ORNL SNS Project, Oak Ridge, TN
D.Fitzgerald, R.Macek, M.Plum, LANL LANSCE, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract 2 INTEGRABLE OPTICS
This is a study to increase the threshold of the. .Los Aiamos aN Prodytoincoreage Ring (esRd tof the One particularly simple class of integrable optics appliesLos Alamos LANSCE Proton Storage Ring (PSR) to the

to axially symmetric magnetic fields. Under certain
electron-proton (e-p) instability. The approach is to use conditions, solenoid lenses can be used to construct these
a solenoid lens system to increase the Landau damping integrable maps for circular rings. To apply this to the
and betatron tune spread, without producing betatron PSR, the lattice must meet two conditions: (1) the
resonances or energy spread that would necessitate solenoid lenses must be installed in a straight section at a
increased aperture. This study rests upon the concept of location with P. = so that a beam with equal
integrable optics, which is a branch of Hamiltonian emittances is round; a (2) thatia beam withedynamics that determines how to modify dynamic emitace iron;and (2) the fractional tunes of the
ynmsto obtain integrable Hamiltonians having regular ring in both planes, without the solenoids, must be either

systems 0.25 or 0.75. Once these conditions are satisfied the
phase space maps and no chaos. For such cases, the
particle trajectories, when integrated as functions of time angular momentum, M = x. py - y. Px, an integral of

and initial conditions, follow invariant surfaces. In the motion, will be conserved by the axial symmetry of
essence, the maps are similar to linear maps with the the system. M will also be conserved in the linear
addition of a betatron tune spread; however, the storage ring structure.
magnetic fields required to obtain such maps are There is an additional invariant of motion,
complicated. which is conserved for all values of the angular

momentum whenever the nonlinear kick is axially
1 INTRODUCTION symmetric and the change in radial momentum p, is

Prior to the recent upgrade program, the average beam given by Apr = -b. r/(1 + a. r 2), where a and b are free
current in the PSR was limited to 70[tA, at 20Hz and parameters [2]. Throughout, the normalised variables,
2x 10"3 protons/pulse. At this intensity, the threshold for pat ut e alise vi e
the PSR e-p instability limits further current [1]. The xn = x /Fx , Yn = y , are used along with the
PSR e-p instability limits the performance of the same normalization for radial variables. If the linear
LANSCE facility and provides a fundamental transfer matrices for one turn around the ring for both
uncertainty and risk to the performance of a new horizontal and vertical normalised variables are given by
spallation neutron source such as the SNS Project.

One of the potential explanations of this l then, the invariant after the above lens is:
instability is the large electron charge in the vacuum
chamber, produced by multipactoring and other effects.
It has been found [1] that increasing the betatron tune IrnPr)=(a. rn +1).( +p) +b rn .(r +pr)+(r +M2/r). (1)

spread using octupoles increases the instability threshold.
In particular, increasing the betatron tune spread by Figure 1 plots the invariant surfaces given by Eq. 1. In
about 0.01 could increase the threshold by about a factor order to model the PSR with an aperture of about 5 cm,
of three. Unfortunately, octupoles excite nonlinear the x coordinate unit scale in Fig. 1 is 10 cm. For this
resonances that lead to an uncontrolled beam loss. Even calculation the angular momentum is equal to zero and
so, this is an important result because it shows that the coefficients in scaled units are a = -0.40 and b =
modifying the magnetic fields to increase the tune spread 1.17. The reference orbit betatron fractional tune for
can raise the instability threshold. Increasing the energy both planes is 0.35 with the solenoid present.
spread can also increase the tune spread in the PSR; The stable motion is bounded by two
however, this is not a viable solution because of the separatrices, which occur at the points:
limited horizontal aperture. We propose to use a special
nonlinear element to increase the betatron tune spread ) and , . (2)
without introducing nonlinear resonances. We call such

a system "integrable", though in general, phase space
from integrable systems can contain resonances.
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2 .. . . .ro .i .where Hs is taken from Eq. 3. Finally, Eqs. 4 can be

combined to yield:

El 2 2e 2/(D,( r,0  =_ 2 0e 0 -/ HI+(r)
r-r( 0 "/r2) 0 r2 (2-Hs(r))+

2P (5)
e 2

.32 3((Dr) -4•(r) .4(r)r.r).

- _ _ __-_ _-_(12 0 . .

Coordinate, dm

Fig. 1 Phase space motion in the integrable cell. The The force term on the L.H.S. of Eq. 5 is just the
contours represent motion with initial conditions from centripetal force, which always appears in cylindrical
the closed orbit up to the limit of the dynamic aperture. coordinates. The first term on the R.H.S. is a linear

function of the longitudinal field derivatives, and its
These two points are critical points of the Eq. 1 invariant integral is zero because the function at the ends is zero.
and define the region of stable phase space. If, for Consequently, only the last term of the R.H.S. is 'of
example, the beam occupies half the aperture, then the interest, and is denoted by:
tune spread is found numerically to be 0.006 and is close
to what is required. This increase in tune spread is e 2
produced without exciting any betatron resonances. If K(rs)= -(--(-d°O))2 r+-.nk°).H2).3-(-. 1°).I-4)).r5 +
we take into account only the octupole term, the formula p 4 8 128

for tune spread is: Av=3/(8.2.r).b-a.eO=610 3 for 3.(n(2))2). r (_..)1 .Hk).d6)+1 ./12).d4)). r..

emittance e0 -- 20.10-6m• rad. 256 4608 768

We must form the lenses using an axially symmetric where H'(n) is the n-th derivative of the longitudinal
magnetic structure in order to preserve angular field on the axis.
momentum invariance. All the fields in such a system The radial kick can be obtained by integrating
can be calculated from a single function H(s), the K(r, s) over s, regarding the radius r as a constant. The
longitudinal magnetic field on the axis of the lens, which integration yields, where we ignore the centripetal force
corresponds to the reference orbit. The longitudinal and consider only the kick from the magnetic field:
magnetic field in all space is then [3]:

e Too (( ( r ) 2 d r ) 2 dS
(2n) 2n (H(°)2 ds-r--- J(H( a

H(s,r)= X - H "H (s).(r/2) (3) p 4-- 8 (
5.r • 7.r 7 oo( 20 5- (2)) 2ds - 7 ( (3)) 2 ds -... )

where r is the radius from the axis, s is the longitudinal 256 -oo 4608 -o

coordinate, and the superscript (2n) denotes the 2n-th
derivative of H(s) with respect to the coordinate s.
Calculation of nonlinear kicks through third order from 2.1 Physics Design of Axially Symmetric
such a lens was made in [4]. Here the exact expressions Integrable Lens from Solenoids
for the nonlinear kick will be used. Now let us construct the integrable lens from one-wire

The radial and azimuthal motion of a particle can be coils. The magnetic field from a one-wire coil on the
described by the two simple equations: symmetry axis is:

r'r66+H2p= 22 2 2 2 312
r" -r0'( O+e.-Hsl /p)=0, O'=-0'r /r2-e.4/(2jfr ), (4) H [Tesla ]= 2r 1o- I[Amp]. R 2 I(R + s ) (7)

where the derivatives are taken on the longitudinal where R is the radius of the coil, I is the current, and s is

coordinate, and0,00 are the azimuthal and initial the longitudinal coordinate with respect to the coil. It

azimuthal angle of the particle, and the same notation is has found numerically that two coils with the same

used for the radius r. The symbol 0 stands for the longitudinal coordinate dependence can be utilised to
r produce the needed nonlinear lens with very good

magnetic flux and is equal to 4D = 21r J H s r'dr', accuracy. A ninth order Taylor expansion of the kick on
0 the radial coordinate found relative coil radii of R and
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1.5R, and relative currents of I and -0.651, respectively, area. The fields and current density can be achieved
Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of this lens. with NbTi cable. A more detailed description of the

Now let us write the parameters of this lens in terms calculations can be found in Ref. [5]. The betatron tune
of the inner radius R and current I. The radial angle spread for this case is 0.004, which is close that needed.
change is: A more expensive superconducting variant could use

lower temperatures and higher fields to permit operation
....... t.0..... at up to 14 T, which would provide a tune spread four

times higher. Another variant is a pulsed lens with the
I R. magnetic field up to 20 Tesla.

Cj 
20 Magnmeic field in the lens, T

16

Figure 2: Schematic view of nonlinear lens 1

E 12
0

.0.1 r r r r r
A=- 2 (--0.73--0.64---06--0557--0.5-), 8

rL

where rL (m) is the Larmour radius corresponding to 4

the maximum magnetic field at the axis. The ratio of all
successive pairs of coefficients is nearly constant, and is 00 20 30 40 50 70 80 0 100 110

equal to 0.90 ± 0.02. This provides the value of a for Longitudinal coordinate, cm

the kick: a = -0.9 • f/R2 The coefficient b for the Fig. 3. Magnetic field in superconducting solenoid

same kick is 0.073. R ,6/ r2. 5 CONCLUSIONS
To obtain a linear shift from this lens the coefficient

b, as shown in Fig. 1, must be 1.17. Substituting the The use of a solenoid lens to increase the betatron tune

parameter values R = 0.05m, fl = 10m appropriate to the spread, and hence Landau damping and the threshold of
the LANSCE PSR instability has been studied. Such a

PSR, we obtain rL = 0.2m, D = 5cm for the Larmour lens could increase the threshold without producing

radius and dynamic aperture, respectively, and the coil betatron resonances or energy spread that would require
current is: increased aperture. It is found that such a lens could be

V 7 6 fabricated, but the required field shape and intensity
I(A)=-.E(GeI).R(m)/0.6irlO -. rL(m)= 2-10 A. would require the use of superconducting cable.

C

Clearly such a solenoid with normal conducting cu coils 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
would require many turns. When many turns are used
with a reasonable current density it is impossible to 'Research on the Spallation Neutron Source is sponsored
design a coil producing the correct end field shape to by the Division of Materials Science, U.S. Department
serve as an axially symmetric integrable-optics lens. of Energy, under contract number DE-AC05-

A superconducting variation of this idea may be 960R22464 with Lockheed Martin Energy Research
more feasible. Consider a 10-coil variant with an
optimal coil aspect ratio found by numerical Corporation for Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
optimisation. The current in the coil is taken to be 600 6 REFERENCES
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to model the impact ofw the ioin onf the field as [2 V. Danilov, E. Perevedentsev in PAC 97, 1997
calculated with Poisson. Contours of constant field level [3] V.V. Batygin, I.N. Toptygin, in Problems in Electrodynamics, ed.
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are also shown. The iron encompasses all the coils and [4] V. Danilov et al. "Dynamic Aperture Limitations in Storage Rings
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delineates the positive current area (600 kA) and the [5] V.Danilov et al. "Proposal for Solenoid Lens Experiment at PSR",
black contours delineate the negative current (-600 kA) SNS Tech Memo, March, 1999
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A STUDY ON THE POSSIBILITY TO INCREASE THE PSR E-P
INSTABILITY THRESHOLD*

V.Danilov, J.Galambos, D.Jeon, J.Holmes, D.Olsen, ORNL SNS Project, Oak Ridge, TN
D.Fitzgerald, R.Macek, M.Plum, LANL LANSCE, Los Alamos, NM

J.Griffin, A.Burov, FNAL, Batavia, IL

Abstract oscillate across the vacuum chamber gap through the
circulating beam with zero energy gain. If the

The Proton Storage Ring (PSR) has a fast intensity- longitudinal bunch density is decreasing the electrons
limiting instability, which may result from an electron gain energy. It is speculated that a multipacting avalanche
cloud interaction with the circulating proton beam leading can build on the trailing edge of the proton bunch if the
to a transverse mode coupling instability. Multipacting energy gain of the electrons is above 50 eV (for
may also be very important. A PSR beam experiment is aluminium vacuum chamber). Instability measurements
proposed with an available 150-350 MHz RF cavity. [11 show large proton beam oscillations on the bunch tail.
This cavity would produce a high frequency longitudinal This is evidence in favour of the multipactor effect. A
density ripple on the proton bunch which could reduce lower frequency -150 MHz cavity could reduce
the e-p instability by two mechanisms: (1) a -350 MHz multipacting on the trailing edge of the beam bunch by
ripple could clear electrons by creating an unstable reducing the kinetic energy gain of the electrons as they
parametric resonance between the electrons and protons, traverse the proton beam tail.
and (2) a ~150 MHz ripple could reduce multipacting by Combining both effects could facilitate removal of
reducing the electron energy at the vacuum chamber, electrons from the beam vicinity without producing a

secondary emission avalanche. A PSR beam experiment
1 INTRODUCTION is being considered, with an available RF cavity to

investigate these effects.
The LANL PSR has a fast instability that limits the proton
beam intensity. A probable explanation of this instability 2 PARAMETRIC RESONANCE
is that there exists a large electron density in the vacuum
chamber resulting in an electron interaction with the Consider a coasting beam with a constant transverse
proton beam leading to a transverse mode coupling density and a sinusoidal longitudinal density. The
instability between the circulating protons and oscillating equation of motion for electron oscillations in the
electrons trapped in the proton potential well. resulting potential well is the Mathieu equation:
Multipacting can drastically increase the electron density,
increasing the instability. A high frequency longitudinal y'+ (a - 2q . cos(2t))y = 0, (1)
density ripple on the proton bunch could reduce this
instability by two mechanisms. where t is time in period units of the high-frequency RF

(1) The first mechanism is clearest for a coasting cavity divided by it, q is the half amplitude of the proton
beam. Electrons could accumulate during beam injection beam longitudinal density variation, and a is. the squared
in the proton potential well, and after reaching some electron tune wrt the half frequency of the RF cavity. The
threshold density, could generate unstable coupled electron oscillation frequency is about 50 times the
oscillations between themselves and the proton beam. In revolution frequency for the PSR.
this case the lighter electrons gain large amplitudes and It is evident that Eq. 1 has stable and unstable
strike the vacuum chamber wall, producing an avalanche parameter zones. The widest unstable resonance exists
of secondary emission SEM electrons, resulting in the when a=l and in the region of a = 1.0±0.1, the
instability. A high frequency, -350 MHz, variable parameter q must be 0.05 to provide unstable electron
frequency cavity could continuously clear electrons by motion. It is the equivalent of a ±5% tune spread in the
creating a longitudinal bunch ripple. The frequency of electron oscillation frequency. Since q is 0.05 for unstable
the cavity could be adjusted to produce an unstable ectron oscillaton
parametric resonance between this longitudinal bunch variation must be 0.2. The high-frequency RF should

ripple frequency and electron oscillation frequency. have twice the electron frequency. For the PSR

(2) The second mechanism is applicable to bunched

beams. It reduces multipacting occurring on the bunch ra- = 50K2, -RF = 1000'-, and 12 is the 2.8-MHz
tail, which has decreasing longitudinal density. For the revolution frequency.
case of a constant longitudinal density, electrons with For a bunched beam the electron stability issues are
zero initial kinetic energy at the vacuum chamber wall less transparent; however, the longitudinal density
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modulation would help make the electron motion ln(1000) = 6.9, in a single turn which is enough for the
unstable. Figure 1 shows the half trace modulus of the instability to occur.
electron motion stability matrix versus intensity for their
small oscillations in the proton beam potential. The RF 0..-
cavity frequency is twice the electron maximum 0.

frequency for 4 x 1013 protons per bunch and the 0.035

longitudinal ripple relative amplitude is 25%. For bunch ,
intensities greater than 3x10R 3 protons, the electrons can Q00
not be trapped in the proton potental. It is important to .0s,

appreciate that a longitudinal density modulation could 0.02

cause an energy increase in the electrons at the vacuum a
chamber wall and multipacting could occur. 0

03l

25

0 10 20 3 070 o 0

.0 ,p Longitudinal coordinate, m
E20i Fig. 2 Two bunch distributions used for multipacting.
E

t5 ,,,' Figure 2 shows two proton bunch distributions that
"o "were used to calculate secondary emission from

," multipacting. The upper distribution is triangular with an

,oadditional saw-tooth ripple. This is the most ideal
, ,, ,, distribution to eliminate multipacting. The lower
_,, •_. _ _,_,,_ distribution is a triangular distribution with a sinusoidal

0 1 2 3 4 S ripple. Both cases have ripple to make the biggest area
Number of protons/10 13  with zero slopes, approaching a step function, to

Fig. 1 Half trace modulus of electron stability matrix for minimise multipacting. Figure 3 shows the SEM
electron motion versus number of protons per bunch. The coefficient versus ripple amplitude with the ripple starting
dash-dot line shows the boundary of unstable motion, the point at the center of the proton bunch and the end at the
solid line is a Gaussian distribution, and the dashed line is end of the bunch. The ripple unit is the ratio of the ripple
the same Gaussian with a 25% sinusoidal ripple, height over the main distribution height. The dashed line

presents this coefficient for the saw tooth distribution
with the ripple frequency of 40 MHz. One can see that the

3 REDUCTION OF MULTIPACTING SEM coefficient dips below zero for some optimum
ripple which means that the vacuum chamber absorbs the

To investigate the effect of secondary emission from electrons. The solid line shows this coefficient for a
multipacting, a code was created that calculates 1D sinusoidal 200 MHz ripple. It has a minimum for a ripple
electron trajectories, starting from the vacuum chamber of about 0.03. For this minimum the SEM coefficient is
wall. After hitting the wall secondary emission electrons 2.5 times lower than without ripple.
are produced depending on the primary initial energy. The numerical calculations indicate that with optimum
The secondary electrons oscillate with zero momentum in sinusoidal the bunch intensity could be increased by
the proton potential since their initial energies are small in about 100% and produce the same amount of electrons
comparison with the average single-pass energy gain in per turn as with no ripple. For the saw tooth optimum
the proton potential, about 100 eV. The formula for ripple, the electron cloud is absent for all intensities due
secondary emission yields from Ref. [2] was used for Al, to the large reduction of the electron energy gain during a
assuming the primary electrons are normal to the surface. single turn. If the bunch longitudinal tail consists of flat
The peak yield is at about 400 eV. regions separated by a small number of density jumps, as

The final result is presented as the SEM coefficient shown as the doted line in Fig. 2, the average energy of
which is the natural logarithm of the average number of electrons is close to zero after oscillating through the
electrons, produced by one electron. Assuming an initial proton bunch. Hence the number of SEM electrons is
electron population of the order of 0.1% of the proton close to zero. This is valid only for ripple frequencies less
intensity, then for the total compensation of the proton than the electron oscillation frequency, since for high
charge by electrons during a single turn, the SEM needs frequency ripple the effect averages to zero. For a high
to be about seven. That is, this initial 0.1% electron frequency sinusoidal distribution the results for an
population can produce about 1000 times more electrons, arbitrary frequency are very similar to solid line in Fig. 3.

The SEM coefficient has a minimum for some ripple and
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then grows with increasing ripple magnitude, so the RF which indicates that this cavity could help to reduce
cavity voltage needs to be controlled. multipacting and increase the e-p instability threshold.

This cavity does not affect the electron stability in the
proton potential well since its frequency is far from twice

,o0 the electron oscillation frequency. The ideal cavity
system would be two or three harmonic combinations,

.E one of which is close to twice the electron frequency in
order to eliminate both multipacting and electron
accumulation.

-s The ripple appearance in Fig. 4 is related to a slow
longitudinal instability. This follows from the dependence

o, I I:of the ripple on the shunt impedance. For example, if one
uses 60 kW for the shunt impedance, the simulated
ripple would be about 50% and many protons would be0 0.05 0.1 ot0. 1 2O 0.25 0 .3 0,35

Relative ripple amplitude lost. Consequently the RF cavity shunt impedance must
Fig. 3 The SEM coefficient versus amplitude for saw be adjustable to operate close to the instability threshold.
tooth (dashed line) and sinusoidal (solid line) ripples. W •ft. :• -un q-

4 REQUIRED CAVITY

The longitudinal ripple can be produced with an *.,
appropriate RF voltage and frequency. The voltage can
be either applied externally or generated passively by the Ž2.
beam. First consider an external voltage. Assume the
proton longitudinal distribution in AE and 0 space has the
form [31:

f2(AE,Ee) exp( -((AE)' + cos( 0))/2"2) (4)2a
17)RF 5C

where v is the proton velocity, E is the proton energy, V Fig. 4 Calculated PSR longitudinal distribution at the end
and (o are the RF voltage and frequency, 1" is the oF0injecultio for 3p ronsgithial 159-Mt z passve,
frequency slip factor, r is the revolution period, (p is the of injection for 3 x protons with a 159-MHz passive,

synchrotron phase, and a is the rms energy spread. Q = 100, shunt impedance =40kU, cavity.

Without space charge, the amplitude h of the density *Research sponsored by the DOE, under contract no. DE-
variation is the difference of Eq. 4 integrated over all A Rch s r th DOE, udr or no.
energies AE for the angles 0 equal to zero and id2, AC05-96OR22464 with LMER Corp. for ORNL.
divided by the AE integrated distribution at 0=7U2: 5 REFERENCES

h = exp( V 2E .eV 
(5)

i7.) RF rc 2a [1] M.Plum, PSR Buncher Workshop, LANL, Jan 1999.

[2] F.Zimmerman, SLAC-PUB-7664 (1997).
For a 10% amplitude modulation in the PSR, h = 0.1, and [3] D. A. Edwards, M. J. Syphers, in An Introduction
the needed RF voltage is about 40 kV, where the initial to the Physics of High Energy Accelerators, edited by M.
relative rns energy spread was taken equal to M0z and o Month (J. Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1993), p 37.
=280 MHz.

Figure 4 shows that it is also possible to create a ripple [4] J.Galambos, et al., "ORBIT these proceedings.

at the end of injection using a passive cavity with the
appropriate resonant frequency and shunt impedance.
The code ORBIT [4] was used for this simulation,
injecting 3 x 10" protons, using parameters near an
existing FNAL cavity. In particular, a 159-MHz passive
RF cavity was assumed with a shunt impedance of 40
k.Q and Q = 100. One can see flat areas with zero slopes
at both bunch sides. The relative ripple amplitude is about
5%. This case is applicable to the solid line of Fig. 3
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TRANSVERSE BEAM MOTION ON THE SECOND AXIS OF THE
DUAL AXIS RADIOGRAPHIC HYDRODYNAMIC TEST FACILITY*

Yu-Jiuan Chen', George J. Caporaso, Arthur C. Paul, LLNL, Livermore, CA
William M. Fawley, LBNL, Berkeley, CA

Abstract Three simulation codes are used for the modeling:
BREAKUP for transport in the accelerator, TRANSPORTThe accelerator on the second-axis of the Dual-Axis t eemn rnfrainmtie ftedwsra

RadigrahicHydodynmicTes (DRHT-1) aciity[1]to determine transformation matrices of the downstream
Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test (DARHT-II) facility [1] beamline components, and KICKER to transport the
will generate a 20 MeV, 2-4 kA, 2 gts long electron beam BREAKUP outputs to the x-ray converter through a
with an energy variation < ± 0.5%. Four short current kicker system. Section 2 shows that corkscrew motion
pulses with various lengths will be selected out of this can be controlled by using the corkscrew tuning V
2 jts long current pulse and delivered to an x-ray converter algorithm, and the BBU and the rise time sharpener effect
target. The DARHT-II radiographic resolution requires of the cleanup zone do not change the DARHT-II
these electron pulses to be focused to sub-millimeter spots performance. We will discuss the transverse resistive wall
on Bremsstrahlung targets with peak-to-peak transverse instability in Section 3. In section 4, we will present our
beam motion less than a few hundred microns. We have modeling of the transverse beam motion in the kicker
modeled the transverse beam motion, including the beam system and the final beam motion at the converter target.
breakup instability, corkscrew motion [2, 3], transverse A summary will be given in Section 5.
resistive wall instability [4] and beam induced transverse
deflection in the kicker system, from the DARHT-11 2 BEAM MOTION IN THE
injector exit to the x-ray converter target. Simulations ACCELERATOR
show that the transverse motion at the x-ray converters
satisfies the DARHT-II radiographic requirements. 2.1 Accelerator Configuration and Cell

1 INTRODUCTION Impedance

To identify the test object's edges precisely, the DARHT- The DARHT-II accelerator consists of eleven 8-cell blocks
II beam needs to be focused to a sub-millimeter spot on [1, 5]. Three cell configurations, which differ in the
the x-ray converter through its entire pulse. Transverse insulator geometry and bore size, have been designed [6].
beam motion, which increases the time integrated spot Four cell combinations were used in the simulations: 88
size, is one of principle limitations in achieving the spot initial cells, 88 standard cells, 8 injector cells with 80
size requirement. The main sources of transverse motion standard cells, and again 8 injector cells with 80 standard
in the accelerator are injector noise, misalignments and cells. Except the fourth one, all combinations have one
energy variations. These sources lead to the beam breakup intercell magnet within each intercell. All the solenoids
instability (BBU) and corkscrew motion. The leading are wrapped with steering/correction coils. The magnetic
sources in the downstream beamline are beam induced tune focuses the 8 cm radius electron beam at the injector
transverse deflection in the kicker system and the head and exit rapidly to a 5 mm - 1 cm radius without adversely
tail of beam motion due to the switching of the kicker affecting the current distribution and losing beam head in
pulser. The DARHT-11 accelerator will deliver a 2 gts the first block. The small beam radius is then maintained
long, 2-4 kA electron beam. The long duration and the through the rest of the accelerator. The pertinent cell
high current make the transverse resistive wall instability characteristics for BBU calculations are listed in Table 1.
a possible concern for the transverse beam motion. For the configurations consisting of 8 injector cells and

We have modeled the transverse motion of a 2-4 kA 80 standard cells, only three dominant modes (171 MHz,
beam from the exit of the DARHT-II injector to the x-ray 200 MHz and 635 MHz) are modeled in the simulations.
converter to ensure that the DARHT-II facility meets We expect the simulation results with the discrete,
design goals. The DARHT-ll injector delivers a 400 ns dominant modes to be similar to that with a continuous
rise time current pulse, and the accelerator gap voltage has BBU spectrum [7].
a 200 ns rise time. There are concerns that the 400 ns Table 1: Impedances of different cell configurations
long beam head would be lost in the accelerator and cause
gas desorption from the wall. A beam head cleanup zone Design Freg. (MHz) Z/Q (Q Q
after the first 8-cell block is being proposed. Various Initial Cell 262 34.9 2.0
accelerator configurations without the beam head cleanup (25.4 cm ID) 580 1.1 7.2
zone are simulated. However, the current rise time 672 3.9 6.9
sharpener effect of the beam head cleanup is included. Standard Cell 200 37.57 1.9

, (25.4 cm ID) 635 7.28 3.8
The work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department Injector Cell 171 25.41 2.0

of Energy by LLNL under contract W-7405-ENG-48, and by LBNL
under contract AC03-76SF00098 (35.6 cm ID) 443 4.3 4.2
+Email: yjchen@llnl.gov
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observation can be made for a 4 kA with a 10 mm injector
2.2 Beam Breakup Instability noise. For a 2 kA beam with 45 ns rise time, the

The convective BBU instability arises from the beam projected beam centroid on the x-y plane for the flattop

interacting with the accelerating cells' dipole TM modes. portion of a beam (a) without and (b, c) with steering are

For a current pulse with a long rise time, the BBU presented in Fig. 1. Figures l(b) and (c) show that the

instability driven by the shock excitation of misalignment corkscrew amplitudes are - 0.3 mm with the tuning-V

starts to grow at the beam head and may not propagate steering regardless whether there is a current precursor.

into the main body of the pulse before the beam leaves the The BBU caused by the shock excitation of misalignment

accelerator. Therefore, the BBU instability driven by extends only a short distance into the flattop of a 4 kA

misalignment is generally not a threat to a long rise time pulse and does not appear in the flattop of a 2 kA pulse

DARHT-II pulse. However, to minimize the beam head for both current rise time sharpening cases. The tuning-V

loss to the wall, the head cleanup zone between the first steering reduces the corkscrew amplitude by an order of

two blocks sharpens the current rise time to 50 ns with or magnitude even though a large injector offset and tilt are

without a current precursor depend on the cleanup zone's present. Though the steering reduces the beam offset at the

configuration [8]. The fourth accelerator configuration is BPM by making the beam centroid cross the axis, the

used to model the beam head cleanup's current rise time reduction of the beam displacement between the BPMS is

sharpening effect on BBU. Two cases are studied. In the less than a factor of two. Hence, the BBU amplitude stays

first case, the current pulse's rise time is 45 ns through almost unchanged regardless of steering. The average beam

the entire accelerator. In the second case, the current pulse offset in the accelerator is about 2 - 3 mm which is much

has a 140 ns rise time initially and is shortened to 45 ns less than beam pipe radius. Emittance growth due to the

between the first two blocks (the potential cleanup zone), nonlinear image forces is expected to be small.

and a 800 A current precursor is added at 50 ns before the 0.0
head of the current flattop. A injector noise is also (a) without steering .
included in the simulations since the BBU driven by .0.5

injector noise would appear throughout the pulse length -10
and causes concerns. E

2.3 Corkscrew and Tuning Strategy 20
-2.0 .

Corkscrew motion driven by the focusing elements' .5
chromatic aberration and the machine's misalignment is a -3 .0 .• ..- .;......... ... . . ...................... .. ........... . ... .
differential oscillation of the beam centroid between the -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 20 2.5 3.0

leading and trailing portions of a beam pulse. The x (mm)
simulations use the DARHT-I accelerator's alignment
specification: 1.95 mrad of random 3-y magnetic tilt and 0.3 i ..... h.eei.i: (b) with steering,
0.45 mm of random 3-a magnet offset. Without corrective 02 ,', ," ' no precursor

measures, this specification would produce a corkscrew ;,6
amplitude of several millimeters at the accelerator exit. 0.1 W
The simulated beam pulse has an energy variation of
+0.5%. Large injector offset ( 1 mm) and tilt (- 1 mrad) 0.0
introduced by the dipole field in the DARHT-II injector

01configuration is also modeled. Let R be the averaged
centroid radial displacement over the flattop portion of the 0.2 i-
current pulse, and A be the averaged corkscrew amplitude. -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

The tuning-V steering algorithm, which has demonstrated x (mm)
an order of magnitude reduction in corkscrew on the ETA- 0.7

II accelerator [3, 9] and the Flash X-ray Radiography I (c) with steering,
accelerator (FXR) [10], is used to minimize a figure of 0.6 with current
merit W, where W R2+ A . The available steering field 0.5. precursor

for each steering coil is limited to 5 Gauss in the E 0.4 " .,
simulations, and only 1-4 pairs of steering coils per beam 0.3
position monitor (BPM) are used to steer the beam. 02

2.4 BREAKUP Results 0.1.

Several observations can be made from the simulations.
First, the beam head electrons with energy less than 10 0.3 0-2. -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

MeV are lost early in the accelerator due to large x (mm)

corkscrew motion and BBU. At the accelerator exit, the Fig. 1 The projected beam centroids on the x-y plane for
BBU on a 2 kA beam body is insignificant compared with the flattop portion of a 2 kA beam shows
the corkscrew amplitude even if there is a 170-200 MHz, corkscrew amplitude is (a) - 2 mm without steering
100 gim injector noise imposed on the initial beam ckr a lu is ( 0.2 mm with out steering
centroid as shown in Figs. l(a), (b) and (c). A similar and (b, c) - 0.3 mm with the tuning-V steering.
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gtm which is reasonably small compared with the required
3 TRANSVERSE RESISTIVE WALL beam radius, 0.65 mm FWHM.

INSTABILITY
The transverse resistive wall instability arises from the
head-to-tail growth of the non-cancellation forces of the 0.05 . e.. ..... t .... a
surface charges and the surface currents created by an offset 0.025 x , a os02)
beam in the conducting pipe. Providing a continuous
focusing channel with a large pipe aperture is an effective "°'25I . j
way to minimize the instability growth. Generally, the -0.0
instability growth for a few hundred nanosecond long 50 75 100 125 150
beam is insignificant. The transverse resistive wall Time (ns)

instability may be a concern for the 2 gts long, 2-4 kA Output Current (kA)

beam while it travels in the drift regions between the2
injector and the kicker septum. However, we find that the 1. I

instability is not an issue in the proposed beam head t
cleanup zone (.- a 2 mn drift space) with a 25.4 cm diameter0.
stainless steel pipe since the characteristic growth length 0o-
is 6.4 m for a 2 kA beam and 4.5 m for a 4 kA. In the 50 75 100 125 150

downstream (with two -3 m long drift regions) with a 16 Time (ns)

cm diameter stainless steel pipe, the characteristic growth Fig 2. Extend simulation output showing the centroid
length is also 6.4 m for a 2 kA beam and 4.5 m for a 4 motion on the x-ray target of a section selected
kA. We have included the transverse resistive wall out of the accelerator output pulse and the
instability in the modeling (see the next section). associated transmitted current arriving at the

4 BEAM MOTION IN DOWNSTREAM g

TRANSPORT LINE 5 SUMMARY

The transverse centroid is modeled by using the system We have modeled the transverse motion of a 2-4 kA beam
simulation code Extend. The centroid motion as a function from the exit of the DARHT-II injector to the x-ray
of time at the accelerator exit as taken from BREAKUP is converter. The simulation model includes the beam
used as input into the Extend simulation. There is a breakup instability, corkscrew motion, the transverse
detailed model of the kicker, its pulser system and transit resistive wall instability, the kicker induced transverse
time isolation cable system including dispersion due to kick, thehead and tail's beam motion due to the switching
skin effect. There is also a model of the quadrupole lens of the kicker pulser. The model also includes the rise time
which acts as a septum magnet [111] and a model for the sharpening effect of the beam head cleanup scheme and the
split beam pipe which treats the impedance of the pipe as small output aperture of the septum. Simulations show
due to a single high Q mode. The transport from the that the transverse motion on the x-ray converter target
accelerator output to the input of the kicker is computed should meet the DARHT-II radiographic requirements.
by using a 6 x 6 matrix, obtained from the TRANSPORT
code, for this section of beamline. Similarly, another 6 REFERENCES
matrix, extracted from the TRANSPORT code, is used to
represent the transport line from the output of the septum [1] M. J. Bums, et al., "DARHT Accelerators Update and plans for

Initial Operation", proceedings of this conference.
pipe to the focal plane (on the target) of the final lens. [2] Y.-J. Chen, "Corkscrew Modes in Linear Accelerators", Nucl.
The simulation incorporates a model of a rise time Instr. and Meth. A 292 (1990) p.455-464.
sharpening aperture at the output of the split beampipe. [3] Y.-J. Chen, "Control of Transverse motion Caused by Chromatic

Aberation and Misalignments in Linear Accelerators", Nucl. Instr. and
The beam profile is assumed to be a Gaussian and there is Meth. A 398 (1997) p. 13 9 - 14 6 .

an aperture of radius 2 cm. This aperture is able to sharpen [4] G. J. Caporaso, W. A. Barletta, and V. K. Neil, "Transverse
Resistive Wall Instability of a Relativistic Electron Beam", Particle

up the rise time of the selected pulse. Accel. (1980) pp. 7 1-7 9 .

A typical resultant centroid motion at the target and [5] H. Rutkowski, et al., "A Long Pulse LINAC for the Second Phase
of DARHT", proceedings of this conference.

transmitted current are shown in figure 2. The current [61 T. L. Houck, et al., "Physics Design of the DARHT 2nd Axis

pulse selected by the kicker system has a 8 ns rise/fall Accelerator Cell," proceedings of LINAC98, Chicago, 1998.
time. The maximum beam displacement (occuring at the [7] W. M. Fawley, Y.-J. Chen and T. L. Houck, "Beam BreakupCalculations for the Second Axis of the DARHT", proceedings of this
rising part of the pulse) within the FWHM is - 0.35 mm conference.
which is about a half of the beam radius on the target. On [8] T. Houghes and A. C. Paul, Private communications.

[9] J. Weir, et al., "Improved ETA-Il Accelerator Performance",
the flattop portion of the beam, the displacement (the high proceedings of this conference.
frequency BBU oscillations) is less than 100 gim. Even if [10] R. Scarpetti, Private conversation.
the pulse width is very short, the averaged beam [II] A. C. Paul, et al., "The Beamline for the Second Axis of the Dual

Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility", proceedings of this
displacement weighted by the beam current is about 100 conference.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PEP-II TRANSVERSE
COUPLED-BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEMS*

W. B y, J. Byrd, J. N. Corlett, D. Li, LBNL Center for Beam Physics, Berkeley, CA,
J. Fox, M. Minty, S. Prabhaker, D. Teytelman, SLAC, Stanford, CA.

Abstract experiments and a great deal of data has been taken to try
to determine the origin of the HER instabilities. Work

Operational experience with the PEP-II high energy towards a conclusion in this area is ongoing and will be
ring (HER) and low energy ring (LER) transverse published at a future date.
coupled-bunch feedback systems is discussed. In
particular, some key performance data including beam 2 PARAMETER AND SYSTEM REVIEW
transfer function, mode spectrum, and some growth rate
observations are presented. In general, growth rates much
greater than expected have been observed in the HER. system design parameters appears in Table 1. Nominally,
greaterwthranexpeted have n been oaserved inte the ghE. PEP-1I operates with every other bucket filled (238 MHz
LER growth rates have not been measured but are thought bunch rate). This sets the minimum bandwidth for the

to b loer tan hoseof he HR bsed n lwer feedback system at 119 MHz. However, the electronics

feedback gains required for LER beam stabilization.
has been designed to have a bandwidth of 250 MHz to

Some results from experiments using the longitudinal allow for possible operation with every bucket filled. The
feedback system electronics in conjunction with the kickers cover DC-119 MHz for maximum shunt
transverse feedback system to study the HER instabilities impedance in the every-other-bucket operating mode.
are presented. They can be replaced with 238 MHz versions if an every-

1 INTRODUCTION bucket fill becomes a likely operating mode. The
feedback systems are designed to provide a damping rate

The PEP-II B-Factory [1] is a high-luminosity, that is approximately three times greater than the growth
asymmetric electron-positron collider consisting of a 9 rate of the fastest expected (vertical resistive wall)
GeV, 1.0 A high-energy electron storage ring (HER), and coupled-bunch mode.
a 3.1 GeV, 2.14 A low-energy positron storage ring
(LER). Because of the high average beam currents in both Table 1: Accelerator / feedback design parameters.
rings, active feedback systems [2] are used to suppress the Parameter Description HER / LER Value
growth of transverse coupled-bunch instabilities. E Beam energy 9.0 / 3.1 GeV

During the past year, PEP-II has completed several frf RF frequency 476 MHz
very successful commissioning periods, the most recent _ Bucket space 2.1 ns
being the Jan/Feb 1999 run during which both rings - Bunch space 4.2 ns
achieved substantial currents (>500 mA HER and >1100 Iav Average current 1.0 / 2.14 A
mA LER) and significant luminosity (5x10 3 2 ) was f0  Orbit frequency 136.3 kHz
obtained [3]. At these high currents, the transverse vv Vertical tune 23.64 / 34.64
feedback systems played a critical role in beam vh Horizontal tune 24.57 / 36.57
containment and stabilization. cav Vertical R-wall 0.26 / 1.09 ms-1

In general, the HER has been observed to be less stable growth rate (calc)
than the LER. Typical HER transverse instability ch Horizontal R-wall 0.18 / 0.71 ms-1
thresholds are on the order of ten milliamps while LER growth rate (calc)
thresholds are in the 100 mA area. Feedback gains af Feedback design 3.2 ms-1

required to stabilize the two beams roughly reflect the damping rate
order of magnitude difference in thresholds. Growth rates Required feedback bandpass 13.6 kHz- 119 MHz
four-to-ten times greater than expected for the HER have Feedback electronic bandpass 10 kHz-250 MHz
been measured [2]. LER growth rates have not been Kicker bandpass DC - 119 MHz
measured but will be during the next run. Experience thus
far with the LER points towards transverse growth rates The feedback system diagram is shown in figure 1.
more in line with predicted rates (table 1). Many Beam moment signals (LAx) from two sets of pickups are

detected with microwave receivers at 3frf. After down-
*Supported by the US Department of Energy under contract conversion to baseband, the signals are proportionately

numbers DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBNL) and AC03-76SF00515 summed to produce a correction signal that is 90 degrees
(SLAC).
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out of phase with beam position at the kickers. A digital 4. In general, the strongest unstable modes appeared at
delay provides the pickup-to-kicker timing and the kicker frequencies below 3 or 4 MHz indicating horizontal
electrodes are individually driven differentially with 120 resistive wall as a possible source. More detailed
W class-A power amplifiers. Other system features measurements for the LER including modal growth rates
include a provision for single-bunch kickout, pre- are planned for the next run beginning May 99.
digitization orbit-offset-rejection electronics, and fast
switches to gate the feedback on/off for grow damp CHI A/R 1.9 MAC 5 dB/ REF -40 d8 1.-28.501 dB

measurements with the longitudinal feedback system 221 391 5 kHz

front-end.

SCH2 A/R phase 45 ,/ REF 0 • 1. 9.999B

0.1.

BEAME FROM CONTROL

CENTER 221. 541 NM2 SPAN 500 kH

Figure 2: Transfer function of lower vertical sideband
Figure 1: Transverse feedback system. of second orbit harmonic (LER).

RL--BO. OdBnm S=dB/

2LER OPERATIONY - - -

Commissioning of the LER began in July, 1998. __

Experience gained with the HER feedback system made
the LER system commissioning a simple and straight s
forward task. The system was quickly timed using the

simple technique described in reference [2]. For rough
phasing, the signs of the signals from each of the two
pickups were simply set for stability without measuring
transfer phase. The system performed well in this rough
configuration and was subsequently left alone to make
way for other commissioning tasks.

At the beginning of the Jan/Feb 99 run, the LER system START 10ý,H- STOP 1. 235H.

was properly phased using a network analyzer in Figure 3: Spectrum of horizontal sidebands about first
anticipation of going to higher currents. An example ten orbit harmonics, feedback off (LER, 100 mA).
vertical transfer function for the properly tuned system
appears in figure 2. In this configuration, the system IL_ -60. o-,, Kde/

stabilized the beam to the highest currents to date, >1100
mA.

Because of the early success, only limited time was
allotted to LER coupled-bunch mode studies. Despite the
limited experimental time, some important stability
observations were made for the LER. In particular, the
beam was found to be less stable in the horizontal plane.
This is contrary to theory which indicates that the L . I I ,
strongest expected source of instability is the vertical
resistive wall impedance. The threshold for horizontal
instability is in the 100 mA region. The vertical threshold START 10;,H. ST'1P 1.363MH=

was not measured but appears to be much higher. The
effect of horizontal feedback on the LER beam at 100 mA Figure 4: LER spectrum about first ten orbit harmonics
is shown over the first ten orbit harmonics in figures 3 and with horizontal feedback on, 100 ma.
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3 HER OPERATION
During the past several commissioning periods, efforts

have been focused on finding the source of the fast HER 0.2
instabilities [4,5]. Some brief comments on measurement
techniques and initial observations are discussed here.

The measurement technique uses one of the E0.i A
longitudinal feedback systems to gate the transverse E
feedback system off and on with broadband GaAs FET T-
section switches allowing beam motion to grow then
damp. Bunch-by-bunch transverse motion from the
transverse receivers during the grow/damp is recorded and 0 \

processed with the longitudinal feedback system front-end
and DSP farm. With off-line analysis, modal 200 20
growth/damping rates, closed-loop feedback system 100 10
behavior, and beam impedance information can be Mode No. 0 0 Time (ms)
obtained.

An example measurement using this technique for the Figure 6: HER time evolution of horizontal modes,

horizontal plane of the HER is shown in figures 5 and 6 Iav = 40 mA, 290 bunches.

for a 290 bunch, 40 mA beam. Figure 5 shows bunch-by-
bunch growth and damping as a function of time. Using 4 CONCLUSION
Fourier transform techniques, the modal structure of the
beam vs. time can be obtained as shown in figure 6. In both th e HER and iE tse lb
this case, two low-frequency modes are clearly present. fc k systaes ar boeri ationa a i us
Also note that the growth is non-exponential and that for controlling instabilities in both rings. Observations thus
one mode, the beam decays with feedback to a steady far indicate that the LER is generally well behaved with
state level. Although not measured here, the growth rates unstable modes easily controlled by the feedback system.are now tobe argeandampitue deendnt iththe Instabilities in the HER, although basically controlled by
are known to be large and amplitu de.nt with oe the feedback system, are more severe with growth ratesfastest rates occurring for sm all am plitudes. T hus one m c r a e h n e p c e . D r n h e t r n E
explanation for the residual level is that the mode grows much greater than expected. During the next run, HER
to an amplitude (with decreasing growth rate) to where it stability studies will continue, growth rates in the LER
is marginally controlled by the feedback system gain. will be measured, orbit offset rejection will be improved,

One consequence of extremely high growth rates is that and the single-bunch kickout feature for both systems will

correspondingly high feedback gains are required to be tested.

stabilize the beam. At these high gains, the system is
extremely sensitive to residual orbit-offset signal 5 REFERENCES
saturation effects. Efforts to reduce residual orbit-offset [1] "PEP-II Conceptual Design Report", LBL-PUB-
signal levels even further are presently underway. 5379, SLAC-418, CALT-68-1869, UCRL-ID-

114055, UC-IIRPA-93-01, June, 1993.

[2] W. Barry, et al, "Initial Commissioning Results From
.' "". •the PEP-II Transverse Coupled-Bunch Feedback

0.4 . ". Systems", Proceedings of the 1998 European Particle

.... •..Accelerator Conference, Stockholm, Sweden, JuneS ••,":: .. .1998.

0.2, • " : " [3] J. Seeman, "Commissioning Results of B-Factories",

These Proceedings

0' [4] D. Teytelman, et al, "Transverse Multibunch
Instability Diagnostics via Downsampled Transient25 10

20 Techniques", These Proceedings.

50 [5] S. Prabhaker, et al, "Measurement of a Fast Vertical
Bunch No. .0 Time (ms) Instability in the PEP-II HER", SLAC PEP-IU-AP-

Figure 5: HER horizontal time domain bunch-by-bunch Note-99-04, 1998.

oscillation envelopes, Iav = 40 mA, 290 bunches.
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Beam Breakup Calculations for the Second Axis of DARHT*

W. M. Fawleyt, LBNL, Berkeley, CA
Y.-J. Chen and T. L. Houck, LLNL, Livermore, CA

Abstract

The accelerator for the second axis of the Dual Axis Radio-
graphic Hydrodynamic Test (DARHT) facility will produce
a 4-kA, 20-MeV, 2-ps output electron beam with a design
goal of less than 1000 7r mm-mrad normalized transverse
emittance and less than 0.5-mm beam centroid motion.
In order to meet this goal, the beam transport must have / ...... . .

excellent optics and the beam breakup instability (BBU) SOI:II•id Housina

must be limited in growth. Using a number of simula-
tion codes such as AMOS and BREAKUP, we have mod-
eled the transverse impedances of the DARHT-II accelera-
tor cells and the electron beam response to different trans- Figure 1: General gap and insulator geometry for the "stan-
verse excitations such as injector RF noise, magnetic dipole dard" DARHT-2 accelerating cell.

fields arising from the 90-degree bend between the cathode
stalk and insulator column, and downstream solenoid align- AMOS code [3] calculations for the current design for
ment errors. The very low Q (-,2) predicted for the most
important TM dipole modes has prompted us to extend the comprise the last 80 of the total 88 accelerator cells, show
BREAKUP code to be able to use the dipole wakefields cmise the las 80 of the toa e8accelato cells, sho
calculated by AMOS in addition to the most usual discrete for the most important dipole modes. These low values
frequency BBU mode model. We present results for the have raised a minor concern that the usual way of using
predicted BBU growth and the empirical sensitivity to var- a small number (typically 2) of discrete, damped modes
ious machine parameters. in the LLNL BREAKUP code for calculating beam BBU

response and overall gain might be giving too optimistic
1 INTRODUCTION a result. Moreover, the long duration (- 2 ps) of the

DARHT-2 pulse and the expected "shock" offset in the
As part of the Science-based Stockpile Stewardship Pro- risetime portion of the pulse from dipole magnetic fields
gram (SBSS), a high current (2-4 kA), relativistic (20 from the 90-degree bend between the cathode stalk and in-
MeV), electron beam accelerator for the second axis of sulator column makes it important to calculate accurately
DARHT is being designed and constructed over the next BBU convection from the beam head back into the main
few years. A great deal of attention is being paid to gener- body. Consequently, we extended the BREAKUP code to
ating a high brightness beam out of the injector and to pre- use dipole wake potentials input directly in the time domain
serving the low normalized emittance (EN < 1000 7r mm- from the AMOS code and calculated overall BBU growth
mrad) through the accelerator. Achieving this goal requires in DARHT-2 cells arising from various initial excitations.
excellent transport optics and control of the beam breakup
instability (BBU). Since BBU arises from dipole cavity 2 AMOS-CALCULATED WAKE
modes in the induction cell gap regions excited by an offset
beam, we are optimizing geometry of this region and deter- POTENTIALS
mining the best positions for ferrite absorbers to reduce the Fig. I presents the rough geometry of a standard DARHT-
BBU mode Q's as much as possible while still maintaining 2 cell. The gap width is 2.54 cm while the gap voltage is
adequate safety margins for electric field stresses. Previous nominally 193 kV. A Mycalex insulator separates the oil-
papers (e.g. [1]) have discussed these issues in the context filled Metglas and transmission line from the high vacuum
of radiographic machines such as FXR and DARHT giving (< 10-7 T) beam pipe region. One or more damping fer-
specific examples of gap and ferrite damper geometry. An rites will be used in the upstream side of the insulator.
accompanying paper [2] discusses growth of "corkscrew" The AMOS code calculates the wakefields left behind by
transverse beam offsets from the convolution of temporal an ultrarelativistic test charge propagating by an accelerat-
beam energy variations with solenoid misalignments. ing gap. Given the high degree of damping in the DARHT-

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts 2 accelerating cell, the wake potential near a gap remains
No. DE-AC03-76SF00098 (LBNL), and W-7405-ENG-48 (LLNL). large for only a few ns after passage of the test particle.
t Email: fawley@lbl.gov Nonetheless, we recorded the wake for 100 ns with a reso-
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lution of a 3.3 ps which, for purposes of BBU calculations 4.E+11

in the BREAKUP code, was then averaged down to 65 ps,
equivalent to a Nyquist frequency of about 7.5 GHz. The "1
strongest dipole modes lie at approximately 190 and 630 2.E+11

MHz and should be well-resolved at 65 ps resolution. In 1
Fig. 2 we plot the wake potential both on a linear scale _ 1.,+11

out to 25 ns (upper plot) and on a semilogarithmic scale ? O.E+00 - .

out to the full 100 ns of the AMOS calculation. In the 2W .
first 10 or so ns one can see the two aforementioned BBU I -1.E+11 -
modes interfering and rapidly (7rdamp z 2.7 ns) dropping -2.÷11 E ,_ ,_,_ ,_,_,_,_,_,
in amplitude. At times greater than about 15 ns, there 0 4 8 12 16 20

is a weakly damped (-damp ;, 32 ns), very low ampli- Time(ns)
tude, high frequency wake extending out to the full 100 1.E+12

ns. The plot of Z±(Q2) indicates that this is a mode cen-
tered around 1300 MHz, just below cutoff of the TM01  s 1.E+11

.0mode at 1.44 GHz. An examination of the phase of the o.

transverse impedance versus w shows that the two primary " .1.+10
modes have similar values of R +1 radian. 1+

3 COMPARISON OF BBU GROWTH

ALGORITHM RESULTS .o

lize various Fortran90 features both to improve its main- Time(ns)
tainability and to permit more flexible memory manage- 500

ment. With these changes, we were able to extend its capa-
bilities to exploit the direct wakefield potentials produced 400

by the AMOS code as opposed to the more usual method
of expressing the transverse wake impedance as a sum of E- 300 \
discrete modes. In order to examine how well the dis- S ,
crete mode approach was predicting BBU growth in the 200
DARHT-2 , we compared total growth at the end of the rc" \L
-'50-m transport lattice for a number of different excita- 100 -
tions at the injector exit. These cases included: (a) "shock"
excitation due to a uniform 100-pm transverse offset con- 0 ,

8 400 800 1200 1600
volved with a very short (10 ns) current risetime as might Freuency (MHz)

be produced by beam-head "cleanup region" tentatively be-
ing considered (b) a time-varying beam offset produced by Figure 2: Dipole wake potential versus time and trans-
a 3-G dipole bend field in the A-K gap with a more mod- verse impedance Z± (Q) calculated by the AMOS code for
erate 40-ns risetime for the injector current and energy (c) a "standard" 10-inch diameter DARHT-2 accelerating cell.
a transverse oscillation at 90 MHz (as is predicted for a
dipole RF mode in the injector column vacuum tank) of
100-pm amplitude together with a rapid 10-ns risetime for final 20-MV energy, and magnetic field tune which ramps
the current and energy (d) the sum of transverse oscillations nearly linearly from 0.25 to 2.0 kG over the full lattice. No
at 190 and 630 MHz (the strongest dipole BBU modes in solenoid tilts or time-varying gap voltages (apart from a 5-
the standard DARHT-2 cells), both initially excited at 50- ns Gaussian rise and fall time) were used in these runs.
pm amplitude (e) a 100-pm amplitude 170 MHz excitation, Table I displays a sample of some of the resultant com-
corresponding to the strongest BBU mode in the first 8 so- parison. -For most of the cases, both the peak final offset
called injector cells (14-inch diameter) of DARHT-2. versus time (which generally occurs just past the end of the

Each of these cases was run twice with the BREAKUP current rise time) and an average over the time correspond-
code, first employing the wakefield formulation and second ing to the current flat top are given, both determined at the
employing the discrete mode approximation. In the latter end of the transport lattice. One sees that the full temporal
case, the Z_.'s for the two modes were 337 and 306 Q/m wake formulation and the discrete mode formulation give
and the Q's 2 and 4, respectively, to which was added a quite similar results, seldom differing by more than 50%
zero-frequency displacement mode impedance of 95 Q?/m. even though the accumulated BBU growth in case (d) ex-
The beam parameters were 4-kA current, 3.2-MV injector ceeds 30. Consequently, we believe the predictions con-
energy, 88 identical gaps which accelerate the beam to a cerning overall BBU growth in the DARHT-2 accelerator
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Table 1. Final BBU Amplitudes (mm) from different initial excitations

Excitation Type = (a) Shock (b) 3G Bend (c) 90 MHz Inj. (d) 190 + 630 MHz (e) 170 MHz

peak average peak average peak average average average

WAKEFIELD 0.29 0.035 0.24 0.025 0.45 0.09 0.68 0.48

DISCRETE MOD E 0.27 0.029 11 0.58 0.042 II 0.29 0.08 0.51 0.88

Figure 3: x and y centroid positions versus z at t=40 ns for "shock"-excited BBU as computed by the BREAKUP code.
The left plot is from a run utilizing the temporal wakefield potential, whereas the right used a discrete mode formulation.

made previously with the BREAKUP code, including those predictions to use of this model as compared with the more
in the low Q regime, are reasonably accurate, usual discrete mode formulation. Despite the predicted low

Nonetheless, there are differences in the detailed results Q's of the current DARHT-2 accelerator cell design, we
between use of the two formulations. Fig. 3 plots the x(z) find that over a fairly broad range of initial transverse ex-
and y(z) centroids at i - 40 ns for the case (a) (shock exci- citations, the two formulations give similar overall results.
tation) described above, 30 ns beyond the position at which While there are differences in the details, these appear to
the current flat top begins. In the left plot (temporal wake arise mainly in the front portion of the pulse where the
formulation), there is some initial damping of the centroid beam current and/or energy vary rapidly with time. Hence,
oscillations (as would be expected from the rapidly increas- unless the main body of the pulse is extremely short in du-
ing solenoidal field in the first 10 meters of the lattice) but ration or there are numerous BBU modes whose very low
then they begin to grow to a final peak-to-peak amplitude Q's cause significant overlap in the frequency domain, we
of about 150pm. In contrast, the discrete mode formulation believe the discrete mode formulation is reasonably accu-
run shows continued adiabatic damping throughout the full rate for BBU growth prediction.
50 m. The underlying cause of this difference is likely as-
sociated with a somewhat faster convective velocity for the 5 REFERENCES
instability and details of the low frequency (< 150 MHz)
instability spectrum not modeled exactly in phase and am- 1 o] C.C. Shang et al., "BBU Design of Linear Induction Acceler-
plitude by the discrete mode formulation. For the specific ator Cells for Radiography Application", Proc. 1997 Particle
case of DARHT-2 in which the pulse length is extremely Accel. Conf, IEEE 97CI36137, p. 2633, 1998.
long compared with the net convection of BBU, these dif- [2] Y-J Chen, G.J. Caporaso, A.C. Paul, W.M. Fawley, "Trans-

ferences will be important only in the first few per cent of verse Beam Motion on the Second Axis of the Dual Axis
the pulse. Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility", Paper TUA54,these proceedings.

[31 J.F. DeFord, G.D. Craig, R. McLeod, "The AMOS Code",
4 CONCLUSION Proc. 1989 Particle Accel. Conf, IEEE 89CH2669-0,

We have extended the BREAKUP code to use the full tem- p. 1181, 1989.

poral dipole wake potentials produced by the AMOS code
and investigated the sensitivity of DARHT-2 BBU growth
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Enhanced functionality and Performance of the Longitudinal Damping System
at the ALS* using a New VXI Based Processing System *

G.D. Stover ', LBNL, Berkeley, CA J. Fox, D. Teytelman, A. Young, SLAC, Palo Alto, CA

Abstract identical bunch through a low Q multiple gap drift tube
kicker structure [3].

The ALS longitudinal feedback electronics, designed and

developed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator center BPM

(SLAC), has been operating very reliably at the ALS for Beam Bunches

over four years [1]. Recently a new VXI based F •J J
implementation of the entire RF and timing electronics
has been built, tested, and will soon replace an earlier Comb

prototype installation. The components designed are Generator Po

contained in three VXI packages along with a VXI i &o

controlled system oscillator chassis. The new system Bunch

contains a number of functional enhancements that most Error .SK•

notably include: enhanced timing control, internal p_ Filte 3ulato
temperature monitoring of all VXI modules, simulated 'a
beam signal generation, automatic locking of the phase External Farm of Digital

Drie Fm o Signal _
detector servo loop, and the monitoring and alarm of _t Input / Processors . ice. cltFMaster Oscillator Kicker oscillator|

critical RF signal levels. The details of the design and Phas-tk• 1125 dHz

implementation of the VXI modules along with RF of Cavity Phase-locked Ring

performance characteristics are presented below. Figure 1 Block Diagram of the Longitudinal Feedback

1 INTRODUCTION System

The longitudinal multi-bunch feedback (LFB) system As shown in fig 1 the longitudinal beam bunch phase
currently in operation at the Advanced Light Source motion (error signal) is initially detected through a
(ALS) was a "first version" demonstration unit designed precisely balanced four button beam position monitor
as part of a multi-lab collaboration for use at the ALS, (BPM) at the 6th harmonic (3.0 gHz) of the ALS cavity
PEP-Il, and DAI4NE machines. Since the commissioning RF. A passive "comb type" band pass filter with a 4 cycle
of the ALS damping system a number of VX1 based 'tone burst' response creates a precisely defined bunch
modules especially for the RF and timing sections have phase error signal and reduces the inter-bunch phase
been designed and constructed for the PEP-II [21 machine motion crosstalk. The 6*RF (3.0 gHz) 'front-end' phase
to enhance operational reliability and equipment problem detector down-converts the beam signal to a base band
analysis. Early versions of these modules have been (DC to 500 MHz) which contains all the coupled-bunch
constructed and debugged for the ALS system and are modes of beam motion. The resultant signal is digitised at
now ready for installation. 500 MHz, downsampled (by a factor of 24 for the ALS),

tagged, and packed for serial transmission to the digital
2 OVERVIEW OF LFB SYSTEM signal processor (DSP) array in the 'down sampler'

The LFB system was designed to suppress longitudinal module [4][5]. The low frequency of the coupled bunch

coupled bunch instabilities in the PEP-II and ALS instabilities (< 20 kHz) allows for a distributed array of

electron storage rings. The basic scheme is a bunch-by- 40 DSP's (4 per DSP module) to apply a tailored 6 tap
bunch feedback system that measures the instantaneous FIR algorithm to each and every bunch. The resultantphase error of each bunch with respect to the average digital correction words are repacked and serially
bunchas ynrornof eacha bun The system then applies a transmitted to a high speed (500 MHz) circular memory
bunch synchronous phase. Tin the 'hold buffer' module. The converted analog output
delayed longitudinal correction voltage to each signal amplitude modulates (AM) a quadrature phase shift

of Basic Energy keyed (QPSK) carrier generated by the 'back-end'
"Work was supported by the Office of Science,Office omodule. The QPSK carrier signal centred at 1.125 gHz

Sciences, Materials Sciences Division, of the U.S. Department of (9/4h of ALS RF) was chosen to accommodate the
Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. electrodynamic dimensions of the kicker structure and
'Email: gdstover@lbl.gov commercially available power amplifiers. Reference

signals for the front and back end modules are generated
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in the System Oscillator chassis. Timing signals for the output detector, QPSK test mode circuits, and appropriate
digital cards are generated in the timing module [6]. signal monitor points.

The RF, timing, and high speed digital modules have The QPSK modulator impresses a 90 deg. phase shift
been packaged in RF tight VXI modules and adhere to the every 2 NS on the 1.125 gHz (9/4" *RF) carrier signal for
VXI standard interface. The DSP modules are packaged the kicker electrode. The phase of the carrier is
in a VME format. All electronic systems are directly synchronised to provide the proper
controlled through a VXWorks real time operating system accelerating/decelerating voltage to the specific bunch
that is linked to an extensive EPICS graphical interface within the kicker electrode gap.
[7].

Ba,ýhband Kck,----

3 RF AND TIMING SYSTEM C I BM4'l'M"I

M •z ,UN,[E-RI - • • F.AUIJ:

3.1 Front End Module: Q MOTION

The front-end VXI module as shown in fig. 2 contains a L I1" 1
phase detector, low frequency DC phase servo loop, an •,
RMS beam motion detector and appropriate signal 1.. [ I
monitor points. The phase detector baseband output is W,'i..or

bandpass limited (< 500 MHz) to further reduce inter- vVV-
bunch phase motion crosstalk. A signal splitter provides Figure 3 Block diagram of Back-end module
a feedback signal to a series pair of SLAC designed phase
shifters that are connected to form a phase servo loop. The in-line AM modulator, driven by the DSP
The loop corrects for slow DC drifts in the average generated baseband kick signal for each bunch,
synchronous bunch phase and compensates for any determines the amplitude and polarity of the correction
thermal drifts in the front-end electronics. The beam voltage to be applied to the bunch within the electrode
motion detector provides a signal to the EPICS panel gaps.
display that mimics the synchronous phase motion of the The RMS kick output detector provides a signal to an
beam. Additionally an amplitude level can also be chosen EPICS panel display that is proportional to the kick
to trigger a visual alarm. These two features provide a amplitude required to damp the bunch train. This signal is
machine operator with a clear 'loss of lock' indication a key system indicator that can confirm the loss of
without the need to tie up an expensive monitoring feedback lock, mode zero instabilities in the cavity, or
oscilloscope. A useful software enhancement that is made back-end timing misalignment and again obviates the
possible through the new 'front end' hardware is the need of an external monitoring oscilloscope.
inclusion of an auto zeroing routine for the phase servo The QPSK test mode circuit can force the modulator to
loop. halt at one of four (0,90,180,270 deg.) selected phases.

For normal machine set-up or occasionally after an RF This feature provides a direct test of the QPSK modulator
cavity trip the 'front end' phase servo loop will have to be and provides a single tone test of AM modulator and the
opened and re-locked. The process is simple and can be following amplifier chain.
accomplished automatically (auto zero and lock) from the
EPICS panel, or manually from the front panel of the VXI 3.3 System Oscillator chassis and Breakout
module in the equipment rack. panel:

PHASEThe System oscillator (SO) chassis generates the 3.0 gHz
(6*RF) mixing and 1.125 gHz (9/4*RF) carrier signals for

"ERROR MONITOR the Front and Back-end modules, houses the front-end
FROM BPMs comb filter, generates a simulated beam signal, provides

COMB ,(--- BEAM FA real time monitoring and alarm functions of critical
GENRR DETECTOR MOTION signals, and contains all the appropriate monitor points

To DOWN SAMPLER for expeditious hardware checkouts. The S.O. electronics
is contained in a 19"x83/4"x24" rack mounted chassis

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Front-end module, that is connected to the EPICS/VXWorks software
through a VXI interface card located in the chassis.

3.2 Back End Module: All the S.O. signals are derived from a 125 MHz square
wave that is phase locked to the 500 MHz ALS master

The back-end VXI module as shown in fig. 3 contains a oscillator and divided by four in the Timing module. The
QPSK modulator, amplitude modulator, RMS kick 3.0 GHz (6*RF) signal for the front-end phase detector is

generated twice using two different techniques: the first
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uses a Magnum Microwave (TLS22-06) x24 multiplier EPICS panel can also be used to trigger the DSP farm to
and phase locked loop (PLL) and the second uses a record a growing or runaway beam instability.
Herotek (GC125-188) step recovery diode whose rich
spectral output is filtered by a 3.0 gHz band pass filter. 7 .......... _.. .. .- ______

Both methods produce spectrally clean and linear sine
waves. The x 24 PLL output is a ready spare and a source
for external mixer experiments. The 1.125 GHz carrier
and the systems test 'fake beam' signal are also generated
using the step diode recovery technique.

The 'fake beam' signal is a 3.0 gHz carrier modulated
by the approximate synchrotron frequency (12 kHz) of
the ALS and then is passed through an identical auxiliary '44
comb filter. The resultant signal is a spectrally accurate I
reproduction of a longitudinally unstable beam with
random coupled bunch motion. At the choice of the -- ",Chi5,0V 29orv''I bbjsi •Ch3 .t 840mv Q
operator this signal can be switched to the input port of Mý V Ch4 M

the front-end module thus providing a true calibration
signal for the entire electronics chain from the front-end dip ftt
module to the power amplifier driving the kicker Figure 4. Hardware simulation of all mode beam
electrodes. This simple test along with alarm monitoring instabilities (4), RMS motion detector output (2),
will allow technical personnel to quickly determine comparator output (1), modulation envelope (3)
whether the electronics or the machine is at fault. System
checkout is further enhanced by extensive front panel 5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
monitor points and the inclusion of a signal 'breakout The author wishes to extend his great appreciation to M.
panel' that collects all the signal monitor points from the Monroy, W. Byrne, and the ALS operators for their very
other three modules into one 19" rack panel directly expert help. To A. Geyer and A. Kruser respectively for
above the S.0 chassis. their help in the coordination and construction of the

3.4 Timing module: Timing and Back-end modules and S. 0. chassis. W. Ross
of SLAC who designed the Timing module and provided

The timing module generates the fiducial (bucket zero invaluable information concerning the general operation
trigger) for the down sampler module, the 500 MHz clock of the digital systems. Also D. Anderson and B. Cordova-
for both high speed digital modules, the 125 MHz source Grimaldi of SLAC are recognized for their technical
signal for the S.O. chassis, the re-synchronising pulse for support of all aspects of the Front-end module
the QPSK modulator, and complete temperature construction.
monitoring and alarm control for all the VXI modules and
the S.O. chassis. 6 REFERENCES

The temperature monitoring is a hardware only
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A CURE FOR THE ENERGY SPREAD INCREASING RELATED
BUNCH LENGTHENING IN ELECTRON STORAGE RINGS

J. Gao, LAL, B.P. 34, F-91898 Orsay cedex, France

Abstract wake potential profile remains stable. As shown in ref. 1,

Having revealed the cause of the energy spread increasing after each turn an electron will get a net kick on its energy

and the corresponding bunch lengthening in electron stor- by
age rings in ref. 1, in this paper, we will propose a cure for AEi Uw sin(Q~t - qi) (4)
the suppression of these collective effects. It is suggested where Oi is a random variable, Q, is the angular syn-
to install an active rf cavity in the ring with the working rf chrotron oscillation frequency, and U, = e2 Nxtot(oz)
wavelength about four to five times the rims bunch length. is the average single particle energy loss due to short range
The limitation about this cure is also discussed. Finally, in wakefield per turn. It is these random energy fluctuations
the postscript, we will give an empirical bunch lengthen- which are responsible for the bunch energy spread increas-
ing equation and compare the analytical results with some ing. The idea to suppress these kicks is to create an artifi-
experimental results. cial counteract kicks -eVosin(f2,t- Oi). Since it is known

that an electron will get maximum positive kicks at the very
1 INTRODUCTION head and the tail of the bunch, and the maximum negative

In modern electron colliders, such as B and Tau-C Facto- kick near the middle of the bunch as shown in Fig. la,
one can use a standing wave rf cavity with the wavelength

nies, short bunch lengths are required in order to get high g y g

luminosities. In practice, the bunch length will suffer from of the working mode (with rf input power) about four to

two kinds of lengthening effects. The first one is due to the five times the rms bunch length. The phase relation of this

potential well distortion and the second is due to the so- mode with respect to the passing bunch should be arranged
as follows: The head and the tail gets the maximum energycalled collective random excitation (GRE) revealed in ref.reutoby-oeahunadtemileftebnc

1. According to ref. 1 one has two equations for the energy

spread increasing (R, = ao/oro) and the bunch lengthen- gets the maximum energy gain eVo per turn as shown in

ing (R. = ou./crz.) Fig. lb (in a practical point of view, the phase shift should
be adjustable to adapt different shape of wake potentials).

C(RvR1oIktIo)2 Obviously, to cancel the collective random kicks one has
W= 1 )7R2.42 (1) to choose Vo = Uw/e which is the peak voltage gain of an

7- Z electron passing through the cavity. The required rf input

C(RavRlbJCto)2  power can be easily obtained byR 1 -CPWDIb + _1 (2)
R1.5 •7R2.42

where Z + 2 Po = V0
2 /Rh (5)

C = 5767 2Eo (3) where Rsh is the shunt impedance of the standing wave rf
55V/3hc3 cavity. Once this is done, eqs. 1 and 2 will be changed to

Eo is the permittivity in vacuum, h is Planck constant, c is
the velocity of light, Ib = eNec/27rRav, Ray is the average R 1 (6)
radius of the ring, R is the bending radius, K-to is the to-'11,o
tal longitudinal loss factor at the zero current bunch length, R 1 ±+ CýWD'b (7)
CPWD represents potential well distortion effect, Ne is the R 1.5

electron number in a bunch, and -y is the normalized parti- wherecle energy I C;wDI > JCpwDJ due to the additionalcle energy.

In this paper we will investigate the possibility to sup- impedance contribution from the rf cavity. Till now the

press the CRE induced bunch energy spread increasing and CRE induced energy spreading increasing and the related

the corresponding bunch lengthening. bunch iengthening effects have been suppressed.
As a natural rule one has to pay for what he gains, and

2 CURE: INTRODUCING AN ACTIVE RF this time it is the transverse instability.

CAVITY IN THE RING
3 LIMITATION COMING FROM THE

A bunch of Ne particles inside will has a definite short TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY
range wake potential profile corresponding to its charge
distribution. What should be stressed is that for a given Here, we will make a quick review of the single bunch
bunch current even the longitudinal position of each elec- transverse instability in electron storage rings. The thresh-
tron inside the bunch is a random variable, the collective old bunch current for the transverse instability derived in
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ref. 2 is expressed as: 5 CONCLUSION

jth 4fya',oRýJ~c An additional active rf cavity is proposed to be installed
b,gao => VCt() (8) in the ring to suppress the collective random excitatione < V,> It(z induced energy spread increasing and the correspond-

where v. is the vertical betatron oscillation tune, respec- ing bunch lengthening. The wavelength of the working

tively, < 3z,, > is the average beta function in the rf cavity mode should be four to five times the rms bunch length.

region, ýc,y is the chromaticity in the vertical plane (usually One should be cautious to the transverse instability since

positive to control the head-tail instability), and Vt(uz) is smaller energy spread and shorter bunch length will result

the total transverse loss factor over one turn. This thresh- in lower transverse instability threshold current. It could
old current indicates the disappearance of Landau damp- be interesting to use this technique together with negative

ing. On the other hand, the usually used Zotter's formula momentum compaction factor to obtain short bunch with

coming from the mode coupling theory gives small energy spread.

Eh (F9)Eo
Ibzotter -e < (9) > Kt(z)

where F is variable depending on bunch length, f, is the .4
synchrotron oscillation frequency, and Eo is the particle en-
ergy. To compare eq. 8 with eq. 9 one can write eq. 8 in a
similar form as eq. 9 z

~t h = F'f8 Eo (10)
'bgao Ictotf\(0e < OYC > I- (Uz)

with

F' = 4R11cI vyu~o (11)
Vz Eo (a)

where v. is the synchrotron oscillation tune. Apparently, if
F' < F, Iao < Izotter and this situation can always be
realized experimentally by reducing [ If, however, eq.
9 and eq. 10 describe the same physical process, one finds
the explicit expression of F (F = F').

The impact of the longitudinal motion on that of the
transverse one can be perceived by finding R, and au in eq.
8. Obviously, better longitudinal bunch properties (smaller
energy spread and shorter bunch length) result in lower 0 V

transverse instability threshold current. V

4 DISCUSSION
-Vo -Recent experiments on super-ACO [4] show that by us-

ing negative momentum compaction factor a one can (b)
get shorter bunch length, and unfortunately, larger energy
spread compared with positive a case. This result is eas- Figure 1: (a) Schematic showing of the bunch charge dis-
ily understood by looking at eqs. 1 and 2. With negative tribution and the short range wake potential. (b) Schematic
a, CPWD becomes negative, and in consequence, one gets showing of the rf voltage gain with respect to the particle
smaller R, and larger R,. Now, if one uses the additional position within the bunch.
active rf cavity proposed in section 2, eqs. I and 2 are
reduced to eqs. 6 and 7. Obviously, R, and R, are de-
coupled from each other, and hopefully, one can get at the 6 POSTSCRIPT
same time smaller energy spread and shorter bunch length.
As far as the rf cavity design is concerned, one should man- Here, exceptionally, we add a section of "postscript" where
age to avoid the cavity beam pipe being excessively small, an empirical bunch lengthening equation is given as:
The detailed discussion on the cavity design will be made
after the cure principle shown in this paper be justified by vR'2 RRltRtoIb C(RavRIb= ±,to)
the numerical simulations. z 5121 72.42 (12)
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An interesting property of this formula is that 1t0 plays
a unique dominating role. The reason for my calling this
equation as empirical is because the second term on the KEK-PF (1.8 GeV)

right side of eq. 12 is not derived on a theoretical base. In
Figs. 2 to 6 w e m ake the com parison betw een the analytical 2.5 -...............................----
and the experimental results of different machines. More 2 2 ...... ..... . .... ........... .......... i.......... .........
detailed explications and comparison results can be found

N
in re f . 5 • 1.5 .... .......... ............. ... .........

INFN Accumulator Ring I - Rz (analytical results)
3 .... .... ... . .. . R0 .... ent aresult... i... i.. . i ' i0.5 ...

2 .5 ..... .... i. . . . ............. -- --- --............ ............-- ...........

0
2 ----------- - ------------ - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

N lb (mA)
S1.5 .. Figure 4: Comparison between KEK-PF (R = 8.66 m and

liRay = 29.8 m) experimental results and the analytical re-
-Re(analyticalresults) sults at 1.8 GeV with oa~=l.47 cm and K"',=5O 4 V/pC.

0.5 ..........-

0 . ...
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

lb (mA)

Figure 2: Comparison between INFN (R = 1.15 m and
Ray = 5 m) experimental results and the analytical results SPEAR
at 510 MeV with orz°=3.57 cm and K1°"=-039 V/pC. 6 6 ---3'-'

Super ACO

R2 (a a-ta re----ultslyialreuls

2 R (aayiareut) 0. .. . .I

o Rz (experimental results) 0 10 20 30 40 50
. . lb (mA)

Figure 5: Comparison between SPEAR (R = 12.7 m and
0 20 40 60 80 1o Ray = 37.3 m) experimental results and the analytical re-

lb (mA) sults at 1.5 GeV with ao,,=l cm and KC"-5.2 V/pC.

Figure 3: Comparison between Super-ACO (R = 1.7 m
and Rev = 11.5 m) experimental results and the analytical
results at 800 MeV with ozo=2.4 cm and 10",-3.1 V/pC. BEPC (.3 GeV)
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A SAW TOOTH INSTABILITY MODEL IN STORAGE RINGS

M. Migliorati*, L. Palumbo, University of Rome - Dip. Energetica, Italy
G. Dattoli, L. Mezi, ENEA, Dip. Innovazione, Frascati, Rome, Italy

Abstract 5 x 10-4

The time evolution of the energy spread above the mi-
9 ~ ~~~~ ~~~~4.5 x 10-4 ------------ 1 ---------- ------------------ -----

crowave instability threshold in a storage ring is described
by means of two coupled non linear differential equations.
The results are in agreement with a time domain simulation
code. The model equations are combined to those account- b

ing for the storage ring Free Electron Laser dynamics, in
order to study the interplay between the FEL and the stor-
age ring instability dynamics. 3 x 10-4

2.5 x 10-4 . . . [ . . . . . I . .

1 INTRODUCTION 0 5 X 103 1 X 104 1.5 x 1O4 2 x 104
turn

The microwave instability produces an increase of energy
spread and a consequent anomalous bunch lengthening, Figure 1: Energy spread vs number of turns: a) simulations,
and limits the performances of storage rings. It has been the b) model equations.
subject of several investigations [1, 2, 3, 4], and the prob-
lem has been studied by exploiting the linearized Vlasov
equation, which describes the time evolution of the single
bunch distribution function in the phase space. The thresh- used either as an amplifier or an oscillator, may be an effi-
old of the instability depends on the wake fields and on cient tool to damp the saw tooth instability. The physical
the current intensity. Above the threshold the linear the- interpretation of the simulation results has also suggested
ory can not explain the time evolution of the distribution the way to extend the model equations by including the ef-
function. The increase of the bunch phase space dimen- fects of the FEL in the oscillator mode. This approach pro-
sions may provide the conditions for a new equilibrium vides a clear picture of the FEL-storage ring mutual feed-
configuration. It may happens, however, that the equilib- back, and clarifies the mechanism of the instability inhibi-
rium is never reached, and the energy spread oscillates in tion.
time with a pattern similar to relaxation type oscillations,
as shown in Fig. 1. Such a behavior is known as saw tooth 2 SAW TOOTH INSTABILITY
instability [4], and it occurs in storage rings characterized
by intense beam currents. For the study of the saw tooth instability, we use a time

An appropriate analysis of the saw tooth instability, re- domain simulation code, which includes the effects of the

quires the inclusion of non linear terms in the Vlasov equa- self induced wake fields. The simulations, using a pure
tion. The problem has been afforded in ref. [5], where it inductive impedance and employing 3 x 10i macroparti-
is shown that the time evolution of the distribution func- cles, show a clear saw tooth behavior (Fig. 1, a) line) above
tion may have different patterns, including relaxation type the microwave threshold. The evolution of the phase space

oscillations, distribution gives further insight for a better understand-

In this paper, analyzing the results of appropriate nu- ing of the mechanisms responsible for the growth of the

merical simulations, we study the conditions for the on- energy spread and of its damping. In fact, referring to

set, growth and relaxation of the saw tooth oscillations for Fig. 1, when the energy spread is close to one minimum,

a pure inductive impedance. The analysis points out the the phase space distribution shows a perturbation, super-

mechanisms responsible for the saw tooth behavior: the imposed to the stationary distribution, which suggests the

growth of the instability is produced by non linear wakes, existence of a coherent microstructure (microbunching) in-
it is counteracted by the Landau damping, and it is finally side the bunch [6]. This microbunching increases the en-

damped by the radiation process. We describe these ef- ergy spread producing a turbulent distribution. In some
fects through some quantities averaged over the bunch dis- regions the particles, due to the wake fields non lineari-
tribution, giving a model employing two coupled non linear ties, experience larger oscillation amplitudes, and the dis-equations which reproduce the relaxation oscillations of the tribution endures a filamentation process. The phase spaceequaion whch eprduc th reaxaionoscllaion ofthe evolution is then characterized by a reduction of the lo-
instability in a fairly satisfactory way. We employ numer- evolti is the artize duion of te loical simulations to show that a Free Electron Laser (FEL), cal density due to the particle diffusion which tends to
ical smlintshwhtareEcrndecrease the microbunching efficiency so that, the natural

*Email: migliorati@axrma.uniromal.it radiation and Landau dampings are able to counteract the
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phase space anomalous growth, until the initial configura-
tion is restored.

The microbunching mechanism producing the micro- 1dar_ (d2
- . = -(a (4)wave instability has been discussed in ref. [7], where it is 0.2-dt Ts

considered the responsible for coherent radiation emission
observed in operating storage rings affected by strong mi- where r- is the longitudinal damping time.
crowave instability, an effect similar to the Free ElectronLase dyamic. -To explain the saw tooth behavior, we assume that a is
Laser dynamics. a time dependent function. Physical observations suggest

The analysis of the simulations clarifies also the contri- that the equation should include the Boussard criterion sta-bution of the damping mechanisms: the radiation process is tionary solution, thus yielding a dependence of the energy

the main responsible for the saw tooth behavior, while the ien
Landau damping is important in counteracting the instabil- spread on the current as o/3. The equation should also be

ity. In fact, by running simulations with a very long radi- capable of reproducing relaxation type oscillations. From

ation damping time, the saw tooth pattern disappears, the these considerations, we make the ansatz that a satisfies an

bunch distribution remaining stable with an energy spread equation of the type

slightly larger than the maximum obtained from Fig. 1.

3 DYNAMICAL MODEL 1 _ c1A e2B(1 +0 2 )12 (5)
a• dt (1±+ 0.)¼

To model the saw tooth behavior, we start by considering

the coasting beam case, for which the linear theory pre- which contains, on the right hand side, the two opposite
dicts an instability caused by a growth of a perturbation terms (2) and (3), accounting respectively for the wake
produced by the wake fields, and an opposed damping de- fields instability and the Landau damping, cl and c2 being
riving from a spread in the oscillation frequencies (Landau constant parameters.
damping) [1]. The extension of the theory to the bunched Eqs. (4) and (5) provide our model equations. They give
beam case is known as Boussard criterion [8]. stationary solutions with our = o, in any situation for

If we suppose that the energy spread a, is a quadratic which solutions wiTh cs 1 = a 2B i s exatly forcominaio ofthenaura (.•n an istailiy ndued which ClA < c2 B. The case c1 A =c 2 B is exactly the
combination of the natural (a,) and instability induced Boussard criterion which is therefore satisfied.

The above equations rely on simple assumptions. For ex-
ample, in case of the A parameter, the actual bunch shape

o= (0.,o' + 0.?) 1-= U0, (1 + U2) (1) is distorted by the potential well and is not Gaussian. Fur-
thermore a local density perturbation may be responsible

and consider a Gaussian bunch distribution with a Lorentz for the microwave instability [7]. This is the reason we in-
spectrum of the oscillation frequencies, then the growth troduced the factor cl in eq. (5).
rate of the instability induced by the wake fields can be For what concern the B parameter, and then the intro-
written as [6] duction of the factor c2, the major approximations are in the

linear relationship assumed between the spectrum width
producing Landau damping and the energy spread or, and

r) 2 -,/nI 1 A the assumption of a Lorentz spectrum. Actually the oscilla-
To V (Eo/e)ov O/n 1 + A (2) tion frequency spectrum depends on the bunch distributionand on the non linearities of the wake fields.

and the Landau term as To verify the model, we first estimate the constants cl
n 1and c2 by comparing the simulations and the solution of

-2-7racO0.n (1 + 072) • = B(1 + o,) 2 (3) Eqs. (4) and (5) under the condition of stability, that is for
aTO c1A < C2B, getting, as best fit, cl = 0.35 and c2 = 2.1.

where n is an harmonic of the revolution frequency, a, the Then, with the same factors c, and C2 , we analyze the case
momentum compaction, To the revolution period, I0 the of instability. The resulting time behavior of the energy
average beam current, Z/n the broad band impedance at spread, given by Eqs. (4) and (5), is shown in Fig. I (the b)
the nth harmonic of the revolution frequency, Eo the beam line), which shows a good agreement with the simulation
energy. results. If we increase the damping time -T, and eventually

We derive now differential equations, governing the time it tends to infinity, the saw tooth behavior disappears, thus
evolution of the energy spread and of the saw tooth growth giving a stationary energy spread which depends on the ini-
rate, without entering into the details of the phase space tial conditions and on the coefficients clA and c2 B, that is
dynamics. We denote the growth rate of the instability by on the intensity of both the instability and Landau damping.
a and relate such a quantity with the induced energy spread In this case, from eq. (5), we get that the energy spread has
o-,, according to the obvious relation a dependence on the current of the kind r/
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Figure 2: Energy spread vs number of turns with the FEL Figure 3: Energy spread vs number of turns with the FEL
amplifier for different FEL intensities, oscillator.

4 FEL CONTRIBUTION and r/represents the cavity losses. The results of the cou-

We have investigated the effect of the FEL on the storage pled equations in presence of the FEL oscillator show that
ringsawtooh istailiy. he FL iducd eerg spead the saw tooth instability is critical to the ratio between

hthe losses and the gain. If this ratio is relatively small,
and associated bunch lengthening decrease the peak cur- teitaaiypwrgosadidcsalreeeg
rent and the wake field intensity, thus shifting the instabil-
ity threshold to higher levels. The parameter which can sra hc vroe h a ot ntblt.Te
be used to control the instability is the intensity of the laser the growth rate a is suddenly brought to zero and the totalfield itself. In Fig. 2 we have considered a storage ring FEL energy spread tends to a stable behavior. When the ratio
amplifier. When the laser intensity is sufficiently large (the increases, the onset of the laser takes longer t teo estab-

the FEL eCtiONdesTRIBUIOlish. In Fig. 3 we show a preliminary comparison between
a)curve) invthe results of the model (the b) line) and the more timetooth instability pattern, the beam energy spread is essen-tially that induced by the FEL. For lower intensity the saw consuming numerical simulations (the a) line). The agree-
rentoondthe oscilliod apintuensiarereduced (hithe b)i cuthe)ment is fairly satisfactory, and further investigations are in

ityothresosildaton ampigheudeels. are pr amuedther whic c ane) sprea hc vroeh a otntblt.Te

intermediate intensity (the c) curve) it is possible to switch progress.

off the instability without inducing any energy spread.
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where go is the FEL small signal gain coefficient, p, (0) =
4Nau,• with N being the number of ondulator periods,
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NONLINEAR DAMPING OF INJECTION. OSCILLATIONS

V. M. Zhabitsky
Joint Institute for Nuclear ResearchJ141980 Dubna, Moscow region, Russia

Abstract However, many TFS Use digital electronics in the feed-
The theory of a transverse feedback system with a n back loop (for example, filters and delays). Their trans-

The heoy o a ransers fedbak sytemwit a on-fer functions havCe a quasi-linear step character. Sometimes
linear regime of injection oscillations damping in circular fer func tion he a qsl er s oe aracter. so emeacceeraorsandcollder isdesribe. Fr tis dbk the regime with limitation of a power for amplifiers is em-
accelerators and colliders is described. For this feedbackoscillations. On theloop the dependence between the kick value in the deflector SPS at CERN, the "bang-bang" regime was realized to in-
and the beam deviation at the pick-up location is a rionlin- crease the efficiency of TFS [ 1]. Its transfer function con-
ear function. The beam dynamic nonlinear equation of the sists of a linear part for small amplitude oscillations and a
transverse coherent motion for deviation from the closed high fixed level gain for large oscillations (see Fig.2, solid
orbit has been solved using the approximation procedure line). Thus, the transfer functions f(x) of these TFS are
based on the Krylov-Bogoliubov method for nonlinear dif- line).
ferential equations. Approximate expressions for damping
time and beam oscillation amplitude are analysed for dif- AF AX'
ferent nonlinear transfer functions. gal ---------------

1 INTRODUCTION

Transverse feedback systems (TFS) are used in syn- ac
chrotrons to damp the coherent transverse beam oscilla-
tions. In these systems (see Fig. 1) the kicker (DK) corrects Figure 2: Dependence of the kick Ax' on the beam devi-
the beam angle according to the beam deviation from the ation x for the linear (dashed line) and "bang-bang" (solid
closed orbit in the pick-up (PU) location at every turn. TFS line) transfer functions.
have been widely used to suppress resistive wall instability
and to provide a beam oscillation amplitude decrease after The so-called "logical regime" was described in [2]. Its
injection. transfer function is a step function with two jumps. This

nonlinear regime was tested on the SPS at CERN [3]. The
beam •fast damping of initial oscillations was observed.

These experiments initiated some theoretical studies. A
T filter numerical simulation was used in [2] to estimate the damp-

ing time. It has been found that the amplitude of oscilla-
tions decreases linearly in time for some regimes.

DK IN _ The analitical appoach for nonlinear damping was devel-
oped in [4]. It is shown that the transverse coherent motion
for the particle deviation from the closed orbit, when in-

Figure 1: Layout of a transverse feedback system stability is neglected, is fully described by the difference

equation of the second order:
Most TFS use electronics for signal processing in the

feedback loop in order to obtain different dependences x[n + 2, Sp] - 2x[n + 1, sp] cos p + x[n, sp]
f(x) between the beam deviation x[n, SKI in PU and the = r Ax'[n + 1, SKI sin(, - 77)
kick Ax'[n, SKI in DK at the n-th turn:

+ v"iTi7Ax'[n, sK] sin•? , (2)
•X/-•-pfKAx'[n, sl,] = g f(x[n, sp]) . (1)

where p = 27rQ is a betatron phase advance per revolution
Here #p and g3 K are the transverse betatron amplitude in the transverse plane, Q is the number of unperturbed
functions in the PU and DK locations; g is the gain of the betatron oscillations per revolution, and 71 is the betatron
feedback loop. Usually power amplifiers with a linear char- phase advance from PU to DK.
acteristic are employed. Hence, a transfer function f(x) of To solve equation (2), the approximation procedure
this feedback loop is a linear one (see Fig.2, dashed line), based on the Krylov-Bogoliubov method [5] for nonlinear

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00 @ 1999 IEEE. 1222
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differential equations was used in [4, 6]. These approxima- Functions 'rm as the periodical functions of 4n can be ex-
tion approaches for nonlinear damping are generalized be- panded into the Fourier series:
low. Damping time and asymptotic behaviour of the beam
oscillation amplitude are analysed for different parameters •r (an, V5n) = vmo (a.)

of the nonlinear transfer function. All results are obtained

for feedback description when instability is neglected. + E [Vmk (an) cos k'in ÷+ 'ink (an) sin ko/n],
k=2

2 THEORY where vml = 7Ymi = 0, because amplitude an is the full
amplitude of the main (first) harmonic of oscillations.

2.1 Basic Equation For the left-hand side of (3) we expand all values into

In order to simplify final expressions, it will be supposed the Taylor series taking into account (6) and (7). The first

further that the phase advance q from the PU to the DK is approximation of these expansions is:
equal to an odd number of 7r/2 radians. So, I siniil = 1 and l.h.s. = gA 1 (an)[cos(4n + 2pi) - cosipn]
the best damping is realised for TFS with the linear transfer
function. Substituting for Ax' from (1) into (2) in this case + gbi(a.)an[sin4V5 - sin(4'. + 2p)]
yields + g~l (a., 0.+ 2 ) - 2g cos p ý, (an, Vn+1)

x[n + 2, sp] - 2x[n + 1, sp] cos u + x[n, sp] + g~l (an,'in) . (8)

= g f(x[n, sp]) - g f(x[n + 1, sp]) cos i. (3) For the first level of approximation, the right-hand side

Equation (3) is a basic equation for studying beam dynam- of (3) is determined by a zero level of approximation. Sub-
ics with a nonlinear transfer function for a feedback loop. stituting for x from (5) into (3) yields
This equation is good for numerical calculations and con- r.h.s. = gf(anCOs
venient for analytical work.

- g f(an cos(¢n ÷/1)) cos ji. (9)

2.2 Solution (First Approximation) Equating coefficients of Fourier series in (8) and in (9)

The gain g in (3) for feedback realized is a small value, yields for main harmonic:
Normally, g ;-t 0.01 for instability damper systems and
g ; 0.1 for damping of injection errors. Since g is small, dan _ g f2nr
equation (3) is weakly nonlinear, and a number of pertur- dn -d f(an cos Cn) cos 27r d4n; (10)
bation methods is available to determine an approximate 0
solution of this equation. It was demonstrated in [4, 6] that d ~n 27r

the Krylov-Bogoliubov method [5] can be used for solving - e ff(aneOS~ n)sinVnd~n. (11)
the weakly nonlinear equation (3). This approach is used dn
and generalized below.

When g =- 0, the solution of (3) can be written as Equation (10) yields the amplitude damping rate per turn.
The phase dependence on n for the beam transverse oscil-

x[n, Sp] = a cos(trn + 0) = a cos 7n, (4) lations is determined by equation (11).
On = uin + 0, It is clear from (8) and (9) that the third and higher har-

where a and 0 are constants. When g : 0, the solution monics of oscillations can be excited. It depends on the

of (3) can still be expressed in form (4), provided that a transfer function. This typical effect for nonlinear systems

and 0 are considered to be functions of n rather than con- is not discussed in this paper because of pages limitation.

stants. In accordance with the Krylov-Bogoliubov method,
the solution of (3) can be written as a series of the form 3 RESULTS

0o 3.1 Linear Transfer Functionx n p = an cOS'On +E g (n n (5)
m=l For TFS with a linear transfer function we have f(x) =

where Ci is unknown functions of full amplitude an and pe- x, where x = an cos On at zero level of approximation.
riodical functions of On. Functions Ci are small corrections Taking into account (5), (10) and (11), we obtain the fol-
of the main harmonic an cos On. The order of these cor- lowing solution:
rections is given by small parameter g. The amplitude and / g
phase are the functions of an. Hence, for their derivatives x[n, sp] _ ao exp - • n)cos 4n ; (12)
we can write: V).= An+ o . (13)

dn _ Ai(an) + g2 A 2 (an) +.. - (6) where ao and Oo are constants depending on initial condi-

dn +gtions. This solution coincides with the well known result
dn - p- + gil(an) + g 2'2(an) + ... . (7) (see, for example, [7]).
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3.2 Transfer Function with Linear and Cubic and for an > ac

Terms ( - a

Performing the integration in (10) for the transfer func- da -• - 2"--) _a 2

tion with linear and cubic terms - 27 (n

gf(x) gX+gg3X3 (14) + (7r -2 arccos (a )an ). (20)= , ~an .(0

we obtain: For the phase of oscillations we get formula (13). Hence,

ao exp(-gn/2) to the first level of approximation, the frequency is not af-
an- - (15) fected by the damping, while the amplitude decreases in

V- 1 -(3g 3 a/4)(exp(-gn) -1) accordance with dependence (20) or (19).

Performing the integration in (11), we obtain the expres- For an > a, we have from (20)
sion for the phase of oscillations that coincides with for- 2
mula (13). Thus, at the first level of approximation, the fre- an = ao - - gain. (21)
quency is not affected by the damping, while the amplitude 7r

decreases in accordance with dependence (15). Formula Thus, to this level of approximation, large initial ampli-

(15) coincides with the well known result for the amplitude tudes decrease linearly with time. This formula (21) for

solution of Rayleigh's equation amplitude dependence coincides with the result for ampli-
tude solution of Coulomb damping (17). The linear ampli-

i+ wox = c(i - A±3) . tude decreasing with time was also obtained in [2] where
a numerical simulation was used to estimate the damping

Other results concerning damping parameters for TFS with time. Other results for the "bang-bang" regime are shown
this transfer function are discussed in [4]. in [6].

3.3 Coulomb Damping 4 CONCLUSION
In this case the transfer function is The approaches demonstrated in [4, 6] have been de-

g(x) = gat when xn>0; (16) veloped and generalized in this paper for studying TFS
-gal when xn < 0. with various nonlinear transfer functions. It gives analyt-

ical approximate solutions to calculate the damping time
Performing the integration in (10) and (11), we obtain for- and other parameters of the particle motion.
mula (13) for the phase of oscillation and the following de-
pendence on n for the amplitude: 5 REFERENCES
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CALCULATION OF THE LHC-KICKER BEAM IMPEDANCE*

Glen R. Lambertson
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract Table 1: Liner Parameters
Longitudinal and transverse beam impedances are calcu-
lated for the injection kickers designed for use in the CERN Tube inner radius b 21 mm

large hadron collider. These combine the contributions of a Ceramic well thickness 4 mm

ceramic beam tube with conducting stripes and a traveling- Relative dielectric constant 6r 9

wave kicker magnet. The results show peak impedances Number of stripes N 30

of 1300 ohm longitudinal and 8 MQ/m transverse for four Length of stripe f. 3540 mm

units per ring. Width of stripe w 4 mm
Space between stripes a/2 4 mm
Capacitance (30 stripes, one end) C 600 pF

1 INTRODUCTION Length of capacitor line t: 280 mm

The design for the LHC calls for four injection-kicker units Phase velocity along capacitor vC ,-' 0.385 c

for each beam[l], each unit is a c-magnet with an alumina Resistance (5000/30) R 169 ohm

beam tube, shown schematically in Fig. 1. Thirty conduct-
ing stripes are applied inside the beam tube (See Table 1);
each of these connects to the continuing metal tube through 400 W '
R-C networks. The impedances ZL of this liner and ZM 7
of the magnets are combined in parallel to give the total I
impedance ZB.a 200

... M-ched 0 -

li 50 100 150 20W M5

i 1B Figure 2: Impedance of the liner. Solid - ReZL[Ohm].

IB is the beam current.

ZL 2
__1 + j C__v tan_

SLIE RLOCTLI
+ /,0f E -1 (C7rw) ()A metallized outer sleeve on the ceramic tube overlaps the 27rN E, 1

inner stripes by about 0.28 mn to provide 600 pF capaci-tance. Calculated as an open-ended transmission line this which is plotted in Fig. 2. We see at intervals of 206
SisMHz the impedance maxima that occur when the capaci-

1i / .ý I h tie tor length is multiples of one-half wavelength.
on the ceramic contribute a small inductance; this has been
calculated to be only 6.5 pico-henry. Combining the liner's w IsPEDiN Fig. 2. WAt NEr

cacuatd o e ny .5pio-eny.Cmbnig heliers 3 IMPEDANCE FROM THE MAGNET
components, the liner impedance becomes

* Work supported by the U.S. Dept of Energy under Contract No. DE- The portion of the beam current that is not shielded by the
AC03-76SFD0098. liner current IL induces voltages in the magnet. This cur-

aMore details of these calculations are given in Ref. [2] rent IM = IB + IL couples to the magnet in two ways, (1)

0-7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1225
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Table 2: Magnet Parameters E 400

Length t 2657 mm
Aperture gap g 54 mm 200

Aperture width d 54 mm
Winding inductance 0 "
per unit length (=p,) L' 1.25 x 10-6 Hy/m
Winding line-impedance Z, 5 ohm "_
Phase velocity (ZI/L') v 4 x 106 m/sec 14 16 1 2 2

Drive line delay (example) r 0.233 jsec Frequency [MHz]

magnetic images in the yoke and conductors and (2) cur- o ,
rents induced in the winding. Parameters of the magnet are
given in Table 2 and the geometry of its square aperture in N

Fig. 3. 7200
d - 01-

0 50 100 150 200 250

0 Frequency [MHz]

g o • Figure 4: Total longitudinal impedance. Solid - ReZB
__ [ohm]. Dashed - ImZB [ohm].

where k = w/v. This is then reflected at the pulser and the
resultant net current induces at the beam positron y (Fig. 3)
the voltage (Here 0 = 9 )

Figure 3: Aperture of the magnet bounded by winding con-
ductors at Y = ±d/2. Current IM is shown at distance y V = ImZc (1
from the center. 2 ~-d

Coupling to the yoke has been calculated by summing [jO - e-jO i sin 0 + e-j 2 (WT+O) sin2 
2] (4)

the fields of image currents in the ferrite and in the conduc-
tor surfaces. This gives an inductance of 0.317 L'. Adding to this the voltage from the yoke we get from the

To calculate the mutual coupling to the winding one must magnet the impedance at aperture center
consider in detail the propagation of induced currents in the
winding and reflection or absortion at the ends of the wind- ZL
ing circuit [2][3]. The drive line is assumed to be open at ZM = -2- [0.268 j + e j sin 9
the pulser; the other end is impedance-matched by termina- - e-j2(w'+°)sin20] (5)
tor Z,. In an increment of length ds, the mutual inductance
between beam and winding is The total impedance is now the parallel combination of

Eq. 1 and Eq. 4 plotted in Fig. 4. In addition to the capacitor
d resonances at 206 MHz intervals, we see here at 19 MHz a

M'ds = po 2 ds (2) resonance between the liner's capacitance and the magnet's
g inductance. These peaks are limited to 330 ohm by the

Currents induced by this coupling propagate away from ds series resistors of the liner.
at velocity v. Integrating over the winding length we obtain
the directly-induced current 4 TRANSVERSE IMPEDANCES

Because the liner is azimuthally symmetric about the beam
vL'( 2 y_ / centerline, its transverse impedance is given in terms of ZL1 = d -- 1 - e 2 cos ks) (3) from Eq. l as
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4"106 I 1

2c-
ZLt=- ZL (6):;= b-'-- E 2"106

Images in the yoke and conductors give zero impedance
in the direction y parallel to the pole faces. ". " . -

In the x-direction, images sum to give -2"106 "

jo -4'106

ZMz = 0.019j (7) 0 2 4 6 8 10

Frequency [MHz]

In Eq. 3 we have shown the y-dependence of the winding
contribution to Zii. The Panofsky-Wenzel theorem allows 1. 16,
us to calculate Z. from Z11 as

C0
c = AZII (8) 0,-

This is 
--106

-_2 .106 i I I I
C = Zc 0 50 100 150 200 250

[- wd 2 + e -j(o s 2 Frequency [MHz]

j0+j e-i 0 sinO - ej(+) sin2

Figure 6: Total vertical impedance. Solid -ReZy.

Combining contributions to the transverse impedances, Dashed - ImZT .
the totals are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The 2MQ/m peak in
Z, that appears at 40 MHz is a resonance between liner and
magnet. Z4 is strongest at low frequency where at orbital 5 REFERENCES
frequency, 11.2 kHz, it is 169-j 3.40 x 103 ohm/m.
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Kicker Magnet System for CERN's 14 TeV Proton Collider
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-_1.106

0 50 100 150 200 250

Frequency [MHz]

Figure 5: Total horizontal impedance. Solid - ReZ,.
Dashed - ImZx.
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THE FUTURE OF THE SPS INJECTION CHANNEL

J. Bonthond, L. Ducimeti~re, G.H. SchrSder, J. Uythoven*, G. Vossenberg
CERN, SL Division, Geneva, Switzerland

Q. Han, IHEP, Bejing, China

Abstract magnetic field has to be reduced for both the LHC proton
beam and the LHC ion beam. The present ripple is not

The SPS accelerator will be used as injector for the LHC critical and is around ± 1 %. For the LHC beams the
[1] and has to be adapted to the LHC requirements. The ripple will have to be less than ± 0.5 %.
tight specification on beam blow-up in the SPS requires a
reduction of the magnetic field ripple of the SPS injection 2 SYSTEM LAYOUT
kicker magnets to less than ±0.5 %. The bunch spacing of To obtain the shorter rise time of the kicker pulse the
the LHC ion beam requires a reduction of the kicker magnets will be increased in impedance, from 12.5 f to
magnets' rise time from 145 ns to less than 115 ns. To 16.67 0, and the number of cells will be decreased, from
obtain the shorter rise time the existing kicker magnets 22 to 17 cells. Both changes decrease the kicker strength
have to be reduced in length and the characteristic 22 additional Bo t s ha ve to beas e t o k i nue t o
impedance has to be increased. The resulting loss in and aitionalm es heto be amagnticfied hs t becomenstedby he nstllaion work with HV values below 50 kV.
magnetic field has to be compensated by the installation The new system layout is shown in figure 1. It showsof additional magnets. an additional fourth kicker tank with two magnets placed

Results of studies on the required kicker strengths and between the present second and third tank. The magnets
physical apertures for the different types of beam and in this tank and in the first two tanks have the increased
corresponding operational modes are shown. Changes to impedance of 16.67 0 and a reduced length. Because of
Sthe Pulse Forming Network (PFN) and the option of the reduced magnet length 5 magnets instead of 4 can be
using Pulse Forming Lines (PFL) are presented. Results placed in each of the first two existing tanks.of first magnet measurements are shown. lcdi aho h is w xsigtns

In the new layout the magnets in the first three tanks

will be used for ion injection and will have the required
1 SYSTEM REQUIREMIENTS fast rise time. The four magnets in the last kicker tank,

In the LHC era four different types of beam will be which are at the moment already of a different type, will
injected into the SPS. For their injection the MKP kicker have an unchanged impedance and length. However,
magnets in the LSS I area will be used and a modification changes have to be made to the magnet and the PFN to
of the present system is necessary to fulfil the future* meet the specification on the ripple and rise time for the
needs [2]. Table I shows the kicker system requirements LHC-type proton beam.
for the different types of beam. The most stringent kicker Figure 1 also shows a Pulse Forming Line (PFL) in
rise time requirement comes from the LHC type ion beam parallel with the PFN (indicated with pulser 0.5 gs). As it
injection. As the PS bunch structure has to be conserved is uncertain that the specifications on rise time and ripple
in the SPS, the kicker rise time has to be reduced from the can be met by using a PFN, it might be necessary to use
present 145 ns (2 - 98 % rise time) to less than 115 ns (0 - PFLs for the LHC ion beam injection. Because the
100 % rise time). The total deflection strength required is required pulse length for this beam is only 500 ns, a PFL
determined by the relatively high injection energy of the cable length of about 60 m will be sufficient.
LHC type proton beam. On top of this, the ripple of the

Table 1: The different types of beam to be injected with their kicker ma gnet requirements.
Beam Injection Kicker Kicker Kicker Kicker

Energy Rise time Flat top Fall time Ripple
LHC protons 26 GeV/c < 220 ns 2.1 pIs No restriction <± 0.5 %
Fixed 14 GeV/c < 1.0 Ps 10.5 ps 1.0 s < ± 1.0 %
target protons
LHC ions 12.9 GeV/c < 115 ns 0.5 jis No restriction <± 0.5 %
Fixed 12.9 GeV/c < 1.0 s 2.0 s 3.8 js < ± 1.0 %
target ions

E-mail: jan.uythoven@cem.ch
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Figure 1: New kicker system layout.

Kicker layout: tank3twol7 cs: standard Calculated 19-3 -1999 at 12:32

Particle =ions HI=45.5kV Septum dist. = 35.8 mm
Emittance = 0.8 rum mrad HV2 = 45.5kV Septum angle =- 1.9 6mraddp/p =0.00015 HV3 = 0. kV Quaddispl. =-4.8 mm

012 Size of injected beam is 5 sigma. ThetaM DPH = 0 mrad

030

'i " " ~~~.......................... ... . .................... .... . . ... ..

(1)ý

(2) (3) (4) (5)(6...

010 20 30 40 50
longitudinal position [m I

Figure 2: Model of injection of the fixed target ion beam for the horizontal plane. This is the type of beam with the
smallest physical aperture in the kicker area, but still more than 5a. The numbers in the figure correspond to the

following elements: (1) Injection septum magnet; (2) High-energy beam dump; (3) Quadrupole magnet; (4) Kicker
magnet vacuum tanks; (5) Dump magnet for the injected beam; (6) Beam dump for the injected beam.

From table 2 it can be concluded that with the new
2 PHYSICAL APERTURES AND layout all required kicker voltages are below 50 WV which

REQUIRED KICKER STRENGTH is within the capabilities of the present hardware. The

A coputr mdel f te ijecton ystm ha ben mde. physical aperture is ample for the future LHC beams. For

A omue r model s used tonjeculteo sythe required kicker the future fixed target beams the physical aperture is

streghe oes used to examin ae the pyiaaerequires avilaber slightly reduced for the new system relative to the present
stregth an toexainethephyscalapeturs aailble situation, but is still well over 5 a. The smallest physical

in the kicker region for the old and for the new system aprueocrfoth fidtrgtoneaseao
layout. figure 2.

To calculate the beam size, the standard values for the In the vertical plane the physical aperture is just below
emittance and energy spread are taken [3], together with 5 cr and is limited by the high energy dump. This is also
the standard optical functions of the transfer line [4]. the case for the present system.

An overvielk of the physical apertures and the required
kicker strengths for the different types of beam is given in 3 MAGNET DEVELOPMENT
table 2. The voltages HV1 to HV4 correspond to the
charging voltages, also indicated in figure 1. lCOW voltage measurements on the first modified short

magnet have been performed. The magnet was equipped
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with 47 £1 resistors in parallel with the cell inductance, to will be compensated by the installation of an additional
damp the field oscillations. Standard low voltage coaxial four magnets. Two of those magnets will be installed in
cables were used as a PFL. The rise time of the low an additional vacuum tank, the other two can be added to
power switch was adjusted to be 45 ns. The results of the the present first two tanks.
measurements are shown in figure 3. The rise time of the As it is not certain that the required kicker magnet rise
pulse is just within the specification, but the field ripple is time can be obtained with PFNs, the option to use a Pulse
slightly too large (about 1.3 % and 1.0 % required). At Forming Line instead of a PFN is being studied
the moment the surface of the high voltage plates is simultaneously.
further reduced by 4 % to increase the actual magnet In the new set-up all required kicker voltages for the
impedance from 16.03 fQ to 16.33 9 (the PFN/PFL and different types of beam are calculated to be below 50 kV.
magnet impedance are designed to be slightly below the The physical apertures are sufficient, with a 5 a + 3.5 mm
transmission line impedance). Simulations have shown being the smallest aperture, calculated for the dumped
that this should bring the field ripple within specification. fixed target ion beam.

1.2 ....................... Low voltage measurements of the modified magnet
1 ,,have shown that the required kicker pulse rise time can be

0.8 / obtained with a switch rise time of about 45 ns. The
?7 0.8 •measured field ripple is presently too large, but should be

within the specifications after a slight increase of the
'2 (a) magnet impedance.

-0.2 Table 2: Calculated charging HV values and physical
-2.00E-07 0.00E,00 2.00 4-0 I .O OE-07 apertures in the horizontal plane for the different beams.

Beam Layout Operational Smallest1.02 .. ....... ........ .. . ....... ...... .. ..... ..... ... .... .............................. ..... .................... H a u sp y i a
1.0... ... ..- HY values physical

aperture
HV1 to HV4

(b) Fixed)HV3 [kV] [kV]
Fixed Present 26.1 - 5.0 cr +
target protons layout 8.3 mm

Fixed target Present 24.2 5.0 ay +
-2.009-07 O.OOE+O0 2.00E-07 4.OOE-07 6.00r-07 ions layout 7.9 mm

to[eIs LHC protons New layout 48.4 48.4 5.0 a +

Figure 3:Measured pulse of a modified kicker magnet (a). 14.1 mm
The lower graph shows the field ripple in more detail (b). Fixed New layout 49.2 0 5.0 a +

target protons, 4.4 mm

3 GENERATOR DEVELOPMENT (dump side)

The modified PFN used for the longer kicker pulses will LHC ions New layout 45.5 0 5.0 m +

be equipped with a 3.5 m long coil. Having a single coil (dump side)

which spans many capacitors should reduce the pulse Fixed N a 40 0

ripple and improve stability. It has been verified that for a Fixed New layout 45.5 0 5.0 a +

test coil with a diameter of 70 mm and a length of 1.5 m target ions • 3.5 mm

the PFN impedance increases from 6.25 0' to about 8.2 (dump side)
fl. New PFN front cells are being manufactured.

An existing thyratron switch is being modified with REFERENCES
'speed-up cells' to obtain the required fast switching [1] L.Evans. "LHC accelerator physics issues and technology

challenges", these proceedings.
characteristics. The cells will be adapted to the PFL cable, [2] L.Ducimeti~re, G. Schr6der, J. Uythoven, E.Vossenberg,

transmission cable and modified magnet. "Upgrading of the SPS injection kicker system for the LHC
requirements", EPAC'98, Stockholm, June 1998, also CERN SL-
98-050 BT.

5 CONCLUSIONS [3] J.Uythoven, "The new SPS injection channel", Proceedings of the
workshop on LEP-SPS performance, Chamonix 1999, CERN-SL-

The LHC-type ion beam that will be injected in the SPS 99-007 DI.
requires an injection kicker rise time of less than 115 ns. [4] O.Arduini, M.Giovannozzi, K.Hanke, J.-Y.HWmery, M.Martini,

"MAD and BeamOptics description of the TT2/TT10 Transfer
On top of this, both LHC type beams require a field ripple Lines Part I: Optics without Emittance Exchange Insertion",
of less than ±0.5 %. To fulfil the rise time condition two CERN SL-98-040 OP.
third of the present magnets will have to be shortened and
have their impedance increased. The loss in kick strength
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IMPACT OF THE LHC BEAM ABORT KICKER PREFIRE ON HIGH
LUMINOSITY INSERTION AND CMS DETECTOR PERFORMANCE*

A. I. Drozhdin, N. V. Mokhovt, FNAL, Batavia, IL
M. Huhtinen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract via realistic Monte Carlo simulations with the STRUCT[5],

The effect of possible accidental beam loss in LHC on the MARS[6] and FLUKA[7] codes.

IP5 insertion elements and CMS detector is studied via re-
alistic Monte Carlo simulations. Such beam loss could be 2 FAST ACCIDENTAL BEAM LOSS
the consequence of an unsynchronized abort or - in worst 2.1 Parameters and Assumptions
case - an accidental prefire of one of the abort kicker mod-
ules. Simulations with the STRUCT code show that this The simulations were done for a ±150/Irad horizontal
beam losses would take place in the IP5 inner and outer crossing angle, which is chosen for IP5. Calculations veri-
triplets. MARS simulations of the hadronic and electro- fled that a horizontal crossing is the favourable choice, since
magnetic cascades induced in such an event indicate severe a vertical crossing would result in significantly higher acci-
heating of the inner triplet quadrupoles. In order to pro- dental beam loss level. Only the worst case is investigated:
tect the IP5 elements, two methods are proposed: a set of closed orbit deviation in the Q2B is 4 mm, mechanical error
shadow collimators in the outer triplet and a prefired mod- is 0.6 mm and alignment accuracy is 1 mm. These are sim-
ule compensation using a special module charged with an ulated by a bump with AXmax=Aymax= 5 .6 mm in the in-
opposite voltage (antikicker). The remnants of the acciden- ner quadrupole triplet in the horizontal and vertical planes.
tal beam loss entering the experimental hall have been used Every bunch is affected by the abort kicker with a gradually
as input for FLUKA simulations in the CMS detector. It is increased strength. The counterclockwise beam direction is
shown that it is vital to take measures to reliably protect the studied. It turns out that for the injection optics, all losses
expensive CMS tracker components. would take place at the beam cleaning insertions only.

1 INTRODUCTION

At nominal operation parameters each of the 7 TeV circu-
lating beams of the LHC contains approximately 334 MJ
of energy[l], which is enough to cause severe damage to kk, mdlo

the expensive machine and detector equipment. It must . . doia,*, •rti

be dealt with by a reliable abort system which uses fast clod ob

extraction to divert the beam to an external graphite ab- " . __

sorber at the end of a normal fill or in case of a detected
anomaly in beam behaviour. The LHC abort kicker sys-
tem consists of 14 pulsed magnets having a rise time of
about 3/is. Normally this system is triggered during the 3 ,s
abort gap in the circulating beam. An accidental prefire of 0

one of the abort kicker modules induces coherent oscilla- R=3O mm

tions of the circulating bunches. As a result, the beam may
not reach the absorber, being lost instead on the machine
limiting apertures. With the abort system at IP6, the high-
luminosity insertion at IP5 is the first limiting aperture forthe counterclockwise beam, where about 10% of the mis- Figure 1: Beam positions in the Q2B quadrupole at the

the ounercockise eam whre bout10%of he is- kicker module prefire with a horizontal crossing at IP5.
behaved beam is lost. The detailed analysis of such a phe-
nomenon and possible protective measures has been per-
formed in [2, 3] for the SSC. Without protection, accidental
beam loss consequences in LHC would range from super- 2.2 Kicker Module Prefire
conducting magnet quenches, to overheating of some com- The assumption is that one of the abort kicker modules ac-
ponents or even total destruction of some units through their cidentally prefires. A prefired kicker module induces co-
explosion. In this paper, the problem is studied-as in[4]- herent oscillations of the beam with an amplitude equal

* Work supported by the Universities Research Association, Inc., under to 21a of the beam at collisions. Starting from 80% of
contract DE-AC02-76CH00300 with the U. S. Department of Energy. the kicker strength, the disturbed protons hit the aperture

t Email: mokhov@fnal.gov of the IP5 elements, if the kicker module prefires at col-
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lisions. The disturbed and undisturbed beam positions in 3 SHADOW COLLIMATORS
the Q2B quadrupole are shown in Fig. 1, The beam is lostat the first limiting aperture--Q2B.R5 quadrupole-where 3- A possible way to protect the collider and detector corn-
functioreachesmitsng maximum. Oneumodrupole-where kik aponents is a set of shadow collimators in IP6 or in the IP5function reaches its m axim um . O ne m odule kick and 3 o ma tc i g q a r p l rp e .T e f r tl c t o s a t a t v
beam size for the counterclockwise direction are shown in matching quadrupole triplet. The first location is attractive

F 2 fbecause it allows in principle to intercept most of the lossesFig. 2 for the collision optics. E nergy deposition density in i h a m I 6 s ci n d w s r a f t e a o t s s e .Ithe 2B.5 qudruolecoilreahes eveal J/g iththe in the warm IP6 section downstream of the abort system. Itthe Q 2B .R5 quadrupole coil reaches several kJ/g w ith the a s m s v r i h o a l a s w i h h v of l o hpeaktemeraureriseexcedig te metin pontassumes very tight movable jaws which have to follow the
beam over the cycle. The system efficiency, jaw survivabil-

30o0 rnuooike -- ity and design have to be studied yet.
25 3 Slgmstollson ------- In this paper, detailed simulations have been performed
20- for stationary collimators in the IP5 outer triplet (Fig. 4). At
is the top energy with low-/i optics the beam can be efficiently
,o intercepted by these shadows. The first shadow is posi-
5 t.. tioned at 2 lo1cou1is=lO.3 ainject=lOmm from the beam or-

-- bit (11.8 mm from the beam pipe center). Second and third
-5 collimators are used to protect magnets from secondary par-

"9050 1000 1050o 11000 1o500 12000 12500 13000 13500 ticles emitted from the first shadow. The collimator config-
Path length, t uration, materials and dimensions have been carefully opti-

ii ii i ' _ . mized to provide reliable protection of the inner triplet and
""to ensure collimator survivability. Combined with an un-
"synchronized abort, such a system reduces peak energy de-

05500 1000 10500 11000 11.0 1250. 1251. 130W. 121.0
Path length1 15 position in the IP5 inner triplet quadrupoles by almost six

Figure 2: 1-module kick and a 3o beam size at collisions, orders of magnitude compared to the disastrous case of a 1-
module prefire.

Fl, SHAD2

R, S 0 010HAM5

2.3 Unsynchronized Abort , _. •Q "04 D)2 01

An unsynchronized abort could be the consequence of a
control system or timing failure but it could also result from
an immediate firing of the rest of the kicker modules in 30

an attempt to cure a kicker prefire. At an unsynchronized
abort, the kicker front does not necessarily come into the 00

longitudinal abort gap. This causes coherent oscillations of
some bunches and corresponding beam loss until the kicker -

reaches the needed strength. Calculated beam losses are
presented in Fig. 3. Peak energy deposition in the low-,6g..4 ] .. o .3 atInjection

quadrupoles are lowered by about a factor of 300 compared

to the prefire case. The irradiation pulse duration is 0.26/s. Figure 4: Shadow collimators in the IP5 outer triplet.

1e+12 The IP5 shadow system alone, gives a factor of 300-
1000 reduction in peak energy deposition in the low-/3

le+11 quadrupoles. Instantaneous peak temperature rise for all
"�lii the considered cases is shown in Fig. 5 and 5 for the inner

:9 and outer triplet elements. Horizontal position of the first
shadow collimator depends on the accelerator tune, closed

1-09 orbit displacement at the shadow location and beam cross-
1009 A00 ing scenario. This shadow at the specific horizontal posi-
100C0 10500 110DO 11500 12000 1 2500 13000 tion (determined by tune) protects the elements of the IP5

Path length, m insertion at any accelerator tune in the range of v=Q, ± 2.

V iK 0 l•l]l i[u lul$ 4 ANTIKICKER
10000 10500 11000 11500 12000 12500 13000

Path length. n Another way proposed in [2,3] is to compensate the prefired

module by an additional module charged with an opposite
Figure 3: Beam loss at unsynchronized abort at collisions, voltage (antikicker). The antikicker should be fired with

a delay less than 1 1s after the kicker prefire to eliminate
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detectors with respect to such accidents, the correspond-
10' - oo .ing worst case dose rate is 6 kGy/s which still is more than

o--Oprefir,withshadows |8K 7 orders of magnitude above nominal. Although, the un-
w Uncylh. abet. no shadows | i

10 ,h. a, wt shaos"synchronized abort significantly decreases the total dose, it
1 ! i lowers the dose rate during the pulse by less than a factor of1 1 ' r. .. ...... ........................ ................ .. ................... ........... .....

~10 2. The shadow collimators reduce the dose rate at the inner
pixels by a factor of 104, but by only a factor of 40 at the

-0 ' -................. . . ............... ................. M SGC detectors. This 'best protected' dose of 150 Gy/s at

the MSGC is still a factor of 106 above nominal conditions
S. . . .and there is a fear that it could have severe consequences on

the rather sensitive detectors. This observation has the more
general implication that any fast losses close to IP5 could
lead to extremely high dose rates in the detectors. While

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 all possible measures to mitigate such losses close to IP5
Distance from 1PS (m) should be taken, detectors still should be prepared to sur-

vive fast pulses with several orders of magnitudes higher
Figure 5: Peak temperature rise in the IP5 inner triplet su- particle rates than in nominal conditions.
perconducting coils.

6 CONCLUSION
losses in the IP5. After this, the beam can be safely aborted Abort kicker prefire, which happened twice at Tevatron
using the abort gap. This method seems to be rather at- over a 20 month collider run and which would be disastrous
tractive because it does not depend on the accelerator tune, at LHC parameters, should be suppressed by the more mod-
closed orbit deviation, beam crossing scenario, and protects em LHC beam abort system. Unsynchronized abort in com-
the entire accelerator from losses at kicker prefire. bination with the shadow collimators in IP5 or IP6 are suffi-

cient to protect the LHC machine against irreversible con-

5 DETECTOR PERFORMANCE sequences of the fast beam loss. The proposed antikicker
scheme looks rather attractive, but even with this system,

Our simulations show that even the most severe acciden- the shadow collimators should be installed as a last line of
tal beam loss (prefire) is equivalent less than 50 hours of defense. A major concern might be that the dose and parti-
normal operation. Thus no significant contribution from cle rates (but not integrated values) in experiments are very
beam accidents is expected to integral damage of detectors. high in all cases where a fast beam loss takes place in the
The main worry seems to be, however, that large instanta- interaction region, no matter if on magnets or protective el-
neous ionization over all the detector volume could cause ements.
irreversible damage by creating breakdown in some com-
ponents. For the worst case (prefire), we observe a dose 7 REFERENCES
rate of 20 MGy/s at the inner pixels (R=4.3 cm) which is 9
orders of magnitude above the normal conditions. At the [1] "The LHC Conceptual Design", CERN/AC/95-05(LHC)
MSGC (R=75 cm), which are likely to be the most sensitive (1995), P. Lefevre and T. Pettersson, editors.

[2] A. Drozhdin et al., Proc. 1993 IEEE Particle Accelerator
Conference, Washington, May 17-20, 1993, pp. 3772-3774;
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Figure 6: Peak temperature rise in the IP5 outer triplet.
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ON POSSIBLE USE OF BENT CRYSTAL TO IMPROVE TEVATRON
BEAM SCRAPING *

V. M.. Biryukov0, Institute for High Energy-Physics, Protvino, Russia
A. I. Drozhdin, N. V. Mokhov, FNAL, Batavia; IL

Abstract The studies[6] have shown that the accelerator related

A possibility to improve the Tevatron beam halo scraping background in the DO and CDF collider detectors is orig-
using a bent channeling crystal instead of a thin scattering nated from beam halo loss in the inner triplet region. Inusig aben chnnein crsta intea o a hinscaterng addition to the optically small aperture at/•a -location,
primary collimator-is studied. To evaluate the efficiency of addi tion to tial all are t DO location,
the system, realistic simulations have been performed using the aperture restrictions in this 8re are the DB forward de-
the CATCH and STRUCT Monte Carlo codes. It is shown that tector's Roman pots placed at 81" and the B0 Roman pots
the scraping efficiency can be increased and the accelerator- placed at Beu at the entrance and exit of the beam sepa-related backgrounds in the CDF and D0 collider detectors rators. Beam losses in B0 and D0 depend strongly on

the secondary collimator offset with respect to the primarycan be reduced by about one order of magnitude. Results onscraping efficiency versus thickness of amorphous layer of collimators. Each of the Roman pot detectors at D0 con-
thcrsalng crystalncy aensusthiakndes lengt amoreprusetedr osists of four 2 x 2 cm 2 plates (two horizontal and two verti-
the crystal, crystal alignment and its length are presented. cal placed on the both sides of the beam). Each of the CDF

Roman pots consists of twelve units: three DO type sets
1 INTRODUCTION with 12 cm between them, which results in higher total hit

Bent-crystal technique is well established for extracting rates at CDF[7]. The CDF detectors are made of a silicon
high energy beams from accelerators. It was successfully wafer, about 400 pm thick, on which a thin 50 jum layer
applied at up to 900 GeV[ I], and simulations were able to of diamond is deposited. Each DO detector is a box that
predict the results correctly. Recent experiments at IHEP includes a scintillation fiber detector with a total length of
Protvino[2] have demonstrated that 50-70% of the beam 37.7 mm along the beam. The vacuum windows are corn-
can be extracted using a thin (3-5 mm) Si channeling crys- posed of a 50jim stainless steel foil in order to reduce mul-
tal with bending of 0.5-1.5 mrad. It would be promising to tiple Coulomb scattering.
apply this technique for a beam halo scraping at high en-
ergy colliders[3, 4]. A bent crystal, serving as a primary el- 3 USING BENT CRYSTAL
ement, should bend halo particles onto a secondary collima-
tor. A demonstration experiment of this kind was recently A silicon (110) crystal bent at an angle of 0.1-0.3 mrad is
performed at IHEP[2] where a factor of 2 reduction in the placed upstream of the D17 secondary collimator instead of
accelerator background was obtained with a bent crystal. the original thin scattering tungsten target[5, 7] in the same

position. Crystal channeling is simulated as described in[8].

2 BEAM LOSS AND BACKGROUNDS Particle tracking in the lattice is done with the STRUCT
code[9] with updated MARS physics[ 10]. A non-channeling

The current approach to the Tevatron Run II collimation amorphous layer on the crystal surface due to its irregular-
system is described in detail in[5]. Below we show how ity at a micron level is taken into account as a silicon target
a silicon bent crystal can improve the Tevatron collimation upstream of the crystal as shown in Fig. 1.
system efficiency. Two cases are compared for a 900 GeV
proton beam: X

" the Run II collimation system with only one of three .
primary collimators-(D 17h) horizontal-used. It in- .
tercepts large-amplitude protons and protons with pos- .,,,on .rge -

itive Ap; ba

"* the same collimation scheme, but a silicon bent crystal
is used instead of D17h.

In reality, two additional primary collimators (bent crys- X =4.,108 dm

tals) should be used at D17v and D49h locations for verti-
cal amplitude and off-momentum scraping. Therefore, re-
sults presented here represent about 30% of total losses in Figure 1: Amorphous layer and crystal layout at D17 used
the machine. in simulations.

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under contract
No. DE-AC02-76CH03000 A number of protons passed through the Roman pots up-

t Email: biryukov@rnx.ihep.su stream of the DO and CDF main detectors with a 5 mm
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thick tungsten target at D17 as a primary collimator and
with a crystal instead is presented in Table 1. A crystal an-
gle with respect to the beam is -0.108 mrad, and its length .
is 5 mm. In both cases, a nuclear interaction rate in the 1W .
primary element itself is also shown as a measure of irra- .
diation of the downstream superconducting components at
D17. One can see that the use of the crystal can reduce X. x, ,.
background in the detectors by about one order of mag- x .

nitude and decrease the machine irradiation by a factor of . 'n
four. -0.1

Table 1: Halo hit rates at the DO and CDF Roman pots and -0.14

nuclear interaction rates N in target and crystal (in 104p/s) 4.1 4.i t 4', 4's Xm 4.6,4. 4.8 4.,

with target with crystal 0.11

amorphous layer thickness O l
10jim 5jum 2/Am

DO 11.5 1.35 1.60 1.15
CDF 43.6 5.40 3.20 3.43 0.095

N 270 82.4 70.6 50.3 ' 009, ....

0.08S -.. ,

Extracted and scattered beam densities at the entrance 0.0 8
and exit of the crystal with a 5Aim amorphous layer is pre-
sented in Fig. 2-3. Several groups of particles are clearly 0.07o

seen. They represent protons which come to the crystal on 0.07

the 8-th, 13-th, 18-th, 20-th, 32-nd, 37-th and 51-st turn af- 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4'.6 4.7 4.8 4.

ter interaction with the amorphous layer. Figure 3: Horizontal phase space on the crystal entrance

14M (top) and exit (bottom). The top plot also shows (gray) un-
12D captured protons at the crystal exit.

lo0

the scattered protons to get into the critical region, which in-
6 creases background in the detectors as shown in Fig. 4 for
4 a 5 mm crystal with a 2jim amorphous layer. Angular dis-
__ tribution of protons after scattering on the amorphous layer

0.12 -0.110 -0.11 .0.-0- -0.090 depends on the crystal length. Shorter crystal would give
W.. ,ad smaller particle divergence, which should improve the sys-

2000 tem efficiency. In reality, a combined effect of scattering,
channeling and tracking in the lattice could smear such a

2M0 -simple dependence as shown in Fig. 5 for a crystal with a

IMI 2/Lm amorphous layer. A shorter crystal indeed is better for
IIthe CDF Roman pots if its length <5mm, but for longer

1000

2S00000O'

00 nM'-r n.JICDF ----
5 10 1i 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 s 55

n (tum numiber) 200000

Figure 2: Proton angular distribution on the crystal (top) 1 ..

and distribution of the number of turns for protons to be cap- , -

tured after scattering in the amorphous layer (bottom). 1o000o 00

S50000
The crystal critical angle is ±5 /rad, therefore the effi- _ .

ciency depends strongly on the crystal alignment. With the .0.11i -0.116 -0.114 -0.112 -0.11 -0.108 "0.106 -0.104 40.102 .0.1 -0.008

alignment of -(104 - 111) /rad the large amplitude protons cyt alnnrnt, mrad

are captured by the crystal over the next 32 turns after the Figure 4: Hit rates on the DO and CDF Roman pots versus
first scattering. For poorer alignment it takes longer time for crystal alignment.
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crystals and for the DO detectors the results obtained are 4 CONCLUSIONS
almost independent of length. The studies performed show that a replacement of the amor-

phous tungsten target as a primary collimator in the Teva-
4,0M'o-D tron beam collimation system with a 5 mm thick silicon bent
40000 - cF ........ crystal would reduce by about one order of magnitude the
3SW o X ----------------------------. - ....... accelerator-related backgrounds in the CDF and DO detec-
2S000 tors and decrease beam losses in the supercondcting mag-

8 2o Inets of the D sector by a factor of four.
S15000
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Figure 6: Beam loss distribution in the Tevatron with a
5 mm thick tungsten target (top) and a 5 mm thick silicon
bent crystal (bottom) as a primary scatterer at D17.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE PARAMETERS
IN THE RHIC SINGLE CRYSTAL HEAVY ION COLLIMATION

V.M. Biryukov, Y.A. Chesnokov, V.I. Kotov,IHEP, Protvino, Russia
D. Trbojevic, A. Stevens, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract of the particles channeled through the full crystal length
and bent the full angle, some particles unbent but scattered

In the framework of the project to design and test a colli- of the crystal, few particles bent partial angle between the
mation system prototype using bent channeling crystal for bent and unbent peaks, and few particles nuclear interacted
cleaning of the RHIC heavy ion beam halo, we have stud- in the crystal. Fig. I represents gold ion distribution in the
ied the optimal length and bending angle of a silicon (110) in tal Fig. spacents donstriautiof the
single crystal proposed to be a primary element situated tal.
upstream of the traditional heavy amorphous collimator. Simulation of the Bent Clystal Collimation in RHIC- Length Otimization

Besides the matters of the channeling and collimation effi- 0.0 Ions at the Donstrum Edge ot the Sentyal

ciency, we also looked into the impact the crystal may have 0.8

on the non-channeled particles that go on circulating in the N.,,= 1802

ring, so as to reduce the momentum offset of the particles
scattered of the crystal. Bhe crge

-0.5

1 INTRODUCTION

The project of a collimation system using bent channeling
crystal for cleaning of the RHIC heavy ion beam halo has .1.0

been described in some detail in Ref.[1] where we refer
for the basic ideas and results, and more technical informa-
tion. In order to optimize the crystal collimation scheme
for RHIC, we have studied the influence of the silicon (110) 1.0288 0.04290 0.04292 0.04294

single crystal parameters (length, bending angle, curvature 8 (m)
gradient) on the efficiency of bending of the beam of fully
ionized Au ions. The beam distribution at the entrance Figure 1: Gold ion distribution in the horizontal phase

of the crystal was presented by the sample of 19258 fully space at the downstream edge of the 5-mm long crystal.

stripped gold ions generated as described in our previous Having studied such distributions for the crystals witharticle [1].Haigsuidscditiuinfothcrtlswh
We have also postulated that at the entrance to the crys- different length but the same bending angle of 0.5 mrad,ta hall e pailso hostulavedthat the saeoentrac correspondg we plot in Fig. 2 how many particles were bent at least 0.1tal all the particles have the sam e m om enta, corresponding r d( h si c u e t epa i l s c an l d p rt o t e c y -

to the Lorentz factor of 108.40, in order to evaluate then mrad (this includes the particles channeled part of the crys-the ometumdistibuionin te bam ownsrea ofthe tal length as they are steered through the angles that might
crystal, be sufficient for interception by the downstream collima-In our first study [1] the crystal length of 10 mm and the tor). One can see that, from standpoint of physics alone,end ourfirst 1stdy [I werthe rystalenh of 1mit n and prtil one can reduce the crystal length to nearly 2 mm withoutbending angle of 1 mrad were used, as it was a practical seriously affecting the efficiency of bending of the above-
choice corresponding to the state of art on that date. It was defined sample of particles.
concluded that the bending angle can be reduced substan- Further we studied how the efficiency of the 5-mm long
tially. In the mean time, the IHEP Protvino experimental crystal would depend on the bending angle in the range of
practice has shown that shorter crystals of high quality can about depend Therendinghardly an thendenge upbe produced and they behave in perfect agreement with the- about 0.2-1.0 mrad. There was hardly any dependence up
berod d ad tto at least I mrad, so this gives us the freedom to adjust theory [2). bending angle to what seems appropriate for collimation

purpose in RHIC.
2 TRACKING IN CRYSTAL One objective on the agenda was to find if we could ben-

efit in the efficiency from a variable curvature of the crys-
With the above said arrangements, we have performed tal (in the above simulations the curvature was constant).
tracking of the 19258 particles through various crystals by The motive is that, whereas in the extraction mode one has
means of CATCH code [3]. Typical distribution of the par- to deliver the bent beam to a single direction, in the colli-
tides downstream of the crystal consists of a sharp peak mation mode it is sufficient to deliver the bent beam to a

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of range of directions, say from 0.3 to 1.0 mrad in our case, as
Energy. the particles are absorbed anyway (it might be even useful
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Figure 2: Single-pass bending efficiency vs crystal length;
for 0 .5 m rad b end ing angle. -.428.1.2 .1.0 -0.e . e .0.4 -02 00

dp/p(%)

to spread the irradiation load over the collimator). In the Figure 3: Phase space of the gold ions at the end of the
simulation we have tried variable curvature of the 5-mm 5-mm long crystal.
crystal, with the curvature peak being factor of 2, 4, 8, and
16 of the average. However, the fraction of the particles
bent at the angles greater than 0.1 mrad has not changed bne p rodue adtestedlat Ptvino [2s.
significantly as compared to the above studies, so we don't Oneroptin F or the f remuainsies mayiondmention this option further on. interesting. Fig. 2 shows that from physics considerations

Table i summarizes comparative characteristics of the we can reduce the crystal length to order of 1-2 mm, if itbeam interaction with two crystals, 5 mm long and 10 mm appears convenient technically. Such crystal would makeloaming. raction Theh tol nu ry , o te g ldons incden on te a rather little disturbance to the circulating beam, thus al-crystals was Nporticies. The number of particles which in- lowing potentially many passages of the circulating parti-teracted with the crystal nuclei was NLoftparticles. The cles through the bent crystal and enhancing the overall effi-
Nthanneled represents the number of particles channeled ciency of bending. To benefit from this mode, such a crys-

Nchaneld rpresntsthenumbr o paticls cannled tal should have also a sufficient transversal size (possibly
through the full length of the crystal and hence bent the full ta r shol he lonaisufin al size (possiblyanland E1 1 is their fraction to the total, greater than the longitudinal size). Studies on feasibility of
angle, asuch crystal deflectors are in progress.

Table 1: The results of beam interaction with two Si( 110) Simulation of the Bent Crystal Collimation in RHIC
Losse -M ths ring from 9,h gold ions ottered from th 9 'stal

crystals. 5.0

Crystal-1 cm Crystal 0.5 cm Pr. ryCollimaorwdeopen
19258 19258 4.0 PrimaryCollimator sea... 5 a00.0

Cryntal Leanth 0.5 cr .

962 456 .
12532 13686 3.0 -.o
17289 18628 2 ' 0

467 174 2.0 4 100.0

65.1% 71.1% - C

1.0 *

The momentum distribution has substantially improved
with shorter crystals as compared to the earlier study [1]. 00 .0

0.0 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0The Ninmbucket and Noutoffbucket in Table 1 show the cor- Circumference of RHIC (m)

responding number of the particles from the momentum
distribution downstream of the crystal. Figure. 3 shows Figure 4: Losses around the RHIC rings
phase space of the gold ions at the end of the 5-mm long
crystal, where on the x coordinate is shown as dp/p depen-
delTpiking into account also the practical considerations and 3 COLLIMATION SIMULATION IN
experience obtained with crystals at IHEP Protvino, we can RHIC
conclude that 5-mm long crystal seems well suited for the
job of Au beam bending at the angle of the order of 0.5 The gold ions tracked through the crystal have been trans-
mrad in a single passage. Several crystals of this size have ported through the RHIC ring using the tracking program
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TEAPOT [4], with accelerator setting as described in Ref.
[1]. Fig. 4 shows the losses around the RHIC rings from
the particles scattered of the primary and secondary colli-
mators and the losses from the particles deflected by the
crystal. Two extreme cases are presented when the pri-
mary collimator downstream of the crystal is wide open
and when it is set at 5o.,, the same horizontal distance as a
front edge of the crystal.

4 CONCLUSIONS

An improvement in the momentum distribution of the ions
passed through the crystal and a reduction of lost particles
around the ring have been achieved by optimizing the crys-
tal length. Another result is the freedom we have in choos-
ing the angle of bending, which can be left about 0.5 mrad,
or be chosen from consideration of collimation physics, or
be just varied in the course of experimentation at RHIC.
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ON POSSIBILITY OF CRYSTAL EXTRACTION AND COLLIMATION
AT 0.1-1 GeV

V. M. Biryukov
Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia

Abstract the channeled states over 1-1.5 mm. The bending radius
R must be greater than critical one (Rc=0.25 cm here); we

Bent crystal situated in a circulating beam can serve for ef- R cm as an exal or or s m Fgre

ficient slow extraction or active collimation of the beams. t show th angular disuribution Fithe

This technique, well established at 10-1000 GeV, could be crysthe ang. distribution first we bed

efficient also at the energies as low as 0. 1 -10 GeV accord- crystal 1 mm long. In this simulation first we assumed
eciengtaso a the omputergsimulatis lowrasend in ts pacord- that proton divergence at the incidence on the crystal wasing to the computer simulations presented in this paper. much narrower than the acceptance of the Si(1 10) crystal
Applications might include halo scraping in the Spallation planes 20,=0.25 mrad. About 77% of the particles have
Neutron Source or slow extraction from synchrotrons. exit angles greater than 1 mrad, and 30% of the total are

bent at the full bending angle, 10 mrad. Further example in
1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1 repeats the simulation for the incident beam with

Bent crystals are successfully applied at IHEP Protvino[l] divergence of 0.2 mrad. In that case 70% of the particlesBentcrytal ar sucessull aplie at HEPProvin[1] are bent more than 1 mrad, and 22% of the total are bent at
for slow extraction of 70 GeV protons. This technique is 10 mrada

well explored in a broad energy range 14-900 GeV [2],

and some projects for halo scraping with crystals at RHIC N(rel.)
and Tevatron are in progress[3, 4]. It would be interest- -40
ing to study the feasibility of this technique also at essen-
tially lower energies, where it may assist in scraping beam
halos e.g. at the Spallation Neutron Source, or assist in 730
slow extraction from multi-hundred MeV proton or light
ion accelerators[5]. In the present contribution we study 20
only physical aspects of the job, i.e. how much of the beam
can be steered at how much angle. -10

Bent crystal channeling was first demonstrated at a few
GeV in Dubna, 1979, and its physics first studied at I to 12
GeV at Petersburg, Dubna and CERN. Crystal-based ex- 0 5 10

traction from accelerator was also first demonstrated at 4-8 Angle (mrad)
GeV in Dubna in 1984. So the 1-10 GeV domain is well Figure 1: Angular distribution of I GeV protons down-
familiar to bent crystals. stream of the silicon crystal bent 10 mrad. For the parallel

incident beam (thick line), anf for the beam incident with

2 CRYSTAL COLLIMATION AT THE divergence of 0.2 mrad (thin line).

SNS Actual bending angles and the particle distribution

The Spallation Neutron Source will require an efficient downstream of a bent crystal can be designed as required
halo collimation of the protons accumulated in 1 GeV ring. to match some particular design of a cleaning system. The
The general idea of the crystal-assisted collimation is that examples shown are for illustrative purpose only.
a crystal, serving as a primary element, gives the incident "Multi-pass scraping ". Rather interesting would the op-
halo particles a bend of e.g. a few mrad so as to provide a tion where halo particles can encounter the crystal several
big impact parameter at some secondary element. Then the times (multitum, multipass 'extraction'), while circu'lating
bent particles are absorbed with a higher probability there, in the ring, which increases the extraction efficiency sub-
and so the backscattering is much less a problem. A rad- stantially. This option is feasible if the crystal is short
ical solution might even be an extraction of bent particles enough along the beam, to reduce particle losses and scat-
to some external dump. tering when it encounters the crystal, thus retaining the

"Single-pass scraping". A straightforward option scattered particles in circulation.
would be to bend particles in a single pass through the bent In this option, several bending angles were tried from a
crystal, at an angle of the order of 10 mrad. The protons fraction of mrad up to 5 mrad. Upon first encounter with
with 1 GeV kinetic energy can move through Silicon in a crystal, particles were allowed to circulate in the SNS

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00 @ 1999 IEEE. 1240
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realistic evaluation of a crystal-assisted scraping.
Fmp(%)

80 - .3 SLOW EXTRACTION FROM

MULTI-HUNDRED MEV MACHINES
60

* The above-considered multipass channeling may be well
40 suited for efficient slow extraction from medium-energy

synchrotrons [5]. The analytical theory[6] expects that as
the beam energy lowers from multi-GeV to 0.1-1 GeV, one

20 could reduce by a big factor the crystal size. Tiny crystal
size may permit a huge multiplicity of particle encounters

__....__ _.... with the crystal, and hence a very high overall efficiency of
0 0.25 0.5 crystal channeling.

Crystal sif? (mm) .
Figure 2: Efficiency of crystal mu*pss craping for the
1 GeV particles that were not channeled on the first en- Fmp(%)

counter, as a function of the crystal size along the beam. 80 * *

60-
ring (linear transfer matrice was used with vz,y=5.82/5.80
and beta tentatively chosen as 10 m) and have further en-
counters with crystal or aperture (in that case the particle 40
was removed). The aperture limitation was imposed on the
particle's angle at the crystal location: if its absolute value 20 ®
was greater than 0.5 (but less than 0.9) of the crystal bend- ® ® 0
ing angle, that particle was removed (considered lost at a : • 4- &L 4

collimator edge), so we counted only channeled particles 0.1 0.3 1 3 10
that were steered at the proper angle. Beam energy (GeV)

The efficiency (the number of particles bent the full Figure 3: Efficiency (.) of crystal-assisted slow extraction,
angle) was roughly independent of the chosen bending and beam lost in nuclear interactions in crystal (*) and on
angle in the range studied, up to 5 mrad, and totalled typ- the aperture (0), as functions of beam kinetic energy.
ically 85-90% of the beam incident on the crystal. The
unchanneled 10-15% of the particles reach the collimator However, simulations (Figure 3) show that, althoughedgeHweer simlaton -aperture and show that hadlthoughtadtina"edge (the aperture) and can be handled by more traditional the loss for nuclear interaction in thin crystal at lower en-

"ergy becomes insignificant, the extraction efficiency is lim-
Figure 2 shows the probability with which the particles ited by another factor - multiple scattering to the aperture

unchanneled in the first encounter with crystal (bent 3 (set in these simulations at 0.8 times the bending angle).
mrad) are channeled on later encounters. If the crystal is This factor is dominating with decreasing energy, Figure
as short along the beam as order of 50 um, this probabil- 3. Nonetheless, the efficiency of crystal-assisted extraction
ity is very high, so even the particles multiply scattered in is still 75-80% at a few hundred MeV. In these simulations
the crystal at first incidence can be efficiently channeled on we assumed the bending angle of 2 mrad at any energy, and
later turns and steered away. Due to multiple encounters, described particle revolutions in the ring by linear matrices
the initial divergence of particles at the crystal becomes with parameters chosen from the Indiana University CIS
not so critical and can be about the scattering angle along [71 -just for illustrative purpose, despite the very broad en-
the crystal length. Crystal efficiency in multi-pass mode is ergy range considered. The crystal size was scaled linearly
defined mainly by the interplay of channeling and scatter- with energy as suggested by the physics. Besides the two
ing processes in multiple encounters with a short crystal. kinds of beam loss shown in the picture, nuclear interac-
The overall energy loss in multiple encounters with crys- tions in the crystal (*) and multiple scattering to the aper-
tal is within the nominal energy spread of the SNS beam, ture (0), there was a dechanneling loss, 7-8% of the beam
AE/E <4x 10-3 (rms). total in the cases considered, due to the particles channeled

For a typical particle, it takes 5 to 10 encounters with only part of the crystal and respectively bent just part of the
a crystal on average before the particle is channeled and 2 mrad. The dechanneled particles are then lost somewhere
extracted. This corresponds to order of 100 turns from the on the machine apertures, similarly to multiply scattered
moment of the first encounter with a crystal to the moment particles.
of the particle extraction from circulation in the ring. The divergence of the extracted beam in the hori-

Further simulation involving realistic description of the zontal plane (plane of bending) is as small as ±0.15
SNS machine and beam parameters will be necessary for mradx (pV)- 1/ 2 (full width, where pv is beam momentum
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times velocity in GeV) and defined by crystal properties
only. In vertical plane, the scattering in the encounters with
crystal contributes (about I mrad at 250 MeV), to be ad-
ded quadratically to the initial divergence. The experience
in crystal extraction also shows that this method may have
other benefits such as flat time structure of the extracted
beam.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Efficient systems for slow extraction and halo scraping at
0.1-10 GeV accelerators and storage rings can be designed
on the base of bent crystals. Beam particles can be steered
at the angles of several mrad with efficiencies of 70-90%.
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DESIGN OF THE MAIN INJECTOR EXTRACTION BEAMLINES*

D. E. Johnsont
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

four vertically bending Lambertsons used for injection.
Abstract The focussing is provided by: sixteen quadrupoles where

seven are 2.1 m recycled quads from MR (Q3-Q9), seven
The Main Injector (MI) supports the Tevatron Fixed Tar- new 3 m quads (Q1, Q2, Q10-Q14) and two new 1.5 m
get and Proton-Antiproton Collider modes of operation as quads (Q12B and Q13B). Both the Al and P1 dipoles and
well as providing 120 GeV/c resonantly extracted beam quads are powered by the same set of power supplies and
for the Main Injector Fixed Target Program. A set of are alternately energized through a load transfer switch.
beam transport lines, called Al and P1, from the Main Eight horizontal and seven vertical BPM's along with six
Injector converge on the injection point of the Tevatron, multiwire profile monitors are used to monitor the orbit
with the Al being used to transport 150 GeV/c antipro- and optical properties of the beam. Ion chamber loss
tons (pbars) to the Tevatron. P1 is used to transport 150 monitors are located on Lambertsons, c-magnets and each
GeV/c protons to the Tevatron, 120 GeV/c protons to the quadrupole. Horizontal (vertical) trim dipoles are located
pbar target, and eventually 120 GeV/c resonantly ex- at each focussing (de-focussing) quadrupole for orbit cor-
tracted protons to the existing Fixed Target areas. In ad- rection and control.
dition, the P1 line will be used to transport 8.9 GeV/c
pbars from the Source back to the MI and recycled 150 2 OPTICAL DESIGN
GeV/c pbars at the end of Collider stores. In order to ac-
complish the second and third function, the P1 beamline a. Extraction lattice
is continued beyond the Tevatron injection point in a sec- Each extraction straight is a dispersion free FODO lattice
tion of the decommissioned Main Ring, called the P2 made up of three MI half cells, with a half-cell length of
beamline. This transports the protons to a magnetic switch 17.288 m and a 3max of 60 m. Figure 2 shows the ele-
used to select either the modified transport line, used for ments and lattice functions of the P1 extraction straight
targeting protons for pbar production, or the transport line section starting at the beginning of the two cell dispersion
which connects to the existing Fixed Target beamlines. suppressor. Extraction of protons and pbars is initiated by
The design of these beamlines will be discussed, a pair of horizontal extraction kickers (s= 55 m) located at

the proton (or pbar) upstream end of the straight 90 0 in
1 BEAMLINE LAYOUT phase of a set of three vertically bending Lambertsons

(s=85 m) and a c-magnet (s=98 in). The P1 extraction
The MI is 2-fold symmetric about the center point (Q605) kicker is designed for multiple energies and pulse lengths
of the long straight section which contains the RF and to accommodate the various functions of the P1 beamline
instrumentation. This straight is parallel to and offset while the Al extraction kicker is a single energy /pulse
from the Tevatron injection straight section by 11.31 me- length kicker. A pair of electrostatic septa (s=63 m) used
ters. The MI is 2.133 meters below the Tevatron and the for resonant extraction is located just downstream of the
P2 line (which is comprised of a remnant section of the P1 kickers, filling the straight. The beam enters the first
decommissioned Main Ring) is 0.646 m above the Teva- quad (s= 100 m) of the transport line at an elevation of 218
tron. Figure 1 shows a cartoon of the plan and elevation of mm above the MI centerline at an upward angle of 28.5
the P1 and Al beamline layout wrt the MI, Tevatron, and mr.
the P2 beamline. The MI extraction straight sections for
protons and pbars are located symmetrically about Q605 b. Tevatron Injection
in the MI and the injection point (TEV60) in the Tevatron
injection straight section. The horizontal angle between a doublet, is used for injection with the remaining half
the MI extraction and Tevatron injection straight sections s used for ie Te ction of the Teva-

is 35.8mr.Thetotl lngt of achbealin is260in. used for RF cavities. The lattice functions of the Teva-is 305.8 nmr. The total length of each beamline is 260 in.
tron injection straight section are anti-symmetric withEach line includes three 2.8 mn vertical bendingLam- no-eohrzta

bertsons and a 3.3 m vertical c-magnet for extraction;
fifteen 6 m dipoles (recycled from the decommissioned
Main Ring, MR); four vertical bending c-magnets, and

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
under contract No. DE-AC02-76CH03000
t Email: dei @fnal.gov
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Figure 1. Plan and elevation of the P1, Al, and P2 beamlines in relation to the Main Injector and the Tevatron. The
drawing is not to scale. The Main Injector and Tevatron magnets are not shown on the plan view for clarity.

dispersion, as shown in Fig. 3. Here the proton direction the 24 mr vertical injection angle. The horizontal position
is from left to fight. This requires two different optical and angle of the injected beam at the Lambertsons are

removed by proton kicker, at F17, (s=1258 m) and pbar

Svz kicker, at E48, (s=988 in).
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Figure 2. Main Injector Extraction straight section. The

extraction kickers underlined in center of plot. The first
quad in the beamline, QI, is at s= 100 m. Figure 3. Tevatron injection lattice.

solutions for the proton (via P1) and pbar (via Al) injec- c. TransportiLines
ion. Both protons and pbars approach the Tevatron from The program TRANSPORT [1] was used to layout the
below. The 4 injection Lambertsons (s = 1058 m) remove central trajectory of the beamline. All of the di
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poles are powered by two horizontal and two vertical The vertical dispersion generated by the extraction
supplies. Fifteen of the horizontal dipoles are arranged on Lambertsons is almost canceled by the injection Lambert-
a single circuit. The second dipole after Q3 (fig. 1) is sons. To complete the cancellation and aid in meeting the
powered independently, and has a reversed polarity. The tight geometrical tolerances, four families of rolled di-
two vertical supplies control the vertical c-magnets at the poles are used. The first family, R1, consists of two pairs
beginning and end of the line. The fifteen dipoles are of dipoles separated by 1800
additionally arranged in four families of rolled dipoles to
provide vertical trajectory and dispersion control.

The correction of central trajectory errors due to quad- ,,,as 22, ______________________________

rupole alignment errors, dipole roll errors, and dipole field
errors was simulated with random misalignments (0,,= 'I

Oy = 0.25 mm and O0,i= 0.5 mr) and field errors of AB/B ."
= 0.25%. The installed corrector strengths of 0.72 kG-m I
and 0.52 kG-m are 20% stronger than required for correc-|,
tion. , 40

The transport section both the P1 and Al beamlines
consist of 10 quads which make up four 90 * FODO cells ,,, .. .
in each plane. The half-cell length and quad focal length
was chosen to replicate the amplitude functions in the MI. '..

The first two quads in the transport line are on independ- i0 • a•

ent power supplies to aid in matching from the MI into ,,,....

the FODO lattice. Quads 3 through 9 are all powered on a
single quad bus (QCELL). Additionally, the last quad,
Q10, in the FODO lattice is individually powered to aid in
matching. Figures 4 and 5 show the lattice functions for Figure 5. Lattice functions for the Al beamline matched
the P1 and Al beamlines starting at Q1 and matching into into the Tevatron.
the Tevatron in the proton and pbar directions, respec-
tively.

and each pair separated by 900. All four dipoles are rolled
157 mr counter clockwise to produce the majority of the
vertical elevation needed at the injection Lambertsons

. -a,_.., (1.5 in), with negligible effect on the vertical dispersion.
" -. ...... The other three families, RI (116 mr), R2 (210 mr), and

A "R3 (410 mr) are used in pairs with opposite rolls for con-
.. "trolling 71y and rly'. The residual coupling generated by

1 7these rolls is small, it can be removed by rolling the last
I ' . . ,four quads in the FODO lattice.

"_ _ _ _ _ _ _3 REFERENCES
S idp. .0t •a • • "

[] K. L. Brown et al., "TRANSPORT, A Computer Program for
Designing Charged Particle Beam Transport

Systems", SLAC-91, Rev. 2, SLAC, 1977.
[2] H Grote, F.C. Iselin, "The MAD Program",

Figure 4. Lattice functions for the P1 beamline match into CERN/SL/90-13 (AP).
the Tevatron.

The matching section at the Tevatron end of the beam-
line contains four quads. These, along with QCELL, are
used to match 0,x, py, a., and ay into either the Tevatron
or P2 beamline, each with a different optical solution. For
matching into P2, used at both 8.9 GeV and 120 GeV/c,
the lattice functions in both x and y are set to a waist.
Both TRANSPORT and MAD [2] were used for matching
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STATUS OF RESONANT EXTRACTION FROM THE FERMILAB
MAIN INJECTOR*

C.D. Moore*, J. Firebaugh, P. Lucas, P. Prieto
FNAL, Batavia, IL

Abstract smoothness of the spill is modulated by moving the tune

One of the major advantages of the Fermilab Main with a microprocessor system called QXR (Quad

Injector is that it will allow a vigorous program of fixed eXtraction Regulator). The extraction system design is

target physics to proceed independently from collider based on the Tevatron beam extraction system [2].

operations. Thus the commissioning goals for this new 2 EXTRACTION SYSTEM
accelerator include a demonstration of resonant extraction. COMPONENTS
For purposes of this demonstration the extracted beam
will be sent to the antiproton target station where the The different components of the extraction system are
measured beam sizes will be used to help design described.
beamlines for the 120 GeV fixed target programs. In order 2.1 Extraction Magnets
to achieve this goal an experiment has been performed to
measure stopband parameters. An outline of the hardware There are 16 quadrupoles arranged into two orthogonal
and software to be used for extraction is described with an families (sine and cosine) with a strength of .255 kg-m/m
emphasis on upgrades to the system. Utilization of per amp to give control of the 5 3rd harmonic.
modern microprocessor technology and real-time software There are 54 correction octupoles arranged to give a 0-th

techniques will greatly simplify the regulation of component octupole of strength 28 kg-m/mn per amp.
There are two .2f'•,1 mH air-core magnets used by the

extraction to obtain a smooth spill. The present state of QXR system each with a strength of .092 kg-i/i per

extraction studies is given and the short term goals are amp.

explained. 
amp.

1 INTRODUCTION 2.3 QXR Hardware

Extraction from the Main Injector takes place by bringing The QXR air-core quadrupoles are driven by a current

the beam into a half integer resonance thereby inducing regulated power supply controlled by a VME-based
microprocessor. Common mode and differential modethe amplitude of betatron oscillations to increase until the ripple current due to the dipole magnet power supplies is

particles are deflected by an electrostatic septum located at expected to be 20 mA at 360 Hz and 720 Hz. To attenuate
the MI32 region of the Main Injector [1]. The kick ripple of these frequencies by 20 dB the magnets were
supplied by this electrostatic septum causes the particles designed around ceramic beam tubes, which permits the B
to enter into the deflection region of two other field to have frequency components in the 3 kHz range.
electrostatic septa located at M152. The kick supplied by Background tasks running between extraction cycles (- 2
these septa allows particles about to be extracted to move seconds) are used for computations, communications and
sufficiently far away from the circulating beam that a downloading parameters.
thicker magnetic septum may be used to eject the beamfrom the machine. A MVME 2300 POWER PC CPU board residing in a

T x t p s g b i the nchil VME-64 crate regulates the extraction process respondingTh e extraction process begins by raising the norm al t c eeao i i g e e t ak n h ei nn nto accelerator timing events marking the beginning and
horizontal machine tune from 26.42 toward 26.5. Because end of flattop through a Fermilab designed interrupt
of tune spread, the number of particles with a tune in the handling board (VUCD). A 16 bit A/D digitizes the
half integer stop band can be controlled. There is enough output of the 53 MHz resonant RF spill detector that
octupole component from the main quadrupoles to provide measures the extracted beam. Circulating beam intensity
the zero-th harmonic amplitude dependent tune shift needed is measured by a toroid in the machine, digitized and
for extraction although we have a set of independent zero- encoded onto a machine-wide communication system
th harmonic octupoles to increase the efficiency of (MDAT). The processor responds to clock events through
extraction. The stopband width is enlarged by a time a board that decodes events. Communications between the
varying set of 53rd harmonic quadrupoles, and the processor and the current regulated power supply is done

through a dedicated fiber optics link at 5760 Hz.

Work supported by the Universities Research Association, Inc., under 2.4 QXR Software
contract DE-AC02-76CH00300 with the U. S. Department of Energy.

Email: cmoore@fnal.gov
A finite state machine (FSM) which changes states driven
by clock events and software timers controls QXR

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1246
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software. A 5760 Hz interrupt drives the FSM and is used
to derive 2880 and 720 Hz timers which activate The finite impulse response filter (FIR) is defined by
extraction and noise rejection regulation tasks which have
highest priority. Background tasks running between L-1
extraction cycles ( - 2 seconds) are used for computations, Yn =I W,(n) X,-, (1)

communications and downloading parameters. 1=0

The extraction process is divided into two independent and the filter coefficients are computed during the
regulation loops. The loop in figure 1 maintains constant
the rate at which the beam leaves the machine by aationiprocessn the Leasteanesquarest M
comparing the amount of circulating beam against a algorithm using the method of steepest decent.

calculated reference. Its loop bandwidth ranges from DC to
30 Hz (nominally). The regulation process utilizes a w(n+l) =w(n) +29x (n) e
feedback loop operating in real time at 720 Hz during
extraction; however the error signal is also stored during The coefficient gt is a convergence factor. Since extraction
the spill and processed between spill cycles, and spill smoothing are non-stationary processes, an

adaptive approach to noise attenuation may prove to be

Moving Average+ý Shift more robust than the approach taken in the TeV QXR.

Ramp + + , 2.5 Electrostatic Septa
Ref + GAIN

There is one 10-foot long electrostatic septum with 2 mil
diameter tungsten-rhenium wires at location MI-32 and

QXRout two 10-foot septa with 4 mil wires at location MI-52. At
80 kV/cm they each will give a 68-microradian kick to a

Beam Current 120 GeV/c beam.

Figure 1: Representation of QXR beam extraction fast
feedback and feedforward regulation components. sun 21-FED-99 i,:ee

-lee

Error signals, which repeat from cycle-to-cycle, are
averaged and weighted, then applied to the next cycle
during spill. The averaged data is added to the present
QXR output with a phase advance correction,
compensating for unwanted signals that repeat from cycle -

to cycle and have a fixed phase.

Frequencies present in the spill between 30 Hz and kHz
are bucked out using a separate regulation loop based on
an adaptive noise compensation scheme. Sixty Hz and its -t
harmonics comprise the majority of the unwanted
frequencies modulating the spill. Therefore an adaptive .
rejection loop shown in figure 2 was designed to primarily
attenuate these frequencies.

X(n) ,Y(n) QXR B Field
"l J M•rag~nett

ee) Circ. Beam" i
Seconds ONCE + onginurini3 units

Extracted Figure 3. Conditioning the MI-52 septa
Beam

Figure 2: X(n) represents 60 Hz and its harmonics Figure 3 shows the start of conditioning the septa in order
generated by a line locked software generator. It is used by
the Least Mean Squares and FIR filter sections as reference to prepare them for use The graph shows the first half
signals. Y(n) drives the air core magnets that attenuate the hour during which the voltage was raised to 88 kW. The
unwanted line frequencies in the extracted beam. lower traces show the effect of sparking on the vacuum

and the current drawn from the supply.
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2.6 Magnetic Septum Figure 4 shows beam being resonantly being extracted
(lost) from the machine. The solid curve on the bottom is

There are three 10-foot magnetic Lambertson magnets also the current in the 5 3 'd harmonic ramp, the somewhat
located in the MI-52 region of the Main Injector which irregular lines starting halfway across the plot depict the
serve to guide the beam onto the external beam line. beam left in the machine after extraction has started and

the wavy lines in the middle show the current in QXR
attempting to smooth out the spill.

3 EXTRACTION MEASUREMENTS The Main Injector went down due to a vacuum failure

The phase and strength of the intrinsic 1/2 integer before QXR was tuned up and the electrostatic septa could

stophand were measured by ramping the two orthogonal be used to send beam to the PBAR production target.

families of harmonic quads to cause resonance. After the present shutdown we will attempt to send 2E13

Operationally this was done by raising the main tune to resonantly extracted with smoother spill to the PBAR

26.485 and then raising and lowering the current in the production dump.

circuits until beam loss was observed. The value of the
current in the two families necessary to cancel the
intrinsic stopband was deduced from the measurements and
this value of the current was the starting value for the 5 REFERENCES
ramps built in for extraction. [I] The Fermilab Main Injector Technical Design Handbook

[2] L. Chapman, D. Finley, M. Harrison, and W. Merz "Tevatron
Extraction Microcomputer", IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,4 STATUS Vol. NS-32, No 5, October 1985.

The current status of extraction is shown in Figure 4
where we are resonantly losing the beam from the
machine without trying to use the extraction septa. The
cosine family of the 53rd harmonic quadrupoles was
ramped up from the value experimentally measured in
section 3. QXR was turned on after some beam had been
extracted (lost) by the cosine ramp.

Thu 4-F09 23:44

3 . .

F 4. Rsat E (Lost) B

I. . . .i

2 3 . .4: •

5econds REPEAT ON EYEll 25 enlineerin0 units

Figure 4. Resonantly Extracted (Lost) Beam
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BEAM SWEEPING SYSTEM

F.M. Bieniosek÷, 0. Kurnaevt, A. Cherepakhint, J. Bielicki
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*, Batavia, IL 60510

J. Dinkel
Creative Designs, Inc., Oak Brook, IL 60523

Abstract 120 GeV Proton Bam

The sweeping system deflects high-energy proton and POD Puuaa. Magnet

antiproton beams in a single-turn rotating-field magnet
that combines deflection in both planes into a single unit. up.trea. LW,- ,,.7.e,.=
The magnet current has a peak amplitude of 10 kA and sweep magneto sweep magnet 8 GeV Antprotons

the sweep time is 1.6 ps. At the Fermilab Antiproton
Source increasing proton beam intensities incident on the
antiproton production target threaten to damage the target. Figure 1. Major components in the target station. The
The purpose of the sweep magnet is to spread the hot spot three sweep magnets are identical.
on the target with a sweep radius of up to 0.5 mm, greatly
reducing the peak energy deposition. 2 SWEEP MAGNET

The beam sweeping system traces a 0.33 to 0.5-mm-
1 INTRODUCTION radius circular pattern on the target over the 1.6-ps proton

At Fermilab, antiprotons are collected from the interaction beam pulse. The magnets have a 2-phase, 4-conductor
of a 120-GeV proton beam with a solid nickel target. The winding excited by two power supplies that deliver
efficiency of collecting antiprotons from the target rises as balanced 625 kHz sinusoidal current waveforms in
the size of the proton beam spot on the target is reduced. quadrature to generate a 625-kHz rotating dipole field[I].
However at the same time the peak energy deposition on The magnetic field due to two pairs of current-carrying
target rises. Under Main Injector conditions (5 x 1012 conductors oriented 9 0& apart is rotating on axis if the
protons in a 1.6-pts pulse with a repetition rate of 1.5 current in the two pairs of conductors is Iocos(ox) and
seconds), the spot size will have to be increased to at least Iosin(ot). If the conductors are twisted such that the
0.25 mm to keep peak energy deposition near current axial current integrated over the length of the magnet has
levels. To bring the density of energy deposition with a the distribution Iosin(or-O), the line integral of the field
0.1-mm spot size down to currently-existing levels, a
system to sweep the beam spot on the target [1] has been along the beam path is uniform and rotating.
under development. Larger sweep radii will be required if The average deflecting field required for a 0.5-mm sweep

proposed upgrades for the Main Injector [2], e.g., "slip radius is 1.26 kG on the downstream sweep magnet,

stacking", result in increases in proton intensity, which is 56 cm long. Because of the twist in the

Figure 1 shows a layout of the target station. Two conductors, the peak field on axis must be a factor
upstream sweep magnets will be installed at the end of the 4/ic times larger than the average field, or 1.60 kG. The
120-GeV proton beamline (after quadrupole magnet ratio of the magnet current to the local magnetic field on
PQ9B). This location is the focal point of the proton axis, calculated by POISSON for a straight conductor, is
lithium lens[3]. Antiprotons created in the target are 6.1 A/Gauss. Thus to provide the desired field, the peak
collected by a lithium lens, and deflected by the pulsed current required from the power supply is 9.8 kA, and the
magnet into the AP2 beam line for collection in the peak inductive voltage drop across the magnet is 7.7 kV
Debuncher. A single downstream sweep magnet will (peak voltage to ground 3.85 kV) for a magnet inductance
redirect the 8 GeV antiprotons parallel to the AP2 of 0.2 pH.
beamline. A cross sectional view of the sweep magnet is shown in

Figure 2. The clear bore of the magnet is 28.5 mm. The

"Operated by the Universities Research Association Inc., under contract region of antiproton flux that is collected downstream has
with the U.S. Department of Energy. a diameter of 22 mm. The conductors are hollow 6.35-

+Present address: LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, email mm diameter aluminum tubes. Hollow aluminum tubes

fmbieniosek@lbl.eov were chosen to minimize the beam-induced heating of the

"tOn leave IHEP, Protvino, Russia conductors, and to allow the passage of cooling air
through the center of the conductors. A ceramic tube
provides electrical insulation between the conductor
assembly and the magnetic cores. No vacuum wall is
required, because the beam is transported through air
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from upstream of the target to downstream of the pulsed Magnetic measurements of the sweep magnet were
magnet. Molybdenum Permalloy Powder (MPP) cores performed with stretched wires. Ribbon cable was used
were chosen for the magnet yoke. The core material has to pick up the dB/dt signal along the whole magnet length
relatively low losses, and adequate inorganic insulation, and then was integrated to obtain a signal proportional to
A magnet assembled with powder cores has the magnetic flux through the measurement loop. The signal
advantages of ease of construction, and the relatively high amplitude was as expected. The line-integrated field
thermal conductivity and Curie temperature of this distribution was uniform within ±1%. over a 20-mm
material. The fairly small thermal stresses are contained horizontal window for three planes at 0 arid ±7mm
by press-fitting the cores in a water-cooled nicktq vertical offset from center.
housing. Estimated beam thermal power is 54 Watts per
core at I x 1013 protons per pulse, or a total power of 1944 3 POWER SUPPLY
Watts for all 36 cores. Power will be supplied through coaxial cables over a

distance of approximately 10 m into the target vault, and
(for downstream magnet) by 2.5 m of strip line throughousin pipe.. cooling steel shield modules to the magnets at the bottom of the

target vault. A simplified circuit diagram is depicted in
core Figure 4. The solid-state power supply is based on a two-

stage compression circuit with saturating reactors. Pulse
compression facilitates transfer of the current pulse to the
ringing circuit in a high-radiation environment. An SCR

M switch is used for resonant charging of the first stage
capacitor Cl using the leakage reactance of a 1:10 step-up
transformer.

ceramic cnutr

Figure 2. Sweep magnet cross section. - , , ,

A longitudinal view of the magnet is shown in Figure 3. I 1 ;. 0 1JI [:° I ] J: ........
The current leads are located in the midplane of the - __'_

magnet. The conductors are grounded at the end ring by
the end flange on both sides of the magnet. Four ceramic -t tga t

bushings are used to support the current leads and insulate Figure 4. Simplified schematic diagram of power supply.
them from the magnet body. Silver-coated beryllium
copper finger stock is attached between thin copper rings Energy storage capacitor CO is initially charged up to 3
and copper spacers. The copper spacers are located kV by the DC high voltage supply. The energy is
between each two pairs of cores. The fingerstock serves transferred to the first compression stage capacitor Cl via
as a slide guide and stress relief for the insulating ceramic the step-up transformer by closing the thyristor switch
tube, and provides a thermal conductive path for removal SCR. The small saturating choke L1 protects the SCR by
of beam-induced heating from the tube and current limiting the initial dl/dt of the thyristor switch to 100

A/ps for the first microsecond after turnon. To limit the
_ _reverse current of the thyristor, which has a relatively

long recovery time, a stack of fast recovery diodes is
/ ~ connected in series. When the first saturating reactor L2

p •becomes conductive the energy from Cl transfers to the
___.. .... second stage capacitor C2. The second stage is located

_ _ __ $ about 10 m away in a high radiation area and is connected
to the first stage by a pair of coaxial cables (RG 220/U).

, '$ Saturation of L3 initiates the discharge of C2 into the
. ringing circuit L4, C3. Capacitor C3 is connected to the

560- sweep magnet (inductance L4) via the strip line.
The first stage switching reactor L2 is wound on four 2.3

Figure 3. Longitudinal cross section of rotating field mV-sec/turn Magnetic Metals Square-50 (25 pin) nickel-
magnet. 1 - housing pipe, 2 - twisted conductors, 3 - iron tape cores. The winding is split into two equal halves.
ceramic pipe, 4 - MPP core, 5 - spacer, 6 - end flange, 7 - Each half has 8 turns. The circuit between the step-up
current lead transformer and the reactor is balanced, with peak

voltages of ±15 kV. When the reactor saturates, the
voltages on the two terminals of CI approach 15 kV, and
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the voltage on one of the two output terminals approaches
30 ky. The other terminal remains at ground potential
until the second reactor saturates. A DC bias current of ,s -.

up to 5 A is provided for both reactors L2 and L3.
The second stage reactor is wound on three 3.0 mV- 0- - '-.t
sec/turn Allied-Signal 2605-SC Metglas cores, annealed
and cowound with 3-pm mylar insulation. The reactor L3
has 4 turns. With these windings, the volt-seconds o-. "
capability of the cores is 150 mV-sec for the first §tage, .J
and 36 mV-sec for.the second stage. Inductive voltage
per lamination in the first stage is about 0.6 V, and in the .10 ...
second stage about 2.2 V. Nickel-irQn tape cores were Figure-5. Scope picture of voltages in compression
chosen for the first stage because of their very square BWH Fiue..Soepcre fvltgsncmrsinchosenfop; r tihely fisarge p a usn ofacther, acep e lsqres and stages. Initial voltage = 1.8 kV. Vertical scale = 5 kV/div,.
loop; relatively large packing factor, acceptable losses ad horizontal scale = 2 jis/div. Green - first charging
adequate insulation. Metglas cores were chosen for the h or x 1 Ree - first charging
second stage because of their small losses and good capacitor x 10. Red - first compression stage capacitor.
insulation properties of the mylar film. .Blue - second compression stage capacitor. Pink -

Measurements of the losses in energy transfer were made ringing circuit (magnet) voltage.

at 2.9 kV. The initial energy stored on capacitor CO was ---------- ---- ----- i

42 J. Energy delivered to capacitor C1 was 35 J. Of the7 7 ,
! I I I II I I I I 113

J loss in this energy transfer the losses were distributed 4 -, , , - , , , , .,
J to the SCR switch and 3 J to the balance of the circuit. _-_ -- _ J L +I- 4 4
Energy transferred from C1 to C2 was 31.5 J. The losses - i-'

were dominated by resistive losses in the windings. , , I ,
Switching losses in the cores, determined from the B-H - - I

loops, are small, 0.3 J in the first stage, and 0.5 J in the - -L- - -

second stage. Energy transferred to the ringing circuit , , ,,
was 22 J.I I I I I I I

The least efficient part of the circuit is the final transfer ,T r , -I I I III I I I I I I

from capacitor C2 to the ringing circuit L4, C3. When the L -J_ I L -1---_ J I L _L A L I

reactor L3 saturates, a single current pulse passes to the Figure 6. Scope picture of currents in compression stages
ringing circuit. It is relatively inefficient for two reasons, of power supply. Peak magnet current is 7 kA,
First, it is necessary to prevent saturating the reactor a corresponding to 2.2 kV charge. Vertical scale = 2
second time, and passing a second reverse current pulse kA/div, horizontal scale = 2 ps/div. Green - SCR current.
that effectively extracts energy from the magnet circuit. Red - first compression stage. Blue - second compression
The necssary voltage reversal is naturally accomplished stage. Pink - ringing circuit (magnet) current.
if the ratio of capacitor C3 to capacitor C2 is at least 2.
"This reflected voltage also provides a reset pulse to the
reactors, ensuring highly stable operation even with no
reverse bias current.
Second, some current flows in the inductance of the 5 REFERENCES
sweep magnet, LA, before the energy transfer is
completed. For typical saturated inductance of the output [1]. F. M. Bieniosek, 0. Kurnaev, A. Cherepakhin, J.
switch, about 0.5 pH, the efficiency of final energy Dinkel, Proc. 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, paper
transfer is about 80%. 8P10.
The power supply was built and tested for 7 million [2] P.P. Bagley, et. al., Summary of the TeV33
pulses at 3 kV (full charge). At 3 kV charge, the output Working Group ,in 1996 Snowmass Conf.
current amplitude is 11.6 kA. Oscilloscope pictures of [3] F. M. Bieniosek and K. Anderson, Lithium Lens for
voltages and currents under typical operation are shown in Focusing Protons on Target in the Fermilab Antiproton
Figures 5 and 6. Power supply jitter does not exceed ±2 Source, Proc. Particle Accelerator Conf, Washington,
ns, while slow drift is about 20 ns. Installation of the 1993.
complete system is expected in the year 2000.
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LER INJECTION LINE B2/B4 STUDY

R.H. Iverson, F.-J. Decker, D. Schultz, C. Spencer, J. Turner, U. Wienands, SLAC*

Abstract

During the Pep-II LER commissioning run in July
1998 the beam profile in the tune up dump profile
monitor just before LER injection showed an
anomalous parabolic shape. The sextupole
component of the field of bend magnets B2 and B4
in the beginning of the south injection tunnel (SIT)
was thought to be the cause of this. An off-line
model of the B2/B4 bend magnet field was created
using DIMAD. Results of particle tracking
simulated in dimad were compared with on-line
lattice diagnostic data and observations of the beam Figure 1: Dump screen profile.
profile on the tune up dump screen.

8

W . INTRODUCTION -

We carried out beam-based lattice diagnostics for the •
entire injection line to discover the cause of the - * : :
parabolic beam profile on the tune-up dump screen 2 "
just before the LER injection point (Fig. 1). The . . . . . . . .
data revealed a possible optical error in the B2/B4 ° -12 1 1 2

region. Grid scan data taken at the entry to B4 S--o 9082.....

shows a sextupole component to the field that the
beam sees (Fig. 2). Originally, B2/B4 was a single I i I I

magnet designed to bend the 14 GeV Pep-I beams - 8 .
through a fairly shallow arc. Now B2/B4 is split .

into two separate C-magnets which bend the 3.11 3

GeV Pep-il beam through a much larger arc. (Fig. 2 "

3). The difference in sagita for the new - _ "
configuration requires an 11 mm shift in the
horizontal alignment. After re-alignment, the 0

optical error revealed by grid scan data is greatly -

reduced. However, the swoosh shaped beam profile -12 - ..-4..2

persisted even after re-alignment. &rap VARAJN 7--O-98

Figure 2: Grid scan data before and after re-
*Work supported by Department of Energy contract alignment of B2 and B4.

DE-AC03-76SF00515.

N. 1.35.k

Figure 3: Beam trajectory through B4.

0-7803-5573-3/991$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1252
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I"I

4-,o-

Figure 4: Measured field of B4. Figure 6: DIMAD simulation of grid scan.

-o, ] Figure 7: Poisson simulation of B4 field with
Sdifferent shims and pole tip extensions.

.- o.,0.0.,o4t

II.POSSIBLE EXPLANATION

.e ;-ors--.5o--, .0.x0o0 0.0 I lS

S....... -,--- ...... .• The swoosh could be caused by the small size of the
r 4: good field region of the B4 bend magnet. (Fig. 4).

The dispersion at the entry to B4 is 2meters which
creates a full width beam size of 30 mm in the

S.horizontal plane. The beam path through this bend

"00 •" follows quite a large arc. So that a large portion of
the bend's width is traversed (Fig. 8).

"Off-line DIMAD-based model simulations show
what the nominal beam profile should look like
(Fig. 5 top). When measured B4 field and offset are

- included, the predicted beam shape and grid scan
_ . 0,..... pattern correspond well with observation

Figure 5: DIMAD simulation of beam profile with (Fig. 5 bottom, Fig. 6).
nominal B2&B4 (top) and with measured field and The effect of a dispersion error at the linac extraction
offset included (bottom). point was calculated and proved to be much smaller

than the effect from the anomalous field of B4.
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III. PROPOSED FIX

Calculations based on Poisson show that the B4
field could be much improved by the addition of
shims and pole-tip extensions. (Fig. 7). The B4
magnet will be modified before the Pep-II start-up in
May 1999.

In addition, the beam size in regions of high
dispersion can be reduced by minimizing energy
spread. Decreasing the compressor klystron voltage
in the South Ring To Linac (SRTL) line should
help to reduce the energy spread [ 1].

IV. CONCLUSION

The correction of the B4 bend field with shims
combined with reduced energy spread should produce
a beam shape at the entry to the LER which has a
much more normal elliptical shape. This should
allow the capture efficiency for the LER to come up
the 100% level that is the norm for the HER.

Acknowledgments
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PARTIAL BEAM EXTRACTION SCHEME OF NEGATIVE HYDROGEN
tION*

H. E. Ahn , Y. S. Cho, and B. H. Choi
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, P.O. Box 105, Yusong, Taejon, Korea 305-600

Abstract since there is an emittance limit for a given vacuum pipe di-
mension. The second requirement is due to the fact that ifA new scheme for beam extraction is presented to partially the H- beam is extracted at a different horizontal angle for

extract a negative hydrogen ion beam at 260 MeV from thetransport
main linac where both protons and negative hydrogen ions all the extracted beams with different centroid angles. The
are accelerated up to 1 GeV. The negative hydrogen ions third requirement is also important since the un-extracted
are extracted by a stripper magnet and the un-extracted ions H-; beam must be returned to the main linac. The last re-

are returned to the linac. The main feature of this extrac-

tor is its ability to regulate the intensity of the extracted quirement is important because the beamline element for

beam with the stripper magnet. This extraction scheme the extracted beam must be placed as close as possible for

will be utilized for the KOMAC (Korea Multi-purpose Ac- focusing. Fig. 2 shows the design of the stripper magnet

celerator Complex) linear accelerator of I GeV cw proton using POISSON 13). The stripper magnet consists of super-

(H+)/negative-hydrogen (H-) beams with an intensity of r
20mA. I I

i.Liquid helium I

1 INTRODUCTION Spr ndi c

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is - z _z

proposing to develop a 20 MW (1 GeV and 20 mA) cw
H+/H- linear accelerator (Fig. 1) under the KOMAC [1] Normalconducting coil
(Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Complex) project. The 10cm Liquid nitrogen

KOMAC linac will accelerate both H+ and H- up to 1 GeV
while partially extracting H- at 100 and 260 MeV. Since .-.. .

the accelerator is to be utilized multi-purposely, regulating Iron
the beam intensity is a crucial requirement for the beam Figure 2: Stripper Magnet
extraction system. The extraction method developed in this
study is to use a stripper magnet for magnet stripping [2] conducting and normalconducting coils. When H- travels
which removes the weakly bound electron from H-. The through this stripper, it first encounters the field generated
260 MeV H- beam extractor design is the main objective by the superconducting coils. If the field is higher than the
of this study, where the beam can be used for deep-sited threshold field (= 0.97 T), then it has a significant probabil-
tumor therapy. ity for losing an electron and becoming an H'. By varying

the current in the superconducting coil, the intensity of the
18 M 350 MHz 700 MHz 700 MHz extracted beam can be regulated as shown in Fig. 3. The

LEBT RFO CCDTL SCL SCL Target

mA HStripping (%)i
5keV 3MeV 20MeV loom10Me 280MeV 2.5 0 9995

Beam Extratio 9.95
2 I 80.7 - -- !i

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the KOMAC linac. R 2 80.7
16.8 -2 AG ETDEIG ,!0.7 l Bthreshold =0.97 T 'I

2 MVAGNET DESIGN0 , 8 hI=OTI ° -
Since we need to extract H- at the desired intensity, a new o.5
stripper magnet is needed. The design requirements for the - - 071

stripper magnet are (1) minimizing the emittance growth of .0.25 0 025 0.5 07S 1 1,26 1.5
the extracted beam, (2) minimizing the centroid-shift of the z (M)
extracted beam in angle, (3) decoupling the H- bending
from the stripping process, and (4) maximizing the angle Figure 3: Stripper magnetic field at the mid-plane (y = 0).
between the extracted beam direction and the un-extracted cross-sectional area of the coil is 2 cm x 4 cm and the cur-
H- beam direction. The first requirement is very important rent density changes from 0 to 165 A/mm2. The magnet

Work supported by the Korea Ministry of Science and Technology. gap is 5 cm. The stripping region is less than 7 cm along
t Email: heahn@nanum.kaeri.re.kr the beam direction, and the angle between the extracted

0-7803-5573-3/99/$ 10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1255
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beam centroid and the initial beam direction is about 30 at the mid-plane is fitted with a sum of six tanh functions.
mr. The surviving H- must be returned to the linac, and Fig. 4 shows that the field is described analytically with a
initially the normalconducting current is adjusted so that fitting function of 12 parameters. The off-mid-plane field
f Bdl/B,, is fixed at 200, where B is the vertical field and which interacts with H- sitting at some distance from the
B' (= 2.487 T-m) is the beam rigidity. The cross-section of mid-plane could be computed from the mid-plane field as
the coil is 4 cm x 10 cm and the maximum current density
is 4.4 A/mm 2. By(y,z) = Re[By(O,z+iy)],

B,(y,z) = Im[By(O,z+iy)], (1)

3 SIMULATION and Fig. 5 shows the field data (solid circle) which is ob-

tained from POISSON at a vertical distance of 1 cm fromB =a[tacihft ý~c.040)-tnýgze.05) ÷Q + t.nh(fý+-..)tnhh--,)]0zi-'t. 00(-k-•))] the mid-plane. The field (solid curve) computed from the
3 260 1eV asymmetric stripper fit Ma.dat mid-plane field matches well with the data points. Tracking

...... .. . H- through the stripper magnet is done by solving a first
0 0.1008000.010 0M354290,01- b - 0200030.30 a50.39436&.-0

MI18 1- 0.30I0030.30 * 0.432 1
2-5 .... ...0..2 . .0.3505.00 order differential equation. The DIVPAG subroutine from

£*0.5075035.300 0M27130.-02 0.180712-023 0.5823039,400!0033000 0.30•8315-03.-- : 0.3. 0.8306263.+W IMSL MATH/LIBRARY was used to obtain results with an
2 accumulated error of 10-10. The stripping process is also

1. simulated using the life time given in the reference [2].

1 4 BEAM EXTRACTOR DESIGN

0.5 The beam extractor design is shown in Fig. 6. It con-
sists of a stripper magnet, 5 dipoles (BM), 12 quadrupoles

-oz 0 0.5 1 L5 (QM), and 4 steering magnets (SM). The dipole bends the

z(m)

Figure 4: Mid-plane By field fitting.

2

1 It

1. i~-B,

0-0.5

-0.25 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5

z (m)

Figure 5: Off-mid-plane field at y = 1 cm. 33

After the POISSON run is finished with given currents in ................................
the superconducting and normalconducting coils, the field Figure 7: H+ beamline setup (TRACE 3-D[4]).

Bunrcher

.,-.• c" " QM3A OM4A ++ • :! • •H -
18 mA H OM2 _ .--BM02 E E3-: BM03A•-- 9M5A

M IA .... dipole

BMO•;,• •!•: u:BM04
DM01.1  BPM BO

SWd~e J14. Buncher -.-. SM2B

OM11 33- pg M33JOMB---ar
2mA H tm2B ' QM4B ' M038•. M5 B

lm H H. t m .

Fo~ll 1 Q 8Collimator A

Figure 6: 260 MeV H- beam extractor layout.
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H- (or H+) beam by 200 with 0.904 T magnetic field. main linac by BM04 for further acceleration. The extracted
The effective length is 96 cm. Initially, a beam (H+ and H' beam drifts toward the foil located downstream of the
H-) enters the beam extractor and encounters a dipole stripper magnet and becomes H+ . The quadrupole dou-
BM01 which separates H+ and H- by 40*. The subse- blet (QM7 and QM8) transports the beam at the position
quent six quadrupoles (QM1A to QM6A) are placed be- labeled 'A' (Fig. 6) with the ±1 cm beam size and -10.5
tween dipoles so that the outgoing beam exactly matches mr divergence. For proton therapy, the emittance growth is
the incoming beam shown in Fig. 7 for the H+ beam. The not disadvantageous because a lead plate is usually used to
effective length of each quadrupole is 40 cm and the max- spread a pencil beam laterally.
imum field gradient is less than 15 T/m. The settings of
the quadrupoles in the H- line are opposite to those in 350 2d0

the H+ line. The beam intensity depends upon the field 25 -. .
from the superconducting coil. Fig. 8 shows the horizon- 20 100%100

tal phase-space plots for the extracted H' beams ((b) and 8 0.7 . .

(d)) and the un-extracted H- beams ((a) and (c)). The (a) (0% 0%/=----8,Pfl 3

(a) H- (83.2%) (c) H (19.3%) -20 0 2002•0•,080 0120 -20 0.204.000 100202 (cM) z (cm)

( ) (b) (d)

30 2. 90 7. W 2(

S, igure 9:racingof unet ace H-bem .
-101

-15ID-05 0 5 10 i 35s 5 015 5 35 15W% 253g

(mm) mm) Thi er 2u a
(b) H' (16.8%) (d) H_ (80.7%) 02 ( oWto -0-00 WW9

30 . 0 . . .

20 20

an 1ll Figue 9xTrackg b sfr 0un-extracted H- beam.

-20 5 SUMMARY
30 5 1 53

-ý35-25-15 -5 5 IS25 35 -35-25-15 -5 53
a (m) (mm) This paper discussed a feasibility of 260 MeV H- beam

Figure 8: Horizontal phase-space plots for H- and extractor using a stripper magnet. It is shown that a desired
H' beams. intensity from 0 to 100% of H- beam could be extracted

and (b) plots are the case which 16.8% of the H- beam and all the extracted beams from 0 to 100% could be en-

is extracted, and the (c) and (d) plots are for 80.7% of closed with a large ellipse which represents a factor of eight

the H- beam. The emittance of the initial beam is 14.4 emittance growth. The un-extracted H- beam is returned

7r mm-mr. All the extracted beams with 0 to 100% can be to the main linac with no emittance growth.

enclosed with a large ellipse shown in (b) and (d) plots.
The emittance of the large ellipse is 110 7r mm-mr which is 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
about a factor of eight larger than the initial beam. There is The authort would like to thank David Barlow at LANL for
no emittance growth for the un-extracted H- beam shown helping in stripper magnet design.
in (a) and (c) plots. The surviving H- beam is bent by
the stripper magnet where the bending angle is fixed at 7 REFERENCES
200. Fig. 9(a) shows the horizontal angle of H- as a func-
tion of a longitudinal position. The stripper with high [1] C.K. Park, H.E. Ahn, B.H. Choi, T.Y. Eom, Y.S. Cho, J.M.
H- extraction tends to bend H- to a large angle initially. Han, J.H. Lee, W.S. Park, S.S. Kang, W.S. Song, T.Y Song,
This effect provides the horizontal position difference for Y.K. Kim, C.K. Hwang, J.H. Chang, S.Y. Sub, M.H. Yang,
different stripper settings (Fig. 9(b)). This problem can be and J.K. Chung, "The KOMAC Project: Accelerator and

fixed by placing two 10 dipoles downstream of the stripper Transmutation Project in Korea," Proceedings of the first
Asian Particle Accelerator Conference (APAC98), Tsukuba,magnet, with a beam position monitor (BPM) between the Japan, March 23-27, 1998.

dipoles for a diagnostic tool. For the 0% stripping case,the stripper bends H- by 200 while bending less for the [2] Andrew J. Jason, Daniel W. Hudgings, and Olin B. van Dyck,
the triperbend H-by 0* wilebening essforthe "Neutralization of H- Beams by Magnetic Stripping," IEEE

high intensity H- stripping. Figs. 9(c) and (d) shows that Nutlization of H Beam b i nNucl. Sci., NS-28, 2704 (1981).
the maximum angle difference is about 20 for two extremebeams at the center of the BPM. The maximum path differ- [3] J. H. Billen and L. M. Young, "POISSON SUPERFISW' Los
bencems 3 mhe entereai 2 o r lessBTh e r maximumpane dispro- Alamos National Laboratory report LA-UR-96-1834 (revi-ence is 3 nun. The remaining 2 * or lesser angle is pro-si nA rl2 ,1 9)
vided by two 10 dipoles and the alignment of the beam sion April 22, 1997).
will be achieved by utilizing the BPM between two 10 [4] K.R. Crandall and D.P. Rusthoi, 'TRACE 3-D Documenta-
dipoles and the second BPM placed upstream of BM03B. tion", Third edition, Los Alamos National Laboratory Report
The H- beam is then bent by BM03B and returns to the LA-UR-97-886(May 1997).
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MICRO & MINI-BUNCHING OF
THE SLOW EXTERNAL BEAM AT THE AGS*

JW Glenn, M Brennan, KA Brown BNL, D Majka YALE, A Mincer NYU

Abstract . .".-• •

The AGS's prime function when RHIC comes on line will
be as a heavy ion injector, free time will exist for unique 1.2 ....... "
operation that can be tailored and dedicated to users. 86 "
Many of the next generation of experiments require RF -',
time structure in the spill as it is extracted to time events -..6
or assure no background during decay times. Two -1.2

methods have been developed to meet these needs. -1'.
Micro-bunching where the beam is forced between empty "." .. .

buckets producing bursts at arbitrary integer harmonics of 2'0 -2.1 -1.4 -9.7 .9 9.7, 1.4 2LI 2.8 3.5

rotation period[l], and mini-bunching where the beam is tp - rdlm

kept bunched to provide high extinction between bursts Fig 1 Particle Trajectory Near Empty Buckets.

[2]. With an RF dipole the period may be increased to
three times the rotation period of the beam. Further deaccelerated to the extraction resonance. Those particles

modelling and test results with beam will be presented. At at the edge of the bunch are extracted while the space

high beam currents above transition, tight clusters of beam between bunches is swept of particles at the resonance
form causing severe random spike structure in the spill. turn on and thus is without beam. The option of extracting

Forcing the beam between empty buckets before a burst every three turns has been partially tested with a

extraction breaks up these clusters with minimal kicker.

modulation of the spill at the RF frequency. Results of
spill structure and loss reduction will be given. 2 FOUR DIMENSIONAL MODELLING.

Previous modelling of micro-bunching[l] was done with
1 INTRODUCTION separate transverse and longitudinal models. The results

There are two approved future experiments that use were then folded together. The possibility of error here

bunched extraction from the AGS. One measuring the prompted an effort to combine the two models and run

branching ratio of Klong to pi-zero and neutrinos needs a particles in a four dimensional space of transverse X & X'

250 pico-Sec burst every 300 nano-Sec. This will be and longitudinal phi & phi dot. The predicted bunch

accomplished using micro-bunching[I] where the widths are similar to those previously predicted. A plot of

debunched coasting is forced between empty longitudinal bunch width verses the offset of the resonance momentum

buckets by slowly reducing the main magnet field across in units of phi dot is shown in Fig 2

the flat top. The extraction third integer transverse
resonance is set-up at a momentum matching the RF Burst Widths e Phi dot of
bucket, thus the beam is extracted in short bursts at the
phase where the longitudinal motion carries it to the
resonance (Fig 1). Variations of this process have been
modelled and measured showing that bunching can be •
maintained without beam loss, extraction losses can be
reduced and the beam can be smoothed without major
bunching. Also micro-bunching provides the possibility
of fast control of the beam delivery rate. The other
experiment measures the branching ratio of direct -2 - 2 4 6

conversion of muons to electrons. Here it is vital to Phi dot [..It. -1 buck t 1/2 helgth]

eliminate the possibility of any protons delivered to the Fig 2. Burst Width as Fundtion of Monentum.

pion production target during the time the muons are 2.1 Increased Losses during Micro-bunching
decaying. The process here is mini-bunching[2] where
beam is kept within buckets and the bunch is slowly Initial modelling of micro-bunching indicated an increase

in the number of low transverse emittance particles that
"Work supported in part by US Dept of Energy would be retrapped in the stable region of phase space as

"Email: glenn@bnldag.bnl.gov the particle moves through the resonance. This has not
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ben seen in any tests of micro-bunching even at full AGS 4 SPILL STRUCTURE REDUCTION
itntensities of 60 TP/cycle. Further modelling using a TeASwslge hsya ihrno tutr
more realistic distribution of particles (gausian in radius) onthe ASws plagued pT this yearos withl rando sxtructure,

show fwerr thanpe parevioulyesastimreated Cowrmbinin beam splitting and transport was reduced with the VHF
amplitude particles thnpeiul siae.Cmiig on line. Careful placement of the VHF buckets between
both transverse and longitudinal motions together show the stored beam and the resonance reduces the micro-
that when the resonance is before the central momentum bunch structure in the extracted beam. It was also noted
of the RF bucket (the centre of the bucket is offset below that the beam that was not extracted was trapped within

the resonance momentum) pathnife theeind nor time on.a the "empty" buckets and carried to the end of flat top asthe rethatnfollowstu tani thraetr in lo Fongtdnal shown in the blowup of Fig 4 from Ref. 3 (Fig. 5). This
Consider particle tafolwatrjcoyilngudal may be a new loss mechanism associated with micro-
phase space that approaches the unstable fixed point; it bunching. An advantage of this mode of loss is that this
nearly stops at this point which is the lowest phi dot beam may be easily dumped into a beam catcher and
(highest momentum if above transition) of the trajectory. dosntpraaoudhecelao.
If the transverse resonance is at this momentum, the dosntpraaoudhecelao.
particle spends a lot of time on resonance. As Fig. 2
shows, there is some increase in bunch width.

3 BUNCHING FACTOR. P I ~.
The results of increased RF voltage on the bunching factor -__________________
was checked. At 100 kV per turn a bunching factor (rms
width divided by period of RF voltage) of 100 was
measured. These tests were done during a Heavy Ion run
using a gold beam. Instead of using the 93 MHz VHF ___________

system normally used for micro-bunching, the 4 MHz
acceleration system was used. After beam was -

accelerated to flattop, voltage was turned down, the Fig 4. Beam Current (arrow) Recaptured in
frequency lowered to place the buckets near the resonance Homogenising Buckets.
with a ramp to match reducing field, then turned back on.
The beam was then spiralled through the gaps between 5 SPILL MODULATION
buckets. The time that a gold ion passed a counter In the process of setting up the VHF cavity for
compared to a zero crossing of the RF was recorded for homogenising the beam before extraction, it was
each ion and a time distribution obtained and extraction dsoee htmdltn h rqec fteR

effiieny noed.Run wer mae fr vaiou RF strongly modulates the spill. The gain and phase
voltages from 50 to 300 Volts per turn. The bunching response of the frequency modulation for various
factor for 50 kV was 86 and for 100 kV it was 118. (Time frequencies was measured with all slow loops closed.
distribution of the beam for 100 kV is shown in Fig. 3.) We measured the response of the spill to square wave

r~m D I -"-fS..RtI modulation to estimate the dead delay of the system. A
Ft fast detector was made using the signal from an

experimenters 50-100 MHz counter into a 100 nano-Sec
20- diode isolated integrator. The data was "eyeball fitted"

assuming minimum phase response with a dead delay.
I The results are plotted in Fig. 5.

Fig 3. Burst Width for 100k of R Voltage____00

These factors are consistent with root voltage scaling of ____________

previous measurements with the 93 MHz cavity. [ 0 0 0 0 0
Unfortunately it was latter found for the higher voltages,
the zero crossing detector saturated so timing was lost. Fig 5. Gain and Phase Response of Spill to VHF
Extraction efficiency did not drop noticeably at higher Frequency Modulation.
voltages in these tests indicating no increase in losses.
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* The dead delay that best fits the data is only 0.4 milli- structure was recorded using the fast detector used for
Seconds which is consistent with the estimated value, spill modulation studies. The rotation period of the
The spill responds to many killo hertz of modulation. AGS is 2.7uSec and the periodicity of the bursts is 8

uSec as shown on Fig. 6.

6 MINI-BUNCHING EXTENCTION
MEASUREMENT $41

We measured the cleanliness of the quiet periods Ch,
between beam bursts using a separated Kaon beam 50 PS

looking at a production target in the Slow Beam. This e Ahs,
was a short test run at a new extraction energy of 7
GeV. One run showed 5 counts in the counter for a
(corrected) count of 60 million during the burst for an
extinction of 1.2x10A8. 7 REFERENCES

[1] MICRO-BUNCHING THE AGS SLOW EXTERNAL BEAM JW
Glenn, M Brennan, L Littenberg, J Rose, C Woody, A Zoltsman BNL P

7 BEAM BURST EVERY THREE TURNS. Bergbusch, TRIUMF and Dick Mjka, YALE Session 9w005 PAC97
[2] MINI-BUNCHING THE AGS SLOW EXTERNAL BEAM JW
Glenn, L Ahrens, T Hayes BNL, R Lee UC-Irvine Session 9w004

We did a quick check of the modelled prediction that PAC97
spill structure of one third of the rotation period would [3] AGS RESONANT EXTRACTION WITH HIGH INTENSITH

s t oBEAMS L Ahrens, K Brown, JW Glenn, T Roser, N Tsoupas, W

be produced by introducing horizontal coherent motion VanAsselt, AGS Dept, BNL Session THPI40 these proceedings to be

during the resonant process. As no RF dipole exists for published

horizontal motion the tune kicker was used to create a
short burst of coherent motion. The resultant spill
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RHIC INJECTION KICKER POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM CONTROL,
INTEGRATION AND COMMISSION*

W. Zhang, R. Sanders, W. Fisher, and L. Hoff

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000

Abstract Two 50 kV rated ALE 802L power supplies serve as
charging supplies for each of two kicker systems, both

The RHIC Yellow ring Fast Injection Kicker Power having four modulators. The operating voltage is limited

to 34 kV by the power supply voltage limiting function,
January 1997 as part of the Sextant Test. Construction of and by the interface reference voltage clamping circuit, to
an identical system for the Blue ring has been completed protect magnet. The voltage charging of the Blumlein
and will be commissioned during the 1999 RHIC start-up. pulse forming line(PFL), is limited to less than 20
Each of these Injection Kicker systems consists of four millisecond to avoid the PFL arcing. A backup trigger is
subsystems and a control system center. The four required to discharge the PFL during the beam gap, in the
subsystems are located on a floating high voltage deck event of the occurrence of an extra charging cycle.
inside a protective caged room because of the unusual
grounding of the structure. The kicker power supplies and 2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
auxiliary equipment jump to potentials as high as 10 kV
during each pulse and must be inaccessible during 2.1 Command Control and Status Monitoring
operation. The RHIC Injection Kicker Power Supply
System Control, Integration and Commissioning results The Allen-Bradley PLC based command control and
are presented in this paper. status-monitoring system uses Data Highway Plus

network architecture. It consists of a PanelView 1400E
1 INTRODUCTION industrial control terminal and a VME based PLC for a

The RHIC injection kicker system modulators, including remote control interface. Both are located in control racks

four Blumleins, auxiliary power supplies and controls, are outside the high voltage cage area. An Allen-Bradley PLC

secured inside a safety cage. The Blumleins are mounted 5 series processor is mounted in a control rack on the

on insulated stands and the high voltage power supplies, high voltage floating deck. The PanelView terminal is

auxiliary power supplies and controls are located on an used for local command control and status monitoring.

isolated floating deck. The deck equipment is powered The VME PLC processor and PanelView terminal

through a set of six high voltage isolation transformers. communicate to the floating deck PLC processor through

The communication and control to the system are via a pair of Allen-Bradley PLC Fiber-Optic converter

fiber optic cables. modules. This PLC network has been fully tested and

The design of the RHIC injection fast kicker power experienced no communication interruptions due to use of

supply control architecture was driven by recent fiber-optic communication or network structure.

successful experience with the AGS G1O fast extraction The PLC ladder logic program is based on an AGS

kicker system. Also, concerns about maintaining a high standardized kicker power supply format. The VME PLC

level of kicker noise immunity for the computer control is shared with other RHIC injection line power supply

system made it necessary to use of optical fiber isolation equipment. It communicates to the injection line

for remote control to local control interfaces in both the equipment through Remote I/O network, and to the

AGS and Booster fast extraction kickers. The RHIC injection kicker system through DH+ network.

injection fast kicker power supply system also has the 2.2 Charging Reference andReadback
additional need to isolate the control system from the high
voltage pulses present at the floating deck. The system is The high voltage power supply command reference signal
designed to allow full local control as well as remote is generated at the VME waveform generator. Its
computerised control functions. complementary unit "16-bit serial data link" performs

The upper level remote controls are VME based analog to digital and digital to analog conversions. It

systems. It includes an Allen-Bradley PLC 5N40B for communicates to kicker power supply interface unit with
remote command and status readback interface, A V102 analog signals.
timing delay generator for power supply timing signals, The fiber optic power supply interface pair I & II, as
and a VME waveform generator for power supply voltage shown in Figure 1, were designed to interface with ALE
reference and charging waveform readback. 402 and 802 series power supplies. Their function is to

"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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prevent the kicker and beam noise that might possibly be outer conductors are joined with the floating deck and
carried back from accelerator ring by high voltage associated equipment racks electrically. During pulsing
cables, from interfering with other systems, especially the they rise as high as 10kV. This configuration has
remote control equipment. The analog reference signal introduced noise spikes through the local ground. This
and charging waveform signal are converted by voltage to noise is especially noticeable when the four PFLs are
frequency converters that communicate through a fiber pulsed in a non-synchronised.
optic transmitter/receiver pair. They are converted back to The kicker magnets are driven by two 50 ohm lines in
analog signals by frequency to voltage converter units. parallel and have a resistive termination. The load resistor
The charging command signal is determined by "Start value was reduced from 25 ohm to 20 ohm in order to
Charge" and "Stop Charge" triggers which, in turn, enable mismatch the load thus lowering the magnet voltage and
and inhibit the high voltage power supply output circuit. raising the current, [4, 5]. In this case, the reversed
Its complementary bit controls a trigger delay generator voltage and current imposed to thyratron might have to be
and prohibits it from pulsing during high voltage power considered carefully because that CX- 1168C is not rated
supply charging cycle. This reduces the chance of high for reversed conduction. This reversing voltage and
voltage power supply converter damage and thyratron current might cause thyratron cathode arcing at high
lock up. A local reference control function is included in voltage, and affect auxiliary circuits. During the RHIC
both ends of the interface pair to allow local testing which Sextant Test, all thyratron and electronic equipment had
is independent of the remote control network. survived the PFL arcing, reverse voltage, grounding loop

noise, etc. We will have to learn from future operations
2.3 Timing and Trigger the reliability and survivability of the thyratrons as well as

The RF synchronised discharge trigger is distributed to other equipment.

the AGS extraction fast kickers and the RHIC injection
fast kicker system via fiber links. Two DG535 pulse delay 3 CONCLUSIONS
generators are used in each kicker system. An RF The RHIC injection kicker systems used as many AGS
synchronised trigger initiates the first delay generator, standard designs as possible. This was done to expedite
which, in turn, triggers the second unit. The high current construction, assembly and installation, as well as reduce
output pulses of the first delay generator drives a solid the number of stocked operational spares.
state high voltage pulse generator that drives the grid 1 of The RHIC yellow ring fast injection kicker system was
the CX1168-C thyratron. A second delay generator brought into operation in a few hours after completion of
output pulse drives four "Hard Tube Trigger Generators", the system installation and check out. The performance of
which deliver 5kV trigger pulses to the bias grid of the its kickers and controls was satisfactory as indicated in
thyratron. papers [1], [2], [3] and [6].

It was found during the 1997 Sextant test, that the During the RHIC Dry Run, we tested the Yellow ring
commercial XD-7430/RD-7430 fiber optic transmitter/ injection kicker system with local and remote control
receiver pair was affected by local noise. It will be functions. The Blue ring injection kicker system has just
replaced by transmitter/receiver circuits designed at the been powered and is being checked out at this stage.
AGS. Also, during the Sextant Test, the RF trigger was
linked through the fiber optic transmitter/receiver channel 4 REFERENCES
of the backup trigger of the power supply interface units. [1] S. Peggs, "RHIC Status, Proceeding IEEE 1997 Particle

The output pulse time jitter of the solid-state trigger Accelerator Conference, pp. 56-60.
generator and the hard tube trigger generator are withinsub-nanosecond range similar to the scope rating. We [2] J. Wei, et. Al., "RHIC Sextant Test - Physics and Performance",

Proceeding IEEE 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, pp. 69-
control the fine delay adjustment of the delay generators 71.

via its GPIB interface. [3] F. Pilat, et. Al., "RHIC Sextant Test: Accelerator Systems and

Performance", Proceeding IEEE 1997 Particle Accelerator
2.4 Signal Monitoring Conference, pp. 98-100.

The terminating resistor current and thyratron current are [4] H. Hahn and A. Ratti, "Equivalent circuit Analysis of the RHIC
Injection Kicker", Proceeding IEEE 1997 Particle Accelerator

monitored by fast four-channel digital scopes. Their Conference, pp. 216-218.waveform data will be retrieved via GPIB upon request. [5] H. Hahn and A. Ratti, "The Coupling Impedance of the RHIC
Injection Kicker System", Proceeding IEEE 1997 Particle

2.5 Grounding Structure and Other Issues Accelerator Conference, pp. 1706-1708.

The grounding structure of the RHIC injection kicker [6] H. Hahn and A. Ratti, "The RHIC Injection Kicker", Proceeding
system is different from AGS kicker systems. It uses a IEEE 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, pp. 213-215.

separate ground in the RHIC ring. The Blumlein PFL
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE FAST INJECTION-EXTRACTION KICKER

SYSTEMS OF THE BROOKHAVEN AGS-BOOSTER COMPLEX*

W. Zhang, R. Sanders, A. Soukas and J. Tuozzolo
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000

Abstract The AGS Department has undertaken, under restrained

Theexanionofth Brokavn cceerto failtisbudget conditions, an expansion of its high
adthe expansiong efoft the Brokavsen aelerato failitiensit, energy/nuclear energy facilities. Thus, most of our

handte oen-goriing eforts to ras the addiio bfeam kintensiy electronic equipment has been designed with strong

have been ugadriing ofoldrc fore the addithion ofnwkckalerse considerations to economy while trying not to sacrifice

And thcer upgrdnwoler onplssems tormet thnisg cabovengheir performance. We try, whenever possible, to use low-cost

Allig kpciickrnt poweosppyiysem aidre oprunning rabovestei components and make effective use of innovative

dlesinel specfiatosoprvded widser operaxrationg kikrangwes. industrial developments in the integration of our kicker

Thep nely upga de Bomisooser fas Sextratinm ier powerIt systems. In some cases we have spurred on these
suppy ws cmmisiond i Setembr 197.Its industrial developments to enhance our technical

compact high voltage modulator structure offers a pulse advances.
length almost three times longer than the preceding
package within the confines of the same physical space.2SYTM SU AR
The AGS A5 injection kicker and the AGS GlO2SYT M SU AR
extraction kickers are also discussed. In order to expedite The AGS accelerator complex has a number of injection
design, assembly, and commissioning, and to facilitate and extraction kickers. With the consideration of building
interchangeability, standardized modules have been systems in the most expeditious manner,
adopted where possible. This paper gives an overview of interchangeability of equipment and components, and
the AGS and Booster fast injection and extraction kicker similarity of operation, standardization is stressed. The
systems including their parameters, structure and status. Pulsed Power Group and other AGS systems groups all

use Allen-Bradley Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
1 THlE AGS FAST KICKER SYSTEMS based systems for control of command and status in new

OVERVIEW and upgraded equipment. Stanford Research DG535
delay generators are used to time, synchronize and trigger

Through a decade of research and development effort, we charging power supplies and high level thyratron trigger
have built up a series of fast kicker power supply systems pulse generators. Finally, standard in-house designs are
to serve the AGS accelerator complex. A unique feature used for auxiliary power supplies and thyratron trigger
of these fast kicker systems is that they are all lumped pulse generators. The high voltage charging power
magnet type. The main advantage is the cost savings in supplies are usually located in the nearby ring service
materials and manpower. The budgets of the AGS kicker buildings. The charging cable feeds into the ring use a
systems are typically a small fraction of the comparable commercially available 3-conductor, 15 kV, ac cable and
transmission line type kicker systems. The reliability of terminations.
our fast kicker power supply systems have been very Reliability, simplification, costs, compatibility with
high, especially when we take into account that all other systems, and safety is paramount factors in all new
injection/extraction fast kicker modulators are located system designs. Because the AGS accelerators are
inside of the AGS and Booster rings and have been synchronized to the power line, unregulated power
subjected to a high level of radiation over many years. supplies are used in trigger circuits and thyratron
However, continually increasing intensities of the particle auxiliary power supplies without the risk of unwanted
beams, and in turn radiation levels, has made the jitter. Where possible, reconstituted mica dielectric
maintenance of the high voltage modulators difficult. instead of oil filled capacitors are used in high radiation
Hence, consideration is being given to the development Of areas. High voltage circuitry is high potential tested to
future fast kicker systems that are transmission line type, levels as high as twice the anticipated operating level
minimizing the amount of equipment in the accelerator where possible. Careful system grounding (star
ring enclosure. configuration) is used for both safety and noise reduction

(as much as 20db lower than previous systems).

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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The magnets of the existing AGS kickers are single AGS cycle, they are operating at 200% of their original
turn lumped inductance type ferrite magnet. They are power rating. Table 1 lists the system parameters.
inside of vacuum chambers. The beam image current
related phenomena have been observed on all kicker Table 1: Booster F3 Extraction Fast Kicker Parameters
power supply systems.

Proton Heavy Ion
2.1 The Upgraded AGS Booster Extraction Fast Rigidity (9.5 T-m) 7.7 T-m

Kicker System Deflection Angle 5.0 mrad 3.8 mrad

The Booster fast extraction kicker is located in the F3 Magnetic Field 127.44

section of the accelerator. It consists of four full aperture Strength (206 Gauss) Gauss

picture frame lumped ferrite magnets with their adjacent Pulse Current (1095 A) 683 A

modulators, and remotely located power supplies, Pulse Rise Time

controls, timing and other system equipment. (3% - 97%) < 140 nS < 140 nS

This system underwent a major upgrade in 1997. Pulse Flat Top (2250 nS) (2250 nS)

System specifications were changed. Kicker strength was Flat top Ripple < ± 3 % < ± 2 %
raised a few percent for protons. The PFN was modified 28.30 kV
to provide a pulse length of at least 1800 Ns for a full- PFN Voltage (35 kV) 20.49 kV
turn extraction capability for heavy ions. The previous Maximum Number
maximum pulse length was 800 Ns. of Pulses per AGS

A simplified schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1. Cycle (2.0 second or
longer) (7) 5

SP . . . , Pulse Repetition
_J Rate inside Burst < 7.5 Hz <7.5 Hz

"PFN Bold letter parameters indicate actual operating values.

4[ i T 2.2 The AGS Injection Fast Kicker SystemCXI1154
The AGS injection fast kicker is located at the A5 section

_._)/ Jj of the ring. It consists of three full aperture picture frame
lumped magnets and their associated PFN modulators,

MAGIO similar to the aforementioned F3 system. It features an
innovative tail-biting circuit design, which has proved to
be successful and reliable. This systems has been

Figure 1. The Booster Extraction Fast Kicker operating for almost eight years.
In 1995, the modulator circuit was modified. The

original design used a double ended thyratron, which was
The equipment changes were extensive but the replaced by a single ended type. The unidirectional

available space in the accelerator was limited to the conducting property of single ended thyratron blocks
mechanical package outline of the previous modulators, reverse current reflection from the PFN and inductive
Because of volume constraints, it was necessary to load. This current is forced to flow through a tail-biting
simplify the circuits and to select components with tighter circuit that is parallel with the magnet. This circuit has
margins. The need for a higher stored energy would have helped to improve injection stability. Table 2 summarises
required a larger volume for the PFN. The previous PFN the system parameters.
capacitors were rated 50 kV with 100% reversal. The new
capacitors were rated 40 kV with 50% reversal thus Table 2: AGS A5 Injection Fast Kicker Parameters
giving a comparable volume for a longer pulse length.

In anticipation of future dust build-up and moisture, Proton Heavy Ion
high voltage surfaces were properly rounded and smooth. Rigidity (8.1 T-m) (8.1 T-m)
Careful thought was given to component placement, Deflection Angle 2.85 mrad 2.85 mrad
creepage length and spacing. Each modulator was hi- Magnetic Field
potted to 60 kV before installation. The design operating Strength (242 Gauss) (242 Gauss)
voltage was 28.6 kV. The floating common deck was hi- Pulse Current (1100 A) (1100 A)
potted to 50 kV because of transient voltages. Pulse Rise Time

These PFN's are now operating successfully above (3%- 97%) < 140 nS :< 160 nS
their design specifications. The PFN voltage has been Pulse Flat Top
raised to 35 kV and the magnet current has increased Length 360 nS > 1100 nS
accordingly. It should be noted that with seven pulses per
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Pulse Fall Time (- 140 nS) - 500 nS 20 nS > 40 nS
Flat top Ripple < ± 3 % < ±2 % Pulse Flat Top (4OnS) (>lOOnS)
PFN Voltage (32.5 kV) (32.5 kV) Flat top Ripple <+ 1 % < ± 5 %
Maximum Stability and 1% 1%
Number of Pulses Reproducibility (±+0.12 %) (--0.12 %)
per AGS Cycle (7) 5 Pulse Base Width 380 nS 380 nS
Pulse Repetition 28.7 kV 28.7 kV
Rate inside Burst < 7.5 Hz . <7.5 Hz Capacitor Voltage (35 kV) (35 kV)

Bold letter parameters indicate actual operating values. Max. Number of
Pulses per AGS

Figure 2 is a simplified schematic diagram of the AGS Cycle 12 12-
injection fast kicker modulator. Pulse Repetition Rate

,21N inside Burst < 30 Hz < 30 Hz
E\ PS - '- 2 - PFN T Bold letter parameters indicate actual operating values..

... ............ CX1154

*.•~~~N TAIL-BITE 12O4

Figure 2. The AGS Injection Fast Kicker 6. NF

2.3 The AGS Extraction Fast Kicker System

The GlO fast extraction kicker was another recent Figure 3. The AGS G10 Extraction Fast Kicker
addition to the AGS. It was installed in 1995 and has been
running successfully. It serves the AGS fast extract beam
(FEB) program, the g-2 experiment and RHIC. These
kickers allow extraction of a series of individual beam 3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
bunches (the number depends on the AGS harmonicbnhs(hnumber) atpends theope the magnet cycl difs We would like to thank Mr. J. Addessi, Mr. P. Benjamin,

Mr. C. Eld, Mr. K. Hartmann, Mr. S. Perlstein, Mr. D.
from slow extracted beam (SEB) which smears the Warburton, and Mr. R. Zapasek of pulsed power group
bunches and extracts it more slowly. for their technical support.

The system concept is similar to others in that it uses a
multiple of magnets and modulators. It uses small
aperture C-type ferrite magnets. As with the other kickers, 4 REFERENCES
each magnet is driven by a separate modulator. [1] M. Tanaka, Y.Y. Lee, "The AGS-Booster Complex for g-2

experiment and RHIC injection", Proceeding, IEEE Particle
Table 3 is a tabulation of the system parameters. Figure Accelerator Conference, 1993.3 is a simplified schematic diagram.

[2] W. Zhang, J. Bunicci, A.V. Soukas, S. Y. Zhang, "The Booster to
AGS Beam Transfer Fast Kicker Systems", Conference Record,

Table 3: AGS G10 Extraction Fast Kicker Parameters IEEE 20th Power Modulator Symposium, 1992.

[3] W. Zhang, J. Bunicci, W.W. Frey, A.V. Soukas, S. Y. Zhang,

RHIC G-2 "The Booster-to-AGS Beam Transfer Fast Kicker Modulators",

Extraction (24 - 30) Proceeding, IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, 1991.

Momentum 30 Gev Gev [4] M. Tanaka, Y.Y. Lee, "The AGS new fast extraction system for g-

Deflection Angle 2.0 mrad 2.0 mrad 2 experiment and RHIC injection", Proceeding, IEEE Particle

Magnetic Field 830 Gauss 830 Gauss Accelerator Conference, 1991.

Strength (955 Gauss) (955 Gauss) [5] W. Zhang, W.W. Frey, A.V. Soukas, S. Y. Zhang, J. Bunicci,
"Test Modulator of AGS Injection Fast Kicker", Conference

1650 A 1650 A Record, IEEE 19th Power Modulator Symposium, 1990.
Pulse Current (1900A) (1900A)
Pulse Waveform Half Sine Half Sine
Pulse Rise Time < 180 nS < 180 nS
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THE BOOSTER APPLICATION FACILITY (BAF) BEAM TRANSPORT LINE
OF THE BNL-AGS BOOSTER*

N. Tsoupas4, K.A. Brown, J. R. Cullen; Y.Y. Lee, A. J. Mc Nerney, P.H. Pile, T. Roser,
A. Soukas, and J.E. Tuozzolo

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 USA

Abstract
2 THE (BAF) BEAM TRANPORT LINE

An experimental facility', to irradiate materials with
energetic ion beams, has been proposed to be built at the The BAF beam transport line will consists of a set of
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The BAF facility will magnetic elements (Dipoles, Quadrupoles, Octupoles,
mainly consist of the AGS-Booster slow extraction, of and orbit correction Dipoles) to be placed in the BAF
a beam transport line, and a target room. The beam tunnel (Fig. 1). These elements will transport the slow
transport line will transport the slow extracted beam of extracted ion beam[2] from the AGS-Booster and focus
the AGS-Booster to the target location for the it on the BAF target, which will be located 100 m
irradiation of various materials and specimens. A variety downstream from the slow-beam extraction point of the
of ion beams like (p, 28Si, 56Fe, Cu, 97Au) in the AGS Booster.
energy range of 0.04 to 3.07 GeV/nucleon will be
transported by the BAF line which is designed to
provide variable beam spot sizes on the BAF target with
sizes varying from 2.0 cm to 20.0 cm in diameter. The
beam spot sizes will include 95% of the beam intensity ......
with the beam distributed normally (Gaussian) on the
target area. It is also possible by introducing magnetic
octupoles at specified locations along the beam transport N
line, to modify the distribution on the BAF target and .
provide well confined beams with rectangular cross
section and with uniform distribution on the target[l].

1 INTRODUCTION

The function of the AGS Booster synchrotron is to
accelerate a variety of ion species (protons to Au) to a "
maximum rigidity of Bp=7.5 T.m for protons to 17.5 ..

T.m for Au ions and then inject the accelerated bunches . /
into the AGS synchrotron which further accelerates the ,

beam bunches to a rigidity of Bp=100Tm(proton / W.01 / '' ..... /i c.',* .e

momentum equivalent p=29.9 GeV/c). Subsequently the ,. .
accelerated beam will be injected into the Relativistic . / .
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) which will accelerate and / - ..
store the bunches to the desired energy for the beam- .
beam experiments. Since the storage cycle in the RHIC
synchrotron may last many hours, all the pre- / ,
accelerators will be available during this time to provide
high energy beams to other facilities at BNL. The
proposed BAF facility shown in Figure 1 is one which
will operate during the storage cycle of RHIC
synchrotron. The construction of the BAF facility is Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the BAF facility with
scheduled for completion commissioning and operation a section of the AGS Booster shown at the bottom of the
by the year 2001. figure.

The following magnetic elements are used in the beam
* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy transport optics of the BAF transport line in the
4 email tsoupas@bnl.gov sequence they appear in the line.

In this document, this facility will be referred to as the
Booster Applications Facility (BAF).
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A septum magnet, three quadrupoles, two dipoles (50 The transport system of the BAF transport line, which
bend each), a quadrupole, two dipoles (50 bend each), satisfies the conditions (a) to (d) above, was designed by
five quadrupoles, an octupole two quadrupoles, an using the computer codes MAD[3] or TRANSPORT[4].
octupole and two quadrupoles. In total there will be five A particular horizontal/vertical beam envelope along the
dipoles thirteen quadrupoles and two octupoles. All BAF transport line is shown in Fig. 2. This beam
quads are 40 cm long and have an aperture of 10 cm envelope contains 95% of the beam intensity,
except the last quadrupole which is 50 cm long and has corresponds to the emittances and beam parameters
an aperture of 15 cm. Each of the octupoles is 50 cm shown in Table I and a beam momentum spread 8p/p
long with an aperture of 10 cm. The septum dipole is 2.3 =±0.05%. The beam envelope shown in Fig. 2
m long with a gap of 2.1 cm. Each of the 50 dipoles is corresponds to the lowest momentum that will be
1.25 m long with a gap of 8.3 cm. extracted from the Booster and thus represents the

maximum beam envelope that the BAF line will
3 THE BEAM OPTICS OF (BAF) transport.

The beam spot size on the target can be varied, within

The beam optics of the BAF transport line has been the low and upper limits mentioned above(c), by tuning

designed to satisfy the following constraints: the strength of the last two quadrupoles of the BAF line.

a) Transport ion beams with maximum rigidity2

Bp=13 Tm. 4 THIRD ORDER OPTICS
b) Transport ion beams with maximum emittances of

Eý=31r(mm)(mrad) and ey=15 ic(mm)(mrad) in the The first order optics of the BAF transport line,
horizontal and vertical plane respectively'. discussed in the previous section, has been designed to

c) Generate variable beam sizes at the target, with low allow the placement of two octupoles 01 and 02 (see
and upper limits of 2 cm to 20 cm in diameter. Fig. 2.) at specified locations along the transport line.
These beam spot sizes will include 95% of the The beam parameters, at these locations, as calculated
beam. from the first order beam optics must satisfy certain

d) The beam parameters at two locations along the conditions[l] for the octupoles to create the desired
beam line will satisfy certain conditions[l]. These rectangular and uniform beam spot on the target.
conditions will allow the insertion of octupole
magnetic elements which, when turned on, will
provide beam spots with rectangular cross section at
the target. The beam will be well confined and ,
uniformly distributed over these rectangular areas.

th age.Te emwllb el ofie n

0.o

The beam parameters at the beginning of the BAF .

transport line (see TABLE I) were calculated by > > .
modeling the Booster synchrotron[2] using the MAD[3] E 0L

computer code. In this model the slow extracted beam "
process was simulated by introducing sextupoles in the •
Booster lattice, which generated a third order resonance
in the beam. /

Table I: Beam Parameters at Entrance of BAF

f3[m] cc rl[m] rI' .N • 'K•

Hor(x) 10.0 1.87 30.0 -3.4 V '73
Ver(y) 4.4 -0.67 0.0 0.0

_______________ o 0 0 0 0
2Astripping foil located at the entrance of the BAFline - -

I

3will reduce the rigidity of many charged ions species. I--]z (0/,6)"Au3-muag A'X
SThe low value of the horizontal em-ittance is a result of

the slow beam extraction process and includes the
increase of the emittance when the beam goes through a Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical half beam envelopes as
stripping foil located at the beginning of the BAF calculated using first order beam optics. The beam
transport line, in front of the septum magnet. envelopes contains 95% of the beam
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2 The third order calculations[l] are required to include
the effect of the octupoles; on the beam and therefore
predict the beam size and its uniformity at the target.
For a particular strength of each of the octupoles and the

3 last two quadrupoles, a rectangular beam profile is
C; generated at the target. Within this rectangle all beam

.. intensity is confined and distributed rather uniformly
over the target. By varying the strength of the above
four elements, any rectangular beam spot within the

it dimensions of 5cm<x<20cm and 5cm<y<20cm can be
generated.

41 A projection of the horizontal and vertical beam profiles
at the target location is shown in Fig. 3a and 3b

. - -. respectively. Each figure shows the beam profile with
0 the octupoles "off' and the octupoles "on" for

.' .0017 comparison purposes.,

"0 5 REMARKS

A new beam optics for the BAF transport line is being
8 8 •investigated[5] to replace the one presented above. This

(u3)/-pnud new beam optics will utilize fewer quadrupoles and
dipoles with larger apertures but will retain all the beam

Figure 3a: Horizontal projection of the beam profile on requirements discussed earlier.
target with the octupole "off' and "on". In the slow extraction process, the beam momentum

may vary by 1% during the cycle of the Booster main
magnet, with the beam of lower. momentum to be
extracted at the end of the extraction cycle. This

CM variation of the beam momentum during the extraction
cycle of the Booster can be the cause of beam-spot
movement at the BAF target.
This beam-spot movement on target can be eliminated

by either ramping down the strength of both, the septum
. .magnet and the 200 dipole or by making achromatic the

--------- -................ section of the beam line starting from the septum and
finishing at the exit of the 200 bend.
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Design of a Resonant Extraction System for the AGS Booster *

K. Brownt, J. Cullen, J.W. Glenn, YY Lee, A. McNerney, J. Niederer, T. Roser, A. Soukas,
J. Tuozzolo, N.Tsoupas, AGS Dept., BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract DI, D2, D7 and D8 will be connected to provide local orbit
The Booster Application Facility (BAF) will employheavy bump control at D3 and D6. The D3 thin septum magnet

will be movable over a small range, to allow maximizing
ion beams of many different ion species and at beam ener- the extraction efficiency for a given resonance step size.
gies ranging from 0.04 to 3.07 GeV/nucleon. Resonant ex-
traction is required in order to deliver a continuous stream Table 1: AGS Booster Parameters
of particles. In this report we describe the beam require- Parameter Value
ments and the system design. The basic design is a third Circumference 201.78 (1/4 AGS) m
integer resonant extraction process which employs a single Ave. Radius 32.114 m
thin magnetic septum and a thick septum ejector magnet. Magnetic Bend R 13.75099 m
The expected extraction efficiency is about 85 %, based on Lattice Type Seperated Function, FODO
the thin septum thickness and the predicted step size of the No. Superperiods 6
resonant beam at the septum. This is more than sufficient No. of Cells 24
for the low intensity low energy heavy ion beams needed Betatron Tunes,X,Y 4.82, 4.83
for the BAF. In this report we will present a detailed discus- Vacuum Chamber 70 x 152 mm Dipoles
sion of the design of the various elements and a discussion 152 mm (circular) Quads
of the detailed modeling of resonant extraction from the Max. Rigidity 17 Tm
AGS Booster. The extraction process was modeled using Injection Rigidity 2.2 Tm (200 MeV protons)
a BNL version of MAD which allowed us to interactively 0.9 Tm (I MeV/nuc Au(32+))
observe detailed particle tracking of the process. This was Acceleration Rate 8.9 T/s up to 7.5 Tm (7.5 Hz)
a key tool to have in hand which permitted us to pose and 1 T/s up to 17 Tm (0.7 Hz)
answer various questions in a very short period of time.

The maximum kinetic energy of the extracted beams cor-
1 INTRODUCTION responds to the maximum Booster rigidity of 17 Tm for the

heavier ions, which are fully stripped at the stripping foil
The AGS Booster has operated since 1991 as an injector of located at the entrance of the D6 septum magnet, and 13
protons and heavy ions into the AGS. The operating param- Tm for lighter ions. The maximum rigidity of the BAF
eters are summarized in table 1. The design of the resonant transport line is 13 Tm. Lower energies are possible at
extraction system from the Booster for BAF requires some lower intensity. Intensities as low as 106 ions per pulse will
rearrangement of existing apparatus in the Booster. In the be available to experimenters through collimation just after
Booster D6 straight section (2.6 m in length), we will be the D6 septum magnet. Table 1 summarizes the operating
removing the Booster Beam dump and a wall current mon- parameters for Booster BAF operation.
itor. These will be relocated in the Booster B6 straight sec-
tion. The D6 straight section will then contain a new thick Table 2: SEB Operating Parameters for Typical Ions

septum magnet, a stripping foil and flag (for beam profiles) Ion Charge K.E. Range Est. Inten.
mechanism. In addition we will modify the quarter cell in Booster (GeV/nucl.) [109 Ions/pulse]
vacuum chambers. In the D3 straight section we will re- p 1 0.73 ...3.07 100
move the current beam dump kicker magnet (which will not 28 Si 14 0.09... 1.23 4
be relocated), move an ionization profile monitor instru- 56 Fe 21 0.10...1.10 0.4
ment to the upstream end of the section, and install a new 63 Cu 22 0.10... 1.04 1
thin septum magnet. The D4 half cell will be modified for 197 Au 32 0.04...0.30 2
a larger aperture quadrupole vacuum chamber. In addition
four horizontal sextupoles will have new power supplies so
that they may be used to create a sextupole resonance, as 2 BOOSTER RESONANT EXTRACTION
well as track the normal chromaticity system. Finally, the The main challenge in our design is to have a flexible ex-
existing backleg windings in the Booster Dipole magnets traction system, capable of extracting ions uniformly for

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. a duration of several hundred to one thousand millisec-
t Email: kbrown@bnl.gov onds, without significant impact on the existing subsys-
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tems, including the single turn fast extraction system for the Booster. The phase advance to the D6 thick septum
beam transfer to the AGS. is about 71 degrees. An angular kick from the thin sep-

The Booster consists of six superperiods and each super- tum translates into a large displacement at D6. This can be
period has two long open or missing dipole straight sec- seen more clearly in figures 1 and 2, which show the phase
tions. The machine will be modified in order to place the space separatrices and the extracted beam trajectories at the
extraction magnet at D6. This permits the construction of thin septum and the thick septum.
the experimental area in one of the few available spaces The thin septum has an effective thickness of 0.76 mm
outside the Booster. and maximum kick of 3 mrad, for a length of 1 m. The thick

Slow extraction is achieved by the controlled excitation septum has an effective thickness of 15.2 mm, is operated
of a non-linear betatron third integer resonance. A slow in a dc mode, and gives a kick of 155 mrad, for a length of
spill is controlled by steering the beam slowly so that par- 2.5 m. The drive sextupoles have a maximum normalized
ticles with different momenta move progressively onto the strength of K, = B 2 .L/Bp = 0.29m- 2 where L = 0.1m.
resonance. Third integer resonant extraction has been used D3 Magnetic Septum Extracted Beam

at the AGS for many years for the high energy and heavy 0.020

ion physics programs, as well as for the radiobiology pro- 0.020

gram. The AGS system is efficient and reliable with a typ-
ical extraction efficiency over 96 %. [1, 2]

The Booster extraction system will make use of the hor-
izontal third integer resonance at the tune of Qh = 13/3. 0.010

This tune is significantly lower than the nominal Booster .
tune, as shown in table 1. This is required because the .
Booster tune quadrupoles do not have enough strength to
maintain the horizontal betatron tune at the value of 14/3 0.000

at the highest energies. To reach even 13/3 at 12 Tm a .
new power supply for the tune quadrupoles is needed. The "
required crossing of the half integer resonance at Qh =
9/2 during acceleration is accomplished easily with the -0.0100

-0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10
fast slew rate available from the tune quadrupole systems, x (m)
which has been experimentally verified. [3]

A third integer resonance is excited by the 1 3 th harmonic Figure 1: Simulation of resonant beam at the D3 thin sep-
of two sextupole pairs located at C8, F8, B4, and E4. We tum
plan to utilize four of the existing 24 horizontal lattice sex-
tupoles as drive sextupoles. The maximum field of the D6 Magnetic Septum

existing sextupoles is sufficient for their use as drive sex- 0.020

tupoles. At the resonance, a stable triangular region of the
horizontal phase space is defined within three linear separa-
trices and the area and orientation of this region can be con- OO..
trolled by the drive sextupoles. In the vicinity of the reso-
nance there is a small range of tunes over which the separa-trix degenerates into three narrow legs which have a phase •. " "oo"

trix d genera es int thre narro legs hich h ve a hase -W 0.0000 ......................................................... ..................................

advance of 2/3 ir radians with respect to each other. A par- x.
ticle leaving the stable area within the separatrix moves out
along one of these legs as it spirals out of the machine. This -o.010
particle will move from one leg to the next every turn, each
revolution stepping further out along the separatrix legs.
(see figure 1). -0.020

The extraction efficiency depends on the thickness of the -0.10 -0.005 .00 0.05 0.10

first septum as compared to the growth of the resonant be- X (m) Extracted Beam

tatron amplitude in the final few turns before extraction. So Figure 2: Simulation of resonant beam at the D6 thick sep-
the first septum is made as thin as possible and is aligned tum
precisely so that the maximum growth per turn can be ob-
tained for the available aperture and for the given beam Figure 1 shows the phase space growth at the thin mag-
emittance. The step size of a particle at the septum de- netic septum with the four drive sextupoles energized. The
pends on its momentum, betatron amplitude and its prox- tune is set to Qh = 13/3 for the particle on the closed orbit,
imity to the resonant tune value as well as the drive sex- and slightly higher for the particle with emittance of 15 7r
tupole strength. mm-mrad. The two pairs of sextupoles are powered with

The thin septum is located in the D3 straight section of opposite sign at a strength of 0.25 m-2. The spiral pitch is
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slightly over 4.0 mm, which would give an extraction effi- 40 Extracted Beam Distributions for 1000 particles

ciency of 85 %. Figure 2 similarly shows the phase space 30 z
at D6, the location of the thick septum. These simulations 20

were done using a BNL version of MAD, which incorpo- 10
rates interactive graphics. Using the single particle tracking 0
facilities and the interactive graphics we were able to very - Phase Space at D6
quickly study and test different extraction schemes. Phase Space at D31

0.005

3 PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS 0

The experimenters that will be using the BAF facilities re-
quire highly uniform beam distributions over a 10 cm di- -0.005
ameter beam. In order to accomplish this the beam line
will incorporate octupole magnets to create a rectangular _.

-0.010
distribution at the target. [41 In order to model the behavior 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.ý08 0 20 40 60x (rm)

of the octupoles we needed to clearly understand the phase Figure 3: Beam Distributions of Extracted Beam
space of the extracted beam.

The vertical emittance of the extracted beam is un- 4 SPILL STRUCTURE
changed by the extraction process. To first order, the hori-
zontal emittance is zero, as the phase space area of the ex- To achieve a constant stable output beam intensity, sophis-
tracted beam is completely determined by the momentum ticated control systems are needed in combination with
spread. A significant amount of dispersion is generated by low-ripple power supplies for the main magnets and the
the extraction process. The extracted beam passes through extraction magnets. A closed-loop servo will be required
a stripping foil before entering the D6 thick septum mag- which is gated on at the beginning of the flattop. A mea-
net. The thickness of this foil can be adjusted to not only surement of the beam spill is compared to a reference sig-
completely strip the ions, but also to provide a large enough nal and generates a correction output signal that controls
horizontal emittance to allow for a uniform spot at the tar- the Booster main magnet current on flattop and the low fre-
get area. From simulations we determined the beam pa- quency part of the spill (to create a constant current beam).
rameters as shown in table 3. The horizontal emittance is The high frequency control is achieved by reducing the
given as 3 -r mm mrad, which would require a 0.08 mm ripple of the power supplies. We are also looking into a
thick copper stripping foil for a 1 GeV/nucleon Fe beam. high frequency feedback to the tune quadrupoles, which

has been used successfully at CERN and BNL. In addition
Table 3: Extracted Beam Characteristics we could incorporate a high frequency RF cavity to smooth

Horizontal Vertical out 60 Hz harmonics, again a technique that has been suc-
Emittance 3 ir mm mrad 15 7r mm mrad cessfully used at both CERN and BNL.
Beta 10.0 m 4.4 m
Alpha 1.87 -0.67 5 STATUS
D. 30m 0 m
D'_ -3.4 0.0 As of the time of this meeting the BAF project has been

approved and is funded by the National Aeronautics and
To further understand the behavior of the beam down the Space Administration. Construction has not yet begun, pri-

BAF line, we performed simulations of 100000 particles, to marily due to the operations schedule for the Booster and
study beam losses and the uniformity of the beam on target. AGS, but will begin this summer. The first commissioning
To do tracking simulations with large numbers of particles of the facility will occur in mid-2001.
is not easily done with a modeling program such as MAD,
so we developed a simple program to track many particles, 6 REFERENCES
in order to provide a set of input particles for the beam
line simulations, and to get a picture of the beam distribu- [1] H. Weisberg and J.W. Glenn, "Exploitation of Nonlinear
tions of the beam entering the septum magnets. Figure 3 Growth of Betatron Oscillations to Obtain Efficient Slow Ex-
shows the beam distributions of the extracted beam in the traction at the AGS", Nucl. Inst. & Methos 169, 319(1980).
D3 and D6 septums, before any stripping foils. Even before [2] L.Ahrens et al, "AGS Resonant Extraction with High Inten-
any stripping the beam distributions appear to be Gaussian, sity Beams", THP140 in these proceedings.
even though initially the distribution is rectangular. This [3] AGS Internal studies report.
is an important result, since the octupoles are most effec- [4] N.Tsoupas et al, "The Booster Applications Facility (BAF)
tive at creating a uniform beam distribution when the input Beam Transfer Line of BNL-AGS Booster", these proceed-
beam is Gaussian. [4] ings.
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THE MUON SOURCE WITH SMALL PHASE-SPACE PRODUCED FROM
THE COMPRESSED TARGET FOR MUON-MUON COLLIDER

Hiroshi Takahashi and Jun Zhang

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

Abstract A 1018 watt/cm2 laser beam-power can create an electric

For the muon-muon collider, we proposed using a target field of 10i V/cm by using inverse cherenkov
compressed by high intensity laser or heavy-ions radiation[3]. An extensive study is underway on the
irradiation, to collect the pions produced in very small acceleration of electrons using a laser, such as a plasma
phase-space and then to cool them by another high acceleration, two beat wave-beams acceleration using a
intensity laser in the PAC 97. Although the pions are strong laser intensity[4,5]. By modulating a high intensityproduced initially with small phase space, they will be laser, we might control the secondary particles produced

prouce intialy ithsmal pasespae, heywil be by a high-power accelerator in a similar way as laser
spread transversely in a short time because of their large acceleration.

transverse momentum; consequently a broad high-

intensity laser irradiation is needed to collect and By using the RF cavity, the secondary particles produced
accelerate them, and thus the process is not economical. are confined with a high magnetic field of a few tens
To keep the transverse dimension small, a high solenoidal Tesla, and the phase rotation cavity is located far from the
magnetic field is needed. This field can be created using target area; the secondary beam is elongated during its
circularly polarized laser irradiation to the target's travel from the point of generation to this cavity, and long
surface. Amagnetic field of mega-tesla order of magnetic cavity is required which has low frequency RE.
field can be created by the laser intensity of 105 watt/cm2,
using approach developed Eliser; the Lahmer radius of When secondary particles are created from a small sized
the produced pions becomes less than 0.01 mm, and they target of high density, the particles are small in size and
can be accelerated by another laser irradiation while in can be controlled directly just after their creation by a

this confined state. Since the target is compressed at not a strong laser field. The cavity is not needed.

high temperature, the energy required for this
compression is much smaller than the inertial
confinement fussion-device, and the higher density
reduces the target's mass. This approach is more effective
than the one used in the RF field for producing cold In an inertial-confinements fusion experiment, a high
muons. This approach also can be applied for anti-baryon density of 600 times that of the density of liquid hydrogen
production. was achieved by compressing the target with 15 KJ

pulsed-laser irradiation [6,7]. When a target is
1. INTRODUCTION compressed to 1000 times its original density, and high-

energy protons impinge on it, then pions are produced at a
To achieve a luminosity of l0d5 cm 2s"1 for a 2 + 2 Tev 1000 times higher density.
muon-muon collider machine as well as a luminosity of When the size if the original uncompressed target is
10 " cm-2s-1 for a 250+250 GeV collider [1], it is lcm.lcm.10 cm, by compressing the target 1000 times,
necessary to produce and collect a large number of the size of the compressed target "n to which the protons
muons. The basic method presently used starts with a are injected becomes 0.001cm-0.001cm.0.Olcm = l0f cc.
proton beam impinging on a thick target (one to two Further, the total number of Pb atoms in the compressed
interaction lengths), followed by a long solenoid which target is (0.3-1023104 = 0.3-1015) -103 = 0.3-1018; if we
results mainly from the decay of pions. Since a assume that Pb atoms in the compressed state have 100
substantially large amount of the energy is deposited to ev potential energy, then the total potential energy of the
the small target, heat removal from it is one of most compressed target is 3.10'9 eV(/6-10" eV/J) = 5 Joules. If
important problems in designing the target to efficiently compressed targe t 1000 e/ e dv en5rJou is
collect pions. The energy needed, and the cost of it is further assumedthat 1000 times the driving energy is
collecting the secondary beam using the high solenoid required to achieve this compressed state, then the total
magnetic field and RF cavity is very high. To reduce the driving energy to compress this target is 5K joule.
energy cost of producing and collecting the muons which
result from the decay of the pions, the approach of using a According to hydrodynamic simulations [8] for laser-
highly compressed target[2], which is practiced in inertial driven implosions, a DT solid layer of 0.250 mm
fusion, is promising. thickness for 2.250 mm < r < 2.5mm contained in a

polyethylene shell of 0.045 mm thick can be compressed
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by a 600g/cc, with a radius from 0.06 to 0.1 mm after a 4 SOLENOIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD
35.5 nsec layer irradiation. This high density can be CREATED BY CIRCULAR POLARIZED
maintained for about 2 n sec. BEAM

The passing time of 30 GeV protons with a beam length To confine the secondary particles in a small cylindrical
of 100 cm is shortened to 100cm/3-10 10(cm/sec)/30 = 0.11 space, a solenoidal magnetic field is needed. By imposing
n sec; this time is far shorter than the above compressing a high-intensity solenoidal Bz magnetic field to the
time of 2 n sec. secondary beam just after its production, its transverse

dimension can be kept small. Elizer [9] suggested that a
3 PION PRODUCTIONS mega-gauss magnetic solenoidal field can be generatedusing a circularly polarized laser light (CPLL).

To produce the pions, the heavy nuclei, such as Pb, are
more effective than light nuclei, but to compress these
high-Z materials a higher energy is required. When a light
nuclei target, such as Be, is compressed to 1000 times its B(Gauss) = 2.104.I[ 1014 -2
normal density, the radiation length is shortened by factor B 2 [
1000, but the probability of proton collisions is reduced .[Xm] J[n/100 cm-3
about a 10 fold smaller factor for Be target with the same
size radius; thus 90% of the incident protons pass through where B is the magnetic field, X is the laser wave-length, I
without colliding with the target. To increase the is the laser intensity, and n is the plasma density.
probability of collision, the cylindrical geometry target
should be compressed by employing a Z-pinch-type Using a X = 10. micron wave-length laser with a high
inertial fusion method, instead of spherical geometrical intensity of 1016W/cm 2  to n = 1020 plasma density, a
compression. magnetic field of 200MG can be produced. The X radius

of pions and muons with 100MeV transverse kinetic
To use the uncollided protons, tandem targets which are of in this with magnet fieldvis 0.003 c
equivalent to a cylindrical target geometry can be used, energy in this high magnetic field is 0.003cm. By
or the protons can be recirculated adding accelerating irradiating the target just after their production with this
energy. The latter option needs a more complicated high-intensity laser of 1016W/cm2 in a radius of 0.006cm,
engineering design, so it is more practical to use a the pions and muons can be confined in a cylinder with a
cylindrical target with longer axial length. The production 0.006cm radius. The total laser power to create this field
rate of pions from the light nuclei is smaller than that is 10i4 Watt, and if we confine the beam for 30 n sec, we
from heavy nuclei because of the smaller numbers of need to have 30 KJ of laser energy.
intra-nuclear cascade processes that occur in the nuclear
collisions. Although the light-nuclei target reduces the As shown in Eq. 1, the laser power required to create a
production probability per one injecting proton compared high magnetic field is proportional to cubic power of the
with the heavy nuclei target, the use of the light nuclei wave-length of laser, and inversely proportional to
target with long axial length might be more practical than plasma's, electron-density. The use of a longer wave-
using a heavy nuclei target. These alternatives should be length laser is beneficial, but the plasma's electron density
studied by the nuclear-cascade code and by simulating affects the penetration of the laser into the target plasma
compression processes, not only laser or heavy-ion frequency also becomes high and then a laser with a
compression or z-pinch machines. frequency less than this plasma frequency not can

The compressed target is impinged upon by the high- penetrate; hence, a circularly polarized laser not can
energy protons with an energy above 30GeV, and create a high current and a high solenoidal field. A high
focused into radius of 0.06mm. When the primary proton frequency laser can penetrate more deeply into plasma, so
number in one pulse is 10'" then the density of protons that a high Bz field can be created; however the laser
becomes 1014 P/cc. By focusing the beam, the problem of power then required to generate a high Bz field is
charge space can be resolved, proportional to the cube of the laser's frequency, and so

the laser power needed becomes prohibitively high for
By employing a compressed target and a proton beam, practical purposes.
secondary particles are produced with a high luminosity.
However, the secondary particles have a high transverse In this paper, we did not optimize our study for designing
momentum; thus, they will quickly be spread, and so target compression nor for the use of the high intensity
large RF powers are required to focus and control the laser for controlling the secondary particles; we simply
secondary beam, similar to the case of using an analyzed the orders of magnitude of the required laser
uncompressed target. energy. This value is much smaller than the conventional

RF field. In further analyses, we need to simulate
compression ( laser, heavy ions, Z-pinch type), and laser-
plasma interactions, as well as making nuclear-cascade
calculations.
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To compress the target material initially requires a large
amount of energy for driving devices, such as a laser,
light- and heavy-ions drivers, the substantial expense of
energy required for controlling the secondary particles
can be saved in this approach. The reduction of the
emittance confers a tremendously high cost-benefit
advantage.

This approach of using the laser is especially useful for
collecting the anti-protons which cannot use ionization
cooling because of its annihilation of anti-protons.

The technology of accelerating a charged beam by laser is
still in its infancy, but this technology also should be
applied to target technology.

To compress the target material, we can employ a high-z
pinch device instead of irradiation by laser, light- and
heavy-ions. This suggested approach to compression is
much simpler than the others.
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Injection of Gold Ions in the AGS Booster with Linear Coupling*

C. Gardner, L. Ahrens, T. Roser, K. Zeno, BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA

Abstract therefore requires keeping track of the vertical beam enve-

Linear Coupling, introduced by skew quadrupoles, has lope in the dipoles as well as the horizontal envelope at the

been used for several years to enhance the multi-turn in- septum.

jection efficiency of gold and other heavy ions in the AGS We assume that the beam distribution emerging from the
Booster.tIn effisci ape r we goldesc other lateay masu enthe A inflector is contained in a four-dimensional beam ellipsoidBooster. In this paper we describe our latest measurements with an emittance small compared to the machine accep-

of the injection process and compare with models. wt neitnesalcmae otemcieacp
tance. At any point in the machine, the horizontal and ver-
tical oscillation envelopes of the center of the ellipsoid are

1 INTRODUCTION given by

An important consideration in our effort to meet the inten- IXI < VW H + V (1)

sity requirements for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider and
(RHIC) has been the efficiency of the multi-turn injection IyI V '%16 + (2)
of heavy ions in the AGS Booster. A number of years
ago we introduced linear coupling (using existing skew where
quadrupoles) into our injection scheme [11 and found, as
others have [2], that one can significantly enhance the in- f2 = /32 W 222 + 2a 2 W 2 2 W 1 2 + 722W 1

2
2 , (3)

jection efficiency. The principle parameters of the scheme
are the tunes, the skew quadrupole current, and the position ly, =,31W1l - 2OlWlIW12 + N12. (4)

and angle of the injection bump. In the past we have sim- The parameters a,, )1, "Y/, a2, /2, 'Y2, W11 , W12 , W21 ,
ply tuned these parameters on the basis of intensity using W22 , and d are determined by the one-turn transfer matrix
models of the injection process as a general guide. How- at the given point and can be obtained from the MAD code
ever, recently we developed a non-destructive way to ob- [3]. el and 62 are the Courant-Snyder Invariants associated
serve the turn-by-turn evolution of the injected beam and with the two normal-modes of oscillation of the beam el-
this has paved the way for more detailed tuning and analy- lipsoid center about the closed orbit.
sis of the injection parameters. We report here the results The extent of the beam ellipsoid with respect to its cen-
of our efforts and what we hope to accomplish for the up- ter is defined by a four-by-four symmetric positive-definite
coming commissioning of RHIC. matrix, E, which we assume is matched to the lattice. The

Heavy ion beams are injected into the Booster by means maximum possible horizontal and vertical excursions of a
of an electrostatic inflector and a programable injection beam particle with respect to the center of the ellipsoid are
bump. The injection bump initially places the closed or- then given by
bit near the septum at the exit of the inflector. As beam is
injected and begins to circulate, the orbit must be moved IU - XI 1 \br/ 'ill, IV - Yj • V< (5)
away to keep the circulating beam from hitting the septum.
The incoming beam is therefore deposited into a series of where ElI and E33 are matrix elements of E and Eb is the
phase space layers surrounding the orbit as the bump col- beam ellipsoid emittance. (Here U and V are the horizontal
lapses. The process continues until the orbit is so far from and vertical coordinates of a beam particle with respect to
the septum that any additional beam injected will be out- the closed orbit.) The beam envelope at a given point in the
side the acceptance of the machine, ring is then defined by the equations

The number of turns that can be injected into a given
layer will depend on the tunes and the coupling introduced IUI < q + f + r (6)
by the skew quadrupoles. By judicious choice of these pa-
rameters, one can maximize the time that the circulating and
beam stays clear of the septum. Of course, the introduction I VI < V/3y 1, + V + \"/,J33. (7)
of coupling has a price; it increases the size of the verti-
cal envelope of the beam. This means that in the dipoles 2 TURN-BY-TURN MEASUREMENTS
of the Booster lattice, where the vertical beta function is
large and the vertical aperture is small, one can start to lose The horizontal and vertical positions (with respect to the
beam if too much coupling is introduced. Finding the opti- closed orbit) of the beam ellipsoid center at a given point
mum settings for the tunes and the skew quadrupole current on the nth turn around the machine are given by

"* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. X. = A 1 cos(ni,•l + qS1) + A2 cos(nV)2 + qS2) (8)
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and (8-9) is fitted to the data. From the fitted parameters and
the lattice parameters at the PUE and at the inflector exit,

Y,= B1 cos(n451 + 171) + B2 cos(nf02 +- 712) (9) the program then calculates the initial positions and angles

where 1 = 27rQ 1 and 02 = 21rQ 2. Here we see that the of the beam at injection. Figure 1 shows typical position-

motion in each plane is the superposition of two modes of versus-turn data along with the fitted curve; the FFT of the

oscillation, and the tunes (Q1, Q2), amplitudes (A1, A2 , data is shown in Figure 2. Here the normal-mode tunes

B1, B 2) and phases (01, 02, 771, 772) are the 10 parameters are Q, = 4.699(1), Q2 = 4.801(1). With these tunes the

that characterize the oscillations. These parameters are not injected beam returns to its initial position every 10 turns;

all independent; the amplitudes and phases are each func- hence, a maximum of 10 turns can be injected into a phase-

tions of only 4 independent parameters, the initial positions space layer before the bumped orbit must be moved away

and angles Xo, X0, Yo, Yo of the beam ellipsoid center. In- from the septum. Figures 3 and 4 are the corresponding

cluding the tunes, there are therefore only 6 independent figures for another set of data. Here the normal-mode tunes

parameters and these ultimately are what one wants to ob- are Q, = 4.736(1), Q2 = 4.803(1) and the injected beam

tain from turn-by-turn measurements. returns to its initial position every 15 turns.

To observe the turn-by-turn evolution of the beam posi- -2.0

tion, it is necessary to chop the beam so that a short pulse
corresponding to each turn can be seen on PUE's (PickUp 10.0

Electrodes) in the Booster ring. The chopper is located in
the transport line upstream of the Booster, and consists of 8.0
two parallel plates with one plate above and the other below
the midplane of the beamline. The upper and lower plates E 6.0

are connected respectively to pulsed and DC high-voltage
.0power supplies, and the beam is deflected vertically by ap- 8 .

plying voltages to the plates. In the past, the chopper has 0"

been set up so that only a half-turn pulse of beam is trans- 2.0

mitted down the beamline and injected into the Booster; the
turn-by-turn evolution of the half-turn can then be observed 0.0
on the PUE's in the ring. In this mode of operation, beam
is transmitted down the line only when the upper plate is -2.0 . 1 1 2

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0

pulsed with a voltage which just cancels a DC, bias voltage Turn

applied to the lower plate. Putting only a half-turn pulse
(some 7.5 hs) down the line is, of course, destructive to the Figure 1: Position-vs-Turn Data and Fitted Curve.
Physics programs; they require the full long pulse from the
ion source (typically 500-1000 /s) which corresponds to
several tens of turns around the ring. However, the chopper 80.0

also can be set up so that all of the long pulse is transmit-
ted except for a half-turn portion which may be selected 70.0

from any part of the long pulse. In this mode, no bias volt- 60.0

age is applied to the lower plate and beam is transmitted
down the line except when a deflecting pulse is applied to 50.0

the upper plate. The deflecting pulse produces a half-turn"gap or "hole" in the long pulse that is essentially invisible E 40.0

to the Physics programs and at the same time provides a 30.0

turn-by-turn signal on the PUE's. We have found that the
turn-by-turn evolution of this "hole" is essentially the same 20.0

as that of a half-turn pulse of beam by itself. This mode of
operation allowed us to make several turn-by-turn measure-
ments of the injected beam without interrupting the Physics 0.00 . 0.3

program. 0.0 0.1 0.2 o.3 0.4 T.5

A computer program called "PIP" [4] collects and an-
alyzes oscilliscope traces of the turn-by-turn signals ob- Figure 2: FFT of Position-vs-Turn Data.
tained from a given PUE in the Booster ring. The pro-
gram first obtains the position of the injected beam ver-
sus turn at the PUE; a Discrete Fourier Transform of the 3 INJECTION SETUP
data then gives the normal-mode tunes and initial phases
associated with the coupled betatron oscillations. Using The turn-by-turn measurements provide a useful tool for
these as starting values, the horizontal or vertical function setting up various coupled injection schemes. Although
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4.0 ..... .... .................. mums in the Booster; YM + N must not exceed 33

2.0 mm. (We assume that the closed orbit is centered in the
dipoles.) Assuming the incoming beam has an emittance

0.0
of 17r mm milliradian in both planes, one finds that for a

-2.0 10-turn scheme similar to that of Figure 1, three layers of

-4.0 10 turns can be injected before the vertical beam envelope
becomes too large in the Booster dipoles. For a 15-turn

S-6.0
scheme similar to that of Figure 3, one can inject two lay-

(- -5.0 ers of 15 turns before the vertical envelope becomes too
_10.o• large. To put beam into additional layers, one must re-

duce the coupling so that the vertical envelope does not
-12.0 •increase any further. One way to do this is to move the
-14.0 uncoupled tunes further apart. (In practice one can change

-16.0 ...... .... .... the tunes faster than the skew quadrupole current.) For
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 the 15-turn scheme, a shift of the vertical tune reduces

Turn

the coupling and allows two more layers to be injected
Figure 3: Position-vs-Turn Data and Fitted Curve. with 9 and 19 turns respectively. In principle, a total of

62 turns can then be injected; the relevant parameters are
90.0 .summarized in Table 1. Here the normal-mode tunes are

Q1 = 4 + 11/15 = 4.733, Q2 = 4 + 12/15 = 4.800, and
80.0 the required skew quadrupole current is 3.7 Amps. Xb and
70.0 Xb are the horizontal position and angle of the bumped or-

bit at the inflector exit; the units are mm and milliradians.
60.0 In practice we have not yet injected this many turns. Anec-

S50.0
40.0 Table 1: Coupled Injection Scheme

30.0 Q, = 4.7767, Qy = 4.7567

20.0 Layer Xb Xb Turns XM YM
1 41.81 6.58 4 10.00 10.32

10.0 2 34.19 5.38 15 17.61 18.19
3 26.58 4.18 15 25.23 26.05

0.0 0.1 0.2 Tune 0.3 0.4 0.5 Q,: = 4.7767, Qy = 4.7000

1 4 18.96 2.97 9 32.85 22.89
Figure 4: FFT of Position-vs-Turn Data. 5 11.34 1.78 19 40.47 28.20

not yet implemented in practice, one can proceed in the dotal evidence suggests that the stripping foil in the beam-
following way. A given scheme is defined by the settings line upstream of the Booster may significantly increase the
of the unperturbed (i.e. uncoupled) horizontal and verti- beam emittance, so that the number assumed above may be
cal tunes, Q, and Qy, and the skew quadrupole current, too small. Nevertheless, we believe that our measurement
I. These determine the normal-mode tunes, Q, and Q2, technique and an injection scheme similar to the one above
and the amount of coupling between the two planes. Using will prove useful during the upcoming commissioning of
the MAD code to obtain the necessary parameters, equa- RHIC.
tions (6-7) then give the maximum horizontal and vertical
extent of the beam at the septum and at the vertical beta 4 REFERENCES
maximums in the Booster. This allows one to determine [1] T. Roser, "Multi-turn Injection with Coupling",
how far the orbit has to be moved to keep the beam from AGS/AD/Tech. Note No. 354, November 7, 1991.
hitting the septum. It also tells us when the vertical en-
velope becomes too large in the Booster dipoles. We de- [2] K. Schindl and P. Van der Stok, IEEE Transactions on Nu-
fine XM to be the maximum horizontal excursion of the clear Science, Vol. NS-24, No. 3, June 1977, pp. 1390-1392.
beam ellipsoid center on its passes by the septum at the [3] H. Grote and F. C. Iselin, "The MAD Program Version 8.4
inflector exit; XM +I- -b~~b-7-y must not exceed 45 mm in User's Reference Manual", CERN/SL/90-13 (AP), 27 Au-
order for the injected beam to be inside the Booster accep- gust 1991.
tance once the injection bump has collapsed completely. [4] C. J. Gardner, "Tum-by-Tum Analysis of Proton and Gold
Similarly, we define YM to be the maximum vertical ex- Beams at Injection in the AGS Booster", Proceedings of the
cursion of the ellipsoid center at the vertical beta maxi- 1999 Particle Accelerator Conference.
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Operational Experiences with the BESSY II Injection System *

0. Dressier, J. Feikes", BESSY, Berlin

Abstract

The performance during commissioning and reliability of I e
the BESSY II injection system, delivered by Sincrotrone pu,•,2 p1•w] 7.6*
Trieste, is reviewed.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the succesfull commissioning of the BESSY II .. ker. Kide-

storage ring [1] the high reliability and stability of pulw 2 p'I

performance of the BESSY II injection system was a total length 5.4m

major support. The BESSY II injection system was Figure 1: Layout of the Injection System
constructed by Sincrotrone Trieste [2] by modifying their
own injection system according the different requirements The kicker pulses have a total length of about 6.5 lisec,
of BESSY II as beam energy and available space. Fig. 2, which has to be compared to a revolution time of

As the BESSY 11 storage ring should be capable to about 800 nsec. The correct polarity of each kicker allow
operate with an energy as high as 1.9 GeV, actually them to form a symmetric orbit bump.
routine operation is at 1.7 GeV, the requirements
concerning the deflection angles were based on that
energy.

The system was built up in Berlin at the end of year
1997 and all relevant parameters were measured during .\
the acceptance tests in Trieste and Berlin. Actually the 6

injection system proved its reliable function at three
different storage ring energies, 0.9 GeV, 1.7 GeV and 4.

1.9 GeV. Some specific observation which showed up in 3-

the routine operation of the system are reported. 2

0

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM -2 . 2 4 6 8 10 12

As the system is very similar to that of Sincrotrone Trieste pulse duration/ p

described elsewhere [2], no technical details are Figure 2: Kicker pulse at recharging voltage of 15 kV
mentioned here. The BESSY pre-accelerators are located
inside the main ring, so that the injection channel connects As the betafunction is the same at all the kicker positions
them to the storage ring from inside. The injection (13x=16m) the kicker bump is powered symmetrically
consists of four identical kicker magnets, grouped allowing to move the beam 22 mm at 1.9 GeV towards the
symmetrically around the injection point and two septum septum sheet which is located 24 mm away from the beam
magnets built into the same septum tank Fig. 1. The septa pipe center. The main parameters of kicker and septa are
are operating at a mean pressure of some W90- mbar in shown in Table 1.
order to avoid electrical discharges.

The kicker pulser are mounted directly in front of the Table 1: Main Parameters of Injection Subsystems
magnets at the outer side of the girder in order to keep the
cable connections as short as possible. Parameters Kicker Septa

peak current pulse (nominal) 8.4 kA 9.1 kA
recharging voltage (typical) 15 kV 1.4 kV

"Work supported by the Bundesministerium fdr Wissenschaft, current puls legth (typical) 6.5 ts 50 gts
Forschung und Technologie and by the Land Berlin peak magnetic field (nominal) 0.24 T 0.76 T
"Email: dressler@bii.bessy.de, feikes@bii.bessy.de deflection angle at 1.9 GeV 21 mrad 133 mrad
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During the first function tests of the kicker magnets that the difference pulse has an amplitude as low as
electrical flashovers between the lower half of the kicker possible. This is the same strategy an operater would uses
support and the girder structure were noticed. to adjust the single kicker timings in a the machine. The

But these are passive electrical elements which should lower graph in Fig 4 shows that the spurious pulses
be on the some ground level. The concept was changed resulting from the uncompensated action of all kickers is
and a star like grounding connection of the kicker supports about 3 % of the total kicker bump amplitude.
together with the pulser cages was realized, Fig. 3. Since The reasons for the differences in the acquired pulse
then flashovers between cages were no longer observed, forms are the slightly different values of the electrical

network components. Indeed measurements of capacity,
kicker magnet inductance and resistance of the main components show

slight variations which are still inside the tolerance band

- - ---- - --- local grounding given by the manufacturer, but which are sufficiently
-f-lconnein large to explain the measured deviation from uniformityM connection

(16mm
2) [3].

kickr plsergloal gouning4 INJECTION EFFICIENCY
kicker pulser global grounding The question arises if the differences in the pulse form

(50mmc c might cause a reduction of injection efficiency. To answer

Figure 3: Star like grounding concept this we measured the influence of not well adjusted single
kicker amplitudes on the injection rate. First we
confirmed that the kicker bump seen by the closed orbit is
well closed. Then the amplitude of only one of the four

3 UNIFORMIITY OF KICKER PULSES kicker was detuned and the injection efficiency as a
During the commissioning period uniformity and time function of the detuning was measured.
stability of the four kicker pulses were monitored Beam Fig. 5 shows that a detuning of the individual kicker
losses due to a misfire of one of the four kickers were strength equivalent to 2-3 % gives an optimum injection
never observed. Careful analysis of the pulse form of all rate (according the calibration of the injection line beam
four kicker show slight differences between them in the current monitor the rate then was near to 100 %).
order of some percent relative to the peak amplitudes.

The accuracy of these pulse measurement is determined
by the resolution and precision (approximately 0.5 %) of ... .K icknIKiý•

the oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS754 A). As an example in Kicke3 -- Ki-ek4

Fig. 4 two curves show the difference of two 1,.0
corresponding kicker pulses, kicker4-kicker3 and kickerl- 1-....

kicker2, working equally at a charging voltage of 15 kV,
giving a peak current of 7.8 kA."0.5

S....... 1 ..... .. .......... ..... .
0 1,0 -

0,6

0.5

0.- 77 77.4 -3 .2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
0.4 . . s .tsingle kicker arnplitude %

0.2 I AN, Figure 5: Normalized injection rate vs. detuning of single
IKicer~ 1.2 kicker amplitude

0.0 KickerOl-2) -(4-3)

0o.0 The optimal detuning of each of the kicker tends to reflect
0.0 V the beam always away from the septum sheet. The

-0.2 magnitude of the remainin excitation caused by the non-
-2 0 2 4 1' 10 uniformity of the kicker pulses is of the same order as that

pduseiHion/pi of the detuned injection bump at best injection rate. The

Figure 4: Differences of acquired current pulses conclusion is, that the non-closure of the injection bump
caused by differing pulses formes can be properly and

The difference of all four kicker pulses, with the sign stable compensated by a readjustment of one of the four
according to their polarity, is also shown. The relative kicker amplitudes.
timings between the pulses are adjusted in such a way,
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It is suprising that for amplitudes of the injection kicker
bump between 6 kV to 15 kV (at 1.7 GeV) corresponding
to a bump height between 8 mm to 21 mm we get full
injection efficiency.

On the other hand the injection is very sensitive to he
single kicker timing. Fig. 6 shows the injection efficieny
as function of the detuning of a single kicker timing.

5.00

4,00

E 3,00

02,00-

1,00-,

0100 z
100 150 200 250 300

timing shift Ins

Figure 6: Injection vs. shift of single kicker timing

At detunings of 40 nsec the injection rate breaks down
drastically. This can not be recovered by readjustment of
the kicker amplitudes.

5 SUMMARY
Although the kicker pulses differ slightly to the other, it is
shown, that the beam excitation generated by an equally
powered kicker bump affects the injection rate. This can
be compensated by the readjustment of a single kicker
amplitude. That allows a stable injection at a high
efficiency, but the injection is sensitive to shifts of the
single kicker timing.
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MEASUREMENT AND OPTIMISATION OF THE PS-SPS TRANSFER
LINE OPTICS

G. Arduini, M. Giovannozzi, K. Hanke*, D. Manglunki, M. Martini, G. M6tral
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract are installed in TT2 and three in TT1.0) or optical transi-

The beam optics of the PS-SPS transfer line at CERN has tion radiation (0TR) monitors (three of such monitors areinstalled in TT10). Under the hypothesis that the transfer
been studied and optimised for a variety of beams. Betatron
and dispersion matching has been performed for the fixed- matrices between the three monitors are known as well as

target proton and ion beams, as well as for the future LHC the value of D at the three monitor locations', the beam

proton beam. The techniques applied to the measurement emittance, a and /3 can be computed [5].

of the optical parameters in the transfer line are discussed To evaluate the blow-up due to the mismatch of the Twiss
of texpe tal paramesls ihe pransferned. aparameters a, /3 at injection the geometrical blow-up Gb
and experimental results are presented. and the blow-up afterfilamentation H are defined [5]. Gb

is the ratio between the area of the circle having the ma-
1 INTRODUCTION jor axis of the mismatched ellipse as diameter and the area

The TT2fT110 beam line is used to transfer from PS to of the circle representing the matched beam. H provides

SPS protons and lead ions for fixed-target physics, protons the emittance blow-up once the dilution due filamentation

to simulate the future LHC-type beam and positrons for is taken into account, namely:

LEP. In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in Gb = H + VH 2 - 1, (1)
the optics of this transfer line for two main reasons.

Firstly, the tight emittance budget for the LHC beam. 1[/_ ( /30 \2 /3r±

The maximum allowed emittance blow-up in the transfer H = • + ao -am• 0 + L (2)
from PS extraction to SPS extraction is 17 % and only a L 0 '3m) 130 '301
small fraction of this is assigned to mismatch at injection. In Eq. (2), am, 0,m stand for the measured Twiss parame-
Since this beam has a small emittance and a large momen- ters while ao, f3o are the nominal Twiss parameters. The
tum spread [1], dispersion mismatch is a major concern, blow-up after filamentation, which is the relevant quantity,

Secondly, high-intensity proton and lead ion beams are is always smaller than the geometrical blow-up.
required by the physics community, therefore minimum The measurement of the dispersion is performed by
emittance blow-up is needed to minimise beam losses and varying the momentum of the beam extracted from PS in
thus increase the beam intensity delivered to the experi- steps and by recording the transverse displacement at each
ments. available beam position monitor (BPM) in TT2/TT10 and

For these reasons, a measurement campaign was under- in the SPS first-turn (see Fig. 1) considered as a continu-
taken during the 1998 physics run to define and improve ation of the transfer line. The momentum offset Ap with
the model of the TT2/TrlO transfer line [2, 3] and to mea-
sure the optical parameters a, /3, the dispersion D and its Cd.xIdp
derivative D' so that improved optics could be computed dlp dKdp
and tested in operation. 4i idyidp

PS,, Eq- - -

2 DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT TT2 1110 SPS

OF INJECTION BLOW-UP FACTORS Figure 1: Schematic representation of the dispersion mea-
surement

The Twiss parameters at any point in a transfer line depend
not only on the settings of the magnets but also on the val- respect to the reference momentum p is calculated by mea-
ues of a and/3 at the beginning of the line. Therefore their suring the change in radial position AR of the beam in its
knowledge is mandatory to carry out optics calculations, first turn according to

The initial values of a and /3 can be obtained by mea- A AR
suring the optical parameters at a given location and then p _ -R (3)
by back-propagating them to the entry point of the line. p ap
The optical parameters can be obtained by measuring the provided the momentum compaction factor ap of the SPS
beam profile at three different locations in the line, using machine is known. The beam displacement measurements
e.g. secondary emissionmonitors (SEMs) (three of them

I This last condition can be dropped, provided more profiles are mea-
* Email: Klaus.Hanke@cem.ch sured, see [4].
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as a function of the momentum offset are fitted to a straight 3.1 The 26 GeV/cfast extracted beam
line for each BPM and the slope dx/dp is obtained. A The 26 GeV/c fast extracted proton beam is the so-called
three-parameter ((dx/dp)m, (dx'/dp)m, 5) least-squares LHC beam. The detailed beam parameters can be found
fit of the calculated (dx/dp)i to the function

in [7]. The measured values of DH in Tr2fTI110 and

C i " P r S , P ] '5( ) ..................................... ... . ....... ........ . ......... ..... . ................................................... ................ .
7- +SjI

is performed in the horizontal plane while in the vertical
plane 5 = 1 is assumed. Ci, Si, ýi are the elements of "! 5

the 3 x 3 transfer matrix [5] from .the measurement point 0
m to the i-th beam position monitor and 5 is a calibration W
factor to correct for possible scaling errors in the measure- "

ment of the momentum offset. The value of the parameter ...

6 obtained from the fit of the data in the horizontal plane .,_

is used to correct the m om entum offsets considered for the .. . ..................................................... ................. ................ .............. .............
data relative to the vertical plane. As a result of the fit, 20

D -'_ (dx/dp)f t  Dr" - (dx'/dp)fi. (m Jfit m 5! a (5)

at any point in the line if the transfer matrix from the I
measurement point to any BPM is known. The presented _

method takes advantage of the large number of BPMs in !
the SPS ring (108 per plane) and provides an immediate
picture of the mismatch with respect to the dispersion in the .,_
ring but it requires beams with small emittance and small
momentum spread. RING POSMON

In the presence of dispersion mismatch, the beam will Figure 2: Measured (darker triangles) and theoretical
blow-up. These effects can be quantified by means of the (squares) horizontal dispersion in the SPS ring before (up-
geometrical blow-up Gd and the blow-up afterfilamenta- per) and after (lower) matching the injection line
tion J [6]

Gd = 2J - 1, (6) the SPS for the initial optics (upper) and the matched one

D 2(lower) are shown in Fig. 2. The overall reduction of DH is
D + I O +(7-p') clearly visible. The values of the mismatch factors after fil-

J.1+2 r.m.s.3 P r.m.s. ( amentation for the old and new optics are listed in Table 1.

The improvement is remarkable, even though the blow-upwhere (Ap/p)r.m.s. and cr.m.s. are the r.m.s. momentum

spread and r.m.s. emittance, ao, ,30 are the nominal Twiss Old optics New optics
parameters and AD (AD') is the difference between theo- H (H-plane) 1.1 1.0
retical and measured dispersion (dispersion derivative). H (V-plane) 1.3 1.0

We stress that to derive the expression for Gb, H, Gd, J J (H-plane) 11.6 1.7
one assumes to have filled ellipses and no linear coupling. J (V-plane) 1.0 1.0

Table 1: Measured filamented betatron and dispersion
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS blow-up factors for old and new optics

For the different beam types (26 GeV/c fast extracted pro- due to DH is far from the nominal value imposed by the
ton beam, 14 GeV/c continuous transfer proton beam and real LHC emittance budget. Further studies are needed to
fast extracted lead ion beam) the same measurement pro- improve this situation.
cedure has been applied. Firstly D has been measured in
TT2/TT10, then the Twiss parameters have been deduced 3.2 The 14 GeVIc continuous transfer beam
using the SEMs in TT2 and TTiO. Finally, the optical pa-
rameters at the entry point of the transfer line have been The control of the mismatch for the high intensity (about
obtained by tracking back the values at the SEM locations. 3 x 1013 ppp) 14 GeV/c proton beam for fixed target physics
The knowledge of the model and of the initial optical pa- is mandatory in order to reduce beam losses and thus in-
rameters has allowed the computation of new optics for the crease the intensity delivered to the targets. For this beam
transfer line with reduced blow-up, the TT2/TfT1O line is set-up with an emittance exchange
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section to match the beam envelope with the physical aper- soro

ture of the SPS.. TE-0.

A new optics tested in operation (see [8]) allowed the ......

reduction of the injection losses by a factor two and the t
increase of the transmission efficiency by 2 %, reaching a
value of 92 %. Furthermore, the improved knowledge of 4.0E1°

the optical parameters allowed the elimination of a long-

lasting discrepancy between the emittance values measured 2....

in T`2 and TT10. In Fig. 3 the beam emittance measured in ,.130.
TT2 and TT1O as a function of time during the physics run 00W:c 02:00 04:0 06M• goRM 10M0 12.-0 14M0 16M0 18:0o 20M0 22:;.

is shown. The better agreement is correlated with the use of
the measured optical parameter in the emittance measure- Figure 4: Average number of lead ions per cycle over
ment program. 24 hours. The step function in efficiency is due to the

4.0 ±matched optics in TT2/JTT10.
4 Ver. Emittance in TTIO The measured optical parameters are

SHor. Emittance inT2 M used to co pute the beans emittance
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34/90 20" 9m/ 29/M NM I 8a" 2M8 0 9 17/9f fer Matrix Measurement", CERN PS Note (CA) 98-020 and
Time CERN SL-MD Note 98-058 (1998).

Figure 3: Comparison between the emittance value mea- [4] G. Arduini, M. Giovannozzi, D. Manglunki, M. Martini,
sured using monitors in TT2 and in TT1O during the 1998 "Measurement of the optical parameters of a transfer line us-
run at 14 GeV/c. The good trend due to the use of the mea- ing multi-profile analysis", CERNPS (CA) 98-032 (1998).
sured optical parameters is visible [5] P. J. Bryant, K. Johnsen, "The principles of circular acceler-

ators and storage rings", (Cambridge University Press, Cam-
bridge, 1993).

3.3 The lead ion beam [6] D. A. Edwards, M. J. Syphers, "An introduction to the physics
As a result of the betatron matching of the transfer line, the of high energy accelerators", (John Wiley & Sons, New York,
transmission through the SPS went up from 75 % to 88 % 1993).
and the beam intensity delivered to the targets increased [7] G. Arduini, G. Crockford, C. Despas, M. Giovannozzi,
accordingly [9]. In Fig. 4 the average number of lead ions K. Hanke, D. Manglunki, M. Martini, G. Mdtral, C. Niquille,
is shown: the sudden increase in the intensity is due to the "Betatron and dispersion matching of the TIT2IT10O transfer
new optics in TT2/717r0. line for the 26 GeV/c fast extraction", CERN PS Note (CA)

99-07 and CERN SL Note 99-003 MD (1999).

4 CONCLUSIONS [8] G. Arduini, G. Crockford, M. Giovannozzi, K. Hanke,
D. Manglunki, M. Martini, G. Mdtral, C. Niquille,

The study described in this paper will continue during the 'TM2=1Tlo transfer line studies for the 14 GeV/c continuous
1999 run with particular attention to: precise measurement transfer", CERN PS Note (CA) 99-08 and CERN SL Note
of the beam energy and adjustment of its control value ac- 99-013 MD (1999).
cordingly, extension of the error analysis to all measure- [9] G. Arduini, G. Crockford, C. Despas, M. Giovannozzi,
ment stages, measurement of the dependence of mismatch K. Hanke, D. Manglunki, M. Martini, G. Mdtral, C. Niquille,
on extraction conditions (energy, extraction trajectory), on- "Betatron and dispersion matching of the TT2/Trl0 transfer
line measurement of optical parameters and matching cor- line for the fixed target lad ion beam", CERNPS Note (CA)
rection [10]. 99-09 and CERN SL Note 99-018 MD (1999).

[10] G. Arduini, K. Hanke, "Tuning Knobs for the PS-SPS

5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Transfer Line", these proceedings, (1999).
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TUNING KNOBS FOR THE PS-SPS TRANSFER LINE

G. Arduini, K. Hanke*, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract optics will be either singular or numerically close to sin-

Transverse emittance preservation will be an important is- gular. Singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithms
sue for the LHC injector chain. Minimization of the blow- provide a tool to diagnose a matrix and to solve the re-

up at injection by tuning independently the Twiss param- sulting system of equations even for ill-conditioned ma-

eters (a, 3), the dispersion D and the dispersion deriva- trices [5]. An ill-conditioned matrix implies the onset of

tive D' is therefore mandatory. The optics of the trans- non-orthogonlity in the variation of the optics parameters
as well as a reduced efficiency of the knob for the tun-

and matched using the program package MAD. Tuning ing of some of the optical injection parameters. This could
be confirmed with an extensive test of the knob by means

knobs were developed using a singular value decomposi- ofimAd simulan the tis of the quadrupoae

tion (SVD) algorithm. Coupled to the measurement of the of MAD simulations: the variations of the quadrupole

Twiss parameters at a given point downstream of the cor- strengths calculated with the reconditioned inverse matrix

rection elements they provide a fast correction algorithm for a given optics parameter trim were introduced in the

for the betatron mismatch, optical model and the resulting modification of the optics
parameter at injection was simulated. This showed in par-
ticular that the knob was not effective for the trim of 3 H.1 INTRODUCTION

The PS and SPS machines are part of the CERN injector 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
chain for LHC. In the tight transverse emittance budget for
the LHC beam a maximum of 17 % blow-up is allocated The tuning tool was tested with beam, using the SPS mis-
for the transfer from PS extraction to SPS extraction [1] match monitor [6]. This system is based on a turn-by-turn
and only a small fraction of it is assigned to injection mis- measurement of the beamsize with an OTR ,screen and a
match. The injection line must be therefore very accurately fast CCD camera. Oscillation of the beam size indicates
matched to the optics parameters of the PS at the extraction betatron or dispersion mismatch at injection into the SPS.
point and of the SPS at injection. In the assumption that no dispersion mismatch is present
The transfer line optics was modeled using the program (or at least is known), a measurement of a and 1 (and of
package MAD [2]. The geometry of the model was veri- the emittance of the beam) can be performed by measuring
fled versus the official CERN survey data, while the cor- the beam profile at three successive turns in the SPS. The
rect magnetic behaviour was verified in a series of mea- Twiss parameters can then be obtained in the same way as
surements. Based on the model, the line was successfully from a multi-grid measurement in a transfer line [7].
rematched [3] (and references therein). For the matched Since the measurement of the Twiss parameters can be
optics no blow-up due to mismatch could be detected ex- performed much faster than a precise measurement of the
cept for the component due to dispersion in the horizontal dispersion 1, it was decided to detune the horizontal and
plane. The residual mismatch is due both to the unavoid- vertical 3-functions and to measure Twiss parameters and
able discrepancy between model and reality and to the un- mismatch factor using the SPS mismatch monitor. Start-
certainty in the measurement of the initial optical parame- ing from a matched setting, the 1-funcions were detuned
ters. An on-line measurement of the optics parameters at by ±-10% and ±20%. Figure 1 shows the desired change
the injection point together with 'knobs' allowing to tune of the horizontal 13-function (dashed line), the result ob-
a, 1, D, D' orthogonally is therefore very important. tained from the simulations above discussed and the mea-

sured values. As previously mentioned, already in the sim-

2 CORRECTION MECHANISM ulation the expected variation is not achieved. Only the
points for A)3 = 0, -10 m and -20 m could be measured

The developed tuning knobs are based on the inver- due to a technical problem. For the initial setting (A,3 =
sion of the matrix (aAi (i, j = 1, ...8), where A = 0), the measured value lies already below the theoreticalD() aone. This means that the line is not perfectly matched as(aH(V),f 3H(v), DH(v), D'(V)) and K3 is the strength of

can be observed also in Figure 2 showing the horizontal
the Jth matching quadrupole [4]. As a first attempt only geometrical blow-up factor (calculated from the obtained
the eight independent quadrupoles of the matching section Twiss parameters) as a function of the change of ain for

controlled from the SPS control room have been consid- the sam measurement. The above data are consistent with

ered for simplicity reasons. tea meumnTeavdarcointt

Frequently, as in our case, the coefficient matrix for a given 1A faster but, for the moment, less precise measurement of the hori-
zontal dispersion can be performed by measuring at least 5 consecutive

* Email: klaus.hanke@cem.ch profiles [8].
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Figure 1: Horizontal /3-function at the injection point as Figure 3: Vertical /-function at the injection point as a
a function of the variation applied using the tuning knob. function of the variation applied using the tuning knob.
Starting from a matched optics (AO3 = 0), the /-function is Starting from a matched optics (AO = 0), the /-function
detuned by ± 10 m and ± 20 m. The expected, simulated is detuned by ± 2 m and ± 4 m. The expected, simulated
and measured behaviour of the /-function is shown, and measured behaviour of the /-function is shown.
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Figure 2: Measured horizontal mismatch factor as a func- Figure 4: Measured vertical mismatch factor as a function
tion of the variation applied using the tuning knob. of the variation applied using the tuning knob.

the horizontal geometrical blow-up of 1.3 obtained from a surement was done in the vertical plane. All five settings
multi-grid measurement in the line for the matched condi- could be measured, virtually no dispersion mismatch was
tions. Figure 5 shows the horizontal a for the same mea- present for the matched optics and the stabilty of the beam
surement. Since the knob is orthogonal, it is supposed to characteristics was excellent. Figure 3 shows theoretical,
stay constant. The significant statistical errors in the mea- simulated and measured values of /v for five different set-
surement can be explained partly by some fluctuations in tings of the tuning knob. All data agree within the statistical
the beam characteristics provided by the injectors but also error. From the same measurement, the vertical geometri-
by the residual dispersion mismatch present in the matched cal blow-up factor was computed. The result is shown in
optics. This constitutes a source of 'background' for the Fig. 4. For the matched optics (A/3 = 0), a vertical geomet-
Twiss parameter measurement. The unefficiency of the rical blow-up factor of 1.1 is found, which is in agreement
knob for /-H adjustment, the small number of points avail- with the result obtained from a multi-grid measurement in
able and the large errors make a conclusion impossible for the line [3]. Detuning the /3-function at the injection point
the measurement in the horizontal plane. The same mea- in both directions leads to an increase of the mismatch fac-
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Figure 5: Measured horizontal a for the same measurement Figure 6: Measured vertical a for the same measurement
as shown in Figs 1 and 2. as shown in Figs 3 and 4.

tor as expected. Figure 6 shows the vertical a for the same and its derivative.
measurement. It stays constant within the errors, which
means that the tuning knob acts only on the 3-function as 5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
specified.
For both measurements in the horizontal and vertical plane, The authors would like to thank R. W. Assmann and P. Rai-

also the beam parameters in the other plane were observed. mondi for fruitful discussions, R. Jung and his team for the
They were found to be unaffected as specified. For details setting-up of the mismatch monitor in the SPS, M. Giovan-
see Ref. [4]. nozzi and D. Manglunki for the setting-up and monitoring

of the beam used for the measurement.
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STUDY OF SPACE CHARGE COMPENSATED LEBT FOR ESS*

A. Lakatos , J. Pozimski, 0. Meusel, A. Jakob, H. Klein
Institut ffir Angewandte Physik, Universitdit Frankfurt, 60054 Frankfurt, Germany

Abstract dipoles) are used [8]. These filter fields in conjunction
with dipole fields for electron dumping impede exact

To fulfil the requirements of ESS on beam transmission beam extraction simulations by destruction of the
and emittance growth a detailed knowledge of the physics rotational symmetry. This destruction on the other hand
of beam formation as well as the interaction of the H- with can cause together with the influence of the dipole fields
the residual gas is substantial. Space charge compensated on the plasma sheath emittance growth within the
beam transport using solenoids for ion optics is in favour extraction system, this has been proven for positive ions.
for the Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) between ion
source and the first RFQ. Space charge compensation 2 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
reduces the electrical self fields and beam radii andthreforesthe elemrittanself go due andbermratio and A schematic drawing of our source is shown in Fig. 1. Thetherefore em ittance grow th due to aberrations and s u c a e d vd d i t h e at : t e p a m
redistribution. Transport of H near the ion source is source can be divided into three parts: the plasma
negatively influenced by the dipole fields required for generator (left), the extraction system (centre) and the
beam extraction and e-dumping and the high gas pressure. dumping system (right). The plasma generator is equipped
The destruction of the rotational symmetry together with with a solenoid and a filter magnet on the front end. The
the space charge forces causes emittance growth and filter magnet, an electrical dipole magnet, is installed near
particle losses within the extraction system. High residual the plasma electrode.
gas pressure near the extractor together with the high = Copper Plasma- Plasma- screening e-Dumping-
cross section for stripping will influence the transmission = Magnets chamber electrode electrode system

as well as space charge compensation. Therefore a m Insulator
detailed knowledge of the interaction of the residual gas . Water
with the beam and the influence of the external fields on
the distribution of the compensation particles is necessary
to reduce particle losses and emittance growth.
Preliminary experiments using positive hydrogen ions for
reference already show the influence of dipole fields on ,By Chid

beam emittance. First measurements with H- confirm El
these results. Additional information on the interactions of
the residual gas with the beam ions have been gained from -to
the measurements using the momentum and energy flange

analyse r.
1 INTRODUCTION 5 cm Solenoid Filter Bending Solenoid

magnet magnet

The production and low energy transport of high current
negative ion beams is a key issue for future high current Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the ion source.
accelerators (i. g. spallation sources like ESS [1]
(generalised perveance K=0.0035) and SNS [2]). The The magnetic field of the bending magnet deflects the
extraction and transport of these beams have intrinsic simultaneously extracted electrons into the dumping
difficulties different from positive ion beams. Different system To reduce the magnetic field strength at the outlet
extraction and ion beam transporting schemes are under aperture and therefrom the influence on beam emittance,
discussion [3,4], each have various positive and negative the filter magnet and the bending magnet of the dumping
aspects. system have opposite polarity. To study the fundamental
A compact caesium free [5] H- volume source delivering a behaviour of the ion source for different parameters of the
low energy high perveance beam (H ,6.5 keV, 2.3 mA, plasma generator a test bench was installed. A schematic
K=0.0034) has been built to study the fundamental drawing of the test bench is shown in Fig. 2. Multiple
physics of beam transport [6,7]. beam diagnostic elements like a magnetic and
To improve the H- to e ratio magnetic filterfields (i. g. electrostatic spectrometer, an emittance measurement

device, a residual gas ion energy spectrometer (RGI) and
Work supported by BMBF under contract no. 06 OF 841 Faraday cups are available along the beam path.
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the experimental set up of IFDc [mA]
the test bench for the H-source. Figure 3: Measured emittance as function of the beam

current for positive ions (extraction voltage 6 keV, radius
The radial density profile of the extracted beam can be of extraction hole r, = 1.5 mm, see also fig. 4).
measured by a CCD-Camera using the incident light
emitted by collisions of the beam ions with the residual The emittance decreases with increasing the extractable
gas atoms. The measurements can be performed at current. The absolute change of the emittance is app.
different residual gas pressures. &,80%. RMS = 0.003 mnmmrad (40 %) induced by a

current variation of 300%. Therefore an emittance growth
3 REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS larger than 0.003 can be interpreted as influence of the

WITHOUT MAG. DIPOL FIELDS magnetic dipole fields.

Magnetic filter field are used near the extraction system of
the ion source to generate negative ions. These fields 500 PI-H'( 2107 eV) +

influence the beam extraction and can be a source of P2- H( 8070 eV)
emittance growth. Additionally they influence the current 40+-H 3 ÷(4088 eV)

density delivered by the source. On the other hand theory '< +
of ion extraction shows that the extracted emittance for a H. 30- 47 ev

given extraction system varies with the extracted beam
current [9]. To distinguish these two effects on the beam - 200

emittance it was necessary to make the beam emittance 100
insensitive to current variation by optimisation of the P ' P1

triode extraction system for wide range of current 0 J• P2 A
fluctuation [6]. This was done by carefully designing the I

extractor geometry by the use of numerical 0 1 2 3 4

simulations[ 10]. Moss [amul
To proof the results of the simulation and to have
reference data we measured the emittance as function of Figure 4: Result of the energy and mass spectrum of the
the ion current in absence of the magnetic dipole fields. extracted beam (6 keV).
This is only possible for positive ions, because filter fields
are essential for generation of negative ions. Fig. 3 shows Fig4. shows the result of the energy and mass spectrum of
the measured function E = f(I) of the extraction system the extracted beam. The main fraction of the positive ion
without dipole fields in the range of interest for the peak was IT3 . Minor changes of the HI and H2 fraction
measurements with dipole fields (see. Fig. 5, next have been measured with filter fields. The ion energy of
chapter). The ion current was varied by increasing the arc the peaks P1, P2 and P3 indicate that the ions are
current of our source. All other source parameter have produced by interaction of HI3 with residual gas atoms in
been kept constant. the extraction area. Their energy is determined by the
The emittance was measured 38 cm behind the outlet momentum exchange at interaction. Further work to
aperture. The generalised perveance in this measurement understand these results in more detail are planned.
varied between K=0.001 1 and K=0.003.
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Second we measured the emittance as function of the .....s"r` _ for add."gapS~ Faraday cup 3

fields of the bending and filter magnet (Fig.5). At the 3 ( -3I m
location of the plasma sheath the magnet is excited to
about 20 G per 1 A. The negative current on the axis a

means an opposite polarity to the filter magnet. The T ....
T6oPTb Turbo ppup

current extracted from the source was in the range of (240 TVoso, •0 ••• ,oo
Fig.3 (0.4 mA - 1.2 mA). Thus all emittance growth __ Aperture

larger than 0.003 can be interpreted as influence of the 10 m

magnetic dipole fields. Without the help of the bending Figure 6: Schematic drawing of the experimental set up of
magnet some of the emittance was deflected partial out of the Frankfurt LEBT line.
the range of the emittance scanner. The grid is built by the
measurements points, the coloured area corresponding to First measurements to test the diagnostics (CCD, RGI)
truncated emittances. have already been performed using a beam of positive
One can see an drastic emittance growth for exclusive use hydrogen ions with comparable beam parameters
of the filter field. One can reduce this emittance growth delivered by a different source. The extraction voltage
(up to 500 %), which is an factor 10 higher than the was 6.6 kV, the ion current 3 mA measured after transport
influence of the extraction system (Fig.3) conteracting the through the LEBT section (K=0.0042).
influence of the filter by using the bending dipole The experiments will start with a DC H beam to study the
magnet in opposite polarity. To understand the little influence of the external parameters (filter fields,
influence of the bending magnet on beam emittance solenoids, residual gas pressure, voltage on
further experiments are planned. At present it seems decompensation electrodes, source noise) on emittance
helpful to reduce the emittance growth due to the and transmission. For a next step the set up is already
necessary filter fields by use of the bending magnets. This prepared for pulsed mode operation.
measurements will be repeated with negative ions.
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FORMATION OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG FLOW WITH SMALL
DIVERGENCE AT LINAC OUTPUT FOR PLANET SURFACE
SOUNDING WITH INTERPLANETARY SPACE STATIONS

B. Bogdanovitch1, V. Kudinov, S. Minaev, A. Nesterovitch,
Yu.Pomazan, MEPhI, Moscow, Russia.

Abstract
e

The task of atmosphere structure or planet surface
definition from interplanetary space stations can be 3
decided both with use of hydrogen neutral atoms beams FM
[1], and flows of brake radiation. One case depth of an
analysed layer is much higher in view of greater 2
penetrating ability of quantums in comparison with
neutral particles. The brake radiation is used by search of
minerals with the definition from interplanetary space
stations accelerators help. Till now space geophysics f'-
development restrained by radiation large angular "I
divergence, caused target significant thickness at the I . ...
accelerator. In works [2-3] the research results of various __._
ways of electron flows radiation formation, driven on a
cyclic or spiral orbit were stated. The opportunity of a
radiation intensity increase due to electron multifold Figure 1: The bremsstrahlung flow formation schemepassage of the thin target under condition at the electron (1 - electron accelerator; 2 - foils; 3 -

flow adiabatic cooling was experimentally confirmed. magets)
The mane difference of these modes was the maximum The single target thickness defines as well radiation

energy and minimum radiation flow divergence restriction angular divergence. With passage of an electron beam
caused by realising design specificity. The research through substance the electron angular disorder
results of system intended for electron beams with energy stochastically grows, so beam cross temperature and,up to several hundreds MeV and angular divergence (1 accordingly, it's emittance are increasing. It is obvious,up mrad are described in the paper given, that thus bremsstrahlung photons, produced in the target10) adepth, also have a wider angular spectrum. Thus, if a

1 THE BREMSSTRAHLUNG FLOW subject of interest is the energy irradiated within a small
cone angle, it is possible to tell, that the beam use

FORMATION SCHEME efficiency on a thick target decreases not only due to

attenuation in deep layers, but also because of the
The device scheme realising an proposed method in the electron angular disorder increase.
specified parameters region, is shown in a Fig. 1. The PMS with thin targets proposed can partially

To avoid attenuation of radiation in a target and to compensate this effect. The beam angular disorder is
increase an electron beam use efficiency, it is proposed to increased by jump after each target passing. If in PMS it
set a sequence of thin targets (foils) in periodic magnetic was possible to provide effective simultaneous beam
system (PMS) with a vertical rejecting magnetic field focusing in both cross directions (vertical and horizontal),
with changing direction (the "wiggler" type system). If to on each site between the previous and subsequent targets
place thin targets in each second interval between it would be possible to reduce a little a beam angular
magnets, i.e. in points with maximal on value and divergence in comparison to equivalent uniform thick
identical on sign by an beam trajectory angular deviation, target. Certainly, thus it is impossible to prevent or to
the radiation from each previous targets within the limits reduce beam cross emittance growth due to stochastic
of some angular divergence will pass all next foils, and processes of dispersion in substance. It is possible to hope
the beam incidence direction on each target can be made only for some reduction of angular divergence by the
identical. Hence, in such system the effect of generated cross sizes increase. So with the successfully chosen PMS
radiation attenuation in a thick target will be excluded with thin targets parameters the electron beam can have
with remaining of separate radiation vectors parallelism, smaller angular divergence, but more large cross sizes in

comparison to a thick target.

'E-mail: bogdan@uni.mephi.ru
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2 BREMSSTRAHLUNG PHOTONS The integrate indicated function in the large importance

OUTPUT FROM THE TARGET field is tabulated, and in the small importance field has a
kind:

The expression for bremsstrahlung radiation angular 100(__)m +l m -
distribution from thick targets can be received by taking Ei = •, In(x)-0.5772
into account repeated dissipate electron distribution on m=1 m! m
the target depth. Lawson, Lanzl and Hanson used for it
distribution Moliere in the form: exp(-Eo201ct). A
constant c chose so that distribution width was same, that 3 CHOICE OF MAGNETIC SYSTEM
exact expression. The repeated dissipate electron PARAMETERS
distribution convolution and bremsstrahlung radiation
angular distribution for an indefinitely thin target, Having limited general length of 6 m, the eight targets
integrated by complete thickness, gives the following variant is considered in the present paper. On which target
expression for bremsstrahlung radiation angular is lost 10% of beam energy, so the energy in PMS
distribution from a target thickness t: changes from 200 up to 90 MeV. The magnetic field

F(19,E 0 ) = Fl (0,E 0 ) + F2 (O,E 0) induction in the beginning PMS is chosen close to a limit

0.8ct~o2E°0- 2)+ E 1 E 02 0 of electrotechnical steel saturation and equals to 2 T. To
0.8502(-Ei +E_, | 2 keep the beam incidence angular on a target by an energy

F1(O =Ct+ 1 01 _ reduction all magnets are chosen identical on length, and

F0(, 8502 0_ 2 I t magnetic field induction in the gap are chosen
0.850 In + 0.152 I + accordingly decreasing. It enables to increase gap height

02) with inevitable growth of beam sizes owing to dispersion

2 22Eo02 E 0 on targets. The magnet lengths were choosed proceeding
0.85022(-E1 2 + Ei- I) of beam focusing conditions, and in the given variant

F2(OEo)= 02 make 250 mm with an interval 100 mm. The value of

2 go2 t 2 n(C+ ct) induction and gradients on system length were selected by
0.8502I 1% l+ j + 0.1502 In~ ~) a consecutive approximate method by the account results
•1= e proceeding from beam behaviour and beam cross sizes.

Where: 012=0.533 rad2, 022=2.85 rad2 , - electron Previously chosen magnetic system parameters are
energy, t - a target thickness in g/cm2, expressed further submitted in Table 1.
through radiating length X0 for aluminium, copper and
tungsten through factors 24.3, 13.0 and 6.8, accordingly.
The constant c is defined for these three elements as
(n/180)22.8. 104, (nt/180)26.12-104, (ic/ 80)21.23.105. Table 1: Parameters of periodic magnetic system

Cell number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Induction, T -2 2 -1.8 1.8 -1.58 1.58 -1.4 1.4 -1.26 1.26 -1.14 1.14 -1.04 1.04 1

Gradient, T/m 1 1 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

4 TARGET RADIATION
CHARACTERISTICS CALCULATED

RESULTS conditions of movement in horizontal and vertical planes
are various, the separate functions W,(O) and Wy(9) are

The calculated results of bremsstrahlung energy used. Ones describes angular distribution in sectors of an
integrated angular distribution from all targets PMS, elliptic cone located near to axes oX and oY, accordingly.
which parameters are given in the table (8 copper targets, The size Wo(O) is designed for an ideal hypothetical case
initial electron energy 200 MeV, energy loss in each of when the strictly parallel electron beam falls on each
targets make 10 %), are submitted on Fig.2. The target and is, in essence, unattainable top limit of
normalised distribution function value W(O) for axial- radiation focusing with the given targets system.
symmetric beam shows, what part of energy is radiated Opposite, the function WI(O) shows angular distribution
inside of cone with uncover angle0. As in this case from targets in magnetic field absence and, accordingly,

beam focusing (total thick target). As it is possible to see
from a Fig.2, half of energy from a thick target (stroke-
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dotted curve) is radiated inside of an angle about 2.5 W . , -

degrees, whereas in an ideal case of parallel beam (dotted Z .

curve) this size makes by few more than 0.5 degrees. The 0.8
functions of distribution in horizontal and vertical planes
(continuous curves), designed for the given system, not
strongly differ and lay closer to ideal curve.

Half of bremsstrahlung energy in both planes is made in 0.6 P' -
this case in limits about 1 degree. Thus, on distance from
system, it is essential greater, than its length, is possible to .1 .
expect increase of bremsstrahlung flow density in 6-7 0.4 41-- , --\ .
times in comparison with a uniform target of equal total W
thickness. 0.2 Wt

5 THE CONCLUSION

The basic result of the paper given is the physical 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
substantiation of bremsstrahlung density increasing
(focusing) method in periodic magnetic system with thin Figure 2 Integrated angular distribution functions of
targets, development of account methods of the electron bremsstrahlung energy from all targets in periodic
dynamic, radiation characteristics and computer magnetic System
programs. The submitted results are not optimum and can
be improved by a more careful choice of the PMS 6 REFERENCES
parameters, sizes distributions of an induction and
gradients. [1] B. Bogdanovitch, A. Nesterovitch, et al. "A Space Accelerator

Station for Planet Substance Analysis." EPAC-98 (6-th Europ.
Part. Aceel. Conf.), Stockholm, 22-26 June, 1998, Abstracts, p. 37.

[2] B. Bogdanovitch, A. Nesterovitch, et al. "X-ray Radiation Intensity
Increasing by means of a Discrete Target in a Magnetic Field."
EPAC-98 (6-th Europ. Part. Accel. Conf.),
Stockholm, 22-26 June, 1998, Abstracts, p. 37.

[3] B. Bogdanovitch, A. Nesterovitch, et al. " Bremsstrahlung Intensity
and Average Energy Increase, it's Divergence Reduction in theTarget
of New Type. "Bull. Of American Phys. Soc., Vol. 42, X2o 3 (1997),
p. 1388.
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SLOW BEAM EXTRACTION AT KSR WITH COMBINATION OF
THIRD ORDER RESONANCE AND RFKO*

A.Nodat , T. Shirai, H. Tonguu, T. Sugimura, Y. Iwashita, A. Morita and M. Inoue
Nuclear Science Research Facility, Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University

Gokanosho, Uji-city, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan

Abstract of the 100 MeV electron beam from 2x10 5 to -90% has
been constructed[l]. The output beam from the s-band

Slow extraction system for 100 MeV electron at KSR linac operated with the pulse duration of 100 ns is to be

utilizing third order resonance and RFKO is designed injected into the KSR ring[2]. Its repetition rate is
using the same straight section for beam injection. COD reduced to 1 Hz from the former design of 10Hz in order

control system with use of a steering magnet together to reduce the X-ray radiation due to beam losses at the

with correction coils in three dipole magnets enable beam injection and the extraction processes.

coexistence of such injection and extraction channel. The beam injection is performed with use of a

1 I PerturbItor Insertion Device e p

, ~KSR

BM5I rB-M

EetoiaiSextratou hnemomoe fa lctottcspu

Af m Steering Magset mFKO im e

_iInflector

Cavity S -Seturn . ...Magnet

Electron Linac •

Figure 1: Layout of the injection and extraction system of KSR.

1 INTRODUCTION perturbator. For the present case, the slow beam
extraction channel composed of an electrostatic septum

At Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, and a septum magnet is located at the same straight

an electron stretcher ring which stretches the duty factor section as the inflector for beam injection as shown in Fig.
I in order to guide the extracted beam to the same beam

*Work supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific dump as the output beam of the injector linac[3].
Research from Ministry of Education, Science Sports For slow beam extraction, it is essential to make the
and Culture. aperture minimum at the entrance of the first septum,

f Email: noda@kyticr.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp which is the electrostatic septum (ESS) for the present
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Phase Space behaviour heavy ions, slow beam extraction with duration about 1.5
at the Entrance of the ESS sec has been successfully performed and the damping

0.011, time of 100 MeV electron at KSR is estimated at 3.4 sec

and 1.6 sec for horizontal and vertical directions,

0.01 . respectively. So the similar beam spill is considered to
be possible for 100 MeV electron beam.

The horizontal betatron tune is adjusted at 2.364 in
J 0.0 order to make the adequate size of the triangular

Electrostatie separatrix with existence of sextupole field as a resonance
"-• 0 Septum exciter for the third order resonance, 3 VH= 7. The

"injected beam circulates the ring stably at first and then

application of an transverse RF electric field which
-0.o00! resonates with the horizontal betatron oscillation (RFKO),

"its betatron-oscillation amplitude becomes larger and after

-0.0: ..... . ... ,reaching the separatrix, its motion becomes unstable and
-0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 comes out along the outgoing separatrix as shown in Fig.2.

x (M) The beam which deviates more than 45 mm from the

Figure 2: Phase space behavior at the entrance of the first central orbit of the KSR is deflected outwards by the
septum. electrostatic septum, the septum of which is 0.1 mm in

thickness, locates at the position of 45 mm. The
case. It is important to compromise the beam injection extracted beam is then guided to the septum magnet
and extraction to be made at the same straight section. located -1.2 m downstream from the exit of the ESS.
In the present paper, the closed orbit control for this The extracted beam is further deflected as large as 45* by
purpose is described together with the basic scheme of the magnetic field of -5kG. In Fig. 3, the cross-
slow extraction. sectional view of the septum magnet is shown.

2 BASIC SCHEME OF STRETCHER 3 CLOSED ORBIT CONTROL FOR
OPERATION OF KSR INJECTION AND EXTRACTION

The output beam from the linac is injected into the The central position of the injection beam from the

KSR through the inflector with use of the perturbator linac is set at 41 mm from the central orbit of the KSR.
located just half circumference away from the inflector[l]. The inflector is a magnetic one and the septum thickness
From the condition that the radiation shielding of the is 5 mm and the minimum distance of the inflector septum

accelerator room is concrete wall I m in thickness, it is from the KSR central orbit becomes as small as 31 mm at
required to restrict the beam loss during injection and the exit of the inflector. In order to cope with this

extraction processes below a certain amount. From this situation, we consider the closed orbit control. The
consideration, the repetition rate is reduced from 10 Hz to required condition to be satisfied for such control is
1 Hz. In order to realize the duty factor -90%, beam summarized as follows,

extraction should be performed slowly enough. For (I)the aperture minimum should be realized at the

V-- A. f. d. .... ,entrance of the electrostatic septum,
"- (2)the beam injected through the inflector, the center
- of which is 41 mm apart from the ring central orbit,

, 0 -, ,should avoid the extraction septum and circulates
000"until it is enlarged in amplitude by application of

- X horizontal transverse RF electric field(RFKO
&Pý d oX,- wt ý. f03.2-,. Tr voltage).

MiShu R-m..3X3... ,.k...., In order to satisfy the first condition, it is required to

Figure 3: Cross-sectional view of the septum magnet. kick the beam toward inside of the ring between the
electrostatic septum and the inflector as shown in Fig. 4.
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S pt 001"r ESS to' r ! ..... ....0.04F ...... .... . T .... b ......... ....... ................. .. ........... ....... .•

-. . . ...............

a: - \ ,, I -- C D . - - -X(Mhn)

o.02 .- - -------......-........ I
'U ~ ' I -COD-tumALr

t0.01I )--- .-CO ....

00 i i :i i. ._ __ Figure 5: Phase space plot at the position of the

. .exit of the inflector.
-.. 05 0 1 10 Is 20 25 30

S(m) closed orbit distortions are shown. The beam from the

""-IBM2 BM6 injector linac comes into the KSR ring 41 mm apart fromSiteering Innector
Magnet the ring center orbit at the inflector position. If the COD

Figure 4:Closed orbit distortions during injection and after is displaced as shown in Fig.4 by bold broken line (COD-
injection. 1 turn), the beam is injected to the center of the transverse

For this purpose, a steering magnet, which deflects the phase space as is indicated by a dashed ellipse. For this

beam in horizontal direction, is to be utilized. With case, the beam with the amplitude ±4mm is just on the
such a kick, however, it is anticipated that the closed orbit closed orbit and comes to the dashed line (COD-2turn)
distortion will spread out to the whole circumference, after 1 turn and collide with the inflector septum which
Correction coils wound in three dipole magnets are also to exists in the region between 31 and 36 mm as indicated in
be utilized as shown in Fig. 4 in order to localize the
closed orbit distortion in the region between BM6 and the figure. So as to avoid this situation, the beam is
BM2. The closed orbit distortion at the position s, injected as is indicated in Fig.5 by making COD of -30
xcoo(s), caused by the kick, Nf made by the steering mm at the inflector position then the beam rotates in the
magnet or the correction coils in the dipole magnets can phase space as is indicated in Fig.5. Thus the beam
be written as, comes into inner part of the KSR aperture after I turn and

() co~ -# -(},collision with the inflector septum can be avoided.
x (s)= 2sinnrv covir - I(S) - ,(S

where P3(s) and gx(s) represent beta-function and betatron- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
oscillation phase at the azimuthal position, s, respectively
and v is the number of betatron oscillations per turn. The authors would like to present their sincere thanks
Imposing the condition that superposed COD should to continuous support from HIMAC accelerator group
vanish at the outside of the region between BM6 and leaded by Drs. S. Yamada and K. Noda. They are also

BM2, we have obtained the closed orbit distortion as is grateful for Mr. I. Kazama for his cooperation during the
shown in Fig.4 by the solid line. From the figure, it is present work. This work is supported by Grant-in-Aid for
known that the distance from the central orbit to the Scientific Research from Ministry of Education, Science,
septum of the ESS is -34 mm, while that of the inflector Sports and Culture under contact No. of 09304042.
septum is 29 mm, which seems not to satisfy the first
condition above mentioned. The beam increased in REFERENCES
betatron oscillation amplitude, however, always comes
out along the outgoing separatrix. The beam which pass [1] A. Noda et al., "Electron Storage and Stretcher Ring, KSR", Proc.

just inside the septum of the ESS has phase space of the 5th European Particle Accelerator Con.f, Barcelona, Spain

coordinate of (0.045 m, -3 mrad) and comes inside of the (1996)pp451-453.

aperture almost 10 mm during passage of the drift space [2] T. Shirai et al., First Beam Circulation Test of an Electron

between the ESS and the inflector. Thus the minimum Storage/Stretcher Ring, KSR", contribution to this conference.

aperture is realized at the entrance of the ESS. [3] A. Noda et aL, "KSR as a pulse stretcher", Proc. of the Particle

The closed orbit displacement made by the excitation Accelerator Conf., Vancouver, Canada (1997) pp 3 39 -3 4 1 .

of the perturbator is superposed on the effect of the orbit [4] A. Noda et al., "Design of an Electron Storage Ring for Synchrotron

distortion by correction coils and the steering magnet at Radiation", Proc. of the 3rd European Particle Accelerator Conf.

the injection process. In Fig. 4 such superimposed Berlin, Germany (1992)pp645-647.
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THE SNS RING TO TARGET BEAM TRANSPORT LINE

D. Raparia, J. Alessi, Y.Y. Lee, and W.T. Weng
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973.

Abstract Table 2 Twiss Parameters at the Entrance and Exit of the
RTBT for a 1 MW beam.

The Ring to Target Beam Transport (RTBT) line Twiss parameters Entrance Exit Units
connects the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)
accumulator ring to the target, with the required footprint
for the accelerator complex. This line also provides four 0.00 -2.1
sets of beta collimators to clean any beam halo. This 160 Px 4.15 17.4 mm/mrad

meter long transport line consists of eleven90 degree Fx(unnor., 100%) 120 120.0 it mm mrad

FODO cells, beam extraction and a beam spreader ay 0.00 0.7

system, in addition to a ring extraction dump line. Py 1.97 4.2 mm/mrad
Iy(unnor., 100%) 120 120.0 7t mm mrad

1 INTRODUCTION
In the 1 MW SNS [1], the Ring to Target Beam 2 FUNCTIONS OF TLE RTBT LINE
Transport line (RTBT) connects the I GeV accumulator The RTBT uses a FODO lattice up to the beam
ring [2] to the target. A major requirement of all parts spreading section. The 90m/cell phase advance and
of this accelerator is to have low uncontrolled beam length of 11.6 m/cell matches very closely the ring
losses (_• 1 nA/m), to allow hands on maintenance. The lattice. The line has following elements: (a) extraction,
RTBT is equipped with four sets of beam halo scrapers, (b) beam dump, (c) halo collimation, (d) beam spreader,
and the ratio of aperture to rms beam size is kept greater and (e) diagnostics. The first four functions have
than 3.5 up until the beam spreader section. Fig. 1 shows essentially been decoupled in the RTBT. The extraction
the RTBT line. system starts in the ring with a kicker magnet and
The beam requirements at the target are given in Table 1. continues through four cells in the RTBT. Following the
Table 2 gives the Twiss parameters at the beginning of extraction system, the beam can be dumped straight

the extraction kicker magnet and at the target. through a 15.50 dipole magnet. After this 15.50 bend,
two cells are used for the halo collimation. Following

Table 1 Beam requirements at the target. another 4 cells of transport, the last five quadrupoles in
Beam width 200 mm the line are used for final beam spreading to produce the
Beam height 70 mm beam size required at the target. Every other two
Time average current density, •0.091 A/m2  quadrupoles in the RTBT are followed by small dipole
over beam footprint corrector magnets for steering of the beam in the
Beam power within target and <5% quadrupole focusing plane. To reduce the probability of
outside nominal footprint uncontrolled beam losses and define the beam size
Peak time-average beam current • 0.182 A/m 2  precisely on the target, RTBT is equipped with four
density, over 1 cm2  transverse beam halo scrapers and several types of
Peak 1-pulse density,over 1cm2  1.89 1016 diagnostic devices. Table 3 shows the magnet

protons/m2  requirements for the RTBT.

. • • -• -.. - , . . ", \ i ," ",'-i

Fig 1. Layout and diagnostics location of the RTBT.
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Table 3 Magnet requirement for the RTBT direction by 15.50, making the extraction system
achromatic. At end of extraction the horizontal

Type Number ' Field Aperture Length dispersion and its derivative are zero (see figure 2). A
(T) (cm) (i) magnet to bend the beam vertically downward by 32.3

Dipoles mrad (opposite direction to the kicker magnet) is located
15.50 1 0.71 17 x 45 3.1 about 9.3 meter away from the kicker magnet, providing
Correctors 12 0.02 20 x 20 0.3 a = 30 cm difference vertically between the ring and the
Correctors 5 0.02 36 x 36 0.3 target planes.
Corrector 1 0.13 20 x 45 1.4 -- ,-,-r.
(V ) . I t.. ................ ...............

Quadrupoles " I
QH/QV 23 3.4 T/m 20 • 0.5
Spreader 5 3.0T/m 36 0.8 ,. /

Fig. 2 shows the amplitude functions 43x, Py) and the
dispersion function (rl) along the RTBT. This line is • /?

designed such that it can accommodate the beam current Y

required for the upgrade to 2 MW. , .
10 8 Oon TWE nVT Uf? /V4•'' •

[ii I•.." it lri i il , LLLLj•L L\i,

• :-.-** Extraction dump

• I iFollowing the extraction section, the beam dump is in a
line straight through the 15.50 dipole magnet. This dump
can handle up to 200 kW beam power and will be used

. for accumulator tuning purposes. This line is 28 m long
and the optics of this line is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig 3. TRANSPORT output showing beam optics to the

I, Li I.ring extraction dump.

Beam spreader
Fig 2. The amplitude function @I3x4Jy) and the dispersion
function (ri) along the RTBT. The beam spreader consists of five quadrupoles near the

Extraction end of the RTBT. These five 32 cm diameter aperture
quadrupoles provide the desired beam size at the target,

The extraction of the beam is done in a single turn with as given in Table 1. Due to thermal considerations of the

full aperture at a pulse repetition frequency of 60 Hz. target, the beam current density on target must remainful aprtue a a uls reetiionfreueny o 60Hz.below the limits shown in the table. This requirment
The extraction system consists of a full-aperture kicker relts in anon- in bea d istrib uion ns

and a Lambertson magnet septum and dipole magnet. (wit s in tan o f- 36sin mm mrad). in r e

The kick will be in the vertical direction. The (with rms emittance of 36 7c mm mrad). The required
current density distribution can be obtained using the

Lambertsonll secveu mthpe verticallykick eadvance fm injection painting scheme described elsewhere [3]. Fig. 4
kicker) will receive the vertically kicked beam and will shows the current density distribution at the target using

provide large deflection (15.5°) to enable ejection such ascheme. Scattering effects of a4 mm thick inconel

horizontally from the accumulator ring. A dipole, which guch a me ters from thicuded.

is 3600 phase advance away from the Lambertson window, 2 meters from the target, were included.

magnet, bends the beam horizontally in the opposite
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Table 4 Diagnostic devices in the RTBT

Device Number
1 Beam loss Monitor (BLM) 50

Beam Current Monitor (BCM) 2
Beam Position Monitor (BPM) 16
HARP(PrM) 3

S 0Crawling Wire Scanner (PrM(WS)) 4

Beam collimation

Fig 4. Current density distribution at the target in units of To scrape any beam halo produced in the ring, there are
10 A/m1. Only one quadrant of the beam foot print is four collimators in the RTBT line. These collimators are
shown. located just after the last 15.50 bend in the line spread

over two cells defining full emittance ellipse, and each i!
Diagnostics designed to handle up to I kW of beam power[5]. There

is a three meter long collimator just before the target
There must be enough diagnostic devices in the RTBT window to prevent beam from hitting outside of the
line to determine beam quality and beam losses in the target area.
line, as well as to determine the beam profile as close as
possible to the target. There is one beam loss monitor per
quadrupoles and one per dipole, with 17 units left for
additional (still to be determined) critical locations.
Horizontal and vertical beam position monitors are
located near every other pair of quadrupoles. Current 3 REFERENCES
toroids will allow continuous monitoring of beam current [I1 B. Appleton, "The NSNS Project", Proc. 1997 Particle Accelerator
near the beginning and end of the transport line. Using Conference, p. 20.

profiles from four crawling-wire profile monitors located [2] W. T. Weng, et al., "Accumulator Ring Design for the NSNS Project",
Proc. 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, p. 970.

between four consecutive quadrupole magnets in the line, [3] J. Beebe-Wang and Y.Y. Lee, "Transverse Phase Space Painting for

one will be able to infer the beam emittance in the line. SNS Accumulator Ring Injection", these proceedings.

These units will have 4 wires, taking profile [4] D. Raparia, et at, "The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique", Proc.
1997 Particle Accelerator Conference, p. 2023.measurements in four projections - 0° (horizontal), 30°, [5] H. Ludewig, et al, "Collimator Design for the NSNS Accumulator

600, and 90* (vertical). From these projections, we will Ring", to be published in ANS Winter Conf., Albuquerque, New Mexico,

use an algebraic reconstruction technique[4], to get a Nov. 1997.

detailed 2-dimensional density distribution of the beam.
Finally, there will be one harp located near the ring
extraction and a pair of harps -2 m in front of the target.
The lifetime of the harps should not be a problem, since
the current density at the RTBT harps will be lower than
in the HEBT line, and the power deposited in the wires
will be less than that in harps used in the BNL Booster
injection line. Since the harp in front of the target is
important for guaranteeing beam flatness, there will be
two units for redundancy. An excursion from the target
requirements given in Table 1, as inferred by the harp
measurements, will trigger a fast beam inhibit. A list of
the diagnostic devices is given in Table 4, and the
locations are shown in Fig. 1.
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CESR IV PROPOSED TRANSFER LINE DESIGN*

Z. Greenwald, D.L. Rubin
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract The trajectory is constructed by Horizontal and Vertical

CESR IV is a proposed dual-bore colliding beam acceler- bending magnets and tangential drift lines. See Figure 5.
The bending magnets angles and their desired fields areator for B-meson production. It has been designed to be smaie nTbe1

built on the top of the injection synchrotron ring so as to

co-exist with the present CESR III ring [1]. In this paper
we will describe the design of the CESR IV transfer line. Table 1: Summary of the bending magnets needed for
This transfer line splits from the existing transfer line and CESR IV transfer line
guides the beam, extracted from the synchrotron, 43 cm
vertically and then injects horizontally into the new ring.
The trajectory, taking into account the available space, was Bending Length Bending Magnetic Total
determined by horizontal and vertical bending magnets and magnet angle field current
drift lines. The quadrupoles were optimized to match the (i) (Tesla) (KA-t)
TWISS parameters at the input and the output of the trans- HSWT 1.53 9.04 1.821 18.41
fer line to those of the synchrotron and the new CESR IV V100 1.53 -2.54 0.512 5.176
ring respectively. V300 1.53 2.54 0.512 5.176

HBlO 1.53 8.37 1.686 1.704
HB20 1.53 4.34 0.874 8.835

1 INTRODUCTION dc septum 1.65 -1.36 0.254 2.569

In the CESR IV design [1], the present storage ring and the p. septum 1.50 -2.24 0.461 4.668

new one - which will be on top of the synchrotron, will
share the synchrotron ring as injector. When designing the
new transfer line for CESR IV the following requirements At the input of the transfer line the TWISS parameters
should be considered: A h nu ftetase ieteTISprmtr

are set identical to those of the synchrotron ring at S133,

* It will share the input point (coming from the syn- while the TWISS parameters at the output of the trans-
chrotron) with that of the existing transfer line [2] and fer line are matched to those of CESR IV at Q051 by

will split after QT02. varying both the strength and longitudinal position of the

* It will have the same beam pipe radius of 1.27 cm as quadrupoles. This match of the optics is done by using
that of the present transfer line. the optimization program DIMAT [4] with the constraints

* The beam should be guided up to the level of that the quadrupoles strength be less than 0.6 m- 2 and 3
CESR IV, which is 0.43 m above the synchrotron, and less than 80 m. The variations of the TWISS parameters
then curved back connecting tangentially to CESR IV. along the transfer line are seen in Figures 1 - 4 with the

9 TWISS parameters at the input of the transfer line corresponding quadrupole strengths in Table 2. Note, the
should match those of the synchrotron at S 133 and the strength and location of QT01 and QT02 which are shared
TWISS parameters at the output of the transfer line by the two transfer lines were set for the present CESR and
should match those of CESR IV at Q051. have not been changed.

* Vertical dispersion should be minimized which re-
quires small bending angles in the vertical direction.

e The new transfer line should fit together with the Table 2: Quadrupoles strengths optimized to match input
present one in the available space. to CESR IV

Quadrupole Length (m) Optimized strength
2 TRANSFER LINE DESIGN Q306 0.8 0.5837

Q100 0.8 -0.3584
CESR IV transfer line will share the present transfer line Q200 0.8 -0.2538
up to QT02 and then will split off with an angle of Q304 0.8 0.4926
90. The splitting dipole will be located in the drift line Q300 0.8 -0.1680
F146 (2.4 in). BEND I of the existing transfer line will Q303 0.8 0.0721
have to be moved slightly or be modified to accommodate Q305 0.8 -0.2423
the new beam pipe.

* Work supported by NSF
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Figure 5: Top and side views of the proposed transfer line
for CESR IV.
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BEAM-TARGET INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS FOR
BREMSSTRAHLUNG CONVERTER APPLICATIONS*

S.Sampayan, R.Buckles÷, G. Caporaso, Y-J Chen, C. Crist', S. Falabella, T. Houck,
M. Krogh', J. McCarrick, R. Richardson, D. Sanders, J. Weir, and G. Westenskow

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550 USA

Abstract machines are being designed to be capable of taking a

For multi-pulse radiography facilities, we are sequence of closely spaced radiographic images so as to

investigating the possible adverse effects of (1) produce a time sequenced image of the test object.

backstreaming ion emission from the Bremsstrahlung DARHT 11 uses a kicker system to provide a sequence

converter target and (2) the interaction of the resultant of 4 pulses over a 2 pts window. On AHF, the process of

plasma with the electron beam during subsequent pulses. producing these radiographic images consists of

These effects would primarily manifest themselves in a generating a 10-15 shot burst of 200 ns electron beam

static focusing system as a rapidly varying x-ray spot. To pulses at a 1 MHz repetition rate. These pulses are

study these effects, we are conducting beam-target further chopped into a series of 50 ns sub-pulses and are

interaction experiments on the ETA-II accelerator (a 6.0 redirected through a series of magnets to converter

MeV, 2.5 kA, 70 ns FWHM pulsed, electron accelerator) targets at each axis. The electron beam impacting the

by measuring spot dynamics and characterizing the converter target generates an intense x-ray cone which

resultant plasma for various configurations. Thus far, our produces a radiographic image on a fast detector array.

experiments show that the first effect is not strongly The converter target consists of an 0.5-1 mm thick

present when the beam initially interacts with the target. tantalum or tungsten foil. The electron beam is focused to

Electron beam pulses delivered to the target after <1 mm and allowed to impinge on this target to create

formation of a plasma are strongly affected, however, the x-ray pulse. Two effects are of concern. As the

We have also performed initial experiments to determine electron beam interacts with the target surface, a plasma

the effect of the beam propagating through the plasma. promptly develops. As the beam electrons creates a

This data shows that the head of the beam is relatively strong space charge field in front of the target, ions can

robust, but that backstreamning ions from the plasma can be extracted and accelerated in a direction opposite to the

still manifest itself as a dynamic focus toward the tail of electron beam prorogation. These ions partially

the beam. We report on the details of our experimental neutralize the beam space charge and defocusing of the

work to study these effects. beam results.
The second effect results from the direct interaction of

the electron beam with the target plasma on subsequent
pulses. Such an interaction, depending on the interaction

We are presently working on Linear Induction length and plasma density, may have an adverse effect on
Accelerator (LIA) based radiography projects under the the beam propagation and the resultant spot on the
US Department of Energy (DOE). These projects, known converter target.
as the Dual Axis Radiography Hydrotest Facility II Our on-going experimental program at LLNL is to
(DARHT II) and the Advanced Hydrotest Facility (AHF), study the interaction of the electron beam with the x-ray
are an element of this Country's strategy of science based converter target. In these experiments, we focus on the
stockpile stewardship (SBSS). The DARHT II is dynamics of the spot behavior measuring x-ray spot blur
presently being built at Los Alamos National Laboratory across an edge (so called "roll-bar" technique), and 2-d
and it is planned that A-F will be built at the Nevada imaging with a gated, multiframe, pinhole camera.
Test Site. The DARHT H machine is a multi-pulse, Further, we are characterizing the properties of the
single-axis flash radiography machine. The AHF plume by using various plasma diagnostic techniques.
machine is envisioned as a multi-pulse, multi-axis flash
radiography machine designed for full 3d imaging. These 2 EXPERIMENTAL

We described our experimental set-up and preliminary
* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of experiments in a previous paper [1]. Additional

Energy by LLNL under contract W-7405-ENG48. diagnostics that we are implementing are shown
+ Bechtel-Nevada, Livermore, CA
++ Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM schematically in Figure 1. Among those additional
+++AlliedSignal, FM&T, Kansas City, MO diagnostics are interferometer systems and a Laser

Induced Fluorescence system (LIF). The interferometer
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systems allow observation of the spatial extent, expansion Additional diagnostics (not shown) include imaging
velocity, and density of the target plasma. The LIF instruments consisting of gated, image intensified
system, which consists of a tunable pulsed dye laser cameras for observation of Optical Transition Radiation
system and gated spectrometer allows: (1) measurement (OTR) from the target surface and ion diagnostics
of the desorption delay time of neutrals from the target, consisting of multiple Faraday cups to observe plasma
and (2) measurement of the neutral density as a function velocities and to obtain estimates of the plasma density.
of time. The tunable laser is used to excite a particular And an alternate method to measure the x-ray spot: the
species of interest at a defined location and time; the so called "roll-bar" technique. This technique infers spot
spectrometer is used to record the subsequent transition size from the blur across a hard edge.
to a lower energy state. To simulate the effect of a high repetition rate

multipulse, we have implemented an 0.8J Nd:YAG laser

Dye Laser focused on the target. The laser beam can be directed to

(Laser Induced the target and timed to produce a plasma of sufficient
Florescence) density so as to simulate target debris as would

0(11) encountered in a multipulse electron beam system.

" Interrerometer Calculated Photocathode Efficiency

(VP nn.)

0.7

1 ~ 0.6

S... 0.4

S0.3
0.5 m Gated HeNe (632 nm) 0.2

Spectrometer Interferometer
(T.) (Vp, ne)o.

o.o

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 1: Modified target experiment layout. Neutral Photon Energy, MeV

diagnostics are being added to system.

Figure 3: Pinhole framing camera photocathode

e-beam_.l. B DI response.

Target MCP Film 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
W pinhole Figure 4 shows a representative sample of images from

the x-ray pinhole camera. Gate time of each image is
approximately 6 ns and spacing between images is 7-10
ns. Time position relative to the beam current pulse is

Figure 2: Single channel of the x-ray pinhole framing shown in Fig. 5.
camera. System consists of six such channels to allow a Images taken with the beam at normal incidence show
full 2-d, time resolved observation of the x-ray spot. an almost constant spot diameter. An intensity profile

through the center of each image shows a 1 mm spot
diameter (FWHM) for this beam current of 1.4 kA. We

As the principal objective of our experiment is to observe similar results from this current up to the
observe the dynamic behavior of the x-ray spot, we have maximum ETA-II operational current of approximately
implemented a method of direct observation of the x-ray 2.0 kA. These data show an almost constant spot radius
spot. This device consists of tungsten pin-holes imaged with a variation of approximately 25%. Additionally, in
onto an x-ray photocathode and amplified with a gated this data, we do not observe evidence of backstreaming
micro-channel plate (Fig. 2). The camera we are using ions with the Faraday cups.
creates 6 sequentially gated images so as to produce a 6 We performed electron beam/laser induced plasma
frame movie of the hard x-rays produced from the target experiments. To perform this set of experiments, we
interaction during the 70 ns (FWHM) beam pulse. pulsed the Nd:YAG laser just prior to beam time. This
Calculations show optimum sensitivity of the camera to laser pulse generated a prompt plasma and the electron
be from 1-2 MeV with a 20% decrease at 5 MeV (Fig. beam from ETA-II was used as a probe pulse to
3). determine e-beam/plasma interaction effects. Typical

data from the final frame of the x-ray pinhole framing
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camera is shown in Fig. 6a. A plot of the spot diameter densities of about 5 x 10'0 cm"3 . We performed
dynamics shows an almost constant beam diameter measurements with various delay times and observe that
throughout the pulse with a prompt expansion at the end the head of the beam (i.e., first 20 ns) can propagate
of the pulse (dotted line, Fig. 7). This laser induced through the target plasma with minimal effects for 1.5-
dynamic spot is accompanied by a very prompt positive 3.0 cm. However, we observe defocusing toward the tail
signature in the upstream Faraday cups (i.e., indicating of the beam presumably due to backstreaming ions.
ions) within 30 ns following the end of the beam pulse.

Figure 6: Final frame showing late time expansion of the
x-ray spot (a) without and (b) with a laser cleaning
prepulse.

Laser SingletDouble Pulse Comparison
2Md4C4.12.1t3:7 OMJ La Enwrgy.

Figure 4: Time resolved sequence of x-ray spot images. 3

.2

0i

0 10 20 30 40 s0t, ns

Figure 5: Timing fiducials superimposed on the beam
current trace taken at the target. Numbers correspond to
frame numbers above. Figure 7: X-ray spot expansion generated by a laser

induced plasma (dotted line) and effect of a cleaning
target surface with a laser prepulse 100 gs prior to

In order to ascertain the primary mechanism of this normal laser pulse.

laser induced dynamic spot (which we presumed to result
from backstreaming light ions due to surface
contaminants), we attempted to clean the target surface 4 SUMMARY
with a laser prepulse. This laser prepulse was applied We described our ongoing experiments to determine the
approximately 100 gis prior to the laser pulse used to interaction effects of an electron beam and
induce the simulated target plasma. We find that the Bremsstrahlung converter target used for multipulse
spot dynamics can be minimized (Figs. 6b and solid line, radiography. Ion backstreaming and plasma interaction
Fig. 7) with this prepulse. effects have been defined as two of the most

Initial experiments to determine beam propagation predominant mechanisms which could degrade the focal
effects through a plasma (without a cleaning prepulse) spot on the target. We were unable to observe the first
were done by triggering the laser a fixed time prior to the effect. The second effect can be observed in the beam
e-beam. This delay allowed the laser induced plasma head after traversing 1.5-3.0 cm through the plasma.
plume to expand. From the measured speed from the
Faraday cups and integration of the signal, we are able to 5 REFERENCES
infer an average plasma density and beam/plasma
interaction length for a given delay. For a typical data set [1] S. E Sampayan, et. al. "Experimental Investigation of Beam Optics
and a delay of 100 ns prior to beam time, we infer Issues at the Bremsstrahlung Converters for Radiographic

Applications", in Proc. 1998 Linear Accelerator Conf.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HELIUM ION BEAMS FROM MULTICUSP
SOURCE AND STUDY OF BEAM TRANSPORT*

M. Sasao#, M. Nishiura, NIFS-509-5292, Japan
S. K. Guharay, U. of Maryland, MD20742

T. Kuroda, M. Hamabe, Chubu U. 480, Japan
H. J. Ramos U. of the Philippines-1 101, M. Wada, Doshisha U., 610-0321, Japan,.

Abstract transporting a high perveance beam, the charge
neutralization due to background

A test stand with a multicusp type He+ ion source and an gas pressure usually prevents the beam expansion. We
electrostatic transport system was built for the study of cannot use this method in our experiment. The ionization
beam characteristics at relatively low energy, E < 10 keV, cross section of He+ is very low in this region (2x10-18
and beam transport in a space-charge dominated region cm 2). At higher gas pressure, the collisional charge
with j3 (=vle) < 0.0025. The measured normalized beamemittance (90%) of 0.00.The meaream etrmaled bam a exchange process of He+ with the residual helium gas
emittance (90%) of the He+ beam extracted from a rslsit rudsaeHO hscosscini x0compact multicusp source is about 0.08 it mm-mrad for results into a ground state He0 . This cross section is 5x10

co mp ct ult cus so rce is a out 0 .0 7c m m - rad for 16 cm 2. A long-life, 10 - 300 gxs, H e- (4pj) is produced
the emission current density of about 5-15 mA/cm 2 at 6 - 16 c.Aong-if e s, herefore is prded
9 kV. An electrostatic quadrupole transport system only through its metastable state. Therefore, in order to
(ESQ) is designed for this beam. Preliminary avoid any beam loss and produce He- effectively, a low
experimental results show that the ESQ has a potential to gas pressure, << 10.2 Torr, should be maintained.
transport a beam without any significant emittance One of the solutions of this problem is to employ an
growth over a length of about 50 cm. efficient transport system using eletrostatic lenses[4-7].

In the present paper, an experimental study of a low
energy He+ beam characteristics, the design of the

1 INTRODUCTION transport system for it, and its initial results are described.

With the goal to generate a high energy (1.7 MeV) He0

beam probe for a burning plasma experiment[l], we have 2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
been developing an intense He- ion beam [2]. A He A schematic diagram of the test stand with a He+ ion

beam can only be produced effectively from He+ via a source and an electrostatic transport is shown in Fig. 1. A
two step elecetron capture process in an alkali metal gas helium plasma is generated by two hair-pin type of
cell, such as Li, Na, Mg, K, Rb, or Cs. Because the tungsten filaments (0.4 mm-diameter) in an 8.5 cm-
optimum energy for these processes was reported to be diameter and 10 cm-long compact multicusp ion source,
around 6 keV [3], the essential point of the development which can be operated either in a pulsed mode or in a DC
is extraction of an intense He+ beam at relatively low mode with discharge current up to 15 A. An He+ beam is
energy. extracted from a set of three electrodes of 6 mm-diameter.
Another key issue is the transport of a high perveance
beam, with a good focusing property onto an aperture of The ion source itself is biased at acceleration voltage,
the charge exchange cell. The aperture should be small Vacc, and the second electrode is negatively biased (-Vdd),
enough to minimize the alkali vapor leakage. In and the beam is accelerated to V. + Vde in the first

extraction gap. The third electrode is grounded, and the
beam is decelerated by VdcC so that the final beam energy

6-stage ESO is eV~c
Lens Electrode - + + + - eV.,

Plasma Electrode"
" A " ['i "•i:i * Work supported in part by Japanese Society of Promotion of Science,

......- •j,1i. i i I ii {l ,., grant# 10480110........ ..-. ' L ii .•; .¢i • ......- ........

Ion Source". ".. . . , One of the authors (S. K. Guharay) thankfully acknowledges Prof. M.

Reiser for introducing the idea of ESQ transport and for many valuable

"discussions. Dr. C.K. Allen's work for developing the K-V code is also
-+ -+ D + Ionization acknowledged.

Gauge #Email: sasao@nifs.ac.jp

Figure 1: Schematic View of Experimental Arrangement
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Figure 2 The extraction voltage (V. + Vd• ) Figure 3 The beam envelope in x and y direction in the

dependence of the He+ beam current measured by the ESQ, where z is the direction of the propagation, for a
large faraday cup ( with a 36 mm-diam.) at 15 cm down case of ImA, 8kV beam with r = 3 mm, r'= 10 mrad. Theargefda y lower graph shows the voltage applied on the lenses.
stream.

The electrostatic transport system, developed at space charge limited region and that limited by the source

Maryland, is composed of six ESQ lenses. The emission can be clarified. Extensive studies of the source

geometrical parameters are given in Table 2 of the property in higher power region will be reported

previous work[7] elsewhere. The beam profiles measured at various z

There are several diagnostic ports, and the diagnostic locations show that the beam is strongly diverging.
tools developed are: a large Faraday cup for total beam The normalized beam emittance (90%) of the He+ beam
current measurement, a Faraday cup array for beam extracted from the source is measured by the slit-and-

profile measurements, and three types of emittance gauge. multi-electrode emittance gauge, and it is about 0.08 7C

The large Faraday cup was specially designed to measure mm-mrad at the current density of about 5-15 mA/cm2 at

full beam currents, avoiding spurious contributions due to 6 - 9 kV. The pepper pot measurement gives the value of
co-moving electrons and any secondary electrons. It has about 0.075 7t mm-mrad.

an entrance aperture diameter of 36mm, a pair of
magnets, and a caterpillar shaped electron collector.
Two emitance gauges are slit-and-multi-electrode type; 4 BEAM TRANSPORT STUDIES
one of which has insulators between electrodes, and the 4.1 ESQ design
other has a structure so that no dead layer exists between In order to transport such a diverging high-perveance
them. The third one is a pepper-pot type gauge[8]. Detail beam, and to focus it onto the entrance of the charge
description of them and comparison will be reported exchange cell, an efficient low-energy beam transport
elsewhere. system [7] has been considered. The original design was

made for the transport of 30 mA, 35kV H- beam for the
SSC injector. The present beam, 1-5 mA, 6-10 kV He+,

3 BEAM EXTRACTION however, has higher perveance K - 0.004 - 0.02. A set of
CHARACTERISTICS lens parameters, which can transport over about 50 cm,

has been found after a wide range of parameter survey
The He+ beam characterization was performed without using a simulation code solving the K-V envelope
the transport system. Fig. 2 shows the extraction voltage equations [6]. Fig. 3 shows the beam envelope in x and y
(V. + Vd ) dependence of the He+ beam current directions in the ESQ, for a case of ImA, 8kV beam with
measured by the large Faraday cup at 15 cm down stream the initial beam radius, r, of 3 mm, and the initial beam
from the exit of the source. Here the discharge current divergence, r', of 10mrad.
was varied so that the
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Figure 4 The He+ beam current measured at about10 cm Figure 5 The beam profile measured at about 60 cm down
down stream from the exit of the ESQ. The circles are stream, for the case ESQ excited (solid line) and that
with ESQ excitation, and squares are without ESQ. The without excitation(dashed line). The beam energy is 8
beam energy is 8 keV. keV, and the initial beam current 2 mA.

4.2 Experimental results with ESQ In conclusion, the present experimental results indicate

Preliminary experiment has been carried out to examine that the ESQ has a potential to transport a He+ beam

the ESQ performance and to characterize the beam after without any beam loss, and without any significant

the transportation. The twenty four electrodes arelbiased emittance growth over a length of about 50-cm, and to

by using twelve independent power supplies. The focus it on to a charge exchange cell well apart from the

voltages are set at the optimum values determined by the source.

simulation calculation. In the Fig. 4 are shown the total
beam current measured by the large Faraday cup at 5 REFERENCES
aboutlO cm down stream from the exit of the ESQ: with
ESQ excitation (circles), and without excitation (squares). [1] D.E.Post et al., Fusion Technology 1 (1978), 355
The 70% of the whole beam from the source are detected M.Sasao et al.,Fusion Technology 10 (1986),
at the 60 cm downstream. Considering the beam loss 236
between the source and the entrance of the ESQ, the [2] M.Sasao et at, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 69-2 (1998)
results in Fig. 4 show that the most of the beam is

[3] R.J. Girnius et at, Nucl. Instrum. Methods, 137
successfully transported by ESQ. (1976) 373.
The focusing property was examined by the Faraday cup [4] Theory and Design of Charged Particle Beams,
array. Figure 5 shows one example of the 8kV, 2mA M. Reiser (Wiley, N.Y.) 1994.
beam profile measured at about 60 cm down stream, for [5] S. K. Guharay; C. K. Allen, and M. Resier, in
the case ESQ excited (solid line) and that without ESQ "High-brightness beams for Advanced
excitation (dashed line). Although this position does not Accelerator Applications" edited by W.W.
correspond to the beam waist as shown in Fig. 3, we can Destler and S. K. Guharay, AIP Conf. Proc. No
expect that the charge exchange cell can be set well apart 253, 1992, pp 67-76.
from the ESQ, with 100% beam throughput. [6] C.K. Allen, S.K. Guharay, and M. Reiser, Proc.
The emittance was also measured at 10 cm down stream 1995 Particle Accelerator Conference, Dallas,
from the exit of ESQ, for a 2mA, 8 keV beam. The one Texas (IEEE, New York, 1996), p. 2324.

dimensional normalized emittance was about 0.11 7c mm- [7] S.K.Guharay et al., NucI. Instrum. Methods

mrad. Considering the + 15% ambiguity of the emittance A339(1994)429.
[8] S.K.Guharay et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 67

evaluation, the emittance growth in the ESQ transport (1996) 2534.
system seems to be low.
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A DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC TUNING FOR HIGH ENERGY
BEAMLINES AT HIMAC

M. Torikoshi, K. Noda, E. Takada, H. Tsubuku', S. Kai', T. Katsumata'
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, 4-9-1 Anagawa, Inage, Chiba 263, Japan
'Accelerator Engineering Corporation, 2-13-1 Konakadai, Inage, Chiba 263, Japan

Abstract have, therefore, an automatic beam tuning system, only
one operator can tune two beamlines of both systems,

A beamline tuning system based on automatic procedure respectively, at the same time. In this paper, we report
for steering a beam with observing the beam position has our automatic tuning system which is under development
been under development for the transport of high energy for the HEBT system.
beams at HIMAC. A daily beamline tuning for
radiotherapy and for most biological experiments is carried 2 PRINCIPLE OF THE AUTOMATIC
out to precisely transport the beam to beam delivery TUNING
devices. This system replays the daily procedure In everyday's beamline tuning for the radiotherapy and for
automatically. A beam is steered using steering magnets most of the biology experiments, we basically steer the
in accordance with the deviation of beam positions from beam using steering magnets and sometimes bending
intended beam positions. How much the beam positions magnets with monitoring the beam positions using wire-
shift due to adjusting a steering magnet is determined by grids. The goal of the beamline tuning is to position the
the beam optics design. Therefore, if correlation between beam on the designed points in the beam delivery devices.
deflection angles at the steering magnets and variations in The points are defined by two wire-grids, one is located
the beam position measured by wire-grids are known, the upstream of the isocenter of a treatment room or the
deflection angles can be calculated by solving linear biology experiment room, and another is in front of the
simultaneous equations. The correlation was measured and entrance of the room. The beam profile is not necessary to
compared with those calculated. Most of them are in good be adjusted insofar as the profile is approximately round
agreement. At present, the beamline tuning for delivering shape in the rooms where horizontal and vertical
beams to the biological experiment room is finished in components of the P function were designed to be a same
about 10 minutes automatically. value. Therefore, quadrupole magnets are usually excited

1 INTRODUCTION in designed strengths.
The principle of the beamline tuning is to steer the

A heavy ion medical accelerator, HIMAC, has been beam with the steering magnets and move it to a required
providing carbon beams for cancer radiotherapy since June position at each wire-grid as shown in Fig. 1. Insofar as a
of 1994[1]. The beams extracted from synchrotron rings
are transported to three treatment rooms, a biological ST 1 P 2ST2 PST3 P3 P4 '
experiment room and a physics-general experiment hall ST2 ST3 I
through high energy beam transport lines (HEBT). The - [ t
beamline is changed from one to another by only exciting
or deexciting switching magnets without tuning the D1 d 1 D2 i 2 D3 .
beamlines to change the treatment room in less than 5 J , Treatment

minues.The eanine aretund ony afewtime a ayRoom
minutes. The beamlines are tuned only a few times a day, Figure 1: A typical configuration of steering magnets and
when the accelerated beam energy or the accelerated ion ischaged Th bemlie tnig fr te rdioherpy nd wire-grids for observation of beam positions. ST's and
changed.P's mean steering magnets and wire-grids, respectively.
most biological experiments is done in fixed forms, but

the beam position, a centroid of a beam profile, should be condition, d/D < 1, is satisfied, incident angles of the
finally positioned on a central axis of a beam delivery beam with respect to a required path converge, where D is
system within in a precision of ± 2.5 mm [2]. At present, a distance between a steering magnet and a downstream
two operators are engaged in the operation of the HEBT wire-grid, and d is a distance between a wire-grid and a
beamline tuning for the radiotherapy. We want, however, ne-sring anet ween how and a
one operator to tune the beamline efficiently. Especially, next steering magnet. If we know how much the
since the HIMAC has two synchrotron rings, the HEBT beam position varies at a wire-grid for changing theexcitation current of a steering magnet, we can calculate
beamlines are divided into two systems, a horizon the excitation current of a steering magnet in order to
Bam[3]inEach system isT andoaeratical beaind den. stem move the beam to a required position at the wire-grid.

Once beam optical design has been fixed, the variation in
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a beam position at an arbitrary wire-grid with respect to where Tij is the ratio of the position variation of an i-th
the variation in a deflection angle at an arbitrary steering wire-grid to the current variation of a j-th steering magnet.
magnet upstream of the wire-grid is calculated using 7hj=O for i<j. A AIj is the current variation to be solved
transfer matrix equation as the following, and a Auj is the deviation of the beam position from the

u) M M u0  required beam position at the i-th wire-grid. A case of i=j

11,)-=(M1 M2 )0,Uo) indicates a relation between a steering magnet and the
21 22 0nearest wire-grid which is immediately downstream from

where u, and uo' are a beam position and a slope of the neeste-rid which is imediately ownstream fo
beam's trajectory at a steering magnet, respectively. The u the s ig maget sh as the elation oS )a t

and ar a psiton ad aslop ata wie-gid, shown in the figure 1. As shown in the equation (1), thean d u ' are a p o sitio n an d a slo p e at a w ire -g rid , cc i eq a t o h e r n s r m t i x l m nt M 2 w ch s
respectively. When the beam is deflected by a steering a is equal to the transfer matrix element Ml 2 which isrespctivlydescribed as follows:
magnet in different strengths without altering the beam
position, we can observe beam positions uA and u, at a M 12= PST]AWG sinPSTr-WG

downstream wire-grid, which are corresponding to the where PwG and PST are values of a P] function at the wire-
,strengths A and B of a steering magnet. They are described grid and the steering magnet, respectively, and the Ts-woW
as follows, is a phase advance from the steering magnet to the wire-

uA=M11U0+MI 2UA0' grid. So the a's can be calculated. In our tuning system,
however, the measured values are used.

uB=M~u°+MnuB°'. The last steering magnets (ST4 in the figure) is only
Subtracting the second equation from the first, the ratio of about 20 cm away from the wire-grid (P4) which is in
the variation in the beam position to the variation in the front of the room. Therefore, if the beam is in the center
deflection angle is derived as follow, of the wire-grid, the beam can be aligned to the required

aO=(UA--UB)/(UA0'-UB0')=M1 2  (I) path in the room by only steering the beam with the last

where ca is the ratio in the unit of mmnmrad. Assuming a steering magnets with a negligibly small change in the
linear relation between the deflection angle and the beam position at the wire-grid.
excitation current, the a can be converted to the ratio of
the position to the excitation current with respect to a
certain magnetic rigidity of the beam, which we call it r1. 3 PERFORMANCE OF THE
Then, if we know the differences between the initial beam AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEM
positions and the required positions, we can calculate the At present, the automatic tuning process is divided into
current variations of steering magnet by solving the three parts. Fig. 2 shows the configuration of steering
following matrix equation inversely, magnets and wire-grids of the vertical beamlines with

(Aui / 11 0 0 0 AI, omitting quadrupole magnets in order to simplify.

- - - (2) The first part is to align a beam with a path of the
= (2)I HEBT beamline which is defined by the first two wire-

- -i n)(,Ain) grids with help of steerers of a synchrotron extraction

Vertical Beamlines BIO Course
P7 ST8(y) -

ST4 P6 ST5 ST7(x) ST9 -P9
'"f P5 N•. ST6( )•&

ST3P P13 Biology

Extraction P4 BVC ST10ý AVC ý ST12 Experiment
Beamline ST1 ST2 P3 Course I ILI Course IST13 Room

----- _4 ---- - -*-P11L ~ u~ P14
P0 P1 P2 / I

(Hoizota - - - 1 L- 1 L
(Horizontal Beamline) Treatment Teatment

Room B Room A

® Wire-grid(P) [ Steering Magnet(ST)

Figure 2: The configuration of steering magnets, wire-grids and bending magnets in vertical beamlines of the high
energy beam transport system at the HIMAC. ST and P mean a steering magnet and a wire-grid, respectively.
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beamline. In this part, the beam is adjusted to be wire-grid P4 and the steering magnet ST6 are usually out
positioned on the centers of the two wire-grids, P1 and of use. The former is mainly used for tuning the beamline
P2, using steerers of the extraction beamline as well as which joints the vertical beamline and the horizontal
the first pair of the steering magnets, ST1. But each beamline. The steering magnet ST6(x) is only manually
beamline is controlled by the different computer one used, when the horizontal tuning is out of range of the
another, and the HEBT's computer cannot directly control steering magnet ST5. The vertical deflection steering
the steerers of the extraction beamline. The HEBT's magnets ST8(y), which should be paired with ST7(x) near
computer adjusts the excitation currents of the STI, but it the wire-grid P7, separates from the ST7(x), because of
only informs us how much change the excitation currents too tight space near the P7. But the configuration of them
of the steerers of the extraction beamline in order to adjust still satisfies the condition for the convergence mentioned
the beam position in the centers of the wire-grids P1 and above. A result of the automatic tuning for the BIO
P2. Therefore, this part is said to be a computer aided course is shown in Fig. 3, which has been done in 10
tuning rather than the automatic tuning. minutes.

The second part is to automatically transport the The final part is to steer the beam using the pair of
beam to the entrance of the treatment room or the biology the most downstream steering magnet and to position the
experiment room. In this part, the wire-grids and the beam on the center of the wire-grid located in the
steering magnets which are located along the beamline treatment room or the biology experiment room. Taking
downstream of the P2 are in use. In a case of BIO course, the BIO course as an example again, the beam has been
the beam positions at the wire-grids of P3 - P8 are adjusted to be in the center of the wire-grid P8 in the
measured first. In this process, the Au's are immediately second part. Since the pair of the most downstream
obtained. Then the Al's are derived by inversely solving steering magnets ST9 are very close to the wire-grid P9,
the equation (2). We can arbitrarily select which wire-grids both of the locations can be regarded as being same. Only
or steering magnets are in use, and how many times this moving the beam position to the center of the wire-grid
part is repeated. One of 150 deflection bending magnets P9 by using the steering magnets ST9, the beam should
can be also involved to steer the beam vertically as an be aligned on the required path of the irradiation devices
auxiliary steerer. We can also set values as parameters for for the biology experiments or the treatment, which is
the position in which the beam should go and for the defined by the P8 and P9.
tolerance of positioning the beam around :the required
position at each wire-grid. In most cases, ± 0.5 mm is set
as the tolerance. When the repetition number is set to be 4 SUMMARY
more than one time, this part is repeated until the beam These scenarios of the automatic tuning the other
position coincides with the required position within the beamlines for the treatments, such as AVC course, ae
assigned tolerance at every wire-grid. If it has not same. The first and second parts are well used, for
completed within the repetition times, the computer especially tuning the BIO course which has the longest
informs the operators it by indicating "TIME OUT". The beamline. This system transports the beams to the

treatment rooms and biology experiment room with
---o-x(or.) sufficiently good precision for the radiotherapy and the

10 0 X(tuned) • . . .• . 40 e
X(ca•.) biology experiments, while the operator does not need a

(0) .. 1 --1 . 30 special knowledge of the beam transportation. The beam
. transportation for the most treatments is done in fixed

........ ..• ....... ...... -.. : ' .. 0seilk o ld eo h em tasotto .T eb a

--10 .. 20 forms, so the automatic tuning system is easily
E2x-2 -- 1--Y(0.) I ..... 0 3 applicable and very convenient.

* Y(btmed)
I Y(cal.) l ......... . ...... 1

-30 . O---- - ---- ...... .....
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THE PROBLEM OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICLE BEAMS
TRANSPORTATION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF THE

PHENOMENON OF SUPPRESSED GAMMA-DECAY OF RADIOACTIVE
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Deg is a matrix element of screen atom dipole

1. INTRODUCTION AND momentum, v0 is a volume of electromagnetic mode

THEORETICAL MODEL quantization, f is the Mossbauer parameter,

The problem of acceleration and long-distance
transportation of high-radioactive beams and short-life- AO4 P f 20)Qldeg(o).x)12do°)./37 c3(oh-o)
time radioactive nucleus beams is interesting for future o
beam and nuclear technologies. The method of short-life- - radiative shift of excited level energy of the nucleus,
time radioactive nuclei and high-radioactive beams
spontaneous decay braking and suppression at long G=2NzlEIdege(Ono) 1E/3,atot Vo[(4.o_-o) 2+(1/2ta~ot) 2];
distance transportation and acceleration is the most A[r=(0•s_<Oa)Gatot/7.

optimal solution of this problem. The paper discusses the
successful experiments on controlling the probability of For IGI, IALI,<<I we have
spontaneous gamma-decay and life-time of radioactive , *tot=,r/[oc+ l-8fAo)0NTi 2c 3/(oX+ 1)v0 o4 3]=

and excited nuclei of several isotopes.. 'r/[(ac+1- (1-z/t*) fA/4n)], (4)
It is well known that in free space (without adjacent I,=t/[ _f1 tAo.0N72c3/(a+ 1)voo4o 3]. (5)

material bodies) the radiative life-time "r of an excited For the case of nonresonant screen
nucleus is constant and equals *= 't/[a+1-Af~nr- 4]; (6)

"r =3 h /c3/4oh3fdeg(OhI 2  (1)

The total life-time of this excited nucleus trot = r/(1 +c) A9nr2= 2xs1slDeg(s)12 (0h-4)/3 h Vo[(4ý-4)2

in free space is constant too. Here deg is the matrix +(2*'totY)
2
] (7)

element of nucleus dipole momentum, a is the coefficient It was shown that resonant screen effect in all cases
of internal electron conversion for nuclear transition appears to be more significant than for the nonresonant
Ee-- Eg=0 with frequency ok-=(Ee -Eg)/ h. one. For the same relation NN 0 the influence of the

We have created the theory of resonant screen influence resonant screen upon life-times tot'r, of excited nucleus
on the gamma-decay probability and life-time of excited is by several orders more effective than the influence of
and radioactive nuclei",2'3 . The phenomenon of nuclear the nonresonant screen.
decay controlling is a result of interaction of the nucleus Two experiments on controlling of the nuclei decay
with zero-energy electromagnetic modes, which in turn and changing T* were performed based on our
interact with the screen. It was shown that the result of theory.
action of resonant (o0=oh) screen on the excited nucleus
is the change of radiative and total life-times 2. THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF

,r -- '* "fiRe[(1-2itAo~o)/(l+iG/2-A')4]. (2) THE PHENOMENON OF
"rot"-*tot tot(a+ 1 )I{ a+Re[( 1-2itAco)/( 1+iG/2- CONTROLLING TIME-LIFE OF

r/{a+ReV1-2itAoo)/(A+iG/2_AC2r)4]), (3) SPONTANEOUS DECAY OF EXCITED
Here NUCLEI BY MOSSBAUER SPECTRUM

G = 2fN7l2 d[eg(O)1 2/3t*tot h Vo[(,o-o0a) 2+(l/2"r*to) 2], INVESTIGATION
MDr --2fNnIDeg(po 12 (0-a)3 V0[(40_4-O)2+

(1/2*,gtft)2] =__ (O40.-0a)Got/ic' The aim of the first experiment was to measure the
changing (decreasing at O40=O4) of the spectral width of

Mossbauer radiation F-l/-ttot -- F*=-=/,rtot, (as a result of
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changing life-times T*tot and t*) during action of resonant (NNO)a =3Om I I-/L3 = 2,7.1016 cm"3

screen. The layouts of the experiments are presented on and
Fig. 1. A ~a -- 21c{ 1-I/[I1+(D I/2L)2 ]It2) =- 0,47t.

The anticipated change in radiative and total widths of For the second regime
gamma-spectrum increases with the decrease of life-time (N/VO)b = 3 Gm / 12 = 6.1018cm-3

T. In order to reduce the influence of technical and
fluctuations the Mossbauer isotope Sn119m with short total AEb = 2it{ -1/[1+(D/2L) 2 ] 121= Aea --0,4 ic.

rtot =1,85.10.8 s and radiative t =1,2.10-7 s life-times was In the regimes (a) and (b) the total widths
used. The experimental installation was mounted on the r*(a,b)=r*s(ab)+rd+AF of gamma-spectrums included both
double layer of acoustic isolation. the sum of source (F*s(ab)) and resonant detector (rd)

The excited Snl19m isotope (chemical compound resonant-line widths, and the broadening AF (as a result
CaSn'19m0 3) with activity of 5 mCi and a-5,5 was used of resonant absorption) in absorber 2.
as a source 1 of Mossbauer radiation with the energy of In order to verify the stability of gamma-line position
quanta E• = 23,8 KeV. This source had a radiation and width the measurement of gamma-spectrum was
spectrum in the form of a single line of nearly natural performed in the system of source 1 - hole of diaphragm
width. 3 - resonant detector 4 without the resonant absorber 2.

The resonant absorber 2 had a form of disk with The resulting value
diameter D = 3 cm, made of stable Sn"19 isotope (average r, + rd= FSo+AFSO+rdo+Ardo = (0.809--0.002) mm/s
surface density omT=1,4 mg/cm2 = 6.1018 atoms Snllg per (in Doppler velocity units cF/ o4) for this case
cm 2, chemical compound Sn' 1902). This absorber (screen) demonstrates that the nonradiative broadening
had a spectrum of absorption with almost natural width. Ar' 0 = Ardo = 0,081 mm/s in the source and detector is

The lead diaphragm 3 with diameter D, = D was fixed at small in relation to natural widths
distance L = 3 cm from source. The diaphragm had a hole rs0=vdo= 1/ to = 0,323 mm/s. It follows from these results
with diameter Do = 1 cm and length L0 = 2,5 cm. Behind that there are no sources of technical nonstability and
the diaphragm there was a resonant detector 4 (a systematic errors in the experimental instalation.
compound CaSn'1903 was used as this detector) and a For the regime (a) we have
system for changing the Doppler velocity of detector 4. r, 0 --4-F*s0(a) =1/lt*tot(a), r*s(a)-" r s0(a)+ A1o.-

The measurements with gamma-beam (traveling from As a result for this regime we have the following
source through resonant absorber and hole of the expression for the total width of gamma-spectrum
diaphragm to resonant detector) were performed in two r*(a)=l/*tot1(a) +ArSO+TdO+AFdo+Ar. (8)
regimes. For the regime (b) with presence of the resonant

In the first regime the resonant absorber 2 was fixed in absorber 2 near the diaphragm we have the similar result
position a) near source I (at distance I I = 0,2 cm). The for the total width of gamma-spectrum
finite quantizing volume V0 in this regime existed only for r*(b)=l/t*tot(b)+Arso+r'dO+AFdo+AF. (9)
those electromagnetic modes which were localized in Then (using the results of theoretical calculation (8), (9)
solid angle between source and the diaphragm. The for r*(a) and r*(b) and equations (3) - (5)) we find the
volume of each of these modes corresponded to the value expressions that describe the changing of total and
V0 = 7rXL 2/3 of space between two cones with common radiative (for controlled Mossbauer part) life-times
apex on the excited nucleus that cut a single Fresnel zone I/ j*tot(b) - l/'*tot(a) = F*(b) - r(a), (10)
with area So = iEXL on the diaphragm surface. Only for l/*T*ef(b) - l/T*ef(a)= (F(b)* - r(a)*) [4nt(I +a) / fAM ] (11)

At small change of life-time I*tot(a)- '*tot(b)I << Ttot we
2 have

(T*tot(a)-t*tot(b))/Ttot = ( *(b) - F*(a))Ttot, (10a)
T/T*ef(b) - t/t*ef(a) = (r(b)*-F(a)*) t.t [4it(1 +c) / fAO ] (1 la)

a Using the expression (4) and the results of measuring

Fig 1 Ttot(ab) we can calculate the radiative shift
* *A4 ={ ((t*tot(a.)'*tot(b))/t j ((a+ 1)2 4o' /{2frt c3 [Aea

these modes p'tot an d tfto, otr s t. (NNO)a - Ab (N/ V0)b] . (12)
For other space directions and for other space mode Each measurement of e*(a) and F*(b) in both cases lasted

orientations we have V0o-fmo. In accordance with (4) and At=0,5 hour. The average values measured were
(5) in these cases of modes unlimited in space we have F*(a)=(1,167-+0,003) mm/s and

F*(b)=( 1,184 +±0,003) mm/s with corresponding changes of
In the second regime the resonant absorber 2 was fixed total life-time of Sn119m

at distance 12 = 3 cm from source in position b) near the 2'C*tt(a- tot(b)}/Ctt= (0,63 ± 0,12).10"'
diaphragm 3 (12 = L). and life-time for controlled Mossbauer component of

The relation N/V0 was different in these two regimes. Sn119m gamma-radiation
For the first regime
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{T/Tef(b) - T*lef(a)} =(0,82 ± 0,16). steel (100 mg). The thickness of absorber was 7 mg/cm2 .
Using the result of measuring (Ttot(a)*- ctot(b)*)/,tot and the The lead diaphragm 3 has a hole with diameter Do = 1 cm

general expression (12) we for the first time have and length L0 = 2,5 cm. Behind the diaphragm there was
obtained the magnitude and sign of radiative shift amplitude detector 4 - NaJ(TI) crystal with width I102

(radiation correction) of excited nucleus SnII 9 m level cm and photo-electronic multiplier.
Ao =--(2,9±0,55).1014S-1.. The signal processing system picked out the part of
The measures taken to improve the reliability of amplitude specter close to the gamma-line with E, = 14,4

measurements in the "frequency-response" regime allow KeV.
to connect with a high degree of certainty the For the first time in this experiment we have discovered
experimental results with theoretically predicted the change of radiative transition life-time -* by 40-100%
controlled charge of nucleus gamma-decay probability and total life-time -tot, (including non-resonant radiation
and life-time and not with false factors. with probability 1-f and non-radiative channel of decay

with probability W) by 0.6-2%.
3. THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF

THE PHENOMENON OF CONTROLLED
SPONTANEOUS GAMMA-DECAY OF 4. CONCLUSION

RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI BY By optimization of decay controlling system parameters
INVESTIGATION OF INTENSITY OF (using the nuclei without the electron conversion decay

GAMMA-RADIATION channel (x -4 0, the resonance absorbers with a maximum
solid angle screening AfQ -4 47c, with maximum weight

The aim of the second experiment was to measure the part of the gamma-radiative resonance channel f -- 1) it
changing of total intensity Jy-4J- of resonant nuclei is possible to achieve significantly higher influence upon
radiation (as a result of changing life-times ---'n*) in the the spontaneous decay characteristics and, respectively,
direction (47t - AfQ) not blocked by the resonant screen 2. sharp increase of total life-time "tto* >> tt.
Equation for population nr* of excited nuclei has a form Among other conclusions, the obtained results in fact

dne*/dt = 1j, n/'Pi 2 - ne*A.Q f/47tv*- ne(1 -f)/x - prove the existence of a peculiar macroscopic "distance
ne*f(1 - A/14nt)-r - ne*o/r. (13) effect" predicted above, namely the dependence of the

Here AfQ is a solid angle blocked by the absorber, effectiveness of quantum spontaneous decay process of
In equilibrium state the relation of population of excited the excited nuclei on macroscopically remote position of
nuclei n*2 for A Q * 0 (with selective absorption) to a resonant absorbing screen (unlike, for example,
population of excited nuclei n2 for Afl = 0 (without Kazimir's effect manifesting itself only at microscopic
selective absorption) has a form distances).

n2*/n2 = 1/{ 1 -f A.fQ(1 - -x2/T2*)/ 47c (1 + ca)}. (14) In conclusion we would like to note that the effect of
Intensity 1 *nt* of resonant radiation (Mossbauer's influence upon the spontaneous radiation characteristics
probability f) in not blocked direction increase and of excited (radioactive) nuclei may manifest itself not

J*/ J ,= ne/ ne= 1/[1-f(14-1/*) AD /47t(1+a)]. (15) only for Mossbauer nuclei and transitions but also for
The layout of the experiment is presented on Fig.2. other excited states and nucleus types provided the

=. existence for them of an obviously expressed resonance
absorbtion. By this method of spontaneous decay brakingw.[* Nand suppression of short-life-time radioactive nuclei and

= 4 high-radioactive beams it is possible long distance
transportation and acceleration of redioactive beam.
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THE PROGRESS OF DEVELOPMENT OF FOUR KICKERS' BUMP SYSTEM
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couldn't satisfy injection2' 7'8 of HBLS-2 mode of
Abstract 13nm* rad. The two kickers (first and fifth in fig.1)

There are three kicker magnets to manipulate local bump occupy installation space suitable for two sextuple
orbit in Hefei storage ring, which could satisfy basically magnets, it's a disadvantage and decreases the dynamic
the commissioning and operations of General Purpose aperture.
Light Source (GPLS) mode. In the Phase Two Project of
HLS, four kicker magnets will be employed and installed !H 18 L S-I

in one straight section to form a ladder-shaped bump orbit.
So the parameters of bump orbit are independent of the 15 s

ring lattice. The new system also satisfies the multicycle t r a nasf e ,in te ar-a
and multitum injection of High Brightness Light Source - u- 0 t 0u .----••"4, -I. c L&" .U 4 1'sk

(HBLS) mode and other modes, and it expected to run Fig.2 Scheme of bump orbits and the layout of the inj. sys.
stably for a long time. This paper presents the development In order to form a reasonable bump orbit, HBLS- 1
of the new bump orbit system. requires the middle kicker to deflect beam with a small

1 INTRODUCTION angle. However, it is too difficult for the pulse powersupply with spark-gap switches to generate such a small

A multicycle and multiturn injection scheme is adopted to pulse current with little time jitter, furthermore, the
accumulate beam in HLS ring'. The injection system lifetime of switch is too short and needs maintenance
consists of three kicker magnets, one pulse septum magnet, frequently.
one DC septum magnet and their power supplies 2. The In the new injection system, four kicker magnets will be

pulse septum magnet which is made of steel sheet and installed in one straight section, and thyratrons will be
copper current strip with A120 3 powder coating runs well used as switch, which can decrease the time jitter to less
for ten years, and its steel sheets have some absorption than 1Ons. Two sextupole magnets will be added at the
capacity after baking3. The air-core of kicker magnet in the place which were now occupied by two kickers, this will
vacuum pipe produces pulse field. The pulse formation increase the dynamic aperture.
circuit uses a spark gap switch to generate a half sinewave
current pulse with attenuation which can satisfy the 2 NEW OVERALL ARRANGEMENT
commissioning and operation of the GPLS mode 4-6. Fig. 1
commisshows ng the disrition of the magnts and v m F The HLS straight section for injection is only 3 meterschambers. Fig.2 shows local bump orbits corresponding long, it's quite difficult to install four kickers in such aseparately to the GPLS with emittance of 133cnm d rod short extent. Installation method and injection tracking,and the HBLS-1 of 27 nm, rad. have been carefully studied. The overall arrangement of

the new bump orbit system is shown in fig.3. Fig.4 shows
the redesigned distribution of ring.

1 2 6 8 9

1.4.5: kicker; 2: DC septum; 3: pulse septum.
Fig.1 Layout of the injection system of the HLS ring

There are four quadrupole magnets and two bending " 5 "1.... , _4 _ 5 . ,..... .,0
magnets within the bump orbit of three kicker magnets. So
the parameters of kicker magnets are decided by local 6: pulse septum; 4, 9: ceramic vacuum.

Twiss functions and phase shifts. Such bump orbit system Fig.3 Plane distribution of magnets and scheme of bump orbit
in the inj. sys. with centralizing overall arrangement.

*Email: wangxaqi@ustc.edu.cn
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Fig.4 New plane distribution diagram of the area involved
in injection system reconstruction of HLS ring.

3 PREFABRICATED STUDY

Some key techniques have been studied and solved since (a) A photo000of output current pulse
1993.

3.1 Kicker magnets

Kickers with 270mm long are divided into two types in 0
cross section"I. A pair of kickers (shown in fig.3) are
installed upstream the pulse septum, the others are
installed downstream. Fig.5 shows the cross section of a
kind of yoke which size is 92x36 mm2, the other is 108x36 0 0____ 0
mm2. The material of yoke is MnZn ferrite which has a a IOW 27 4=

wide frequency spectrum' 2 . A prototype kicker magnet (b) The pertinence of output current & control number.
with the ferrite yoke has been assembled to study the Fig.7 The prototype of pulse power supply of kicker magnet.
properties of the ferrite and the distribution of magnetic
field. Fig.6 shows relationship between the magnetic field 3.3 Ceramic vacuum chamber
and the excited current (B/I), the measured maximum The ceramic chambers are both 971mm long (No.3 and
magnetic field is about 2.9 kilo gauss which far exceed the No.9 in fig.3), their inner aperture are 80x24 mm2 and
need of injection. The B/I curve (signed by black dots in 96x24 mm 2 respectively, the cross section is racetrack.
fig.6) is approximately linear quite conform the calculated They are key hardware and are being prefabricated now.
result Physical analysis indicates 16 that coatings with suitable

metal material in inner surface with proper thickness can
meet requirements of vacuum impedance and pulse
magnetic penetrability. The losing impedance
measurement system, based on HP instruments and
"HPVEE software, is set up17 . The techniques related to
fabrication of ceramic chamber are studied.

Fig.5 Cutaway view of kicker measured & calculated 3.4 Magnetic field measurement0 20OO 4000 Wo0o woo 10000

0 4 0 0 00 Surveying the electromagnetic characteristic of the yoke,

....... "-..... o. •adjusting the waveform of kickers' field and measuring the
2oS -.- V.....•.•. •.- ./ 2100 distribution of magnetic field, will be done soon.

VaFoIIi21000tid ..o. Automatic measurement system of micro second magnetic
1.00 field has been set up. Magnetic field distribution of

.. .. .. .o prototype kicker' 8  was obtained. The measurement data

...... (see in fig.6 and fig.7) indicates that it is feasible using this
i :. 0 2000 4o00 60oo0 000 10000 kind of ferrite material to meet the requirement of

Excited current (A) injection.
Fig.6 Bp/lp Curves measured & calculated

3.2 Pulse power supply 4 CONSTRUCTION DESIGN

Two pulse power supplies are employed to drive kickers Since June of 1997, the project came into the phase of
separately, one is for KI and K2, the other is for K3 and construction. Some contracts have been signed. All the

K4, this can decrease the timing jitter among kickers. non-standard measurement facilities are being constructed.
Thyratron, EEV CX1174, is used as main switch, which Parts of them have already finished by the end of 1998.

has a good property with timing jitter less than 5ns and the Four vacuum chambers with DC clearing electrodes and

stability up to 0.1 %14,5. A prototype pulse power supply close orbit monitors will be installed in the ring. These
has been constructed, some new techniques have been new increased electrodes will improve symmetry of the
adopted to improve its performance' 4 ,15 ring lattice1 9 and restrain ion trapping instability2 °.
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THE K500-to-K1200 COUPLING LINE FOR THE COUPLED CYCLOTRON
FACILITY AT THE NSCL*

X. Wu, H. Blosser, D. Johnson, F. Marti, R.C. York
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory

Michigan State University

East Lansing, MI 48824

Abstract Table 1: Beam List for the K500-to-K1200 Coupling Line

An upgrade now in progress at the National ION A Q Energy
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) facility (MeV/u)
will couple two existing superconducting cyclotrons. This
will provide significant beam intensity gains for all ions 0 16 7 16.7
and for heavier ions, also increased energy. These gains Ar 4 7 15.
will greatly enhance the performance of the NSCL Kr 84 1 14.0
facility, particularly for nuclear studies with radioactive Xe 129 21 12.9
beams and nuclear reaction physics. A significant element U 238 28 6.9

of this upgrade is the K500-to-K1200 coupling line used
to transport beam between the two cyclotrons. Beyond
satisfying the geometric constraints of beam transport, the 2 COUPLING LINE MATCHING
system must match the six-dimensional phase space CONDITIONS
obtained from the K500 to that required for injection into The matching conditions for the coupling were obtained
the K1200. The transported beams range from low energy,
heavy ions like MUM' at 6.9 MeV/u to high energy, light by simulating the K500 beam extraction and the K1200heavy ins lik 238U2 atb6.aMei/utochigoenergcligh
ions like 160 at 16.7 MeV/u. Tracking studies have been beam injection process.

done to simulate the required matching conditions and
performance of the coupling line. The result of these The fiel beam rextion i n wasldon ungstudies, including required magnets and beam diagnostics magnetic field measurements both in the acceleration and
studies, including required maextraction regions [2]. The ion beams were tracked usingare presented in this paper. code CYCLONE from the spiral inflector at the center,

through the central region electrodes, accelerating region
1 INTRODUCTION and K500 extraction system to the beginning of the

The coupled cyclotron facility at the NSCL will consist of coupling line. The modified K500 extraction system
an ECR-ion-source-injected K500 cyclotron followed by a consists of 2 electrostatic deflectors and 7 focusing bars.
K500-to-K1200 coupling line, and then by radial, charge- In addition, a new combined function magnet was
striping injection into the K1200 cyclotron for final implemented to provide additional deflection and
acceleration to 100-200 MeV/nucleon [1]. The basic focusing. The design philosophy was to maintain the beam
requirement for the K500-to K1200 coupling line is to envelope within the available aperture and to minimize the
transport the required ion beams between two cyclotrons divergence of the beam at the exit of the cyclotron. To
and match the six-dimensional phase space to ensure obtain this objective not all bars are active for each test
efficient injection into the K1200 cyclotron. A wide range beam. The resultant K500 extracted beam parameters for
of ion beams is required to support the proposed nuclear 3 typical beams at the matching point are given in Table 2.
physics research program. Table 1 shows a selected beam
list for the K500-to-K1200 coupling line. For this analysis, The K1200 injection simulation [3] was done by backward
the beam emittance from the K500 cyclotron was assumed tracking of particle trajectories from the striping foil
to be 5 7t mm-mrad (unnormalized) with a momentum inside K1200 (at a radius of -33 cm) through the Dee gap
spread Ap/p of 0.2%. The required ion beams for the and injection channel of the yoke towards the end of the
K500-to-K1200 coupling line will have a maximum beam coupling line. A new combined-function magnet inside the
momentum P/Q of 1.0 GeV/c and a charge/mass ratio injection channel is required to provide both beam
Q/A<0.2. deflection and focus. The resultant K1200 injected beam

parameters for the same 3 beams at the end of the

'Work supported by NSF contract number PHY- coupling line are given in Table 3.
952884.
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Existing K500
Shielding SCECR

KI1200 Wall
K0 WRF BL System/ ~Reserved Slot "

#7 ------

ToA1900 #6 #5 #4 #3 #2 BeamPot#1

Figure 1. Layout of the proposed K500-to-K1200 coupling line.

Table 2: K500 Extracted Beam Parameters. effective length of 0.4 m and a radial aperture of 6.5
cm. The maximum quadrupole field gradient available

Beam 1603+ 4OAr6+ 2u21+ is about 35 T/m. A slot has also been reserved for a RF
Parameter system for possible future control of the bunch length

13(m) 4.723 2.999 3.663 between the two cyclotrons.
ax -2.5 17 -2.442 -2.588y(m) -2.517 -2.42 -2.882 The resultant coupling line 13 functions for the 3 beams

) 0.918 1.135 0.482 covering the operating diagram are shown in Figure 2,
c, 0.429 0.494 0.052 3 and 4, respectively with the dispersion functions

% (m) 4.488 5.563 5.327 shown in Figure 5. Due to the varied matching
1% 1.440 1.809 2.784 conditions required for different beams, the tuning of

the coupling line changes significantly. Beam
Table 3: K1200 Injected Beam Parameters. simulations were done to check whether the coupling

line could match K1200 beam conditions if the K500
Beam "OV+ 4Ar6+ 2u21+ beam conditions varied from 50% to 200% of the

Parameter original value. The results were very satisfactory. In
0ý (m) 121.274 86.946 49.251 addition, as shown in Figure 5, the coupling line was

aX -30.195 -34.733 -21.839 designed to achieve T1=0 at the same position for all
) 3.990 5.794 12.846 beams where a 4-jaw collimator will be placed to clean

arn 2.012 3.233 7.838 up the phase space from the K500.

(i(m) 5.770 5.050 4.440 140 , , ,
1.720 2.279 2.279 120/

E 100

._o 80-
3 KS00-TO-K1200 COUPLING LINE t 80

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the planned, K500- 60
n 40to-K1200 coupling line. The lattice uses a single 160

dipole, a quadrupole singlet, and four quadrupole 20 K-
doublets to transport the beam from K500 to K1200 -

while satisfying the required matching conditions. All

of these magnets will be obtained from the 20 2 4 6 8 I1 12 14 16

decommissioned A1200 fragment separator. The dipole S (M)
has a full gap of 5.0 cm. The quadrupoles have an Figure 2. Lattice functions for '603+ beam
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Figure 6. Beam envelopes for all 3 beams.Figure 3. Lattice functions for 4°Ar 6+ beam.

Table 4: Required Coupling Line Quadrupole Gradient.
140 I I I I

120- Quadrupole Quadruple Gradient (Tim)
16o3- 4OAr 660+M •UnA

QK5F1 7.19 7.03 7.47
c.2 80- QK5F2 -4.50 -5.19 -6.18
D 60- QK12F1 9.19 -1.02 6.81
L- QK12F2 -7.87 0.71 -4.60S40-"0 •QK12F3 6.63 6.38 -0.31

o 20 QK12F4 -4.87 -5.92 -1.86
1QK2F5 1.51 1.44 5.03

_20- QK12F6 -2.00 -0.82 2.54
0 S' 8 10 12' 14 )16 QK12F7 -0.28 -1.86 -5.10s (M)

Figure 4. Lattice functions for 238U21+ beam. 4 BEAM DIAGNOSTICS

10- - I The K500-to-KI200 coupling line tuning depends
o"3+ closely on the K500 beam conditions. The

5-. \determination of beam emittance, phase space
-/-parameters, beam energy and energy spread from the

K500 is very important for proper K1200 striping
-0 0 injection. As shown in Figure 1, the coupling line will

UL.have 7 beam diagnostic areas. Faraday cups and
phosphor screens will be used to monitor the beam

-5- intensity and profile, and two non-intercepting bunch
u21- length probes at the entrance and the exit will be used

to monitor beam bunch length. Beam phase space
-10 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 parameters will be determined with slits and a phosphor

S (M) screen. In addition, we are evaluating the use of PPAC
or MCP detectors for beam phase space as well as

Figure 5. Dispersion functions for all 3 beams. beam energy and energy spread measurements.

The beam envelopes for all 3 beams with an emittance 5 REFERENCES
of 5.0 nit m-mrad and a momentum spread Ap/p of [1] R. C. York et al., "Proposed Upgrade of the NSCL", IEEE
0.2% are shown in Figure 6, and the maximum required Particle Accelerator Conference, Dallas, TX, p. 345, (1998).
quadrupole gradients are listed in Table 4. The beam [2] F. Marti et al., "Modifications to K500 focusing bars",
envelopes are well within in the aperture limits and the December 1998, MSU, NSCL-CCP-19-1998.
field gradient requirements can easily be achieved. [3]D. A Johnson et al., "Survey of injected beam parameters at the

K1200 cyclotron", August 1995, NSCL-CCP6-1995.
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EFFICIENCY ESTIMATION OF BEAM EXTRACTION BY THE SCATTERING
TARGET

I.I.Degtyarev, I.A.Yazynin, SRC Institute for High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia
E-mail: yazynin @mx.ihep.su

in the accelerator to hit in the septum - magnet clearance

Abstract and to send in the extraction channel.

The possibility of using the scattering targets for forming XT
and extraction beam in the modem circular accelerators is ------------....

considered in paper. Is shown that the minimum losses of
particles will be by use of targets from heavy elements ,"
such as tungsten. The optimum sizes of a target, its dis-
placement from septum and frequency of the betatron os- B

cillations are determined.
The analytical and numerical accounts show, that at a t MANE

beam extraction of energy 70 GeV from U70 and 600 V
GeV from U600 is possible to reach efficiency -70% and
-90% accordingly.

1 Introduction
The use of amorphous target as a scatter of charged Fig.1: The extraction system layout.

particles is widely applied in circular accelerators (IHEP, At the extraction the particles are lost on the target due
JINR, DESY, FNAL, CERN) /1,2/ for the forming a
beam, localization of losses and beam extraction. A main to the nuclear interactions r, some hit on the septum par-
problem arising at the designing of such systems is the tition 7/, and the part of protons scattered on the large an-

decrease of inevitable losses of particles on the scattering gles hits on the equipment standing on a beam course be-

target, on the septum or deflector partition, on the colli- hind the target 77.. That is the total magnitude of losses
mators and vacuum chambers. can be defined j7 = 1J, +17, +17a. The extraction efficiency

With increase of beam energy the efficiency of con- depends on the beam parameters, structure, substance of
sidered extraction beam systems because of reducing of the target, its sizes and position, effective thickness of the
root-mean-square magnitude of angular scattering of par- septum. Determination of conditions, at which the losses

ticles on the target a-1/y considerably may decrease. will be minimum, is the purpose of the given work.
Wiih increase of beam intensity and with use of super-
conductor magnetic elements the solution of localization -- target
problem of the inevitable losses becomes complicated.
There is a probability of the overheating and destruction
the target and significant radiation of the neighboring /
magnetic equipment and the problem of using possibility . - --

such systems is put.
In work the choice and account of optimum parame- septum

ters of the scattering target from the viewpoint of losses
minimization is considered. The advantage of use the tar- targeti R -

gets from heavy elements such as tungsten are proved.
The numerical simulation of beam extraction from the
UNK and U70 is made.

X

2 The beam extraction of charged particles Fig.2: The extraction phase space.

on the amorphous target At the extraction of a beam on the scattering target we
The layout of the beam extraction system with use of have a diffusion process of amplitude growth the beam

the amorphous target is shown on Fig.sy The beam by the particles with boundary conditions. At the magnitude of
thempamorphous targetpistshown onnFig. 1. The beamuby the

bump - magnet is guided to the target which executed as a amplitude A> R the particles can hit on the septum. For

slice standing across a beam. At the interaction with sub- the target, which has small transversal size t, the average

stance atoms the particle in main due to the multiple passages of the particle through it can be estimated:

Coulomb scattering change the amplitude of betatron os- N -1 + k(YL)' . Where y = R2 
- r 2 is the coordinate

cillations and such have a possibility through some turns D
of the such point (Fig.2), that if particle is farther than it,
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it hit on the septum in main, and r = rt -P,, rft, - dis- tion of septum (&<<D) the losses will make 7 7 2_-

tance of the target edge from the beam axis, D =tf, a and the value of total losses:2

and D are the r.m.s. magnitude of scattering on the target it 2 (

on angle and coordinate accordingly, P3 = flo, t7 m=r/ + r -+/S (3)

is the amplitude functions in the location of the target and L, - 7 D

septum. Magnitude of scattering on the amorphous target: That is have received a rather simple losses function de-
pending only from one variable - target thickness and its

13.6 /Lr •[1+0.038.ln(I /Lr)]upa] optimum size can be found from the equation dr//dl, = 0 .

Eoy 1-y-2  Solving which is gained:

where L, is the radiation length, E0 is the rest energy of __22 _ _ 52y 2  Lr
LrL2, yf12 3 Lr 4

the particle in a GeV, y is the relativistic parameter. In 4t = 2 pf14 2 LrL2 ' 142p2 L,, (4)case of use the targets for extraction of the relativistic 77s0 217t0 U 17min0 ý 3 77t0.

protons: y» 1 and D--14/3 _ . Then the losses of

particles on the target due to the nuclear interactions will o60.6m0

be defined: , = l-e-/L N LT [+t - k(• - ], (1)s
L,, 5

where 1, is the target thickness on the beam, and L, is the
nuclear length. -

At the account of the extraction with use of the scat- "
tering target it is necessary to consider losses 7la of parti- 3
cles deflected by the target on the large angles and lost on
the collimators and other elements of the accelerator. The 2
magnitude of such losses can be estimated by the prob-
ability formula of the accidental process: I0 5 10 15

e _-x
2 /2D 2 dx (2) R(mm)
2 irD d ()Fig.3: Dependence of relative losses versus the septum

A

where, as it is visible from Fig.2, A2=A,2_R2 . For U70 the displacement from the equilibrium orbit.

bounding aperture makes Am - 30 mm (/A=25 in). Then 3.5 . . ........ I......... ..................
AID >> I and the magnitude of this losses will be little MM
(Fig.5 (a)). Such losses some increased due to nuclear 3.0ok(M=_ 5)xjk(m=2ý

elastic interaction of particles with the target. 2. 5 [ 0. 5
The magnitude of losses on the septum can be defined 2

from the probability of hit the particles on the septum - 2.0
partition. Generally amount of lost particles on the sep- .2"
tum depends on what place on the extraction phase space -1.5

the particles scattered on the positive and negative angles
hit in. The most simple case for definition of losses on the 1.0

septum will when a phase shift of betatron oscillations in 0.5
the extraction plane between the target and septum equals
id2+im and the betatron frequency Q = m/4, where n and O.o..........
m is integers. Then the image of particles scattered by the 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

target on the phase space of septum location will inter-
cross its partition under right angle (Fig.2, targetl,2). The Fig.4: Dependence of approximation coefficients versus
particles not hit on the septum again will dissipate on the the septum displacement.
target and the process of the extraction will proceed. As With consideration of concrete beam sizes the losses on
have shown analytical and numerical calculations (fig.6) the target and septum partition will increase (Fig.3), but
the losses close to minimum in these conditions. the optimum target thickness (Fig.5) can be kept above-

The losses on the septum partition can be defined from stated and then the losses will be defined:
the coordinate density of scattered particles hit on a sep- M
tum. In case of little sizes of a beam when R << D it is r/=rh0[l+k )]+r,0[l+ ]=r/t0[+ + ]. (5)
possible to consider distribution of particles on the sep- D) D) D
tum how Gaussian with r.m.s = D and on the thin parti- For viewed forming and extraction systems the value D at

which will be minimum losses lies in field 0.5 <R/D< 2.5
and with precision in some percents the functions of
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losses on the target and septum approximate by the coef- on the septum partition. In Fig.6 are indicated the de-
ficients k = 1.7, m = 1.5 and i = 0.6, j = 0.75. At the large pendence of the extraction efficiency versus of betatron
size of beam RID>3 the coefficients accept reference val- oscillations frequency in U70 at the use of the tungsten
ues of a diffusion process k=l, m=2 (fig.4 (x)). And at the target with the thickness 14 = 6 mm, obtained in computer
finally we may done estimation of losses for all extracted simulation by the program "SCRAPER" /3/. Near to reso-beam u-rt.3+.I) where 1.-1 (Fig.4 ( )) and R is the smlto yteporm"CAE'// ert eonance lines Q. = m/3, where m is integer, the reducing ofbeam size. From the losses dependencies it is visible, that the extraction efficiency is observed.
in this case the total losses decrease with approaching
septum to the beam and will be minimum at the r = R. 80.........................................

With consider that beam size r = e-- /y, where e is

invariant emittance, the value 0 -0 2 3 . f- .' ". That 60

is at increasing energy of particles the influence of the E=70GeVR=6mm

beam size on the losses slowly raising. .N ,0-
In table 1 the significances of radiation and nuclear

lengths for different substances are indicated, from which
it is visible, that the least ratio L,/L, have the substances 20

with large nuclear number. So the total losses in the ex-
traction system using as the scattering target W will be in
- 3 times less than with the target from Be. 0.................... .......... .........
Table 1: 9.64 9.67 9.70 9.73 9.76 9.79 9.82

Be C AlI Fe Cu W Or

L, mm 353 188 89 17.6 14.3 3.5 Fig.6: Dependence of the extraction efficiency and losses
L, mm 407 400 394 168 151 96 versus the betatron frequency.
L,/L, 0.87 0.45 0.24 0.10 0.095 0.036
Table 2: 3 Conclusions

y r l, 1"10 1h 7lsi From the table and expressions of losses it is visible, that
im mm Mmm Im % % % the losses of particles at the extraction on the scattering

U70 70 25 6 1 6 19 25 26 target will increase with magnification of energy and re-
U600 600 380 10 0.2 1.4 1 5 -duce with magnification of IS-function and diminution of

In the Fig.5 are shown the' dependencies of losses versus a septum partition thickness. In modern developed circle
target thickness obtained by computer simulation. Opti- accelerators as UNK, CERN for the extraction of particles
mum thickness ofthe tungsten target and appropriate effi- the special insertions with large magnitudes JS-functions -
ciency for U70 and U600 designed analytically and ob- 1000 m are provided. The modem electrostatic deflectors
tained by computer simulation are represented in table 2. have a thickness up to 0.lmm (that is effective thickness

1oo ...................... 11..................... 8 - 0.2 mm). Then the minimum losses if extracted all
beam (-2. 10-4 m-rad) with the use of tungsten target for
crude estimation will be 11 - 5E 3/4, where E is the energy

so' •of particles in TeV. That is for energy 3 TeV, as in UNK
o= e ' project, when we will use such extraction is possible to

60 o -I=6mm receive extraction efficiency - 90 %, and at the energies 8
+ _q- TeV - 75 %. That is such method of extraction can be•-• X_Mlt

40• considered as alternate for the solution of some problems
S• _I, P= 1 MM at the high energies on modem circle accelerators. In par-

ticular in the collider mode the extraction on the amor-
20 phous target can be used as additional, cutting the halo

beam for parallel experiment. At the appropriate con-
0 ............................................................... struction the target can scatter significant intensity of the
0 2 4 6 8 10 beam - 5.10 2 particles in the second /4/.

lt(nm)

Fig.5: Dependence of losses versus the target thickness. References:

The total magnitudes of losses defined analytically from 1. A.V.Maksimov, " Slow extraction from the U70 at the scattering
(3) and numerically with consider Gaussian beam density on the inner targets ", Preprint IHEP 94-38, Protvino, 1994.

from (5) are shown with indexes (0) and (1) accordingly. 2. Ch.Steinbach "Slow extraction by target scattering",
CERN/MPS/CO 70-7, 1970.

For the optimum target and septum location on the 3. I.I.Degtyarev, et al., "Beam losses simulation in accelerators with

azimuth and choice the betatron frequencies are necessary extended version of the RTS&T code." HEACC 98, Dubna, 1998.
to consider on the phase space how particles scattered by 4. l.I.Degtyarev, A.E.Lokhovitskii, Yu.S.Fedotov, I.A.Yazynin,

the target on positive and negative angles 7 = q+ + r/ hit "Substance choice of the scraper system elements", PAC 1997.
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HELIUM GAS EVACUATION IN SUPERCONDUCTING RFQ STRUCTURE

A. Lombardi, G. Bisoffi, F. Chiurlotto, E. Tovo, A.M. Porcellato, L. Badan,
INFN-LNL via Romea 4, 135020 Legnaro (PD), Italy,

L. Taffarello, INFN Padova, via Marzolo 8, Padova (PD), Italy
G. Navarro, M. Antonello, M. Masi

Universitii di Padova, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Meccanica, via Venezia 1, Padova, Italy

Abstract helium itself through a siphon ending over the liquid

The PIAVE injector for the Legnaro Accelerator helium level and controlled by a needle valve is sufficient

complex is an accelerating machine made of to keep the trapped volume filled by liquid. We want to

superconducting resonators. One of them, the avoid the use of a forced flow of liquid helium because of

superconducting RFQ, needs to be cooled by the helium the sensitivity of the resonator to the mechanical noise.suprcoducingRFQ nedsto e cole bythehelum The experiment was performed using a model of the

bath on the whole outer surfaces. In particular the region Tpapperime waderformed u gsi de-d o f the

of the electrode tips and the lower vertical electrode are trapped volume made with an upside-down cylinder

inteestd t RF owe disipaionandcan e atraped isolated by the liquid helium. The thermal insulation of
interested to Rl power dissipation and can be a trapped the apparatus is made with a chamber around the cylinder
volume of liquid. During the operation the liquid simulating the electrode (fig. 2). The inter-space is

evaporates and the produced gas needs to be evacuated, simulat e t he in ter-spae s

in order to cool the structure properly. The problem of evacuated to simulate the inner part of the SRFQ

gas production and evacuation from a trapped volume of resonator. The RF power was simulated by means of a

liquid helium has been studied and solved. Studies of the resistor placed inside the trapped volume.

possible evacuation systems and of the experimental 2 Theoretical description
apparatus are presented. The possibility of draining the gas helium from the

1 Scope of the test SRFQ electrode is subject to the value of the liquid height
above the trapped volume and to the pressure heads of the

The superconducting RFQ (Radio Frequency draining system.
Quadrupole) structures [1], made of niobium sheets The draining is realised via a standard tube of some mm
formed and eb-welded, are cooled by the direct contact diameter going from the lower electrode to the top of the
with the liquid helium bath. Figure 1 shows the liquid helium reservoir. The tube will run outside the
longitudinal section of the test cryostat. The outer tank, liquid helium reservoir to avoid condensation of the cold
the thermal shield operated at liquid nitrogen, the liquid vapour.
helium reservoir and the SRFQ vertical electrodes can be The present analysis is devoted to estimate the pressure
seen. heads of the elements of the experimental apparatus

(figure 2) so as to verify the pressure drop of the needle
_ _ _valve which is the only home made element.

•. The methodology, indicated for standard pipes [2, 3],
can be used to calculate the pressure losses into pipes with
small diameter, considering a relative roughness large
than in the normal pipe, because there is a scale effect.
The evaporation rate for the liquid helium in standard

4 condition is 1.4 n/h per dissipated watt.
During the standard operation the RF power dissipation

___________foreseen for the SRFQ, in the area interested by the gas
trapping problem, is of the order of 2 W and exceptionally
it produces a rate flow equivalent to 4 W.

Figure 1: The SRFQ structure inside the test cryostat. The calculation presented here are related to the

The RF power on the wall of the resonator is dissipated experiment where the maximum power dissipated inside

inside the liquid helium bath through the evaporation of the test volume was 2.5 W

the liquid with a gas production rate of: 1 W €=• 1.m3/h. The pressure heads are defined as localised pressure

The SRFQ electrodes are hollowed and they are filled drops and distributed ones.

by liquid helium. The geometrical disposition of the The localised losses, hi, are calculated at the

vertical electrodes allows the trapping of the helium gas mouthpiece of the pipe, at the bow elements, at the

evaporated by the RF power dissipation on the bottom section contraction of the pipe, at the outlet of the pipe

electrode, and at the valve, whereas the distributed ones are defined

The scope of the experiment is to verify if the natural in relation with the length and the diameter of the pipe.

draining due to the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid
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The pressure losses due to the inlet sections as well as the valve opening passes from fully open to closed. The
for the element contraction are calculated by the values of the physical quantities of the helium and the
following equation: results of the numerical simulation of the pressure head

hi=Qg/Ci(Kc) (1), are shown in table 1. The reasonable valve pressure drop
with Qg the volumetric rate flow and Ci the loss shows that the pipe diameters with 2 and 3 mm are
coefficient for the localised losses described in suitable to obtain the draining of the small gas helium
reference [4]. Using figure 2 in the ref. [4] we fixed the rates from the trapped volume.
loss coefficient K, equal to 0.622 for the inlet to the
12 mm pipe and 0.605 for the transition to the 3 mm power (mma/s)
pipe. For the successive transition from 3 mm to 2 mm (W) (Pa) (Pa)
pipe section we used K,=0.42. 0.1 292 1.2 536.2

An equation similar to (1) is used for the computation of 0.54 1576 26.3 488.5
the pressure drop in the bow elements. The diagram of 1.1 3210 104.7 394.7
figure 3 in [5] defines the loss coefficient Kb as a 1.5 4377 190.4 273.4
function of the bending angle of the bow element. In the 2.1 6127 367.6 37.4
reference the value of the Reynolds number (Re) is fixed 2.3 6711 438.6 188.3
equal to 106 and in this calculation it has been used a 2.5 7295 515.8 124.6
correction factor when the value of Re is different. The p, 125 kg/m3  p. = 17 kg/m3
pressure drop at the outlet section of the pipe is still g,= 1.3*10- kg/(m.s) e =0.0075
calculated using an equation similar to (1), fixing equal ZE - ZB = 500 mm zst = 375 mm + liquid helium
to 1 the value of the loss coefficient. hydrostatic height
The distributed losses in the pipe are defined by the Table 1. Theoretical estimations of the needle valve
following equation: pressure heads.

L 8. 2  We can cope with the eventual dissipation of a higherhd = f - 2.4 (2), RF power using a 4 mm draining pipe.
Db g . 3 The experimental apparatus

with L is the tube length, Db the tube diameter and the
friction factor f is calculated using the Hagen-Poiseuille Before using the siphon draining system inside alaw for laminar flow, complex structure such as the SRFQ resonators test

In the turbulent flow Ja.'s law is applicable for cryostat, which needs long cooling down and warm upReynolds number less than 08 andf follows the relation: periods, we decided to construct a model (figure 2).Rey d nIt consists in an upside down cylinder included into af 0.25 2 (3). vacuum jacket and suspended to the top flange of a

f (5.74 e3 2 dewar.
|lgl0|---+ In figure 2 one can see: the top flange; the radiation

I 1shields; the liquid helium level meter; the gas draining
The friction loss is defined in relation to the equivalent system and the needle valve.

relative roughness e. Inside the trapped volume there are four temperature
In the experimental apparatus we decided to have two sensors, one resistor for the power dissipation and a liquid

different tube diameters in two sections, 3 and 2 mm helium level meter.
respectively. This is done so as to operate the needle The draining tube, which ends with the valve above the
valve in a convenient opening range for all the operation liquid level, is thermally isolated by the liquid helium
conditions. The pipe length L is the sum of all the pipe bath being inside a vacuum jacket.
straight sections. In order to be able to warm up the liquid which might

If Apa is the total pressure drop, it is possible to fill up the draining tube, a second resistor is placed inside
compute the pressure drop Ap, that the valve causes to the vacuum jacket (particular number 4).
obtain the equilibrium with the static head z,, of liquid The experiments consisted in powering the resistor
helium. inside the trapped volume with a known current and
Ap, = P, " g * zst - Pg " g " (ZE - ZB)- APa (4). finding the proper opening of the needle valve that

reaches the equilibrium between the gas production and
Here (Z-zB) is the elevation difference of the gas gas draining.

helium between the inlet section of the pipe (B) and the the experinthfeThe experiments were done with different liquid helium
position of the valve (E), Pt and pg are the liquid and gas level above the inlet of the draining tube. This was done
densities respectively. to simulate the different operational conditions of the realDefined the valve type, it is possible to plot the t iuaetedfeetoeainlcniin ftera

resonator inside its cryostat. The various liquid heights
parametric curve to define the loss coefficient for various are in table 2.
fully and partially open valve. Therefore it is possible to The liquid helium level inside the trapped volume was
obtain also a working range for the values of pressure measured using the properly calibrated temperature
head in the valve in relation with the gas flow rate when sensors and a level meter.
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The aim of the tests was to check if the system is able The draining system worked properly and the draining
to deal with the power dissipation of the order of 2.5 W, tube did not show a severe problem with its filling up
which is the maximum power foreseen for the lower with liquid helium. In effect the tube was not filled with
electrode of the SRFQ (figure 1). liquid even when the liquid helium level overcome the

tube inlet. This is connected with the level of the
insulation vacuum. During the first test the vacuum was in
the 10.4 mbar range and we did not have problem with
liquid into the tube; during the successive tests the

14-Lz vacuum deteriorated and we had to power the second
resistor to evaporate the liquid inside the draining tube.
Once the liquid is removed the system worked properly
again.

"Dissipated Valve opening Liquid helium
Power at equilibrium (mm)
(W) (%)
.1 18.5 159
.54 18.5 141
1.1 27.1 128
1.5 47 99
2.1 100 51

•-, -' 2.3 100 232

S2.5 No equil. 243
2.1 77 328

Table 2: Experimental results.
V 5 Conclusions

The experimental results show that it is possible to
drain the trapped gas produced in an upside-down
container using the hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 2: The experimental apparatus. We will insert the system inside the SRFQ resonator

The experimental procedure adopted for the tests was using, for this application up to few watts of dissipation, a

to insert the apparatus inside a dewar and cool it down to 3 mm diameter tube and a proper needle valve operated at
liquid helium temperature. Once the trapped volume was room temperature.
filledwithliquid helium te ue. Oneee vThe thermal load to keep the draining tube empty will

the resistor was powered with a known input power. The be provided by the irradiation to the liquid nitrogen shield

gas filled the volume and the liquid level underneath the
reservoir.

upside-down cylinder was controlled with the level meter

and with calibrated temperature sensors. 6 Acknowledgements
The second operation was to open the needle valve to a We acknowledge very much the mechanical support
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF THE APT CRYOMODULES*

B.M. Campbell, K.C.D. Chan, M.J. Fagan •,

R.A. Valicenti, and J.A. Waynert, LANL

Abstract The structural/thermal analysis used to optimize the

The superconducting radio frequency (SRF) part of the cryomodule design will be presented in this paper.

Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) linac will 1 INTRODUCTION
accelerate a 100-mA proton beam from 217 MeV to 1700
MeV. Since SRF cavities can accept protons over a wide A cryomodule containing two 13=0.64 cavities (13=particle
velocity range, cavities with only two different betas are velocity/speed of light) is being designed at Los Alamos
required; however, three different length cryomodules are as part of the Engineering Development and
required. A modular design was adopted that will reduce Demonstration (ED&D) program. The other types of
the engineering and design effort to produce these cryomodules will be designed by General Atomics, one
cryomodules. A final design of the APT Engineering type for three 3=0.64 cavities and another type for four
Development and Demonstration (ED&D) cryomodule 03=0.82 cavities. A modular approach was adopted that
for a two-cavity P3=0.64 cryomodule has been completed, will reduce the total engineering and design effort
and a single cryomodule will be fabricated by industry required to produce these cryomodules. Detailed
next year. The cavities will be cooled in a 2.15-K descriptions for the cryomodule designs have been
superfluid helium bath similar to the Continuous Electron published [1]. The P3=0.64 ED&D cryomodule is pictured
Beam Accelerator (CEBAF) system. What sets the APT in Figures 1 and 2. The length is 3.3 m, width is 3 m,
cryomodules apart is the high radio frequency (RF) power diameter is 1 m, and the weight is 3000 kg.
that must be delivered to the cavities. The RF losses in the

Center Section
cavities and power couplers place a large heat load on the Spoke Port (16x) Vacuum Vessel

central helium liquifier. Minimizing these loads required Heliur Vessel (2x)

extensive iterations of the power coupler cooling schemes
and thermal shield. A spoke support arrangement was
developed to keep the beam centerline fixed and to
minimize forces acting on the helium vessel/cavity during
cool down. Laminar flow through the cryomodule during
clean room assembly dictated the use of a vacuum vessel
with large top and bottom openings. Analyses were
performed to ensure structural integrity under vacuum
loading, while also minimizing vessel deflections which
could impact beam centerline positioning.

Helium Vessel Cavity Tuner (2x)
Support Spoke (16x)

Sealing Skin Spool Piece (2x) Beam Tub e26x
Access Panel (2x) Beam Tube (2x)

Under Box (2Figure 2: Center section without shields

2 VACUUM TANK

2.1 Vacuum Tank Description

The 1P=0.64 cryomodule vacuum tank is a cylinder which
is composed of a center section, spool pieces, and two
domed ends, as shown in Figure 1. The center section has

Power Coupler (4x) two large openings, 120 degrees on the top and 90
degrees on the bottom, to improve access to the interior of

BeamTube/Gatevalve (2x) the tank for installation of the helium vessels, beam
piping, and shields, as shown in Figure 2. The access

Figure 1:1P--0.64 two cavity ED&D cryomodule openings also allow for laminar air flow in the clean
* Work supported by US Department of Energy room. Once installation of internal parts is complete,

# E-Mail: fagan@lanl.gov access panels are placed over the openings, and a sealing
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skin is placed over the panels. An 0-ring surrounding the attachment point on the helium vessel to the beam
openings creates a vacuum-tight seal with the sealing centerline, as shown in Figure 3. Under the premise that
skin. The design was adopted from the CERN-LEP the beam centerline remains motionless during cooldown,
cryomodule. all points on the helium vessel migrate towards the beam

centerline during cooldown. With the 90 degree angle
maintained, the helium vessel shrinkage has no effect on

2.2 Vacuum Tank Analysis spoke force, since the cold end of the spoke translates

The vacuum tank components were 'analyzed for stress towards the beam centerline, neither lengthening nor

and buckling. The center section analysis is more shortening the spoke. There is then no effect on spoke

involved, based upon the unusual geometry, as well as the Helium Vessel

fact that it must perform other functions. These functions Spoke Port

include supporting the helium vessels (via spokes
mounted on the tank wall) and allowing an interface to
the power couplers. The access panels and skins carry the
pressure load and create a seal, respectively. The panels
carry the pressure load by transmitting hoop stress and
longitudinal stress throughout the cylinder, as if it were aSuprSok
continuous cylinder without interruption. The buckling
strength of the center section was also analyzed. Hoop
stress and longitudinal stress are carried across the panel L
to center section interface due to the fact that these
stresses are compressive. Bending stress cannot be carried Spoke BracketBemTb

across the center section to panel interface. This interface
flexibility reduces the buckling strength of the center Figure 3: Support spoke arrangement
section under vacuum. The center section/panel/skin
geometry was analyzed for buckling in several different force from helium vessel shrinkage during cooldown.
ways using both hand calculations and finite element Analysis of the thermally-induced displacements showed
(COSMOS) analyses. The minimum factor of safety that this arrangement maintains cavity alignment after
obtained was 3, while much higher factors were obtained thermal equilibrium has been reached.
for other cases. The spokes were placed at an angle to vertical which

provides sufficient load carrying capability in both the

3 HELIUM VESSEL SUPPORT vertical and horizontal directions. The spokes are 0.25
inches in diameter and will be made of Nitronic stainless

3.1 Helium Vessel Support Arrangement steel. Belleville springs will be placed at the warm ends

The elim vsselis upprtedfro th vacum ank of the spokes to absorb a portion of the thermal shrinkage

center section with spokes. There are four spokes at each wil bhe stacked, in serwnies atgthe waTrme edis ofteuperig

end of a helium vessel, placed in a radial arrangement to soewietods pig will be stacked in series atthwamedoteupr

restrain the helium vessel in the radial direction, as shown thwamedotelwr spokes. Theetw ds springs will be sakdi eisa

in Figure 3. The cavities are aligned at room temperature thwamedotelwrspk.Tesrigwllb

and it is very desirable that this alignment not change
after cooldown and thermal equilibrium is reached. In
addition to maintaining alignment, the spokes were
arranged to minimize loads and stresses in the spokes andLoknNuTpHa
helium vessels, and to minimize heat leak to the liquid Adjusting Nut

helium. Two key geometrical features were incorporated
into the spoke design that maintain cavity alignment. Machined Hex

First, all of the spoke angles to vertical were maintained Vacuum Vessel

identical. This ensures that the forces in the vertical 3 Belleville Spring

direction balance as spoke forces increase during Colt Salku

cooldown, as the result of thermal shrinkage strain. The CnltSa

differing spoke lengths have the same thermal shrinkage
strain, and will thus have the same stress and force.
Accordingly, the beam centerline will not move because Soe(irnc

of a force imbalance in the vertical direction. Second, a
90 degree angle is maintained between the spoke, and an Fgr :Bleil pigdti
imaginary radial line which connects the spoke Fgr :Bleil pigdti
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made of either 17/7 PH or 17/4 PH stainless steel. Upon extensive trade-study which considered: integration of the
room temperature alignment of the helium vessel, all power coupler cooling into the cryomodule; impact on the
spring sets will be partially compressed. At operating cryo-plant and distribution system; room temperature
temperatures, springs are fully compressed and the spoke refrigeration input power; and manufacturability,
system is "solid." The results are summarized in Table 1. maintainability, and reliability issues. The selected

configuration is a double-point thermal intercept in which
Table 1: Spoke Forces & Stresses the low temperature thermal intercept inlet fluid is 4.6 K,

Room Temp Operating Temp 12 bar helium. After exiting the low temperature

With Springs 450 lb 9170 psi 2250 lb 46 kpsi intercept, the supercritical helium is used to intercept heat

Without Springs 450 lb 9170 psi 4060 lb 83 kpsi loads from the beam tube, thermal shield, and structural
supports, and then circulated through the power coupler
high-temperature intercept. The fluid is then returned to

4 POWER COUPLER THERMAL the cryo-plant at about 30 K.

ANALYSIS
The cryomodule heat loads to the low-temperature helium 5 STATUS
coolant are dominated by the RF loads in the A final design review is scheduled for April of this year
superconducting niobium cavities. In the P=0.64 for the 13=0.64 ED&D cryomodule. Detailed drawings are
cryomodule, the cavity heat loads account for over 50% being prepared to send to vendors for bids in mid-July,
of the total room temperature refrigeration input power. with fabrication of the two cavity Psb 0.64 ED&D
Some of the other contributors to the heat loads are the with fabrication o r the twof 1999.
power couplers, thermal shield, tuner levers, support
structure, beamtube, valves, bayonets, and instrumen-
tation. After the cavities, the next biggest contributor to
the heat load is the power coupler. 6 REFERENCES

The thermal analysis of the power coupler naturally [1] B.M. Campell et al., "Engineering Design of the
divides into separate consideration of the inner and outer APT Cryomodules," Proceedings of LINAC98, Chicago,
conductors. Generally, the inner conductor analysis Aug 24-28, 1998
focuses on demonstrating adequate thermal stability
against, the RF losses from both traveling and standing [2] J.A. Waynert et al., "A Thermal Analysis and
waves, with some margin added. The outer conductor Optimization of the APT 210 kW Power Coupler,"
represents a thermal short connecting room temperature Proceedings of LINAC98, Chicago, Aug 24-28, 1998
to the 2-K cavity-cooling system. Thermal intercepts are
used to remove outer conductor heat loads at
temperatures between room temperature and 2 K. Thus,
the outer conductor thermal analysis is aimed at
minimizing the room-temperature refrigeration input
power necessary to offset the heat loads at lower
temperatures. The thermal intercepts must be chosen
consistent with the refrigerator and cryomodule design.

A 200-node, axisymmetric model using the finite
difference approximation was made to describe the inner
and outer conductors. The model includes gray body;
diffuse, infra-red radiation exchange; conduction through
stainless steel, copper, and niobium; RF heating (traveling
or standing wave power distributions); and forced
convection cooling of the inner and outer conductors.
Detailed results for the inner and outer conductor have
been published [2]. The inner conductor is found to be
adequately cooled for both traveling and standing waves
by using 300-K helium at 1.2 atmospheres pressure
flowing at 3 g/s through a 3-mm annular space, between a
stainless-steel sleeve within the copper inner conductor.
The outer conductor cooling approaches considered both

distributed counter-flow and localized thermal intercepts.
The selected cooling scheme was the result of an
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UPDATE OF THE LHC ARC CRYOSTAT SYSTEMS
LAYOUT AND INTEGRATION

J-C. Brunet, P. Cruikshank, R. Ostojic, A. Poncet#, P. Proudlock, P. Rohmig, L. Tavian,
B. Skoczen, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract modules connected to the QRL installed every cell are: a
half-cell (beam screens, magnet support posts) and a cell

Since the LHC Conceptual Design report's publication in (magnet string helium filling, cooling at 1.9 K, and
October 1995 [1], and subsequent evolutions [2], the discharge).
LHC Arc Cryostat System has undergone recently a
number of significant changes, dictated by the natural 2 ARC CRYOSTATS LAYOUTS
evolution of the project. A schematic of the arc cryostat between octants 1 & 2 is

Most noteworthy are the recent decisions to route the A schematic of the arcstatffetween lenth and
large number of auxiliary circuits feeding the arc given in Figure 1. Other arcs differ slightly in length and
corrector magnets in a separate tube placed inside the composition, depending on the octant.
cryostat with connections to the magnets every half-cell. Arc cryostat

Further decisions concern simplification of the baseline Lispersion Suppressor 171.3 en 2 m

vacuum and cryogenic sectorization, the finalization of Lnteraction p2.intj(IPi -, r °

the design of the arc cryogenic modules and the layout of (ATLAS l• -, I - , , L .. " "

the arc electrical distribution feedboxes. DFBAB arc electrical feedbox

The most recent features of the highly intricate Standard Arc 2452.2 m

cryogenics, magnetic, vacuum and electrical distribution 53.45 m 50.215.4 50.21 J 53.45 -lt

systems of the LHC are presented. L 1L.i"- 11 - 11 4 1.
3 i a e:MBMBMBMQMBMOMad xa15 mn dipoles (MB) MMMMMMM

1 INTRODUCTION I quadrupole (MQx)

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to be installed in the Arc cryostat 2941 m
Arc ----Dispersion Suppressor 170.4 m -Tal, . .. .

LEP tunnel at CERN will produce two proton beams of I S. I 1,Sght Secio.29. m
L t II Interaction point (IP2)

7 TeV energy for head on collisions in 4 points around 1-- (ALICE)
the circumference. The machine is subdivided in 8 t
octants, each one comprising a standard arc layout DFBAB arc electrical feedbox

composed of 54 optical half-cells, flanked on each side Figure 1: Layout of the Arc Cryostat between Octants I
by dispersion suppressors and experimental and machine & 2 - Optics V6.0.
insertions (injection, dump, cleaning, RF, etc.). The The basic repetitive magnetic segment of the arc is the
standard arc and dispersion suppressors are housed in a half-cell of 53.4-m length providing 45' phase advance
common cryostat of diameter 914-mm (36"), together for the beams [5]. It is composed of 3 two-in-one 9 T
with some adjacent insertion devices, depending on the (ultimate) dipoles of 15-i length, a two-in-one
octant. The cryostat length of an octant varies between quadrupole and various sets of correcting magnets. The
2.7 km and 3 ki, and is bounded at each extremity by Short Straight Section (SSS) housing the quadrupole,
electrical current feedboxes. sextupole, octupole, dipole orbit correctors, and beam

With the passage from version 5.0 to the current position monitors is flanked every cell by a cryogenic
baseline version 6.0 of the optics, additional families of service module housing service piping for quench
independently powered magnets have been added in the discharge into the cryogenic service line (QRL), phase
dispersion suppressors and matching sections, leading to separation for 1.9 K heat exchanger cooling, etc. The core
a large increase of the number of electrical circuits of the arc cryostat system is the regular arc, composed of
integrated into the arc cryostat. The cryogenic distribution 46 standard half-cells (2452.2 m), flanked by the
line (QRL) housing various headers servicing the main dispersion suppressors (170 m). It is linked to the QRL
stream of cryomagnets runs parallel to the arc cryostat, every cell (107 i), which provides cooling at pressurized
and is fed at the 4 even points of the machine from superfluid helium temperature of 1.9 K. The left and right
cryoplants installed at ground and underground levels, extremities include matching section quadrupoles, beam
The basic cooling segments fed from cryogenic service separation dipoles, and the electrical distribution

*Email: alain.poncet@cem.ch
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feedboxes. Some of these assemblies operate at 4.5 K in of cable varies around the machine according to the local
saturated helium, provided by the QRL. needs.

2.1 Arc magnetic systems Point 8 Continuous Cryostat Point 1

The main lattice is made up of FODO cells and the two w - ' 3k = . "",>r

rings are connected in series. Each of the eight arcs of the L , , .. -Z ....... ---" -...... __...........

machine is separately powered. There are 154 twin- 2 IRA

aperture main dipoles connected in series per arc and 2 x .... -**
when powered to their ultimate current of 13 kA have a i - "
stored energy of 1.33 GJ. The focussing and defocusing 4-- _.1 o, ...fntosaesprtd nolorqie1 A
functions are separated and also require 13 kA. 0 / 11"3 ...A|

The dispersion suppressors at the extremities of the arcs . ...
have individually powered quadrupoles of the same type to x 6kA-12 x 6kA
as in the matching sections of the experimental insertions. Q,., Qý,, Q221 Qn QM. QZ.• 2, ? .. 42 .

They require 6 kA and each aperture is individually fed t MId Ac t
giving up to 12 circuits. D'FK bF

Spool piece correctors are associated with every main Figure 2: Electrical superconducting circuits feeding the

dipole, and correct their higher order multipoles errors. arc cryostat superconducting magnets. The SSS 600 A

At the moment, correction of b3, b4 and b5 is foreseen. circuits are routed in the external auxiliary bus bar tube.

The correctors are connected in series for each type and 2.3 Arc cryostat design
aperture giving a total of 6 circuits. However, spare
positions have been left in one of the two types of dipole The string of superconducting magnets operates in a static
in the case that additional correctors are required. 1.9 K superfluid helium bath pressurized at 1.3 bar

The Short Straight Sections (SSS) contain a series of absolute [3]. The heat load budget to 1.9 K is composed
lattice corrector magnets requiring 600 A. There are of static heat losses through cryostat components
families of lattice sextupoles, octupoles, trim (radiation, conduction through support posts, vacuum
quadrupoles, skew quadrupoles and skew sextupoles. In barriers, etc.) and dynamic loads resulting from resistive
all there are typically between 16 and 32 circuits fed from heating in splices between cables, beam losses into the
each end of the arcs. 1.9 K bath, synchrotron radiation and RF image current

power deposited on the beam screen at 5-20 K. To
2.2 Arc electrical distribution minimize the static heat load to the 1.9 K level an all-

The circuits associated with the main dipoles (dipole plus welded aluminum thermal shield operating at 60 K is

spool pieces), as well as the two quadrupole circuits are installed. The thermal shield is covered by 30 layers of

fed through the cold masses of all magnets. Bus bars are multi-layers insulation (MLI) pre-fabricated blankets to

installed in slots in the cold masses. The dipoles use 2 bus reduce thermal radiation load. The option of an actively

bars of 7.4 mm' NbTi with 300 mm' of copper stabilizer, cooled shield operating at the sufficient cooling power

Cold diodes are connected across each dipole magnet and installed, and of its additional complication.

energy is extracted, in case of a quench, at an initial rate ALIGNMENTTARGErS

of 125 A/second. The quadrupoles use 4 bus bars of IN OUADRUPOL,1US-BARS

7.4 mm2 NbTi with 180 mm2 of copper. Again by-pass EAT EXCH ANGER PIPE

diodes are used and the initial discharge rate is SUPERINSULATION

320A/second. The dipole corrector magnets use 20 PERCONDUCTING COILS

monolithic rectangular conductors with a cross section of
3 mm and a copper to superconducting ratio of 9:1. VACUUM VESSEL

The individually powered quadrupoles and the array of
corrector circuits associated with the SSS need to by-pass A UR BSBAR

the dipoles and a link is provided along the 53 meters of\AUXILARYBUS-BARS

the half-cell. For the 600 A circuits a flexible multi-wire THERMALSHI.ID (60K)

cable is used containing 36 superconducting wires with a CO

diameter of 1.6 mm and a ratio Cu/SC ratio of 9.5:1. The DIPOLE BUS-BARS

outer diameter of the complete cable is 15.5 mm. A •-OR POST

similar cable is used for the 6 kA circuits containing 18 Figure 3: 2D cross-section of the arc cryostat, through
conductors and having an external diameter of 23 mm. one dipole.
These need to be installed in a tube containing helium The cold mass is simply wrapped with 10 layers of
running from one SSS to another. The number and type MLI, to reduce conductive heat losses in case of degraded

vacuum.
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This MLI covers the auxiliary bus bar tube, thermalized beam vacuum cold valves, permitting replacement of
to the cold mass via metallic supports. faulty magnets without having to warm-up a full sector.

The transverse dimensions of magnet cold masses with This option has been abandoned in view of its operational
its shield have been minimized to fit in an insulating complexity [7].
vacuum tank of diameter 914 mm (36" standard pipe Sectorization is done by means of hydraulic dams-or
dimension), see Figure 3. plugs-installed around bus bars in interconnects, and

The 15-m long cryodipole external supporting system vacuum barriers in the corresponding SSS.
has been improved to obtain higher positioning precision.
It is composed of three high-precision jacks distributed LHC ARC- CRYOGENIC AND VACUUM BASELINE DESIGN

over the length of the dipole, at the longitudinal position Vacuum sectozatio,:
of the internal supports (cold posts). I Magnet vacuum barriers - Jumper vauum barriers 0 Cryogenic line vacuum barriersORL vacuu •I..kt ...

Figure 4 shows the integration of the various arc I I I• I a I IN I I iLi I I
cryostat systems in a zone of interconnection between
magnets, cryogenic service module and transverse M.gnet, .uum.ve.se.
connection to the QRL. Cold-mass sectorizafion:

The routing of superconducting cables feeding the I Bus-bar plugs * Safety relief valves C Cooldown and fill valves
A B A BA BA RA B AC DA Ba AB A BA BA B A

lattice correctors installed in the SSS (octupoles, I # ý # # ; # , # ý # I # ý # i I
sextupoles, skew quadrupoles, etc.) is done via a 50 mm ''flf f--
O.D. tube, thermalized to cold masses via metallic ..... t.............................

supports, connected each half-cell to the corresponding Figure 5: Sectorization of the insulation vacuum systems
magnetic elements. Thermal contraction during cool and cold masses in the LHC arc cryostat.
down is taken care of by flexible hoses located at each
interconnect. The continuous 53.5-m cable unit lengths The arc cryostat has a cold mass of more than
will be inserted after installation of the cryomagnets in 5000 tons. One cryoplant at the corresponding even point
the machine. This solution, compared to previous designs will be able to cool down and warm-up such a mass via
where routing was done inside the cold masses, permits a the QRL in about 24 days. For some interventions for
large reduction of passive electrical interconnections, and repair such as replacement of defective diodes or
yields flexibility, simplifications and reduction in costs, instrumentation feedthroughs, this sectorization will

allow to cool down/warm-up only small stretches of the
u..THER...AL .I.L. EXTEuNAL CRYOGENICSEuv. . LINE (ORL arc cryostat (6 cells) in only about 8 days.
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TESTING OF VACUUM SYSTEM FOR APT/LEDA RFQ*

S. Shen÷, D. Behne, J. Berg, T. DaCosta, M. Harper, K. Kishiyama
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

and
R. Valdiviez, F. Spinos, D. Schrage

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

Abstract 2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

We have designed, built and operated two vacuum For the RFQ cavity, there are 36 vacuum pumping ports
systems for the RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadrupole) in connected to 3 distributed manifolds. Five Ebara ICP200
the APT/LEDA (Accelerator Production of Tritium/Low cryopumps are used to handle all the gas loads [1][2].
Energy Demonstration Accelerator) linac: a cryopump For the high power RF windows which also required
system for the RFQ cavity and a non-evaporable getter very high hydrogen pump speed, non-evaporable getter
(NEG) pump system for the RF window system. They (NEG) cartridges were selected. This is mainly because
were designed to provide very high hydrogen pump they are relatively small in size and lightweight. The
speed (>2x10 4 L/s) and sorption capacity. Both systems SAES CapaciTorr B1300 NEG cartridge pump that
underwent performance tests in mock assembly before utilizes the sintered ST185 blades, can provide
the installation. This paper presents the mock test results hydrogen-pumping speeds of more than 1000 L/s for
of both vacuum systems. It also discusses the each RF window. Both cryopumping and NEG systems
preliminary test results from the commissioning of the are built with automatic pumping and regeneration
APT/LEDA RFQ. systems. As reported earlier [3], hydrogen pump speed

and capacity measurements were carried out for both

1 INTRODUCTION types of pumps. From these component tests, we have
verified the manufacturer's specifications and thusThe APT/LEDA RFQ consists of four resonantly coupled validated the major design parameters

two-meter segments and 12 RF windows connected via

ridged waveguides to 3 sections of the RFQ [1]. The
over-riding requirement for the APT/LEDA RFQ 3 MOCK SYSTEM TESTS
vacuum pumping system is that it be capable of pumping
the combined gas load from the lost proton beam, gas Since LEDA is a demonstration facility for APT, beam
streaming from the LEBT (Low Energy Beam availability must be high to prove that APT production
Transport), and out-gassing from the surfaces of both goals can be met, it was important to ensure the
the RFQ cavity and the RF window system. The total performance of the vacuum system would support the
air-based gas loal from the cavity will be on the operational requirements for LEDA. Therefore, in
order of 7.2x10 Torr-liters/sec, and 8x10-5 Torr- addition to the pump verification tests, we also have
liters/sec are expected from each RF window. The main carried out mock assembly system tests for both cavity
gas to be pumped will be hydrogen and the system must and window systems before the shipment. These tests
be able to pump hydrogen on a continual basis. Vacuum turned out to be extremely useful in developing
pumps are to be completely oil-free (both high-vac and procedures for installation and system commissioning
roughing) and a single pump type must pump all other tests.
species of gas (02, N2 and any outgassed mixture). For
the RFQ cavity, redundancy must be provided in the
pumping and gauging systems to enspre that the minimal 3.1 Mock Cavity Testing
"operating vacuum level" of I x 10 Torr is maintained A mock cavity was fabricated to simulate the cavity
despite pump failures in the system. All pumps and conductance and the volume. As depicted in Fig. 1, the
gauges must be replaceable without bringing the RFQ whole cavity vacuum system was then assembled and
cavity up to atmospheric pressure. connected to the mock cavity at LLNL. A series of

performance tests were carried out; the results were
Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy satisfactory and can be summarized in Table 1.
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract

W-7405-ENG-48

Email: shen2@llnl.gov
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RFQ Mock Cavity Performance Test
110. ..... .... ......... .. ....

P = 8.5E-7 Torr
Q = 8.2E-4 Torr-Liter /sec
A1icryol and Alcryo2 o

8 10.'

P = 4.3E-7 Torr

S610.7 - = 9.3E-4 Torr-Liters/se
Z.n All cryopumps online
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P m o5.3E-8 Torr P = 5.7E-8 Torr
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Time (mi)

Figure 2: Measured Vacuum in Mock Cavity Assembly

Figure 1: RFQ Mock Cavity Vacuum Assembly-6ATR/Vcu

Table 1: Results of Mock Cavity Vacuum Tests 
...

Test Results
Pumpdown From atmosphere to 10-6 Torr in 30 Tf-0-

minutes7
Instrumentation Gauges calibrated and all control
& Control functions verified. -7tO - - ----

Base Pressure 10` Torr (> 50 hrs)
Transient Gas Time constant - 5 sec. 0 I
Pulse 0_5 10 15 20 25

Abnormal Measured pressures with simulated - Seg-A Time (s)

Condition gas loads agreed with calculation.
Tests Measured pressures with one and two

pumps off agreed with calculation.
Figure 3: Analytical Results for Comparison

The results of the "Abnormal Condition Tests" listed in
Table I are also illustrated in Fig. 2 for Segment A. A
direct comparison with the calculation results shown in 3.2 Mock Window Testing
Fig. 3, indicates that measurement results are in good A mock window cavity (see Fig. 4) simulating the RFQ
agreement with the design analysis. (The Sequence of cavity was used to assemble all four arms of one section
Events are described in Table 2.) of the RF window vacuum system. The purpose of this

assembly was to conduct integrated tests on the RF
Table 2: Sequence of Abnormal Condition Tests window vacuum control system. In the stand-alone

mode, the control system consisted of a Modicon PLC
Time Interval Time Descriptions and a PC running Labview. Once installed and

Fig. 2 (min) Interval commissioned on the actual RFQ, the PC was replaced
Fig. 3 (sec) by an interface to EPICs.

0-7 0-5 Base pressure
7-14 5-10 With simulated gas All the valves, pumps and instrumentation on the mock

loads cavity used the actual cables that were to be used on the
14-23 10-15 With one pump off real RFQ. In this way, both the hardware and PLC
23-40 15-25 With two pumps off software of the control system were validated on the
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At approximately the 50 kW RF power level the RFQ
cavity began to be excited. At power levels of 50 kW and
higher, the RFQ cavity and waveguides were alternating
as to which would dictate the operating power level in
order to remain below the pressure set point of
5x10 6 Torr. After a conditioning period of
approximately 40 operating hours, a power level of
950 kW was reached. Subsequently, another set of 4 RF
windows and waveguides was connected to the RFQ.
However, this new set was not connected to a klystron
immediately. The initial conditioning of these
window/waveguide sets was carried out by operating the
first klystron and reflecting power into and out of the 4
new window/waveguide sets via the RF cavity. The
behavior of this new set of windows and waveguides
during the initial conditioning was about the same as
with the first set of windows and waveguides.

The second klystron was connected to the RFQ via the 4
Figure 4: Mock RF Window Vacuum Assembly new sets of windows and waveguides. Power levels in

the 900 kW range were used to condition primarily the
mock cavity. It was also used to develop the interlocks RFQ cavity. The limiting pressure in the cavity was
and controls for the safe operation of the high lowered to 2x10-6 Torr. The cavity was conditioned to
temperature regeneration of the NEG pumps. The mock the 1.2 MW power level. Once this conditioning level
cavity provided an easy and safe method to completely was reached, the base pressure in the RFQ cavity and
test the entire vacuum system before delivery. The cost window/waveguide sets was about 2x10 8 Torr with no
of testing with the mock cavity was necessary to RF power being conducted. RF power in the 1.0 MW
guarantee the system will be fully operational range could be fed into the RFQ with pressures
immediately after installation was completed stabilizing in the lx 10-7 Torr range in both the cavity and

4 COMMISSIONING TESTS g

The high RF power conditioning of the RFQ began when The vacuum levels attained during high RF power
the first klystron had been connected to the RFQ via 4 operation provide further verification that the RFQ cavity
window and waveguide sets. The base pressure in the and RF window vacuum systems will meet the
RFQ cavity and window/waveguide sets prior to the start operational requirements for proton beam operation of
of conditioning was in the Ix10-7 to 5x10-7 Torr range. 6.7 MeV at 100 mA.
First, RF power at approximately the I kW level was
introduced into the waveguides and RFQ cavity,
producing a vacuum level of approximately 3x10 6 Torr 5 CONCLUSIONS
in the waveguides. For purposes of reconditioning the The APT/LEDA RFQ vacuum system performed
RF windows, a vacuum level of 5x10 6 Torr was set as the successfully in the mock assembly as well as in the
limiting pressure. Pressure in the RFQ cavity remained commissioning tests. The test results presented in this
at about 5x10-7 Torr. Within the first 2 hours of high RF paper validated the design of the vacuum system. It is
power conditioning, the power level was increased to also demonstrated that the vacuum system is capable of
3 kW while the waveguide pressure remained at
approximathely ws06 Te mnex t providing comfortable vacuum levels for conditioning
approximately 5x Tor. During the next 10 hours ofwindows.
high RF power conditioning the power level was

increased to 71 kW with waveguide pressures remaining
in the 3x10 6 Torr range. Once the RF power was 6 REFERENCES
increased over the 10 kW range, some multipactoring
bands were encountered in the RF window/waveguide I D. Schrage, et al, "CW RFQ Fabrication and Engineering,"

sets. These multipactoring regions required steady RF LINAC98, (1998)

power level operation for various amounts of time in 2 S. Shen, et al, "APT/LEDA RFQ Vacuum System" Proceedings of

order to break through them. Even with occasional the 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference," Vancouver,(1997)

multipactoring having occurred, the operating RF power 3 K. Kishiyama, et al, "Testing of Vacuum Pumps for APT/LEDA

level that was attained in the first 12 hours is significant. RFQ," LINAC98, (1998)
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE VACUUM SYSTEMS FOR
THE APT PROJECT ED&D CRYOMODULE*

G. Hansen, K. Kishiyama, S. Shen, P. V. Shoaffo, LLNL, Livermore, CA

Abstract Figure 1 shows the layout for the final design of both the
insulating vacuum system station and the cavity vacuum

The mechanical design for both the insulatingsystem stations. The insulating vacuum system is
system and the cavity vacuum system of the APT ED&D composed of a single portable turbo pump station attached
Cryomodule is summarized. The pre-cooldown pressure to a cryostat endcap. The cavity vacuum system includes
limits for the insulating vacuum and the cavity vacuum are two pump stations on either side of the Cryomodule. Each
10 Torr and 10 Torr, respectively. In addition, the cold statio ns o tur s, e perm ant

• 6. station contains two turbo pumps, which are permanently
cavity operating pressure limits are 10 Torr for the attached to RF power coupler ports.
insulating system and 10 Torr for the cavity system. The
designs of these systems utilize both turbomolecular 2 DESIGN CONCEPTS
pumps and the cold surfaces of the superconducting Nb
cavities to arrive at and maintain their operating vacuum
pressures. A synopsis of the analysis undertaken to
predict the vacuum systemperformance is also presented. The cryostat chamber pumped by the insulating vacuum

system must be evacuated in order to minimize convective
1 INTRODUCTION heat transfer to the He vessels surrounding the Nb beam

The Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) Project cavities. The turbo pump of the insulating vacuum system

Engineering Design and Development (ED&D) is required to bring the chamber pressure level to 10 Torr

Cryomodule consists of a cryostat with all accelerator prior to cryogen transfer. As the Nb cavities are cooled to

components and auxiliary systems installed. The vacuum 2 K, the He vessel surfaces will cryopump the insulating
system for the Cryomodule is composed of two distinct space and maintain it below the prescribed operating

subsystems. The first subsystem, the insulating vacuum pressure of lx10 Torr
system, is responsible for evacuating the insulating The two Nb cavity assemblies and their respective power

chamber of the external cryostat. The other subsystem, couplers share a common ultra-clean vacuum system. The

the cavity vacuum system, evacuates the RF coupler, turbo pumps are required to6initially evacuate the cavity

beam tube, and Nb cavity assemblies. and power coupler to lxl0 Torr. Upon cooldown the
cavity surfaces, in conjunction with the continuosly
running turbo pumps, should bring the pressure below the
required 10 Torr at the RF windows and 10 Torr in the
Nb cavities. All pumps for both systems are required to
be oil-free [1].

2.2 Insulating Vacuum System Station

The insulating vacuum system station consists of a Varian
Turbo V-700HT pump. The turbomolecular pump
provides a pumping speed of 680 L/s for N2 . It is backed
by a Varian DS610 Dry Scroll pump. The roughing pump

Iprovides a pumping speed of 58ý L/min, for an ultimate
Insulating Cav total pressure of < 7.5x10 Torr, and operates

Station Station hydrocarbon free.
As seen in Figure 2, the access port will be connected to

the vacuum system through an 8" MDC C-Loc Gate
Valve. The gauge ports on the access stem allow for
mounting of both a convectron and a Granville-Phillips

Figure 1: Final Design Layout for the Insulating and Stabil-Ion gauge. In addition, the roughing pump can be

Cavity Vacuum Systems directly connected to one of these ports in order to bypass
the turbo pump during system roughdown. This will

"Work supported by the US Department of Energy under Contract W- minimize the risk of contaminants being sucked through
7405-Eng-48. the turbo pump during the viscous flow phase of the initial

*Email: shoaffl @llnl.gov pump down.
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The turbo pump will be connected to the gate valve gauge port. All connections are made with 8" conflat
through a stainless steel spool connected to a flexible flanges. The Tees are then vacuum coupled across a 6"
bellows assembly with 10" stainless conflat flanges. A bellows with rotatable 8" conflat flanges. The addition of
Residual Gas Analyzer can be attached to a 2.75" conflat a vacuum coupling tube connecting the adjacent turbo
on a 1.5" diameter access stem provided on the spool. pumps of a cavity vacuurm station prevents the isolation of
Also, to accommodate gas analysis, a manual valve is any RF window from a turbo pumping source in the event
provided in the foreline of the turbo pump to throttle down of a single pump shutdown. This helps to reduce the risk
the pump speed. As called for by the program design of a RF window failure.
requirements, the insulating vacuum system can be fully
detached from the cryomodule at the gate valve and
transported on the cart provided.

Coupling Tube

Roughing By-pass

Residual Gas Analyzer

Pum 60DS Dy • Residual Gasq

61ODS Dry Scroll AnalyzerS • mý Scroll Pump

V-300HT Turbo Pumps

Figure 3: Detail of Cavity Vacuum Station with Cavity
V-700HT Turbo System Removed from the Cryostat
Pump

A Granville-Phillips Stabil-Ion gauge will be attached to
Figure 2: Details of the Insulating Vacuum System Station each of the gauge ports on the power coupler vacuum

access stem. Two convectron gauges will be placed at
either side of the cryostat on the 6" Tee gauge ports

2.3 Cavity Vacuum System Station opposite and diagonal from each other. The third Tee

There will be two cavity vacuum stations and each will gauge port will accommodate an RGA and the fourth Tee

consist of two Varian Turbo V-300HT pumps backed by a gauge port will host the gas purge system. This purge

single Varian 610DS Dry Scroll pump. Every turbo pump system will provide clean filtered inert gas to pressurize

will provide a pumping speed of 280 L/s for N2 to give a the cavity volume.

total system turbo speed of 1120 L/s. The roughing For both the insulating and cavity vacuum system

pumps are again hydrocarbon free and provide 585 L/min designs, all the high-vacuum valves are electro-pneumatic

pumping sp~ed per station and an ultimate total pressure actuated and sealed using Viton O-Ring. with a leak-rate
of< 7.5x10 Torr. at the body and valve seat of < lxlO Torr-Liters/sec.

As seen in Figure 3, the pump stations will be hard Finally, all plumbing will consist of 304 stainless steel

mounted to the 6" power coupler vacuum access ports tubing, bellows, and off-the-shelf fittings, whenever

with 8" conflat flanges and run continuously throughout possible. Additional design details are found in [2].

Cryomodule operation in order to maintain the vacuum 2.4 Cryomodule Vacuum Control Systems
level at the RF windows and reduce the system gas load.
Each of the vacuum access stems will host a 1.5" diameter As per design requirements, the design of the Cryomodule
gauge port ending in a 2.75" conflat flange. The roughing systems incorporates a control system that can either
pumps will be floor mounted and attached to the hanging operate as a stand-alone system or interface with the
turbo pumps on each station via a 1.5" flexible stainless supervisory control system, EPICS. The vacuum control
tube. Since the cavity system will be clean and free of system will have interlocks to close the high-vacuum
contaminants, no bypass of the turbo pump will be valves in the event of a high-vacuum pump failure or
necessary and the cavity system will be roughed directly other vacuum system problem. In the event of a vacuum
through the foreline. system malfunction, interlocks will also be available to the

The goal post configuration mounts each turbo pump cryogenic controls to shutdown the cryogenic

vertically through a 6" MDC C-Loc gate valve to a refrigeration. In the event of a power failure, the vacuum
6"stainless Tee attached to the power coupler vacuum system will shutdown, i.e. the high-vacuum pumps will
access port. Each Tee hosts an additional 2 3/4" conflat stop and valves will close. When power is restored, the
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control system will restart, but the vacuum system will Applying these conditions, the analysis shows that,
require a manual restart of the pumps and opening of any within seconds, the minimum base pressures obtained in
valves. the Nb cavity assemblies are well below their operational

requirements, however, the base pressures7 in the RF

3 ANALYSIS window volumes are estimated to be 1.07x10 Torr. Thus,

The APT ED&D Cryomodule Vacuum System the current design is at the operational limit. A plot of theThe PT D&D Crymodue Vcuu Sytem pressure vs. time curve is seen in Figure 5.
performance has been analyzed numerically both during
the initial pump down and nominal operation.

3.1 Initial Pump Down ,.I6_s

The first analysis stage examines the initial pump down 1
from 760 Torr of both the cavity and insulating vacuum
systems. It is assumed that the RF power is off and the Nb -
cavities are at room temperature. Additionally, the - *---............... .. . .--
pressure dependence of the mechanical pump speeds and
the time dependence of the surface outgassing loads are 0 2 4 6 8 10

taken into account. Time (s)
- Cavity Vacuum System - RF Window Volume

Cavity Vacuum System - Nb Cavity Assemblies
ll3 ____________________I _________I _____________

100 L[ -Figure 5: Pump Down Curves from 10-5 Torr for the RF

I - Window Volumes and the Nb Cavity Assemblies under

1ý 0.010.- Nominal Operating Conditions

1-10-, - - The final design analysis also included an examination
110-5, _ , of several sets of failure scenarios including turbo pump

0 shutdowns and RF window failures. The analysis

o0 5 20 25 parameters and more detailed results of the Cryomodule
Time (hrs) vacuum system, including the various failure scenarios

- Insulating Vacuum System can be found in [2], [4].
- Cavity Vacuum System-Nb Cavity Assemblies

Figure 4: Initial Pump Down Curves for Both Cavity and 4 CONCLUSION
Insulating System The designed system presented in this paper is consistent

with the requirements of the APT ED&D Cryomodule. It

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of both the cavity is a robust, reliable, and redundant system capable of
and insulating vacuum systems during the initial pump providing the required vacuum level for the APT ED&D
down stage. The analysis predicts that the insulating Cryomodule with comfortable margins. A review of the
system will reach its warm cavity design requirement final design for the ED&D Cryomodule will be scheduled
within 13 hours and the cavity system will reach its in the near future and held at Los Alamos National
analogous requirement within 4 hours. Additionally, both Laboratory.
of their base pressures are below the pressure limits
required for RGA analysis. 5 REFERENCES
3.2 Cavity Specific Analysis during NominalCavity fio AIl] B. Campbell, "Preliminary Design Requirements of the ED&D
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results obtained by LANL during testing of the APT RFQ
windows [3].
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BEAM VACUUM INTERCONNECTS FOR THE LHC COLD ARCS

R.Veness@, J-C. Brunet, O.Grobner, P. Lepeule, C.Reymermier, G. Schneider, B. Skoczen, CERN

V.Kleimenov#, I.Nikitine*, IHEP Protvino

Abstract 2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Cold arcs of the LHC will consist of twin aperture dipole,
quadrupole and corrector magnets in cryostats, operating Design offsets required for the beam vacuum interconnect

at 1.9 K. Beam vacuum chambers, along with all can be divided into those expected during normal

connecting elements require flexible 'interconnects' operation of the machine, transient offsets during

between adjacent cryostats to allow for thermal and machine cool-down and warm-up and 'exceptional' values
metweenical adjaents foryostats dug ma c e f or ermatond due to possible faults, e.g. in the cryogenic system. Themechanical offsets foreseen during machine operation totals comprise mechanical tolerances, alignment

and alignment. In addition, the beam vacuum chambers tolerances and ground movements between alignment

contain perforated beam screens to intercept beam periods in addition to thermal expansion and contraction.

induced heat loads at an intermediate temperature. These For lngitin o thism is ad coithmeticla

must also be connected with low impedance RF bridges For longitudinal offsets this sum is made arithmetically as

in the interconnect zones. the causes are principally thermal expansions. However,

The design of the beam vacuum interconnect is described the lateral offsets are due to alignment and assembly

in this paper. Features include a novel RF bridge design tolerances, so the decision has been taken to assume a

to maximise lateral flexibility during cryostat alignment normal distribution of random errors and to calculate the
andtso-called 'tedal beiblowsito minimiseosthe ruirmedt offset for 3 standard deviations.
and so-called 'nested' bellows to minimise the required Following a review of similar RF bridge designs, in
length of the assembly. particular those for LEP [3], KEKB [4] and the SSC [5], a

minimum contact force of 35g per finger under all
1 INTRODUCTION operation conditions was specified. An upper value for

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a 7 TeV proton- the contact force of 70g was imposed on the sliding
proton collider under construction at CERN, planned for contact to avoid the possibility of particulate generation.
start-up in 2005. Each of the 8 arcs of the machine will Beam screens are cooled by supercritical helium flowing
consist of repeating half-cells comprising three twin in two cooling tubes welded to each screen. Since the
aperture dipole magnets, each 15.2 m long and a 6 m long heat loads in the two beam apertures are not the same, the
'short straight section' (SSS) containing lattice quadrupole tubes must be swapped over between beam lines at each
and corrector magnets. Each arc is a continuous 2.5 km interconnect zone.
long cryostat operating at 1.9 K. The envelope available for the interconnect is restricted in
All of the links between these magnets required for all directions. The length is limited to 480 mm between
electrical power, cryogenics and beam vacuum (the dipole magnets to minimise the loss of magnetic length
subject of this article) must be connected at room around the machine. The radial space available for
temperature before the cryostat can be closed and cooled bellows and welding equipment is also limited by the
down. Thus, all these 'interconnects' must allow for the other interconnect lines. In addition the beam screen must
thermal contraction of the magnet cold masses. Due to the be passed through the 50 mm cold bore, which prevents
time and cost involved, the magnets will be warmed-up as the pre-mounting of equipment on one end.
seldom as possible. This means that the interconnects The interconnects on either side of the SSS have
must have the flexibility to allow for re-alignments of the additional requirements. On one side a pumping port is
machine when cold or warm. required on the beam lines. On the other side, the inter-
The beam vacuum system is described in detail elsewhere magnet zone contains a beam position monitor on each
[1], however, a particular requirement for the LHC will aperture.
be for a beam screen [2] inside the vacuum chambers to
intercept beam induced heat loads at an intermediate 3 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
temperature. These beam screens must also be connected The layout of a dipole-dipole beam vacuum interconnect
with low impedance RF bridges between magnets. is shown in figure 1 with the main features labelled. Each

interconnect zone contains two such beam lines in

Email: raymond.veness@cem.ch
Scientific Associate at CERN
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Beeam Screen

Figure 1: View of one Dipole-Dipole Beam Vacuum Each line has four feedthroughs for the helium cooling

Interconnect. tube cross-overs. There are fixed mechanical links
between both ends of the beam screens and the

parallel. A line contains two bellows; an 'RF bellows' interconnect to prevent stressing of these feedthroughs.
around the RF bridge which allows for the thermal As explained in section 2, the SSS interconnects have
contraction and lateral offset of the magnet cold masses some additional requirements. However, the same
and a 'beam screen bellows' which absorbs differential principals, and a majority of common components are
thermal expansion between beam screen and magnet cold used in all three designs.
mass during thermal transients, preventing damage to the Details of the other principal components are given in the
cooling tube feedthroughs. The required offsets of these following sections.
elements both for normal machine operation (including
thermal cycles) and for exceptional conditions (including 4 RF BRIDGE DESIGN
re-alignment) are given in table 1. The 'tolerances'
column contains static mechanical and alignment values. The RF bridge design concept was developed to avoid the

high shear stress in contact fingers associated with the
Table 1: Design Offsets of the Interconnect Flexible large lateral offsets required to re-align the machine when
Elements in mm warm. The solution adopted was to provide a clearance,

rather than a contact when warm and to use an change in
the chamber wall diameter to apply the contact finger

•-- -- -- force only when the magnets are cold. This principle is
i a .2 ' a Lý 8 shown in figure 2.

"a 6 a " One RF bridge form was developed for all interconnects,
0 fulfilling the 'normal' offset requirements of table I with a

_____1_.1_3_force per finger as defined in section 2. It was also
Beam Screen Bellows designed so as not to plastify when under the 'exceptional'

Normal 0 34 8 34 8 offsets from table 1.
Exceptional 0.5 75 29 75 8 Both beam screen ends have a transition from their

RF-Bellows: Normal 2 52 36 34 12 standard 'racetrack' section to a circular section for the RF
Exceptional 4 62 38 57 12 bridge. The profile of the fingers was optimised to

RF-bridges: Normal 2 52 36 34 12 minimise the variation of contact force over a range of
Exceptional 4 62 38 57 12 offsets and to avoid buckling during magnet warm-up.
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The baseline material for the fingers is 0.2 mm CuBe2 structure at the operating temperatures, even after
sheet which is electro-etched, formed and plated with 30 welding.
pm of silver. It is then rolled to shape and electron beam In order to maximise the reliability of the beam vacuum
welded to a copper retaining ring. system, all sub-components will be manufactured without

welds. Welds between components will be made by

293 automated orbital TIG welding without the use of filler
metal. The only exception will possibly be in the capillary
exits, where laser welding is being considered to avoid
the possibility of over-penetration into the capillaries
containing high-pressure helium.
The design has been optimised to maximise the pre-
assembly of the connections, either in a clean workshop

ConacL Fin en Beam Sc.een or magnet assembly environment. Mechanical fixed
73 points and RF bridges will be screwed in place inside the

beam vacuum and held by tab washers. This leaves only
the welds connecting the adjacent magnets, i.e. the RF
bellows ends and cooling line cross-overs, to be
performed in the tunnel. A number of intermediate
quality controls and leak checks can therefore be

_____ I performed to minimise the risk of interference to the very
tight LHC installation schedule.

Figure 2: Section Through One Interconnect Line,
Showing the RF bridge with the Beam Line at 293 K 7 WORK IN PROGRESS
(Installed Position) and 20 K (Operating Position). Manufacture of a pre-series of beam vacuum

interconnects is under way. These will be installed in the
5 BELLOWS DESIGN LHC prototype string, consisting of 6 dipoles and 2 SSS's

The minimised space in the interconnection zone imposes during 1999. This will allow a thorough testing of

strong limitations on the length of both bellows units. The assembly and operation under cryogenic conditions.

RF bellows is a hydroformed U-type profile, with offsets Extensive RF tests are under way to show that the bridge

as described in table 1. The size and axial stiffness were conforms to requirements.

optimised for mechanical stability (buckling) and fatigue
(thermo-mechanical cycles). The optimisation procedure 8 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
is mainly based on the EJMA standards [6], extended to The authors would like to thank F. Caspers, D. Chauville,
low temperature applications [7]. G. Favre, H. Kos and F. Ruggiero for helpful discussions
For the beam screen bellows a very compact 'nested and their significant contributions to the design.
bellows' has been designed for this application to
compensate for the large transient axial offsets which 9 REFERENCES
occur during cool-down and warm-up (see table 1). The [1] O.Grobner. The LHC Vacuum System. PAC 97, Vancouver, May

bellows profile, which has a large local curvature of the 1997

convolutions, has been analysed for local buckling, global [2] P.Cruikshank et.al. Mechanical Design of the LHC Beamscreen.
PAC 97, Vancouver, May 1997.

mechanical stability and low cycle fatigue. Although this [3] Specification for the Standard Bellows Assemblies of the LEP
unit gives little lateral flexibility, it can accept 10-15 % Main-Ring Vacuum system. CERN/I- 1318/LEP. February 1985.

[4] K.Kanazawa, Y.Suetsugu. Development of a Bellows Assembly
more stroke for a given unit length than a U-type bellows, with RF-Shield for KEKB. EPAC 96, Sitges, June 1996.

The alternative would be to use edge-welded bellows, [5] Design Report on the SSCL Prototype Synchrotron Radiation
Liner System. SSCL note SSCL-SR-1224, September 1993.

however, this would imply more than 30 km of additional [6] Standards of the Expansion Joint Manufacturers Association Inc.,
weld length in the 1.9 K system. A more detailed 6 " Edition 1993, Tarrytown, New York 10591. USA.
description of the bellows design is given in [8]. [7] B.Skoczen. Preliminary Optimum Design of the Expansion Joints

for the LHC Dipole-Dipole Interconnects. CERN LHC Project
Note 34, 1996

6 MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLY [8] B.Skoczen et.al. Development and Optimisation of Nested
Bellows for the LHC Beam Line interconnection.CERN

The LHC will require a total of 3292 beam vacuum LHC/CRI Report 1-1998

interconnect assemblies (1232 cryodipoles and 410 SSSs
each with two apertures) which will be manufactured in
European industry. All components except bellows and
RF bridges will be manufactured in 316LN stainless steel.
This grade has been chosen to ensure a fully austenitic
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COATINGS FOR THE APS RF CAVITY TUNERS FOR THE
REDUCTION OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS*

G. Harris, Q. Ma, D. R. Walters*
Argonne National Laboratory, Advanced Photon Source

9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439 USA

Abstract that reduces the secondary electrons produced on the

Thinfil coting ar usd toredce he gnertio of surface of the copper piston and aids in the control of the

secondary electrons at the ends of the Advanced Photon tnrtmeaue

Source (APS) rf cavity tuners because these electrons
result in increased temperatures on the tuner. To improve
the film properties over the existing evaporated titanium
film, a magnetron-sputtered film of titanium nitride has
been developed that is both harder and adheres more
strongly than the past evaporated film. This paper
describes the process for creating this new coating.

1 INTRODUCTION _

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) is a facility for
material science research. It provides users with a source
of X-rays at an energy of 7 GeV. The main positron E8
beam is contained within the storage ring that is two-
thirds of a mile in circumference. The storage ring is
divided into 40 sectors with isolation valves between eachtue
sector. Sixteen rf cavities are used to maintain the
electron beam energy in the APS storage ring at 7 GeV.
In each cavity there is a tuner piston, as seen in Fig. 1, fcvt
that can be extended or retracted to match the cavity's Figure 1: Rf cavity with tuner
resonance to the required frequency.

2 RIF TUNERS 3 TITANIUM NITRIDE COATING
The rf cavity tuner is a copper piston that, when moved,
changes the volume of the cavity; this in turn changes the 3. 1 Coating System Description
resonance of the cavity. From the electrical field point of
view this method of tuning is lossy, and with the high The coating system used at the APS is pictured in Fig. 2.
field gradients, many aspects of the design need to be It consists of a main bell jar, into which the tuner is
optimized to keep the tuner temperatures under control loaded, on top of a base plate where the pump and the
[1]. The problem of electron heating of the tuner in the sputtering gun are also mounted. The tuner is placed on a
annulus between it and the tuner sleeve can be severe if turntable so that it can be rotated in front of the sputtering
the surfaces of the piston are not correctly prepared. In gun while the thin film coating is being applied. The
the annulus, electrons coming from the high electrical turntable has the added characteristic of being electrically
field of the cavity strike the copper of the piston and isolated from the system. The turntable and tuner can
produce secondary electrons. These in turn bounce then have a biasing voltage applied to it to alter the
around and again strike the piston, producing more properties of the thin film. Thbis became important while
secondary electrons. Every strike of electrons heats the developing of the coating process because it directly
tuner more, so if the surface can be modified not to altered the surface of the tuner during the coating process.
produce secondary electrons, the temperature of the tuner The magnetron sputtering gun used in this system is a
will be reduced. This paper reports on a thin film coating 1.5 inch x 8 inch linear type gun that is mounted 6 inches

from the tuner. The power for the gun comes from a 2.5-
kW DC power supply connected to an Advanced Energy

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Sparc-leTM unit. The Sparc-leTM unit adds a 20-kHz AC
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-3l-109-ENG-38. signal to the main power that helps in the coating of
# Email: drw@aps.anl.gov
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the process pressure of 20 milliTorr the resulting mean

tunerfree path is 2.5 mm. With a distance between the gun and

sputtering gun tuner of 60 mean-free-path lengths, it is highly unlikely
that the atomic nitrogen will get from the gun to the tuner

1XI surface. Over time, what was found to work was a
jar secondary glow discharge on the tuner that would locally

dissociate nitrogen so that titanium nitride could form on
the tuner surface. Applying a high voltage on the tuner
made the glow, which cracked the nitrogen. The energy
of the glow is high enough that the nitrogen's bonds are

cryournpbroken right over the surface that is being coated. In this
way the atomic nitrogen only needs to travel a few
millimeters before it hits the tuner surface.

turntable The completeness of the nitrogen dissociation was
judged by the color of the film. A bright gold color was
considered an indication that the film composition was
approximately correct. Other means were also employed
to more fully qualify the film. The surface science
technique of using Auger signatures was used to make the
final determinat ion of the quality of the film composition.
A series of tests confirmed that the best film was
produced with the tuner at 700 VDC.

The other set-up parameters for the film are: gun

Figure 2: Coating system wattage of 400 watts, bias voltage of 700 VAC, argon

insulating films. To apply voltage to the tuner, a 5-kW antoe a flow rate of 0.8 sccm .ytmpesr f 0mlior n

DC power supply is configured so that the voltage range anirgnasfortef0. cm

of the bias supply was adjustable between 0 and 1,000 3.3 Characteristics of Thin Film
volts.

The gas inlet system is made up of two MKS Model The new film being developed needed to be an
1 179A mass flow controllers: one for argon, 200 standard improvement over the evaporated film that had been
cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), and one for made in the past. The evaporated film suffered from poor
nitrogen, 20 sccm. On each line there is a high efficiency adhesion, brittleness, low strength, and was easily

gsfilter as well as a gas purifier to remove gaseous scratched. The goal of the new film was to use a method
contaminates. The total system pressure is measured ta ol ov h deinpolmadices h
using a capacitance diaphragm gauge. A 2-Torr head was film strength and hardness. Those last two characteristics
chosen so that readings in the milliTorr range would be could be solved by controlling the composition of the
repeatable and reliable, coating to a higher degree than was done in the past.

The vacuum system is comprised of a 9 cfm dry pump The film that resulted from the set-up described in the
for roughing and a cryopump as the main high vacuum previous section greatly improves upon the earlier film.
pump. The cryopump was throttled by a VAT Series 64 The process of sputtering while biasing the tuner
valve to obtain the desired process pressure independently immediately improved the adhesion. The final film
of gas flow into the system. process produces a film that adheres so well it cannot be

pulled off with scotch tape and is so hard that a knife with
3.2 Titanium Nitride Process a steel blade can hardly scratch it.

Reacivesputerig i a roces werethe itrgenand To verify the composition of the coating, a comparison
Rativaimae spttringh is a troes whnere thenirgcen anda was performed between a known sample of titanium

toitaniumeare brmought tof thetanumnetrid surfac and at nitride and a sample from this machine. There is a very

stoicThioespttricg copundi h suc of titaniumnird form oith high correlation between the two samples, as seen in

12]in. Toeerhe niutoeeng gun is th source ofttniuefrt the Fig. 3. The upper peaks show the known sample and the

catng. Howtevaner, the toi nitrogen,2  is aoerlyierto gasm lower peaks are from our process using 0.8 sccm of N,.
tiandu mustribe .chn e'oao i iro e nodrt o M Te coating itself was gold in color with a shiny finish.

tItniumonitride. h pteiggn'lwdshrei We will be testing its secondary electron yield in the

Inerei mnosth casesea the sutrNg gun's glow prdischre is future, but reports [3] concerning its performance show

ions. This did not work in our case because the distance tiattanium.,Thisld is lestan imroemn fovr coper whic has.0fo

the ions had to travel before striking the surface of the tianim a hi of 1.3 imrvm4].ecpewhc a

tuner was sufficient for the nitrogen to reform into N 2. at ao .3[]
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The coating produced by the process described here is a
great improvement over the old process. The new coating
is very robust and does not suffer from handling damage
as the old one did. With the improved adherence there is
no flaking of the film as there once was. Overall, the new
process provides a better film that, when installed into the
rf cavity, behaves closer to its theoretical capabilities.
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DESIGN OF THE SNS ACCUMULATOR RING VACUUM SYSTEMS*

H.C. Hseuh#, C.J. Liaw, M. Mapes, BNL, Upton, NY 11973

Abstract Therefore, the production of electrons due to beam-

residual gas ionization must be minimized. The ionization

Brookhaven is undertaking the design, construction cross sections a, of the 1 GeV protons on residual gas
and commissioning of the accumulator ring and the beam molecules can be calculated using Bethe formula [4]:
transport lines for the 1-GeV Spallation Neutron Source.
The operating pressure of the accumulator ring vacuum 47r(i=h.)(M21 Iln( __)_ C)
system will be 10.9 Torr and is needed to minimize the MoC Pl

2  -2

beam-residual gas ionization. The vacuum requirement,
the layout of the ring vacuum system, and the design of with 41h/mc)2 = 1.87x1072 cm 2, and AM2 and C the
the vacuum chambers, vacuum pumps and other hardware experimentally determined coefficients for different
are presented here. molecules. With a residual gas composition of 40% H2,

40% H20 and 20% CO in the accumulator ring, the
1 INTRODUCTION average a, for 1 GeV proton (P3 = 0.875) will be - 6xl0' 9

The goal of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)[1] cm. At the designed vacuum of lxi99 Torr, the rate of

is to provide a short pulse (-0.5 gIs) of proton beam with electron production is given by:

an average beam power of 1 MW to a neutron generating _=dn- f=N t, n(t)
target. This is to be achieved by a 1-GeV linac and dt
accumulator ring operated at 60Hz with lxl 0÷4 protons with n(t) being the instantaneous number of protons in the
per pulse. To improve reliability and to allow hands-on ring. Integration and averaging of the above equation over
maintenance, the radiation level caused by uncontrolled a one-millisecond cycle gives - 3x104 electrons per
particle loss in the ring during one msec period must be proton which is negligible [3] in comparison with the
less than 10-4 per pulse. There are several vacuum related production of the electrons from other mechanisms.
beam loss mechanisms, which are nuclear scattering,
multi-Coulomb scattering and residual gas ionization. 2 RING VACUUM LAYOUT

The nuclear scattering cross sections, a;, are
proportional to the geometrical cross section of the target The accumulator ring, with a circumference of 220

nucleus and are -4*10- cm2, -3*1025 and - 4*10.26 cm2  m has four arc regions and four long straight regions (a
for CO, H2o and H2 respectively. These gasses are the four-fold symmetric lattice). The vacuum system is
most common residual gasses in a clean ultrahigh vacuum divided into eight vacuum sectors, four arc vacuum
system. The beam loss due to nuclear scattering is given sectors and four straight vacuum sectors, isolated with all-

by metal pneumatic gate valves. The arc vacuum sectors are
by AI / I = JI n N dt with N being the residual gas - 32 m long, consisting of eight half-cell vacuum
density in the vacuum system. At the designed pressure of chambers which are 4 meters long. The straight vacuum
lx09 Torr, N will be 6 x10i7 atoms/cm3 . The resultant sectors are - 23 m long, consisting of four quarter-cell
AM/I will be < 10.9 over one msec. chambers as well as special chambers for injection,

The multi-Coulomb scattering causes growth of the collimation, RF, instrumentation and extraction.
RMS beam size. The fraction of the increase in beam size Metals and ceramics are used exclusively in the

can be calculated by [2] Ar/ay= fkfN /(p 2E) dt, construction of the vacuum system since they are UHV
compatible and radiation resistant. No elastomer or

with ay the transverse beam dimension, k = 1.085x10 23  organic materials are allowed. Stainless steel, which has
(GeV/c)2 mI sec-, A3, the betatron amplitude (< 20m), p the excellent mechanical/vacuum properties and is easy to use
momentum (=1.696 GeV/c) and E the transverse during fabrication, has been selected as the material for
emittance (< 240 iunm*mrad). The fraction of beam the half-cell and quarter-cell chambers. Conflat-type
growth over one millisecond will be < 10.8 at the design flanges and seals will be used to join the chambers
pressure of lx 10.- Torr. together. In several locations with potentially high

The e-p instability can limit the achievable intensity background radiation, such as the injection, extraction and
[3] when excessive electrons are generated and trapped. collimator regions, quick-disconnect type flanges and

seals will be used, which will minimize the radiation
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy exposure during machine maintenance periods. All
'Email: hseuh@bnl.gov chambers will be chemically cleaned and assembled in a
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clean environment to minimize contamination, pump port and a bellows. The stripline-type BPM is -

9.12 157.77 0.5m long and is to be precisely aligned with respect to

R.75 11.25 the quadrupole magnet.

6.20 -To minimize distortion, the BPM housing will be

.17-- copper brazed to a rigid connecting flange which is then
R 3.0 TIG welded to the quadrupole pipe. The quadrupole-BPM

SECTION A-A section will then be joined to the dipole section with an
(Dimension in Inch) automated welder on a precision fixture. The short pump

S .322-A B section contains the bellows and the pump port and will
----------- be tapered to match the elliptical cross section of the

L_,A adjacent dipole chamber. To minimize the radiation
SECTION B-B induced stress corrosion, the thin wall bellows will be

fabricated from Inconel. The pump port which has a
Fig.1 Design of Arc Holfcell Chamber 203mm Conflat flange will be screened with >80%

transparency for evacuation. Side ports with 70mm
2.1 Half-cell Chambers Conflat flanges will be provided above the pump port for

Fig. 1 shows a standard arc half-cell chamber. The other vacuum hardware such as vacuum gauges, residual
two-meter long dipole chamber will have an elliptical gas analyzers and roughing valves. The pump section and
inside cross section of 23cm (H) by 16cm (V), providing the end Conflat flanges will be TIG welded to the
ample aperture for future upgrade to 2 MW. The chamber dipole/quadrupole chamber. The completed half-cell
will be curved with a bending angle of 11.25 degrees and chambers will be wrapped with a thin layer of Kapton
fabricated from 300 series stainless steel. The top and insulation before installation into the 'opened' magnets.
bottom halves of the dipole chamber will be formed by
rolling stainless steel sheets on a curved die. The two 2.2 The Straight Section Chambers
halves will then be TIG welded together along the mid Each straight vacuum sector will have four quarter-
plane. To minimize the deflection and to assure the cell chambers and the special chambers housing
structural stability of the chamber under vacuum load, the collimators, RF cavities and injecton and extraction
wall thickness of the dipole sections will be - 5 mm. equipment. The quarter-cell chamber consists of a
Results of the stress, deformation and buckling analysis, quadrupole pipe, BPM, pump port, bellows and flanges
using ANSYS code, are given in Fig.2. and will be made of stainless steel. The fabrication of the

Max, stress (kpsi) safety factor quarter-cell chambers will be similar to that of the half-
50 50 - 5 100 cell chambers.

2 yeleding stress: 42 kpsi -d 3 VACUUM PERFORMANCE
U 09c40 - 40 -9 4 800.

0) The eight ring vacuum sectors will be isolated with

C T- all-metal gate valves. Vacuum sensors (i.e., vacuum
30 3 Q.._ , 3 -60 . gauge and ion pump readings) upstream and downstream

-9.12 --
. 0. of the gate valves will interlock the valves protecting the

0 ring from catastrophic vacuum failures. The valves also
41 / allow repair and modification of components without

1 0 venting other regions to ambient air. Turbomolecular

S-• 10- - 20 pump stations backed by dry mechanical pumps will be
L used to pump down the vacuum sectors and allow the

high vacuum pumps to be conditioned and activated. The
0 1 0.10 0.10 0,175 3/,6 JR _0 high linear conductance provided by the large aperture of

Wolt thickness (inches) the half-cell and quarter-cell chambers makes distributed

Fig2: Structurat AnaIlysis of SNS Dipole Chanber pumping unnecessary. Lumped pumps will be used. One
With the selected wall thickness and a safety factor of 4.5, sputter ion pump of - 2001/sec will be installed on each

the maximum deflection of the chamber is - 0.5mm. The chamber. In addition, titanium sublimation pumps of
safety factor for the buckling is - 90. To reduce wall 5001/sec each, which are housed inside the sputter ion

impedance, there will be a tapered transition from the pump, will be used to compliment the sputter ion pumps.

dipole chamber to the round quadrupole pipe. The The net pumping speed at the pump port will exceed 500

quadrupole pipe has an I.D. of 19 cm and will be seamless I/sec.
stainless steel tubing. The remainder of the half-cell The thoroughly cleaned stainless steel chambers will
chamber consists of a beam position monitor (BPM), a
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days after pump down from atmosphere. The pressure
inside the chambers can be calculated by:

4 VACUUM INSTRUMENTATION
P(X) 2 L + L 2X Two sets of pirani and cold cathode gauges (CCGs)

S 2-C' will be installed in each vacuum sector, covering the

with Q being the outgassing per linear length (- lxl0"9 pressure range from 1000 Torr down to 10.3 Torr, and

Torr.//sec.cm), 2L the distance between pumps (2L = 400 from 10.3 Torr to 10.10 Torr, respectively. The sputter ion

cm in the arc sectors), 2S the pumping speed at the neck pumps will be powered by 5KV controllers, which are

of the pump (2S = 500 lls), C' the linear conductance of capable of reading current down to sub microampere

the chamber ( - 3x10 5 I.cmnsec for H2, - lxl05 I.cm/sec levels. The pump current, proportional to pressure, will

for 1120 and - 8x10 4 .cm/sec for CO), and x the distance give a more detailed pressure profile around the ring. All

to the nearby pump ( x = 0 at the pump and x = L halfway gauges, residual gas analyzers, controllers and power

between the pumps). The pressure distribution in the half- supplies are commercially available. Due to the radiation

cell chamber with no beam is shown in Fig. 3. The level in the tunnel, all electronics including controllers

average pressure will be - 7xl0"'0 Torr, and power supplies will be located in the ring support
building. All controllers will have remote capabilities in

0.90 addition to front panel switches. They will communicate
StailessStee Chaberq = 1X10,•.11 Torr.I/s.cr•2

t.a5 e 4S% C.,40% H2O. 20% co with the vacuum programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
No In-situ Bake 2S =500Vs through RS-485 type serial links for remote monitoring

0.80 n n=5 and control. The PLCs with PC-based LabView type

0.75- napplication software will provide the interlock logic and
on-line menu for the operation of the gate valves. An
ethernet-type link will connect the PLC to the main

0 ocontrol console for monitoring, logging and control of the
vacuum devices. In addition, hardwired interlocks will

0.0 F M I connect the PLCs to the beam permit chassis and abort the
0.55. beam in the event of a vacuum fault.

0 100 200 300 40o S00 5 SUMMARY
Longitudinal Distance (cm)

Fig. 3. Pressure in Ring Arc Sectors without beam There are unique features in the design of the SNS
and with beam using different ion desorption coefficients accumulator ring vacuum system. To avoid the e-p

With beam present, protons will ionize the residual instability due to beam-residual gas ionization, ultrahigh

gas molecules. These new ions, repelled by the beam-wall vacuum of lxl0'9 Torr is required. This will be achieved
wa by using UHV compatible materials, processes,, and

potential, will bombard the chamber wall and desorb providing sufficient pumping from the combination of
molecules. Each ion with - keV energy [5] will desorb - sputter ion pumps and titanium sublimation pumps. To
5 molecules from the unbaked stainless steel surface [6]. minimize radiation exposure during maintenance periods,
The equilibrium pressure in the chamber with the beam large quick-disconnect flanges will be used. All vacuum
will then be given by [7]: instruments will be capable of remote operation.

p(Ix)=c___ cosWxcos WC'sinWL 6 REFERENCES
S [1] W.T. Weng, 'Accumulator Ring Design for SNS Project', PAC'97,

Vancouver, May, 1997.
where W2 = I a, T / C', I being the average proton [2] G. Guignard, CERN 77-10, p3 3 , June 1977.

intensity over the 16-millisecond cycles, and il being the [3] Ruggiero, A.G. and Blaskiewicz, M., BNUSNS Tech. Note #8,

average number of molecules desorbed from the chamber January, 1997.

wall by an incident ion. The pressure distribution inside [4] Baconnier,Y., Proc. CERN Accel. School, CERN 85-19, pp267-
the half-cell chambers is plotted for il= 5 and q= 10 in 300, Nov. 1985.

t[5 Hseuh, H.C., BNL/SNS Tech. Note #15, February, 1997.

Fig. 3. Due to the large linear conductance of the [61 R. Calder and A.G. Mathewson, Vacuum, 29, 53(1979).

chambers and the high pumping speed available, the [7] Fischer, E. and Zankel, K., CERN-ISR-VA/73-52, Nov. 1973.

pressure increase due to ion desorption is less than 10%
even for 11 = 10. No pressure bump instability is expected.
The pumping requirement in the four straight regions will
be modeled with the detailed design of these regions. The
designed vacuum will be achieved by positioning several
large pumps adjacent to the high outgassing components
such as the extraction kickers.
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RHIC VACUUM INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM*
R.C. Lee, D. Pate, L. A. Smart', D. Weiss, D. Zigrosser, RHIC Project, BNL, Upton, NY

Abstract 1.1 Insulating Cryostat Vacuum System
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) Project is a The insulating vacuum must be kept below 10. Torr to
nuclear physics research accelerator at Brookhaven minimize heat transfer to the 4.2 K superconducting
National Laboratory (BNL) with beam circulation magnet cold mass. From earlier test measurements, the
scheduled for May 1999. To achieve the necessary beam magnet col massurements, thcryostat total pressure falls into the low 10• Torr range[l].
lifetime, the vacuum in the two concentric rings must be The cold mass of the superconducting magnets pumps all
constantly monitored to isolate problem vacuum regions. but the lightest gases, so turbomolecular pumps (TMPs)
One function of the RHIC vacuum instrumentation andcontrol (I&C) system is to operate sector valves with with mechanical backing pumps are employed. Inverted
inputs from several hundred gauges and pumps magnetron cold cathode gauges (CCGs) and convection-
distributed around the 3.8 km circumference of the enhanced Pirani gauges are used to monitor the cryostat
accelerator rings. The architecture and implementation of pressure. Partial pressure analyzers (PPAs) are used to
acceleratorringsThe Rhi& stemfro te pmpsnatond o sample the gas composition of the cryostat and beam
the RHIC vacuum I&C system from the pumps and vacuum environments and can give an indication of helium
gauges to the remote user interfaces are described, leaks from magnet vessels or air leaks in the cryostat after

1 RHIC VACUUM SYSTEMS cool-down.

There are three distinct vacuum systems in RHIC proper 1.2 Warm Bore Vacuum System
(see Fig. 1). The insulating cryostat vacuum houses the For the ten-hour-plus beam lifetime, the average ambient
helium-cooled super-conducting magnets. The cold beam (or warm) beam vacuum must be below 5x10°' Tort. A
tube vacuum passes through the center of the magnets. warm sector is the warm bore between two sector valves.
The warm beam tube vacuum, which connects magnet Sector valves are all-metal gate valves used to isolate the
strings, makes up roughly 16% of the RHIC beam line. warm beam tube vacuum from adjacent warm sectors or

Ions from the linear accelerator or Tandem Van de from the cold beam tube. Ion pumps are installed in the
Graaff are accelerated by the Alternating Gradient warm beam vacuum sectors. Each ion pump has two
Synchrotron/Booster, and injected into one of the two pockets into which titanium sublimation pump (TSP)
RHIC rings. RHIC has six equidistant sites for beam cartridges are installed. There are fifty-two distinct warm
collision detection. sectors in RHIC proper. The number of ion pumps in each

sector depends on the gas load of various chambers. Prior
to installation, warm bore gauges are baked and leak

// /" checked on their instrument trees.

- 1.3 Cold Bore Vacuum System

PARTICLE BEAMThe average cold beam vacuum must be less than lxl01

, Torr. The cold beam tube or cold bore, is passively

INTERACTION POINT % " pumped by the cold tube walls and charcoal-filled sorption
, , pumps that are installed at -30 m intervals. The cold bore

ARC SECTION CRYOSTATS temperature is -4.5 K and the sorption pump temperature
-TRPLETis less than 10 K. The pressure in the cold bore is
DXPE monitored by gauges that are also -30 m apart. Small

WARM -americium alpha sources are installed inside the cold bore
ECTIONS- CCG tubes to help start the gauge discharge at very low

pressures [2]. This modification allows a single type of
, \/ ,gauge to be used for all of the ring vacuum systems.

BEAM INJECTION

Figure 1: The RHIC layout

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Department.
'Email: ismart@bnl.gov
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2 THE VACUUM I&C SYSTEM
The heart of the vacuum I&C system is a peer-to-peer
network of programmable logic controllers (PLCs). The
control of vacuum devices is divided geographically
among eight PLCs. The PLCs take care of the safe
operation of the vacuum system, and are the link between
the intelligent gauge and pump controllers and the
controls system front-end computers (FECs). Data from
the FECs is transmitted to remote Console-Level
Computers (CLCs) where applications are available to
display and log vacuum system parameters. A bottom-up
description of the system follows. Figure 2: A typical PLC chassis

2.1 The Instrumentation Data is transferred between PLCs on a high-speed Data
Highway PlusTM serial communication networks [3]. Each

There are over one thousand gauges and ion pumps in the coprocessor with serial expander has six serial
RHIC vacuum systems. Although all interface with the communication ports assigned to five types of vacuum
controls system, only two thirds control -125 sector devices: gauge controllers, ion pump controllers, TMPs,
valves. Controllers for gauge and ion pumps whose PPAs, and TSPs. The I/O modules have either 32 inputs or
pressures directly affect the operation of valves are outputs, with control voltages ranging from 10 to 30 Vdc.
located in one of eight service buildings in racks adjacent Ladder logic programs reside in the PLC processor
to the vacuum PLC. Cables are run from gauges and module. The ladder programs control the valve solenoids
pumps in the RHIC tunnel to the service building several based on user inputs and the input module signals from
hundred feet away (see Fig 2). A normally open set point gauges, pumps, and valves. Each sector valve has open and
relay is associated with each gauge. When the gauge closed limit switches wired to the PLC inputs and a
pressure is below the selected set point level, the relay solenoid that is wired to the PLC output module. A valve
contact is closed indicating good vacuum. The rest of the can be opened only if the vacuum level satisfies gauge set
gauge controllers are installed in the accelerator tunnel; points on both sides of the valve. Valves are closed by the
one is incorporated in each TMP station. The PPAs have PLC under a number of conditions, such as when the
the electronic control unit directly mounted on the vacuum is bad or multiple controllers fail.
sensor. All TMPs and PPAs are located in the tunnel.

2.3 The Beam Permit Link2.2 The PLC
Beam can only be introduced into a RHIC ring if

Each PLC chassis comprises one processor module, one accelerator system safety precautions are met. One of these
or two communication coprocessors with serial expander measures, the vacuum system beam permit link (BPL),
modules, and several input and output (1/0) modules. provides a positive indication that all sector valves for a

Key Service Building 1004B Service Building 1006B

FEC: Front End Computer FCL C ECLCI
MMI: Man-Machine Interface
PLC: Programmable Logic Controller -__________

IPC: Ion Pump Controller Ethernet Network

l- GC : Gauge Controller
c--PPA: Partial Pressure Analyzer PLC Data
0- TMP: Turbomolecular Pump

- 4 8 - -- -- ---- -

RHIC TUNNEL

Figure 3: System architecture for one sixth of RHIC.
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given ring are open. There are permit signals for both pumps. Other applications perform data logging and
rings at each vacuum system PLC. If a single valve archiving tasks. The CLC and FEC exchange data at a rate
closes, or the limit switches do not indicate that the valve of 100 Mb/s over the Ethernet network.
is open, then the beam permit is removed. The BPL will
also inhibit beam if there is a failure of the PLC or its 2.7 The Man-Machine Interface

power source. A back-door provision for the control and monitoring of
Two of three pressure readings must rise above the set the vacuum devices was built into the system in the event

points to close a sector valve, causing the PLC to remove that the FEC or Ethernet link fails. There is another user
the BPL. A single high pressure reading will not trip the interface called the MMI (man-machine interface) that is
BPL. To minimize the chance of removing the beam independent of the controls system computers. The MMI is
permit during short power outages, the PLC and an industrial computer with software that interfaces
associated power supplies are backed by an directly with all PLCs on the DataHighway network. This
uninterruptible power supply. allows control all RHIC vacuum sector valves from a

2.4 Remote Monitoring and Control limited number of locations (presently two) should the
FECs or CLCs become unavailable. All gauge relay

In addition to protecting the ring from injecting beam contact and valve limit switch data is displayed in a
with valves closed, the I&C system must provide remote graphic format, so that the state of the vacuum system can
control of devices. be determined at a glance. The MMI currently does not

C-language programs in the PLC coprocessor poll have the capability to display remote serial data, but it does
gauge controllers, ion pump controllers, TMP stations provide an alternate means of determining the status of the
and PPAs on five networks (the gauge controllers are entire vacuum system's readiness for beam.
divided on two networks due to the number of devices).
Distinct networks are needed because each device has a 3 CURRENT STATUS
unique command structure or protocol. For example, the To date, over 85% of gauge controllers, ion pump
gauge controllers and TMP stations reply in ASCII controllers, and TMPs are reporting device readings to the
characters, the ion pumps talk back in hexadecimal controls system. Pressure readings from 250+ gauge
codes, and the PPAs use a 9-bit protocol that manipulates controllers throughout the vacuum system are being
the parity bit. The coprocessor software receives the data monitored. Over ninety percent of the ion pumps are
in many formats and re-packages it for the controls operational with most warm sectors at high vacuum. PPAs
system FECs. are also on-line, reporting partial pressure readings in a

The coprocessor has an Ethernet port through which few warm regions. All cold bore beam tubes are under
data is uploaded to the control section FEC. Since alldat trnsfr btwen te FC ad te vcuu sytem rough vacuum in preparation for the cool-down of the
data transfer between the FEC and the vacuum system magnet strings. All PLC proeessors and co-processors are
occurs through the coprocessor, the data in the PLC programmed and operational. Controls system data logging
processor memory must be copied to coprocessor and plotting software is also operational. The BPL signals
memory for FEC retrieval. Similarly, commands from from the PLCs are wired to the controls system inputs in
the FEC are routed through the coprocessor to the PLC. preparation for accelerated beam in May.

2.5 The Front-End Computer 4 AKCNOWLEDGEMENTS

There are four FECs for the RHIC vacuum devices. The
FECs are VME based processors with up to 32 Mbytes of The authors would like to credit Robert Burns for the

memory. All data from the vacuum system to the design of the vacuum instrumentation and control system

Controls System, including PLC 1/0 status, is routed architecture. We also thank the Vacuum System Section

through the PLC coprocessor Ethernet port. That data is staff for the years of effort that went into assembling and

exchanged at a rate of 10Mb/s. installing the system, and for making it work.

2.6 The Console-Level Computer 5 REFERENCES

The CLCs are UNIX workstations that run applications
to display and log the FEC. One application, Parameter [1] H.C Hseuh, ct a. , Proc. 14b Int'l Vac. Congress, Bimingham UK,Sept. 1998.
Editing Tool, is a general-purpose program developed at [2] K.M.Welch, et al, J. Vac. Sci. Technol A 14(3), May/Jun 1996.

BNL for viewing and modifying RHIC control system [3] DataHighway is a trademark of Rockwell Automation (Allen-Bradley
parameters. Users can see gauge pressures, ion pump brand).

current, and the status of valves or TMP stations in
spreadsheet format. The user can also send commands to
manipulate sector valves, change PPA parameters, turn
ion pumps on/off, or control TMP stations valves and
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A METHOD FOR GOLD COATING EXPERIMENTAL DETECTOR
BEAMPIPES*

S. Hendersont, S. Roberts, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
Abstract 39

A thin metallic coating is required on the inside of cen- Argon In

tral detector beryllium beampipes at high-current e+e-
colliders in order to suppress detector backgrounds that
arise from scattered synchrotron radiation. As part of two
CESR/CLEO upgrades, three beryllium beampipes have ,i_ Solenoid

been coated with gold using a magnetron sputtering tech- SCoupon
nique. The apparatus will be described as well as the fac- ure

Fixture
tors that influence the adhesion and uniformity of the re-
sulting films. Finally, we discuss the characterization meth-
ods of the resulting films.

Beamplpe

1 INTRODUCTION

High luminosity e+e- colliders require that unprece- Gold Rod

dented beam currents be brought into collision, while the
high-energy experimental requirements demand that beam-
induced detector backgrounds be minimized. Such beam-
generated detector backgrounds arise from interaction of
beam particles with residual gas in the, vacuum cham-
ber (beam-gas interactions) and from synchrotron radiation
(SR) generated in nearby magnetic elements which scat-
ters into the detector. Careful interaction region design [1] Pump

provides shielding of the detector for lost beam particles
and shielding of the central detector beampipe from syn-
chrotron radiation by careful placement of apertures. Even
with apertures placed to eliminate direct SR that would oth- Figure 1: Beampipe coating apparatus
erwise strike the beampipe directly, the scattered radiation
from these apertures is great enough that further suppres-
sion is required. A common method for further suppressing 2.1 cm, 36.5 cm (Phase III), respectively. We describe the
the scattered SR flux which is in use at the Cornell Electron deposition technique, the coating "recipe" and the charac-
Storage Ring (CESR), PEP-II, KEK-B and elsewhere is to terization of the resulting thin films.
apply a thin metallic coating to the inner surface of the col-
lider detector beampipe (which is generally made of beryl- 2 COATING METHOD AND APPARATUS
lium). Since the scattered SR flux strikes the beampipe at
very shallow angles, very thin metallic layers provide ade- W us apclica l gon oa uto ehe [5]
quate suppression of the scattered SR flux entering the de- for application of the gold coating. Due to the small ra-
tector. dius of the beampipes, DC-diode sputtering without mag-

netic field was not practicable, since high sputtering gasAs part of two recent upgrades to CESR and the CLEO

detector [2, 3], we have developed a technique for coating pressures would be required (--300 mTorr) to sustain a dis-

the inside of small-radius (r = 2 cm) beryllium beampipes charge. Sputtering at such high pressures results in very

with gold. For the CESR Phase II upgrade, a 10 jum gold slow deposition rates and in films with undesirable surface
structure. As a result, we sputtered in the presence of anIco upgrade, a 5 pm layer is required. Both CLEO de- axial magnetic field, which allows a discharge to be main-

tector beampipes are double-walled, actively cooled Be tained at much smaller sputtering gas pressures; acceptable

beampipes manufactured by Brush Wellman-Electrofusion deposition rates result because of the enhanced ionization

[4, 3]. The inner radius and length of the as-coated by secondary electrons as they travel in cycloidal, rather

beampipe assemblies were 1.9 cm, 43 cm (Phase II) and than straight-line, paths.
The coating apparatus which was recently used for the

* Work supported by the National Science Foundation. CESR Phase III/CLEO-III Be beampipe is shown in Figure
t Email: sdh9@comell.edu 1. The Be beampipe is mounted to a stand which is elec-
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trically isolated from the chamber by ceramic standoffs. mon in the semiconductor industry [6] and is thought to
Atop the beampipe is mounted a small chamber to hold improve adhesion by bonding to the oxide layer [7]. Fi-
witness coupons which are coated along with the beampipe nally, after gold deposition the beampipe is vacuum baked
for quality control purposes. A water-cooled gold rod is at 300'C for 1 hour. This relatively low temperature bake
mounted axially in the beampipe. This rod consists of a is thought to promote diffusion at the Au-Be interface and
1 mm thick layer of gold clad on 1/4 inch stainless steel thus improve adhesion [8, 9, 7].
tubing. Water cooling of the cathode is essential as very In addition we found that proper Ar flow was essential
high power densities are reached at the surface due to ion- for achieving adherent films. Argon was introduced at one
bombardment. end of the sytem and made to flow preferentially through

The beampipe and gold rod assembly sits inside an ultra- the beampipe in order to supply fresh Ar to the discharge.
high vacuum system with large chambers on top and bot- Argon was pumped through the other end of the chamber
tom for instrumentation, feedthroughs, and access. High- always at the maximum possible throughput allowed by the
voltage water feedthroughs provide voltage and cooling turbo pumping system.
water to the gold rod. The axial magnetic field is pro-
vided by a solenoid placed external to the vacuum system. 3.2 Factors affecting uniformity
The system is pumped with a 500 I/s turbo pump. Cham- We found three factors which strongly influenced the re-
ber pressure is monitored with a Granville-Phillips Stabil-
IonTM hot filament gauge. Argon (UHP 99.999%) is in- suiting gold thickness uniformity: 1) solenoid length, 2)

troduced at the top of the chamber and is pumped at the magnetron operating point, and 3) cathode uniformity. The

bottom of the chamber, ensuring flow through the pipe. A reduced magnetic field at the end of the solenoid produces
a weaker discharge at the ends. We used a solenoid 66 cmcommercial magnetron gun power supply is used for sput- in length whereas the beampipes were ,-'40 cm in length.

tering. An electrical connection to the beampipe is brought Care wa enene the beampipe inte middleofthe

via a feedthrough outside the vacuum chamber. For back- Care was taken to center the beampipe in the middle of the

sputtering of the beampipe (see below), high-voltage leads solenoid.

on the beampipe and gold rod are reversed. A thermocou- The operating region of the apparatus in magnetron

ple monitors the temperature of the witness coupon chaim- mode is shown in Figure 2. For a given Argon gas pres-

ber during processing. sure there is a minimum magnetic field required to sustain
a plasma discharge. This minimum field is that which pro-
vides sufficient ionization by secondary electrons to just

3 COATING RECIPE AND SPUTTERING make up for losses, and is approximately given by the
PARAMETERS field for which secondary electron trajectories just miss the

beampipe wall, thus making full cycloidal orbits in the sys-
The sputtering conditions and coating recipe were chosen tem. In addition, there is a maximum magnetic field above
to maximize the adhesion of the deposited film and to as- which the discharge is extinguished. This is approximately
sure its longitudinal uniformity. Each will be discussed in the magnetic field for which the secondary electron path-
turn. length is shorter than the mean-free-path and hence sec-

ondary electrons are recaptured at the cathode surface. We
3.1 Factors affecting adhesion found that the choice of operating point affects the resulting

uniformity.
As is the case with any thin-film deposition, cleanliness We chose to operate the magnetron at PA, = 4 mTorr
of the substrate, cathode and vacuum system is the single and B = 250 G. This is sufficiently well removed from the
most important factor in achieving an adherent film. Stan- extinguish lines of Figure 2 so that we acheive sputtering
dard ultra-high vacuum handling techniques were followed along the whole length of the rod despite the small drop in
for all components entering the vacuum chamber. All fix- magnetic field at the ends due to finite solenoid length. For
tures were acid etched prior to initial introduction into the gold sputtering, we typically operated at 150 W (750 V, 0.2
vacuum system. Subsequent handling of fixtures was fol- A), which provided a deposition rate of -- 3 jim/hr.
lowed by scrubbing in soap and water, ultrasonic cleaning Finally, we found that longitudinal nonuniformity of
in Liquinox, and rinsing in isopropanol, the cathode can deform the plasma discharge and produce

We found that cleanliness alone was not sufficient for longitudinally non-uniform coatings. We found that the
acceptable adhesion of gold on beryllium or stainless steel, plasma discharge was enhanced in regions where the cath-
Three additional steps were required. First, prior to depo- ode was of smaller radius. Nonuniformity in cathode radius
sition, the Be beampipe was backsputtered. That is, the of only ,-5% is significant and can produce non-uniform
beampipe itself was sputtered in order to remove surface deposition profiles (see below).
contaminants. In addition to cleaning the surface, back-
sputtering may also help to remove the BeO layer. Sec- 4 COATING PROCEDURE
ondly, we found that a thin layer of Cr (, 150 nm) deposited
on the Be substrate prior to gold deposition improved the The step-by-step coating procedure is as follows. The mag-
adhesion. This technique of using a Cr interlayer is com- netron supply power, magnetic field, and flowing Ar gas
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Figure 2: Magnetron operating region. Above the points a Figure 3: Gold thickness uniformity results for three Be
discharge is self-sustained. Below the points the discharge beampipes measured by x-ray absorption.
extinguishes.

film passed this test, it could not be removed by any oth-
pressure are noted. ers means. The principal function of the witness coupons

which were coated with the beampipe was to subject them
1. Clean all fixture parts by scrubbing with abrasive pad to these adhesion tests. No tests were performed on the Be

and soap. Place in ultrasonic bath with Liquinox. beampipe itself in order to maintain UHV cleanliness.
Rinse in isopropanol and blow dry with N2. The various factors which affect thickness uniformity

Sdescribed above were discovered in the development stage
2. Assemble fixtures, Be beampipe and Cr rod. Place in through repeated test coupon runs. The thickness was de-

vacuum system. Pump down. termined by weighing coupons before and after coating.

3. Backsputter Be beampipe: 100W (250 V) for 15 min- The thickness uniformity of the coated Be beampipes

utes, 275 mTorr Ar, B = 0. was measured by a simple x-ray absorption method per-
formed at the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron Source

4. Apply 150 nm Cr: 100 W (600 V) for 9 minutes, 4.0 (CHESS). The attenuation of an x-ray beam with energy
mTorr Ar, B = 250 G. just below the gold LI 1 edge was measured as a function

of the longitudinal position on the beampipe. The thick-
5. Open vacuum system when cool, replace Cr with Au ness profiles for the three coated Be beampipes is shown in

rod, reinstall in vacuum system and pump down. Figure 3. Uniformity is good for two pipes, but the third
is thicker in the middle due to a non-uniform gold cathode,

6. Backsputter Be beampipe: 100W (250 V) for 15 m0- as described above. It should be mentioned that the detec-
utes, 275 mTorr Ar, B = 0. tor tracking volume is within ±6 cm, so it is this thickness

7. Apply 5 /jm Au: 150 W (750 V) for 90 minutes, 4.0 which is most important.
mTorr Ar, B = 250 G.

6 REFERENCES8. Remove assembly from vacuum system when cool. [1] S. Henderson, Proc. Second Workshop on Backgrounds at the
9. Bake in vacuum furnace at 300'C for 1 hour. Machine Detector Interface, World Scientific (1998) 6.

[2] S. Henderson, Proc. 1997 Part. Acc. Conf., 291.
5 RESULTS [3] S. Henderson, et. al., these proceedings.

Throughout the development of the coating procedure, [4] S. Henderson, Proc. 8th Mtg. DPF (1994) 1480.
coupons of Be and Stainless Steel were coated for various [5] J.A. Thornton and A. S. Penfold, "Cylindrical Magnetron
sputtering conditions. Two adhesion tests were found to be Sputtering", in Thin Film Processes, ed. J.L. Vossen and W.
the most useful. The first is the simple "scotch-tape test" Kern, Academic Press, New York, 1978.
in which adhesive tape is attached to the film and pulled [6] V. Malina et. al., Semi. Sci. Tech. 3 (1988) 1015.
quickly in an attempt to remove the film. The second more [7] B.N. Chapman, J. Vac. Sci. Tech. 11 (1974) 106.
demanding test requires scribing a grid of finely spaced
cuts through the film down to the substrate (typically a 4x4 [8] P. Madakson, J. Appl. Phys. 70(1991)1380.
grid with cuts spaced ,-1 mm apart). This portion of the [9] M. Nayak et. al., J. Mat. Sci. Lett. 12 (1993) 119.
coupon was then subjected to the tape test. Generally, if a
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A VACUUM SYSTEM FOR A COMPACT,
HIGH LUMINOSITY CESR UPGRADE*

Kern W. Ormond', Joseph T. Rogers, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University

Abstract

A conceptual design study for a vacuum system for a
possible compact high luminosity upgrade to CESR is
presented. The vacuum chamber consists of an elliptical
cross-section beam chamber connected to a pumping . N -

chamber by holes recessed in several channels in the 0 -
beam chamber wall. Recessing the hole provides a
decrease in the impedance of the beam chamber while
still providing protection to the pumping chamber from

RF fields generated by the beam. The beam chamber Figure 1: Cross section of the proposed vacuum system
has a very compact cross-section compatible with two-
in-one quadrupole magnets and inexpensive compact
dipole magnets [1,2]. Pumping will be provided by a
combination of non-evaporable getter (NEG) and ion
pumps. Calculations were carried out of the impedance
and loss factor of the chamber as well as transmission of
RF field power through the slots and the conductance of
the pumping slots. We have also calculated the linear
synchrotron radiation power density and the pressure
profile and beam-gas life time for this chamber and
pump configuration. We consider the time between
necessary NEG pump reactivations and the total capacity
of the pumps.

1 INTRODUCTION

The vacuum system for a very high luminosity e~e
collider must be capable of handling a large synchrotron
radiation heat load, maintaining a low pressure, and must Figure 2: Detail of recessed slots in proposed
be very smooth to keep the coupling impedance at a chamber design.
level where the beam remains stable. We present a
conceptual design of a vacuum system for a high
luminosity CESR upgrade using two-in-one quadrupole 2 CHAMBER DESIGN
magnets. The goal of this upgrade is to achieve a The chamber design for the upgrade consists of a copper
luminosity of 3x1014 cmn2s-' through a combination of a beam chamber of elliptical cross-section connected to a
high beam current (3.06 A/beam), low fl, at the pumping chamber though holes recessed in long
interaction point (7 mm), and a correspondingly short channels in the chamber walls. Figures 1 and 2 show the
bunch length. To store the necessary number of proposed vacuum system geometry. The parameters we
bunches, independent vacuum chambers are needed for arrived at for our chamber design are shown in Table 1.
the two beams. To minimize the size and cost of the
storage rings, the dipole magnets are shared between the Table 1: Vacuum chamber parameters(Refer to Fig. 2)
two rings, and two-in-one quadrupole, sextupole, and Parameter Value
steering magnets are used [1,2]. Channel width w 3.5 mm

Channel depth d 2.5 mm

"Work supported by the National Science Foundation. Channel spacing s 2 mm
'Email: kwol @comell.edu. Number of channels 6
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Hole radius a 1.75 mm 2.2 RF Fields

Hole depth t 2.5 mm One of the main reasons for using recessed holes rather
than just a few long slots in the chamber is to preventdirect transmission of TE fields generated by the beam

Total pumping holes per ring N, 106 into the pumps. The direct beam fields are produced by
scattered fields from the holes as calculated above for

2.1 Impedance the loss factor. The power that is directly transmitted to
the pumping chamber can be calculated similarly with

The inductive part of the impedance of a single hole in a the inclusion of a factor depending on the cutoff
vacuum chamber is given by [3] frequency of the holes. The power per unit length

Im Z((o) = -Z ,2 (V/ -'X) transmitted is given by

2c 2

where Z0 = 120i Q is the impedance of free space, 4, is p1 = Nhfrevqb Kr(5)
the normalized electrostatic field produced at the hole Sb

location by a line charge on the chamber axis, and X and as above in Eq. 3, but where K, includes factors for the
Vf are the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the cutoff frequency and depth of the holes. For bunch
hole. For a circular beam pipe of radius b, the lengths longer than the hole diameter, a long wavelength
normalized electric field 4, = 1/(21tb). The real part of approximation can be used,
the impedance is given by K, =exp-2t--- ýK, (6)

Re Z(0o)= zOW "F, (VI , X 2) (2)
12 IrC4 where 0oc is the cutoff frequency of the pumping holes, t

The power per unit length of the beam chamber is the depth of the holes, and K is the loss factor from

dissipated due to beam fields scattered by the holes is before. For the parameters given earlier with 7 mm
bunches, the power radiated through the holes is P'=

N 2 0.78 mW m7'.p, hfrevqbK
Sb (3) 2.3 Conductance

Where N, is the total number of holes, S, is the bunch The size of the holes was limited primarily by the loss
spacing, f,, is the revolution frequency and q, is the factor and RF fields. We calculated the conductance of
bunch charge. The loss factor per hole, K, is given by the holes to determine how many rows of holes would be

needed for adequate pumping speed. The conductance
K = doReZ e ~-Y I ,of the channels with recessed holes was calculated usingK r c (4) MOLFLOW [6]. For the current design parameters the

conductance was calculated to be 135 1 s-' m-' per
where a is the bunch length. channel or 810 1 s-m-' for six channels.

If the pumping holes are recessed in channels on the
walls of the chamber, the normalized field , 4, can be 3 PUMP DESIGN
reduced by a large factor and thus the impedance would The vacuum pumps for the upgrade need to maintain a
also be reduced [4]. For the current design parameters, low chamber pressure when pumping the large gas load
the normalized electric field was calculated using due to the increased current in the ring while also being
POISSON [5]. The electric field at the recessed holes is as compact as possible keeping with the compactness of
a factor of 7.5 less than at the wall of the chamber. This the rest of the design. We settled on a design where the
gives a factor of 56 reduction in the impedance of the primary pumping will come from distributed non-
holes. evaporable getter (NEG) pumps with distributed and

For the current ring design with recessed holes the lumped ion pumps to supplement for non-getterable
loss factor per hole for 7 mm bunches is K = 4.6x10 9 V gases.
pC-' which corresponds to a power loss of P' = 0.68 W For the NEG pumps, we plan to use standard St707
rn-. The total inductive impedance Im(Z/n) from 106 getter wafer modules from SAES Getters, Inc. These
recessed holes is -2.7x10-3 2, which is a negligible should provide us with the necessary pumping speed in a
fraction of the expected total impedance of the storage compact volume. Based on our calculations of the
ring. expected gas load, they should need to be reactivated

about once a week through heating of the getter strip.
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Distirihiled KIhmp, 10}1 [Is
For the distributed ion (DIP) pumps, we plan on using T.ihtdu'si-

a plate type pump with only a single row of cells. Table -Total

2 lists parameters for a possible ion pump design. Based I.4Ot--
on empirical ion pump design formulae [7], we expect a 1.201,-- -"CM2

pumping speed of around 85 1 s m1 for our design which .
should provide us with more than adequate pumping for .
methane and other non-getterable gases.

Table 2:DIP parameters. 4.:l.( _

Parameter Value 2.(2E--

Magnetic field strength 2.0 kG
4 6

Anode voltage 5000 V x (M)

Cell diameter 15 mm Figure 4: Pressure profile in a half cell of the storage

Cell height 39 mm ring arcs.

Anode-cathode gap distance 5.5 mm Table 3: Photodesorption coefficients, partial pressures,

and beam-gas lifetimes for different gas species.
2.01E-06 Photodesorption Average Beam-Gas

Gas Coefficient Pressure Lifetime
(mol./photon) (nTorr) (hours)

6 1. .0E'-06- CO 1.5x106 2.7 11.3

CO 2  1.0xlO6  2.1 9.1

CH4  1.0X 10 1 0.8 82SI '•0:F '(-O

Total 5.6 4.7

0 2 4 6 results of our calculations for the average pressures and

x (m) beam-gas lifetimes for the primary gas species we
expect. A large pressure bump exists within the

Figure 3: Gas load profile in a half cell of the storage unpumped region, but the average total pressure is 5.6

ring arcs. nTorr giving a beam-gas lifetime of 4.7 hours.

Figures 3 and 4 show the gas load and pressure 4 CONCLUSION & FUTURE PLANS
profiles in a single half-cell in the storage ring arcs. The We have developed a conceptual design of a vacuum
regions from 0 to 3.45 m and 3.55 to 7 m are within or system that meets our needs for compactness, low
near the dipole magnets and contain pumping holes and system at me esour n e fr cmpactness, lowdistributed pumps. The region between 7 and 8.1 m is impedance, and low pressure. We are currently in the

process of constructing prototype pumps for testing inwithin or near the quadrupole, sextupole, and steering the near future.
magnets and does not contain pumping holes. This
region is pumped by conduction through the beam pipe.
The conductance through the beam pipe is 32.8 1 s"m. A 5 REFERENCES
single 100 1 s' lumped sputter ion pump at 7.1 m is used
to maintain high vacuum when the dipole magnets are [l] A. Mikhailichenko and D. Rubin, Proc. of the 5th European Particle

Accelerator Conference (EPAC96), Sitges, Spain (1996) 433.
turned off. The pressure profile was calculated using a [2] D. Rubin, G. Dugan, A. Mikhailichenko, J. Rogers, Proc. of the

program based on a finite element method [8]. Our 1997 Particle Accelerator Conference (PAC97), Vancouver, BC, Canada

program includes in the calculation the conductance of (1997) 318.

the beampipe and pumping holes as well as allowing for [3] S.S. Kurennoy and Y.H. Chin, Part. Accel. 52, 201 (1996).

different pumping speeds for NEG and ion pumps and [4] T. Weiland, Part. Accel. 51, 53 (1995).
[5] Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group, "The POISSON/SUPERFISH

the presence of non-getterable gases. For these Group of Codes", LANL report LA-UR-87-115 (1987).

calculations we used a DIP pump speed of 85 1 s"1 m" and [61 R. Kersevan, "MOLFLOW User's Guide", Sincrotrone Trieste

a NEG pump speed of 1000 1 s- m' was assumed. The Technical Report, ST/M-91/17 (1991).

photodesorption coefficients used for our calculations are [7] Y. Suetsugu and M. Nakagawa, Vacuum 42, 761 (1991).
[8] Y. Li, Cornell LNS Report CBN 97-7 (1997).

listed in Table 3 [9]. Also listed in Table 3 are the [9] C.L. Foerster, et. al., BNL report BNL-48367, 1992.
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BEAM-GAS LIFETIME IN A LOW EMITTANCE, MEDIUM-ENERGY
STORAGE RING*

S. M. Chung, C. D. Park, S. H. Gu, and M. Kwon
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang University of Science and Technology,

Pohang, Kyungbuk 790-784, Korea

Abstract beam current results in enhancing the intra-beam
scattering rate and reducing Touschek lifetime. After all,

In order to understand the beam-lifetime limiting process unlike low or high energy machines, the lifetime limiting
in a medium-energy machine like the 2 GeV Pohang Light factor which will prevail in a medium energy machine like
Source, the beam-gas scattering effects have been the 2 GeV PLS depends on the competition between the
measured by using helium gas and the effects of the intra-beam and beam-gas scattering. The question of
transverse aperture height on the lifetime have also been which of the two scattering effects dominates the lifetime
examined by using a beam scraper. It is found that for a in the specific pressure then remains open.
medium to large gap vacuum chamber the lifetime is In order to help resolve these difficulties, the beam-gas
mainly limited by Touschek effect at the machine lifetimes were measured by using helium in the pressure
operating pressure, low 109 Torr. For a very small gap range from -5x10 9 to -3x10 7 Torr. The effect of the
undulator, however, the beam-gas scattering makes accommodation of a small-gap undulator on the lifetime
substantial contribution to *the beam lifetime even at was also examined. The implications of the results of the
-lx 10 Torr because of Coulomb scattering, lifetime measurements will be discussed in terms of the

lifetime limiting process in PLS storage ring.
1 INTRODUCTION

The Pohang Light Source (PLS) of the Pohang 2 EXPERIMENTS
Accelerator Laboratory is a low emittance third generation Inert gas helium was used for the present work to control
synchrotron radiation source with a nominal electron the chamber pressure. By introducing helium gas into the
beam energy of 2 GeV. The storage ring vacuum system storage ring with sputter ion pumps (SIPs) switched off,
of the PLS has been designed to maintain the average we can make the pressure uniform all over the
pressure of 1 nTorr over the 280 m circumference with a circumference, whereas other active gases are
circulating current of 400 mA to enable beam lifetimes continuously pumped by non-evaporable getters. Then the
longer than 10 hours. beam-gas lifetime can be easily measured and calculated

The performance of the vacuum system is measured using the uniform and monitored pressure with average
primarily in terms of beam lifetime, and achieving a long beta function.
lifetime is a key issue for the third generation light Besides its vacuum characteristics, the light mass of
sources. In PLS, the lifetime of 100-mA beam in the early helium makes sure that helium gas is cleared by the long
stage of the commissioning was less than 50 minutes due bunch gap. And the beam-gas scattering effect for helium
to a poor vacuum. However, gradual decrease in pressure is close to that for the residual gas at the operating
due to synchrotron radiation cleaning of the vacuum pressures of a storage ring. Note that the ratio of the total
chamber resulted in continuous improvement in lifetime, scattering cross section or the beam lifetime for helium, to
To date a total beam dose of 1600 Ampere-hour has been that for the residual gas measured during the machine
accumulated and beam lifetimes in excess of 20 hours operation (90% H2 , 2% CH4, 1% H20, 6% CO and 1%
with 170 mA of stored beam are regularly obtained. CO 2 ) is -2.2. Therefore we can simulate the beam-gas

As in the case of high-energy machines, probably lifetime as close as the real situation.
scattering of beam electrons on residual gas molecules is The beam lifetimes were measured with/without a
the most important physical process determining the beam medium-gap undulator. The base pressure was -5x10"'
lifetime.[1] Furthermore, the narrow gap undulators Torr without beam and was -(1-4) xl09 Torr during
foreseen in the straight sections make the machine measurements, depending on the beam current and also on
particularly sensitive to beam-gas scattering, the SIPs on and/or off. The electron beam was stored to a

However, due to the intrinsic small emittance coupling value, which is lower than the threshold current of the
(< 1%), the lifetime may also be limited by pressure strong collective instabilities induced by the high order
independent intra-beam scattering (Touschek effect)[2], mode of the RF cavities. Helium gas was admitted step by
which is proportional to the electron density in the bunch. step into the storage ring with increasing pressures and the
Moreover, increasing the electron density to increase helium pressure was stabilised in few minutes. Finally, the
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beam-gas lifetimes for the small gap undulators were parameters had been made. With the agreement of the
simulated using a beam scraper. Since insertion devices measured and calculated beam lifetimes for helium, the
for the third generation light sources generally varies with beam-gas lifetimes were studied analytically based on the
the vertical gap, we measured the lifetime with a vertical- equations and the residual gas described in section 2.
beam scraper only. The calculations show that with large transverse

apertures, Bremsstrauhlung (T,, = 409 [nTorr.hr]) is
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION dominant beam-gas interaction for the PLS as in most

other machines. As the vertical gap is decreased, theThe measured beam lifetimes, "tri (Fig. 1(o)), for the PLS Colm sctei bcmsim rtn.Bhte

storage ring having a medium gap undulator is shown in g

Fig. 1. The corresponding acceptance limiting half- Coulomb and Bremsstrauhlung lifetime are comparable at
a gap half-height of 8-9 mm. With a medium gapaperture is 6 mm (vertical). The calculated beam-gas (Fig. undulator (6 mm), the beam-gas lifetime ('tg) for the PLS

1(A)), Touschek (Fig. 1(+)) and total lifetimes (Fig. 1, stor rn is t 145 [n timh (Fig.) In this

solid line) are also shown for comparison. It is clear from reg rd, i s wed r = 145 with (Fig. 1(e)),I the

the figure that the measured lifetime for helium depends regard, if we directly compare r, with , I
l r opX7  pressure at which the beam-gas scattering effectlinearly on the pressure at high helium pressures,>l07 dominates may corresponds to -Sxl0 8 Torr. And from

Torr (Fig. l(c)), indicating that the beam-gas scattering dSx10"9 Tor r to -5xl08 Torr, both effect may competes

effect dominates the total lifetime. RU ort 5l Trbhefctmyopts
and finally Touschek effect dominates the lifetime below

middle 10.9 Torr.
100 On the other hand, for a very small gap undulator to be

" ---.. installed in straight sections, the Coulomb scattering effect

+* narrower, the beam lifetimes were examined with a
_vertical-beam scraper to see the beam-gas scattering effect

: f: !,in low 10"9 Torr in detail. Figure 2 gives the beam-gas
S - lifetimes measured as a function of the vertical aperture

S . .height at two different operating pressures of 5x10' 0 Torr
(a)) and Ix10 9 Torr. The beam current of -5 mA was stored in

350 bunches to minimise Touschek effect. The calculated
(To-) 0 10! beam lifetimes using the measured residual gas and the10, 10"j 10-' 10,

Pressure (Tort) machine parameters are also shown in Fig. 2.
Discrepancies between the measure and calculated

Figure 1: Measured ( and calculated lifetimes The lifetimes reflect the non-uniform pressure distributions,
which makes it difficult to fit the measured data to

initial stored current was 167 mA in 250 bunches, calculated ones.

In the helium pressure range from .-.5x 1 O' to _lX 7 It can be found that the contribution of the beam-gas
scattering effect to the total lifetime is small for a mediumTorr(Fi. 1()),it cn b stted hatthe eamgas gap undulator, 5-.6 mm. (Note that the Touschek lifetime

scattering effect competes with Touschek effect. At a gap ransro a few hour to -30 hous). Howeve
point in this pressure range, both effects make equal (tc,) ranges from a few hours to -30 hours). However, for
contribution to the total lifetime for the Touschek lifetime the aperture half-height of, around 3-4 mm the beam-gas
coangestribtion acco to thetotalli e fomber the o elifetiper scattering may compete with the Touschek effect even at
changes greatly according to the number of electrons per low 10.9 Torr because of Coulomb scattering which varies
bunch and the machine coupling while the beam-gas with the transverse aperture size while Bremsstrahlung

Below the pressure of -5x,0 9 Torr (Fig. 1(a)), we could keeps constant at a given pressure. The lifetime can be
notBmeasure the lifessu e of hSx10"9eTorrlFiu . lAs , wer c further reduced due to small vertical gap of the insertionnot measure the lifetime with helium. As the SIPs were dvcssnete~dpnsidrcl ntetases

swithedoff th prssue wnt u to-3.xlO9 Trr.And devices since the "t, depends indirectly on the transverseswitched off, the pressure went up to -3.5x10 9 Torr. And aperture because of the reduced momentum aperture of

the lifetime was reduced immediately by -25% according the storage ring. Thus the bean-gas scattering effect for a

to the pressure change. The result directly reflects the ve smage g. usuthe be cring factor a

importance of the beam-gas scattering effect in the low 10' very small gap undulator will be critical factor to make

9 Torr range. Nevertheless, we can find from the figure decisions to keep the best machine performance. The

that Touschek effect mainly limits the lifetime in low 1 - G measurement also shows that the beam-gas lifetime of the

Torr. 2-GeV PLS storage ring will be within the shaded area in

In the meantime, the measured lifetimes in the high- Fig. 2, depending on the pressure and the vertical gap ofIn te mantie, he masued ifetmesin te hgh- the insertion devices.
pressure ranges (> 5xl08 Torr) where the helium content

was at least >97% closely followed the predicted values,
meaning that a good knowledge of the machine
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mainly limits the lifetime and the contribution of the
200 beam-gas lifetime to the total lifetime is small at the

C:,)o,.,od'(7•,o-0°To,,): M;!•i;!•iii:' machine operation pressure of low 10.9 Torr. However, for
i•..i I iii •• i !ii i :i~:!.a very narrow-gap undulator, Coulomb scattering may

/ compete with the Touschek effect even at -1lxl09 Torr
iniaigta h aumi sila motn atrta

•.100o oolId(.,0 determines the lifetime in a medium-energy, third

/•.. : generation light source.
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machine performance because of small vertical gap,
various methods have been studied in many storage rings
regardless of their energy. For example, the longer beam
lifetime can be achieved by increasing the momentum
acceptance of the storage ring, by manipulating bunch
dimensions, by minimising beta function in the insertion
straight region, and by using the so-called "In-Vacuum
Undulator". [4-5]

A simple method to increase the lifetime is to decrease
Touschek effect by reducing the current density in
bunches. But in general the brightness must be
compromised with the lifetime. Increasing the beam
energy to an available amount can be a possible way to
increase the beam lifetime without degradation of beam
quality. For example, about 30% increment in beam
lifetime with 2.4 GeV already achieved for the PLS (Note
that Coulomb and Touschek lifetimes are proportional to
E2 and E3, respectively). However we may loose the low
energy photons to some extent.

From the vacuum point of view, the lower pressure can
compensate for the reduction in lifetime. As high as -50%
increment in lifetime can be achieved by reducing the
pressure from -2x10 9 down to low 10.10 Torr as shown in
Fig. 3. Since the insertion devices being installed in the
straight sections may occupy 1/4 ~ 1/5 of the
circumference of the ring, the pressure reduction can be
done in part by reducing the pressure inside the insertion
device vacuum chambers.

In summary, we measured the beam-gas lifetime using
helium gas and the vertical scraper in order to understand
the beam-lifetime limiting process in a medium energy
machine like the 2 GeV PLS. It is found that for a medium
to large gap vacuum chamber, the beam-gas scattering
determines the beam lifetime at high pressures, >5x108

Torr. And the pressure independent Touschek effect
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LAYOUT OF THE ABSORBERS FOR THE SYNCHROTRON LIGHT
SOURCE ANKA

S.Hermle, D.Einfeld, E.Huttel
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, ANKA, P.O. 3640,76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

G. Heidenreich, Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen, Switzerland

Abstract Source from the bending magnets is given by [2]:

The 2.5 GeV Synchrotron Light Source ANKA is now P[kW] = 88.6 E[GeV]4 I[A] / r[m]
under construction at the Research Center in Karlsruhe.
For a designed current of 400 mA, a power of 250 kW is For the design parameter of ANKA : E: 2.5 GeV, I: 0.4 A
radiated by the circulating e-beam in the 16 dipole and r: 5.559 m the radiated power is: P = 250 kW.
magnets. 90% of the synchrotron radiation (SR) is The vertical power distribution has a FWHM of
absorbed by the 32 crotch absorbers in the dipole and the 0.7 mm at a distance of I m from the source point [3].
adjacent ante chamber, the remaining 10 % by distributed In Fig. 1 the absorbers of the dipole vacuum
absorbers in the straight chambers. The power per length chambers and the adjacent sextupole section are shown.
is up to 50 W/mm for the crotch and 2 W/mm for the The maximum power loads and temperatures of the
distributed absorbers. A special design was needed for the different absorbers are summarised in Table 1.
crotch absorbers due to the limited space. The final design 90% of the synchrotron radiation will be
is optimized for reduced thermal stress in order to absorbed by crotch absorbers ((1) in Fig.1) in the ante
increase the number of maximum possible cycles. The chambers of the dipole and the adjacent quadrupole /
temperature distribution and the stresses were calculated sextupole chamber. The first crotch absorber covers the
with the finite element program ANSYS[1]. The radiation from 0' to 110 of a dipole, corresponding to a
maximum temperature is 270 'C, the maximum strain heat load of 8 kW, the second crotch absorber the
0.13% .The achieved strain will be small enough in order radiation up to 210. The power per length at the crotch
to sustain more than 104 cycles, the expected lifetime of absorbers increases from 20 close to the flange to 50
the absorbers. The SR entering the beam lines (15 mrad) W/mm at the top due to the different distance from the
will be absorbed either by one moveable absorber before source point.
the first valve or by the movable radiation protection 10 % of the synchrotron power will be absorbed by
shutter close to the shielding wall. The power per length is distributed absorbers ((2,3) in Fig.l) which are part of the
13 W/mm, respectively 7 W/mm. outer side of the vacuum chamber in the straight vacuum

chambers. The inner side of the distributed absorber of the
1 INTRODUCTION first vacuum chamber behind the dipole ((2) in Fig.1) has

The total power radiated by a Synchrotron Radiation a copper plating in order to distribute the higher heat

Beam line absorber (5)_

SIR Stop (4)

distributed absorber (2) distributed absorber (3)

IM bel oP
vo 81 7Lbellow

Figure 1: Distribution and lay out of the absorbers at the Synchrotron Radiation Source ANKA.
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with copper ._ without copper - B - C

B

E -8 c-c

a SR

1 1 2 3 4 5

distance from dipole [m]

Figure 2: Power and temperature distribution of the
distributed absorbers.

SR

load. The power per length decreases as a function of the W,,e cahg r

distance from the source point from 2 W/mm for the
copper plated and 0.4 W/mm for the stainless steel type. Figure 4: Final design of the crotch absorber.

The power and temperature distribution is given in Fig. 2.
The SR entering the beam lines (15 mrad) will be should be kept below boiling point. But since the inlet

absorbed either by a moveable absorber ((5) in Fig.1) water is pressurised (about 3 bar at the top of the
before the first valve or by the movable radiation absorber) the boiling temperature is above 100 'C (10'C
protection shutter close to the shielding wall. The power per bar).
density is 13 W/mm, respectively 7 W/mm. Parts of the Parts at higher temperature (Tn) tend to expand by a strain
SR exit ports where a front end is not installed are , = x (T. -T) which is hindered by the bulk of the
equipped with a cooled end flange ((4) in Fig.1). It's material which is at the lower bulk temperature (Tb). (x is
power per length is 44 W/mm. the thermal expansion coefficient (For copper cc =1.7 10'

2 TH CROCH ASORBRSILK.)
2 THE CROTCH ABSORBERS The cyclic temperature changes and the

In Fig. 4 the design of the lumped absorber is shown. Due corresponding strains lead to fatigue of the material which
to the inner height of the vacuum chamber of 32 mm the can lead to failure. Fig. 3 shows the failure of OFHC
vertical size of the absorber is limited to 31 mm. Cooling copper as a function of the cycles and strain [4]. Since
is done by four 9 mm pin holes with a 6 x 0.5 mm tube for more than 10 000 cycles should be guarantied the strain
the incoming water. A wire is wound around the inner should be less than 0.2 %.

tube in order to enhance the heat transfer. A thermal In order to reduce the strain, the absorber is split
conductivity of 380 W/Km for copper and a heat transfer into two halves with a comb like structure each with two
coefficient of 12 kW/Km2 for 3 m/s water velocity was cooling canals. The comb structure of the upper and the
used for the calculations. The temperature distribution for lower part fit together with 0.1 mm separation. Due to an
the highest load are also given in Fig. 4. The maximum angle between the synchrotron radiation and the normal of
temperature is 270'C. The highest temperature at the the absorber no radiation can pass the absorber. Since the
cooling canal is 120°C. The temperature of the water synchrotron radiation now hits alternating small sections

of the upper or lower part of the absorber which are
slightly separated, the hot sections can expand slightly and
thus the maximum stress is reduced from 0.27 to 0.13 %.1o.8-

m04 - 3 DISTRIBUTED ABSORBER
.f :.3 The cross sections of the straight vacuum chamber are

.2 faishown in Fig. 5. The synchrotron radiation hits the8.2 crack initiation vacuum chamber which is water cooled from the outside.
ANKA -.-.-.-.-.- - ,- _ But since the vacuum chamber is generally built from

.1 3 11 4 U 196 stainless steel having a low thermal conductivity of 16 W/13 51 1 6 owtera
cycles Km the wall temperature would become too high close to

the dipole magnet. Thus the inner side of the vacuum

Figure 3: Fatigue behavior of OFHC copper as a chamber of the section which is close to the magnet is
function of strain and cycles, plated by 3 mm copper, which will distribute the heat load

before it is transferred through 1 mm stainless steel to the
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cooting channel with copper plating

45•-S /NrIC

33W Lv

',5c /61 *

cooling channel without copper plating p/C

IF-T MI
30

~J67 <==

T Ml Cc Figure 6: Absorber in the Frontends.

Figure 5: Distributed absorber and their
temperature distribution, copper with a spiral cooling canal on it. The design and

the temperature distribution are shown in Fig. 7.

cooling water. Fig.5 also shows maximum temperature
profiles for both types of distributed absorbers. The
copper plating of the stainless steel was done by explosion P/1=23 W/mm 40

bonding. Each copper stainless steel compound was
controlled with ultra sonic for proper bonding. SR
Compounds with improper bonding areas larger than 0.5 T 'CI-
mm have been excluded.

4 FRONT END ABSORBER
Each synchrotron beam line is equipped with an all metal Figure 7: Design and temperature distribution of the
gate valve and a moveable absorber in front of it in order cooled end flange.
to protect the closed valve. Since this absorber has a
distance of 2.5 m from the source point the power density
is smaller compared to the absorbers in the dipole. Thus a 5 REFERENCES
copper plate with a copper tube brazed in it is sufficient as
an absorber. The design is shown in Fig.6 together with [1] ANSYS, Swanson Analysis Systems,Inc.
the temperature distribution. [2] H.Wiedemann: Particle Accelerator Physics I, Springer Verlag.

Parts of the SR beam ports which are not yet [3] H.Wiedernann: Particle Accelerator Physics II, Springer Verlag.

equipped with a front end are closed with a cooled end [4] K.C.Liu and C.M.Loring, Jour.Nucl.Mat.122(1984)783

flange. This consists of conical block made of OFHC

Table 1: Power and Temperature of the different absorbers, dps refers to a dipole followed by a sextupole section, dqs for a
dipole followed by a quadruple doublet.
absorber Angle D source P P/1 P/a vw..e. Floww Tmax Tbulk

[0] [in] [kW] [W/mm] [W/mm2] [m/s] [1/min] [IC] [lC]

I crotch dps 10.5 2.1 - 1.1 7.5 20-40 7-24 3 16 190 80
2 crotch dps 10 1.7-0.8 6.5 25-50 10-50 3 16 270 120
Distr. copper 1.6 0.9-2.8 1.3 2-0.2 7-0.2 2 3 60 40
1. crotch dpq 11.5 2.1-0.9 8.5 20-40 7-32 3 16 220 100
2. crotch dpq 8.5 1.7-0.9 5.9 23-40 9-32 3 16 220 100
Distr. copper 0.7 1.1-1.8 .6 1.5-0.5 4-0.9 2 3 60 40
Distr. steel 1 1.8-8 .6 0.4 0.8-0.01 2 3 70 40
Front end I 1 3 .8 13 10 2 3 130 70
Front end 2 1 6 .8 7 4 2 3 110 50
flange 1 1.7 .8 23 44 2 3 170 80
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OVERVIEW OF THE SPEAR3 VACUUM SYSTEM*
N. R. Kurita, R. M. Boyce, E. F. Daly, B. D. Scott, T. A. Trautwein

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA
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Figure 1: Standard Girder Layout

Abstract alignment and manufacturing tolerances of the vacuum
The conceptual design of the vacuum system for the upgrade chambers and the magnets, as well as, deflection of the
project of SPEAR3 is reviewed. The majority of the vacuum chambers and BPM accuracy. [2] The orbit shifts used for the
system components, except for insertion devices, will be design of the chamber are,

replaced with components capable of 500 mA operation at 3 * Horizontal: ±10 mm with 1.34 mrad angular offset,
GeV. General requirements and overall layout of the vacuum * Vertical: ±6 mm with 0.8 mrad angular offset.
system are discussed. Diagnostic chambers and speciality 2.1 Steady State and Transient Thermal Loads
components are briefly discussed. During normal operation, the thermal loads due to resistive wall

1 INTRODUCTION losses in SS are estimated to be 0.005 W/cm2 and create less
than a 100C rise in the chamber. HOM losses are negligible.

SPEAR3 is a 3 GeV and 500 mA synchrotron light source. The Ailcoigtbswt iia lwrmvsti ml
magnet lattice was modified to an 18 nm-rad double-bend amount of power.
achromat (DBA)[j1]. The SPEAR3 ring is a racetrack oval
243m in circumference, consisting of two arcs and two 6m long During off-axis operation, the largest source of thermal loading
straights. Each arc contains two 1 lm matching girder chambers is from ID SR impinging on the chamber walls, with a heat flux
adjacent to the long straights and seven 9m standard magnet of -140 W/rnm2 from beamline 6. The secondary source is SR
girders joined by six 3m straight sections. New vacuum emitted from the dipoles, approximately 20% of the maximum
chambers will be constructed except for the Insertion Device ID power. No practical amount of water cooling close to the
(ID) chambers. The standard girder layout is shown in flgure 1. strike can protect the chamber. At full power, the time-to-melt

for Cu (MP = 1085°C) exceeds 500 ms and the time-to-melt for
2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS SS (MP = 1397°C) is less than l00 ms.

SPEAR3 incorporates an antechamber design with discrete 2. MakanAbo er
pumping and crotch absorbers. The vacuum chambers are
designed to reach 500 mA at 3GeV and initial operation goals The primary function of the discrete masks and absorbers
for FY 2002 is to achieve 200 mA. To reach 500 mA, ID is to shadow the chamber from dipole radiation. A
chambers and bearnline front ends will need to be upgraded. distinction is made between absorbers and masks;
The desired lifetime during 500 mA operation is 40 hours. absorbers are located in crotch areas between exit

The eamsta-clar BSC eneloe i deine fo th enire beamlines, masks are not.______Mask or Ave. Fan Power Heat Flux

vacuum system, excluding insertion devices, by the largest Absorber Ht (mmr) (kW) (W/rmn2)
beam aperture in the ring. This occurs at the injection area and is Mask V- 1 1.56 0.42 5.7
modeled as an ellipse 30 mm high by 80 mm wide.[2] The Ms - .205 .
interlock system trip level for high current operation will be set
at ±1mm and a vertical emittance near 50 nm*rad. The tri Absorber H-i 0.48 4.76 21.5
level for the horizontal closed orbit shifts is set at ±5mm. The Absorber H-2 0.94 3.92 5.5
interlock trip levels ensure that a mis-steered beam would not Mask V-3 1.95 0.56 3.7
result in synchrotron radiation striking the vacuum chamber Absorber H-3 0.56 8.11 15.4
above or below the slot. The trip levels accommodate Mask V-4 0.43 1.95 19.3

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Table 1: Absorber & Mask Heat Fluxes
contract number DE-AC03-768F00515
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Three of the four masks are located along the outside of the to more than 500 ms and decrease resistive wall losses. The
chamber to intercept SR power. The total power incident on driving factors for material choice are cost and manufacturing
these three is only 500W. The surface that intercepts the power risk.
is a sheath of GlidCopTM brazed to a Cu cooling tube. The
planar face on the sheath is oriented vertically and sloped at 3o0 3.1 Stainless Steel Chamber
to grazing. Material Properties: SS has excellent vacuum properties, high

The fourth mask, V-4, located behind absorber H-3, protects the mechanical strength, and is easy to weld. Rib placement is

downstream bellows module and chamber wall. The lineal heat challenging but, they are necessary to keep the deflections of the

flux on this GlidCopTM 7.5°-to-grazing surface is 83 W/cm. chamber low especially at the slot. Since the deflections of the
chamber are kept to a minimum the stresses due to vacuum

The absorbers have crenulated surfaces that spreads out the loading are negligible. Optimization of rib geometry in ANSYS
intercepted power and are sloped at 100-to-grazing relative to shows a 0.3mm deflection can be achieved at the slot.
the horizontal plane. Water cooling is provided on the backside
of the incident surface. Eddy Currents: Orbit feedback is required for SPEAR3 to

stabilize the beam orbit to less that 5 jtm [2]. Four corrector
The exit aperture from the ring for all ID beamlines is 18 mrad. magnets on each girder are modulated as part of the orbit
Three of the ID fans are nearly as wide as the aperture, and feedback scheme. Modulation of corrector elements in the
therefore are more likely to strike the masks or absorbers during lattice can create eddy currents within the vacuum chamber
horizontal mis-steering. The masks and absorbers cannot walls, inducing bucking fields that reduce the amplitude and
withstand these large power densities. An additional mask, EX- shift the phase of the correction field. Primarily, the vertically
1, is installed in these locations and defines the 18 mrad aperture modulated fields that provide horizontal beam correction are
for these specific beamlines. It is designed with a shallow affected. SS has low electrical conductivity, thus circulating
angle-to-grazing to reduce the heat flux to acceptable levels, eddy currents are minimal. Initial calculations using MAFIA

The exit aperture for all insertion device beamlines is 18 mrad. show acceptable field amplitudes for a 3mm SS chamber with

The SR fan for three beamlines (4, 7 and 9) are nearly as wide lmm of Cu plating. The calculations indicate that Cu

as the aperture and are more likely to strike the masks and compensating plates are required at the corrector locations to

absorbers for small amounts of mis-steering. The power counteract the asymmetry created by the Cu coating on the slot.

densities are about X times larger if ID power is intercepted on Collective Effects: Resistive wall losses are high for a SS
the V- 1 mask. The power density on H- 1 is X times greater, chamber. Beam instability calculations show that with a
again unacceptable. The approach for exit ports is to have the chromaticity of 0.1 the beam is stable up to 274 mA. Therefore
mask and absorber define a 22 mrad aperture, and then add an transverse feedback is not needed for initial commissioning, but
additional shallow angle surface beyond the exit port to then may be necessary to achieve 500 mA.
define the 18 mrad aperture. Manufacturing: The manufacturing process of the SS

3 GIRDER CHAMBER DESIGN chambers is similar to ANKA and BESSY chambers. The
chamber is formed from 3 mm SS into two halves, fired at 900

The vacuum chamber cross section is a 34 mm high by 84 C to reduce hydrogen and to stress relieve, cleaned for UHV
mm wide octagon with a 12 mm tall slot, see figure x. and EB welded. After final assembly of absorbers and pumps
This cross section allows a minimum of ±2 mm between the chamber will be baked at 200 C.
both the magnets and the prescribed BSC. The 2mm
clearance accommodates manufacturing and alignment A Cu layer 1mm thick is thermally sprayed onto the SS
tolerances, as well as the deflection of the chamber due to chamber to increase the passively safe operating current for
vacuum loading. The height of the slot is the most critical dipole power to 50 mA and to enable the brazing of Cu cooling
dimension of the vacuum chamber profile. tubes. Metallurgy and brazing tests are being performed on the

sprayed Cu. Also, to increase the passively safe operating
current for insertion device power and thermal response time, a
Cu insert was designed in the BM-2 chamber. The insert is

Ana / -S_ -machined from explosion bonded Cu/SS transition material and
Antechamber Slot Beam Chamber EB welded into the chamber. With this addition the stainless

chamber performs like a Cu chamber for ID power only.
Figure 2: Typical Beam Cross Section, Copper Design. 3.2 Copper Chamber

Presently, two different designs are being pursued. One design
is a Cu-coated, formed SS chamber similar to the ANKA and Material Properties: Copper has excellent thermal properties
BESSY designs. The other is a machined Cu chamber that enable a more robust design when considering safe
incorporating PEP-Il experience. Copper chambers will operating current and transient thermal response. The vacuum
increase the passively safe dipole current of the machine from performance of Cu is nearly identical to SS for both thermal

20 mA for SS to >500 mA, increase the thermal response time outgassing rates and photon stimulated desorption (PSD). The
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mechanical properties are more than adequate to achieve Straight section drift chambers are machined from copper and
acceptable slot deflections and react vacuum loads as well as subsequently EB welded. Cu-to-SS adapters are used to weld
other loading conditions due to assembly. on conflat flanges. Rectangular cooling tubes are welded

directly to the chamber. This design allows a passively safe
Eddy Currents: Induced eddy currents can be significant in Cu operating current well above 500 mA.
due to its high electrical conductivity. By inserting a high
resistance material in the loop, the effective circulating eddy Injection Kicker: The injection kicker, based on the proven
current is reduced. MAFIA analysis has verified this approach. DELTA design, consists of 2 conductors separated by four axial
CuproNickelTmhas an electrical conductivity about 1/20' of Cu slots. The conductors produce an inductive loop and are
and can be welded reliably to Cu. The design requires that all connected to ground by metal bands. The design is electrically
other conductive parts such as cooling tubes must not bridge symmetric with two inputs for current pulses of opposite
the eddy current break. polarity. The slotted kicker pipe is 0.4 m long and is housed in a

vacuum tank. The metal bands maintain the cross section,
reducing impedance. Cooling channels inside of vacuum are
required to cool a SR strike of 6.2 W/cm.

Transverse Kickers: Two Cu plates formed into partial
ellipses are connected by Inconel flex supports to four 500
ceramic feedthrus that are welded to an elliptical vacuum

Figure 3: Chamber with CuNi Eddy Current Break chamber. Flex supports allow for the differential thermal

Collective Effects: Resistive wall losses for Cu are reduced by expansion between the plates and the chamber.
a factor of seven compared to SS, and potentially eliminate the The vertical kicker requires a 5 mm offset to shadow a direct
need for a transverse feedback system. [3] SR strike, the horizontal does not. The primary mode of heat

Manufacturing, Assembly and Processing: Copper chamber transfer is through radiation, because there is no significant
construction is divided into three major portions: machining of conductive path to the vacuum chamber and internal cooling
mating, mirror-image halves, and ancillary ports and flange tubes could alter the performance of the kicker. A Cu-oxide
preps, EB welding and assembly, and vacuum processing. using an arc deposition process developed at LBL for PEP-il is

being investigated to blacken the electrodes.
The upper and lower halves of each of the girder chambers are

machined from single pieces of OFE Cu plate. For the Synchrotron Light Monitor (SLM): The SLM images visible
quantities required in SPEAR3, this approach falls within and near ultraviolet light and is located in the 4.5m matching
existing budgetary constraints, straight section. The longer straight allows the primary mirror to

be further away from its SR source, reducing the power density.
After EB welding the chamber is required leak tight to 2 x 10-di The x-rays are concentrated in the vertical midplane of the
std cc/sec using Helium gas. The option for glow-discharge radiation pattern, while the visible and UV light have much
processing the beam passage with a 5%Oxygen/95%Argon gas larger vertical opening angles and do not produce a significant
mixture prior to bake-out is being considered to help reduce amount of power. A thin mask intercepts the high power x-ray
overall PSD rates. The chambers are then placed in vacuum light and reduces thermal distortion of the primary mirror. The
ovens and processed at 200C until outgassing rates and partial primary mirror is designed to withstand the compressive
pressures are below acceptable limits, thermal stresses from an off-axis hit.

4 STRAIGHT SECTION CHAMBERS 5 BELLOWS MODULE
The straight sections contain the ID, diagnostic and injection The bellows module bridges the gap between the chambers and
chambers, and RF cavities. SPEAR3 requires that the existing allows for thermal expansion, alignment, manufacturing
standard cell lengths and ID beam alignments be preserved, tolerances and installation of the vacuum chambers. It also
Also, all existing ID chambers will be kept, although they are serves to isolate and stabilize the BPM's. SPEAR3 will use the
only designed for 200 mA. New masking is required for 500 double finger mechanism successfully developed at SLAC for
mA operation. PEP-Il. It may be necessary to employ a mask to prevent the

Physics requirements dictate that the straight sections also module from being destroyed by an off-axis SR strike.
maintain the BSC described previously. The same internal
octagonal profile will be used for all new straight section 6 REFERENCES
chambers. Smooth transitions (1:5) are made between existing
ID's where space permits. [1] Y. Nosochkov and J. Corbett, Dynamic Aperture Studies for

SPEAR3 SLAC-PUB-7965, October 1998.
Straight sections with no special chambers require two masks [2]SPEAR3 Conceptual Design Report, July 14, 1998.

that intercept less than 10 W/cm of SR power. Two refurbished [3] C. Limborg, J. Sebek, "Collective Effects in SPEAR3", US PAC99

ion pumps are mounted near the masks and additional pump Conference Proceedings, New York, New York.

ports may be added for future upgrades.
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VACUUM SYSTEM FOR THE ACCELERATING STRUCTURE OF THE
IFUSP MICROTRON

J. Takahashi, M. N. Martins' , L. Portante, R. da R. Lima, Laborat6rio do Acelerador Linear
Instituto de Ffsica da Universidade de Sdo Paulo, CP 66318, 05315-970 Sdo Paulo, SP, Brazil

F. T. Degasperi, Faculdade de Tecnologia de Sdo Paulo, FATEC-SP

Abstract accelerating structure [1] for the IFUSP microtron [2],
which presented excellent properties [3]. The structure is

This paper describes the vacuum system adopted for the a 1.04-r long standing wave, side coupled (SCS) design,
accelerating structures of the IFUSP Microtron with 17 accelerating cavities and 16 coupling cavities.
accelerator. The structure uses the Los Alamos side- One of the main advantages of the side-coupled
coupled cavities and presents a vacuum port at each accelerating structure, as compared to other structure
coupling cavity. We describe the vacuum system, the designs, is the possibility of pumping each of the
advantages of the adopted configuration, some coupling cavities. This is an important feature, for it
construction details and calculations on the expected allows a quick pumping of the degassing produced by RF
performance. heating or sparking in the structure. Our structure

presents 16 coupling cavities, each of them connected by
1 INTRODUCTION a tube with a conductance of 12 I/s. Figure 1 shows a

The Laborat6rio do Acelerador Linear do Instituto de schematic drawing of the structure, with dimensions and
Ffsica da Universidade de Sdo Paulo (LAL-IFUSP) details of the cavities.
finished the construction of a I3 = 1 continuous wave

1,10m

-161,92mm

Cauplng is5 9

r1Pm.x
Pm

0 a 2a

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the structure, with detail showing the pressure along the length of a "module" (see
text).

*E-mail: martins @if.usp.br
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To ease the mechanical design of the vacuum system cavity, because that is where the electric field is most
we decided to use only the ports facing downwards, as intense.
shown in Fig. 2, which presents a side view of the The effective pumping speed can then be written as
structure and the manifold.II

1 1 (1)
Se~ff CT SP,

where Sff is the effective pumping speed at the
accelerating cavity, S, is the pumping speed of the
vacuum pump and C, is the total conductance of the
system. C7 can be calculated by

CT I +~ I (2)
-------- T C CC CET CCT CM CPT

where Cw is the conductance of the window between the
coupling and accelerating cavities (approximated by an
ellipse shape), C, the conductance of the coupling

Figure 2: Side view of the structure, showing the cavity, C,. the conductance of the exit tube, C,. the
coupling with the manifold, conductance of the connecting tube (between the exit

tube and the manifold), CM, the conductance of the
2 MODELING manifold, and CIT the conductance of the tube that

There are two basic options on how to pump the 8 connects the manifold to the vacuum pump. We consider
vacum prts wih 8vacum pmpsof bou 401/s the gas to be N,, at 298 K and molecular flow. Several

vacuum por or with 8 acu pmaniol connectingthe8s implifications were done, mainly in the geometry of the
pumping speed, caites which ar veryol complex.th 8 s
ports to a single 300 1/s vacuum pump. Figure 3 shows a cavtis wasc calculate considerigtexidw.ob

scheati draingof te mnifod ued.elliptical, with major and minor axes equal to 2.4 cm and

1.6 cm, respectively. Then Cw = 36 1/s. The coupling
-~ cavity was approximated by two curved tubes of

U3rn rectangular cross section, forming a shape close to a
L. toroid, resulting in Cc = 94 1/s. The exit and connecting

16cm tubes present the most restricted conductance of the
whole system, being narrow (2- and 3-cm in diameter,
respectively) and long (5.4- and 20.6-cm long,

.5cm i~cmrespectively), resulting in C,. = 12 U/s and C,. = 11I1/s.
The conductance of the manifold will depend on the port
which is being pumped. We calculated the two extreme

Figure 3: Schematic drawi Ing of the manifold. cases (850 and 1300 u/s) and used the average, CM, = 1075

A sipliiedmodl ws ued t evluae te efecive i/s. The pumping tube of the manifold presents C, = 780
Aupn siplifed modtel wsyustemad toealuat the effecd tive U/s (which includes the whole distance from the manifold

pumingsped o th syte an alo te sead stte to the ion pump). Then, using Eq. (2), the total
pressure along the length of the structure. We divided the conductance of the system is CT = 4.7 1/s. Substituting
structure in 8 modules composed of one half of a this value in Eq. (1) and considering S,. = 300 1/s, we
coupling cavity, two full accelerating cavities, one obtain for the effective pumping speed on each module,

coupling cavity, (asin depictend inote Fig. hal We the at the entrance of the accelerating cavity, S,, = 4.6 i/s.
coupingcaviy, s dpictd i Fi. 1.We hen If, instead of the manifold, eight 40 U/s pumps wereproceeded to evaluate the conductance and the degassing used, connected at each port by 100-cm long and 7.5-cm

of the main parts of this module. Beginning with the in diameter tubes, the effective pumping speed at the
conductance, to pump the gas in the furthermost volume, acertigavywolbe49/sThdfeenes
the coupling cavity facing up, it has to go through the alerstatng7 cait woul bhffcie 4.9in /s.pTed differenei
accelerating cavity, down to the coupling cavity facing lessol tand 7 300 Usoh fetv pumpieqivlng speedigth theU
down, to the exit tube, to the connecting tube of tepms u the manifold ada30/sopumpn ioss eqialent to eih 40 t/s
manifold, the manifold itself and finally to the pump. In pupbtthhaifleoutorotsaot30.o h
the evaluation of the pressure profile along the structure, ohr
we need the effective pumping speed at the accelerating
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To determine the pressure distribution along the [3] J. Takahashi et al., "Plunger frequency control of the side coupled
structure, we must calculate the degassing of the cavities accelerating structure for the IFUSP microtron", in Proceedings of the

1997 Particle Accelerator Conference,

and the local effective pumping speed. In our simple http://www.trimf.ca/pac97/papers/pdf/4pO38.pdf

model, we consider the pumping volume to be that of
one accelerating cell plus one half of the volume of the
coupling cell and exit tube (closed) facing upwards. This
corresponds, in the structure depicted schematically in
Fig. 1, to the portion between points 0 and a. The
accelerating cavity presents a degassing surface of
approximately 190 cm 2, while the coupling cell plus exit
tube add up to 180 cm 2. Since we are considering just
one half of this last surface, the total degassing surface
will be 280 cm 2. Since the window between the coupling
and accelerating cavities presents the lowest
conductance, to simplify the calculation we will model
the system by a cylindrical cavity with internal surface
of 280 cm 2 over a length a, and conductance of 36 l/s,
with pumping ports separated by a distance 2a (a = 6
cm). This model presents a quadratic solution that can be
written as

p~x=- x2 2qa + qa

+ x+ , for 0!< x• 2a (3)
c c Seff

Where p(x) is the pressure at the point x along the
structure, q is the degassing per unit length, and c is the
specific conductance. For our specific conditions, we
find p(O) = 3.7x10-8 Torr and p(a) = 3.9x10 8 Torr.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The adopted configuration worked well. The final
pressure at the manifold should be better than 3x10"s
Torr. The manifold option presents a performance very
close to the one using 8 individual pumps, with a cost
about 70 % lower. The difference of about 10 % between
the maxima and minima of the pressure distribution
along the structure is acceptable and supports the
decision to close the vacuum ports facing up.
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THE VACUUM CHAMBERS FOR THE VUV SASE FEL AT THE TESLA
TEST FACILITY (TTF FEL) AT DESY*

U. Hahn, J. Pfitiger, M. Riter

Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY
Notkestrasse 85, 22603 Hamburg, Germany

P. K. Den Hartog, M. Erdmann, E. M. Trakhtenberg t , G. Wiemerslage, and S. Xu

Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

Abstract vacuum chambers with an open aperture of 9.5 mm guide
the electron beam through the undulator sections. The

A vacuum chamber for the VUV SASE FEL undulators at simple vacuum pipe becomes rather complicated by the
the TESLA Test Facility (TITF) was designed, a prototype addition of 40 electrodes for the beam position monitors
was built and tested, and seven complete chambers were required for each chamber and the related 36 correction
manufactured. The chambers use the aluminum extrusion coils. A special alignment system for the flat, flexible
technology developed for the insertion device vacuum chamber is also needed. Because the chamber tube must
chambers of the Advanced Photon Source. Each chamber reach a specific outgassing rate <1 1'01mbar.l/sec.cm 2, the
is 4.5 m long with a beam aperture of 9.5 mm and an ex- cleaning and assembly of the chamber was made inside a
ternal thickness of 11.5 mm. Three of the chambers in- clean room better than class 100 [5].
clude ports for integral beam position monitors (10 hori-
zontal and vertical pairs) inserted into the chambers, and
all of the chambers include grooves for mounting correc- 2 VACUUM CHAMBER DESIGN
tion coils. Bimetallic flanges (stainless steel to alumi- There are several design criteria for the undulator vacuum
num) are welded to the ends of the chamber for connec- chamber:
tion to the beamline. Special processing was performed 0 The undulator gap size is 12 mm.
to meet the stringent vacuum and particle-free require- * The chamber has to permit beam position
ments of the TIP. measurement and steering in the gap.

0 The chamber has to be vertically and hori-
1 INTRODUCTION zontally aligned within 0.1 mm.

At DESY, a VUV free-electron laser (FEL) based on the 0 Low electrical resistance and small micro-
principle of self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) roughness of the inner beam pipe are needed
is under construction [1] to make use of the unique elec- to minimize resistive wall wake field effects
tron beam properties of the TESLA Test Facility (TTF). on the beam.
The FEL will be built in two phases [2]. Phase one, with Therefore, the vacuum chamber for the DESY FEL un-
a FEL operating down to 42 nm, is under construction.
The major component for the generation of the FEL
photon beam is the undulator, which will consist of three
4.5-m-long modules separated by 0.3-m-long beam diag- 09.5
nostic sections. The undulators are permanent magnet
structures with a fixed gap of 12 mm. The electron beam / 7/
must be kept small over the entire undulator length by an 7 -7/F///

added sequence of focusing and defocusing quadrupoles 11.5 •,/7_, . .... .... '/ /,/ 40
(FODO lattice) [3]. Additionally, electron beam position / 7/
monitoring and steering in the undulator gap is needed to /7 _//_

achieve a sufficient (< 12 pkm) overlap [4] between the
particle beam and the photon beam. Three 4.5-m-long 40

136.0

*Supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy, BES-Materials Sci-

ences, under Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-38. Figure 1: Cross section of the aluminum extrusion for the FEL vac-
'Email: emil@aps.anl.gov uum chamber.
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dulators is a flat, long structure with the base dimensions shown in Fig. 2. Before machining, the flatness of the
of 11.5 mm x 128 mm x 4500 mm. The central aperture extrusion was further improved by bending with a hy-
for the beam has a diameter of 9.5 mm. Aluminum was draulic press. As a result, we were able to achieve a ver-
the first choice as chamber material because of the low tical wall
electrical resistance and because extrusion profiles spe- thickness precision of 1.0 ± 0.1 mm. The thickness was
cifically tailored for this application could be obtained, checked by slicing and then measuring a short prototype
The previous Advanced Photon Source (APS) experience extrusion. Production chambers were checked ultrasoni-

cally in the vertical direction.
The inclusion of integral BPMs, which would fit

within the 12-mm undulator pole gap, along the chamber
was a major challenge in the design and manufacturing.
Two types of BPMs were developed: a button-type pick-
up monitor [7] for two chambers and a wave guide
monitor that couples to the rf of the beam via small rec-
tangular slots for a third chamber. The cross sections at

. ir!S•- 128.0

Figure 2: General layout of the undulator vacuum chamber, with
pickup monitors, correction coils, and chamber support. " .. .

with the design of aluminium vacuum chambers for in-
sertion devices was extremely helpful [6]. 0l.l3 wa thickness 1.0

Considerable care was exercised to maintain the
flatness of this intrinsically nonrigid structure and to en-
sure the precision of the location of the central aperture as .....................
required for precise measurements with the beam position
monitors (BPMs). A special extrusion of aluminium alloy PLACE A
6063-T5 was prepared for these chambers. The cross
section chosen is shown in Fig. 1. The cross design adds Figure 4: Cross section of the vacuum chamber at the position of the

rigidity to the extrusion and helps to decrease twist and waveguide BPM.

bow. Machining of this alloy progresses readily, so the
additional stock did not add unduly to the fabrication cost the in F thsedevicespi n tvc chmbe ir
and schedule. Additionally, the material at the ends was shown in Fig 3adF g. 4oningly The compei
used effectively to form the welding joints to bimetallic cated structure of the waveguide monitors was machinedConFlat flanges. The general layout of the chamber is using EDM. Small prototype chambers of both monitor

types were successfully tested. Each vacuum chamber
has ten sections designated for BPMs, and each section

3.9' consists of four BPMs. The remaining four chambers
i were fabricated without provision for BPMs. The final

11.5 decision on the BPM type for these chambers is contin-
gent on the results of beam tests.

Custom thin metal seals [8] were used to make the
F wall thickness 1.0 03.6 typ. electrical feedthroughs of the BPM vacuum tight. The

1• seals were manufactured especially for the purpose of the
..monitor sealing. The hardness of the chamber material is

about is B60 (Rockwell). This is sufficient to work with

25.0 the silver-plated copper seals.
Each vacuum chamber has 36 grooves on the top

128.0 and side for installation of the correction coils. Addi-
tional grooves for thermocouples to control the chamber

Figure 3: Cross section of the vacuum chamber at the position of temperature are located between BPM areas. Precise fi-
the button BPM
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ducial holes in each BPM section will be used for align- 3 CONCLUSION
ment of the vacuum chamber in the undulator gap. The extruded aluminum vacuum chamber technology

It was realized that the surface finish of the aperture developed for the Advanced Photon Source has been suc-

would be very important because small beam emittance, cessfully applied to a new and challenging application,

high beam peak currents, and very short beam pulses are the vacuum chambers for the TTF FEL. Seven vacuum

expected [1]. Rough surfaces can cause wake field ef- chambers have been fully machined, cleaned, tested, and

fects that are deleterious to the beam quality. On the shipped to Deen first beam teare sc ed for

other hand, small burrs on the button BPM holes could be shipped to DESY. First beam tests are scheduled for

a source of arcing related to the very high field strength early summer of 1999.

induced by the beam pulse. Therefore, the surface quality
was carefully checked after the extrusion was fabricated. 4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
An additional electrochemical polishing of the aperture The authors are grateful to John Noonan for the fruitful
was performed on the pick-up monitor chambers after technical discussions. We also thank the technicians of
machining the BPM holes. A sample was measured with the XFD and ASD divisions at Argonne and Guinther
a stylus profiler. Before polishing, the RMS inner surface Marquart of DESY for a great job, helping to finish this
roughness was -1.6 pmn along the extrusion direction, work on time and to achieve the design goals.
After polishing, the RMS roughness was improved to
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VACUUM SIMULATION OF RF CAVITIES TO OPTIMIZE
PUMP CONFIGURATIONS *

S. Shen, L. S. Tung#, LLNL, Livermore, CA

Abstract 2 VACUUM MODEL

The pressure history in the components of an rf linac has 2.1 Overview
been modeled using Mathematica.[I1 Specifically the
Cavity Coupled Drift Tube Linac (CCDTL) and Cavity The numerical model described here is for the vacuum
Coupled Linac (CCL) sections of the Accelerator system for a six-cavity section that represents the first
Production of Tritium (APT) plant [2] have been modeled module in the CCDTL. In actuality, the geometry of each
in order to predict the optimal pump configuration over cavity is unique because of its dependence on the proton
the 224 meter length. The pressure history in up to 43 beam energy. However in our model, the six cavities have
sub-volumes within three representative modules (about the same size as the actual first cavity. This has the
three meters long) is analyzed in detail. Included in our smallest geometry and so provides a conservative
model are time-dependent outgassing rates and pressure- description without having to include the details for all the
dependent pump speeds. With this information, we solve cavities.
for the pressure history during roughing and with turbo We built two numerical models: first to study the effect
and ion pumps. The number and size of each pump is of manifold size on the pumping configuration and second
optimized to achieve the desired pressure with minimal to take the first model with the optimized configuration
costs. and install an rf window system to determine its pumping

needs. A layout of evacuated components for the first
1 APT DESCRIPTION model is shown in Fig. 1. In the second model, the rf

A high-energy proton beam is accelerated by a series of if window and its pumping system are modeled as half a

cavities that have 11 different types of geometries or system and are placed after the 6 th cavity along a mirror

modules. The entire length of the 11 modules that symmetry line. In this way our 6-cavity model with the rf

encompass the CCDTL and CCL configurations is window system represents a 12-cavity section with one

224 m. Over this length there are 341 (individually manifold.

numbered) segments that are composed of from 1 to 7 if Figure 1 shows how the evacuated space is divided into

cavity cells. Because the rf cavities and magnets surround sub-volumes and interconnecting conductances for the first

the beam tube, the beam tube must be evacuated via model (without the rf window). Note that there are two

pumping connected to the coupling cavities. Within each ion pumps and one turbo pump shown for six cavities.

module, each cavity geometry is unique because of its However, as will be discussed shortly, the optimized

dependence on the proton beam energy, configuration requires only two ion pumps and one turbo
pump for 12 cavities. Consequently the pump speeds in

2 VACUUM REQUIREMENTS the six-cavity model is exactly half of the actual pump
speed. Two "half-speed" ion pumps are used so that we

The requirement for the CCDTL/CCL vacuum system can shutoff one pump to study the pressure gradient along
is to provide sufficient pumping to overcome the suiface the beam tube. (A 12-cavity model will be written in the
outgassing of vacuum facing components and the if nerftewihol"hlepms.

window in order to maintain a beam tube pressure that is

below 10.6 Torr. The system must be designed for plant 2.2 Method
operation, which implies continuous operation with Pressure history is studied by solving the coupled the
minimal downtime. In addition if one ion pump fails per energy balance between all the sub-volumes. (The routine
manifold, the remaining ion pump must keep the beam is written with Mathematica [1] and runs on a 266 MHz
line below the operating pressure. The cavity components Power Mac G3. The entire run requires at most 70 sec.)
are composed of brazed OFE copper. The manifold, For each sub-volume, the following energy balance
pumping ports, and beam tube are composed of equation is solved simultaneously for all 43 volumes for
electropolished 316 stainless steel, each time during pumpdown.

Vi dP i /dt = FQ i~in- YQ i-o.t (1)

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of where i is the index for the ith sub-volume,
Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under V is the volume (liters);
contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
#Email: lstung@llnl.gov dp/dt is the rate of change in pressure' (Torr/sec);
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gate valve Cmip, Cmtp,
[ [ion pump [ turbo pump~af f

Half-Ion port = 102 Haf-- port = 102
Pump Rough Turbo

Figure 1: Evacuated space for the first six cavities of the APT/CCDTL as divided into sub-volumes and
conductances. Only the left half of the layout is shown. The right half is symmetric to the left. Sub-volumes are
labeled numerically and indicated with a "V". Conductances are labeled with the actual conductance values in lit/sec.
Note that between each sub-volume is a conductance.

IQ i-in is the sum of time-dependent outgassing 3 DETAILED RESULTS
or leaking into Vi (Torr-lit/sec);

and IQ - is sum of energy removed from Vi 3.1 Final characteristics
via conduction, Q-o = Ci-j (pi - pj) (2) Aside from geometry, surface outgassing is the strongest

and Cijis the conductance (lit/sec) factor to determine pumping needs. For our time-
between sub-volumes; dependent model, we combined the early outgassing rates

and/or via pumping, Q i-out = S(pi) pi (3) of stainless steel from Roth [3] with long term rates after
and S(pi) is the pressure-dependent ten hours. The long term rates are dependent on the final
pumping speed (lit/sec). material preparation and handling. We derived a numerical

This set of equations is solved four times: 1) with the fit that describes this time-dependence of outgassing:
roughing pump down to 0.05 Torr; 2) with the turbo
pump down to 4 x 10-7 Torr; 3) with the ion pumps down R [Torr-lit/sec/cm2 ] = 2.4x110 x exp(-2.2x
to below 2 x 107 Torr; and 4) with one ion pump off for 103 t) + 7.2 x 108 exp (-1.7x10" t) + B, (3)
50 seconds. The roughing pump pressure is initially at where B = 1 x 1010, the outgassing rate after ten hours and
720 Torr. The final pressure at the end of each pumping t is time in seconds.
phase is then saved to be the initial pressure for the next
pumping phase. For a ten-fold in increase in R, we found that the base

pressure followed linearly.
A summary of the total area, volumes, and outgassing

is provided in Table 1. Also given is the final optimized
pumping configuration. Following this table, Fig. 2
shows the pumping history. When one ion pump fails,
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our model shows that the beam tube pressure above the the beam tube above the failed pump. If the manifold
failed pump nearly doubles within 50 seconds. diameter is too large, the additional outgassing increases

the beam tube pressure. Thus our simulation determined
Table 1: Summary of geometry, optimized pumping that a 6" or 8" diameter allows the most cost effective

configuration, and final pressures pumping configuration. In addition, because the manifold
is attached from above and the accelerator is supported on

Pumping System for 12 Cavities box beams that are spaced 18" apart, then a 6" or smaller

One 6" diameter manifold manifold is much easier to install. Thus we chose a 6"
One 300 lit/min roughing pump diameter manifold.

One 70 lit/sec turbo pump Pump sizes were chosen so that the smallest pump size
available from vendors evacuated the beam tube to below

Two 55 lit/sec ion pumps (for redundanc 2 x 10-7 Torr. Thus with the failure of one ion pump the
Three gate valves (one for each turbo and ion beam tube pressure would be less than 4 x 10-7 Torr. In
pump) this way we have a considerable design margin in case the
Detailed system parameters for a 12- surface outgassing exceeds 107°Torr-lit/sec/cm2.
cavity section (including manifold and A second study included an rf window assembly (withpumping ports but no rf window) its own pump) at the location of sub-volume 38. Based on
Total copper surface area = 42,582 cm 2  preliminary outgassing data for the rf window, the
Total stainless steel surface area = 16,920 cm2  assumed rate was 2.7 x 10-5 Torr-lit/sec.[4] We ran the

Total volume = 137 lit code for a range of window pumping speeds and looked at
Total surface outgassing = 5.9 x 10.6 Torr-lit/sec beam tube and rf window pressures. Maintaining a

Beam tube pressure during normal ion pump pressure of at least 1 x 107' Torr in the rf window volume
operation = 1.4 x 107 Torr was an operational requirement. To accomplish this

Beam tube pressure with one ion pump failed required that the rf window pumping speed be at least 275
lit/sec. Because of the small space and weight restrictions,
a NEG (non-evaporable getter) pump was chosen for this

Scroll pump on job. With no window pumping, the rf window pressure
for 6 min. reached 7 x 10' Torr. Based on available NEG pump

T02 Turbo pump designs, we conservatively chose a pump size of 500
on for Ion lit/sec.tube 1 6 hrs. pumps

pump(Torr) on for
-0.05 8hrs. 4 EXTRAPOLATION TO PLANT

1.0 Ox 10_7 We also analyzed two other representative modules - one
14 in the CCDTL section and the third in the CCL section.

10- 4.0 The optimized configuration for each section modeled is
then linearly extrapolated to the entire 341 segments to

10 12 3 4 ' characterize the pumping needs for the plant.10 102 103 104 105

Time (seconds) 5 REFERENCES

Figure 2: Pressure history of optimized pumping of 12 [1] Mathematica version 3.0 by Wolfram.
cavities for the first module of the APT/CCDTL [2] R. L. Wood et al., "Status of Engineering

Development of CCDTL for Accelerator Production
3.2 Component Optimization of Tritium," Proc. LINAC98, Chicago.

The vacuum components that we optimized were manifold [3] Roth, A., 1996, Vacuum Technology, (North
SHolland, Amsterdam) 190.

diameter and length, bellows size (between the lower [4] APT/LEDA RFQ RF Window Pumping System,
coupling cavities and manifold), and pump number and Sept. 24, 1997.
size.

The largest contribution to optimization was the
manifold. Use of a manifold allows the use of fewer larger
pumps. For the same total pumping speed, one can look
at prices in the vender catalogs and conclude that for the
same total pumping speed, fewer larger pumps cost
substantially less than more smaller pumps. In our case of
ion pump failure, if the manifold diameter is too small,
the reduction in manifold conductance reduces pumping of
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THE COMPARISON OF VACUUM PERFORMANCE IN THE UNDULATOR
CHAMBERS INSTALLED AT THE TAIWAN LIGHT SOURCE

S. H. Changa, J. R. Chena'b, K. M. Hsiaoa, G. Y Hsiunga, S. N. Hsua, Y. J. Hsua, T. F. Lina,
T. S. Uenga, W. H. Weia,

a SRRC, No. 1 R&D Road VI, Hsinchu Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu 30077, Taiwan
b Department of Nuclear Science, National Tsing-Hua University, Hsinchu 30077, Taiwan

is used to evacuate the whole system. Owing to the
Abstract: limited space in the straight section, the two sets of NEG

pumps and sputter ion pumps were withdrawn in the U9
The U5, EPU, U9 undualtor chambers have been installed system. The configuration of vacuum systems for U5,
at Taiwan Light Source (TLS) since 1997. One sheet of EPU5.6 and U9 are shown in Fig. 2.
non-evaporable getter was inserted into each of the
undulator chamber. The basic designs in these undulator
chambers are almost the same except the length and the (f) (e) (b)

geometry of pumping systems. The comparison of _, / V (C)
vacuum performance in these undulator chambers will be ik
described.

d) (g) A)

1. INTRODUCTION

Several insertion devices (ID) have been built in the
straight sections at Taiwan Light Source (TLS) to obtain , (B)

coherent and high brightness photons. A W20 wiggler ±

and a U5 undulator were installed in February of 1995
and March of 1997, respectively [1]. A U9 and an
EPU5.6 undulator are to be installed in the April of 1999.
Prior to the installation of insertion devices, U9 and Fig.1. (A) Plane view and (B) crosss section view of the
EPU5.6, the ID chambers for these undulators have been undulator chamber. In Fig. I(A), names of the indicated
installed during several previous shutdown periods. The parts are.(a) aluminum pipe, (b) taper piece and current
comparison of vacuum performance in these undulator feedthrough for NEG, (c) aluminum conflat flange, (d)
chambers, the effective pumping speed and the impact to and (e) supporting pads, (f) pad for limiting switch
the beam lifetime, etc., are described in this article, contact, and (g) water cooling pipe.

2. VACUUM SYSTEM U5, EPU5.6

The chamber designs in the undulator chambers, US,-
EPU5.6 and U9 are similar [2]. The specifications for U " ý

these insertion devices and chambers are shown in Table
1. The plane view and the cross section view of this type
chamber are shown in Figs. 1(A) and I(B), respectively. U9

The inner cross section for the electron beam channel is
an elliptical shape with 13 mm vertical height and 80 mm it from
horizontal width. A pumping channel of 16 mm in height
and 46 mm in width for assembling the NEG strips is
located on other side. In the pumping configuration, the . . . .
U5 and EPU5.6 have the same geometry. In addition to e -----

the NEG strip of ID chambers, a combination of two sets
of 350 I/s NEG pumps and 400 I/s sputter ion pumps Fig. 2. The configuration of vacuum systems for Ul,
which were located at the upstream and the downstream EPU5.6 (top) and U9 (bottom) respectively.

Email: yjhsu@.srrc.gov.tw
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Figure.3 shows the normalized pressure rise versus the
Table. 1 The specification of insertion devices and accumulated beam dose after the installation of these
vacuum chambers. undulator chambers. The pressure rise (measured by an

upstream gauge) was about -50 nTorr/mA for U9 system,
Straight R2 R3 R6 but about -2 nTorr/mA for U5 and EPU5.6 system at the
Section beginning. For the high pressure rise in U9 system, the

Insertion Device EPU5.6 U5 U9 reactivation process (450'C, 30 min) of NEG strip was
proceeded after an accumulated beam dose up to 10 Ah.

Period Length 5.6cm 5.0cm 9.0cm The slightly steep slope of pressure rise after 10 Ah for
(Xu) U9 system was attributed to this reactivation process. The

No. of Poles (N) 66 76 48 ratio of the pressure rise in U9 and U5 system was about
-25 at the beginning and gradually decreased to 10 at the

Minimum Gap 18mm final. When an accumulated beam dose up to 200 Ah, the
values of pressure rise in these ID chambers were

Undulator B type decreased by three orders of magnitude. The beam self-
Chamber cleaning effects in the above ID chambers are the same as

Chamber Length 4.16m 4.16m 4.76m the previously installed W20 wiggler chamber [1]. TheChamber Length4.ratio of pressure rise in U9 and U5 is dominated by the
Outside Vertical 17mm division of the outgassing rate and the effective pumping

Height speed, i.e.,
Inner Cross Section 13mmx80mm(Hx W) R= Pu9 / Pu5 = (QU9 Su9) / (Qu5 / Ss 5 )

for Electron Orbit where Q is the outgassing rate of the chamber, and S is
Chamber A6063T5 aluminum alloy the effective pumping speed, the ratio of the pressure
Material value R is estimated to 2. This estimated value is much

Fabrication Extrusion smaller than the value of 25 at the beginning and the
value of 10 at the final. We thought several factors were

Flatness on < ±0.2mm contributed to the phenomena: (1) limited diffusion rate
Outside of NEG strips when large amount of photon stimulated

Distributed Pumping Non-Evaporabl Getter (st707) desorption was occurred, (2) the shortage of the pumping
Inside ID Chamber speed at the upstream and downstream region in U9
Dimension of 3.54mx3cm 3.54mx3cm 4.14mx3cm system.
NEG (LxW)

Installation Date 1997/03 1997/03 1998/06
!000 ..

3. DISCUSSION . -

The static pressures after installation and baking of the ID t,. 10. - ..
chambers are about -0.3, -0.2, and -0.9 nTorr for U5, _E 6

EPU5.6, and U9 respectively. In this article, the vacuum 1 ",
performance of U5 and U9 is compared only because the -EP "
vacuum systems of U5 and EPU5.6 have the same - .-

configuration. Owing to the same dimension in the cross
section and the similar length, the estimated conductance .5

(-0.56 I/s for U5, -0.6 Us for U9) and the pump speed of 0.01 (199M 07 -. 1991 NMI1i

NEG strip (390 I/s for U5, 455 I/s for U9) in the ID
chambers is similar [2]. We thought the ratio of pressure L .oo

in the center regime of U5 and U9 system is nearly one by 0.01 0.1 1 10 1oW 1000 10000
this similar effective pumping speed. The additional Accumulated Beam Dos e (AHr)
pumping speed of 750 I/s of sputter ion pump and NEG
pump at both of the upstream and the downstream regime
in the U5 system could further lower the pressure at the
regime far away from the center of ID chambers. This Fig. 3. The normalized pressure rise versus the
effect was more obvious in the pressure rise by the photon accumulated beam dose in the upstream regime of U5,
stimulated desorption during initial commissioning. EPU5.6 and U9.
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Figure. 4 shows the product of the electron-beam current
and the lifetime versus the accumulated beam dose. The
similar behavior of beam lifetime versus accumulated
beam dose in this two systems was observed. A beam
lifetime of 5 h at a beam current of 200 mA was achieved
after an accumulated beam dose of 10 Ah for these two
systems. However, the impact of the high pressure rise
due to U9 ID chamber on the electron beam lifetime was
small. For achieving better performance, the upgrade plan
of U9 ID chamber will be proceeded in the future.

10000.

1.00.. .

E *€

10.
SA

AUg

1 ,U- & EPU

O.I 0.1 1 10 100 100

Beam Dose (AHr)

Fig. 4. The product of the beam current (Io) and beam
lifetime (t) vs the accumulated beam dose.

4. SUMMARY

The chamber design, vacuum configuration and
commissioning results of U5, EPU5.6 and U9 ID system
are described in this article. The normalized pressure rise
per mA in U9 system was one order magnitude higher
than U5 and EPU5.6 system due to the shortage of the
pumping speed at the upstream and downstream regime.
However, the reduction of the electron beam lifetime was
negligible due to this pressure rise.
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MODULAR COMPONENT POSITIONING
ALONG THE BEAMLINE AXIS*

Kevin J. Beczek, Dean R. Walters, Jack M. Jagger
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne IL 60439 USA

Abstract would not suffice. Rather, the criteria focused primarily

In gnerl, mchaica sysemsfor artcleacceeraors on the rigidity of the beam and secondly on a sufficiently
In gnerl, mchaica sysemsfor artcleacceeraors high natural frequency, i.e., a frequency greater than 20

are designed to remain stationary after they have been Hz.
aligned. At the Advanced Photon Source (APS), a new Deflection and vibration of beams has traditionally
device has been developed for the low-energy undulator been based on classic mechanics theory. Applicable
test line (LEUTL), an experimental free-electron laser, equations used in structural design can be readily found in

thatallws he ompoent tobe asil intaledpublications by authorities such as Timoshenko [1] and
removed, or exchanged without additional survey or Harr is [2].
alignment. A pair of high-precision linear guide rails
fastened to a welded aluminum box beam provides the 2.2 Finite Element Analysis
structure for this versatile and innovative method. The
precision of this system exceeds ± 380 [tm along the However, in recent years the use of finite element
beam axis and transverse to the beam. Design details and analysis software has made the typically iterative design
analysis are described as well as the present capabilities process much more accurate and efficient. More to the
and those planned for the future, point, the Pro/Engineer Mechanica [3] finite element

program has been applied to a three-dimensional solid

1 INTRODUCTION model of the girder to both improve the accuracy beyond
the classic equations and give a better idea of the stress

The concept of a modular and dynamic support structure distribution and frequency response of a proposed
grew out of the need to run experiments with components geometry. Using this method, the girder design was
that could be rearranged or substituted as quickly and optimized in a much shorter time than was previously
efficiently as possible, so as not to be inhibited by an possible.
excessively long construction phase. Although several The information from the analysis can be presented in
alternatives presented themselves, it was decided that a several ways including contour map, color fringe plot,
rail and carriage system, aligned parallel to the beamline, Cartesian coordinate graph, and animation. One of the
would give the desired repeatability of transposition at the more meaningful forms of display, particularly for stress
lowest cost, within the time required to fabricate it. distributions (Von Mises; i.e., distortion energy [4] ) is

the fringe plot as shown in Figure 1. This displays the
2 DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND response of the girder to a combination load of 4.44 8 kN

FABRICATION (1000 Ibs) and its own weight at the iteration of 3.260 kN
(733 lbs). Constraints were placed upon the beam, e.g.,

2. 1 Structural Design Criteria simulating flat surfaces 30.5 cmn (12 in) from each end

Based upon the authors' experience with beamnline and bolting it down as opposed to simply having it

construction, it was decided that the precision of the supported.

system needed to be within a 380-gim radius from the-
beam centerline along the entire length of the rails. It
soon became apparent that in order for the mounted
devices to be able to meet the intended goal, the
underlying supports would have to perform just as well.
In other words, the precision had to be built in from the-
ground up. From this evolved a design with rails fastened
to a box-beamn-shaped stiffening girder. The girder would
also need to be made of nonferrous materials to minimize-
any residual magnetic effects to the electromagnets sitting -

on top of it. Contrary to popular notion, however, yield
strength under a static load alone as a design criteria

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic-
Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-3 I-109-ENG-38. Figure 1: Girder distortion energy (color fringe plot)
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Notice that the author has taken advantage of symmetry mechanism rests on two industrial-grade and substantially
and analyses only half of the girder, cutting it lengthwise. gusseted machine tables also made from A36 structural
(If the applied load and center of mass were exactly steel and purchased from a local vender.
centered along the span, it would be possible to further
simplify this by cutting the said section in half again.) 2.5 Rail and Bearing Selection
Similar studies were undertaken to examine the deflection Perhaps one of the most crucial aspects of this design was
of the beam. Extensive nodal analysis of the beam and the use of THK brand model GSR rails and linear
support structure is planned to continue in the future, bearings. In addition to having a low friction coefficient
Results are shown in Table 1. and an extremely high load capacity (approximately

Tabl 1:FEA odeed irde chractrisics0.003 and 25.9 kN each, respectively [10]), the bearings
Tabl 1:FEA odeed irde chractrisicscan be installed or removed from the side of the mating

guide rail (see Fig. 2). Notice that one bearing
Maximum Deflection with 4.448 kN (1000 Ibs) 0.0178 mm individually does not completely envelop the guide rail,
load centered at midpoint of length (0.0007 in) yet when assembled in a mirror configuration, provides
First Harmonic (x-y plane) - In progress ample resistance to transverse loads, making the bearings
Total Weight 3.260 kN (733 lbs) and the objects upon them highly stable.
Length 3 m (118.1 in)

Material 606 1 -T6 aluminum _JSECURING BELLEIALLE
SHOULDER BLOCK SPACER BWASHERS

2.3 Fabrication

In an attempt to reduce costs and hasten the lead time,
"off the shelf' items were used wherever possible. For NA

example, the girder web uses the widest production BEARING RAIL GRE

aluminum c-channels available [5]. Prior to building the
full-scale version, two I .02-in-long prototypes of Figure 2: Cross-section of type "B" carriage
identical cross section were made. These were used to test (ipiidfrcaiy
the new carriage designs and to serve as staging platforms (ipiidfrcaiy
for installation on the large girder. Both large and small 2.6 Carriage Design and Mechanics
girders were,* intermittently (stitch) welded to minimize
distortion. After welding they were vibration stress Straddling the securing block are several carriages, upon
relieved, then the top and bottom surfaces were finish which the desired piece of beamline equipment rests; i.e.,
machined with a flycutter to within 0.381mm flatness quadrupole magnets, corrector magnets, etc. Two types
over the entire length. The carriage securing block of the of carriages have been developed, each meeting the
girder was then machined to the same level of following design criteria: They must be removable from
repeatability along the entire length. This feature allows the bearings, and they must he able to be repeatedly
carriages to be fastened securely to the girder in a manner raised and lowered onto the securing block to within a
similar to a conventional milling machine. Mating holes 380-Jim radius from the beam axis. However, each
for the guide rails and securing block were drilled and carriage differs with respect to precision and simplicity of
tapped with threaded inserts screwed in place [6,7,8]. the mechanism. The type "A" carriage uses a plate

translating along the length of a set of dowel pins. A
2.4 Girder Adjustment and Base stack of Belleville springs with sufficient lifting force to

precse abrcatin o th girer oul be raise the intended weight is inserted on the pins. When
The recse abriatin o th girer oul be the plate is clear of the surface of the block, the carriage

meaningless if there was no capability to adjust it when rsscmltl nteTKbaig n ste ret
surveyed during installation. Consequently, the girder trael h egho h ud ala asteoeao

was bolted atop an adjustment mechanism that had been tae h egho h ud ala a steoeao

used successfully in the past at the APS. Two A36 desires, or until it comes in contact with another carriage.
strctual tee pltesbecme he bed fo th giderand A set of bolts flanking the pins allow the plate to lower

attachment points for two pairs of 1¼/-inch 4140 fine- onotescrgblkomesighepigsnte
thrade stel ods Thse odswer thn srewd ito process. Once the plate has made contact with the
thrededstel rds. hes ros wre ten creed nto machined surface of the securing block, it can be fastened

mating thrust bearings of heat-treated 420 stainless steel down with a diamond-shaped rotary T-nut. The type "B"
and coated with Dicronite (WS2 lamellar tungsten carriage, while operating on the same physical principle,
disulfide) [9] to ensure a highly lubricious surface. ue ee atwt hudrsrw n oxa
Opposing swivel-head clamps allow this assembly to Belleville springs replacing the dowel pin and bolts.
move in the horizontal plane, and the rod and bearing
allow it to move in the vertical direction. The entire
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3 INHERENT VERSITILITY Also, kudos to Ms, Catherine Eyberger for her patience in

This support structure was designed from the start with editing this paper. Finally and most importantly, thanks
the capability of being modified to suit the researcher's to LEUTL chief engineer Dean Walters for his mentoring
thed c bilite futue b Ingtmodifid tof suit ehel o and seemingly tireless energy in helping make this project
needs in the future. Installation of a mechanical or

a success.
electromechanical transmission to move the components
along the rails is certainly possible. Moreover, with the 6 REFERENCES
addition of a feedback device, the components might be
controllable via computer to allow dynamic positioning or [1) J. M. Gere and S. P. Timoshenko, Mechanics of Materials, second

perhaps self-positioning. The entire structure can edition PWS Publishers, MA (1984).
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ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES FOR THE HIGH CURRENT AIRIX
ACCELERATOR

C. Bonnafond, D. Villate
CEA / CESTA BP n°2 33114 LE BARP - FRANCE

Abstract 2 MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT

AIRIX is a linear induction accelerator which will 2.1 Cell block assembling
produce by the end of 1999, a 20 MeV, 3.5 kA, 60 ns
electron beam for X-Ray Radiographic applications. The The cells are first assembled with locating pins on a
high performance required for the French Radiographic standard mounting bench SMB to obtain a block of 4 cells
Hydrotest Facility is connected to the beam quality and [2]. This bench is equipped with two standard references.
thus to the accelerator alignment.To minimize corkscrew The cells are aligned and assembled with an error less
motion and emittance increase of the beam, mechanical than 30pm by using a laser and a moving CCD detector
and magnetic alignments have been performed to along the cell centerline. This accuracy includes the laser
assemble and align the accelerator cells by using and the block positioning. In order to perform high
capacitive detectors such as HLS (-Hydrostatic Levelling accurac block alignmnt al ong th aeraor and

System) and WPS (Wire positionning System). In order to conrol thir positi onb two hydros ot wto
perormmageti algnmntthestrche wie tchnque control their position between two hydro-shots without

perform magnetic alignment, the streched wire technique breaking the vacuum, we define an external reference,
has been developed for an automatic magnetic ouside the blocks, by means of HLS (Hydrostatic
characterization of the cells. In this paper we will present Levelling System), WPS (Wire Positioning System)
and discuss the different alignment techniques but also the capacitive detectors and an inclinometer. These detectors
first results obtained define respectively the vertical, the horizontal and angular

positions of the block. These positions are recorded on a
1 INTRODUCTION block-data file with an accuracy of 10 pm due to thermal

effects.
The AIRIX induction LINAC will produce in Summer
1999, a 3.5kA, 20MeV, 60ns electron beam for flash X- 2.2 Block alignment on the accelerator
ray radiography applications. This accelerator consists of
64 induction cells with a solenoidal focusing magnet and This procedure can be characterized by the following
X, Y dipole steering magnets in order to perform the beam
transport. The cells are assembled in blocks of 4 cells to on the SMB;
obtain 16 blocks. The first 4 blocks were tested [1] at the -alignment of these references with a theodolite
beginning of 1999. The high beam quality requires low on the accelerator axis. This axis is defined by the
emittance increase (<10%) and energy spread (<1%). To centered normal injector cathod;
achieve such performance, we must take care of the - alignment of the blocks with respect of these
mechanical and magnetical alignments to minimize the references by using its block data file.
chromatic effects. The goal is to enclose all the cell The positioning error and the measurement sensitivity of
magnetic axes in a 250pm diameter cylinder with an angle the blocks are less than 10pm and 1 pm respectively.
spread less than 500trad. A LabView program has been developed in order to

The solenoidal magnet is equipped with homogenizer control and follow the alignment continuously. The
rings, mechanically centered in the solenoid, to minimize overall mechanical alignment accuracy is estimated at
the field errors. The cell magnetic axis is thus referenced
to the mechanical one with a high accuracy (Br/Bz < 8 10 m
4). So these two axes are considered as the same in the 3 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
aligment procedure.

In this paper we will present the mechanical SOLENOIDAL MAGNETS
technique to align the cells and the blocks on the
accelerator axis. The magnetic characterization of the The aim is to characterize for each block, the offset and
cells and the results obtained with the first 8 cell-blocks the tilt misalignments of the cell solenoid magnets with
will be developed respect to the block axis by using the streched wire

alignment technique [3] and cancel the tilt one with the
steering magnets. The block axis is defined by the
entrance and exit center block.
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Pulse current Wire deflection -calibrate the tilt and the offset flaws by moving the wire
Coil in the X and Y directions to obtain the desired flaws;S[-" Magnetic axis

Optical detectors -apply X and Y dipole steering magnets in order to cancel
_/ the tilt signals produced by the cell solenoid magnet.

An automatic procedure with LabView has been

M 1.1 Kg X developed to test the 16 blocks.
Standard mounting bench

3.3 Experimental set-up
Figure 1: streched wire technique

These measurements are made for each block on the SMB
3.1 Principle bench. We used a 125 pm diameter Cu(98)/Be(2) wire.

This wire is tensioned by a 1100 g weight and centered at
the two block ends by means of two polarized straight

A wire is centered on the solenoid mechanical axis. If this edges precisely located by locating pins. The positioning
axis is different from the magnetic one, transverse procedure consists in moving the wire until it makes an
magnetic fields occur. The method (Fig. 1) consists in electrical contact with these polarized edges. These edges
sending a short pulse of current and observing the motion are made of a polished surface with a gold layer coating to
induced in the wire due to Lorentz force. In order to increase the contact which is performed when a sinusoidal
measure the wire deformations in the two transverse X current is established. In order to avoid a stick effect
and Y directions, two optical detectors are placed close to between the wire and the edges, we used a 5V sinusoidal
the wire. The typical flaws measured are an offset and/or polarization. To align the wire in the two X, Y transverse
tilt of the solenoid magnetic axis with respect of the wire directions, two isolated edges are required. By making a
which materialize the solenoid mechanical axis. The two succession of 10 measurements, a standard deviation
types of flaws (Fig 2) are so different that they can easily value less than 5pm is obtained. To take into account the
be distinguished. sag deformation of the wire, we finally move the wire in

TILT FLAW the middle of the cell solenoid.
Stretched wire i 1'-~ v TY ial wave Wire direction moving

Stretched wire 
o 

W v Typical wave
•,•• -- 9- ==_3 Light flux -- -- Photodiode

Offset
/Coil magnetic lines Figure 3: an optical detector

wire ,

Figure 2: typical flaws It f
3.4 *•• .* ,,* . I.,,

3.2 Procedures >° ,
2. ..7.voito

The following steps for the 4 cells of each block must be >.- 7

achieved: inearrmeasurementrea

2.2 - 3 1.714.

-center the wire on the block axis and then on a cell axis detector position (mm)

by taking into account the sag deformation of the wire;
-calibrate the optical detectors in a linear region; Figure 4: experimental detector calibration
-record the base line (deformations due to the external The wire deflection is created by injecting a 5A, 300 ps
magnetic fields) by injecting a pulse current in the wire pulse current. This deflection is determined by measuring
without a current in the solenoid. In order to eliminate the its time-varying obstruction of the light beam (Fig. 3)
noise, we must average over several shots; which is generated and detected by a pair of orthogonal,
-measure the solenoid flaws with the base line small, cheap, optical detectors (Hamamatsu P3784).
substraction, by injecting the pulse current in the wire with This detector is calibrated in a region of linear
a current in the solenoid and average over several shots response (Fig..4) by moving it in the two transverse X and
for the noise substraction; Y directions by means of micrometers.
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The signal of the detector is amplified with a gain of 3.4 Results
100 and recorded on a AT-MIO-16E-2 DAQ National
Instruments board sampling at 500kS/s with 12-bit Measurements have been performed with a 5A, 3 0 0 ps
resolution. The sensitivity of the detector/amplifier circuit pulsed current in the wire and a 220A current in the
is about 800mV/p.m of wire deflection. The electronic solenoid magnet. In figure 5 we present a typical
noise, around 5mV, is very low compared to the noise measurement of a cell magnetic flaw and the signal in the
generated by the structure's vibrations which can reach horizontal X direction with a 0.15A steering correction to
IV. The eigen resonant frequency of the wire is 43Hz. To cancel the magnetic tilt misalignment. The calibration of
decrease the vibration noise level under 50mV, air the tilt and offset is performed by moving the wire at
cushions are placed under the SMB with an eigen resonant various values to obtain the calibration curves by means
frequency of 2Hz. We also average over 20 measurements of automatic micrometers. Figures 6, 7 show the offset
to cancel the statistical noise. The dead time between two and the tilt calibration curves with their measured signals.
pulses must be long enough (around 5s) to put the wire in For an signal amplitude equal to 1 volt, we obtain an
quiet situation after all the damped reflected waves, equivalent magnetic tilt and offset values of 800prad and

0.6 350pm respectively. The sensitivity is around 50mV
0.4- I - I which corresponds to 40 prad and 17 pm. The accuracy is
0.2'. estimated at 45 pm and 130prad. In table 1 we present the
0.0=_. 14 - 1 results for the 32 first accelerator cells without steering

-0.2 ms corrections.
-0.4_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-o0.o6 isteen corret ,,on

SMean value RMS max.
Figure 5: measured X flaws with and Offsetx,y (pm) 30 45 90

without steering correction tiltx,y(prad) 700 400 1600

S)rheared o fsel sig als Table 11.0o 400n\ ,p,. i q
1.0 l'pI• i By using steering corrections, the final tilt flaws are less

0.5 .than 130prad. The steering currents are typically less than

>Z 1 2 D 1 0.5A for 220A solenoid magnet current, which correspond
m0.05 - "to a 1600 G magnetic field. A scale law has been

-1.0-40ore _ t I established to adjust the steering current whatever the
- _. -- solenoidal current is. With the first 32 cells, the

corresponding factor between the measured magnetic tilt
and the steering current is ( 0.5 ± 0.05) mA/prad.

200-

E -15 .. o-0.5.--0.0 0.5 1.0 156 3 CONCLUSIONS
-200- , volt

-400 350pm/V The high quality beam requested for the AIRIX

accelerator, leads us to use severe alignment
Figure 6a,b: experimental offset specifications. We have demonstrated that the mechanical

calibration and the streched wire techniques with steering corrections
are adapted to align accelerator cells within the
specifications. However, these techniques need to take

0.6 a) metsured Itsign Is icare of mechanical tolerances and assembly of the cells as
0.40.2 -400ptad I well as to use solenoid magnet with homogenizing ring to0.0 - produce acceptable field errors. Thanks to automatic
0.0 1 1
-0.2. m procedures, we have increased the measured accuracy.

-04.4 400piad
-0.6- _4 REFERENCES

400- 6) tilt calibration c'urve'"
400 -. r[1]: E. Merle and al << Status of the AIRIX Accelerator >> to be published

200 in PAC'99 at New-York (USA)

"__0__._.___..... [2]: C.Bonnafond, E. Merle and al << Status of AIRIX alignment and
=. -q.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0"-.9.2 0.4 0.6 high current electron beam diagnostics o EPAC96, Sitges (Barcelona),

.200- volt 10-14 Juin 1996
-400 slope=-800 pradV "..[3]: R.W. Warren and C.J. Elliot o A new system for wiggler0 fabrication and tasting >>. Proceeding Adriatico Res. Conf. (28-38) R.

Bonifacio, L Fonda, C. Pellegrini (Word Scientific Singapor 1988),

Figure 7a,b: experimental tilt Trieste, Italy, June 1987.

calibration
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STUDY ON THE DETERMINATION OF REFERENCE CLOSED ORBIT OF
THE STORAGE RING IN POHANG LIGHT SOURCE*

A. H. Maeng!, K. W. Kim, T. Y. Lee, S. C. Lee, and J. S. Bak
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, POSTECH, Pohang 790-784, Korea

Abstract theodolites (E2, T3000) and mekometer (ME5000) were

used for the direction and distance survey, respectively.
We have studied the methods for the determination of For the elevation survey, N3 Level and NEDO invar staff
reference closed orbit of the storage ring in PLS using were used. The absolute error ellipses of TNET survey
magnet misalignment data. The reference closed orbit were in the range of 0.2 mm. The accuracy of ENET
was determined by (1) a smoothing analysis using a low- survey was about 0.07 mm (1 value). This estimation
pass filter method, and (2) a MAD (methodical was obtained by a GEONET program, which was
accelerator design) simulation using the real parameters developed at SLAC.
such as magnet misalignment data. Based on the
estimated reference closed orbit, the relative positional
errors of the storage ring magnets were evaluated. The 1000
results of case studies on the comparison of the smoothing ac0
analysis and the MAD simulation are described in this S A
presentation. 4CD 1A /

407

1. INTRODUCTION 200 ///'A

Since the control networks in the Pohang Light Source " -2W

(PLS) storage ring tunnel were established in June 1993, -4CD '94.5

we have monitored the networks periodically. The PLS " -957:

storage ring tunnel was deformed unequally in vertical 97.7
direction about 3 mm (peak-to-peak) a year. The range -97.7

of the maximum deviation of storage ring magnets was -100

extended to ±3 mm from the ideal beam path [1]. 12 01 (T W N C5 S 07 0 09 10 11
Cel NDb

Therefore, we have studied the methods such as
smoothing analysis and MAD simulation for the
determination of reference closed orbit using magnet Figure 1: PLS storage ring settlement surveys.
misalignment data. The relative positional errors of
magnets were estimated from the reference closed orbit. As shown in Fig. 1, the storage ring tunnel was
The estimated relative positional errors from 1996 to deformed in the vertical direction unevenly about 3.0 mm
1998 are summarized as follows: while the absolute (peak to peak) per year. The lateral deformation, which
positional tolerance, which was defined as the maximum is not shown in this graph, was within the range of ±1.0
deviation of magnets from the ideal beam path, showed mm.
+3 mm, the magnets were placed within the relative
positional tolerance of 0.15 mm (rms) [2]. As a result, 3. REFERENCE CLOSED ORBIT USING A
we decided that the period of magnet realignment of the SMOOTHING ANALYSIS
PLS storage ring should be about two years [3].

The tunnel deformation, which is discussed in the above,
2. TUNNEL DEFORMATION coincided with the storage ring deformation as a whole.

We needed to apply a proper method for the estimation of
The first survey of the PLS control networks was done in the relative positional errors that could eliminate
June 1993, and tunnel deformations in lateral and vertical systematic errors due to the tunnel deformation.
directions have been monitored at every six months. Studying a few smoothing analysis methods using
The control networks consist of an ENET which controls deformation data of the storage ring surveyed in August
elevations and a TNET which controls horizontal 1995, we chose a smoothing analysis using a low-pass
locations. Conventional survey instruments such as filter method. The smoothing analysis is a process of

'Work supported by MOST and POSCO fund
'Email: mah@postech.ac.kr
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determining the reference closed orbit of the storage ring of magnets by considering the following facts. First, the
which is close to the actual electron beam path [4]. storage ring was in normal operation, second, the relative

positional errors were within the tolerance of 0.15 mm,
Table 1: Results of the smoothing analysis for the PLS and third, the deviations from the reference closed orbit
storage rin deformation in July 1996. were within 2 a range (_+0.3 mm) except for 2 or 3

Relative Number of magnets. The issue of the magnet adjustment was
Freq. Positional Errors Remarks discussed with beam physicists. The maximum
(MHz) (1 a;mm) deviation from the ideal closed orbit was required to be

Lat I Ver Lat _ _Ver kept within ±3 mm range. Based on this requirement,

0 0.456 1.087 81 113 we estimated the positional errors of storage ring magnets

1 0.300 0.742 51 92 in July 1997 by the smoothing analysis. The relative
positional errors of magnets were 0.13 mm (rms) and 0.10

2 0.250 0.538 40 91 mm (rms) in transverse and vertical direction, respectively.
3 0.217 0.294 32 59 ____

4 0.171 0.199 7 21 PLS SR Alignment Data & LPF 1st Smoothed Path (98S-1ST)
5 0.153 0.162 6 9 3 1

6 0.136 0.130 2 3 _015mm
7 0.130 0.127 2 2 2 - ---- - ------ -
8 0.126 0.115 2 1
9 0.125 0.104 2 1 1  . i -- / k ----_-_ -
10 0.125 0.089 2 0 _"

S0 --- ---. . ........ ...I.-.-.-- ... . ... ... ...-

The deformations of the storage ring from the ideal _ ,
beam path were 0.5 mm. and 1.1 m m in the lateral and ---.......-- -------- ......--

vertical directions, respectively in 1996. The relative
positional errors and the number of outliers decreased as
the filtered frequency increased as listed in Table 1. :

PLS SR Alignment Data & LPF 1st Smoothed Path (96.7 y-axis) -30 0. 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
3 z-a)ds (mm) x10

2-- .... r ---------..................--- Figure 3: Vertical displacements of all storage ring
magnets in 1998 (by smoothing analysis).

. .The results of the storage ring deformation and the
_ .. _., . _ . reference closed orbit by the smoothing analysis in July

"(U j@1998 are shown in Fig. 3. At the 6 MHz of filtered

cfrequency, the relative positional errors of magnets were
-1 0.12 mm (rms) transversely and 0.13 mm (rms) vertically

and there was no outlier. It is shown that all magnets
-2 --------.-------- ----------------------------- were placed within the expected maximum deviation

range of ±2.5 mm from the ideal beam path, and the

0 05 quadrupole magnets were placed within 2 y range (±+0.3-3 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 mm).
z-axds (mm) X 10 m

4. REFERENCE CLOSED ORBIT USING A
Figure 2: Vertical displacements of all storage ring MAD SIMULA TION
magnets in 1996 (by smoothing analysis). MAD SIMULATION

When the filtered frequency was 6 MHz, the errors The reference closed orbit can be determined by a MAD
became smaller than the positional tolerance of 0.15 mm (methodical accelerator design) simulation using real
and there were only a few outliers. Considering these parameters. The most significant parameter that has an
results, we estimated that the relative positional errors of effect on the determination of closed orbit is as follows:
magnets were 0.14 mm (rms) in the transverse direction quadrupole misalignment (d x A y), bending magnet field
and 0.13 mm (rms) in the vertical direction. The result error (A BIB), and bending magnet rotation error with
of smoothing analysis is shown in the Fig. 2 for the respect to the beam axis (A4) [5]. We simulated the
vertical direction. The estimated reference closed orbit reference closed orbit using quadrupole misalignment
deviates from the ideal position by ±2 mm. However, data, bending magnet rotation error. The analytical
we could have left the storage ring without the adjustment
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formulas for reference closed orbit are given by: simulation using the real parameters such as magnet

2 AB2 2 )2 1/2 misalignment data. The estimation of the relative
Xrms [92(B)2] flxi + (Ax) y (kl)2 /Jxi2 positional errors based on the reference closed orbits was

2-s12sinIrvX B 1 + carried out.
The results of closed orbit studied using deformation

=rms [ +(Ay) 2+( (kl)2flyi]1 / 2  data of the storage ring from 1996 to 1998 showed that
22F2 sinn)Vy the relative positional errors estimated from the two

different reference closed orbits coincided with each other
The result obtained by MAD simulation is shown in within the range of tolerance. The absolute positional

Fig. 4. The figure shows the displacements of all tolerance of magnets could be extended to ±3 mm and the
magnets from the ideal beam path and the estimated deviation of magnets from the reference closed orbit
reference closed orbit in July 1996. The relative extended to 2 a range (±+0.3 mm), because the storage ring
positional errors of magnets were 0.13 mm (rms) and 0.10 operated normally and the relative positional error of
mm (rms) in transverse and vertical direction, respectively, magnets was within 0.15 mm (rms).

25 ------ -- - -- - - -----------------------........................................

_ _ _ _ o 1  - --.. _ _ _

1.5"

-1 11'.5 j-

-02.0

-.. 5

in 1996 (b A imlto),i 98(b A imlto)

.9.

-1.0 0

-1g.5 shwste -iplcmet of hemaget__.REERE CE

-20

-as .. ...... .... ... ....... ....... . ..... .....

Figure 4: Magnets vertical displacements and closed orbit Figure 5: Magnets vertical displacements and closed orbit
in 1996 (by MAD simulation). in 1998 (by MAD simulation).

Fig. 5 shows the displacements of the magnets 6. REFERENCES
measured in 1998 and the deviations of magnets from the
estimated reference closed orbit in the vertical direction. [1] A. H. Maeng, K. W. Seo and S. C. Lee, "Survey and Alignment of

Pohang Light Source", Proceedings of the 4th International
The relative positional errors of magnets were 0.11 nmm Workshop on Accelerator Alignment, Tsukuba, Japan, Nov. 1995.
(rms) transversely and 0.12 mm (rms) vertically. Allmagnets were placed within the allowable positional [2] S. C. Lee, A. H. Maeng and K. W. Seo, "'Measurement of

Deformation and Smoothing Method for Pohang Light Source",
tolerance of 0.15 mm (rms). Proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Accelerator

As a result, the relative positional errors estimated from Alignment, ANL/FNAL, USA, Oct. 1997.

the two different reference closed orbits, one was [3] S. C. Lee, A. H. Maeng, K. W. Seo J. S. Bak and I. S. Ko

determined from the smoothing analysis and the other "Determination of Magnet Realignment Period based on Smoothing
Analysis", Proceedings of the APAC Meeting, KEK, Japan, Mar.

was from the MAD simulation, coincided with each other 1998.

within the range of tolerance. [4] J. G. Yoon and S. C. Lee, "Smoothing Analysis of PLS Storage

Ring Magnet Alignment", Proceedings of the 4th International
Workshop on Accelerator Alignment, Tsukuba, Japan, Nov. 1995.

5. CONCLUSION [5] The MAD Program (Methodical Accelerator Design) ver 7.2,
User's Reference Manual

Settlement of the PLS storage ring tunnel results in the
machine deformation of 3 mm (peak to peak) a year in
vertical direction. By employing the smoothing analysis
by the low-pass filter method, we could get the reference
closed orbit in the form of a smoothed curve. And we
determined the reference closed orbit by the MAD
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GROUND MOTION MEASUREMENTS FOR FERMILAB FUTURE
COLLIDER PROJECTS

B. Baklakov, T. Bolshakov, A. Chupyra, A. Erokhin, P. Lebedev, V. Parkhomchuk, Sh. Singatulin,
BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia; and J. Lach, V. Shiltsev, FNAL, Batavia, IL, USA

Abstract The closed orbit distortions are caused by the displace-

This article presents results of wide-band seismic measure- ments of all magnetic elements along the circumference of

ments at the Fermilab site, namely, in the tunnel of the Tevatron. We detected strong coherence between the mag-

Tevatron and on the surface nearby, and in two deep tunnels net and beam vibrations. It means that there is a common

in the Illinois dolomite, thought to be a possible geological source of vibration along the whole accelerator ring. For

environment of the Fermilab future accelerators. example, several remarkable peaks in the orbit-magnet co-
herence occur at 4.6 Hz, 9.2 Hz, 13.8 Hz, etc., at the Fer-

1 MEASUREMENTS milab site specific frequencies caused by Central Helium

There are several future collider projects under consider- Liquefier plant operation.

ation at Fermilab, including muon collider, linear collider
and Very Large Hadron Collider(VLHC). Ground motion Measurements in deep tunnels Specific locations for pos-

is of concern for all of the projects, although due to dif- sible Fermilab Future Colliders have not yet been chosen.

ferent effects [1]. That was major reason for seismic stud- There is also no definite requirement to be located within

ies at the Fermilab site and in the Illinois dolomite tunnels the FNAL site. For the purposes of radiation safety and tun-

which we carried out in 1997. Our seismic instrumenta- nel stability, deep tunnels in the Illinois dolomite layer are

tion included eight modified geophone of SM3-KV type alternative. This several hundreds feet thick layer is con-

(frequency range from 0.07 to 120 Hz) two tri-axial STS- sidered as moderately hard and stable. We studied seismic
2 seismometers (0.005-15 Hz), and two Wiloxon-731A vibrations at two points of the Illinois dolomite layer. The

piezoaccelerometers (10-400 Hz). first is a 250 ft deep mine (Conco Mine - Western Stone
Co., North Aurora, IL; about 500ft above sea level) lo-

Measurements at Fermilab Vibration measurements in cated about 5 miles North-West of Fermilab. The second
the Tevatron tunnel have been done at Sector Fl I (not location is a 300 ft deep tunnel of the Metropolitan Wa-
far from the Tevatron RF station and the E4R building) ter Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC)
and Sector F21 some 300 m apart. The computer was 1o- about 30 miles East of the Fermilab in the Chicago suburb
cated on the surface in the FO building. Seven SM3-KV of Hodgkins, IL. It is near (<0.5 mile) from an active inter-
probes (four vertical and three horizontal) and two verti- state highway 1-55, and very close to a stone quarry. The
cal piezoaccelerometers were used. Two seismic stations tunnel was constructed as a part of the Tunnel and Reser-
were placed at a distance 296 m apart. Station 1 digitized voir Project (TARP) of the MWRDGC.
the signals from one vertical and one horizontal SM3-KV
probes on the floor of the tunnel at F21, and from verti- 1E+1-
cally oriented piezoaccelerometer and vertical and horizon- Qud(Fl 1),
tal SM3-KV geophones on the Tevatron quadrupole mag- 1E+O 08/29/97
net. Station 2 digitized the signals from four SM3-KV .4
geophones (vertical and horizontal on the quadrupole mag- *T
net at F11 and vertical and horizontal on the tunnel floor .IE-I' Ap
nearby), one piezoaccelerometer placed on the same mag- 1 10/13/97

SIE-2-net, and additionally from a beam position monitor (BPM) --
and a beam loss monitor (BLM). Recording vibration sig-
nals in the Tevatron tunnel over several days, we observed - 1E-3

little day-night variation of the maximum tunnel floor mo-
tion amplitude. Cultural noise dominates in vibrations of • 1E-4
the magnet and the tunnel floor. At frequencies above 1

Hz it is due to the technical equipment (water and helium E-5Aurora m
pipes, power cables, magnets themselves, etc.) At frequen- 1 10/04/97
cies around 1 Hz and lower the main contribution is pos- 1E-6 -
sibly due to strong mechanical distortions of the magnets JE-3 0.01 0.1 1 10 1E+2
during the Main Ring acceleration cycle (about 3ý s) and Frequency, Hz
the Tevatron acceleration cycle (about 60 s in fixed target Figure 1: Spectra of ground motion in Aurora mine, TARP
operation). tunnel, and the Tevatron magnet vibrations
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Power spectral densities of the ground velocities S (f) 1 '.8-
measured in the Aurora mine, in the TARP shaft are pre- • 0.6

sented in Fig. 1 in comparison with the Tevatron quadrupole 0.2-

magnet vibration PSD. These spectra cover five decades of 0.0
frequency band from 0.005 Hz to 280 Hz and are obtained -0.4

with different probes and with different sampling rates (be- .0.6-

sides different places and different times). For example, 0..
the TARP curve (solid line) consists of spectrum measured .... ' I' I....2 I... 1 0

by the STS-2 vertical probe (from 0.005 Hz to 0.1 Hz), by . Frequency, Hz

the SM3-KV geophone (from 0.1 Hz to 120 Hz) and by the ? .-
Wiloxon piezo-probe (from 120 to 280 Hz). The Aurora 0.6

data (dashed line) show no vibration spectrum above 120 A 0.2-

Hz - the motion is too small to be detected by the piezoac- V 0.0.Y

celerometers. -0.4- .0.6 J'
One can see that the Aurora mine is the quietest place E -0o.

of the three. Some technologically related peaks are seen 351 1 1 34 567511 10 7a 00

in the "Aurora" PSD only at 60-120 Hz range. We believe Frequency, Hz

that it is due to lighting transformers in the tunnel. Be- Figure 2: Real and Imaginary parts of correlation spectra
low 0.5 Hz the spectral density in Aurora mine and in the measured in the TARP shaft at distance of 75m between
TARP tunnel are about the same, and are mainly due to mi- probes and fit accordingly to random source model.
croseismic waves. Above 2 Hz, the TARP PSD is 20-800
times the Aurora mine PSD. Nosier environment on the sur- 2 DISCUSSION AND PLANS
face and more technological equipment in the tunnel itself Integration of the PSDs accordingly to
are probable reasons for two very broad peaks in the TARP
spectrum at 5 Hz and around 25 Hz, respectively (as damp- -t(f) = S.(f)df = S.(f) (1)
ing decrement of the ground grow with frequency). Finally, .1! if
the Tevatron quadrupole spectrum consists of many peaks
(4.6Hz, 9.2Hz, 20Hz, 60Hz, etc.) and is much noisier (as (here S,(f) is the PSD of velocity, S. (f) = S,(f)/w2 is
we discussed above - due to the Tevatron equipment) than the PSD of displacement) gives us the rms amplitudes of

the others above 10 Hz. All three spectra show "a micro- vibrations. Fig.3 presents integrated vibration amplitudes
seismic peak" near 0.2 Hz. Usually, the rms amplitude of in the Aurora mine and on top of the Tevatron quadrupole.

the tunnel motion is less than a micron everywhere, but One can see that the amplitudes in the deep tunnels are

occasionally we observed ground motion amplitude is of about 0.3 arm at frequencies -0.5 Hz and below, while

the order of 10-25 microns, like during Oct. 14, 1997 M6.8 above 100 Hz they are less than 0.1 nm = 10-4 jIm. Mo-

Chile earthquake. These waves with periods of 20-80 sec tion of the quadrupole is several times larger. Other curves
were well correlated over maximum distances of our stud- are for the tolerances: for the X-band linear collider it is
ies (about 80 m). the ground motion which causes 1.5% luminosity degra-

dation accordingly to Ref.[4]. We would like to empha-
Fig.2 shows real and imaginary parts of the correlation size, that the tolerances for other than than X-band LCs

spectrum C, 1 ,z2 (f) of signals from two vertical SM3-KV can be much less stringent if larger bunch spacing allows to
geophones placed 75 m apart in the TARP shaft. Each of implement bunch-by-bunch trajectory correction feedback
the curves is an average over 200 measurements that gives system. The muon collider requirement is presented by the
an estimate of the statistical error of about 0.1. The first rms amplitude of focusing magnets that leads to beams sep-
remarkable feature of the data is that at frequencies below aration of about 10% of the rms beam size at the interac-
100 Hz the real part is much larger than the imaginary one. tion point. The VLHC tolerance consists of two parts [2]:
The latter is almost zero below 10 Hz, while the real part at frequencies below 10 Hz the curve shows the vibration
performs some damped oscillations with the frequency in- amplitude that causes the beam orbit vibration amplitude
crease. Such a behavior is close to prediction of the model about 10% of the rms beam size. Above 90 Hz the line cor-
in which the vibration sources are uniformly and continu- responds to requirement on the rms transverse emittance
ously distributed over ground surface and generate waves at growth less than 0.1 7rmm'mrad/5 hours without (solid line)
all frequencies without any phase correlation, see e.g. [4]. and with feedback system to damp excited betatron oscil-
Under these assumptions the correlation spectrum between lations (dashed line, feedback allows to ease the ground
signals detected in two points L meters apart is equal to motion tolerances some 10 times or more depending on the
ReC(f) = Jo (27rLf/v(f)), ImC(f) = 0, where v(f) beam tunespread). One can see that the Aurora mine am-

is the wave propagation velocity and Jo(x) is zeroth order plitudes are below all the tolerances, although close to the
Bessel function. In Fig.2 we present the fitting curves with VLHC ones around 90-120 Hz. In contrast, vibrations of

parameters L = 75m and v(f)[m/s] = 3800 - 4 . f[Hz]. the Tevatron quadrupole are potentially very dangerous for
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all three machines at frequencies below 20-60 Hz (orders 10 ]

of m agnitude excess), and several tim es above the V LH C 10 .................................................................. ..............................................
requirement above 70 Hz.

o . .,10

°E+ 0 1 .. ........ .... .......... . ............... ....... ...........
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VLHC 1E-1FrquncytH
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Figure 3: Comparison of the measured ground and R&D efforts to decrease the level of vibrations in any other
quadrupole vibration amplitudes with tolerances for the future collider.
muon collider, X-band linear collider and the VLHC. 4. In deep tunnels in the Illinois dolomite (Aurora mine,

the TARP shaft) we observed vibrations below the toler-
We have to note that, in general, accelerators are rela- *ne o l h oldrpoetwieteMi igtn

4ne 00.9 10 l 10' 10lide prjets 10il 10e Man 0intn

tively 'noisy' sites because of their technical noises. We nli o ue nuhfrftr oldrepcal o

nelý inoqueenuhForequurencolidrs Hzeillo

compare our data with previous measurements at accel- the VLHC.
erator facilities in Fig.4. It presents the PSDs of ground 5. Investigations of a spatial characteristics of the fast
velocity Sv(f) = Sa(f)(2irf) 2 measured in the Au- ground motion have shown that above 1-4 Hz the correla-
rora mine (marked as FNAL) and in the tunnels of the tion significantly drops at dozens of meters of the distance

SLC(SLAC)[4], HERA [5], KEK[6], LEP(CERN)[7], and between points.
so-called "New Low Noise Model" [8] - a minimum of Our future plans include measurements of a very slow
geophysical observations worldwide. One can see that thee te

PSes measured tonoatingener, accelerators are whe"low- Tevatron tunnel and in deep tunnels in the Illinois dolomite

noise" spectrum. At the same time, vibrations in HERA, with use of a hydrostatic leveling system. Experimental
which is located under populated area in city of Hamburg, data on long term tunnel stability are needed to design orbit
are somewhat larger than in the other tunnels. correction and alignment systems of future colliders.

Main conclusions of our studies are: Seismic studies presented above would not have been
1. Ground vibration have been measured at the FNAL done without help of many people from FNAL, BINP,

site and in deep tunnels outside in wide frequency band ANL, SLAC, MWRDGC, Conco Co.. We are indebted to
from few hundredths of a Hz to several hundreds Hz. We all of them.
have observed that vibrations above 1 Hz are well affected
by cultural noise which vary significantly in time and also 3 REFERENCES
strongly depend on location and the depth, while below 1Hz main contribution to the ground motion comes from nat- [1] V.Shiltsev, Proc. EPAC'96, Barcelona(1996), 32.

ural sources and performs slow temporal variations. [2] V. Shiltsev, Preprint FNAL-TM-1987(1996).

2. Comparison of on-surface and underground sites have [3] B.Baklakov, et. al, Phys. Rev. STAccel. Beams, 1, 031001
shown that levels of vibrations are typically smaller in deep (1998).
tunnels. Effects due to on-surface noise sources are less t4] Appendix C of NLC ZDR, Report SLAC-R-0485 (1996).
seen in the deep tunnels, though visible. Amplitudes ofbhor- [5] V.Shiltsev, et.a, Proc. PAC'95, Dallas(1995) 2078, 3424.
izontal and vertical vibrations are approximately the same.

3.al Ths mxiumes ardperforms temobravefriath. m [6] S.Takeda, M.Yoshioka, KEK-Preprint 95-209 (1996).

tion of the Tevatron quadrupole magnets when the Teva- [71 V.Jouravlev, et.al, CERN-eL93-53, CLIC-Note-217 (1993).

tron and the Main Ring accelerators were operating. It was [8] J.Peterson, USGS Open-File Report 93-322, Albuquerque,
somewhat larger than the motion of th t tunnel floor nearby. NM (1993).
Careful engineering of mechanical supports, of vacuum,
power and cooling systems should be an important part of
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ALIGNMENT OF THE VISA UNDULATOR*

R. Ruland, D. Amett, G. Bowden, R. Carr, B. Dix, B. Fuss, C. Le Cocq Z. Wolf, SLAC, Stanford, CA
J. Aspenleiter, G. Rakowsky, J. Skaritka, BNL, Upton, NY

P. Duffy, M. Libkind, LLNL, Livermore, CA

Abstract segenlt Magne TokMonce BondS.. .. ...... .. ..... .. .. .... .... • •, =,: , .. .. . .... . . • ,••,• • . ,i

The Visible-Infrared SASE Amplifier (VISA) undulator ............ I --------------------
Ideal Undulator AM.

[1] consists of four 99cm long segments. Each undulator Fig. 1 Visa Alignment Tolerance

segment is set up on a pulsed-wire bench, to characterize determined. The second on how the centerline can be
the magnetic properties and to locate the magnetic axis of transferred onto mechanical fiducials. Each undulator has
the FODO array [2]. Subsequently, th6 location of the an error budget as shown in the following table.
m agnetic axis, as defined by the wire, is referenced to ___ __ ___._AlignmentErrorBudget_ [pin]
tooling balls on each magnet segment by means of a Magnetic Centerline Determination 20
straightness interferometer. After installation in the Transfer ontoFiducials 23
vacuum chamber, the four magnet segments are aligned Reference Undulators to RLB 29
with respect to themselves and globally to the beam line Positioning 28
reference laser. A specially designed alignment fixture is Total (added in quadrature) 51
used to mount one straightness interferometer each in the
horizontal and vertical plane of the beam. The goal of 2 ALIGNMENT CONCEPT
these procedures is to keep the combined rms trajectory 2.1 Fiducialization (Magnetic Measurements)
error, due to magnetic and alignment errors, to 50pam. The first step in fiducialization of the undulator magnets

1 INTRODUCTION involves determining the magnetic centerline yielding a
The four-meteN lwire that is physically positioned along the magneticThe four-meter long undulator consisting of four 99cm c neln ft eu d ltr[]

long segments is supported on a strongback. The undulator centerie ofte unsitor i st1oNext the wire position is measured with respect to the
system needs to be aligned to 50iim so that maximum Wire Finder's (WF) reference tooling ball. One WF is
Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) gain can positioned on each the upstream and downstream sides of
be attained. Each magnet must be aligned with respect to an undulator segment to detect the wire position in the
each other and, at the same time, with respect to the global horizontal orientation only. To avoid wire sag effects that
beam line coordinate system. In addition, the beam of a would bias the vertical measurements, the vertical
laser (Reference Laser Beam - RLB) defines the global positioning will be accomplished by rolling the undulator
position of the undulator's centerline in the beam line segment by 900 creating another horizontal measurement.
coordinate system. Now with the WF tooling balls positioned relative to the
The extremely tight alignment tolerance precludes the magnetic centerline, a straightness interferometer setup
application of traditional high precision optical alignment can be used to measure the undulator tooling balls relative
methods, including laser tracker based procedures. to the WVF tooling balls. These steps are all repeated with
However, because of the straight-line geometry and the the undulator segment rolled each time by 900. After
relatively short length, interferometric straightness correcting for the non-parallelity effect between the wire
measurement techniques can be used. A standard HP and the interferometer axes, adding the fiducialization
straightness interferometer in "long distance" mode (0.5m values of the two tooling balls in both the horizontal and
- 30m) will provide a straightness resolution of 0.8pm vertical plane should equal the spatial distance between
with 5tam accuracy over the length of the undulator, and a the respective two tooling balls. This value is compared
straightness measurement range of ±1.5mm. This method against a previous measurement on a high accuracy
is one dimensional, i.e. horizontal and vertical positioning Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM).
will be accomplished using two independent straightness 2.2 Installation Alignment
interferometer systems.
The final alignment residuals should be less than 50pm. Conventional alignment methods will be used to for
However, the total alignment tolerance also includes the mechanical installation achieving about 200•tm accuracy.
fiducialization error, which in itself consists of two 2.3 Fine Alignment
contributions. The first part is related to the precision with Positioning the Alignment Jig
which the true magnetic centerline can be The absolute distance between the Laser Finder (LF)

tooling ball and the Straightness Interferometer (SI)
"Work supported by the United States Department of Energy, Office of reference line is unknown, all SI measurements are only
Basic Energy Sciences under contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00515. relative. Theoretically, the SI reference line must be
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precisely parallel to the RLB in equation yields the unknown offset value of an undulator
order to avoid applying - fiducial from the RLB axis. This offset reduced by the
corrections to each undulator '•' -" fiduciar's fiducialization value (FV) gives the positiontooling ball measurement. adjustment value (AP). The undulator's position is then

Using the same constant length adjusted under the control of the SI.
offset bar for the "A" and "B" Quality Control
measurements, parallelity is Fig. 2 Alignment jig After all adjustments are applied, the undulator fiducial
achieved when Al + A2 equals B 1 + B2. However, tests positions are recorded. Due to the geometry and
have shown that it is difficult and time-consuming to construction of the supports, a slight coupling between the
achieve this condition. On the other hand, a parallelity of adjustment axes is to be expected. This might require
about 0.5 mm can be achieved quickly by adjusting the iterating the last two steps.
pointing of the interferometer laser. Therefore, the effects APR = RLB + SIR. - FVi - SIi
of the remaining skewness of the straightness
interferometer axis with respect to the LF line will be 3 IMPLEMENTATION
taken out numerically by applying a similarity 3.1 Fiducials
transformation. Fiducials are measured independently and considered as
Detect RLB Position with Laser Finders-Reference to SI such for both horizontal and vertical coordinates. The
A kinematic mount will be installed on both the upstream single dimensionality does not, however, represent a
and downstream sides of the undulator assembly (fig. 2). limitation. To obtain micron type results, great care must
This is necessary, since only one Laser Finder will be used be taken to avoid any kind of first order errors. Hence, in
to detect the RLB in order to avoid systematic errors. high precision industrial metrology, measurements are
First, the LF is set into the downstream mount, and the always taken in the principal plane, i.e. horizontal
RLB position is measured with respect to the horizontal measurements are carried out in the horizontal plane and

* and vertical tooling balls of the LF. Second, these tooling vertical measurements in the vertical plane, respectively.
balls are referenced against the respective SIs integrated Consequently, the undulator is designed to have the
into the alignment jig. Last, these two steps are repeated horizontal fiducials on the side and the vertical fiducials
for the upstream LF position. on the top. For redundancy reasons tooling balls are also
Measure Positions of Undulator Segments With SI placed on the opposing sides (fig. 4).
It should be stressed again that the SI is only a relative 3.2 Straightness Measurements
alignment tool. The capability to position the undulators to 3.2 Stri s m erents
an absolute position is only gained through the absolute The SI is not much different from a typical distance
calibration of the LF. The absolute calibration of the LF measurement interferometer. The Michelson
yields a metric measurement of the horizontal and vertical inlerfeometris acd by
projected distances between the RLB and the LF toolinga wollaston prism and the
balls in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. retro reflector by a
The subsequent SI measurements let us relate the straightness reflector. To ,
unknown undulator segment fiducial positions to the measure straightness,-
known LF positions. To create an accurate snap shot of an however, the reflector is C=undulator segment's position, the horizontal and vertical held fixed, and the Fig. 4 Interferometer
SI readings are taken simultaneously. Wollaston prism moves along the to be measured object.Position Undulators Since the interferometer counts fringes, the beam signalmust never be interrupted, e.g. due to a deviation of theBefore the position correction values can be calculated, prism from the beam or by blocking off the beam
the SI readings need to be corrected for the non-parallelity transport, since this would cause the interferometer to
of the RLB and SI coordinate systems. A similarity loose count. To prevent a possible deviation of the prism
transformation (fig. 3) is used to compute the corrected SI
readings. The basic similarity from the beam path and to also maintain maximum
transformation can be written as: A.- measurement range to both sides, i.e.

(x)=(tC+(csO0 sinGyu) ---.... to keep the prism centered on the

y -in cosev beam, the prism is usually mounted to

The three unknowns: t., to B can be0 S a carriage riding on a precision guide m,
• rail. Because the rail moves the prism

determined by substituting the coordinates r ....
of two points known in both systems into a,• parallel to the measurement object, anset of four equations. Because the i a t interface between the prism and the Fig. 5 Arcing
coordiate ss ts eq a lmost parle t.. fiducials is needed such as a constant distance rod.coordinate systems are almost parallel,

only approximations for x and u are Fig.3 SI Whenever the prism is near a fiducial, the rod is inserted

required. Subsequently, the solution of the Position between the prism and the fiducial. To facilitate the
insertion and to provide constant measurement conditions,
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the prism is mounted on a spring loaded cross slide (fig. position vector and C being the electrical center position
4). This implementation does not provide any indication vector, both expressed in a Cartesian coordinate system
when the rod is truly perpendicular to the measurement with its datum located with respect to the symmetry axes
interferometer beam. Fortunately, this is not a new and of the two horizontal tooling balls. This procedure does
unique problem being typical to optical tooling not solve for the rotation between the tooling ball
measurements. To overcome this, the rod is arced while coordinate system and the quadrant detector system.
the scale is read. At the smallest value, the scale is While the procedure could be expanded to
perpendicular to the line of sight. Scale arcing can be include this, it is believed not to be
implemented in this set up by moving the prism in the Z o .- -* required as long as the quadrant detector is
direction while watching the SI read-out (fig. 5). A motor carefully aligned with respect to theS..... ...... ..... ........ .i, .... ........... t o i g b l s
driven stage is added between the carriage and the X cross Fig. 7a tooling
slide and moved by hand near the measurement point. Readings 3.4 Finding the Wire
Then the Z stage drive is engaged, which moves the prism Wire finder design
across the unknown measurement point. A computer The wire position on either side of an undulator segment is
interfaced to the drive readout and the interferometerreadout records coordinate pis(z, x) over this distance, measured with WFs. The position measurement is carried

apairs out in one plane at a time with one device on either side of
Subsequently, a simple circle fit not only the undulator. A laser avoids wire contact. This consists of
solves for the true measurement point and Q a laser emitter mounted so that the emerging beam will
thus for the shortest distance, but alson pass through a slit across the wire to a receiver on the
improves the significance of the solution by lother side (fig. 8). After measuring the intensity of the
fitting many readings. Fig. 6 Quad. signal received, a computation based on

3.3 RLB Laser Finder the signal profile will provide an
A laser beam cannot be picked up accurately by standard accurate determination of the wireL
alignment instrumentation. A tool needs to be developed position. A mechanical WF is also used
which references an optical beam to mechanical fiducials. which touches both sides of the wire to i: i I
Detector fixture design determine its position. Assuming the n .
The proposed Laser Finder (LF) consists of a frame, wire has an ideal round profile, the
which carries four tooling balls in the same geometry and average of both measurements gives the Fig. 8 Laser finder

dimensions as they are mounted to the end of an wire position in the WF's "arbitrary" on calibration fixture

undulator. A quadrant detector is mounted to the center of coordinate system.
the frame within a few hundred microns (fig. 6) giving the Wire finder calibration
beam position in its own coordinate system. Next, the wire position measurements need to be related to
Two distinct methods are employed to detect the laser the tooling balls on the WF frame. Since the device
position. The first works on the principle of a slit that measures only in one dimension the wire measurement is
allows the laser light to pass through. Thus, even if the made a second time with the fixture yawed by 1800. A
laser cross section is not uniform in intensity, the slit is calibration mount is required to retain the position
immune to this since only a profile of the laser light that (analogous to fig. 7). The kinematic mount can be realized
passes through the slit is used to determine the beam by a combination of the standard cone, V-groove, and flat
position. This method will not be able to average out mounts. The distance between the tooling balls needs to be
atmospheric effects or other effects due to vibrations. The measured accurately.
other method is based on using the quadrant detector by Reference wire finder fiducials to undulator fiducials
summing the laser intensity readings on each of the two Lastly, the WF tooling ball positions are referenced to the
halves of the sensitive surface and then comparing the tooling balls on the undulator following the procedure
two. The arrangement is automatically rotated 90' to already described in chapter 2.1.
measure the other dimension. Tooling ball and detector
coordinate systems need to be related via a calibration. 4 CONCLUSION
Detector fixture calibration Alignment will begin in April/May of 1999 and the first
The positions of the four tooling balls are first measured beam is expected in June.
accurately on a coordinate measurement machine. Then
the frame is set up on the same calibration stand as the 5 REFERENCES
WF (fig. 6). An X, Y reading of the beam spot is taken. [1] R. Carr et al.: The VISA Free Electron Laser
Rolling the frame 1800 allows a second reading. The [2] G. Rakowsky et al., Measurement and Optimization of
depiction in fig. 7 combines the geometric relationship the VISA Undulator
from both readings. A simple vector algebra ii i(, +,&) [3] G. Rakowsky, ibid.

operation will produce the unknown I - -

calibration offsets with D being the laser beam i(&,-A,)
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AN OGIVE SHAPED CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITE BEAM STOP*

R. T. Acharya, D. W. Doll, K. Redler, T. Van Hagan, General Atomics, San Diego, CA

Abstract
2 DESCRIPTION

An ogive shaped carbon-carbon composite (CCC) beam-

stop has been designed to replace the original nickel The cartridge containing the CCC target replaces the one
ogive beam stop for the Low Energy Development originally installed for 6.7 MeV operation. In all external
Accelerator (LEDA) of the APT (Accelerator features, including hydrophones for boiling detection, it
Production of Tritium) project. The nickel beamstop has is the same as its predecessor. The cartridge housing
been used for initial testing of the 6.7 MeV, 100 mA cw made from nickel, is 3.2 m long by 0.23 m in diameter;
proton beam from the APT RFQ (Radio Frequency the target contained in it is ogive shaped with a close
Quadrupole). Because of activation concerns, another fitting shroud that directs cooling water from the aft end
beam stop is needed for future tests on the first module over the outer surface through a 4 mm gap (Figure 1 ).
of the Coupled-Cavity Drift-Tube Linac (CCDTL), The water exits the gap at the forward end where the
which will increase proton beam energy to 10.4 MeV. beam enters, turns 180 degrees, then returns to the aft
The CCC ogive has been integrated into the nickel end where it exits to the cooling-cart. This cooling-cart
structure as a direct replacement. The design and was designed initially to be upgraded to 10.4 MeV
fabrication of the CCC ogive beamstop is presented with operation (1 MW) and will remain unchanged.
a review of the original nickel ogive design. The ogive is made from a special CCC, 2.5 mm thick,

on which a 2.5 mm thick layer of nickel is electro-

1 BACKGROUND deposited. The CCC thickness is set by the 0.76 mm
range of a 10 MeV proton in 1.65 g/cm3 carbon and

Beamstops have been designed to accommodate each rneo 0MVpoo n16 k'cro n
Beamstops hEDA bn destingned partof thAcc m odrate e stress considerations. The nickel layer is subsequently
level of LEDA [1] testing as part of the APT program (electroform) joined to a nickel flange at the beam
[2] The injector was tested cw through a low energy opening and to a wheel-and-spokes shaped support at the
RFQ to 1.2 MeV into an ogive shaped copper target [3]. pointed end. The CCC utilizes polyacrylonittile (PAN)
A second beamstop was designed and built for testing fibers in mat form with the fibers running axially and
the RFQ to 6.7 MeV and 100 mA [3]. Unlike the first circumferentially. The multiple layers (approximately
ogive, which operated below the threshold of neutron 11) have their joints overlapping out of phase and are
production, this target was made from nickel in order to bound together through their thickness with cross
minimize the neutrons per proton (n/p) ratio while being stitches (tufting) comprising about 3% of the fiber
structurally compatible with the vacuum and cooling volume. This provides the required strength in the
water requirements. As successive segments of the transverse direction.
CCDTL are added to the RFQ raising the proton energy,
the n/p and activation products become too high to NICKEL FLOW SHROUD

permit the required access flexibility during COOLNG WATER FLOW SHROUD

commissioning. A low n/p ratio is necessary in the target -NICKEL OGIVE

and the surrounding structural materials need to have CRTR HOUING

short half-life activation products. . o GE ALUMINUM
SHIELD TANKIA carbon target satisfies the low n/p ratio and low

activation criteria best [4]. However, it is unsuitable asa a -/- _-
primary vacuum barrier and is not compatible with -__

traditional metal seals and flanges. Nickel activates from -PO--U - •
WIJ.]]IBAM - : WATER -

neutrons but these activation products have a short half- ,'..--/--______,_
life. An optimum solution to the problem is a carbon _--

lining bonded directly to the inside of an ogive shaped "H I"E -L-DA-T -_`

nickel backing that replaces the existing beamstop. This
provides a carbon target for the protons and a nickel Figure 1: Cross section of beamstop cartridge showing
vacuum barrier to seal the vacuum from the water
coolant. This paper addresses the design of such a
beamstop configured to upgrade the LEDA installation 3 MATERIALS SELECTION
to 10 MeV operation. Materials of construction were selected on the basis of
* Work supported by the Department of Energy contract No. DE- nuclear, thermal, and mechanical properties. A tensile
AC04-96AL89607 test was run to confirm the CCC-to-nickel bond strength.
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3.1 Nuclear Considerations to 3 days of continuous beamstop operation.
considerations in the choice of materials Supplemental shielding will be needed if unlimited

access to the areas near the beamstop is necessary soon
is radiation exposure to linac operating personnel. This after the beam is turned off.
radiation exposure has two components. The first
component is from the prompt neutrons and gammas 3.2 Bond Strength Test
produced in the stopping material. Prompt radiation is of
little importance since the area is clear of personnel Six 25 mm diameter by 3 mm thick CCC disks with 0.5
during accelerator operation. The second component of mm of electroformed nickel on one side were tensile

the radiation exposure is from gammas emitted by the tested to determine the adhesion strength of the coating-

activated materials. This includes the concentric layers to-substrate bond. Testing was based upon ASTM

that make up the cartridge and inner liner of the shield Specification No. C 633 - 79. While the tests

tank. The radiation dose from these components affects demonstrated that the electroformed nickel coating is

personnel access to areas near the beamstop immediately well adhered to the CCC substrate, the actual strengths

after the beam shut-down. Minimizing neutron of the bonds for the test specimens could not be

production minimizes both components of radiation determined directly. This was because the CCC was not

exposure (Fig. 1). tufted, which resulted in low transverse tensile strength.
With tufting, a transverse tensile strength of 20 Pa (30001.or-02 ...................... I .... ....... ............. T ..................... .................... ....... ................. I ... .................. I .......................... 1s ) c u d b x e t d o se u n l , f v f t e s x t s

I r psi) could be expected. Consequently, five of the six testI I I I I I

' ' I ' ' specimens failed in the CCC near the uncoated face at
1

""I'•-6o 3.5 to 5 MPa (510 to 730 psi). The sixth specimen failed
1.0E-04 ,- at 6.2 MPa (895 psi) in the adhesive under at the

, I _ ---- ,I ,J interface between the nickel coating and the steel test
o1.00-00
iOE", .,' 1•-5a i fixture. From these data, it was shown that the bond

,.o__-oo ______,__, , , , , strength withstood the highest applied stress, 6.2 MPa.
, , ,O ,Remnant pieces of the coated CCC panel were also

.oE-o.7 . .....

4 5 6 7 9 10 11 examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to
Proton Energy (MeV) characterize the coated CCC material. SEM and energy

Figure 1: n/p ratio as function of proton energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) examinations showed that the
coating was essentially pure nickel with slight traces of

A carbon target [5] with nickel structures satisfies carbon and oxygen. An EDX examination of the CCC
both the need to minimize neutron production and near the nickel coating showed traces of oxygen, silicon,
inventory of long half-life activation products. Stainless sulfur and nickel. SEM photographs (Fig. 2) show a
steel (SS), used for the original cartridge housing, was pore-free coating that is well attached or bonded to the
rejected for the replacement because the Fe-59 and Cr- CCC substrate. A few traces of the nickel coating
51 produced by neutrons (Table 1) have relatively long material and impurities from the electroforming process
half-lives and emit high energy gammas when they can be observed to a depth of approximately 1.2 mm into
decay. the CCC. This is still beyond the range of the 10 MeV

Table 1: Neutron Activation Products from Beamstop protons.
Materials

Isotope Half-life y Energy (MeV)

C-12 - - --

Ni-65 2.52 h 1.46
Cu-64 12.8 h 1.34
Cr-51 27.7 d 0.321
Fe-59 44.51 d 1.099, 1.291
Na-24 14.96 h 1.37, 2.75

C-12 (99%) produces no neutons at proton energies
below 19.6 MeV; below this threshold, C-13 (1%)
produces neutrons in a "C+p ==> "N+n reaction. Nickel
becomes Ni-65 with a 2.52-h half-life. Although the Figure 2: SEM image of the nickel/CCC interface
gamma energy associated with this decay is high, its
half-life is short. The dose rate near the beamstop will be
low after a one to two day cool-down period. The 4 THERMAL AND STRESS ANALYSES
aluminum shield tank inner liner activates to produce The principal concern with a CCC/nickel lamination is
Na-24, which decays with the emission of very high- the large difference in thermal expansion of the two
energy gammas. It will reach equilibrium levels within 2 materials. The nickel is electroformed at room
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temperature, leaving no residual stress. However, the external pressure is 2.41 mm, a reasonable margin of
thermal and mechanical properties in the CCC vary safety. The transverse tensile stress in the CCC is at a
depending on the choice of carbon fibers and curing maximum in this allowed region for the nickel.
temperature. Curing at a high temperature (2500'C) However, it is still well below the minimum ultimate for
results in an increase in the transverse thermal the CCC or the interface bond strength.
conductivity and in-plane tensile modulus. This
correspondingly causes a reduction in the in-plane Table 2: Calculated stress for T-300 CCC and K321
(fiber) CCC strength; curing at a lower temperature CCC Ogives bonded to nickel outer surface.
(1200'C) maintains the in-plane tensile strength but T-300, PAN K321, Pitch
results in a lower in-plane tensile modulus and T beam wall (*C) 544 411
transverse thermal conductivity. T interface (°C) 214 214

Two cases were analyzed. The first case used the T water wall (*C) 109 109
properties of T-300, a PAN-based carbon fiber CCC S radial (psi) 645 898
cured at 1200'C. The second case used the properties of S axial (psi) 21500 29000
K321, a pitch-based carbon fiber CCC cured at 2500'C. S hoop (psi) 20800 28000
The thermal and mechanical properties of both materials Transverse S,,,, (psi) 3000 3000
show that graphitization of the composite increases the In-Plane S,,,, (psi) 54200 30200
thermal conductivity by a factor of 14 in the in-plane
direction and by a factor of 2 in the transverse direction.
However, the in-plane strength decreases by a factor of
1.8, and the tensile modulus increases by a factor of 1.5. A beamstop has been designed to accommodate the
This made it necessary to determine whether the benefits upgrade of the LEDA from RFQ operation at 6.7 MeV
of increased thermal conductivity (i.e., decrease in to 10 MeV CCDTL operation. It utilizes an ogive shaped
temperature gradient through the thickness and a lower carbon-carbon composite liner intimately bonded to a
surface temperature) were enough to offset the increase nickel backing to satisfy the thermal and mechanical
in modulus (i.e., higher stress caused by the deformation requirements while minimizing the inventory of
due to the expanding nickel) and the decrease in activated materials. The uncertainty in the transverse
transverse tensile strength. tensile strength remains a concern. The margin of safety

An axisymmetric ANSYS model was created as a thin is small, and the properties are tied to the densification
slice through the thickness of the ogive at the location of and curing, a somewhat art-driven proprietary process.
the peak heat flux, 68.6 cm from the entrance of the This too can be said of the electroforming process that
beamstop. The peak heat flux is 264 W/cm 2 applied to forms the nickel over the carbon. Demonstration of this
the inner surface of the model. The cooled outer surface technology will enable similar beamstop designs to be
has a heat transfer coefficient of 2.97 W/cm'-K and a developed.
fluid bulk temperature of 26.6'C. The slice is free to
expand radially. In the axial direction, the rear surface is 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
constrained not to move, and all the nodes on the The authors wish to thank Dr. J. D. Schneider and his
opposing surface are constrained to move equally. associates at LANL for their encouragement in pursuing

The results for both types of CCC are shown in Table this technology. We thank Albany Technoweave, Inc.,
2. The stress in the T-300 CCC is lower than in K321 Rfatr opsts n. n mrcnGlaodue to the lower modulus of elasticity of T-300 Refractory Composites, Inc., and American Galvano,

due o te loer oduus o elstiity f T300 Inc. for their CCC and electroforming expertise.
indicating that it is more compliant to the expanding
nickel. Similarly, the Von Mises stress in the nickel is
lower with the T-300. 7 REFERENCES

With the T-300 PAN CCC selected, it was necessary [1] H. V. Smith, Jr., J. D. Schneider, "Status Update on the Low

to optimize its thickness as well as that of the nickel. By Energy Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA)", XIX International

limiting the overall ogive thickness to 5.08 mm, varying Linac Conference, August 23-28, 1998, Chicago, Illinois
[2] G. Lawrence, "High-Power Proton Linac for APT; Status ofthe interface and analyzing the resulting stress, an Design and Development", (LEDA), XIX International Linac

optimum was derived. The results show that as the Conference, August 23-28, 1998, Chicago, Illinois
thickness of the nickel increases, the stresses in both the [31 T. Van Hagan, et al., "Design of an Ogive-Shaped Beamstop",
nickel and the CCC increase indicating that the nickel proceedings, XIX International Linac Conference, August 23-28,

should be as thin as possible. However, in order to 1998, Chicago, Illinois
prevent the ogive from buckling due to the external [4] D. Doll, et al., "Low to high Energy Beamstops for APT", XIX

International Linac Conference, August 23-28, 1998, Chicago,

hydraulic pressure from the coolant 0.55 MPa (80 psi), Illinois
the nickel thickness was set at 2.5 mm to assure that it [5] E. A. Burrill, "Direct Nucleon Accelerators," Engineering

acts alone in withstanding the pressure. The minimum Compendium on Radiation Shielding, Vol. III, Shield Design and
thickness of the nickel ogive to withstand 3 times the Engineering, 1970
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A ROOM TEMPERATURE TEST BED FOR EVALUATING 700-MHz RF
WINDOWS AND POWER COUPLERS FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING

CAVITIES OF THE APT LINAC*

J. Gioia, General Atomics, San Diego, CA
K. Cummings, C. Gautier, T. Hargenrater, W. B. Haynes, F. L. Krawczyk, M. Madrid, W. Roybal,

B. Rusnak, E. N. Schmierer, B. Smith, R. Zimmerman, Los Alamos National Lab
K. Kishiyama, S. Shen, Lawrence Livermore National Lab

H. Safa, CEA, Saclay, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France

Abstract the turnaround time for re-testing after adjustments or
swapping of components is reduced from about a week forSuperconducting radio frequency (SCRF) cavities are used a su ec n ct g t st oj st ev rl h rsf r a o ma superconducting test to just several hours for a room

in the high-energy portion of the Accelerator Production temperature test.
of Tritium (APT) linac to accelerate the beam to
approximately 1700 MeV. To accelerate the 100 mA 2 COPPER CAVITY DESIGN
proton beam and to maintain the field levels in the cavity,
up to 420 kW of CW (continuous wave) 700-MHz rf The rf design for this configuration is aimed at
power needs to be delivered to the cavity. This is done maximizing Q., minimizing Qx (good coupling and
using two rf window and power coupler assemblies that lowered cavity fields) and maintaining a short accelerating
can each transmit 210 kW. To evaluate developing gap for field-emitted electrons. Low cavity fields and
window-coupler designs, a Room Temperature Test Bed accelerating voltages may significantly reduce or even
(RT'IB) has been built that utilizes a room-temperature remove shielding requirements for the high power
copper coupling cavity for mating two power couplers operation of the test stand. After a trade-off study
together. Several parameters are being tested such as: (1) regarding the criteria mentioned above, we opted for a
power coupler matching, (2) maximum power handling, pillbox cavity operated in a TM010 mode with couplers
(3) rf losses in the power coupler, (4) SCRF attached to the two end-walls. The cavity resonates at
window/power coupler matching, and (5) power 707.6 MHz without the couplers present. The couplers,
coupler/cavity coupling adjustability. The RTTB is also intruding into the cavity by 14 mm, lower this frequency
meant to be a conditioning stand for window-coupler to the nominal 700 MHz accelerator operating frequency.
assemblies that will go on cryomodules [1]. The design Table I gives a number of parameters for the copper test-
features of the coupling cavity, test stand & layout, cavity. All field and power levels are quoted for the
vacuum system & controls, data acquisition, rf controls nominal 210 kW operation power level.
and contamination control will be discussed. To allow for proper tuning of the cavity without the

power couplers, the sensitivity of the frequency with inner

1 INTRODUCTION diameter of the cavity was calculated (with MAFIA 2D)
for resonance without the couplers. The frequency was

To evaluate the high power transmission capabilities of measured between iterations of machining the inner
the APT power coupler, a Room Temperature Test Bed diameter until convergence on the desired frequency. The
(R'TTB) has been built. Two couplers in transmission end plates were then brazed to the cylinder. The final
through a copper coupling cavity will be tested resonant frequency after brazing was measured and agrees
simultaneously. One power coupler [2] is used to feed the with the simulations.
power (more than 500 kW) to the cavity, while the second The power deposited in the cavity was calculated with a
coupler will act to remove the rf power and direct it to a 1 Q., of 31 to be 450 W. The cooling system was designed
MW waste load. Coaxial rf windows [3] interface the for 7500 W deposited in the cylindrical region. This was
power couplers to WR-1500 waveguide. to allow for a factor of safety and flexibility in cavity

The coupling cavity is necessary to test the couplers as- temperature as cavity temperature may be used for 'fine
built configuration. The tip geometry (a disk slightly tuning' of cavity during operation. To remove the heat
larger than the coaxial center conductor of the coupler) from the cavity, channels were machined in the cylinder
does not permit a direct coupler-to-coupler transmission prior to final braze and tuning. Two Plenums at each end,
test. The use of a normal conducting (rather than a 0.75 in. x 0.25 in., distribute and collect the cooling water,
superconducting) cavity is highly desirable since it and 20, 0 0.25 in. holes run the length of
reduces the complexity of the test and it separates pure rf-
issues of the design from those closely related to the 'Work supported by DOE contract: DE-AC04-96AL89607

aspects of operation in a cryogenic environment. Finally, *Email: gioiai @gat.com
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the cavity parallel to its axis. A water temperature 3 RTTB STAND & LAYOUT
increase of 3 'C was calculated for a flow rate of 11.8 The RJ stand was designed to Accomplish severalgpm for a maximum cavity temperature, Tm• rise of 15C Coolan entranceumcandvity temperathsure, aT., opsie si functions. See Figure 2. First, several power coupler and
'C. Coolant entrance and exit paths- are at opposite sides vaumwnoasebisilbetnpredfmth

of the cavity to balance the pressure drop through all the vacuum w o asemblies will be tansported fr
coolng ass gesto achieve a uniform flow. Channel clean room to the building where the stand is located for

c o o lin g p a ssa g e s twe e n ifor m fle xibil te stin g . T h e sta n d h a d to b e a b le to su p p o rt th e
sizes were a balance between fabricability and flexibility components in a transfer by forklift between buildings

The cavity was made of OFE ASTM F68-93 Cu, with (cavity, 250 lbs., power coupler, 150 lbs., and vacuum
28% cu w 72% e Ag 0.002 in. foil93 braze y usd f the window assembly, 120 lbs. each). This meant that flexure

Cu-Cu joints, and 50% Cu - 50% Au alloy for the SST-Cu of the table had to be a minimum. To assist and protect
joints. See Figure 1. Final overall internal dimensions of equipment during this transfer process, forklift fork guides
jointh .See a ity ure 0 .328 a m and l int l dmen s s o were provided. The top of the table is a detachable

aluminium mill plate, which allows flexibility for design
changes later. The second attribute was to allow for a

Table 1: Pillbox Cavity Parameters clean environment to connect assemblies to the copper
cavity and for doing coupling adjustments with the power
coupler tip. This requirement led to the need for a canopy

parameter value comment that could support two -800 cfm HEPA units, LexanTM

f o 707.6 MHz measured with no windows, and sufficient lighting to create a clean air,
couplers in laminar flow environment for these tasks. The canopy is

fý 700 MHz couplers present detachable and will also support individual components if

length 328 mm measured assembly requires rigging equipment with the canopy in
place. The third attribute was modularity. Adjustable

diameter 250 mm measured feet, self contained electrical power and Instrumentation

Q o 33500 ---- & Control distribution system, and isolation from other
R/Q 122 Ohm ---- support equipment allows this.P., 450 W total rf power

deposited intocavity wall 
uJGiTI1

P. v 0.4 W/cm 2  maximum power HEPA UNIT

density on cavity SUPPORT

wall
voltage 0.05 MV V across cavity gap RF WINDO

E 0.35 MV/m peak electric field ASSEMBLY

(at coupler tip)Q. • 31....

IFTIN LIFTING \POWER COUPLER

~OUTLET 
\VA ICUUM PUMP. VALVE.
SPOOL 

ASSEMB=LY

oIAGo S -IC Figure 2: R TT B T est Stand

4 VACUUM SYSTEM & CONTROLS
The RTTB vacuum system has a Varian 300 l/sec
turbomolecular pump for each of the two rf
window/power coupler assemblies. There is also one
Varian 70 I/sec turbomolecular pump on the copper

PCR . 0cavity. The pumps were sized based on a vacuum model
of the RTT'B that was developed using MathCadTM and

TINLETLLENUM will provide enough pumping to meet the required
operating pressure of 1x10 7 Torr. Each turbo has an
electro-pneumatically actuated gate valve to isolate it
from the vacuum system. Each turbo also has an electro-

Figure 1: Pillbox Resonant Cavity View pneumatically actuated foreline valve and one Varian 300
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I/min dry scroll pump that backs all three turbomolecular 6 RF KLYSTRON CONTROLS
pumps. The klystron transmitter, which can provide up to 1 MW

A Modicon Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) was provid up toaM
used to control the pumps and valves. The PLC also of rf power at 700 MHz to the RTTbo B, is located more thanprvdsthe interlocks that will prevent rf operation if the 100 feet from the test bed on a second story mezzanine.
provides th nelcsta ilpeetr prto fte For ease of operation, a remote control method was
vacuum, power coupler air flow, cavity water flow or Foreente at ion a remote control
cavity temperature conditions are not met. LabViewTM implemented at the RTTB location to allow all rf controlwill be used to communicate with the PLC and will functions without leaving the test area. A SUN
provide a graphical user interface that will be very WorkstationTM (running the LANL EPICS control system)
provintie an easyhforan oeraintorfe to t wl bcommunicates over a serial coaxial "data highway" to an
intuitive and easy for an operator to use. Allen-Bradley PLC at the klystron transmitter station.E ach rf w indow /pow er coupler assem bly has a W i h t i in p a e al ys r f cio s re o t ol dGranville-Phillips Stabil-ion gauge TM  and ConvectronTM With this in place, all klystron functions are controlled
Granville-Phillipsure pressure. There and asoaStabion~ while maintaining control over the experimental area.
gauge to measure pressure. There is also a Stabil-ion Teeaetomi lsrnsudw etrs hcgaugeTM on the cavity and a ConvectronTM gauge on the There are two main klystron shutdown features, which
foreline. The process control functions on the Stabil-ion are hardwired: (a) loss of cooling water to the 1 MW rf

waste load. This will inhibit klystron operation by
gaugeTM controller are used to provide set-points to the shutting down the high voltage to the tube and (b)PLC for vacuum interlocks. htigdw h ihvotg otetb n b

Thefore isacuu residaloas. aoccurrence of arcs at the seven monitored locations. This
cavreity that hesiduas gase drers provided byunte the vfault will remove the klystron drive for 100 milliseconds.cavity that has LabViewTm drivers provided by the vendor.

By using LabViewTM to acquire the total pressure, partial
pressure, rf power, temperature of the cavity, power 7 CONTAMINATION CONTROL
couplers and rf windows there will be a very good Contamination control is achieved by mounting two self-
understanding of the vacuum system performance under driven HEPA filters each providing -800 cfm of nearly
operating conditions. The LabViewTM/PLC control system laminar flow, 0.3 micron filtered air over the power
was successfully used on the LEDA RFQ and rf window coupler/window surfaces. Support structures for the
vacuum systems [4]. It has proved to be reliable and easy components consist of Teflon guided rails that allow
to maintain. It is also a very flexible system that will flexibility in design and minimize particulate production
allow the RTTB vacuum system to be easily reconfigured during component change out.
if necessary for future experiments.

8 CONCLUSION
5 DATA ACQUISITION The RTTB test stand is ready for testing SCRF power

Data acquisition is handled by LabViewTM, running on a couplers and SCRF 700 MHz window assemblies. The
Power Macintosh-. A National Instruments SCXITM rack new SCRF clean room is completed and will facilitate
contains modules for digitizing RTDs and thermocouples. cleaning both power coupler and window assemblies
Fifty RTDs are used on the exterior surfaces of the rf before installation onto the test stand. Although testing is
windows, power couplers and copper cavity. Eight planned for mid-April, we're confident this configuration
thermocouples are used inside the power coupler inner will be a valuable testing tool to evaluate power coupler
conductors at various points of interest, and rf window designs. This test stand design may also be

The LabView- program also reads incident, reflected used for conditioning of assemblies prior to installation in
and transmitted rf power via a GPIBTM interface connected the APT plant.
to two Hewlett-Packard 438A power meters. Vacuum
data is recorded by SCXITM digitization of three 0-10 volt 9 REFERENCES
analog voltages provided by the model 360 Granville-PhlisStabil-ion gauge TM controllers. In addition, the [1] R. Bourque, et at, "The APT Cryomodule: Present Status and
Phillips cPotential Future Plans", PAC99, NY, NY, 1999.

Power MacintoshTM interfaces with an Allen-Bradley PLC
which monitors critical waveguide and rf window [2] E. N. Schmierer, et al, "Development of the SCRF Power Coupler

locations for arcs by way of 7 fiber-optic links and arc for the APT Accelerator", PAC99, NY, NY, 1999.

detector units.
The data taking repetition rate is user selectable. For an [3] Personal communication with K. Cummings, et al, at LANL, 1998.

extended duration test (weeks) data collection can be [4] K. Kishiyama, et al., "Testing of Vacuum Pumps for APT/LEDA
intentionally slowed down providing a reasonable data file RFQ," LINAC '98, Chicago, IL, 1998.
size for all collected data. All the experimental data is
stored on the Power Macintosh- hard drive using a
spreadsheet format. Ultimate data archiving is achieved
by transferring these files to a ZIP drive.
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MEANDER-LINE CURRENT STRUCTURE FOR
SNS FAST BEAM CHOPPER*

S.S. Kurennoy, J.F. Power, and D.L. Schrage, LANL, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Abstract Based on the results of MAFIA simulations [1] and [4],
the chopper current structure consisting of a meander-

A new current structure for the fast traveling-wave 2.5- folded notched stripline with separators was chosen as the
one providing the best rise and fall times, in the 1-ns

(SNS) project has been proposed recently [1]. It is based range. However, a mechanical design and manufacturing
on the meander-folded straight or notched stripline with of a thin (0.25 mm) metal notched strip with some kind of
separators. Detailed electromagnetic modeling with supporting dielectric pins are rather complicated. To find a
MAFIA has been used to optimize the structure design compromise satisfying both electromagnetic and mechani-
and parameters. The time-domain 3-D MAFIA simula- cal requirements, we have studied a few variants of the
tions predict the structure rise and fall times around 1 ns. notched meander line with a dielectric support. Fortu-
A notched meander line with a dielectric substrate has nately, materials with a low dielectric constant and low
been developed to accommodate both electromagnetic and losses in a wide frequency range, up to 10 GHz, and good
mechanical requirements. mechanical properties are available from industry (see

Sect. 2). After a series of MAFIA simulations, we have
1 INTRODUCTION arrived to a new current-structure design which provides

The SNS is a next-generation pulsed spallation neutron about the same electromagnetic performance as the previ-
source designed to deliver 1 MW of beam power on the ous one [1],[4], but is much better mechanically.
target at 60 Hz in its initial stage [2]. The SNS design
stipulates a 1-GeV linear If accelerator and an accumu- 2 MATERIAL CHOICE
lator ring. The SNS storage ring accumulates the linac To keep the structure design close to the original one,
beam during a few hundred turns (a macropulse, about 1 which guarantees good electrical properties, we needed
ins) using H- injection through a carbon foil. The beam materials with a low dielectric constant and low losses.
injected into the ring is stacked into a single long bunch, Materials for high-frequency applications like printed-
and the linac macropulse must be chopped at near the ring circuit boards are available from industry, e.g., from the
revolution frequency, 1.188 MHz, to provide a gap re- Rogers Corp. They usually also come with deposited cop-
quired for the kicker rise time during a single-turn ring per layers that fit quite well our goal: the required mean-
extraction. The final clean beam chopping in the linac is to der pattern can be chemically etched with a high preci-
be done by a fast chopper in the Medium Energy Beam sion. The properties of some Rogers' glass microfiber
Transport (MEBT) line. For more detail on the chopper reinforced PTFE composites are listed in Table 2.
function and requirements, see [3].

The MEBT transports 28 mA of peak beam current Table 2: Some Properties of RT/duroids®
from a 2.5-MeV 402.5-MHz RFQ to a drift-tube linac. A
0.5-m space is allocated for the chopper that deflects the Property RT/5880 RT/6002 R03003
beam into a beam stop during the 35% beam-off time. The Diel. constant 2.20±0.02 2.94±0.04 3.0
updated chopper parameters are listed in Table 1. Loss tangent 0.0009 0.0012 0.0013

Table 1: MEBT Chopper Specifications @10GHz
Resistivity, 20.0 1.0 10.0

Parameter Value Comment 1010°m gm_ 3
Beam energy 2.5 MeV D=0.073 Density, g/cm3  2.2 2.1 2.1Length 2 0.5 m shorter is better Thermal exp., 31/48/237 16/16/24 24/17/17

e 10-/K X/Y/Z

Gap _ 15 mm adjustable
Pulser voltage ±1500 V 2 FETs in seriesPflsertvotangle ±158 V 20 %E e tine siesd Our first choice was RT/5880 as having the lowest di-
Deflection angle 18 mrad 90 % effective field electric constant. However, due to its thermal expansion
Chopping period 841 ns _anisotropy the samples we received had a significant bow,
Duty factor 35 % 65 % beam on which makes difficult its processing within the required
Rise / fall time < 2.4 ns 4.8 ns as initial goal tolerances. The two other materials in Table 2 are more

isotropic, but R03003 was unavailable with a desired
"Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. copper layer thickness. It left us with RT/6002.
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3 NEW CURRENT STRUCTURE 0.066

The current structure design should provide the proper
wave phase velocity along the beam path (P3=0.073) while
keeping the characteristic impedance of the line equal to
50 92. The rise and fall times of the deflecting field (due to
the current structure itself) has to be in the 1-ns range. In
addition, the structure should be mechanically stable and
reasonably easy to manufacture. These requirements lead
us to the design illustrated by Figs. 1-3. Figure 1 shows a
piece of the full-length 3-D MAFIA model used to calcu-
late and optimize the structure parameters. The notched
meander line (see Fig. 2) is supported by a T-shaped di-
electric support that goes all along the stripline length -0.066
(Fig. 3). The T-support will be carved from a continuos -0.253 -0.181 -0.110

dielectric plate, as well as wide side supports, see Fig. 3.
The structure will be clamped by bolts near its sides to the Figure 2: A part of the meander structure (about 1 of the
metal ground plate. The grounded metal separators pro- total length) in the plane of the notched stripline, at z=h.
trude through the narrow cuts in the dielectric plate. Dimensions are in meters.

0.066

0.000

Figure 1: A small part of the 3-D model of the meander
structure with dielectric supports: notched metal meander
strip (dark-blue) with dielectric supports (green), metal -0.066

separators (red) are connected to the ground plate (light- -0.253 -0.181 -. 110

blue). Yellow pin in the corner is a clamping bolt.
Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2, cut in the middle plane between

Table 3 lists some relevant dimensions of the meander- the stripline and the ground, at z=h/2.
line structure. The metal thickness in the strip is 0.25 mm.
The separators are flush with the meander line near the The notches provide some additional inductance, see
beam path and rise 0.75 mm higher to the sides. [4], and the dielectric presence increases the capacitance

C' per unit length of the line. From 3-D time domain
Table 3: Structure Dimensions MAFIA simulations the phase velocity vp,= 1/(L'C')'n of

the TEM wave along the stripline was found to be 0.68c.

Parameter Value The line characteristic impedance Z,=(L'/C')11
2 was ad-

Length along the beam path 50 cm justed to be 50 C2 by a proper choice of the dielectric

Meander width, b 98 mm thickness and the T-support shape. For Z, calculation we
Notched-strip width, w 8 mm first apply 2-D and 3-D electrostatic solvers to obtain an

average C', then derive Z' as 1/(v,,C'). Finally, the pulseStrip-to-strip gap width, g 2 mm phase velocity along the beam path was adjusted to match

Width of dielectric plate 130 mm the beam velocity 0.073c by changing the meander width.
Thickness of dielectric, h 2.5 mm To avoid pulse reflections from the meander bends, we
T-support top 8 x 0.75 mm adjust depth of the additional notches on the bends. All
T-support leg 2 x 1.75 mm MAFIA simulations have been performed on a Sun Ultra
Notch spacing period 4 mm 60 360-MHz workstation. For a detailed full-length 3-D
Notch depth / width 3 mm / 1 mm model (about 3.5 million mesh points) a typical time-

domain run with T3 takes about 30 hours of CPU time.
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS them. The same part of the structure as in Figs. 2-3 is
shown. Small variations of the field along the beam path

To m odel the chopper field pulse, w e assum e that a gen- (cen . lne of t h e field differe nces

erator produces an idealized voltage pulse with smooth 2- (center line of Fig. 6, at y=O) are due to field differences

ns rise and fall and a flat top of 5 ns at 1500 V. This volt- above the strip middles and above the grounded separa-

age is fed into the meander stripline, and the produced tors, compare the wiggles on the pulse tops in Fig. 5.

fields are calculated with the MAFIA T3 module, see [4] 0.066

for details. In Fig. 4 the deflecting electric field near the
beam path is shown as a function of time t for three differ-
ent locations x along the structure. Three snapshots of the
field profile are presented in Fig. 5.

200 00000

150

El100 o,
-0.066_________________________

LiN50i -0.253 -0.181 -0.110

0.838 4.478+04 8.93E+04 1.34e+05 1. M. 05

x=9.5cm x=38..; x=38.5cm Figure 6: Contour plot of the chopper deflecting field.

0 5 1' 1'5 20 25 30 An ideal flat capacitor with 3-kV voltage across 15-mm
t, ns gap would have the electric field 200 kV/m. As one can

Figure 4: Deflecting field versus time in 3 different points see from Figs. 4-6, the calculated field at the pulse top is
on the beam path in the chopper. near 180 kV/m, which means the structure efficiency is

close to 90%. One should mention that our simulations
200 include all details of the mechanical design. In particular,

we have not seen any influence on the deflecting field

150 when dielectric clamping bolts were replaced by metal
ones, or when a finite metal conductivity and/or dielectric
resistivity were introduced.E 100]

'" 5 SUMMARY
A new design of the current structure for the SNS fast
chopper has been developed. Being based on the notched

St.meander stripline that was developed earlier [1,3-4], it
t=8.7ns t=:I5.C'n• t=21.4.ns includes now a special dielectric substrate, which makes

0 10 20 30 40 50 the structure mechanically stronger and easier to manu-
x, cm facture. The structure rise and fall times remain in the 1-ns

range. A full-length prototype manufacturing is in prog-
Figure 5: Snapshots of the deflecting field in the chopper. rand i electr mremetspare expcted soon

ress, and its electrical measurements are expected soon.

As the pulse propagates along the chopper, its shape is
slightly distorted by developing some overshoots. How-
ever, both the pulse front and end do not exceed 2.5 ns -
the bunch-to-bunch temporal separation, - so that the me- [1 S.S. Kurennoy et al., In Proceed. PAC, Vancouver, Canada, 1997,

ander structure contributes only a little to the initial 2-ns p.3731; S.S. Kurennoy and J.F. Power, in Proceed. LINAC98, Chi-

voltage fronts. Similar calculations with sharp voltage cago, 1998.

fronts show the structure rise and fall times around 1 ns. [2] NSNS Collaboration, "NSNS Conceptual Design Report", NSNS-

Obviously, for 4-ns voltage fronts the pulse distortion by CDR-2/VI, Oak Ridge, TN (1997); also available at URL:

the current structure will be smaller than in Figs. 4-5. http://www.oml.gov/-nsns/nsns.html

Figure 6 shows the deflecting field in the beam plane: a [3] s.s. Kurennoy, "Beam Chopper System for SNS", Report LA-CP-

horizontal cut in the middle plane between two current 98-156, Los Alamos (1998).

structures with opposite voltages, at 7.5 mm from both of [4] S.S. Kurennoy, In Proceed. ICAP98, Monterey, CA, 1998; Report
LA-UR-98-5344, Los Alamos (1998).
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A METHOD FOR COOLING RF WAVEGUIDES ON APT*

M. McCarthy and H. Yip#, General Atomics, San Diego, CA
D. Rees and W. Roybal, LANL, Los Alamos, NM

J. Anderegg and S. Satpute, Burns & Roe, Aiken, SC
D. McGuire and L. Toole, Westinghouse Savannah River Co., Aiken, SC

Abstract structures such as gas barriers and windows and can

The Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT) project will sweep away ions after an arc. Maintaining a positive

require up to 244 1-MW klystrons to provide radio pressure in the waveguide prevents the influx of

frequency (RF) power for acceleration of a 100-mA contaminants. In addition, air exhausted from the

proton beam. A major source of heat in the klystron waveguide may be used to cool the klystron garage,

gallery and the accelerator tunnel will be the RF solenoids, dry loads, and planar windows.

waveguides, which conduct the RF power from the
klystrons to the linac. Each waveguide is estimated to
dissipate 11 kW of heat in the gallery and 17.5 kW in the Under steady-state conditions, the heat generated in the
tunnel. Base-case design called for conditioned-air waveguide wall is equal to the sum of heat transferred to
cooling (to 104'F) of the tunnel space, with waveguide the ambient air and to the heating, ventilation, and air
cooling by forced external convection. For more uniform conditioning (HVAC) air flowing inside the waveguide. A
and efficient waveguide cooling, several other techniques heat balance on a differential section of the waveguide
have been investigated, including water-cooling, cooling wall yields the following equation for the surface:
by nitrogen purging, and direct cooling of the waveguides PwCdx = hi (Tw - Tf )ldx + h, (T, - Ta )ldx + h, (T, - Ta )ldx
by using them as air conditioning "ducts." Models were
created simulating the last technique. This paper will or
report on measurements to be made on the Low Energy Pw+ + (hi + h, + hr )l
Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) at the Los Alamos Tw = (1)
National Laboratory (LANL) based on these models. (hi +ho+hr)l

where:
1 INTRODUCTION hi = heat transfer coefficient for internal waveguide

surface, BTU/hr-ft2-°F
The klystrons in the gallery output 1-MW of 700 MHz RF h, = heat transfer coefficient for external waveguide
power. The WR-1500 (15" x 7.5") rectangular, aluminum surface, BTU/hr-ft2-OF
waveguide carries this power to ports on the linac. h, = radiation heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2 -OF
Because of the surface resistivity inside the aluminum PwG = power loss in waveguide walls per length, W/ft
waveguide, RF-induced currents generate heat. I = perimeter of waveguide cross-section, ft
Calculations show that this frequency and magnitude of Tw = waveguide surface temperature, °F
RF power through this size waveguide will generate 122 Ta = ambient air temperature, OF
watts per linear foot. The surface resistivity of the Tf = temperature of HVAC air inside the waveguide,
waveguide rarely matches the ideal resistivity of the OF
material. From empirical evidence, the actual power A heat balance on the HVAC air flowing inside the
deposited in the guide is estimated to be about 250 watts waveguide for the same differential section yields the
per linear foot. following equation:

Experimental measurements at LANL's LEDA facility dTi
have shown the equilibrium temperature of an exposed mC " - hil(Tw -Td (2)
waveguide is about 150'F for 6061 aluminum and 175°F " dx
for 5052 aluminum. In the klystron gallery, the where:
temperature of the exposed waveguide must stay below m = mass flow rate of HVAC air, lb/hr
140W F for safety and technical reasons such as loss of C, = heat capacity of HVAC air, BTU/lb-°F
efficiency, decrease in standoff voltage, and waveguide These two equations were solved simultaneously to
thermal expansion. Cooling the waveguide with internal determine the required HVAC airflow rate to cool the
air is an attractive alternative to water-cooling. The waveguide surface to an acceptable temperature. Figure 1
moving air inside the waveguide cools internal waveguide shows the predicted waveguide surface temperature and

Work supported by DOE under contract DE-AC04-96AL89607

'E-mail: harry.yip@gat.com
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HVAC temperature as a function of waveguide length. insulation and two tees, one upstream and one
The calculation was done for an airflow rate of 1,000 cfm downstream, for air inlet and outlet. The High Frequency
at 60'F, a waveguide power loss factor of 250 W/ft, an Structural Simulation (HFSS) computer code was used to
internal surface heat transfer coefficient from Dittus- ensure no RF leakage for the air inlet and outlet boxes.
Boelter equation, and a weighted-average external surface Teflon sheets are used to block air convection between the
transfer coefficient from correlations for vertical and test section and upstream and downstream waveguide
horizontal flat plates. The calculation shows that the sections.
surface temperature is below 140'F at the exit of a 32-ft Filtered air from a portable air conditioner or from a
long waveguide. Therefore, it is feasible to cool the blower will be used for the experiments. By measuring
waveguide with HVAC air. the airflow rate, and the inlet and outlet air temperatures

180 -,-- - - -.-- and relative humidity, the amount of heat transferred from
S170 5. the waveguide walls to the air can be calculated. The heat

. . . transfer coefficient is then calculated from the measured
S160 ----- waveguide wall temperature and the surface area of the

1 5 5 ... ................................ ................ . . ..
150 ----- ............. guide.

It 145 . -- The apparatus for determining the external surface
~ 140 --- natural heat transfer coefficient is the same as that for the

S 135
"M 130 . .. internal heat transfer coefficient except the thermal
SiLD 120 insulation is removed.

S1 1 5 ... . .... ................. .................. ........................
S 110 \1f-- - ~ - - EFLON WRYFE

105 - .. . .. =.- -TE-. 1TFON BAFFLE AFOTEFLON BAFFLE

100 SECTIO~N TEST S-cITN

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 4J r . _ -_._.• wr

Distance, ft rO O I I I I tG1111 0 'IF" 1')ox

Figure 1: Predicted waveguide surface temperature
I .~•ERANFER TOREACIR OFJF

3 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION IA

The above calculations used approximate values for the TO' GALVANIZED DUCT

power loss factor and heat transfer coefficients. An
experimental program to determine these parameters is
being carried out so that an accurate trade study may be
conducted. Figure 2 shows the experimental
configuration. AIR IN

The device for determining the power loss factor is a BLOWER AIR FILTER

water calorimeter, which consists of a 5-ft section of an Figure 2: Experimental configuration
actual waveguide wrapped with a 48-in. long water jacket.
The jacket's annular gap is about 3/8-in. and it is 4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
subdivided into 6-in. wide flow channels so that water Waveguide power loss factor experiments will be
flows in a spiral pattern in the jacket. Water enters the performed for the following parameters:
jacket at one end through a manifold and exits at the other * Water flow rate: 0.2 gpm and 0.5 gpm
end. To prevent eddy air currents inside the waveguide, * Wave frequency: 700 MHz
Teflon sheets are installed at the flanges before and after • Waveguide: 15" x 7.5" rigid aluminum
the test section. The external surface of the water jacket is * Power output: 1 MW, 0.5 MW, 0.25 MW
insulated with a fiber blanket to minimize the free The internal heat transfer coefficient experiments will
convection loss. be performed for the following parameters:

As the beam is conveyed through the guide, the water * Airflow rate: 500 to 1500 cfm, in 250 cfm
absorbs the heat due to power deposited in the walls. The increments
amount of heat transferred is calculated from the • Air inlettemp.: 55°F&65°F(room
measured water flow rate and temperature rise. The heat temperature)

transferred divided by the waveguide water jacket length * Wave frequency: 700 MHz
gives the power loss factor per unit length. The heat flux • Power output: 1 MW
in WIft2 is obtained by dividing the heat transferred by the For each experiment, the airflow rate is adjusted to the
total surface area. desired rate. When steady state is reached, the inlet and

The apparatus for determining the internal convection outlet air dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures, waveguide
heat transfer coefficients consists of from one to several surface temperature at various locations, and ambient
12-ft straight sections of waveguide with external temperatures are recorded.
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The heat transfer coefficient is calculated from a heat 6 CONCLUSIONS AND
balance for each experiment. The coefficient, along with RECOMMENDATIONS
the physical properties of air, are then used to calculate
the Nusselt, Reynolds, and Prandtl numbers. The Nusselt Test component design for the experimental set-up is
number is plotted against ReaPrb to obtain a correlation for currently in progress. The test results, when available, will
predicting the heat transfer coefficient. be used to refine the heat transfer model used for the

The external heat transfer experiments will be performance prediction.perfrme forallcominatonsof he flloing Other techniques for cooling or reducing the heatperform ed for all com binations of the following p o u e yt e w v g i ei c u eparameters: produced by the waveguide include:
p Airflow rate: 0, and 500 to 1500 cfm in 9 Copper plate the waveguide inside surface to reduce"250 cfm increments the resistivity.

2 Air inlet temp.: 55aF a Paint the outside surface of the waveguide with"* Wave frequency: 700 MHz black high emissivity paint to enhance heat transfer"* Power output: 1 MW by radiation.

The experimentally-determined coefficient is the * Increase the cross-sectional area of the guide.
combined coefficient for natural convection and radiation. 0 Air cool the outside of the guide by directing

HVAC air on the guide.

5 ANTICIPATED RESULTS • Water cool the outside of the guide with aluminum
water channels brazed to the guide.

Figure 3 shows the CCDTL Section 1 waveguide layout. A trade study will compare the various techniques
The waveguide is subdivided within three areas: klystron suggested in this paper. Life cycle costs, including capital
gallery, under-berm conduit, and the tunnel. The total equipment and operating and maintenance considerations,
length of waveguide in the gallery is about 44-ft. The total will be calculated and weighed against the perceived
length of the conduit is also 44-ft of which 12-ft is benefits of each approach. The final selection for cooling
exposed and 32-ft is in a concrete conduit. In the tunnel, the RF waveguides on APT will emerge from the trade
the waveguide splits twice in the low-energy linac section. study as the lowest life cycle cost alternative that will
The total length is approximately 6.9-ft for the first meet the required availability and reliability criteria.
splitter and 13.8-ft for the second splitter. Whenever there
is a split, the RF power loss factor also is reduced by half.

Figure 4: Maximum waveguide temperatures decrease with
increasing airflow rate

Table 1: Predicted airflows to maintain CCDTL Section 1
-: •waveguide temperatures below 130'F

____________Gallery Conduit Tunnel
Heat Removed, W 10,975 11,000 6,400
Airflow, cfm 2,250 1,950 1,000
Ambient Temp., 'F 90 104 104

Figure 3: CCDTL Section 1 waveguide layout Inlet Air Temp., 'F 57 57 57
Outlet Air Temp., 0 F 74 81 79

Figure 4 shows the maximum waveguide surface

temperature as a function of HVAC airflow. Table 1 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
shows predicted airflows required to maintain the coupled
cavity drift tube linac (CCDTL) Section 1 waveguide The authors would like to thank S.C. Yung, P. Davidson,

below the 130'F maximum temperature. T. Rosetta, and S. Wojtowicz for their design,
performance predictions, and editorial contributions.
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TEST RESULTS ON THE FIRST 13 kA PROTOTYPE HTS LEADS
FOR THE LHC

A. Ballarino', L. Serio, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

Prototypes of 13 kA HTS current leads for the Large
Hadron Coilider (LHC) have been specified by CERN and
produced by several manufacturers. The specification
defines the required thermo-electric performance and the
geometric limitations imposed by the LHC infrastructure.
A report is given of the results obtained from extensive
tests on these leads.

1 INTRODUCTION
Following encouraging test results on High Temperature
Superconducting (HTS) samples [1] and theoretical
studies [2], a technical specification has been issued by
CERN for the design and fabrication of 13 kA HTS
prototype leads. Several companies have been selected for
the manufacture of pairs of leads of different design.
Different types of HTS materials (YBCO 123, BSCCO
2212, BSCCO 2223) have been proposed, both in bulk
(MCP cylinders, MT bars) and in metal-stabilised form
(PIT tapes, AFM and DIP bars). This report presents the
test results of the first prototypes delivered to CERN.

2 TEST SET UP
A cryostat has been built at CERN to test the thermo- Figure 1: pair of 13 kA prototype leads on the test

electric performance of the prototype leads [3]. The stand

helium flow (20 K, 1.3 bar), needed for the cooling of the
resistive heat exchanger, is obtained by mixing of room 3 TEST RESULTS
temperature helium gas and gas vaporised from the 4.5 K Measurements have been performed in stand-by
liquid helium bath. The cold end of the HTS dips into (I=0 A) and in nominal operation (1=13 kA).
4.5 K saturated liquid helium. The vapour generated by The leads are optimised for operating at 13 kA
the lead at 4.5 K cools the HTS element prior being with the minimum 20 K helium flow (in) which
released into the cryostat environment, maintains the warm end of the superconductor at

The leads are tested in pairs, with a low-temperature temperatures (Tx) below 50 K. The flow is
superconducting short at the cold end. The controlled by a warm valve at the outlet of the
instrumentation (temperature probes and voltage taps) is resistive heat exchanger. The temperature is read via
installed on the leads by the companies according to the a platinum sensor located inside the warm end cap of
CERN specification. Voltages, temperatures and current the HTS element. In stand-by operation, the flow is
are recorded by a data acquisition system built with reduced and Tx is kept equal to the value in nominal
LabVIEW®. The same system is used for the control of operation. The temperature at the warm end of the
the power converter and for the simulation of the lead is maintained at about 290 K by a heater,
exponential decay of the current. The cryogenic thermostatically controlled, included at the warm
parameters are controlled by an industrial PLC with an terminal of the resistive heat exchanger.
operator interface based on PCVUE32®. The specified values defining the thermo-electric

Signals interlocked to the power supply are the voltage performance of the leads have been previously
across the resistive heat exchanger, the voltage across the presented [4], [5].
superconducting circuit and the liquid helium level. Measurements have been performed in transient

operation in order to study the lead behaviour in
'Email: amalia.ballarino@cern.ch case of:
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*loss of the 20 K helium flow cooling the resistive part of Both leads were able to withstand the test of coolant
the lead; loss without suffering damage. During the transient,
* resistive transition of the superconducting part of the Tx has increased from 40 K to 60 K.
lead. To perform the quench test of the HTS material,

For the first test in operating conditions (I=13 kA, the quench detection voltage was increased in steps
Tx550 K), the valve supplying the 20 K helium flow to of 1 mV from 1 to 5 mV. For voltages below 5 mV,
the leads is closed and, within 5 seconds from the the voltage across the high temperature
detection of the coolant loss, the current is made to decay superconductor decreases as soon as the quench is
exponentially with a time constant of 120 seconds. detected and the current starts to decay: the
During the discharge, the temperature at the warm end of resistive zone does not propagate and the material
the HTS element must stay below its critical value, recovers the superconducting state. For a quench

For the second test, the temperature at the warm end of detection voltage of 5 mV, corresponding to a
the superconductor is brought to its critical value by temperature (TQ) of about 86 K, the resistive zone
increasing, at nominal current, the inlet temperature of the propagates and the voltage increases up to a peak
gas cooling the resistive heat exchanger. The resistive (UQ) of 0. 1 V for lead A and 0. 11 V for lead B. The
heat exchanger is over cooled and the voltage drop is kept maximum temperature measured on the HTS during
equal to about the value in nominal operation. The the transition is about 110 K. The total energy
quench detection signal is the voltage drop across the deposition corresponds to about 0. 13 MJ.
HTS element. When it reaches the critical value, In Fig. 2 is represented the time dependence of the
indicating a resistive transition of the superconductor, the voltage across the HTS element and of the current
current is made to decay exponentially with a time during the resistive transition of the superconductor.
constant of 120 seconds. The current is by-passed in a The two leads presented a comparable behaviour.
metallic shunt, included in the HTS element to protect the The critical temperature remained the same
superconductor. The resulting ohmic heating must not throughout the exercise. After the quench tests, the
damage or modify the properties of any part of the lead. leads have shown no deterioration in their

3.1 BSCCO 2223 Ag/Au tapes properties.
The results of the measurements on the leads are

The first pair of 13 kA prototype leads were supplied by summarised in Table 1.
Fuji Electric. The resistive part consists of a CIC copper The leads withstood the electrical insulation test
heat exchanger, while the HTS element is made with performed by applying 3.5 kV between the current
BSCCO 2223 Ag/Au tapes produced by Sumitomo [6]. carrying part and the ground, in helium gas

At zero current, the leads were operated with the mass atmosphere (300 K, .1.3 bar). The leakage current
flow required to maintain the warm end of the measured is less than 3.5 pA, corresponding to an
superconductor at 30 K and 40 K, which is equal for both insulation resistance of better than 1 G92.
leads and corresponds to respectively 0.32 g/s and
0.27 g/s. The heat conducted by the HTS element into the Table 1: Measurements on Fuji prototype leads
liquid helium (Q) is 0.5 W, for Tx=30 K, and 0.64 W, for_______
Tx=40 K. LEAD A LEAD B

The current was increased from 0 to 13 kA with a 1=0 A 1=0 A
maximum ramp rate of 50 A/s. At 13 kA, the steady state Tx (K) 40 40
mass flow required to cool the resistive heat exchanger mn (g/s) 0.27±0.01 0.27±0.01
between 40 K and 300 K corresponds to 1. 12 g/s for Ap (mbar) 2.5±1 2.5±1
lead A and 0.97 g/s for lead B. The measured pressure Q (W) 0.64±0.04 0.64±0.04
drop is 16 mbar for lead A and 19 mbar for lead B. The 1=13 kA& 1=13 kA
voltage drop across the resistive heat exchanger (U) is Tx (K) 40 40
99.5 mV for lead A and 84 mV for lead B. i gs .200 .800

At nominal current, each lead dissipates 0.715 W into Ap (mbar) 16±1 19±1
the liquid helium. This value corresponds to the sum of U (V) 0.099 0.084
the heat conduction plus the Joule dissipation at 4.5 K due R, (Q .511
to the contact resistance (R,) between the high R, (nQ) 1.15 1.15
temperature superconductor and the cold end cap. The nQ0.07
contact resistance at 40 K between the warm end cap and Q... (W)L 0.7 15±0.04 0.7 15±0.04
the high temperature superconductor (RH,) is about _T4 (K) 86.9 86.3
1.15 n92. UO ()0.1 0.11
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Table 2: Preliminary measurements on
0.12- 14000 Enel/Cryogenic prototype leads

0.1 - t12000 LEAD A LEAD B
10000•00 k - 8000• Tx (K) 40 40

0.080
0.06 6000 Q m (g/s) 0.27 0.27

3- Ap (mbar) <1 <10.04 4000 U Q (W) -1.62 -1.62

0.02-'5 m1 2000 1=13 kA 1=13 kA

10 Tx (K) 40 40
m (g/s) -0.97 -1

0 100 200 300 400 500 Ap (mbar) 3 3

time (s) U (V) 0.082 0.082

Figure 2: resistive transition on 13 kA Fuji HTS leads R, (nn) 7.7 9
R, (nQ) 2 2

3.2 BSCCO 2212 DIP bars Q (W) -1.68 -1.68

A pair of 13 kA prototype leads has been supplied by
Oxford Instruments. The HTS section consists of bars 4 CONCLUSION
made up of dip coated BSCCO 2212 produced by OST.
At zero current, the leads operated with a flow of about Three pairs of 13 kA HTS prototype leads have been

0.19 g/s. The temperature at the warm end of the tested at CERN. The measurements have shown that

superconductor is about 30 K. The heat conduction into the cryogenic and electrical requirements within the
the liquid helium corresponds to about 1.1 W/lead. stringent geometrical limitations defined in the

The measurements with current have been performed at technical specification are achievable on prototype

10 kA: at higher current rates, a high contact resistance, leads. In particular, the heat load into the liquid

on the resistive heat exchanger of one lead, was spoiling helium at nominal current can be reduced by a factor
the thermal performance. At 10 kA each lead requires up to 19 with respect to conventional self-cooled

about 0.79 g/s of 20 K helium flow when Tx is equal to leads. Other prototypes will be tested at CERN over

48 K, and about 1.2 g/s when Tx is equal to 40 K. The the next few months.
measured heat conducted into the liquid helium, when Tx
is 40 K, is about 1.82 W/lead. 5 REFERENCES

The leads could withstand the coolant loss test
according to specification. [1] M. Teng, A. Ballarino, R. Herzog, A. ljspeert, C. Timlin, S.

Quench measurements have been performed by Harrison, K. Smith, " Evaluation of HTS Samples for 12.5

increasing the quench detection voltage on the HTS kA Current Leads", Applied Superconductivity 1997, vol 2,
element from 1 to 50 mV in steps of 5 mV. In all the tests, pp 1203-6, (1997)
the voltage decreases as soon as a quench is detected and [2] A.Ballarino, "Discendenti di corrente realizzati con materiale
the current starts to decay. At 50 mV, the temperature at superconduttore ad alta temperatura critica per 1'

the warm end of the superconductor is 90 K. The alimentazione dei magneti del Large Hadron Collider", PhD

maximum temperature measured is 94.7 K. No Thesis, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, (1997)

propagation of the resistive length has been measured. [3] A.Ballarino, A.Bezaguet, P.Gomes, L.Metral, L.Serio,
The results of the tests are promising. Measurements A.Suraci, "A Low Heat Inleak cryogenic Station for testing

HTS Current Leads for the Large Hadron Collider", paper to
up to 13 kA will be performed after repair of the resistive be presented at CEC-ICMC '99, Montreal, Canada, (1999)
joint. [4] A.Ballarino, "High Temperature Superconducting Current
3.3 BSCCO 2223 AFM bars Leads for the Large Hadron Collider", ASC '98, Palm

Desert, California, (1998)

A pair of 13 kA prototype leads has been supplied by [5] T. Taylor, "HTS Current Leads for the LHC", ASC '98, Palm
Enel in collaboration with Cryogenic Ltd. The resistive Desert, California, (1998)
heat exchanger consists of brass tubes. The HTS element [6] T. Uede, Y. Yasukawa et al, paper to be presented at CEC-

is an assembly of Ag/Au AFM bars produced by Enel [7]. ICMC '99, Montreal, Canada, (1999)
The results of the measurements are presented in Table 2. [7] L. Martini, F. Curcio, E. Marelli, V. Ottoboni, 1.5 kA-Class

The leads could withstand the coolant loss tests. During Multilayered Bi-2223/Ag Conductors: DC and AC
the transient, Tx has increased from 40 K to about 60 K. Characterization, ICEC 16, Japan, (1996)

Quench measurements are in progress.
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RF SCREENING BY THIN RESISTIVE LAYERS

F. Caspers, G. DWme, C. Gonzalez, E. Jensen*, E. Keil,
M. Morvillo, F. Ruggiero, G. Schr6der, B. Zotter, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

and M. D'Yachkov TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract The coating resistance of ceramic chambers for kicker
magnets should be low for good RF screening, but not tooWe discuss the results of recent impedance measurements low to avoid eddy currents that would prevent kicker field

for an LHC dump kicker prototype, performed at CERN lowetoavoid ed re th a wlpv kicker fieusig te caxil wre ethd.Thekicer esin iclues penetration. In the LHC dump kicker, a good compromiseusing the coaxial wire method. The kicker design includes is obtained with a DC resistance per square RD = 0.1 Q0o,
a vacuum barrier consisting of a ceramic chamber inter-
nally coated with a thin metallic layer having good electric corresponding to a 4.2 /tm Ti layer or to a 0.2 /jm Cu layer.naly cate wih athn mtalic aye hvin god eectic The skin depth 6 in copper at 1 MHz is about 60 jim and

contact with the external beam pipe. For the bench test

the coated ceramic tube was replaced by a kapton foil with one may expect penetration at frequencies below 100 GHz.
a 0.2 pm copper layer having the same DC resistance of However, the effective skin depth deff = j2/D at 1 MHz
0.7 2. The measurements show that this resistive coating for a 0.2 pm copper coating on a ceramic tube with thick-

0.7Q. he easreent shw tat hi reistve oatng ness D = 3 mm is only 1.2 jim agcording to Ref. [2]
provides a very effective RF screening down to frequen- and RF shielding is expected above 6 MHz. A 0.1 mm

cies below 1 MHz, where the skin depth is two orders of a pn f oil ws usedte kike iMpedAnce me

magnitude larger than the layer thickness and one could thick kapton foil was used in the kicker impedance mea-
surements discussed in Sec. 2, instead of the ceramic tube,expect full penetration of the electromagnetic fields. We and the effective skin depth at 1 MHz should then be about

also present simulation results and analytic considerations 36 jim. For a 0.2 jim copper layer one would therefore

in agreement with the measurements, showing that the re-
expect RF shielding only at frequencies above 200 MHz,turn currents almost entirely flow through the copper layer while the measurements show a clear shielding effect al-

down to frequencies where the reactive impedance of theMHz.
kicker elements located behind it becomes comparable to read abo e 1 Mbz.
the layer resistance. Finally we discuss the relevance of The coaxial wire measurements have been successfully
such coaxial wire measurements to the RF shielding by thin simulated using the program HFSS. Modelling the kicker

metallic layers in the presence of a higly relativistic proton by a cylindrical cavity having a thin screen of radius a =

beam. 50 mm and sheet resistance RD = 0.2 f2o, the electric field
created in the cavity by a sinusoidal signal at 5 MHz on the
inner conductor is attenuated by a factor 1000 compared to

1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY the case without resistive screen. This confirms that the

The question of how the RF impedance of thin metal films shielding effect does not require any dielectric. Several

is to be computed and measured in practical situations may independent current sources with proper phase shifts have

have a significant impact on the design of metallized ce- been used to model a beam, rather than an inner conductor;

ramic chambers for kicker magnets or metal screens in the the results are virtually the same.

experimental beam pipes. These are examples of structures The same cylindrical structure used for the simula-

of finite length, while analytic results on electromagnetic tions with HFSS has been investigated analytically using
penetration are available only for infinitely long structures field matching of the unknown longitudinal electric field

(see for example [1, 2]). E,(r = a). This yields an integral equation containing a
dimensionless parameter ( = Zo/Ro, where Z0 is the free

I VNspace impedance. When C is large the screening is good.
L POr2 However field penetration is enhanced near resonant fre-

quencies corresponding to coaxial cavity modes and may
become significant if ( is smaller than their quality factors.

__ _ _ _ _ _For a 0.2 pim copper layer c 4400. When the cavity
I -- length tends to infinity there is no shielding.

T/ý ; 2 MEASUREMENTSI.A&VfAMD WON BYPASS

,<-B LA3'k 'E.•,15r - The coaxial wire method is a convenient bench method for

Figure 1: Longitudinal cross section of an LHC dump kicker the simulation of charged particle beams. For longitudinal

with flanges and measurement setup. impedance measurements, the test bench setup (see Fig. 1)
consists of a single conductor ("wire") in the centre of the

*Email: Erk.Jensen@cern.ch vacuum chamber, at the position of and replacing the beam.
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Frequency, Hz Frequency, Hz

1300

E o Figure 4: Ratio of the transmission coefficients S21 measured in

4 A

•; A presence of the resistive layer with and without external bypass.
S20.

V terized by its sheet resistance RE] and by the total resis-
:• i ! i . .......... .. tance R = Rcog/21ra. This was easily modelled with the

,/ !iprogram HFSS (High-Frequency Structure Simulation) by

0 11721731' 4-0 5-0 -0 -0 .0 _0 jo Ansoft [3], that was adopted for the calculation.

0 1.10 2.107 3.107 4.107 5.107 6,17 7.107 0.107 9.107 1,1080 51 .0 151 1 .. 0 .0 351 -0 450 51

Frequency, HzFigure 2: Real part of the impedance when the kicker body is ei- g = 800 mm

ther disconnected (top) or connected with four copper foils (bot- C~u conductivity
tom) to the supports of the RF connectors. |•

Figure 2 shows the effect of an external bypass, consisting 10m /-R• . •

of four 0.3 mm thick copper foils connecting the flanges to .......- ----- .........
the aluminum case which surrounded the magnets, in the 0 \inner conductor'absence of the resistive layer. r t radius 5 wu t

The fact that the impedance doesn't change if wei

move/connect the kicker magnets, as shown in Fig. 3, indi-
cates that the metallized kapton foil (and therefore the met- Figure 5: Pillbox cavity with cylindrical simmetry and resistive
allized ceramic pipe with similar surface resistance) is very layer used in the simulations.
effective in shielding the kicker magnets from the electro-
magnetic fields produced by the LHC bunches. In Fig. 4
we compare the transmission coefficients measured in pres- step out step in
ence of the resistive layer with and without external bypass. C c0The effect of the bypass on the transmission coefficient can L L

be seen only at very low frequencies: the maximum differ-R
ence is observed at 0. 1 MHz and is equivalent to 0.05 Q2.
The difference becomes negligible above I MHz.

Figure 6: Equivalent circuit for the setup of Fig. 5.2.5

FigurIn the cavity-like geometry which we considered, we

22

taunfind the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6 to be

Svalid for frequencies of up to 100 MHz, i.e. as long as
Tthe length can be considered short compared to the wave-
mlength. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, at 100 MHz the electric

a e cfield is diminished outside of the layer by a factor of at

0 ,107 2.,o7 3.107 4.107 1-107 6.107 7.10' 8.,07 9.,07 1.108 least 100. A stronger attenuation is found at low er frequen -
effecte cies, down to a few MHz. At 100 kHz the electric field

Figure 3: Real part of the impedance measured with the resistive st n

layer for kicker m agnets either closed or open (the tw o curves E a h s e in t e b m c a b r r d us an e r p e e t dare indistinguishable). The resistive layer reduces the impedance p Out

significantly (compare to Fig. 2). by a concentrated inductance L, the resistive layer by a re-
sistor of in our case R = 0.5 Q2. Note that the latter is
proportional to the length. Any possible kicker impedance

3 NUMERIC SIMULATIONS b will appear in parallel to the resistor. Hence, the value

of R gives an easy worst case estimate for the impedance
An idealized, empty cavity-like object was used instead of of the considered section, as shown in Fig. 9. An induc-
kicker magnets with complicated geometry. The resistive tance L = 100 nil, associated with the geometric step of a
layer, of radius a and length g as shown in Fig. 5, was as- typical kicker tank, corresponds to an impedance of about
sumed to have zero thickness and could thus be charac- 6 g at 10 MHz. For a metallic layer with typical specific
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Scattering Matrix vs. Freqjency -

1 2

Fr•q,,j• x•ozj

Figure 9: Transmission coefficient log IS211, from 70 kHz to
10 MHz, with resistive layer (solid line) and without (dashed

Figure 7: Electric field at 100 MHz, without the resistive layer. line). The impedance predicted by the equivalent circuit model
The arrows indicate the directions, the shading the intensity of of R = 0.592 corresponds to a transmission loss of -0.016 dB
the field, in arbitrary units. At this frequency, more than a quarter and agrees well with these simulation results above 1 MHz.
wavelength fits into the structure - note the electric field node at
the right. 4 ANALYTIC CONSIDERATIONS

A charged particle travels on the axis of the cavity shown
in Fig. 5 with a Lorentz factor -y = 1/ / -102 corre-
sponding to the velocity fi = v/c. We want to compute
in frequency domain the electromagnetic fields induced by
the charge in the cavity; these fields can be computed once
the longitudinal electric field E_ is known in the gap g at
r = a. It can be shown that E, (r = :a) is determined by
a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. The ker-
nel of the integral equation is built up from two parts: a
pipe kernel, which involves the cut-off frequencies of the
E0, modes of the beam pipe, and a cavity kernel, which
involves the resonant frequencies of the coaxial cavity cor-
responding to the boundary condition E, = 0 at r = a + d,
where d «< is the layer thickness. For the resistive layer

Figure 8: Electric field at 100 MHz, with the resistive layer. The being an effective screen, it must carry almost all of the
same units as in Fig 7 were used, but for the shading the sensitivity image current which flows along the beam pipe, which
was increased by a factor 100. Note the change of the electric fielddirection at the layer. means that CEz (r = a) must be as large as possible (here

d = Zo/Ro). Without solving the Fredholm integral equa-
tion, what seems to be a formidable task, it can be seen
that this will happen when C is large enough and the cavity

resistance of 1 f/m, the asymptotic regime where the im- kernel is small enough. Since this part of the kernel has
age currents flow in the outer conductor and the resistive poles at the resonant frequencies of the coaxial cavity, this
layer provides no shielding requires lengths of the order of means that these frequencies are not screened by the resis-
several meters. tive layer. Since the integral over the kernel is taken along

The wire does not only carry a current which is similar the gap g, the product (w/c) g must not be too large. When
to that of a charged particle beam, but it is also a conduc- (w/c) g --+ cc, it can be shown that E, (r = a) contains a
tor. Consequently, it can be argued that the coaxial wire factor 1//32-y2 which makes E, (r = a) much too small to
method makes a systematic error which may not be small provide any screening.
in all cases. In HFSS, it is possible to excite the structure
with ideal current sources (with infinite inner resistance) 5 REFERENCES
which resemble the ultrarelativistic beam much more. We
distributed 16 short current sources along the axis of the [1] B. Zotter, 'Longitudinal instabilities of charged particle

structure. Their currents were equal but adjusted to have a beams inside cylindrical walls of finite thickness', Part. Acc.

phase advance from one to the next equivalent to a phase 1,311-326 (1970).
[2] A. Piwinski, 'Penetration of the field of a bunched beam

velocity of c, i.e., Aq0 = (w/c) Az. The results of the sim- through a ceramic vacuum chamber with metallic coating',
ulation with current sources and those with an inner con- IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 24, 1364-1366 (1977).
ductor are virtually identical outside of the resistive layer. [3] World-wide web page http: / /www. ansoft. com/
They differ only in the vicinity of the axis.
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CONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR THE APS
LEUTL PROJECT RF BEAM POSITION MONITORS *

Anthony J. Gorski,* Robert M. Lill, Accelerator Systems Division, Advanced Photon Source,
Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439 U.S.A.

Abstract

The design, construction, and assembly procedure of 24 rf
beam position monitors used in the Advanced Photon -

Source low-energy undulator test line and linear
accelerator (linac) are described. Beam stability as well as I '. ))
beam positioning capabilities are essential to the LEUTL , ,
project. A design objective of the LEUTL facility is to
achieve better than I -gm resolution. The highest care was .
used in the mechanical fabrication and assembly of the
BPM units. The latest experimental results using these
BPMs will be presented.

Figure 2: Cut away 3D drawing of LEUTL-BPM

1 INTRODUCTION showing internal structure

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) low-energy transmission line is electrically shorted, which also
undulator test line (LEUTL) was designed to test provides mechanical strength and rigidity to support the
prototype undulators and to develop the technology stripline pickup. This technique of supporting the stripline
necessary for a fourth-generation synchrotron light source results in a TEM wave velocity induced on the stripline
[1]. The LEUTL beam position monitor (BPM) system that is approximately equal to the beam velocity.
employs both 4-mm buttons and S-band stripline BPM The receiver topology used is a monopulse amplitude
detectors as shown in Fig. 1 and schematically in Fig. 2. to phase (AM/PM) technique for measuring the beam
The total length of the stripline assembly is 83 mm, the position in the x and y axes and a logarithmic amplifier
electrode length is 28 mm, and the inner electrode channel for measuring the beam intensity. The striplines
diameter is 35 mm, the same as the linac vacuum are installed with the blades rotated 45 degrees from axis
chamber ID. The metal electrodes form 50-ohm to operate in the monopulse system. The stripline output
transmission lines between each of the four blades and the signals are conditioned by the down converter monopulse
vacuum chamber housing. The downstream end of the comparator (DCMC). The DCMC provides signal

filtering and down converts the 2856-MHz position
information to 351 MHz. It also generates horizontal and
vertical difference and sum signals through a 180-degree
hybrid rat race network.

2 DESIGN
The LEUTL BPM stripline was designed to operate at
2856 MHz and is similar to that implemented for the APS
linac [2]. The design was optimized using standard design
equations [3] and then empirically refined. The design
goal was to enhance port isolation, reduce reflections, and
increase BPM stripline production yields. The impedance
of the stripline was optimized to 50 ohms to match that of
the SMA feedthrough. Figure 2 illustrates the internal
structure and Fig. 3 shows how the output of the stripline
is connected via a short tantalum ribbon to the

Figure 1: The LEUTL shorted S-band quarter-wave molybdenum feedthrough connector. This technique
four-plate stripline BPM minimizes the electrical mismatch that is typically

encountered when transitioning from the stripline to the
* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic feedthrough. The ribbon also acts as a strain relief for any

Energy Sciences, under contract number W-31-109-ENG-38. forces acting on the ceramic vacuum seal.
#Email: gorski@aps.anl.gov
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S•rj I4 ASSEMBLY PROCESS
The assembly process starts with cleaned stainless steel
components and chemically etched feedthrough center

.1 •conductors, and tantalum strips. At this stage, all parts are
handled with proper gloves, and etched ports are kept in
closed vials. Since the etched parts are e-beam brazed
within 12 to 24 hours after etching, a dry nitrogen

• "atmosphere is not necessary.
First the feedthroughs are e-beam welded to the

connector and vacuum leak tested. The next step is the e-
Figure 3: Cross-sectional view showing attachment of the beam silver wetting of the feedthrough conductor by
SMA feedthrough center conductor to the internal blade means of thin silver foil. Then the brazing operation

by means of a thin tantalum ribbon couples the tantalum strip to the molybdenum conductor,

The length of the stripline, 28 mm, was optimized for and the completed units are stored until final assembly.

maximum isolation at 2856 MHz between ports. This is The two halves of the body unit are TIG welded

also the electrical length, which offers the maximum together, and the four completed connector columns are

amplitude and zero crossing phase at 2856 MHz. This aligned and TIG welded to the body of the conductor

was approximately 7% longer than the theoretical quarter piece. It is necessary for the columns to be perpendicular
wavelength of 26 mm. The inductive mismatch at the to the conductor surface and aligned such that the final e-

transition area shown in Fig. 3 could account for this beam brazing to the face of the electrode plate can be

difference. made. After a final vacuum leak check, the conventional
welding of the two rotatable flanges completes the

3 COMPONENTS AND FABRICATION assembly.

The 50-ohm feedthrough used was a Kamen Instrument 5 MEASURED PERFORMANCE
model 853872. The material of the outer body is 316stailes stel ad te ceterconucto isTZM The stripline was measured Using the HP 8510C networkstainless steel and the center conductor is T Z M an l z r w t th ti e d m n f ec o t r (T R
molybdenum per ASTM B365. The vacuum seal insulator analyzer with the time domain reflectometer (TDR)
material is Al203-strengthened borosilicate with 130,000- option. Using the TDR in the low pass mode, striplinematerialiisatlhes-strengthonedtborosilicatecwithz130,000
psi compression strength. The feedthrough is specified mismatches can be located and characterized. The

with an operating temperature range of -269' to 300' stripline return loss was measured using a gating
Celsius and a hermeticity of < I x 10-"1 cc He/s. technique that electrically eliminates all other reflections.

Cresious andapermetncewity ass i of The gate is a time filter in which specific mismatches
Prevousd eienc whith fassuremi rateof these typesg of such as the short at the end of the line can be filtered out

BPMs resulted in a high failure rate of feedthrough during oftemaumn.Masrgolyhetipna20

the welding process. The major cause of the failure is of the measurement. Measuring only the stripline, a 20-

believed to be caused by the differential linear expansion Th eetrclo lengt of tHe striplinew i
of the stripline and the molybdenum center conductor, The electrical length of the stripline was optimized to

of te sripineandthemolydenm cnte coducor, 28 mm to improve port isolation. The isolation between
which were welded directly together. In the new design a

short piece of tantalum ribbon sheet is used to bridge the ports measures typically about 60 dB at 2856 MHz (see
stripline and molybdenum center conductor as shown in Fig. 4), which is about a 25-dB improvement over the

Fig. 3. original design.

The fabrication of the BPM starts with standard stock
316 stainless steel. The four quarter-wave plates on the
electrode port are cut by a traveling wire-type EDM "
machine. This cutting process used a brass wire for an • -40
initial cut, then a smoothing cut followed by an acid
washing of the finished part to remove any brass from the -a -50
stainless steel surface. Since the EDM process does not a-

Einvolve mechanical energy, the hardness or the strength <
of the workpiece is not affected by the removal rate. t..)

The traveling wire EDM procedure is also used to cut
the 0.064-inch TZM molybdenum center conductor to the
required length. The conductor is held by the free end 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1

such that no stress is applied to the insulator/outer body Freq u en c y (C H z)

vacuum seal. Finally, tantalum strips are cut to length for
the feedthrough to quarter-wave plate connection. Figure 4: Measured port isolation
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The stripline and BPM electronics were tested on the It is desirable to operate the BPM system such that the
bench using a wire stretched through the stripline vacuum maximum receiver input (+10 dBm) is realized in order to
chamber. The vacuum chamber was mounted on an maximize beam position resolution. The output noise of
adjustable two-axis precision micrometer table that was the receiver can be described as follows [3, 4]:
used to simulate beam position motion. An rf isolator was
implemented at the input of the chamber to properly A volt / 90 degrees , (2)match the source, masking the input VSWR of the l lv o d e
chamber transition. The results indicate a linear range of
operation of about ±10 mm from the center of the
chamber, as shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal position data Aophasejitter = 1/SSN rads, (3)
measured coincide approximately with the calculated
values shown in Fig. 5. The deviation from the theoretical
response is shown in Fig. 6. The measured vertical Receiver Output Noise = Phase Jitter x (4)
response results are similar. "ensitivity

.,to5 Resolution limit = b (5)

0.5 awhere b is half aperture, Ps is the signal power on a single

S0o.25 " electrode, and Pn is the noise power.
o0_. The thermal noise power (kTB) for the 20-MHz

E .bandwidth is -91 dBm. Since there are two channels
2) -15 -10 -5 5 10 15

- -(delta and sum), the noise is incoherent and will add in
_quadrature for a total equivalent noise of -88 dBm. The

receiver input is +10 dBm at rated beam current, yielding
---- asurmd a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 98 dB. This corresponds

.---Calcilated to a resolution limit of about 1 gtm for a 34.8-mm-
-1 diameter aperture.

Horizontal Position (mm)

6 CONCLUSION
Figure 5: Delta/sum vs. horizontal position wire

test data The assembly of 24 rf beam position monitors has been
successfully accomplished with a yield of 100%. The

0.06- preliminary bench test results have been encouraging and
further tests are ongoing. Operational and commissioning

0._4 data will be obtained as the LEUTL facility becomes
operational in the next few months.

0 02
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Figure 6: Deviation from expected response

The LEUTL BPM system must provide high-resolution 8 REFERENCES
beam position at rated operating beam currents. The [1] S. Milton, J. Galayda, E. Gluskin, "The Advanced Photon Source

AM/PM phase detector has a linear voltage vs. phase Low-Energy Undulator Test Line," 1997 Particle Accelerator
Conference, Vancouver, BC, Canada, IEEE (1998), pp. 877-879.

output with a sensitivity of 90 degrees/volt. The AM/PM [2] R. Fuja, Y. Chung, "The APS Linac Beam Position Detectors and

transfer function can be described as follows: Electronics," 40 Accelerator Instrumentation Workshop, LBL,
Berkeley, CA, 1992, pp. 248-255.

E =-tan (1) [3] R. Shafer, "Beam Position Monitoring," AlP Conference
out Proceedings 212, Accelerator Instrumentation, Upton, N.Y., 1989,

pp. 26-58.
where Eout is the receiver output. [4] Watkins Johnson, "Monopulse Receiver Technical Proposal,"

WJ-253199, Vol. 1, 1992.
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IMPROVED TEMPERATURE REGULATION AND CORROSION
PROTECTION OF APS LINAC RF COMPONENTS*

M. White R. Dortwegt, S. Pasky
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, USA 60439

Abstract a reasonable time. It also matches steady-state energy
input with heat rejection capacity, since the temperature

Water from individual closed-loop deionized (DI) water control valve and HX capacities are more than adequate
systems is used to regulate the temperature of high-power to remove heat from rf input and frictional flow loss.
rf components at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) S-
Band linac. The rf components are made of oxygen-free
high-conductivity copper and respond quickly to S c s

temperature, resulting in changes in the beam energy Pump Linac Closed Loop

when the temperature is poorly regulated. Temperature -75 GPMat

regulation better than ± 0.1'F is required to achieve good 12eater 16-116F +- k.0sF

energy stability. Improvements in the closed-loop water ------ P
systems have enabled us to achieve a regulation of
_ 0.05'F over long periods. In the long term, depletion of -4

copper from the water circuits is a very real and serious -- t,
concern, thus steps are being taken to reduce corrosion.. C KGSS

Temperature regulation philosophy and equipment are (IG Secondary System)

discussed and numerical results are presented. Steps to PRKY 92eg0F Supply Tem_-0p.

decrease copper corrosion are also discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION APS Pmary System
1 IN RODU TION11,000 GPM (0 30 PSIG

75F Supply Temp

The APS linear accelerator [1] rf system includes[ T_

SLED cavity assemblies and accelerating structures that
require temperature stability of ±0.1 01F or better. The
required stability is achieved using linac closed-loop r
(LCL) water systems that provide constant temperature Pvup

water to the SLEDs, accelerating structures, waveguide, (Tc (T]
loads, and to the rf reference and drive line.

Each LCL has an optimum temperature in the range of i
105-116'F that maximizes beam energy [2]. Absolute Figure 1: Overview of the heat-rejection system,
knowledge of the temperature is not essential, but long- Fig the heat-rejection system,
term stability is, especially since the linac is now being including the LCL, KGSS, and APS-PS.
modified to become an FEL driver. All LCLs are cooled by water circulated by the KGSS

Corrosion and erosion of copper are other issues related All LCs a re ooled ated by tto ue o DIwatr i copersysems Posibe euipentpump. KGSS water temperature is controlled at 900 F by a
to use of DI water in copper systems. Possible equipment 3-way mixing valve. Water from the primary system at
failure can occur as a result of leaks and/or blockages. 750F is admitted to the recirculating KGSS. APS-PS

water is cooled using cooling-tower water, but chilled
2 TEMPERATURE REGULATION water is used when the tower water is too warm.

A schematic of an LCL system is depicted in Fig. 1 and The original linac water system provided long-term
includes the APS primary (APS-PS) and klystron gallery temperature stability no better than ±0.50F. Intervention
secondary (KGSS) DI process water systems through was required after large power transients or equipment
which heat is ultimately rejected. There are five LCLs, all upsets. Performance was limited by the thermal sensor
with identical hardware components. Three LCLs provide resolution and the ±I.00 F variation of the KGSS coolant
total flows of 80 gpm and the other two provide 25 and temperature. The sensors were installed in thermowells,
40 gpm. resulting in slow response times. Upgrades were staged.

LCL components include an end-suction centrifugal First, a 30-gallon holding tank was installed on the
pump, a shell-and-tube heat exchanger (HX), a 12-kW coolant inlet side of the HX, thus averaging out the
electric heater, and a 3-way mixing valve to regulate the fluctuations. A similar tank was installed on the linac side
temperature. The heater provides energy input to the of the HX to increase capacitance. Mixing valve actuators
system on cold startup so the setpoint value is reached in were replaced by Worcester units. These upgrades

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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reduced the temperature fluctuations to ±0.15°F. 5/20 processors with 1771-N4BS analog 1/0 modules.
Changes in the output control signal were slow to Temperature changes on the order of 0.003'F can now be

affect the sensor due to the long distance between the discerned. Previously, system noise levels alone were
KGSS RTD and the mixing valve, and because the KGSS 0.015'F higher than the applicable system resolution.
RTD was installed in a thermowell. The RTD was Other benefits of the Allen-Bradley processors include
replaced by a direct-immersion RTD and was relocated the ability to tune valves with response characteristics that
immediately downstream of the pump. This permitted permit LCL startup from a cold condition to a steady
improved tuning of the secondary loop with PI control. operating temperature without supervision. Use of Allen-
The control algorithm (Johnson Metasys with "tune Bradley PLCs permits communication between the LCL
override" that imposes "stronger" PID parameters when water stations and the APS control room. The LCLs can
the temperature error deviates by more than a set amount) now be operated remotely in "real time" via the EPICS
was removed, and traditional PI tuning was implemented. [4] control system. The LCLs now consist of:
These modifications resulted in KGSS stability on the 1) 3-way Durco ball-type control valves to divert water
order of ±0.1 to 0.2F and LCL stability of ±0.1 °F. through or around the HX as required for stable

Valve tuning is a critical element in system control and temperature regulation.
tuning the 3-way mixing valves in the LCLs (controlled 2) Worcester series 75 electric control valve actuators
by Johnson Controls LCP controllers) was not routine, with AF-17 positioners with a resolution of 0.5%.
The Johnson LCP has no specific "tune override" feature, 3) Electric heaters to provide fixed heat input rates;
but its response to temperature disturbances did not seem rates between 0% and 100% are chosen at setup.
"classical." As a test, a Watlow 965FDO controller was 4) 3-wire, direct immersion, 4-s time constant, Minco
substituted for one of the Johnson LCP controllers for a S603PD8 RTDs.
short time, during which it was observed that valve tuning 5) Analog temperature transmitters scaled in the range
in the classic closed-loop manner was possible [3]. Based 85-125°F (Minco TT676PD1QG).
on these results, it was decided to search for a high- 6)Allen-Bradley PLC-5/20s with P/N 1771-NB4S
resolution, stand-alone temperature controller that could high-resolution analog I/O cards for PID temperature
be tuned to the required tolerance, control (the D feature is not used).

An error-correcting feedback control system can only Use of a 3-way diverter valve in the load stream rather
take action after the error is detected. Temperature than a throttling valve in the coolant stream is especially
changes had to be recorded on a significantly smaller important. An order of magnitude faster temperature
level than the acceptable tolerance. The Johnson Controls response is obtained with the diverter valve since the final
LCP was able to discern changes only as small as 0.06'F. temperature is a result of mixing, and flow ratio changes
Thus, 60% of the available tolerance had already been are immediate upon valve movement. Throttling of the
expended before control action was initiated, coolant flow results in relatively slower response, since

The Honeywell Progeny, whose A/D converter can the entire mass of the load stream and the mass of the HX
resolve changes less than 0.01°F when scaled across the surfaces must change temperature.
40'F range of the applicable transmitter, was chosen as
the stand-alone controller. Using this controller, steady- 3 CORROSION MITIGATION
state temperature was controllable to within ±0.05°F.Coolnt low hrogh he LL Hs ws reuce so Operating experience with deionized water systems at

Coolnt low hrogh he LL Hs ws reuce so APS and DESY demonstrates that dissolved oxygen (DO)
that the control valves passed 65-75% of the load-side
flow through the HXs, since regulation sensitivity concentrations Ž20 ppb result in unacceptably high

improves if a larger flow is heated or cooled. As the copper corrosion rates. The corrosion is manifested as
coolant flow was reduced below 2 or 3 gpm, however, the insoluble particles of CuO and Cu20 that agglomerate incoolemant ed flow was reduceddblow 2 or m owver, t the system after removal from the parent surface.
HX demanded 100% of the load flow yet process Filtration to levels as low as 0.5 gim is useful, but build-up
temperature continued to climb. At such a reduced flow, of copper oxides is regularly found in system components

the coolant transitioned from turbulent to laminar flow when dO isaregelated C omponents

resulting in a loss of overall heat transfer coefficient. The w beom e logged whr pinint presure

HX surface area was reduced by 50% by rotating one reductinooccursgComponets subjetitoncloginguar

endcap of the 4-pass shell-and-tube unit by 90' so coolant rifics valve s sulatin fowcont ale
pases hrughony hlfof hetubs.orifices, valves, self-regulating flow-control valvespasses through only half of the tubes.

Coolant flow rate in each LCL is regulated at a fixed, ("Griswolds"), and pressure regulators that have orifices

heat-load-dependant value of 7-10 gpm by Griswold flow very small compared to their inlets and outlets.
Agglomeration also occurs on pump impellers.control cartridges. The flow rate is varied until the 3-way In a closed-loop system with a low rate of oxygencontrol valve on the linac (load) side is 65-75% open at ingress and without facilities to remove DO, corrosion

100% load. The output of the electric heaters is set at a
constant value to fix the heat load, can occur at a rate greater than the influx of new oxygen.

All control units were replaced by Allen-Bradley PLC- This results in a significant reduction of DO in the
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system. Unfortunately, the reduction occurs at the place to isolate the expansion tanks from the closed loops
expense of components that should be protected from and provide oxygen-free makeup from a separate source.
corrosion but are in fact consumed. 26

The LCLs are pseudo-closed-loop systems. The water
flows in a closed loop; however, there is a constant in- • 2-

leakage of oxygen through the open-top expansion tanks. isz,
A reliable DO monitor, the Orbisphere Laboratories , 24 . ,.

model 3660 with accuracy ±1% or ±1 ppb, whichever is M_
greater, was installed in the closed loop. We saw that DO 2 3

in the loop tended toward its saturated value of around
4000 ppb when the oxygen scavenger was removed. 6. ....... t;......... ........, ..... , ..... o .. ....,

In December 1998, 2.5 1 of oxygen-scavenging resin r>,y

(type 1 strong base anion in sulfite form) was installed in Figure 3: Dissolved oxygen [ppb] over an 11-day period

each LCL upstream of the mixed-bed resin of the in one LCL with oxygen-scavenging resin.
"slipstream" that is used for continuous polishing of the
closed loop. The slipstream is installed in the loop as 4 CONCLUSIONS
indicated in Fig. 2. Flow through the resins is in parallel Temperature regulation of high-power rf components
with linac components. The open top expansion tank and to within ±0.050F has been achieved at the APS linac.
fill tube at the pump suction are also indicated in Fig. 2. The system responds quickly to changes in rf power load

Linac RI Exp-!nion Tank and maintains long-term temperature stability. The water
system and the techniques to optimize the temperature are

ScsIO>20°°ppb I described more completely in [5]. Efforts to reduce

p copper corrosion by reducing the DO content of the water
osxge are well underway. Radiation and friction can also lead to

MixeDiffusion erosion and corrosion and will be studied in our systems.
S/ Heater Be ScavengerSenso
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BENT SOLENOIDS FOR SPECTROMETERS
AND EMITTANCE EXCHANGE SECTIONS

J. Noremr, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne IL, 60439 USA

Abstract As a result this complexity there are a large number of
variables associated with the design of a solenoidal bend.

Bent solenoids can be used to transport of low energy In addition to the nominal field on axis, bend radius, coil
beams as they provide both confinement and dispersion of radius and bend length, there is the choice of field to
particle orbits. Solenoids are being considered both as cmest epniua rfs h edn loih

emittance exchange sections and spectrometers in the used to couple the bend to the straight section, and the

muon cooling system as part of the study of the muon used to co mpare the fie it bent and

collider. We present the results of a study of bent algorithm used to compare the field in the bent and

solenoids which considers the design of coupling sections straight sections.

between bent solenoids to straight solenoids, drift 2 BEND BASICS
compensation fields, aberrations, and factors relating to
the construction, such as field ripple, stored energy, coil A particle passing through the magnet system described in
forces and field errors. Figures 1 and 2 will be mismatched to the bend and

execute an orbit like that shown in figure 3, where the
1 INTRODUCTION centrifugal momentum drives the particle to larger radii,

While the optics of beams in straight solenoids is well produces an upward drift and excites Larmor oscillations at

understood in accelerator physics[l], and the behavior of the end of the bend.

charged particles in toroidal geometries is also well
understood in plasma physics[2], the optics of beams y(i) (M.
which traverse both bent and straight sections have not
had significant applications in either field, are not simple 0.05 / AR

or symmetric, and are not particularly well understood[3]. o F / 0 = Bp/BR

Beams in bent solenoids are subject to drifts perpendicular -0.05 .AR
to the bend plane. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. 3.5

0. X{m) 0u .0 0•.O. S (M)

RFigure 3, particle orbits in bent solenoids, where x and y
are perpendicular to the particle motion.

The vertical drift is described by the relations
11novl R x B

Figure 1, A bend without coupling sections. Vc qB2 R2

In a straight solenoid the magnetic field is homogeneous, VVB I 1 BxVB

while in a bend the field is distributed according to I/R, 2 BF
this means that there is a transition region where the field )tn 0 RxB 2 2

is difficult to parametrize and should be calculated Vdrift Vc+VVB =qm ° R (v" +0.5 vR_)

numerically see Figure 2. Odrift Bp/ AIR-B 1 If A

AR = (BP)drift / B = (Bp)2 / B2 R

4 where Larmor length is L=2irBp/B, and Bp is the
2 -magnetic rigidity.
0

2 2.1 Compensating Fields
'ý y (M)

(The vertical drift can be eliminated with a compensating
field B, which provides a negative slope of the magneticFigure 2, The field in a bent solenoid

norem@hep.anl.gov
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field lines so that Odrif = Bp / AR - Bl /A = 0. Thus a complicate the effective length of the bend section.
single momentum can be confined to a plane, while other Nevertheless, for small dispersion systems this solution
momenta will be subject to the same momentum can be very useful.
dependence, giving a dispersion

D=Odrifts=fBpllAIRds - OBpIB. 2.3 L=k/2 Coupler

The vertical field can be applied either with an external While the mismatch produced at discontinuities is
coil set or by tipping the coils. An advantage of tipping generally a problem, it is possible to use the mismatch
the coils is that the vertical field component can be constructively to create a half Larmor oscillation of the
tailored to the local bend radius. The coils would be correct size and length to couple into a bend of arbitrary
tipped as shown in figure 4 radius. This can be done by designing a coupling section

Tip angle 0=o6.7 pImv,1 / Rw, Brn with half the bend radius of the primary bend and a length

equal to L = AL/ 2 . The coupling section then brings the

Yaw angle rl - 0.04 0 particle to what would be its equilibrium offset AR in the
bend without residual perpendicular momentum (fig.6).
The use of this technique is complicated by coil radius
effects which can complicate evaluating the section

Figure 4, Tipping and turning coils. length, causing mismatch at the ends of the sections.

0.2

3 COUPLING SECTIONS
0.15 ..... .

It is possible to minimize the mismatch where straight .1
meets bend by using a verity of coupling sections. The 0.1 "
mismatch can be caused by two effects: 1) the orbit cannot 0.05 /

adjust smoothly to the position of the equilibrium orbit as 0
it goes through the bend, and, 2) the magnetic field lines 0

are displaced from what would be the particle orbit by I/R 0.0
(or other) effects. Both of these effects can minimized -0.10 , • 0

-0.025 -0.02 -0.015 -0.01 -0.005

using a good coil design. a (X)

3.1 Adiabatic Bends
Figure 6. A particle orbit in a L AL/2 coupler, showing

If the mismatch that causes the oscillations in Figure 3 is mismatch at the end of the section.
spread out over many Larmor lengths and phases, the
transverse oscillations will be canceled, unfortunately at 2.4 Short Smooth Couplers
the cost of a long solenoid. An extension of the L = AL/2 coupler is to use a smoothed

0.02 Rcurve which has the advantages that discontinuities in
0 ....... both dO/ds and its derivatives are avoided. The expression

-0.0;- used by Fernow and Palmer[4],

-0.04. 0'-0. = 0.5 cot(s s1  c - s2 +

-0.0, ,. where the length over which the transition is made a =

-0. k-/2 seems to be optimum, consistent with the arguments0. 002 0. 003 0. 004 0. 005 0. 006 0. 007 0. 008 0. 009 0. C
xam presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, see Figure 7.

Figure 5, A two dimensional projection of the motion of 0.0025

a particle in an adiabatic coupler. 0.0020

, 0.0015

2.2 L = n )L ' 0.0010

If the overall bend length is adjusted to be equal to an 0.0005

even number of Larmor oscillations, the particle can exit 0.0000
from the bend at the point of the cusp (see figure 3) 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80
where it has no momentum perpendicular to the direction a/AL
of motion. This method had two problems: 1) the length Figure 7, Mismatch produced as a function of short,
of the magnet is fixed and, 2) effects due to coil size can smooth coupler length.
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altering the geometry of the coils causing the
compensating field.

4 ABERRATIONS
In addition to the time slewing due to the longer path 4.3 Coil Geometry Effects

traveled by particles on the outside of a bend, there are a The coil geometry interacts strongly with the optics, as
number of aberrations which complicate the optics. shown in figure Z below, which looks at an orbit for two

different coil radii.
4.1 x' y' Dependence 0.006 ,

Particles with momentum perpendicular to the beam will 0.004

0.003
drift vertically due to grad B drift. This can be eliminated 0.002

with equal numbers of bends of opposite direction, but in a 0.001
most cases with x'<0.3 the drift is small, comparable to a 0
5p/p - 2%. This is shown in FigureX -0.0o-01• ' /

-0.002

-0.003

-0.004
-0.005 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02

Figure Z, Orbits for coil radii r 0.3 and 0.03.
Figur L,- ad .3

00 3 ... ' ...... . ..

0.. ...... The sensitivity to coil and geometry parameters
10.02 .emphasizes the importance of using an accurate

0 'representation of the problem. The calculations in this
0 paper were done using GPT [5], which calculates fields

S s (M)
X (M) from coils and tracks the particles through the fields, thus

avoiding approximations or simplifications which can
completely change the nature of the problem.Figure X, Grad B drift for orbits with pt 0.

4.2 Shears
5 CONCLUSIONS

Even if all translation of the central orbit is canceled using
a good coil design the orbits off center are subject to a th per onestheneffectsecontr en using
shear. This shear is a result of mismatches between the both bent and straight solenoidal sections. Emittance
ideal compensation field and that provided by physical growth can be produced by mismatches, however it is
coils. The effects of this sheer are shown if Fig Y, and possible to minimize the effects of these by optimizing

the shear can be eliminated by equal right and left bend the coupling section and compensating field geometries.

angles. It seems important to track particles from coil geometries
since the effects produced can seem nonintuitive.

Shear Direction
y (i)

0.06 . REFERENCES
0.04
0.02 [1] S. Humphries, Charged Particle Beams, Wiley, (New York) 1990

0 [2] F. F. Chen, Introduction to Plasma Physics, Plenum, (New York),
-0.02 1974
-0.04 [3] J. Norem, Submitted to Physicas Review Special Topics/
-0.06 4Accelerators and Beams, 1998

[4] R. Fernow, ICOOL: a simuation code for the ionization cooling of
-0.03- 1muon beams, this conference
-00 02 S (i) [5] Pulsar Physics, De Bongerd, NL-3762, X A Soest, The Netherlands

x (mP 0.020.040.06 (1998)

Figure Y, Shears in large beams over a bend.

The sum of horizontal and vertical components of the
shear should be constant because the
perpendicular field components that z
cause it are determined by Amperes.
law, integrating around the path
shown at right. The relative
amplitude of horizontal and vertical shear can be altered by
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HTS POWER LEAD TEST RESULTS*

G. Citver, S. Fehert, P.J. Limon, D. Orris, T. Peterson, C. Sylvester,
M.A. Tartaglia, J.C. Tompkins, FNAL, Batavia, IL

Abstract cover plate to several inches below the minimum liquid he-
R&D High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) power lium level in the main dewar. To further thermally isolate

leads were developed and built for Fermilab by Ameri- the two volumes, the power lead pair and glass tube as-

can Superconductor Corporation and Intermagnetics Gen- sembly is mounted inside a vacuum jacketed sleeve, that

eral Corporation. Each company provided one pair of 5kA extends to the depth of the liquid nitrogen cooled inter-

HTS current leads, and these have been successfully tested cept. Anticipating differences in pressure due to the differ-

at Fermilab. This paper summarizes the test results, ent thermal environment in each, the system provides for in-
dependent or simultaneous venting of the two volumes. A
backpressure regulator, sensitive to 1/8 inch of H20 pres-
sure changes was installed to help maintain a constant pres-

Conventional power leads carry electric current from room sure in the main bath, while pressure changes may be occur-

temperature to the superconducting magnets in the Tevatron ring inside the glass/epoxy tube.

at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. Over 50 pair of The mass flow meters and rotameters used in the system
leads carry up to 6000 amps of current and result in substan- were carefully calibrated and sized to operate effectively

tial heat loads for the cryogenic system. Reducing the total over the range of flows required. A simplified mechanical
heat load to the liquid helium temperature level would allow system schematic is shown in the online overview, Figure 1.

either savings in operational costs or make more refrigera-
tion available for lower temperature and higher energy op-
eration of the Tevatron. Using a combined liquid nitrogen
and liquid helium cooled power lead design, one can reduce
the heat load to LHe by a factor of ten. A proposal to replace
most of the conventional power leads at Fermilab with more
efficient HTS leads is under consideration. As a first step
toward realizing this plan, American Superconductor Cor-
poration and Intermagnetics General Corporation each de-
veloped and built a pair of 5000A HTS current leads. These

leads went through extensive tests at Fermilab.

2 TEST APPARATUS

The HTS power lead testing equipment is located in the

Magnet Test Facility (MTF) at Fermilab. The mechanical
system consists of a liquid nitrogen shielded helium cryo-
stat with a baffle system that includes an 80 K intercept, and
the instrumentation necessary to monitor mass flow rates, Figure 1: Schematic overview of the HTS test setup.
measure and regulate system pressures and liquid level, and
record system temperatures. The 20 inch diameter by 42 The HTS data acquisition (DAQ), and the quench detec-
inch long helium vessel is sized to accommodate power lead tion and management systems used in this test are adapted
pairs, which are spaced on a 4 inch center-to-center dis- and extended from those systems developed at MTF to con-
tance, and are up to 30 inches long. The leads are mounted duct tests on superconducting R&D magnets (3]. Temper-
on a plate that is separate from the main vessel cover plate. ature and voltage measurements from the DAQ scans are
This feature allows for power lead removal without com- monitored by a new software quench detection system [4]
plete disassembly of the vessel cover plate. The remaining that triggers the quench management system to protect the
top surface area of the vessel accommodates fill and vent leads from (relatively slow) quenches. An independent
lines, valves, liquid level sensors, and other instrumenta- hardware backup system protects against ground faults as
tion. well as fast resistive voltage growth across the leads. A

To thermally separate the main dewar volume from the quench is detected when one of the analog signals or soft-
volume immediately around the power leads, the leads are ware process variables exceeds a (configurable) threshold,
housed inside a glass/epoxy tube that extends from the or when a scan malfunctions. When triggered, the manage-

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. ment system initiates fast quench data logging, and slow
t Email: fehers@fnal.gov power supply ramp down.
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The quench thresholds were set low, for any tempera-
ture rise of 5K above the zero-current baseline tempera- 200.0

ture profile, or HTS (Copper) voltage (imbalance) greater 1 5

than one(32) millivolt(s). Temperature and voltage process 180.0 5000Amp
variables were monitored and logged by two independent 160-

scan systems, which used complementary instrumentation o
schemes. The carefully wired and isolated sensors deliv- 140.0

ered typical noise levels of less than 1K for temperatures, W
and less than 3 /uV for voltage taps at 5000A. E 120.0 T Ternperature of the

0Amp middle of the copperE_ ssection

3 THE LEADS 100.0

American Superconductor Corporation (ASC) and Inter- 80.0

magnetics General Corporation (IGC) developed and built ,.-
HTS leads following the Fermilab lead specification (see N

Table 1). Both companies utilized Ag-alloyed sheathed
BSCCO-2223 (powder-in-tube) multifilamentary high Figure 2: Temperature rise of the middle of the copper sec-
temperature superconducting tapes between 4K and 80K tion due to 0 to 5000A current ramp.
cooled with helium liquid and vapor. The upper section
(80K-300K) of the lead was made from copper cooled with
liquid and gaseous nitrogen and helium vapor. The vendors 4.2 IGC Lead
instrumented these R&D leads with RTD temperature The IGC lead was first tested in March-April, 1998. Unre-
sensors and voltage taps across HTS and copper sections. liable lead temperature sensors made the test difficult and

required in-situ calibration. The lead was able to conduct

Table 1: Lead specifications and requirements 5000A steadily. In May, 1998, the lead was tested again.
In an attempt to quench the HTS section, the current was

Gas cooled power lead operating between 300 - 4.3K raised to 7500A. At this current the low temperature super-
Maximum operating current 5000A conductor (LTS) cable attached to the bottom of the lead
Case leak rate to vacuum < 2x10- atm cc/sec burned out. The lead was repaired with a better transition
Low helium consumption to the LTS cable. Several successful tests to 5000A have
Thermal intercepts at 80K been performed since then.
Voltage standoff to ground or other lead > 2000V

Magnetic field environment < 100 gauss 5 TEST RESULTS
Radiation environment,- 1-5 Rad/hour
Electric current decay time constant = 12 second The primary goal of the tests was to verify whether the leads
Cool down rate from 80k to 4.3K within 60 sec met all the requirements and specifications. First, nomi-
Robustness, withstand thermal cycles nal cooling conditions were established, then the current

was ramped up to 5000A. All the lead temperatures and
voltages at both sections (copper and HTS) of the lead re-
mained unchanged after equilibrium was reached, indicat-

4 TEST HISTORY ing steady-state operation. The next test verified that stable
operation can be achieved by ramping the current up and

4.1 ASC Lead down at 350A/sec between 0 and 5000A. Both temperature
The first version of the ASC lead was tested in December, and voltage values were stable but not constant; tempera-
1997. At recommended helium and nitrogen flow rates, ture showed periodic behaviour correlated with current, as
neither section of the lead exhibited stable operation. At one would expect.
3500A DC operation the voltage across the HTS section Extensive thermal studies on the copper section, includ-
rose slowly and exceeded the lmV threshold limit speci- ing temperature profiles as a function of nitrogen flow rates
fled by the vendor. Voltage across the copper section also and transient effects due to sudden change of the current
rose and showed no sign of reaching a stable value. The or nitrogen flow rate, were performed on the IGC lead and
HTS section of the lead was re-built and was then succes- the results were compared with calculations [1]. A fast re-
fully tested in August, 1998, reaching 5000A stable opera- sponse to transients was found. In Figure 2, the temperature
tion. In October 1998 the lead was tested again, however a rise of the middle of the copper section as a function of time
leak developed between the helium and nitrogen flow pas- after ramping the current up to 5000A is plotted. It took 15-
sages making it impossible to continue the test. In the fol- 20 minutes to reach stable operation.
lowing discussion, we only refer to the second version of We also measured the minimum liquid nitrogen flow
the ASC lead [2] and the August, 1998, ASC test results. rates required to keep the upper part of the HTS section at
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The IGC lead went through several thermal cycles (see
92.0 Table 3) and was then power tested successfully. There was

0.0006 no performance degradation observed.
• , 8 7 .0 T em p e r a tu re • " ...' ,

87.0 Temperature04Table 3: Thermal cycles.
S0.0004

S82.0 HTS upper section from 300K to 80K and x5
0 .00 HTS lower section from 300K to 4K
.0.0002 HTS upper section from 300K to 80K and x22

77.0 Voltage HTS lower section from 300K to 80K
0000 HTS upper section from 200-300K to 80K and x8

HTS lower section from 50-150K to 4K
72.0

The heat leak to the cold (4K) end of the lead was esti-
mated by measuring the evaporation rate through the lead

Figure 3: Voltage of the HTS section and temperature at the while keeping the helium liquid level constant and high
top of the HTS section are plotted as a function of time, enough to reach the bottom of the current lead. The LTS

part of the lead was completely immersed in liquid helium.
80K (see Table 2). All of the measured values show good The liquid level was controlled by adjusting the outgoing
agreement with calculations [1]. Both current leads were helium gas flow rate through the lead. Due to background
able to operate with no helium flow through the lead. The effects we were able to estimate only the upper limit of the
current flag temperature was kept close to 300K by using a heat load. ASC and IGC helium boil-off rates were less than
water heater-chiller attached to the flag. There was no need or equal to 0.045 g/sec and 0.050 g/sec, respectively.
to regulate the coolant flow rate as a function of current; no
freezing at the top of the lead was observed even at OA ap- 6 CONCLUSIONS
plied current and nominal coolant flow rates. Two pairs of HTS current leads (from ASC and IGC) were

successfully tested at Fermilab. Stable steady-state oper-
Table 2: Minimum liquid nitrogen mass flow rates at nom- ation was observed at nominal cooling conditions and at
inal liquid helium mass flow rates (IGC lead). nominal 5000A current. The transient effect recovery time

Vendor recommended measured Applied current in the copper section of the IGC lead was fast (- 15 min).

(g/sec) (g/sec) (Ampere) Low joint resistances (ASC: 80-100nQ, IGC: 12 nf?) and

0.30 0.24 0 low voltages (-,. 25/tV) across the HTS section were mea-

0.83 0.53 5000 sured at nominal current and cooling conditions. There
was no sign of any instability even if the HTS was forced
to operate in current sharing mode. There was no perfor-

Voltages across the HTS section, across the HTS-copper mance degradation observed due to thermal cycles. The up-

joints, and across the HTS-LTS joints were measured. Both per limit on the heat leak to the helium bath was estimated

IGC and ASC had low joint resistances (ASC: 80-100nf?, (ASC: less than 0.045 g/sec; IGC: less than 0.050 g/sec).

IGC: 12 nQ) and low voltages (,-. 25puV) across the HTS
section at 5000A and nominal coolant flow rates. 7 REFERENCES
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MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED CORROSION IN THE
FERMILAB MAIN INJECTOR MAGNET LOW CONDUCTIVITY

WATER SYSTEM*

P. G. Hurh#, N. Kubantseva, M. P. May, FNAL, Batavia, IL

Abstract In mid-November of 1997, evidence of a severe

In mid-November of 1997, numerous pinhole leaks in the corrosion problem in the MI Magnet LCW System was

new 304L stainless steel header piping of the Main observed. Leaks in the new stainless steel header system

Injector Magnet Low Conductivity Water System (MI became apparent during start-up operations, some months

LCW) were discovered. Metallurgical and biological after hydrostatic pressure testing. Engineering consultants

analysis of the extensive corrosion damage in the welded immediately diagnosed the problem as Microbiologically

areas of the piping revealed that microbiological Influenced Corrosion (MIC). This paper is an abbreviation

organisms played a key role in the corrosion process. The of a report which describes the repair efforts, identifies

resulting massive repair efforts included microbe some of the causes of the MIC problem, and makes some

eradication (through chemical biocides), damage recommendations for prevention of MIC in the future [1].

assessment (through biological and metallurgical analysis, 2 DETECTION & STABILIZATION
radiography, and internal remote video inspection), pipe
cleaning (through custom designed mechanical cleaning The first sector of the MI Magnet LCW System was filled
devices), weld repair (through weld overlay), and with chlorinated well water on May 29, 1997, for the
microbiological control during system start-up (through purposes of hydrostatic testing of the completed piping.
ultra-violet radiation and heat treatments). Multiple Each remaining sector was then filled by "pushing" the
contributing factors leading to the corrosion problems test water from the first sector with new well water. In
were identified, including poor welding practice (inadequate this manner the entire system was filled and pressure

technical specifications and inspection), improperly treated tested over a period of 6 months. Between fills, the water

fill water, and insufficient water flow for extended periods was allowed to remain static in the tested piping.

of time (several months) prior to system use. Lessons When circulation pumps were started in November,

learned from these experiences will be of extreme several pinhole-sized leaks were discovered on the weld

importance to the design of similar cooling systems in the joints of the LCW piping. Although the vast majority of

future, leaks were observed on welds, several leaks were also
found as far as one inch from the nearest weld joint. In a

1 INTRODUCTION few days, the number of leaks multiplied to almost 400.

The MI LCW System consists of 6 above ground From visual inspections of the leaks and bacteria tests

pumping stations distributed around the MI ring conducted on water samples (high levels of aerobic/low

supplying cooling water to the bus of all magnets in the nutrient bacteria and trace levels of sulfate reducing and

tunnel (650+ magnets). Only the stainless steel header iron-related bacteria were found), expert consultants
piping was affected by the corrosion problems. suggested the cause of the leaks was MIC.

All of the piping components are 304L stainless steel 2.1 MIC Description
welded with 308L filler metal. The majority of piping is Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion is a phenomenon
seam welded 6-inch nominal pipe size, schedule 10 pipe whereby corrosion of a surface is induced and/or acceleratedwith larger piping in the pumping stations. The system by the presence of microbiological organisms. One
has approximately 5,400 welded joints. Total water description of the MIC mechanism to failure is as
volume for the system is approximately 66,000 gallons. follows: A thick biofilm (layer of live bacteria) develops

Each pumping station includes a large heat exchanger on a susceptible metal surface. The microorganisms
(also 304L) and a de-ionizing (DI) and filtering circuit. All on ie al sules Th e contaning6 pumping stations are connected through the tunnel via develop colonies and form nodules (biomasses containing
6heumpinghstations.areeconnectedsthrough(Mhe60unnelludasmicrobiological/corrosion by-products and deposits).the 6-inch headers. One pumping station (MI-60) includes These formations can trap ions and occlude the metal
a fill station and a 3,000-gallon reservoir tank. The design surfaces directly beneath them from oxygen dissolved in
operating pressure of the system is 150 psi. the water. Thus the nodules can create localized physical

and chemical gradients at the metal surface, which initiate
corrosion cells (such as a differential aeration cell). The

*Work supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under
electrochemical process dissolves metal beneath the

contract No. DE-ACO2-76CH3000. biomass and a localized pit is formed [2].
0Email: hurh@1fnal.gov
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The MIC corrosion process is very similar to crevice out from tack welds that had not been consumed by the
corrosion. In crevice corrosion, corrosion is often initiated final weld pass. A majority of welds had a build up of
by the creation of an oxygen or ion concentration cell, corrosion byproduct (and MIC nodules) in several places
Stagnant water in a crevice cannot supply oxygen to on each weld. Some of the nodules were crumbled and/or
maintain a passive oxide layer in the crevice. As oxygen knocked off by the passage of the camera device. The
is consumed in the crevice by the corrosion reaction, the worst damage was usually at the bottom of the pipe.
water in the crevice becomes depleted of oxygen while 3 RECOVERY EFFORTS
oxygen is still available in the water at the mouth of the
crevice. This creates a differential aeration cell accelerating While the MIC situation was stabilized, research and
the corrosion further. Corrosion rates for MIC can be development explored recovery options. Weld repair and
greater than that for crevice corrosion because of the pipe-cleaning techniques were researched and compared.
smothering coverage of the large biomass. Also, 3.] Weld Repair
byproducts of some bacteria growth are acidic, accelerating
the localized. pitting even further. Some case histories Repair techniques considered ranged from cutting out and
report through-wall pitting of stainless steel pipes in a replacing bad welds to patching bad welds with
few months. One of these reported an effective corrosion epoxy/fiberglass wraps. Repair options were tested and
rate of 0.055 inch per month for a 308 stainless steel weld compared in categories such as longevity, serviceability,
[3]. ease of application, and cost. Our comparison led us to

2.2 tablizaionand amae Asessentchoose a combination of repair methods to apply to welds
2.2 tablizaionand amae Asessentin various locations and in various conditions.

After preliminary confirmation of MIC, biocides The most widely used repair method was to remove the
(glutaraldehyde and quaternary ammonium compounds) crown of the old, defective weld and then overlay with a
were added to control the bacteria growth. The system was new weld (316L stainless steel filler material). In this
drained and then dried using high-speed blower fans, manner, the existing weld metal was re-fused and a new

Each accessible weld in the entire system was labeled. crown layer was added. In addition, the entire weld area
Damage assessment was performed through two methods, was exposed to high temperature during welding which
radiographic examination and internal visual inspection, helped sterilize any remnant bacteria.

10% (208) of the accessible welds were radiographed. Of Detailed technical specifications were written for each of
these, 61% showed flaws that could be associated with the weld repair methods. These specifications and the
MIC (deep pitting or tunneling). Most of the welds also results from metallurgical evaluations of the test repairs
showed flaws suggesting poor welding practice were reviewed positively by welding engineers and
(incomplete fusion/penetration, etc.) metallurgists. In addition, stringent procedures for welder

Internal visual inspection of the piping was qualification and quality control were implemented to
accomplished using custom designed and fabricated ensure consistent quality throughout the weld repairs.
remotely operated video camera devices. The most useful On March 2, 1998, welders and pipe fitters arrived on
design utilized a radio controlled gimbal mount to aim the site. The workers attended meetings to learn the weld
camera in both yaw and pitch. Using this device, operators repair techniques and review specifications. Field testing
were able to videotape all accessible welds in the system. of welders was begun immediately, and the first weld

repairs were made on March 3, 1998.
As weld repairs progressed, inspection of the work was- perform-ed and results recorded in a weld database.

Technicians trained by Fermilab's Weld Shop, performed
visual examinations of each weld and weld repair within
one day after they were made. In addition, suspect welds
were visually examined internally using the remote video
devices. As sectors of piping were completed, 5%
radiography and 100% pneumatic bubble tests were
performed to ensure quality.

3.2 Pipe Cleaning

Although the addition of biocides and draining/drying of
the pipes presumably halted the MIC process, complete
mitigation required the removal of the entire MIC habitat.

Figure 1: Typical corrosion site on MI LCW pipe weld. Deposits in the pipe, in the form of nodules and tubercles,

The internal visual inspection revealed that almost were tenaciously adhered to the pipe walls and could not
every weld in the piping exhibited signs of advanced be removed by water circulation alone. These deposits,
corrosion. Most welds had orange colored streaks flaring besides harboring bacteria, could have been sites for future
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infestations. Thus, removal of as much MIC deposit as encouraged localized corrosion and played a large role in
possible was considered necessary to leave a passivated the susceptibility of the welds to MIC attack.
stainless steel surface that would resist future corrosion. Both direct causes stem from one root cause, the lack of

Initially consultants suggested using a 20% nitric and awareness of MIC dangers. The original piping designers,
4% hydroflouric acid combination to remove the deposits fabricators, and operators were unaware of the problems
and heat tint completely. Treatment using such a harsh that MIC can cause in piping systems. Specifying
etchant in large volumes created safety and health concerns corrosion resistant materials and final water quality will
along with schedule and cost concerns. Therefore, not ensure corrosion prevention or abatement. Start-up,
mechanical cleaning methods were developed using lay-up, and maintenance operations must also be
custom devices that were inexpensive and effective, addressed.

These devices all utilized spinning sets of abrasive pads Preventative measures which help a piping system
(silicon carbide) driven by air motors. One device resist MIC can be employed. These include chemical
consisted of a spinning abrasive disk and an air motor treatment, heat treatment, ultra-violet radiation, do.
mounted on spring-loaded wheels. This device was ionization and filtering, and maintaining fluid velocity [4].
designed to be pulled through the pipes and buff the entire In the case of the MI LCW System, we initially heat
pipe inner surface including welds. A more sophisticated treated our piping system to 135 degrees F in an attempt
device design utilized a digital video camera to allow the to sterilize the system. Then new water added to the
operator to locate the cleaning pads on the dirty welds. system was sterilized using commercially available UV

These devices eliminated all discoloration, both from disinfection units. De-ionization and filtering was begun
heat tint and MIC deposits, on the pipe inner surface. In immediately after filling to maintain ultra-pure water.
order to ensure that our techniques were adequate to protect Procedural constraints were implemented limiting low
against future corrosion, a microbiologist and a flow conditions to a maximum of 5 days. Finally,
metallurgist reviewed the mechanical cleaning method and monitoring of the system is achieved using custom
approved of its use. designed MIC coupons which act as an early warning

After completing repairs, the piping was filled sector by system of future MIC attack.
sector with filtered and UV treated water and then Our experiences have shown that corrosion, especially
hydrostatic pressure tested (225-psi). Pressure testing MIC, should be addressed early in the design process.
found several leaks (17 out of about 4000 weld repairs). Besides obvious issues such as material selection and
These leaks were repaired and re-tested successfully. water quality, the water system designer should consider

compatibility with heat treatment and biocides during the
design process. Welding technical specifications should
describe acceptable welding practice in detail plus fully
explain mandatory inspection requirements. Start-up and
lay-up guidelines and/or procedures should be written and
enforced with corrosion problems in mind.
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ARCHITECTURE OF HTS LEADS SOFTWARE PROTECTION SYSTEM

J.M.Nogiec#, S.Feher, D.F.Orris, J.Sim, M.Tartaglia,
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*, Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract
• A configuration subsystem with Data Base

A software system to detect quenches in high temperature Definition Language describing system

superconducting (HTS) power leads has been developed configurations

as a part of the Fermilab HTS R&D program. The system 0 Unified user interfaces that enable monitoring of
has been successfully applied to protect leads during the system under control (trends, numerical values,
several tests of various types of HTS leads. overviews), and status of the communication and

The software architecture of the configurable quench scan subsystems
detection system and capabilities of the quench * Off-line data analysis tools.
management system are described. All major system
components are presented along with the solutions to their The state of the process under control is monitored and
communication and distribution problems. In addition, altered through manipulations done on a set of process
failure protection aspects of the design are discussed. variables (PVs). Some PVs reflect directly measured
Graphical user interfaces used to monitor the quench process parameters, whereas others contain control
protection system are also presented. variables used to regulate the process. Still other PVs may

contain system control parameters, internal system
variables, statistics, long-term trends, etc.

1 INTRODUCTION The scan system links the RTDB with the process under
High temperature superconducting leads have been control by uniformly accessing devices and pseudo-
considered at Fermilab as a cost-effective replacement of devices and passing data to and from the RTDB. In
traditional power leads. Thus, a new system has been built addition to the already mentioned PVs, RTDB also
to test and study performance of these leads. This system contains all system configuration data.
is based on the Distributed Monitoring and Control The core system components are supplemented by
System (DMCS) developed at Fermilab. specialised subsystems, such as the power supply control

The DMCS [1][2] provides a framework for system [5], to form the full-featured operating
constructing data acquisition, monitoring and control environment.
systems, and has been previously successfully applied to
control cold tests of superconducting accelerator magnets 4 •ncwac computer
[3], and studies of future accelerator magnets (Pipetron
project [4]).

The DMCS is a decentralised, configurable, multi-
platform system with open architecture. Core components
of this system include (see Figure 1):

"* A memory resident Real-Time Data Base (RTDB)
supporting triggers, caching, and locking
mechanisms, and providing transparent access to
local and remote objects

"* A scan system that supports a uniform, common
approach to data archiving, data acquisition,
control, and on-line processing through various Figure 1: Overview of DMCS
scan types

"* A distributed synchronisation and communication 2 REQUIREMENTS
mechanism based on a software bus approach, that The moderate quench development speeds in high
enables synchronisation between active system temperature superconductors, measured in seconds, allow
components such as scans and servers for software-based quench protection systems. Despite the

fact that the system does not have hard real-time
"Operated by the Universities Research Association under contract with requirements, it still has to be deterministic. The

the U.S. Department of Energy protection system should also be highly reliable to
' Email: nogiec@fnal.gov
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adequately protect the HTS leads. These requirements 3.2 User Interfaces
were crucial to the construction of a new software quench Several graphical user interfaces are available to monitorprotection system. Svrlgahclue nefcsaeaalbet oio

and control the quench system:
3 ARCHITECTURE OF QUENCH a An event monitor capable of reporting occurrences of

ARC ITECTUI O F QTEN H selected, in this case quench-related, events and
PROTECTION SYSTEM capturing sequences of events (Figure 3)

The quench protection system consists of a set of o A scan control panel monitoring status of the
components distributed in a multi-platform computer scanning system and allowing scan attribute
system. Functionally, the system follows a traditional, manipulation at run-time
hierarchical approach with user interfaces running on o Process variable display interfaces showing
workstations and direct control and data acquisition parts instantaneous values of monitored voltages and
running on VME-based computers under control of real- temperatures, their trends and alarm statuses
time operating systems. 0 A quench manager panel displaying quench-related

information and allowing manual control over the
3.1 Quench System quench system

• A power supply control panel.
The quench system comprises the quench detection,

quench management, and quench characterisation
subsystems.
The software HTS quench detection subsystem relies on
both voltage taps and RTD temperature sensors for the
determination of a quench. These voltages and
temperatures are monitored continuously by independent
asynchronous scans. The triggering mechanism of the
RTDB is used to signal when monitored values exceed
pre-set alarm limits. The scans communicate with the ?
software quench manager which monitors status of the
software quench detection system and informs the central
quench manager about detected quenches or malfunctions.
The software quench manager also initiates the power
supply ramp-down sequence in order to protect the HTS Figure 3: Event monitor

leads. The central quench manager communicates with The overview of the HTS leads under test is shown in
the software quench detection subsystem and the Figure4.
hardware-based backup quench detection system [6]. It
also signals quench characterisation scans to trigger data
loggers that record quench signals and subsequently store
quench data and latch change of state (COS) information.

The quench system components, as described above,
are located on several computers (Figure 2) and
communicate exclusively through events.

84 32 51

II~~7 4:17, 5

quanch dat ioghf staw tavmpee =*zingrk sac

powr mplycormlquazie mnMMP2TtP l'P,, [ I Da~l~h, |Figure 4: Overview of HTS leads

Deploys Dely

Figure 2: Deployment diagram
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4 INTERACTIONS IN QUENCH Determinism of the quench protection system,

PROTECTION SYSTEM important in the case of a software system, has been
guaranteed by using a real-time operating system as a

Components of the software quench protection system system run-time environment.
interact by sending and receiving events. The interactions The software quench protection system can be easily re-
which take place upon detection of a quench are shown configured and adapted to accommodate various HTS
using a collaboration diagram (Figure 5). leads. Among others, the number and location of sensors

can be modified, new quench detection scans can be
quench lharacterization computer slow monitoring computer added, and thresholds used to determine presence of a

quench in, the leads can be modified.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The moderate quench development speeds in HTS leads
make it possible to rely on software systems for quench
protection. Software -based systems can offer potentially
high flexibility and configurability in comparison with
purely hardware-based systems.

The required high reliability can be achieved through
duplication and distribution of system components and
deployment of a backup hardware solution.

Relying on a common framework makes integration of
the quench system with the rest of the monitoring and
control system seamless.

Basing the implementation of the quench system on a
configurable and open system makes this system
extensible and allows for:
* modification of quench detection methods or

Figure 5: Quench system interaction diagram algorithms;
* introduction of other quench protection mechanisms;

Upon detection of a quench by one of the monitoring * modification of quench characterisation elements;

scans (temperature or voltage), an appropriate event is and,

sent to the software quench manager (1,2). The software * and,

quench manager informs the central quench manager components.

about the quench detected by the software quench

protection system (3) and sends a request to the power 6 REFERENCES
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The required high reliability of the system has been Tartaglia, and J. Tompkins, "Digital Quench Detection System for
Superconducting Magnets", PAC'99, New York, (1999)

achieved through the distribution of system components,

independent voltage and temperature monitoring,
implementation of heartbeat signals, and usage of a
backup hardware quench detection system.
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LASER PULSE HEATING*
Xintian E. Lin

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract denoted by To. If we assume that Fd(t), the power flux

Recently, interest has developed in pulsed heating effects deposited into the material, is a square pulse in time, then

on a copper surface[l]. Pulsed heating is one of the limits 2T) o (
on the gradient of a structure based linac. The heat gener- T(tp) - = Ed (2)

ated by an intense RF pulse on the metal surface can result
in hundreds of degrees of temperature rise at I GeV/m. Af- The temperature rises as one half power of the pulse length,
ter a certain number of cycles, the metal may crack due a ge care of a dfusi on.
to thermal fatigue and the surface properties may deterio- the ase of a Gussan pepofe,
rate. In this article, we describe an experiment to use a high temperature rise on the surface becomes
power laser to study the pulsed temperature rise on a metal F 2vtp (3)
surface. TpaV - T 0.783 __ ,

where F is the fluence deposited into the copper, and tp is
1 INTRODUCTION the FWHM of the pulse. Compared to a square pulse with

Laser induced damage in optical materials is a discipline fluence F and pulse length tp, the lower temperature rise

in its own right. Many publications have tried to address of Gaussian pulse is a result of the lower peak power and

the issue from theoretical and experimental point of view the spread of energy.

for more than 30 years[2]. However most of them concerns When the temperature rise T is high, the dependence of

single or a few shots damage threshold. Thomas etc[3] has material property on temperature needs to be considered,
measured up to 100 shots. The damage criteria is usually a thus Eq. 1 becomes[ 1]
quantitative visual inspection under microscope. For a few t Fd(t',T(t'))dt'
ns and longer pulse, the threshold corresponds roughly to T(tp) - To=
single shot melting of the surface. For accelerator applica- J- P /rK(T (t'))pC(T(t'))(tp - t')

tions, we are interested in the thermal fatigue threshold on ftp f(t', T(t'))dt'
the order of a billion shots with temperature measurement f,,-t' (4)
on the surface. To bypass the requirement of high power,
high repetition rate microwave source, we describe an alter- Because of the singularity at t' = tp, the integral may be

native experiment using a laser to test pulsed temperature evaluated as[4]
rise on a copper surface. n-1

In the geometric setting illustrated in Fig. 1, the temper- T(tn) - To = 2 2(V-j - v/t)f(tj, T(tj)). (5)

vacuum If one were to scale time t by a factor,3, i.e. i -+ f3t and

flux by 0/'J, i.e. Fd -+ Fd//-, then from Eq. 4,laser>

t, T(o3t) - To = T(t) - To (6)

regardless of the temperature dependence of the material
L__ source property. Thus to get the same temperature rise, F/vFp

needs to be constant.
Figure 1: Surface heating.

2 LASER ABSORPTANCE IN METAL
ature rise resulting from a surface heat source induced by a
laser, for example, is given by Shining a laser with wavelength A perpendicularly onto a

copper surface, the reflection coefficient can be expressed

T(tp) - To = tI Fd(t')dt' n-
Jo = /rKpCv(t- t')' (1)r = n+i' (7)

where K, p and C, are the thermal conductivity, density where the refractive index n = Vc-. The Drude model is
and heat capacity respectively. The initial temperature is quite adequate in infrared[5]. It gives

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03- W;
76SF00515 w2 + iWWr (8)
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The plasma frequency w n = ee2 /mno, and the collision The temperature dependence of the copper properties K
frequency w- = nee2/ma(T). The electron density n, and o, are tabulated in [6], and a polynomial fit is used to
inside copper is roughly 8.4 x 1022 /Cm3. Notice that elec- interpolate to other temperatures. The heat capacity C, of
tric conductivity o is temperature dependent. From energy copper is given in [7].
conservation, the flux into copper has the form Taking A = 10.6 pm, a square pulse with tp = 16 ns

and 10 = 1.5GW/cm 2 for example, the pulsed temper-
Fd = (1 - 1r12)Io, (9) ature rise is as high as 9910 C. The surface temperature,

where I0 is the laser irradiance. In the frequency region plotted in Fig. 3, has an initial value of 300 K. The solid
w.- «<w «<wi,, i.e. 0.11jim «<A «<46jro, the Drude

wi= 10.6pom tp= 16ns Laser fluenee= 24J/cm
2 

Fluence into Cu= O,32339J/cm 2

model gives 1300

Fd P • (10) 1200 -0

The absorptance is wavelength independent. So the fol- 1000 0 0

lowing experiment may be carried out at other wavelengths 1000 Square laser pulse 0 0

with about the same temperature rise. 000 0 0

When laser wavelength approaches I um, other contri- - 000
bution becomes important[8], and analysis becomes more r 00
involved. 700 - 0

00
600- 0

3 EXPERIMENT S0o o 0 0

The experiment, illustrated in Fig. 2, utilizes high energy 400

laser pulses to heat up the sample surface repeatedly and 3000 .2 0. 0.6 0. 1 ,1.2 1.4 1.
uses interference between the reflected pulse and original 0 0.2 0 01,

pulse to monitor the surface temperature. Mirror I and 2

Figure 3: Pulsed temperature rise. The solid curve is esti-
00 sample ] mation from Eq. 2 and circles are from Eq. 4.

dcurve is calculated from Eq. 2. The circles, with tempera-
ture dependence of the material property included (Eq. 4),
depart significantly from Eq. 2 at higher temperatures. The

46 faster temperature growth is primarily due to higher elec-
tric resistivity at higher temperature. The heat capacity and

/6 02thermal conductivity, on the other hand, change less than
33 20% in this temperature range.

7 - 3 In the case of a comparable Gaussian pulse, the maxi-
'0 mum temperature rise, illustrated in Fig. 4, is about 556'C,

T ý4 44% lower than the square pulse case. The rest of the dis-
cussions all concern Gaussian pulses.

The temperature rise Tm,,,,, and diode outputs f 103~dt

Figure 2: Laser pulse heating experiment. f 14 12 dt are plotted in Fig. 5 and 6 as a function of laser
fluence. The maximum temperature rise Tma,, plotted

are beam splitters and mirror 3 is a combiner such that the against the signal s = £ 1t03 
2dt/ £ 104 j12dt, is illustrated in

wave functions O's are given by Fig. 7. A least square fit given by

01 = aoo s = 6.83 x 10-7(1 - 2.31T0a + 1.2 7 3 (T-a0 )2) (12)
02= raqsror (1) 0 300

013 = (rOlh -- 2) = a41o ( is also plotted. It is the basis of surface temperature moni-

04 = 7(ro01i + 412) = 041 r0+g toring.

where we have assumed the splitting factor a < 1. A 4 CONCLUSION
phase shifter/attenuator ro is inserted in 01l to insure null
reading of 03 at low power. This experiment can be carried out using 10.6 jm CO2

At 10.6 pm wavelength, Irl is very close to 1. Therefore, laser with 2.4 mJ in 16 ns pulse running at 1 kHz. The laser
04 is a good measure of the pulse energy and 03 is a mea- needs to be focused to a 100 jim spot to deliver 24 J/cm2

sure of energy loss to the surface, and thus gives the surface fluence. It is then able to test surface temperature rise up to
temperature through the a (T) dependence. 5561C reaching 109 pulses in 2 weeks, To see a 100 degree
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x= lOm.6pr tp= 16ns Laser fluence= 24J/cm
2 

FluenceintoCuO.026565J/cm
2  

.," j )-- lO.6pm t 16ns a-=0.1
9W0 15 2 p'
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Figure 4: Pulsed temperature rise for a Gaussian laser
pulse. The solid line represents the laser irradiance, and Figure 6: The integrated diode signals as a function of laser
the surface temperature is drawn in circles. fluence.
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PLANAR WAVEGUIDE HYBRIDS
FOR VERY HIGH POWER RF*

C.D. Nantista4, W.R. Fowkes, N.M. Kroll#, and S.G. Tantawi÷
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA

Abstract With this motivation, we have subsequently developed
two novel planar hybrid designs capable of reliably

Two basic designs have been developed for waveguide handling hundreds of megawatts of peak power at X-band
hybrids, or 3-dB couplers, capable of handling hundreds (11.424 GHz). These each consist of four rectangular
of megawatts at X-band. Coupling is provided by one or waveguide ports, which operate in the TE 10 mode,
two connecting waveguides with h-plane junctions and connected through four or two h-plane T-junctions,
matching elements. In the former case, the connecting yielding, respectively, a two-rung ladder or an "H"
waveguide supports two modes. Small apertures and geometry. In the latter case, the single connecting
field-enhancing e-bends are avoided to reduce the risk of waveguide carries two modes. Figure 1 illustrates the two
rf breakdown. The h-plane symmetry also allows the use design geometries.
of over-moded rectangular waveguide in which the height
has been increased to reduce field amplitudes without
affecting the scattering matrix. The theory and designs
are presented, along with the results of prototype tests of 4 3r"
functionality and power-handling capability. Such a
device is integral to the rf pulse compression or power
distribution system [2] of the Next Linear Collider (NLC) 0 0

[1] for combining, splitting, and directing power. This
work was motivated by the observation of rf breakdown at
power levels above 200 MW in conventional and 0 0
modified magic-T's.

1 INTRODUCTION

The design of the Next Linear Collider (NLC) [1] includes

plans for powering the high-gradient accelerator structures a) b)
of the main linacs with 11.424 GHz X-band klystrons Figure 1: Schematic of the h-planar geometries of the a)
through a pulse compression or power distribution system two-rung ladder and b) "H" hybrid designs. Power-flow
[2]. In such a system pulsed rf will need to be combined, arrows indicate output ports for the indicated input port.
split, or directed at peak power levels reaching 600 MW.
A basic component required is a waveguide hybrid, or
3-dB directional coupler, capable of handling very high Small apertures, slots, and field-enhancing e-bends are
power levels. Prototype rf systems have employed avoided to reduce the risk of rf breakdown. Matching
conventional, matched magic T's in WR90 (0.9"x0.4") features maintain the translational symmetry of these
waveguide. As power levels were increased, these proved cross-sections. Electric fields terminate only on the flat
inadequate and a modified design was developed, in top and bottom surfaces. This h-plane symmetry also
which the matching post in the waveguide junction was allows the use of over-moded rectangular waveguide in
replaced with a thick fin. While simulations showed this which the height has been increased to reduce field
design to have lower field strengths, it's reliability proved amplitudes without affecting the scattering matrix. Both
to still be inadequate. These magic T's exhibited frequent are quadrature hybrids (i.e. the coupled port fields are 900
rf breakdown at power levels above 200 MW, which out of phase), and directly opposite port pairs are isolated.
inspection showed to occur primarily at the mouth of the That is, the scattering matrices, with properly chosen,
e-bend [3]. symmetric reference planes and the indicated port

numbering, are of the form
Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract n0 1 -i teo

DE-AC03-76SF00515 and grant DE-FG03-93ER40695. I 1 0 0 -i

4 Email: nantista@slac.stanford.edu = 0 0 "
SAlso University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. 0 0

÷ Also with the Communications and Electronics Department, Cairo -- i 1
University, Giza, Egypt.
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guide width). To accommodate standard-width ports and

2 TWO-RUNG LADDER HYBRID avoid the added length of width tapers, a small vertical
The two-rung ladder hybrid is basically a realization in ridge was placed in each port to match into an effective
Thetwongula dder hybri is basically coaxralzatiline asymmetric mitred bend. The TE 20 mode is thusrectangular waveguide of R.H. Dicke's coaxial-line matched independently at each junction. The width and

synthesis of a biplanar magic T [41, or of a modified lnth ofdthenn e cting ge e adtedato

microstrip branch-line hybrid. In transmission line theory, simultaneously meet the above phase length difference

this device requires the distances between all adjacent requirement and cause the small TEp 0 mismatch at the

junctions to be (n/2 plus) one quarter wavelength and the twq u ntions cancel.he Fsma was usedm extensivelytin
two onnctig lnesto avea caratersti adittnce two junctions to cancel. HFSS was used extensively in

two connecting lines to have a characteristic admittance the design process to calculate scattering matrices. The
that is btimes that of the main lines. The resulting peak field of the final design was found from simulation
circuit can be shown to yield the desired scattering matrix, to be 39.5 MV/in at 300 MW with a waveguide height of

In waveguide, whose width is not small compared to a 0 .9 inch.

wavelength, the two-dimensional geometry necessitates

matching elements in the T-junctions to adjust the
complex impedances. A mode matching code was used to
determine the radius and placement of a post that would A copper high-power vacuum-flanged prototype of each
yield a three-port junction with the desired scattering of these hybrids has been built and tested. They were both
matrix, from which the hybrid ring circuit could then be made over-moded, the two-rung ladder in 0.9 inch square
constructed. The fields were expanded in cylindrical guide and the "H" in double-height (0.9"x0.8") guide.
harmonics about the post in the junction region and in This necessitated height tapers at the ports for
normal modes in the rectangular port regions. The full compatibility with our test setup and other WR90-based
hybrid design was verified with the finite-element field components. The top and bottom were tapered
solver HFSS. The peak field amplitude was found to be symmetrically with one-inch long half-cosine tapers. An
44.1 MV/m at 300 MW with a waveguide height of HP 8510C Network Analyzer was used to measure the
0.900 inch. scattering matrix parameters in the vicinity of the design

frequency. The results over a 500 MHz span are

3 "H" HYBRID presented in Figure 2.
The measured insertion losses, when corrected for the

The "H" hybrid can be viewed as a variation of the above predced loss of torsedtad Wrth

with the two connecting waveguides collapsed into one in curved hess of the "H" hybrid to

which two modes are utilized. Thus, in a transmission cre -ed ul notoprso h H yrdt
accomodate a particular installation, give -1.5% for the

line picture, the requirement of two connecting linesis not two-rung ladder hybrid and -0.9% for the "H" hybrid.
circumvented. The coupling mechanism is actually the We define this loss as 1 -(I S I1 +1 S31 I-). It is
same as that of the Riblet short-slot coupler [5], although dominated by ohmic loss. For the two-rung ladder, the
this geometry provides separated ports and no sharp-edged reflected signal and isolation at 11.424 GHz were both
wall interruptionsg about -26 dB, accounting together for 0.49% misdirectedT he connecting guide is w ide enough that both the p o e . F r t e H " h y w re - 3 d an - 7 dBpower. For the "H" they were -33 dB and -37 dB,
TE-10 and the TE 2 0 modes can propagate, and these are respectively, accounting for 0.07% misdirected power.
excited with comparable amplitudes by the fields of a The measured coupling at 11.424 GHz, corrected for loss
single port. They are excited with a relative phase such (i.e. 10log[i S31 I S21 I- +I S3 ) was -3.19 dB for
that their fields add constructively on the side nearest the the former hybrid and -2.96 dB for the latter (the ideal
input port and destructively on the other side. If they were being -3.01 dB). Finally, Figure 2 shows the "H" hybrid
to slip in phase by ir radians, the TE1 0 wave would
enhance the opposite lobe of the TE20 wave, sending the t f the m roact geometry.

powr ot te frthstpor. T ge a -d spittheefoe, expect from the more compact geometry.
power out the farthest port. To get a 3-dB split, therefore, The hybrids were later high-power tested in the pulse
the total phase lengths for these two modes through the compression system of the Accelerator Structure Test
connecting guide must differ by an odd multiple of ir/2. Area (ASTA) [3], where they were processed with pulsed

The T-junctions in this design have been matched by rf to peak power levels exceeding 400 MW in 150 ns
shaping the walls with blunt, triangular protrusions at the pulses and performed successfully without breakdown
symmetry plane, rather than with free-standing posts. The problems or excessive X-ray production.
result is essentially a side-wall coupler with the common
wall removed and two back-to-back mitred 90' bends at 5 CONCLUSIONS
either end. The connecting guide must be narrower than
twice the standard guide width in order to keep the TE30  In response to the problem of rf breakdown in multi-
mode cut off. Simple mitred bends used in a preliminary hundred-megawatt X-band rf systems being developed for
design therefore led to narrow ports (half the connecting a next generation linear collider, we have conceived and
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produced two new types of rectangular waveguide hybrid, advantage of these hybrid designs, one would not
with relatively open interiors and completely two- normally use single-moded ports, but remain over-moded,
dimensional designs, perpendicular to the electric field perhaps matching into a TEl1  mode in circular
lines. The latter feature makes their circuit properties waveguide.
independent of height, allowing for their construction in To comfortably handle 600 MW, the hybrid height
over-height waveguide to reduce fields. Prototypes of would have to be increased to 1.75 inches. In such
both designs performed similarly and quite well. The waveguide, taper design becomes non-trivial because the
"H"-shaped hybrid has the advantage of broader TE 1 2 mode can propagate. Mode conversion due to
bandwidth and is more compact. HFSS simulation mechanical imperfections also becomes more of a concern
suggests that it has peak fields lower by about 11% for a as a device becomes more over-moded. It may therefore
given power flow and waveguide height. The absence of be preferable to use a configuration which incorporates
free-standing matching elements may also be an two hybrids to further increase power-hancdling capacity.
advantage with regard to cooling.

One goal in our component development program is to 6 REFERENCES
limit surface fields at anticipated power levels to values
below 40 MV/m in order to avoid rf breakdown problems. [1] The NLC Design Group, Zeroth-Order Design Report for the Next

Linear Collider, LBNL-PUB 5424, SLAC Report 474, and UCRL-ID
For a power flow of 300 MW in one port, both hybrid 124161, May 1996.
designs meet or approach this goal in square guide [2] S.G. Tantawi et at., "A Multi-Moded RF Delay Line Distribution
(0.9"X0.9"). By contrast, our original and modified magic System (MDLDS) for the Next Linear Collider," to be published in

T's had peak fields of approximately 80 MV/m and Physical Review-Special Topics.

63 MV/m, respectively, at this power level and could not [3] A.E. Vlieks et al., "High Power RF Component Testing for the

be made over-moded in height. NLC," presented at the 19th International Linear Accelerator

For testing and for their intended use, we required Conference (LINAC 98) Chicago, IL, August 23-28, 1998.

[4] Montgomery, Dicke, and Purcell, Principles of Microwave Circuits,
standard, single moded ports on our prototypes, for which Radiation Lab. Series, 1948, p. 451.
the peak field at 300 MW is 49 MV/m. Smooth height [5] Henry J. Riblet, "The Short-Slot Hybrid Junction," Proceedings of
tapers were incorporated at the ports to bring the peak the I.R.E., February 1952, p. 180.

fields in the interior of these devices, where standing
waves cause some enhancement, below the peak port
field. With reference planes taken just inside these tapers,
the hybrids proper are thus over-moded. To take full

Two-Rung Ladder Hbrid H" Hyb rameters
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Figure 2: Scattering matrix elements for our two hybrid prototypes measured over a
frequency range of 500 MHz centered on the design frequency of 11.424 GHz.
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RF COMPONENTS USING OVER-MODED RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDES FOR THE NEXT LINEAR COLLIDER MULTI-MODED

DELAY LINE RF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM*

S. G. Tantawi1 s, N. M. Kroll, And K. Fant, SLAC, Stanford, CA

Abstract 2 SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
We present the design and analysis for a set of smooth

transitions from rectangular to circular waveguide that We assumed that all these tapers will be built using
preserves their common reflection symmetries. The S- wire Electron Discharge Machining (EDM). When
matrix of the transition connects modes of the same tapering from one shape, e.g. a circle, to another shape,
symmetry class, and for a sufficiently adiabatic transition e.g., a square, the length of the taper I and the connecting
preserves their TE (or TM) character. It is then also non- points between the two shapes uniquely define the taper.
reflecting and, in the absence of degeneracy, its modal In cylindrical coordinates a shape i placed with cylindrical
connections are one to one and order preserving. This symmetry around the z-axis can be described by a relation
property enables us to carry out all of the RF ri (0), which gives the radius as a function of the angle
manipulations in the more easily handled over-moded 0. The taper between two shapes ri(p), and r2 (0) is
rectangular waveguide. then given by

I INTRODUCTION r(q, z) = r, (0) + r r z (1)

The Multi-moded Delay Line Distribution System This taper is compatible with the process of wire EDM
(MDLDS) was suggested as an alternative for rf pulse when the two heads of the machine are moving
compression for the Next Linear Collider (NLC)[1-2]. synchronously with the same angular speed. More
MDLDS propagates several modes in a single circular complicated tapers are described by a set of tapers, each
highly over-moded waveguide. This system uses a set of have the form of Eq.(I) and cascaded together.
complicated over moded rf components. Most of these All simulations were performed using HFSS [3]. The
components manipulate several modes at the same time. shapes ri (v') were plotted using a finite number of points

Manipulation of several modes in a single component is (72 points) using Visual Basic Application (VBA) in
easier in rectangular waveguides. To take advantage of AutoCAD [4]. The shapes were then imported into HFSS,
this, we present several rf tapers which maps the modes in and the interpolation described in Eq. (1) was done using
circular waveguides into modes in rectangular guides. the connect function, to generate the solid model. This
Three types of tapers are presented: process was used to design all the tapers described in this

1. A taper from circular waveguide to a square work. All tapers were optimized around 11.424 GHz.
waveguide. The circular guide diameter is such that
all modes with cut-off frequency above that of the 3 TAPER DESIGNS
TEO, do not propagate.

2. A taper from circular waveguide to a square 3.1 Type 1: TEO, Circular to Square Taper
waveguide with the circular waveguide diameter is
such that all modes with cut-off frequency above In this taper the circular waveguide diameter is chosen
that of the TE1 2 do not propagate. such that all modes, that have a cut-off frequency above

3. A taper from circular waveguide to a rectangular that of the TEo, mode do not propagate. The square
guide. The circular guide diameter is such that all waveguide is just large enough to allow both TE2o and
modes with cut-off frequency above that of the TE02. However, it does not allow the propagation of TE2
TEO, do not propagate. and TM2 modes. Because of reflection symmetries, only

the two degenerate modes, TE2O and TE4., in the
rectangular guide are exited when the incident mode in the
circular guide is TEol. The design process for this taper is
simply done by increasing the length until the reflection
coefficient for the TEO, mode in the circular guide is small

"This work is supported by Department of Energy Contract DE-AC03- enough. Fig. I shows the taper design and Fig.2 shows the
76SF00515.
*Email: tantawi@slac.stanford.edu TE0 mode reflection coefficient for this design. Because
SAlso with the Communications and Electronics Department, Cairo of degeneracy the combination between the two modes in
University, Giza, Egypt. the square waveguide could be regarded as one single
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mode. When exciting the circular guide with the TE1, increasing the length until the coupling from the circular
mode, again, it couples to the two modes TE02 and TE 2o. TE0, mode to the square TE22 and TM, 2 is small enough.
However, the phase between them is a 180-degree
different from the previous case, i.e., when they are 0 rlII, I :: :jIIjlrI
excited because of the TEO, mode in the circular guide. T .•sui ......... om - culrar I E u ,'a .,-l T E:
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Fig. 1 Type 1 taper design Fig. 3 coupling of the TEO, in the circular guide to spurious
modes in the square guide. At the design length for Type 2
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-3 -----.---.-.----..--.-.-.-T--........-...........-..TElI(Ploarization#2) TE01

11.174 11.2573 11.3407 11.424 11.5073 11.5907 11.674 TMO1 TM' ll
Frequency (GHz) TE21 (Polarization #1) TE20 and TE02 (In

Phase)
Fig. 2. Simulated results of the type 1 taper design. TE21 (Polarization #2) TEll

TEO 1 TE20 and TE02 (out of

3.2 Type 2: TEo, and TE1 2 Circular to Square Phase by 180 degrees)

Taper. TM 1I (Polarization# 1) TM12
TM 11 (Polarization#2) TM21

The circular waveguides used in the long delay lines of TE31 (Polarization #1) TEl2
the MDLDS uses three different modes. These modes are TE31 (Polarization #2) TE21
the TE0, and the two polarizations of the TE 2 mode [1]. TM21 (Polarization #1) TM22
In tapers of this type, the diameter of the circular TM21 (Polarization#2) TM13 and TM13 (In
waveguide is increased to 5.08 cm to support the TE12  phase)
mode. Correspondingly, the width of the square TE41 (Polarization#l) TE22
waveguide was increased to 4.491 cm to support the TE3 0  TE41 (Polarization#2) TE31 and TE13
and the TEo3 modes. At this width the square waveguide TE12(Polarization#1) TE30
supports both the TE2 and the TM22 modes,. These modes TE12(Polarization#1) TE03
have the same reflection symmetries as the TEO, mode in TM02 TM31 and TM13 (out of
circular waveguide and the TE02 and TE2 0 in rectangular TM02 by3 1 d egrees)
waveguide. The design process of this taper was simply phase by 180 degrees)
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3.3 Type 3: TEo, Circular to TEO2 Rectangular
Taper. rransmission to TE02 ---- Reflection to TEOI I

Transmission to TE20 ------ Reflection to TE21
In several applications one would want to convert the 0 11.1.•I IlhI ll::: , .t l Ii
TE01 mode in the circular guide to a single polarization of !-!- ........... ... . . --..............
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to achieve an adiabatic transition to a single mode in the .15 -

......... . . ............. •. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . ........ . .............. L .............. I ........ ! ............. ..... .....
rectangular guide is excessive (approximately 17.78 cm). dB .20 ------------ Z --------------S........... .• _--, - ... 4 ... • . €,... ,,m...... ....... .............

Instead, we construct this taper from three sections as --------- .............. -

shown in Fig 4. -25 ------------------- -._ý -------- .. ---- . .. . ... = ............ -- ------ ............. -- -- ..... ... !..............
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A straight section. 2.54 cm11.174 11.2573 11.3407 11.424 11.5073 11.5907 11.674

The cross section shape i.1 3,286 cm Frequency (GHz)

1 2Fig. 5 Simulated performance of type 3 taper

.96 cm 4 CONCLUSION
We presented a set of smooth transitions from

Fig. 4. The design of a TEon Circular to TE02 Rectangular rectangular to circular waveguide. These transition maps
Taper. modes from circular guides into modes in rectangular

guides with one to one model connection. We showed that
The middle section is a cylinder with the following shape these tapers could be quite compact and efficient. These

r2 () = ro (1 + 0.1 cos 20); (2) tapers could be used in a variety of applications for

where r0 is the radius of the circular guide. The designing over-moded microwave components. All rf
dimensions of the rectangular guide is chosen such that manipulations could be made in the more easily handled
the rectangular cross section satisfies the following rectangular waveguide, while tapering back and forth to
equation circular waveguide.

r3 (0) = r0 (1+0.1 cos 0 + y .a cos 2i0); (3) 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
i=2 The authors wish to thank Z. D. Farkas, P.B. Wilson, R.

where the coefficients ai are chosen to produce a M. Miller and R. D. Ruth for many useful discussions.
rectangular shape.

The taper from the circle to the intermediate shape 6 REFERENCES
scatters the TE01 mode into two modes M, and M2 in the
intermediate section. Also the taper between the [1] The NLC Design Group "Zeroth-Order DesignReport for the Next Linear Collider," SLAC-Report-
rectangular waveguide to the intermediate shape scatters 474, May 1996.
the rectangular mode TE0 into M, and M2. The lengths of [2] S.G. Tantawi, et al. " A Multi-Moded RF Delay Line
both tapers are adjusted such that the magnitude of the Distribution System for the Next Linear Collider," to
coefficients of the scattered modes M1 and M2 are the be published in the proc. of the Eighth Workshop on
same from both sides. Since M, and M2 propagate with Advanced Accelerator Concepts, Baltimore, MD,

2 USA 6-11 Jul 1998.deferent phase velocities in the intermediate section, the [3] "HP High-Frequency Structure Simulator," HP EEsof,
length of that section could be adjusted so that the circular Hewalt Packard.
TE0n mode get completely converted into the rectangular [4] AutoCAD, Copyright 1982-1998, Autodesk, Inc.
TE0, mode.

Fig. 5 shows the simulated performance of that taper.
The coupling to the cross-polarized mode is below 20dB.
Further refinement of the design could be made to reduce
this level further.
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A SAMPLED MASTER OSCILLATOR FOR THE PEP-II B FACTORY*

R. C. Tighe#, SLAC, Stanford, CA

Abstract
2 ARCHITECTURE

A sampled phase-locked loop synchronizes the PEP-II B
Factory rings to their SLAC Linac injector. The injection The PEP-I1 Master Oscillator resides in the region 8

of both electrons and positrons into the separate rings and control room of the PEP-II ring. It takes linac RF as its

into their proper RF buckets requires phase shifting the input and produces RF fanned out for use by the RF,

linac RF with respect to the PEP rings. One of every feedback, and timing systems, see figure 1. The

three machine cycles provides the PEP ring an undisturbed designation of master oscillator is perhaps a misnomer as

reference while the other two thirds of the time the it actually slaves off of the linac RF.

reference is unusable due to the injection scheme. The The system consists of two second-order phase-locked

ring RF must be tunable about its nominal frequency for loops (PLLs). The sampling first loop creates a

machine physics use. A sampled phase-locked loop 59.5 MHz clock with a voltage controlled crystal

handles the task of synchronizing the PEP-Il RF to the oscillator (VCXO). This 59.5 MHz serves as the reference

linac while maintaining good phase noise. The input for the continuous second loop which controls a voltage-

reference is sampled at 120 Hz and provides a ring RF controlled surface acoustic wave oscillator (SAW) running

signal with less than 0.1 0 of rms phase jitter at 476 MHz. at 476 MHz. The close-in phase noise of the crystal, even
after multiplication is better than the SAW oscillator's
phase noise at lower frequencies.

1 REQUIREMENTS Control

The PEP-II master oscillator provides the RF reference for System DAC

the RF system [1], the beam feedback systems, tune Linac 476 MHz $20.z
monitor, and other timing needs. The design criterion for ) 1
the tolerance on phase noise was the collision point 10kHz •xo

offset.
During commissioning a tighter tolerance was found to

be imposed by the longitudinal feedback; so the 59.5 MHz LPF LF 1/s

performance specification has been driven by that. lOOkHz SAW PEP-Il reference

Ring RF with low phase jitter must be derived from the
SLAC Linac drive signal which contains fiducials and an
interferometer signal. The task is complicated by the Figure 1. System Block Diagram
injection scheme which shifts the phase of the linac drive
signal according to the target ring and bucket of the Most PLLs are continuous-time, closed-loop feedback
injection bunch. The phase reference is left undisturbed for systems. The nature of the PEP-II reference dictates a
2.8 ms of every 8.3 ms for locking the ring RF to the sampled feedback system. A low sample rate (120 Hz)
injection linac. restricts the available gain in the loop in order to maintain

In addition to the phase shifting mentioned above, stability. The loop bandwidth must be less than the
double-height, single-cycle fiducials are broadcast every Nyquist frequency of 60 Hz. The ability to track the
2.8 ms for machine timing use. A linac interferometer reference is therefore compromised. Fortunately the
signal is superimposed on the RF for phase length reference is fixed and thus only the lowest frequency
stabilization. There is a 500 ps period when the bunch is behavior must be matched. The challenge is to lock with
in the linac when the interferometer and fiducial are not such low bandwidth and produce clean RF for the rings.
present in order to provide unmodulated RF for the linac
klystrons. It is during one of every three of these periods
that the PEP-II master oscillator samples the linac RF for 2.1 The Use of Two Loops
phase locking. The loop gain in the first PLL is defined by three gain

The master oscillator must provide frequency tunability, terms and the loop filter chosen. The required tuning range
smooth unlocking for tuning, and smooth locking for for machine physics and the sample rate define a frequency
maintaining beam. by which the open loop gain must be reduced to unity for

stability of the sampled loop. In order to provide ±10 kHz
"Work supported by DOE contract DEAC0376SF00515 of tuning range, the VCO selected has 60 ppm tuning
ttEmail: rtighe@slac.stanford.edu sensitivity which defines the gain, Kvco (see figure 2).

The digital phase/frequency detector has a gain of
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0.302V/rad. The divider ratio in the feedback is settable from the PLL circuitry for this reason. Fans for cooling
within a range specified by the phase-locked loop chip are in this second chassis as well.
chosen [2]. Using the notation of e.g. [3], the loop filter A signal isolation problem with the layout of the
is designed to provide a lead-lag effect that provides phase circuitry in the original design led to excess phase noise
margin to the loop. on the ring RE. A small amount of the phase-shifted

The tuning range and sample rate require attenuation in reference was picked up on the clean intermediate
the loop in order to maintain stability. A better method to frequency which was reproduced on the output of the
preserve signal-to-noise quality is for the first loop to second PLL. This was fixed by separating the PLL
produce an intermediate frequency which is multiplied by functions onto two circuit boards.
a second phase-locked loop. In this way, no analog A second improvement was to use a higher frequency
attenuation, excessive component values or divider ratios crystal allowing for a smaller multiplication factor leading
(which bring about additional noise) are used. The key is to lower overall phase noise. The noise floor of the
to produce a low phase noise intermediate frequency which crystal outside the first loop's bandwidth is multiplied by
is multiplied, along with the phase noise, to 476 MHz by the second loop within that loop's bandwidth.
the second loop. The sample and hold operation introduces
a 300 phase lag at 10 Hz, so in order to achieve adequate 2.3 Additional Features
phase margin the loop bandwidth must be kept low. The ring RF must be capable of running unlocked from

the linac reference to vary the frequency of the rings for
Ri !L=L .0s machine physics. The locking and unlocking procedure

"T• Smust be sufficiently smooth so that beam is not lost. To
enable unlocking, the system has a DAC which provides
the nominal voltage to the first VCO in order to produce
the correct 476 MHz. The phase-locked loop provides

Figure 2. PLL Block Diagram correction about this DC value. An additional DAC is
provided to allow the control system to drive the VCO in

In a sampled system an antialiasing filter is used to the unlocked state.
prevent out of band information aliasing into the feedback The three clocks in the system (linac reference and two
loop,. In this case the lowest bandwidth lowpass, VCOs) are all monitored. Should any clock fail, the loop
antialiasing filter that can be used is one whose rise time will unlock and a flag is set in the PEP-II control system.
must be short compared to the time span between the A lock indicator is provided for the first loop. Analog
phase-shifted reference and the non-shifted reference to the signals like the first loop's raw phase error, the first
loop. A low pass filter with 35 ps rise time is used. The loop's sampled and held phase error, and the second
rise time of a proper antialiasing filter would be nearly 6 VCO's tuning voltage are also monitored in the control
ms and would integrate unusable reference signals along system.
with the desired portion of the reference.

2.2 Phase Noise Apportionment 3 PERFORMANCE

Three distinct phase noise regions contribute to the output 3.1 Jitter Analysis
spectrum. The first loop tracks the reference phase noise
up to the extent of its bandwidth, defining the close-in A phase noise spurious sideband of low modulation index
phase noise of the master oscillator. The second loop produces phase jitter according to:
tracks the first oscillator's phase noise through the second
loop's bandwidth. Finally, above the second loop's 02s 2=() (1)
bandwidth the noise is due to the final oscillator's phase
noise. The SAW oscillator has a fairly low bandwidth for where £(f) is the single-sideband phase noise to carrier
modulation and therefore the second loop's bandwidth is ratio per Hz, usually presented logarithmically in dBc/Hz
lower than would be desired from examining the optimum [4].
bandwidth based on where the first and second oscillator's The largest spur is the one at the phase shift rate which
phase noises cross. is -90 dBc/Hz. This produces only 0.0036' of phase jitter.
The low bandwidth of the first loop means that extra care The phase-shifted linac reference leaks onto the reference
must be taken to prevent noise from reaching the first to the second PLL and leads to this spur.
oscillator since above 60 Hz there is no disturbance It is the integrated phase noise spectral density that
rejection. Any noise imparted on the low frequencies of leads to the bulk of the phase jitter. The relation for
the first loop are dutifully reproduced by the second loop. finding the rms phase jitter for a given single-sideband
The DC power supplies are placed in a separate chassis spectral density is:
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f2 f2 2

I2rms= 1 2 £(f)df (2) ) rms= 1 2 £(f) df (3)
fl fl 0j21cf)2+ Q +Cos2

Q

where fI and f2 are the starting and ending frequencies of
interest, respectively, where o, is the synchrotron frequency, Q is 'rtoI2,

Presently, the phase noise spectral density is where t is the radiation damping time [5].

<-100 dBc/Hz at 300 Hz and is lower at higher Using this calculation with the phase noise density and

frequencies as shown in figure 3. The integration of the the beam phase transfer function indicates that the

spectrum leads to 0.075' rms phase jitter on the RF. At synchrotron resonance has a slight amplification effect on

476 MHz this is 0.44 ps of timing jitter. The noise floor the phase noise transmitted to the beam.
of the spectrum analyzer is comparable to the spectrum -0 .
observed when measuring the master oscillator output.
The calculation is therefore a worst case value. As the
PEP-II bunch length is 1 cm or 5.70, the rms jitter 30

equates to about 1.3% of the bunch length.
10

Mk A . EVG10

0

Av#10-10

0 2000 %000 6000 8000 10000

Figure 4. RF Phase to Beam Phase Response

--- Integrating the expression in equation (3) for the two

PEP-II beams leads to 0.0990 rms jitter for the LER and
0.107' for the HER.

Figure 3. PEP-II RF Spectrum Measurements in PEP-LI before the modifications
described here (circuit separation, higher frequency VCXO)

The spectral density of the 59.5 MHz output is difficult indicated longitudinal beam motion of less than 0.3' in
to measure directly because the spectrum analyzer noise each ring. Before improvements to the layout, when the
floor is higher than that of the 59.5 MHz signal. This is effects of the phase shifting were felt, motion was more
confirmed by noting that the 476 MHz measurement has than a degree. It is believed that the two modifications
essentially the same characteristics at the higher should bring about further improvement to the levels
frequency, when it is expected to be degraded by arrived at in this paper.
20*log(N), where N is 8 leading to a degradation of
18 dB. The two measured spectra are comparable, for 4 CONCLUSION
example, at a 1 kHz offset, confirming that spectrum Using two phase-locked loops in succession, the PEP-II
analyzer limitations are being observed. The spectrum is MasterbOscillator provides a low jitter RF source for the
better than that of its reference since the reference is RF, timing, and feedback systems.
produced by multiplying a 8.5 MHz crystal to 476 MHz.
The specification for the present SLAC linac crystal is 5 REFERENCES
-135 dBc/Hz at I kHz which when multiplied by 56 adds [1] P. L. Corredoura, "Architecture and Performance of the PEP-I1

35 dB. An imminent upgrade of the SLAC linac crystal Low-Level RF System", these proceedings.
[2] Qualcomm Q3236 Phase-locked Loop Frequency Synthesizer,should bring about an improvement to the PEP-II Qualcomm Incorporated, San Diego, California 92121.

spectrum at low frequencies in the bandwidth of the first [3] VCO Designer's Handbook, VCO-97-1, Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn,
NY 11235

loop. [4] Hewlett Packard Product Note 11729C-2, "Phase Noise
Characterization of Microwave Oscillators, Frequency Discrimination

3.2 Jitter on the Beam Method"
[5] J.M. Byrd, "Effects of Phase Noise in Heavily Beam Loaded

The rms beam motion is the integration of the product of Storage Rings", these proceedings.

the spectral density in Eq. 2 and the absolute value of the
beam phase transfer function as shown in Eq. 3. and
plotted in figure 4,
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COMMISSIONING AND PERFORMANCE OF LOW IMPEDANCE

ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATORS FOR HIGH LUMINOSITY AT CESR

J.J. Welch G.W. Codner W. Lout Cornell University, Ithaca NY

1 INTRODUCTION continuously tapered and the ground electrodes smoothly

Elecrosati searaorshav bee usd etenivey fr a joined to the ends with good rf contacts. These features
Elmerostti separatn orsihave been ustoaed extngbeasiel ofoa gave another reduction in loss factor by about one half.

numeir abltof yeearsain clollidingrbeam dstorageerngs beicaueo Another design issue was to limit the photoelectron cur-

theiroabilityito generateeclosedoorbitscdisplacementsswhich rent generated when synchrotron radiation (SR) strikes ei-

bare, of] oppsit sign depend ing oherba chargenofthe stored ther the negative electrode or a part of the chamber at

boea s [1] [2]an, [3] [4]as hea ighe r bhtepam crrents bc amero ground potential but with a negative electric field at the sur-

more in deman d, itwast realize the atimsepar ator cul pro-n face. Previous experience had shown that the photocurrent
videa mans f mltipyin th maxmumbeamcurent are usually much larger that the high voltage field emis-

without needing to build a second ring to avoid unwanted sion currents, and present technical demands for the power
collisions that additional bunches would make [5]. Much supply and electrode cooling.
higher beam currents have resulted and have in turn placed
new demands on the separator performance. To this end
four new horizontal separators were designed and installed 3 PERFORMANCE
in CESR at Cornell in the fall of 1995. As of the end of Overall the separators have been one of most reliable sys-
1998 they have operated with beams of up to 300 mA per tems in the accelerator. Performance issues are dominated
beam. Next year they will be required to work at 500 mA by the effects of RF power produced by the beams and pho-
per beam. This paper reviews their performance, especial .ly toelectron current.
under high current conditions.

3. 1 Beam RF Resonances
2 DESCRIPTION

A typical bunch length in CESR is 1.8 cm and is much
At CESR six electrostatic separators generate closed-orbit smaller than structures inside separators. So there are a
displacements 'pretzels', which weave back and forth multitude of possible resonances which may effectively
around the ring. These pretzels allow the electrons and couple to the beam. If nothing were done to damp these res-
positrons to simultaneously be stored in the same vac- onances, RF fields would rapidly build up until RF break-
uum chamber without destructive unwanted collisions. The down occurs, and indeed damage from such arcing has
lobes of the pretzel and the distribution of the bunches in been observed [7]. Intense resonant fields have another
the beams are carefully designed to give good separation at deleterious effect in that they can degrade beam stability.
the numerous bunch crossing points. Four of the six sepa- Fortunately the vast majority of the resonances couple to
rators are horizontal separators and these are the subject of the electrodes and the high voltage cables. In the CESR
this paper. The two vertical separators will not be discussed separators beam induced RF fields are propagated along the
further, electrodes and HV cables to high power absorbers about

The four horizontal separators are all identical' and con- 2 m from the vacuum feedthrough. away, where the RF
sist of 3 m long high voltage (HV) electrodes parallel to power is dissipated as heat.
the beam. See Figure 1. Operating voltages of ±85 kV are The electrodes and HV cables form a transmission line
applied to the electrodes to produce a uniform horizontal structure and will therefore propagate all frequencies as
electric field of approximately 2 MV/rn. TEM waves. However, not all resonances are necessar-

The design of the separators attempted to minimize the ily effectively damped. Because of various unavoidable
interaction of the beam induced electromagnetic fields as impedance mis-matches between the cables, terminations,
well as improving the high voltage behavior. Extra 'ground feedthroughs and electrode structure, standing waves can
electrodes' which are not needed to make the electric field, form on the high voltage cable. If a standing wave happens
serve to confine the beam induced fields to the beam axis. to have a current node at the location of the high power as-
These have been shown to reduce the overall loss factor by sembly, then the absorber would be ineffective and a high
about one half. Also the ends of the vacuum chamber are RIF field level can result. This situation has occurred on

* Supported by the National Science Foundation at least two times at CESR. In the first occasion high RF
t Formally of Cornell, now at ADC Telecommunications, CT currents built up and melted the connector between the HY
' One separator has an additional external resistor for faster bleed-down cable and the separator. In the second case high RF voltage
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Figure 1: Low impedance electrostatic separator at CESR.

built up and caused repeated failures (HV tracking) across Table 1: Beam RE loss factors k averaged over one day
the HV connector about 3 m from the separator. In both th 1: B e nts factormk aeag 36 one Ay
cases, the problem was eliminated by changing the length with typical currents of 190 mA/beam 36 bunches. Also
of the cables, basically by trial and error, until one was givens The alcuatedaml R power at hersurrent
found which didn't have the unfortunate phase at the ab- levels. The average daily power during the measurement in
sorber assembly. the 45W separator was 800W.

3.2 Loss Factor Measurement k[V/pC] Power [W] Power [W]
Name 300 mA 500 mA

The "loss factor" is defined as the average electromagnetic 8E 0.11 1918 3196
energy (mainly RF) left behind by a bunch divided by the 45E 0.13 1837 3061
bunch charge squared. It is measured using calorimetry. 45W 0.14 2439 4065
The RF absorbers are cooled by essentially boiling in a 8W 0.11 2281 3802
bath of liquid freon (TF- 113). Freon is also circulated in Ave. 0.124 2119 3531
a closed loop to cool the electrodes and feedthroughs, and
the heat is removed via a heat exchanger. The difference
between the input and output temperature at the heat ex- age or double it, depending on whether it originates at a
changer together with the flow rate is used to estimate the grounded surface or on the negative electrode. For the 45W
total heat being taken up by the freon system. Assum- separator this works out to a range of between 120 W and
ing all beam RF power is ultimately absorbed in the freon, 240 W, amounting to 15-30% of the total power.
loss factors k were calculated and given in Table 1. These
measurements indicate the overall loss factor is low, as ex- 3.3 Synchrotron Radiation and Photoelectron
pected from impedance measurements on mock-ups [6]. Current

A significant amount of power generated by photocur-
rents driven by the high voltage power supplies causes Because synchrotron radiation cuts a swath in the horizon-
some overestimate of the loss factor. On the other hand, tal plane, the electrodes for the horizontal separators are
there is also some cooling of the body of the separator by made in two pieces with the midplane missing. See Fig-
tunnel air which is not accounted for in this calculation ure 2. A small bridge connects the upper and lower halves
and would tend to underestimate the loss factor. Limits on and is masked by apertures at the end of the separators,
the overestimation of loss factor can be determined from so direct synchrotron radiation cannot strike the electrodes.
measured HV power supply currents and voltages. Photo- Nevertheless a strong photoelectron current is observed, so
electrons striking the positive electrodes ultimately transfer the photoelectrons must be generated by scattered radia-
their energy to the freon cooling. The photoelectron kinetic tion. The scattered SR photons come from two sources:
energy at impact will either be equal to the electrode volt- scattered photons from the SR absorbers built into the sep-
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why this occurred but a prime suspect is that control elec-
tronics (which were replaced with the new supplies) may
have been turning off the supplies unnecessarily. There
does not seem to be any general correlation with beam cur-
rent though occasionally it was observed in the past. At the
present time the spark rate is practically neglible. In the
past three months of operation there was only one recorded
spark that caused significant beam loss.

3.5 Other Operational Issues

A few miscellaneous issues are discussed in this section.
Not long after the separators were installed, the Clean Air
Act was revised to include many new procedures and re-
striction on freon usage because it is an ozone depleter. We
chose to keep Freon 113 as the primary coolant/dielectric

Figure 2: The electrode structure of the CESR separators. fluid, as no other alternate could perform as well in the RF
absorbers. It was necessary to rebuild the plumbing sys-
tems to make them 'hard sealed' and preserve the exist-

Table 2: Coefficients which determine the high voltage ing freon supplies. Since then, freon loss rates have been
power supply photocurrent from the electron and positron neglible and the freon has served well. Radiation damage
currents in the machine. The definition of the terms is to a HV power supply occurred several times at one loca-
Ips = Otlpositron + 3 electron tion, until it was understood what was happening. Voltage

slewing rate when dropping voltage has been of concern.
Separator a+ 13± c- 03- Most power supplies have a high photocurrent drain load
8E 0.0018 0.0012 0.0028 0.0006 on the power supplies and as a result bleed down rapidly.
45E 0.0074 0.0059 0.0018 0.0004 One separator is apparently well shielded from SR and re-
45W 0.0074 0.0007 0.0142 0.0022 quired an external resistor shunting about I mA for good
8W 0.0009 0.0024 0.0000 0.0000 bleed down times.

4 REFERENCES
arators, and SR scattered photons from adjacent vacuumchambers. It appears that the latter dominates at CESR. [1] D.L Rubin, CESR Status and Plans, (PAC95), vol. 1, pp

chamers Itappers hatthe attr dminaes t CSR.481f, CBN 95-8 http://www.Ins.comell.edu/public/CBN
Intrepretation of power supply current as photocurrent is

straightforward. The power supply current is almost inde- [2] W. Kalbreier, N. Garrel, R. Guinard, R.L. Keizer, K.H.

pendent of voltage above a few kV. It is quite linearly pro- Kissler, Layout, Design, and Construction of the Electro-

portional to beam current. In most cases it is much larger static Separator System of the LEP e+e- Collider, Proc.
EPAC, vol 2, June 1988, or CERN SPS/88-20 (ABT)

the field emission current. The photocurrents depend some-

what on the closed orbit and the photoemission coefficients [3] T. Shintake, Y Suetsugu, K. Mori, M. Sato, T. Higo, Design

are not constant in time. However, these effects are at the and Construction of Electrostatic Separators for TRISTAN

50% level or less. The linearity with beam current is diag- Main Ring, KEK Report 88-17, March 1989 A.

nostic and was used to determine coefficients of photocur- [4] B. Goddard, Separator Performance with Bunch Trains
rent versus beam current given in Table 2. The data was and Pretzel, Proc. 6th LEP Performance Workshop, Cha-

based on one day of high current running. With no beam monix,(1996)

the current drawn is about 0.03 mA on each supply. [5] R.M. Littauer, B.D. Mcdaniel, D. Morse and D.H. Rice,
"Proposed Multibunch Operation Of Cesr," IN *BATAVIA

3.4 Spark rate 1983, PROCEEDINGS, HIGH ENERGY ACCELERA-
TORS*, 161-163..

Low spark rate is critical to efficient operation of the stor- [6] J.J. Welch, Z.X. Xu, Low Loss Parameter for New CESR
age ring. In the past high spark rates have been obtained Electrostatic Separators, Proc IEEE Particle Accelerator
episodically; that is they come in groups. In some cases Conference, May 1991, vol 3., pp 1851f.
sparks have been attributed to failing cables or connectors, [7] J.J.Welch, High Voltage Sparking in a Decommis-
but in most cases the cause was either a vacuum arc, or an sioned CESR Horizontal Separator, CBN 94-7,
arc on the power supply side of the spark detector whose http://www.lns.comell.edulpublic/CBN/1994
cause was undetermined. During the first two years of oper- [8] Personal communication.
ation the spark rate was much higher, typically 1 spark per
day per separator. After new high voltage power supplies
were installed the rate dropped dramatically. It is not clear
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Abstract section to the CRITS RFQ made the LEDA

A cw radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) LINAC section injector/CRITS RFQ configuration a realistic testbed for

and klystrode based rf system was obtained from the Chalk this injector development. Furthermore, this
River Laboratories and was recommissioned at LANL to configuration also supported RFQ experiments to evaluate
RivductderLbaonestatind wastn r eomission ats LA nL t the system modeling codes and to learn the details of cw

support of a spallation neutron source driver for tritium RFQ operations. Figure 1 shows the full beamline used

production. A variation of the Low Energy in this project.

Demonstration Accelerator (LEDA) proton injector, I•-I0u -J - LEBT 1 RFQ --"HEBT "o-
DCI D(e7

modified to operate at 50 keV, was mated to the RFQ and VDI) VD2 .

was operated to support the high current (up to 100 mA), V,

proton beam advance studies for the Accelerator
Production of Tritium (APT) program. Detailed
measurements and calibrations of the RFQ at both low
and high power provided the corroborating data to other
available beam measurements for verification of the
accelerator design. __, ___79-__m____

1 INTRODUCTION Figure 1: The LEDA Injector/CRITS RFQ beamline.

The Chalk River Injector Test Stand (CRITS) was the In order to meet the project objectives, the RFQ specific
LANL designation given to a proton accelerator designed, studies focussed on verifying the RFQ field configuration,
built, and originally commissioned at the Chalk River successfully operating the RFQ at high power, verifying
Laboratories (CRL) in Canada [1]. The CRITS the accelerating fields in the RFQ, and accelerating the
accelerator apparatus includes a 1.25 MeV RFQ accelerator proton beam from the modified LEDA injector.
structure and a prototype klystrode-based rf system for
powering the RFQ. An earlier independent study at 2 RFQ FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS
LANL, utilizing the RFQ, focussed on the high-power Although the Q and resonant frequency of the RFQ were
operation of the rf structure [2]. close to the expected values following shipment of the

The LEDA program has the objective of developing a
high-current, cw injector and the initial rf accelerating RFQ from CRL, the verification of the modeling codes
structures for APT. The LEDA injector is comprised of mandated that the field distribution in the structure be
the proton ion source and a Low Energy Beam Transport cofre.Aptubinmaseetofheavy(Le setonion touthe RFQ. a 75w Eney cm T spro rton i fields was made by inserting a probe through the various(LEB) sctio tothe FQ.A 75kV w prtonion vacuum pumping holes in each of the quadrants, and the
source was developed for LEDA and has produced a proton vup oles i o the quadrants, and tebeam with measured current and emittance meeting dipole field contributions to the quadrupole fields were

calculated from these measurements. The uncorrectedprogram requirements. A state-of-the-art LEBT was
designed and built to match the ion source beam to the dipole fields across quadrants I and 3 (dipole 1) were

LEDA RFQ [3]. measured to be up to 14% of the quadrupole field and up

The functionality of an injector is best confirmed by to 8% across quadrants 2 and 4 (dipole 2). The dipole field

injecting its beam into an RFQ. The availability of the distribution along the RFQ length indicated that the vane

CRITS RFQ provided the opportunity for an initial coupling rings near the ends held the distribution close to

shakedown of the LEDA injector prior to installing the the desired quadrupole configuration, thus, dipole field

injector as a LEDA subsystem. The modification of the reduction at the center should achieve an acceptable field

ion source to 50 kV and adaptation of the LEBT exit pattern in the RFQ. Adjustment of movable tuners in
quadrants 2 and 4 and modification of the fixed tuner in

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy. quadrant 3 corrected the field distribution to less than 4%
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dipole contribution. This was considered acceptable for
the beam studies. Figures 2 and 3 display the corrected ...
and uncorrected dipole contributions for dipoles 1 and 2 x .: *"
respectively. !c

-10 ,. .

• •Fig ure 4: Reflected power measurement.
-015 . t 50

-20

,=.. .... F
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F 2: Dipole Contribution to the quadrupole field Fgr 4R e

distribution. 7Z •x

00 0 000

r4•• • Figure 5: Transmitted bandwidth Q measurement.
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Longitudinal Position (cm) NFigure 3: Dipole 2 Contribution to the quadrupole field

distribution.

3 CALIBRATIONS •\

_ A

Accurate predictions of the acceleration and focusing

fields require consistent measurements of the RFQ Figure 6: Transmitted delta phase Q measurement.

response to rf power. The RFQ driveline coupling and Q
were measured using a Hewlett Packard 8753 Network The calibrations of the field sampling loops were also
Analyzer. 'Me driveline coupling was verified from completed using a Hewlett Packard 8753 Network
subsequent high power measurements. The Q was Analyzer, and the rf signals from these loops at high
measured using reflected power, transmitted bandwidth, power were monitored using power meters and
and transmitted delta phase techniques as shown in Figures oscilloscope measurements of the unrectified rf signals.
4, 5. and 6. The close agreement in Q measurements is Again, the measurement of forward, reflected, and RFQ
shown in Table 1. cavity powers by Hewlett Packard 438A power meters and

a Tektronix 2465A oscilloscope provided redundancy in
Table 1: Measured RFQ Q values the high-power measurements.

Meaurement Loaded Q Unloaded Q 4 HIGH-POWER FIELD LEVEL
Reflected Power 6780 VERIFICATION
Transmitted 2650 6760
Bandwidth The RFQ was conditioned to high power based on the
Transmitted Delta 2640 6720 SUPERFISH prediction of the design power level. High-
Phase power measurements of the actual field level were made

using the x-ray endpoint method [4], a technique pioneered
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by accelerator scientists at CRL. Measurements made compared with the other power measurements indicates
throughout the duration of the proton beam studies that beam is transmitted even though it is not accelerated.
verified that the peak intervane gap voltage tracked the 120.0

measured power levels according to the expected square .-rrfl-iieiit -+Po-61ihIre nc

root dependency, and comparisons of the power meter to 100.0 :Fully Accelerated Beam Current Power

the oscilloscope measurements confirm an estimated ±5% 80.0
accuracy to the power measurements. Furthermore, the b &Ah
field levels were measured to be the same when the proton • 60.0 * •
beam was being accelerated by the RFQ. Figure 7
displays the gap voltage data and the curve used to project U 40.0 •

the peak intervane gap voltage as a function of the 20.0-
measured power.

0.0
100.0 0.0 40.0 80.0 120.0 160.0

RFQ Cavity Power (kW)

5Z.80 0 Figure 8: Peak intervane gap voltage as a function of

is -RFQ cavity power.
*60.0

6 SUMMARY
S40.0-___

' G ap Voltage(kVT The CRITS RFQ proved to be an excellent test device
20.0 62SQA for checking out all components of the injector. By

I2•_7 20 73 . optimizing the current through the RFQ, all injector

50.0 systems demonstrated that they could operate across the

0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 required parameter space. The procedures developed during
RFQ Power (A) (kW) the CRITS RFQ beam operations have expedited the

Figure 7: Peak intervane gap voltage as a function of commissioning of LEDA. The successful transmission of
Figue 7Paky iervn gbeam currents with good agreement to the simulations [5]

RFQ cavity power. also provides confidence in the codes as we proceed into

5 PROTON BEAM MEASUREMENTS future projects.

The proton beam studies with the RFQ proceeded 7 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
cautiously by increasing current only as the injector match
to the RFQ could be confirmed by the beam transmission. With the on lion o the aFQ stud ess the
The desired field level for the RFQ was set from the x-ray
endpoint measurement, but a measurement of beam gratitude to the personnel at Chalk River Laboratories

transmission as a function of the RFQ cavity power was who designed, fabricated, assembled, and commissioned
also used to confirm the expected behavior. As expected, this accelerator section under the RFQ1 program. The
a knee in the transmission curve was observed below the technical progress made in our programs is a result of
design field level. their groundbreaking efforts and the follow-on studies done

As a separate check for accelerated beam, the incident with the equipment developed at their laboratory.
power difference and beam stop calorimetry were compared
to the expected beam power under the assumption that the 8 REFERENCES
entire proton beam was accelerated. Although this
assumption is known to be false, this calculation doesallumptiow u s tocom the befam se tran issiondataith thes [1] J.Y. Sheikh, et al., "Operation of a High-Power CW Klystrode with
allow us to compare the beam transmission data with the the RFQI Facility", Proc. 1993 Particle Accel. Conf., IEEE
two beam power measurements using the same units. 93CH3279-7, p. 1175.

These data are shown in Figure 8. The rf incident power [2] G.O. Bolme, et al., "High-Power RF Operations Studies with the
difference and calorimetry measurements of the beam as a CRITS RFQ", Proc. 1995 Particle Accel. Conf, IEEE 95CH35843, p.

function of RFQ cavity power show a discrepancy in 923.

absolute calibrations, but the knee in the curve for both [3] J. Sherman, etal., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 69 (1998) 1003-1008..

measurements agree. The disagreement in predicted beam [4] G.O. Bolme, et al., "Measurement of RF Accelerator Cavity Field

powers by the two diagnostic methods is probably due to Levels at High Power from X-ray Emissions" in Proceedings of the
powersbythe identifie ror ianosthe moetd mesupre s andue t 1990 Linear Accelerator Conference, LA-12004-C,219 (1990).the identified errors in the rf power measurements and

errors in beam stop calorimetry. The lower RFQ cavity [5] H.V. Smith, et al., "Comparison of Beam Simulations with
Measurements for a i.25-MeV, CW RFQ" in Proceedings of the 1998

power correlated with the knee for beam transmission Linear Accelerator Conference.
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Abstract

A high-current, cw linear accelerator has been proposed as
a spallation neutron source driver for tritium production.
Key features of this accelerator are high current (100 mA),
low emittance-growth beam propagation, cw operation, %
high efficiency, and minimal downtime. A 268 MHz, cw
radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) LINAC section and
klystrode based rf system was obtained from the Chalk
River Laboratories and was recommissioned at LANL to
support systems development and advanced studies in
support of cw, proton accelerators. System protections
were previously installed to preclude damage to the RFQ
at the large stored energies, high field levels, and intense
powers sustained under cw operation. An rf power
blanking system has proven effective in quenching the
damaging, sustained arcs following structure sparkdowns. Figure 1: The CRITS RFQ accelerating structure.

A detailed study of the sparking rate and the rf blanking
parameters has demonstrated that a cw RFQ can b interrupted power upon the detection of high VSWR
maintained under almost continuous operation with (reflected power) and provided a ramped turn-on after

minimal interruptions from spark induced transients or system recovery. This module provided the necessary rf
shutdowns. structure protections to facilitate the commissioning of

the accelerator at CRL.
1 INTRODUCTION In 1983, the accelerator and supporting systems were

The Chalk River Injector Test Stand (CRITS) was the shipped from CRL and reassembled at LANL to support

LANL designation given to a proton accelerator designed, accelerator technology development programs. During the

built, and originally commissioned at the Chalk River following years, the CRITS related programs have

Laboratories (CRL) in Canada under the RFQ1 program supported high-power rf operations studies [2], injector

[1]. The rf structure for this accelerator, shown in Figure development studies [3], cw proton beam studies
1, is a 1.25 MeV, 268 MHz RFQ LINAC designed to [4,5,6,7], and this study of sparking rates and spark

operate at 1.75 times the Kilpatrick field level. During breakdown protection.

commissioning of the rf structure, it was discovered that 2 THE RF BLANKING MODULE
sparks inside the vacuum region of the RFQ system
developed into arcs which were sustained by the cw power. The rf blanking module not only provided the system
These sustained arcs sputtered the copper in the driveline protection from sustained arcs but also provided the
resulting in damage to the vacuum window. It was logical signal for the counting of sparkdown rates. Key
learned at CRL that providing a momentary power features of this module were the detection of the high
interruption quenched the arc and protected the system VSWR, a response feature providing a brief rf OFF
from damage. period, and a ramped restoration of rf power to minimize

In cooperation with the CRL commissioning team, an repeat sparks. Through the use of this module, power
rf blanking module was developed at LANL which could be restored to the RFQ within 100 gtsec, a desirable

feature for high-intensity cw accelerators dependent upon
*Work supported by the US Department of Energy. uninterrupted operation for rf structure stability and other
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target related considerations. Because this module
protected against system damage, a key design requirement
was a no-deadtime response, allowing it to protect against
repetitive sparks.

During the evaluation of this module at CRL, it was .,• Spark A

determined that the optimal configuration blanked the
analog amplitude setpoint rather than attenuating the rf Milliseconds

signal between the low-level rf amplifier and the Figure 5: Rectified RFQ cavity signal (negative signal)
intermediate drive amplifier. The blanking function was during a sparkdown.
then integrated into an amplitude setpoint control within
the module for overall control of the low-level rf drive. 3 SPARK RATE ANALYSIS

An RFQ cavity spark is identified by an increase in During the CRITS RFQ operation, the total number of

reflected power as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 displays sparks was systematically measured and stored each
the setpoint response and the subsequent ramped demand second. At one minute intervals, the raw number of
thenal fetoi respuronseFigures4 and te s se nth rampedemn sparks as well as the number of seconds with at least one
signal for if turn-on. Figures 4 and 5 show the response spark (spark-seconds) was stored. In fact, this last
of the forward power and cavity field signals respectively, information is more relevant since spark avalanches do not
The gradual power increase following the sparkdown bias it. Corresponding with the spark rates, the forward,
reduces reflected power, and the cavity field rises more reflected, and cavity rf power levels were also recorded

slowly than the forward power due to the cavity fill time.' along with the residual vacuum pressure. Figure 6

As a result, the field response following a spark is gentler displays a representative data set.

allowing additional cavity recovery time. March 16, 1998. .bea....c .edo . RF power (.W)
__ _...........__ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ L .... J ~..... z......... ... .. ::,: " : ::, 200

150

00
Spark rate / spar .... (0 Tr
per minute vaý,r (,,,0,' ...... n),

F r 2Spark A pa i. .. flue v........1.....

Milliseconds 10o J /F

Figure 2: Rectified rf reflected power signal (negative 1
signal) duringasparkdown. 11:39 11:54 12:09 12:24 12:39 12:54 13:09 13:24 13:39 13:54 14:09 Time

Figure 6: Example of archived rf power operations.

Long data, sets of continuous operation (between 22
and 163 minutes) have been extracted for count rate
analysis - 34 runs without beam and 24 with beam. For

Spark ..A.each run, the average rate of spark-seconds was computed.':"Spark A

"As some runs yielded no sparks at all, one spark has been
added arbitrarily to each data point in order to be able to

Milliseconds plot the zero-spark points on a log scale (Figure 7).

Figure 3: Setpoint signal during a sparkdown. Without beam, the rate is typically 0.3 spark-seconds
per minute at the design field (77.4 kV intervane voltage),
iLe. the average time between two bunches of sparks is
two minutes. The slope shows that a 0.22 Kilpatrick
decrement in the electric field lowers the sparking tendency
by an order of magnitude.

During beam operations, the RFQ was run about 10%
below the design field because of a peak rf power

>Spark A limitation. The rate jumped to 3.0 per minute,
. . .. -- .independent of the beam current (20 to 80 mA) and the

field (1.5 to 1.7 Kilpatrick tested). This is about 6 timesMillisecondsFigure 4: Rectified if forward power signal (negative more than without beam at 1.75 Kilpatrick. It wassignal)dure4:R fing a p orwad pestablished that the spark rate has some influence onsignal) during a sparkdown, vacuum, but there is no evidence of any reciprocal effect.
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Figure 7: Spark rates during long runs. Figure 9: Spark-second rates as a function of blanking
width.

4 BLANKING PARAMETER STUDY
Since the interruption of rf power was essential for Although the rates vary from measurement to

extinguishing arcs which could damage the RFQ, it was measurement, there was no systematic variation observed
across a large span of blanking width times. The sameof interest to determine whether the blanking parameters, was observed from those measurements in which the turn-

if-off duration and rf turn-on ramp time, would have any w on sra e w rom this sd w e have

effect on the sparking rate. Throughout the high-power on ramping time was varied. From this study, we have

studies and the proton beam operations, the blanking concluded that it is essential only to interrupt the rf power

module adequately protected the RFQ with blanking to extinguish the arc, and varying the blanking time

module settings resulting in an if-off time of 64 g.tsec and parameters does not reduce the sparking for the RFQ.

a turn-on ramping time of 29 Jisec. After the beam 5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
studies were complete, a test program was commenced to
evaluate the effects of these parameters. We would like to thank the personnel of the Chalk

The test sequence involved conditioning the RFQ at the River Laboratories who developed the understanding and
beginning of each day at 1.75 Kilpatrick until stable concepts of operation necessary to protect rf structures
operation was sustained for at least 15 minutes. A single under cw, high-power operation. Their initial studies in
parameter, blanking width or turn-on ramp, was changed the operation of this RFQ has been the groundwork for
and the spark rates measured for run times of 30 minutes our present cw accelerator program at LANL.
or greater. These measurements were taken throughout
the day at different parameter settings; and, at the end of 6 REFERENCES
each testing day, another measurement was made at the
nominal settings. The blanking parameters were adjusted [I] J.Y. Sheikh, et al., "Operation of a High-Power CW Klystrode with

from settings near the fill time of the cavity up to several the RFQI Facility", Proc. 1993 Particle Accel. Conf., IEEE
93CH3279-7, p. 1175.

times that of the nominal settings. The spark rates and [2] G.O. Bolme, et al., "High-Power RF Operations Studies with the
spark-second rates for the blanking width parameter study CRITS RFQ", Proc. 1995 Particle Accel. Conf., IEEE 95CH35843, p.

923.
are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. [3] J. Sherman, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 69 (1998) 1003-1008.

[4] H.V. Smith, et al., "Comparison ef Beam Simulations with
Measurements for a 1.25-MeV, CW RFQ" in Proceedings of the 1998
Linear Accelerator Conference.
[5] G.O. Bolme, et al., "Proton Beam Studies with a 1.25 MeV,
cwRadio Frequency Quadrupole LINAC" in Proceedings of the 1998
Linear Accelerator Conference.

6 [6] G.O. Bolme, et al., "Proton Beam Verification Using RF Power
[ Measurement Data for a cwBRadio Frequency Quadrupole LINAC"L 5 these Conference Proceedings.

14 [7] J.D. Sherman, et al., "Half-Power Test of a cw Proton Injectorj Using a 1.25 MeV RFQ" these Conference Proceedings.
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Figure 8: Spark rates as a function of blanking width.
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THE UPGRADE OF SRRC BOOSTER EXTRACTION SYSTEM
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Abstract supply is similar to that built in MAX [4] and will be
planed o ugrae te SRC ooser rom1 3GeV preserved. In this report, we describe briefly the

It is plne ougaeteSR ose rm13GV examination of extraction mechanism and the test result of
to 1.5 GeV for full energy injection into the storage ring the modified version of kicker magnet.
before the end of 1999. Based on the technical
specification and operation experience, it is concluded that 2 EXTRACTION PROCESS
some of the subsystem components need to be rebuilt,
such as the magnet power supply systems and beam 2 .1 Decito
extraction elements. A review of the power supply system ecito
will be reported elsewhere. In this report, the brief review The SRRC booster is fast cycling at 10 Hz. Electron beam
of the beam extraction process is given according to the injected at 50 MeV is ramped up to 1.3 GeV in 50 ms for
1.5 GeV parameters. The test result of a modified kicker extraction. As the accelerated beam approaches the
magnet is presented. extraction energy, three bumper magnets, with 2 ms half

sine base width, are energized to produce a local orbit
1 INTRODUCTION bump. This slow local orbit bump moves the beam orbit

The SRRC booster had been operated as a full energy close to the extraction septum with largest amplitude at 1
injector to the 1.3 GeV storage ring since 1992 [1,2]. ins, which corresponds to a duration of about 4000 turns
Beam energy ramping to the 1.5 GeV in the storage ring after starting the extraction process. Then, the single turn
was implemented in 1996 due to the increasing user's extraction process is triggered by firing extraction kicker.
demand [3]. The limited capability of power supplies Caution is made to properly trigger the extraction kicker
prevented booster from carrying out the 1.5 GeV full so that the gap of bunch train, generated at the injection
energy injection. During the refilling of storage ring beam process, is utilized for the response duration of extraction
current, a routine process of energy ramping down (1.5 to kicker field. Thus, the extraction efficiency is optimized.
1.3 GeV), beam current accumulation, ramping up (1.3 to When the kicker is triggered, an extra kick is added onto
1.5 GeV) was performed. The observed deficiency the horizontal deflection strength and deflects the electron
occurred with this process, in comparison with the full beam to the other side of the septum magnet. The electron
energy injection operating at 1.3 GeV, is described as beam is then travelling along a 10 degrees bend trajectory
follows. First, it takes typically 20 minutes for every and is injected into the transport line.
refilling process. Second, the storage ring tunnel 2.2 Beam Parameters at Extraction of 1.5 GeV
temperature was observed to become stable one hour after
the completion of refilling 'process. It is due to the
different power loading of components activated at 1.3 or

10.:1.5 GeV. Third, it takes longer time for beam line
elements to reach thermal equilibrium due to different

-. G Vrefilling time in comparison with the case of full energy I. G:V

injection. Moreover, this accelerator configuration cannot
provide the capability of performing top-up mode 10'
injection at 1.5 GeV. Consequently, a full energy injection 10'
at 1.5 GeV is considered and is planned to implement in-
this year. Aside from the mentioned booster power supply
limitation, the pulsed extraction system (bumpers, septum, ".. 0. 1 0 . 0.4 0 016

and kicker) was also reviewed and decided to be modified. Ramping Cycle

Fixtures of the septum coil need to be enforced in order to
avoid insulation breakdown due to mechanical damage. Figure 1: Calculated emittance variation of electron beam
Concerning kicker magnet, we modify this window frame during ramping for both 1.3 and 1.5 GeV cases.
ferrite, one-turn coil magnet into two-turn coil magnet, to
reduce the amount of work and cost. The existing As shown in figure 1, the calculated result shows a larger
kicker power beam emittance at extraction for 1.5 GeV than that for 1.3

____________________GeV. For the beam clearance consideration, the extraction
Emai: kkin~sfc~gv~twbump amplitude at the septum location shall be adjusted
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accordingly. The cross sectional view of the stored, Considering the designed lattice for extraction at 1.5
bumped, and kicked beam at the septum location in x-p. GeV, the kicker strength will require 30% increment over
plane is depicted in figure 2 for illustration purpose. the present 1.3 GeV case. This requirement is beyond the

operating margin of the present unit. Therefore the
PaePm extraction kicker system need to be modified. Among

"Stored ud 1 several possible options, it is chosen to modify kicker coil

Beam Beam into two-turn unit in order to ease the amount of work.

3 THE MODIFIED KICKER UNIT AND
TEST RESULTS

A modified two-turn coil with ferrite block was put into
22t= place instead of the present one-turn coil for testing

M purpose. The schematic layout of the testing unit is shown
in figure 4. Figure 4a and 4b give the modified test unit of

2-

t2
1. - .0 4b

-4 -1 0 1 2 3 41 1
X (mm) 110

Figure 2: Tracking result on the x-p. plane of the extracted 4,
beam at 1.5 GeV. On top of the figure is the cross 30.m

sectional view of the relative location of stored, bumped, Figure 4: Window frame ferrite and coil arrangements of
and extracted beam'at the septum entrance, the (a) test unit of two-turn coil; and (b) two-turn coil of

fabricating version.

different coil arrangement driven by the present power
.* .- . ....... .WIMsupply unit. The test unit of Fig. 4a type was assembled

35A_ "and tested in conjunction with daily operation at 1.3 GeV
sa/ for a short period of time. The result was encouraging.

Figure 5 gives the comparison of the operation data
between the original one-turn coil and the modified unit.

0 2-bimo MR 0Z [3~~ 1-turnm¢it

4 1.3 GeV chek point 0

40a, is 0 14 I&O 15its ' 11a ' ts X0 2L3 0
lkteu= 43 s (0

Figure 3: Trajectories of the electron beam centerline, .2o 0
bumped beam, and extracted beam after the ignition of 0 0

extraction kicker. The figure shows two consecutive - 0 0

lattice cells in the extraction section. d :

Ellipses of tracking result shown in the figure cover the 1 2 4 4
Relative Kicker Driving Currents

beam area of 2.5 (,; . In order to fulfill the criterion, the

beam extraction process needs to be properly tuned. The Figure 5: Comparison of the required kicker driving
calculated beam centerline, beam trajectory with local currents of one-turn coil and two-turns coil using the same
bump, and extracted beam trajectory, together with the existing power supply unit. Two check points working
schematic layout of the corresponding extraction elements separately at daily operation of 1.3 GeV electron beam
at 1.5 GeV, are shown in figure 3. extraction are also indicated in the figure.
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It shows that the driving current of the two-turn coilkicker could be largely reduced. According to the workingpoints indicated in Fig. 5, this two-turn coil arrangement is 4 SUMMARYcapable of operation for 1.5 GeV beam extraction.In order to ease the engineering work and reduce the In order to meet the requirement of operating SRRCinductance of the kicker magnet, the two-turn coil was booster at 1.5 GeV, engineering criterions for extractionfurther modified and shown in Fig. 4b. The calculated process were reviewed in this report. The results suggestresult of Fig. 4b arrangement is shown in figure 6 [5). It that the upgrade of SRRC extraction kicker is necessary.shows that the field strength distribution and its horizontal Among several alternatives, modifying one-turn coil intouniformity is better than 0.3% over +/-15 mm range which two-turn coil and preserving the existing power supplyis larger than the region of interest. Therefore we have unit is chosen. The test result shows that the modified unitchosen the Fig. 4b arrangement and it is under fabrication, gives a satisfactory performance during daily operation atThe calculated result of field strength uniformity of Fig. 1.3 GeV. This test unit also provides comfortable margin4b is shown in figure 6. while operating at 1.5 GeV.
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HOMS EFFECTS IN THE BEPC DC SEPARATOR

J.P. Dai, X.D. Chai, Z.T. Zhao, IHEP, Beijing, China

Abstract From the characteristics of TEM modes, we know[l]:
During the operation of BEPC, the cable isolation layer
near the high voltage connector of the DC separator is * If m is odd, the longitudinal component of the
often melted, which is probably caused by the HOMs electric field is of the same direction, and the field is
power. This paper presents the measurement results of the weak in the middle of the separator where the high
HOMs shunt impedance, the calculation of the power voltage cable is connected to the separator. These are
dissipated in the separator and through the connector, and shown in the up side of Figure 1.

the analysis of the HOMs effects. * If m is even, the longitudinal component of the
electric field is of the opposite direction, and the

1 INTRODUCTION field is strong in the middle, shown in the low side of
Figure 1.

The Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) is a high
energy accelerator for hifgh energy physics and Substituting L=2.02m into equation (1), the resonant
synchrotron radiation (SR) application in China. In the frequencies of the HOMs may be got. For example, if
storage ring there are four direct current (DC) separators m = 1, then f, =74.3MHz. This agrees roughly with the
used to separate the electron and positron beams during
the injection. BEPC usually operates in two modes: measurement value, fl =71.7MHz. To other m, the
collision mode and dedicated mode for SR users. During comparison result is the same. Figure 2 shows the
the operation , the cable isolation layer near the high transparent spectrum of the modes. (Those whose
voltage connector of the DC separator is often melted, frequencies are higher than 750MHz are omitted, since
which is probably caused by the HOMs power. In order to their shunt impedance is very small)
analyse the power quantitatively and absorb it more soon O .- -V o, _ -
effectively, we measured the longitudinal R/Q and Q -l. so
value of the HOMs, and calculated the HOMs power I T "
dissipated in the separator and the connector. WAN AS t

g" a. 3 MN
2 MEASUREMENT OF THE HOMS

The DC separator is something like a coaxial-cavity, ILT_ I
shown in Figure 1. i A J-I jj . ... *

M High Voltage Connector V.

' -kodd ____L ___

,• 4k:even 41 •" '' - - " '

4 Figure 2 The transparent spectrum of the HOM modes
L =2.02m

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the DC separator The longitudinal shunt impedance of the HOMs is
measured using the perturbation method. The main

The main modes excited by the beam are TEM ones, and instrument of the measuring system is a HP7573C
their resonant frequencies are: network analyser, controlled by a PC computer. The

c perturbing object is like a cage, made of some metallic
fm - (1) needles glued to the plastic foils at the two ends. The

2L factor of the cage is scaled from a standard cavity. Table I
where m = 1,2,3,4,5..., c is the speed of the light, L is shows the measurement results.
the length of the inner plate of the separator.

* Email:daijp@bepc4.ihep.ac.cn
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Table 1 HOMs parameters of the DC se arator J-I N JT, T

m f. Rm/Q, Qo QL QL* ,e . ejw°,Tnj

(MHz) (a) Vm (t) =qHn.. {lnl (2)
1 71.73 10.5 2280 2220 2163 K K

2 144.86 6.5 2980 745 426 +1Oane Q . eico,(t-tn)

3 214.74 1.9 3700 3660 3621 Jn=
4 281.03 8.1 3238 160 82 where
5 354.51 0.9 3630 3586 3543 o)R )2

6 428.18 6.7 2925 95 48 H. = •- e 2 (3)
7 490.57 2.7 2640 2625 2610 Qm
8 552.5 30.4 175 60 30 O)m,R. and Qm are the angle frequency, longitudinal
9 623.51 22.5 970 956 942 mpdm and the a ngle frequeny , logtun

* The operating separator is connected with two high impedance and the loaded Q merit of the mode. Ot is the

voltage cables. We measured the loaded Q merit (QL) bunch length. And,

of the separator with only one cable, and calculated QL Theti = the + (J - j)To (4)
of the separator with two cables. tn is the time of the bunch n traverse the centre of the

cavity at turn j, To is the bunch revolution time in the
From table 1 we find that the cables affect the Q value of ring. The bunch K is determined by t - tK Ž 0.
the even mode seriously. The reason is the peak of thefield of the even mode locates in the middle where the Equation (2) is suitable to the case of single beam. Ifcables are connected there are two beams in the ring, we need to consider thevoltage induced by the other beam. According to the

3 CALCULATION OF HOMS POWER charge of the beams and the field pattern of the mode, we
may get the voltage induced by the two beams

Using the cavity impedance and beam spectrum to similarly[2].
characterise the interaction between the cavity and the With the given voltage is calculated, the power of the
beam in storage rings, a general equation to calculate the mode at 0)m is:
HOMs power in the cavity excited by the beam was
developed[2]. As a special case, when the storage ring is 1 J0 IV (t) 2
filled symmetrically with particle bunches, the equation = 2Tr°o Rm
can be simplified[3]. In this paper, we use a computer to (5)

simulate the voltage induced in the DC separator by the The total HOMs power Ptotal is:
beams and calculate the HOMs power. M

Ptotat I • P. (6)
3.1 Model of the code m=1

B Gaussian bunches are assumed to be distributed where M is the number of the HOMs.

unsymmetrically in storage ring. From the shortest time 3.2 Comparison with analytical result
interval between two bunches in the beam one can find an
integer N, the smallest harmonic number of buckets. The If the storage ring is filled symmetrically with Gaussian
buckets are fractionally filled by B bunches, each bunch bunches of charge q, the HOM power Pm of the mode at
has the same particle distribution form but could have
different number of particles, which is controlled by the
normalised filling factor an, n = 0,1,2.... N - 1, aok 1 Tb IVm (t)0 1

can get the value from zero to one according to the Pm = K.1 .q F
particle numbers in the n bunch. axn = U when the 2 Tb 0 Rm Tb (7)
bucket n is empty; an = 1 when the bucket has the where
most particles, whose charge is q. (1- exp(-,r))(1 + exp(-Tc))

Ignoring the longitudinal oscillation of the bunch and F(',o) ( - 1 2 8 ' + '2 (8)
supposing that J turns later after the bunch is injected cosexp(c) +exp(-2'
into the ring, , the voltage (Vm (t)) of the mode at Co.
induced by the beam is saturated and does not change T = cor, Tb / (2Qm) (9)
with the turn any more, then:

8 = S ).Tm (10)
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Tb is the time interval between two bunches, KM is the From table 1, we know that the power of the odd mode
loss parameter of the mode at O),n, dissipates mainly in the seperator itself, while the powerof the even modes dissipateds mainly in the high voltage

K. = Iw (- Rr )exp(-(e oroi) 2  cable and the connector which will cause the isolation
"2 m layer to melt.

Assume BEPC operates in single bunch mode, and the 3.4 Analysis of the result
particle number of the bunch is 3.75 x 1011, the buch Since there are some differences between the operating
length is art = 85 cm. For the mode at separator and the measured one, and the measurement

w., = 2r x 5525 = 3471.9 MHz, substitute Qm=30 errors are unavoidable, we need to consider the error
between the calculated power dissipated in the measured

d R m separator and the actual one in the operating separator.

power Pm = 95W. The power calculated by the code is By changing the parameters: the frequency, the Q merit

Pm= 1 0 0 W, agrees well with the analytical result. and Rm / Qm in the code, we find that:

3.3 HOMs power of the BEPC DC separator * To the odd modes, the power error caused by the
As we know, BEPC usually operates in two modes. By frequency error may be very large. For example, to the

their typical parameters, the code may tell us the HOMs mode m = 7, if the frequency is f 7 = 491.37 MHz
power of the DC separator, shown in table 2. instead of f 7 = 49057 MHz, then the power will be

58W (in the mode SR I), not 4W. However, to the
Table 2 The HOMs power of the DC se arator even modes, which we are interested in, is very small
Operating Collision SR SR because of the very low Q merit.

Modes Mode Mode I Mode II * The power error caused by the Q merit error is small
Beam Energy a The power is almost proportional to Rm / Q. ,so the

E (GeV) 1.548 2.2 2.2 power error will not be very large since the measured
Cavity Voltage R, / Q is not very large.

V4 (MV) 1.0 0.65 0.6 Q

Bunch Number 4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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where Ihis the current of the single bunch, a p is

momentum compression factor, V., is the longitudinal

tune.
b) In multi-bunch case, since the bunches have different
charges, Oa is an average value.
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THERMOSTABILIZATION SYSTEM OF VEPP-5 PREINJECTOR

K.V.Gubin, V.D.Hambikov, A.G.Igolkin, P.V.Martyshkin
BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia

1 HEATING EFFECTS AND ENERGY For the linear distribution of temperature along the

SPREAD IN A BEAM structure maximum acceptable temperature gradient AT
will be

The temperature conditions changes of an accelerating AT = 6 P A #gi5)
structure influence on its RF characteristics. This fact L 7ra/3phsino
leads to the change in the beam average energy as well For the accelerating structure of VEPP-5 preinjector pro-
the supplementary energy spread in structure. totype parameter fl# //ph is equal to 2 • 10-2. Taking

Let's consider ultrarelativistic charged particles in the the value of acceptable energy spread of 0.5% for a beam
field of running RF wave with phase velosityI 3ph = 1 + of RF-phase length about 20', we obtain that the system
Aflph. For the simplisity we shall assume that there is no of thermostabilization should ensure the average temper-
group effects in the beam and no interaction between the ature of the accelerating structure with the precision of
beam and the accelerating structure. ±0.1 C and the temperature gradient along the structure

If we assume that Aflph L/A < 1 where L - the length not more than 1.20C
of the structure, A - the length of the RF wave,

then the energy, gained by the particle in the accelerat- 2 TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS OF
ing structure will be ACCELERATING STRUCTURE

AE A= A,3ph\sin (00 - W Ac3phL sin- 0, Accelerator section (fig. 1) is a cylindrical disk-loaded
c c} waveguide, placed inside the stainless steel coat for better

(1) rigidness. Inner surface of the coat and outer surface of
where A - energy gardient of the structure, w - operash- structure form the channel with a ring-shaped section of
ion frequency and Oo - initial RF phase of particle, water cooling system. The main parameters of section

For a beam of the phase length 20 the part of heating are listed in table 1. Present construction of the section
effects in the beam energy spread can be estimated as determins the method of thermostabilization: to stabilize

E~mn - Emin W (2) of the temperature and the cooling water flow.6 A,3ph Lsin 0 (2) M~vetyp

Eomax 2c Coat tranformer
/

where Eomin and Eomar - minimum (Oo = 0) and max-
imum (00 =0) energy gain when A,3 0, Emin- min-.-7
imum energy gain when A,8 _: 0. -

Relation between the change of resonant frequency and I 4 .
the phase velocity of RF wave can be written as: [2] Purnpng.

A/3ph O/ph Aw :=ph (3), ( Figure 1: Accelerator section.

Pph 3r W 0When the structure is filled with RF field, the part

here a - the temperature expansion ratio of copper, of energy transforms into heat in the skin-layer on the
ATav - the value of average temperature changing inner surface. The heating of skin-layer can be esti-

Equation (2) together with (3) determines the maxi- mated, using nonstationar equation of thermal conductiv-
mum acceptable change of an average temperature of the ity AT 2_ (PJ)/(aS) where P - pulse power of heating,
accelerating structure with a certain energy spread limit, 8 - depth of skin-layer, a - thermal conductivity of cop-

caused by heating: per, S - square of inner surface of accelerating structure.
Assuming P=100 MW, 8 = 1 06m, S = 2m 2 , we ob-

ATa, A fA9 1 86 (4) tain that by the end of RF-pulse the heating of skin-layer
- -ra,6/p-hsin ( will be about 0.13'C. Taking into account that without
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.. . . .. . . . .. . . . . 5 0°C

Table 1: Main parameters of accelerator section. . .. ..... ''". .........
S. . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Length 280 m.....
Inner diameter of structure 84 mm. ................
Outer diameter of structure 100mm .i.i.i... . .. . .

Inner diameter of coat 108 mm . ......
Outer diameter of coat 112mm .....................
Resonance frequency 2856 MHz .....................
Repetition rate 50 Hz .

RF pulse duration 0.5 psec .....................
Heating per one pulse up to 80 J ..................... 5 0C

Figure 2: Experimental correlation between temperature
cooling the heating would be about 200°C, we suggest that of input (1) and output(2) cooling water and time. The

even for the single pulse duration, and for the time of sev- of hrzna axi a 60 cond per pnt. Te

eral milliseconds between pulses as well, all the heat will

be distributed uniformly along the radius of accelerating flow 0.27 Ips

structure. T.'C
Present estimations illustrate, that the distribution of 3600

temperature along the radius of accelerating structure and
pulse nature of heating can be neglected. Thus, we can 34009 -

analyse one dimentional model with quasistationary heat-
ing: long and thin rod of copper (accelerating structure)
with nonuniform heating along it, placed into cylindri- 320°

cal coat. In the ring channel formed by outer surface of
structure and inner surface of coat, the cooling water is 0000

circulated. Thermal contact with air and heat currents
from butt-ends supposed to be equal to zero.

So, we should solve the system of three nonstationar 0 N 20000 ..400.00 6000

equations of thermal conductivity with common border
conditions of third kind. Analytical solving of such sys-
tem in general case is rather complicated. Due to this fact, Figure 3: Numerically simulated correlation between
numerical simulation, based on final differences method, temperature of input (1) and output(2) cooling water and
was realised. This model was experimentally tested on time.
the prototype of accelerator section and thermostabiliza- TJ(X1 ) = T. (Xt ) 0)
tion system of VEPP-5 preinjector.

In the experiment the temperature of cooling water at 0, t < 0
the section entrance was changing and the cooling wa- T (0,1) A = Tdist, 0 < t < 1"

ter flow was constant. The dependence of the input and 0, t > 7-
output water temperature and its flow on the time was
measured and expected value of this dependences was where Ta, - temperature of accelerating structure, Tw
numerically simulated with the same parameters. Several - temperature of water, T, - temperature of coat, Tdist -

series of measurements were done. In fig. 2, 3 expected value of disturbance.
and measured data are shown. The difference between it The results of simulation are shown in fig. 4 As one
doesn't exceed 2%. can see, with the present geometry of section (table 1)

Thus we can calculate the temperature distribution in and the flow of water in the certain bounds the following
correlation is observed:

structure and water along the axis of section in any mo-
ment of time with any input parameters such as flow and TdistrQ :_ 2 [1 .- C] (6)
temperature of the water and RF power in the section.

To determine the section sensitivity to the distur- Corellation (6) determines the quality of thermostabi-
bance of input water temperature, the following model lization of water at the entrance of the section.
was tested: temperature disturbance was put over the Next problem: how does the steady-stat4 condition of
steady-state of section without RF power. (T08 (x~ ) = section sense the change of water flow and RF power.
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the inner closed water contour. Stabilization of tempera-
ture is realized as a controlled heating of input water by
the heating unit, individual for each element. Dumping
of heat surplus is prodused by the heat exchanger.

............. ..... .... ..... ............ . ..... ....... .............. This construction allow s to stabilize the cooling w ater
flow through the elements, to decrease the power con-
sumption, to change the individual heating conditions for
each element of accelerator to compensate the tolerance

Figure 4: Corellation between maximal deviation of av- in RF parameters during the adjusting process.

erage accelerating structure temperature, relating to am- Main characteristics of the system are shown in table 2.

plitude of disturbance, and the duration of temperature At the present time the assembly of water contours is in

disturbance of cooling water at the entranse of section. progress. The heating unit that consists of heater, con-
trolled power supply, flow meter, thermistors and control
device, has been completely designed, tested on preinjec-
tor prototype and now is in serial production.

...... ...... .............. -................. ........... ............... d v c ,h s be n c m l tl.d s g e ,t s edo.r i j c

Table 2: Main parameters of thermostabilization system.

...... ..... ..................................... ................................. ................. N u m b er o f elem ets/b ran ch es 2 0
Flow of water per branch 0.5.. 1.0 lps
Total flow 15..20 lps
Operating temperature of elements 40±30 C
Precision of temperature stabilization 0.1..0.2 0C

. ............. .............. .......................... Peak pow er consum ption 300 kW t
Nominal power consumption 50.. 100 kWt

Figure 5: Correlation between the average accelerating Capacity of water in the system _

structure temperature and the flow of cooling water at
different power of heating.

Simulations were done for RF power range from 500 Wt
to 4000 Wt and the flow range from 0.1 lps to 1.0 lps. Heat
The main results are: exchanger Heatig

- over the whole range of RF-power the temperature RF
gradient along the section is not significant and with element
a flow over 0.2 lps doesn't exceed 0.6'C, valve

-'--------7 I I • ja ve I
- knowing the heating power we can select the flow Tank

for each section in order to compensate the toler-
ance of RF parameters of different sections with the
help of calculated corellation between the average
temperature of section and the flow of water (fig. 5), Figure 6: Construction of two-contour system of ther-
mentioned correlation is following. mostabilization.

QT/P " 0.5[1lC/kJ] (7)

It allows to determine the section sensitivity to distur- 4 REFERENCES
bances of heating and water flow. [1] A. VAlexandrov and others. Test of prototype of preinjector

for VEPP-5. Preprint INP 97-64, Novosibirsk, 1997.

3 TECHNICAL REALIZATION AND [2] O.A. Waldner and others. Disk-loaded waveguides refer-

PRESENT STATUS ences guide. Moscow, Atomizdat, 1977. (in Russian).
[3] S.S.Kutateladze. Heat transfer and hydrodynamical resis-

Technically the system of thermostabilization supposed tance. Moscow, Energoatomizdat, 1990. (in Russian).
to be performed by two-contour water scheme (fig. 6).
All elements to be stabilized are connected in parallel to
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 50 KW CW L-BAND RECTANGULAR
WINDOW FOR JEFFERSON LAB FEL CRYOMODULE*

V. Nguyen , H.L. Phillips, and J. Preble,
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA

Abstract We took advantage of this opportunity to reduce
thermal gradients and the ensuing stress by absorbing the

A 50 kW CW L-Band Rectangular Ceramic Window has heat where it is produced. This is accomplished by
been developed for the Jefferson Lab FEL quarter incorporating water cooling within the flexible braze
cryomodule. RF properties of the windows were transition between the ceramic window and the
optimized using high-frequency simulation codes and S- surrounding metal flange, such that the braze
parameter measurements confirmed the predicted broad metallization is directly cooled by the water through a
band matching properties of the structure. Metallized AL thin copper layer. In this configuration, the power level at
995 alumina ceramic was brazed to a thin copper eyelet which thermally-induced stress cracks can occur is
and the eyelet to a copper plated stainless steel flange. limited by thermal gradients in the ceramic. These are
Losses in the metallization were removed efficiently by a produced by a non-zero thermal heat transfer coefficient
water cooling circuit. High power tests in a resonant ring between water and copper, and dielectric losses in the
showed that the ceramic temperature rise was very low at ceramic. The new design will provide higher transmitted
50 kW CW level. power levels than the existing design, and consequently a

better margin of safety for the Jefferson Lab FEL.
1 INTRODUCTION

2 RF DESIGN
The Jefferson Lab FEL injector uses a pair of
superconducting cavities inside a quarter cryomodule. The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) should be a
The RF waveguide assembly of each cavity consists of a minimum, less than 1.10:1 at the nominal design
warm RF window, a warm to cold vacuum waveguide and frequency of 1.5 GHz and should be less than 1.50:1 at
a cold RF window. Each of the two cavities needs 35 kW frequencies up to 2.2 GHz. Minimum VSWR at 1.5 GHz
of RF CW power (including microphonic headroom) to is achieved by providing a protruding iris in the frame
accelerate a 5 mA beam to a total of 10 MeV. The from each side of the waveguide wall. This iris will
polyethylene warm window used in CEBAF cannot produce a reflection which is opposite in phase to the
handle that amount of power. Originally, a few warm unavoidable reflection from the ceramic. By choosing the
windows were fabricated using the cold ceramic proper iris size and thickness the reflections can be made
window's design [1] by replacing the niobium flange by to nearly cancel at the design frequency thereby
"a copper plated stainless steel flange. High power tests in producing a minimum in VSWR at that frequency.
"a resonant ring showed that they failed at 20-25 kW CW The minimum will be either broad or narrow
power levels, due to thermally-induced stress cracking of depending on the thickness of the window and size of the
the glass-free pure alumina ceramic. Infrared temperature iris. If the window reflection is small and therefore the
measurements showed that the temperature rise at the canceling reflection from the iris is also small, then the
center of the ceramic window was abnormally high, minimum will be broad.
contrary to expectation. This material had exhibited the The ceramic reflection is kept small by making that
lowest loss at 2 K, but became very lossy at 300 K. It is a portion of the ceramic protruding into the waveguide as
transparent polycrystalline alumina which is fired in thin as possible. The edges of the ceramic, which are
hydrogen instead of air during manufacture. A partial thicker for reasons of strength and providing a substantial
reduction of the alumina produced an RF loss at 300 K boundary to braze to, are recessed into the waveguide
but not at 2 K. Air firing restores the ceramic at 300 K to walls. Fig. I shows the basic design of the window.
a state of low RF loss. When the lossy ceramics were The ceramic is ground to a desired shape which varies
replaced by a low loss alumina, the temperature rise at the in thickness, being 0.050" at the mid- section and 0.250"
center of the ceramic was much lower than that at the at the edges. The ceramic is thin enough to keep the
edge. Losses in the metallization therefore become VSWR low from 1.3 GHz to 2.2 GHz and thick enough to
dominant. withstand a pressure differential of approximately three

atmospheres. The ceramic is a polycrystalline high purity
alumina (WESGO AL995) having a dielectric constant of

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract about 9.3 at 1.5 GHz. The ceramic is placed at the center
DE-AC05-84-ER40150. of a thin wall copper eyelet 0.9" in length. The length of
# Email: nguyen@jlab.org the thin wall copper eyelet is chosen long enough to allow
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flexibility between the ceramic and the stainless steel
flange. Cra: -

The thickness at mid-section of the ceramic and the
length of the eyelet have been optimized using HFSS [2].
The window is inserted between two 5.292" x 0.986"
rectangular waveguides.

90 2.76

H9OH WATE GUT

.\0 0 Mag
STAINLESS STEEL

COPPER
EYELET 0 0

0: :0

e-CERANIC 4.25 X 1.25 0: 0

COOLING 4X R.38 Figure 2. Main elements of the window
CHANNIEL

WATER I40 V

Figure 1. Basic design of the window

The calculated'VSWR of the window between 1.3
GHz and 2.2 GHz is given in Fig. 4 (dotted line). When
using a dielectric constant of 9.3, the minimum is at 1.48
GHz and the VSWR at the operating frequency of 1.497
GHz is less than 1.02:1. Choosing a dielectric constant
lower than 9.3 would shift the minimum to higher Figure 3. Completed window
frequencies. 4 LOW POWER TESTS

3 WINDOW FABRICATION
The window was measured using a vector network

Fig. 2 shows the main elements of the window: the analyzer. The analyzer was calibrated in 5.292" x 0.986"

ceramic, the thin wall copper eyelet and the copper waveguide using the Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) method.

plated stainless steel flange. The ceramic was ground The measured and calculated VSWRs as a function of

from AL-995 material and metallized with a frequency are shown in Fig. 4.

conventional tungsten-manganese process.The ceramic 1.6
was first brazed to the copper eyelet using 50-50 copper-
gold alloy. This assembly is then brazed to the copper 1.
plated stainless steel flange using copper-silver eutectic 1.4
alloy. After brazing and leak checking, the ceramic 1.3- _--

window is coated with 35 of chrome oxide on the > 1.2- Mrkr
vacuum side to prevent multipactoring. 1.497 GHz

Fig. 3 shows the completed window with cooling tube 1.1 1' _ 1.035

as seen from the klystron side. 1.01 -

1.30 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.66 1.75 1.84 1.93 2.02 2.11 2.20

Frequency (GHz)
Figure 4. VSWR vs Frequency. Comparing measured
data (solid line) to HFSS calculation (dotted line)

The actual measured VSWR confirmed quite well the
calculated, values.
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5 HIGH POWER TESTS
The window was first tested in a resonant ring [3] with air
on the two sides to evaluate its thermal performance. RF

power up to 53 kW was applied to the window while the Window 1 Window 2
ceramic temperature was monitored by an infrared-
thermometer. For a window cooled with 34°C Low .

Conductivity Water (LCW), the temperature rise of the
window ceramic is shown on Fig. 5. At 53 kW, the

temperature rise was only 7.2 'C. On the other hand, when
the window was not cooled with LCW, the temperature 35 kW Infrared Thermometer
rise above room temperature increased to 36'C. Klystron Pau-o

....8 ... ...... •........... ........ ........... :...... ... .... .... .

7 -. I - ! Figure 6. High power test setup

3 --<-_ _U r 5 6 CONCLUSIONS
wn 4

2 ..... ..- A window has been designed and fabricated which meets
S - . . .fully the design goals. Both low and high power tests of

0 . . . ,the window have been performed. As temperature rise of
U the window was very low at 50 kW, it should be possible

0w 10W 20 3 40to use the window at power higher than 100 kW, which is
Power (kW) required to increase the beam current of the FEL injector

Figure 5. Ceramic temperature rise vs byn A
powerbeyond 5 mA.

power
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AN R.F. INPUT COUPLER SYSTEM
FOR THE CEBAF ENERGY UPGRADE CRYOMODULE *

J. R. Delayen, L.R. Doolittle, T. Hiatt, J. Hogan, J. Mammosser, L. Phillips#, J. Preble,

W.J. Schneider, G. Wu, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA

Abstract higher order mode (HOM) extraction functions are
completely separate. This produces a coupler design that,

Long term plans for CEBAF at Jefferson Lab call for unlike the present one, is free of transverse beam kick,
achieving 12 GeV in the middle of the next decade and 24 and allows a cryostat design with all the power couplers
GeV after 2010. Thus an upgraded cryomodule to more on the same side.
than double the present voltage is under development. A
new waveguide coupler system has been designed and 2 THE CAVITY-COUPLER SYSTEM
prototypes are currently being developed. This coupler,
unlike the original, has a nominal Qex, of 2.1 x 107, The nominal cavity gradient is 12.5 MV/m with a beam
reduced sensitivity of Qex, to mechanical deformation, current of 400 -A. A shorted waveguide intercepting the
reduced field asymmetry within the beam envelope, beam pipe couples RF power to the evanescent TM0o0
freedom from window arcing with a single window at 300 mode of a 7-cell cavity (Figure 2). A copper-plated
K, and is capable of transmitting 6 kW CW both traveling stainless steel waveguide provides a thermal transition
wave and in full reflection, between the cavity at 2 K and the outer cryostat envelope

at 300 K. The cavity vacuum extends to a single
1 INTRODUCTION rectangular waveguide window at 300 K.

The CEBAF upgrade baseline design calls for 1500 MHz,
7-cell cavities operating at 12.1 MV/m with a circulating .
current up to 400 jiA. [1] To minimize cost, our goal is (P \7T I
only a modest increase of the RF power available to each ... |
cavity from 5.5 to 6 kW. This puts stringent constraints .
on the maximum amount of detuning (static and dynamic) \ j/\\ 1

and on coupling system Qext accuracy. Figure 1 shows the of
RF power required as a function of Qext at the gradient of Thermal....... iio

12.5 MV/m, detuning of 25 Hz and for circulating T r
Waveguide

currents of 0, 200, and 400 jiA. The optimal Qext is 2.1 x
107 with an acceptable range of 1.5 to 3 x10 7. 2

Both coaxial and waveguide couplers were explored.
The waveguide concept was retained for its simplicity and RF Window
flexibility at 1500 M Hz. Unlike the present design, ................................... ..........
however, the fundamental power coupling (FPC) and 1-1 A

•12.5 MV/m, 400 uA, 25 Hz

" " 12.5 MV/m, 200 uA, 25 Hz Figure 2
-- 12.5 MY/m, 0OoA, 25 Hz It•

51- -The new beam line configuration reflects several
IL 4- lchanges. With no gatevalves or bellows between cavities,

3 1 ..... cavity length increased from five to seven cells. This
2 • -requires both lateral and radial flexibility in the

-- waveguide thermal transition to allow for thermal

10 100 differential contraction between the cavity string and the
outer vacuum envelope, the accumulated cavity motion

Q.xt(10) arising from cavity tuner operation, and manufacturing

Figure 1 tolerances. The longitudinal motion of the string of eight
cavities will be fixed at the center of the cryomodule

*Supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-AC05-84-ER40150 requiring a displacement at each end amounting to 1.3
*Email: phillips@jLab.org cm. This motion is provided by three short waveguide

bellows appropriately placed,
The cavities' flexible waveguides and warm windows

are attached in the clean room, with the entire cavity
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string then permanently evacuated for all subsequent In CEBAF this effect was reduced by alternating the
cryomodule assembly. As shown, each waveguide has longitudinal coupler orientation in a pattern averaging the
two 900 elbows. This accomplishes two purposes: net kick to an acceptable level. [2], [3]
reduction of radial penetration ports from eight to four, We have chosen the X/4 stub waveguide coupler for the
and avoidance of window charging leading to "arc" trips 7-cell energy upgrade cavity. (Figure 4 show the electric
by removing the ceramic window from the cavity fields' field along the FPC waveguide centered on the beam line
radiation flux. Currently 40% of CEBAF cavities are for this configuration. [2] In addition to eliminating the
limited in gradient by field-emission-induced "arcing." "coupler kick," the reduced coupler fields will contribute
Tests have shown that moving the RF window from a negligible heat to the coupler body outside the helium
direct line-of-sight view of the high field region of the envelope.
cavity can eliminate field-emission-induced window
"arcs." The need to offset the window to prevent "arcing" 1.5 Real

and the need for longitudinal motion were factors Image

favoring the simplicity of a waveguide coupler over a
coaxial design. o.5

3 B E M L N E O U P E R 0 ........ ,..... .............. .......... .............
3 BEAM LINE COUPLERV

The cavity-coupling factor was chosen to be 2.1 x W07  0 =05 \ ,

(Figure 1). A VJ4 stub waveguide coupler intersecting the '

beam pipe couples the TEO, waveguide mode to the
evanescent TM 01 cavity mode. The waveguide-coupler- -1.5

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 IS 20 25
to-cavity separation was selected to achieve the desired x (Cm)
coupling. The Cornell/CEBAF cavity currently used has Figure 4: Electric fields in the centerline of V/4 stub FPC
a V/2 stub waveguide coupler and was originally designed proposed for the CEBAF energy upgrade cryomodule. [21
for storage ring applications. The X/2 stub coupler
provided a Qext of 3 X 105 and was located up against the The' sensitivity of Qext of the FPC to mechanical
iris of an end cell. Coupling to the fundamental can occur deformation and variations in manufacturing tolerances
with the stub length slightly less than V/2, while TE1 n has also been reduced significantly. We have used this
cavity modes in the 1.7 to 1.9 GHz range, which are insensitivity by allowing the FPC waveguide to take up
beyond cut-off of the waveguide HOM couplers, are even cavity misalignment and axial beam line displacement
more strongly damped. This feature is not relevant for the without significant change in the cavity coupling factor.
energy upgrade cavity, which will have coaxial HOM The Qext variation with axial deformation (i.e., reducing or
dampers. Furthermore, there are several disadvantages to increasing the height of the FPC waveguide at the beam
the A,2 coupler over the V/4 coupler. Locating the beam pipe) is 6%/mm for small displacements. For angular
line close to the null in the standing wave pattern makes displacements of the beam pipe away from the beamline,
the coupler Qext quite sensitive to small shifts in this rotating about the center of the FPC waveguide, the Qext
pattern due to manufacturing tolerances and subsequent variation is 0.150%/mrad. Consequently, the beamline
waveguide deformations. This becomes even more acute between cavities is entirely niobium with no bellows.
for the higher fundamental rejection required for Qex t of Some flexibility has also been included in the niobium
2.1 X W07 as opposed to 3 X 105. Another drawback is the flanges joining cavities. These two flexible elements are
field asymmetry across the beam pipe giving rise to a used to absorb all misalignment in the beamline.
"coupler kick"

4 WAVEGUIDE THERMAL TRANSITION
Rca. A copper-plated stainless steel waveguide provides the

I X,,0., required thermal isolation between an RF window at 300

"1', '.. \ Iji\ K and the cavity waveguide coupler flange at 2 K, with a
31 0' thermal intercept at 50 K. The FPC refrigeration load at 2

-o. ,/,K is the sum of thermal conduction and RF dissipation
-. I /// from the waveguide between 2 K and 50 K, and is

minimized, for a given waveguide structure, with respect
-15 20 25 to waveguide length.-IS -10 -5 oI 5 1o0 5202

XCm) The RF fields averaged circumferentially over a slice of
waveguide perpendicular to the direction of propagation

Figure 3: Electric fields in the centerline of V/2 stub-on- is shown in Figure 5 for normal operating conditions and
stub PC used by the Cornell/JLab cavity system [2] in Figure 6 for the worst case condition.[4]
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U:= 12.5 MV/m. 1=O4ina cryostat later this year. Details of the copper plating will
40(X) i Q=2. 17, on tunc, 113670W ............. also be studied.

-25 1z, t14338W
+25 11z, P-W4338W The heat load at 2 K will be less than I W under

15 Hz rms, 1W ...... normal operating conditions. The minimum length-
25()=3.00. 15H.ns. =3849W optimized heat load will depend on the total thermal

=L 20(X) conductance of the stainless steel waveguide walls and of
S. .. .......... the copper plating in addition to the RF loss in the copper.

m L .Although the surface impedance of the copper is

SQ) predominantly in the anomalous limit between 2 K and 50
-. ... ........ K, the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) and thickness of the

ocm2 copper layer have a significant influence, and must be
x (Con ) chosen to balance performance risk against overlyFigure 5: Typical currents on waveguide walls [4] cnevtv auatrn oeacs 5

conservative manufacturing tolerances. [5]

60(X)W limit

ItXXX)t-- 5 RIF WINDOW
LE.'22.2MV/m. Q--1.50. i--0.0mo Olt..e

1 .19.9MV/, -25 Hz.
8.E=I9,MV/m, 25 iz. Each coupler contains one RF window at 300 K. The

8(XX) offresonance window is a thin metal-ceramic waveguide window usingenvelopeN., P`=6OO)W ....

_ 6000 a rectangular copper-gasketed knife-edge seal on the
V V\ cavity vacuum side. A variety of similar windows have

40' / been developed at JLab having RF power handling
. -capabilities in excess of the CEBAF energy upgrade

2000 requirements. The VSWR is less than 1.1 to 1 through
the use of compensating irises built into the window.

0 ............ ............. ...... ... ...................... ................... .... .........................
0 5 10 15 20 25 36U0

X cm) 6 SUMMARY
Figure 6: Worse case current on waveguide walls [4] A fundamental power coupler prototype has been

balancing RF dissipation a heat conduction designed for the CEBAF Energy Upgrade Cryomodule
n ahaving several advantages over the existing design; most

down the guide, a broad minimum in 2 K heat load as a notably, the elimination of window arcs and unwanted
function of waveguide length is seen (Figure 7). beam steering from "coupler kicks". Prototype

1• fabrication has begun and testing is scheduled later this
1 .& \ \ \ Nyear.
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along the guide significantly higher than the end of the
guide. The potential for sudden gas migration in such an
excursion possibly inducing waveguide discharge will be
studied with prototype components in a horizontal test
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ACCELERATOR RELIABILITY DATABASE

Christopher M. Piaszczyk
Advanced Energy Systems, Inc.

Bethpage, NY 11714

representative of a linac for ADS (it is noted, however,

Abstract that the Proton Storage Ring is included here).

Accelerator beam trips have been identified as a 2 DATA
significant issue in the development of high power
accelerator driven systems envisioned for transmutation of Table I summarizes the statistics for all the data points

waste, energy amplifiers, etc. where the accelerator must available, which consist of cycles 71 through 76 from

work in conjunction with a subcritical reactor. In order to 7/10/96 to 7/27/97 (some data had to be censored:

enable the design of these systems with the high reliability primarily to eliminate a number of overlapping down time

required, a reliability database is being assembled. This events, but it should be noted that the sampling of data at

paper provides preliminary results which may'be of use in one minute intervals represents another censoring

conceptual design considerations. mechanism). Each cycle is a separate campaign separated
from the others by a built-in production stop for

1 INTRODUCTION maintenance. Additional maintenance budget is included
in the schedule and exercised during each cycle as listed.The idea of thae database effort originated with the

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) Detailed data is provided in the figures on the next page.
accelerator reliability analyses in 1995 when it was Figure 1 shows the cumulative number of down time
realized that information available at the time to support events as a function of calendar time. Figure 2 shows the
these analyses was very limited [1]. A reliability survey of same data as a function of the cumulative uptime. Figure 3
operating accelerator facilities has been started in the shows the histogram of the Times Between Events (TBE)
summer of 1997. Data was collected from literature, and Figure 4 shows the histogram of the Down Times
personal communications via phone and email with staff (DT). Since the DT histogram is highly skewed to the left,
members and site visits at a number of accelerator Figure 5 shows the DT histogram with an expanded
facilities, including: ISIS, CERN, DESY, LANSCE, horizontal axis to show more details. This distribution is
TJNAF, Fermilab, etc. While the completion of the typical of the down times. Most of the down times are
accelerator reliability database is still far ahead, the very short (75% below 15 min.), but there are usually a
LANSCE data set was analyzed in early 1998 and the few outliers (here, 58h 54 min. due to a magnet power
details of this effort are described in [2,3,4]. In [5], the supply).
data was analyzed as a random process. Here, we present
additional results believed to be of potential utility in Figure 6 illustrates an attempted fit of the TBE's with an
Accelerator Driven System (ADS) system planning. Since exponential distribution. Clearly, the fit is not so good.
the subcritical reactor in ADS is very sensitive to beam However, a Weibull distribution with characteristic life of
trips, it is important to know the distributions of the beam 6 hours and shape factor of 0.67, shown in Figure 7 fits
trip down times and the times between down time events, the data remarkably well. When plotted on the log-linear
Although these statistics will be different for each specific paper in Figure 8, one can see that the Weibull fit slightly
design, the scale of the LANSCE linac is believed to be underpredicts the probability of the short TBE's but it is

still very satisfactory.

Table I. LANSCE Summary of Operational Data

Cycle# 71 72 73 74 75 76 Total
Run Start Time 7/10/96 8:00 8/30/96 2:10 10/29/96 20:00 3/7/97 8:00 4/23/97 8:00 6/18/97 8:00

Run End lime 8/24/96 8:00 10/21/96 7:00 11/28/96 20:00 4/21/97 8:00 6/16/97 8:00 7/27/97 8:00
Calendar Time lh:min) 1080:00 1252:50 720:00 1080:00 1296:00 936:00 6364:50
Built in Stops (h:min) 115:07 191:00 66:00 84:11 38:50 44:41 539:49

Cum Uptime (h:min) 811:14 1042:23 626:47 952:01 1129:33 825:54 5387:52
Cum Downtime (h:min) 153:39 19:27 27:13 43:48 127:37 65:25 437:09

Availability 0.84 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.90 0.93 0.93

Total Number of Down Time Events 135 140 75 97 175 109 731
Mean Time Between Events (h:min) 5:56 7:14 8:16 9:48 6:21 6:44 7:23

Mean Down lime (h:min) 1:08 0:08 0:21 0:27 0:43 0:36 0:34
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Cye. 71.7 -., Tr, many reasons. Primarily, the beam trips will be a
significant neutron flux driver in the subcritical reactor. In

- ,addition, prediction of beam trip probabilities is needed
"- for maintenance scheduling, advance spare parts

, 0 procurement, and general reliability and availability
- , design. While each particular design will require a

• -4 separate reliability analysis, the data presented in this
paper may be useful for preliminary planning. For the

,o, ~long term, the first step in assuring a satisfactory
0%reliability performance of complex repairable systems

-'," such as accelerator facilities will have to be a thorough
analysis of all existing operations data.

Figure 9. Exponential Fit of Down Times Data
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The DT's cannot be fitted so easily. Figure 9 shows an
unsuccessful fit of the DT data with an exponential
distribution. A Weibull curve with characteristic life of 11
minutes and shape factor 0.7 shown in Figure 10 fits the
data very well in the short duration range. This can be
seen more clearly in Figure 11 with the horizontal axis
stretched out via the log scale. Figure 11 shows also that
this Weibull distribution overshoots the data in the range
of the long down times. However, 75% of the data falls
below 15 min.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The capability to predict the reliability characteristics of
the linac driver in the future ADS system is important for
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MAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT BY
VIBRATING WIRE STRAIN GAUGE

Arutunian S.G., Dobrovolski N.M., Egiazarian S.L.,
Mailian M.R., Sinenko I.G., Sinjavski A.V., Vasiniuk I.E.

Yerevan Physics Institute 375036, Br. Alikhanian St. 2, Yerevan, Armenia

Abstract When studying samarium-cobalt magnets in
the fields of the order of Earth's magnetic field one

Development of a simple and cheep device also can ignore the induced magnetisation.
for measurement of magnetic field spatial The scanning of a probe along the z axis
distribution is an urgent problem [1-3]. In this paper gives an information about the spatial distribution of
we propose the method of magnetic field spatial the interaction force, which restores the gradient of
distribution definition by magnetic interaction the magnetic field.
measurement of probes from known materials. The
developed system for such gravimetric measurement EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
of magnetic field gradients partially solves this
problem. Wire Strain Gauge

PRELIMINARY NOTES A specially developed Wire Strain Gauge
(WSG) was used to measure the force of interaction

The force of interaction F between a small between the sample and magnetic field. String
sample of magnetic moment M with an external magnetometer [2] with some improvements was

magnetic field of strength h(i) is defined by taken as a prototype. In particular, by special means

expression the lower end of the string with load was fixed in
horizontal plane. As strings were used tungsten orF grad(MHf) (1) beryl bronze wires of diameter 100 gm.

We are mainly interested in two cases: when the The magnetic system was made on the basis
magnetic moment is entirely induced and is of samarium-cobalt permanent magnets.
determined by the magnetic permeability g of the An electromechanical generator excites the

sample's material and, the second, when the string oscillations due to the interaction of
magnetic moment is independent of the external alternating current through the string with the
field. magnetic field in the magnet gap. A system of

In the first case one has to take into account forced automatic regulation keeps a stable current in
the proportionality of magnetic moment to the the string.

internal field /Hi of the sample, which in its turn, is Mentioned measures allowed to improve the

determined by the external magnetic field, magnetic level of relative sensitivity of WSG down to 10- at

susceptibility and sample's geometric form. For the load : 3N. Since the magnetometric

sample located in an axially symmetric magnetic measurements are done by slow rate scanning, it was

field the interaction force is defined as follows [1]: necessary to provide long time stability at the level

105. A special method of fixation of the string's
FZ , Dt - 1)) z (2) lower end practically excludes wire's drawing out of

81ct(I + D(g - 1)) az 'clips. Pickup's thermostabilisation allowed to achieve
where D is demagnetisation factor determined by long-time stability during many hours.
the sample's geometry. Fig. I shows a typical behaviour of pickup

The force of interaction of a permanent readings at permanent load 2.25N dtring more than
magnet of magnetic moment Mz with an external 64 hours. The temperature of the base was stabilised.

field Hz is determined by the expression: with accuracy 0.10C. From Fig. 1 one can see that

Fý = M. H/•z. (3) mean square deviation was 6.65.10"6. This value is
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more promoted than that of known pickups based on
measuring of vibrating wire frequency. E.g. in [5] 1.5 -

2370.75 52

2370.72 51 1.0 A

2370. 50 0.5 - "_

2370.66 49 Z

2370.63 48 > U>

2370.60 4 47 -0.5 -- \_ 5!_

2370.57 46 V

2370.54 • 45

2370.51 44 4..5

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80
2370.48 43 Z, m
2370.45 420 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 Fig. 2

Time, hours

Fig. 1 both systems consist of two separated coils, the
measurements were done for parallel and antiparallel

string pressure pickups of resolution 10-4 from currents. Fig. 2 represents the primary experimental
measurements interval are presented. String pressure results for composite solenoid for parallel (curve A)
pickups are used in oceanology investigations, and and antiparallel (B) currents respectively.
due to some improvement (pickup's 0.8-

A Bthermostabilisation, string's preliminary ageing etc.) 0.6-

the error was lowered to the value ±1+2.10-4 (+4.10-5 0

is needed) [6]. The string pickups for measurement 0.4 - -,

of tension in steel and concrete of the firm GeoKon 0.2- -

have resolution +3" 10"5 [7]. ____
0. 4A

Probes -0.2

Rings from soft magnetic steel, permalloy as _0.4

-0.6 __ _

well as of samarium-cobalt permanent magnets were -600 -40o -200 0 200 4 6

used as probes. Usage of ferromagnetic probes in Z'I
strong magnetic fields entails some difficulties Fig. 3
caused by nonhomogenous and non-linear
dependence between magnetisation of probes' Vertical axis represents the interaction force in mN.
material and the external field. Since the The scanning speed was 0.1 13mm/sec. A steel-3 ring
measurements were done in weak magnetic fields, with inner diameter 3mm, external diameter 13mm
we had ignored this nonhomogenousity. and thickness 6.4mm was used as a probe. Signals at

going in and out of the solenoid were coincide in
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS satisfactory level (null signals with switched off

currents are omitted). The width of experimental
Experiments were done on two types of track is about O.lmN and is greater than the

magnets: composite solenoid with symmetry axis resolution of string tension pickup and is mainly
along the z axis and Helmholtz coils system caused by swinging of rather big probe in the narrow
designed to compensate Earth's magnetic field (coils hole of coils during the scanning. Division of F by
lay in horizontal plane). Each gravimetric the factor (gI - 1)V/8xt(I + D(ft - 1)) gives
measurement was a representation of interaction dependence of the value H2/•z on z. In its tur

force between the probe and magnetic field under the last function allows to restore the function
scanning of z axis. Currents in solenoids and coils
were selected to have such a value that the measured Hz (z) along the axis of solenoid.
values lay in operating range of WSG with optimal Fig. 3 represents similar gravimetric

range of sensitivity. In case of composite solenoid measurements for Helmholtz coils system (A

this current was I =200mA, for Helmholtz coils corresponds to parallel currents, B - to antiparallel

I =3.1A. Since ones). Samarium-cobalt magnets were used as
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probes. Here the track width was about 0.04mN. magnetic field square and interaction force equal to
This is less than that in previous case, since the 445.48 (Gs2/cm)/mN with correlation factor 87%.
probes relative sizes were much more less than coils A .2

diameter. Presented curves define the Helmholtz 1.0-
coils system magnetic field gradient up to a constant. B -0B

L., 6' 0.6PROCESSING OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS B
c?0.4  0.4

Obtained experimental results were, .z 0.2

processed to define the magnetic field gradients. To 0o - '.. 0.0
find it actually one have to find the factor -0.2

([t - 1)V/8it(I + D(Rt - 1)) for probes with magnetic a -4 -0.4
-0.4 -0.4

susceptibility gt or magnetic moment M, for probes .600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600z, mn

from permanent magnet. In principle, one can Fig. 5
estimate these parameters using the tabulated values
of known materials in use,. however, since these Similar calculations of the field gradient for the
factors depend on the samples' shape, finding of Helmholtz coils system using Hall detector
these parameters using .special calibrating measurements are presented in Fig. 5. In this case
measurements by Hall detectors seemed preferable. comparison with the gravimetric measurements
Note that measurements done near the experimental defines the probes magnetic moment of the order of
points of field's gradient are sufficient.poi thoffield'sgrearientw are the. 1.35 (Gs/cm)/mN with correlation factor 95%.There are two way to compare the

gravimetric measurements with Hall detectors ones: CONCLUSION
integrate gravimetric curves or differentiate Hall's
detectors' ones. Taking into account that during each This work was aimed to develop and
period of measurement the current trough coils was construct a complete system of measurements,
switched off, the numerical differentiation is although the measurements were done on
preferable, because it uses information of local demonstration samples. Varying of temperature both
sections of experimental curves. to the high and low temperatures are possible and

A 5 will essentially broaden unit's possibilities.
4W 0.9 Combination of these method with other
300 - -- - 0.9

200 i i I I B measurements of magnetic field characteristics gives
9oo - -, -I 0.6 a possibility to fulfil sufficiently simple and precise

- 0 definition of magnetic parameters.

S 100 - -0.3 This work was carried out by support of
-200 - - - - I' .0.6 firm HTM Reetz (Berlin), and authors are thankful
-300.- 

-0.6 to Dr. R.Reetz. Authors also thank V.Gavalian and

-400 -1.2 A.Aleksanian for their help.
-300 -- 1.5

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 REFERENCES
z, mm
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A NEW WINDOW COATING SYSTEM AND A NEW WINDOW
FOR THE ALS*

C.C. Lo**, J. Julian, K. Baptiste and B. Taylor***
Advanced Light Source

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road,

Berkeley, California USA 94720

Abstract
Copper Bell jar

A new window coating system has been developed to trpod

coat a newly designed window for the Storage Ring RF ,,

System in the Advanced Light Source(ALS). A bell jar Tubul
large enough to accommodate the 15cm (OD) x 50cm window

(L) tubular ceramic window is used for a vacuum
chamber. Methodical procedures are employed to
ensure the chamber is free of contaminants before any Ceramic
coating is carried out. A single filament is used to coat sample

the new tubular window, however other shapes of
filaments could be used for coating other windows if
necessary. Details of the coating system and window
construction as well as the performance of the coating
system and the new windows will be presented.

1 INTRODUCTIONI

In the ALS Booster and Storage ring the RF cavities I "//
operate at ultra high vacuum (UHV) and require
ceramic windows to serve as barriers between UHV VACUUM PORTS forConvectron Gauge

and atmospheric pressure. These windows enable the Cold Cathode
cavity to be isolated and at the same time allows Radio Nitrogen LeakThermocouples

Frequency (RF) signals to be transmitted from the Instumentation
wave guide to the cavity. Since these windows are Filament Conections

installed at the window coupling ports of the cavities
they must be able to withstand the high electric field of
the cavity, have low RF power dissipation and present Fig. 1 Coating System
a low secondary electron emission coefficient to reduce
multipactoring that usually leads to catastrophic break bottom of entire length of the window and beyond. It
downs. The last item dictates that the ceramic window is important to have the window's inside surface facing
be coated with materials which would provide a small a uniformly heated portion of the filament as much as
secondary electron emission coefficient. Another very possible to obtain a uniform coating. Power is
important function of the coating is to drain the charge delivered to the top connection of the filament via a
on the ceramic away before it is charged to a flash over tripod supporting structure. The lower part of the
potential. Therefore it is imperative that the two ends filament is weighted down to keep the filament straight
of the ceramic tube be metalized around the perimeter through out the coating cycle. A turbo pump is used in
at the ends and lmm into the inner wall so that the series with a dry scroll pump to evacuate the bell jar
coating can make connection to ground through them. chamber. A residual gas analyzer (RGA) is used to

look at the evacuated chamber for any unusually high
2 THE COATING SYSTEM residuals before starting the coating process. After

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the details of the coating many discussions with others"12'3 who have done this
system. The bell jar has a diameter of 48cm and a process before we decided to coat the ceramic window
height of 76cm. The total height of the tubular window with a coat of approximately 10 to 20 Angstrom (1-
including flanges measures 53.2cm. The titanium 2nm)4 of Titanium Nitride (TiN). The filament operates

filamentruns straight through from the top to the on 0 to 30V AC power.

0-7803-5573-3/99/1$0.00@ 1999 IEEE. 1471
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3 THE WINDOW Top flange

On going effort for aperture window development has
been in progress for at least 30 years, pursuing a course
from DESY to Daresbury to LBNL. The Daresbury
Laboratory S.R.S. developed a series of ceramic
windows that can handle a maximum of 45kW cw RF
power into the unloaded cavity. Power was limited by Ceramic
ceramic charging effects resulting in non destructive tube
flashover on the atmospheric side of the window.
The ALS requires two cavity windows rated at 70kW
cw input each and a total input power with beam of
250kW. A new window was designed in which the Tuning vanes
ceramic disc was replaced by a ceramic tube with a
metal top cap that can be fitted to the waveguide upper
wall. Typically a disc window could provide a coupling
factor up to 5. Without a ceramic disc loading theo
cavity port, the tubular window has a lower coupling
factor. By adding loading vanes at the bottom flanges
as in Fig. 3, the cut off frequency of the aperture was Fig.3 Lower flange
lowered to the benefit of the coupling factor attainable, Coupling tuning
both for the input power and exit HOM frequencies. vanes Coolant
Typically a coupling factor of 3 can be achieved with \7 '4 tube

the loading vanes. Figure 2 is a diagram of the ceramick M
tubular window that has a length of 50cm and an Bottom flange
internal diameter of 14cm. The thickness of the
ceramic tube is 0.5cm. The bottom flange is made out Fig. 2 RF Window
of oxygen free copper with water cooling chamber and and the vacuum system is closed up for pumping. A
is brazed to the ceramic tube. It also has a stainless Varian 600DS-scroll vacuum pump with a turbo-V
steel knife-edge that provides UHV seal to the cavity 300HT pump is used to pump down the chamber. Four
connecting flange. The top flange construction 250W IR lamps, a base plate heater that can provide a
incorporates a flexible diaphragm to accommodate maiu teprueof7CanthTiilet
thermal expansion and alignment problems. The twomaiu teprueof7CanthTiilet
loading vanes for obtaining higher coupling factor are running between 10A to 13A are used to bake out the

interal art of he btto flage.vacuum chamber. This low temperature bake will last
interal art of he btto flage.for a period of 3 to 5 days or until the vacuum pressure

is in the low 10.W Torr range or better. An RGA scan is
taken* to check for water, petroleum products, etc.

4 THE COATING PROCESS before coating.
Two hours before the coating run, the cold trap is filled

The tubular ceramic RF window is given a thorough and the nitrogen lines are purged for twenty minutes
cleaning of the through and blind holes to remove all from a full Dewar flask. Next, the vacuum chamber is
lubrication products by cleaning with acetone, purged with dry nitrogen at a pressure of 3 to 8 x 10W
isopropyl alcohol, and finally ethyl alcohol. The whole Torr via the .01 micron particle filter through the leak
window is UHV cleaned in the plating shop, and then valve for period of ten to twenty minutes. This
mounted in the vacuum coating system. Temperature nitrogen purge is repeated for a total of up to four
probes are installed at the top, middle, and bottom of times. The optical pyrometer and Infrared
the ceramic for monitoring of the bake-out and coating thermometer are mounted on fixed supports and
temperature. A titanium filament wire, 2.0mmn aligned using an illumination lamp. The two units are
diameter of 99.7% purity, is installed through the used to monitor the filament wire at the base of the
center of the tubular window. A vertical filament wire window. Ten minutes before coating, the IR lamps and
is used twice before being replaced, and the lower ring the base heater are secured, and the nitrogen leak is set
filament wire is being used only once because of for 5 x l0-' Torr. At the start of the coating run, the
mounting difficulties, sagging, and becoming very timing clock is started and the filament is brought up to
brittle after a single run. This lower ring filament is 30A. After fifteen seconds, the filament current is
used to coat the lower part of the ceramic tube in the adjusted for a filament temperature of 1050'C. The
older version of the window only. The new windows optical pyrometer temperature is used as the reference
do not need this extra coating process. Verification for the coating process. The infrared thermnometer is
targets are installed to verify the thickness of the TiN used as a backup because of its limited focal size on the
coating of every run. The vacuum coating system base, wire that has a tendency to change if moved.
spool, and bell jar are wiped down with ethyl alcohol Throughout the coating process, the filament voltage
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and the nitrogen leak are adjusted repeatedly to window is free of voltage breakdowns. The fourth
maintain the prescribed coating parameters. All window operates without any problem and both new
readings are logged every ten minutes. At the windows were conditioned up to full power within a
completion of the 2-hour coating run, the temperature relatively short time (a few hours).
of the ceramic window will have risen from 60'C to
1 14*C. The filament current is reduced to 10A for a 6 CONCLUSION
period of one hour for cool down, and the nitrogen
pressure in the bell jar is increase to 5 x 10W. At the Our new coating system performs very well. The recipe
end of one hour, the filament is turned off, bell jar we have developed for coating this type of windows is
isolation valve is closed, vacuum pumps secured, and quite effective and the performance of the coating is
then the bell jar is back filled with nitrogen pressure to consistent. We are still in the process of acquiring a
I x 101 Torr. few more good windows for ALS.
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5 WINDOW PERFORMANCE
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1 INTRODUCTION compressor and the magnicon-compressor microwave
circuit, and gives first experimental results from low-
power tests.

It is widely accepted that microwave pulse compressors

are required to achieve the high power and short pulse 2 DESIGN OF ACTIVE BRAGG
lengths for high-gradient linear accelerators. COMPRESSOR (ABC)
Compressors are categorized within two main classes:
passive (e.g., SLAC Energy development-SLED) [1,2] In the framework of the Project for realization of a
and active [3]. Active compressors have great potential Microwave Active Bragg Compressor (ABC) with its
for application with linear accelerators. The current output power of at least 100 MW, we manufactured an
Omega-P/IAP program is to develop and study the ABC prototype. This is an evacuated version made of
operation of a novel active microwave compressor that copper. The compressor design is distinguished from
utilizes an oversized waveguide and electrically prior active compressors in that microwave energy is
controlled Bragg reflectors. An active pulse compressor stored in a resonator operating in the "breakdown-
has been developed that is able to provide output pulses proof' TE01n mode, with n>>l. The testing of prototype
of at least 100 MW power with pulse duration of 100 ns designs of such a compressor using -100 kW-level
at X band, and with a power gain of 12-15. The microwaves (f = 9.4 GHz) showed that a compressor of
compressor is being evaluated using 1-1.5 gtsec pulses this design is able to provide power gains up to 20.
from the Omega-P/NRL 11.424 GHz magnicon being
operated at NRL. This paper describes design of the

2 3 4 546 7

Fig.l. Schematic diagram of the Active Bragg Compressor operating in the TE0O mode: 1 - input waveguide, 2 -
TEo,-mode converter, 3 - input Bragg reflector, 4 - smooth tapered transition, 5 - storage cavity, 6 - over-critical
narrowing of the waveguide, 7 - output reflector with electrically controlled gas discharge switches.

The scheme of the compressor is shown in Fig. I. The section of a cylindrical waveguide and an outpi
compressor consists of mode converters (TEO, -- TE1 '°, reflector. The central part of the resonator is a section c
TE110 -- TEo1

0) connected with smooth tapered an over-sized Im long waveguide 80 mm in diametel
transitions and a resonator formed by a Bragg reflector, a which is equipped with a tapered 400 mm long transitio

to a narrower waveguide. The diameter of the latte
* Supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Division of High waveguide was 55 mm, and the TEO, mode is the onl
Energy Physics. propagating mode of all the axially symmetric ones.
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The output reflector consists of the active and passive resonator was excited in the CW regime. A characteristic
sections. The active section is based on a step-wise oscillogram of the compressed pulse is shown in Fig. 2.
widening of a circular waveguide. This stepped widening The compression coefficient was determined by the ratio
section comprises a cylindrical TE311 mode resonator of the peak power of the compressed pulse, Pp to the
containing a quartz ring-shaped gas-discharge tube. The power Po at the compressor input. The' compression
discharge tube is used to switch in about 10 nsec from coefficients obtained in the experiment amounted to k
the regime of energy storage to the regime of energy 11-12 at a half-width pulse duration of -p = 45-55 ns.
extraction. The diameter of the wider waveguide is 140 Based on the experimental data, compressor efficiency
mm, and it can excite high order axially symmetric in the pulse excitation regime was found. According to
modes. The passive section is a waveguide section with a [4] energy accumulation in the resonator is described by
narrowing beyond cutoff. This combined output reflector the following expression:
makes it possible to reduce the intensity of the electric
field in the region of the gas-discharge tubes in the active W(t) = Wo[ I - exp(-t/2t)] 2

section. By changing dimensions of the cutoff waveguide
narrowing in the passive reflector section, one can where W0 = (4I/(l+1))P0ot is the energy accumulated in
change the transmission coefficient and, thus, control the the resonator in the stationary state, P=QolQe is the
amplitude and duration of the compressed pulse. ABC is coefficient of resonator coupling with the input aperture,
evacuated via three pumping ports. The compressor was Qo and Qe are the inherent Q-factor of the resonator and
tested for vacuum. It was evacuated up to the pressure Q-factor of the coupling, t =QL /o is characteristic time
10-6 Torr. of excitation of the loaded resonator with QL = QoQI(Qo

+ Qe). Total efficiency of pulse compression in the

Specified characteristics of the TE01 mode compressor, il, is determined by expression

compressor

Input pulse duration 2.1 jts
where il = WpIWo is the efficiency of transmission of the

Output pulse duration 100 ns accumulated power to the load, Wp = f Pp (t) dt is energy
in the compressed pulse, 112 = W(t)IWi is efficiency of

Power amplification 17 power accumulation in the resonator, and Wi = Pot is
energy at the compressor input at time moment t. The

Compression efficiency 60% value of t required for efficiency determination was
found by measuring the loaded Q-factor of the resonator.Inherent Q-factor of the whole 150000 According to these measurements QL = 2.3"10 4 and t =

resonator
300 ns. The value of f3 determined in the experiment was

Specified load Q-factor provided by the 56000 2.2.
input Bragg-type reflector with power
reflection coefficient 98.5%. Pp, a.u.

1.2 -

3 LOW POWER TEST 1.0 -

MEASUREMENTS0.8

The compressor was tuned in two stages. Initially the
output reflector was adjusted in such a way as to provide 0.6

a match of the maximum non-transmission and in the
operating frequency of the compressor. Then, by 0.4 -

changing the length of the cylindrical waveguide, the 0.2

resonator was tuned precisely to the frequency of fo =
11.424 GHz at the minimum of the compressor-reflected 0.0 - ---------- -
signal. When a high-voltage pulse was fed in, the
microwave power stored in the resonator was discharged tim0e, n s

from the resonator in the TEO,' operating mode.

The efficiency of pulse compression was optimized by Fig.2 Envelope of compressed microwave pulse.
changing the length of the step-wise widening of the
waveguide. The measurements were performed when the
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Efficiency of pulse compression calculated from the
experimental data for cases of resonator fed with pulses efficiency of power accumulation 112, because of energy
of different duration is shown in Fig. 3. The same figure losses in the Bragg reflector. These losses can be
shows the curve for efficiency of power accumulation eliminated by using the scheme of compressor excitation
(upper curve) in the resonator. It is seen from the figure by means of a 3-db coupler with a common power input-
that when pumping pulses with a duration of 1 gts are output element.
used, the total compression efficiency will be 50%. This
efficiency proved to be somewhat lower than the value of
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Efficiency
0.6-
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Fig.3 Total efficiency (71) and energy storage efficiency(112 ) vs
input pulse duration.
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